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IN MEMORIAM-D. T. DEVENDRA 

IT is with profound regret that we announce the death of b. T. Devendra., who for 
many years was on the Editorial Staff of the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism. He wa.s. 
one of the few veterans in Ceylon who devoted their lives to the pursuit of the culture 
and learning in his motherland. 

· Dev:endra. began :his career, a.fte1· graduation, as a teacher, first on the Staff of 
Ana.nda College, the premier Buddhist school in the Island, and later as Headmaster 
of several other Buddhist schools whose development he helped in numerous ways. 
His services to the cause of Buddhist educatioi� in Ceylon were of a high order. 
Devendra was a great teacher, a 'source. of insp1r�tion and ·emulation to his pupils, ...... . . 

. who loved and revered him deeply. ·. Many of thorn today occupy impor�ant posts 
in the public life of Ceylon. 

History was his forte and this led him to the stud)' of Archaeology, with his later 
· becoming As8istant Commissioner of Archa.eulogy ill Ceylon, a post which he held 

· · with distinction for many years, till he retired to be Assistant Editor of the Encycl�� 
. paedia, to ' which lie · contributed :(nany · articles on a variety . of subjects . . · These 

· · .. appear in the Encyclopaedia under hiS initialE�:--:D:r.D. · Devendra . remained a 
· student and a researcher all his life. The r�s�lts of his �tudies h� gave to the world 

. in several boob and. in nunlerous contributions whi6h were published in learned 
journals in many parts of the world. . His books include: (1} This Other Lanka, · ·.• 
(2) Clas5ical Sinhalese Sculpture, (3) The Buddha lniage and Ceylon, · (4) Tanks 
and Rice, (5) Moonstone and. other papers (in· Sinhala) . . . 

He often expressed views different from those of acknowledged savants. But, 
he had the courage of his convictions and supported his 0'\\'li opinions with �vidence, 
scientifically marshalled with scrupulous care and diligence. 

He was a man of great personal charm, · simple and unassuming in his ways, 
ever ready to help those who sought his advice and assistance. · He lived a lifo of 
great a.nd useful activity. Ha �a.s 70 at the tima of his death. We deeply mourn 

. his passing away and will alwayS cherish his memory ' and the very valuable 
contribution he made to our work. 

. . ·- :  

G. P. MALALASEKERA, 

Editor·in-Chief . . 

. - - . .  

- -..ro .::;: ... � 
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RiipaiJl jirati maccinalJl 

Nima-gottai}l na jirati 

IT is with profound regret that we announce with the publication of this fascicle 
the demise of Professor G. P. Me.lalasekara, Editor-in-Chief of the Encyclopaedia of 
Buddhism from its inception in 1955 till his death on the 23rd. April 1973. He 
died at the age of 73, and it must. be recorded that till the last he maintained his . · 
unflagging interest in the work of tho Encyclopaedia. 

Professor Malalasekera was a man of many parts, the hall-mark of his life being . · 
his versatility. He was the doyen of Orientalists in his own land and an, interna
tionally celebrated authority on Buddhism. Yet his achievements were not confined 
to- 'the grove ·of Academe'; for his career was distinguished in several other notable 
aspects, as educationist, religious and social leader and even diplomat. His 
death deprives tho editorial staff of the Encyclopaedia of a humane administrator 
and able organizer. The project will now be bereft of his brilliant leadership. 

As the father of the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Professor Malala.sekera will be 
ever remembered by his staff, collaborators and colleagues who deeply mourn his 
passing away. 

Encyclopaedia. of Buddhism, 
Department of Cultural Affairs, 
Colombo 7. 

0. H. DE A. WIJESEKlllRA 

Editor-in-Chief 
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Indian Art and Letters (London) 

Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyii 
(University of Tokyo, Journal 

of Indian and Buddhist Studies) 

Indian Culture (Calcutta) 

The Indian Historical Quarterly 

Itivuttaka.,ed. E. Windisoh.PTB • . 
1�9 

Itivuttaka. · Atthaka.th8. (Para
m:atthadipani, I-II, ed. M. M. 
Bose, PTS. 193{..36 

Jii.ta.ka (with commentary), I-VI, 
- --- ed. V;- Fausbi:ill, PTS. 1962 -

Journal of the American Oriental 
Society 

Journal Asiatique 

J oumal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal r 

J oumal of the Benares Hindu 
University · 

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa 
Resear�h Society 

Journal of the Bombay Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society · 

Journal of the Burnia Research . 
Society 

Journal of tha Buddhist Text -
Society 

· 

Journal of the Cevlon Branch of 
the Hoyal .:-'lsiatic Society . · 

,T omnal of the Department of 
Lettet·s, University of Calcutta 



JGIS. 
JIH. 

Jin{IC. 

Jinak. 

Jinal. 

Jm. 

JOB. 
JPTS. 

JRAS. 

JSS. 

Keith. 

Khp. 

KhpA . 

Kh& • . 

Klpm • . 

KJTurj . . 

Kp. 

Ktr. 

Kvbh. 

Kvil. 

Kvu. 

Kw-4.. 

,T ournal of the Greater India 
Society 

J oumal nf Indian History 
Jinacarita, ed. W. H. D. Rouse JPTS. Hl04-5, 1-1 55 
Jinaka.lamali, ed. A .  P. Buddha

dr.t.ta, PTS. 1962 

Jinulalpkara (with translation). 
ed . J. Gray, London, 18!14 

Jutakamii.lii., ed. H. Kern, HOS. 
I, Boston, 1891 

Journal of Oriental Research 

Journal of the Pali Text Society 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society of Great Britian and 
Ireland 

Journal of the Siam Society • 
Keith, A. B. : Catalogue of Sans-

krit Manuscripts in the Bodle
ian Library, Oxford, 1905 

Khuddakapatha, ed. H. Smith, 
PTS. l915 

Khuddakapatha A�thaka.tM 
(Paramatthajotika I), ed. H. 
Smith, PTS. 1915 

:&huddasikkhii., ed. E.  Miiller, 
JPTS. 1883, 88-121 

. 

Khotanese Texts, I-II, ed. H. W. -

Lal. 

Lank, 

Ligeti. 

LA. 

M. 

MA. 

MBT. 

MOB. 

MOM. 
Mdhvr. 

Mdhvt. 

Bailey, - Cambridge, 1946-54 
Mgh. -

. • . Kalpsnii.ma:t;u;litika, ed. H. Liiders . 
· (Bruchstiicke der Kalpan&· · 

ma.I;ldit-:ka), KlTurf. ll, l}}2fl �11hbv. 

. . Kleinere t:ianskrit-1'exte (Konig-
. liche Preussische Turfan-Ex- _.;.lJhm. 

-------peditionen) - - - - - -
Kartl1;lii.puJ;1Q.arika, ed. S. C. Das 

and S. C. Sastri, Calcutta, 
1898 Mhpa. 

KMya.pa.parive.rta, ed. H. Stael
Holstein, 1926 

Kara.tala.ra.tna (reconstructed in 
. Sanskrit from the Chinese trans� 
lation),ed. N. AiyaswamiSastri. 
Adysr, 1938 

(Karma.vibhaiiga) : Mahii.karma
vibhatiga {I.a grande Classi
fication des Aetas) et Karma. 
vibhaiigopade8a (Discussion sur 
le Mahii.karmavibhaiiga.), ed. S. 
Levi, Paris. 1932 

Ka.:Iikhii.vitar8.:t;lf, ed. Dorothy Mas-
. kell, PTS. 1956 

. 

Kathii.vatthu, I-ll, ed. A. c. 
Taylor, PTS. 1894-95 

Kathii.vatthuppa.k�a Attha
katha, ed. J. Minayeff, JPTS. 
1889, 1-222 

viii 

Mh8. 

Mhv. · 

MhvA. 

(Avalokitesvaragul).a) Karav<:la· 
vyliha, ed. S. Samasrami, Cal
cmt.t.a, 1873 

. . Lalitavistam, ed. P. L. Vaidya., 
EST. 1 ,  1 95.'3 

L;�rildivatarasutra, ed. B. N:mjio, 
Kyoto, 1923 

Ligeti, Louis : Catalogue du 
Kanjur Mongol, I. BOH. III, 
1942-44 

Lokesvara.�at.aka., ed. Suzanne 
Ka.rpeli�s. JAs� 1919, 5. 1 1 ,  
XIV, 357-465 

Majjhima. Nikaya, I-IV, ed. V .  
Trenckner, R. Chahners, MrH. 
"Rhys Davids, P'l.'S. 1888-1925 

Majjhimanikii.ya Atthakathii. (Pa.
paiica.siidani), I-V, ed. J. H . 
Woods, D. Kosa.mbi, I. B. 
Horner, PTS. 1922-38 

Minor Buddhist Texts, ed .  G. 
Tucci, SOR. IX, Part I, . 1956 

. . l\I{:langes Ohinois et. Buddhiques 
Memoir of the Colombo Museum 

Madhyamakavrtti, ed. L. de Ia. 
Vallee Poussin, BB. IV, 1902-
13 

Madhyamakil.vate.ra .ed. L. de Ia . 
Vallee Poussin; BB. IX 

Meghasutra,ed. C. Ben�all,JR4S . . 
1 880, 288.ff. 

Mahabodhivaxpsa, ed. S.A. 
Strong, PTS. 1891 

_ . _ _ . � _ _ Mahii.mii.y!i.!'i, �g. Ql!fenbQrg _ _in 
lapiski Vostschna.go Otdele- · 
nija Imp. Russk. Archeol. Obs
chestva., X!, 1899 

Ma.hii.parinirv8.l;la.siitra, ed. E. 
WaldsChmidt, AbhandlWlgen
der Deutschen - Akademie, 
Berlin, 1950-51 

�ahasamajasutra, 
· Waldschmidt 
Buddhistischer 

. KlTurj. IV, 1932 

· ed. E. 
(Bruchstiick& 

Sutraa, I)· 

Ma.hayii.nasa.xpgrahe., 1-II, ed. 
E. Lamotte (La Somme du · 

Grand Vehicule d'Asa.Iiga),Lou· 
vain, 1938 

. •  · Ma.havaiJlSS, ed. W. Geiger (chap
ters i-xxxvii), PTS. 1908; Ciila· . 

· vaJ!lSa, ed. W. Geiger, I-II, 
· (chapters xxxviii-lxxii and 

lxxiii-ci), PTS. 1925-27 
. 

�ahii.vaql:c:a.tikii. (V a.IJlSB.tthappa· 
kasini = Mahii.varpsa A tthaka
tba), I-II, ed. G. P. Malala
sekera, PTS. 1935 



M1wE. 

MhtJU. 

Mhvyut. 

Miln. 

Mmk. 

Moe. 

Mohv. 

Mul8. 

Mvibh. 

]lftliJh. 

Nanjio. 

Nd. I 

Nd. II 

NclA. I 

.NdA . ll 

Nett. 

NettA. 

NIA. 
NR. 

Nrp. 
Nrs. 

Nyab. 

.Nyiim. 

Extended Mahii.varpsa., ed. G. P. Nyap.  
Malalasekera., AS. Ill, 1937 

Mahii.vastu, I-III, ed. E .  Senart, 
Paris, 1 882-97 OM. 

. . Mahavyutpatti, ed. R. Sakaki, 
Kyoto, 1916  

Milindapaiiha, ed .  V. l'rcr.dmer, Paikag. 

PTS. 1962 
. 

(Arya) Maiijusrimiilakalpa, ed. T. 
G. Sastri, TSS. 1 92�25 

Mochizuki, S : Bukkyo-dai-jiten, 
1-8, Tokyo, 1 933-57 

. . Mohavicchedani, ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta and A. K. Warder, 
PTS. 1961. 

Miilasikkhii., ed. E. Muller, JPTS. 
1 883, 122-32 

Madhyii.nta.vibhiiga, oo. S. Yama
guchi, Nagoya, 1934 

Mo.itreya.vyii.ka.ral).a, ed. S. Levi, 
Melanges Linossier, Paris, 1933, 
381-90 

Nanjio, B.  : Catalogue of the 
Chinese Translation of the Bud
dhist Tripi�a, Oxford, 1883 

Mahii.niddesa., I-II, ed. L. de la 
Vallee PouBBin and E. J. 
Thomas, PTS. 1916-17 

Oullaniddesa, I-III, ed. W. Stede, 
PTS. 1918  

Nirldesava:rp;umii. (Saddham:ma. 
pajjotikii.=Mahaniddesa Attha
kathii.), I-III, ed. A.P. Buddha
datta, PTS. 1(}31-41 

Niddesava.l).�anii. (Saddhamma
pajjotikii.= Cullaniddesa Attha
katha), ed. Boruggamuwe Siri 
Revata., SHB. XIV, 1923 

NettippakaraQ.a, ed. E. Hardy, 
PTS. 1902 

NettippakaraJ:la AHhakathii., ed. 
Widurupola Piyati.ssa, BHB. 
IX, 1921 

New Indian Antiquary 

Nagoya Daigaku Bungaku-bu 
Kenkyii Ronshii (Bulletin of 
the Faculty of Latters, Nagoya 
University) 

Nii.mariipapariccheda, ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, JPTS. 1913-14 

Nii.mariipasamasa, ed. P. Dham· 
mariima, JPTS. 1 915-16 

Nyii.yabindu, ed. Th. Steber
. batsky (Nyii.yabindu, Nyii.ya

bindutikii.), I-II, BB. VIII, 
1 904 ; III, 1 929 

PB. 

PRO. 

PED. 

Ph(d.. 

Pjm. 
PMG. 

PpA.  

Ppit)A!.. 

Prat. 

Prgsg. 

Pray. 

PrvO:r. 

Ps. 

PsA . 

PSS. 

Nyii.yamukha, ed. G. Tucchi, PTO . 
Heidelberg, 1930 

IX 

Nyii.yapraveaa (with COIUID6!i· 
tary),  ed . A. B. Dhruva, Gf)S, 
38, 1 930 

OLani Dnigaku Tos!Jr;kan - z 6  Tibl'L 
Daiz6ky 6 Kanjur Kando Tlfokn
roku, Kyoto, 1 930-32 

Pa.fi.cagatidipani, ed . L. Feor, 
JPTS. 1 884, 1.52-61 

Prabuddh� Bharata 

Polsk� Biuletyn Orientalistyczny 
(The Polish Bulletin of Oriental 
Studies, Varsovie) 

Pali-English Dictionary, ed. T. W. 
Rhys Davids and W. Stade, 
PTS. 

· 

Pe�akopadesa, ed. A. Be.rua, PTS. 
1 949 

Prajfiaparamitahrdayasutra, ed. 
F. Max Milller, Oxford, 1 884 

Pajjamadhu, ed. E. R. Goone
ratne, JPTS. 1 887, 1-16 

Publications du Musee Gnimet 

Paiicappako.raz:m Atthakathii 
(Paramatthn.dipani), Part I, ed. 
Rerukane Ariya.fi.ai_la, SHB, 
XXXVIII, 1 936 ; Part II, ed. 
Rerukii.ne Candavimala, SRB. 
XL, 1 938 

Prajfi.aparamitapil).<;lartha, I-IT, 
ed. G. Tucci (Minor Sanskrit 
Texts on the Prajfi.apii.ramitii� 
JRAS. 1 947 

Prii.timo�a.siitra, ed. L. Finot · 
(Pratimok�siitra des Sa.rviisti- 
vii.dins) with a ll'rench trans
lation of the Chinese version by 
Ed. Huber, JAs. XI, 2 ( 1 913), 
473 ff. 

Pra j fiii.parami tara tnaguz:!.asafica
yagathii., ed. E. Obermiller, 
Moscow, 1 937 

Pramaz:!.asamuccaya, (translated 
and annotated) Masaaki Hatt
ori, HOB. Vol. 47, 1968 

Prama�avii.rttikai!l (with com
mentary and sub-commentary), · 
ed. R. Sankrityayana, Alla.ha.- · 
bad, 1 949 

Patisambhidii.magga, I-II, ed. A. 
C. Taylor, PTS. 1 905-07 

Patisambhidii.magga Atthaknthll. ·. _ . 
(Sadd�ammappakasini), I-III. · . · · 
ed. C. V .  Joshi, PTS. 1933-47 

Panj::.b Sanskrit Series (Lahort>) 

Pii.li Tipitakaril Concordance, 
PTS. 



P'l'S. 

Pug. 

PugA. 

Pw. 

R&dgot. 

Rpp. 

R8t1. 

Rtlibh. 

BA. 

· Sadla. 

.Sag. 

Saz. 

Sii81J. 

Sau,.a. 

SaundK. 

.SBR 

SBE. 

SBNT. 

Sdarl. 

Pali Text Society (edition) 
Puggalapaiifiatti, ed. R. Morris, 

PTS. 1883 

Puggalapaiii'iatti Atrhakathii. ed. 
G .  Landsberg and Mrs. Rhys 
Davids, JPTS. 1913-14, 
pp. 170-254 

Paficavhp.Satisahasrikii.pra j fi a pii.· 
ramitii., ed. N. Dutt, London, 
1934 

Petavatthu, with commentary : 
Petava.tthu AHhakathii. (Para· 
mattha.dipa.ni), ed. E. Hardy, 
PTS. 1894 

Ra.tnagotravibhaga.mahii.yii.notta· 
ratantra.Sastra.. ed. E. H. Johns
ton, Patna, 19

.
50 

Roruka Avadii.na (I : Tibetischer 
Text und Dt. 'Obersetzung ; 
TI :  Worterbuch), ed. J. Nobel, . 
1954 

Ra�trapii.la.pariprcchii., ed. L. 
Finot, St. Petersburg, 1901 

Rasavii.hini, ed. :&anavimaia 
Ma.hii. theJ:a, Colombo, · 1961 

Riiparupavibhiiga, ed. A. P. 
. . Budd4ad!itta, BM. I, 1915 

SaJ!lyutta Nikayu, I-VI, ed. L. 
Feer aP,d .Mrs. :B,hys Davida, 
PTS. 188�1904 . 

Sal!lyuttanikiiya Atthakathii. (Sii· 
ra.tthappakiisini), I-III, ed. F. 
L. Woodward, PTS. 1929-37 

Sii.dhanamii.ls, ed. B. Bha.t. 
- - - - - -tacliaryya� Baroda, 1925-28 

SBJ!lyuktii.galna. (fragments from 
Stein manuscripts), ed. L. de 

. Ia Vallee Pouasin, JRAS. 1913, 
669 ff. 

Sii.listambasiitra (reconstructed), 
ed. L. de la Vallee Poussin, 
(Bouddhisme, Etudes et Materi
aux, TMorie des douze causes), 
Gand, 1913, 19-90 

SiisanavaiJlSa., ed. M. Bode, PTB . . 
1897 

Sdrnp. 

Sclrnpy. 

Sdrns. 

Sdurg. 

SED. 

$gh. 

Shaetri. 

SHE. 

an. 

Sik�. 

Bimii. 

SIS. 
Sn. 

SnA. 

Bnir • . 

SOR. · 
Srs. 

Saundarananda, ed. E. H. Johns. 88/cP. 
ton, OXford, 1928 

Sa.undara.nandakii.vya, ed. Hara. 
prasad Sastri, Calcutta, 1910 

Sacred Books of the Buddhists 
• . Sacred Books of the East 

Six . Buddhist · N yii.ya Tracts 
published by the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, BI. Cal
cutta, 1910 

Sarvadar.Sanasarpgraha, ed. E. 
B. Cowell, 1878 

X 

BBr!lk. 

SaP. 

Ssvu. 

. . .  

l:>addharmapu�<;Iarikasiitra, ed. 
U. Wogihara and K. Tsuchida., 
Tokyo, 1934-35 

Saddhammopayana, ed.R. Morris, 
.JPTS. 1887, 35-98 

Saddhammasailgaha, ed. Nedima· 
le Saddhiinanda, JPTS. 1890, 
21-90 

Sarvadurgatipari.Sodhana�Jftf(!B· 
vijayadharaJ;li, ed. F. Max 
Miiller, 1884 

Sanskrit-English Dictionary, ed. 
Monier-Williams, Oxford, 1899 

�aQ.gatikarika, ed. P. Mus : _La 
Lumiere sur les Six V 01es, 
Paris, 1939 

Shastri, Hara Prasad : A Des· 
criptive Catalogue of SB,nskrit 
Manuscripts in the Government 
collection, under the care o!' 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Calcutta., 1917 

Simon Hewavitarane Bequest 
(Colombo) 

· South Indian 
(Madras) 

Inscriptions 

S�asamucca.ya, ed. C. Bendall, 
St. Petersburg, 1897-1902 

Simiiviviidavinicchayakatha, ed. · · 
J. Minayeff, JPTS. 1887, 17-34 

Sino-Indian Studies (Santiniketan) 
Suttanipata, ed. D. Andersen and • 

H. Smith, PTS. 1913 

SU.tfuii:ipata Atthakatha (Para-
matthajotika Il), ed. H. Smith,_ 
PTS. 1916-18 

Sandhinirmocana.siitra, ed. E .. 
Lamotte (Sand.hinirmocanasii- · 
tra, · L'explica.tion des Mys
teres) ,  Paris, 1935 

Serie Orientale Roms 

Samiidhirajasiitra (chapters 8, 19,' . 
22), ed. C. Regamey, Warsaw, 
1938 

Sapta.Sa.tikaprajiiiiparamita, ed. 
J. Masuda, Tokyo, 1930 

Suttasarpgaha, ed. R. Chaudhuri 
and D. Guha, BI. 1957 

Saccasarp.khepa, ed. P. Dhamma- · · 
rii.ma; JPTS. 1917-19, 1-25 · 

Satasii.hasrikiiprajiiii.paramitii., ed. 
P. Ghosa, B/. 1910 

Sahassa.vatthuppakarru:uup (in 
Sinhalese characters), ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, Maradana., 1 9W. 



Swnag . 

Sutriil. 

Svu. 

Scyu. 

Tai.shO. 

�Pant. 

Thag. 

ThagA . 

a'hig. 

'l'hiyA . 

Thiipv. 

Tikap. 

Tkg. 

TM. 

Tri�. 

Ta. 

TSS. · 

TT. 

1.'urkRem. 

UOR. 

Suma.gadhavadiina, ed. G. Toki
wai, 1897 

(�lahayana) SutriiJarp.kara, ed. 
(arrd transhtted i?l Fron0h ) ,  8 .  
Levi, Bibliotl_1eque d o  rf:cole 
des Hautes Etudes, 159, 1 90, 
Paris, 1907, 191 1 

::::uvan)apr::l.bhasottamasiitra, ed. 
J. :Nobel (Das Goldglanz Siitra.), 
Leipzig, 1937 

Sihalavatthuppakaral)a (in Sin
halese characters) ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, Colombo, 1 959 

SukhavativyUha, ed. F. Max 
Miiller, Oxford, 1883 

TaishO Shiushii Daizokyo, ed. J. 
Takakusu, I-CII, 1 924-32 

Tantriikhyana, ed. C. Bendall, 
JRAS. 1888 

Theragathii, ed. H. Oldenberg, 
PTS. 1 883 

Theragathii AHhakathii. (Para· 
matthadipani),  !-Ill, ed. F. L. 
Woodward, PTS. 1940-59 

TherigfLthii, ed. R. Pischel , PTS. 
1883 

Therigothii.Atr,hakatha (Paramat
tha(lipani), ed. E. Muller, PTS. 
1 i:l93 

ThiipavaJ?lsa, . ed. B. C. Law, 
PTS. 1935 

Tikapatthii.na, I-III (wit.h com
mentary), ed. Mrs. Hhys 
Davids, PTS. 1 921-23 

Telakatahagathii, ed. E. · R. 
Gooneratne, JPTS. 1884, 49-68 

Tohoku-Teikoku-Daigaku HO-
bun-gakubu Tibet-Daizokyo
So-l\iokuroku, · I-II, Sendai, 
1932 

Trirp.sikiivijiiapti, ed. H. Jacobi 
(Trirp..Sikii.vijiiapti mit Bh�ya 
des Acarya. Sthiramati), 1932 

Tattvasarpgraha with Paiijikii., ed . . 
E. Krishnamacharye., 2 Vols. 
GOS. 1 925 

Trivandrurn Sanskrit Series 

Tibetan Tripita.ka, Peking Edi
tion. ed ited by D. T. Su?:uki, 
Vol. 1-1 65 

Manuscript Remains of Buddhist 
Literature found in Eastern 
TUrkestan, ed. (in conjunction 
with other scholars) A. F. 
RudolfHoernle, I, Oxford, 1916 

University of Ceylon Review 

Ud. 

UdA . 

Udvg. 

Uvch. 

VajP. 

Vaj8U. 

Vbh. 

VbhA. 

VBS. 

Vickii:v. 

Vin. 

VinA . 

VinMS. 

VinS. 

Vinvc!i. 

Vism. 

Vvu. 

WZKM. 

Yam. 

YamA. 

ZDMG. 

Udana., ed. P. Stointhal, PTS. 
1 885 

tTdiina AHhakatha (Paramattha
dipani ) ,  ed. F. L. Woodward , 
PTS. 1 92G 

Udanavarga, ed.  N. P. Chakra
varti, Paris, 1930 

Uttaravinicchn,ya, ed. A. P. Bud
dhadatta, BM. II, 23 1-304 . 

Vajracchedikaprajiiii.paramita. 
ed. (and translated) E. Conze 
SOR. Xlli, Rome, 1 957 

Vajra.c;iici, ed. (and translated), 
S. K. Mukhopadhyaya, Santi
niketan, 1 950 

Vibhailga, ed. Mrs. Rbys Davids, 
PTS. 1 904: 

Yibhanga AHhakathii. (Sammoha
vinodani), ed. A. P. Buddha
datta., PTS. 1 923 

Visva-Bharati Studies 

Vicitrakafl)ikavadana, ed. (and 
translated) H. . Jorgensen, 
London, 1931 

(Virp8atika) Vijnaptimii.trat�.sid· 
dhi, ed. s. Levi, 1925-26 

Vinayapitaka, 1-V, ed. H. Olden· 
berg, London, 1 879-83 

Vinaya A�thakathii. (&manta. 
piisadika), I-VII, ed. J. Taka
kusu, M. Nagai, PTS. 1924-47 

Miila Sarvastiviida Vinaya :  Gil- . 
git Manuscripts, Vol. ill, ed. 
N. Dutt, 1 939-50 . . I 

Vinaya. des Sarvii.stivadin, ed. 
(and translated in French) J. 
Filliozat and H. Kuno, JAs. 
1 938, 21-64 

Vinayavinicchaya, ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, BM. II, 1-230 

Visuddhirnagga, ed. H. C. Warren 
and D. Kostlmbi, HOS. 41, 1950 . 

Virniinavatthu (with commen
tary), ed. E. Hardy, PTS. 1901 

Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde 
des Morgenlandes 

Yamaka, I�Jl, ed. Caroline Rhys 
Davids, PTS. 1911-13 . . 

. . Y amakappakaral)a. Atthakatb8, 
ed. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, 
JPTS. 1910-12, 51-107 

Zeitschrift dar Deutschen Mor .. 
genlii.ndischen Gesellschaft 



A ttba._qfi,J.ini 

Madhuratthavilii.sini 

Manora.thapilral).i 

Niddesa-va.wana 

Papaiicasiidani 

Pa.mmattha.dipani 

_Paramatthadipani 
Paramatthadipani 

Paramatthadiparu 

Paramatthadipani 

Paramatthadipani 

Paramatthajotikii. I · 

Paramattbajotikii. Jl 

Paramatthamo.iijiisa 

Raddhammapajjotika I, II, 

&ddhammappakasini 

Sa�tapasadika 

Sii.ratthappakooini 

Sumruigalavilasini 

Visuddbajanaviliisini 

Cross-references ot Special Titles to Abbreviations 

Dhammasm'lgO.IJi 1\ H·hnkathc. 

Buddhavarp.sa AHha.b:.thii. 

Ari.guttarn Nikaya At�hakatha 
Mahii.-(Culla-) niddesa .A.t.�hakatha 

Majjhima Nikaya A��hakathii. 

Cariyii.pit;aka A�thakatba 

Itivuttaka AHha.katha 

. . Paiica.ppakural).a AHhakathii 

Petavatthu Atpho.katha 

Theragathii. A�thakat.ha 

Therigatha Atthakatha 

Khuddakapatha AHhakatbii. 
Suttanipata AHhakatha 

Visuddhimagga At.t-hakathii. 

Mahii.-(Culla-). qiddesa AHh!Umtha 

Patisrunbhidfunagga A �thakatha 

Vino.ya Atthakathii. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

IT is with great son·ow that we record the sudden death of one 

of. our coll�agues of the Editorial Staff of t.he Encycl�tpuedia. of 

Buddhism, :i\lr. K. D. Soma.ratna. 

Born in 1935 he had his early education at ::\[ahinda College, Galle 

atid .Arutnda College, Colombo. He gr�l'latr.d from the University 

of Ceylon, Peradeniya., in 1959 • 

.Jre joined the staff of the Encyclopaedia of BuddhiSm as an 
A{ssistant Editor in May, 1966. He was very devoted to· the cause of 

the Encyclopaedia and his death on
. 
Septemher 21 ,  t975, was deeply 

l!Ullented by his colleagues. · 

Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, 

Department of CUltural Affairs, · 
.
Colom� 7. 

. · JOTlYA DllmA.sEXERA, 
Edit.or-in-Chief. 
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Studies 
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La.litavistara., ed. P. J,. Vaidya . 
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1942-44: 
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Waldschmidt, Abhandlungen 
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Ma.basa.majasiitra, 
WaldsChmidt 
Buddbistischer 
KlTurf. IV, 1932 
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k8sini-Ma.havaJl188. Attbaka
the.), I-II, ed. G, P. Malala
sekera, PTS. 1 935 
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NdA. II 
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Nyab. 
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. . 1\-IUls.sikkhB, ed E. Miiller, JPTS. 
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. . Madhyantavibha.ga, ed. S. Y ama
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. . Maitreya.vyakarar;ta, ed. S. Levi, 
Melanges Linossier, Paris, 1933, 
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. . Nanjio, · B. : Cataiogue of the 
Chinese Translation of the Bud
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Msha.niddesa, I-II, ed. L. de 1a 
Vallee Poussin and E. J. 
Thomas, PTS; 1916-17 

Cullaniddesa, I-m, ed W. Stede, 
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Nidde8av� (Saddhamma
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kathi),·I-ID, ed. A.P. Buddha
datta,PTS. 1931-41 
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Revata, SHB. XIV, 1923 

Nettippakarat;�a, ed. E. · Hardy, 
PT8. 1902 

Nettippakanu;u�o MthakathB, ed. 
. Widurupola Piyatissa, SHB. 
IX, 1921 

. . New Indian Antiquary 

Nagoya Daiga.ku Bungaku-bu 
Kenkyii · Ronshii (Bulletin of 
the Faculty of Letters, Nagoya 
University} 

Nimariipapariccheda, ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, JPTS. 1913-14 

Nimariipasamasa, ed. P. Dham
mara.ma, ,JPTS. 1915-16 

Nyaya.bindu, ed. Tb. Stcher-
batsky (Nyaya.bindu, Nyaya
bindutika), I-II, BB. VIII, · 

1904 ; ID, 1929 

Nyaya.mukha, ed. G. l'ucci, 
Heidelberg, 1930 

XI 

PB. 

PBO. 

PED. 

Pel. 

Phrd. 

Pjm. 

PMG. 

PpA . 

Ppi?;l4 . 

Prat. 

Prgsg. 

Pray. 

Pf'1JQ,r. 

PaA. 

PSS. 

PTO. 

. . Nyiiyapravesa {with commen
tary), ed. A. B. Dhruva, GOS. 
38, 1930 

Otani Daiga.ku Toshoka.n-zo Tibet 
Da.izl'>kyo Kanjur Kando Moku
roku, Kyoto, 1930-32 

. . Pa.ficaga.ticlipani, ed . L. Feer, 
JPTS. l884, 152-61 

Prabuddha. Bhii.rata 

. . Polski Biuletyn Orienta.listyczny 
(The Polish Bulletin of Oriental 
Studies, V a.rsovie) 

Pall-English Dictionary, ed. T.W. 
Rhys Davids and W. Stade, 
PTS. 

. . Petakopa.desa, ed. A. Barna, PTS. . 
1949 

. 

. . Prajiiii.pii.ramita.brdayasiitra., ed. 
F. Max Milller, Oxford, 1884 

. . Pajjamadhu, ed. E. R. Goone
ra.tne, JPTS. 1887, 1-16 

Publications du Muaee Ouimet 

. . Pa.iicappaka.ra.r;ta AUhakatbii. 
(Para.matthadipani), Part I, ed. · 
Reruk8ne Ariya.ii�a SHB . .  xxxvm, 1936 ; Part'"'II, ed. 
Rerukane Candavim�a., SHB. 
XL, 1938 

. . Prajnap8ramitapiQ4ii.rtha, I-II; 
ed; G. Tucci . (Minor Sanskrit 
l'exts on the Prajiiapii.ramita), 
JRA8. 1947 

Prii.timoqasiitra., ed. L. Finot 
(Prii.timokl}asiitra. des Sa.rvii.sti
viidins) ·with a French tmns
lation of the Chinese version: by . 
Ed. Huber, JAs. XI, 2 (1913), 
�3 � 

. 

Prajnap8ramitii.ratnagw;l888fica
yagii.thii., ed . E. Obel'Jliiller, . 
Moscow, 1937 

. . Pramii.t_lasamuccaya, (translated 
and annotated) Ma.saaki Hatt
ori, HOB. Vol. 47, 1968 

Pramii.I;lavii.rttikam (with com- · 
mentary and sub-commentary), . 

. ed. R. Sa.nkritya.yana, Allaha-
. bf!.(l, 1949 . 

. . Patisambhidii.magga, I-II, ed. A. 
C. Taylor, PTS. 1905-07 

Patisambhidii.magga . AHhakathii· 
(Saddhamma.ppakii.sini), I-ill, 
ed. C. V. Joshi, PTS. 1933-41 · 

Pa.nja.b Sanskrit Series (Lahore) . 
. . Prui Tipitakam Concordance. 

PTS • .  



PTS. 

Pug. 

P�A. 

Pvu. 

Batgot. 

Rlcav. 

Bpp. 

RviM. 

s. 

SA. 

Sddh. 
Sag. 

C..l -oa8f1. 

Saund. 

SaundK . . 

· sBB. 

SBE. 

SBNT. 

8dar8.· 

Pt�.li Text Society. (edition) 

. . Puggalapafuiatti, ed. R. Morris; 
PTS. 1883 

Puggalapannatti At�hakathii.. ed. 
G. Landsberg and Mrs. Rhys 
Davids, .JPTS. 1913-14, 
pp. 170-254 

Pa.iicaviipSatisaha.srikapmjiiii.pii.ra
mitii., ed. N. Dutt, London, 
1934 

Peta.va.tthu, with commentary : 
Peta.va.tthu AHhaka.tha (Pam
matthadipalli), ed. E. Hardy, 
PTS. 1894 

Ratnagotmvibhagamahii.yii.notta. -
ratantrasastra., ed. E. H. Johns
ton, Patna, 1950 · 

Roruka A vadii.na (I : Tibetischar 
Text und Dt. Obersetzung ; 
II : Worterbuch), ed. J. Nobel, 
1954 

. 

R�trapii.lapa.riprcchii., ed. L. 
Finot, St. · Petersburg, 1901 

Rasa.v8.hini, ed. :&ii.navimala 
Mahii.thera, Colombo, · 1961 

Riipii.rupa.vibhaga, ed . . . A. P. 
Buddhooatta, BM. I, 1915 

SaiJlyutta Nikii.ytl,, I-VI, ed. L. 
Feer and Mrs. Rhys Davids, 

. PTS. 1884-1904 

S9.J!1yutta.nikii.ya Atthaka.thii. {Sii.
ra,t�happSkii.sini) , I-ll, ed. F. 
L. Woodward, PTS. 1929-37 

Sii.dhana.maiii., ed. B. Bhat
ta.charyya, Baroda, 1925-28 

Satpyuktagama (fragments from 
Stein :rrumuscripts), ed. L. de 
la. Vallee Poussin, .JRAS. 1913, 
569 ff. 

. 

Sii.listambasiitra (reconstructed), 
ed. L. de 1a Vallee Poussin, . 
(Bouddhism.e, Etudes et Materi
aux, Theorie des douze causes), 
Gand, 1913, 19-90 

. Sii.sana.varpsn, ed. M. Bode, PTS. 
1897 

· Saundarana.nda, ed. E. H . .  Tolms
ton, Oxford, 1928 

Saundara.nanda.kii.vya, ed. Hara
prasad Sastri, Calcutta, 1910 

Sacred Books of the Buddhists 
Sacred Books of the Esst 

. Six Buddhist . Nyii.ya· Tracts . 
published by the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, Bl. Cal
cutta, 1910 

· Sarvada.r8a.nasazpgra.ha, ed. E. 
B. Cowell, 1878 

xii 

Sdmp. 

Sdmpy. 

Sdms. 

Sdw·g. 

SED. 

Sgh. 

SHB. 

SII. 

Sima. 
SIS. 

Sn. 

SnA. 

Snir. 

SOR. 

Srs. 

S8kp 

SBt!�U- . 

SB'l{tk. 

Ssp. 

Saddharmap�<;larikasiitra, ed . 
U. Wogihara and K. Tsuchida . 
•rokyo, 1934-35 

Saddha.mmopayana, ed. R. Morris. 
JPTS. 1887, 35-98 

Saddharoroasangaha, ed. Nediina 
le Saddhananda, JPTS. 1890. 
21-90 

Sarvadurga.tipariSodhaua�i�
vija.ya.dhii.:ra.z_li, ed. F. Max 
Muller, 1884 

Sanskrit-English Dictionary, ed. 
Monier-Willia.ms, Oxford, 1899 

�a.<;lga.tikarikii., ed. P. Mus : La 
Lumiere sur les Six Voies. 
PariR, 1939 

-

Shastri, Hara Prasad : A Des
criptive Catalogue of Sanskrit 
Manuscripts in the Government- . 
collection, under the care of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
Calcutta, 1917 . 

Simon Hewavitarane Bequest 
(Colombo) 

South Indian · Inscriptions 
- (Madras) 

S�uccaya., ed. C. Bendall, 
St. Petersburg, 1897-1902. 

Simaviva.davihi<;cha.yaka.tha:, ed. 
· J. Minayeff, JPTS. 1887, l7-34 · 

· Sino-Indi�n Studies (Santillikelian) . 

Sutta.nipata., ed. D. Andersen and 
H. Smith, PTS. 1913 

Sutta.nipate.- Atthaka.tbii. (Para
matthe.jotika II), ed. H. Smith, 
PTS. 1916-18 

. . Sa.ndhi.nirmocanasiitra, ed. E. 
Lamotte (Sandhinirmocanasii
tm, _ L'explication des Mr· · 
teres) ,  Paris, 1935 

. . · Serie Orientale Rorila 
Samadhirii.jasutra (chapters 8, 19, 

22), ed. C. Rega.mey, Warsaw;. 
' 1938 

. . Sa.pta.Satika.prajiiapiira.mitii., ed. 
J. Masuda, Tokyo, 1930 

. . Sutta.satp.gaha, ed. R. Chaudhuri 
a.nd D. Guha, BI. 1957 

· Saeca.saxpkbep·a, ed. P. Dha.Inin8.
riima., · JPTS. · 1917-19; 1-25 

· &iasaha.srikaprajiiapliramita, ed. 
P. Ghosa, BI. 1910 

. . S�vatthuppakarat;l8.l!l (m 
Sinhalese charactera), ed. A. P. 
Buddha.da.tta, Maradana, 195!1 



SUJ,ral. 

Sw. 

SV!Jii .• 

· TaisM 

Trm.t. 

Thag. 

2'/tagA . 

Thig. 

TM,gA. 

Thilpi'. 

Tikap. 

Pkg. 

TM. 

· Ps. 

TSS. 

TT. 

TurkRem. 

VCR. 

. . Sumagadhavadana, ed. G. Toki 
wa.i, 189� 

. . (Mahayana) Siitralarpkara, ed. 
(and translated in French), S. 
Levi , Bibliotl}eque de 1 'Ecole 
des Hautes Etudes, l il9, 190, 
Paris, 1907, 1911  

Suvan;taprabhasottamasiitra, ed. 
J. Nobel (Das Goldglan.z Siitra), 
Leipzig, 1937 

Sih.alavatthuppakaraJ;�Bo (in Sin
halese characters) ed. A. P. 
Buddhadatta, Colombo, 1959 

Sukha.vativyiiha., ed. F. Max 
Muller, Oxford, 1883 

Taisho Shinshfl Daizokyo, ed . J. 
Takakusu, I-CIT, 1924-32 

. . Tantrakhyana, ed. C. Bendall, 
-IRAS. 1888 

. . Theragathii., ed. H. Oldenberg, 
PTS. 1883 

Theragatha. Atthakatha (Para
matthadipani), I-ll, ed. F. L. 
Woodward, PTS. 1940-59 

Therigii.tha., ed. R. Pischel, PTS, 
1883 

Therigii.tha. Atthakath8 (Para.mat
thadipani), ed. E. Miiller, PTS. 
1893 

Thiipavai!tsa, ed. B. C. Law, 
PTS. 1935 

Tikapattha.na, I-ll (with com
mentary), ed. Mrs. Rh� 
Davids� PTS. 1921-23 

Telakatah.agath8, ed. E. R. 
Goonera.tne, JPTS. 1884, 49-68 

Tohoku-Teikoku-Daigaku Ho-
bun-gakubu Tibet-DaizokyO
So-Mokuroku, I-ll, Sendai, 
1932 

Tiiipsika.vijii.apti, ed. H. Jacobi 
. (Triipsikavijii.apti mit Bh�ya 
deB .Aca.rya Stbiramati), 1932 

Tattvasaxpgraha with Paii.ji.ka, ed. 
E. Krishnamacharya., 2 Vola. 
G08. 1925 

Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 

Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edi
tion, edited by D. T. Suzuki, 
Vol. 1-165 

"Manuscript Remains of Buddhist 
Literature fouad in Eastern 
Turkestan, ed. (in conjunction 
with other scholars) A. F. 
Rudolf Hoernle, I, Oxford, 1916 

. . University of Ceylon Review 

Ud. 

UdA . 

Udvg. 

Uvch. 

VajP. 

Vaj8U. 

Vbh. 

VbhA . 

VBS. 

Vickav. 

V .  ' tf!Ul· 

· Vin. 

VinA . 

VinMS. 

VinE. 

Vinvc.l�. 

Vi.ml. 

Vtm. 

WZKM. 

Yam. 

YamA. 

ZDMG. 

Udana, cd . P. Stcinthal, PTS. 
1885 

Udana Atthakatha (Paramattha· 
dipani), ed. l!'. L. Woodward, 
PTS. 1926 

. . Udanavarga, ed. N. P. Chalu<t· 
varti, Paris, 1930 

. . Uttaraviniochaya, ed. A. P. Bud
dbadatta, BM. IT, 231-304 

Vajracchedika.pra jiiii.pii.ramita, ed.. 
(and translated) .  E. Conze 
SOR. Xill, Rome, 195'1 

Vajarsiici, ed. (and translated), 
S. K. Mukhopadhyaya, Santi-' 
niketan, 1950 

. . Vibhanga, ed. Mrs. Rbys Davids. 
PTS. 1904 

. . Vibhaliga Atthakatbii. (Samm.oha.� 
vinoda.ni), ed. A. P. Buddha
datta, PTS. 1923 

Yisva-Bh.arati Studies 

Vicitrakal'l)ikavadii.Ii.a, ed. (and 
translated) H. Jorgenaan, 
London, 1931 

· 

. . (Vi.IpSatikii.) Vijii.aptimii.tratasid
dhj, ed. S. Levi, 1925-26 

Vinayapit;aka, 1-V, ed. H. Olden
berg, Lbndon, 1 879-83 

Vinaya Atthakatbii. (Sa.mant"a
pasii.dikii.), I-Vli, ed. J. Ta.ka
kusu, M. Nagai, PTS. 1924-47 

Miila Sarvii.stivii.da Vina.ya : Gil. 
git Manuscripts, · VoL Iii, ed. 
N. Dutt, 1939-50 · 

Vinaya des Sarvastivii.din, ed. 
· (and translated in French) J. 
Filliozat · and H. Kuno, J As. 
1938, 21-64 

Vinayavinicchaya, ed. A. · P. 
Buddbadatta, BM. Jl, 1-230 

. . VisuddhU:na.gga, ed. H. C. Warren 
and D. Kosambi, HOS. 4lb 1950 

Vimanavatthu (with commen-
tary), ed. E. Hardy, PTS. 1901 

Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde 
desMorg�des 

. . Yamaka, I-II, ed. Caroline Rhys 
Davids, PT8. 1911-13 

YamakappakaraJ;Ia Atthakathi!., •. 
ed. C . .A .  F. Rhys Davids. · 
-IPTS. 1910-12, 51-107 
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Cross-references of Special Titles to Abbreviations 

Atthasalini 

Madhura t tha v ila:'lin i 

ManorathapiiraJ;li 

Niddesa-v11�a 

Papaiicasiidani 

Psmmatthadipani 

· Paramatthadipani 

Para nattha.dipani 

J)a:rarnatthadipa.ni 

Paramatthadipani 
Parama.tthadipa.ni 

Pamma.ttha.jotika. I 
. 
P.a.rama.tthajotika n 
Para.matt�jiisft. 

Sa.dilhsmma.p&jjotikl!. I, II 

· . &ddha.IIllll8oppak8sini 

Ha.manta.pii.siidikii . . 

· &mmohavinoda.ni . . 

Sllratthappa.kasini 

Sumailgalaviliisini 
v:imiddltajana viliisini 

Dhammasaiigal)i Atthakatha 

. . Buddhava1116a Atthakatha 

. . Ailgtittara Nikiiya Attha.kathii . .  
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·B UD D HI SM 
VOLUME III 

BHARINI-DEVA, son of Siri, whose . gift of a railing 
. to t�e st\ipa of Bh�rhut is recorded ill an . inscrip
tion on that railing (A. Cunningham, The Stupa· of 
BM.rhut, . Lon�on, 1879, p. 142). 

appropr.io.tely called · Be#-vrtti, i.e., ' the . boat . 
i:i:>Inmentary', tq cross tho ocean. · According t� 
some scholars (M!J.x Muller, op. cit. pp. 349:-50) 
Bhartrhari · was also the atithor of BhaUikavya 
(or Rava(tavadha). 

· 

BJJAR:t'J;IHARI, o. Sai1skrit p�et who lived · in In 1651 A.C. Abraham Roger, the . first Dutch 
India in the 7th century · A. C. About his life and chaplain at Pulicat, translated into Dutch the 
times . very little is stili known. Radhakrishnan 

. ma:xims. of Bhartrhari, and published them in his · . 
· (lnd·ian Phiiosophy, New York, 196�, Vpl. II, p. 465) work under the· . titie De open Deure tot het Verbor

refer� to Bhartrhari as �· fainous logician and a gen Heydehdoni (Leyden,' . 1 651) . .. This was . the 
grammarian. Two of Bhartrhari's works on gram� · . . first time that a Sanskrit .text was translated into 
mar ·are Jillown : ·(i) the Vakyapadiy� (ed. K. v. any European languag� and it· �pened the doqi' of . 
Abhayankar and V. :P. Limo.ye, U'niversity of Pooria the treasure house of fudian _wisdoin ; , thus Bhar• . 
Sanskrit an{! Prakrit Series, Vol. II, J;>ooria, 1965) trhari. was. the first to. attract western �cholarship· 

· · fl.nd · (ii) Mahiib�a-dipikrl. Max. Miiller (India- on ·eastern thought. · . ·· 
WI� dan . It Teach .Us, Oxfo�d, .  1883, �  p.· 348) · . .Bhartrl}.ari �as famous as .a · poet; ' logician, · 

. refers to. the :latter ·. as · MaMhhiW!Ja- Vyakhya and : philosopher and also 8.s a persoD.' who. :va<iillated. 
the work exists ill: Deccan, and fragJrients at Berti�. between the life of a Buddhist mollk and the life

of sec�lar pl�asure ; . he is · a historical phantom. 
Indian · t�dition atti·ibutes to Bhartrhari th� 

· authorship of
. 
a r�ch collectioh . of San.skrit · lyric 

a)ld gnomic p�etry_:The SaiakatrayarwJ i .e., the 
N�tiSatak'CJ dealing :.W:ith · worldly wisdom, t.he 
l:friu.JaraA�taka evoking eJ,"otlc. moods and describin.g 

. the nature ofpa�io�. and the .vciiragyasataka refiac� 
tions · o� ·. �isillusionmeilt and thoughts on renun-

. ciation . . Bhartrhai-i was the author of yet ano�her 
bqok which, according 'to · the Chinese Buddhist 

· · pilfiiril I-tsing (A recard of the Bud¢Mst Eeligior. as 
· practised in Iridia and Malay Archipelago, trsL . . . ' . 

J', Tak!\kusu, O�ford, 1896, p. · lilO), · 'fat�onis the 
deep secrets of heaven and e�th and treats of the 
phil�sophy of roa�.:· ttsing c�lls it.Pta-na (probably 
Skt. BerJ,a or Verf,a). · G . . Buhler has pointed out 
(I-tsing,. op. cit. p. 225) that a . work bearing the 
similar name Bedavrtt$ �s found in S.K. Bhandar-• I . • o • ' . . 
kar's Catalogue of ·ehe' MSS. in .the Deccan College, . . . r 
Bombay, 1888; p. 146, No. 381; and iil Aufrecht's 
Catalogus Oatalogorum, p. 198, under _ 'J.art:mjjmblfo· 
dhi' ( ' the ocea.ll of birth') and the commentary· is, 

· The details which· one needs for the usual type 6f 
·· literary liistciry are lacking: "We have not enough 
to . fuinish a single par!J,grap}l o£:.ti:witwrothy bio
gra�hy f6r Kruidasa, Bha�abhiiti, or Bhartrhari, " 
says D. b. Kpsambi (HOB. Vol. · 42, p. 40); 
"And the ri�rmal alternative would be to winnow 
an . occasional · grain . of doubtful fact from the 
scattered chaff of 9bscirre, ·ambiguous .and semi-

. 'legendary references."' . 
In popular �dian traditio�). Bhartr.hai:i is identified .· 

.as a kmg who. renounced worldly life since he was · 
disgt!sted ·with the behaviour . of womenfolk The 
legend is recorded in th� . V·ikr��arita (trsi. H OS. .· .: 
Vol. 26, .'King Bhar�rhari and the Fruit that gave 
Immortality', pp. 5-14). " He was not a king," 
says Keith, <\ we may suppose that he .WI\S once 
a courtier " (Keith, A . History of Sanskrit Litera- . 
ture,' Oxford, p� i 76). Bhartr.hari's reflections on 
·the miseries ·of serying the · great · a.S found in his 
sa�kas �gges� that : he wa's a court-poet whO .· 
later became a 'Buddhist · monk. 

1. D . . D. K �s�nibi has published a criti�al edition of ' Epigrams attribu.i� t� Bh;rtrhar� ', un<ier the tit!� 'Bh�rtrh�riviracita� 
· .�alakatrayddi-su1Jhii$.ita-sa1l!oraha{l, (Sin!lhi•Jain Series, No. 23, Bombay, 1948). See also Bhartrhari ; Poem: cd. Rarbara StoiP-r 

. Miller, Columbia, 1967 ;  ·The British Mu3tUm General CalGlogue of Prinv..d B�h, Fhotolithographic edition to 1055, Lo11don, 
1965, Yol. l 6, columns· ll 25-27 .. 
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BHARTJ;lHARI 

...... 
I.:.tsing, who visited India in the latter par� of 

the 7th· ce�tucy A.C., records in his account . on 
Bbart�hari that it was forty years. after his death 
(op. �it. p. l�lO).  Max �Hiller (o�. cit. p. 348), . 
basing . his arguments . on I-tsmg's accoun�, 
postulates that B�art-;-har� died in 650 A.C. HIS 

fame remained in the memory of the people, to be 
record�d

. 
f()rty years . iater. Bhartrhari wa.s. · a 

2 BHARU JATAKA 

position of a lay-devotee (upasaka) and wearing a 
· white gannent, · coritinu� to ·exalt �nd . promote 

the true religion, b�ing still in the monastery. ' 
Radha.krishnan (op. cit. p. 465) comments thus, 
' his teachings are not inconsistent with .this story. � 
His insistence on the phenomer:tality of the world 
�d detachment fro� things is strongly �uddhis�ic . 
in tone. ' All things are attended with fear to · 
men ; · detachment alone �s safe. (Sarva� vaslu 
bhayanvit.a� . bhuv'i nnuim, vairagyam . evabhayam : 
V airagyasatakd ed. · Kr��aSii.stri , Nirnsyasagar. 

. contemporary of Dharma palo., the . teache� . of 
Silabh�, ·who was an old man when he rece1ved 
th� Chinese · . pilgrim · Hstian-tsang at Niilanda 
in 633 A.C. (Max Mtiller, {)P·. cit. p.  .348).. As 

fo�d· m: the account . giv�n by. i-tsing {op·. cit. 
For Bb.artrhari, the world; Witht all its distiti�tioris , ·. pp: 17_�·79), Bhartrhari was intiin��ly �_cq��ted 

is. imagined . . (kiUp
.
anikam). Things of . the world With the doctrine of ' sole-knowledge - . (vidyamatra), 

· · ·are soulless (nairatmya) though words give them ·· .· 

Press, Bombay, 1924, p. 154, v. 116) .  

·and has · skilfully dis�ussed . het. u · . · and • · · · 349) individuality. Max Miiller (op . . crt. p . . says, udiihararw (the cause and example .of logic)·. 
• That . there was a. Buddhistic flavour abi>ut This . '.author, · ·Bhartr.·hari . . was . yer:y famous · · · · · d • · Bhartrhari's 8atakaa has long been perce1ve . ·· 

. tbrou�out th� five parts �f India, . and 
. . his, · · · . · . . · · . 

excellences were ·known everywhere. He · behe.v�d . . Bhartrhari's -great philosophical work . -� the . deeply in the Three Jewels (Le. Ratnatraya) .and . JTakyapadiya . ' which is more 6r less Buddhistic 
diligentiy meditated ori. ,the ' twofold .nothin�ess ' in its �ndencies ·, (Radhakrishnan, �P· cit. p. 465).- . · (suny!i). Having desired · ' to embra� ' .the Excellent ·The work has thrf;le chapters · of which. the : fir8t · . 

· . · 
Law, .he becr.ine ·a homeless priest, but overcome _ · deals w�th philosopliy in general and the philosophy . . by w�rldly· desires,- . he returned_. again to . the �r granime,r. iri parlicular. . The titl� of the chapter, 
laity. · Iri the :s&ine ·�nner he · became_ .seven • .Agamasamuccaya,' is very appropriate _&s in that_ 
times

. 
a priest and seyen times returned to . the . . chapter )3hartrha'r{ ' summaris�s . the philosophical·· . Ia.iiy. · Unless one believes well · in th.e 'tnith of views scattered in works of traditional lore zrui.inly _; cause ·And effect,- one � cannot act strenuously . Mn�erned with . . the 

. 
phil�soph; of grammar . . . . . 

_ like liin;l.. :. He. mote the followmg . verse full of . 
(lSanti 'mi:ik�u Siistri, Wisscnschaftlic.he Zeitschrift self-reproach : . · . . ' 

... Through the · enticement of the world · . 
I returned to the - laity. 

Being . ft�· · �0� sec�l�r·. ple.asures 
Again:- I wear .the priei}tly clpak . . . 

_. How d( >these tW:o ·imptilses · 
Piay with me as if �- child ? " 

. der . Karl-Ma.rx-Universitiit, Leipzig, · 1963; · pp: 
192�228);: 

. . 
The · importance . · of · ,Bhartrhiu.. and his · 

Vakyapadiya lies .
. in .the fact·. that he exercised 

cr�eat irifiuenc.e on the thi.nkiDg of later· generations. b . . · . . . 

M. KR. 
i.tsh1g records another �tory about Bhartrha.ri 

(I-tsing, op. cit. pp. 119�80); ·'I'he �ccount given here 
. 

. 
. well mits Bhartrhllri,_ the literary· personality as . BHARU JATAKA, related by the Buddha in . . found in the 8atakas. ' Once when (Bhartrhari) . . coroiecti�n with tb.e king of.Kosala {J.II, pp; J69ff:). 
was a.· priest · (living) in ·t�e monastery {h� wa�) . At that ·tune, while the Buddha arid his follo*ers . 

· being haraSsed by worldly desires, pe was disposed� . Were enjoying great �aspect and·honOUI', the · heretics . . . 
to return

. 
tO · the laity. · He remained, ·no�ever, received �0 ·.attention from the public. Therefirm, .and asked a student to ge� a carriage (ready) upon, one of the heretics �uggested that .t�e for�er. 

: outBid� th� monastery. : On bl:)ing asked -tne received .all that attention, because they lived in . . cause,: ha �eplied : . . .  It' ·w · the place where· one . the . most important pl�ce in Indi�. · · Thus th�y · . . · perfo�· meritorio.Us action£�, and · it l$ designed . built a monastery (arama) · behind the Je�avaria · . for . the dwelling . o( those who keep the , mor� 
·precepts (sila ). Now passion already predominates 
within me, and J am incapa.b�e of adhering to the 
Excell6nt t.ir.w. Su�h a. man as myaelf shotild 
not illt.;.roe· into � assembly �f priests come here . 
from every quarte�. '' . Then he returned to the 

monastery. 
.· , . . · ' 

They thought that the .Buddha and the bhikkhus 
might prevent them from buildmg the mona.�tery 
and ga·ve 'a bribe ·· of a htindred thousand pieces to · ' 
king Pa.sena.dt, informing him · of their intention,_ 



BHARUKA 

They also told him that he should nqt give heed 
to any protest made by the bhikk�us against their 
plan. 

H a.ving fuund an architect, the heretics proceeded 
with the task of building the �onastery. When 
ihere was a great de&l of disturbance, the Buddha 
came to know f�om .Ananda �hat a monastery of 
the lie�etics· was �oming up in the neighbourhood. · 
The Buddha then sent the bhikkhus to the king in 
order to inform him about it. Whe�: the king 
saw ihe bhikkhus approaching the palace, he ordered 
the attendants to say that ·he was away. The 
bhlkkhus · returned to · the Buddha and informed 
him

. 
accordingly . .  The Buddha· at once . guessed 

that the king had taken a ·bribe from the heretics. 
The�, he sent his · two chief disciples, · who als<;> 

I) ,) BHARUKACCHA 

56 names, beginning with Indrasena. T�is, together with the preceding chapter, is entitled Niigaraja,W. 
mani. 

BHARUKACCHA (2), an important sea-port of 
ancient India from which tr�de-routes went west
ward and eo.�tward, the latter one touching the 
ialand of Ceylon. · Kn�wD. . today as Broach, it 
appears as Bhrgukaccha in Sanskrit, as the Ba.ry
gadza of Ptolemy (Penplus of the E�ythraean Sea), 
P'o-lu-ka-ch'e of Hsiian·-tsang, and in se_vera! 
variations of the Pali and Sanskrit forms as well. · 

Tlie Divyavad(jna (Di;;y, p. 576) says tho �1ty was 
. 

founded by B�iru; one of the three people who 
escaped from the Kingdom of Sikhs;�<#; the parriciqe 
ruler of Sauvira, when this was destroyed ,  by a . 
. heayy fall . of sand, following on the murder. of · 
Rudraya�a, king. of . ·Rauruka. · Bharukaccha. is, 
accord:ing to . thiS a�couD.t, a ·cor�ption . of Bhil"l· · 
kaccha (Marsh .of �hiru). But the tradition �mong 

. 
'the· brahmans ascribed its fmind�tion to the sage 
Bhrgu'. 

The port. was . close to the- mouth of the river 

. · returned with. · the same answer. · When, on the 
folloWing forenoon, the Buddha went to the palace 
'\vitli five • hundred . bhikkhus, the king attended 
on them· and . offe��d ��s. · Then the . BU:ddha 
began aJl . exposition, . saying that there had been 
kiJ;J.gs in the past who had accepted bribes (laii.oo'f{l-) 
and they, having encouraged'. vir�ous people to 
fight; lost their kingdonis arid came to destruction. 

· Then the Buddha related this. story of the' .Past 
by way of .illustration. · 

. Nammadii.. (Narmada) ; it was. two hundred miles 
· south-west of the well-known . city , of · Ujjeni of .·· .
. Buddhist writings, by the . central route of olden .· . Once the bodhisatta ,;as · lead�r of a band of d.ay�: · 'in the sixth c�ntnry A. C. the region in which . flV6 · hundred . a8cetics . in . ;H�i.ina.J.aya. · One · day. . it was situated was settled by a .tribe of Gurjl,lrs who , .they <ia�e to. the city of Bha� for salt and vinegar we�;e relat�d to tha·Huns .

. 
The district of Bharuka.c� · ... : and took up their residence ·under a banyan tree- cha is mentioned in . a.n inscription of orie . of their to th� north of the city. A simj.lar group remained . kings ·(Jayabl:iatta JII, 736 A.O.). under .a tree to the south: Next · y�ar, · the tr� · . · · . · 

to the south' of the city was found to have with�red · It w�s froxn here· that . Vijaya; · .the traditional 
. away, and the group who had lived there; having . · · fotinder ofthe line <> £Sinhalese kings, ineputed to · 
��ived first, took po8sess�oh . of the other' tree. have arrived in Ceylon . . The port is also mentioned 
to the .north . . 'rhis led to a dispute between the .in the Sussotidi and Supparaka.Jatak'as . . . 
tV.·o groups, and they . sought the intervention of .' . Hsii�-ts�ng has given: the ��e a� about 2,500 li Bharu, king of the . Bharu country. · He decided · in circuit�. He noted� that. there were over.· ten 
in favour of one .group, but bern� bribed by the vihii.ras with some three hundred bhikkhus who 
other; he changed his mili.d. · Later,- the ascetics b�long�d .to the Sthavira fraternity. There were · 
repe�ted of t�eir greed imd hastened back to also temples oi gods (brahmanical) in which th�re . 

. . Himuiaya. _ The gods; :angry with the king, . war� sectaries �f vario�s kinds . . · 
. 

submerged: the :whole · of Bharu, three hundred · Two people ()f the city are me�tioned in · the 
· leagues in extent, under the sea. ·

TheragatM (vv. 335-39) as having jo�ed . the 
I. K.  

BHARUKA, .8.. yak�a, resident of Bharukaccha, 
mentioned iD. the Mahiimayuri, 17 (BHS. s.v.). · . 

. BHARUKACCHA · (1), a nii.ga mentioned in a l�st 
of nagarci.i� in the · MahavYutpatt·i (Mhvyi�t. Nq. · 
3318). The name occurs as the 9th in a list of 

Barigha . . They . were Vac;lc;th� . and his mother ; 
botll of them ultimately .became arahants. Mahita- · 

vambha thera also lived there: .. 
. · Near this town also lived a monk. who d�e_a�nt �ne · 

·night that he md�ged in sexual intercotirse with 
. 

his · foruiei' · wife: He was remorseful over · .this 
matter as he thought he was guilty: of r.,n offence . 

the p�ishment for �hich is .expulsion ·rroi;Il' the 
order ·. (pardJ'•ka) . . , On his way to Bharuka.ncha · 
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where he though� he could discard · the r?bes· and 
return to lay life, he met Up�li and told h1m .about 
his decision. Up�li pronounred him innocent ?f 
that off�nce since the act in question took place m 
dream ( Vin. III, p. - 39) . The Buddha . was pleased 
when .he. carrie to know how skilfully Upali had 
p�onounced j�ent. over this m�ttet, and p!aced 
Upali fotexn�t among those who studied the Vmaya 
(.VinA. I, p. 283). · · · 

D; T. D.  

4 BHATIKA ABHA YA 

for the )!ahiithiipa and an uposaiha house ·in the 
Thiipariima vih

.
ara: Over a yojana round the c�ty 

of .\nuradhapura, he planted t.wo kinds of jn.smme 
known as. sumana. and ujjuka .. 
. Most of his religious · activities were connected 

with the �ahathiipa. He once commanded that th6 
Maliatbiip�, from the vedika at the foot to the parasol 
on the top, · be ·plastered with sandalwood paste 
four fingers thick · in which were embedded sweet-

. 8melling . .flowers . .' A Second . time he gave a plas- · 
tering . to the . th1ckness . of eight fingers .a�d yet .. 

· another time he commimded that tl�e cet1ya · be · 

BHASKARADEVA, a bodhisattva given ili a · lis� of bodhisattvas with Maitreya at their head 
(Gvyu. p. 442�. 

strewn with flowers from the steps · to the parasol · 
on the top:l . Then he ·raised water from . t�e • 
Abhaya-tank by ·means of .machines and had: Jt . . �ured over the thiipa. On another ?ccasJOn 

· h� ·covered the Mahathiipa with a .plaster made of 
a mixture of pe!ll'lS .

·and oil. He also had a net of 
coral prepared and cast it over the cetiya and in the . 

BHASKARAPRADIPA� · sec�nd 
.
of the five h�ndred 

· Buddhas who appeared ·in the world in the age. · 
. (k�pa) called Deva.Siri (Gvy-U .• p. 256). 

, I 
. ·- · . BHASliESVARA, name of ,.a . f'\ltuie Buddha, · 

. meshe5· thereof large lotus , flowers made of .gold · . 
wet� hung; cl�sters . of. pearls hanging on . them� 

. 'i'h� kin� welit .twice � . day to worship the cetiya • . 

On� day :when. he went .toworship . in the evening, . . . . 
. he heard th� voice of arahan,ts chanting . il.l choru& BRAT A SUTTA, · thEi ·s�t«lnth. disco1,11"� .  of the inside · the reiic cha�ber. He resolv� then to · Ana�ga-sa�y� of the Sa�yutta-rtikay� (S. IJ, . 
lie down; fasting, neat the thiipa till )1e had seen< p. 189); preached at S�v�tthi by .the· Buddha io the ·. them. The monlrs created . a door for. him: ·and . . mqnks along · with : many o�her similar: stittaf!. brought him . into · the relic chamber . . H� . was . 

. mention� in the.Kara�¢Gvyuha (BHS. s.v). 

The beginning · of S1lof!1Sira is incalculable, · for it is 80 delighted at the magnificence of the relic chamber . cioake«l in ,ignorance and tied . by craving. It. . that h.e made :�n. offering ·of figures. modelled .with . . . is n:ot ·aaay to find �ne wh.6 . has
. 
not been a clay in. close likeness to .tbose·'Yithin (Mhv. x.xxiv,t.:V . . brother . in this · long fariil.g-on. · It . is in . 37 ff.) . Furthermore; the king made · xnodels of . conn�tion ' with 

. 
the above. statement, that . the what· he saw inside the chamber and exhibit�d � 8utta i� named Bhatd, which .Irteans brother. them iri:. the courtyard. Thi� was dorie annually. 

One d�·y · �e 
·
-�sse�bled the monk� in the �oba� · . . . : H.R.P; 

BHATii>EVA; a ·  queen nain,ed in a Nagarjuna. kop9a inScription (circa 2nd.,.3rd ·cent. A:C.) as . havillg erected a ·monastery and ·gifted. . it with 
. requisites to �h9 _Bahussutiya sect (EI. XX, p; l ·ff.) . . · 

pasa
.
da·· and described to them during ·the whole 

night what he had soo;n, .in the relic· · .chamber: and 
being.as:k�d in the morning whether the description 
was over he told them that what he · had described 
�as not even one tenth of what he had seen (MhvA . 
�P· 553 ff.); . Subseqmi�tly, he ord�red. a. gr�t 
festivalJor .the renewing of tluf plaster·. work of the . 

BllATIKA ABHAYA, �o · · called Bhatika or 
Bhatiya, a 'king of . Ceyloit · who for· twenty-eight y�rs . ,  {B.C; 22-7 A.C.) niled at Anln-adhapura. 

· :Mahathiipa· to. be held ·ann�aliy (]{hv. :xxxiv, v . . · . . 58)· . .  
· He· succee{led his father 'Kutakat;lt:t� Tissa. Since 
he was the elder. brother of Mahiidiithika 1\iabanaga, 
he was ·known. by .the name Bhatikaraja. · 

The king was very pious and in his piety did.�uch . 
service to Buddhism. He carried out· the work of repairing · the Lohapasada and built · .two . �edikiiB 

S. �aran:avjtana. (University . of Ceylon, History ·. of Ceylon, Colornho, 1959, Vol.I, part i., ·p .248 ) 
. observes t.hat ritual dahcing, and· perhaps dra�tjcal . · · 
performances, as well as :music, whi�h fofllled a · . .'. prominent. feature of the worship of gods were . . . incorporated into. s�iipa worship . in .the reigli of · · Bhii.tika AbMya, for, according. to the Mahava�a. · · . 

l_ },fahiitafli�q (irs!. G!!iaer, p. 241 , n. 3) �ays ihat the step� r�rm the asceut from the ·�Jephant:.path ' to the �eat terrace, ·on •hich the cetlya standfo. · . . · · · : · 
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(Mhv. ixxiv, vv. 58·ff.), he held a festival for watoring 
the great bodhi-tree, twenty-eight great · Vesakha 
fe·stivals, eighty-four thousand lesser festivals, . 
diverSE' mimic dances and concerts, with the playing 

of all kinds of nmsicul inf!truments in honour · of 
the )rlahilthiipa., in addition to _the . festivals 
mentioned a.bov'e. 

The .Mahiivarrz.s� (Mht•. xxxi\·, vv. 62 ff.): records 
that tho king distributed ahns and other necessary 
things such as oil and· garments. among the Sangha. 
At the vihara of the Cetiya-pabbata, he constantly 
gave ··alms to a thousand monks by tickets. and at 

5 BHATIKA TISSA 

handfuls of yarious kinds of flowers, incl.u'ding 
jasmine. ·After a while he entered the room, and 
the smell that he perceived first was that of the 
jasmine fiow'3rs. Convinced of the truth of the 
statement of the Buddha, he fell · prostrate in 
worship. Once .the king· asked a reciter to . · · 
tell him of .an �uspicious (jayamangal�) . stanza. 

. which · refers to .· ail the . Three Gems. The reciter 
uttered the stanza� begimiing diva tapa# cidicco .r�tti 
.a[Jhati candima, of the . Sa'!tyuUa-rJ,ikaya (S. II, p, 
284) and the king in, delight gave him .a thousand 

· pieces (SA. II, p. 247). . . . 

five other centres, namely, Citta,· l\Ia�i,  :.\Iucala, Parane,vitana (op. cit. Vol . .  I. part i, p.225) 
Padnmaghara : and Chatta-pasiida, he provided · observes that Bhiitika ; Abhaya had trade relations 
hospitality to monks. Moreover, he bestowed land with . .Rome. : Referrmg to the net of coral with 
fo:;- .the· monasteries so that they might be klept in which the �ing ·covered the Mahii.thiip�,. ·men
repair . This statement . in the 

.
. Mahava7Jlsa is tioned above, the .ll!ahavarp,sa commentary (J.l.lhv.A. .

. 
supp.orted b.Y � . rock inscription at 1Ioi�hitiya- p . . · 630) 5ays �hat the king sent envoys to th� 
velegala (EZ; I!I, p. · 154) · which records certain · · Romanukkha. country and obtained red., coral for 
grants to a. mona�tery by Bhii.tika Abhaya. 

. 
the purpose. Pliny (VI, . pp. 8�91 ; see also 

· The Vi�aya conimentary ( VinA.  tr, p . .  307) refers Warrriington, The Commerce between · the Roman 
'to an incident which led to the khig appointing . Empire-·aruJ India; Cambridge UniversitY: Press, 

.·· Abhidhammika G�datta the:ra to s�ttle al,l disputes. 1928, p. 43), on the other hand, has recorded that 
. He had he�rd of a SKilful judgement of this morlk'and . four envoys were sent by the Sfilhalese king of the 
had it prociaiined that he would p�sh anyone who, day to the emperor Claudjus in the . eonipany of a 
in any matter · of dispu.te, �ould not abide by the freedman" Annius Pioca�w, :who; beixi8 caught by · · 

. decision . of the mol).}{. . Ozi another . occasion the the north �ds while sailing round Ara.'bia� . drifted . 
·. �ing appointed � brahman minister, DighakariiyaQa, · to a s�a-porl in Ceylon. and was tr�a.ted With . · 

versed iii inany languages, to settle a cap.troversy conSideration when brqught ·. before · the · Sinhalese ·  · ·· · 

between tho tn.Qnks-of Abhayagii-i and those or' the king. Para.Iia�itana (loc. cit.) · believes that Pliny 
. . · :Mahavihii�a ( Vin4.. III, p. p82 f.), probably over the refers to the envoys ofBh�tika Abhaya. �d that 

int�rpretation of a text. Comm�nting o.n .this · Romanukkha is none other th�n Roine. · · 
incident, E. W . .Adikaram (Early History of Budd� 

. 
. . The reign of the king seems to hav� be�n a 

.
peri6d hi..�� in · Ceylon, Colo:r{j_bo, - ·1953, p.S8) says that of peace and prosperity, �¥�'lias been observed bY. ' 

though th� Mahriva'!l-sa is sil�nt on this incident, it . E.w-. Adilrarain (6p. p}t; p. 86) and s. ParanaVitana.· 
. throws considerable light on the events of this . (op . . cit. p. 173). · ·The education .· of monks · had . · 
perioq. reached ·a high standard and -tJ:lere iS specific men� 

Beef-eating1 S86111S to have been a . punishable t1on of bhikkhus engaged in gantha-dhura, ' occu
offence in the days of Bhatika Abhaya; for: he . pation of bobks ', -that 'is; study (Mh:v. xxxiY, p. 66) . 

. . once pUiiished some pe�ple ·who were unable to" pay 
the . fine imposed upon them for · eating beef by · The weatliere statue in the round near the southern · 

'employing them . !loS scavengers . in the ·.palaee gate b(th� Mahiithupa, now top w�ather-worn for .
. 

aesthet1c appreciation, iS popularly believed to b� a · · premises. But later, the king fell in love with the . · . . • .representation · of l3hiitika. Abhaya · (Parari.avita.na.; · · . . daughter of 'one of these men and made her . one of 
his .queen,s, · subsequently releasing her kinsmen. · op; cit. P· 266): : He '.Vas suceeeded by hiS younger · 

· · ·  · brother Mahiidathika Mahiiniiga (Mhv. XXXiv, v,. 68). 
( VbhA.. p. 440)'. 

The Angu�tara commentary (AA. V, p. 5) describes 
, .an interesting ·experime�t which Bhatika. Abhaya 

tri�d at th� i'.-la.h�cetiya to verify a statement of the 
·n�ddha that · the. perfume of the jasmine surpasses 
.all other perfumes (A. V, p. 2.2) . .  He filled a room 

H. R. P. , 

.,_ . 

BHATIKA TISSA (var. B0-Tissaka, Bhii.tu-Tissa), son 
. of king ·Mah�naga. He was king. of �ylon for 

. with. four kinds of pefrmne . and then placed 
. 
in · i

_
t · twenty-four . years (143-67 A. C.) a.f�r the death of 

. . . . 
. . 

. . . . . · . . . 
1 Go�'Tflsa-khiidake ( VbhA. p. 440). M�lala.�ekara interprets as ' butchers ' (DPP�V. II, p. 3Jl) whereas Rii.bul!l interprets 

· as ' beef-eaters • (fii�tory of Buddkism in Cevlon, Colombo, 1956, p, 231). . . 
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his father. He built a wall rou�d tho Mahii.vihiira 
(rou�d the Mahiimegh�vana �ccording to the Dpv. 
xxii, vv. l 8- I 9), the Gavara.tissa vihara and also n 
tank f�r it, called the Mahii.mal',li (.Giimal)i) tank, the.. 
Bbatikatissa-vihii.ra, an iiriirtta called Vara, . an 
upo��thagara in �he Thilpii.rii.ma .. and the. Randha- · 
kal)�akn tank. .The-king is said .to have 'J!een \'ery 
kind &td zealous and to have supplied alms' �a\·ishly 
to' both ino�s �nd nuns· ·(Mhv. x·xxvi, vv·. 1 -5  ; 
Dpv. xxii, vv. 18-22, 30, 31) .  S. Pai-anavita.na 
(University -of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, · Colombo, 
1959, Vol. I,· part i, p. · 1 87) is of opinion that 
Sirinaga,I (Mhv. xxxvi, v. 21 )  was Bh�tika Ti.ssa's 
son.' .Bhiitika Tissa, at his de�th, was succeeded 
by · his younger

. 
hrotb,;r Kanittha .

·Tissa (Mhv: 
xxxvi , v. 6). 

. H. R. P.� 

· . BHA'fiVAN-KA-_VIHARA, a nionaster-y · _u{.' Ceylon 
which existe� ' in the reign of king Dutthagain�l)i 
( 1_61 · B.C.-137 . is.G.) .  A ·monk named · Mahasiva 
dwelt · there. · On� 'night Mahasiv�; went to pay 

. hom�ge t� ·the 'Mahathiipa and saw. two·· b�autlful 
m_aidens offering fiowers . at: tne· . �-etiya; . . :Having 
inquired . abo�t their

. 
m!lrvellous · splend6ur ·: }le 

. . learnt that. in their previous birth th�y had worked· 
· for hire· in the construction. of . the cetiya and. as. 

a result of thai meritori�ms act;were b�rn iii heav�n 
·(�hv. XXx;�. 46 .ff. ) . -�-

6 BHATTANAVA 
. 

meals. 'When he went there, he smelt the ftavoi1r of . . . 
the food . and developed a desire to eat from 
Gnnclha's bowl . He spoke about this to his friond 

· sayin,g that if he failed to satisfy his wish, he would 
die. His friend mentioned this to GR.ndba. ·�ho 

- said that if Bhattabbatilm worked for him for 
-�hree' y�ars his wish would be fulfilled. 

. · Bhattabha.tika agreed and performed . l!>ll hi� 
. · dutio� faithfully. · . 'Vhe� his term of work was o''er. 
. Gandha "g� ,.e him · two �h'ousand piec�s of money 
. for his evening meal a�d one thousand . pieces of 
money for. hi� morning mi:mt Then he ordered the 
m�mbers of his h.o�tsehold to .treat Bhat�abhatika 
ill _the_. saril(l manner as tl1ey �-reated him . 

When he bad obtained the bowl of rice for which 
be had worked, . a ·. pacceka.-buddha · from the 
Gandhamadana mountain appeared . before him and 
he ·offered him -the ·food, ·-without e�en taking a '  

· grain of �ice · for himseff. · Then he worshipped 
the pacceka-buddha and �nad& a wish ·to the effect 

· �hat :he may realize the same Truth · as the 
pacceka-buddha; 

·When Gandha. c�me'to know of .this. mcident, he 
. ·was so pleased

. 
that he d�vided ail. his · :possession& · 

. iiito two parts and gave Bhattabha'tika .one. · . The 
, . king, too-, havillg heard about this incide:Ut bestowed . · · 
. �� ' hinl. great treasures and : gave

. 
him the. post · 

of setthi, Later, ·  be ·and Gandha became· great . · 
· friends. · · 

. · · · 

In the· reign. of king Saddhatissa _ ( 137 _ .B .C.:- . · . In a .sub.sequent life he was r.eborri in the deva 
l l9  :B.-c:),· brother of · king. ri.utthagli.irunji; a .thera . worl,d

. and. lived thoro · d.urmg � a .pe�iod of ' t�o 
na�ed . Mahan�ga 'dwelt . itJ. � - monastery called . · Buddhas. until in .th�r 'di�po,nsatio� _ of the· .present . 
Bhii�iya�a1�ka _:(.Mh;A . p . . 606) which _is probably . Buddha he was born in ·'Savatthi in- the house of a. 
'identical- with Bhii.tivanka . . But its. Identification . �PP.O�ter of_Sariputt�··(DhpA. Ill, pp. 88-95): 

. 

with the · Bhii.tikatissa-vihiira (Mhv: xxX-vi,- v. 3) _ · 
. suggest�d · . by C. W. . Nich6Ias . (JOBRAS. 

· : .  New Series; .Vol. VI, Special Number,· p. lS9) seems 

I. K . 

. to be incorrect, for the latter was constructed· much . BHATT ANA VA, ·a Pali· word,. which occurs in the. 
later, in ·tlie :reign of king Bhii.tjkati�'>S (143-67. · . l'i!ahci.vaf!tSa; to · meM a ' can:oe for _ ·gifts ,or : I:ice ' 
A. C.). Bhii..ti'v-anka-vihira has not ''Qeon identified . (Mhv. xlii, v: 67 a;:i.d trsl.) .  It is. mentioned along wit� 

. and
. 
its b�ft<ler is· ��t known, but the m�naStery tho alms-hall known as Maha.pa}i (in Amiradhapur�) . 

was . probably in th� Dakkhil)_a-desa . of Rajarat� · where� in- the. seventh cen.tury, king Aggabod·i�i II 
(JOBRAS. loc. cit.) .  · 

. · 
set up a ' ca.i10e ' for · the ·purpose · so indicated. 
Mahapali is considerlld to have been l!o. �efe�t�ry o� 
kitchen (EZ. III, p.- 134) and, although ahthorities 
regard the: particular build.mg as having b�en 1n . . 

. H .R.P. 

· · · · · · · · Anuradhapura, the ancient capital -of C�ylon, · . . BHATTABHATIKA, a labourer ·who ·was s� named 
because he worked for food f�r the banker Gandha. . . there was a Mahapa}i at least in another city. · 

He set out from h.is villag� · with !l cart filled with. . · Fa-hsien who visted the island· (circa 410- IZ 

·fire-wood; etc., and while spending th� night at a - A.C.) :mentions that the .Sangha �ere · fed from 
friend's place� the latter ,sug�ested that they should viands in .  the pal�ce kitchen. Hsiian·-ts�ng, . upon. 
go .and seo the splendour i� which G,lndha took his information · gathered in �dia from some Ceyion 
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bbikkhus, wrote that food for eight .thousand 
members �f the Smigha used to bo daily measured 

ou t from a inrge kitchen hy the s ide of the k ing's 
palaee in "\nuradhapura.. This ?llahapaii has been · 
identified '�'ithin the ancient inner city, only a few 
yards . away frorn the pal�ce . .  Among seYeral 
nearby ruins is a large ' stone cano� :. upon one 
fo.ce of which are two short inscriptions in t�nth 
rentur)' Sinhalese script in .which occur the words 
' Mahapefa ' (l\Iahiipiili) and ' gal 1Uivq ' (stone ship) . 

' Canoes ' which served a_s· receptacles fqr rice, 
boiled and · unboiled, have · bean · found both jn 
.-\nuradhapura and 1\Iihintale ; they an�. inv!J.riably 

· in residential areas r�servcd for the Sai1gha. All t.Jui extant examples are in stone, but metal (whether. 

bronze o� copper) was also used (Mhv. lxii, v. 33), · 
and probably even wood. Some of the !>�rviving_ .

. ' can pes ' are of great size, the ca vity itseif exceeding 
· fqrty feet in ' length . 

The vessels have been found, as far as :we know. 
in no other Buddhist country than Ceylon. Even in 
Ceylon thoy are known only in mediaeval time� 

· (� ��(-) Pl .  I, Fig. A)' 

D. T. D. 

B�ATTARAKA-MAHAKARU�IKA7STOTRA, tht 
titlE;! of a Sanskrit text, the Tibetan translation · 
of which occiirs in the Rgyud (tantra ) section of 
Tengyur under .the title Rje-btsun thugs-rje.-clien-po
la-bstod-pa (TM. No. 2740.). T_he work is attributed .. to Dpal -mo . This text is not included in the 
Peking edition . 

The title of _r, he work �uggests that its contenb 
form an eulogy of a most compassionate (maM 
-karu��ika) Lord (Bhattiiraka). 

I, K. _ 

Two examples from �Iihint�le-fairl): suggest their BHA 'fTA.RAKA - MAitJUSRI - PAR AM AR THA -natura.: · Tho smaller. one waj; used for cleariing .un-
. 

STUTi-NAMA, a Swb-it _work pr�served in its 
• · . washed rice, much in the same way as is done today· Tibetan translation under the · title lf.phaiJ.!,� . · It �as c·onstructed of eleven . sllibs, five laid ,to- rje-btsun Mam7dpal-gyi clon-dam-pa�i"bsti:Jd"w 8u

gether to _ for� the bottom. • �e mi�dl;. ;;lab of bya"ba. The a,uthor is Nagarjuna _ (Klu-sgtub) this iattei: group was scarred with twenty . grooves 
. and the translat�rs OO:e Tilaka and Pa-tshab. �i,IJ1a · to enable (a�ording to the a,rchaeologist H. C. P. · grags (Siiryakirti). This . work is included.' in' 

Bell in· ASCAR. 1910-l l, P· 23) .the rice . to be . the. Bstod. · T8hogs (stotra) section of th� Tibetan · 
< · · rubbed or rolled in order to sopaMte the grains fro.m . T . 

(.TM . N. 1131 0 d '  fl 6 T'I. . . engy_ur · ... o. . ; · or �er, , p. ; .sa· nd, _ gri.t _ . .  and . . · other . extran�_ous :fuatter. The y 1 46 N · '>022) 
. larger ve�sel, the bhattanava proper, was to eonta� 

the boiled rice. _ All the available examples have 
. bee� given the realistic' appearance of a l_ong, ��g-
0\,lt canoe. 

'The Mhv. s�ms to be the only Pali work whero · 

tho . word bhattanava OQCUrS ; the p ED. ha,s iost 
sight ofthi$ te� (cp� bhattammatta. fo.od trough, 

- in J. ·vr, p. 381) . .  It' is; therefore, of some interest 
to 'find a plausible reason for the use of the Pali 
word nitv� (ship) in deseribing a receptacle wb,iGh 
can by no means be lik�ned to 8. 'ship. The portion 

. of the Mhv. he�: was written by Dbarmakirti · 
thera in Pol�nn�rnwa i� the 13th cent. ,  when 
A�uradhapura had· ceased . to be the capital city. 
But he obtained his material from records kept in 
th� other cit.y (G. C. :Mendis; The Early History of 
Ceylon; Calcutta,_ 1946, Appendix· I) .  It is known. 
that th�se original . records were .in Sinhalese and 

· that the Mhv. merely - renderd them in�
_
Pa.li. As 

noted above, the Sinhalese word niiva_ (ship) . had 
already been applied tb a receptacle, for w�atever . 

reason three centuries before DJlarnia.kirtl, who _ 
-would: nat�rally enoug_h, render :it literally in P&li 
as nava. 

0 ;  ' o, - . 

rt is a. so:n.g of ·praise for l\laiijusrikumarabhuta • 
. (J:Ijam-dp� gshon mir · irur�pa), . a . r.nartifestat�on . 

. of Mafijusri. . The autl).or begins the text with 
a . 8alu�tion to M�j-qsri. He . is . referred to . 8.s · 
immeasurabi_e (in size) . and . incomparable, . a non- · . .  -

. returner (aniigamin, Tib. ma�byon•pa), who . has 
comple.t�ly pass64 away ,from this world. He is 
saiq to have put srt end to the ·cycle of · existence · 
by his thorough perception of the doctrine. 

. L K.  

· BHATTARAKA-MANJUSRIYAMARI-P'OJA.;KRA- · 
. MA-�VIDHI�NAM;A, the reconStrncted Sanskrit titlo 
. of_ tb,e Tibetan text, the Rje-btsun . l,l.jam-dpal 
gsin-rje-gserJ _ mckod-pa�i rim-pa 8�:bya-lxl, .· .· · · 

. occurring in th� -RgyWJ71}grel (tantra commentary) 

. section · ac�ording to . the Peking edition, aud . in . 
the Rgyud (tantra) section according ·to the. s'de-dge. 
edition, included in the . Tibetan . Tengyur · (TT; 
Vol. 67, N�. 2810 ; TM. No·. 1945): .The author
ship of the work is credited to Kr�l;la Pa�Qit and 

. the: translator is named : as  . PrajiiSSrijii.anakirti. 

. ·. ·' . 
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. . 
The te�t e�pou'nds a series 9f methods of worship- . · 

ping t:he god Maiijusr'iyamantaka (Tib. Jfjam-dpal: 

gsin-rje-glied mchod-pa) .  . To ( he possessed of 

grace, glory and wealth) o.u�hor declares that thesE' 

m.ethods of worship. should · be . followed _by 13very 
one, clay �nd. niglit; in thought, qeed and word. 
FUrther; · it is mentioned that this kind of worship 
woUld. bring about happiness by destroying the 
darknes.<i of misery· (Tib, non.-minis-pa) and tho 

· mot:Sl . defilenient.s. ' (Tib. · sgi:ib-pa) ; · Tho . work 
begii).s with a s_alutation to all. learned lamas . 

I. K.  

BHATTARAKARYAIKADASAMUKilAVALOKI,T - . 
E�VARA-S!DHA . .NA, the . · title of - a · �xt,' -the 
Tibetan translation of which occurs 1ri the Rgyu.d_· 
(tantm) sectj0n of the

. 
- Terigyur under t·he title . 

Rj�-lMun · �pllizgs-pa spyan-ra.s-[rdgs'·dba�-phy.ug 
shal · bcu-gcig-pai}i sgrub-thabs (.TM . . No. 2737 ; 
TT. · Vol. · 79, No.' 3557)� · 'rho authorship of this . .• w'ork is credited _ tl!l D·pal-mo . . (Lak�mi) , who!>e · 
name

. 
occtu� at · the end of the text. The trans

lators . are given - as -Dipa:�ara.Srijiiii.na. and }tin- · 

chen _bian�i>9· : 
.
' 

(Aksobhyavajra Buddhajiiana) and . its trans- . 

Iators a�e nained as Sraddhakarabhadra. and 
Chos-kyi ses-rab (Dharmapra.jna) .  

This sadhaua deais with the proc.:edure of �orship 
of the god of waters, Jambhala-Jalendra (who is 
referred to else whore as the god _ of wealth : B. _ 
Bhatt-acharyya, The Indian Buddhist IcorJ.ography; 

. Calcutta, 19�8, p. · 178) .·. - The worshipper is ask� 
to meditate on sii.nyqtt( (tho Yoidrloss · of all pheno
mena) · and the )ike, and then contemplate _ oil -
.Jambhal�·:Jalendra w·hose forrri is described ; · · 

There are five m·agical formulas included in the· 
s�dhtma, the first of whici� is_ . t_o be r�peated . one · 
hundred tirties. The work ,begins with a salu
tation to .the Dhy�nibuddha Ratnasambhiwt�t 

. (Tib. Rin-chen-l,ljuil-!dan) : 
- I. K. 

i."e-
. constructed Sanskrit ti�le of a _'Tibetan text, · the · 
Rje-btsun-ma . �phHgB:'I'Ita · sgrol-mal},i · sgmb-thab.�, · · 
in�orporated in tl�e · Rgyud-�grel - (t�ntra conunen

· tacy) section of .�he Tibetan Tengyur. · Kamalasri, 
·whose :tiame is ·mEmtio�ed at the. end . of the text, - · 
· is · ,�aid to· have comp_o;ed this · w�:;�rk · (TT.· V�l. 

. 
. .  69, N'o. 3166): Accordin.g to · the . . Sde-tfge edition . The work, as. it occurs : in the Pekiilg_ editjon• · -

_begins With ii .sahitation addressed to Avaloklfus- (7'M. No . . 2327:, this text belongs to the R[JYud 

Th · k ·t lf. d. 1 · ··th th · d · f (tantra) section of the Tengyur and its author is · 
vara. ·e. wor 1 se · ea s WI e proco w-,e . . o ' · 

· given as Kamala.Sila. Pel," haps · both forms �f the. · wo�p �f the_ 
· grid · Ekad�au�Ukhii.vaiokite8varli · 

name refer to one jndividuaL r.ho name of the (AvalokiteSvar� with e1eve_� f'aces). • Xn the first i>art . . · transistor is not·. mentioned in · either : �dition . . of thiS- work, the.· author instl'\lcts the meditator 
.h� � �a�<J.�a. sho�Jd be dra-wn:an.d·wh.at �agic�l . This work �ives the procedure of wor&hip of' . 
formulas _ should - be _ 'Qtter.ed at the cereil).ony. - . Tii.ra,- whose fonn is · d\')spribed._ Tl).e description 
�ong .the three formulas. mentioned, there occilrs ·is similar_ to that· of the Khadiraval).i :,fii.rii., one . 
a formula which is common to· some of the othe�· · of the forms: . of green Tara (B. Bhattacharyya, 
sadhan� as· -�e�, na�ely, 01!1- �-uny_atlijn�na vajr{; · The Indian !1ttddhi�t . Iconography, Calcut�; 
8Valihava..... · . 1958;. p: 307) .  

. Aft�r tlie preparation of' th� mal).�aia, the medi
tator is asked · to �ua.lize in it: this eleven fac�d 
god who8e description is given in detail. . . . . . . 

... . 
· r. :K._ 

BRATT ARAKARY A-J A MBHALA-JALENDRA- . 
SADBANA,

-
a sii.dhana text .extant 

·
.only in its 

Tibetan translation enti�led the .�je-btsun }_l,ph�J8-pa ._ 
gncxN_lllsin �hu. _dba?i-f!:i sgrub�pa�i thab�; which is 
included in the Rgyud (ta.ntra) section of the Tibeta� Tengyur (TM. No.- 1 861 _ ; Oordier� II, p. 148 ; TT. 
Vol. 65, No. 2724). The authorship ·of the \\fork is · 
credited to Mi-bskyod · rdo-rje saiis-rgyas ye-se� 

- After drB.-\ifing a· . maD9-ala (magic . circle) the 
meditator is-�structed to c.:hant the SiiablW.vasuddha 

. 
ma�tra ari:d : meditate

. 
upon' the v�idlless (Sii_ny�ta) 

of all phenomena. He is then asked to �ont�inpJate 
on� Tarii. - ·and inaugurate the ceremony with his 

· mind · f1_1 ll ':of faith. During the ceremony he i1as 
to c.:himt · three · .magic fotrnulas. In the body 
of the tcxt, · Tarii iS' saluted -repeatedly after each 
description of her qualities. · · · · 

- I. K. 

BHA1'TA SUTTA, . the _eighth �utt� in the Digha
c�rika-vagga : Gf the Pancak�-nipata of · the . · 

· Anguttart.'4-nikaya. (A.  _ IIt p. 260) . . It enum�rates 

. ' . .  

; I . J 

· . ; 

.., 

. .'• 

. ' .. 
. .. � 

j 
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five disadvantages that come to a family who 
eat when the sun is . high up. - They do nnt honour 
in · time their h0nour'Cfl guest�� . nor tho duvas 
receiving ob lat ions nor recluses and brahmans. 
Their son'ants and slaves work in d isgust. Eating 

. unseasonably, they do not get the best nutriment . 
from their food. Tho opposite ani the fh'e a.dvan 
tag�s in a family who eat at the · proper time. 

in a language of the type of Pali, ten in nwnber, 
were edited by G. Buhler (EJ. II, pp. 323-9). Two 
of t hem (�os . I & IV) n1cntion body relics of the 
Buddha as deposits . Inside the caskets . were 
" pearls, p.

recious stones, gold flowers, jewels, beads, 
trisiilas and 24 small coins (with the tri8ula and the 
sacred piida encircl'0d by a naga engraved on them) .  ' '  
The ·caskets and crystal beads are inscribed i n  . · 

· Briihmi cba1:act.ers, the variations in some of which 
L. R. G. . indicate a south . Indian type' of the script used in . 

BHATTIPRO.{.U, a small Indian village 2 miles west 
of Villatiir on the Krishna rive-r, in the Repelle sub- . 
division (talulc) of Qtintur D istrict., Andhra Pradesh. 
I� · is best known for one of the earliest types o( 
Buddhist stu pas discovered in this part of the 
country. 

Asoka's inscriptions. . Ori palaeographical grounds . 
the finds are . dated . in the period of Asoka 
(3rd cent . B.C. ) .  
, · Each · of ·the three . stone caskets consists of  two 
parts, the lid and the lower part.

. 
An inscription on 

the rim of the lower part. of one casket reveals �hat , 
the casket was prepared and given, along with a .  

- About the first known British record of it was. by crystal casket to hol� a.fcw relics ofthe Buddha; by . 
Boswell i.n 1 870 (JA. I, pp: 1 53, 346 ff.). Much of Kura, the son of Banava, and Uta:re, the son of 
the material of this

. 
hoary monument had · been •. Pigaha. All inscription on the lid · of another �tilized for the m�ndane purpos� o( road-�aking. ; ca.Sket states that there was a committee consisting 

because ino.rble was found here the sacl. fate con- of Mirall�vagha, VugaJaka and others. lq another 
· tinued its course for several · years more. · By the inscription near jt the relics of the. Buddha 'are also 
t ime A. R�a of the Ar�haedlogi�al �urvey came to . mentioned. The inscriptions .on the rim read, 
excavate the ruin in 1892, he saw a mo.upd of on1y · . "  Kuba, the asc�tic "of t.he coim:pittee , ;  and ." Bciba, · . �oh;le. 14 ft. high from an estimated 1

. original height . the son of the village headman, Hira�akara. " An 
of66 ft. in�cription ori_the rim of t.he lo\ver part of the s�e . · 

LocalSt�ries connected th� moqfid \yith a whim> ca:Slwt reads, " By the . sons · of · the Shag!!-thi; 
· sica.l sittiat�on; for it was kno\vn as the ··courteSan's nigama (guild . of tow�). chief ·amohg .whom is the . 
mound' (lanja dibba) i close by, a }esser dwuild bore king--king Khubiraka, the son of Sha;i the . chief 

. a like name-so · did, in ·fact, many another !_!tiipa �:If tl).e Shiha (Si�a) committee�by :;;tone. " 
motind i� other parts �f the country (I A · I, p: 152 f,). The third stone casket also carries in�criptions 

· Rea excavated the remains aild assessed the area as on the. lid and the lower·part ; the inscription on, �he ·. 
· 

f,7oo square yards; the diameter . or the dcime . as lid says that the members of the guild are Vaehna; . 132 ft;, and of the bas.e. (with.-the p�ved path) as : Chagha, a.nd others, while 'the inscription. · on t�e 
148 ft •. (South I?idian Buddhist Antiquities, Madfas, · lower part of the casket reads, " By the committee lS94, pp. 9 ·ff.).  Thus, 8$ far as the size went, it was . of the venerable Briiliadina (was given) a. casket and . nearly fi.!! big as the Amaravati st<ipa, the largest of .· a. box. . The ,�ork (is) by him, oy whom King Kubi� 

· 

all south Indian Buddhist stiipas� . 
. n�ka caused the carving to b_e done. " , . 

BhaHipro!u is one of the earlieSt in¢an stu pas of 
the class in which. sculpture] work had been done on . 
the slabs encasing

. 
the . projections at it.s card1r1al . . 

points. Solid . brickwork had been · used for the 
stupa. These bricks . were . ;f great size, measuring 
2 ft. by 1 tft. on the surface; they were of clay mixed 
with straw and were well fired. 

The excavations brought to fight a number of in- · 
teresting objects ; the work on stone. showed the ex: 
ccllence of the stcine.-cutter's craftsmanship. Among 
the objects discovered, mention .must be made · of 
three votive caskets with ins(,lription& and each with 
.stone and a crystal reliquary. These inscriptions; . · 

End : 

. The inscriptimi on a hexagonal crystal piece, . .  
(Fig. above2) now kept in the Reserve Collection . · 
of the Madras Musetipl reads, " . . . .  gift by the . 
worrienJrom Nandapura ( ?) and by the Srama�era� . 
·from . Su.v�am��a,. · in the Ayasakasa!hi goli of 
Gilanakera ( ?) ." (See Pl. IT.) . 

R. NG. 

1 W. R. Norris, for who�e note see IA , III, P .. 1 24. Archaeological · St.uver of India, New ·Imperial Series, . 
2 Reprodticetl from A. Rea, South ludian Buddhist Antiquities, · Vol. XV, Madras, 1894. 



BRATTUDDESAKA SUTTA 10 BHAVA . 
. . . .  

· BHATTUDDESAKA SUTTA. Threa suttas by this 
title occur in the A;iguUara-nikiiyo. (A .  II, p. l !l ; 

. iii, p. 274). In all of them i t  is s�ated that. a �onk, 
designated as: a . mea.l-di!ltributor . (bhattuddesaka), 

· who ·i� letl by .passion (ch.a:nda), hatred (dosa), fr.nr 

(bhaya) .nn!l igaorance (moha) is sure to. be born iil · 
hell, while one who is led by the opposites of these 
qualities is �re. to be born in heaven. 

\Y .. G. W . .  

BHAUMADEVA-LIPI, one of the sixt'y.-four. scripts 
that. should be learnt. by a. bodhisatt.va, list.ed in the 

· L�Wavi.stara in the chapter deo.iing with the 'writ.ing 
�chool' (lipi8aUi : Lal . . p. 88). . But' nope of the 
Chinese -texts agrees with . the Lalitavistara_ eit.her in ·. 
n�me ·or in or.der; . · 

. . 
. In Tibetan, the Bhaumadeva script is �ow·n its 'Ba 

. blaM lh�?1i !ii. Y�·· 
I. K .. 

the e�eme�t of space; the organ of sight and col.ours' ; 
from Ak.5obhya, the element of air, the organ of hear- . 
ing and all sounds ; from Ratnasambhava the ele
ment of fire, the organ of smell and all odoW'S ; from 
Amltii.bha, the .elemeut of water, the organ of ta!!te 

. and . ali savours ; and from . Amoghasiddhi, the ele-
ment of earth, .the organ 9f touch and all the sense 

. objects depel!d.ing on touch. . · 

However, the . author does not. discuss how these 
are inter-related. . {For, a discussion.- of .the 
sen8e-organs and ·their relations with the .externa� 
world� see AYATANA, . BHO'TA 

. 
and DHATU) .. 

According to H. T: Coiebrooke, ' (Mi�cellaneoiM 
Essays, edited, by E. B . . Cowell, London, 1873, .. 
pp. 416-7), the Sautrii.ntikas . and the ·Vaibhii.
�ikas �ccept t�o . categories of objects as. external 
and internal . and they 'inc�ude . both the elem�nts . 
and the sense:organs in the former. ca,tegory. As 
th� se�e-organs appertain to the elemeiits, theY, are 
designated bhaittika. It · should be not.ed that here . .  

. B.HAUTIKA, a timn �sed ·t9
. 
d�nc)te the five objects · . .  oniy the f�ur �l�ments o.feruth, wat�r, fire .and air · 

. of se.nse. . According t� the theory of the ·elements .are mentioned; . As .all the: mat��ial things· are com· · · {�e :BHOTA) t-he· fmtire objective world 'is b�ilt.' up posed
. 
of the elements and as the �ojects. that coim.-

. o(the four (s.Ometimes five or· six) elements . .and 'this . \mder ·the eleme�ts have to 'be· recognised . by the 
. ex�rna.l 

. 
world co.�t�fns. ev�cyth�g that .bec�me�· .. se�e .fa.cultie!!, .�he s�nse-organs. are . intimately . 

. . the objectS . of the five stmse-.oi:ga.ns. ·_He.nee .tha . · related . to: their · object�. If not . fo.r . the sense� .' • 
. term bhautika, which- is a secondary .derivative . of .. organs; the material world �nrtot be apprehend,ed . . · ·. 
the t.erin bh�, ... means coliectively .the .external: .

. 
Further' not. only· is thi!;! W9rld .composed or' atomic . 

world 'that· containS 'aii that. becqme the objects: of conjiincts of th� elements: but· the se�e-orga.ns . 
the five :sense faculties . . It is it� thja· sense that the . themsel�e(; are so. 

. . 

various objects· of se�e· are designated � bhautika. · A; G. ·s. K . . 
Thus, in the'Dharmasangraha (Dhs'fM. p.40) the five · · · 
. �pSo. object�J are refel'rl:ld . to as the five b�iitikas ' . 

. · · · BHAVA {1), becoming, is the. 'process of change, ·of (.pa,ica.:bha..ut�kani).: . · · 
. R H. Hodgso.n (Essays on the hanguag�, J;Uerd/.ur� 

and Religion of 'Nepal and Ti(let;Trtibner� 1874, p. 
80.) in a . .  discussion . of thi� topic gives six ·eleme�ts · 
and ·classifies · each of them· in relation to the six . 

. sense-organ!'! in the following manper :-. 
indriya 

earth . skin 
· · palate 

nose 

ayatana . 
· tan�ble pro�rties 

Sa.vours 
or:lour8 

air . . ear . sounds 
iikasa (a.tii1ospher'8) �ye colours, formS . 
maOOB {'f!lind) -perception the sum of all ph!3no- · 

· · mena · which a,re ho; .. 
mogeneolis · and re-

. . . . sult from mana��: · 

It is interesting that in the same work (p . . 77) the · 
authQr id�ntifies, according to .

. 
the Ai.Svaiika. . doc. 

trine, ·each of the first five of these with �he ·five 
Dhyii.nibuddhas.. Thus, from V airQCaila. proceeds 

development, of evplution; of growth. It is never 
existence m the seitse of finaiity,. of being,· of esse.nce,' . 
of substance. . . . · 

· 

. . It is culture in training : It . is thus .·that ·.ruonks . 
s�o:Uld train the#lselves

.
: Ha.vjng pW'sued th� powe�s · 

of confidenc�,. �onscient�ou.sness; .dis�retion� · e�ergy 
and wisdom; we' w.ill become thli.S . ·(saddhdbalena, 
hiribaleria, QUaJ)pabalena, · viriyabakna, pannabale'fi!J 

· s�manniigata bhavissama �ekliabalena : . A. iii, pp . . 
1-.3)· . . It .is 

.
not a.s if the diaciple obtains virtue,· but .

. 

· he becomes virtue: . The �ommentary to · A.. UI, .· 
p. 75 explains ·bhavisianti not as a mere future of · 

existence, · but a.s · vug,g,hissanti, will grpw,. will · 
flourish, in the same way as th� king's �eting to . . . 
Jotipii.la: (D. II, P·. 231 : .Mahii G0vinda SUttanta) 'is ·

· 

exj>Iained as; 'May there be .in:crease ()t·succesa,i the · 
coinmenta.ry equating bhava with vuddhi. �lao we· · 
find refere·n�s. to the mind fu training not becoming 
upset or perverted (M. I, p. 123. :  ·na �·eva me 'ciuaf!L 
vipatirr,ata'f!' · bhavis�ati), · �here i• \he future ·. is 
viewed not so much a&- an impending change . . . . .  ; . . 

. ": 

. ·� 

·. 
-:� 
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but rather as a change in a man's life for the better 
or the worse, for g�owt:h or decline �· (.Mrs. Rhys 
Davids. To become or Xot to become, Lo11don, 1 93-i, 
p. 106) . · Again, the. question is not 'which one' 
(katama) ,  b�t ' }H)w ' (katha.rtt) to b�come . . " How 
do wrongs nn�l failures arise ?" · (kathanca bhikkhaL·e 
micchaUa7!l agamma viriididlna hoti : A .  V, p. 21 1 ) .  
" From · ·wrong views . come · 

wrong intentions " 
(micchiiditthikas-sa · bhikkhave micchiismikappo hoti : · 
ibid,) .  · The �oble Eightfold Path-does not lead to 
a goal to  be achieved as a crowning glory, b�t is e. 
.met.hod. leading to ces�ation . of conflict (dukkha- · 
nirodha-gqmi�i-pafipadcl) ; and . the highest 

· 'achievem�nt' is the cessation of becoming (bhat:a.- . 
.nirofiho · nibbilnm!J).  

'I'hus, bhava · is development . through . action· . 
(bmmabhava), and i� so far �s action leads to 

· i:eart ion (ripcika) gro.\\·th is also a kind of_ birth and 
rebir£h (uppatti-blim.:a), but ·always as a process of 

· lreauty (rupa,ta�ha) or of the most_ subtle spiritual 
type (ariipa-ta7;�-hii) ; for th e process of becoming 
c'Jnt inues. · And continurLt ion of the. process of 
becorr1 ing is birth and confli�t and cj.eath, i.e., 
SUT)1Sitra, whereU!? the cessation Of th

.
is process of 

becoming is a:lso the cessation of a.U .conflict (dukkha· 
nirodha). 

TJi� causative of ' t o  become' (bhavati) is 'making 
b�coz�e' · (bhiiveti), which is the precis� meaoing re
quired in.stead of a_ mere future. Thus practice, . 
culture, growth; evolution have that litt.le extra 
which cannot be found in a mere 'shall be. ' Hence 
in meditation one should' cultivate thought� of . 
loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy ·&nd , 
equanimity, and make thent grow till they pervade 
the ·entire universe. . · · · 

See also BECOMING. 
H. G. A. v. Z. 

· becoming, of change, bf evolution, · never · as trans- BHA.V A (2), a monk mentioned as a disciple of the 
· migration of an entitY. or s�ul. . · Buddha's teaching in an inscription at Bodh-ge.yii, 

In the ch�in of twelve links ·in the doctii?e of . ascribed tq 1\faha�ama; (588 A.C.),. He is said " to . · 
dependent origination · (pa#cca:samuppiida, . q.v:) have roamad over¥ the stainless country a� the _feet · 
there �tro' .tm) links which are iderit�cal :apart from . . of the mou�tains of1ailka " (�yloP,) . . He·�s spoketi · the tiin�-element � . Ther� are the karma-formations of a� a 8rqmatta whose spiritualprogress was due to 
(sankhiir�) c�nditioned by ignorance (avij,?ii) in the his cultur� of abstr&ct meditation, whereby he .was . . 
past; which are th� pa8t causes of five ·results in the able to discriminate between gf:>Od and evil, and to 
present, _ namely, relinking,. consciousness (py.,#· destroy wrong �ews. .He possessed a.nJmequalled 

: . scindhi-vinnii?Ja), the corporea:lity--.:mentality gropp wealth of religious truth (Oil. ITl, p. 276 f.). 
(nama�riipa), the six bases of sense (safiiy�tana); . 
contnct · (phass�) and . sensatfon : (vedana)� These BHAVA (3), � rich h<?useholder who lived in .the city · 
five constitute the rebirth-process(uppatti-bhava) in of Siirparaka,, at the time w,hen the . Buddha was . 
the present, as the· result of past. action. . This. residing in J�tavanarii.ina . . He is r�ferred to as the

. 
· · fathe. r of Piim_ a (Divy- .  p. 24. 10). present process, if cultured. and . developed, will 

· ftirther evoive and become an active process with · imAVA, �on�itiori' of . existimc�. It is rarely ·. 
craving (id�lhii), clinging (upiidiina) and new karma . found

. 
by itself and mostly in . t.he . me�ning pf 

. - (kanJ1na-bhava). This becoming . of karma in the · ut�bhava, personality, · individuality, charailter . . It 
· present ·is a repet.ition of the formation of karma . ina3; refer to a state. of min�l �� �ven to a social · 
. (aankMra) in· the - past, and it will produce similar statu�, . e.g.� recl�seship (sama�a.-bh4va)" . or some 
. fruits in the future, ·- such as birth (jiiti), old age simi1s.r · abstract ·concept as loneliness ( eki-bhava): . 
'(jara) and death (mara�), wbich is the- ��bsequent . As a mental condition of niind-culttire, tlje term 
process of rebirth (uppatti-bha�a). · . ·. bhava.rui (q:�.) is preferred. 

. 

The. r� is,· however,
· 

a. gr
. 
eat · difference in vie we · . · · · 

:Essentially, it merely indicat:es that something 
between the Upani�a�Uc aspect of b�coming and the . 

has bllcome ; and its negative .form, abhiiva, refers Bud,dha's. . The Brhadiira�yaka-upani?ad (I, 5, 20) ' . to th
.
e absen�� thereof . . 

makes 'becoming' culminate in the Self (sarve§ii1!1- . 
bMi.tana1J1- atma bhavati) •. . which is the goal. Thll BHAVABHAVA-SAMAYA�VAJRA, . . one of · the 
Buddha's d9ctrine of becom_ing remains that. of a · Mahayana. sainadhis. It "is mentioned in _th.e 14th 
process which has to cease. n· is the crQ.ving for . ehapter of an _esoteric siitra, ·entitled tho Fu-shuo- . 
becoming . (bllava-ta�hii) . which . . causes the con.: .t-ch'ieh-fu-lGi-chin.-kang-san·'yeh-tstti-shang-pi-mi-ta; 
tinued, rolling on of. the wheel of. sarrsara ."through chiao-wang-ching (the Chinese tra.I).Slation of : the : . 
. repeated births and deaths. It does not rpake any Sri-sarvatathagata.kiiyavakcitta-rahasyiitirahasyasam- · 
essential difference whether this. cr;aying for be- · aja maluiguhya-tantra-raja (TaiSM, "S'o. 885, Vol: IS; 

��ming i� of the gross 5ensuous type (kiim�·tatthii), of . p. 488 ·b. ; Nanjio; No� 1027) . 

a more aesthetic and intelleci<ual type of .form and S. Mo. 
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·BHAVACAKRA, (Pali, bhavacakka) , · _also called The whole ·is t.o be represented as swallowed by 

�a�aracakka, liter'a.lly m(,;,_ms the wh�el (cakra) of impermanence (anityata) and two verses are to 

becoming (bh.at·a). be wr.itten : 

. The early: Buddhists conceived becoming (bhava, 
samsara) to be of unknown. beginning a�d end 
(a�·mataggo'yam bhikkhav� · smrr-saro pubba ko{-i 1Ul 
paii.iiuyat' : S. II, pp . .  ' l 'i8  ff.). Th6 law·· that 

. governs this b�oming • is known as· dependent . · 
origination (PDli, pa[.iccasalli- ilppada, Skt. prcititya
�amutpada). The re!llisation of this ·law, wi1ich. is . . . the t�th of the universe, results in freedom 
. f�om beeoming, !\irvat)a. · 

This law is fmind · illustrated by a . twelve-linked· . (.dvad®a-nidana) formula, c�lled the causal fonnuia : 
in the Pii.li . nikayas. · This cau�al formula.· · does 
not appear. to have been,' at fi�st; · conceived as � -

· . . circle or wheel but as a. line. 1n, the series of trims· 
. 

migrations of unkno� beginning. But, in course 
of . time,_ i� ient · itself to · .such an -��rpretation. 
Buddhaghosa · in his Visuddhimagga · and t4e Vi- · 

..frabhadlivam ni�kramata . 
1; ujyadh�am Buddhas�ane 
Dhun'ita m:riyana� sainyam 
N atf,agiiramiva ·_ku njar� · 
Yo hyasmin dliarmavinaye 
·A pram.attascari�yati 
Prahaya jatisa�sarani. 
Du�khasyaritan ·kari�ati 

(Divy. p. 30�) 
These two verses ·are . to · be found in the Plili 

SaTrtmttta-nikaya, to.o : · 

Jrabh.atha ·nikkhamatha 
· Yuiijatha_ B.Ucldhasiisane 
Dhunath,a maecitno se�Trt 
Nafiigara�;va. k.uiijaro · . 

· · Yo im-asniiTfl dhammavinaye 
· A ppa1natto 11ihe-ssati 
Pahaya jat.isaT,.saraTfl . 
Dukkhassanta� karissati : 

. . . 

(S. l, p. 1�7) ' : . 

· bhmiga cominentafy-. speaks of a round of rebirlh!'! . 
. (8a7JUar�iLkka : llism. pp; l\33; 16:5) a�d of� wheel of 
becoming . {bhavacakka : · -vism. pp:·_ -45l, 493; 49� ;. 
VbhA. pp. 138, · 1_94). QoQ\pare aJ.so the ·sanskrit 

. phrase anaaibhavacakrake (Mmk .. p� 434) .. . · · .  Make .a beginning ; tenounce.yoilr h�:tne ; · apply .· . · · . . yo�selfto the teacbing otthe Buddha._ ; s:Qlite aWa.y · · 
· .. W'hile phllosophe1·� like . Nagarj�ua &nd A.ryadeva.· . · the amy· of Death, as an eleph&Ilt smashes a house 

. 

. 'inteqiretoo . thia . law. ;_tQ mean . the . ·nuddle path· . of reeds. �o in this· Doctrin� �d Discipline . 
: (madhyama pratiwda), which . is _. identical With . . . :sliall v�gilantly 'lead his life a.bii.ndon�g the tound 
• voidne.ss (.Silriyatii),- . · it fo'und its artistic repres�n�· of births shaJ.i v��ily make a:n end of pain.'. . tation ·in the dra.wmg. of nn actual . wheel. The :· . . . 
. earliest reference_ to such. a dra�ing:·is. fotind .in t·h& The- e�rliest painting of � bhavacakra discovered · . . 
Divyiivadiina· (Divy.·p, ·300) . . · · 

· · to date is the . one· that L . .A:. Waddell · found m �ne ' . 
of the ·Buddhist ·caves in Aja�ta in central Indi�. 

· · The . . Buddha. ifi said. to h�ve ordoJ;"ed the five- · -This painting has �ix sPokes, m: spite of the faet 
spoked wheel to be inscrib.ed over the .gateway of th�t the wheel descril;)ed : in the Dicya11adana has 
the Veluvana ··monastery at :Rajagrha.' He dell: : only five spokes- corresponding to the five destinies. 
cribes· how it i.s to ·· be' ·made. ·The .:five-spoked . The .five destinies have. been. increased t� si� by . 
:wheel is io he msdf} with the five destinies . (ll�ti);. · making the . i:ob�l gods · (asura) :i separate ·destiny . . 

. 
namely, hells, _a�imai.S, ghosts . (preta�), gods and· . This painting from AjaJ.ltii. is a.ttrihut.ed to the sixth. 
human beings. Therein the hells· are to be niade · century .A:. a:, while th13 . Tibetan pict�e is alleg� 
at , the bottom,. · t�e 'aniffial� · and gh�sts .apove· · to �e a copy .of one brought t() Til:i�t by the- Indian 
that, then gods· and .human beings ; the four· con- . mo� named Banda Yeshe in the eighth centtll'y 
tinents : Piirvavideha., Aparagoruini�a, l,!t�ra.kurU.. A.Q. · The picture is to .be fomid in pra.ctica.lly'every . 
and Jambudvi:pn. . .  In the · nrlddle . (the ·nave) . . temple :in Tibet . . The Tibetan form of the wheel · 
are to be represented passion·; ha.treQ. arid stupidity : is of two styles : the 'old' and the 'new' . . The new · . pas8io� in the form of a dove, hatred ;in the' form of . ·style differs . from. the .oid only in the mtroducti;n . 
� . . snake· a.nd .stu_pidity in_ . the form of a. pig . .  ' ·An. ·of a figure of Avalokitos.vara. into each of the Six 

. · image .of the Buddha_ iS tO be made pointmg out realms and in one:or two' different pictorial s�bols 
· the escape _ (Nirvii.1,1a) from the 'wheel of rebirth .

.. for the causes of rebirth. · 
- (bha�a). Appa:ritional beings are to be· represented The . wheel s�b�iis�s the endless cy�l� of 1�6 · 
by means of a windlass as passing away· and being · (sa�sara) of which each rebirth, is a.. revoluti�n. It· · reborn. All round is to be represented the. twelve- iS held iD.·the clutches of a. monster which represents .· fold causal Qrig.ination in direct and re��rse order. the hideousness of clinging to life. Outside the 
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wheel is a figure of the Buddha showing that he Existence in the first three worlds is considered 
has escaped from the wheel and poiritirfg · out to superior to the last three whir:h are inferior . .  The 
others the way of escape. worlds mentioned IJ.r0 she'ril ;_n this n!Mi on in the 

The wheel proper consists of three parts : the rim, 
the nave and th� part between the two divided by 
six spql;tes. · The rim is occupied by the twelve 

. 
nidiinaa, the · nave by the thrEle unwholesome roots 
(aku8alamilia) and the .middle by the six destinies . 

(gati). 

picture, the highest being he�> ven and the lowest 
hell. 

The six regions are demarcated from each other · 
· by ram bow-coloured cordons representing th� at
mospheric zones that separate the different worlds. 
�o place is allotted to the everlasting existence in 
the western paradise of Sukhfwa.ti imd of celestial . . . . 
Buddhas. 

· .The twelve niddnaa running along the rim in 
direct order (clockwise direction) beginning from the 
top . are . represented by twelv� pictures . : · avidya 
(ignorance) represented by a blind nuiri with a €tick ; A reference to the Bt1ddhist concept ion of the . 

sa1J1�kara (immia-fo!ziiations) by · a . potte� with · state of being a man or a beast is essential to under- · · 
his }Vheel and pots. ; vijiiri:na (rebirth-consciousness)· st�nd the picture of the bhavacakra . . A pessimistic 
by a monkey cllmbing.a tree with flowers ; noniarnpa view is taken of human life. It is made to be of · 
(name .and form.or mi�d .and body) by a ship, (i.e., aimost uri.allayed misery whi�h is ciassed into eight • 
body) with four passengers (i.a. , IJ?-md) re{:m�senting , sections, namely, the miseries of birth, old age; · 

the four immaterial skandha$ .: §Cuj,ayiltana (six sense• sickness, death, ungratified wishes, struggle fbr 

· organs) by an erripty house ; sparsa (con:tact� by existence, misfortunes, . a�d j:mnishments· for Ia\\'· 
. a man and �oman embracing' eaeh other ; v.edana breaking, separation from relatives and che�ished 

(feeling) by a_ m�:ri with an anow i� hi� eye ; tr§?l;cl objects and association . with offensive objects and 
(craving) by a wqman offering drinks to a . seated · sen8ations. 

' . man : upiidana · (grasping) by a ht�n gathering • · · . · · · · In the picture the following phases of life are .· 
fniits from a. tree ; bhava (becOming, i.e.; conception) 
by 8 woman with child ; jiiti (birth) by :a  wolll8ri depic�d : (i) birtb, . in .a . cottage, (ii) c�ildren at . 

. in' chil�birlh ; . and jarri:niarat�-a (d. Eicay : and_ . .  death) play, (iii) manhood : Village scenes, people drinking 
. . ·wine m. the shade . of . a tr�e., a man . playing .· a . · · by a man carrying a .corpse to the c?nietery. · · 

. 
flute; woman spl:n.hmg _and weaVing; a· bOrrower, 

The figures a.re. merely illustr�tions of states in .  two traders and a drwiken man ; ( iv) labour, by the 
eaeh stage, and sometimes· only allegorical represen· . sweat qf one's brow : men tilling a field, gathering . 

. tations, as in the case . of the potter arid · the .ship. fuel iri .  a forest and carrying a hea\ry load ; (v) 
. 'They do not throw much light on t�e .theqry �f the . �qcident : a man M.d horse falling into a. river ; . · 

. wheel, but they show an interpretation /wh�ch (vi) crime. : t�o men fighting; one under trial . 
agrees in general . with the view that it represents 'before the judge;· · and one undergoing qorl?oral 
different stages in the faring-on (sarp.sara) of the punishment i (vii) temporal goverlunen� : the king 

i' individual. . . . · and . his . ministers ; {viii) old-age : decrepit old 
peopi� ; (ix) disease :

. 
a physician feeling the pulse 

of a patient ; . · (::r) . death : a <iorpse .. with a lama 
feeliJig whether breath is exti:rictr, atid · a lama at 
the head, doing worship, and a woman and other 
relatives weeping · ; (xi) funeral . ceremonies : .  a . 
corp� being carried off to the 'funeral pyre 0� tiie 

. The nave 'is occupied by the three. root.s of un
'wholesom� states (akusalarnilla), namely, passion 
(raga), _hatred (dve§a) �nd stupidity (moha) figured 
as do-xe, serpent and pig, and appropriately. colo- .• 

·. ured . red,' green' and black, respectively. : . 
. . . . . · 

The various regions of rebirth or ways of life 
. 

(gati) occupy the middJe section of the wheel. They 
are· given as six (or �s five with the early Buddhists . 
wh� ·the asuras were not separately represimtedj, 

· · and a.re enumere.ted in the order of their superiority : 
The gods '(s:ura and deva), titans ((18ural." man 
(nara),' beast (tiryak), tantali�eci ghosts (pi'eta) a.nci 
bell {naraka). Burnouf, writing froin Chinese and 

. _Tibetan sources, classes . Jllan above the titans (Ld
·_tua clt la banne Loi, Paris, 1852, p. 377) but the .order 

. given here is that adopted by the lamas {Hardy, 
Manual of Buddhism, Lo�don, 1 860; p: 37). · 

. top 6f a hill, preceded by a lama blowing a thigh, · .· 
· bon� trumpet and rattling · a hand drum ; he .also · 

holds the end of a white scarf which is affixed to 
the corpse; the purpose being to guido the ' soul .' 
by the white path to the pyre sci that it may be · 
disposed of in the orthodox manner, and have · 

the best ch6IJ.C6 of a. good rebirth without straying 
and gettmg caught by outside demons ; behind · 

th9 corpse bearer is a porter with food· and drink 
offeringS · and, last cif all, a mourning relative ; 
(xii) religion is represented by a temple' placed 
above all other habit�tions with lamas' performing . . 
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worship ; and a hermit. in his cell with bell, sceptre · 
(vajr(l) and thigh-bone trumpet ; and a _;tiipa 
circumambulated by a devotee. 

The state of the beasts is one of greater misery 

· eVert than that of huina..n beings. In the picture are 
shown land and aquatio aillmals of various kind$ 

. de•;ouring one fUlOther, the larger preying on- the 
· smaller ; and the small ones ·combixling t}lem8elves · · to �tch and. kill ·the . larg�r ones. ·Human· hunters . 
· also are Be.tting nets f9r · �nd � shooting at them: 

Dom�tic animals are shown laden· �ith bu.rdens, . 
?r ploughing arid being goaded ; soine .are being 
milked · and. shorn of their· wool ; · others are being 

· castrated or having · their . nostrils bored ; others 
killed for their 6eSh · or skin, etc, All are suffering 
great I!lis�ry through . the anxiety �d pains of 
preying or being preyed;�rpcin: In the 'water is .: 

.· shown 8 n�ga or merman's bouse with its in.fuat�s 
in grief at beirig prey�d tipon by the garurf,a, a . 

· ri:fonstei ·bird. . . . . . 
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undeveloped mind. In the realm of men he appears 
as Buddha Sakyamuni with the allnsbowl and· the 
staff of �n ascetic. in order to point out the way to 
liberation to those whose eyes are covered ·only 
with . little dust. _In the realm of the pretas he 
appears as the Buddha . earrying in bts hand.!! a, . . 
receptacle with ·heavenly treasures, .beside which 
objects of worldly desire appear paltry, and· which. 
thus liberate suffering beings frort;1 the tortures of 
·unquenchable desire. He d�sce�ds into the deep�st 

_. hells .as Yama, the judge and kiilg of the law, who, : . 
. .  moved by infinite compaSsion and through the power . 
· of the mirror . of knowledge, trallsforms .. �uffering 
. _into. a cleansing fire so· that beings are purified . 
· and can rise to better states of.exis.tence. In order 
to make this · c'rear, . Avalokitesvara has hsen · 
represented once more in his Buddha-form (besides 
his terrifying appearance a$ Yama). And from. his 
hands emerges tha · purifying flame . . (&ee PL UI). 

· u. K. 
The URper soot6r represents the gods �ho at .tlie 

· h · fi h. · d In.J- (S kk · BlBLIOGBAP.HY : Burgess, · Rock· Temples, Rombay, 187fi; .. · 
· ng t are seen · g tmg. un er � · a · a) against . Lama Anagarika Govinda, Foundations. of Tibetan M JIBtitism, 
the 8S1lf8S who are attacking them . . fu the . next· Lo11don, 1959 ; SPence, Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, l.ondon, 

S"'c .. tor .. T·o . the· · left ot. her .he
.
"V.!"ns· are ·-v1's· 1·ble.· ·. The · 11!60 ; JAS.B. H !93•· Yol. ·61• pt. · l, · p . 133 : JRAS. 1894; • .. . pp, 367-84 ; E. J; Thomas, · .Hi.story o.f Buddhist Thought, 

seated figure is Mshabrab�ii. of whose . . fo� faces . Lqnqon, 1953 ; L. A. Waddell, -Lamaism (Burldhism in Tib.et), 
· Hel!er, 1934, · · · · 

three can be �n. · 
· · 

In the ,ne�t ' ·sector are .. the asuras ;. and at ·the BHAVADEVA, a king of the city ofNandivardhan� . . 

foot of mo�nt Meru is ·the wishing tr�,· Cittap��li; He waa · in�tructed in the four nob!� -. truths . by 

· .  W;hich ·here extends uito Indra's hooven :or' the Sakyam�i Tath�gata (GM. I�, pt. i, P· xviii) .  · · 

· thirty'-three godS. In Indra's- heaven is �id to be ·BHA VADE VAG.UPTA, a · former . · Buddha, 
. the Pii.rijataka .tree, and fudra�s heaven is situated · mentioned in·a ligt, qf former Buddhas under whom 

on 'the. top c?f �aunt Merti. . . . .
·
. 

. . . . . . .  Sakyamuni, :while_ in . the' ninth bhfuni, (Wquired 
In the lowest sector · are the hells. ;rn its upper Il;lerit (-!J!hvu. I, P· 140); . · 

part, Yan:ia isjudging the sinners, anq ill the 1pwer BHAV:AGRA, (Pa:Ii; bhavagga), · the highest point, part are the hot hells on the ' left, and the cold · . the uppermost limit (agga) ·of the universe (b'hava), ·�lis· on the right. . 
. a8 opposed to avici, the lowest (Vbh. p� 426 ; Miln. . . 

T1_1e next is the i'ea1m of the. pret�s, bemgs 36 J IV 2 
. . . 'ij; . . . p. 3 ; .· . , p. 18 ; VI, p. 354 ; ,SnA. pp. l7; 41·; 

. · . 
with lar-ge bellies and . .  v�ry. · small mouths, alwa)rs · · 

· · 
. . KhpA. pp. 179, 249 ; Lal. pp. 82, 272 ; jtJhv·u. II, pp . . 

. tor��ed wit·h hunger and tbir8t. · · •· · · · · 
. . . . . 302, 312; 350 ; Sdmp. p. 313 ; Bbh. p. 277 ; Dbhs. p. 25). 

. . In each sector is a figure of A valokitesvara who . The beings in the bh!lva!lga. have collS()iommess 
. as 

visits all rea� in fulfilment: of his v9w to sa'vo the _ ' ·  their food (vin�hara$evino : SnA. p. 507). . · . 
.wotld. He carries in · his hands the 8ymbol of his 1 ·'· . · . h. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · . · · . . · · . · . . . · . . · . • · t also

. 
means t e end ( agga} of becommg. ( bhava); 

spec1al . message according to the nature of tne " Bh · · · tb rfi · · · h · h · · · · · ·. 
parti�ular rerum� 

. . . . 
h 

. a
l
�ag�a

(A
lS. lie. 1 e

79
m 

A
W

A
lC . a m�n att�ms ara-

' . · · · · · · ants liP · . · , p. . ; · . · . III, p; 107). 
In- the ·realm of the devas he appears with the . · 

lute- In order to rouse the gods with tlie sourid of 
�he Dharma. In: the realm of the asuras he appe�s 

. · . . · · ·· · · · · · 
. 

· 
· · . · BHAVAKETU, a former Buddha, mentioned in a 

. with a. flaming sword, because the · beings of this: . · Jist . of former �uddha.S under wholl) Sakyamuni, realm understand only the language of force and . . 
while · in . the ninth bhiimi, ·acquired merit (Mhvu, ·. · ;s.trife. In the animal world he appears with a: book · · . . . . r,_p� 140). . . . � . 

in his' hands because animals lack · the ·faculty of 
articu.late speeeh and refl.�tive . thought which 
could liberate them from"the darkness, subconscious 
drives and the siuggishness and dumbnes� of an 

BHAVA.NA, deriYed from the causative verb 
bh�eti, cailsing to become, producing, cuitivating, 
bas the pregnant. meaning, ()f mind-culture in Pali 

-; 
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o.s well as in Sanskrit iiterature, It is t.he most 
general term, · usually translated by meditation, 
embracing the various methods of niirid-culture 
(kamma�thiina) ·or instruments of meditation, and 

. the two types of meditation which lead either to the 
quietude (samatha) of .heart and mind, experience 
in . the states of mental absorption (jhana), or to 
insight (vipassana)� .which is the inward · vision 
into the true nature . of . .all phenomena as imper
manen.t, causing conflict and being without sub-

. stance (anicca, dulckha, anatta) . 
. . 

Various. ways. are mdicated as so many methods 
t.o be adopted by different temperaments to suit 
their individual needs. But �}though the methods 
may diffe�, the Qbject of .this m�d-culture is the . 
same .throughout : to learn to see tQings as. 'they . 

. are. External suggestions and influences will always . be nianifold, . and. � total . exclusion thereof not 
always . lie pr:acticable. . �d even if one . were to 

. succeed . in :completely isolat�ng the mind; the 
mental process ' 

.
would cbntinue_ to feed on its . 

. . impressions, assimilations, idea�ioris and concepts. · 
Mental culture, therefore, while ex�luding the 

incursions of, detrimental distractions, silch a.s . 
diversions, amusements, · .excitement, · into�cation, 
argumentation, .aearcli for . the pleastirable, etc., 
will not exclude · inexital reactions a.s they arise. 
It is rather _jn· understa.ri'ding and comprehending 
s�ch reactions,' �heir causes, their dep�ndence on 

. other factors, that-is ·riwealed the tru�· state �f�ind . 
at.the trioment, which is.th� object of ��d-culture� 

through memory and ·attud.i.roent is watched (cit
tiinupas.san�) as well fl3 menta.! objects . · (dham
manupa.ssana) which constitute the proce13s as 
r.g��ega tes (khand.ha) f'l' hindet r ho:� proums in · 
its natural course (n·ivaraf<.a). 

�#hen such hindrances have b�en noticed, seve� 
i'al · methods are shown to overcome the obstacles. 
Thus, the five. states of mental :absorption (jhiin(l) . · 
are the antidotes to the. five hindrances (paif,ca. 
nivaratza), Still; that is not the gof!.l ofmind-cuiture: 

· For, evim the tranquillity (samatha), produced by . these �?tat.es of absorption; excluding in their various · 
degrees all · diseursive thinking (vitalcka-vicara), · 

spiritual joy (p�ti) and. satisfaction (su��ha), ·is not 
lll$ting and does not give to the mind more than. . 
the rest given to. th!Ol body by sleep . 

T.he. aim is insight, which cannot be pursu�d as 
a· gQal; bu.t which arises by itsel(when the conqi-

. tions are favourable as t.he maturing of a· fruit. · 
' '  It will come in · the degree i� whic� thro�gh 
.sharpened · awareness', featti�es .of the obse+Ved . 
processes appear which were hitherto unnoticed" 
(Nyanaponikil. . thera, The Heart . of Buddhist 
Meditation, Rider & Co., l962, .p;  94) .  

· 
• I • • 

The. �ultilre of meditation ( bhavana) is, t}Jerefo�·, 
the bringing into being . of such condition.S as are 

. favourabi!'l for the mat�ring of tli.e ·tnind. 

. See MEDITATIQN . . . . \ . � . H. G. A . . v. Z . 

Th� cultiv�tion of loving kindness by a mind BHAVANAD��TtCARYA - PHALAI.>OiiA': GITIKA . 
which is _inflamed by plission and anger might NAMA, , (var; Bhavanfi.� . . .  carifiiphala . . .  .' tiJdj ; 
�oppress a.rid eyen: sublimate such unbecoming . opl�aladohalco�agitika-'namd), - the. restored title of 
feelin

.
gs, hut would· not alte� the structure of one's . the' Tibetan tex� l;ta bsgom .spyod-pa �bras-bu[l.i 

character 
. 
which is in:cli'ned to pa.Ssion, . Similarly' . . dp-hp.�i. glu ses-bya-ba, incorpora t�d i.rl th� . Rgyud 

. the concentration on �blime sphe�s inay tempQra• . (tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur �T},f. . 
. rily �ork' aa · an. escape fro� ·mundane conflicts . No. 2345 ; Cordier. ir, p. 231). In the Peking edition _ 

without,- however, provi,ding fl.: B?lution. · this . wo.rk is i.D.duded in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (t�ntra 
· coirunez1tary) section of the Teru,ryur (TT. Vol. · 69, 
No. · 3173). It. . is attributed to· Sara.ha-pa. · 
(Sarahapiida), but the ·translator i� unknown. · 

But as ali ' things are . m�de by the mind 
(Dhp. v. 1). au· problems can · also be. soived in the 

. �in<i'. An� to .attempt ··1!- soluti?n without unders- . 
. tanding the problem can. neyer. · lea.d to anything 

· . : but to greater co.riflic� and confusion. Thus; the 
first step in mind;culture is the understanding of 

. what· is . . T)lis is not a method o� cultivation which. 
is artificial, �ut 1t is mindf�ess and' awareness of 
conditions· which influence t.he �ental process._ . 

· These · infiuenc�s may be physical conditions ; · 

Th� te�t contains a short song (S�t. gitilcci ;- .
. 

Tib. 'gl-u); wb,ich explains the· benefits of meditation . . 
· • The author begins the text with a . sahJtation to 

Maftju5ri (Tib. �.jam-clpal), · the · tbir<l clhyani-
. bodhisattva: 

.·.
· I. K. 

. and awareness is, therefore, focpssed on physical BHA VANA-KRAMA, the title of four · different 
actions ((kiiyagata-sati) ·and reactions, both physical texts, the Tibetan translation of which occur.s in: 
and mental (vedanii1iupassanii) . Mental conditioning · .

. 
the ptm-ma (Mij.rlgvamika) . section of the. Tengy!Sr 

. . . 
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under the title Bsgom-pal}i r1:m-pa, according to 
the sde-dge edition (TM� Kos. 3908,' 3915, .3916, 

. 3917) .  Three texts under t.he same title occur in 
the Peking edition in · the same section of the 

. . _ Tengyur (TT; Vol. 102, Nos. 5304, 5310, 531 1 ) .  

0()Tdier {III, pp . .  316-18) also mentions three texts · ' under- this title which are included in the Mdo-�grel; 

(siitra commentary) section. W'hiltl. tl\e authorship 
of the first. text of all the three editions is credited 
to Klu-sgrub (l'{agiirjuna), Kamalasna is· said to 
have compil�d the other two texts . The transistors 
. of the first text are riaroed as Lota and Siikya l,lod 
(Siikyap:r:abha). I'raj:fiavarma an4 Ye-ses · sde are 
said t.o have translated the other two texts, · .. 

. · · Out of the three texts m�nti�n�d � the Peking 
edition, the first one is very much shorter than the � . . . . 
latter two. All the three texts begin with a salutation . · 
to Ma:fij�srikumiirabhiita (Tib . . :ijjam-dpal gshon
nur g}-ur�pa), a =manifestation of Ma:fiju$ri. These 

: texts . deal -with . in detail the various �et.liods· of 
· meditation. 

· BHA VANAKRAMASUJ'RASAMUCCAYA., the 
reconstructed name of a text; tho Ti.betan transla
tio� of which oce;11rs in thi� Dbv-11l(1 (:\1iidhyamiks.) · 
section of tho 'l'engyur, under the title Bsgom-pa�1: 

ritn-pa rndo kun-las btus�pa (TT. Vol. l02; No, 5329) . 

As the title indicates, the text elu�ida.tes various 
. methods of meditation. ThEY main topics dealt with · 

. are the doctrine of voidness (sunyata), mindful
ness (anusmrti), . imperrilanence (anityaw), resolu
tion (cittotpada ; Tib. yid J_lbyun-ba), the Noble 
Truths ·(ary'a-scitya),  the wheel (of the doctrine) of · 

. 

not being liable to tum back, avivartya-(ilharma:) 
cakra ; the three circles or states of existence 

. (cakratraya) ;  and the - state of �bmplete · purity . . 
(Tib. ya1:s.su dag-pa), . · 

. · These - topics are discussed in · f<;>tir . ohaptor8 : 
( 1 )  .M non-par mtho-�a�i le�u, the chapter . dealing . 
with the exalted themes, discusses the first forni.of 
topics ; ' (2) the Noble Truths are disCUS!led in the . . 
seCond Ghapter called . 'flphags-pa�i b�n-pa ; _· (3) 
AVIvartya. cakra is the theme. · ofthe- :third chapter · 

· · being the 8ame· name, viz., Phyir. mi�ldog-];cl �lchor-la ·_ · 
Accord�g io · the .author of the first · text;

. 
the · arid (4) .the last chapter :is .called lJkhO'J;-gsum yo-t�-s� 

B�ddha has declared th�t the person who wishes to· · · · · dag-pa.after the_ two topics _discus8ed in it. 
· ·. p�rtici{i&te in niedit�tion should . at· first be happy, • · · 

bright, prudent and should attaht :to ·th& . third 
stage of tho podhisattva p�rfeetion. In the lat�r . · _ two texts it is mentioned that the · Buddha has · 
declared, in order to overc�rile' one's afflictions (Tjb. allug-bsnai), . these 

. 
methods of'. . meditation 

shou'd be practised, after gr�sping the · Buddha's 
. doctrine. At. the begmhmg · of th�se . two te�ts, the . 

_ _ au�hor mEmti9ns that both be�ong to the sUtranta.' 
· :  • -�tion of the Ma�ii.yan_a scho:ol . 

R. _ H. · 

BHAVA!fA-M!RGA, the ;,vay of meditatio�, -tii� 
. sixth. of the seven prelirii1nary stag�s of a diseipie . 

training ' his faculties in; his endeavour to become 
a future · Buddha. _ It is followed by the path of · 
il}sight (darsana�marga), on compltition of the 
various stages belonging to the penetrati�n of the 
TJ.'I!.ths (n�rvedhabMgiya) . Such is·_ the exrosition 

. of' the Vaib-h�ikas . acco�ding to Vasubandhu's 
Abhidharmako�a (chap._ vi� �70). In this path of . 

. (var. : Bhiiva-nr1- . .meditation are inCluded th& factors . of enlighten- . .  
krama..�ata);. the reco�tructed Sanskrit . title

. 
of . ment (bodhyanga} as · this way is approachii1g - · 

: 
.·the Tibetan text, !Jsgom . rirn . drug-pa ses-bya-ba, · enlighte�unent (bQdhy�a1ma). See further MARGA . . 
in the Rgyud . (tantra) section <£the Tertgyur (T.llf. 

BHAV ANAKRAI'tiAM TKA 

· No. 2299 ; Cordier, . II, p. 226 ; TT; Vol. 69; No. · 
3148) . The authorship of the w�rk . is credited to · 

. . : · _ H. 0. A. v� z· . .  

· Yajr!lpiiJ;�i an!] the translators are ·named as Vajra- BHAVANANDI,._ third . son . of :Bliava and _p.alf- · 
pii.I,JI and Nag�tsho; - · 

. . brother of the - arahant Piirl).a. _He was . ai.so 
. . 

I� i� a shori. i;ext expounding six_ stages o.f 1nedita-
. knoWn by his nickname of Trapukar�i (D·ivy: 
, pp . . �4 tT.). �-eo PO:iC�' A. -· · tion. The niecJ.itator is instructed to. bear in mind . . the religious way of a; lama as the fust stag& of 

. · · · · · · · · 
· · his meditatipn. He is also asked to co�te.mplate .on . BH! VANA SUTTA. There · are · sever�! sutt� �f 

the intrinsic _nature of the intense contemplation. . this n!J,me, both in the Arlguttara arid in t�e Sa.,yu- . . 
The autho;.· :hegins the work with a salutation to tta-nikaya. The sutta in _th� Maha-vagga of the 
all the lamas. · · · Sattaka-nipat_a

. 
'(A. IV, pp .. i25 ff.) sp�ks · of the 

·lac�F .of application (ananuyutta) in . respect of 
culture_ (b}u'jvana) · of the 37 . contributory factot'B · r: K. 
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that lead to Enlightenment (bodhipakkhiya--dham�ii, · The Buddha,· while residing in Sii.vatthi, p;eached 
this discourse to Radha. who asked him about. 
the cause of rebirth (uha?;a nctti) and the ceasin . 
of it . (bhavancttinirodha). . . . g · · · 

q.v. ) .  It · is made clear that mere aspiration 
(iccha) does not lead to freedom of the mind · the 

. four methods of mindfitlness, the four right bnds . 
of effort; the . four bases of psychic power, the 
five controlling faculties, the five kinds of spiritual 

· strength, the seven .f�ct.ors of enlightenment and 
· the Noble Eightfold Path, all have to be cultivat�d; 
. made to develop, just ·a� a hen has to sit on a�<l warm her eggs fully .to make. it possible for the 
chicks to break the shells and hatch out safely. 

·. The Buddha's answer was that des'ire, lust: 
pleasure and greed for the body, · for sensati�ns . 
et?., lead to rebirth. It is by · destroying thos� 
qualities that one could pu,t an end to �ebiith • 

· I. K . .  

Hav:ing Cllltivated (bhiivitii) and developed (bahuli. BHA V A.NGA, the · foundation or condition (aP-fia) 

kata) �he four applications of 'mindfulness, one will · of existence ( bhava), the . s.ine qua n01i"of life, having · 

be_ able to attain . that state where· there is n�ither. . th� nature of a process or a stream ; the life-princi
a hither shore nor a beyond (apariiparaT[!gamana), ple by which might be explained,  the faculty of 

. i.e., 8 state where there is no more crossing of memory, survival and identity of the individual . 
· Sal!;lsiira (S. V, pp; 180, 1 82). through innumerable lives in si:upsara. 

. 

· Another s�tta of ��e same ninrie . in the Sarrtyutta. 
. The term bhavanga first · �ppears in the Patthiina-' 

. nikaya is· sometimes. called . also. the Desana Butta 
pakara'l}a . of . the Pali. Abhidhamma-p#aka.. There, 

in certain Sinhales� �anuscripts. This .deals . bhavailga precedes · reflection (iivajjana) · in .the · · 
with the culture . (bhilvanii) an<j .the practice that prqeess of perception ' (Paf!hiina, PTS. II, pp. 

load to the development. of psychi_c power (iddhipa- ?4, 159, 160, 169). This is the only occurrence of. 

da-bhavana-giiminZ patipada :. ibid. p. 276} . .  This 
. the word. bhava'liga as far as the ,Pali canon is 

culture is said .to consist of desjre (chanda); .energy conc·emed , The use of -the word.in thes� particular 
(viriya),, thought (ci_lta) and inveStigation (vima7J!Sii), . contexts suggests, though no.t directly, that bha�an- . 

e�h one �ombined �ith COI)dentration (sainadhi) . . ga is _that from which all thought processes em�rge · � .  
and _ striying (padhiina) . . · This . culture i� best- 'whe�- necessary c�nditions are pre�ent� _The · wQrd : 

practised on the Noble Eightfold Pat.h. is ;widely used in the post-canortica:I literS:tur�, ·. · 
especially the MilindapQ�Iiha, . Visuddhimagga, and 

H. G. A. v; Z. the Abliidhamma commentaries. . 
The Nika�·,1s �re familiar wit.�. t.he \vords bhava 

BHAVANA-YOGAVATA�A, the name oL a text.; · and bhavasota w4ich give expn?�sion to the Buddhist ·. 
the · Tibetan version bf . which occurs twice in the philosophical concept- ·of flux, of lif� 'considered as-�-
Dbu-ma _ (Madhyamika) seCtion. of the Te�uJyur, flowing strear.1, nev.er the . same for any two con- · 

· under · the title Rnal-f;byor bsgem-pa-la Mug-pa. ·seputive moments (S, I, p� 1 5 .; IV, 'p. 128}: These . 

. ·The at� thor's name is gi�n as E:ainala (Kamala�ila) . expressions, generally . -�pplied . t� th� whole · of 
· and t�e translators _�re Praj.iiavarma (Prajiiavarm- . existence; · whetl�er subjective . or obJ�ctive, .w�re . 

. an) and · '¥e-ses-sde. (TT. Vol. 1.02, No·. 5313 ; never . used in ·an exclusively psychOlogical so11se. 
Vol. 103; No. 54:51 ). · · The · mind was conceive� of as quicikly changing, · 

. . . . . . but the image of the stream _was not applied to 
The . text descri�s forms · of �edit�tion . that it till the �eed -_came ·later - to e�plain the problem 

should . be . pr_actised by . those desirous of g!'tting · of personalit-y and survivaL· One isolated . ex- . . 
rid o( defllemen�. _· CUltivation of the thougJ:it of · 

.·
pression, 'miii!ii.(WS{}ta, appears · in · the ·Nikayas; 

. Enlightemrient . (bodhicittotpiida,, Tib, byan:-chub- used evidently in connection '.Vith the ·continuan�e 
tu 8ems bskyed-pa), . practising a state of tran- �f theindividual in a series .of bi�ths (D. III; p; IQ5).': 

· quil!ty· of mind . (8amatlui.'-bhavaria, Tib. zi-gnas) 
· and cot:rcct insight (vipa8yanci, Tlb. loog mthoil.) From the time of the J.li·ililidapcinha onwards . . -

· 

are the main themes discussed. 
· the attempt was mitde to ·explain personal�ty as a · 

.· . 
. ' . . . . continuation of Iperital states, and an expression . . . 

like bhavaitgasota became· p·art of "the common ·• · R. H . 

BHAV ANETTI SU.TTA' the third sutta of the 
· Riidha-sa7!1ytdta .of the Sa�yutta�nikaya (S. III, 
pp. 190-:-91).  

4---n 13540 (5/68) 

· phrase9logy _of the Abhidhamma. ·· · 

In the Milindapaiiha the notion _ of bhavanga 

appears in the chapter wher.e king Milinaa questions 
�agasena on the p8ychology of dreams and sleep; 
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Niigasena says that when a. ma.n is in· deep sleep 
his mind has ce8.aed to function , although hi� 
body r�mains alive. Only psychological processes. 
functioB.. In this condition his mind is described 

-:'lis �aving . 'gone · into bhavanga' (��tia� bha�ailga-
- gatam : Miln. p� 299). . . · 

. -
This· is the first.attempt on the part of Theraviida 
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had. · neither. empirical consciousnea& nor feelings 
and would appear to .. an ordinary observer as 
though he were in a state of coma, with all his 
senses dulled, an:d in a condition '1/ery similar to 
that of death . · SS.riputta replies by .saying that in 

. deep, t�ce there remained in t:P,e body life (ayu) 
and breath (u.mta}, both of which were absent in 

- death (M. I; p. 296). It is 8aid, a littl\3 earlier in 
th� same COIUlection, '. that �h�re life, breath and 
consciousnesf! · (vinna�) leave t�e brJdy,' �t lies 
Iigid. and motionless like a Jog oJ WOOd (ibid.). 

Buddhism to face a problem. that· had been left 
u_nsolv� in the earlier psychology, rich as it was 
in· other respect�. Ea�(y Buddhism spoke of 
mind as an ej>iphenom�no� . a .product of causes 

. �hi�h co_uld. be rem�ved by the indi-vidual 4imself Niigaseil.�'s.�xpl�na.tion is, therefOr\3, in agreem�nt . 
Without thereby futting an end .to his· existence . .  with Sfuoijmtta's view - �f· · trance. In it, anly· 
Mind was, therefore, not identifiad .with - life. · ·But physiological . processes functio�. Both in deep 
mind in this sense was only empirical i:onsei.ousness. sleep and in trance, -conscious actiyities cease, and 
By putting an . tmd . to empirical consciousness; it there . is·. IJ.O functioning of viriiia�a. ,Though 

. was possible to develop a -higher type of con�cious- Xiigai�na is only ·repeating Sariputta'!! view rather 
. ness whereby th� true nature of thing�, Qouid. be differentiy ·.and in a n,ega.tive form, the latter had. 

realised. The relationship of. this higher conscious- . actl!ally . asserted that only hnroluntary · bodily 
ness to ordinary empirical consc.iousness was never. activities _ 'cont�ue ·to function ill- sound sleep aild' 

. fully· explained. In the · Potthap� Siltta of .the tr�mce. · 
. ,liigha-nikiiya d��ils are .' gh.:en o( the . . ·gradual . 

•' ' . ·--
. ta

. 
b h. · h · · · · 1 · . · 1' · ted· The questwns of · �Iahako_t�hita and . l\filinda · . s . ges YW: 1c . empmca consctousness 1s e unma · 

. 
· . . . . . 

in- order tha�. it may m�ke-·. way for. intuition . . The- · :
. 
�opresent, perhaps, thl'l · attacks that were rriade · 

final .Stage of' �mpirieal: consci�usness is .krio� as · by _rival, pMosophies . on the Buddhist theory . of 
·8ailiiagga; the e;cid of san no; _ F:iqin this: stag� the . . mirid.' How could i%ate8 1ike _ .deep sleep� trance, _ . 
yogi _slvi,tches· over to. a ��� plane of under,standing . . . imd urea� . be :explained . without \ the . assumption . 

. But w,hat of this ·intuitional faculty ?. Did it lie . of a. permanent; re&idirig · n:i.ind withirt the hllinan · 
hidden . within. ' the individual in a pgtenti�l anu . body, · 'ma:n��sting itself · at one t�e . hi mental . . · 
uriinan�est condition ? . . In what way ·d�d it differ . activity, and .lying: p�te�tial 'and do�nt at • 
from· perceptual consciousness ? · . another� To say that there was nothing else besides . ' . . . . 
· As _far as. the .ordiiiacy · individual' is con.cerned; . . empirical . _consciouflll.ess ·would · be · to expose . · 

�h� are times in . which his · ��ceptual activities lluddh� ·to the charge of material�� . . · 
· are apparently- -completely · still. · T:nearetically 
at least, the zP,ind cOO-ses to function· in: dee{sleep. 
The �estion naturallY, arises' ae to wheth�r ' this . is · 
�quivalent to th,e state thilt t,Ji, yogi .�;�.ttains by an 
elabo�te process of Ill.editatici:a; . Nagasena explains · · 
to . the 

.
king that i:ri. both conditions, 'that. of. deep 

sleep &s·well as that of de·ep trance, the infnd does 
· · not fundiori, although the body does -(Miln. p. 300). 

Tlie · rival Brahmanical spectilation . had · z:.ot 
. .only . an answer to . these questions, bu,t it evolved 
· its entire theorr of mind frdril an investigation 
of the phenomena ·of sleep arid dream. When · a . 
�an- is in d��p' sleep . · his sol.ll ! goes back to its 
original · condition, a state · of. pure 'f:)onsci�usness, 
which could be identified with the . essence of pure' 
consciousness outside. · 

But'� ·�lanation · could .not · be I:�garded as . 
satisfactory. · Falling · into 'a �te· of trance �as In o�der to meet · the arguments ·of the .rivai 

· 

obviously ·not ·tbe· same .a� falliDg into deep sl®p, 'schooJ.S, therefore, 
.
it was neces� for•Budcihlsm to 

�ven �hough it is true th3t 'the empirical mind does . -elaborate· the metaphysical basis of its theory Of 
not function in: either state� mind. For the · -Buddha the matter. · was of rio 

. . . . . , . . · · · · · �onseque�ce. He was oniy' inte�t u�o�'l sh�w.lng . : Soinetim:e · earlier, too, the same question was that empirical consciousness ·was evil. and could be · 

raised ·in � slightly duf�rent form in .the Majihi�a- "stopped and that · intuitional · consciou.Sness .could 
. · nihiya. Mahako�thita · asks S�iputta · what he · be cJli.tivated; 

. 
He ·was. not concemeq with the · 

thought Wa.s the difference between a inan � deep problen:is of survival, and as far ·as it :·mattered 'to 
.tran� and· a man who was dead. · A . man. · in' the .• him, deep sleep ·might have been a mere physical 
con�tion: of trance known as nirodha8amapattt sta�. . But it . �s.' not possible for his. adher?nt� 

. . ....... 

. , 

. . 
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to maintain silence in the face of persistent ques
tioning, particular!y when ali either systems ·were 
developing an elaborate metaphysic of their own. 
Bonce it is  thr.t Niigasena hazards tht• suggestion 

· of an anoet!c ·consciousness to . explain : the. state. 
of sleep ( citiam bhavan(/o.gata1(i). 

. . -In course of time bhavmiga began to bo applied· 
to viiinarza as �eing the factor of :existence pa� 
excellence� . · Thus qhavanga became : a synonym 
for viiinarza. In bha11aitgagata, Nagasena coined 
an eJq)ression analogous to that of the Vedanta. 
· philosophy, and meant that . the . mind when- . in 
deep sleep went into

. 
its original state, •into the 

·. cau8e of existenco; into a potential condition, · in 
other words. The Abhidhamma scholiasts, . too, 
gave th!) word bhavmiga tl�e same ineaning'of factor 
of existe�ce (A.bhs. p. 26). 

. 

1 \}  BHAVA NGA 
is OE!Bentially of the nature of bhava?iga, and it is . 
quickly followed upon . by bhavanga proper. Th� 
uhavan,ga consr.ionsness, too, is the effect of the 
s:nne rlyiJ1g thought. ThereniJon an nmumerable . 
series of bhavanga flows on undisturbed in an un
broken �ontinuity; .as long as there is no conscious 
thought to interfere with the course of the stream 
(ibid. p. 3B8) •. 

Th� moment a conscious thought enters into the · 
· field, there is set up -a thm1;::"!-.t process which flows 

on according to the law · ·� ps;· · hological conditioning, . each stage in thE .;or�tinutm being conditioned . 
by the prt\ceding one . . T�iis fl ·.; :N- of the presentative 
contmuum is interrupt�. -� . ,aly during the tune of 
deep sleep, when bhavmiga again begins to .operate. ' 
There is thus an &lternative flow of bhavanga �d 
COfU?Cious process�s · irJ. the individual i:nind, imtil 
there ·occurs · an end of bhavanga in one .birth 

. In fact, the tradition' of bhavanga as the cati'se of (ibid. p. 389). The last bltavanga iiJ. a particular · · 
. existence seems to have exerted so much influence . life is called .d�ath-conscionsness (cuti- i.iinniitw : . · that both · Anuruddha . a.'nd ·sariputtil. fo�ce ·int� · ib.id. p. · 389 f:).  Mter death, there begins again the 
the word . anga · the meaning of .cause a:rid explain · eternal . round . 'or birth consciousness (pa#sandhi-

. the :word bhavanga as the �ause ()f the unbroken · ; ·viii1�j, bhavariga, an,d conilcio�s processes of, . continuity of the individual in various existerioes l;>eings wandering in saxpsii.ra, in th� abodes of the . 
(Abl.:S. p. · 26 ; Abhidhammattha§a?igafla Sanne by duration . :of bhavanga until . they reach the stage 
$ariputta; Balapitiya, 1960, p.. 149). of arahantship, where they cease to exist with. the . . 

B\lddhagho� P.�obably kne� tho origmal meaning_ ceasing .of. de�th-cp�ciousne'SS (ibid; . p . . :ago). 
of the term bhavaiiga, for he calls . it bhavail.ga- . In .explaining the ·phenomena of. death, Buddh�-· 
tiiifiat�� . and .equ�tes it with P.��isandMviniid�.. 

ghosa says t:hat .when . an _ obJect : appears before · . 
th. e sens�& of 'a dving' i:nan, at. the end .of .the �sual · · · .tho · consciousnesS · that fmictions at rebirth . . He. " . stages . of perception proceeding �s far as d�ter, · called mind � its paS&ive condition: bha�•aitga or. 

v'ithimt{.tta, free from . thought processes, . vw�i 
·· · mearis a pathway or ·a procesS. II:ence mind, 

when it is .active, is knoWn as vithicitta as opposed, 
to vithimutta. Ths state of bhavanga or vitl�imutta 
is.referr�d .to as tho natlir!"l co�dition of the rillnd. 
In th.is condition, it is free froin,all moral impUrities 
a�d S}li.nes Ill its ,OWn ·faruance. : It is .oply 'as a 
result of external. influence �hat· it. loses its natural 

· . lustre· and becomes stained· with impurities {A .I; p. 
10). ,The /{athavatthu (Kvu. p. 615) calls . it·paka:i

. {:itta, mind in its natural condition. The commen

. ta,ries . identify �his lustrous (pabba.ssara) and 
· natural (pakati) · mind with bhavang�-cit� . (AA. I, 
p. 60 ; Dl/,$A � p. 140 ; K1:uA. p. 193). It is further . 
S!lid that the dying thoughts of a person · as well a8 
tho flrst ·davn of consciousness in his mmd at 

· rebirth are both a species of bha.vanga. \Vhen 
a man is to bo reborn, his consciousness at rebirth 
'takes for its' object one of the three dying thoughts, 
und begins to £unction in the new life; . The eons� 
ciousmi:>s of the new-boni child is, therefore, the 

· result of the consciousness of the dead inan ( V ism;· 
p. 397). · The consciousness of the new-b�rn child 

mirui.tion· (votthapana), �here arise five . acts 'of · 
cognition . (javana) ·instea!i ·Of Seven, because ruS . . 
mind has be�� weakened by tli.e· 11.J>ptoach' of death 
and · this is followed twice by · the kind of cons- . . . 
�iou�ness taking �s. its object the ob'ject �f bha;anga, · 

. 

and at the end' of it there arises rebirth consciousness 
t�ing up the same objebt ( Vism. p: 468 ; VbhA. 
p. ·159). ·. 

The · Abhidhammikas were, however, · anXious :. 
to avoid makillg of bhavmiga an unrelated, anoetic 
consCiousness. · To regard mind· as the somce of ' 
cpnsciousness would be alien to . . the spirit of Sp.rly . 
Buddhism, Mind was always a condition� relatio.Q.
ship. Tber.e could be no St?.Ch thmg as UnCOn· . 
ditioned. mind. · ·Hence they postulate!f . the ·. last· ·· 

· thought .as the cs.usal condition of bhavanga-citta� · 
Bhavanga 

· 
is .Q.ot a self-conscious · soul.. Cons- . · 

ciorisness always ·involves ,reference to an objec�, 
�nd this ·obje\lt is the fust thought at death. 

In the Sarvastivii.da school of:Suddhism, bhav�?iga 
. meant the twelve links in the causal chain {pratitya· · 
samutpiida). · .  T�ese . twelve links, · beginning with 
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ignl)rruice (avidya), were cailed the twel�e factorS of 
becoming (dvada8a bhavatigani ; Abhk. ·III, ·p. 27). * 

u. K. 

-BHAV AHIMMIT A, a prevw�s birth, as a · king, 
of Phalakadaya.ka. thera. See PHALAKADAYA-
KA. . . . 

of . this text e:n,titled Sri4-pa-las [ulas pa�i gta�; 
· occurs in the . Spri1i-yig · (Lekh.�) • section of th� 
. Teng?JUr (TM. No. 41 112 ; Cordier, III, No. 423). 
T)1e Chi1�es� translation corresponding to t!tese. 
three Tibetan translations; the Ta-c/;,'en.g-p'Q-iu-lun, . 
is incorporated in the Abhidharm.a· P.itaka .

. ·tt wa� 
the work of Shih�hu - (Di�!!-piil� ?), 9S0-1000 ·A.C., ·. · 
of the later Sung-dynasty . (Taish01 · No. 1 574 ; · 
Nanjio, No. 1305)� Bhqt1asamkranti is mentioned · 

. BHAVASA:�nrnAHTI, tpe na�e of several Sanskrit hl the Mahavyutpatt� (BB. xtrr, section 65, No. 54). 

works ·extant m Tibetan and Chinese' transla.tiorui. · Bhavasa1'{l.kranti, as it occurs in the Peking editi�n. 
0�� of them, the full title of which i� Ary�-Bhavu.� begins wit� a salutation .addressed to Maiijusri- . 
�krcinti-niima-rruihiiycina-siiira was-trarisJated mto kumarabhiita. It· is a short text which discusses 
Tibetan py Jinamitra:, . DB.na8ila and Ye-ses-sde. the il:ilp;rma.nent ·n�tftre of becoming. · The autho; 
The Tibetan transhl:tion ·bear� the title Jjpnags-pa · says that tho t.ra.nsmigratory �xistence (Tib. · srid-pa) 

. Biid�pa �phO-ba 8esJ>ya�b� theg-pa . chen:po�i . mdo . is a delusion (Tib . . l�khrul-pa) , which . C�llld be 
and ·is in_cluded in . the Mclo-sde (miscellaneous · . compared to the .heavenly flow!=Jrs. · · . 
irutra) . secti�n · of the . kangyui '(TM. _No: . 226) .. . 
Thill w!)rk is � trwl.slated into Chines� and three 

. . •translations ate known, all of which are in,coti>orated 
.
. 

in the. Siltra Pii!Jka; One. of·them, the Fu-shtro:ta- BHAVASA�KRANTI-tlK( · a. · Saruikrit \vork · 
. ci!l'lig.�liu�chuan-ehu-yu-chi'T!{J, was the work of ei�t: ·u;_: its Tibet� trari.sla.tion; the .Srid-.;a . � 
I�ching (701. :A. C.) of the T'ang, dynasty. (Tai.shQ, . · �pfw-ba[�i ?ika · in · the · Dbu-rna 

· (:Miidhyainik!l-) · 

No. 577 f ·Nanjw; No. · 526). The . other · two ·section of .the. · Tib�tan Te;;gyur. It is �- ·work. of ' ·  
. . a� the . · Tajang-tbrg-'hsiu-to-lo-wang-chini] · by : Byams-pa mg<m�po an�· i� �as . tra.nsla�d . in�o . · 

. _l3odhinici· · or the _. Norj:,hern Wei.· · dynasty, . _ Tibetan · by Zla,ba : gshon-nu (TM. No. 3841 ;  •. 
38�535 J\:.C;; (Tt;&�hO, No. 5.75 ; Nanji.O; No. �85) · : TT. V9l. 95, No. 5241). · · Cordier has · idep.tifi:E!i f 
and.· tn� F�-sh�-chuan:·yu-ching of Bud!ib�ii.n� .: ·Byams-p·a ·mgon-po . . · with . 1\Iaitreyanatil.a. . and . . . 

. (539 'A.C.} of Eastern Wei · dynasty . (.1'aish0, . Zla.:ba-gshon-nu:· �ith ()an�akumii.ra: and ad;ds . .
. 

. No. 576, ; NanjiO, No. . 284) . . . . There iS . a . that the translatiori wa� undertaken at the requ�st . · . .  
quotation from 'the _original Sanskrit te;x:t . in the. · . of th�. junior master of Gni (Gru-st<:>n, chm1) w:ho . 

· Bod/.ltsattvabhumi (Bbh. p; ·48). · · · · : · . . ·  was. pr.obably }he Lo:tsii.:ba of Cog-gru or Klu}:li· . ·  

Two m<ir� texts ·named i}havasarp,kranti> . the rgyal�mtshan · (Nag�dhvaja, Oorcli�r, III, P· . 29_5j. . 

Tibetan. �rMslation of which; is SrUJ-w �pho-ba;. The . title suggests that the contents of this work . .  
occur. in · th� DbU-ma .: (Midhy.ainika) .anci in the form

_.
a. corilmeiitary on Bhavasa7Jlkra�i. . 

Jo-bo�i .cho8 �hun (Ati8a'� workS) :·sections ·.of tho L, R. G . . 
Tibe� Tengyur. (TM. Nos. 3840; 45�8 ; Oqrdier, 
m, Nos. ·. 295, 358} • . Whil� . the . . authorship of .. . . ·. I : . . 

. . . . \ 
. both these . works is . . credited to Klu-siz'ub. ..· B�AVA_�A�SODHANA,

. 
a �  satnadhi -accomplishe<� 

(:Nagar)una), .the tr�:rislators are named as Zla-ba. by Avalokitesvara; . ThlB' lS found , in t.he list of 
. . gshon-�u ((Jandrakumara) ·and Srii-atlia and Grags- . saiXJ.ad.pis, ';hi�h 4r.e sa.�d to have been entered into . 

l;ll>yor 8es�rab, · r�spootively. :· These two .works . 
by Avalokttesva�, · .enumerated. by the Buddha. 

. .  e.Iso . occur m·· the Mqo:?u.Jrel (siitra commentary) at the :equest of the. bodhisattva Sarv�;�onivara:r;ta.v·i�- : 

section · of . th� · Terl{Jyur, according to tha Peking· kainbhm· (the text reads�:r;tiva�a:r;ta-: KmJu. p. 52) . 
. edition (TT. V()l. 95,.No .. 5240 ; Veil. 1(13, No. 5472), 

• . . S. K. �. 
· but· it .does not mention the name of the traD.sl�tor 
of. the first work . .  Na.ga.rjim�'s na�a ·is confirriled · 

· at the e�d of .tlle text as its author. There is · · BH! VA-SANCARA�NAMA, the title of a toxt, 
still another . work, the . full title of �hich· is ·. the Tibetan versio� of which occu�· in the Rgyud- · 
Bha1Xl8a1!'krcintlparikath4,- ·. aleiQ written · �y IDu- . �d. (tantra. commentary) oocti�n of the Tengyur; . 
sgrub . (N�juna) .�d tnW�tod by Sriratha . under. - the title . Diws-po apyOd 8ts-bya:ba .(TT. 

· and Grag8-}:lbyor 8es-rab.: The Tibetan translation . · . Vol. 69, .No. 124). · I_Iphags-pa. Klu-sgrub (A:rya. . . .; . ... 

• lla�al found in The Buddhut P!Yc�olot/li oFPerceptiofl by Dr. E. R. Saratchandta. The · Ceylon University .Press;, 
. . ColombO, 1968, has been utilised in this article, · . · . . 

.· 
·. 

: .· .. 
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Nagarjuna) is sai'd to be the author ·of the work 
while V:ajrapii.�i and . Rma-ban Chos-bbar are 
said to be the. t ranslators. 

The text, which holds tho view � :d- matter is 
real, asscrt.s that there can be no arisi�g or origination 
(Tib. skye-ba) of any pherimne.na in the absence of . 
matter. Thus; it states that feeling (vedana), 
consciousness (sa1'(1jiiii), pred.isposition (sa1f!skara) · 
and knowledge (uijiili'lj.a) carinot arise Independent 
of form (r1ipa) . 

. 
Should · 01�e poi�t out an incongruit.y. by a.ski�g 

hmv matter itsC'lf originatod, the writ.er says' that 
t.his argument could be .met with the prop�sition 
t hat th,ere was no  · questio� of ' arising ' in · the 

· beginning, as the universe came to be, through 
.some miraculous power' (may(l). 

R.H. 

This. theme is again encount�red in S. 'v, p. 66, 
where the Nob!e · Eightfold Path is said to be 
developed (bhiive!abba) for the purpose of the 
cq.mprehending and laying waste of the sa.me 
three spheres of becoming. 

H. G. A. v .. z . .  

BHAVATRATA, second son of Bhava and half 
brother of the arahant Piir�a. He earned the . 
nickname of StavakarJ;i (Divy. pp. 24 ff.). See 
PUR:t:fA; 

BHAVA ViVEKA, also called Bhavya and 
Bhii.viveka, �as one of the thirty-eight Buddhist · 

. teachers . listed in the Mahavyutpatti (BB . . Xill, 
p. 51 ) .  · He v.•as the founder · of -the E)vat.antrS. : 
Madhyamika school which had some · following 
and which later on gave rise .to. a coinbin�tiori 

. with 
. 

the . Siitrantika and · Yogacar� . sciioois� . · 
He developed his · stan4point by . writing a . · 

The first one is the Buddha's reply to' Ananda's . coinmentli.ry on the Miidhyamika-8aatra · of 
· question: : · Tq . what extent · ·is . · there · boo.oming ? · · NrLgarjnna, called the Prajnapradipa, which . is 

BHAVA SU'i'TA. Four suttas are k;lo� by this 
. namo. 

· · (kiUiivata bh:avo �o.t{ ?). �Ji the lower wqrlds (hiniiya lost in .. the original but is available in : Tibetan 1• 
dhiituyii), · i'.e.; jn the spheres of sense-plea:.Sures · He lived- and wo�ke(J in the fifth ce;ntury A.C . . 
(k(ima), c�nscio�sness as the seed is established ill . ·He a�ems to have hel<;l that the MMbyamika 
�e .fieid of action . and made to grow ·by 

.
. the . could . consistently advance an opposite . view. 

moisture of craving in . . t�e world, of sense-desl.re In hls Karaialaratna, BMvaviveka . atte�pts to 
whete : action ripen& �ordrngly. And · that· is establish the basic Madhyamika standpoint by 
repeated ·rebirth (punabb�viibhinibbaUi), that. is syllogistic a�guments • . He formulates the syllo�sms 

· becoming (bhava}. . Similarly1 there is becoming Of thus : · 
form and beaut.y '(riipabhava) . in the · sphe.fes of. Co�ditio�ed things (aa1J1.8krta) are Un.real (iUnya) form (rnpadhiitu), where cc:msciousne� is established from the standpoint of uitimate truth, booa·use · · . in the i;ntermediate

. 
�orlds (ma-i'J'himaya dhiituya) . · · · "· . �hey are producl;ld thi-ough conditions (pratyayOdbha-

.And again; there _is bC?oiniii.g of the formless va}; like things created by ,ll,lagic (mayavat): , The 
(arupabhava) in the formless spheres (arupadhiitu), unconditioned (asa1J1-8krta), such as ·sp�e, Nirvfu)a, · . where .COnSCiouSness is established with repeated etc., are . non-existent .from .the Btai,ldpoint of rebirth in the more excelle;nt worlds (patt·it4'!Ja . ultimate .trut.h; .because. they are nori�ori�ting 
dhiituya). · Yet. all ·those beings are hinder{ld by · . (anutpiida), like the aky-lotus · (khap�pi:I:vat : Ktr;· · ignorance and fettered by cravip.g {A. I, pp. 223-4). · . · p. 3M. 

Ari.othe� ,sutta �f the aa:me · name, also in the The · syllogisms are 'mairily- intended · to 
Ail.guttara�nikaya (A. in; p. 444}, referS to the convillce the . lli�ayallist. of the truth of void . .  
·sall').e. t_hree spheres of becoming, how they should (sii.nyata)> Bhavaviveka defends his ·arguments 
be given up (pahiitabba) and replaced by training in �gainst possible .. formal and material objections • . · more perfect virtu�· (adhiaila), in p,lll'er thought He points oU:t that he. does not mean. to· ·deny the 

. (�dhicitta}. and in 'deeper insight (adhip?-iiiiii). enipii'ical validity of things (8a1!1vrtiaat), but only 
The same three spher�s �f rebirth in the world their ultinlaw reality (patamiirtha8at : i.bid. p� 35)� · 

of sense-pleasures, in · the world of form and iii The . argument, therefore, is not · vitiated by the · 

the formless world are . discussed by Sariputta· . · eVidence of.sense-perceptio�, etc., a8 these aequaint . . . . · 
(S. IV, pp. 258..,-9) who also show� .the apprbach-road ·· us only with appearance · (ihid: p.�O). Nor is it 
to the abandoning 'of these ' becomings ', namely, · opposed to . the testimony of the . scriptures · or . 

. the Noble Eightfold :Path; 
. . , even of common sense. It may .be objected tha� 

1 Dbu·mc.�i rts�-baM iJorel-pa ses·rub·soron·ma, translated by JMnagiUbha �TM. No. 3853),. · 
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· fodhe Siinya.vsdin there .is no subject of negation, 
as he does not 

.
accept any entity . .  · The objection. 

is not �alid, for it is m•t ne.::essary i,ha� a thing 
.must ' be accepted as real })cfore Ml could negate 
. it ; it is enough that it is takeJl to bo real in ccimmo� 
parlance . · (ibid.: · p, 42): · Reo.lists .may advance 
the'· couitter-argument that what is efficient, the 
sen�' organs,. Jor instance, is real (not unreal . like . 

tho barren woman's son). This is clearly wrong, 
for . efficiency . is also . possible in the . c.� of . 

· apparitional · things (ibid.p.43). : 
Another pos8ible

. 
objection i� that the argwnent 

. that proves the voidnes,s ·of all things is . itself . void, 3S it is itself subject to t.he �arne predicar.llemt, 
i.e.; c

.
onditioned : by cau�es (ibid . . :p .44). :far · 

from being a defect, tliis only: serves to bring out the 
· universal .applicability of .the law, the proof th!tt 
all thjngs are Bilnya is i ts(11f Bilnya, Within appearance . . 

thrown by the ap.thor oil the foriner, he · seems · 
to have included in it the views of systems such · as 
s,-u'lkhyn , etc . The Hinayiin� concept ion of Nirvi'LI)U. 

. o.s the cxt.inction of all forces, all sa1f1skiiras and 

entities seems to be �eant by the jan.marodha- · 
paramiirtha. 

. . . 
Sa7Jtrtti is divided by Bhuvo.viveka into tathyii-

sq.1'f!vfti which is the einpir:ically effici�nf, and th� 
mithyiisa1Jlvrli, that. · is not so efficient. The 
latter is of. t.wo kinds : ·one that. involves· i�eation 
for its appr;ehension, like the illusion of rope-sn�ke, 
ati.d the other tpat is ·more or less mechanical 
like optical illusions, the double moon and the 
·bent-stick in water (ibid,. pp . . 7, 8, 9).  

· The not.eworthv feature in Bhav.aviveka's ·account · . . . 
is his liberal . accommodation of the absolutes of 
the Brahma:nical and Hinayanic systems as some 
kind · of paramiirtha, i.e., . [;aryay(Lparamartha. 

· Bhii.vavivel.m · furtl;ler darifies . his positio.n by Candrakirti would not have accepted this. 
' stat"mg that Biln,yata does not inean the assertion of .. . . . . 
the non-e:ristence of things, but oniy 'the denial . Besides these works.and the Praj1icipradipa, th� 
of the dogmatic �ertion .of existt3nce (ibfd. pp. 49� · cominentruy on the Madhya�il�a�karika, Bhava

_. 51.) .  He · also·. distlng\Iishes· his standpoint . from . vi\reka baa writ�n two other works : the Madhyama.� · 
.·tha� of the 'Vijiianavii.din (ibid. p. 56�. He . po.ints . . . kavatara.:pradipa .and tlie · Madhyamika-pratitya- · 
out that .ffi.nycita does not nullify· things or· 'in.ake' . , aati.utpad�·.. 

" 

tlle� . disappear ; · . but show� thejr · :.nature · as H�· h!ls ·also written a. work on .the .history
. 
of the: devoid . of essence (ni!iBva?�va � ibid. p . . 62) . . · 

. 
sc�ools :or Buddhism, called Nikii:!Jabhe4a-vibnanga- · 

Bhii.':aviveka was evidentiy a man of g.reat vyakhyana� in which the 
.
theories· .of. the different . soholarsh�p ; for 'his Tarkajvala; � commentary .. .schools are giyeh in.  the same ·w�rds. as· .are :give� : 

on the . · Ma�hyainika-hrdllya�karikfi,, . gives full · in · 'Vasumitra's ·Work, .the Samayabhedopaca�a!ta· 
exposition of the views of. the Sa�ikhya, Vaisesik� cakra. · . . · · 
and Vedarit� systems, often· · quoting · fr�m .the· 
original tern. · · · . . Bhii.vaviveka- �ho criticised his· se.nior contem� 

. . In his . lttMhya�artha-saitgrciha, . he accords po;ra.ry, Buddliap�lita, .for merely indulging ·. in 
· · · · . rE;lf.uu;,tion Without advancing a co. unt.e�-position was · ·. · to the ��obsolutes·of Hmayii.na and hereticill systems 

. the states of ·11.aryii.yapdramartha. . This . . inakes in . turn · crit�cised by • Candrakirti. for . bo1ng · 

him out ·to: be · .,a : lih.eral-miQded . Mii.dhy�mika, inconsistent, although· a Mii.dhayamika (Mdh'Vr• 
·
· unlike Candralnrti. r:r:he ·Madhyamartha.saniral>..a p. 25) in advancing independent arguments a�d· for : 
begins with the ·two truths, para:rnartha and 8a1Jl·vrti, 

. his. fondnes.s for exhibiting his' skill as a l9gi�iari . . 

· and proceeds .to subdivid� them . . Paramiirtha. is (ibid. P: 3�). He is· ,even castigated for hiS. 
n¥Pra1>anca (non-phenomenal) and ' adinitli of two maccuracy . in statil).g· the . opponent's positiqn 
kinds · . (:Madhya�artha-sangrahaf' p. 2) : par1ciya� ·  :' (i�id. P·. 16)� · Fro:m another referenc� to Bhii.va· 
paramartha,· .t he ab�?Qlute that is . still capable o( vJveka} It wo�d appear that he .heJd. 'that the: 
exp�ion in words; an(j_ the f!-paryayaparamartha, reali�tion of 8uriyat[J.:.was not absolutely .necessa.ty 
that � beyond all e�pression (parj;ayarahita), and· forNi.rVii.-rya and that he conceded that the :sr�vakas. 
totally free from any kind of e:r:ppirical. determination and pratyekabuddhas could �lso attain final releo.se . . 
(Ba'1lf.Jprapancavarjita ; ibid. pp. 5, .6). ·The apii.ryaya- · (ibid. Jip. 351-3). · . This is 'certainly 

.
oppo�ed to the 

paramiirt� co!rMponds · to �he · po,ramartha of · ek'anayaviida of Nagii.rjuna (Abh�amayiilankariiloka 
· Nii.gii.rjuna andCandrakirti. The paryayaparamariha of Haribhadra; ed. G. Tucci, . GOB. p. 120) according . · 

.. is 9f two kinds : jatiparyayava.atup' ar.amar.t . . ha,. the . · ·· · to which ·eventually the ·votaries of the other pathS. absolute that can · be understood a.s a kind of · 
· have to pe initiated into·the sunyatii discipline for universal·positive being, andjanmarodhap. aramartha,· · · · : at.tain. ing final .r13lea.se. · the absolute which is. the compiete extinction of 

all manifestations (ibid. P· 34) .  As no light i� . U. K. 

\ ' 
. . . � 

.·.i 

. ' 
. . · "' 

' . / 



BHAVILA 

J;JBAVILA, e�dest son of Bha�a and half-brother of 
the arahant Plirr;a . .  He was nickriamed Darukarn,i 
(Divy. pp. 24 ff.): See PUR�A. 

BHAVIT�TMA(N); a formei: Buddha mentioned 
in the Bakubuddha Sutra of the Mahavastn (Mhvu. 
III, p. 236) in a. list of names of Buddhas enumer
ated by Sil.kyamtmi to .Ananda . Bhii.vitiitman 
belonged to the royal �ity of Devii.pi , and �as 
prec�ded by Tathiigata. Candrima and succeded b�· 

· Tathiigata Oghaja. · · 

· . BHAVITATTA
. 
( I ); one of the two chief discipl�s of 

Buddha Suma�a (J. I,• p. 34 ; Buv. v. p. 26 ; 
A pA . p. 38). He was the Son of the chap1ain of the 
city and was one of those to whom Bt:ddha Sumana 

23 BHAYA 
BHA Y A, fear, although a. fundamental psychological . 
state, underly_ing practically a_ll unskilful ni�ntal 
r.oncomitants, is never mentioned even as a mental 
property (ce-ta,sika ) or basic principle. It is fotmd 
in many lengthy enumerations of objects causing 
fear, such . as the fear of self-reproach (attiin.uvada
/Jhaya) . wh ich is also called· the sense of htternal 
shame (hiri), tho fear of others' reproach (p(.minupa
da-bhaya) which is synonymous ·with the sense of 
external blame (ottappa); the fear of punishment 

· (dar:uj..a-bhaya) and · the fear. of · an evil destiny 
(duggati-bh.aya :  A.  II, pp. 121-:3). · Someti�es .tbese .  
objects are physical only, as mentioned - in the 

· Sariputta · Sut�a : . mosquitoes, . gadflies, . snakes, 
<lssaults of men, and ·be�sts (Sn.v.9�4), ·witho�t 
touching on :the psychologicai basis underiying 

. this phenomenon. · . 
· In: the Bl�yabhirava Sutta (M. I, pp. 16-24), 

BHAVITATTA (2), one 
. 

of the five hundred ho,vever, many instances are given why certain 
· pB.creka-budd has ·who were in ancient · times liVing recluses livm:g in lonely places call upon themselv�� 

· prei\Ched his first ser.m<:m (BuvA. p. 154) . . 

. on the IsigUi mountain in seClusion: He. was 
. ;:�.n ' '\lllholy fear. and dread ' (aku�ala'Tfl bhayabhe-

. Be!en bY the . people . of that tinie entering . the . ravarp. q,vhaydnti) . . They live ·in 
.
fear.; because they_ 

. m.ourita.in rimge, but was never seen . thereafter. are not wholly pure iii: , bodily actions, or iii speech, 
Hence .-the . pe.ople uaed to say that 'the inoun�in . or in th9ught, or in thEi.ir mode· of living ; beca.uile · 
�ad aWallowed ·.up the sage .(isi gilati'ti) and naJ1led . �he'y are covetous and passionate in thei�.seilsuou� 
it Islgili. The · names of these pacceka;buddhas desires ; because 'they are corrupt in hea:rt, wicked 

.· are giyeh by the Buddha. in the I8igili$utta (.M .. IIi; '  •. in thought and purpose ; beca�sa they �re ob�ssed· · . 

p. 69 f.}. · · · · · · · 
.
. by sloth an:d torp�r ; ·because they are unbalanced . . 
. and. unallayed · in mind ;· because they arfi . full of . . Buddhaghosa in h!s co�en:ta.ry (MA; IV, P· 217) · doubt and perplexity ·; .because they extol theinselves · 

relates hOW these 13ages had mad� their dwellings . . and di&parage others ; . beoa.use they strive after · . 
. inside 'th� mountain 'behind . a rock. whi�h wouid gain, honour and fame. ; becau�e they are . in<lolent 
open and close like a folding dbor. . . 

. . and devoid of zeal ; because they are muddled in 
H. G. A. v. Z  • . · 

BH.\ VITATTA (3.), a king j.n the time of Buddha 
Padu:r_na.. ·· Ra.�g heard . the Buddha. preach; h� 
entered. the Sangha with his following of a. hundred · 

· thous8Iid crorEJ� (BuvA: p. J 79). · . . 

. 
. . . . ' 

mind and inattentive ; because their thoughts are 
uncomposed and wandering ; because .· they lack . 

. spiritual insight and are mentally _de�f and dumb. . 
. From this it is clear that fear adses in the deluded 

mind, experienoing a sense . of. ·ins�curity;. Tb:us, . 
bhayabherava is to be understood as insecurity 
(akkhe�t;herta veditab�a : MA. I, p. 1 14), which 
view is further strengthened by the ultimate M.fety 

BHAVOTTARAKARA, one of the many samii.{l.his in (khema) being shown as a. synonym 'for Nibbana. 
which Ava.lokitesvara is said to· be very proficient. which is entirely devoid . of fear : The further shore, 

· This: o�curs in the iist of samadhis of AvalokiteSvara · brethren; sequre imd safe from fears, that is a. name 
. which were �num�r&�d - by the. Buddha at the · for Nibbana (S. IV, p.- 175). 

request of the bodhisattva Sa.rvaniva.ra.x;uiviljkambhln.. . That the psy�hological basis of f�ar . is the se�t=� 
(the text reads_:_p.ivarat:�a,...,-) who desired to know of insecurity i13 fully borne ·out by the explanations · 

.the n��rous sa#\8.dhis a.Qcomplished by Ava.- . in the Bhayabherava Suita ; for, each one of the . 
iokiteSva.ra. (KVyu. p. S2). grounds given there is s · c�ncealed or overt s�lf • .  •· 

S. ;K. N • . 

:Qij:AVY.A, a Buddhiat teacher. See BHAVA· 
VIVEKA 

assertion, an attempt to 'vindicate the imaginary . 
rights of a deluded ego. Thus, as in��h as 'the . 
erroneous view of separate individuality . (aakkaya
a#thi) is at the root of all acquisitiveness and ,a8ser- . 
tion, whether it be greed or ·hate, so is fear at the 
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root of this view which :_cannot find stab.iiity and · 

�ecurity in the univer�al st-rellm of impermanence. · 
Tho very clingi�g to t-his mi�r:rmception . of self 

brings with it  tho · fcn.r of los.ing· _ th is foothold. 

'�hereas th.e clen.r lmderstanding ' of this erroneous 

viow not only dissolves the possibility of craving, 
· but also tlle foar connected there\vitl�. 

. 

(ll-kkhema : MA. I, p. I I4), which is nothing but 
t.he erroneous view of a separate ·individuality 
(s(Lkk/iyn-di(!hi) ,  is both un!Okilfui (akusala) and 
h !amc,,·orthy (.�f; L'ajjrr ) .  And i t.  is this kind of 
unhoi.y fear which makes life in soiitude difficult 
t-o delight in . But t�is fear and dread are produced 

. hy actions of body and mind which strengthen the 
1 -concept in fear :  of psychological aioofriess. 

. . 
Fear, therefore; is i10t in itself an nnskilful 

mental state . �akusala-ritta ),  but it constitutes a 
. ::;tate of motivation, incr· . lsmg tlie . tendency to 
rAact, :which ·is usuaJiv directed towards avo irlance · ... . . . . 
or escape, this being tho only way toward� relief, 
as seen at that rrionient.. Hence, fear may create 
a. sense Qf helplessness, implying _perplexity, ·or 
(lVen fright and pani_c : - :  

Fear- and ·. the understanding of fear are so 
extremely important :because · fear . forms the · 
psychological . basis 

. 
of all conflict . (dukkha). 

Conflict . ariSes : when . a twofold ·appr�ach .. . is . 
. �nvisagOO:, . ·.e.g:, when the fact or actuality of 
iinpermm1ence (a�i�ca) . is met ' .. with the . i9e�l 
concept of indi;vidua�ity as a permanent ·substance 
Qr ._soul . (atta). It 

. 
is the fear · of losing a� · 

ideal . which _ causes a cp�ict by· :.non-aC'ceptance : , 
of the factual. Here; fear can . be ov�rcome . by 

. understanding the opposing factors i'n . tho. conflict, 
. · . by seeing night as night. 

. . 

. But there are certain. pheno�ena . which should· 
be avoided, in which cas� fear becomes a- ' holy fear ;, 

. Then tho· Buddha relate1;1 ho>y, before he had . 
attained Enlightenment, such fear �nd dread 
nsed .to come upon him, how he used to be on the 
look�out for tpe.m du�iug his meditations :without 
trying to escape even by altering his . :posture . 

Already at that time the b�dhisatta was �ccus
tomed to call . a spade a spade, or to put it in his 
own words : I ·perceive the night as night i:md . .the 
. day as day (.M. I, p. 2lf. And . by thus looking 
fear ,in its. face� he. discovered the· insecurity of 
a miseoiweive_d self at its rocit ; and therel;ly fear 
vanished . . · ThuS. was laid the foundation to th9 
four ·stages of .mental ·absorption" (jhiinri; q. v.). 

If ev�r · aft.erward3 · th� B.uddha . . ftequ�nted 
r�niote places in· forest and wllderness, it was 
not to" overco�� in  himself :attachment, or aversion, . 
or corifusion, "but ... to .·experienc� a�tuai ea.Se of mind 

'and to show the way to his followers, out of coin- · 
- passion for·j;hell)_ (�bid·. p. 23f: 

IL G. A. v. Z. 

. 
·Th:us· insight into what is· to be feared (bhaya;M�a)·. 
'fill .see .the danger of attachment to thmgs ·wfiich · "BHAYANKARA� one of M�ta's · one . thous'and · 
are_ subject : io· decay· ; and· here .  the developm.ent . . sons . . They· were . divide.d tn . their fath�r's. �truggle · . . ·. 
of �ear of such danger is reckoned. as one . of the ·against the bodhisattva�' . Some took the side of the· 
ten modes to: �ight kn-qwledgO �ipassanif na�a). bodhisattva and sto"od a� their - father's . right ; . : 
Those . who fear when they need not fear). and wh� ' others . who re�ained taithful to thE)� father stood . 

. do n<?t .fear when they ought to, they ·a.re' the two · at his. 
.
left. Bhayailkara to�:li: his father's si�e, · 

people who are _�eading f�r. an evil birth, for their . a11d standing at his left said : " You. need not be· 
views are wrong (fJhp. ' v. 317). afrai�, :�ather ; y�m have your 0� army aro�d 

. / H. G. A: v: Z • ... 

BHAYABJ{ERAVA'· · SUTTA, t-he fourth sutta iri 
the Majjhima-nikaya (M.-. I, pp. 16-�4). · ·. -

· - JBJ;tu8soi,li," a b���an by. birth and· a · . chaplain 
. of the royal ho�hold, is impressed-by the devotion 
(saddhii) of niany so� . of respectable. families to 
their leader, · the Buddha. But their · iiving ·in . 
seclusion Seemed to : him· less. of an aid to ·secur� concentration than 8 mental distraction. And 

· the Buddha agre_ed ·.wi.tli hitri, for suc.h a . life · is 
hard· to·· put up with, as long a8 fear ?f insec�ity· 
obsesses the inind; Not all fear .- is. 

·
undesirable ; 

. 
�ut such ·fear as is based on the sense of. insecurity · 

� . . 

):?u,_ whereas .he (th� "Qodhisattva) fights · single- · · 
, handed (Lal.. p; 226). · ' 

U. K. 

. BHAYA SUTTA. · There are ·severai suttas in the . 
·- · p�ii texts . de�ling . with various .types . of fear ' . 

· (bhaya). . On the occasion of a grec�i.t ··fire or· a . 
mighty flopd, ·or when people flee because' of th� 
threat o� robbers, on s:uch occasions a. moth�r m�y.  · 
beeome �eparated from her son, whil� . they are 
unable to givE> Oiie ·another their �utual prot�ction. 
It is·then _that in the averag� worldling (puthujjaM) 
fear . arises. But there is a �rror which is mo>:e 
· �eaJ, be�anse there is no �ssibility of ·escape · ; 
and that i�· when a m6�her beginR to fear sepsr�tion 

. 
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from her son, because she is growing old or he is. - are called Acchariya-abb_h.uta-dhamnui Sutta, each 
falling ill .

. 
It is the fear of the certainty of death . · 011e dealing with marvellqus manifestations of the· · 

Jhit all the;;n fear:> can be pnt 1may i n  the pmciicro TfLi-hag:1ta, of his teaching; of Ananrb and of ·a · of the Eightfold l'ath, which through right, under- world -ruler, iespectivt>ly. 
standing, . etc. , leads to abandoning an� passing 
. beyond aJI foo.r (A . I, · pp. 178:-80) . .  

Suttas. Nos. 1 1 9 and izo (A . II, p .  1 2 1 )  give 
mere enumerations of types of fear; fear of birth, 

. of old age, of disease and of cleat h,  and ; of 'fu.c; 
qf flood, of king� and of ropb�rs. 

. . 

r'our other 'types offcar 3crc. explained 1n greater 
detail in the· fol�owing st.Itta (A . · II, · pp. 121-_3 ; . · �re BRA YA) which, however, in the udc;liina at the 
end of 'the chapt�r is called t�e Attamtviida Butta. · 

At A. III, p. :n o, fear is said to be a synonym 
for . stmsc de�irc. becau�e one who is bound by 

- ,-ms8!on'ate · desire is 11evcr free from fear; either in 
thi� worid or in the next. But, this sutta cdz:1cludes . 
with a verse : 

. . 

Those wlio see �ea� in ,clinging, _ 
Tha& source of bit�h a-nd death, . . Ate free.d without desire, • 

H; G. A. v. Z . . .•. 

BHEDA SUTTA of the Itivuttaka (It. ' pp. · JO-.-l l) . 

speaks · of the worst tliat· can befall the world · of 
· de vas as well as of men. the cause of loss, of un: 
' happiness, ·of' w�e and of �isery ; and that is a 

schism : (bheda) in . the Order · of moJ'\kS. ;For, 
'id1en the · Order is divided there are quarrels, · 
there is abuse; isolation and opposition (parikkhepa),  
n.nd mutiml het.ni.yal . He_ who 'provokes a schism · 

. i� doomed to agelong life in hell (sutta �8) . . · 

BHE,ti�AKA'fA, ilo locality ·where R�ja liv�d a� a 
castrated goat (J. ;VI, p . . -237) . 

. peshroyed �re hir�h a�d death . . . 

· BHERAPASA,tiA . VIHARA, 
. a monastery that 

. exi�d iri early . times in · the Rohal)a district jn·· 

. Ceylon. There is an int�resting stqry · of .some 
. . yo�g _monk� who played a ·pr�ctical joke on ; an . 

The relevant aection of this . sutta · is repeated iri 
A: IV, p� 289 . .  

The. Bhaya SUtta oc�urri�g · at' S . .. V, . p. 389, 
· . · :is· a repetition of the Duvera Butta, on' guilty dread, 
. immediately preqeding it: ·· . The five tyj)es of · fear 
.
. 

(pailca-bm;.yani) wliich result. from transgre'ssi<ins 
. ·o(_ 'the five . r�tles of mor�l conduct .(killing, etc.) .

. iini allayed in the noole ·disciple, . posse8sed o( the . 
four quaiiti� of 'one ·who has entered t}1e .stream 
of holiness . (sotapq_tt�yaftg(J,), namely, perfect faith 
in the Buddha, the 'Dharnrila and the :Sailgha, 
arid the unbroken virtues dear to the Noble _Ones. 

' 
H; (}; A. v. Z, 

· . idiot • namt;�d Uttara living with them: iu . this . 
m�nastery.' He once went . with them into the 
forest to fetch grass for th.e fiie-hall ; he had agreed · 
to carry a certain load of grass, and they cheat'ed 
:him irit� taking a �arger o;ne (AA. II, ·p; 347). -.· 
The Burmese manuscript of the · Manorathapii.rat�-� · 
reads Lohapasadt\ . mstead .(lf Bherapasa!).a (ibid� · . 
footnote 6). · 

, U. K. 

BHERAVAYA, a rock-cave, near Himalaya. 
· Sambula,Kaccana tM�a. is said · to have dwelt. . ' 
there_ in medltation (Thagfi. II; p; 59). · 

. BHERI, · � female ascetic (paribbajika) who was a :  
BHAYA VAGGA, -the thirteenth chapter in the . · regular viSitor to .the · palace of k\ng Ciilani of. 
Oatuk��nipata �f the ,AiJ;guttara-rtikaya (A. II, _• Uttarap�ficaia city and who co:nBtantly had her . 
pp. _ 121-33)� meals in the royal palace. She was wise and learn� ·. 

Although; · ac9ording to the uddii.na at the end of ·· ·. ·and although ·s�e ·had heard · of the great wisdo�
the chapter, none 'of the ten suttas bears the title , of Mahosa.dha. {a. �revious life o� t�e �ud4Jla.) 
bh(lya, th� cb,apter itself is thus named-in agreement never had she seen him . in person. _At · that time 
with the contents . of the first - two sutta.s, which Mahosadka was a great· favourite of king Ciilani • . 

·are · called · Attanuvllda (�elf-reproach) • and Omi Queen · Nanda, who · was �der· the impression . 
or Ummi .(wave), these being two causes of fear._ • tha� . Mahosa.dha had separated, her from her ; 
Two suttas deal with different types of people husb�d's love, tho tight of a plan to find out some . · 

. .  (nana) and are referred. �0 � Nana Sutta. _Two fa�lt in him &nd engaged five trust:vorthy vvomen. 
snttas · ·are called Metta Butta, as their subject to be on thE:) . wa�ch, · One day whE!n Bheri was 
is the four .sublime states, tM first of '\\'hich is ret�ing after her · meals, ,she met Mahosa.dha . 
loving kindness (meted). The final foru suttas . in tb.e comtyard on, his way to wait on the king. 
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BHERU:�:QA .( 1 ) , . a nii.ga.-king, .mentioned . m 
ManjubimiUakalpa (Mmk. p. 18 ; BHS. p. 412 a). With o. vie:� t� test his virisdom she asked hini a . 

que�tton by a ges'ture of t.he hancl ' (hatthamuddci). 

At first she faced l\IahmJid.ha and 6y,< .. ned her hand. 
Her question .was, whetllllr tho king took good . B-HERUlf(>A (2), double-headed bird motif found 
care ofhiin.. By way of reply; �frLhosadha clenched . 'in . mediaeval . Sinhalese art� It is commonly 

· his fist, giving her the idea that �he king was not · · known as BherU!)\la-pakr;;iya (the Bherul)4a-hird). 
giving him anything . . Bheri understoO<;! his amwer, It appears equaliy . coininon i1i religio�s and lay . 
stretched out her hanq and rubbed her he11od! as art. In the mediaeval Sinhalese temple paintings . 
much as . to say that if he 'was . displeased, why the . motif was design�d. as p�rt of the chequered 
should he not become an ascetic. At this :\Iaho· .  flora]patterns to  be interspersed with other .motif�; · 
sadha stroked his stoma_ch; giving .· her ·  the · idea · . like the narig.ti{aya, gajalak�mi, the lta1)t�a. paltipeti . · · 
that he found it difficult to do so, be.M'use he had etc: Next to .its representatio� in. temple paintings 

. 

tp · support many people, At the . end. of the the bird motif has been- the common �election for 
conversation Bheri returned to her dwelling. chain and rqndant designs1• · 

· · · The bird-m_ otif has a_ p· pear.ed uninterrup. ted in 
The women who wero o�t .to find a· fl\ult . in . . 

l\Iahosadha witnessed this . incident . tmd reported . Sinhalese. temple l}-rt from the Kan�yall . period, . 

it to the khtg, say�g -that)Iahosadha was pianning from the late . 1 7tli 'ceritury' onwards, although a 
· to kill ·hii,n with.· ·the help of Bheri. . Thereupon still earlier existence i� not unlikely. 

the . king questioned the . two: of them separately. 

· and · learnt that both were itmqcent. Later; he 
· · : · �ppomted 1\Iahosadha:. as his commander-in•chier' 

('J. -yi, · pp. · 467-68): . Bheri i� Identified . ·  with 
. Upp�lavai)T).a (ibid� · p. 478) . .  

I. K . . 

. . 

'
• 

.

.
. 

· BHERIVADA J A TAKA . (No . .  59}. The · Buddha 
related this_ birth-story in Jet�v�a {J . . I, . pp. 
· 283-84) coiicem�g a self-willed bhikkhu. 

Once, the. bodhisatta was hom �s 'a · d�mmer· . . 
(bherivcickka) . . When· he heard .• that there was 

� ·going to . be a festiv.al in Bii.ral)asi, he thought ·BherJqi!la-�IXi s. 
of earning. !JlOhey by pla.y�g . his drum to the . . Its cliaracter -is : well S�()wn in a mediaeval . pro- . · crowds · of po�day -makei:s and . went there with vincial flag in Ceylon (the fl�g ·of the three Korales, 
his . son. · ,He earned· a· great deaLof money; · and · :see k K. Coomarasw�my, op; -cit., Fig; 18 A). · The 

. . . whilEneturning home with hjs . earnings; he had to 
. 

form also 'appears in wood and Iron work and ver)• 
'pass .through a forest inhabited by robbers. A$ . eommonl:v; in . . modem br�s trays and plate8� . 
his . son kept on beating the drum; t4e bodbisatta (A. ·K . Coori}araswamy, op. cit: p. 85; Plates XXll, 
tried. to ·stop him, · saying that he .should beat it 6 . ;  XL VITI, .6). • 
Ollly hOW ancl �gain to gi:ve the. rdbbers the iro. Of all the available rep�esentations' of the

. 
bird 

pression that so�e jord wJl.s · p assin. g by: . But · - · · . motif, the most interesting replicas .S.re fotind in the . . . the hoy con:tinued to . beat the drum st�adily, · . · Da}adii. J\Iii.Iigii.va (the. Temple of the Sacred To�th hopfug to frighten away the rohb�rn .. . The.rohbers; . . R!llic of' the Buddha, Kandy, .Ceyl�n). Here, in the . 
. who were 'seare:d a� first, later came hacj,{ and robbed or�ginal wooden temple, w:hich is the oldest of tha them of their money.· · · · · · · · · 

. . . . . . . 
· · The ·Buddha identified the characters by: saying · 
that the self� willed bhikkhu 'was that sori ·of the 

. past and he himself wa� the -father. 
. . 

I. K. 

exts�mg buildings of the :M:aligaya · complex, the 
Bherm).<;la mot�£ is- found among. ceiling paint}pg!l. . . · 
On the ceiling of the right-side ·aisle of. the upper
most chamber of the temple, is ·still visible intact 
.a_weli preserved �ediaeval 'painting of' the Bhe�- . · 
Qa-pak�iyii.. . In the same premises it pa.s obtaine.d 

.· · ! For thr.se motifs in medillCval Sinhala Temple Art,. see_ A. K. Ooom�r:�swamy M�itufNJZ s· ·-�-'-�- • t N ··y k 
. . 

1!1:>6. , . . . . . . . : �-
l,w......., .:1r , ew or , 

2 •  Motif of the bherUl.lQa bird, example froll} a wooden doo�frame at the Dippltlya
. 
vihiira, Ceylon (circa 16th cent�y). 

.• 
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an unique pl!icc, being the d�sign.for the pendant of 
a gem -studded gold garland supposed to have been 
presented by k ing  Kir� i{,r i  Hiij asinhrc of Kn.ndy 
( 1 8th century) to the 1nain Kurarl(tuva (the golden 

. c_asket wherein · are . placed several" other smaller 

caskets. ·with the one enshrining· the sa�r()d Tooth 
Relic as the innermost).1 

On either side of the door-frame of the Dippi
. tiya Vihiira, at A�aJ.liiy�ka in the Kcgalle District, 
. the bird'criwtif is four{d elegantly carved . . The same 

motif is found in the decoratiOPS of the door-frame 
of the Kelaniya· Temple .· {miar Colombo ; see C. :E. 
Gpd�kumbura, si1thalese Doarways, Art Serie; o; 

· p:ublished by the Dept. of Archaeology, Ceylon, 
Plates 7, 1 8). 

A. D: T. E. P. 

A group of five items. is very commonly referred 
to as medicine .(paii.cabhesajjani), which served 
both as mnc! ic in() nmt food: These five were 
gh(1C . (sappi), fresh butter (nat•anita),  oil (tela), 
honoy (madhu) and treacle (pha!l-ita : · Vi.n; I; p. 199.; 

III, pp. 77, 250). At Vin, III, p. 25 1 ,  each of . . 

. these five items is described in detail. Thus · 
'fresh butter and ghee are obtained from the milk . \ . 
either of the cow, she buffalo or the she-goat . .. 
Oil is obtained from various kinds of nuts and seeds 
such ·as sesarilum, . mustard, castor or from the' · · 
tallow of . animals such as bears, alligators, . pigs, . 

· donkeys or from fish. Oil from the troe called 
madhuka (bassia la�ijol·ia) is particularly referred 
to bore . . Honey is what is prod�·ced by bees . 

and · .treacle is t_ha t . ·produced · from s�gar-ca.ne, 

DHERUVA, a city' which was the residence 
Asaybamahiise�thi (PvuA: pp� l l2, l i S, 1 19). 

· As these five items · con$tituted a balanced .diet, 
. 

of . . . . . . 
. they served as . food- and, if regularly . taken, . 

BHESAJJA {Skt. bhai�ajya), .medicine; as referred 
to ill Buddhist literature. ·. 

. . 

By the t.iine. the_ Buddha .appeared in India, the 
practice of medicine · had been developing in tl).e 

. �olin try :for . a. consideraole length of time· .
. 

from . . . . . . . . . . 
. the Vedio period onwards. As medical treatment . . ,. . . . . 

would keep �onk� · fre� . from many common 
ailments, .Thus, they were not strictly regarded 
as· medicine. · Further, . one or more · or tb,ese . · 
items .· . were . taken as they . were . mgrOdients 

· . for · various · medicinal · p-reparations. · Because 
of their Il).edicin�l properties they were regarded · . · 
as the fiv:� standard medicines · . (pafkabhesaj)ani) · :  
and . we�e also · referred to a.s t:he , req�isites · 
of an invalid · (gilanapaccaya : Vin. IV, p. 154). · · . . . . . . . . \ . 
At Vin .. I, p. 199, when· some inonks suffered from 

.. . . . . 

is a, basic need of any ·society, thQ Buddhist monks __ 
could · riot . do . without it . . . Conse�u€mtly, rules 
and regula ti@B regarding the use �f iri.edicine., in. 
keeping with the monastic i.dea.lE!, had to be framed · im. illness resUlting from the heat · of the autumn · 
by the Buddha as demanded by various occasions. (saradikena . abiidhena, Skt . . 8arada�ena rogena) 

Hence a. �hole s�c�iori (k�ndhaka) ·· ·of the Vinaya- . . ·the Buddha: h��lf recominend�d theSe fiv�: 
. pi[a�a (M(lhqvagga; vi.) is devoted to a .  dis�mssion medicaments; provjded they were accepted. and 
· of medicines_ prescril:)ed for the bhikkhus, the used at the correct time, i.e:, in the forenoon; for, · 

ailnients from which they . suffered and ho�. those · �eg�rding the� five items. of fciod, .the �le r�lating 
medicines should"·be used. . . to the co:risuinption of solid food is applied . . : The . 

· 1 · The so-called · double-headed bud-motif, kno"'n to the mediaeval religious art of the . Sinhalese (��e Sinhalese .Art), as 
�herul)�a�{>ak�iyii., cmild be traced back to a vezy remote antiquity. . The possibility is that the bi.i-d-motif had migrated 

. 

from N. W: India t() Ceylon, as in . . the case of certain other beiiefs and cults, of the -Aryans of N; W. Iildia; .being trausport-
cd to Ceylon from very - early· time9. See Jl'TINDHARA ; il:A.RITI and .JUNAGA.RH, (note 5). Sir John Marsha!' 
h?.S observed a bird-motif . of very similar p�ttern in Taxila. while excavating the Sirkap stupa base ·and his· reuil}rks on . this are 

• .. . 

. quite oppoitune here; ·• The presence of the doublc-P,eaded eagle · motif on this stupa at Taxila. is int.eresting as supplying 
anot.her link in the long chain of its migrations. It. inay be noticeq _that it first makes· its appearance among Hittite and · .  · . . 
early Babylonian s�ulptures in Western Asia ; later it is found on an . early· ivory of the geometric period from Sparta ; stil{ : · · 
Jatet it seems to have been ·part.icularly associated with t,he Scythlans and we may well

.
believe that it was they-the Sakas · 

· .whQ introduped it· at Taxila. From the Scythinans, tOo; it appears to have been a�opted into the Imperial Arms of Russia 
and - Germany, while from Taxila it found its way southward throilg)l India to Ceylon, ·where it may still . be seen on the 

, bann�rs of ·the Karidyan eheifs (Sir John Marshal, Taxila, Cambridge, · 1951, Vol, · I, · p. i64 ; III, Pis. 28; 30a ; see also 
A. }\:. Coomaraswamy, op. cit. p, 85 ; Goblet d' Alviella, La .Migration des Symbols, pp. 21 .f ; w. s. Cook, Art Studiu, 
l024,p. 58 ; Rudolp Wittkowe.r, Eagle and Su:rpent; in Journal of t"M Warburg lnatilUte, II, 1938-9, p. 299; n. 10 ; Karl 
SitU, .Der . Adlat und die Weltkugel in Jahrbiicher fur clasa. Phil • . Supplement, XIV; l884, p. 11; . EW A, Vol. Xll, pl. . 
396).; lf. the Picard Schmit�r, Scenes Diapotheose su_rdes Soilies �rovenant dll Raly, ...trUL XIV. pp, 306, ff. · 
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illness referred . to here, according to the des
oription given . in the toxt, seems to hi\YC been a 
sc,·ere case of indigest- i on !h!f, rit-hl' t' 1 • • tho chango 
of' Soo.sons ' ·or to tho hur�id heat of t ile nptnmn. 

· Both the p;ui ( l'in. I, _p :  1 99-} · and the Sanskrit ·. 
text� (GM. II1, pt. i, . p . . i) ,  de�cribe tho illness 
as on.e' �hich - made the monks 'cxtroniely weak, 
fooblo and omac.iate<L On,o symptom, .referred to 
only � ti1e Pali text, is t-lm� the sick monks vom:ited 
whatc�'Or food they a to . . This illnbss, _as well .i�S · 
t.h�

. 
hun�id heat after tho monsoon rai.ns ( saradika

iitapa!t}, is referred to �t Puitini. (IV, Iii, � 1 3)� 

medicines · only to be consumed in the forenoon, 
hnt as thei� illness did not subside, the 'rule was 
rdixod. 

For common and minor ailrnents th.e Buddha 
prescribed � medic ine vrhich seems· to have boen 
wi<loly used l,>y . bhikkhus. · This was the ·staling 
urine of the cow. (pzitimu.ttabhesajja, Skt. putiinukta) 
oit-her in itself or mixed with various . other medi-
cines: ·Tho . most popitlar method seems to _have 
bet�� · not to tn.ko raw · urine :but t0 put various . .  
medici�os into it for some time and to: take it 

. for u�e once the _urine was absor5ed by the medicine,. 
or 'else to _drink the ui:ine after allowing .the medicine 
to remain in it for. ·· Some time. The commonest 
of stich �edioines was the my-robalan fruit,. both 

_ Si.."lc� �onks -�ould mcist willingly accept tho 
offer of .those articles of diot; it :w.as ' . the custom, 
specially dtiting the time of the BtiddM·, for hly · ·yellow ' and ord inary · (huritaka mi.d amalqka),

whi<lh wa�. allowe.d to absorb the ·urine. by being ·• 
immersed in the .liquid for a long time, after which 

. devotees-' to go' to the temple in the evening wit� 
those tliirigs� . Literary references · ·show . that this· · 

. '\VI\& � vory· p�pular practice . . For. -instance', : at 
])hpA.I, ·p. 5, it is said that· both Anii.thapir:H;lik.a · 

. . �n!l Visfi.kha' wont twice· daily_ to· the - temple ·and · 
. . . that ' they used: to take the pO.ficablle8ajjani with· 

thorn. The bhikkhus �ern t� have received. the� 
• ,in ab�ndan�e as lay people offei:eil . thebi u�gr�d
· . gingly for. the acquisitiqn of -�erit . .  Thus, n.t ,.Vin. 

both the _liquid and .the fr'uit. were us6d a.s internal 
medicine for min�r ailmen:ts and ·a lso as a preventive 
zn:edicine: Thus �t M. I, p: . 316,_ such urine 
·is recommended . . as .a treatment for jaundice 

. ( pt;�iu;luroga) .  · Here, it. is also said that the · C<?lotri-, 
taste and the smell of th� drink . are 

. 
not

. 
at 'all 

'ple�rit . . . . _
·
, _: . . III, p. 25Q, : Pilmdn.vacc:P,a -thera re.coived a large · 

. . qiulntity of ·th�se five items .�nd distributed them · : Sometifi?.es, cow's urine was used by' covering . n�o�g his cotnpanions. T,hey.fiued up every available· .. _a . pot filled with it . rui.d keeping
.
· it buri� 

ve8sel. and 
.
hung . them up all. over· their :J;"esidences. . unt.� all the liquid . :had rusaJipeared� · - Th�n 

Titan ' these 'vesseis . started to' look, . and _the -floor sedimen� :was : taken, . ma'de � . into small _ pillS : . 
· heeanie -�iidy � , was. overr� by r&ts. Whim. and used, Some of the forest-dwelling monlts 

· · · . of C.eylon . use it In this way e�en today .. · o_ nee ·the Buddha was. informed of .all .this by ' the lay pre_parecl ·in ·the. foini or pills it could be ei:'SilY _ · 
· devotees, he · laid doWn. a rule thai these five kinds · . 

· taken.· · anywhere 1n persqn 'by · the b\lil\khui! . . It .. : .of f�cid co'illd be kept ih stor� only for a })!'lricid not ·. should also be remembered that often theSe pills� as . . • . . 
. . . exce�mg :seven . days.' . ·fu . keeping W:ith . this . well as raw Urine and the myrobalan fruits·, whether . Viria.ya rule the Bliai§ajyavast?.i, a te�t. of the .. raw o� infused with ·mine, were �ken � ingredients · , . $o,rvastivq,aa Vinaya ( GM; Not: ID, pa� i; P· iii) in the preparation o.f oth�r kinds ·of-medicines. Even . . 

. which' -corresponds · roug�ly · to. the Khandaka vi today the myrobalan .fruit is ·a� extre�ely coinmott · of the Pali Vinaya, refers to. t�ese five· kinds of ite!ll in various .Aywvedi<i niedicina.l prepara�iona. medicine, not - a� pa�bhesajjani. but as sapta· . For certain a�ents co'Y's lirhle i�. used in pfepar- · · . MJ;ani· (�llo�ed: for a period of se�en .days}. It ·is . ·ing decoctions. · 
interes�ing to no� . that _ instead of fre�h butter 
(naoon�)� ·of the- P� list, we have augar molasses . At Vin. I, P· 200; sin¢e.the sick mo� wh_o were 
(sarkara) in ·th(! Sanskxit text; in which_ navanita is permit�d to rise the' :five medieines (Pa_Whuajjam). . . could . npt g�t the�lves' cUred, . .  they wa.iited nbserit·: : The other four. it�ms a,re oommon to both · · perm.4;8ion . from the Bi1ddha to use animal tallow . . liSts. · (v£'!8ay . as · ·medicin,e. ·'The Buddha anowed its

. 

At Vin. -I; p. 200, these foods·· are .allow� to. be use, provided _it was mix:ed with oll bef�ra use. · - : 
taken .. both at the correct time ._and at the wrong The -various a�is -rroni wh�m ·tallow is ·allowed 

. · 
time (kale'pi'vi_kdle'pi.), whic� is an exception-to the · are beax:s, alligat0rs (susuka)� 

· swine � {sukara). ·. 
rule referred � ·earner at the- same place. ·This . donkeys (gcwrabhci)., _a,n� alSo fiSh (maccha).- Ta.llow 

. .  rel&xation was probably due -to the · fact that ' 'is a greally elei;D.ent found in the body of a!J. li'ving ' . 
· these ite�. were to be irea ted ni�re as medi�ine · .  _beings and' seems to ltave · been. used as an \mguent · 

· 

than as food;. for both the Pali and the Sanskxi_t · for various ailments. While ��w � it�lf -wa8 
. texts say that tbe Buddha.· first allowed . these · used externally, · it :was also uB:Od. as an article . of · 

·' 
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diet after ·being boiled and the oil extracted from 
it. This edible animal fat . constituted one kind of 
oil (tela) m the group of fi,;·e medicines. In a 

preparations were allowed only if they were really. 
necessary as medicine and >:tl;;o if th.sy did not 
serve as solid or �oft fc ·.J<b. The vi·:-lation of 
these' two conditions eonsLitutcd em oifonc{l .

. 
. corresponding passage i•1 the Sarvtistivrida V inayu 

(GM. UI, pt. i, p. v) also, five kin� . of tallow 
are montion�d as . allowed for bhikkhus. The Next, they wanted to use . letwe� as me"clicine 
list of animals allowed for obtairi.ing tallow in 11nd this, too, was allowed under tho �cry same . 
the Pali . text . ·differs . from that in the · Sanskrit, con�itions · as before. · 

in that · instoad of tho donkey (gadrabha) .o"f · Wh. · · · · · · . 
, · ·en tho monks were in need of fruits (phala') 

. the Pali, we · have tho crocodile · (.1:u8umara) . in · .as medicino, permission was gra�tcd subject · t()  
the SMskrit text. Tho · oil extracted . from tho · tho same . conditions. 

· 

tallow was usod both for .medicinal and for culinary 
purposes . .  However, · these .· things had to bo . . Resin (jatuni bhesajjani) to be u�ed i� �edicinal · · 

accoptod at · the right time, i: e., in th� aftetnodn, preparations, too, 'vas allowed by' tho Buddha 
and had to be cooked . and . boiled before uso. 

who himself has given as an e�ample th.e · tree 

Acc;ording to tho Sanskrit text, tallow is allowed called hi1'1.iju (assajoet·ida) of which both .tho resin 
. · · · and gum see� to have been popi. t larly .. used · in . 

· to be used only for a week. Botli texts maintain · . preparing mod. icin_ es. 
that tallow shol.Jhl be used witl:roil. . 

Another medicine needed by the sick monkE: Salt (lot�� : · Vin. �. P· 2Q2) of five varieties is · 

was roots (�i4la). A list of roots. is given which allowed by the ]3uddha : sea;salt ,(samudda-lorta), ' 

. tho Buddha. alhn�cd when he was informed of the black 
·
salt (killalo1}-a), a kind · pf rock-salt fo�n1t 

· need. · They · ·were. used for 'prcpar"ing yarious ·. i� Sindhi (qindhavalorta), culinary· salt (ubbhida�ta) 
decoctjcins a�u such pthcr propanit.ions as is d·ono · and rod salt (b·ilqlotta) or any other kind of salt . 

· in Aylirveda. Tho first in tho iist is turmeric that could be used a8 medicine. In th� Sanskrit · 
(lialirldu, haridru : curt:Uma · longa) ot ·�hich the . t�xt also .five varietie� tif salt aro mentio�ed. (GM. , 
dried �oot· is powdered and used as medicine . . · Vol. III, pt·. i; p.v) ·but the two varieties

. 
kala and· 

Gin�e� (iiigit�ra : �ingiber ojficinale) is .well-known . ubbhida of the �ali do not occ�r in the
. 
Sanskrit, · · 

as a medicinal root. evei') today. · . Orris root, b�th which .instead gives . two varieties :as sauvarcala and 
yellow . and . . ,vhite (.vaca : iridaceoe psiudaeorus romaka. '?f these, the former is explained by 1\Ic�er-

. 

·or acor.us calamus), which has ar,o�atie and tubero�s Wiiiiams, in his Sans.krit-Engli$h Diction8.ry, - as 

.· roots is also . recommended; . . This is foHowed by . sochal salt, which , is .prei)ared by boiling soda 
garlic (ati1Jisa) and black hellebore (katukarohitt'i} · with . �mblic myrobalan, · a�d rom aka as a kind · . 

. regarded by tho · ancient Indians·· as a cure f�r of saline .earth and the salt extracted from it or . 

· . ir.sanity, and �hus khus (uS'ira), which has a fragrant 
. 
the salt extract�a from the lake Sambhar iii Ajmere. · 

roo�. · S�ttees and fans ·made . from . the leave� . -1\.t Vin. I (pp. 204-5); Pili:ndavQ.Ccb� · ther!l is · 
of this latter plant iuo alsq allowed ( l'in. 'li, p: 130) ." . said to have had a� affliction. of wind (vatabadlta) 

· Fina)ly, in thls list we fi�d nut-grass (bhadd�muttaka: · _and the physicians wanted to give hhn a decoction 
.· · cyperus rotundus), .� plant .with . edible �oots. of oil (telapaka:), which '\VO.S allowed by the Buddha: . . . After enumerating this list, the Buddha f:iirther As this Was an oil decoction mixed. with alcoholic 

.permitted tho u�� of ·any kin \I of root as mediciri.e .. spirit�. }he Group. 6f Six Monks ( chabbaggiyil, 
on condition that it does not serve . as food, either · . . q. v.) · who- synibo1iso tho . reactionary elements .: 
�Qft -or · solid . . . This ru!o, as well !18 the one . that 

. 
in the S�i1gha during tl:ie B�ddha's time, abused . 

j>ermits their use as long as life lasts, is common the permission · g�anted by the Buddha, mi�ed 
. to both Pali . and . Sll.nskrit texts. However, ·. it too m:uch liquor mto the decoction and got intoxi-. 

wa.s ari offence to store them .if there was no. need. cate4 by taking it. · Hearing about this, the Buddh�. 
. Monks also needed the bark of the roota of in order to prev�nt . the �onk!\ .fro� taking liquor · 

_ v�rious trees as �edicirie ( Vin. ··r, · p. 201 ). The · . other than as medicine, formula, ted a rule to the 
Bi1ddha allowed their ·use, and also all<;>wed a . . effect that when fiquor i� mixed into a dec.oction . 

�inding stone (nisada) rind a pounder (nisadapota) as a medicine, �he d�oction should n�t have t?e . . 

to, prepare ·. them. Whim the- monks sought per- · colo1,1r, smell or the tast� of liquor in it, thereby 
mission to take astri�ge�t .. decoctions (kasava) · limiting the quantity . of liquor to b�· mixed. (See . 

· tho Buddh!i �llo\ved it ; and a few kinds �f piants also above .·where · the B.uddha. has recommended . 
and cr.eepers frorri which thes� decoctions were tallow for . a · viitabadhii in the S(Jrvastivaaa. 

to ·� prepared are. mentioned wr examples. Such Vinaya, GM. VoL III, part i, p. v.f . ·. . . . 
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. When a -�e�tain monk was .bitten by a snake,. got this same illness, Anand�:r remembered how 
the. Buddha allowed him to be giv�n a decoction he was then cured by the gruel containing · the 
prepared from the four " great filthy things " three pungen"t ingredients (tekatuh1yagu), se8amum 
(maitavikaliini),  i.e., dung (g1"ltha), urine (nmtta), (lila), rice-grain (ta�u;lula) and kidney bean (mugga). 

· . ashes (chiirikii) and ·clay (mattika : Jlin. I, p: 206) . Ananda made this preparation · by cleaning an:d 
. Although _.not specifically mentioned, the· dung cool\ing �t indoors all by himself and offered it · 

. and the mine mentioned here must have beim those to the Buddha who soon recovered. 
' 

·of the cow, which . discharg�s, along · with 3$hes. 
and clay, were regarded. by the . India� 88 effective 

. At Vin. I (p. "2 17), a monk :who had ta,ken a purga-

purifiera. Similarly� · in ' the Sarvastivada . J!in�ya ti.ve wanted . sop1a rpe!tt.broth (pa�icchiidaniya) 

· (G.M. Vol. III, part i, p. 286), too, these four filthy . which was all�wed oadier too ( Vin; I, p. 206). There · . 
· · · - are three verses ·at Vin. I (p. 221),  attributed _to the · items. · are recommended for . snake-bite. Here 

· · . they are referred to as 'rJiJCrtabhojana: The S��onskrit Buddha. himself, in which gru!'ll is recom..rnended as 

text explains .the r�·ur items . further and says 
. a very good. medicin!'l po�sessing ten qualities, viz., 

. tbil.t both lirine ai1d dung shouid be of newly-born that it . confers long life, beaul!y, ea,se; strength, 
. calveS.. Ashes . sho�ld be fro� the . wood. of " the . intelligence, checks htmger and . thirst; regulates 

. ·. five kinds� of . trees, which are flamed . .  Clay is  .. 
wind, cleanses tb� bladder and dige,sts the food� . . 

explained a.'3 that taken from the . earth. after A patient aii�g fo� a long ti"me, b�t �ured by . 
-�emoving the st¢f!i<le layer for . a · depth of fbur Jiv'aka., was· king Pajjota of Ujjehi. who ha.d, �n · 
inche� (ibi�: p. 256). · . . 

·�ufferirig from jaundice . · M�ny famous physicjans . 
·. �iniilarly w.he�. a monk. ha9 d�urik -poiso� (vi;a), , h�� faiied to cure him and. fi�ally_ Jrvaka brought 

· he :wail given .a . concoctio!l of. dWig (g-Utha) ; and · so . . hiii.l .l?itck to health by giving him a decoction prep· . 
: was. t�a.ted another c8.se ·of poi�oni�g, · said to , ared· with ghee ( Vin. I, PP.· 276 ff.). Jivaka,·_:

who · 
· -have been: due to · drinkirig imder the infl.ueu'ce of had been entrusted with · the medical .treatment · · · 
. .. an . !01\--il spirit . . (g���4in�lciibadha, ibid.) dming . of £he Buddha_ and his_ Order . _as. well as of king . 
. an . ·act.· oC :exorcism : f VinA. p . .- 1092}. : ·;Here . the '13imbisara· a.nd th� members ofhis royal household .· 
: patient \\·as given' :a de�oction pr�p�ed '"from the ( !'�in. I, ,P· 273); attended on the Buddha when the :  
niud .turned . up _ by the plough .. when tilling �attar

. 
fell ill ·owi.ng .to a disturbance of the ·humours· · 

the ground . . (aitiiloli) .. There was al�o a· case of of his body_ (kayo. dosab�isanno : ·vin. I, pp. 278-79), · · 
· · ' constipation (d'l.f./!hagaharika, ibid.), for �hich the · _an illn-ess frequently 'referred to in the Vinaya (e.g., 

patient was asked to . take ra�· lye (amiSakr:O.ra) . · Vin.·I, p. 206 ; II, p� 119). Desi.rmg .to 'take a pU:rga· 
. . · ·b;y the Buddha . .  For .a . patient · ·suffering from tiYe, th� Buddha informed _Ananda who · in turn 

jaundice (pa-iu;lurogaba.c{ha) -the : Buddha prescri�ed .· .· �ked j�vaka- to attend .to it. Jivaka �t made . . 
a compound . of . Gow'!i! · urine · and · yellow· · Anand� massage the · Bud.c1ha's body with o� f()r a -
myrob�l€ln ·(muttaharitaka .. : . ibi��)- For · ·a patient · few qays. As this was not effective Jivaka ·f�und 

. ·s�ffering f)·om his body being full . of. bad : . nci . alternative but to give. the ) patient ": a . 
humol.).I's ·(abht�annakaya) the Buddha's treatment . i)litgative. As . he · considered it ·· riot becom"iiig · 

· '�as fir�t �- .purgative ·_(virecqn"a), . then clarified · .  to give · the· · ;Bud?ha a strong . �urga�ive, he 
riGe-gruel (acclu.i�aiiji) . which was foliowed by . hit upon an . unusual method · of . purging lJ.im., .· · · 

' . • broth, 
.

. 
referred to l/.S · akatayusa, 

. 
-:which . the which WaS · to . mak-e' him sniff up (�pasinghati) 

crannient&r)� · (ibid .) describes a� 'a beverage cook�d· 't,hrice three handfuls of lotuses . (·uppalahattM:r!-i) · 
·with "beans but not oily.' · Next, ·he was givEm . ' · imbued wit.h (paribhii.vetva) various . drugs. :Each 
a broth called katiik(lfa, which differed .from· the ·. tix:n� he sniffed · them he wa.S forced t9. pmge · 

former in that 'it \\·as .a littl� ·oily, and
.
nnaily. meat� ten times and thus he was to hav.e ·thirty motio� . 

gravy . (Paf.icrMdaniya), which is explained · as 'the . altogether . .. It. is said that he first purg�d twentY, • . 
essence . of meat (ina??tBarasa : · ibid.). · This was· ·. nine times, and he · bad the thirtieth motion only. 
the . serit>s of . treatment recommended . b\' · the. � after he had a bath of ,;,•arm �ater; Until the: 

. Buddha.hirnself ( Vin. I, p. 206) . · . ·At Vin; I; �: 210,· · Buddha's ·body becall_le normal, he was asked to . . . 
there . is .the case of a. monk who had ari ·affiiction confine . himself to a iiquid diet and in this way ·he : ; 

· of. wind in t.he stomach (udaiapataba�ha)· and who regained "his health ( Vin. I, .P.P· 27�80}. · . 

. was · clired . by .· drinkjng · .salted ·sour gruel A case is mentioned (Vin. 1, . pp . . 202-3) of a . :_ 
(lo�ovira�). At G.lrt: rn; (pt. i , p. xiii}, a physician . mo� who was · posse8sed by a �on-human bemg 
l'ecommended this . same . medicine for Sariputra, . (ama�ussikal:!adl�). · and who. recc,vered by ·eating 
whose illness· is referred to a9 an affii.ction of the raw flesh and. drinking the raw blood of swine. 
wind (vilyviibadha\. When .the Buddb.a himself When the Buddha w� i�ormed

.
of this he allowed 
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the type of treatment meant for s\lch ailments, 
for it was believed that it was not the monk who 
ate raw flesh and drank blood but the. non-human 
being. In .Sarvii.stivada Vinaya (GlVI. VoL III, 
part i,- p . -9) ,  there is a similar incident of raw meat 

· being allowed by the Buddha for a. monk. The 
mo� . had bf)corrie insane (unmattaM · and wa8 
wandering about ; he was asked by a physician 
to eat raw meat, if he were to be cured. The 
Buddha pem1itted him to eat raw flesh as a medicine. 
But the · monk refused to eat it, whereupon the 

· Buddha asked tpe monks to blindfold· him and 
feed him the meat . . They did so,· but re�oved the 
covering as soon as he finished eating. When 
the monk .saw blood on his hands he vomited 
·what he had eaten, whereupon the Buddha remarked 
that before i.mcovering his eyes, his hands should 
be . weU washed so that no blood stains may 
remain ,there . . 

They did accordingly and the monk 
rocqvered. The Budclba. ftirther laid it down · 
that the consumptio'n of raw flesh other th�n aS 
mcdicme is an ·offerice foi a bbikkhu. · 

---·-·-···-- --

drinks prepared from c.ertnin kinds of fruits, ·. 
leaves and. vegetables. �l'heilf' preparations see� 
to have been varieti'l.'l of l i quor, and thus fm·�idden 
to monks for this reason. 

In the Sarviistiviida Vinaya (GJltJ. III, part. i ,  p. 
xiii) ,  there is the story that Sariputra was sutrering 
from .an affiictio� of the wi.nd (vayviibiidlta) and 

he .' was. asked to take salted sour barley gruel 
by a ppySi�ian. Altho�gh barley: gru�l was foubd, 
salt. was not immediately available. . Then Pilin· 
davatsa vohmteered to give salt, which he ·had 
kept iri. a hofll, provided the Buddha gave per
mission . .  This incident · resulted in t.he ·Buddha . laying down · some Vinqya rules regarding tho. 
use of tho 'four. kinds of medicine kii#ka, y.<imika; 
siiptiihi/crJ, .and yavajjivika mentioned earlier. 

'Vhen a .certain monk 'v�s suffering fro111 an � 
ailment of the eyes ( cakkhurogiibiidha), the. Buddha · · · · 
himself prescribed certain ni�dicines- ( Vin. I, p. 203). ·•· · u nt'ortJill!J.tely, the . details of the . prescription are . . · 
i10t available. · The prescription merely consists of 

. various kinds of ex:ternal applications · in the forni . · 
In the se'ction dealillg. with medicine · in · the .of collyrium· (a.njana). . · 

availt!oble Sarv�ti'l{iida · Vinaya . text (GM. III, · · Once these ointment� wete allowed,' there arose pt. i, . pp . . l-xiv), there .a;re s�me more medicines . . . the need for a . vess.el in which they 
.
. coUld he . .  enuinerat�d . in addition to those so far discussed . . . 

kept ; consequently the mo!).ks were a}iowed to u8e · Aceording . to·the Sa��rit �xt, when the Buddha · · · - · · · · 
. �-� informed of·. the autumnaf illness (sarailcikena an ointment box (anjani) . But, �hen the monks 

began to use boxes ma�o · pf gold, . silver, etc., . · . . . rog_�na; see -�hove), _ -due to- which the . monks _. get . . 
the Buddha found fault with that practice and . 

i.ndigostion;resulting in extreme physical wea�ess, laid . down the . material . out of which . bo'x6s .. he recommended fo� kinds· of medicine, viz., . 
· 

. . . . shoul_d be_ .. m . . ade, . i.e., hone, ivory, horn, · _reed, . lcalikani, yiimikiini,. aiiptiihikani and yiivajjiv.ikiini_. bambco, wood, . lac:l, crysta.l, . copper and co!).ch-. This classificatio11 .is based on the duration of tiine, shell. Tpe . monks were also allowed ·.'to have a . allo"·ed for ·. the_ consumption .. of · eac� kind . · of lid fot the ointment box and to have it fixed. around . medicme: Thus, kiilikani : arti . those medicines · with thread . . Wh�n · t.hey applied ·�i_ntme�t to the _ . . . that have to be consumed within a short time ·; . · · · · · · e)'es with their fingers, the eyes b�came painful, yamika�i . are t_hose allo_wed_ · _ for a -d�ra_tion_ of_ one . · · · 
whereupon an ointment stick, made o.ply of th.e watc.h (about 4 hours) ; . siiptahikani are those .

.
. material alfowed for the -ointment box, was allowed. 

�II owed for . one :week and yiivajjivikii,ni are those 
. • They were also perinitted to use a· bag · for the . · that could· be used any time as long a8 life . i�ts. · ointment' box�s and a �ase for .the �ticks, together 

�n the Ma¥vagga · ( Vin. I,. p . . 24?), there . ate. with a strap and .a .thread for tyii\g these .two · 

.eight kinds of dfinks permit.ted for the monks, · together . ( Vi� . I, _· pp·. 203-4) . 
. although, unlike· . in the ·. Sanskrit text, they are In the Sanskrit text (GJr.I. III, part i, p. viii f.), · 

not m�ntioned here as medichle. Four of the nve kinQ8 of colly:dum are allowe·d for . monks. 
· eight drinks found in the ·Sanskrit list occur ·iii · · Instead of the rules regarding the use of ointment . 

' this Pali list also. · 'l'h.e . fo� additional . chinks . boxes, etc. discussed above -'as found- in the ·Pali . 
· referred to h�re are : a'.mbapiina, .a drink made from t.ext, 'there are . some other .rules in� the . Sanskrit 
raw or cooked mangoes ; jambupiina, a similar driDk · t�xt as to where. t�he*' 9intm�nts should be k.ept. 
from the rose-apple (eugenia jambu) ; madhupana, Th�, �t it }s l.ai4 down that whatever excess 

· bees' honey ; and aii!ukz,piina; a drink. made from ointrti,ents (anjana) there are, they shou}d. not . be
· 

th� edibl� root. of the water-lily. This :MaM,vagga · thrown away, 'Qut t}lat they should be kept in a. 
· list of eight drinks is alSo found at Nd. (I, p. 372) · 

. bowl or in � round box' or wrapped in a piece 
and Kvu, (p. 552). Further at : Vin. (I, ·p .  246); of cloth and kept hangi.r).g from a peg fitted to the 
the Bud.dha has forbidd�n the monk.!J the use of waU according to the kind of ointment used. 
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Monks were also permitted to · carry - boxes 
with compartmimts . (kacclUtputa)- to take · various · 
medicines. . According to the text., only those fruits 
that served .as medicine (phalabhai�ajyiini) could be 
taken in this kind of box.. All th� root-medicines 
were . to be tied into a bundl� and h�g on . a peg 
fitted to the wall (niigadaniaka). Further, the. 
Buddha ask�d the ·monks to dry those medicines 
in a shady plac� . (chayiiyri�)' fr:Oi� .ti�e to tiD:��·. · 
a mea...�e meant to 'preserve the medicine .  

· An observation that · could. be . fuade about �he 
· SarvtiativiidO Vinqya text in compariso� with 'the ' . . 
Pali V'i,A,ya is that whereas in the Pali text, .the 
Buddha diret..:tly ·recomnierids the medicine, in the . 

. Sa.nskrit te;Jt it is . the · ·physician· · who first re- . 
co.mmends .. the medicine, an� the Buddh� gives · 
permission for its 1Ise. · It is also · interesting that . 
in. the Sanskrit text, when the medicine that was 
left ov�r 'was thrown'' ·away. · by the _ moilks, the 
Bnclrlha spoko · a.gauist t.his . practice and said . . tha� 
such medicines should ·be made available to .a mon'k 

of treatment by aaking ·him to inhale smoke, which 
was done by burning a wick after smearing it with . 
drugs and the smoke being inhaled. }is thig method 
hurt the throat, the Buddha allowed' th� use of a 
t.ube (dhumanetta) to inhale the smoke. He further 
allowed a lid for the tube, a double bag. to carry the 
wick and �he tube ; and also a strap and a. th:J;ead to 
tie the two bags

.
together ( Viti. I, p. 204). 

· Another method of trea-tment ' recommended 
by th� Buddha was for rheumatism . in the limbs . · 
(migavata). This was the sweating treatment · 
(sedakamma), done in several ways ( Vin. I, p. 205 ; 

_ see also VinA: p. 209). Various devices were 
'employed to make the patient . sweat; the last 
.being · to put :him. 

· in a · vat . filled with hot · 
water . (udakako{thaka) . . Although tbe result is :not 
specifically mentioned, one may assume . that 'the 
patient w_as cured . .  · In ·t�is ·comiection it will be 
of int�rest to mention .the troughs ·popularly' etilled 
'medicine. boa.ts' (see EnC1JBsm. Vol. n, Plt1te . · 
XLII) which'ar� made of s'tx)�e and cut into the. � need of them;

. a�d • .  if such a o-n� �as not ·ahape of. il m�n, :found at �ncie�t_ sites in Ceylon. , . 
· available _ i�ediateiy; such niedicilie . �hould . be :These 'Yere probably used for this type of sweating. . . . . kept' in a dispensary (glanakaipikasal4) . so that it After .filling: the trough with medicitial water or •. . . 

. . could . be useful to some one. Although Dill further - . oil, tlie 'patient �as maa:a to' lie:in it� . As the system 
. 

· inf��atiori is availii.bie �bout t.his ·gliinakalpikasala, of medici�e i� . anci�nt Ceylon was · b�d on that. . 
which lite�4lly )n_eans a.' h�ll suitable for th.e · sick, . . .found in 'India, there was nothing un�sual in �this.* · , · 

· its m¢Iition · ·here ·shows the �xistence :  dhting
. 
the · F.tirlher, · the :uloiJ.ks in ancient Ceylon· . followed .· J . time of the Buddha of jmblic placPS of medical . the same Viriaya rules as in . India: . The system. o( 

trea6::h��t. -� . · 

. . . . · · : medicine they practised was . :almost � th� saJP.e as · . 
Coming back to · the )?ali Vinaya text, when (at that. found in the . Vinaya (see S. Paranavitana, . 

Vin. l, p. 20�) a. .IPorik had a .headache, the Buddha . 'Medicine and · Hygiene : as. practised in aric�ent 
. :prescri�d for him:' a coutse of treatm�nt. First, · Ceylon,' OHJ� Vol. III, No. �. pp.- 123-35) • .  : ' 

. . he. ·was a$ed . to . apply SOTflt:l_ ·oil on his he�d, .' As :.Apother'l� ind 6ftreatment 'that the Bud�a has 
there . . was' 'no imptove��nt; \he prescribed : that recomme�ded for. rheumatism in . the joints was . 
some medicine he administered through the · nose lett�g blood . out by usiilg. a knife or lanoe _ _ ( Vin. 
(natt�J.tka;.mna); 1!-8 it ¥in. (Ill, p. 83) where the · . r;··P· . . 205) . . · If-this

. did not help · the patient, he was 
same · treatment is . given . . There is · the . story or '  , asked to le� out blood by mearui of 'cupping, · It Jivaka'treatil!g alid curi�g a wo:q�an �f an illness was. dope·with ·a horn, cut smooth :and ev-en .at the . . of the head from_ which �h� h�d . been ·; suffering: . . : la�ge end and wlf·h a .  small apertur� at the n�OW· 
for . seven ye�rs�. :by · admm1su:nng through · �he end (see SBE. XVIT, p . . 57, footnote 3), sun.ilar . 
.nose, s�m� m�d1cm� · cook�d wtth gh�e. · .A kmd to the mode:n1 -cupping-glass; 

' · 
of medtca.l mtsad.yenture · 1s reported ( Vm. IIJ, : · · · 
p. '  83) · where. this treatment' b�d resulted in. the .' ;How a tunriiog ·sore · �as tre�ted is given in the- · 

· patient·�·- death • . At . D. I (p�. 12), . this kind of story.oftbe�onk the skin of whosefeet was cracked 
merucal . practice is regarded as: a _low·_ art 'for a ( Vin; I; . p . . 20Q). First the. Buddha. p!'Elscribed an 

. . . monk to practise �s � means of livelihood·, for · it unguent, and · then a · foot salve (pa,jja). The 
was e�tttely wrong for any ·.monk to do 3ziythi11g : Buddha's·. recommendation to a monk who h� . 
for payment. In· the. presJ.t instt).n�e the Buddha develoPed a boil was to undergo slirgical treatment · · · 

hiiDself. prescribes it, ·with all the ·details a5 how to . · (satthakam'ma) . . · when he : n�� · astringent. 
do i�. First he aske4; that oil be · put mto the . water (kasavodalca) and sesanium· paste (tilakakka) 

D.Osifils. ·As this treatment coUld ·not · cure the· · both · . these were allowed. Similarly he 
monk's . i1lne8s, th� Buddha prescribed �other kind · allowed the use of a compr.ess . (kabalikd) and a 

• These " medicine bo11.tii " :are not knoWQ fro� B�ddhlst siies other thari iil Ceylon.- G. P. ·H. 
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piece of cloth for dressing the wot.ind. When 
· the sore itched, he was asked to sprinkle it · with 
mustard powder (sasapaku?!<J) .  When the sore 
festered, the Buddha recomrilended medicai fuml

. gation. When · the flesh . round the sore suo !led 
the Buddha asked him to cut the

. 
outgrown fles};l 

with a piece of Sa.lt-crystal (lor:wsakkharika). 
. Finally; in order to heal the sore, he reeommended 
some oil . to . be applied, and also a 

.
light cottoll 

band!loge (vikasika) for dressing the wou.n.d ( Vin. 
I, pp. 205-:-6). 

33 BHESAJJA 
this was granted when the medicine supplied 
for Y asoja thera when he was ill was eaten 
by vermin and taken away by thieves for want 
of a proper storehouse ( Vin. I, P: 239) ; .  

It is of  interest to see how the cow was regarded as a source of medicine, both by ancient briihmans 
aud the Buddhists, for ·the Buddha himself �ys 
that the ancient briiJunm:is . who w.ere virtuous 
never slaughtered cows but treated them ns their · 
own kith and kin �inca cci�s provided them with · medicines (gavo no par.ania m#fii-yasu ;'ayanti . 

At· Vin. I, p. 21�, there is an interesting report osadhci : Sn . . v. 296). · . These medicines were . 
of �ariputto. thera's fever beirig abated by eating nothing but the five products of the cow, milk 
some lotus stalks brought by :Moggallana thera (khira), curd (dadhi), buttermilk . ( ta.kka), fr�sh 
from �he 1\fahdakini lotus ta_nk in the Himalayas. . butter (navanita) and ghee (sqjJpi), which served : 

Jivaka is said to have cured a fistula of king. . 1\S both foo.d arid medicine. It would also be.rioted 

Bimbisara by �e application of a .single oiritment . that· the last two items· are included. among . 
which he took unqer his nail ( Vin. I, PP· 272-3); the five . standard medichies. (pancabhesajjani) .  . 
Jivak� was the most distinguished medical autho- Next to the .�anonical texts, from · 

. . which .infor� . . rity, both iD. J;lledic�e and surgery; .durhig th� 
tin;le . of the · :Buddha, and it is said .tliat when his mQtion about medicine has ·sp far been discussed, . 
. teacher. asked .him to t�u,r a yojanO. · all · round there . is another . B�Mhist work which provided · · 
Takkasil� to :find.ou� if·there �as ariy ·plant or herb useful information in tl).is connection. · This is �he 
tha. eould not·be used a·s a medicine, he was imable Pali tex-t, Milindapafiha, writt(ln about the firSt 

. to find a single pl�nt or. herb that ·would . not be so century B.C. It giv.es some .valuable information 
used ( Yin. I, p. 270) . . This fact show:s not only ·ab�ut the.pr?gress of medica� �ience in tho8e days, ..

. 

th
. 

skill f
. J" ·k · : · d" 1 b ·t 1 . th but not so .much .about medu�me as such. . ·There · e o 1va a as .a. me ica man, u a so e . . · · · · . .. · . · . · · fi t th. t · d. • . t th t. . · f d' . · · · 1s a · reference to snakes bemg made to suck back · . a.c · a accor mg · ? e· sys em .o . me wme · · _ . · · · . "� · 

· h · ·fi 11· d. 1 ·  t . h b · uld. b . d . · the1r po1son by means of charms (M�ln. pp.l50,- la..,). , e o owe , every p an or er co e use as a . · _ · ·· . . . . . . , . . . · · d" · · ·· · · £· · . · . th . (F. ·J- · k , There 1s another reference (1brd. p. 43) to five kmds · .me 1cme ·m o�e orm or o er. or. tva a s  · · · - _ _ · __ · - · · - - . . 
· ·te · ·· . . · . · SURGER .

. 
Y) · · of root med1emes . (pancamulabhesaJJan�). · whtch . .. . mas ry m surgery, see · . . . · f · · . . . are . not explamed. The treatment 0 a seriOUS 

. . Medicines which �ke . barreu women : fertile, wound is described (ibid. p. 1 12) and. the treatment 
fertile �o)nen barren and alB? which bring about . here. is .a combmation · of medicine and surgery: 
abortion !lre· referred to ( Vin. III, . pp. · 83�) ; A . similar treatment 

.
Qf a · boil is referred to (ibid . 

. but what ·these medicines were is not explained. p. H�)." · The Buddha .is reported .to have called 
At Vin. IV, PP· 101-2, the bhikk.us are _ allowed himself a physician and surgeon (ibid. p. 215) · 

. . which; . of course, is a figurative .description. The 
. to accept medicine fr<:!m 1\lahanii.ma, the Sakiyan, · . recitation of verses of · protection (paritta, .  q.v.)/ to oo used as

. 
long as they lived. This was also · · . which is a very. popular· Buddhist practice ip. many . . one of the eight boons coirl'err�d on Visakha .by the · · · countries, is · also mentioned (ibid: pp . . 15i.,...2); . Buddha ( Vin� I, p; 292). It is said that if a bhikkhn n is intere�ting that here_paritt{Js are referred to .as is invit-ed t"o accept medicines and if he were to ask 

for anything more than that . for w}:iich he was 'medicine (parittabhesajjani). 
. 

invited, he copunits an offence (Yin. IV; p. · io3). . . . The Jatalais also provide s6me.infcmri{\tion about 
Similarly," when a ·particular item of medicine, e.g., medi�ine . • Thei:e is reference to the applica�iou · . 

. · ghee, is off�red it is an offence to ask for .· s�me · of and rubbing with oil in the healing of bruises :  
. 

other medicine such as oil ( VinA. p. 858). What a.nd swellings (J : I, p. 293). The treatment for . · 
all these regulations mean is that monks should . . dysentery (lohitapakkha�ikll) was a broth ma�e 
accept whatever is offered and should not ask for of millet (samiika, · i.e. , panicum . fi'umentaceum) 

this and that. and wild rice . . (nivcira) .:together with leaves (not 
As it \\;a� necessary_ for the monk� to keep in .· . named) spriwded .'With water, without ·salt o.nd 

store. various kinds of medicine to be used. as the . spices (J. :III, P• 144). There are referen.ces to 
n�d arose, the Buddha allowed 1heni to have a physicians who cured snake-bites �y means of 

lit.orchouse close to the · vihiira. Permission: for char"ms and medicine and also to those who oured 
f•-H 13540 (5/68) 
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dis6ases caused by · evil spirits by means of parittas 
and medicine (J. It, p. 215). There are also referenceS 
to making snakes �ck back their poison and to 
other altel'Ilative antidotes (though their natuTe .is npt.mentioned) to extracti�g the venom of snakes . 
(J,· I., p. 311). · r;t'he hraJunans who practise� 

. 

meclicine are described :m a derogatory s9nse at J. 
IV (p. 3'61) .when it is said that .such brii.hmans· 
carry upen their hac�· sacks filled with medicinal 
rooia and healing herbs and reci� magic spells . 

. . . · An in�resting practice folind in Tibet is the 
.eating of the paper on which ·a particular ch.arm 
is .  written. Thus the piece of paper on which 
various . mystic signs . are . dra� and nliilltras . 
Written, wh.ich .vary according to the particular· 

. . .  illness, is ' referred to as . 'zacrfig; ' edible -letters ', 
(L. A. Waddell� The' JiuddhiSm of Tibet, .:L�ndon-, 

. 1895, p. 401). 
There are some J3uddhas . and bodhis�ttvas, 

"WhQ . are a �laSS of supernatural . n'leclicine men, . 
woniliipped in JaP8n and Tib6t (see.BHAI§AJYA- . 

· . ·GURU). ·. This  cult . has become . a religion of 
healing.in those countries: · For .i.nstance, Bhai�j:ya-

. gUru T�thagata, _ the lord· of the ea�tern paradise, 
is wonihipped as. the savio� of the siqlt. . 

BHESAJIAMANJO'SA, the ' Casket of Medicine, ' . 
a medical t�eatise writte�. in . Pafi stanzas1 by .a 
Sinhalesfl monk of the 1 3th century during the 
time of Parii.kra�abahu . II, king of Ceylon. The 
author . is . gener_ally .referred to 11s the Paiicamiila
parivel)a-adhipati, or the principal · of the five 
colleges. However, a Sinhalese medical · work, 
called Yogar�tniikara, composed . about the end of 
the 14th century, refer.s to the _ a�tbor of _the 

. Manjii.sa as Atthadassi thera (seeATTHADASS1, 3) 
which seems to have been· his proper name.2 . The 
work is mentioned in a Burinese inscription in · 
Pagan, ·which l\as been dated in 1442.s . -

A.s · the book was composed, for the use of the . 
Buddhist monks . it excludes chaflll&, incantations, 
astrological calculations and the diseases of '\\roroen 
and children. . Copi� o( it are said t� be in �se � 
Buddhist countries like Cambodia, B1irnia and · · 
siani, sometimes ':Vith t�anslationl3 into the language . 

. of th9se ' Countries.' . ·Tho author OOO'ms to have . . · 
draWn much of his material. froir!. · the standard

. . san�krit. medical w�ks iha.t were popular .during . 
this' period, while . adapting them to his purpose 
. by using :his own. originality; 

. 

. . 'J:he ilnpoit�ce. ()f · n��g the sick · is very · · · · · 
of\en referred. to. in .the · Budd}list texts. Thf:lre Th�· work is di,;ided into · siXty .�tions �hich 
is the example- of the Buddha himself attending inClude� va�ious aspec·ts of. inedlca( scienc� such a; . 

. upon a ·monk who was ill with dysentery ( Vin. ·1. . diagnosis -of disea;�s. properties · of drugs, their . 

pp: 30i-2) . . . ·After se�ting this ex�ple the Buddha 
. . 
actions o�. _the human body -�· health and ill di�ease, 

requested . the . brothel;'hood· of ' . monkS to tend . rules . of health, of preparing food; o( alchemy, 
and in� ·the. sick · whenever occasion demanded. poisons, etc. s · 

· The · u:nportance he · �ttach� to ·thiS : p�cept is 
seen in· hill 'words 'when he said that whoso�ver 
'Would wait up�n _him� should �it upon the sick. 
V �ous instructions to · be follo-vVed by · the sick 

. . and the qualificationS of the attendant ai-e also 
given • 

SarW).ailkara Sangharii.ja of J,-Sth centucy Ceylo�· · 
· made a SinhSlese translation of .the text ;. it is · · 
call� the Bhesajjamanjusa Sanne. 6. 

. A. G. S. K. 

. There . is a Pall book called ·Bhes�Jia·mafljii.sa · . · . · . . · . 

. (q . . v.}, Written. by a B':lddhist monk Of Ceylon, . BHE$AJYAGURU-PO'RVAPRA.t{iDHAJiA, l!o- �iitr� 
: in the 13th century_ A. C. _It was_written specially . inc?r?o�ated· in t�e . .  S�r?·i?iiaka of :h� C�in�se 
for BuddhiSt . . monks and accordingly it .excludes . : Tripi!aka, . _known ·m Chmese as y ao-sl��h-;u-lm-pen

. charms, incantations and the diseases . of childre� . , yilari-ching (Bhe§afyaguru:tatMgata-purvaprar;:idMna 
· and women. . 

. · . s1Ura) . and translated . hy Dharm&gupta (615 A.C.) 
. �or o�ra.tional methods of �uring diseaaes see· .

. of the Sui d;Ynasty 5��618 A.C.(Nanjio, N�. 170 ; 
· SURGERY. · · · · TaishO. No. 449); . 

. A. G. S. K. . s. K� N. 
· C 

·1 The.romN· plete text . in SinhaleSe charac.ters, ·with a Sinhalese p�aphra8e, has been published (1962) by the Moder� Rook · · .om])any, ugegoda, MaharagaH,la, Ceylon. . .. . · . · . · .
. 

. 2 o. P. KalaiUekera, Til' Pllli Lvt;-., �� Otrloia, ·Colombo, 1Q58, p. 215. · · · 

S M. H •. Bode, TAl Pali Li�ur� o/ ISumia, LOndon, 1909, p. l08. 
4 JCB]U.S. l91�15, Vol XXm; Nos. 60-67,-pp. 3942, 

. 

5 For detalis see ibid. : · ·· 

6 For details see C. E. Godahmbura, Si�hale•e IAkrature, Colo�bo. 11ios, pp. 332-3, 



BHE�AJYAGURU= 
BHE�AJYAGURU - VAIJ;>'ORYAPRABHASA - P'OR

. VAPRAJ.HDHANA, a sutra .occurring in the Sutra
pitaka of the Chines� Tripi(.aka, cal.led the Y ao-

. shih-l; u� li-l.:uang -J n-lai-pen-yuan-kun g-te-ching ( B he
§ajyaguru . vauf;uryaprabhasa.� tatluigata . pilrvapra!'-i
dhiina-g;.i�-sUtra). · Thfs w�s translated m 650 A. C. -
by Hsiian-t8ang of the T'ang dynasty 618--907 A.C. 
(Nanjio, No. 171 ; Taisho, · No. 450). 

. ; . 

. . . BHESAKAL'AVANA, a grove ir. the Bhagga cotintry 
·. in wh!ch were a deer park and a mountain called 
. Smp.sumaragiri on . which the . Buddha stayed on 
vario�s occ�sions. It is said that the parerits of 
Nakula lived in the neighbourhood of t·his . grove 

· (A. rr; p. 61 i Ill,' p. 295 ; B. III, p. 1 ;  IV, p. 1 16). 

BHIKKHAKA SUIT A 
··-�------· ---

BIDKKHADAYAKA, an . arahant thera. .Ninety
four_ kappas ago; in a previous birth, he offered 
a spoonful of food to .Buddha Siddhattha. Eighty
seven kappas ago, he was born . seven times as a 
world ruler by the name of MahilreJ.lu (Ap. I, p. 140] • .. 

The commentary gives additional details. In 
the time o� Buddha Siddhattha, 

.
he . was born in: a 

noble family and gave alms to the Buddha. who 
was going on his alms-round . . After death he was 
reborn in .the deva world. in his last birth in this . Buddha age; he was born �f: high clan. He joined 
the Sangha and befo'r� long became . an �mhant 

. (ApA. p. 412). He is probably. to he identified 
with Godhiks thera (ThagA. I, pp. 132 .ff.) . 

L. R. G. 

Once, when the Buddha was · residing . in the · BHIK.KHADA.YAKA, appellativ-e given to · a man 
Bh�sakalii.vari.a, with his divine · eye · he saw Anu- from Rajagaha. Once, when he had just sat · down. 
ruddha, who was at. that time in. the Paciriava111- · to have 'his meal, .he saw a tired monk who had 

. sadaya in the Ceti country, .and appeared before · come . · for . alms, . and · . ofl:ered · him his meal . . 
:him in order to encourage him ·� hi.s meditation · When. he died he was reborn in Tavatitpsa in a . . (A. IV, p. 228 ; J. III, p . . l57}. . . 

golden mansion twelve yojanas in extent. · Mogg&� . 
:· The palace Kokar�ada of prince B�dhi is �id to . lana was to_ld this story when he visited Tii.vathpsa. · 

. have been built near this grov� (Vin. II, p. 127 ; . (Vvu; P· 65 ; 'VvuA . P· 292 f.). 

DhpA .' :  tn, P.· 134) . · · It was while dwel..ling in 
· ·. Bhesakaiav�a that Mahamoggallana preached . · 

the ·  Mdiazwjan·iya Butta, . when he was molested 
by Mii.ra (M. l, p. 332). Singalapitii. is 8aid to 

· · have retired . to Bhesakalavana .. for ,hiS meditation · 
. '('!'hagA. I, -p� 70). 

. The · grove was nam:ed a(ter a . yalckhini, cal1od 
· BhesSkali'i., who was regarded· �s · its presidirig : 
· spirit (SA. IT, p. 249). 

· . 

.. A�cording . to the Buddhava?Jtsa · . c'omn1entary 

L. R. G. 

BiUKKHADAYIKA ( I), na.me of a woman from 
Rajagaha . . Seemg an arahant thera. gol.ng on his · 
alms-round, she invited hini t� . her house for a . 
meal. W}len she. died she was rE)bom hi. Tavatiipsa, . · 
whete . she · tolQ. her story . to Moggallii.na.' (Vvu. 
p. 23 .; Vvui. p. 1 19 f.). 

. . 

L. R G� 

.� (BuvA. p. 3), ti;te · Buddha spent the eighth rahty ·• 
season �·· this grove. . Bh�aJ.likii.va,na is� the name · · BBJKKHADAYIKA (2), appellative given to . a· . 
gi�en to this grove in the Divyii,vadiina (Divy. . w.omaii· fro� northern Madhura. At the end 
p. 182). of he� iife, wh�n she was due to be rebo� in · a 

. J. K. state of ·woe, the Bu,ddha went from Rii.je.gaha to 
Madhurii. and appeared before h�r. While returning 
after ' s bath in. the river, she saw tQe Buddha, · 

BHESIKA (var. Rosi,ka), the barber who acted inVited h� home an'd g�ve hini . alms Wi.th _grea�. 

a.S the messenger bet�een the Buddha aru;l �he · faith �rid ·devotion. .Mter a few days she died 
brahman. 'r.ohicca as recounted . ih the Lohicca and was : reb�rn' in Tavatiypsa. When M�ggalli'i.M . 

· Sutta (q. v.) of the Digha-nikaya (D.I, pp. 224-34) . · visited Ta�11tizpsa he met .her and learnt her story · 
( Vvu.� p. 22 ; VvuA. p. Ii8.f.)� 

BH.IDURA SUTTA, a 
.
short sutta· in verse fprm 

given in the Butta:sangaha (S8r(!g. p. 324). · Vario.us 
· spellings of the title. are fo�nd in Bumese : manu� 
scppts, e�g., 'Bhiruda Butta, and in Siamese manu
scripts as · Bhindana Butta in its version . in . .  the 
ltinuttaka (It: p. 69) . . See BHINDANA SUTTA. 

L. R. G; 

BHIKKHAKA SUT'l'A, the tenth sutta. of the 
Upiisaka:vagga of the Brahmdrta·Bar[lt!Jtttta • of the 
Sarp,yutta-ni/.:'.ayrJ (B. I, p. 182). 
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A br8hman asks the Buddha whether there · is 
· any diff�rence betiwee�· the Buddha and himself, 

since both of them were mendicants. The Buddha 
. decla.ree tnat mere mendicancy does not make a 
. bbikkhu and, that the true bhikkhu is he who ·has 
give�. up 811 wickedness. 

I. K. 

BHIKKHU, Buddhist monk (See PI. IV). Etymologi· 
caUy the word is derived from the· d.esiderative of the 
Sanskrit root bhaj wh ich means �.o 'wish to share' 
or 'to . partake.' . Hence, it means one who begs 
·�n�'s needs, specially alms, from others or; in 
other words, . a religious 

. 
mendicant (bhikkhati'ti 

bhikkhu..}. 

In India in · the Buddha's day there wel'e ma�y 
varleti�s· of wandering ascetics who were coll!)ctively 

· BmKKBX�PARAMPARA . J!TAKA (No. 49
.
6). · de�ignated as paribbaj�kil8" They are freqt1ently 

The Buddha related this bir�h-story (J. IV, PP.· . referred to
. 
in the Pi�akas, very often under the 

36�74) · u.l
.
Jetavana abOut · a land. owner who more

. 
general .ter� saina�briihmat«J. .The · men 

. .  asked· blm how he could show his respect to the . and women,· . who toolc to this ascetic life, gave up 
Dh�ma.. The Bwidha said . that he could do ·so 

· house and fa:znily and property, · and adopted an 
by aho�g hiS reepect to knanda. · extre�ely 

.
. snn"ple life . . Living �:mtside organised 

s.ooiety, "they led . an . eremitic life. Their simple 
. .Thereupon be invited · · An�nda .to his house; . needs were found by begging. Sometimes they 
recei�ed- him with great honour, · .offered him. . lived in groups . (ga.tuf), in which· . ca8e they were 
delici�us food and ga�e him expensive ' ·.cloth �de� a · leader." Their chief characteristics �.ere .

. suffiCie�t for' . the three r�be8.· Ananda went poverty, �lib,e;cy and the eremitic nature of the . bae;k �· -the monastery_ a,n:d� .thjnk}ng . that . he was . life .they led. It .was these �e�ic groups . and . ·  · not wQrthy. of sticli gifts, gave them to SB.riputta · individuals that i>'!i-ved the way for th� establish� 
who· in .tum . offered them to . the. Buddha. · When . ment of an org8Jlise·d �ody of Bu�dhis� mendipiu>:ts, ·· . a �onvei:satio� ar�se at;no�g �he bhikkhus ' over . t4is thE! b�ikkhu-sangha. . : . 

� offering, · _th� :Jinddha related .�o them this- ·s,tory: · · 
. Anoth�� feat� of In<,lian society .abou� the time 

Once, .king . Brahmadatta -of Baral).asi ·eager to · the .Buddha. ·was bot:n e.nd -which is ofirirportance_ 
find out whether'·he ·bad .any faults went round his . ib. this co�ection is the ii8rama doctl'�ne of the 
�gdom in <;lisgmse, and discovered· that ther.e was · · brabmf;!Jis . . · Accorcijng to it .the life of a brahman ·. no . one .who could find ·any faUlt in biin. . Tl;len was 'divided into four stages : aS one who practises . . 
he eame to a village on the froritier 'a.n<;t sat down . . sacred study as .an unmariied student -obs!'rving ' .in a · hiuJ. A wealthy ' la.D.downer of.  that· village, . 

chastitY' (brah�acarin), a householder · performing . . · who was going for s.'batQ .with his followers, saw the the ·duties of the master of a .house and fath�r o( a. king-; asked. hiin 
. . to. stay 'there and went 

. . back .to ia.t:nily · (grhastha), ·· a. he�mit _w�o · bas . .abandon�d . .  hiS. hoti.se to bring him ·some food. . Ail �etic . his house �d family fbr an a.Scetic life in the woods · from·. the Hinialayas· · and a. paccek�budclha. from · (vanaP,:�tha); . and - �eligious . mendicant · who . has 
a. cave:.ozi MoMt Nanda aleo cam:e -there

. 
M.d sat · renoup.ced. all earthly conce�. and devotes himself . . ·down. The� landowner having brought . the. food to' �editS.tion (san.yilsin). Without entering into 

offered 'it to the ki:Dg. · He accepted it and gave an ·argliment · ·� t? whet�er ·. �his institution was it to his chaplain ; the latt�r gave it. to the aacetic 
.
. pr��Budclli,.ist 0( . post-Bud�ist, 

. 
we : can . ·safely 

. . who m turn offer�i:l it . to "the ' p!Wcek�-buddba'. �cept - "that the ide� was. well-established by the lle .ate. all of it. · The · Iandowne.r questio�ed �E,\Ch . . time of the Buddha, for it .is sei:m that the ascetic one of them about the reason . for their action 
. 
' . ideal referred. to . earlier \vas closely connected with and .:on l�g th�t each one· w� pr�gi'essively · _ the . . Mr�ma. doctrine . . it is. noteworthy that. the . . : ;ireater. in virtue than the :�. he became very membe� of the fourth division, the sanyasin, . �as . happy." . many siniil8.rities to the Buddhist bhikkhu. . fu · 

. 'Pie laridowner was the . same iii both cases, fact, the · te�. bhik-i,u its:elf is used to designate · 
ADanda· �as -the king, Sariputta the ch�plain, . , · the sanyiisin in , �he Dllarmasii.tras � Gautama, Ill, _ · 
while .the asce�ic was the bodbisatta.. · · . 2,· in SBE. II ; Baudhayana, II, 12 tn.-SHE. XIV). , 

· A �tta pmque from the Petleik. fagoda, 
Pagan. circa lltb century, shows the ricP, land-lord 
offering fooq ·to. the �ing and the food being pa.sBed . 
on to. three.others ih turn (Soo Pl. I; Flg, B). · 

· 

I. K. 

It is perhaps possible · that the sanyasin �tage was 
. a . brabm�nisation · of an otherwise non�brii.hmanie . . . . 

pni.c�ice . that had ,.becqJ!le . popular. .However,. 
the first and the fourth divisions (i.� .• br.ahmacarin 
and sanyiisin) bear some significance to the concept 
of the Buddhist bbikkbu1 for as in' the case of the 
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Buddhist monk the members belonging to these 
two divisions were �xpected · to observe . strict 
celibacy. The brahmaciirin is somewhat analogous . 
to the Buddhist ;;nma!)era (novice) ar.d tho sanyii8in 

BHIKKHU 

total of sixty bhikkhus, all of whom became arahants 
after their conversion. It covered both the higher 
and lower ordinations. . These sixty disciples 
made the nucleus of the bhikkhu-sangha • 

. to the bhikkhu. As a part of his life of renUnciation, 
the 8an.yasin had to depend · on begging :(bhik�a) As all these were arahants there was no iJ.OOd 
for his sustenance. Also, · he had to forego many to have any Vinaya rules of the t)rpe we get later . • . 
other CO!llforts of life, and his dress ' was either the Nor was there any need for them to get themselves 

· bark of a tree or a dyed robe. He�ce; we see that organised into a· _body (gatta) • .  The ro_l�s and 
if the grhasthjz and the �iinaprastha stages were the organisations were formed later, when the · 
skipped by a brahmacarin we would get the pictUre, nu�ber of non-arahant bhmkhus began to incr�se. 

· �ore or less, (}f the Buddhist bhikkhu. · If s�ch · a The- words :which the Buddha addressed to the8e 
person were to obtain formal . . ordination and . bhik.khus show . the �d of mission he . expected 
make Nibbii.na his aim, l;is transition to the status of them. He call� them ' bhikkh11s ' and bids . 
of a Buddhist bhikkhu if:! almost complete. · them to go -� different directions and . spriiad the · 

. . .· . · . . · Dhamma for the w:elfare of t·.be people ( Vin. I, . · 
It was in such a ·  background that the Buddha · 20-J). This shows· that he expected a bhlkkhu

. 
established the order of Buddhist mo.n.ks (bhikkhu· once he had aehieved. his �wn enlightenment �d . · · 

. sangha). We eann6t ascertain the re,asons ·that release, . to be � faithful missionary and a religioUll 
led the · ]?uddha · to . select this · particular teacher; A bhikkhu's imJnediate concern , should 
term as. the usual designation for his disciples. 

. 
be to work ou·t . his OWn perfection an,d se.lva.tion, 

Althoug. h the word sam.ana. is also. . of somewhat · d 
. . . . . . . . . . . a.n once thiS is achieved, be should work ''. for the . · 

. · f�quen� occur�e�ce m the .P��akaa an.d tM Buddh� . welfare of _the many." 
. 

: hunself IS very often r�ferred. to as . samatto Gotatrw · · · 
by the non-Buddhists 6f his time, the term bhi.kkhu 

. Arter the despatch o� the
. 

sixty discipl� with . 
. seems . to have . repla�ed the 'other tertn. · Thm", · instructions to spread the Dhamma, an event 
too, is 

.
t� : be ·expected,. for ·the Buddha hiJlself which .is sigrulcS;nt in the· developin�nt �r the . 

. seems to· have prefemid the term .. bhikkhu to all . . bhikkhu-concept took place. .Thi,s was the 
· · others. This iS home out �Y the fact that whenever · Bliddha.'s gra�ting permission to the-�nior bhikldms 

. he nddre� : an asse�bly of .monk's, he UseS the to . ordaill new�entrants. 'rJie sixty:·, preachers . 
term bhikkhu · in the vocative plural f�m · a8 ' brought. pack .  many candi,dates for admissibn to · ·. · 
.bhikkhave. It was . . With the same . term . that he tpe Order and the Buddha folllld that it w� 
addressed . · his · first five <lliciples. Als�, ·m . the . practically · impossible · for him · to · admit . them . 
forniula of . ordinati;n · used person�lly. by the ·  personally. Ac.cordhigly, . the . new . Candidates, · 

.Buddha wh�nev�r· be admitteil anyone to his after removirig their hair and beaJ;d and dQ�g 
Order it is. the �rm bhikkhu that he �ses-' etha the yellow robe, ·had to worship the elder bhikkhus 
bhikkha.yo'ti. .It may be that by \ising thiS teri:n arid with joined hands recite three timf)s the fo�ula . 
the Buddha thought of d.iiinmg into . ·their ears .·

· oftakmg: refuge in the Buddha., Dha'lli!UI. and th� 
th� idea . . of . ren�cia.tion . (nekkhamma) . implied 

.
. Sangha. AB in the case: of the ehi bhikkhu formula, 

. in tliis term. IIi the course �r timit t�e We of the . . whic4 covered both higher and lower ·ordinations, · . 

. term became almost inech�nical. here, ioo, th� taking-refuge cover�d both (tihi . · · 
sara1,uiuamaneM pabbajja� upas.:Jmpadanti : Vin. · 

The beginning of the Buddhist Order of bhikkhus· · · 

. was si.inultlffieous: with the beginning of
. 
th� 

I, p• 22·)· · ·. 
. . . . 

, . . B�ddha's . a.Ctiyity as teacher and preacher. It 'i'})is incideni iruU-�s a.h futportant �tage iii the 
· -\vas probably a. liistorica.1 �eveloprile�t, dictated by development o( the · bhlkkhu concept: .In · t� 
· variou8 circum�tances. When the :Buddha preached. pab"bajj� itself we see how a. tinge or"�e�monial 

his first sermon .at Isipata.ua . in Benares to the conies in �nd also ·how the outwar!l form of tile 
five brahman ascetics (Panca,vaggiya), they became . bhikkhu begins to take shape. In . the case of 
his first

. 
forma.! converts and they �ere . the first . : t):iose bhikkhu,S wlw became arahants so�n after - : . 

. to e�ter .the . Order • . :Hence, they con.stituttXI the4' admiSsion, there was no �eed . for auy diS.ci. ; · . 
•• the original founders of· the . bhikkhu�sangha and ' plinary cod& . or any �ther formaiity. They had · . 

· . it was the ehi bhikkhu formula (co�e, 0 monk) won the _battle and no further spiritual struggle . 
· · that . the Buddha. adopted. for their admission · was necessary. Their duty as · bhikkbus :was to · · 
• ( Vin. J. pp .l2 ff.) • .  The Panca-vaggiya were followed work for the welf�re of others. But, the case 

· by Ya.sa, .his parents and his friends, IJiaking a · was diffe�ent with those. bhikkhus who.had'ye� to 

. .  c 
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· attain that·. position. : When the number of these 
non-�ahant bhikkhus ·increased, there naturally 
arose the necessity for a disciplinary code to guide 
them and organ\£e .them into a fraternity. Tht:Jre 

is a further chan� in the pabbajjii ceremony also 
whereby the. auihority for· o�dination is l?id doWn 
upon the whole Sangha ( Vin. I, p. 56). It is obvious 
that a.·· person entering the · Buddhist Order as a 
bhikkhu does . BO for ·a ·noble purpose, wl;lich -is . .
tp lead a pure life an,d put a complete enq to 
suffering (caratha bral�macariyaT{l- samma dukkhassa . 
antakiriydya :  Vin.I, p. 12). This is what �he Buddiui. 
expected fr_om his disciples as their first duty. 

Order ( Vin. I, pp. 73 ff.), were meant to ensure 
that only 'those :who were fit both physically and 
morally entered the Order. Only thqse actuated 
by proper motives were expeeted to bee me 

· bhi�us, .a�d cinly those who conducted themselves 
properJ�. could stay within the Order. · 

Gradually. the Order of bhikkhus · .became an 
organisation governed by disciplinary rules, as·. 
they had to Wldergo much training, . and violators 
p[ these · rules \\'ere punished in · various ways. 
·Rules were framed not all at· once but as. the occa.Sion 
de�&rtded. . Cer.t�in rule.s were formed in deference 
to . public . opinion. · As ·a re�ult, additions and 
modificationS of the I,'Ules welit on for a considerable The· Sailgha · WaS . r�pidly expanding with the 

number {)f bhikkhus increasing daily� Not only· tim_e. The original nucleus o f  these rules has 
. . . . . . �onie down. to us in a very early form under th� were · the· p_abba.-Jja and the upasa_mpada· of_ the . 

· name ·Patimokkha� contained in .the SuUavibhanga bhikkhu func�ionally separated f�om each other . 
but t}:ley actual(y beca�e two stages of the bhikkhu's section of . the Vinaya . P.i[aka. Although in its . 
iire.. The . former. constit1.1ted the admission as . ·present form there are no less than �11 rules in it, - · . iii essentiais at least the c_oll�tion goes be�k to 

. 
. . a . novice (samane.- ra), whereas th. e. _latter mea.'J:it 

· the Buddha�s oWn time. 
. · · · admission .into the siatils of a fully ordained · . 

. :bhikkhu: :u�re, it.may b� mentioned that· whenever 
. 
The : }Jhikkhus living �ithin._ a p'arti�Jular area 

. . the Buddh� as the teacher admitted
. any nw:nber · (sima) �d .to ,recite the Patimokkha· every fortnight . 

· · into . the· Order �e · al�ays us�d · the ehi · bhi!-khu. . as a fo�ulazy of confession: ··The rilles are 8J1anged · · 
. .  (come, 0 m�nk) . fqrm.ula w:ith no distinction made · i_n eight classes according to the ·degre«:l of gt�vity : 
be,tween higher and lower · . or��n!!-tion. Once _ parijji� :. � ;  sanghadise8a : 13 ; · · aniyata : 2 ;  

· . the authority ::was given to tpe seD.ior . �ciples " : nis8aggiya'·pac.ittiya·: Q0 ; ']Jiici#iya : 9.2 ; . paJidesa. 
to ordain new entrants this formula was substituted . · niya ·: 4 ; ·aekhiya : 7 5 · and ·ooh ikara'r;ta-aamatha. : 

. by t��g the r�fuge (saratulgama�). · The former .7. A good b�u had to observ� these .as long . ll,lethod, used
. ·ex�lusi�ely by · the Buddha,-·· w�. ® · as. -he · unclei::went trailling, and as long· as he w� a • 

. invitation .v;,hile the · latter was .a confession of )«:lamer .(aekh:a) • . Penalties we're·laid do:wn for the 
raith by the entra.llt. · Th� �ieparati�u of �bbaiJa . violation · of each of these 8ets of rule�;�. 

·. froin upasanipada ·seems · to · ha:ve · 'Qeen resorted. For details of these see s.v. What is given below 
to

. 
�him the admission. of new entrants became ·. is 9nly .  a 'very short summary.: . 

an 
. 
act <?f · · the · S�gha, a �a�ghakamma. �or . · · . · The �ost important. of all these rules were th�· 

. .upasampad� the bhi�khu .had to be not less than
. fo� pa.rajikas, the violatio.n pf . which invoi:ved . · . · twenty years of age ( Vin: I, P· 78 ; .s. v� UP AS�-• permane�t · expulsion from · the Orde�. These . PADA). Admission was not to be dono indiscrimi· · _were . that a . bhikk)lil �ould not indulge· in any riately. · In · order . to prevent misfit& · and . kind of sexual . intercourSe, should. _not· be guilty 

Uridesirables 'from · :entering the .Order� · a · �rson of theft, shotilq ·not deprive or cause to deprive . . . . . . . 
. . 

. had to satisfy. a ·number . Of ?Onditions. before · . & }luman b.e.iri.g of his life, and should not pretend 
· being admitted · (see · PABBAJJA for . details) . that he has super-human p�wers. The )3 aangha· · Some .. ·Qf tho� -:who entered the ·'Order later -were · diaesa rules ar" o�eilces involving . 8. pariod ·or 

·. · · 1� : qualified iiltellectually . than · the. origi.rui.l . p·enance and· reirista,tement by · the · Srulgha. The 
'Il;lembers who attained. arahantship within & ·short first five deal with -minot sexuai offences su�h aS . 
. time • .. Hence� ·thay were in need of much training touching a

. 
w�man, talking · to �e �ith erotic 

and, as t.he 
.nu.n;tber increased, . various �.ul�. and . words, OJ; acting as a go�between . . A good bhikkhu . 

. regulati:o:ils were necessary for their propeJ," .guidance_ . . · Should · not bring false accusations against anot.Ler 
Admission itself had to be controlled; The dignity bhikkhti or

. 
cause dissension in the Order. If he · �q �pect of the, bhikkhu had to Qe safeguarded. commits an

. 
offence. he ShoUld n�t refuse to undti.rgo· . Before becoming a samal)era, a person �ad to obtain . punishment and rectify himself. The tw·o ·ani!Jata 

. the c·onsent of his parents, _and had· to be not lesa {undetermin�d) rules. als.o deal with minor. eexual 
than fifteen yeaci of age and. free from disabilities. .offences. The · thirty . niasq,ggiya-paciUiya rules 
These rules .  concemmg the admission into the ·

. 
deal with offe�ces requiring expiation. These 

. . . 

. )  
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about the use of foot-wear, medicine, ·robes, and 
also metho-ds of settling disputes and conducting 
legal proceedings. 

. 
· are divided into three divisions of ten each. The 
first group (civara-mgga) deals with robes, the 
second (koseyya-vogga) with material for rugs and 
the usr:- of tnoney and Hie third (pattcn·ogrta)  \\·i th 
the bo\r i ,  medicine and robes. The bare necessit ies 

The Yinaya rules general ly regulate the external 

of the bh ikkhu are generally classified into four . life of a monk. Without such training it is . 
as clothing (cimra, which const ituted a set of impossible to develop the inner life. DissoCiated 
· · · · · · from society anq from family 'life he become� 

' three rohes), - food (pi�l(lapiita) ,  shelter (seniismw) 
and medicine (giliinapaccaya) and the rules !n this a free man, a sQn of the Buddha, living for a noble 

purjJose, which is to - put an . end to su_ ffering .. section are . mem1t to see that they oqtfi.in and use 
these in the proper way. (dukkhassa antakiriyaya). The Theravada monk, . 

. . . . · in particular, is expected to practise the Dhamma. 
Tho ninety-two piicittiya rules ani also those m seclusion until he obtains release. O�igiilally 

requiring expiation. . T!;ey deal with moral rules the : bhikkhus resided under tre�s except during • . 
such as lying, using · abusiye- language, slandering, the rainy season, but with the offering of residences 
having unsuitable de11lings with women, destroying (vihiira), first begtm by king �imbisai-a with the 
any form of life, including that of plants� and other offer of the Vehwana monastery, they could live · 
rules regulating life in a monast�ry (vihara). 'These in a monast!}ry without �ny personal hardship. 
1nclude v�rious �ules t� r�gulate the movements . Elaborate . rules were . laid down for their cons·. 
·of · a bhi�khu among ·people. As an indi,•idual tructi<:m, maiJ:lte.n,af!.qe and furnishing. 
he has. no right to t�m out a fellow-monk froin a An ' insti�ution like the . Buddhist Order of 
'�ihar�. · Contact betweeri,-bhikkh\ls and bhikkhunis . bhikkhus �as . unknown in Indi� b�fore the time · 
is regulated. . It is wrong for a bhikkhu to engage of Gautama Buddha. TheJ;e wore·, individual 
in wo..ter�sports, to drink water with living things ascetics . and ascetic · groups. but there was no · in it, or to sprinkle su·ch wa.ter ori. grass. He should organised · Order. Perhaps the B�ddha himSelf 
�ot, unless. h_e is ill, light .a fi�e to warm himself. did �ot have _ the · deliberate �tention o.f founding · 

·· Ea�esdropping and assaulting a follow��onk are . a Sangha such as. was �stabliah� later. . How�ver, prohibited . . ' Elaborate . �les. are laid . doWrt. regar· . whim the :iJ.ecessity for such an organisati�n jll'Ose, 
cling ro'bes an'd bedipread.s'and their uses (s.v. BED). . he, did his best. to base· it �n a thoro�g}l. foundatio�. 
The ·four patidesaniya rules deal with fault_s _�hat And once the· Order . was established, lie wanted: 
Rhcruld be confessed ; they are concerned with food. .every bh1kkhu to be an ideal figure, both inw�dly . 

· The · sev¢nty_-five. �ekMya · rules dea,l chi.efly W'ith · and . outwardly. The . Vinaya rilles' .are : .mainly 
. the training of a bhikk�n. They are. -mean_t to . Intended for the regularisation of the . bhikkhu's 
Tegulate� thi 'Qehaviour in his daily life and they . 01.,1tward iife, and in the form�lation of these rules. 
deal . with aspects of behiwiour su:ch as being tlie :B�ddha always �w t<> it

. 
th�t the bhikkhus . 

I pr��rly dr��ed, the observance . of va.rio�s rules · ·w�re not fumece�rily haritli�pped by observing · . . ·. \;� 
. \ of etiquette· while on begging rounds,· and Qth«;)r them . . They could' qbtain S.Ii their basic require- .

. 

·niceties of behaviour. There are also rules pres-- ments in . life without · those rules. Various . 
. . . ·. re_ stdc_.tions on food, clothing; shelter, their d�llngs. cribing . the conditions for preaching the Dhamma . 'with' others,' physical needs/ ek' w�re all meant . 

� to laymen. Propel" behaviour even in regard to for the furtherance ·of t-b,e bh_ ikkb�·s . sp. iritual 
. ' 1bodily actioJ;l.S is laid down. The severi adhiicara-r-a· [ 
. _t,samatha

_ 
-rules . are merely a classification o

_ 
f . th.e progress, for which purpose- fe had entered. the 

r Order. Even the usual practi�e . of begging for 
' · \.various ways of dealing with cases arising under alms was relaxed by granting permission to accept · 
'those rules. invitatio�i\l from the laity or'·'to accept the · food . 

. . ) . Besides ·t;hese rules meant to regulate the daily . distriht�teq PY tickets _(salaktj). fn the COurSe oftbte .
. 

·li.fe of the individual bhikkbu, ther� are others there .were further relaxations. ·and w� he� of a 

· concerning the organisation of the Order. These sto�age of food (kappiya-bhUmi) which had to be 
two were mearit to keep the bhikkhn well� . beyond the boundary of the monastery • . All these • 

· diseiplh:t�d; They are . �ontained in the sec
.
ond · innovations became necessary beQa.use _of various . 

·part of the Vin(Zya Pi(.aka called · the · KhandhG.kas contingencies that arose and 1permissio� was , 
. 

whi�h appears to be more or less an appendix· to · granted. _subject ' to . restrictions�:' The bhikkhu 
. the Suttavibhanga. These inClude the rules of was also · permittej to · benefit fu1t.y by medicai 

. adinission into the Order, rules ·
. for confession science but with . a. warning agai.Dst abuse under 

(uPosatha); for spending the retreat (vassa), rules · the pretext of illness. · Abuse of such facilities 
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seems to haye been common and tile bhikkhu;; robes, bowl, bedstead, bedspread and the rug are 
·Me repeatedly wJ.med against such behaviour . · exactly defined shows the . extent to · which . he 
(see BHESAJJA). should forgo material comfort. Even his sieep 

While the general · life · of a bhikkhu wu-s hnd tc. be limited . . He begins his day by first 
governed by Bu<idhist moral principles i).nd . the attending to his morning calls �nd then going 

. Vinaya. rules, there were certain. important . to beg his alms, which he has t.o eat before no_on. 
occasionS in a.. bhikkhu 's life requiring special This was his one meal fcir the day. · In wh�te�er 
observances. The first two were, of course,. . . . 

way he o})tained his meals, whether by begging or Pabba.jja_ an. cl. u.pasamp. ada. The · fortnightly . 
on invitation to the house of the laity, he had to be 

assembly
. of bhikkhtis known as the uposatha cont.ent with · what was offered:· . Without ' some 

was another important occasion. This required . 
. · · . genuine . reason, he was not to . dwell among . lay: 

al. 1 those. moriks living within a certain boundary people. After the meal and in · "the night, his duty 
· to come togeth�r, and even .the sick brukkhus · · · · was to st.udy the bhamm. a and eng. a. ge in the 3piritual 
were . to be re.presented by proxy. The ·. main exercises meant for him. He . had to be of service 

· . purpose of the · meeting was t4� rec:itul 9f the · . �o the lay people whenever they. sought · or ··ne.eded . Patimokkha during. which . every bhikkhu had to . 
· . . his advice. · 

admit a.ny breach of the rules committed during. 
the previous .fort�ight. · Punishments wert:) pr<;>- It was explained a.t the outset that the term 
portiona.te_- . to the . gravity of the' . offenc.e. . . bhikkhti .literally means one who begs" from . others 

.Piilimokkha was i.inportant in k�eping the bhikkhus · ot. depends pn o�hers for the simple requirem�nts . 
of his life�· and �hat .the ·term i� used in Buddhist . fully discipll.p

.
ed. It helped to · cleanse the Sangha· , · , · 

by . the 'expulsion·. ·of seriolis . . pffenqers . and by litera�ure to . mean the" . genl.lihe disciple . of . the • 
. providing the opportunity ·for regeneration for · Buddha., the ariya-savaka: . It. may be . mentioned 
those' :gwity of minor otfences. F,or . others, . it here that, .it was the term bhikkh.u that the Buddha 
.was a- constant reminder . of their respE>nsibilities. · �ed �·address�g the··first ara.hant� when lie bade : 

Another important occasion in the life of a bhikkhu" them to .spread the dhariuna (caratha bhikkhave) . .  

w� th� retreat dUI'iD.g the �ainy season (va_�sa-vasa). �any defini�ions' are . given. in . c��ent�ia.l · 
During this - period . the bhi:kkhus were · e'Xp�c4ld literature . of the .term - bhikkhu�: 

.
some of. · th�II). 

to take up a fixed abode . and · to depend� on the . . being · qUite . . fanciful. . Fcir iristance. there . is a 
hospitaiity · of ho�eho]ders fu the · neiglibo$-hood very comprehensive definition of a bhikkhu in the .· 
for their livelihood.� At· the close of the retreat: Vib'hanga cqm.nlentary ( VbhA. pp. 327-8) �here the · . · · . 
(pavara�)· they would meet together and confess . different cozinotafions. of the term, from the most 

· their ·.offences, � if they had committed any. · · · ordinary : to the most special, are. ·given. He�e 
. The �oregoirig acc"ount sho:w:s. thi,t the . bhikkhus; are . found . not . less . ·t�n:: seventeen: deflnitio'ris, .

. 

. tog"'ther with the sB.mS:i;iera.s;· constitute the Order . · viewing: the use of the term rr·om all :an:gles; . . The i. · 
. · ·aate.biishe� by the . �uddha. . Yellow:·robed · and ·first two definitionS' give the most ordinary lise. i · 
· . shaven; they live in mqnasteries in groups or alone, . of the term as popularly understo�d (8�m�niiaya)� · I 

,following the Db8.mm11- ·and . over eager to attain. · i. ·�., . as . he . who : iS- either .. designat!3d by . the 
ihelr goal. At . the .

. 
f�Bme time . they Bh�uld act people . as" a bhikkhu or he . who calls bimilelf a 

• · � gtiid� o.nd advisell to the .lay people, ai:J.d· t\:Jach bhikkhu . (pa#�naya). Next . · follow .. various. 
them . to le&f 'lives pf virtue. .  They bad to be etymol�gical plays ·on tbe ·word. · .  Thus, a bhikkhw 
. living ex@1pfes

. 
of til� Bujdhist W:ay of. Jife� · .They is

. 
so,called bocaulle he. begs his food

. 
(bhtkkhati'ti . . 

·ru:e ·neither medieto�. h!'lt.ween some unseen power . bMkkhu). TP.E) neJ:et · definitio� . enlal'ges on· th� · . 
and human beings por are · t�ey posse5sora of any 

. 
same . · theme . and" · a:ppeais . •  to . be moi:e . .  �r . 

n:iystic · power wherf}by they can change - another . descriptio� .· of .. the )racti�e 6f • begging�, . 
Ill�'S' desti11y. B,��oti.ncing all attach�ent to rather than · that of · a. . bhllckhu: Wbethe� 
8ense-plea.sures, . tbpy lead the Buddhist way of .a bhikkhu begs his needs < because such was - t� 
life, the lifll of p:urity .  (brahmatar"iya). : Through . practice of previous ·Buddhas or· because it is :P.- · . 

. moral purity ,(Biljl) they · �ttairi serenity of. mind ma�k of . bhikkhriship or because he is ·dependel:l� 
. (aamadhi) which in turn leads "to wisdom " (paf!.iiii), on' others for his livelihood or. because he pra�tis� ·. 
��ting in the . fulfilment of their- quest in the , bhikkhuship for the sake of the morsel.!} of fo(,d 
attainm�nt of '�lease (v'imutti). The bhlkkhu's he <;>btains thereby, wl!ateve� the reason . is, he � is · 
way of life .may be ascetic; out this asceticism is designated a bhikkhu "becauSe he resorts to .tJJs 

· aiM-discipline · Q.nd · not se4"-illorlifica�ion. The practice. Then follows p. more fanciful expl�nat.\on 
:f�t that. even the size and material .of his hut, a.Ccording to which one .is so called a.. bhikkhu 

. . • ' 
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be<:;ause. he wea.rs rag-robes, (bhinnapa{adharo'ti conquer/3d not · only all these but also all taintf! 
bhikkhu) . A long account i(> given of what a rag- and torments (kilesa and saittapa) .  According 
robe is. The next definition is of doctrinal signi- to the next definition, a bhikkhu is so-culled because 
n"ance. A bf) ikkhu is one who breaks off all · his he has broken seven t hings, whic.h more or less 
evil. tendencies ( bhindati piipake akusale dhamme'ti . come under .t_he fetters (sarrzyojana). A,s · the 
bhikkhu) . This definition refers to the Buddhist . person who has broken · the fetters is an arahant, 
saint who progresses in stages to the state of an . he is the · completely cooled · one (abhinibbuta). 
arahant: In each of the four stages of sainthood, · The true . bhikkhu is never a boaster (akatthi), 

· beginning fiom sotii.patti, he. gives l.lP certain kinds . he never .shows off ( viko,tthi) . The text enurpera� . 
of defilements · until be is completely purified . a long .list of things which a pseudo-monk would 
\n the last st.age of a�ahantship. · ·(For detaqs see boast. about. 

Control of the s(lnse-organs is .the groundwork 
of good charu.cter, �nd this is the fo�datio� on · 
which the . spiritual training . of the true bhikkhti: . . 

· depeO:ds. In describing this aspect of the bhikkhu'� . 
life, th(l lrfaMnidd�ssa (ibid. p. 130) defines him as the 
one who live3 . with his ·senses under control and 
the epithet pa#linacara·. is used to convey this 

. sense. : · Th� word · mean11, 'a leader (sE;.\ha) while 
· · · the ara?ant is described as he who·. has · cont�olled who . do . not belong to . either of these divisions' his serises. (pafiliiu:i) . . Ife whose mind . lS . well 

ARAHAN'I'. )  This is an example of the use ofthe 
.t�rm bhikkhu . to mean the ·. Buddha's disciple 
i� any �tag� of sainthood fr.om ordinary bhikkhu
ship . to arahimtship. -: Tlfe next . two definivlODS 
�!so deal wi ph the same therrte . of the . destruc�i<m 
of !lefilemeflt'S

. 
f�oin ·a differ�rit angle. ·. The next . 

two · definitions· distinguish ,between the arahant 
and the nop-a�hat (sekha a.nd asekha) �nd apply_ 
the term }Jhikkhu· to. qoth ' in<!ividuals. Those 

and �ho never _attempt to diScipline themselve.s under c�mtrol _ will . have all his pther seD.ses . easily 
by livirig _tl;e higher life (brah·maea�(ya) are referred . · contNlled. Th�;Jrefore the · true disciple, jn w�t. 
to· as bhik}mus of_ the. co�mon sort (putthujjana• ever work he is engaged, will not· allow his mind 
bhi�khu)� A bhikkhu is called chief (agga), becau!ie .

. 
to dw�ll on · uruiui.table 0bjects ; he . guards his . · : he has achieved complete success �ith reg�:�,rd to inind from its wandering (tato tato -cittar{l,. pil4iliyant"i . . sila, . · samiid, hi; · panil_ a an_ · d vimutti.' He. is good · · tena kiirattena pa#li·1iacarii vuccimli _sattasekkM) • . (bhadra) , because· he. has freEid himself .f�om all the. · Wb;atever be h1s posture. he ·always guardS . his · evirtcndencies that beset him. · He is bes� ·(ma!l4a)t · · · · . . "mind against . evil , tendencies _and, getting rid of · · · · cal��d (pasanna) and flawless .(anavua). · : . 
all - his defilements, . he b�comes a bhikkhu in th� 

One f!tet that clearly · emerges from the_ above real
. 
se�e of the term · (sabbaso ·bh�nna-kile:1atta 

. · definitionE3 is that the a.pplication of the term p1.ramattha_to bhikkhu nama : UdA. : p; -206). Thus 
. bhikkhu has bee� quite wide. ·· I.Ii the first . place, the Order of.bhikkhus consists ofthe eigpt groups 

. 

. : any- person who has satisfied . the necessary . . of no.ble �clividuals endowed with correct Views, . 
con�itiops · became a · bhikkhu. ·· . But, · � . is . morality and the other moral and spiritual qualities 

· summarised at · the end · Q{ the ·. above · passage expecte.q . of · 'a. true recluse · (bhikkhusanghant� · 
in the . Vibhanga comine!ltary, . the word is . of .wide di!thi-sila-siimanffena . sangaf47[1· . a!f.ha-ariya�puggala
application in : con�eying doctrinal co�cepts. It . . samuh�rp. : · ibi<i 288-). A true bhikkhu's mind ' is · 
can be used to denqte a:ny of the seven . kin_ds always · cahn and Unperturbed . . His , thoughts . 
. of noble disciples (saUa-sekhii) · who have attained are .clearly conceived (an1vila-sa1ikappa). · No .evil 

· the first three paths and their fruitions (i. e., .· .thought enters his min!! . (kile:Ja-kalussiyiib�va : ·  
sotapaUi-ma�ga • . and phG,la, · sakadagami-magga . .  Vvu A. p. �9). . 
and phala, aniigami-inagga and phala) and :the path 
only of · the arahant (arahanta-magga). However, 
next it is

. 
said that those who :  have attained to 

. the fruition of .'tbe last · stage ' (arahatta-phala) 
and . are . therefore complete "arahants . are . also 
designated by this term; · 

The whole concept of the Buddhist bhikkhu, 
both in the moral a�d spiritual aspects, -� epitomi�� 

• . in . the Bhikkhu-vagga of the Dhamnia�da . (vv • .  
360..,82). · The �mpli�is • is . undoubtedly . on self- .·· 
discipline, without. which p�ogress ' and . release 
·are . impossible. A true .· bhikkhu aJwaj•s kEjeps · 

There aFe some more definitions of the bhikkhu his s®se-doors · �ell-gi.Iarded,  -� � d . it is he who 
. at Mahiiniddesa (Nd.I,  pp. 70.:.72). · 'l'hes� are almost · wins release from ·suffering e.S his destiny ·(aab6attha 

entirely ethical ari:d doctrinal. . ·He is called cal.med · sq,"rrtvuto bhi.kkhu sabbadukkha pamuccdti). E�er 
(o?anta) because . he has calm{ld qown all the evil eng�ged in spirit�! exercises (�jjh ttarata), tJ,e i� 

· . . tendencies of his �in d . . Such evil states of .mind con. tented. KnO.wing the Dha:tnm� well, he always 

. are ·g1ven in a long . list. A true bhikkhu ."has · speaks words that are wise and pieasant. ·· His 
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joy i& tpe Dhamma ; he finds deiight in it, and h� 
is ever· mindful of it, and as such he never falls 
away from it. As he li �·os in complete· content
ment and without em·ying .. ; ihi.,rs and in perfect 

purity (lflulclhii.jiva), he is praised even by the gods . 
· Understanding existence merely · as an assemblage 

ordinations, by satisfying the· various conditions 
necessary .for each st�ge under the qiscipline of . 

· the piitimokkha (piitimokkh.a-saJ!l'l.'a.ra-Sa1J?.VUto), h� 
bec:omcs a nev; (na;:a) bhikkhu and rema.ins so 
for five years after upa.sampada ; from five to ten 
years he is · a middle (majjhima) bhikkhu arid with 
ten .or more years, he is b!J.l!ed a thera {elder) bhikkhu, . 
proVided, of eourse, he progresses towards his goal. 

· of the aggregates (khandha)
·
,. he gives up all ideas 

of 8 self and .�vhen it breaks up he does not grieve. 
Orily such .Ei. oqe · can come to the . happy state 
which is. permanent . .  The human bod ; is compared The continuance of the . Buddha's religion is

. 

to ·a boat filled with the waters of >nong . belief mainly . due to his having established the Order 

and defilcm6nts, and the bhikkhu is ·asked to of monks whose avowed pJ¥pose was putting 

empty it so ·.· that it may travel lightly to an end. to suffering. There was no need for a. 
. 

Nib?an·a. Fro in another point· of. v.iew, he is bhikkhu: to . strive after ariy extraneous . goaf. 

asked to trend .the pat-h t� arahf).ntship by cutting Emancipation �f heart and mind and the cUiti
off the ten fetters (see· SA¥YOJANA) and develop- vatioil of love �nd knowledge were td· be his . aim. 

. . ing faith, manliness� . �in(l.fulness, meditation and ' . Leading the ljfe of a true bhikkhu lS not easy; . 

wisdom: The true bhikkhu is he who has crosSed It i� not mere asceticism. which is comparatively 
the . flood· (r:ghatirttta) . The b

.
hikkhil wh� is easy. in relation t?· the exacting n·abire of the 

negligent · with regar J to his duti .. s is. doomed to positive . achievement . .expected of . a Buddhist 
suffering. · Without meditation; he cannot �btain monk, A person who follows mere ascetic practices · 
wisdom (panna natthi · ajhiiya,_;).. 'l'he bhikkhu; . . .  : is Jooke� \n · to as � holy · man by the · common 

�ho, unto l;i�self .and . 
with . a tranquil heart, . people . .  This . . was 1Vhy Devadatta and others . ' . 

' engage8 ·in intr9speetion, is 'said t,o enjqy a super- requested . the Buddha to . increase 
. 
the . se�erity' 

h ,.nlan kind of delight . as a ... i-esult of. his under� of his discipline . . The Buddha not only r�fused' · 
standipg . . The advice given. to those bhikkhus the request but · also. d cliri.ed to maim obligatory . 
who,. being. of. lei'ser inteliect,' find it . difficult to · the �scetic . practices· kri.�wn as · dhtanga (q. v�)� 

. abide' ·by the. Dha�ma . is th
.
at they should . Rejection of fal!?e asceticism (Bilabbata�pariimliaa), . 

. put fo:r:th· effort and exarfline themselves and take : which is one ' of the sarp,ypjarias; is a pre."req1,1isite 

. remedial measures for their. lapses. 
. . 

· for a 'bhikkhu� . The· Buddha never wanted· his 
. . . . . . . . bhiklt4uS to fOllo\V a.ny Of .th. e l:riea_.ningl .. ·e. ss. e�cesses 

In .explaining who a wise man .is,· Buddhaghosa, 
at the beginning : of his Visuddhimagga., identifies of a.sGeticisrn. · Unlike .the· JainS1 arid others who . 
such ·0. person wit.h the. ·genuine l:Jhikkhu. A wise -

· went about naked; he wanted the bhikklius to be' · 

man 'is the one . who, after establishing · iri virtue, . · completely a�d 
.
decent! Y · clad. They 'we�e. to use 

develops . his mind and insight, ardently . �nd 
. ·a. simple begging bowl, 

.
without collecting ·  food · 

sagaciously : (atap( nipako bhikkhu). : This is the . in their hands. ·. EvE;�n the colonr of the robes; 

true'.' bhikkhu . who perseveres to put an· end to . 
dull .. orange . (kasiiva), was quite unorna�entii.I. ' : ·  

suffe��ng. In, this· particular contm't it would seem The Vedic brahman sought release through. sac�ifice · 
quite unfair to quote Buddhaghos.a ouf of . context, · (yiiga), the non-:Suddhist ascetic thro.ugh as�eti�ism . 

and sn.y that he explains the terni bhikkhu
.
inerely 

(�,PM), put the Buddha ancf hjs followers �ought if 

as one who sees fear in sarpsiira· (sarp,siire .bhtzyarp, through lniowledge, · the :. at
.
tainment · of which · 

ikkhatHi bhikkhu:· l' ism. i, §§ 7,43) . · Etymologically . is the aioi of t�e. bhikkhti. · The . Or<l�r bf bh.ikkims 
a,s . well as· phonologi�ally, it might not be eor�ect · has teen a group of religious me� who believe that . 

but semasiologieaily · who. else is a .bhikkhu other - the . higher . life �annot be liv�d a.�ong ho��pold . 

. than the · one who .sees fear hi saipsara ·and. tries · . cares, and· ·therefore . combiiie· to f9rm .an Order .
. 

. to get Qver it ? · It. m�y be that . Buddhaghosa ·"where they are relieved of· c8.re for. food a.�d 
. forgot . the original meaning of ' begging ' connected. 

raiment, where thEly . can really · take �o thought. · 

. with t�e �wd and wanted to see a deeper meaning · . for the morrow and· firrn the cheek to the smiter •. . 
in it. . . They were riot a corporation of priests a�d they . 

In the Pi(ak� the sto�k phrase which describes the 'going-f�rth ' of . a. bhikkhu can be rendered 
into English as · 'having gone forth from ·home 
;to · hom�less��ess' · (agdra�a· . anagiir·iyaf'!' · p�ba
jitvii). After goii1g through the lower and higher . 

had no political aiins: . . Any free · man, unlesS his : ·. , .. · 
parents or the state had a. c!ahn on tim and unless · · 
he SUff�red from certain. diseases, was admitted" 
(Charles Eliot, . Hindu� and Buddhi8m, London, 
1921 ,  I, p. 243). -Anyone who is not satisned is ·at 
liberty to .�;eturn to 'the lay llfe at any time. 

i j 
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One significa�t . feature regarding the bh.ikkhv
sangha is that aJmissio� into it is not restricted by 
castr · barriers. \\'herem; caste-d istindions pia _vorl 
an important part in thq rel igiom; l ifo c,f the 
briihmans, in Buddhism the rank of anyone; 
whet her a bhikkhu or a layman, was decided not· by 
birth but by worth. • A bh ikkhu as a membrr of 
the Order bcromes o11e with the r.est, like the water 
of tho rivers that fall " into tho .ocean. He . loses all 
hiR social diRtinctions the · moment he enters the 

. Order, and the Dha:rhnw. uud the Vinaya constitute 
his real teacher. He. has . to .. show respect to 
his supnriors and got t.heir advice but his salvation . 
�)rpcnd,s on hiR seJf.cuJt\Jre and he must stand Of 

·Jnll h imself. The J:>hikkhu , u�lih the brii.hm�n, 
i'R not a priest: The . former is made, whereas the 
h;tter is · horn . . A briihmaa is always a brahman, · 

. but a· bh ikkhu ean be unmade easily if by h is be· 
haviour ho. mnkes · himself unworthy of remaining 
a bhikkhu: . Only when a bhikkhu is . well-.;et on 

This was n:ore or less a. reaction again�t the clois· 
tored lifo of the Therav!tda bhikkhu;who was accused 
of a kind of spirit,.w,! ogoism. Wh1.1tev&r it me.y be, · 
w!w,t t.he true ideu.l of the hh ikkhu is oxpiained in tho 

. following '\"CrSe$ of the D/�ammaprzda : 

He ,�ho wears the yellow robe 
While · worldly passions · uncontrolled · . . . 

· 1'3 yet unworthy, of his cloak. 
But he who puts i:nvay all taints 
Is wel!-estQ.blished. in the Good 
' Tis he deserves the yellow-robe. 

(Dhp. ·vv. 9-10) 

.Most �f whs.t has bel}n' said. here . applies, · mutatis · 
mutandis, to bhikkhunis or mms. For · detailS, . 
however, see under BHIKKHUNi and SANGHA. · . .  

A. G. S. K. 

t}].e path o( progress. ·and purity does he b�come fit . . BHIKKHUNI (Skt.. Bhik�ul').i), female mendicant; . 
to .guide others. Therefore, alt}lough he iives out- almswoman or D.� of the �ud�t monastic Order, 
side organised soci�tY.: h.e lives above it &nd only knoWn by that name on account. of �heir habit of . 
then can h� see the co'nflicts and sorrow� to which . begging for alms. The W<;>rd is derived from the Pali 
the . orc;linary hunian :being .is. subject, arid with this verb bhikkhati (Vedic, bhik§ate .;. Sanskrit, b.hik§ati} 

. urider'stii.nding he .bebomes a perfect guide-to others. ·. which means 'to beg' (for' alms). . M;any fanciful . . 
Such a bhikkhu can: imd should· lead a life of 8ervice d�finitions. of the word bkikkhu, applicable alSo · 

. . tO others, those of :lesser intellect and 9-�ipliii.e; to the word ·bhikkuni, . occur .· qequ�mtly. in the 
In this sense a bhikkhu does not retire from the cotturientaries (PED. s. v:.). Female mendicants. 

. world. . H� should not b� mdifferent to the . woes of of the Jahia Order, too; 'were knoWl.l by . th� term 
mankhld. His servi.ce should be through the gift of · · bhikklmni, : .though other . tenns . like niggaiz.IM, . 
the Dhamma, whicl{ is said to exceed all ot�er gifts: · siihut�oi ·and ajja were also u8ed (S. Bhalachandra Deo, 

.One of the dikmmas (ubhatokotika-pa·ii�a) in .the · · HisiariJ. o{Jaina Monachism, Poona� 1 956, P· 467). 
· Fur. ther, the reii.gto.us literature.· · o. f the J. a. mas shows . · MiUndapa1i.ha . · is whether it . is . correct for. th& . 

sotapanna layman to show respect to a samai]era or that wonien l�ving the'· hou.Sehold iife to. becom� 
nuns was· not a novelidea coi:l.fin.ed only to Bqddliism . to a D.on�sotaparma bhikkhu (puth.ujjana-bhikkh'IJ.).  

. ·<iurn;_g· the p· e. riod �.hen Buddhism arose .. in· fudia. In an�er to this, Nagasena· gives twenty . qualities · · As. more and more WJ:nnen 1. eft household-lifa to· · (all ethical) and two external . characteristics · (i.e., . 
become nWlS during . the life-tim� of. the Bud�a . yellow robe and tonslire) that g.o to make a bhikkhu · . 
and of . Mahft.vii-a, both religious systems founded . .  · and alSo giv.�s ce�tain reasons why the conduct on 

. the·part of such a iayman in not showing r!lspect is 
. not wrong. · Here� the concept of bhikkhu as ta.kon 

by NAgasena is ruor� or less th�t of an arahant .o� at · 
least one who is on the sure way to becoming an . 

· arahan�. l:{owever, the conclusion of his argument 
is r;otewqrthy in' that he says that if a layman were 
to bE)come an aral�ant he should either become a 
bhikkhil immediately . or else he would pass away 
(Miln. pp. 162-4). 

In con<ilu'sion it may be added that· in Mahayana 
Buddhism ·the importance. of the bhikkhu has b�en 
som!Jwhat diminished by the . bodhisattva ideal · 
which encouraged · everyone to become a Buddha. 

by them came to have . a bhikkh?J,ni:sail.gha, . or 
Order of nuns, systematised on· . n10re or less the. 
same lines. 

The fust woman . to . be ordained .in Buddhism, 
thus becoming a bhikkhtini, was . Mahapajapati 
Gotami, aunt .and foster-mother of th6 Buddha. · 

. It was after Gotami's ordination and also of her 
·five . bu�dred followers, all . Sii.kiyan ladies, that . 
ot.her women came to be �rda.ined, thus forming the · · 
·bhikkh.unisaitgha; the Order . of · nuns. According 
to the· Ouliavagga of the Vinaya P#aka ( Vin. II, 
pp. 253 ff.), after the deatli of her husband, king 
Suddhodana, Mahapajii.pati G�tami went to the 
Buddha when he was at Kanilavat.thu a.nd asked ' 
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him to · allow women to ' go forth from home to 
h?melessne8s. ' . The Buddha rejected the . req_uest 
up to the third ·time. Then , f;ubsoquentlr, when 
the Buddha ho.d gono from En.pibmtlhl l t o  Yesiili 
she. followeu him tl:tere with se\-ewl other Siikiyan 
ladi�s, haYing _had her hair CUt . off . and . donned 

-saffron robes. They ·stood \)l,lt.side the ent,rance 
of th� monastery with swollen foot oovorod with 
dust, sad . and sorrowful; weeping and . · in .tears . · 
.Ana�da, who saw her . �nd listened to her story, 
·want to the Buddha �nd pl�aded· with him. to agree 

to her request. ·Even for tho t!1iid _time tl�e Buddha 
rofused. Then . Ananda, th;nking of a different 

( 3) Every half month a nun should ask frqpt 
the Order · of monks the tir.ne for the observance 

( 11posatha) and exhortation (ovdda).  

(4) At the end of the rainy season .a nw1 should 
ask pardon before both Orpers · for any. fault seen, 
heard 01' . su·spected. 

. 
. 

. (5) A nim; 
.
offending aga.inst any of these 

important rules, must submit herself to a special 
discipline (manattha) for half a month before botb . ' • 
Or.derS. : . · . · ·. · · 

(6)· A nun .should .train her;:�elf in the six rli.lesx · · 
for . two· years · and . th�n · should seek ordination . · 
from both, Orders . 

(7) In'n9 w:ay should " a nun 4buse. or revile a monk •. 
. plan, put ·the quest.ion to the Buddha, ' ;Are women; 
Lord. when they have gone forth from household
life . and entered the hom·eless state under the . . · · · (8) Monks could admoniah nuns but nuns should . 
doctrine and discipline proclaimed by the Blessed . · not admoni�h monks. 
One, eapable of realising the Jruit of. stream-
. attaininent or the fruit of on,ce-returning or the 

. . 
No t�ainiilg period of two years was . required 

fruit . of non-ret'ilrning ·or perfection ?" When · of Mahapajiipati .Gota.� as _ laid down iri · the 
the Buddha· replied . in the affirmative, Ananda sixth rule, for the Bud,dha decl�ed that the v�ry · 
made _his . -plea again; . Ultimately, the Buddha acceptance of the eight rules by her . amounted . 
granted . the _ · reque8t· . of · .Mahii.pajii.pati · Gotami · to her ·ordination. This privilog� was . �so. granted · 
on liar promise to accept eight iixiporta.nt rules · to the five hundred Sii.kiyari ladies ·who accompanied 
(garudhamrna) to. qualify her for · ordinatiqn_ or 

.
. her. But, _normally,_ ·. · a 

.
prooationer, . before She .· . 

going forth (pabbajjii) as well." as for higher ordi. . began the two years trainipg in the ._ .. six r��s; 
nation (u];asampadii). · Eve� · after graD,tillg �uch · had · .to . obtain the agreement about t�ainmg 
permission, the Buddha is said to h�ve toiq Arian$, . (aikkha-sammf4i). When con�ent is . grant�d by 
as ineritioned in the same text .that a� a �esult of . . the : Order, she . has · to prm:nise · expreasiy : '' I · 
w:op1en ento�g the Order, · ihe- Dhamma and · undertake. a·s im invioJable vow, to abstain fr6m · 

Diseipline· p�oclamied by the Buddh�. which �ould k,illing any ·- living creature dqring tw() y�ars, :, not : . 
ot4erwise h�ve 18.\>ted for· a thci�nd ·yea�; wo�d · to:. ste·al/to collliQit no unc�tity, not to lie, to . · 
l�t only for five hundred·· years. ·'faking ·. the

. drink no intoxicating beverages and not · to eat. 
n�mbers rather figuratively, it could be sur�ised at· forQiddeii h01.11"S� \ i.e� between noon and

. 
th� 

. that. the Buddha fore�w tlie .eariy decadence of tiie
. 

· break of dawn. next d�y • . , It does .not app� · . 
Dhamma and the Vinaya h� ·had proc!�imea as a compulsory._ for a nun to sever· her ties with the 
result of women gaining admittance

. 
into the Order. world during the ·probationary period · (Vin . . IV, . 

_-Though the abo�e. ·account of �he Vinaya �#aka ·p.?34); though most . did. ·.- !3h_e generally. live� . · · 
. . does n�t give any reasons for this prediction of in a. nunilery during . this period . under . . t�le care . 
the B�d�a, later liter�ry w:orks, like the P.ujiivaliya, of S.n experienceq nun, ·atte�ding upon her arid 
(a 1-3th cent; Sinh�lese [Ceylon} work by Mayiirap�da �raining herself in the . abc; . r�es. A probationer : 

· . thera) state: that the Buddha's . reluct<mce and 1s usual�y . bown by the term . si_kkhamii.nii. · 

prediction originated in the ficlde nature or"wozp.�n. . At th� end o� the period _ of two years she becomes 
a novice · (samat�-eri) obsezyil}g the t�n precepts. 

'The ·. eight i.IDport�t . rules (garudhamm_a) . that_ 
Mahapa.j_apati Gotanii. had to abide by to . It w� only after ob t�ining . �ig�er or�atio� 
reeeiv�. ordination and which " later' all. women . (upasampadii.) that a novice becomes a full-fledged · 
had to foll0W �9· conditions to . eritE.'Ir " the . Order bhikkhuni.. 'Vith the higher ordinatio:n a nun . .  
are as follows· :-: . ·quits the noviciate and registers herself as a senior, . · 

. . shouldering : the . . extra . duties or " teadhing and . . 
. ( 1 )  .. A bhikkhuni, . even if she. is � hundred years · · · - instruction, thenceforth devoting herself. with . old .shoul.d resp��t a bhikkhu howev�r younger he is. greater· �pplication tO .t he .exercise of m�ditation. · 

·(2) A bhikkhuni must not spend the rainy. season . As �;·B. Horner·( Women Under Primiti�8· Buddhism 
in a· locality where there . are no monks. . 

. London, Routledge, 1930, .P· 144) ob�erves, " "th� 
. 1 viz::, the �v�· pr�cepts (pa iicarUa) and absti!1ence froii) food during r6rbidden �ours • .  
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upasampada initiation _was a matter of very deep remain silent, she is proclaimed to be . ord�ined 
seriousness and moinentous importance, since by the Order of monks. t1,nd h·x•omes a full-fledged 
it meant quitting the novitiateship and registering bhikkhuni after obtain ing. higher (:rrlirw.tion from 
as . a . senior, shouldering the extra duties of both sections of tbe ·order. To . her ar0 then 
teaching and instruc.tidn ; and thenceforth devoting . explained .three of the four requisites, . namely, 
a greater application to the. exercise of meditation." food, . clothing and medicine. Tlie other . requisite 
. As such, · the novice who seeks higher ordination allowed to monks, namely forest-dwelling, is 
bad to answer twenty-four . questions and both not allowed to nuns probably .because it was not · 
sections of the Order had to . be satisfied · before safe for nuns to be alone in forests, a8 was evident 
higher ordination was. granted.- . Of these twenty- . in the . case of. Uppalaval)I.Jii. ( l'in. III;· p. 35). 
four questions, eleven were about gynnecological Further, a nun is told the eight things whioh 

· deformities arid five w�re �bout diseases, �amely, should not be done, the indulgence of which would 
. leporsy, . boils, eczema, CO)lSUmption B:nd epilepsy. co�etitute a gra�'e t.ransgression ( Vin. II, PP� 272 ff:). ·. 

The other questions !i.re 8.8 follows :_:_"�e you 
. 
· They are indulgence in sexual. intercourse, stealing, .  · 

a human being ? Are yol.i a woman ? Are you . kliiing, claiming spiritual attainment, consenting . 
a free woma� ? ·Are you . 'dtl;lciut debt ? . Are you to · have intercourse with a man, hiding a. grav�· · 
free . from royal · service ? Have you received . the · offence 'of another nun, accept_ing the guidance 
consent of yo�r pa�ents. and . husband .? Have you of a. rporik · wh� is suspended by the Order . and · · · 
complet€d- twent.y · yMts of age ? Do you have lritentional. violation of .rules with evil · desires . 
. a 'bo;,i and robP.S ! What is yoUr name ? What· 
i� . the mi�e of . yo'!f woman-proposer 1 ( Vin. . . As time passed other niles came to be formulated ·. · · · · · · for the discipline and guidance of bhikkhunis . . II, p. 271 f.). . . . . . . · . . . . Once, . in ·:reply to a .question by . Mabapajii.pati · 
. . At . �he beginning-· the privilege o( questioning · GOta.nil, ( Vin. II, p. 258) the ·Buddha said that · 
the no�ice and ·granting her higher ordination when the rules for nuns were siniilar to those .· \\;as ve�ted in .the hands of the monks ; but,' later. ·.· ' laid doWn: for monks, the nun& . should· obey them 
due to certain complications that· . arose, this in the ;SI!@e way as the monks diq; and _when they . ·• 
privilege · was .· tr��;nsferred to experienced �d · were · not ·similar. 'they should act as laid ·down. , 

. competent nuns who had to do it in the presence . · The Vinaya Fi(aka makes it clear that ·:some of 
of both sections of the Order, . separately� . The the rules la:id .down for nuns are . quite 'similar 
proeedwe followed was."Vecy �ystem�tlc. Having to th�se prescribed for monks. Some ofthe . _ •. PreViously been informed through . an expt:lrienced rtiles 'that are . meant for nuns; as they appear 
arid competent

. 
nun, the novice coiPes before the ill the ViTUJYa Pit<;ika are �s followS :-A 1:>hikkhw1i 

Order wit� her uppe� robe draped o� one shoulder� . must �ot collect ·more than. one : alms bowl in 
She then bo�s down at the feet of the nuns and . a viliara ; a thing given to a bhikkhi.mi for some · sits

. 
dow� on . he�. h�unches with . join�d .paJm� .· · pM>ose sh�uld . be u�ed for that p�ose only ;  

and · asks for ordination, · saying, " I ani asking ·. 8 bhikkh1mi must JlOt accept paddy ; . must not · · · .. the Order· for ordina. ti�n. ivio.y · the Order raise · · · · · · · Ids hr h · throw impurities on the roads and fie t oug . 
me up' out · o( compassion.'; . This is 'repeated the windows ; �mst riot participate in:. dancing, · thrice. Then, . the experienced .and . competent · · · · · t lk singm·. · g. imd instrum.· ental music ; must not · a. · nun puts the· i�enty-fciur questions to the novice 
in · the presence of the Order 9f nuns . . · When the . . with ari.y pers�m in the dark or in �·. cornered . p�ce 

. . · · · · · or in the moonlight or · in a public street_ �r at .questions have beep answered· �atisfactorily the 
· · · · · · cross-roads ; she should · not bat_he naked. · �o · senior nun . . asks the Order of nuns · . throe . times . ed :.J · bhikkhuni. s sh. o�ld not · lie on the .same b �nu. ·· · whether they consent to the novice being ordained; · 

a�d, if so� to. re�ain · sile1it, put to_ speak out if cover their bodies with t�e srune covering. If 
a bbikkhuni falls . ill, lier compailion· should. nurse 

· a.ny on� dissents. If all remain silent, the novice · · · A . . h . her br see that �he is n1irs�d by otherS. . is proclaimed ordained by the Order of nuns. S e . 
bhikkhuni should not drive out ano�her bhikkhuru. - · .·. · is iJDIIlediately · brought before the Order of monks 

dreS®d in the same manner and a similar pr<?cedure to whom she has given shelter . . She should not_ · 
· · · h 

· 
bl. d · 

.
ass

.
oc· 1;ate berseli with a househol_ d�r or . a .· house-is repeated. A senior tnonk informs t e asse� e . · · · ·. holder's son; During the ra.i.Ily season she must. · monks that the. riovice wishes ordination, that . ·. · · · · · ·no. t tra�el fr�m · p. lace .to place . . . A bhikkhuni she had been cleared in relation· to twenty-four 

matters and that she has_ been ordained on the · must not go to see a palace, a royal garden, picture 
side of the Order· of nuns. :The monks · are :then gallery, pleasUre gar(len or tank having beautiful 
asked if . they agree to her ordination If all flowers, etc. A bhikkhuni inust not learn. any art · 
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tor her ·livelihood. She must not enter a monk's vv. 18 ff.), ·in the reign of Deviinampiya. Tissa. 

dwelling Without. his permission. She sho�ld . (circa 250 B.C.-2 10 B .C.), in whoSe time Buddhism . 

not be att-ached to f\ny . particular family. She was introduced into the country by Mahinda . 
must not put on ornaments or til.ko her ba.th in thera. It began with the pabbajjii (ordination) . 
perfum� "Water. . She must not take · her . seat of queen Anula ·and one .thousand other w6men 
in the presence of a. bhikkhu without his permission.. by the theri Sangha.mitta, sister of the great thera . 
She sho.uld not go out· alone at night. If a. pers�n Mahinda.. _Anula and her , companions accepted · .  

senda presents with evil motives to any bhikkhuni · the �en precepts under the ,
.
guidance of Mahinda. . . · 

and if she. knoWingly accepts them, the bhikhhun-i · · and, wearing yellow . .robes, resided in . a �\lnnery 

will be guilty of -a smighridisesa · (q. v;) offence. built for them by the king, a�a.iting the. ar�iva.l 

There . · were other . rul�s . laid · down. with .  the . . ·ofSailgha.mittii. (Mhv. xviii, vv. 9 ff. ; xix, vv� 68 ff.).l 

intention of keeping . the mo�s and mms
. 
·apa,rt, . Another nunnery known as · Hatthii.Jhaka-viha.ra 

. imposing several . restrictio�s on ·the exchange waa coqstructed . by · king_ Devairampiya. Tissa 

· of foo� dress and other articles ·between th�m. · himself for the use of the theri Sailghamitta
. 
(.Mhv. 

Just as in the case. of monks, there was �- regular xix; .v�. 77 ff.). The construction of more ntiflneries . 

. pattern in the everyday life of mms. In · the . in · �ylon in later ti�es, e.g., in the · reig� 'or 

momi.D.g they went begging for ahns an:d had king Mogga.llana I . (491-..508 . A .C.), .Aggabodhi 

-their meals . before midday . .  Then · they withdrew· IV (667-:-683 A.C .) and Ka.ssapa IV' (898-914 A. C.) 

for m6ditatioii and engaged iii. preaching .  and �aye been 
. recorded .in the .ll:fahava�a . (Mhv. · 

learning and .attending discourses in·· the evening; xxxiX, v. 43 f. ; · lii, v. 24) . .  The Dipa.varft,sa- (Dpv. · 
_The nuns·also took part in the ceremonies connected. xviii, vv. 1 1  fi.) gives a Ii�t of names of nWl.s . that . 

· . With ·the rainy reason . (tassa), · �ch _as· upol?atha, . caine from ' mdia. . to Ceylon and oth�r . ritiD.B in 

· p(ivaratm arid k�hina._: They did not haye . man:y Ceylon who taught. the .Vinaya. : Th� · MahavamBa · 
domesti� duties ·and they subsisted largely on ·the· (Mhv; xxvi, v. 15 .f.)·, too, .states that · a. hlin�d: . 
charity · of the laity • . NumierieE;I were , built for tl,l�)u8a.nd - :  bhikkburus .atk;nded· .. 

· the consecmtio� · · · · 

· · ; _ them also · by . . kings especially because 'they ·were · . cereniony of·. �he Ma.ricavatti-�ihiira. Ne�ertheieasi . 
. not Permitted _to dw�ll,in the forest ( jr in. iv, p; 264;): the nufuber of bhikkhtinis in Ceyion . would . hav� . . 

. . The . laity_ ptoV:ided them with · roh�s· which always been: Gori.Siderably_ sma.llet . t�an that of the · 

. _col).Sisted · of a. cloak (civara); the < oute� robe · bhikkhus,, a.nd �he ·P,art
.
played by .them in .s90iety,'· 

· . (uttarasatiga), ·�he iDn�r robe (i:mta�a-vt:isaka). a!\d . · too, was much less hnportant. . References· .to the · 
e.lso. a bodice (-samkacchika). : . · · . . · · . cons.truction .of nUUiie:ries · by ku;gs spow that the . .  

The · eight .- ,imnor�nt' rules ·t· ·d b · .instituti.on· ·of bhikkhunis in Ceylon continu�d .for :· · 
. t' . men 1one a ove 't 1 . . . 

�ow cl�arty that .the Order of -�� w�s kept . 
qw_ e a ong . t1me. The_ Order has ·13ince beco�e · 

m �ntbordill.aticn to. the. Order of in<mks. Further, 
· extmct,

_ 
though ·no ;definite date as - to when th1s 

it Wa.s noticed that ·a ·nun's higher.ordin t' · · happened. could be gtven . . It was not restored even· 
. a 10n was . h th � . . 

c.omplete on}y when she had �btained the corillr.' - w en 
. 
e · up_

a.sampa4a. of monks was restored in 

mation of the Order of monks. But yet, 
.
there 

· _ later . �tmes . . · Today, .there . are � . few female 

does not seem to have been any difference between 
probattOners wh� observe the ten pre�pts meant . . 

nuns and. monks iii · their ..,.,pab.il't �- . . · 't · 1 for male proba.twners (only the first stx of them 
. . . . ..... . 1 y ·· !Or' sptrt ua · • · · . ·. · · · . 

· . attainments. The Therigiitha a:nd . �he :· Apad�na 
�re me�nt , lor femal� probatwnem) :an� - live :m· 

co�;�.tain several utterances of theriS�ho had become . 
nunnenes · · T�ey wear lon�-sleeved whtte blouse& 

arahl!.nts during ·the time of the Buddha . . . These 
a,nd robes of . d\}}1 · yellowish col�ur. · . Attenipt_s 

' theris included women from all ·gr d · . 
f . . · · . t · have .been made recently, but : wtthout ·success, 

. & es · 0 SOCle y, . t · · th 0. d . ·  · : 
ro=:J · and nobl" . fi'--!1' fi:...-:1• f 

. . o revtva e r er. • oJ"' . ·� �les, Wlllllf!S o merchants 
br� and other castes imd e�en a few courte��: . It is hard �c ;say when the 

.
Order of nuns wa� !nsti-

. · The story .of the Order of nti,ns . in the
. ·different 

.· tuted in other Buddhist _ ·c.olln.tries. · sp�nce ii�dy_ 

countries will be dealt With in their ·proper p. ·laces. , 
(EasternMonachism,Pa.rtr�dge·& Oakey, l 85.0,pp. l6l 

B t 1 · · ff.) has observed that nun8 in l3urma, who are called · 

. J . 1 . l 
J 

. . · .j . . 
� 

. . ..:�-
. --�· 

. � � 

. 
u , some ��era rem

. 
arks are ghren balow by w�y . · · 

of .,, ............ ., th inti 
· Thilashen, . are fa. r le8s �umerous than the mor·1--. · u�rlSmg e ormation. . . 

. . . . . llUI . • . . 

in 'Ceylon th' 0· d : f 
· . . 

. . 
· · · Most.of them are old women • . They. shave their heads · 

. e. r er o nuns was found !1, 
. 

d 
. . 

. rOOorded ·in chroDi�les like th · n· · e. � . · · an . w�ar 
_
a .Particular garment of white . . colour. 

z· xv · .... 73 ff
. ) : d th. M. . h

e _ · �pava�a . . (DptJ. 'I'her hve m humble dw�llings close to. the · monas- . ' • vv. • a.n e a avamBa . (Mh te · · · . · · . 
· . : . . . . v. XV, . rt� and make a .vow·to remain chaste .!18 long as 

1 They were regarded as the king's . ds . • · · · · . · 
. · · · 

vol. I, p� 762). . - war ·· at least m Ceylon - where nunne.ries wer� in. the loner (Royal) city. (EncyBsm. 

. , . .-
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they remain m the Order. The nuns in Siam are . 
Tho other sutt� (A. II, p. 144) is t�e nirith 

even less numerous than in Burma. In Arakan · discourse of the Indriya-vagrtn of the Arlg-uf.tara· 
they are as common 88 the mon,ks. They reside m:kaya. It relft,tes Ml l(1cid0n�j rJ)()ut a mm who w·�:�e 
either in . nwmeries or separately in some houses, enamoured of .Ananda. She sent a message to 
leading a life of religious abstinence. Theit .Ananda asking him to come to see her, �ying 
dress is similar to that of the monks. In China that she was sick.. When .Ananda came, she l�y 
'the nuris :were, till recently, found in fairly large on her bed cove�ing her head with her r�be. Ananda 

. 

numbers. They shave thei:i' heads and wore a preached to her on the four points, food (ahara),. 
robe similar to that of the monks, 

. · craving (ta!IM), pride (mana) .and sexual intercourse · 
No . definite causes . could be given for . the (m�thuna), and admonished her that th�y should 

disappearance of the Order of nuns who have be abandoned. The commentary (AA. III, p. i36 f. )  
· obtained higher ord�ation. · I .  B. Horner thinks . says that Ananda preached particularly . on these 

(op, ·cit. p. 172) that though at the time of the point!!, because. he ·had nndersto0d her thoughts . . 
inception of tha Order of -nuns · women froi;Il noble At the e�d of the discourse the nuu fell ·at Ananda's 
families left househoid life, later the Order gradually feet and confessed her · fault. Ananda . ackriow
lost it& primitive character and became a · refuge l�dged · . the co�ession sayirlg ·that people who 
for the poor, the unsuccessful, . the unmarri.ed . realise their fm,Ilts and confess them restrain . 
and the widowed. Spence Hardy's obse�ations themselves in the future. 
ori the state of the Order of nuns in various Buddhist · Referring to the nun'�> covering of her head 
countries �ould off�r an acceptable clue; · namely with h�r robe and lying tn ·the bed, Woodward . 
that the Order of n� in · later times · lost . the . (Gradual Saying.�. London,- 1952, n, P· 1 48, n: 1) 
support . ·of · the Mble families and came to . be . · says . that it is, cont_rary to Vinaya. rules to · hear · 

. . neglected.1 the Dha.mma with head covered or reclining or 
H .. ·R. P. wearing_ sandals ; but the. commentary does not . 

BHU�KHUNl�PATIMOKKHA, a . ·Pali work no'tice it . . 
containing a list of niies .for the disCiplirie of nuns. · · H. R.. P � · 
It iS Slways edited · tOgether with the_ Bhikkhu· BlUKKHUNIV AS AKA SUTTA, the . teirlh and . 

.. ..;;limokkha. · .. . under · th� . ti.tle_ of Plftimokkha_. See · · ' · b ·· "'' · · f · h ·s · .
. · r- . last disco�se · of the Am ap.;.i-vagga· o t e . at�- · . P ATiMOKKHA. 

. . 
·pa��hiina-s.arrtyutta of . ·

· the Sarrtyutta-nikaya · (8. 
BHIKKHUNI-BA:r,IYUTTA, the fifth . section .of v, pp. 154 ff.), It relates an incident that occurred 

· the SarrtyuUa-nik'aya · (S. · I, · PP• 128-35). .It . · at Savatthi . .  One day An,anda visited the residence 
conta�s ten �hort sutta� on ten outstanding muis . of som� ::nuns where many of them ¢arne to him 
namely . Alavika, Soma, Gou;_'ll:li - (Kiss Gotari:li), . 'and said that the nuns who had c'ult.ivated the .· 

· Vijayii., Uppala.vSJ.ll).ii., Oii.la, Upa0alii., Sisii_pacala, fo� sfutibnS of mindfqlness (satipaUhcina) had 
Selii. and Vajira. As · given in the · uddana, the . attained · a greater excellEmoe of . comprehension . · 
ten suttas ar�· lniown bY. the n�mes of the&e mms. 

. 
than before . . AnandA told. them that it should. 

All the suttas follow the same pattern ;· the incident be s_o and on his retu� Wormed : the· Buddha . . 
related in alh;ithem is that when Mara approached about: the . c�nversstion he had · wit:h · the nuns. · 
the · nuns as. they were restl.ng after their meals · The. Btiddlia· th�n to�d him how to develop the · · 
he was rep�lled by . all �f them. Stories about · · fo� _ . 8qeipa�thanas. · · These · four . · practices 
.some of these nuns appear in the Therf,gatha and the · would lead to mimtal • development (bhavana) 'and 

· .A pad ana, . too, bqt 
.
the incidtmts related in· theiD. thereby ; gi;e �ase- and coinf"c�t. . . Ultima�lY, . the · 

are different. · Buddha asked .�anda not �o have any ·regrets, 
_for there were piaces like the roots of 'trees and 
empty plaCes where he could meditate. 

H. R .. P. 

BHIKKHUNI SUTTA; . tWo . short · discourses 
by that name ($; ri, p� 261 ; A .  II, p. 144). 

One (S. II, p. 261) is the, eighteenth discourse 
in the Lakkhat�a·Sa�yutta of the · Sarrty'utfa-nikaya. 
lt is the same as Bh_ikkhu_ Sutta (S. II, p. 260), 
suQstitutil:lg ;nun' for '_mpnk'. For details see 
BBlKKHU SUTTA. 

. H. R. P. 

BHIKKHU-PATlM-<>KKHA, a PaJi work containing · 

a list of rules ·for the discipline of monks. It � · . . · 

alwavs · edited together . · with · · the · Bhikkh.uni- · 

pdti�kkh� under the title of Patimokkha. See 
PATIMOKKHA� 

· · . · . · . . 
· - · · · · · . . r om Ceylon oll�urred iii the troubied times of the Choll\ ·· · 1 G. P. !!aJalasekara expresses the vtew that its d1saplear

t
an�

d 
r 
to normal later kings do not seem to .have takflu UtlY . . 

administration (lOth c�nt. A: C.) an1J that wh�n t�e la�r re urn · .- . 
. interest iu re·storim( this Order. See·oeylon Datl!l J.•eun, Vesat Number 1934, p. 49. . . · 

... �
·. 
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BHIKKHU-SAl\IYUTTA (S. II, pp. 273-86), . (2) The soventeenth discourse of the Lakkha�
the .twenty-first. section of .the Sa1J1-ytdta�nikaya, sarjlyUtta (S. II, p. 260 f.)· : . LakkhaQa.asks Maha·. 
cont.'lins twelve Short suttas, all _given in one chapter. · moggaltii.nn. why he srnijed .once while descending 

· In the uddana .at the end of the section they are the Oijjhakuj:a mmmtain · and . the Jatter says 
named as follows : Kolita, Upatissa, Ghata, Nava, · that he saw the figure of a bhikkhu _.goin:g through 
Sujii�, Bhaddiya, . � V�, Nanda," Tissa, the air with his under-r�be, ·bowl, girdle

. 
and thu 

Theran&na, Kappina and . Sahiiya . . Of these body; au on fire fi.nd uttering c.ries of distress.' 
·· t:welve.suitaj:;a few are pr�aehed by leading

.
ar3b�nts He had been a sinful. rrionk in the t�e of Kassapa 

such · ·
·OS · . Siirip�tta and : -�loggaluma, · while the �uddba. He · had been born. a · pota and could 

· . !'Mjority are ·preache? by the Buddha lii�elf. · not be seen with the earthly eye (pasada-cakkhu). 
Why· this section is called the· Bhikkhu-safriyutta · This sutta., l ike the rest of its group, .is meant to 

. _is not mentioned. in the commentary, but it may make :Mabiimogg�llana's clairvoyant vision · known· . . 
l:lither ·. be becauSe . they are preJtch�d · z:ega�ding Th� commentary · (SA . II, p. 22)" says that this 
the nionks · or ·. b00a�1� the first two sutta.s ill the . particular ·monk used to enjoy the four requisites 

in the past,- but .. was. never restrain�d in actions and 
:speech; He suffered in �iraya for one wh.ole 
buddl�ntara (a period of time between: two Buddhas) 

groilp are preach�d by two leading monks, namely, 
· ·1\Ioggallfuta and Sariptitta. 

H: R. P� . and later was born in the peta-loka in the guise of 
a bhikkhu. The. si:une comment applies : to the 

BHJKKHU · SUTTA. . Tvl-elve di:>cbtirses . · in . �be four eubseq�ent s\1ttas . . 
Sa�yutta-nilcaya and one diseq�rse.iri the Ait.guUara- (3) The thirty-fifth · discourse of the .Khandha-

. nikaya are know:ti, by:_ this name. ·Three of· them aa"'yutta (8. m, pp. 34 _:ff.) where. a ·moclt ·is - .said · 

. have· alternative names, Avijja Sutta, Vijja Sutta . · to · ha.ve .come. to the Buddha (l.nd ·asked for a . . and .. BhOya 8uiia. A number ·or disc
.
ourses in the · · teaching :. in · brief. 

. 
The Buddha tolcf him that a · 

· Saf!'yutta-riikaya �re a.lso known ·as ·l!Mkkha Suua . person · -is· r�kon�d ·hy ·that· for . which he bas · � 
. which would . necessitate an explanation . f�r this . bi.a."s and . hence he shmild . give tip all bi�s . . The . 

: -: difference. m .the .t itle: The -p oss·i�le · explanation · '· �onk underatood · the ·Buddha �nd: explained 
: . fl66Dl8' tO be" that .

. 
bhikkhu, .being- a. singulllr terin, . "the brief ·sermon: sa.yi:Dg .: that what

. 
the J.lriaster 

· · · · · . meant·.was cleaving t�· the body, feeling. perception, : is �d :when the- discourse is . about one · monk,· · · the mimtal activities and consciO\WleSS. .· Subse-. . whereas hhikkhii, denoting . plurality; is . �sed to q�erttly, . the �onk dwelt i� • solittide; refl�ting :: 
· :· refer to-� discourses. preac};led . to· se:ve�al monks. . on: . the . :  sermon and . became· a.u - arabant. The . . Yet, this hypothesis does not seem ··to be· .. strictly sut�a. was preached in Savatthi in _ the JetaYana· · : 

�riable_._ for �brae · suttas appe·ar {maar the title monastery. . . 
. . .  

Bhikkl•tJ., which are . preached to
. 
several · monks. ·· 

The following are th� twelve suttas; wi�b a gist of · 
their contents-. . · · · · . 

. · (4) The .thirty-sixth discourse of the_ Knandha
sa'f{'yittta (8. ID, p. 36 f.) is siinilar - to the abo"l.'e· 
(3) in eon tents . tho1tgh ·: with slight va�lations 

· (I ) Thirtieth discourse ·of the . Liibhasakkara- ·�md · a few omissions. . . . . 
· 

. ,. . .  . . 
· sa?fty'!ltta (8. II, p. 238) in which· the Budd,h� say�. · · (5)" The hu�dred and thirteenth dir;course .:lthe . first to .the monks and later to Ananda, that ga�, Kharu1h�-sa1J1-yutta (S: II!; p. 1 62), also · known favou�. and "'flattery are a danger . . eve:p. . tO . an . · as 4v�jia . Sutta, - .. is about ·igno�anee (avijja):.. S�. arahant unless the. freedom of his will is un8hakable.' .

. 
A VJJ J X SUTTAJ . · 

Hence on�· sholiid put ·them aside and should not · · · . (6) · The hundred and fourtee�th discourse . of 
. 

allo� them io_ have._ fdli._sting hold on qne's heart." · ·the Khandha-sa�y�;tta (S. III, p. 163) immediately F: L. Wo'odward's _ infer�nce (Kindred . Sayings: succ:eedi.ilg _the above · is ori. wisdom ('vijja) and 
. II, London, 1952, . p.  · 1.62, ·n. - 1 }  ·that. -the refer�nce hence is known aiso as V,./iii Butta . . Here; to tl1e 

m-· the - su�ta to people who live -e�mestly �a . question of a monk .as to what wisdom means the . · ·. 
��enously .and have attained to happiness· in :this B�ddh� says that it is the correct widerstP..nding _ . 
life �nd tQ whom, too, gaitis; ek, might . be a. danger, of the thmgs mentioned in the above sutta� 
apphes .tQ . the religious circle seems doubtful (7)

. The eighty-first . discourse of the $alc'iyatGna-· . for· the co:m.rpentary (SA. II, p. 2ll ) · refers to ·the� sa"TJ1-yutta (8. IV, p. 50 f.); preached tp several · as  plwla-samii,patti-suklia-viMra, i.e., those . . who . monks. · In it the Buddha ·agrees with · 'the� abide �appily in the attainment of the fruits. . . that ·if other sectarians question them about the 
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object of their - life of · devotion· (brahmacariya}. 
they should · answer that it is the full knowledge 
of ill (dukkha). He t,hen proceeds to suy what 
their answer should be if they are asked about . 
what dukkha is. 

. 

(l:l) The tenth sutta. of the Rahogata-mgga of the 
V�na-ea7!tyutta (S. IV, p. 228 f.): . The Buddha 

· says that, in his method: ·of explanation, feelingS 
(vedana) could bo di,�ded into categories of· two, 
three, five, six, eighteen, thirty:six, and .one 
hundred and eight. Although he has thus explained 
feelings in different ways, those who will not · see 
the other's method . of exposition will dispu-te 
with each other while those who will understand 
the other's exposition of it �ill dwell in harmony� 

The commep.tary explains in . detail the .manner . 
· in which . feelings . fall W:to· different · numerical 

clas8ifications. Thus, ds .mental ;J.nd physical 
they are twofold; as pleasant, unpleasant and 

. indifferent they are three-fold, ··and Sp dO (s; Y. 
VEDANA). . 

. 

· In the · uddana, this sutt� is referred to as 
Bhikkhuna � the iristi:Umental ca.Se.

. 
The teaehin� : . contained hi this sutt8-are a repetition of those of the 

preceding one, the Pancakaitga 8-utta_. . : 

. ( 1 3) The twenty-first discourse of the Battaka
nipata of the Anguttara-nikaya (A . IV, p. 2 1  f.) ,  
preached to a group of monks IJy the Buddha. 
while dwelling on the Gijjhakuta �ountain in 
Rajagaha. The discourse is o� . 8eveh things 

. that· l�d to progress (satta aparihaniyadhamma), . 
namely, regular assembly, concqrd, · confo�ing · 
to the decreed training, reverence and honour 
to elders; abstinence . from craving, cleaving to 
the forest btld and seat and mindfulneSs. 

H. R. P. 

BHIKKHU . SUTTA, Se''en discourses in the · 
Ba1[£yutta-nikaya are known by this name� All 
of them are preached to the monks. by 'the Buddha, 
eith�r on his OWn or after being questioned by the 
monks, and are about monks, hence the title 
. Bhikk�u · Butta: One striking featur,e seen in four · 
of.. the �even suttas iS that they are exactly siri:illar · ·in subject-:rnatter to four · suttB.s · by the name 
Anarid� Butta found immediately preceding thehi, 
the only difference beiiig that the term ' monks • 
has been used here llistea.d of ' Ana.nda. ' in the other. 
Following are the 8even �uttas 'Jith a - gist _of their · 
contents. . . . 

(9) .The twenty.third diScourse. of the V�n4-
Baf!!Ytdta (B. IV, p. 232 f.) : It d�ls with-feelings; ( 1} The. twenty-eighth discou�· of thi LNidana• 
their origin . and 'C{lssation and . the -w�y leading • Ba1!tyutta (B. II; P· 43) preached .by the Buddha to . . 
thereto, . their . sa.tisfa.cti.on and misery and tl).eir the monks while staying at Sava.tthi : . The B.uddha. ·_. · · 
e8cape. 'i'he sutta. is pr�hed by the Buddha · says that monks · folloWi.D.g his teaching . know · · . 
in answer te a monk's questi0p.s; . .  · · details 9f what .in: effect are. the ·Four Noble Truths :-

. 
( 10) ':ple third discourse . of .the Batipa#Mna- and dependent

. 
:origination (pa�icca-samuppiida); 

saf!!.yuttG · (B. V, PP· 142 ff.) : A certain monk· · t2) The seventh discoiirse of the Iddhipooa- . . 
eoines to tho Buddha at Jetavana monastery sa·f!l,yutta (B� v, p� 257) preached to the monks by • . 
and asks . for a . teaching . in: brief. , The Buddha . . . the Buddha on .destruct��ri of ,the four . mental ·· 

. tells him that he must have truly pure virtue . intoxicants (asava) and the cultivation and dev�1op
(8ilvisuddhasila) and· straight view (ujuka di(.�hi). ment of the base� of psychic power (iddhipiidt:i)� 
He should cultiv�te the four satipatthiinas in ·the 
threefold ways, naniely, as regards one's own self, (3) The tw�nty-ninth disco� o'f the Iddhipada-. 
·a.s regards externals and as regards both self .and . sa7!tyutta (B . . V, p, 287). It is exf!.CtlY. , sitp.ilar 
externals. Th1.1s he will re�ch the goaL . The in s�bject-inatter to tM �wo -Ananda Sutt'as that 
monk subsequently becomes an �ahant. ·'. · · precede it and the other BhikkhU Butta that follows · 

( 1 1) Tbe .twenty-third dis�ourse Qfthe Iddhipada· . it, the . only difference being that here the monks · 
saf!lyutta (B. v, p. 284). The Buddha. tells the come and put the questions to 'the Buddha. whereas 

it diff�rs in the other three suttas. For the cont.ents monks that there are . four bases . of psychic . powers 
(iddhipcida) and that. it . is · by cultivatillg of the- sutta. see ANANDA SUTTA (8). 

. 

and . developing them that one can . destroy the 
asavas and obtain the heart's release. 

A few other suttas of this · group are · of a similar 
nature. ·· 

( 12} The twent)'·IDnth discourse of the Botii.paUi· 
sa1[1yutta (B. V, p. 389), also known aa Bhaya 
Butta. 

6--H . 13540 (5/68) 

·(4} The thirtieth discourse of the Iddhipcida-
. ·8a1[£yutta (S. V, p. 287) : �t is exactly similar 

in subject:ma.tter to th� two .Ananda Buttas and the . . 
Bhikkl�u Butta tbSt precede it, the only difference · 

being that here both questions and answers are 
from the Buddhll himSelf. . See. ANAND A SUTTA . 
(8). 

. : , · 
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(5) The fifteenth discourse of the .4niipana
sarp.yuttd (8. V, p. 334) on con:centration on mindful 
breathing (aniipanci.;atisamiidhi) ,  fourfold appli- · 
cation of . mindfulness (catusatipat?hana) and 
the. seven factors of enlightenment (aattabojjhanga), 
siniila.r. il:J.. suhj�t-ma.tter· to the . two Anand<l Suttaa 

. and the other Bhikkhii. Butta. in the saxxie Sarp.yiitta. . . 
For the contents see A..�.�.Al\TDA BUTTA ( 10). 

(S) -The siXteenth d�o.urse
. 

of the Anapdna
sqt!lyutta (8. V, p. 334), similar to .the three other 
uuttas mentioned above. For contents · see·. 
A�MWA sUTTA ( lO). 

(7) The forly-sixth discourse of the Sotapatti
samyuua (8: V, p. �03) preached by the Buddha 
t-o the .monks . .  It says �hat . the• ·stream-winner · 

. (sotiiparina) . i$ endowed with the following four 
things : unwavenn�· · loyalty to the Buddha, . to 
the Dhamma, to the Order, and is. blessed with 

. virtues dear to the Noble Ones ( ciriya ).. The 
teXt giveS �i.uJdaka. as an altern�tive name . of the 
�.�tta .which F. L. ·Woodward · (.l(indred Sayings, · 
V, London, ·· i956; . p. 345) thinks, is a corruption 
of. Suddhika_ .meaning ' puritan ' . 

- H: .R. p� . 

�HIK$A-:VJJTTI-NAMA; the · naine · of �- metric�! 
text, 'the Tib�tan version of which occurs in · the:· · 
·Rgy1uJ-lJgrel (tantra. ·conlinentary) _se�tion · of the 
q'engyur. 'under the title .Slon-mol,li-l),grel:pa sea- . 
bya-ba (TT� V�l. 56, No. 23(13) . . The colophon 

· .at.tributes .th� authorship of the work to J)ombi-pa 

BHIK�UKARMA, one of the five Vinaya books of  
the Dhannagupta sect of_the Sarvastivada (Anukul 
Chandra Banerjee, Sa.rvastivrUla Litemture, 
Calcutta, 1 957, p. 3 1  ) . -\ccorJ.ing to BunyjLi 
Nanji'o, it is au extract from the Dharmagupta. 
Vinaya compilod in five fascicles and seventeen 

. chapters by · Kuai-su. disciple of Hsiian-tsang 
of the T'ang dynasty (618-907

. 
A. C. ; Na'njjo, 

· p. 249). · See also DHAR:.\IAGUPTAKA. 
.-.; - U. K. 

.BHIK�U�I • . . See BHIKKHIJNI. : 
BHIK$U�IKARMAVACANA, one �( ti1� five Vinayu. . 

· books of the Dharrnagupta sect of the Sar�a.c:;tivcld� • 
prese�od in · Sanskrit (Anukul Chandr,, Ban erjee , 
Sar.vaati.vada · Literature, Calcut_ta, 1957, · p. 31 ) .  
It explains how the: Order of nuns bhikauni. · 
siiaana, originated . . :M.ahaprajapat1 ' re�uest� . the. 
Budd,ha · to.  Permit . women to. enter. the Ord�r: 

· .The Buddha, who was oppoSed to the
. 

propo$al 
at the beghming,. grants periui$sion la.�r' on . · . 
the . inter\rention . of Ananda. . Cotiseqriently, 
Mai1aprajapat1, · together with -5oo· Sakya women, · · 
was .admitted. It alSo describes · the proc�d1ire 

· of their admission. (See above·p. 4'4.) ·. 
The book has been · edited ·by Ridding and . L. · 

de l� _ Vallee Poussin (BSOAS. I, pp. 123 ff.). 
u; K. : . · 

. . (J)ombipiida) · and. ' the translation to . Jait('kar}:la BHIK$U�J.PRA TIMOK$A SOTRA,· 
. a Sanskrit 

and --�i-ina. . rgyal-mtshan-dpal-hiati-po . (Suryt\· Vinayl!o text containing a set of Tides to be observed 
dhvaja-8ribbadra). After a salu�tion ·�o Mafijusri · by nuns in their daily • conduct, · Its Tibetan-

. -Kum8.labhftta arid- a stanZa · in. praise . of hini, ·phe · · translation, _the Dge-alon-ma!Ji.·so-aor thar-bal,li mdo . 
nutlior' lays. down injunctions to be , .observed -by. · occurs in the · Hdul:.ba ·(Dulva, Vi�aya · section) 

· those who ll6t out for aims_ as mendicants. . . of the Tibetan Kangyur . . It was translated · into 
· A . mendican( should fust · revere the lamas, . Tibetan by. Jinamitra and Klu}:li rgyal-mtsha� . 

practise meditation, make certain . offerin�· and Nagad�vaja ;  TM. No. 4 ;  (A: C. Banerjee, Sa�-
. .  then set out, staff in hand, cairying a_ wooden • .  tivada . V..terature; Calcutta, 1957, p. 87). · Th� work 

ve!Sel: for a.Jm&· and a flask for water . . His mind was also translated into .. Chine8e by I-tsing of the . .  
should be pure, free of d�ire, anger and ignorance. T'ang dynasty, (61 8-907 A. C.) in 710 A. C., ·and 
Some of the · .�hants he should · utter . are quoted . . . the Chiri�e translation bears the title Ken-pe'n� 

:in the text1 one of which refers to the triad Brahina, ahuo,i-ch'ieh-yu-pu-pi-ch'·u-ni-cMe.h-ching (TaisM; 
·: ISva.ra and V�JJu ( . • .  brahrna mahdvara .narayai&i.i). No; 1455 ; Nanjio, ·No. 1149r · ?{anjio describes it 
. The .. . mantras quoted are mostly- . combinations - as a :Mulasarvastivada Vinaya text. Nanjio also lists 

• 
· · 

of mystic syllahies like 01!l af!, Mirp. pha# and sva� .. · . other texts bearing a similar title, b�i�nging to . 

R. H. · 

BHIK$UDEV A, a former · Buddha . mentioned 
in a list of forme.r Buddhas under' whom Sakyamuni 
acquired merit while. in the eighth bhumi (Mlwu. 
l, p. 1 38). · . 

. . 

different ·schools, viz·.; BJ�i�r;ti�imitimak�a of the .! Dharmagupta-�ikiiya, Bhiqu7J·i-pratimok�a of the . 
Mahisasaka-nikii.ya, iiasddh'J!aya•t'inaya-bhiqu·tli- . 
pratimok�a or ·Priitimok.Ja . .Of the Sil.rva;tivada
hikaya, . Bhikf!t?J.i-pratimo�a . Sutra (Shih-aung.pi-

. ch'iu·ni-po-lo-t'i-mu-ch'a-chieh,pen, TaisM, No. ·. 
. 1437 ; Nanjio, · Nqs. 1 156, 1 1 58, 1 161; respectively). 

;: -·� :U : � · . - ·� 
-� -,ill . . �� 

. . 'll . .. ·i4 

· . . - � 
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. That, �nlike the Pali, the BMk�r:liiprtitimoksa 
Sidra contains .verses at the beginning and the 
end, is indicated by the commenta!'y, the 
A ryasarviistivadi · 1n/:da . bhikfU?)i . pratimoksa . sittra-
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No. 5 ;  Tais!W; No. 1443 ; · Nanjio, . No. · 1 124; 
A.C. Banerjee, 8arvii-Yt·iviida Literature, Calcutta, 
1 937, pp. 88, 89) . 

. 
'-1!ti. . The Sanskrit text of. the BhikfU'I)ipriitimok�a 
Sutra of the Miilasa.rvastivada is still missing in 
the .collection of Gilgit Manuscripts a.lthough 

. 
· . · . . . · 

the Priitimok§a SiUra of this · school · has• 
BHI�$���RAKIR�AK

.
A, a.

. 
V�naya text of the 

. b�n . found at Gilgit. . However; fragments of 
Sarvasttva�a school: wntten m Sanskrit. Fragments ·. 

tho Bhik�'l)i-pratimok§'a' Sutra of the Sarviistivada �f ;�nuscrlpt remams of this text W!lre discovered . 
school fou�d at. Turfan have been edited by E. 

m Ibet �y Rahula Sankrityayana and copies . 
Waldschmidt who has also made a study of the 

are found m
. 

the Bih�r
. 
Research Society, Patna 

Bhik�'ljipratimok§a in his Bruchstilcke des BMk-
(A: C. BanerJee, Sarvastwiida Literature, Calcutta, 

- 't ' k d 
· · l9o7. p. 30). 

fU!ttpra tmo ·�a . er Sarvastivad·ins. The · · 
·. Tibetan version of the Bhi�?)i-patitnok�a of the · An extract from the original· Sanskrit text 
Miila�rviistivada school (TT. Vol. 43, No. 1033. quoted in the Si�asamuccaya (Bik§. p. r54) 
pp. 247-�6) contain� a total of 371 rules, comprisi.D.� relates how · the Buddha, together with Ananda, 
8 Piirajika, 20· Ba'1jghava8e§a, 33 . N'ai(l..sargika, attended upqn a sick monk (cp. Vin. I,· p. ·301)  . . 
180 Piitayantika, 1 1  Pr.atideian·iya, ) 12 Saik�a and 7 
Adhikaranasamatha (Banerjee, op. cit. · pp. 43, 87, 

S. K. N. 
88). 

. . 

L .. R. G. 

BHIK�U�I-V!.NA YA, a book of disciplme of the 
. 1\Jah�i.Jghika school c�ntairiing rules governing 
the daily life of Buddhist nuns . . It � the counter- . 
pi;U't·of Bhik�-Viri.aya, .a book of discipline for the 
monk� of the same school (A.C. Banerjee, Sarviisti
vii4d l_:;iterature, Calcutta, 1957, p. an 

. , 
. BHIK�U�I-VI.NAYA-VIBHANGA, a Vinaya- text 
incorporated in · the ·Kangyur. · The text is -

· known in . ' Tibetan · as · Dge-slon-ma�i-6clul-ba-

' BHIK$U-P:RATIMOK$A, a V·inaya tax� of the 
l\lahisasaka· . school. The �riginal Sanskrit teJ�:t 
is presuma�ly lost. The Chmese version of the · 
text is incorporated in t'r).e � 'i!i-sl�a-seiu-w�Jen-'zu; . 
(C. 1 : MahiSasaka-nikaya;paiLcaoorga-vinaya or 
MahiMsaka . Vinaya) translated by Buddhaji�a . 
together with Chu Tao-sheng (423-424 A. C.) · 
of the eaJ;lier Sung dyna·sty. It .occurs also 
in the Wu-fen-chieh�pen (C. 2 : Pancavarga. 
-(vinaya�)prati1rlok�a · or Piatimok�a . of : the 
MahiSasaka-nikaya) tr�slated by Buddha
fiva. In contents and inte�pretation it seems �0 
differ, to: a� �:dent, from the conespo�ding Priiti
rnok� texts of other schools (Nanjio, N:os. 1 122. 
and . l l57). See )?.RATIMO��A. 

S. K. N. 

BHIKSUPRIYA-S O'TRA· NAMA ' (var. Bhik�-

. .  rnam-par"�byed-pa, and was . translated . from . 
the Sanskrit original, which · probably belonged 
to .. the ·Mlilasarvastivada school; by· · Sarvajfiadeya., 
Dhari:nOkara., Vidyakaraprabha, and the Tibetan 
interp!eter Dpal-gyi-lhun-po. Latar; Vidyakara- · 
p'rabha and Dpal-prtsegs revised it. 

prareju0), . the na.nie of ·a work, the Tibetan 
It is & commentary on the Bhik�n:.ryii-prtitimok§a translation of �hich occurs in tM .Mdo (siitra.) · 

Sutra mitten in the pattern of the Bhik�u-vinaya· · · · · .seCtion of the Kang.yur, under the title Dge-Qloti-le� ·. 
· vibhanga. In contents, too, it appears to be a rab-tu gces.:pa�i mdo shes-bya,ba (TM. No. 302 ; TT. 

mere reproductio� of the Bhi�-vinaya:vibhaiigd, . · Vol. 39, No. 968). · · 
. 

t.liough certain details of incid�nts leading to the 
promulgation of the rules are represented differently . . 

The present Tib�� text has J1).any · similarities 
· · with the· Pali Bhikkhuni-vibhaitga o{ the · Sutta
. vibhatiga. The· Chinese version of thi� text is 
· kno\vn as Ken-p�n - shuo - i· ch'ieh • yu -pu-pi-ch'u
. ni . pi-nai -yeh (Miilasaroastiviida -nikiiya - bhik�'l)i" 
vinaya) and is incorporated m the Vinaya Pita,ka 
()f the Chinese Tripilaka (OM. No. 1 034 ; TM. 

The work contains a descript1on of the estimable 
qualities of monks, as declared by the Buddha.. 
The occasion of the declaration IS described m the . • . 

preamble . .  · 
D�ing & period of resid�nc� at a monastery in . .  

Srii.vasti, the Buddha happened to be present 
�t a large. assembly of monks. A )e�rned J1l.Onk, · 

Ne-ban l)khor by name, rose at that a9sembly, 
paid . ob�isance to the . 

Buddha. and requested him 

.. . ·· 
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to declare. the destructive qualities that characterise 
a · monk. The Buddha . commended the request 
and ·enumerated the good qualities of a true monk. 

Mopks, ha said, are the bearors of the banner 
. of the doctrine, the son8 · of the Buddha. They 
·do good and inspire others to do good. They:ha.ve 
entered ths 

. 
path and are fr� of desire. Pure 

in speeeh,: tho�ght and �eeds, the); are the best 
· of · · orn8ments. When . the Buddha finished 

def!()ribing thei� exc�llent qualities, the . a�mbly 
lauded the discourse of the Buddha. . . 

R. H. 

BHIK$U-VINAYA, a Vinaya text of the .
Mahaaatighika school, containui.g rules, regarding 
the collection of alms, medicine, etc., governing 
the daily life of the monks. The original Sanskrit 
text appears· to be lost. The text, ·quoted unde� 
the · title . Sriivaka·vinaya in the Silc�asamuccaya 

· . (Sik�.. pp. 135, 168), is, probably, the sai;ne 
as the Phik�vir.aya (see also A. C. Banerjee, 
Sarvastiviida · Literature, Calcutta. · . 1957, · p. 31). . . . 

S. K. N. 

BHILLiviNA VIHARA, . an . ancient temple in 
Ceyl�n mentioned �s having b�n founded by 
kmg Dhatu�na. (5th cent. A. C.)·. More probal?ly, 
however, it wa.'s renovated by him. An inscription 
in situ· of a king one cen�ury earlier names the · 
vihara Bil�va(na.}. This find id!mtifies the ancient 

· vihara as Karambagala . .  of today, in . the south 
· of the · island. Remnant_s of cave ·paintings are 

known froJil th'e site· (Mhv. xx:iviii, v. 49 ; JOBR4S. 
. New Series;, vi,·p. 67). 

. 

BHIK$UVAJl$AGRAPJ.lCCliA · . (var. . 0'!-'ar�iigram· 
prccha),. a Sanskrit text preserved in its Tibetan 
tralisiation, the · Dge,slon-gi · dan-po�i · i� clri-ba, 
which is . . included in the

. 
ljclul�ba . (Dulva; 

Vinays section) of . the· Tibetan. Ten'gyu'l'. The 
author 9f the w�rk i� riot mentioned b�t it has 
been a.ttitibuted. to Mklui.n·po: Padtp.a }:lbyuil-gnas 
dbyl¢s (Padmakara.gho�). · It was translated 
into Tibetan· by ])ipatikara.Srijfiiina . (AtiSa) · of . 

· india and· .TShul khriins · rgyal-b�?o (Jaya.Siia) in . BHILSA, '  the· name . of. a town in central India . .  
• the monastery of I;Iod:mchok dtios-grub at Ra-sa . A. Cunningham (The .Bhilsa . Topes, London, . . I854, 

. (L�a-sa, TM •. �o. 4133 ·; Cordier; Iii,: p� . 416 f+ . p. 364) gives .Bhadra�ati as ori.e of its · ancient 
· It deals Withthe bistoJi ofthe .ori� of the IM,'e!'ent · . nanies. · E� l\Iiiller ·(JPT/$ . . 1 888, p. 81), W� Geiger · 

_
·.schoo� (A. C. Banerjee, Sarviistiviida Literature, . (Mhv. trsl. p. 88, n. 4-j and· other: scholars identify • 

. . �cutta, 1957, P· 50). . . it with ancient Vedisa or yedisagiri, the bir.th-plae&· . 

· · · 
. L. R. G. of emperor · Asoka's first wife Devi and of her 

. son IIIahinda and. daught�r Satigh�mittii. . 

. BHIK$U-VIB]JA8G� (var. Bhikrtt-vinayavibhanga), . 
. 

· Bhilsa is w�ll known· to archaeolo�sts and othez:s a . coll)Dlentary, written in ·· Sanskrit, on · who · are incline� .· towards. Buddhist studies, by · 
the Hhikfu-priitim.ok§a �utra. :.r'he B�ik.§Uni- · reason of its association with stiip� . . There were 

. trinaya-m'bhanga is based on ·this text. . Each of . . other �tupas, 'too ; .
but the riame . � Bflilsa 

. 
topes ' 

· the fiye Buddl,Ust schools, :namely, . S.arvastivada·, was niore specifically given to thosejn and. ne&r 
. Miila-sarvas�ivada, Mah8.sa�ghika, Mahisas.aka and Saiici. . Cunn�gham was·. the archaeologiSt who 
Dha.rmagupta, seems to have posses5ed � sep�t& . 

first . applied . it, and thereafter it became widely . text of t_he Bhi�.u-vibhang: a: . The Sallskrit orio:inal!! • o- current. are appa.re.ntly lost. . The extant Chinese versions 
. a.re · incorpomted in the .Vinaya. texts of the above. · In. his Bhilsa '.fopes Cunningham . divided . the . . 

mentioneq schools (see Nanjio, Nos, l l i5, i i i 7, particular stiipas into
_ 
five groups : · Ips, 1 1 19, 1 122). · · . · • 

The Tii>et:M. version hlown as Q.clul-ba-�am-par� 
?Wyecl·pa is, probably, ba.sed on. the · Miiia..sarv8$ti- . 
vada. . text · and it also conesJ>onds to . the Pali 
MahCV.:ibhanga · ·of the Sutta-vibhanga. · In this 

. · te�t .all the rilles occurring in the · Bh�k�u.·prciti- · · · 
. . rtiOkfa-BiUra . are· divided mto eight se�tions and 

commented upon in detail {A. C. Banerjee, Sarv"asti
t:iida Literature; Calcutta, 1957, pp. 86-7). . . . 

· S . . K N. 

1 .. Saii.cf, .5! ml;. south�west of Bhilsa, 
2. S�niri; 6 mls. south-:-ivest of Sanci, 

3. Satdhara, 6! mls. west of Siiiici, 
. 4. :Bhojpiir, 7 ml'l. east-south�easi of Bhilsa, and · · 

5. Andher; 4 mls. east.�uth-east 
.
. of BMjpiir 

and 9 mls. eas�s0uth"�ast of. BhilS-a. . · · 

The longest . distance Qetween them, that is 
from west to east (Satdhii.ra to ·Andher)� is seventeen 
miles. 

· , 
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. .l'ig, 1.-0rnamentPrl Relic casket found inside t.he relic chamber · of 
.Audlwr stnpa .Xu. �I. Height. 5� ins. Thll inscription on t.he 
top of the lid states : �'irtpuriha Goliput.asa K likana.·m Paflhiisatwsa 
Koclinyeoo/a,�a " (ltclirs) of the emnncipnt�d gon · ·of. Goti, 
Kii kanavn Prnbhnsaye · of t.he race of Ko<iini (or Kohndinya) " . 

· Fig. 2.-Large steatite ornamented vase · made of t:Wo pie<;es fastened. 
· together with lac once fnrriishell with a spout the hole for 

which. is visible hi this illustration; On the uppt'-1' side of the 
ne.ck there js the inscription : Sapurisasa ·Mogalip!dasa Gotiputa 
.Ateviisino " (ReUci!) .of the emancipated Mogaliputra, the pupil 
of Gotipntra ••. The va.Se was found . inside. the relic-chamber 
of the stupa No. II at Andher. . · 

. 
&produced from .A. Cunningham, The Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854. 

I •  

: ·. :· � . .  , 
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The following is a brief note on these five groupg. 
. . 

I. Safici : The gwnp of the Sanci stlipas is 
on tho low ridgo of a sandstone hil1, about. three 
hundred feet in height, . in the small village of 

· Siiiici. . Hero are foiu'ld the . world-famous great 
st1ipa and several othe� stiipas alo�{with ruins 
of other monastic buildings. In th� largo stone 
bowl found among the · ruins here must have been 
planted a sacred tre.e . . Though the present village 
of Saiici is very small, the numerous ruins scattered 
(n·er the hills · betwooh S�iici ' and. · Kanakhera 
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fimall caskets, each containing human bones and 
an inscription mentioning the name of the person · 
whose relics were found therein. It is intere�ting 
that several of these names could be · identified 
with those mentioned in the Mahava1J�Sa account 
(ch. xii) of Asoka's missionary activities. 

Six other stiipas of small dimensions were also 
found ; these had been opened e�rlier by treasure
hunters (A. Cunningham, op. cit. pp . . 309 ff.) .  . For 

· further.details see SON • .\RI. 

indicate that once there existed a large town. III. Satdhara : This group of stiipas is located 
. .  The most_ picturesque and · valuable objects on the. left bank of ,the Besali river, and about. 

three miles from Sonari� The largest stiipa. .of of the Sanci stiipas are their gateways which . are ) · 
· this · group, ·  which · is as la.rge as the · great Sii.fici elaborately carved with bea\}tiful sculptures. · stiipa, has ·a ·  dome iO I feet in diameter at the The r.a.ilings round tho stiipas, too, are noteworthy 

and · they contai.'l. ·ori their pillars several ·hundreds . base, but is in a very ruinous condition, its present 
. height being only 42 feet . .  No important finds . of donative inscr:iptions. ·From the relic-cl:la.mbers were discovered from this stiipa.. of some · of . these . stupas relics . of eminent 

Buddhist monks of the time of king Asok�, 
. 
who Along the walls of the courtyard of this stiipa 

are named in the casket-inscriptions, have been and outside it are the remains ' of . -three large 
diScovered (A. Ctinningham, o�. cit. pp; 179 fi'.). buildings, which, most prol;>ably, were tempies. 

· 

· 
· Sanci attracts pilgrims from foreign ·· lands Another ruined, . .  atupa · at Satdbara, · orily 230 . as woll .as art-lovers so regularly and· all _ the feet to the north-,vest of the largest - stiipa just · year r01md that it may everi be called a centre of · describE;:(!, brought forth from its relic-chamber 

. . t-ourist attraction. The governmen� of India. has it tw� caskets containing inScriptions .· which read 
· prominently ·o� its itinetary. · (For further details . . Siirijndasa.; . '(Relics) of Sariputta', a,nd. Maha · 

see SMlCI.) 
. 

Magalana.sa_ '(Reli�s) of Maha .Moggatlana ' . it is 
·significant that · these two caskets contained the · · 
relics of th� two chief disciples of the Buddha. 

. 
I • • • • ' 

· 11. Sonari : Sonari, like Siilici, is � ·small village 
s(tuated on a low·spur of a S8ondstone hill, six Inil.es 
to the south-west of SaiicL The stupas .  l1.re Anothe_r small stiipa (No. 7) at Satdh8ra, also : 
located on the top of the hill, about one mi19 to the . brought . forth from its reli�-cliamber two large · 

souib of the village. . The largest of these stu pas, . ea.rthen�are · . pots '�ithiri which . were· other 
· smaller caskets nieant for relics. These contained . 

· 
' having a dome 48 feet in diameter at the base, · no inscriptions . . iS situated in the midst of a sqm9.re court 240 feet 

on each side: A flight of steps ii?. the north-east The other stiipas �t Satdhii.ra. have not _revealed 
comer of the court leading to -the top indicates anything iigoificant (A. Cunningham, op. cit. · . 

· that . the squ�re . court was only the . basement · pp. _320 fl'.). For further details, see SATDHARA. 
. 

of 8. Buddhist temple. The solid hemispherical · . 
stiipa which is nearly ·perfect has . ha.d railings 
round • the base

. and the top of its dome. Like . 
the Sanci railing;, the · railings r�nnd this stiip� . 
were erected . from the gifts of many different · 
individuals ; the�e �e recorded on the railing 
pillars. The relic-chamber of this stiipa brought 
to l�ght several relic-caskets. Tbiis stupa. is assigned 
to the latter part of the reign of Asoka. . . 
· . The second .stiipa at Soniiri,. 27!- feet in diameter 
at the base of the dome, also stands on an enclosure 
165. feet square. From its relic:chamber was dis

·covered . a _· large steatite v�se in '\Vhich were five 

. . IV. Bhojpfir :· The Bhojpiir. stiipas . stand on 
the south:east comer of . a low ·range of hill!;; . 
o� four · �cceS&ive terra.c�s. · On the uppermost 
terrace the� . a.r� �ix stiipas among which are the 
principal stiipas of Bhojpiir. Stiipa 1, which is 
in an enclosure of 252 feet by 2�4 feet, has a dome· 
66 feot 2 inchc!'> in . diameter at the base. · Its · 
partial excavation revealed nothing of interest. 

The relic-chamber �f 
. 
Stiipa No. · 2 c�nta.ined, .

. 

among other things, an, inscribed crystal ' casket . 
in the shape of a small stiipa, inside whicp were · 
some . bone-relics, · Stiipa. No. 3, too, · ha8 not 
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revealed anything interesting, but . from Stupa 
No. 4 a crystal casket · with the word ".Mun", 
refcr�iug to tho · Buddha, has been discovered. 

On the second terrace fro:n the top arc sixtre.n · 
, small st�pas . . One 0f these contained two inscribed 

relic caskets · ir� · its chamher. 'rhis particular 
stupa was m9St· probably erected in· the beginning 
of Asoka'sreign. :Fro�1 another shipa an abundance 
of hu�a;l. bones ,\·as found inside a double steatite· 

· vase . 
The rcmainiug . st.iipas on the S8cond . terrace 

·of the hill - have not revealed any finds of much 

the relics of Haritiputra, as is mention0d on the 
, ·outside of the inner one of the two PI' skets. An 

insrript.ion, wr;tten in ink, on the inner side of 
i ts l id mentions that t he gift (of the relics) was 
made by Asva-Deva. Haritiput-ra is also mentioned 
in another inscription from . Sailci stiipa No. 2, . 
ul�ng: with  :Majjbima. nnd Kassa.j:>a Gotra and is, 
thorefore, . eonsidered as . one of the principal 

. Bu.ddhist t oHch,'rs ·of the time of king Asoka, a fact . which. enables us to · l :x th ' · �tiipa ' towards 
. the end of the 3rd century B. C. (A. Cunningha�, 

op.. cit.  pp. :J42 ft'.) .  
It  is  1l1 :  \J.Chowle: lgrd fact that the excavation 

T}le th(rd plat.form · of the hill from the t�p has · S,I{d t he opening of the Bhils�� stu pas have pMlilced 
. seven stu pas · of small si�e and their excavation · valuable results .;:nrl. 1 h�t their bas-reliefs. and the 
yeilded only a few e·art!)('\nware jars. ins:-ripti,1ES are . of �ttmost importance • for the 

On tho l()west terrace of the hill there · remain 
rrconstructi(ln of tiie earl:\' ·history of B�ddhism · 

now · only eigl)t ,topes, the ext;:a..vations of which, in India 'in pre-Chi·istian times. Ma1!y . of . the · 

to'o, has. not· been much ·fruitful . (A. Cunningham, 
. relic-casket inscriptions, it.has i iPcn fourid, e&ta.blish 

int<'rest .  

op. cit, . p. 327. ff.) .  For further details see the historical truth of the 
. 
lvlahcivamsa �ccount · 

BiiOJPOR. . . (ch: xii) or' Asoka's Buddlilst missiona.;.y a�tivities; . 

. . 
V. Andhcr : The village of Andher is situated 
5 �iles to the west :of Bhojplir. . The. stiipas

. are 
·sited on the nort.hern declivity . of the . hill1 

· just · t\vo lli.iles. fro:fll :..i\.ndher. Tl�ere . are . three, . . 
all · . pre-Christian. . The largest · of " them, 
w.bich has a dome 35 feet · 2 · inches in diaypeter 

. at its base� is one of. the few ancient stii.pas which 
has .a part 'of its i:a�ling _ still standing in. position. 

and many· of · the bas-rellefs could be identified 
· · · with in'Cidents fr�m .the life .of the Buddha n�rrated 

in. �arly Buddhist literature- (cp. Cunningh�m, 
op. cit. 'p.  viii). 

I • • . 

H. R. P. , 

BHI.MA (1) ,  a celestial 'musicia� or a mu8ical instiu• 
ment. See Af�AMBA. 

It has afso- one of its · gateways �nimpared. This · . . . , 
stiipa is also the ·only one ·out of the Bhilsa st�p-a.s · BHIMA. (2) , ' name . of a world ruler (�kravartin) · 
:,vbich: has n.· stone · coping along the outer edge of mentioned in the '2�1hm!ut . . �o. 3584 (BHS. s.v.) .. . . 
its terrace .still intact . .  · 

· 

. · The railing pillars contain . sculptm:ed motifs BliiMA (3); .� sage of old, �ho po·s8essed
. 
the fi�� · 

·a�d scenes and orie of the pillars carries a donative types of )1igher knowledge (abhUHia, q. v.) and 
inscripti�n reading Dharna .Sivasa .Mcitu diin��n; · grea:t psychic powers .(iddhi); He is Sa.id to have . 

<}ift of · Dharma-Siva's mother ' . which.· could be . been c6nsured by the bodhisatta , who was born . 
.. dated, palaeographically, in the reign (){ As6ka. · · a� a learned brahman at that time and his d�ciple� 

. Stiipa No. 2 is rorich .. sm�ller, . h�ving . o�ly · agreed :with him . . · It was for this reason that the 
a-' dom� 18 feet' 10 inches in diameter . at its ;Buddha ·and five hundred moD.ks suffered cal�y 
base, bu� i$ better pr�served . . The operiuig . of its at . the hands of Sund�rikft. (cp. Ap; I, p. 299 ; . 

· relic-chamber;too, was much more .sewarding for i� 
. 

UdA. P· 264): 
. . 

brought to light . several inscribed relic-caSkets of 
different shape� and : si:zes, and of beautiful 
workmanship. The�e inscriptions reye!!-1 that the 
-caskets . contain the relics of some. o.f the . celebrated • 

. Indian Buddhist monks · of the · time · of . . Asoka. · . ' 
:like V.8chhi-putra., Kii.kana.va Prabhfulan�, Gotaputra. 

. :and :Moggaliputra. 
. 

BHIMA (4), · name of 8. naga . (Mmk. p.. 454),. 
also mentioned in the MaMmayuri (BHS. s.v.). 

BHiMA,·· ·name of & goddess' mentioned in the 
· Sad?�ana:miilii .(Sa.dh. p. 50�). . 

Stiip& No. 3, .which is · also of small dimen• BHilllADARSANA (lit; of a ferocious a.ppea�ance),
. 

aion.s · with a dome only · 15 feet . in ·  diameter · as denoted by the name, is an awe-inspiruig deity 
.at· its .base, brought to light �om its relic-ch(!.mber . who belongs to the eastern quarter of the third 

-� 

. ·_·;; 
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puta (division) . Sho is one among the goddesses 
hJ.voked by the · adherents of the V itjrayiina for 
protection aml sur.coiu· , and i� mentioned i!1 the· 
Siidhanamiihi (Sridh. p. :i02) .  
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BHIMASENA JATAKA (No� 80), relates an account 
of a boastful monk. Although of low family 
he wn::1 in the hnbit of boasting about the nobility 
and riches of his family, but he was exposed when 

. 
anothor monk on . m;quiry found out the tr�th. · 

BHIMAMITR. A, a groat In
.
diaJ.l teacher, who is · · Once, the bndhisatta was born as a noble brahman · 

belioYcd to have appeared in the incamation .of · and after. his training at Takkasilii. became famous 
· Lha-tsiin. In his manifestation as Lha-tstin, · as a skilful archer. But he was short and hunched·, 

Bhimn.mitra is u.sually represented as seated on . a . and lest he should fail to secure emplo�ent 
leopard-skin mat with his right leg hanging down because· of this . handicap, he persuaded . a well� 

. and his hody almost bare. One · of his titles is built weaver, by the name of Bhimasena, to . be 
Bo-ru-ka-pa. which · means ' unclad '. · He his stalking-h"orse. Toget-her they interviewed 
is of ·a dark . b·lue complex! on. Otliorwise, he the king of·Barii:i:w.si lmd B?imasena. was appointed . 
is somewhat like his prototype guru Rim-bo-ch'e. royal archer. · He ahvA.ys ac

.
ted on the bodhisatta's 

A · chaplet of sln�l\s oncircles his brow. In his advice . . 
left hand is a skull-cup filled with blood, and � · · . Bhimaseno. was. once · sent by the . king to seize · . trident topped with hi1mnn . heads rests in front a tiger that was -devouring .many people.. Acting · of his loft shoulder . His right hand is in a teaching · · · , o. ri · th_e bodhisatta:s advice, he proceeded with a (l.ttitlide. This representation · of Bhimamitra as · · · · .multitude of people and when the tiger was sighted 
Lba-tstin conforms . grcn.t!y with that of Hindu · · he f1ed into the forest. Mter the tiger had · boon-. Rudra-Siva. 

W. S. KT. · 

· · BHIMARATHA ( 1 ), � · previous birth, as. a . king,. 
of SirivaMha (Killki:t:�ipupphiya). · thera. See 

killed by the people, he .came out of his hiding: 
place with a creepar· i.rl his hand. App.roaching 
the . carcase, he blamed the people for having 
killed the beast, for, h� said, his intention�had b�n 
to lead him like an ox to the · khtg's presence, · 
flll.d . had brought the creeper for that purpose . . smrv AI)I)H�. · . . In their fright the people bribed him heavily not to 

<report th�m .to the king. · When he took the 
B. :a:IMARATH . . A (9.)·, . a

. 
w· orld· . .  ru· ler.· (cak· rava.. r. t_i.n),.. t 1 ·  k

-'. · · · h · 1 · · ' · - . carcase o. t 1e mg, agam · e was · rich y rewarded 
whose n�me .occurs ·. in 8 list . of siXty such . for the kin"g "believed he had killed the tiger� 
kings

. 
beginning with · ·Mahasa:mma� ; he is the · · · · · · 

· thi,rty-four�h in the list ("BB. xr:rr, p. 52). · . On a�other. occ��ion, .a. certain ro�· bee�me 

BHlMARATHA (3); a v:assal king of- Da:t:��aki. 
Whim Dal)cJaki and his kingdom we�e destroyed, 
Bhiniaratha., t�gether with Att·haka · and · Kaliilga, ; 
i'ought Sarabha�ga. 'Sarabhanga preached to them · 
and they won temporary freedom from sensuality 

. (� . .v. pp. 13�149). 

BHIMARATHA (4), a king who lived at . the tiJne 
of Gotama Buddha. On 'the o�casion of Gotama 
Buddha's preaching to .J1im, ninety crore� �f beings 
realised the truth. ·. The capital city of his kingdom 

. 
was �lso known as Bhimo.ratha (Bu:vA. p: 186). 

U. K. 

. . . 
BHIMARATTHA, name of a country or province 
in �cient India ruled over by' king Bhimara.tha · 
(Buv. p. 4:7) • . The commentary (BuvA • . p. 186) 
gives th� name as Bhimara.tha. . 

dangerous because �f a wild buffalo . and this time, . 
too1 he adopted the saine tactics. ·. Once again 
h:e �as handsom:ely rewarded. by . the ki�g. . .As ha 
grew riqh. he became swollen-headed and began 
to neglect the bodhisatta and even t.reated

. 
binl 

with contempt; 

.. Sbm;tly . afterwards . Barana.si was attacked · (' . . 
by ari enemy king a.n:d Bhimaseria was 8ent to 
fight hi;m. ·. He rode on the war-elephant With the 

· '?odhisatta . be}}ind him, but at the sig�t of "the . 
. battle-field h_e was so terrified that. he fouled. the 
elephant's back. ,The bodhisatta ridiculed I:iinl, 
Mying such behaviour was not to ·be expected 
from one who posed to be a mighty warrior, and · 
sent him home. · 

The bodhisatta marched on, capt�ed the hostile· 
king; . brought � to _the' king of . Barfi:t:�a.si a�d 
reeeived great honour. Thereafter 

. 
be became 

famous thioughout the couniry as Oulladhanu.ggaha.-
patuJita. . 

. . 
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Bhimasena had· boon a previous incarnation 

of Lhe boast.ful monk (J. l, pp. 355-9).  

L. R .  G. 

BHINGA, a paceeka-bud
_
dha (ApA. p.  129). 

In the Jlajjhima list (M. III, .p . 70) this name 
FLppears as Hinga. 

BHINGU, a p·acceka-buddha .(ApA. p. 129). 
BHIMATITTHA-VIHARA . at _ Bhimatitt_tw., In the Majjhima (M. III, p. iO), however, this 
modem Bentota, in · _ .the Paiico.yojana-ratt-ha, 
was ail important monaster-y in medieval Ceylon, 
h<lcnuse a _tooth . relic of Mahakassapa thera was . 
believed to . bo deposited here. The Pujiivaliya 

· (ch. ·xxxiY) refers to it as the Teniplo of the Tooth 
at Bertt.ota. · King · Pariikramabahu II ( 1 236-70 

A.C.) · went· there himself and, seeing the relic, 

· held a great sacrificial festival for it for three �ys 
(Jfhv . . Ixxxv, vv. 80 . ff. ; Pujavaliya, ch. p:xiv). · 
Hif: Prime tl�inister, Deva Patirii.ja,' at .the request 
of the_ ki�g; 'laid out from the vihiira a8 far as · · 
Kalana_ditittha (now Kalutara) on . a spaee one . 
�-ojana wide, a large : coconut plantation · known -

· by the king;s . nan:1e (Mhv. l,xxxvi; vv . . 16, 44). 
King ,· _NisSa.rp.k� Malls ( 1 187-96 A.C�) is . alSo 

. . . said to bave had laid out an o'rchard in the precindts . 
. of the monastery (Mhv. lxxxvi, v. 16). 

. The . .  medieval monastery . Galpii.ta· (Gaiapata) . 

name appears a8 Hingii.. 

�HINNORUDIP·A-VIHARA, a monastery in · 
Ceylon built by king Aggabodhi l, . 571-604 A.C., 
for the . elde� · (probably Dii.�h�iva) who _dwelt 
in the �Iahii.parive�. The. revenue from VaWi.· 
kii.rapit�hi . was given for its maintenance (Mlw. 

xlii, v. 26) . The place has not been identified yet, 
but it is in Rajar�ta (JOBRAS. New Series, Vol. 
VI, Speoial· Number, p; 191 ). 

'.BHIRUKACCHA, �lso known as Bhiruka, is the 
name' of a city founded by Bhiru, a minister of king 
Rudray�a of the city of Roruka 'in the tim� of 
Gotama. Bud!lha (Divy. p. 576.). 

BHISA; a previous birth.. as a king, of Bhisii.lu- . 
vadayak� thera . 

· yi�ara at. Bento� is · popularly believed to· -be ·_ · · 
id.entical with- the Bhimatittha-vihii.ra of the c�roni- BHISADAYAKA. There �ere two ·arahants by this · 

. 
cle's (Ceylon_Antiquary and Literary) Regiskt-; 'vol. VI, . name . . • One, who was ·born as 'an elepha�t th�ty- . 

· PP! 40 ff. ; ltliiller, Ancient inscriptions of Oeylim, · one kappa& ago; saw_ the Buddha Vessabhu in. the • . . . 
- L d 883 71 EZ · rv· · 6 .tt ·· forest. and gav� him-_ iotus-st. alks . (bh . . isa) to e. at; • · · • · oil on, . 1 . . , . p. . ; · :· · . , . pp . . 19 u. ; 

. . JOBJ?AS.' New seri�s. Vol. V�, Sp�cial Number, p. Thirteen kappa.S ago, he was born . 'sixteen ih:nes . 
· · - . 73): But no .ci>nclueive eyidence is ava,ilable for as king under the mime of Samodhana: At the . 

�hiR identification. tiine of . Gotama · .Buddha he joined .·the Orde� 

Bhimatittha, . ·originally, was the name · of the · 
region. 

of monks under the Iia�e of Brusadayab and · J. 
bec�e an arahant (Ap. I; _p; 1 14; ApA. pp. 388-9). 

The other arahant, in .one of his past lives· at the - . 
H. R. ·p. ·. time of Pad�uttara Buddha, was one day gather" 

ing lotus-stalks for fooci. · Seeing the · ·Buddha .- · 

· . BHIM
- 0·11· AR. A 

. 
· : f 

. . 
1 . · . bh - d . ( d . travelling through th� air he asked hi� to accept · . , name. Q a a:ut�t att , .a a emon . - · · 

h · test" 1 lik · t) t' d . M h -
some stalks. Soon after, the man. was struck · aymg tc es ·e a po men tone m a a. · . . . 

. 
. · . . 

tyUtpatti (BB. XIII, P· ol). . . . 
dead by ���htll!Jlg and was reborn m Tust� 

.
heaven. . 

· · · At the tune of Gotama Buddha he, too, JCmed the . .  
. · order . of monks under • the name of Bhisadiyak� 

BHIND.ANA SUTTA, of the Itivuttalca (It. p. 69).. and became an . arahant (Ap . . n, pp. 420-21). _ As· the name ·sugge$f;8 (fragile, perishable)', this 
i �  _a short s�tJa. wherein the bcidy (kciya); coriscious
ne!JS · (vi;hw!l.a), and all substrata.· of existence 
(upaani) are said . to be transitory. · Two -variant, _ 
readings as given in the PTS. " edition are bhidUr-a 

U; K::. · . 

· and bhiruaa. 

The SuUa&a�O:ha (Ss1MJ. p. 324) give� this sut� 
under the title Bhidura SuUa. 

BHISA JATAKA (No. 488), related by the Buddha . 
while residing in Jetavana in connection with a 

· . discontented bhikkhu (J. IV, pp; 3(J.4--14). . 

A. G. S. K. 
Once, the bodhisatta was born as sori to a wealthy · 

brahman who �lwned eighty crores of wealtb. 
He WI;IS named Mahii.ka:iicana. Tbe next son was 
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named as Upakaiicana. Thus, seven sons werfl 
born and the youngest was a daughter, known as 
Kaiicanadevi. · 

Mahakai'lc:ana studied at Takkasiia and returned 

home. Thon his p�rents showed a desire to gAt 
· him married. Mahii.kaiicana did riot like the idea 
and wanted the parents to set.tle his younger bro
thers. · None of his brofhers liked the idea, either. 
Nor . did his sister w:i�h' to get married. 

\Vhon their parents died; :Mahiikai'icaria distri
buted their wealth llJJlong the poor ·people . and 
with the whole family, including a servant, a ma�d, 
also ·a companion, rotired into the region. of Hima
laya. There, they buiit a hermitage and lived 
. on wild fruits; and roots. At first every one went 
to gather fruits but later, they agreed that Maha-
kaiicann. should stay back with the sister and the 

· maid while the others should fotbh fruits in turn. 
Then they took their individual shares and retired 
to tl;eir respective leaf-llUts (pattttasala) where· they 
practised :Imiditation · and religious �usterity; · By 
the power of their virtue, Sakka's throne trembled. 
Sakka, desirous of findiil.� out whether they were 
sages, through his super-natural power cai1.sed Mahii.· 
kajicana's shares to· disappear · for three · days.· 
\\'hen Mahiikaiicana: questioned · his . brothers 
whether they had kept his. share or hot, they Bl!oid 

. 

. that his sha,z:e was ' always kept aside. . Then., ·each 
of them protested mnoconce: and ' ·swore a.� qath . 

59 BHISAPUPPHA JATAKA 

The Bhisacariyii. is includet;l in the Cariyap£(aka 

. (iii, 4) and this story is also found m the Jataka
mala (No. 19 ) .  

A scu lpture of this Jataka (See Pl.  V) is found on 

the innerJace of a beam of the Bhii.rhut stupa, 2nd 
. cent. B. C., • in two ·panels, only · the first being · 

interpreted. Here, the bodhisatta. is shown With his 
brothers and the sister questioning them about his 
part of the meal. · An ape and an elephant are also 
6ho\vn. The sculpture is n�w at the Indian �fnseum 
Calcutta (Li.1dwig Bacchofor, Early Indian Sr;ulpture, 
I, Paris, 1929, p. xvii f.; Pl. . 26 bottom ; Barua and · 
Simha, BMr/mt Insc.riptions, Calcutta, 1 027, p. 89; 
cp. Cunningham, Stupa of Bhiirhut, London, 1879, . 
p; 76, Pl. xlvii, 7). . . . 

I. K. 

BHISALUVAPAYAKA, an arahant . . · Ninety-pne 
· kappas ago he was living in . the forest. One day . · 
he met Vipassi Buddha; made him an . offering of 

' lotus-stalks and water to wash his hands and · saluted hini with 
.
gt:eat devoti�n. Since that day 

. he never e:qJerienced birth in any evil state; . Th;oo 
kappii..':l ago he was ·� khattiya who became a �orld 
ruler by name Bhisa (Ap. 1, p. 120). 

. 

W.G.w. · 

that heary curse
. 
should fall o� th�� if any person . . BHISA-l'rlU:{.ALA-DAYAK.A; an arahant, �iriety

w0re guilty of steaiing
. 
so m�ch · a� ·a. lotus�stalk . . . twp kappas ago, when .Phussa Buddha c�me to his 

In each eaSe the ptmishment wa� to be that ill their . dwelling, he made ari. offering of lotus'-stalks and 
next birth they should have lands, possessions, lotus petals (bhisa�mu[4la). As a result of this 

. and other encumbrances which, from the . point . . good aet, he never experienced birth in a bad state 
of view · of �n asceti�, would·· be a dispised thing. since then (Ap. I, pp. 286-7) .  

· 

'l'hore . were aiso ·the chief deity of the forest, an · 
· ,... 

eloph!mt, a monkey, and Sakka · present at this . 
. gat.her·ing, .although reim'ining invisible. . When 

· every one spoke of their innocenc�, Sakka· ap�ed 
before them and asked them why they dr�ded 

BHI�A�A ( 1 ), . naine of· a yak� referred to in . 
Maii,iusript-iilakalpa (Mmk . p. 44 ; BHS. s.v. ). 

BHI�A�A (2), name of · nii.gn mentioned in the 
Manju8rimiilakalpa (Mmk. p .. 454 ; BHS. s.v). 

· possessions. On � listening to . their ariswet, Sakka 
was grea:lly ploo.sed and told them what had happen
ed .and asked _thein to pardon him. This they did, 

BHI�A�A {3), name of a locality mentioned in the · 
Tllis story was related in· the Sa.me circ�tances : MaMmiiyuti. (,¥hm. 28; BHS. s.v.). 

as the .Kusa Jataka (q.v.). 

The Buddha identified th� ciu1racte;s by �ying BHISAPUPPHA JATAKA (No. 392). Th�;J bodhi-
. that Siiriputta , Moggallii.nil., Pu�l!a, Kassapa, satta was once an ascetic. One day he descended . 
Anumddha a�d Ananda were the brothers of the into a. pool smelling a lotus in full bloom. He 

. . 

bodhisatta, Uppalavawa the sister, Khujjuttara . was rebuked by a deity for stealing perftu:Oe by 
the maid, Citta the· ho:u�e-holder was the servant, . smelling a flower that did not beiong to him. 'l'he 
Sii.tii.giri the forest deity, Parileyya the elephant; . bodhisatta was taken by surprise. In that same • 
MadhuvaseHha the monkey, · and Kaludii.yi the · pond was a man digging fodotus fibres a�d breaking 
Sakka. . the lotus plants but the deity did not "find fault 
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with ·him. :�non the bodhisatta asked her for the 
reason, her rpply was that she had no interest in 

people \\·ho \Ycre not Yirtuous. · n·ut in the holy 

man serk iug purity evrn a sin as insign ifiennt as 
a hair-t ip stqod out. like a dark. cloud i� the sky: 
The bodhisatta was much impressed and thanked 
her . . J\ftcr : death he was ;·cboni it� bmbmaloka. 
The deity· . was a pr� 'rious incarnation · of . 
l.JppalavaJ)l)fi .. · 

This Jalaka was related in reference to .a 
bhikkhu who had a :::imilar . experience �s the 
l)odbis�ttn. He had smolt a lotus in a forest pool in 
Kosali\ aml' '.\'O.S scared by 3 diety who accused him 
of steaiin·g perfume (J. III; pp. 307 ff. ). 

. . 

L.R.G. 

BHI�MA, • ctyn:mlogirally 'formidable , · •mighty,' . 
an e})ithot of a: great set>r (mahqr�i.); ·occuri.ing in .. 
the llfahamiiyuri (Xo. 257). Edgerton is .of opinion · 

· tlu1t this may possibly refer to Bhi�ma of the 
Ma!W.bharata (BHS. s. v.). · 

BHI$M.AGA��JITA-NlRGHO$A$VARA, a · former . 

· has been . the mothe·r of three Buddhas, na�ely, 
. Krakutsanda, Kanakamuni and IGi.Syapa ; and will 

be tho mot.her of all the bodhisat.tvns mentio�ed in 
tlH• l ist (GV!Jii .  p. 442 ) .  

BHI$MOTTARANIRGHO�A, name of u. sage occur
ring in the Ga(l(hn;yiiha .Stitra (GL·yu 1). 1 10), as a 

resident of Salii.yu torrit?ry . (janapada), and. as 
the prec;eptor of a. grotip of young· students. He 
was a knower of the .bodhisattva. discipline (bodhisat
tvacarya), for the knowledge. of which the b;\nker'.s 
Ron Suddlumn, . resorted t� him at tho direction of 
Asa t.be fen�ale d�votee. 

BHlTJ,\ SUTTA, tho fifth sutti\ iri the Chetva-vag�a 
of the Devata-sarrtyutta · .of the SarJ�?Jutta-nikaya 
(S. I,. p :  42): . In reply to :a deva·s question the 
Buddha says that il. person who is . pure in de.ed,
word and thought, has f(lith, is g�ntle, ·generouS · . 
and kind, neod not fea� life after death. . 

BHI�YA, . one of th� . two chief' lay�pa.trons of . . 

Paduma Buddha: (Buv. ix, .v. 23). 

Buddha, oc�urr�g in the Astd,sahcisrika-prajiiapara- BHIYYOSA · (•:a.r. Bhiyasa., · Bhiyyil, Bhiyyasa., ;nita (A�P. p.48l ) ,  identical with Bhl�magarj ita- . Ehiyosa), one Of. the two chief disciples ofB).lddhn . 
s.varnrii.J'a referred to in th. e . Sa.ddharmaput�¢arika K . -· · · (D rr· · 4 J I. 43 '" · · o�aga.Iil!!ona . , ·p. ; . .  i p. ; . ·DUV • .XX1V1 
(Sd1.i'tp. pp. 318  ff.), .. He belonged to. the .age called · v.22); ·n6 was � prince and the Buddha preacll,ed :: _ . Vinirbhoga ·and to the w�rld MahiiSI!orilbhava. · I{e to him and his.friend, prince Utta�a. together with ' · · 
prear.hcd tho doctrine; comprising the Four Noble · their· following of ·thirty thou5and. in the city of 
Truths as 1ts essence and culminating· in the realisa- Surindavati. · 'At the end. of the . dis��urse they· 

: tipn of 'NirviiJ;�a . .  The life-time of tha.t Tn.thagata . ·all entered the: Sangha (BuvA. p. 259 f.); 
l�sted forty hmidred · thousa�d myriads of kof.is of 
Q()ons; · and · r�fter his complete· .extinction his · .true 

. 1�� remained . himdred thou�nds . of myriads. of 
kotis in . the · Jambudvipa, and the : qoun�rfeit of 
the true . law continued . hundred tho"Q.sands of 
myriads o(k9tis of aeons.'· When t�e c.omiterfeit 
of the trt1e law

.
of Tathagata Bhi�nagarjita-svararaja 

· · (another naine . for · Bhi�mitgarjit!l-rtirgho�svara) 
. had di�ppeared, he wa·s stiereeded by a long series 

. of :auddhas of the same name: Under this Buddha; 
· . the ·. bodhisattva

. 
Sad�prarudita is . said to have 

sta�d his 'career of prepll.ration for Buddhahood. 

· W. S.KT. 

· BHI�MAMATANGA, · name of a · great sage (mahar�) referred to ' in · the · Mahamayuri. (257 ; 

. BII_S . .  s.v.-). 
I 

BHI�MAY ASAS, name of a bodhisattva th�t · 
.dccurs in a list· of bodhi�ttvas in . the Ga'!l4avyilha 

· Sutra. Maya, who gives this list, says that she 

i... R. G.' · 

·• BliOGA, .enjoyment, wealth. 
Derived fr�m the root bhuj 'to enjoy", 'to make 

use of;'. the .term as used· in Buddhist literature · 
primarily· means ·enjo)rment (A. IV; p. 392) . . . But . . 
the senSE! of the term has been . extended to cover . 
material things that are. enjoyed· or made use of 
for · the purpo�. of li�g. ·Thus, it inClude� not 

. only . the �ocessitie.s of llfe· .such as fo.od, ·clothing · 
and- sh:elter, but also· luxuries. · People earn and 
possess material things · because they . want to 

· utilise them. iu order to inain.tain themselves 
in this world. Thus . bhoga .comes to mean . 
posse�io� (Sn .. vv. 1 02, 301 ; D .. m, · p. 188). · 
This di®ussion dealS with �he Buddha's attitude · 

towards materi8.1 possessions. 
It �as to··be remembered that the Buddha's· is. a 

dual attitu.de towards bhoga, one for monks and 
one for lilymen. The ·possessions . to be owned 

• .. . 
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by a monk and by a layman are easily decided 
by the necessities of life in each case. · Honce, . 
this dual attitude is a natural 'consequence of the 
two different ways of living, of the layman and 
of the monk. But, although the layman has the 
right to possess bhoga in 

. 
the form of

. 
necessities . 

of life, thek utilisation for mere enjoyme!lt is 
disallowed even to the layman. 

such he should free . himtelf frorn ta'(tha as far as 
practicable. If he limits his tq�iui to the necessities 
of life, if he does not. cra·�e f<..•r bhoga that is beyond 
his reach <md is content wit.h what fells to his lot., 
he can be a good lay Buddhist. This is not 
advocating fatal resignation. By all means l�t 
one attempt to better hiS position in the correct way 
(dhammena : Dhp. v. · 84). · Thus wealth, if it 
were to· h!lVe any value, mus� be earned righteously . 
In fact the Buddha says that a virtuous man will ��me to possess much wealth . (rnal�nla'l'fi 
bhogakkhandarJl) as a ·  profit (anisarrtsa) accruing 
to him from virtuqus living (D. II, p. 86). At 

· s. IV, pp. 33 1-7; the Buddh� e�plains clearly . his attitude towar:ds wealth and its use, in his· 
ad vice to · Rasiya, a village h�adman� Here, he 

. say� that a good · layman should . n:ot seek wealth 
unlawfully •. and· by . violen�e. After obtaining 

A layman has to possess wealth and utilise it; · wealth by lawful means, he sh�uld make himSelf for his way pf life demands it . .  The Buddha ha� a · and his dependants happy ·and pleased;· and do 
· practical moral philos�phy · for hun and . . this · meritorious . deeds. He should not be enslaved 
philosophy contains the ethical virtues of Buddhism · 

by his possessions, but should· enjoy them -without · 

. As for the monk,. the pi>ssesaion of any kind . 
of wealth in material form, other than· the very 
basic necessities, is. taboo. He enters the Order 
depending, oven for his fundamental needs, silch . 
as food, raimen�, etc., on the pious lay devotees. 
His being a life ofdetach�ent and renunciation, 
ho is not expected to possess any material wealth 
a.t all. . All his wealth is spiritual and so .are his 
enjoyments. 

. such as_ cont.entinent (sardutthi); liberality
. 

(dana),· ·
. clinging . t

� them: . 
simplicity (apjJicchata), · self-control (sa17wara), etc. 

· · · · · . There is an important passage at A .  IV,. p. 392, 
. According to the . Buddha's · philosophy, aU wher� bhogci, as enjoyment, is· classified)nto four 
extremes . are_

. 
to be . avoided. This ·he . ta-qght . . Jivisiop:s; as enjoyment of good food (bhattabhoga); in his. first se1:mon, the Dham.macakkappavattana good clothes (vatthabhoga), good conveyance (yana-

·. Suita ( Vin.- I, PP· 10 ff. ; S . . V, PP· 429. ·ff.) .  His ·bhoga) and' the enjoyment of the five pieasures of 
injunction -to �void extrem�s and to 'foilo'W the t-he _ sense-organs (pafi.casu kiimagu'(tesu bhoga). 
�midd}e path · (majjhima pa#pada) is applicable This divjsion is quit� comprehensive· and it . is · with. regard tp

. the enjoyment of material wealth, .· · interesting .to see that tll.is division is. inade in order . 
too. · Luxuriou13 living (karnasukhiiUikanuyoga)· _as , to exp\ain how lib.erality, should be practis�d. Here, w�ll as ex.treine asceticism (�akilamathanuyoga) . . it is said that. only ' the person who gives 'gift-s 
are bOth condemned . . by the :Suddh�. Here, . �th his own hand, quite mindful of his action, and 
in .the case of the li:Yman, it is a question of the,: _ beUevirig in itsgo()d kamma in the fut'ure, will have 
neceS.'litie5 · and the luxuries ·. of '!ire. Enjojment · . inclination for the enjoyment of tht3.se four kinds · 
(bhaga) of sensual pleasur�s �y �du}ging in lu�uri�s of bhoga, i:mco he comes to possess them later, as 
is a violation of the Buddha's teaching. Simplic�ty fruition of his · charity. . He who giv�s in charity 
(appicchata) is . a · ' highly reeommended virtue. . but. without' . being thoughtful ·about it, could b� 
A layman should �cumulate wealth by proper w_ea!thy as a good result of his liberality, but be"· . 
means·· (dhammena : Dhp. v. 84), if .he were to cause of his lack of interest in the act, he would . 
follow the . Buddhist Wa.y of life and �hould IJ,lake · �ot be able to �njoy his wealth. Here, it has tci be 
use of such we.�lth only so . . far ·as it is ne��ssary remembered that the Buddha <loes not re�ommend . . · 

for the purpose of leading a life free from want. ·. . that · these pl�asures · should be ·enjoyed, nor does · 
B1:1t excessive craVing (ta7Joo)_ for - material wealth he prohibit·· .slich -enjoyment. . His inj\lllction is 
is strongly disapproved. In t:P,e case of the layman, that for one who sees. this world as full of suffer�ng, 
wealth has to be er.rned, for evel). the practic� �f which was how he saw it, th� best course would be 
liberality is not possible for the poor an.d the needy. . t� give up all . worldly possessions �nd �njoymentli . · Although, according to the Bu.ddha, ta'!l:ha is the · and to beco11,1e a m�nk. But.,. if one wishes to 
cause·  of all nUSery .m the :WOrld, fof the layman rem�m a iayman one should follow the middle path 
a certain amount of tanha is inherent. He who is. regarding .these enjoyments. · One should not be 
entirely free from ta� · is enlightened (arf!hantj. · . addicted to or. be enslaved by them . . · These plea • . · 

. He has conquered all sorrow (ta�Jh.akkll4yo a.JJbba. sW:ea should not be taken as the be-ali. and end-aU 
, du_lckha� }inati : Dhp. v. 354). ·As long as a layman of life. They should not be treated as an end . in 
has tat�M, he -cannot reach this ideal state and as. themselves. They should be resorted to so far .as · 
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necessary �or the purpose of living and the indul-
gence in various · pleasures should be done with 
much· self-control and only so far as necessary for 

. . the purpose of leading . a contented existence as . 
a layman. 

The injunction of the Buddha, in the layman's 
ethics, that he .should keep to the middle path, 

. knowing· the limit · in earning and ,the utiliSlition 
of wealth . is very signifi<;Jant when considered in 
relation to practical living. It is often seen that 

. some. people, not knowing how their . wealth shouid 
be made 'use of, p'ut their money to improper use, 
thereby causing· trouble for themselv_ es and others. 

hy a good man, it is said (Sn. v. 1 02) that. if a wealthy 
man were to enjoy his dainties all alone, it would 
be a source of ·failure for him. Out of the fiva 

kinds of losses (vyasana) that might. befall a person, 
loss of wealth is given as one (D. III, p. 235) . Pride 
of wealth or economic snobbery .i� given as a. cause 
of one's downfall (Sn. v. 104) . · . . 

·The Buddha often distipgU.ishes bet-ween material 
and . spiritual we�lth. A common · group of such 
spiritual treasures, which constitute seven virtues 
(.satta dhaniini),, is ofte� mentioned (e.g., A .  IV, p . . 
4) .. See DHANA. 

. The Buddha compares material �e�lth with these. )fost of such practices are followed for the purpose · 
treasures and says that these latter are the real. · 

of accumulating more and PJOre wealth. The 'Bud- · 
h h. : "'ea.Ith that a man can possess (e.g., A .  IV, p. 7;_ · · 

. <'l a says t at riches destroy the foolish, for, by . 
craving for riches, the fo.olish pers�n 

.
de�troys him- D . . III, p. l63) . . For, while ma.terial wealth could . 

· · be t·aken a'\\,ay by kings, robbers, eiiemjes and others, self' as "'ell _as others (bhogata�hiiya dummedho hanti . these. spiritual ti·easures cannot: be taken away by anne'va cittana7!' : Dhp; v. 355). It is this craving for 
· anyone. At M. III, p. 180', the ·Buddha is told enjoyment (bhogaia�hii), · when practised beyond the by a brahtnim that · the brahman8 speak of four prope.t: limits, that is the bane Of all humanity kinds ·of wealth. Th� first i� -tbat, of a brahmari (icehadosa a'!JQ,1!'. paja :  Dfip .. 1:. 359) . . Once this · · . . . _ _ . . · 

1.:: · · · · 1  tel d t d . · ll · . . whose wealth · IS . dependent on alms; the second ta�n� 1s comp e. y es -roye , a sorrow , 1s cq�- , . . . .. . . · · _ .. · · . · , 
d (ta. hakk�:- bb d kkha . . - . Dh . that of a war�wr (khuthya) whose wealth 1s the bo\\ quere . � • nuyo . sa a u 1'(1- ;�nat�: p . · - · . . . · . · · · · · 

3-4) H 
· 

d' · lth · · � · · . 1 k d · and the qmver, .- the th1rd IS that of a ·merchant . v . . a .· · oar mg' wea . m· any· .lOrm IS oo e · . . . - · . · . . . . · .  ·d . 
(A TII . 222)• . Th' B d

. 
db .

. 
b . (vessa) whJCh · ls .agncultur_e. and tendmg cattle and . . own upon . . , p .  . . . e u a o �erves 

_ 

· . · . . . . . 
th t th. · l't f t h .. d' · .lth dil the fourth that of a worker (sudd(l), the swkle and · · a e qua 1 y o no oar mg wea . gree . y . . · · - . . . . . · . 

· c · th · k · ·or· · ·• £ · . · · . . · · · the · yoke. The Buddha reJects tllls class1ficat10n . ,or · e sa e mere . . cravmg · or possessions: 1s a · · . . · . · . . . . · . · 
bl

. 
· · · t : Th B ddh . , · · . . th t. . th and lays do·wn that the practice of the noble .dhamm,a no � v1r ue. e u a s v1ew IS a m e . : · . . · · . . · .- � . ·. . . 

· · { th · · h 
· � t 1 d th l'f, f IS the real wealth of any person, mespectlve of h113 C&l

h_ e_
l
o . e p

b
e�on w

b 
o 

l
p
d
.re

b
ers . o . e�

d
. e I � Q . position by 'birth. 

. . . . 
t e ayman, n;uga s ou . e obtame by proper · · 
maims, and· also : such wealth should be put to · . Hera·; it is worth mentioning that in those days 

. cor�t use. This i� why right I i�e1ihood is included . wealth consisted mairily· of gold, silver, grain and. 
in the: No?Ie Eightfold P�th as samma-iijiva. The . cattle (Sn. 1JV • . 302-7). . . 
Bud� himseJ£ says that the industrious person . From the fbregoing d�ussi�n it is- clear . that the . 
gets wealth (Uf.lliatii vindate. dhana1!' : . . Sn: v. IS7). . attitude of the Buddha towards bhoga in relation 
It is not- in keeping with the teaching of the. Buddha · to 1a.y life' is ·orie in which. both the e:xir�mes of · 
to hanker a'fter bhoga that is beyond 'one's reach� 'excessive cra,ving for it as well 'as its total refusal 

. Unless one is satisfied ·with one's. lot, it is impossible are avoided. . Buddhism being a religion of tern- · 
. for one to lead a life of c�ntent�ent ·(santu#lhi); paranee this attitude is to be expected. In the 
d.Ild hence contentinE:nt is  treat�d as · the. gr�atest cas"' Of the monk, both his enjoyments and po�es� 

· . 'wealth (sant�lhi pardma* dhanar;a: Dhp·. v, �04), . sions are spiritual. His ·possessions are coJ?.fined . 
only to t,he barest essentials for his living; · ·  . . The Buddh�. has giv�n �ery practical and i.JSeful 

advice to the l�yman regarding the 'earning and 
. the utilisatio� :(;r' · wealth. ·· He says in .· 

.
the 

Sigaloviida, · Sutta of the . Dig"ha�nikii.ya that 
one should divide one.'s earnings (bhoga) into fom• · 

· equ&} portions and use the first on t.he satisfact.ion · 
of various needs, two portions for investment and 
the l'ourth to be put

. 
by for a rainy. day (D. ill, p. · 

188).. 
. . 

Just as virtuous living makes one's bhoga increase, 
loss of wealth may result_ as· a consequen·ce of the 
commission of sinful acts (Dhp. t• •

. 
139). As Iibera- · 

lity (ckina, ciiga) is a virtue that should be practised 

. 
-The la�an b� to be guided as re�ards material 

. 

p�'ssessions and·. thei� utilisation by certain funda- . 
mental ethical principles as discussed above. · The 
'Buddha admits. that all . beings. must, ·first of all, 
have enough to eat . (sabbe satta ahara-t{Mtika : D; 
III, pp. 21 1; 273). Without' food, clothing and. . . 
shelter human· beings· caimot exist .in this world, · 
cannot develop ethical qualities or achieve spiritual 
development� · · 

Viewed from the ·layman's point of view there 
are five advantages resulting fro.m bhoga as given 
by the Buddha himself in the Bhoga Sutta at 

.; 
. ·.� 
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A. I II, p. 259. These five advantages are that with 
riches one can make oneself happy and gl!id (suk. heti:, pineti). Similarly - one can keep one's parents, 
wife, children, slaves aud workers, friends and 
colleagues happy and glad. A lso, it is said here 
that there are five disadv�ntages in bhoga, for, .thev 
mar be destroyed by . fire or floods, tliqy may b

.
e 

ta�en away by kings or heirs or robbers, _ resulting 
in milch · sorrow. H� who has no attachm�nt · to 
any kind of possession �ill have no such occ�ions 
for grief and sorrow. Tqis is why the Buddha 

· recommends renunciation for the s�ke of spii-itual 
and supramundime happiness. 
· See also l\IATERIALIS�l. 

A. G. S. K. 
. . 
BHOGANAGARAKA (Pii.li ·: Blwganagara), a village 
in the Va.jj i  country where the Buddha.· stayed in 
the Ana.nda.-cetiya, o� his· last . journey and where 
he : preached a. sermon on the four great authori• 
ties (mahapadesii; Das. J.ltf"ahtiparinirvaT,UJ Sti.tra, . ed . .  

. Ernst Wa.ld�hmidt, Berlin, 1950, • pp. 21,  230 ; 
· . . . D. II, p. _ 124; A. II, p. 167) . :From Bhoga �e went . 

on to Piivii. (D. II, p. 126) . Bhog11o was one of the · 
. plac�s passe·d by Bii.vari's pupils on their �a.y to · 

. Rajagaha. It lay between ·pa.va a"nd Vesii.li · (Stl. 

with the help of riches one can · make happy and 
satisfied oneself as well as one'fl parents, wife, chil
dren, slaves, labourers, friends and companions 
To recluses a�J briihmans one can make offerings, 
resulting in happiness hero and leading to heaven 
hereafter. 

A. G. S. K. 

BHOGAVANT, . name of a niiga . mentioned 
in the Mahamayuri (�211 BHS. s. v. \. 

BHOGAVATI ( 1 ) ,  a .  bodhisattva occupying 
a place to the west of the white Avalokitesvara · 
in the Avalokitesvara section of the .Garbhaclhatu
mal)-9-ala.. 

His. mystic na�e (guhya nama) is Jt�-i-ch.in.g-kang 
. arid his .syn:i'Qol (samaya) is t\vo stalk� of l otuses, 
. one stalk with a flower in bloom arid the other 
with three · . buds. Eis seed . .  letter ( bija-alqara) 
is 8a, · His figure· is the · colour of white · flesh . . · · His. lef� hand ·holds two stalks of lotua ; his right . 
hand is bent " at the e�bow al).d the palm if! uptU:rned · 
with the third an4 little fingers bent . · He 'Sits 
cross-legged tin ·a red lotus-flower . 

v. 1013). .. As to. his · merit, · . th� Ta-jih�ching-sl.-t-', . the 
U. K. · . co�enta.ry . on . .Mahiiva·ir�riasambodhi : (TaisM, .· 

Vol. 34, p. 742) says : Bhogavati presents · every 
· thing freely t� the pers�n who wants them • .  • BHOGASA?ttHARA PETAVATTHU; tl�e st01y of 

four women' of Rajagil.ha;who;_ha.ving earned money In · China, the name · of · this bodhisattv11 is 
by · �lling things with false measures, · ·were borri . · translated as Feng-ts'ai (C. 3 : lot of properties) 
as petil.s� One night the four pe�as roamed about ·or Tz1l-ts'ai·chu .(C. 4 : ruler of properties). 

·. in the city cx,Ying� " We earned inonf3y, but others 
. . �ake· use �r it." The people, who I were frightened 

by their cry, arranged a. groat almsgiving for the 
Buddha and the monkS and informed the Buddha of 
what t.hey had heard. The Buddha. explained · to 
them that there was nb reason for. fear; and that it 

. -�� _a; cry �f four petas who, 'in their former life� 
hli.d earned money by unjust means (Pvu. p. 67; · 
PvuA. pp. 278-9). . · . . 

U. K. 

BHOGA SUTTA of. the Anguttara-nilcaya (A. III, 
p. 259). According to this sut.ta. there O.:re . five 
disadvantages and five advantages in the po��ssion · 
of riche8. They are liable to be destJ:oyed by fire 
and water. Thirdly, they can be · confiscated or 
taken by force · by kings an<J. · others, · fourthly, 
robbers can steal them. and, finally, one's wealt4.may 
be inherited by people who are not loved by the 
owner of those riches. The advantages are that 

K. T.MR. 

BHOGAVATI -(2), the magnificent pa+ace of the . 
naga king VaruJ).a of Hirafifiavati, . the capital 
of. tpe naga ktngdom (J. VI; pp. 269-70) . 

BHOiA ( 1), o�e of the eight brahmans who read 
the auspicious marks on the bodhisatta's body1 . 

· on the fifth day after his ·birth. . The others 
were Rama, · Dh�ja, Lakkhal).a, Manti, i(ol).dafifia, . 

· Suyamaand Sudatta (J. I, p. 56). In the . .Milinda
panlza, Bhoja is referred to as Subhoja (.Miln. 

p. 236) . 

BHOJA {2), one of the three ancient. physicians 
who were skilled in curing people bitten by serpents: 
The other two were Vetarani and Dhammantltri 

(J. IV, pp. 496; 498). 
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.BHOJA. (3), name of a country mentioned in 
Pali Buddhist iiterature. In the- SaT{I-yuUa-nikiiya, 
it is said that there was a sage (isi) no.med Rohitassa 
Bhojaputta (S.I, pp. 61-2) and the Jataica mentions 
sixteen Bhojaputtas (J. V, p. 164). According . 
to Law (Geography of Early Buddhism., Paris, 1954, 
p: 62), Bhoja is identical with · Berar or ancient 
Vidobha, and Chamma}{a, fotir · miles }Outh-east 
of EliCh pur in the Amaravati .d istrict . . 

I. K. 

.BHOJAKATAKA, a resident of At.angkhata 
. (or, Atangkhata, a resident of Bhojakataka) 
whose gift of a railing to the stiipa of Bhii.rhut 
is recorded in an inscription on that railing (A. 
Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 

. 1879, p. 14}) · ·  
H. R.. P: 

B'iiOJANA, a term used in :Pali and Sailskrit 
· Buddhist literature, both canonical and non

. canonical, to · �ean food, meal or nolll'ishnieut 
IPED.). Though the term may refer only fio · 

BHOJAJANIYA JATAKA (N:o. . 23) . The . .  �oft foods (bl;ojan·i.yci) in · its. particular sense, it · 
bodhisatta was ·once born as a thoroughbred Sindh genel'aliy cov.ers : aU kinds . of food, namely, - soft 
horse and was made. the de8trier of .the king of foo<;ls (bhojaniya), hard foods (khiidaniya.), savoury 
B�rfu)asi. He · was ·feq on exquisit� foo� and foods (sayaniya) and liquid food (paniya). The· 
surrounded . with . every · luxury. Once; BarB.lfasi above fourfold ·division of · food is a very · rigid · 
was besieged ])y seve� _h:>s�iie,. kings .who

. 
coveted one and occurs only r�rely (e. g.� Vin. JII, p. 72). 

the kingdom. On the miq.isters' advice the king The . common . d1.v ision. has only the firSt two 
sent a chosen knight to fight the enemies. · Mounted categories, namely soft foods and hard ·roods,' 
on the king's destrier, he ·broke down · six .of the The old commentarY ·of the Vinaya Pi�aka ·( Vi1l. 
e��my ca�ps and· seized Six kings alive, but before IV, p. 83) ·st�tes- that·by the term ' sof-t food ' are 

. he . could' attack the seventh, the steed received meant five . kin�s Of food, namely, cooked . rice . • . . 
a wourid which caused him much paip . . Thereupon (odana),. food m�e. of flour (kttmmasa),  barley nieal . the wariior proceeded to remove . its armour a.nd . 

(sattu)� . fisl1· (maccha) and . meat · (mam,8a�.· The · . prepare anoth�r horse for ba�tle. · . But the destrier t.erin ' hard .food ' is defined differently at two . 
knowing that iio �t}:ler horse could · capture the 

. places ( viil. Iv, pp. 83; 92) . . ·J\t. the first it incl�;�des . 
. seventh kirig, requested his rider to arm h�m again . . everything other thjl.n the five . kinds of soft .food, . 

This he· did and destroyed the seventh ·camp . too, · the food th.at may be kept by :rponks .during a 
capturing · · the· 8eventh king. · .As the· · aimom w�tch of th� night, quring seven days O:nd dlri'ing 

· 'was being removed, the · horse died, with a request · life. · At .the second, it includes everything ·o�her 
that the .king should show mercy. to the captive 

. 
than the five kinds of· soft food and the water < .  

. · kings an� release them on an oath that they would for cleansing the teeth. Gru.el (yagu) ranks neit�er 
. not attack bis. k.il)gdom again. · as a soft . food nor as a hard foOd (The' Eook 

of Disciplin�, London, 1940, VoL · II, p . .  xxxi)� This J<i,taka was �elated on account-of .a bhikkhu · Bluitta is another Pali .term · used s)rnonymously·_ wlio had given up ·persevering. · The characters · with bhojana. Bhojana or material . food, i�ci � .
. · are thus identified : the king oj Barii.l)aSi was dentally, is one of the four nutriments (aMra ; . 

Ananda and the . warrior was �atiputta ( j, I, pp. .EncyBsm. I, pp. 280-3): . . . . . 178-Sl) .  . . · · . . · · · Food was a'u important item in the comm�al . · 
'f.hi

.
s Jataka is

. 
very simil�r to .the .t.fan_iia J ataka· · · life of the· Sangha., for it was essential for the support 

w4ich immediately follows it. an� upkeep �f the body which ip turn was riece�ary_ ·. 
for th� · practice of · the holy · life. · Hence, . this. This· . Ja�k/;1 · is depicted i:n a · sculpture from subject takes · an import�:mt place in th� VinaJja- · Bhii.rh�t (Barua 8.. nd Sinha,. Bhiir.hut J MCri.p. tiona, · · pi!aka and in o�her literary works. A large variety . Calcutta., 1926; p. 80 ·f.) .  

. 
offood that were taken by the monks ar� mentioneP, 

L. R.  G. 

· BHOJAKA�GIRI-VIHARA, a monruitery in 
· Kalin� built by king . .A.Soka at the cost of one 

crore (ko!i-dhana'Tfl-) · for his l;lrother Tissa Eka. •. 
· v:ihariya who was an ara.hant. at the time (ThagA . . . :u,: P• 230). 

in these works. Grairis (dhaii'iia) evidently formed ·. 
the major part of a monk's meal and seven kinds 

. are detailed in the Vinaya commentary ( VinA,. : . p. 8�3), namely,,, rice . . (sali),, paddy (t>illi), corn; 
barley . (yava), wheat (godhuma), millet (ka1igu),. · 
beans (varaka) and rye (kudritsaka) • . Vegetables, . 
fish and meat were served with rice. · All kinds. 
of vege�bles, all . ediple fruits and .all (ood made-
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of flour were allowed to be eaten ( Vin. I, p. 249 f.) .  Food was to be taken by a. monk, not for the 
Restrictions were, however, made with regard purpose of pleasing one's taste, net for the sak� 
to certain kinds of meat, like that of the lion, of strength or manhood, not for beauty and tiger ;.wd tlw hyBna. ( l'in. ,,_J, 220). Furth13r, a embellishment (as is the case with courtesans, 
a. monk should not eat fish or meat if he saw, actors and dancers), but for the purpose of continu
heard or suspected that the fish or the animal ance or endurance of the body, just as an owner · 
was killed purposely for him ( Vin. I, p. 238). of an old house uses props for his house and as a. 
Fish and meat were considered as sumptuous carter uses axle-grease. Food is also meant 
food (pa'(l.itabhojaniini) along with ghee, fresh for a monk, for the ending �f discomfort caused 
butter, oil, honey, molasses, milk and curd ( Vin. by hunger, like the countera�tion of cold with h�at. 
IV, p. 87 f.) .  Rice-gruel (yagu) is mentioned It is also meant to assist the life of purity, for one 
as a special food which does not rank either as a could strive for the ultimate goal when there is 
soft food or as a hard food. 'l'en advantages of it · bodily strength which is dependent on food (Vism. 
as a food are mentioned, namely, that it gives life, p. 26 f.) .  The monk who takes food for these 
good complexion, ease, strength and intelligence; purposes·· is described as one who i.s moderate 
checks hunger, keeps off thirst, regulates the in eating (bhojane mattaiiiiu). 
wind, cleans the bladder and digests raw remna.1ts The A?iguttara-niki'iya (A. I, p. 1 14) records of food ( Vin. I, p. 221). · Eight kinds of drinks that a monk, who is moderate in eating, takes . that were allowed to monks are also mentioned, his food thoughtfully and ·prudently ; not for namely, drinks prepared from mangoes, rose-apples, pleasure, not for indulgence, not for personal dates, bananas, honey, grapes, edible lotus-roots · charm or adornment, but just enough to support . and phiirusaka. All fruit juices were also allowed and keep up the body, to allay its pains, to help . .  but not com juice ( Vin. I, P· 246). There were .

. the practice of the holy life. A monk is not to � 
other varieties of food like cakes, sugar with flour eat as much as possible for it leads to sloth and 
and syrup and kidney beans ( Vin. I, P· 212 : III, torpor. He should eat four or five mouthfuls 
P· 53). · ·less than the stomach could hold ( Vism. p. 27). 

The Buddha and his disciples depended on the · The · Theragathi'i also expresses the same opinion as 
l�ity for .their food . .  At first food was obtained follows. 

only by begging (pitl{lapata, q. v.) .  The recluse "Oattaro paiica alope. abhutva udakarp, pive 
Gotama obtained his ·first meal · by begging and alarp, phi'isuvihiiraya pahitattassa bhikkhuno." · 
for this. purpose he procured a begging bowl a 
patta: (J. I, p. 65f.). Later, when Buddhism became 
a popular religion in Magadha and the outlying 
districts, lay people invited the Buddha and his 
disciples to their homes and served them. Subse� 
quently the practice of begging for alms-food 
prevailed side by side with receiving food by 
invitation and these two became the two chief 
sources· of a monk's sustenance. The begging 
bowl in which the food wa.s to be received was 
one of the eight requisites of a monk (J. II, p. 65). 
Two kinds of bowls were allowed namely, iron 
bowls and clay bowls ( Vin. II, p. 1 12). 

As the community grew bigger, rules relating 
to begging, eating etc., became invariably necessary 
in order to preserve a high moral standard among 
the members of tho Sangha. S. Hardy (Eastern 
Monachism, Partridge & Oakey, 1 850, p.:94) remarks 
that these rules were all the more necessary because 

· the .commlmity of monks was composed of people 
· from all grades of society; even people who were not 
accustomed to accepted manners. This is obvious 
from the . type of some rules that were laid down', 
especially with regard to eating. 

7-H 13ii40 (5/68) 

(Thag. v. 983) 

The monk after having collected food .  which is 
enough for his day's meal, should go back to a 
residence. He should not eat while standing or· 
walking, b�t should sit down while eating. · The 
food should be eaten in the order it is found in 

. the bowl and not what he prefers. The food should · 
be · made into small . lumps and be eaten (net juSt 
swallowed); He shouid not open his mouth before 
the food is brought close to it. One lump of food · 
should be swallowed before another is put int() .. 

. the mouth. He should not talk while eating . . 
The lumps of food should not be broken up. He 
should not put his tongue out or smack lips while 
eating ; nor should he make any SOW}d · (Vin. 
IV, pp. 190 ff.). 

The early texts · mention only one meat as a · . · 
monk's food for the day, namely the for.enoon _ 
meal: This was to be taken before the noon had 
passed. If a monk ate after this time there was an 
offence of expiation for every mouthful (Vin. IV. 
p. 85 f.). The monks have strictly observed this 
rule to this day though there · were attempts to 
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violate it even as early as the time of the second 
council ( Vin. II, p. 298). There were certain 
kinds of medicinal food ('l'he Book of the Discipline., 
London, 1940, II, p. 330, n. 1 )  that were ailowed 
for monks to be taken during a watch of the night, 
dUring seven days and during life, whenever there 
was a valid reason ( Vin. IV, p. 86 ; see BHESAJ J A) .  

Numerous rules were laid down with regard 
to different types of meals. Ga'[Ulbhojana, a group 
meal, paramparablwjana, an out-of-turn meal, 
atirittablw)ana, food that is left over, anatiritta
blwjana, food that ia not left over and sa.nnidhika- · 

. rakabhojana, food that is stored '.l.p, are the main
types involving such rules. 

A ga'I)(Jblwjana or a group meal is that which. 
is taken by four or more monks together at one 
and .the same place ( Vin. IV, ·p. 74). Such meals 
were completely forbidden at first (loc. cit.) with 
compassion towards households (kuliinuddayaya). 
Unrestricted, they could have become too heavy 
a burden to 

.
those who give me�ls. Later, the 

Buddha mB.de certain relaxations, allowing a 
group meal on qertain occasions, as when the 
monks were ill, if they were to receive robes after · 
the meal, if it was given ·at the time of making 
robes, when.they wer13 going together on a journey, 

. . when they were bemg embarked on a boat and 
. when there was a scarcity of food. 

Paramparablwjana. or an out-of-turn meal was 
taken in . advance at one place when there 
was an invitation at another place. Sometimes, 
in the early days of the religion, monks resorted to 
this practice, particularly when the invitation 
came from ·a. poor householder (e.g., Vin. IV, p. 
76). Later this practice was allowed only ·when 
the particular monk was ill, if it was the time of 
giving robes and only after assigning the . expected 

· meal to another.monk ( Vin. IV, p. 75). 

Atiritiabhojana or food that was left OV�I' by one 
. monk may be eaten by another ( T'in. · IV, p. 81). 

Anatirittablwjana or food that was not left over 
could be eaten only if that food was brought from 
the place where the monks were fed the same day 
(Yin. I, p. 213). 

Gatuzbho}ana, para.mparablwjana and atiritta
bhojana form the s�bject of a controverted point 
in the Kathavatthu (Kvu. p. 552). : In the Visuddhi
magga (Viam. p. 54) one or the advantages of 
being a Pir:uJapii.tika is said to be that such a monk . 
will not commit the offences contained in this 
section of the Vinaya, by taking · these types of 
meals. 

Special provisions were made by the Buddha 
to see that the monks did not starve during times 
of fam ine and scarcity of food. During such 
periods monks were yennittc(l. to cuok their own 
food indoors, use food that was picked up, which 
was brought from a place where they were f�d, 
which was accepted before a. meal time and which · 
grows in the woods and in a lotus tank. Food
tickets (saliika) were issued and the monks were 
even permitted to cut short the observance of the 
rain retreat ( T"in. I, pp. 149, 238 ; IV, p. 25). 
They could also make use of food that was 

. stored up during such a period ( Vin. IV, p. 86 f.) . 
'l'hese relaxations were to be withdrawn soon after 
the famine was over ( I' in . I, p. 238) . . 

There were several other restrictions which would 
not fall int.o the above categories. A monk should 
not accept food from o. mm, if she is not a relative 
( Vin. IV, p. 175). It is an offence for the monks 
to accept food which was brought to a forest
dwelling, unless they were ill and thus were imabl� 
to go for alms ( Vin. IV, p. 184). Monks . should 
not give food, with their own hands, to ascetics 
of other sects. Similarly, a nun should not give 
food to a householder or a wanderer ( Vin. IV, p. 302). · 

· Remnants of food should not be thrown away 
over a wall or a fence ( Vin. IV, p. 265). 

Even after food-by-invitation was allowed . 
by the Buddha, there were some monks who . 
depended purely on pirJ¢apata as a fulfilment ·of · · · 
oue of the thirteen rules of austerity (dhutanga, · 
q. v.). Devadatta once requested the Buddha to . · 
make this practice compulsory to all monks but . . . 
the Buddha declined it saying that whoever wished 
could resort to it. Four of the above menti�ned 
thirteen dhutangas, namely, piruf,apiitikanga, sapa
danacarikmiga, paUapiruf,ikanga and paccha
bhattikanga are concerned with food and these 
are explained in the Visu.ddhimagga ( Vism. pp. 48ff.). 

H. R. P. 

BHOJANADAYAKA
. 
(var. Amittaka, Amittata), 

designation of an arahant. In a previous birth, 
thirty-one kappas ago, he made an offering of food · 
to Buddha Vessabhti. In subsequent lives he . 
escaped _ birth in the woeful states as a conse
quence of �his offering. Twenty-five kapp� ago, he . 

. 

was hom as a world ruler by the name of AmittabM ·. 
(Ap. I, p. 253) . 

BHOJANASUDDHIKA, the bodhisatta, born as 
the king of Biiriil)asi. He came to be known as 
Bhojanasuddhika since ho was very dainty in his 
eating. see �l0TA JATAKA (J. II, pp. 3 19-21). 

'� .· � ·.: � 
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BHOJANA SUTTA. There · are two suttas 
by this name in the Anguttara-nikaya. Both 
are given as discourses addressed by tho Buddha 
to the monks and deai with the question of what . 
four things a giver of food (whence the name of the 
suttas, bhojana meaning 'food') gives to the receiver 
thereof. According to one sutta (A. II, · p. 64), 
the four things are, life, beauty, happiness and 
strength, and by giving these, he becomes a partaker · 
too, of each Qf these qualities, either as god or as 
man. He ensures for himself thereby honour 
and long life wherever he may be reborn. The 
other sutta (A . III, p .  42) says there are five, 
adding to the same four a fifth--pa{ibhana, ready 
wit or understanding. Hare, translating the word 
paf:ibhana as above (E. M. Hare, ·Gradual Sayings, 
III, London, 1952, p: 34) comments on the commen
tarial phrase yutta-mutta-pa#bhana suggesting that 
it may mean Bacon's 'ready man.' The Pali 
English Dictionary ( PED .. a. v. mutta), howevtr, 
gives the meaning of mutta-pa#bhana as 'of loose 
intelligence.' It may mean an acute sensibility. 

B. J. 

BHOJAPUTTA, probably the name for a native 
of the Bhoja country. There is . a. �feri:mce . to 
sixteen Bhojaputtii. iri the .ftitaka (J. I, p. 45 ; V, pp. 
164 ff.). The deva Rohitassa tells tlie Buddha. 
that he was a Bhojaputta in his previous birth 
(S. I, p. 61 ; A. II, p. 48). Bhoja has been identified 
with modern Bera.r · (Law, Geography of Early 
Buddhism, London, 1932, p. 62). · However, 
Bhojaputta has been interpreted as 'son of · a 
villager' in the PED, and as 'son of Bhoja' by 
Mrs. Rhys Davids (Kindred Sayings, !, London, 1950, 
p. 86 ; F. I •. Woqdward, Gradual Sayings, II, 
London, 1 952, p. 56) . 

L .  R. G. 

. . 

f�om lviadras on the Calcutta main line), in the 
VIllage named Sankaram {probably a corruption 
from the original term, Sat1gharama) . .  

The Bhojjana1wl).9.a antiquities, along with the 
ruins in the adjoining hill Lingalakoi).Q.a, were 
unknown to the public till regently because of the 
absence of archaeological excavations executed · 
there. 

The main edifice is a brick built stiipa of moderate 
sizfl, now in ruins, erected on a stono platform. 
The stiipa is on the summit of the hill and is 
surrounded by a large number of monolithic 
miniature stiipas. Relic �askets, resembling votive 
stiipas, have also been excavated from the main 
stiipa. 

:r'he other important monument at Bhojjana. 
koi).Qa is a two storeyed rock-cut cave . temple, 
which is approached by a paved pathway of more 
than sixty steps. Inside the cave is a stiiPa of 
modest di:i:nensions, also in ruins. On the rock 
ceiling of the cave just above the dome of the . 
atiipa, is the carving of a chattra (umbrella) which 
was originally connected to the �t of the 
dome of the stiipa by a wooden or ia; .. lithic shari 
which, too, has disappeared now. The appearance 
of the chattrq, carved on . the rock �oiling indicates 
that the shrine belongs to the earliest phase of 
Buddhist rock-cut caves in . India. s 

Above the stiipa-cave is an . upper . storey with 
many images of the Buddha, mostly broken and 
disfigured. There · are six other caves hewn-out 
of the rock, wherein are found sculptured panels 
depicting incidents frol!\ the' life of the Buddha.3 

At the lower level are fouiid the ruins of a 
sa1igh4riima with rows of cells for i;he residence 
of monks. · A large number of small stiipas, mostly 
monolithic, are found on the Lmgalako:r;�Qa. hill, · 
to the west of Bhojjanako:r;�Q.a. 

BHOJJANAKO�J;>A (var. . Bahujjanakoi).Q.a), 
a south Indian Buddhist site in the Andhra Pradesh. 
The remll.illS discovered here recently, throw light 
on the existence of a Buddhist vihii.ra, dating from 
the pre-Christian or early Ch:i:istian centuries.1 
It is situated about a mile away to the north east 
from the Ankapalle railway station (740 kilomet<Jrs 

A very important ·discovery. from the Bhojjana
koQQ.a group is a stone image of the mother goddess . .  
Hariti (q. v.). It is interesting here to recollect 
t.he claim of Andhra royal princes to be descendents 
of Hariti (as Haritiputras). This fact was observed 
also by some Chinese Buddhist monks who traveJled 
in India (S. Baal, Chinese Accounts of India, Vol. II, 
Indian Edition, Calcutta, 1958, p. 160, n. 96). 

1 This description of the Bhojjanakol,lQa ruins is partly based on the accomit by Noeyal Peiris in the lt!ahabodhi, March 1967, · 
pp, 90 tr., ' The Ruins of an Ancient Buddhist Monastery in Andhra Pradesh •. · 

2 Similar struct-ural monuments dat-ing from the first or second century B.C., commonly known as caityagharru, are 
found in western and east-ern India alike (see, .T. Burgess and J. Fergusson, Cave Temples of India, London, 1880 ; J. Burgess 
Report on the Buddhist Cave · Temples and their imcription.s, London, 1883). 

3 The archaic type of the rock-cut caityaghara and the appearance of the Buddha image in the round and in sculptured panels 
is evidence for the later additions and renovations at the site which was begun before the Christian era, probably by the 
early Andhras. 
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; ig-. 1 .- J.�hoipur Xo. 1 Tope .'\ , the largest amon::; I he Bhojpnr stu pas. U is built of dry st.ones. Xo relics . . were found by. '--· <:unnmgham, 

Fig." �.-Bhojpur :Ko, 2 Tope B. Cunningham (The BMlsa 
f'· , Topes) refers to it as one of the most perfect of all 

'- " ' · stu pas around Bhilsa. The relic casket-a small 
( �-- ·. crystnl tope-is the most curious and cosUy of nil 

discoveries at�Bhojpur. 

Fig. 3.-Bhojpur No. 4 tope D. 31'2" in d!ameter at · 
the base of the hemisphere. The relic 
casl<c� found inside is _ lllustrated at page · 
71, F1g. 2. 

Rewoduced .from A. Uunnin[lham, The Bhilsn Topes, London, 1854. 
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The relic caskrts discoYercd in t.hc st upas of llhojpur. 

Fig. 1 . 

Fill· 1 .-The relic-caskets discovered at No. 2 Tope B, 
shown here as found placed inside a rcd-eart.hernwar� b�x. 
The casket is in the shape· of a small crystal stupa, w1th 1ts 
terrace, pHnth, hemispherical dome, square pedestal and 
double chat.ta pinnacle. Jn the earthern ware box �vere fo�nd 
several pieces of bone, and a series of seve11 preciOUS thmgs 

· usually placed along the relics of an eminent person. These 
seven pieces consisted of 4 thin bits of gold, 1 bead of garnet 
ot:.Badakshani ruby, 1 crystal bead, 2 beads of pale greenish 
crystal and some minute fragments of pearl. 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 2.-Diagram of a black earthernware box containin.g 
an earthernware bowl covered by a lid of the same material on 
which is the w ord " Mu n " or the " The holy "-·a title 
generally applied to the Buddha himself. 1'his was discovered 
at No. 4 Tope D. 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 3 & 4.-The two vase.s above were discovered at . 
No. 7, 1'ope A . . Both these vases are inscribed, these being 
the only inscriptions that were found at Bhojpur. The larger 
one (above) carries inscribed on the bowl the legend Patito, •• the· degraded " while the smaller vase ( below) carries 
the legend Upahitakasa " Relics of "Upahitaka. "  



The Hariti imago probably has occupied a pre
eminent place in the Bhojjanakonda vihara built 
by the A nclh::as. 

. . 

i'tm.;ng r, t:hu iind;; of i m portance a.re tcrracotta 
tablets containing parts of Sanskrit slokas from 
::'lfahiiyii.na scriptures and gold and copper coins 
belonging to the Gupta. and later dvnasties. This 
numismatic evidence could help determining 
the probable date of the construction of the vihara 
or the period during which it flourished. I 

A. D. T. E .  P. 

BHOJPUR. The name of this deserted Indian 
village occurs in connection with the Bhilsa stiipas 
which were described by Alexander Cunningham. 
Bhojpur was wild and abandoned when first its 
ancient remains were seen by Cunningham's 
brother, who was the earliest Westerner to discuss 
them in writing brief notes under the name Pipaliya
Bijoli ; he had not known the name of the village. 

Alexander Cunl)ingham listed the stiipas in his 
account entitled Bhilsa Topes (s.v. BHILSA). They 
are situated at the southern edge of a low range of 
hills, six and s�ven miles from Bhilsa and Sii.fici 
respectively. The gz�eat · stupas at the latter 
place, as well as of Andher, could be seen from 
this range. The Bhojpiir stiipas vary in size and, 
when found, were seen to be in different stages of 
decay. Cunningham locatea them on four distinct 
levels or terraces and described them in this order. 
The separating rocky ledges of the terraces were, 
at some unspecified time, fashioned into rude steps. 

All the stiipas date back to the ancient period 
and, having long been deserted, every one of them 
had been broken int.O 'in the course of long centuries. 
Nevertheless, in a few W6re found ·enough votive 
objects to yield fair. evidence of their age. In 
No. 2 'l'ope B was found ·a reliquary, with bits 
of bone, containing traces of inked letters. These 
letters were written on the lid of a red earthenware 
box but were far too illegible for any useful purpose. 
On the other hand, . the reliquary was a. small 
stiipa-shaped .one of crystal and the shape was 

. undoubtedly very ancient. No. 7 Tope A was 
presumed to have had a doubl� chamber within 
which were found red earthenware boxes enclosing 
vases of the same kind. On these vases wel'e 
discovered the only inscriptions from the Bhojpiir 
site. Cunningham read them r6spectively . as 
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patito (d�graded) and upahitakasa (relics ofUpatissa). · 
He attnbuted the script approximately to the 
early period of king Asoka, that is the sAcond 
half  ,,[ the third cen tury B.C. He also found 
in �"\o. 4 Tope D, tht� inscribed black earthenwar� 
lid of a bowl enclosed by a box, both of the identical 
material. The word on the lid he interpreted 
as muri (the Holy) . which he explained as a. title 
applied to the Buddha. Deposit objects were 
also found in stiip�:�s numbered 9 (c), 1 1  (e), 17 (k) 
and 23 (q) : the first one had an abundance of 
human bones within a double steatite box. 

The other stiipas yielded no information, and 
none at Bhojpur could be considered to have been ' 
of any great size, E;xcept relatively, among them-

. 

selves. (see also pp. 53 f. above) 
D. T. D. 

BHOKKANTA -GAMA, a village to the south of 
Anurii.dhapura.· in Ceylon. It was the residence 
of Sumana, a householder, who together with his 
family deserted it and occupied Mahiimunigama. · 
in Dighaviipirattha (DhpA. IV, p. 50). 

BHOTASVAMI-DASALEKHA, (var. Bhotasvami
dasa-guruleicha), the reconstructed title of a text • 
the Tibetan translation of which occurs in the 

· Gt;am-yig (Parikatha a.nd lekha)· sections of · the 
Tengyur, under the title Bod-rje �baris-la brdsans
pa�i �phrin-yig (TT. Vol . 129, No. 5693). The author : 
of the work is Sans-rgyas gasil-ba (Buddhaguhya) • . · 

An enUmeration in metrical form of Buddhist .. 
virtues such as the abstinence from ten evils 
(dasakusalakarma), the practice of the ten meri
torious actions (da8aku8alalcarma), avoidance of 
sins of body, speech and mind, form the main 
content of the work. 

This is said to be the text of the message sent 
to the .subjects (Tib. {!haria) of the king of Tibet · 
(Bhotasvami) . 

That the king in question is Khri-sran-lden-bt.c!an, · 
of the same lineage as Srozi. Tsan Gam-po, iB also •. . 
indicated in the text. He is stated to have sent· 
messengers to India, bearing valuable presents, · 
to bring back in return the gift of the Dlirunma, . 
to dispel the darkness of ignorance in his own 
kingdom. · The messengers succeeded in their · 
mission. and it is the doctrine that they brought 
back which is set out in verse for the benefit of the .· 
people of Tibet. · 

. 1 It is very li�ely t�at �he Nagalapalle a!Jtiquitics, noticed by. A. Rea in �he lat.ter half of the 19th century durin.g his excava

tions of Buddhist rums m the Andhra district were the same as the Bites diScussed here. Rea observed remams of a large 

number of monolithic stiipas and a caitya cave on the bill at Nagalapalle (A. Rea, South Indian Buddhill AntiqtJitiet, Madras, 
1894 ; J.SIJ.R. New Imperial Series, London, 1894, Vol. XV, p. 6). 



BHRAMAHARA-SADHANA�NAlviA 

Other sources confirm that Khri-sron lden-btsan 
sent messengers to India to loam the Buddhist 
doctrine. See Waddell, Lamaism, London, 1895, 
p. 24. · 

R. H. 

BHBAMAJIARA-SADHANA-NAMA (var. Bhrama

hara-nama-siidhana : Cordier, 1 1 ,  80), the name of a 
sadhana te!rl, the Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Rgyud-J;grel (t.antra commentary) 
section of the Tcngyur. The author of the work 

· ·. · is Rin-chen hbyun gnas shi-ba (Ratniikn.rasii.nti) .  

Tho title in Tibetan is  f.Ikhrul-pa spon-bashes-bya
baM sgrub-pa�i thabs (TT. Vol. 56, No. 2374) . 

The text contains a procedure of worship intended 
to dispel (spcni-ba) the delusions (bhrama. : Tib. 
�khrul-pa) . of the worshipper. !11editations on 
topics like sunyatii, invocation of the Buddhas, 
worship of them and soliciting of their favours 
form part of the rite. 

Tho main deity whose aid is sought in the text, 
however, is Heruka. His frightful form is described 
and instructions are given for the draw�g of his 
mal)c}ala. and the performance of the propitiatory 
lites. 'l'he .worshipper. should .seek his protection 
cbllnting tho: formVla om rak�a rak�a hum phar 
8Viihd. 

R. H. 
. 
. BHRAMARE�TA SADHANA, · the reconstructed 
. title of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of 

which, entitled Bun-ba �dOd-Po,�i sgrub-krabs,· 

occrirs. in the Rgyua-�grel · (tantra · commentary) 
section of · the Tibetan Tengyur. · The author is 
named as . Ratnacari.dra and the translator is · 
known as Dnos-grub (TM. No .. 1280 ; TT. Vol. 56, 
No. 2402). · 
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deity Bhramara from the latter syllable spreading 
the radiance of his body in every direction. 

I. K. 

BH�GU ( 1 )  occurs in Mahii�·yutpatti (Mlwyut. 
No. 3573), a.s a name of one of tho �akravartins . 

BH�GU (2), name of an attendant on �he Catur
mahihajika devas, the guardian gods of the four 
quarters (1"1-lahiisamajaS'utra, ed. Waldschmidt, 
Kltwj. 4, Berlin; 1 9 1 1 -39, p . 1 73) . 

The name Bhrgu appears only in two places in 
l\Iahayiina Sanskrit Buddhist texts. In the above 
context it appears only once according to studies 
made by scholars so far (loc. cit.) .  

Although Bhrgu, as a deity connected with the 
four guardian gods, seems to be a very late ·arrival 
to the Buddhist pantheon, he has a remote origin 

irt the Vedic religion. 
Thus perhaps, · Bhrgu as an attendant deity 

of the Ciiturmahii.riijika . de vas ha� been a later . 
interpolation to suit borrowings from the Vedic 
and Proto-Indian dova-cults. 

The possibility of .the assimilation of early 
Indo-Aryan deities towards the formation of a 

later Buddhist pantheon with the beginning of the. 
Mahayana School and the Mahayanist inclination 
towards Sanskrit learning has often been cited by 
several scholars . 

In the early Vedic dflva-cult, · Bhrgu is often · 
grouped with the fire god; Agni, and the pitrs 

. t_he manes (departed· · ancestors, later developed 
as pretas), as well as with Varul).a and Yama . . 
. Hence, it is very likely that with the final 

acceptance of the primary Indo-Aryan gods like 
Varul)a, Yama, Agni, Indra and others into tho 
Buddhist ,pantheon, lessor · characters. who . were 

The text describes the method of propitiating a associated with them from time immemorial, too, 
deity named Bhramara who . is r;;aid to be full of · · were accepted to make a compromise. Bhrgu in 
wisdom. The author begins the text wit-h a salu- the above context could be considered as an example 
tation addres$ed to the Tantric god Hevajra (Tib. of such a compromise. · � . . · · 
Dgyes-pa rdo-rje). At :first tho meditator is · fn the Vedic mythology Bhrgu was also an ancient 
expected to have a good knowledge of the sensual .· sacrificer (r�ij, an ancestor (pitr) . 

· 

·world (Skt . trailokya ; Tib. khams-gsum), namely : 
the phenomenal world (Skt. k,amalika or kamadhatu ;  
Tib. · �d-pal�i-kh.ams) ; the world of the astral 
forms (Skt. rii.padhatu ; Tib. gzugs-kyi-khams) ;  and · 

. the spiritual world of formless spirits (Skt. arupa
- dhatu ; Tib. gzugs-med-lchams). Thereupon the 
meditator is asked to take the form of Heruka and 
contemplate on the virtues of all the Buddhas. 
The meditator is also expected to bear in mind the 
two mystic syllables om and hum from which at 
first emanates a red lustre and later originates .the 

Pitrs [manes, later p·reta (:Pali, peta), group . of 
demonic beings in the later Buddhist and Brahmanic 
mythologies] were always . associated with Yama, . 
the god of death in later times. In Buddhist 
texts Yama is petariija (J. V, p. 453). · 

The cuJt of the Caturmahiiriijika devas, too, has 
: evolved from tho early Indo-Aryan deva-cults 

like those of Agni, Varui.1a, Yama . and others. 
'These gods in the Vedic period were associated, 
as in the case of the Caturmahii.rii.jika de vas, with 
the quarters of the uni�erse. · 

·. / 



Vedic trudit.wn connected with Agni and Bhrgu 
hail its development unbroken. In the later 
Brahmanic and epic lit:;roJum we mrr t Jum&d 
iign i ,  a t�·t·, US D .. dt:SCt:··nda.n fJ 0f .?3hr.f:. iL 

This tradition was much alive even during the 
period of the Buddha . The Buddha has mentioned 
these early Vedic r\�is including Bhrgu (Pali, Bhagu) 
on more than one occasion ( Fin. I, p. 245 ; D. I, pp. 
1 04, 238, 243 ; M. II, pp . .169, 200 ; A. III, p. 224 ; 

IV, p. 6 1 ) .  
Apart from those rcfr·rences t o  tho Vedic  Bhrgu 

(occurring as Bhugu in Pali ) ,  in the earliest canonical 

texts, nowhere else is found evrn the name Bhagu, 
in the Theravii.da tradition. Thns the occurrence 
of Bhrgu wi t.h the four guardian gods of the quarters, 
in a Sanskrit l\lahii.yiin ist st:itru could be considered 
a mere late in terpolation. · 

It would be interesting to refer to the other 
names correlated to Bhrgu, occurring within the 
purview of Buddh ist studies. Of these tho following 
are noteworthy for further inquiry, e. g., Bhagu, 
Bhiru, Bhirukaccha, Bharu, Bharukaccha, Bhagira
sa, Blwgirathi, Bbagirasi, Bhagirathi, as such an 
inqniry would be of help to glean more fact,s for 
the understanding of · Bhrgu and the religious 
concepts associated therewith. 

A. D. T. E. P. 

BIDLIOGRAPHY : S.  Paranavitana, The Gotl of Adam'$ Peak, 
. Ascona, 1 958 ; . .A .  S. C. M em. Vol. VI, 'Shrine of Upulva11 at 
Devundara' ; AHce Gett�·, Gods of . Northern Euddhi�m, 
Oxford, 1!114 ; Monier-William�, Buddhism, London. 18$9 ; · 
Charles Eliot, llinduism and Buddhism, Landon, 1 921 ; A. A. Macdonell, T!edic Uytho!.OilY, Y:\ninasi, · 1963 ; Hopkins, 
Epic Mythology, Strassburg, 1915. 

BHI,lKU'fJ, daughter 0f a 7th cent. king of Nepal, 
piobably A:rpsuvarman, who ml.l.I'ried king Sron
tsan-gnmpo of Tibet. He was then quite young. 

· He became so powerful later on that the emperor 
of China, too, had to give his daughter to him as a 
second queen. The marriage of the Nepalese 
princess took place in the period 628-41, probably 
in 639 A. C. Bhrkuti and her Chinese fellow-queen 
were responsible for the introduction of Buddhism 
into Tibet. Bhrkuti's name is treasured in Nepal 
no less than in the country over which she was 
queen. She was absorbed into the lamaist pantheon 
and identified as the Green Tara, sakti of Ava-1okit.dvara. (L. A. Waddell, JRAS. 1894 ; JBORS. 

Vol. 36 ; Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, 
Vol. 9 ;  2,500 Years of Bitddhism, ed. P. V. Bapat, 
Delhi, i 956; 'Calcutta Review, Vol . 35, etc. ) .  A 
recent historian of Nepal, however, has adduced 

----·- - ----· ----··- ·· ·------------·--

reasons questioniug the hisLorici�;y of the princess 

(D. R. Regmi, Ancient Nepal, CllJcutta, 1960). 

D. T. D .  

BHBKU'fl, a goddess (See Pl. VI, Fig. A )  of the 
:riahiiyu.r .. a pantheon. She is not known to have been 
freely represented, although the Siidhanamiilii (Siidh. 
p. 37) describes her form. Her likeness in durable 
material is very rare in India and the countries under 
Indian art influence. I;mages · are known in China 
(Peking) and Tibet. A good relief in stone is found in 
Java. In painting. however, the goddess is quite 
popular in Nopal whero she is depicted even in 
modern times. 

Siidh . describes her in different contexts. She is 
one of the three goddesses emanating . from the . · 

Dhyii.nibuddha Amitiibha.. Her colour is yellow 
and she is shown in the bloom of youth. She is 
four-armed and the two right armP. respectively 
display a. rosary (japamiilii) and tho gestirre of 
boon-giving (varada-rnudni) ,  whilst in the left 
pair are a spouted water-vessel (karnart<f.alu) and a 
three-rod bundle (tridatt(U), respectively.1 Sho has 
a sir].gle face but with thr�e eyes. Upon her 
crown is the Dhyfulibuddha. She is seated on . the 
orb of th� moon, on a. lotus. She is; again, described 
as wearing a crown of matted .hair but having an 
appearance of peacefulness. 

As an attendant of KhasarpaJ)a-Avalokitesvara 
she, together with Hayagriva, Tara and Sudhanaku
miira, takes position to) the bodhisattva's west. 
When this bodhisattva is in the form ofPadmanartes-

. vara, the goddess is to the north of him. Her 
colour here is white ; in one hand she holds a yellow 
lotus. (See Benycitosh Bhattacharyya, The IncUm� 
Buddhi8t Iconography, 2nd ed. Calcutta, 1958). 

D . T . . D. 

BH�KU'fiNi, name of an attendant on the four 
direction-rulers, mentioned in the Mahasamiija 
Siitra (p. 173 ; BHS. s.v. ; cp. BH?KU'fl). 
See also BH�{GU (2). 

BHIJKU'fi-SADHANA (var. Blqkutic), title . of 
several works in Sanskrit., roost of which mo extant 
in Tibetan translation only. Two of these sadhanas 
devoted to the worship of goddess Bhrkuti a,re inclu - · 
ded in the Siirlhanamiila. The first Bhrkufisadhana 

(Siidh. I, p.  341, No. 169) is very brief, consisting 
vf only a few lines. It states that the devotee . 

1 The Peking imagP (fi;:!. 1?.3 of Ilhattachnrvya, India1; Buddhist lcnnograplly which has been �aken QYt'r from W. E. Chr.k's 'J'u·o L111;111 istir. Ptln/hP.on.�, n arvard U ni\·�r;:ity Press, 1 9:37). o<ldly enough, shows the attnbutes III the hands as 
transposed from the 8ridh. account cited by Hhatt1.1charyya. 
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ahould concci,·e the goddes1i Bl ::l-:uti as being 

four-armed, single far-ed. of yoilow eolour, three-
left Juutds, a skull, a snare and tho head of s Brahma 
(probably of a son of this god}. As head ornament 

eyed, in the bloow (lf _vno ; t h .  d isrilt\ : : 1g t.hfl vorada - :ohe ha::; a ch;1pl0t of human heads. Her hody is 

in her two right hands and carrying the triclaw_la 
(three staYos) and t.lw klliiW�(lalu. (water vo;;sel} 

in her two left hands. · She is str.mped with tho 
image of /\mitiihha and is seatccl on tho moon 
over a lotus. The siidhnna next describes the 
mudra tho devotee s}wuld ��dopt before he recites 
the mantm. The other Bhrk11?isii/lhana (Siidh. I, 

· p. 342, Xo. l iO}, whir.h immediately follows it, is 
slightly longer. Tho goddess Bhrkuti is described 

in similar terms with t-he additional information 

that she wears a crest of matted hair and is of 
. pcmreful appea.rance . 

Altogether six translations into Tibetan are 
known, all of which are included in tho Rgyud. 
(tantra �;ection} 1>f the Tcngyur. One was tra.ns
Jat.ed hy Jfii.lava and Tshul-khrims rgyal-l!ltshl)on 
( 13i1ndhvaja) and has the Tibetan title Khro�gne'!"-

. �n-gy·i sgrub-thabs (T.ZU. No. 3243 ; Oord·ier, II, 
p. 389). Another which immediately follows it · 
in the Tengyur was translated by Abhaya. and 
Tshul-khrims rgyal-mtshan (TM. No. 3244 ; Or;;rdier, 
IT, Joe. cit}. Still another translation, the Tibetan 

· . title of-which slightly differs, viz., Khro-gfier-can,
gyi sgrub-paM thabs, was the work of 
Don-yod rdo-rje (Amoghavajra) and Ba-ri (TM. 
No. 3350 ; Cordie-r, III, p. 11 f.). TWo _ others 
were translated by Grags-pa rgyal-mtsh�� (Kirti
dhvajn), the Sanskrit original of which was brought 
to the monastery of Dpal-ldan sa-skya (Srimat
pB.I)c,lubhfuni) J>y Gautama.Sri and the translation 
was made at the request of Kirticandra at the 
hermitage of · Chu-mig-kha (TM. .Nos. 3559 ; 
3560 ; Cordier III, · p. 50}. These two can be 
identified as the translations of the two sadhanas 
Nos. 1 69 and 170 of the Siidhanamiila. Anothet 
translation of " Bhrkutlsiidhana, written by Dri-ma 
med-pahi lha (Vimaladeva} also has the slightly 
different Tibetan title Khro-gner-can-gyi sgr-Ub-pa�i 

· thabs (TM. No. 3659 ; Cordier, III, p. 69). 
L. R. G. 

BHJ:{KJJTI (TARA) the name of the goddess 
derived from her frowni.TJ.g expression. She is 
of malevolent aspect in the fashion of the fearsome . goddesses of Tii.�trio Hinduism. She is of the 
colour of rl1\rk indigo, has three faces, all of them 

· frowning (or leering} and wrinkled. She is shown 
as eating human entrails. Her three right hands 
hold a l;Word, an iron hook and a rod, each ; the 

1 R!Jys IJarid�, Buddhist Psvchol:Jr;Y, London, Hl24, p. 82. 

r.!lr·"LLbt; i n  t.1 l') �kin of ft. tiger ·,vt t.h saakes inter� 
spersed. Reeds art'l shown growing in the eight 
d irections (L. A. Waddell, JRAS. 1 894, p. 66). 
A sculpture presumably of this goddess wu.s 
found at Bhavanipur, India. and has been comment
ed on by X. K. Bhattasa.Jl- (Iconography of Buddhi-st 
and Brahmanical Sculptttres in. the Decca Jiuseum, 
Dacca, 1 929, Pl . XIX, etc . ) .  

D. T. D. 

BHI,l:NGIN, a. great seer (rsi}, mentioned in the 
1l1ahamiiyii.r"i (256 ; BHS. p. 412 a) . 

BHUCARi, name of a yogini mentioned in 
connection with the propitiation of tho goddess 
Vajratii..ra\ a p:1rticular forin of Tiira, and also in 
connection �ith the mear.is of propitiation oe.lled 
AmrtaprabhlL._(Sc.idh. pp. 161, 446, 447). 

BH'OMA, a ��a-k�?& lead�r mentioned . in the 
_.Mahiimiiyuri (236 ;  BHS . . s.v.} . . 

BH'OMI. The conception of the stages of spiritual 
growth of a bodhisattva is one of the unique features 
which distinguish Ma�ayiina from Hinaviina. 
The word bhftmi literaJly\'!,Ileans 'earth', 

. 
'gro

.
und,' 

'soil', but it is employed here- in the �?Cnse of 'stage' . 
or 'career'. · Bhiimis are thus stages of spiritual 
progress for the attainment _ of perfect knowledge. 
According to the Mahiivastu · (Mhvu. I, p. 77),_ 

. · each existence of bodhisattvas is briefly assumed 
to be an "earth," whence its designation of stage . 
(bhUmi}. But the Mahiiyiinasiltralarri,kara (ed. S. 
Levi, Paris, 1 907, p. 183) states that the bhiimis 
are so called because beings enter into higher- . 
and higher immeasurable stages repeatedly. They 
are also known as bhiimis, a.S they deliver infinite 
beings from fear. Bhiimis are also te.rmed states 

. (vihiira) in the Mahiiyiinasutriilarp,kara, bec�use . 
the bodhisattvas feel delight in the states (vihiira) 
due to their manifold right aspirations.· In the 
Abhidhamma the term bhiimi is used in the sense 
of way (magga,).l 

) . 
The Hinayana recognises four states of progress, 

viz., entering upon the stream (sotapatti), returning 
once, (sakadagami) a never-returner (anagami} . · 
and the state of an arahant (arahatta) as again.�t 
ton of the Mahayana. Most of the available 
Buddhist Sanskrit works mention ten bhiimis. 
But the Lankfivatarasutra (ed. Nanjio, Kyoto, 1923, 
p. 28) refers to seven bhiimis only. " The Bodhi-

. ·, 

j 
·i 

· :j ·� ·.1 
' :� 

_;,. . l 



sattvabMani fed.  umai \Vogihara, Tokyo, 1 93G, 
· p. 36i), however, »peaks of seven bhumis and 

thirteen 1 · ihiims the  ln t l er nr0 of c o u rse i nc iurlecl 
in the  forn 1r ·r .  TlK tnt !;h li :n i;; lm;·r. f1 1 l'f' l !C l' t 1Cf.''l 
divided imo two groups in regard t.o the no tions 
of the trut.h. The first group which comprises 
the first s ix bhlimis leads to thr> realisation of non·  
existence of self (pudgala,;1i1 1yatri) and thus COiTesponds to the four stages of sanctification of 
Hinayiina whi lo the second, contain ing the last 
four, to the real isation of non-cxisLenee of everyt h i ng 
(dhunna.�iinyatc'i )  which is bryond the range of the 
Hinayii.na. Th(\ conception of bhiimi is thus an 
outcome of both Hinayana and Mahayana specu
lations. The first six satisfy the spiritual yearning 
of the Hinayii.na, the last four that of the �Iahiiyii.na. 

The scheme of a bodhisattva's career is conceived 
on that of the career of a follower of Hinayii.na. 
The last four are the real contribution made by 
the i'\Iahii.yiinists in this regard . 

)lahiiyiina enjoins that a being must produce 
thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta) · before he 
starts his practice in connection with the first 
bhumi, while Hinayiina demands that he must 
realise the four noble truths and have firm faith · 
in the noble tea{!hings of the Buddha to enable . 
him to enter · upon the stream of santification 
(aotiipattZ:). · 

With the thought of enlightenment commences 
the career of a bodhisattva. It is the initial stage 
towards the attainment of h ighest knowledge 

. and there are several stages through which a 
bodhisattva must pass before he attains perfection. · 

As already observed, the entire career of a 
. bodhisattva is divided into ten such stages. They 
are ( 1) Pramudita, (2) Vimala, (3} Prabhii.kari, 

· (4) Arci�mati, (5) Sudurjayii., (6) Abhimukhi, 
(7) DUrangama, (8) Acalii, (9) SadhU'Inati and 
( 10) Dharmameghi'i. But according to the Maha
vaatu (Mhvu. Vol.. I, p. 76) the names of the bhiimis · 
ar� : Durarohii, Baddhamii.nii, Pu�pama.J?.<;litii., 
Rucirii., Cittavista.rii, Riipavati, Durjaya, Jaiunani
desa, Yauvarajya and .f\.bhi�eka. 

Here is given a brief account of each one of the 
aforesaid · stages:- Pramudita, the first stage 
in the career of a bodhisattva. A bodhis!l.ttva 
enters this stage ju�t after the production of the 
thought of enlightenment which annihilates all his 

· previous sins. The Mahiiyanasutrala'T[/,kiira (p. 1 8 1 )  
states that this bhiimi i s  s o  called because a bodhi
sattva rejoices exceedingly as he perceives that 
he wili shortly attain Enlightenment and also do 

good to all beings. A bodhii-:attva is now above 
an ord inary being and is l i berated from rebirth in 
pu r.gntory Pr any o t her infr.rior form of existen ce. 
}lt; 1Jt"·C ;"•mes n refuge to all beings. Xothing 
troubles him.  He is regardless of his own self 
as abo of ail wnrdly thing�. He fee ls keen delight 
in rcnuel'i ng service to aH beings. He has no fear 
for death, as he knows that he will be with Buddhas 
and boclhisf>tt\·as after his dea th. He always 
applies all his roots of meri t  for t he attainment of 
Enl ightenment and also for the happiness of all 
beings. While in this bhiimi he pract ises liberali ty 
(dana) with intense earnestness and is also not 
lacking in respect of the other six perfections. I He 
is ever ready t.o give away his wealth, wife, children, 
head , eyes and even his mm life at mere asking. 
He is nE)vcr harsh to ,those who are inimical towards 

him. He is honest, si ncere and trut.hful and ·
. 

cultivates the thirty-seven constituents of enlighten
ment (bodhipa.k§ya-dharmas).. He keeps company 
with t.he virtuous and longs for knowledge. He is 
now taken as a member of the Tathagata family 
and wins great reno·wn.. In the Sik§iisarnuccaya 
(.gik§. pp. 29i-5) are enumerated. .the ten a6Pirations • · 
(pra7J,idhiina) which a bodhisattva takes for his 
spiritual uplift . . According to the Mahiivaatu 
(Mhvu. I, p. 78), a · bodhisattva in the first bhiimi 
is · enjoined to practise liberality (tyiiga), kindness 
(karu7J,ii), indefatigability . (apari!.:heda), humility 
(amana), study of all the branches of learning ·. 
( sarvasiistriidhyayiia)' prowess ( vikrama ) , contempt 
for the world (lokanujna) and patience . (dhrti) . 
It states (ibid. pp. 79-80) that there ai:e twelv& 
vices, because of which a bodhisattva cannot rise · 
to the. second stage . 

Vimala. With the cultivation of the teri mental 
dispositions (cittii.Saya : rju, mrdu, karma7J,ya, 
dama, 8ama, kalyiiruz, aaarr1.Sr# , anapek!Ja, sundara, 
miihatmya) commences the second stage called 
'Free from Impurity' (vimalii). In the lrlahiiyana
sutriila'T(/,kiira it is stated that this bhiimi is so 
called, because a bodhisattva overcomes the stain 
of immoral conduct as also of the other yiina 
(Hinayii.na) .  In this stage a :bodhisattva takes 
t�e vow to get rid of all impurities. He always 
avoids the unwholesome course of actions of body, 
speech and mind, viz . ,  killing, stealing, unlawful 
intercourse with the other sex, lying, slandering . · 
harsh speech, . foolish babble, covetousness, ill-·will 
and wrong views ; and persuades others to do so . .  
He knows that these unwholesome actions lead · 
to. rebirth in purgatory, or in the world of brutes, 

1 Though 1\Iahayana mentione ten perfections (piiramitas\, 'six of- them, viz., liberality (dana) .. moral con,Juct (iUa), for-
t:ear:mce (k�iinti), ener!!y (�irya), meditation (dhyiina) and wisdom (prajiiii) a re frequently referred to in its code . 
discipline. 



ghosts or men, mJd<::rgoing manifold miseries_ 
He, therefore, observes tho wholesome course of 
adivns (kuAalakarmapath<�) in !ifc <md cc:;-nmends 

teacher, guide, friend and pi·dcc tor and leads them 
to the path of righteousness. Of the perfections 
(piiramitiis) be practises morality to the greatest 
possible extent without disregarding the ot her 
perfect ions. Here, he gi,-es his best attention 
to kindly speech, one of the grounds of populanty 
(saT[Igrahawst�t) in a great degree: According 
t. o  the 1'.1ahiivastu (Mlwu. I, p. 85) a hodhisattvp, 
in t.he second stage develops an aversion to all 
forms of existence . He has twenty special dispo
sitions, but on account of t\1 cuty-eight vices lw 
may fail to reach tlw third stage. 

Prabhakari. vVith the development of the 
mental dispositions (cittiilayas)- of being pure 
steady, disgusted, di.;passionat.e, firm, strong, 
ardent; insatiate, sublime .and magnanin1ous
commences the third stage called 'Luminous' 
(prablzakari). The .MahUyanasutri'ilaTflkara (p. · 182) 
tf;llls us that this is so-called because a bodhisattva 
diffuses the lustre of the noble doctrine to all 
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child. It further enumerates the fourteen vices 
for which a bodhisattva fails to reach the noxt 
stage. Thi.s st.age offers a parallel to the anagiimi 

Arci�mati. With the insight into the ten lights 
of the elements of existence (rihamuiloka), a 
Lodhisatl;va rises to the stage called the 'Brilliant' 
(arc4mati). The Mahayana.mtrala'f(l.kiira (p. 182) 
states that this stage is so called because the raya . 
of the bodhipak�-yadharrruu; consume both the 
obstacle of lust (kle.SavaruJ!a) and hindrance to 
knowledge {jneyavara1)-a). In this stage all evil 
passions and ignorance are done away with. A 
bodhisattva practises here tho ten qualities wit.h 
mature knowledge and do things th<Lt lead to 
enlightenment only. He f>lso. practises the four 
applications of n�indfulness (smrtyupasthrina), the 
four psychic powers (tddhipcida),  the five faculties 
(indr(ya) ; the five powers (bala), the seven 
constituents of · kno,v1odge (bodhyanga) · and the 
noble eight-fold piith (aryast'ingikarnarga). His 
belief in the exist'encr3 of self (satkayadr�#) is also · 
done away with. With the attaii;unont of these 
qualities, his mind becomes very son . and boings_ · A bodhis�J.ttya in this stage realises that . compassionate. His doubts are all removed and 

all compounded things are impermanent, transient. his mental dispositions become pure. He renounces. and momentary. · They S:re sources · of manif�ld the world ill the doctrine of the Tathagata.. He . sufferings only. He also r�alises· that all existences . practises the pet,feetion of vigour (viryapiiramita) · . 
are ablaze . with passion, hat!'ecl and folly.1 Here, . to the fullest possible extent without disregarding . 
he 'gains the most penetrating insight into the . the other paramitas. Of the grollllds of popUlarity 
nature of things'. Realising t.his truth, he seeks (sar]'!grahavastu) he specially cultivates the state · 
for the knowledge of a Tathagata which is incom- . of equality (samanlirthata). The Mahavastu (Mhvu. 
parable and delivers all beings . from · worldly 

I, PP· 101_2) enumerates a few. immoral practices 
miseries. He always strives for the happiness which a bodhisattva· avoids in the fourbh bhiimi 
and liberation of all beings and diligently studies a.nd thro,ugh seven vices (ibid. p. 1 10) he fail� to the religious text.s and acquires knowledge of the · reach the fifth stage. 
teachings . of thQ Buddha. He practises the 
mcditn.tion.s (dhyiina), the attainments (samiipatti), Sudurjaya. With the development of the tenfold 
the four sublime states (brahmaviham) and the purity and uniformity of dispositions, viz., doctrines 

· five kinds of higher · k!10wledgo (abhijna). He of the past, future and present Buddhas, morality, 
sees many Buddhas and listens to t.heir teachings. meditation, doubts, . specUlations; right path, 
He is freed from tho four cankers (asravas). He . bodhipak�y aharrnas and perfections of all beings, 
overcomes lust, malice and · delusion. In this . (cittiisayavi8uddhisarnata), a bodhisattva r�s to the 
stage he cultivates the perfeCtion of · p�tience . fifth stage called the ' Hard to Conquer ' (suclurjaya). 
(k\�iinttparamilii.) to the greatest possible extent The MahayanasUtrala��kiira {p. 182) tells Us that 
without disregarding the other paramitiis . . Of this stage is so called because a bodhisattva performs 
the grotinds of popularity (sa7(lgrahm:astu), he the arduous task of ripening beings as also 
especially practises useful · conduct (ar.tltaca1ya). controlling his ·own mind. . While in this stage, 
In the 11Jahiit·astu (1Hhvu. I, p. 91) tt is stated that a bodhisattva thoroughly practises the thirty-seven · 
a bodhisattva in the third stage pays special atten· bodhipa�adharrttas . and Wlderstands . the Noble 
tion to renunciation (tyaga) and is prepared to buy a . Truths. He also comprehends the two kinds of 
verse of a good saying with the sacrifice of wife and truth-conventional truth and transcendental · 

1 According to t.l1e Mahilvastu a bolihisattva develops this state of mind in the fiith bhiimi (Mht•u. Yo!. I, p. 110). 

2 X. Dutt. Aspects of Mnhtlyana. Buddhism and its Relation to Hinavana, TJondon, 1 030, p. 269. . . 
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truth-and realises that all compound<.·d things 
are unreal. He acquires a knowledge of ska.ndha, 
O.l..titu, �yatcna, etc . ,  and knows the d i:!Iorm�t diviRimul 
of Dharm<�. He fools great compassion for an 
t.he beings who undergo manifold suffering and 

· resolves to save and liberate them. In this stage 
he gains mindfulness, fortitude, and such other 
qualities. Out of compassion he learns the sec.ular 
arts and sciences like mathematics, medicine, 
drama, astrology, astronomy and the like. He 
specially practises the perfection of meditation 
and cultivates all tho elements of popularity 
(.�af!tgrahavastu). He takes his ordination and 
becomes a preacher of the doctrine. From the · Mahavastu (Mhvu. I, 120) we further learn that a 
bodhisattva fails to rea9h th� sixth stRge through 
four vices only. 

Abhimukhl. A bodhisattva rises to this stage 
through the tenfold sameness of things. They are : 
animitta, alak�a7Ja, anutpiida, ajiita, . vivikta, 
adiviSuddha, ·ni�prapaiica, anWyilha-niryuha, 
mayiisvapnapratz'bhasapratisrutkopama 

. and 
bhavabhavadvaya. The M ahiiyana.sUtriilaf!tkara . 
{p. 181) states that this bhumi is so called because a 
bodhisattva; through the perfection of wisdom 
(prajiiaparamifii) ,  t1rms towards both transmigrati�n 

. 

(si:urzsiira) and Nil'Vat,J.a. Here, he comprehends 
the world to be mere delusion,. and gets rid of the 
duality of existence and non-existence. He realises 

· that the three worlds are all thought-constructions 
only. He develops great comP.assion for all beings 

. and alleviates their pains. . He also realises that 
ignorance is the source of all sufferings an,d through 
its removal perceives the knowledge of the truth 
of things. He comprehends the dependent ori
gination which, from the absolute standpoint, 
means non-origination at aU thnes. He is also 
freed from the conceptions of ' I ' and ' mine,' 
' doer , and ' feeler , and the like. Through his com
prehension of all these things he realises the non
existence of everything (8-unyata). He is now 
perfectly pure and steady. His mind turns to 
knowledge of the Buddha (buddhajfiiina) resolutely. 
He pays special attention to the perfection of 
wisdom without lacking in respect for the ether 
paramitii.s. He now goes beyond every possible 
chance offalling back to sravaka or pratyekabuddha 
stages. The Mahavastu (Mhvu. I, p. 127) states 
that a bodhisattva through two vices fails to reach 
t.he �venth �tage. 0 

. Diirarigama. From this stage start the real 
Ma.hayiinic stages of progress. Here, a bodhisattva 
acquires the skill in expedients (upri.yakausalya) 

suitable for his ta3k of �:1kat i.on. The lY1ahayiina
s7.7.triiltl:tJ1kiira {p. 18? )  �;r.u.:J· ··� i. �": :r�� th!;_; f,h t.i n·!i � so 
caHod. h0•J.q_.n�v it .!f�;1.d:-.: �; .. _, !-.�·:.�:· .: � ��t-..n.r;: ;::�el l�· of Lho 
oniy path, i .e.,  to the discipiirw. H0 pract.ises ail 
the ten perfections , the fcur elemonts of popularity, 
the four resolutions (adhi{J(.hiina) and the thirty
seven constituents of enlightenment. He under
stands the thoughts of others and is pure in his 
t.houghts, words and deeds. Like a skilled 
sailor who knows tho nature of waves and currents 
and embarks on a great ship in the ocean b�t is not : 
defiled l;Jy the filthy water, so the bodhisattva 
in the seventh stage has entered tho great ocean 
of omniscience and has embarked on the great 
ship of the perfections, but he does not yet realise 
cessation, i.e., NirviiDa Under no circumstances 
he goes astray from the path of · righteousness. 
He get.s rid of the three reverses ( viparyasa) 
which are saf!tj?"ia, citta and dr�#. . Fr9m the · 
Mahavastu we learn that a bodhisattva in the 
seventh stage practises self:control and through 
the thought of great compassion advances from the 
seventh stage to the eighth (Mhvu. I, pp. 127, 136). 

Acalli. A bodhisattva in this stage realises that 
all things are . by nature non-existent. Here, he 
acquires the highest knowledge called anutpattika
ahaT"mak�anti. He unde�stands that things are 
such as they are. · The Mahiiyiinasiitriilarr,kara · · 
(p. 1 82) states that this bhiimi is so called because 
a bodhisattva is not moved by the notions of caiwe 
and non-cause. He is not defiled by any actions · 'of body, speech and mind. He has no longing for 
Buddhahood, Nirvalfa or bodhicitta, not to speak 
of any worldly gains. He has nothing to strive for 
and every act of his is spontaneous. In this stage 
a bodhi�attvais like a man who has awakened from a · 
dream and perceives that his dream experience was 
unreal. Buddhas now ask him to acquire the · 
subjects of confidence, viz., the ton powers, the • 
four confidences (vaisaradya), the ten conhrols 
(vasitii) and to assume different bodies. Ho . .Pays .· · 
special attention to the perfection of aspiration 
(pra1y/idhiina) without lacking in respect of other 
paramitas. ·He knows everything in its minutest 
detail. He declares that it is possible for sentient . 
beings to become Buddhas. He now possesses 
everything which makes a Buddha. He belongs to . 
the member of tho Tahhagata family and is served · · 

. by all the gods. There is no retrogression from 
this stage and it may be that is why this is called 
' Immovable ' (Acala). Nothing particular is given 
of the eighth bhumi in the �7ft1ahavastu. It only 
enumerates the names of Buddhas under whom 
Sakyamuni acquil'ed merits. 



BHOMI 

S3dhumati. A bodhisattva in this stage com· 
orehends the true nature of all dharmas. The 

Jvlaluiyanas-utriila1J1krJ,ra (pp. 1 S2--3j states that this 
stage is so called because the bodhisattva attains 
mastery in analysis. He understands the minds of 
all beings in this bhllmi and also knows the methods 
of converting them. He acquires a knowledge of 
thenumerous obligations of the sravakas, pratyeka
buddhas· and bodhisattvas. He becomes a great 
preacher and preaches the doctrine in manifold 

· ways to the beiugs of all world-systems (lokadluitu). 
He acquires - the four kinds of logical analysis 
(prati-Sa'f!lvid). He experiences thousan&s of modi· 
tatioruJ and is in possession of magical spells 
(dbara.Jfi ) .  He never goes out of the sight of 
Buddhas and is not lacking in any way in respect of 
his spiritual practices. He pays special attention 
to the perfection of vigour (balaparamita) without 
disregarding other paramitii.s. The Mah.avastu 
gives no details of the ninth bhiimi. The names 
of the Buddhas under whom SB.kyamuni acquired 
merits are only continued. 

Dbarmameghi. . With this stage closes the 
career · of a bodhisattva. Here, he - attains 

· all fonns· of concentration. The llfahiiyaoo� 
siUriila'f!lkcira · (p. 183) states that this bhiimi is 

. so called beCause it is_ permeated with meditation 
and magical spells, just like the sky covered with 

· clouds. As he acquires. all the . vi�tues, he now · 
gains the knowledge of omniscience(sarvajna-jnana) .  
A celestial lotus appears, adorned with jewels, 

' and the bodhisattva sits on it with his effulgent 
body. Other bodhisattvas from the different 
regions sit on other lotuses and gaze at him. All the 
regions quake and a great radiance issues out from 
his body and assuages the pains of ali living beings. 
Rays also come forth · from the foreheads of the 
assembled Tathiigatas and touch· his head. · He is 
thus consecrated (abhi�ikta) as a Fully Enlightened 
Buddha (Samyak.�ambuddha). Thus, this stage is 

·· knoWn as the Abhi�ekabhtimi. Through his profi. 
ciency in mindfulness (smrtikausalya) l_le bears 
in mind all the . clouds of dharmas showered on 
him by the Buddhas, and hence the designation 
Dharmamegha. A bodhisattva in this bhiimi is a 
personification of love and sympathy, which freely 
issue from the fount of his inner will. He pays 
special attention to the perfection .of knowledge 
(jnana-p(jramitu) without lacking in respect for 
other perfections. From the Satasahasrikaprajna
paramitii (SsP. p. 1458) we leam that the bodhi-

1 N. Dutt, op. cit. p. 32i. 
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sa.ttva in the tenth stage is known as a Tathagata. 
Tho Mahiivastu furnishes us with nothing particular 
about the tent-h st,age. It ment,ions tho birth of 
the bodhisattvas in the Tusita heaven and their 
longing for human existence (Mhvu. I, p. 142). 

The account of the stages given above presents 
us with an idea of the gradation in the spiritual life · 
of a bodhisattva. It further gives us an idea of the 
ideal life to be pursued in Mahayana. The transi
tion from one stage to the following takes place . 
according to the progress made by a bodhisattva 
in respect of cert-ain virtues. The first seven stages 
together constitute the active career of the bodhi· 
sattva, during which he exerts himself, and his acts 
imply movement and intellectual work. The 
seventh marks the completion of his career and· the · 
preparation for passing i�to the career which is 
free from movement and intellectua.tion, the so· 
called career of knowledge and supemo.tural virtues. 

Of the works dealing wit� th� bhiimis, first 
mention may be made of the Da.SabhUmika Sidra. 
Next come the BodhisattvabhUmi and _the Madhyma· 

· kiivatara. The Lanka?Jatara Siltra, Paiicavi'f{IJati
sahasrikiipr�j napiiramita, the s (ll-asiihasrikiipraj 00· 
piirainita, the Mahiiyiinasiltrti-la'f!lkii.rci . and the 
like tol}ch upon the bhiirilis incidentally. The 
Mahii.uastu also deals with the bhi'imis, but its . 
account is scanty and incoherent. Ac;Jcording to it, 
'there is retrogression for a bodhisattva, while the - . 
Da.SabhUmika Sutt·a holds . the con:t'rary view. In · 
the conception of the bhiimis the Mahiivastu seems 
to be the earliest, tho Prajnapiiramita texts the 
middle, the Da.SabhUmika Sutra and the like the 
latest.1 _The Mahiivastu thus paved the way for . 
the later development of the· Mahayana conception. 
Lastly, it may be observed that these ten stages 
of perfection are similar to the four stages of the 
V ai�IftJ.Vas and the Sufis. 2 

A. C. B. 

The schemes of spiritual progress �f the Them- -
vadins and the Mahii.yii.ni8ts show somo noteworthy · 
similarities. The scheme of the Theravadms begins . 
f!om the pr�-sotiipanna. stage. . This stage is sub
divided into two, called that of the worldling 
(puthujjana) and the gotrabhU (q.v.), .the last stage 
o.f a worldling to be adopted into the lineago of the 
Noble Ones (ariyii). A worldling can become a ·· . .  · gotrabhU by progressive spiritual development and 
once that stage is attained he becomes qualified to 
proceed along the path that leads to the four higher 
stages, namely, stream-enterer (sotapannaf , once-

2 R. L. Mitra, The Sansl.Yi/ B!tddhist Literature of Ntpal, Calcutta, 1892, p. 8(. 
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returner (sakadagiimi), never-returner{ aniigiimi) and 
arahant. The Nikayas mention numerous require· 
ments a person has to fulfil to enable him to become 
e. solapanna. Basicaily h& should posses faith in the 
Buddha, Dhnmma and Sangha and should also be 
ended with the ariyan discipline. Besides these 
he should practise, as far as possible, the eight 
factors of the Noble Eightfold Pat4 (ariya-a(!han
gika-magga) and also acquire the six conditions 
which · are constitutent parts of knowledge (cha· 
vijja-bhagiya-dhammii : S. II, p. 69 ; V, pp. 342 ff.). 
According to the Abhidharmakosa, such a person 
has to grasp the fifteen moments (k.�a!Ul) of compre-

. hension of truth and then attain� the sixteenth 
moment which is equal to the sotlipatti stage. 

The pre-sotapanna stage finds a parallel in the 
pre-bhlimi stage of the Mahayana scheme. This 
stage is described in early texts, like the Mahii.vastu, 
which divides it into two stages called the · 
fraL:ticarya and Pra'!!idhanacarya (Mhvu. J,,p. 46 f.) .  
The Lankavatiira. (Lank. p.  65) refers to it as thEt 
Parikarma-bhiimi . . The Dasabhilmika Sidra gives 
no name, but describes it in detail. The Bodhi
satt?la-bhilm�:. too, calls it Prakrticarya and divides 

· into Gotra-vihara and Adhimukticarya-vihii,ra. The 
Gotra-vihiira stage is almost identical with . the 
Gotrabhu . stage of the Therava.da scheme. The 
Adhimukti.caryii.-vihara is parallel to the Adhi
mukticaryii.-bhiimi referred .to in the Madhyama
kavatiira (see LeMuse.on, VIII, p.· 262). The Gotra
vihiira stage merely indicates the attempts made by a 
person to develop the bodhicitta, whereas the latter 
stage shov,�s the real efforts put forward by him to 
develop bodhicitta. Both · these sub-stages are 
preparatory stages, but the latter is more advanced 
than the former, for, it is in that stage that a person 
who aspires for Buddhahood acquires and fulfills 
all the preliminary requsites that qualify him to 
enter the first bhiimi. · While in the Adhimukti
carya stage, he acquires noble qualities, performs 
good deeds and practises meditations to a limited 
degree. Yet he is ·not above five kinds of fear, 
namely, fear · of l ivelihood, of ill -fame, of embarras
ment in assemblies, of death and of miserable after
life (cp. A. IV, p. 36·:1). He has faith, but not 
knowledge of truth. He enters to the first bhumi 
after developing fully the bodhicitta. Some of the 
virtuous qualities a bodhisattva attains, while in the 
first bhumi, are tho same as those attained by a sotii
panna by complying with the rules of higher discip
line (adhi8ila.) .  But, besides these attainments, a · 
bodhisattva is also said to develop further the 
bodhicitta, compassion (karu?la), cultivate ten quali
ties needed by a bodhisattva to strengthen his 
position and so on. As the ThP.ravada scheme is not 

concerned with many 0.f tbt'·S(' attainrn€'nts, there 
is in it no particular stv.ge i h�<· could bn (:onsideced 
identica,; w1th tho fil'st b'_,l.:i:\i . 

A close connection bet.wot>�l Uw t.wo S(!h�mes is 

seen from the second stage. Accord ing to the 
teachings of the Theraviida, the path that leads to 
higher spiritual attainments is called the ' middie 
path ' (majjhimapatipada), which is also called the 
Noble Eightfold Path (ariya-a!{hmigika-magga). 
The eight constituents of this path �im at promoting 
and perfecting the three essentials of Buddhist 
training and discipline, namely, ethical conduct (sila), 

:lMntal discipline (samiidhi) a!'ld wisdom (paii·nd) . . 
Sila . consists of right speoch, right- action, right 
livelihood (sammii-t·iica ; 0kammanta ; 0iij'it·a) ; 
sarnadhi consists cf right thought, right effort, right 
mindfulness, right concentration (sammii-sa.?ikappa, 
·ovayama, 0sati, 0samlidhi), and paiiiia consists of 
right view (sarrima-d·i!fhi). It is by developing and · 
perfecting these three essentials to the highest 
degree that a gotrabhii can attain higher spiritual . 
states. Thus, a gotrabhii, by complying with the 
rules of higher ethical conduct (adhisila), becomes 
a sotapanna or a sakadagamin ; by complying with 
the rules of higher mental discipline (adhicitta), 
becomes an aniigamin and, by complying with 
those of higher wisdom· (adhipanna) , becomes an . 
arahant. This classification enables one .to surmise • 
that the stage of spiritual progress in the Tbera
vada could be also designated as (i) Puthujjana, . 
(ii) Gotrabhii, (iii) Adhisila, (iv) Adhicitta, (v) 
Adhipafifiij.. This classification finds a close parallel 
in the li�t of stagl")s (tihiira) given in · the 
Bodhisattvabhii.mi .. (Bbh. p. 3 17  ; cp. BHS. 
s . . v. vihara). TI?.ese viharas are (i) Gotra-vihii.ra, 
(ii) AdhimukticaryiV, (iii) Prarnuditii-0, (iv) Adhi-

. Sila-0, (v) Adhicitta-0, (vi), (vii), (viii) Adhiprajiia-0 
(ix) Sabhisarpskara-sii.bhoga-nirnimitta-0, · (x) Ana
bhoga.-nirnimitta-0, (xi) Pratisa111vid-0, (xii) Parama-0 
(xiii) Tathagata. 0• · Of theso t.he first two indicate 
the preliminary stage and correspond to the pre
sotapanna stage in the Theravada scheme . .  Tho 
third stage finds no parallel in the 'fheraviida 
scheme·which is not concerned with the numerous 
attainments needed by a bodhisattva. It is 
apparent that the five stages (iv-viii) correspond 
to the parallel st11.ges in the Theraviida sche�e ·· 
referred to earlier. · ' . 

The Theraviida scheme finds a parallel in  the 
stages mentioned in the Dasabhumika Sid-ra, too. 
The fir� bhiimi (Pramudita) in the list in t.he Dasa
bhilmiki SUtra, also denotes a stago in which an 

1'1 ' aspirant acquires mostly the essential qualities of a 
bodhisattva and, therefore, i t  finds no parallel in · 
the · ·Theraviida scheme. Basically, the second . 



bhiimi, Vimalii., mentioned in the Dasabhumika 
Jist, is similar to the sotiipanna and saka.diigam\ 
stage;;. B<:·tli schGnws lay st.ress on t!v; develop
ment and perfection of higher ethical conduct 
(adhiSila) in these stages. The third bhiimi corres
ponds· to the aniigami stage. In this bhfuui, a 
bodhisattva, apart from acquiring extra-ordinary 
qualities, begins to practise numerous meditations, 
the four sublime states (brahma-vihara) and acquires 
the six apperceptions (§al}abh-ijfW.). The fetters of 

. passion (kama), form (rupa), e:x,istence (bhava) and. 
ignorance (aviclya) become wea.k ;  attachment, ill-will 
and .delusion (riiga-dve8a-moha) are completely des- . · 
troyed. According to the Theravada system, too, �n 
adept, after perfecting rules of higher ethical conduct 
( adhiiila.),. striyes to attain higher mental discipline 
(adhicitta) by practising numerous meditations. 

. All practices pertaining to mental culture that a 
bodhisattva is sai

.
d to perform in the third bhfuni are 

parallel to those practised by an aniigami. 

Practices involved. in the fourth, fifth and sixth 
bhfunis.. (Arci�mati, Sucl.urjaya and Abhimukti) are 
similar to the adhipaniiii practices of the Thera-

. .  viidins. 'fhe Bodhisattva-bht"im·i includes three 
bhiimis in the Adhipra)iia-vihiira and their bhiimis 
indicate·the difterent means by ·which a bodhisatt-va 
attains higher wisdom (adhipra:iiia). According to 
the · Theravii.da scheme, an . adept, by perfecting · 
adhipaii1"ja iJractices, becomes an . araha.nt. The 
state attained by a bodhisattva after completing the 
sixth bhiimi is similar to the state of an arahant. 
The BodMsattvabhUmi in one place mentions only 
six bhiimis (J3bh. p. 84:). . The Lankavatiira Sfttm· 
(Lmik. p. 120)� also, describes an ar�hant as being 
free from thought construction of meditation 
(dhyana), of objects of meditation (dheya), of con
centration (samadh-i),  release (vimok�a), powers 
(bala), higher knowledge (abhijifc"i), afflictions (klda) 
and misery (du!1kha). 

The parallelis1n . between the two schemes ends 
after the sixth bhumi. Though t;he p·owers, qualities 
and attributes of the Buddha, as known to Thera
va.da, are found mentioned in connection with the 
attainments of a bodhisattva in the last four stages, 
there are no corresponding stages in the Theravii.da 
scheme. These last four stages are a special feature 
of the bhiimi doctrine of Mahayana which teaches . 
that all can become Buddhas. 
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fn later Mahayana works. The Abhidharmakosa 
(Abhk. see ir,J.ex), too, deals ·with certain aspects 
of th is concept .  The Pmjnap<iru.mita t.oxts, though 
dealing with this concept, state that from the 
standpoint of the highest truth this concept is 
merely a matter of convention (•�sP. ch. x). The 
Satasahasrika-Prafiiii-piiramitli also mentions a 
list, either of seven or ten bhiimis (BsP. pp. 1473, 

1 520). Of these the first seven namely, (i} Sukla
vipasyana (vidarsano.)-bhumi, (ii) Gotra-0, (iii) A�ta
maka-0, (iv) Dar.Sana-0 (Nidarsana-0), (v) Tanu-0 
(Tanu- 0), (vi) Vitariiga-0, ( Vigatariiga-0) and (vii) 
Krtavi-c, refer to the difforent stages of spiritual 
progress attained. by those following the Sravaka-

.
. 

yana · which is another name for Therl'.vada. The . 
first two bhiimis refer to the pre-sotii.panna.stage ; 
t.he fifth and sixth indicate tho sakadagii.mi and · . 
anii.gami stages ; the sevent.h refers to · the arahant 
stage. The pratyeka-bhfuni is tho stage reached 
by those following the pra.tyeka-yiina and the last . 
two stages indicate the stages reached by those 
following :Mahayana. However, none of these . 
bhumis are referred to in the Pali t-exts. 

. The stand�rd bhiiini�cepted by the Mahiiyanlsts 
are those referred to in the Da8abhiimika S1itta · 
which is the most auth01;itative work on the subject. 
This siitra speaks · of ten bhiimis. It should. · be 
noted that the Lankavatara Sii.tra (Lank. p. 215). 
mentions an eleventh bhiimi called .Tathiigata- ·

. 
bhfuni. The Dharmasmigraha and ·the Mahiiv!f!tt- . 
patti call this by . the name Samanta-prabha. The 

.Dharma.sati.graha enumerates . two other bhiimis · · 
which are not mentioned in · other works. These 
two are Nirlipamii. and Jiiii.navati. But these are 
not discussed in det.ail. · But there is ·another 
tradition which speaks of only seven bhfunis. Thus, 
the Bodhisattvabhiirni formally discusses only · 
seven hhiimis. The Lankii-'1.:atara (Lmi.k. p. 28), 
too, speaks of seven bhiimis. Though the Mahii

.vast-u speaks of ten bhiimis .it, in fact, details only 
seven. Even the Dasabhiimika 8-utra shows signs · 
of this tradition, for according to it a bodhisattva 
is said to practise all the perfections in the seventh
stage and that, if he ·so desires, he can pass away . · 
into Nirvii.l_la in thl!-t stage itself. The other three . 
bhiimis, in which conscious striving gives way to 
spontaneous activity, may have been added to the · 
original scheme of seven. The seven stages consti-· · 
tute the active career of a bodhisattva and the . ·· 

'ne concept of bhiimi goes back to a very early 
period in the history of Buddhist thought� Un
doubtedly it started before l\la.hii.yii.na. be.came a 
separate school of Buddhisni. The earliest treat
ment of the subject is in the Mahiivastu. It refers 

. seventh mark the completion of his career. 

, to ten stages which are not the same as thosfl found 

As stated earlier, . there are numerous Sanskrit 
texts that deal with this concept. The earliest is 
the Mahiivastu. 'fi1e discussion found in it. is not 
quite coherent. It does not give details according 

. . , 
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to any plan . The names · of bhiimis foui;�Cl' in the he was possessed by Miira. Thereupon, the Buddha 
Mahiioo.stu are different, except for one. from those announced to Mara, �·ho had requested him to paSs 
found in · tho Da.�fqbhilmika. . The Sat�ailhM!'ikii· away, that he would do so at the end of three months. Pr.ajtlapilramitii doscript.ion , too, is not quite At this announcement t.hero was a great and fearful 

• systematic. The nnmos of bhttmis and vihii.ras . earthquake .nnd t.he Buddha made a sole� utter
given in the Bodhi:aatl!-'abh umi are; also, different. an� (udiina). Ananda asked the Buddha for the 

. from those in the Dcisabhiimika. The basis on 'which cau�e of the earthquake and the Buddha explained 
the two schemes are developed also appear to bo · to him tho eight occasions for enrthqunk�, the 
different. Tho l)a�abht1mika. scheme is npplirently · seventh being when a Buddha renounces the balance 
based on the ten p�rnmitii. whereas tho Bodhiaattva· of his lifo-sp.nn. The commer:ttary gi\'es the differ. ·· 
bhilmi scheme is b�ed on the . . �lri,· samiidh� and ent reasons for which the earthquakes on these 
praji'iii. eight occasio�s· (AA. IV, p. 155 f.). 

. . 

T�e Bodh�vabhumi doctrine \Vas . not regarded This sutta is found almost iri tot.o, . wit.h slight. 
611 iinportarit by all Mo.hRyii.nist.S. As mentioned . variations in the .Mahiiparirn'bbiina Sutta (D. II, . 
before, tho Sata3fihasri'M �tn.t�s t.hnt. it is a mo.ttor pp. 102 ff.) .  1'he major port.ion of the sutta, as 
of convention . · .The Boahicaryavatiira does · not · far as the udana verse, also recurs as the Oetiva Suua · mention it at nil. The. Mahiiytin� SU,triilat.nkiira in the Sarrtyutta-Kikiiya (V, pp. 258 ff.) anrl in the 
does not deal wit.h it in detail. . The Sik�amu�ya Jaccarll iha-ooyga in the Udana (Ud.pp.· 62 ff.).. The ' 

· merely refers to tho first bb\imi, though Candrakjrti. Sanskrit version i!l found in the Divyiit-adiina . . . � . 
probably n contowpornry of Sii.nt.ideva, t.he author (Divy. pp. 200 ff:; see nlso Windisch, Mara und . 
of the Si�·�fi8amuccaya, treats this doct.rine elabor· · Buddha, Leipzig, 1895, pp. 35 ff.). One of Milin�a's 
ately iri his Madhyamakiivatiit·a. · HQ.l' Dayal (Thi . questions centres on these · eight' causes of earth-· 
BodhiaattL-a ·iJoct-r,ine, London, 1932; p; 272) suggests · quak�s (..ll!t�n . p. ll3 f.). · · · · 
thli.t this must have been dtie .to the fact thnt the L. R. G. 
exponents of void (.Siittyatii) lis �onditioned c�istence 
attached · more importahce to the bhUmis than the 
other Mii.dhyaniikas · who 

. 
i nterpreted . · it · as 

absohite �OJ'!·existenc�; · · · 
· S. K· N. · . 

liiDJ,tOGR.U'HY·: N . . Hlllt, A�ptt:l.� o.f MnldlyaM lludtllli.�m artd 
it� /f(lation to !liiiii,IJtitlll , l.imdon, � uao : . . Hnr l>a�·al  . . 1'.1lt 
Ho!lhi�!ntiM '/)ill'lrim•, l.mutnn,· l!\32 ; · f,; ,1 , Thom:�s, The H utory 
of Jluddil/.�t TI!•JUfJ/tl, .l.onclon, 11}3:! ; �LUJ. U, JlJI. 7-13 If.; nilS. 

. . . . 

BHOMICALA VA.GGA, the 8ove�th chapter of the · · 
A((.lwka-nipcila of the AtiguUcira-nikaya (A. I:f, pp .

. 

293.:.313). It consists of ten suttas d�i.ng' with a 
. Vo.ri.et:y ofsubjeets and derives its title from the last 
of them'-the Bli.utnt'cala Stltta. ·. In the conunentary 
this chapter is referred to n.s .  Oapiila�t-agga (\�ar. · · 
Cala-t-ayga ; AA. IV, pp. 140-156). 

� � M�� . . . . . • 
· · · · · · · · • BH'OMIDEVA, a former Buddha, mentioned in . a 

BHOMJBA LAVAISARADY ADHARIN, name . bf .� . . · iist of former
. Buddhas· tm�er . whom s'akyamuni . 

oodhlsatt,'a . mentioned i� · a list· of ninety4wo �quired merit while .in . the ninth bhiimi · (Jf/wu. 
bodhi�t.tvtis in th� .Mahiityl.ltpatti. The list begins I, p. 140). ; . :  

· 
with A.val�kitcsvara and . ends . · �ith . Buddha· 

· vnjrasa.ndh�ral)a.sandh\ (BB. XIII, ll-2). · BHOMJJA, a thera to whom the Buddha addtessed . .  
the Bh'ilmija Stttla (M: III, 138 ff;). He was t.he 

. BHOMICALA SUTTA, t.h� tenth sutta of the 
·. Bhiimicaia-r:aggc• · of ·the .4tlhaka·tlipiita (A. '

IV, 

pp. �Ol) ff.). It. reeords the incident when there 
was a mighty ei!.rthquake (bMmiciila) aft.cr the 

· · Buddha t:en.ounced ·his balaru.:e ·lifo-span. 
The Buddha was·at CU.pala. Cet.iya in Vesiili when · 

· he gave . A.nanda an .  opportunity of asking him to 
live for . bis: full life.'Bpnn. Ananda was told that 

. anybody . who had fully developed tht;� four wa.y8 
of psyc.nic power could. if he so desirrol liv(l · for 
his full iife. �pan, and the Tat.Mga.ta being such a · 

. person ·�ould; if he wished, · do · so himself. But 
in spite of such a brond hint, Ananda fa iled to take 

· advn.ntage' of the opportunity becauS('!, we are told, 
S---H 1 :li'l4U (5/ll�) 

t�ncle of prince Ja.yasena (MA. IV; 199) who. once ·· · 
qu�tio�ed him on the religious life (M. �� pp. 138 

. ff.). :ahiimija entered the Sangha with his friends . 
SambhU.ta; Jeyyasena and Abhira.dhana aftet hear• . 

ing the Buddha preach. ·. All of them beeame ara.h· 
ants · (ThagA. l, p. 47). Bhiiinija thora who . had a . . 

disc�ssion with Sariputta on the . cause of weal an� 
woe (S. II; 37 ff.) is probably this same Bhumijll. · · 
See.·BHlJMIJA SUTTA (1)  and (2). 

L. R. G . 

BHOMIJA SUTTA (I )  c:ori�ins im .accoWlt of: a 
discussioJ;l. bet�-een Bhi:iinija thera and his nephew 
prince Jaya8ena, as well as the_ Buddha's approval · 
of Bhttmijn. 's viewS'. 

. ' 
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Bhiimija says, in answer ·to Jayasena, that. one . 
who leads the higher life attentively, wjt4 or without 
�xpectations, is eapablo of obtaining the fruits 
thereof. �use Jayasena waa pleased with this 
explanation, he. entertained Bhiimija to a midday 
meai; Bhiimija _reported this discussion . to the 
Buddha . who: approved of what he· had sai<l to . 
J�yase�a� and further developed the theme. · Right 
o�tlOQk is absolutely e8l¥lntial to the winning of the 
fruits of th�, higher life; it is juSt .as impossible . 
u; got oil out of sand Of milk from · a c·ow's hom as 
it is to obtain the fruits" of. the higher life with a 

• Wl'Ong outlook (M. ITI, pp . . 
138-:-144). 

U. K. 

. I . . BHOMISPARSA M UDRA 

which has a faint reference to the variOU!I bhumis 
found in the Mahayana texts .in reference to the 
cosmic nature of the world . . (D. G .

. 
E. Hall, A 

History of South East Asia, Loi).don, 1 964, p� 53 ; 
see als-o C. Siva�amamurti, La Stu.pa du Barabudur, 
P�ds, l 96l ; S. F. Stutterhein, Studies in Indone.oon· 

Archaeoloqy, Hague, 1956) . . 

The monument itself, \\'hich ia considered to be a. 
representation of ·�he .co�ic nio�tain; is te�aced 
to form several tiers · to ·signify bhiimis which; · 
probably, had a �ystic symbolism not uricommop. 
in :i\Iahiiyii.na. A Clear understanding of the· epithet 
Bhiim.isambhiiral;mdara would be helpful to glean 
m:0re knowledge ab0ut the.purpose and the .origmal 
idea of the const11,1ction of the Barabuc.Iur Stiipa. · 
There · was· a time when :\1ahl1yan� shrines .were 

BH1lMIJA SVTTA. (2) occurs in the .Dasabaia. being .·referred to -by such mystic terms (e.g., · 
Vtigga of the Nidiina-samyutta (S. II,. PP· .37 ff.) . . Jiiii.na-K�y.a) by . scholars · . .  and pilgrim�. . 

as · Bhfunija tells Sii.ripu�ta �f the different yi6Ws held ·. · evident in tJ1e . intinerary of Buddhagupta .who· . by mendicants i-egarding happiness and sorrow and . refers to _three stiipas, whose .idei).tificat-ion has . asks him ·  for the Buddha's . opinion. Sariputta'a been a· puzzl� to inodern scholars owing to the �piy· is that· the Buddha has ·explained that happi." mystic · terms used to. deno� them (G. Tucci, · ness._ and S<irrow com� ·.to pa.ss through a eaU.se, viz.; . 
" The Sea �nd :Land Travels of a Buddhist Sadhu;'·' . contact . (pha86a) • .  This disc�ssion was overheard !..HQ. VII, pp. tJ83-702 ; R. s. Ranjan, Scin:Skrit · by Anap.d8. who ·ieportOO it to the Buddlu · . T�e Buddhism · in Bu.rma, · · Uri.iversity · · of Calcutta;· : Buddha. appro:v� of Sa.riputta's . exposition and 1936, P• 86 £':)� S�e further BA:R:\.BlJJ;>UR. 

. 
· e:q>lained .-fUrth�r that in 

.the case of deed, word · , . . . . . . .  \. D. T. E. P. · and thought, PerSOnal w"eo.l �I).d SOITOW ·arise as' . .  
reSults of ·tJi6·: Will ther�· is- in the deed, ' word and : .  
th�ught, respectively. TheSe deeds; words '_and . .  BHOMISPARSA MUPR!, 'the ' earth . tou�hing 
thougbis .can :be two-fold, · deliberate: or. insti�ated_· · posture.' . . In this pos.tu�e, the Buddha is represen- · 
. by others, and they are all conditioned by_ ignoran�e. : ted a� b�ing seated (;ross-legged, with the right. arm 

.
. 
Rut, with t�e eradic�tion o( ignorimc� tho.se ·deeds, .. pe�d�nt over the right kri.ee· . . Tho hand, with the. EltC.,' which giV'e, rise tO personal weal artd.'\voe, eease palm t�Incd inward; hm; all . its fingers extend<:U 
to exist. The. conunentary, by way of explanation, doWn. wards, almost .touching. tM 'ground: : T.he left ·. · . . . , . . . . I , . adds that the deeds ofnn �hant fo_r instance, could : hand lies on the)ap,� with its pa,lm turned upward. 
not 1-e classified as good·or bad as. they bear no fruit (See Pis. VII, VIIt IX). . . . . 
(a·Lipakatta :. SA. II, P· 58).. Tlie contents of .this The- earliest r.ef�rerice to phis posture is fou�d in . sutta ·have much in <;ommon with those . of· the 

tlir: Ma1tcivast�, which contains � graphic,.acceunt of .· A:nfiatitthiyciSuttawhi�hprecedes it and the Upavii.na' tQ.o battl� between the bodhisattva a.�d :Mara, when · 
S,lUa. th.at .succeeds i.t. . . . . 

. tho forme� was on �he verge .of attaining Enlighten-
1; H. G. · ment. : There it . is said that when Mara with· hiS , · '  a�y wli.s.al:iout toatt&ck the bodhisa�tva, the l�tter 

. · . . . . . . . . thrico stroked his head, the seat on which he sat ai).d B�'OilD.fATI, name of" a bQdhisattva �entio�ed in : . the earth . and �that as soo� �s he did so, the . . earth the Ga!l4avyijl�a Sii.tr� in a long list of bodhisattva-. . roared and ech�ed deeply: i\fara'a· fo�ower8, who . liAyi claims maternity to all of them (G-u-yU. were frightened by tliis miraculous eyent, SC!Iottered P· 442). and !iis�r�d . ... The Makava.stu does not state why : 
· • the bodhisattva made this gesture (Mhvu. II, p. 282; · . 

. BH'OMISAMBHARABUDARA, another name found · 412 f.)�:· '}'he 
. Lalitavistara, _ _  w�ich · giv�s • a inora . 

in a ;n�th c�t�ry inscription; for 'the B�rabuc)ur · animated description of the bilttle, saya .that the . . 
< �tiipa, . The term se�ms ; to be· ll . combinati�n . bodhis�ttva, whe� . challenged by Mara t9 summon . 
of names into a single compound to- e."<press the idea ·witness.es to establish · the ·fact that he h�d made 
of t4e great monument. The Barabuc)urmight have gr�t ��ifi�es in the past, sti;oked his whole body. 
beei:l .referred to by a term Jike BhiimisambMra., . with his right hand. and gracefully �troked the earth. 
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I 
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The .earth, when touched by the right hand of the 
bodhisattva, trembled six times. The Earth-goddess, 
called Sthiivnrii., made her appearance, praised the · 
boclhisat t'.'ll. n.nd threatened ?IIi\.ra (Lal. p. 232 f. ) . l  
The Jiitaka-nidanakathii, which gives .an almost 
similar accouilt makes no mention of the goddess, 
but says that a voice came forth from. the earth 
saying, 'I am witness to thee' (J. I, ·p. 74). 

Tha accounts of the contest between the bodhi
sattva and Mara are developed from an earlier 
tratiition of which traces are found in the. Padhiina 
Suita (Sn. vv. 425-49), also · in the Digha-nikaya D. ·II, p. · 261 ; III, · p. 260) -and .th� · Theragatha 

. .  (v. 839) wherein such terms as :\lara'� army (mcir�
sena), l\Iiira 's retinue (marapari8a) an,d the victqr of 
:Vlitra (mrir.abMbhu) ocqur. ·But · none . of these .· 
traditions refer to the Buddha's act . of summoning . 
the .eart.lui� witness: It may be surmised; therefore; 

.that this. parti�ular inciden� is a comparatively . late 
development, and that, this posture of the bands . 
became_ one of tho a�cepted niudras still h�ter . . It 
sbm�Jd be noted that tho.ugli at the beginning this 
particular postur� was displayed by. the l:iodhi�attva; 
it l�ter becruhe an accepted mudra of.the.B�ddha. 
It is also tho mudri\ of the Dhyii.ni��ddl�a Ak�6bhy�. 

. See also :MUDRA .. · 
S.K.N. · · 

BROMiYA, name for Nagnsn:inala (q.v.) tli.er�- in �  
previoi1s birth, as a kin&· 

. BHVMMA, �i. class of deities. The nan1e SJ.Iggests 
. 

th�t th�y w.ei:� conceived of as being terrestial. · 
· The.A1iguttam-nil:aya (A. . IV, p. 1 19) gives them as. 
tl�E\ first -'to !'l�p<)rt·, with a cry of e>..�lt!�tion (�vhich . 
the other gods, beginning wit,h the GaJurmahara-

. }ika. devii and a�ceiiding upto the Brahm�ls, tako up 
in. tum), the uttai.ninent of full realisation by any · 

. disciple of the Buddha. 
B. J. 

BHUMMAJ:ALA, a kind of science by which a person . is able to say the fitnesS OI' unfitness of land for some 
purpose. A sage by name Kapila who lived in the 

. Himalayas and who knew this scienr.o was appro
ached by King Okkaka's sons before t.he'y decided · 
upon the spot to build their city, which was subse- . 
quently named Kapilavatthu (SnA. I, p . . 3S5). 
See also BHORI-VIJJA. 

w.q.w. 

BHOMYAVACARA�ANUGAMA, name . of · the . 
dhara¢, by the iight o( which. the bh�u Sagara
megha is said to have · learnt in . one day a . very . · 
gr00t: numbe� of chapters from a . Buddhist· te� 

: call�d the Samantanetradharmap(uyaya · (GiT!JU. ·. 
p. 66). , 

· BH'ONAHU. · · This word : occurs as . bhr-Urtaha in 
Brahmanical liter�ture 2 to sigriify "einbryo:killer." 
But; its ·usage in Buddhist works a-es difreren.t 
shades .of mO!ID-ing in different contexts, 8 though · 
they all have a .· close . connection with its original 
corinotstio�. The otyri:wlogical derivation of this · 

· �� is not very clear. The PED; '_(p, 508 a.) 
surmises that it is a.n old misspelling for 

·
. bhUtagha, (from han,) and means "destroyer of . 

·. beings:'' T'ne · Pa.li fo� 
. 
of · th� · wrm • occurs .at · 

Suttanipa.ta; v. 66� in · ·the :vocative case · arid at: 
Jlitaka, V. p. 266 in the plural. Buddha.ghosa !n · 
his eoinmenta.I'y · to the 8uttanipiittJ,' . explains it as · · . · 
· .. bnutihanaka vUddh�niisaka," " destroyer of w�t . · • 
is prosperous . or glori�us." The J iitalCa 5 tO? gives 
a similar m�ing � 'qttano muldhiy(S hatatta · bhu-
nahu.no.' . .  

In the Magandiya Sutta of th� Majjhim�-nikaya8; . 
the·paribbajaka. M.agandiya. reproaches the Buddha. . 
calling him bhunahu. It. iq interesting to note in . 
this .connection that t.l:ie Pali w.ord bhunaha is 
traceable to the Sanskrit word, bhrn1J..aha: "killer 
of the embryo'J7 or "ca�ing a.bortio� .. '' Ag�in t�e · · 
w.�rd bhrurw in ·sai:u;krit is applied to a learned 

1 In later folk-lor� the story of .the � earth-touching • gathered to itself niariy details. 
tJ

n .Ceylo�d it is �aid
t
�at

ti 
t��:,; 

goddess appeared in . person, up to her waist, bearing on her head .a vase-. of flowers gtve ev1 ence or .e o . a If 
. claim, which is also found in the.Lrditat,{sta.ra (L(ll. p. 232 f.). The next debvckl�pdm��� isfi tha� tq�ggogg�gste�n��e·::hi�:�!·s in full sta-ture. · Burmese and Thai · _legends say t�at . the god�ess re u . � . ara or a vi ld k th 1 · t words She went on to state that on everv. occasiOn the bodhi$atta gave a gtft to someone, he wou as e rcc ptenh . to hold out his right hand and poti� water 011 :!t (da!;khltJodaka) as token of _dedi�tion: The W:.\ter dropf�d ��ol�h��:o:

S��e .
. 

and 50 humcrous were t.he occasiOns on · which this happen-ed that _hh
�r

1 
h

H
atr b

d
eca

fr
mo� q��: �edJ�s;?� hair �hat · it creaied a . let down. hcr hair and rin8ed i t.. . So great was the Vt)lume· of -water w IC l owe . . ,. . . 

.flood and llfiira and the eiephant on which · he rode were washed a'vay I ' 
p ..,. G. , J]I., 

.ll!ahiibhiir�ta, ed. Vishnu S. Sukthankar and uthers, .Poon�, 195!, pp. 78, �2 and 33. 

Cp. bhunallu in Sn. "· 664 with that in ;l!. I, pp. 5�1 �: ,._ , __ S'l.d. p. 479. 

. · . 

J .  '"� p. �66 • . 
· . M. I, p. 50l lf. 

Maiuibhilrala, ed . . YlshnU: S. Suktl1ankar an� oilieri, Poona, 195!, pp. 78, 32 a.nd 33. 

' . 
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br!iJunan. - As such. it suggests an mdjrecheference 
to the -Buddha's denunciation -of some of the social 
and reiigio.llB institutions which gave· a predoinirient 
place to the braluna.ns.1 In this particular con· 
�xt, therefore, the tenn lends itself to a variety of 
interpretations. But, the contents of the suttas1 

_ �e .it cl.- .that what Mii.gandiya means by the 
term is one who has ceased to havt;l development . 
and gr:owt;h- in all the six �nse"spheres. _ 

a devout follower waiting upon the Buddha . 
Sakka asks the . Buddha whether . B�miijati. saluted 
the Buddha in his honour when seeking the inter
view. The Buddha says sbe did .. 

According _to the Sumangalavil&ini (DA; III, p. 
705); she had attained the second Fruit of the Path 
and . had cultivated mdifference t.o celestial plea
sures. 

B. J� 
. In his comments on this sutta; · Buddhaghosa3 

-- explainS it. as :. hatavaQ4hirw mariyadak4ra�s(J.;.:: · · · · · · 
- txJ44,hihato mariyaai-karako (a _killer of growths, · 

. 
BHOPA, .-a ya��. · co�verte.d io Buddhism ·by· the 

· · Buddha· while the · latter was sol· ourning - in the · the· makeJ" of strihge;nt controls or .roles). · He - - . · · 
. further remarks' - t®t, �hile. M�gandiya holds that . locality known es Nandivardhana, close t� Ka8mir 

there_should be devel�pment iii. all the seri.se·spheres, (GM: III, i, P· XVIII). · ·- .  
. . 

the .. B.uddha. hol� that ·th�re shoUld b{, restraint of -
· them.. It is clear, therefore, that in this particular 
ooritext bhUnahu does not - refer tO .one "who haa 
'dest;royed what is pro8per�u�;� and glo�ious ·· · s . but . 
to one whOse sense-organs and m.iD.d do not 

. . . hanker after their corresponding . sensa-data and 
. mental sta�. • · Thus, o�:u3 C9-n see �ere tba t a diffe

. rent content -of :meaning is given to the . word -
• bhji�. , ·cunously . enough, . M�gandiy� &dnli� 
· �t this is t� moonirig h� himself had in his mind 

·. arid·· fuaihtsins t}ui.t it oCCUrs·. in this sense in the .... ·. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- - Mcred_ script� of tha _. paribbii.jakas as ·well 

(�� JK no �  ooarati):� ' - ' IIi. this sense, .ofcourse,_ 

BH'ORII>�TTA JATAKA." a former birth story of 
Gotama the Buddha, when he was bor.l,l as · a n!iga 
c�ed Bhiiridatta . . His original· name was Datta , . 
but Billa. added Bhiiri in recognition of his wisdom . . . . . . . 

. The stoey w� related in r&f�rence to some.laymen . 
of Savatthi who kept the ·fa.St diligtmtly . . . It is a ·  . · 
�ery-· long story and begins with the bodhisatta's 

. grandfather; -Brah:madatta, king-- of. Ba�ii.J).asi. 
· B�a.h.i:D8.dstta

.
lived on th�· bariks ofthe :Yamunii., 

.exiled fr..om his · rather'!! · kingd�m. !re wore the 
garb .o(an ascetic but h1s heart was not m the 
-tic iif'e. When a. �ii.ga-maiden tried . to .seduce· . · 

.- hi!Q, he easily succumbed. Their children werEr · 
Sii.gara.b�:�hmadatta and Samuddaja.. 

· 
· the terin bhUnahu .ea.n be aptly applied · tq th.e 

B�ddha. The . _reply _givell, by the .: Btiddha t� 
Mii.g&ndiya reminds on�. 9fanother episod6 recorded . 
in the Viimya .. P#akci-a where the br�nVeraiija· -When .his father died, Braluriadatta returned 
:reproaches the Bu:ddhs: llB a venayi�.· Th�re, too, · - .with' his chilciren to_ Bii.raJ).a.Si artd his ;naga wife . 

· . . the. Bud� defends �lf 'by giving a di,fferent went back to the naga world: While playing about 
- _ in�rpretati6n t� the te� vemiyik�. Both instances · in a lake, tl,le 

· 
�h.ilar'en or' Brahmad�t� d.isCov�red 

show ho.;,v the .Buddha's view8 differed from· tho� a tortoise, Cittaciila, · and were much frightened. · · 
- of the · paribbajakas with regard to sense-desires. . . The tortoise w.as · brqught before 'the king who 

ordered him to be cast mto the Yamuna, �hat being 
Y.· KR . .  _ the di.fest penalty the king could envisage. . Caught • 

in a whirlpool, Cittaciija was· carried to the realm or ' 
the nii.ga kihg, Dha�ra��ha, and, WhE?n .questioned, . HBUilATI, wifl.' of VessavaJ).a: . According to th� ,had the presence of mind to say that he had been 

. �a1clca-paMa Sutt,ri. · (D. ri,:p. 2ii),' Sakka 
.
tells· 'the sent ffom Bii.rii.J).asi to p�opose a mamage· between 

. Buddha- .that he had :asked Biniiijati to_ gain .an - Dh,atarat�ha . and Samuddajii.. · _ Naga · messengers 
interview for Jilin with the Buddha when the. latter w�re -sent to . Barii.J).asi .to _ make arrsgement� . and . . 

. "t'�. BtayiDg �t &vatt�. She . is d�pic�d there � they lai� their pr.oposal before the · King . . . · · 
· 1 :see suitaa 91:97 or the Brdh!Mtt/lvagao )n M; t. . 2 M. I� p, 503 fr. 

3 · M.A� m, p. 211. · 
t Ibid. 
6 sft..l.. p. 479 : bhiltthanako wddhi·ndsako. j 

•· 41 Ca.Uh!im · klw · Miigaruliya ru¢.rlima1fl rilparata711 r.Upasamm!Ulilatil, • ta1p Tathiigat�sa da�a� guUa1T! raikhitaflt Ntptilui41/L . .. .. . . . . . . , .Similarly, with 1ota (ear), gh4na (nose), jivna (tongue), kiiuo (body) and mano (min(,!) with regard to �ell respective objects. _ . 
· 7 M. �-. p. so�. 
8 Pdrdiil:d-pdli p. 2. 
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Brahmadatt.a was horrified at t.he proposal and 
did not fail to say so, whereupon .Diuitarattha 
was so inccnsP!l that he bid seige to B�tr:u_Hts! with 
his m:igu host� .  To avort total destruct ion Smnu
ddajii. was given - to Dlul.tarattha. Sho l i\·cd with 
h im for a long tiine without- discovering · t.hat she . 
was in tho nilga world, since . everyon� ; on the 
king's order�, had assum.P.tl human forin. 

Samudda.jii. had fou r  ehildren by DhataraHha : 
Sudassana, Datta, Subhriga aiirl Arittha (KaJ_lii.

. riHhai and one st.op-c!fn:ghte.r, Accimukhi . · 

and Accimukhi to the . world of meri. Sud8.ssa.n& . 
went · disguised as an ascetic , and Accimukhi, 
ass11ming the form of a frog, hid in his matted hair. 

They found Alambi:i.yana making ready to give 
an exhibition of Bhiiric1atta.'s dancing before · the 
�ing of Barsil)asi: SudasSa.n:� took up Jlis stand at · . .  
the edge of . the .crowd. When Bhiiridatta was · 
back in his basket ·after- d�nc_ing, Sudassana chall
enged A.laillbii.yana to prove that his magic powers 
were greater than those of . Sudassana. This 
challenge was accepted, and Sudassana call� oU:t . 
to A.ccimukhl_ who, uttering the ·frog's cry, stoOd . 

Datta, who was the bodhi8atta, . used · to visit on his shoulder, and having spat drops . of poison 
· Vir(ipakkha,. the ruler pf · the ilaga. host_s. and one . on . to his _palm, went back into . his hair. · Sayirig · 
day w�nt with llim to pa;r homage to Sakka. Iri · that the country would be destroyed if the poison 

. " tl1e assembly, a question arose which only Datta fell on the earth, Sudassana had three holes dug · . 
!:ould answer, and Sakkl} was ·_so pleased with him · and filled tho · first with drugs, the &econd with · 
that he ga\;e him the name of Bliiirjdatta. Ami:io�s . . cowd�ng, and the third with heavenly medicines . . 

to be born in Sakka'� riompany, Bhilri�atta took Ho ·poured the poison into the first hole ; a fl�e 
vows lind observed the fast; on the top of an ant- . instantly burst out,_ spread to the secon� and, 

- hill. At tho end of the fast, naga maidens wo�d . having travelled . to the third, consumed iill the · · · · · · · · - · medicine and was exting{Iished. Ala:mmiyana who ' come and takE) him back. ' . 
. . . . . . was standing near the last hole, was affected by 
One day a. IJr�hman �illager and his son,· Soma- · · the heat of the poison and . he beeam� a leper: · 

datto., went hunting in th� forest and spent th� . Filled with terror, he set Bhiiridatta free. 
night on a . banyan tree noar. ·where . Bhiiridatta Bhliri'qatta� Sud�na and Acc�ukhi aSsUIUed · 
lay. Bhliridatta entered into conversation *ith radiant forms, decked with all ornaments. The . 

. · the� and invited them t� the naga wo�id where king, �n diS��yering that th�y were the children of • 
they passed a whOle year, enjoymg ' great luxury . .  · his da�ghter, Samuddajii., rejoiced grS;itly and 
Owirig to lad� of merit, the villagers ·grew discon- e�te�taiD.ed them; . Bhliri��ta _ togethar· ·:with the 
tented and returned to the world .of men. · 

. 
king r�turned to the naga · world; . · The king stayf'd 

.Some �ime later, Soniadatta and his father met . · 
ih�re for some time and returned to ¥a· klngdo� . .  

a brahman, Alaml?ayaila; who had learnt. from an: Subhaga.', whil� :Wandering . in t}ie fo'rest. met 
a.Scetic; Kosiya, the Alambayana spell which �ad · Somadatta's father, . the treacherous villager, _ and 
the power to tame riagas . .  Alalnbayana had a snatched hiin away into the riii.ga wodd� after n�ly .· 

naga jewel with him . .  So.madatta's father, wishing ,drowrung iiiln into whirlpoois of the YamUna . . 
· to ob_ta.in that jewel, sugg�sted that if Alambii.yana . Kal)arittha who was guarding. the entrap.ce to the . 

room where Bhiiridatta was convalescing aftei his . 
. would give hirri the jewel, he·_would show hun the . \ . . . . . . . . · te�ible · experiences, . p�otested against Subhaga's • 
-. ab�de of Bhiiridatta. Somadatta, realising th� ill-t�eatment of a . brahman;, il.nd described the . 
. treachery of his father, r�buked him· an< ( left him. grea;tnea/of the· br�limails �n<l the importance �f . 

. A.l�mbayana. went with the villager and captured 
. Bhfuid�tta; crushed his bones, and put bini in .� · 
basket. Takmg Bhuridatta with him, he travelled 
about making ·him dance before. large audiertce!J. 

. The jewel ·which Alamb�yana gave to the trea.
. cherous villager slipped fro� the latter's }jand and 
returned to the naga world. · 

On the day of the capture . of Bhiiridatta, h4; 
�other hat,i a terrifying . dre�. As Bhliridatta 
had beeri absent for � ni�nth, she grew very anxious _ 
a�d a search was instituted : KM,arittha was sent 
to the deya worl�, Subhaga. to ll��a. Sudassana 

holding l!aei'ifices and "of learning the v ed&S: The .. 
nagas who were listening were grealty impressed . 
Bhliridatta, . seeing them in dang�r of iro�pt� 
fal$e · doctrines, sent for Kii.l)arittha, confuted his . 

· arguments and converted the niigas _to the right · · 
view . 

. · S_ome time la.ter, Bhuridatta together wjth his • .· · 
patents visited his grandfather Brahniadatta . who 
had. become an ascetic: There �hey met Sagam . 

Brahmadatta, Bhiiridatta's uncle, no� king of . 
Barii.l)asi. Great was the rejoicing over their 
reunion. After .soine time they �ent back to the 
naga world where they lived happily� 
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The story ends with an identificatioQ 
_

of the BHURISATTVA, a former Buddha, m�ntioned. in 
characters. bovadatta · is identifi�d with Alamba- � list. of former Buddhas mider whom Siikyamuni 

S d t lT l 
- "th acqu ired merit while in the ninth bhuini (Mlwu. yana, .Ananda with onia at a, ppa a:v·:u.u�r. \�I · 

. Accirnukhi, Siiriputta with Sudassana, �Ioggallana . I, P· 130) .  
with Subhaga and. Sunakkhatm with Kii!fritt-ha · 
(J. No. 543, VI, pp. · I 57�219); 

The ·story is also founq, in a!l :,tbridged. form,_ 

in 
. 
the Oariyapifaka . as an iih.istrat�on . of the 

ailaparamitii, tinder tho name of. }3_
h�ridattacari!Ja 

(Op. IT, ii, t:v. l-9). 
. 

A broken piece cif sculpture at .Amar:ii.vati shows 

BHURI SUTTA occurs m the 1VlaMpafiiiii-vagga 
of the Sotfipatti-sa1(1-yutta (S. V; p . . 412). Four 
conditions-ass�win.ting with · the good. hearing . 
the do9tri:ne, sy!>tematic 11-ttention,- and living . in 
accordance wit-h the teachings, .if ct;tJ.tivated ll.Jld . 
de\'oloped, lead . to extensi\·e (bhiiri) in�igh.t. · 

. in two panels the prin�e a� viceroy and the prince · 
· · . BHURI-VIJJ'A . is mentioned in the Brahmo}ala . · with tho niigi. The sculpture is. thought to bo:-long . . 

Suttanta (D. I, p. 9) as orie of. the ' low arts ' to the . so-called "· third period " · (circa 150 A.C.) . .  . . . ·. (tiracchana-vijja) . practised by certain . 
A. rep�oducticm can· be fou_nd in the BJ�lletin of t�e 

recluses and . brahmans . of the B1.1�dha's time. 
Madras Gover�ment Museum (New series, IV, 1942) . ·  . . · · · Abstention · from these . low ai't8,· the Buddha 

U. K. 

BH.ORI•KAMM.A, · an anoient ·magie&l · practice 
m�ntioned in the .Brahma/ata Suttanta. 

· See·BH'ORI-�JJA. . . . 

·states, was regard�d by . . the uninitiat.ed as 
�ne of . the qualities which. made the Buddha . 
superior in . virtue. Budc!haghcisa explains · t,he 

. terms as ·denoting 'a �owif)dge of charms tO. be re� 
"cited by. oz{e livfug in an earth�hous� ' (bhii:ri�vijjfi't�- · 
g/l,are vasantcna· uggahetabba·-marito. : DA. I, p. 93) .  
He explai�s bhuriko.mma, an<;>ther of t.he ' low �rts : . 
mentioned in the BrahmajalaSuttanta list (D.-I, p. I2) . . BH"OR!t(I� one of the eight goddesses who . ollclipy . . in the �me way, as practices .to be -observed by one"· 

. . the eight petals:of .t ho lotus of the universe (�va- . living in an "earth-house (bhii.ri-karmnan't� bh:ur-igha�e 
· . pa,dmacmidra). · · Pink : iri . co!Jlplexion� · _Bhiiri.i;U · · vasitva · gahitq,-ntantassa payogakai-ar;rm?t : DA. ·I; 
.
· hoid.S a blue lotus and . occupies · tl,\e 'Western· petal p. ·97). H. ·Kern (Toevoegselen oit Woorderiboek van . 
. (Sadh.· 1, P· 75): See PA.DMANARTTESVARA Childers, Amsterdain.; 1916, s.v,. bMirl:-kamma) sug- . 

SA.DHANA: · 
. gests that the two . t_errns may have denoted two 
.different magical practices but that this dUfererice· 
mo;y not have been known to the ·commentator. 

BH�lUPAIHA. JATAKA; (No� 452),· � name giv�n · Kern's suggestion is that bhuri-vijj¢:·might have been . . . a secret snieri.ce which was believed to aid iri the tci a· seetion of t4e M ah{i_--Umrnagg� . J ataka ·whic_ h. · · · · 
.discovery or gold or hic!d�n treasure while bMlri-. de8crihes how Mahosadha lived With a potter whim kamma might have been a kind . of alchemistic- . the :king started ill-tre�ting him ar�J: IiStenirig ·to ptactic� devote_d: to -the_ makfug of gold. T. W. ·, 

his. other ·.ministers. At t-his thne, · the. _· g�dd�ss · · · · Rhys Davids, translating bhuri-kamrha as ' repeating . · of tlie king's parasol put. four questions t� the king cha� while. lodging in an ear.th-house ' . (Dialogues· . · which · his . in.in.iswrs failed to answer. · Then. th� of the Buddha, I, "p. 25) and bituri�ijja a� ' kp.owledge . · king .sent messengers m: . search of' Mahosadha, : . of the charms to be used wh�n .lodging in �n �rth
whom tJiey �ound living ·in a potter's hut. They hous� ' . (op. cit. IS), raises· the question; wheth�r ·. 
brought him to the king and the king was surprised �he earth-house (bMrighara) :was associated· with . to �  that Mahosa�a had no emruty towards him� th.e idea of a- .p�ace sac�d to M�th�r Earth. 

. 

" Mahosadha point"Od out _to the ."king that Wise men It has als� ·been.suggested (]>ED. s. v.) that the 
are neither ungrateful nor mean in their beha�o�. . term bhummay'ala is connected 'with "these . two 

. · When th� king told him about the four questions magical p�actices. The 'Suttan:ipata commentary · 
he answered them all.· The g?dd�s8 was so plea�d . (SnA. p.. 353) gives it as the technical t.enn of a v�jjii . with his answers that she· .Pres�nted him with a or magic art used probably in the discovl;)ry. Qf . 

. precious casket full of seven precious things (J. . hidden treasure. · 

v:r, pp .. 3.72-6 ; see MARA UMMAGGA JA.TAE:A): . See. also CH,ARMS, TIRACCHANA-V!JJA. 
J. K. B • •  T • .  
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BHORU��A, a
. 
word probably of D�avidian origin, 

the name of a naga. king, occmring in Maiijusri

mfdakalpa, p. 1 8  (BHS. p. 4 l l b) . 

BH'O$A�ENDRAPRABHA, name of a ki1'[l:rmra 
listed in the A!ahavyutpatti (p. 173 .8) under kimnarii ��- . . . . 

BHUSUKU, name of a. sa.miidhi mentioned in a le
gendary account cf Santideva's, life, found in three 
palm-leavos 'Written . in the 14th c�ntui·y Newari 
hand at Katmandu (No� 999G of the Government · 

Coliection of tho . Asiatic Society . of Bengal) .  

S�ntid�va is  also called Bhusuku on a�count of his 
attaining to that samadhi (!A . XLII; p.  50), See 
SAN'l'IDEVA. 

them (Thag. vv. 518-26 ; ThagA. T!., PI-·· 216-7). · 
Bhi1ta. thera. is proba.bly identicai with Parappasiida.ka 
r.hem of the Apculiina (I, p. 1 1 3 ) .  

. W. G. W. 

BHOT A (2) . ." spirit. " This seems to b9 the 
most general term ttsed in Indian languages, 
specially in Pali and · Sanskrit� .to · meim invisible· 
spirits. The belief in sud� 8pirits is

. 
almost univer, 

sal and it would appear that su�h beliefs constitute 
a.. 

particular stage . in t:he · evolution of human . 
thought_. It is a part' of primitive religion, a stage · 
whi�::h seems to mark the transition from animi8m 
to� pantheism. ..<\Jmost always the belief in such 

. invisible spirits ·and the preformanco of. vari.ous 
rites to propitiate· them or to worship them are 
practices obs�r�red in popull�r . religion. l  

India., the na.th•e land of Buddhism, was uo 

BH'OTA (I ); an ar,jhant. During the tiine of . exception to this phenomenon and even after the 
the Buddha Sl.ddhattha,• he was born in a brahnian Buddha, thi!l · popular " religion ·, did not dis- · 

family and. �as named· Sot:J.a. When h.� gr�� appear. · Ordinacy ' people: en�r�ed ·· such · be

up, he . saw th� Buddl?.a �nd·,
_ 
being gteatly plei�ed lidfS and performed various . practices. •  . These 

· beliefs were . so popular that later they were. in-with . hiin, . he praised him in four verses; On 
· · corporated into a separate Veda, called the A.ihi:J,.. accotmt_ of his good deed . he. gained birth among . 

. vaveda. However, · these · beli_efs and· · pract_ices gods . and men · and. ·  during this Buddha period, 
1 b · · · · t .. th t . · · · ·r· s-k· ._�· . could not find a· prominent place in early ·.Bud�t · 

. 1e 'va.s om
_ 

. as a .son_ o . _e · reasurer_ o a _e_ ou, · 
l'iterature, thot�gh they are ·r.efer�d to at �ndoni. hiwi.pg · fabulo1.is . . 

wealth.. A demon · who had · · · Although . referenco':i to spirit-belief a_re not rar�: . 
. vowed vengeance on the treasurer used to devotir in the Pita.kas, . ·th.e term bht'Ua in the sense . of · 
· J:i:is . children as soon as they · were

. 
born. -• When spidts ·. is not common� s References · to. spirit • 

· thi.c; . child was born, therefore, people · kept . Close : belief · are quite . coronion· in the . J ataka8 but not . · vigil . over him� The demon, too, ·  being away specifically urider · .the term bhiUa. The · term 
. . atte�dhlg 0� v essaval).a, could n�t . come . in 

. 
yakkha . is mote co:nuD.on: 

thne iQ de8troy the child. . H� was named Bhiita.; · · · · 
. as they thought he was spared l:lecatise of beii}g : In the reference to bhUtaa in Pali . literature, 
. dear even to: non�huinan bemgs. . 

two · attitudes ·are. noticeable. • One . is that · • of . 
Br�ught up . in .the craale of luxu�y, one· ds.y 

he paid . _a visit to the Buddha at S.aketa, and 
havin� listened to· his tea�hings, ren.ounced the 

· . world. as a mol).k; He lived in a cave on the ba�. 
of the· river Ajak�r�l)i and befo.re . long �eaiised 
ara:hal;l.�ship. · Having . realised . amh.antship . be 

· · went io Saketa to see his kinsmen and. lived in the 
Aiiianavan� f�r 1\ f�w days, being waited upon by 

propitiating . them with offerings (bali) and the 
other is of exorcising t}tem by charnis 1\rld spells . • . 
In the: introductory . verses of the ]latana Butta . 
(Sn. Vi!•. 222. ff.); :which even: today is regarded a.s 

· a protective spell against evil spirits by -the Ceylon 
BuddhiSts, the bhiltaa of the earth. aD._a of the 

sky are . requested to be well-disposed . and to 
li�t.en to th� sutta which is about to be recited. �  . 

. They are further requested to have ci:nn�ion 

1 The pretas, niigas, yak�as rak�asas, pisacas and the bhiH.as of India and Ceylon, the nata of Burma, the Ptll' of 
Siam, the k�mi of Japan and the Khen of China are only a few names in a list which might be exten.dcd indellnitely. 

2 Compare the five brahmanic maMyajiicu or great offerings with
. 

the list of bali offerings given in the .dtiguttara·· 
. Nilciiya. (p. III, 45) as discus5ed - by B. C. Law in The Buddhist Conception of SpiritS, London, 1 936, p.3. . . · · 

· 
3 The terin occurs in this sense at Sn. vv. 222, 235 ; D. I, p 9; Miln. pp. 23, 168, 381 ; J. II; p. 215 ; III, p. 511 : IV, p; 245 · ·. 
4 . See . D. I; p. 9,

.
1fhere bhakzvijJii or tne art of exorcism occurs In a list oflow arts. See also the Mil_indapailhti (p. 23), 

where, in a simile, the term bhiUavejja (exorcist) oqeurs : "like an evil spirit in the presence of an exorcist : bhiU®ejja
•amt!gatQ __viya p�iico. The implication is that the plsiica Is ut.terly frightened In the presence· of the exo�cist. . 

5' This is a ·typical protective spell in thai the stanza5 of the sutta praise the 'virtnes of the.Triple Gem and invoke blessing 
on the bearers as an act . of truth. · The two Introductory verses a�d the_ last three verses in whtcp the bhiUru are referred 
to Seem ·to be late insertions. 

· · '' 
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on humanity. Here, no attempt is made to exor
cise them or to frighten them, but they are ·asked 
to be kind and benevolent towards men who pay 

. homage · and make offerings to them, day and 

88 BHOTA 

constitute a forni of i.ru!anity: . The victim can 
have a mental hallucination fiudi..ng outward ex
pression in various forms of abnormal behaviour. 
The Buddha's cure for such a disease would be a 

night.} Since this sutta is recorded · as hf!.,;ing psychological purging, by cl�nsing the minc;l. of its 
been preached by the Buddha at the request. of i�purities (kilesa), and by developing ·m:s.ight until . 
the . Licchavi princes to rid t.he city of Vesiili of one obtains compl':lte knowledge and enlightenment 
the tripl� dangers · of plague, famine · and . evil · (yathabhUta1iana : ihlnadassana) .  This is th� 
spirits, it is natural that the inti·odtiction to the higher life (brahmacariya) which culminates in the 
sutta. should contain these . ideas.2 . Buddhaghosa ces'sation of �ll conflicts (Xi.bbii.na). Ft61Il the 
e:rpl�ins . the term bhuta of the RatafLa Sutta as · Buddhe/s point of view, all emotional ·disturbance�:� 

· non-humans (amanu.ssa : 1YIA. I, j). 3 1 ) .  And since 
.

. are traceable· to ignorance (am)jii) and craving 
.they .are requested · to acce-pt the homage ahd (ta?�-h<i) and th€! belief in bhUtas is very closely · 

. oUerings of mim and to protect them · with com- connected with the e�otion of fear. The perfected 
p�ion; it implies. that the temi blnita here signi- man ha·s n�ithcr fear nor craying. It · is such a 
fies devas in general. It is m this sense that they person who ·can be said to have obtained cpmpleta· 

. are. explained at lef!gth at . KhpA . .  pp . . 166 fl. sanity ; he is �be saint. All others are in various 
· where · the · beings inhabiting the devo. · worlq.s' degrees . of " insanity," and the so-called spirit-
. from Yams to Ak�nittha a�e e�plained. as bhiUas 3 possession. is an �stance_for extreme psychological 

liv�g · in . the air · ana those beings . who dwell . disorders. There. is a passage . in the Cullaniddesa 
froni · Sineru to earth (i.e., · those living . on tref:lS, '  (Nd. II, p. �21) whlch e;x:pla'ins:the .term bhuta in this 

. c�pers, moi.m:�ins, et�.) as.' tef.restial one� . . Ail sense.Itere,thebhUif;tsarenotdistinguishedfrollltl;lcise 
·
. :these beings afe collectively called amanu8sa.' w�o are possessed l>y them. The bhutas are. brqadly · 

Peopling the trees, ei:OOpe� and moun�ins with divided_ into two catagories as tasa and thavara : · 
spirits is· an .3ni.Dllstic belief and thi� .belief,. coupled the literary, meaning of the two term.S would be 

. 
· . . with ooiief In the de vas, seems to lie at the bsse of the · 'movmg' and 'motionless.' · ::\I�taphorically, they 

: term bhfita aa used in· the Ratarm Butta. · This ·� -a. constitut� ·. those who are in fear: and, therefore, . 
clear instance of popuiar religious: . beliefs being . 

. trembling' (tcisii), as distinguished from those self
involved with ·ea�ly Buddhism ; and as the Ratana possessed and fum (thcivara) . beings (i.e., �rahant:'l : 
Butta itself is a charting (paritea), the whole �on� . KhpA .. . p. 245) who are not ·�t.urbed hy the thmgs . 
capt appear8 to be a part of popular B'uddhism. of the world . . 'Uie }{iddesa passage .describes : the . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . moving _bhUtas as those who are not free from craving There is. another point of irlterest; recorded .in and, therefore, not 'free . from fear, eit]:ier. They .connec.tion with the Rcitana Butta� · It is SB.id that; . · · · · · · · · · · arEs called m. oving or trembling l::iecaUS!:), oomg SUb� · a8 soon as A�an. da. 1�ttered th. e. first st.anzil. of .. . the. · ject to c��virtg and fear, they. tremble, they get · 
. irutta, allthe evil spirits that plagiied the . . city fled. frigbten'ed, excited; 'terror-stricken and· �omp·�eiety· . ;Here, the i)ommeiitat�r uses the term amanussa . bewild�red." In ordinary language,' a person who . 
(KhpA. pj>. l61, .164) which,asshownearlier,has been behaves .. in this �a'nner .would be described as · used syrionyinously �th . bhilta. This �ategoi-y .or · · · · insane. Hence this. short' Pali pas.�g· � gi�es a. very · . beings soem$ to have boon regarded as entirely ·evil. . . . . . . . . . silnple psychological anruysis of the so-called bhilta-

:Aecording to � siD).ile mied by !lrfi.gasezia in the pO'ssession .of popular · belief. When it des�ribes 
. 

· Mili�panha (Miln. p. 168); when aperilonbecomes those who are free froni craving (tatihii) and llS sU.ch . · · · · 
possessed by' an .evil 'spirit the people around him free fr�� foor, as perfected men �ho have achie�ed ; . 
8ee. only ·the sYiilptoms of the j>erson's sich.11ess, · complete· �eeurity, the cure f9r· the disease is also · 
whereas . the bb.ii.ta 1s . visible only t� the di�eased. . · implied . .  It. is . .the complete. �radication of the . 
Psychologically; posses8ion. by spirits and . 'the · emotion qf craving . cir desire, which .�mo�es fear . 
consequent li.bno�al behaviour of·the one possessed and aU . the other tin welcome emotions of t1w human 

I This ia niore or · less . the do ut du · attit�d� of the i�ecic religion • .  
2 See also EncuBsm. I, pp. 5oo-I. . 
3 Compare lllilrt • . p� 387 .·where, space (tikasa) ·is said to be full of such beings as scel'j!, ascetics, spirits -and birds (isiltfpaltibhii,tpdija-ga1J.iitlutat1ct1rita) • . The seers Md ' ascetics probahl�· refer to those hu�an beings who had

, 
developed . the- powers of levitation. . 

4 .M.d. I, p. 3l and Khp�. p. 166. The term anuin'ussllQhiita. is also used in the Khp.A. ;. it iitera�y meai:ts. non-humans. · 
· � YUt;J1fl _tasiT)� taiJ�ii appali!:na Jft&a1fl c� b�qyabhera� appahi1!ii. · Ki1f! �ciraT)a f!!lCcimti ttisii 1 Te las�'lii rdta8anti · ,PariltUanh bha•1anh &anta�am apanant� ta1[1 kara11a tlf.lccant1 tasa. 1'h1s d'escnptwn taiUes with o'ne who is in n.n epileptic 
.flt or under au extreme emotional distur9ance. �rhe opposite ty·pc of this · description is . calletl tiliivara, 

. • . •  j 
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mind . .  Tho term tarthii would be more intelligible but the :natural proccess of the arising and cessation 
to the modern mind if it were described as unful- of phenomena without the abiding substariqe of a . 
filled dcsin', which is a m:cjor cause for psychological sou l or self. Tho understanding of tho tmivcrsality 
disorders aecvrdi.ng to modom psychology. It is of irnpermanenee (am:cca),  cou pled with tho compre
these unfulfilled desires, when come to a climax, hension '.of soullessness (anatta), leads to the tealisa
that are popularly believed to be spirits (bhut�) .  · tion that all  conflicts (dukkha), although aqtnal, 
From t.his it follows that, according to Buddhi!.it are based · on a · misconeeptiqn (sakkiiya-ditthi), 
psychology, the bhilta concept is a psychological and have no ' rea) ' existence. Such is tJ1e true . 
phenomenon, needing a psyphological cure. But, . nature oflife in all its aspects; This ' such-ness ' . 
in popular Buddh)gm whore there is �ery little (bhutatathata, q.v. ) foims the quintesSence · of " 
rational and 'scientifi� thinking, th':l cnse is different. Mahayana according to A�vnghosa {il-Iahayiina- . · 
This is quite undcrstandu.ble, because wh&t ini:ieant sraddhotpadasastra, Suzuki's trsL p. S3, Awakening 
b); popular Buddhism ifl more or less a collection of . of Faith ). For, 

. 
it is that. which all aspects of the 

popuiar and superstitious beliefs, among which .the process have in commmi, wh,ether they are stirred 
· Buddha stands

. 
as. a superhuman and godlike per- up like v;aves in the water of the stream o,f actuality, . 

sonJlge. .The Buddha himself . never prohibited or submerged in the tranquillity· of the void . . 
such beliefs and it is seen from literature that he Bhuta, as past participle of bhavati, means literaJ!y . . · 
made concessions to them ·whenever . needed� . He • that which . has come into existence.' There are • 

. never denied the exist�Iice of spirits and even duririg . . however, several specialised rtieanings of a. technicar 
his lifetime such beliefs were t4ere �s part of popular · character, such as nature itself, or the group of five . 

.. reiigion;1 . The i�igher. life which he practised · and 
. 

aggregates of existence (paiicakkhandha: M. I, p. 260; : 
ad�oc�tei;l. had nothing to do with such beliefs and ·PED. s.'v.), ·or beings of non-human nature, sucli. · 
practices and the truth of his teaching is not depen. as ' ghosts ' (amanusaa. : Sn. v. 222). Sometimes. 
dent on such supernatural beings and the_ attempts the term bhuta is limited in its <lontext to the 
to use their infltien0e by $acr.i�ces, oracles �tC.� an.imal kingdom .(e:g., D. II, p. l57} orto thc v�getable · 
�re r�garded as unbecQining .of i.qtellig�.il.t men.2 . kingdom (e.g. Vin: IV, 34}, But� most frequen�ly, 
The following observation of Sir Charie� Eliot may a.nd in particul&r _in its n!)utet plural form, bhi'itani 
be quoted, " Th� !nythology and cosmol�gy assdoia- or maha-bhiltan•, the term has acquired .the m�a� 
ted with early Buddhism are . really extraneous. ning of 'great' . or 

.
. (chief essentials,' mdi.cating the · 

The l3qddha's teaching is simply the four truths and· . four priniaty qualities inherent in all co.rporeality. 
so�e kindred ethical and. psychological matter. It Another similar word is · (dhiittt} .' element '. which, . , g�ew .up in a..rU�tmosphere of animism which peopled however, has wider appli6ation and . is better dis
the trees and ·streams ru;_d ino�tains with spirits. · cu�ed under that name. · · Bhiita is entirely material, . · It a�cepted .and played with the ' idea, just as it · �heroas dha�u may be also mental, and h�nce a 
might have accepted n.nd played with the idea -of.. clear distinction is desirable. 

Thil available literary references -to'offerings made. 
to spirits which are very numerous in . t!->e Jatakas. 

. . :>.re a part of popqlar religion 68 explaitied above} 

.. A.G.S.K. . · 

BHO'TA. (3) ,  deriYed from· bha�'ati, to grow; to 
. . become; is frequently used for ':riatiue', the result. 

of such l)eComing. Thus, it stands for the process 
. . . of actu�lity, to see and eomprehend which (yathii'

bhiita-iWria-da�saiw) is .the reu.liaation of the truth. · 
Arid .so, bhuta beeotnes synon)rmous with the 'true' 
as opposed to the 'fa)p,p.' . (bht�ta:rr�, vri. : Sdnip. p.227). · 
Reality in .Buddhism is not a hypercosmic entity, 

. . . . . · . . 
The four prjmary physical e�sentials (m.aM-bhiita} ·• · 

. are the essential characteristics of matter, present 
. 

in every material object� although . � . vary�g 
· degraes of pred,omina!!-ce. Tliey are not elements 
. in the sense of the ultimate substances in chemistry .· 

which defy further ·analysis, but rather m the 
sense . of rudimentary principles of essential charac- . · · 

teristics. ::VIatter (rupa} cannot be analysed · in . 
th� seru;e that it �annot be Separated· arid diVided 

· into its principal component parls, . for these- essen
tials (bhuta) do not have an mdividuai exiStence 
independent of each other. o'r the 26 characteris; 

· tics of nui tte� (see R f:rp A) the · four primaries . · 
are non-derived (anupadii) and each . has the other. 
three as its prox�ilote cause (pa�a�Mna : Vi.m1. . . 

· 1 Suttns like the Ratana,  Me!ta, .Atuniifiya, .MaJHisamaya and the Parilicu in general �ouid be. cited as instances. 

2 The art of exorcism (bh-iltavijja) occ�s !n ·a . list of condemned arts in the Di;�ha�nikava (I, ·g). 
3 · Hinduism an.d Buddhism, London, 1"9 21, I, p. 332. · 
4 For a discusSion on the spirit belief in the J;i takas see Journal and ,Proceedings: of the .Asiatic · Society of B�ngaz, X, 

1Ql4-15, pp. 257 f[ and B.G . Gokhale. Buddhism and .Adoka, B;lroda, 1948, pp. 116 If. 
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:i.:iv, § 35, p. 375). They are not f01md inside. each 6th c�n·t. B.C.) ,  was struck . more by the perpetual · 
ot her or outsjde, althoHgh they are dependent on movemrnt in matter, · expanding with · heat and 
eal'h other f0r �uppott ;;nd fl<lr.h b;>,�r,mes for the eontraeting ·"·ith cold ; and he held that in these 
nthcrs a CQndition of COJ H.LSC!:!nr.e ( Visuddhimagga . ch<Lilgos of density are to . be found the source of 
�ika,. Viclyodaya Ed . �63). all that exists. Thus, he · held that air was . th� 

The fonr principal characterist.ics of matter (mahrl- primary substance, for, co!itinuai . motion . arid 
. bloiitani) are referred to and enumerated in ffi<lny ch'ange, although characteristic of all matter, are . 

·canonical texts, e.�., in the Siimaii.iia�li.ala Sutta mi)st evident in: air: Yet this veri ·instability of 
. (D.I.p. 76)�- in the fifth sutta of tho :Anaiula-1Jag!Ja matter impressed Heraclitus (-540�475. B.C.). In his 
. (A.I,p-. 222.) , in the Upad!ln:a-pariva(laSutta (S. III,p. acceptan�e· of the unity of nature, although denying 
·. 59), in the Nattld Sutta (ibicLp. 207), in the lstvisa · the · 'theory of being of the Ionian' school, he main: . . 
Sutta (S.' IV,p. 174) ,  in thcBmika Sut_ta (M.I,p. 5 1 5�� tained that the v�ry· opposi.tes.:maintaht the u�ity ot 
etc., llnd �uch ·comri:J.entarial ,�orks as tho Attluuulin·i the whole. . And the sole activity of the whole is· its · 

· m1d th� Visuddhimagga ilbonnd in further explana· · constant ·change, the inces&l.nt proceRs of evolutiori . 
· tion.�. · But: thoy · a.re never re�eiTed .to as purely. and involution : all things are becoming. Now, accor
eoi-wrcto clements, or as purely . ubstract .essence:;. . di11g ·to Heraclitus that which h�s least stability &nd 
The· Jll\rUO , ' matter ' (riipa) is .given : to cettain tolerates it least in others, must be. the. essonce qf 

. mec!lanical, chemical, electrical or organic. phen?- . an · things : and '.that iS fire . As the world arose · 
· mena whi.ch produce the appeara.nce and. disa,p- from fire, so it will return to fire by conflagration � 
· p�rimco of ·material ' things.' ")fatter · is that The · Atomist� · explained . difference·s .in si1.e and 
. which appe�rs or rpanifests itself ( to the senses) ·':' weight as bem:g �ue to the ·maim«;�� of combination . . . 

�ruppati'tir:UPaY?�) 1 withcnit ever suggesting either · 'of atoms which. leave more or ·less empty ·inter-sp!Wa, . .' 
reality or ·stabijity, sub�tance or . substratum, : According to tbem only .weight, de�ity a�d .

. hard·-
. . 

. �nee or entity. ness belong to the things theinsf.lves.. Now, these · 
Hence; the;'con.Stit.uents ' of such matter although terms· earth, . water, . fire and·. air .as the pril:D.ary 

. ele;n�ntary in their basic functions, are only ·com- elements of matter . do not ha'\i� i� B�ddhi.� .ths 
·poneri.ts in the sen�e of co-operative factcirs :in the . same . ni�ning as was adopte!l by. Atomists and 

. . ' ·appearimce ' of · acttiality. . Though devoid' of . P_hysicists .. · ·There . � :  . also . . a . definite advance · 
discriminative · · consciousness · {avinibhoga), . yet .. frpm th!3 4octrine .of the Upan�ds where ·we find . , 

· ·. ·:matter a�d. material ele:IDents. !J.re · not segregated
. 

an enumerati()n of th� three. gu�, fire,. water ·and 
from the mental, for the compoiien�s are appearan- ·. earth, produced from the absolute (OM.ndogya 

· · ces, i.e.� ll'erisations and percepti6rui. Matter. k the · U:Pan�qd, vi, 2·) , for, in the· teaching of the B�ddha 
. e�t.eri:ml, not o.pposillg the · internal,. but· affecting they are not the constituent: elements of .matter, · 
· it. ·And, the material essentials· are · not Iilere . . . bu:t . essential qualiti(!s, . " that. stretCh� and · cleave ai;stract· ideas, ·even tl.lough they are not real in . . . . and burn and move '! (Kinclred Sayings, I, p. '23) . . tbe�ef\ieS : for they a.:re actual, they· · are. foo.d · . They are not projections of an unformed primitive · 
for the mind, the object for the subject, which · ·II?-atter w�ich is without beginning, and which ·is an 
�annot be segiegated in a·ctuality. . ult�ate reality in nature (i_lgveda., x, 129), �lso 

Co�te�poraries of the Buddha in · West Asia adopted iii the Sai:tkhya philosophy, as prakr.ti: For; 
and in Greece, and Indian sages many centuria� · .there is )n Buddhism ri.o al:>solute (asa1ikhata), i.e., 
be(ore them, . formulated' various · sr}ecula�ions · no unconditioned;· no . unformed, no un'comj>osed, · 

. regarding the t:o�titution and proPerties of matter. . apart.from Nibbii.na, which. is transee�dent (loTciata- . 
. Thales of Miletus · (649-546 . B:C.) sought amid the ra) to all matter and mind.: 

variety of things a siD.gle material cause. Observing 
the thre& . stages · of water. in its solid, · liquid and , Thus, the bhUtcini of Buddhist. conception are ale
gaseous fornis, as ice, water ·and vapor, respectively ment;ary material qualities, wh,ich are diff!lrent 
he concluded witl� typical inductio� that all de!Sl'ees . forms of �nergy. These fornis �ot exist indivi� 

. · of ·condensation: were duo .to the element of water ' dmilly and separate from each other� '!'hey al'e , 
in them. · Aristotle suggests that Thales was led · not produced by one another, but in their different 
to . Jlls fundamental ·dogma thai 'all thlfl� are' proporti9nB they qualify energy and give il; the· · 

. water ' .by' his observation .of the part wl_1i�h Moisture . form known to ·us as matter. · They are functional 
plays �� the production a:r{q maintenance of life: . qualities and characteristic marks

. 
of an e�ntial . 

Anaximenes, also from Miletu<> (second half of the : . �attir�. 
. 
TJ:ley continue t� bear the anci�nt �mes · 

1 The meaning of ruppati is not dear • . Etymologically it se�ms · .to mean that ·which disintegrates, breaks ilp, destroya 
i.t�elf.-· -G.P.M. 

· : :j 
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Of earth , WJ.ter, firo iJ.nd :trr, although these are 
meroly indicative of their respec ti,·e fun0tions of 
extension . colw>'ion.  r'alorir it.�· and os• · i l lal ; � >n .  

·Thus, the ehara.cLeriiltic' of earth (po{havi.), i.e.-, of 
extension , is the primary material qmdity of im
penetrabili(y, 1', · propei"ty in Yittu� of which two 
bodies cannot occupy tht� same .Place at the sumo 

. timo� .· It .cloes not stand only for gebmotrical ex
tonsimls of length, widt.h 'and height , but also for 
solidity a.nd· hanlnos�. " "'hatm·er is ·hard · qnd 
solid· is tho element of eartl� " (ka.kkhalam khariga
taT(l . . · aymf� vuccati pa{ltavl-dhlitu : 21-1. I, p. 

· 1 85). · :\nd thus tho :..·arious degrees of beii1g hard 
. and Hoft, smooth and rough , hpavy an,d light, rigid 
and. slack, po� i:;hccl and. jagg03d are all induded ·in the 
primary quality of extension, \vhich gives the power 

· of rcf'istence due to iinpenctrabilit.y and a 1�o�o or 
less fixocl loc·ality to solid bodies . . I� is a repellent . . 
energy which gives to matter . the characteristic>: of 
dimension, expansion, weight and pressure. 

. 

essentially affected . by changes in temperature ; 
for heat can 

.
expand mid · e�·en melt solids, while 

l !q 1 < ids arr• congealed h? cold ; e\·apomt.ion nnd .Con
d8nSftt iCln are produced by ehange;, in temperature 
and variations of calori� ity . It was only in the 
1 9th century that science found it possible to agree 
with Buddhism, when it was discovered that tem
perature �ni.s due to motion : tiw kinetic the�ry . 
Caloricity, then, is that e$sential material quality 
which g!\'es ' life ' to matt€r; "withont which the 
other primary qualities could not function . It 
�tan,ds for tlie maturation .of diseased matter, . for . 
�igestion and assimih1tion of !ood, for e\:olution as 
well as involution . .  ')'here extension 11.nd c�hesion 
gave rise to a ·certn.in stabil ity in matter, there 
c:aloripity · is the primary condition for chimpe m · 

. mutation· Md oscillat.io.n . 

The last of the four pri�ary _material qualities· is 
· the es.c;ential cl1amctei·istic of oscillation (vdyo) or ·. · 

vibration, both internal and externaL . This is not 
Tho chametoristic of w;�ter (apo) . is' the priniary to be understood merely as the 1novement of air; 

inat.erial quality of cohesion, a. prop(3rty in .virtue of or of an object in space, but far mor as the conti� . ' 
which the different partiCles of a . body are r�ot. �uous adjust�ent . between the · t,;o · opposing · . 
scattered about, but cling,. cleavo and adhere to• forces of extension . (pathavi) which repels . �nd co
gother. · It is the binding quality of matter (ban.dha- . ·hesion . · (apo) · which . a�tiaGts. This . oscination . 
nattal!t rupassa :. Dhs.§ 652 ; DhsA . P• 335). It is this . .  betweea• a�traction anti" repulsion c�uses a natur"\1 . 
quality which gh'es' a body its density arid its quan- · _'friction which is the . generator of }lea�. Thus . 

· tity in a tmit of oulk, conserving its· interi,lal nature oscil.lat.ion (·liaY.iJ) is as much a conditio� for the 
l].nd resisting imy interference and change through its arising of cl\lorieity (tejo ), as caloricity is . a rondi- . · 
character . of v1scosity . i, Cohesion is that �hich tion for the origination of movement . . It is thr��gh · 
·diff�ses itself ti1roughout its c�-existent .· qualiti�s ; · �ibration that extension is felt a� pressliro ; through . · 

· or th�t which increases the · bulk · of them " (apeti vibration also cohesion becomes 'r:nagiietic and centri
.�ahajutariip6mi pattharatt ; appayat� 11a bruheti va4+ petaL In a way; vibra�ion is the most imports.nt of 
hetiti ii,po : Abhidl�a?li?JiattJ�.a,vibhavani, p. 167). the four llh?'Uas 8s it is mainiy. through this essential · 
Thus, although fluidity (pagglutrat;.a) is its distinc- qua}ity thab matter .is. known to us . . Objects are 
tive eha�acteristic (lakkharta.), yet cohesion is its seen by the ey� not through contact 'with the solid. 
particuljlr fmiction (kicca : Dhs. Joe. cit.) .  It is aspect but ,through . light radiation. Sound · is 
int-eresting to nate th11.t this quality of cohesion is perceived in the ear organ; not through . �on tact 

. not perceptible to the sense
. 
of touch or sense con- ' with the soui·ca but through inedium of·sound waves . . 

tact, for it is �n entirely .' internal ' . quality which 
· . But. · althoug. h each of those fotir o. ssentialsseems u;· . . does not .exert its ·energy in a way which can be &P_. be most l.mp�rtant. iJi its' 'particular sp'h. ere,, none of . 

prehended by the sense organs. Therefore, if one 
were· to .dip one �s hand in a bucket of water one will . them is dispensable and the characteristic function-

pet�::eive the quality of extension .(pathavi) in resi- ing of each is dependent on the co-na.sce�ce (salui.-
. 

st�nce, tho quality of temperature .(t!'jO) in the heat or. jata) and the mutual association (ajinaman.iia) of . 
coldness of the water, and the quality of oscillation . the other three related·; conditioned and yet essential, 

(txiyo) fu . the pressur� exerted . by ti1e water ; but . material qu�lities. · . Frequent r�.ference is
.
'found, in 

�me does not. feel the ·water-element (apo) as this is laterwork� andcommentaries, of fh·e. 'elemerits when 
the ' element of space, (alcasa) is added to the .mma.l only the internal cohesion of matter. . four e�sential.qualities. A hint of this, howeVer, is . 

Caloricity (tejo) is the essential mate�ial quality of . already found in the Sa.maniiaphala Sut.ta (D. I, p; 55). 
thermal e,nergy.or temperature in its various aspects Ulere Ajii.tasattu, tho reigning king · qf, :Magadha, 

: and degrees of cold (s-itatejo) and heat (u'!lhatejo) .  ·relates to  the �uddha his experience with various 
T!lis, tpo, is a primary quality inherent in all matter. · teachers, ·and gives · as part of the teaching. ·of Ajiuf 
·Both .extension (patl�.avi) and cohesion (apo) are . Kesakambaij his theor� of annihilation :. A human 

. . .' 
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being is built up -of four es1:unt,ial qualities (ciitum- . 
mahiibhutiko ayar[l- puriso) ,  but wheh his . t1me· is 
fulfilled whaw\·er there i� solid in h im returns to aml 
relapses into tho earth, lirruid to water. he<1t to fire, 
vibrat-ion to air. whilo .'his sense-f;lCUlties pas1) into : 

· Bhattaeharyya. cites Clerk . (Two Lamaisfic 
Pantheons, . Harward University · Press; 1 937, 

- Vol. D, PP· 1 5�. 24_2 )  for . the fact t-hat in 
China he is known · as Bhuta�lamara Vajrapii�1i. 
The god is also depiqted -as an expert in destroying 
the· pride of Indra, Brahma. and Kubera. Bhatta-· space (aJ.;ri..�a'T[I- inrlriyiini sdnkanianti); It is quite 

ob\-ious that Ajit1�; the annihilationist, did not take 
.. space , �s an- clem�nt not e\'en as an essential
quality, but rather as <L.Rj'nonym for �mptiness, void, 
nf)thingness, . And it. is exi�ctly in this sense that 
uk:isa is later �dopted aR a� eiement (rlhatu) together . 

: with tl�e other .four essential quo.tities, and yet . 
rcrriains sharply d istinct from them, as .'space from 
air: · 

. H. G. A. v. Z. 

• BHUTA, o. uun whose. gift of o. railing to the stupa. qf 

Bhii.�hut is reeordod in an inscripition on tbat .railillg 
{'A. Ctmningharri, . Tli'e St1ipa OJ Bharhut, London,· 

. J Ri!'J., p. - i40). 
H. R. 1? . . 

. charyya -m�intains that the deit}', though claimed 
by th� Hindus, is thoroughly Buddhist · in origiri 
(An Introduction to Buadhist Esoteri8m; Oxford 

. U'niversity Press, 1932·; . pp. l l7, 163)2• 
According to the BHS (s.v. l;>iimara), .f!ii.mara 

is prob11bly iden:tical with Bhiita<;lii.mara. 

B. J . 

BHOTA�AMARA-MA�QALA-VIDiii.:_NAMA (also 
Sri-0) the �arne ·of �wo Sanskrit works, extant in 
their Tibetan t�:anslation under . the title ·Dpal- . 

�byun-po Jyiul-byed-kyi d!.:yil-�khor·gyi cho�ga ses
bya-ba. The editor�l1ip_ of both texts .is attributed 

· to Blo-bza6s �kycni, and . the translators: of both 
text�. are ' Noncni pal).<iit and Rin-chen . 

dpal {var: • 
U-rgyan-pa Rin-chen .d�i). · The · Tibetan trans.
la.tion irH ncluded · in the RgyurJ (ta.ntraj section · of 

· the ·Tengyur (TM. Nos. 2677,· 2905). Thes� two 
texts are not included in the Peking edition. 

J. K . 

. BROTA�AMARA, name ofa_dei_ty (SeePI. VI, Fig. j3) 
mentioned in; the Sadha.narnalti (Sadl�. pp. 512 ff.) · 

. which describes him as terrible in form, with �ine 
tee�h and a. garland of skulls. He i13· wrathfUl in. 
appearance, radiating Baines from his· body. He is · 

. as bla.cli: a.s coll}rriu:m and i.s fotir.armed; :melding in 
· . . Qne. �C :his right 4andS the thunderbolt _(vajra) and . . . . 

showing · on the left a threatening. forefing�r or BHQ'TAP.AMARA-SADHAN�, · two sadhana · · 
_tar)ani-mudra (see MUI)RA.). Hewear9 asoma.ments· texts occurriD.g in· 'the. Badhanamala (Sadh_ • .  ll, 
-eight m�ks, iri a,ddition to his g�land of skulls. : :a:e · : Nos. · 265, 267). According to the Sde-�ge edition, · 
stands, his left leg outst�etched, while· -the right Is . which mentions only one of the�� texts; Dii., Abhaya. 
slightly bent and pla.qed.behi.Iid, i .e. ; in tl�e pratiiali� . · s.nd �shul-khrims· rgyal-mtshan. (Siladhvaja) trans- . 
'¢ha attitude. · ·His two principal hands e�hibit the · . . lated it into Tibet.8.n . . It is in�luded in the .Rgyud · 

. bhutadiimara mudra also referred to as the dc'Unara- · '{tantra) . section ()f ·t.he TeT!.gyur under . the title ' 
niua;a.r .Tl�is mudra, -p eculiar · to the d�ity, i� . IJbyui"·]JO ·. �dul-byed-kyi. Syru�-thabs . . (TM. No.·. · 
exhibjt.ed by him · whila he , tramples under his feat . · 3303 ; Cordier, . IJ, · p. : 339). These . texts are not 
the goQ. Aparii.jita. His. powers �:�ore described as·' included in the Peki'ng edition. . 
being great enough t.o destroy the· three worlds: .  

. 
The tex��- deal with · the proc�d!Jre of wonihip . .  · ini.uta<;J.amara is the principHl deity 1n the Bhiita- · for the invocation · of the · d�ity · Bhiita.Qamara . . <;lii.mara. 

maJ.u.Jala of the NiJp(mnayogavali . ( oo . . . . The author begins the first 
.
text with a. salutation to 

Bh�ttacharyya, GOS. No. 109). He is here seen �he deity . . According to him, the · w'orshipper 
trampling up6n . the . prostrat� · Apariijita. '  · His (sadhaka) w-ho has been initiated . in . the · BhUtada� 
pose is the same pra,tyiiliif,ha, but shows in addi: . mar� Tant�a, should' with his teacher'� pe��i�Ii, . 

. tion to the iarjani-mudra a . n,oose on the left. prepare himself fo� the sii.dhana at a prescribed The· mudra of his principal hands, too, is·· the· . spot, .the meeting·· of. rivers, cemet�ry, under : a same. · . . . . . . single tree, . ete. Next is set out the proc�dure the · 
It is deduced ffbm_ the NiiJp(J,nnayoga·vaU {op. worshippel' should follow . before he utters the.· ·• cit: p. · . 74) the spirituai .fat�e.J: of Bhiita�iamara is magic spell tP,at destroys all evii. . A se�ies of 

Ak�obhya. different .�agi� spells and th� connected m'\}drii.s ·. 
1 �ha.tt.acharyy�, The Indian Buadhiat. Iconography, . Calcutta; 1958; p. 153, n 1 ;  A.K. Gordon,· �conogra�hy o/Tibua" Eama1sm, New ):orli, 1939, p. 20. . · · . · · · . . · 

· 2 · }'or further information, see'." The Cult of Bhiita�amara " (Man i� indi�. lil31 Vol. xi; Jl, 83 ·fr.). 
. 

. . . . :.. 
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with their names and descriptions are next. enumera
ted.. The worshipper should visualize Bhutadii.
mara as wrathful in appearance, . from wh�se 
body radiate fierce flames.  The author then gives 
a detailed description of the deity. There�fter 

H3 BHDTAI;>AMARA TANTRA 

the course of which he deals with the different rites 

· are enumerated a large riurobei' of magic spells for . 
the attainnient of · perfection (siddhi) along with 

, connected with his �orsh�p. The author says that 
the worshipper sh ould conceive himself u.s 
Bhuta<,l amara. who is wrathful in app13ara:nce 
and whose person . radiates fierce flames. 
A detailed · description of the · god · folloWs 
a description of · . t.he mudra : the . two ring· . 
fingers should be entwmed, · .the two index-fingers 
slightly bent, while ·the middle and little fingers 
should be pres�d .  with :the thumb. Thereafter 
are enumerated various mantras and the appro- . 
priate mudras with names and descriptions, for the 
atta.inme_nt .of p�rfection · (siddh-i). BhagavS:n 
'Vajtadhara finds mention in ·this sadhrma . . . 

. the different mtidi'ii.s with their names and des
criptions, 

In the second text the procedure for the devotee 
is, thus set out. . He should enter the magic circle 
(mal)c;lala), worship ·  the Bhng�viin 'with incense; 
etc., arid confess his . transgressions with a given 
stanza. . Then follows a description of the different 
rites, connected with the worship, iii t.he course of 
which variolli! mystic syllables are mentioned. 

. ' . . . . 
. .  I. K. 

The worship�r is. expected to identify himself . .· . 
with Bh�ta{)amara; The I�tter par� of the sadha.na BHO'TA.QAMARA-SANK$IPTA:SADHAHA, a . contains a series · of magic ,8pells and a description . sadha.na. professeQ.iy · of an abridged chnradter; · 

. 
of the different l'ri·�dras pertaining to therri. . 

· devoted to the ·worship of the deity Bhutac;lii:mara, 
I. K. 

· BHOTA�AMARA sADHANA - · viDHI, see 
BHOTA�AMARA-sADHANOPAYIKA • .  

Its full title · is Sri .Bh0, at;�d. is 'included in
. 
the' 

· . S,iidhanamala (Sadh� II, . No. 264). This Sadhana 
was : translated into Tibetan and the two Tibetan 
works entitled Dp�l hbyuil,-po · (uJul-bye.d�!tyi . sgrub� 

· . thabs mdor bsa'l.is�pa, and Dpal l}byun-po,. Mul-byed- · 

BHOTA�AMARA-:SADHANOPAYIKA, the full kyi �-bsd!!-B�Jxibi sgrub-Utabs, occ\rr ill th� Rgyud-
. �grez' (t�ntra co�e�ta_ ry) se�tion of.the Teng· yur · title of. which is �ankif.]itil.sampp,rr;ta-viap01�a· 

. · lcrama-saitgata;BhUta(!,amO,ra�Bcidhanopiiyika, is one . . ( TT; VoL 80, N ci. 4124 ·; Vol. Sl, N oA463). · A9cording 
of four . sadhanas m�ritioried in the Sarlhanamala to the &le-dge e!iitiori . and the Cordier's catalogue� 
· dedicated to the worshli;· �f the qeity Bhiita.Q.ii.ma:('a. · - these tW'o wo��s are included iri · the Rgyud ( tantra) . · ·. 
(Slidh. II, No. 266). !!'his work is translated sectl.ori of the Tengyur (TM. Nos� . 3302, 3641 ; 

. into T�betan in two texis entitled Ijbyuii-po l}dul- Cordier; IT, p. 399, No; 164). The.fir8t work is said . 
byed . sgrub-tlui.bs-kyi CM- (ja oecurring in the Rgyud· ·. to . haY� been trnnslated by Da, Abhaya and. Tshul- . - . 

' l}grel (tantra. comr.1entary) secition of the Tibetan · :KhrUns .rgyal-mtshan (Sil�dhvaja)·, and the latte�:.. · · 
Teri.gyur (fT. Vol . · SO, No.- ·4125 ; Vol. 81, No. .  was .translated by . Grags-pa. · · rgyal-intshan 
4464). While the. authOr" or' the first text is un- (Kirtidhvaja). Its authorship �is attributed to 

· · kno\\on, the authorship of' the second text is attri- Vairocana . (Saah. _ _ li, P·. 514) . · · 
. 

buted to Dam-ps th�niS-CiKl · l)dren-pal)i . J:Ijig- · · 'TIJ.e autlior. pays homage to Bhiita<;lamara whom · rten gswn-gyi rdo-rje (Para.m-aaarvanayaka Trilo; 
kyava.jra), which is confirtriea at the end of the he describes' as being an expert in destroying . the . 

· . text. He is said .to have compiled it for the pride of Sakra, Brahma, "Kuvera. and others. He 

purpose-of taking across all beings (to emancipation) . the1;1 proceeds to write the , sadhana which 'he pro- · 

.The translators of the first. text are mtmed a.S clai.ffis . is aimed .at overpowering the demorui� He 

A'bha.ya. and Tshul-kliririls rgyal-�tshan (Sil�va- · prescribes the procedure the de�otee should follow 

· ja) e.nd Grags-pa ' rgyal-ffi.tshan :· (Kirlidh�aja) is before uttetiiig the J:IUintra. · He shouid meditate 
said to have: · translated the liecond .· text. Ac'- on voidness (su�y�). Then . fo1iow �- full des
cording to the Sde-dge edition, one 6f these Tibetan · ·  cription ofthe godand ofhiS �udra, etc. 'The mantra 
texts is included in the Rgyud (tantra). section of the 

. to be uttered. in this sii.dhana is Hu71� vajra pltat . . 
Tengyur (TM: No. · 3S42), and in this catalogue 
the San8krit title of. the work · ha.s been recons
tructed as. Bhutaq,amara-sMhana�vidM. 

I. K. 

Th.e author p�ys ob.eisan«:e t0 Bhu�iimara., BHO'TADAMARA . TAHTRA is, as the . name 
whom · he . deseribes as the destroyer of the pride impli�s, � T�ntric work .in Sanskrit dedica.iod to .the 
of demons; 8nd proceeds· to write the sadhana, in . . deity BhiitaQ.ii.mara and .deals with the diff�rent 
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rites conmicted with · his .worship.1 According to 
this · :work, the devotee who invokes Bhiita9amara 
is able to gain power over various claSS�Js of spirits · 
and non-htima.n beings who can be m:ide to supply 
him with all his needs, wealth . rmd comforts in this 
l ite and noble birth among brahma� and kings in. 
the next life. The· wo�k contains a .number of 
mi:lntras for the incantation of the different. types 
of non-human beings. · The · ·principal figure in· �he 

In the fifth chapter, Vajrapar:i preaches on the. 
merits accruing from the mere sight ofthe maJ?,<.)ala 
and by the mere rrient.io� of the name of Vajrad.!J.ara, 
all(� perfections tG he attained by following the 
different prac_tices. He next enumerates sadhanas 
for the subduing of a number o.f divinities, viz., 

· · Mabadeva, · NarayaJ?,a, Brahnia,, Saki-a, Gai)esa, 
Bhairava, Niutesvara, l'Iahakii.la and others. 

Next, the tantra gives mantras for the subduing 
of the eight bhiUinis and making them �rve and . 
protect the worshipper. Thereafter mantras ai1d 
sii.dhanas for . overpO\:Vering the eight apsara8es �re 
dealth with . 

tantra is BhtitaQ.amara . (q:v.) . who is descri�ed at 
· lengt.h .. . A detailed description of his man9ala 
is met with twice. in. this tantra. 

The first chapter begins rather abruptly without 
. rruch introduct

.
ion with a: des�ription of th� ass�m� . 

bly of the Iaithful. . The chief speaker is Bhagavau . In the eighth chapt�r, eight yakf,lii)is wol':'3hip 
)fal,l.iivajrad.hara and �mong the important perso- Vajradhara and make known their mantras. Ins
riage� in the. as8en:�:bly is 3Iahiideva at whose request tructions are given regarding . the procedure the · 

• tlie Bhagaviin chants - a mantra for the co�rcion of worshipper should follow to subdue the yak�ir;is. 
divers kinds �f spirits .and de�ons. AS .a re�uit . · . . In tho next seetion, eight naginis touch the feet 
the)_' beeoine.·· eons.u:zn.ecJ in 'th_� fire .. of the r��oys that · of ,Vaj:radhara. and reveal their hrdaya-mantra�; . .  

. issuo from the body of Yi>jradhara.- Then he The· (perfections) s1:drlhis that cari be oht.ained from · recjted the .1.'f'!j-tasanji1:ani Afcintra and revives the · . · · . . · them are next descrihed. . · 
· demons. · They begin to :trembH> �nd ·place them-

. . soh�e8 u�wonditionally at :his ·mercy. . Their chief, · · · In the s<mtion that folici:ws, six kitjlllaris rise �p; ' ' 
· .Aparaiita, .falls at his feet and asks for protection. · · worship Vajradhar;l and disclose their 1�rdaya-1uan-.; 
.Tho Bha_gaviin 1ets . them oif only after extrij(ltin� . 

traa. 'The sii.dhanas, mudi·as and mantras ;ue des-
. a promise t,hnt they �ill pro.tect . the ��lhabitan�s of cribe

.
d in th� usual ni<l.nne� . . · Tiie description .of tlie · 

'Ja�b;ld"ip� : f�om enemies, and - supply. them 'fith ma�9ala is �epe�ted hero along with the direc.tio�s 
an their noods. · Vajradhara Ja0r causei;i the eight, · for ent�ri�g it and the connected man�ras. · . 
principal · spirit� to reveal their hrdaya"mantras� 
Detailed instruct.}ons are giYen · for th:e reciting of 
the diffe�e�t mautras in:·order to attai�� the different 
perf�ctions: 

· Tl�e last secti�n, which is fairly long a�d greatly . · . 

do tailed, · deals with the -rites · for .  conq11ering the. 
.· . eight bhutas and the sadhanas, mantra.q and mudrii.s 

connected with them. The eight bhUtas are Apa-
. ln u;e second chapte'r, the :Mahi'ibhiitmi Smasana- · raj ita, Ajotai PuraJ?.a, · Apura�1a, Smasanadhipati, · 

provesm� :worships Vajradhn.m· and hirpaits her · Kal�; Bhiitesa and ·Kinkm:ottama . . The :Work . 
. · mantrns .. · .  She further · di�closef; the eight mantras ' comes to an ond after giving a -list of sixteen different. 

for the. eight presiding deitie� of the cliffereilt cJ�ariiel · . varieties· of liunyatii . . 
:grotmds. ·Next f?llows the dm;c�iptipn of the . 
<lifferent mudriis an()_ siidh:o.nas . for the attainment 

· of perfection (�'iddhi): .  
. As compared with the Hindu tttntril o f.  the same 

mui1e r:onsisting 'of sixteen chapters (patala�>') the 
Buddhist tantra does not . have the · chapters 

· In .the third chapter, Mahii.ramlrabhiitin1 Ca�uJ,a- syst�rriatically dem:m�·&ted, and chapter colophons 
katyayani makes kn�� · hor rnantr�. Eight !ire given ·only in the- first four · and the · eighth 

· different mantras are given along with d�scriptions chapters. · .'l'h� two versions of the Bhuta¢amara. 
of the mudr$ and rite� conne�teJ with therri.

· 
Tantra have: much i� comrrton and the H.Qldu . 

· · - Version appears to · be a royision of the original · 
I_. n the fotl!lih cha,pter, Vajrudhara describes in · . Buddhist text. detail the }:rodha-n•at}.ifala. Bhiita�arnara is the 

central figure and his many com"pailioits are pltlcied 
· in (our rows round him. The procedure for enteririg 
the ·mai'Jdala is next given and the mantros . . . '- . . pertaining to the mai:J<Ja.la for . at taming various 

· perfections, with their accompanying ri:mdrii.s .. . . 

The author of tho ·.Bltfttacfama?:a Tantra, i& not · · . 
mentioned. Tl1e work, though in a sangiti form; 
does not conform . to all th.e requiremen� of · a : 

. sangiti and for this reason has been dated not 
earlier t�n the seventh or eighth century. . 

. 1 · B. Bbattacharyya, "·The Cult · of Bhiit&l,lii.mara," Proceeding& and Transactions of the Sizth All·India Oriental 
C&nlmr�Ce, Patna, Dec. 1930, pp. 349 tr. • . 
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The work was translated into Tibetan by Buddha. 
karavarma.. and . Ohos:kyi ses-rab. Its Tibetan 

. title is [Jbyurl,-po �dul-ba shes-bya-ba�i rgyud-kyi 
rgyal-po ·chen-po and. has been incorporated in the 
Rgyud [1bum ( 100,000 tantra} section of the Tibetan 
Kangyur (TT. Vol. 8, No. 404 ;  TM. ·No. 747). 
Here, the original · Sanskrit work has been referred 

· to as BhUtacf,arnara-mahiitantrariija-nama. It · was 
also translated into Chinese. The translation bears 
the title Fu-shuo-ching-kang-s'Mu-.p'u-sa-chiangju-i
ch'ieh-pzi-to-ta-chiao-wang-ching (C. 5) and is included ·  

. in. tho S(Ura Pitaka. The translator was Fa-t'ien 
of the later Sung ·dynasty (960:_1 1 27 A.C.; 'TaishO 
No . . l 129. ;Nanjio, No. 1 031} .  

. · 
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L.R.G:- . . · 

length. On its west are Da;·Jeeling district and the 
independent state of Sikki.m . Bhutan which is 
about 20,000 square miles in extent is . rugged and 
mountainou�, with 11. \'rr_;? w<;<. und fim;sif'.<i ::,rc[> c·n 
the extreme south. The norLhem soetion }:las <t coid 
climate, with its snowy ranges rising up to 24,000 �t. · 
It' is t�e valleys in between these two that are inost 
suitable for babitation .and which, in fact, contain . 
the hulk of the populatiqn. ·. The· figur�s of pop�tla
tion are I;�ot precis�ly known; but probablr run Into 
no more than a few thousandS. The fertile central 
regions are belie,;ed to be capable of :supporting by 
agriculture as many as· two million people. The 
area covered by all Bhutan. is recko�ed tci be abou� 
1 8,000 square. miiAs and nearly aU of it is virtually 
inac<;essible. · The roads are mere tracks up steep 
mountains and, except for . its hardy people who BH'OTAKO'fl, ' the es�ence of boing. ' This is on� · journey on foot, others have invariably to travel On of the many s:fponyms for ultiinate reality en�me; the backs ofp�:iiies or muleS'. · 

.rated in.  th'e M�havi;utpatti (BB. · XID, · p. 30). 
In such a land as this there are necessarily fo.und It is rendered into Tibetan as Yan-dag-pa}:li-tLthal) . · 

. . moaning i real end. ,  N.Dutt, ·in . itis A$pece,; · of different ra�ial types. The large majority are known , 
. Mahii,yiina BuddhiSm and tts Relation to Hinayana as Bh'utias (BbDtias} and b�long to Tibetan stock. 

(London, 1930, p. 203) �:mys that· · wheri truth . 'J,'hey have given their. ·  nil;me to the co�mtry 'Whose . 

ig if{erred · to a� .bhutakoti �t i� unplied that, on label is actually a contraction of . Bhotanta., the 
· Jndiiui �ord which 

.
silffiifies the end of Bhot {Tibet) . . . tmnlysis of phenomena whicl:l are falSe designations, � 

· Bhutias �peak a diaJect of Tibetan. 
. 

In religion t.liey ono;-�rrives finally st the reality, beyond which it is 
· 

· · · follow the form of lamaist · Buddhisni which has impossible tQ . pass and . which alone is true. . In · 
· . stemmed· from. ·.Tibet,· t. he. ir sp .. irit. W\1 home. The.y 'other words it is the ontological aspect of the truth . .  

· · · · r�<r. r · · acknowledge the Dalai Larna .as their · spirituaL See :ABSOLUTEi Bhu 'l'ATATl:I.A'I'ii. . 
leader . . 'l'he Bhutanos� are also !mown as Druk-pa . W;G.W. or: Thunder People . . · · ' · 

. The hiStory Of this virtually closed land i,s obscure; 
BH'OTAMA�G"'LAGAMA-VIHARA, . .  a Bu.ddhist . China once claimed suzerai�ty over Bhutan, s<? did . m�nastery ·of the . 4th century · A. C. in, the · Cola . T.ibet ; .b�t ther� was n:o ·de facto . control· ofit by · · · 
country in south India, · on · the b1\nk of the · ·either. Fro� the end of the last century nntil the · 
riYer. Kaveri·. The monastery ·was built, as is . early decades of present one . .  :British a.il,thorities in 
desi::�·ibed. in the col�phon of the Vinayavinicchaya Indi�, on the othe� hand, established some sort of 
(ec.L . A. P. Bml�lhadatta, 1952), by a person named influence ; ·this was noticeably In Bhutari's relations 

. Vei_lhudasu., and ii s�id . to have . contained . a large with foreign powe�. . When India became independ- · 
cetiya� Buddhadatta them, the author. of tbe ent, India took over the handling of Bhi.1tan's 
AbMdhammaiJatara and .the Vinayatinicchaya, etc., foreign relations. In 1958; the Chinese Communist 

. compiled . several . of his treatises . 'while staying . · gove��nt included part of Bhutan within Chinese ·. 
there '(loc. cit.) .  bound�ries ob. ni!!ops · printed

. 
by that govenunerit . .  

. H. R. P. 

BH'OTAMUKHA, · a yak�a ' mentioned in Malia· 
may�ri .as a: resident of Pii.t-alipu,tra (Mhm. p. 67 ; 
JA.s. V}. · In tho Tibetan version of the above text, 
Byu1i po!�·i r;don, · Pou-tocmali-k'o, occurs as the . 
cognate form of th_e Sanskrit, Bhiitn.mukha. · 

• • 
BHUTAN) an indepondent state in . 'the eastern 
HimalayaS lying between Tibet and :('ndia with both 
of which its boundaries run. concurrently for some 

In fonner· times thore were two authorities who 
were supreme in Bhutan. ·One of these was · the 
spiritual h�ad, the Shab-ttmg R�-po:che or · 
DJ,1.1k Gye-po . {!ndian : Dlninna-raja) . . The other 
was the Deb-raja who, with a council of permanent. · 
ministers, was at the head of temporal affairs . . 'l'he 
former was regarded as· : an incarnation; . in the 

. mrumer of tlie. Dalai Lama of Tibet: . Upon the . 
d�mi.Se of this leader, a fresh incarnation used to be 

. sought for in the same way as fo� 'the heads of the 
great monasterie� of · Tibet. Bu.t, there· . .  was ·a 
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distinct difference. In Bhutan the incarnation was . inmates, is unknown . . The Pon (Bon) cult of the . 
oolieved to occur within a· ruling family. The propitiation ?f, andsacrifice.·to, personified elemental 
Deb-mja was, in theory, elected by the .conncil ; in forces, more especial!y in their fearsome fo:ms, pre
fact, however, he was 'the nominee of the most vr�il ·m Bhutan to a much rreator exteot than "Ulse
powerful of the governors of east and west Bhutan . . where. This is noticeable 41 more ways than the 
A . gove�or w� called pe·n.lop, or; more properly . lamaist ritual danc�s. However, a trend towards 
transliterated, pOnlob, a word meaning " teacher . rational Buddhism has boon evident in recent years · 
and pupil." This. sys�m has since been replaced in thil association ·or i�portant Bhutanese with the · . 

by ·the rule · �f Maharaja· who5e E>ffice is hereditary · acti·tritiee ofthe :Maha Bodhi Society ofindia and the 
in the · family of the T�ngsa Penlop.' The first ·w �rid Fellowship of� Buddhi;ts. 

. . 

sign.S of 'the impending chi'Ulge ·coulci be traced to D. T:D. 
�he .year 1885,. to the Penlop Ugyen Wang-chuk whq · 
was then only . twenty-four years old. Ii� was 
knighted ' by' the British tw�nty years later. In 
1 907 he·assum�d the �ew 'title for the first time in the 

. . . . 
BI!!LIOGTIAI'HY .: Pedr� Ca�rasco, Lant! and Polity in T�et, . · 
:;eattle, 1959; Ronaldsha:r. Lands of t� Thunderbolt, Cons�ab!r 
1 923; Sir Charles Alfred Uell, Tibet, Past and ·Present,. Oxton!, 
1 924. . 

history of the cotmti:y and with the sworn fealty 
of the peopl�'s other leade�, .Apart from his o� BH'O'i'APALA, an arahant thera� · He was the:son 
.ex�rtions. t.o achieve leadership and his outstanding · .0f a poor carter of Ra:jagaha. One day the carter · 
capa. bilities. there was a· spe' cial ci.rcums.tance which . . . h h" 1" 1 wont in:to the forest in search of wood ·w1t IS 1tt e 
vitally affeeted the traditional system. · �fier the son.' Having collected a ·heavy load of. wood he • · · 

· .d�th of the last 'Shab-tnng Rim-pci-che, . it was not . . came n�r the ·City gatEl . .  As the two oxen which. 
: possible to find his . incarnation. In this �ituation had been ·sot ioose had entered the city,· the ·raths:'. 

the high duties of spitltu�l o.ffi.ce al.So · de:v
.
olved on left: t�e child near the · cart and went in search of · 

the ·holder. ofthe temporal office·. T]:le latter; theDeb· · · the oxen, but before he ·could ret\ll'i>:,·tlie· ·city gates . 
. 
r�_

ja, soon came .to show. o�h�� . inCI�ti�ns. 
. 
He . .  · were closed. . '!:lie child �as alop.� during �lie whole . . . With��w fr�m �ll �ordly actl

.
VItleS al;ld ·rettred mto . . night. The cart was ]e(t near a . cemete'ry' but 110 ·. ' . 

a ·�litary life o(contemplatwn. �he seal of the ··. de�on could harm him as he �as in his last birth· . 
. . spmtual l�det is used . on . an the importai).t docu- La�r, he entei'Exl.the Order and �ttau;:ed arahantship 

ments of state. · ( V '  · · · §29 · 31.9). · Bl _t ·. �I · · · t d "  th · · · 'tB'nf. xn,. ,. p. . . 1U apa a 1S quo e . m . e . 
. Th�· ·particular : lamaist . . sect ·. which mily be Pa#sam,Qhidri:rrw9ga (.Ps. II, P: 211) and ( Visuddhi-

. regarded as distinctive· or ' the Bh1,1taU:ese . iS the magga ( Vism.· p. 31�} while dis�ussing iiliinavipphiira 
Lho-druk-pa. This· · s6ct was · founded by the . . iddhi, i.e. the power ·of penetr�tin·g .knowledge: 
Shab:tnng Riin-po-�he wh6 buili the Bhra-sh�-
rdzong (Fortress . of ·Auspicious DoptriU.e} in . . W. G. w . .  

·: Pa-ro. · · .: . There · are. monasteries, nunlierie.'l1 
. . · · 

chortens and . other. religious buildings as . . u;_ the . BH'OTA-PARIVE�A, a �on�tery iri
. 
Ceylon built 

. case _of those. conntries follo�ing the 'la�aiSt form. . 'by king .Aggabodhi VIII; (8o'4-l5 A.C.). The king . 
:one.o(the niost !Uiia.zi�gly constructed ·monasteries also .furnished it wit·h t}lo ·nece8$ary revenues and. 
is 'Tak. Tsang ·(Tiger'� · NeSt) �hicli o�erhangs a : donated it. to his own teacher and three hundred · . · · 
fearfu}_.p�ipi.ce and is a:Q. example of architecturai other monks (lllh?J. xlix, p. -46 f.) .  '!:he monastery : · . · . 

ingenuity which · is· not· often seen outside the Hi- wa� 
.
probably a.tta�hed to the. BhutS:rii.rila (q.v.) an� . 

· mal8,ya,n terrain. Tradition �ttrib�tes it to Guru is an uniden�ified place.in the Rajara��ha (JOBRAS.: · . 
Rim-po�che himself . . Th�. copy 

.
on earlh of the 'N'ew Series, Vol. VI, Special Number; p. ·190) . • · · 

Guri:l�s paradise ·is said to be the . neighbouring 
Sang-thOg Palri which caps the �harp point Of . a 
wooded peak close by. A nlinnery, at Kyila; . one 

H.� R. P; . 

of the ·several reported in Bhu.tan, is said to have a BHOTARAK�ITA, a . ·resident of Khujatid8. 
very sinan n1,1mber of resid�nts: Perhaps· the ·best · kh1ya, whose gift of a railing-pillar to the stupa of : .· ·. 
known of the' c/wrtens is at Pa-ro: · it is actually 8 . Bharhut is recorded in an iriscripition on that pillar. · . . · 
comj)owid one� ·the·inner ben;g encased by anothe:. · ' (A. Cunningham;·. The Stii.pa of . Bhiirhut, London,· . 
T;he surfaee walls l:n between are covered with H�79, p. i32 .) . 

. . . 

elabOraie Paintings offe� .
. as a w�rk of piety. 

The �veral baoronia.l. .castles 'lm()wn as c;kongs or . . ·BH.'OTARAMA, a m�nastery in Ceylon c�n�t�cted 
jongs (fo$) also enclose temples

. 
and monasteries. by king Ka.niHhatissa ( 167-:86 A.c: ). A monk n:anied 

The �o�ber of �ligious buildings, . as also of their 
. 

Mahiiniig� dwelt there and the k.Uig was weli ploosed 

. . . . . "lfl.· 
.:. 

. . ' ·.�· .... 
{� 
•' � · � �� 
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with him (Mhv. xxxvi, vv. 7, 14). The site i.'! located 
in the Riijarattha, but is unidentified (JOBRAS. 
New Series, Vol. VI, Special Number, p. 1 90). 

H. R. P .  

BHO'TARASMI, the name of  a bodhisattva which 

. 
occurs in a list of bodhisattvas irl the Ga1;uj.avyuha 
Sutra (Gvyii, p. 442). 
BH'OTARTHAKETU, a former Buddl•a men

.
. tioned in a list of former Buddhas �der whom 
Sii.kyamuni, while in the ninth bhiimi, acquired merit . 
(Mhvu. I, p. 1 39). • . 
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middle path) when regarded as heing above the 
limitations of individual existence {see, D. T. 
Suzuki, Some Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism, 

p. 99) .  

Yet, above all, as the transcendental truth 
(paramiirthasatya), it is beyond verbal exp�ession and 

. range of perception and, also, is devoid of distinctive 
features. As already stated, it is the ' soul ' of 
everything. Therefore Asvagho� says, " 
all ·things in their fundamental nature are not 
namable or explicable. They cannot be adequately 
expressed in any fol'nl of language . . . · they 
possess absolute sameness (samatii). They are 
subject neither to transformation nor to destruction. 

BH'OTATATHATA, (var. tathata such-ness); which They are nothing but one soul, for which suct..ness 
. l iterally means such-ness of existence, is syno- (bhutatathata) is another designation. . • the 
nymous, from the ontological point of view, with term suchness is all that can be expressed in 
paramiirthasatya (transcendental truth). It is the language " ·  (ibid. pp. 56-7). Therefore, every 
essence of the · philosophy of absolutism advocated attempt made at explaining this profound philoso
t.,y . . AsvagholiJa 1 in his Mahiiyana-8raddhotpiida phical concept is bound to be incomplete. However, 
.Sci8tra.1 According to Asvagho�a, the " soul " or the As\.·agho�a, knowing very well that all verbal ex
quintessence and the source of every thing, the pressions are mere representations without any 
absolute reality whicll is nncreate, eternal and reality, att.empts to explain .the concept of bhtitata

immutable, the cosmic principle . of sameness thatii for the sake of those . who lack in intellectm1 
isumata) underlying all diversity is bhiitatathatii. powers of their own but yet rejoice in studY.ing and · 
However, it is known by-different names in accord- cultivating enquiries which bring out. the manv 
ance with the different phases of its manifestations. sidedness and thtJ universality of the doctrine � 
Thus, it is dharma when it is considered as the norm concise. form (cp. ibid. p.52). He says,, i• what . 
of life ; it is bodhi {enlightenment.) when it is consi- is meant by the soul as .  suchness (bhiitatathata) 
dared as the source ofi�telligence; it is Nirvii.J.la itself is the oneness of the . totality of, . things · 
when it is considered as bringing eternal peace ; it is \dharmadlliitu), the great all including · wholo, th� · 
dharmakiiya . (lit. body of law, cp. D. T. Suzuki, qilinteB:::c;ence of the. doctrine . . For the essential 
Awakening of Faith, . Chicago, 1900, p. 62, n.  1)  natu� of the soul is uncreate and eternal " 
'vhon it is regarded as the source of Jove and ( ibid. pp .55.6) . He further adds " suchness {bhilta

wisdom ; i t  is bodhicitta (thought of enligh- tathata.) is neither that which is existence nor that 
t.enment) when . it is considered a.s the awakener of . · which is non-existence, nor that which is at once 
religious consciousness ; _ it is pr�jnr"i (wisdom) when existence and non-existence ; nor that which is not . · 
it is regarded as directing t.he eourse of nature ; it is at once existence and non-existence ; that it is neither . 

. mnyatii (voidness) wher it is considered as trans- that which is unity, nor that which is plurality, no� : 
f'ending all particuiarisations ; .. it is bhiitako(.i that which is not at once unity and plurality " (ibid. · 

(esoonce of being) when its ontological aspect is p.59). Bhiitatathatci exists in every thing and remains 
taken into account ; it is mahiiyana when it is re- unchanged in the pure as well as in the d0filed and 
garded as embracing the " soulq " of aHliving beings; it neither increases nor decreases. In it there is no 
it is the tath&jatagarbha {womb cif Tathagata) when distinction between mind (citta) and matter (riipa); 

considered . in analogy with mother earth ; it is intelligence (prajiiii) and consciousness (vijfiii-na), 
ku8alamiUa (root of merit) when its ethical side is being (bhiiva) and non-being (abhava). · · This 
emphasised and it is also the madhyamamarga (the bhiitatathatii is the sola reality;· and all form..'l of 

1 D. T. Suzuki (.Awakening of Faith, Chica�o, 1 900, pp. 2-17) is of opinion that he is the same as the author of the Buddha • . · 
rarita-kiivya and that he was a contemporary of king Kani�ka. He further. a�ds that at,the most Asvagho�a's da�c cannot be 
placed later thar� 1st century .A.C. However, R. Kimura is of opinion t�a� th1s IS anothe� �Mvagho�a �w_hom he ca�s Asvagh()l)a P> 
who probably lived in tf1e 5th century A.C. (Hinayiina and . MaM11ana and the Ongm of Mahayana Buddhwn, Universtty 
of Calcutta, 1927, p. 181). • . . 

. · 

2 The Sanskrit original of the work is presumably lost. ·nut .th�rl are two Chinese versions, one by Para martha and .· 

. th.c other by �ik�ananda (Nanjio, Nos. 1249 and 1250). There are two English translations of the work . . One _is by Timot_hy 
· R1c�a�d publtshed by the Christian Literature Society, Shan!!hlll, 19_D7, and t�c _other b¥ D. T. Suzukt, entttled .Awaken!nU 

of } ailh, (or the Asvagh�a·s Discourse on the Awakening of Faith tn the Ma�ayana) pubhs�ed by the Open Court Publlshmg 
Company, Chicago, 1900 This article is mainly based on �bis latter menttoned translation. · 

9--H 1 3540 (5/68) 
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particularisation are produced by our confused 
subjectivity (smrti)l with the annihilation of which 
there would be no trace of individuation. 

98 

Yet in this concept of bhu.ta.iathntii, if viewed 
from the point of its explicability, there is a 
twofold aspect. The first is the nege.tive (sunya) 
aspect and the second is. the positive (a$Unya) 
aspect. It is called 8Unya in the sense that it is free 
from the attributes of all things that are unreal, 
that in its metaphysical origin it has nothing to 
do with things that are defiled, that it is free from 
distinctions prevalent among phen6m£:nal objects 
and that it is independ�nt of unreal, particularising 
consciousness. Therefore, the negative aspect of 
bhii.tatathata cannot be grasped.by the p3rticula.ri
sing consciousness of beings. It is aSii.nya in the sensE 
t.hat it contains infinite merits, that it is self-exis
tent and t.bo.t, when· sribjectivity is understood to be 
empty and unreal, the soul ma.nifests as the eternal 
reality. . However, as this aspect, too, is not a pro
duct ·or confused subjectivity, it is to be grasped by 
transcending. subjectivity (smrti). 

Then the question arises as ·to how Oile could con
form to and have insight into bhii.tatatlll)ta. To this 

· question, ASvagho� hiniself provides the answer. 
" As soo� as you understand that when the totality 
of existence is spoken of, or thought of, there is 
neither' that which .speaks nor �hat which is spoken 
of, there · iS neither that which thinks nor that 
which is.thought of ; then you confirm to suchness 
(bhii.tata-thata) ; and when your subjectivity is thus 
completely obliterated, it

. 
is said to have the 

insight " (ibid.p.58) . .  
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of bhutatathata proves that it has primarily evolved 
from the bhii.tatathata itself. The other two 
characteristics are destructible and on this depends 
the main difference between the two aspects of the 
absolute (i .e. ,  bhutatathala). 

The abstract ' soul ' too, being influenced by its 
relative aspects (i.e., birth and death which is in 
other words comparable to ignorance), assumes a 
concrete aspect by its self-affirmation, and in this 
form it becomes known as iilaya-vij?iiina (store
consciousness or all conserving mind) which has a 
twofold significance as the organiser and producer 
of all things. This alaya-vijfi.ii.na embraces two 
principles, namely enlightenment and non-enlighten
ment. Enlightenment is divided into two parts aa a 
priori and a posteriori. The latter which dextotes 
our empirical knowledge is further subdivided as 

·perfect and not perfect. 9 Of these the latter has 
three divisions, namely, the enlightetl."rient of the 
common people (prthagjana),  apparent enlighten
ment and approximate enlightenment. As ASvagh- · 
O!?a defines it, perfect enlightenment is the state 
when the mind is enlightened as to its own nature 
and. imperfect enligh�nment is its opposite state. 

The a priori enlightenment is mainly sub-divided 
into two, as pure enlightenment a priori and en
lightenment a pn:ori implicated in the domain of 

. defilement. The latter ' has two branches as pure 
wisdom (prajiia) and activity (karma): Ptue wis
dom is defined by Asvaghof?a as "that when one, by 
virtue of the performing power of the Dharma, dis
c iplines himself truthfully (i. e., according te the 
Dharma) and accomplishes meritorious deeds, the 

The above description shows the nature of bhutata- mind ( i. e., cUaya vij nana) which in plica tes itself with 
thata wh�n viewed from the ontological point of birth and death will be broken down, and the modes 
view. But, when considered froni: the phenomena- of the evolving consciousness (pravrtti-vijiiana) will . 
logical . viewpoint, the ' soul ' (i.e., bhii.tatathatii) be annu_lled ; while the pure and the . genuine 
becomes the . prmciple of birth and death (i.e. ,  · . wisdom of the Dharmakaya (i. e., bMitatathatU) 
saipsara). ASvagho� Bays, " In the one soul we . manifests · itself" (ibid. p. 67). Activity (karmai 
may distinguish two aspects. The one is the soul whi0h also proceeds from pure wisdom (pmjiia) pro
as suchness (bhii.tatathata), the other is the soul as duces all excellent spiritual states, or, in other words, 
birth and death {saxpsara). Each in itself COI1ll�itutes makes the womb of the Tathagata (tathagatagarblw), 
all things, and both are so closely interrelated that reveal itself to all beings in acco.rdance with their 
one cannot be separated from the other " (ibid. p.55). predispositions and . brings about innumerable 
This is bhii.tatat}w.ta itself, which in its relative or spirit1ial benefits to them. Pure enlightenmept 
transit{)ry aspect has become the principle of birth implies the stato of mind free from ignorance, and 
and death. This aspect c;>f bhutatathata is considered wl1en all sorts of defilements are rooted out by the 
in accordance with its three characteristics, namely, internal power of suchness and the external powers · · its substance, attribute and activity. The fact that · of the doctrine. This, also, is further subdivided substance is a characteristic of the relative aspect into four stages. 

1 This term is generally translated as .remembrance, thinking of, calling to mind, reminiscence. But Suzuki says that 
ASvagho,a used it in a different sense and that it is to an extent synonymous with ignorance (avidya; cp, .II. wakening of Faitl1 Chicago, 1000, p. 56, n.I); 

2 For the divisions and sub-divisions of enlightenment and non-enlightenment, see ibid. p. 62 n., 1. 



The other principle of · alaya-vijiiana, namely, 
non-enlightenment (ignorance), is produced by the 
fai lure to recogniGe the oneness (samatii) of the 
totalit.y of t.hings. There are three aspects of this 
non-enlightenment. The first is · ignorant action 
(avidya-karma) which is produced when the mind 
(alaya-vijiiana) is disturbed by non-enlightenment. 
When the mind is thus disturbed there appears an 
ego which perceives an external world and this is 
the second aspect. The third aspect is creation of 
an external world which does not exist in reality. 
Being conditioned by the external world six kinds 
of phenomena arise in the mind. The first pheno· 
menon is intelligence or sensation, for, when the 
mind is . affected by the unreal external world, it 
bec·omes conscious of the difference bdwean what is 
agreeable and what is disagreeable. The �econd 
phciiOI!lEmon is called succession or memory, for it 
retains in a continuous succession of subjective 
states the sensation that . is already produced. 
Through retention of sensations there arises clinging 
which is the third phenomenon. Through clinging 
arises the fourth phenomenon, which is called 
attachment to names, (sarp,jiia). The fifth pheno
menon, namely, the performance of deeds (karma). 
arises out of attachment. Through karma arises 
suffering, being entangled in which the mind loses its 
freedom. 

Therefore, it should be grasped that all phenomena 
are produced by ignorance or non-enlightenment. 

· ASvagho� says that the relation between enlighten
. ment and non-erilightenment is on the one hand a 
mere identity and on the other a non-identity. To 
illustrate the identity he cites the simile of all kinds 
of pottery which, though different, are made of the 
same clay and he adds that similarly the undefiled 

. (aniisrcwa) and ignorance (avidya) and their various 
transient forms come from the same entity. The 
non-identity is illustrated by the difference soan 
among the various kinds of pottery. Thus, it is 
quite clear that it is the 'truth itself by a touch of 
ignorance, that assumes all phenomenal forms. 

When alaya-vijnana is affected by ignorance, there 
evolves an ego (manas), that which perceives, that 
which represents that which · · apprehends an ob
jective world and also that which constantly particu
larises. This ego is called by five different na.mes in 
accordance with its different modes of operation. 
The first· name is activity consciousness (karma· . viji'Hina) in the sense that on account of ignorance 

an unenligh,tened mind becomes disturbed. When 
the mind is so disturbed there evolves that which 
sees an 0xternal world and in this sense it is called 
evolving consciovmess (pmvrttivijii/ina), which is its 
second name. The third name is representation 
consciousness in the sense that the ego (mana.s) thus 
evolved represents or reflects an external world. 
For example, if it happens to be confronted with 
the five objects of sense it represents or reflects 
them instantaneously, just as a mirror reflects any 
image. In its other mode of operation it begins to 
discriminate between things defiled and things pure 
and, therefore, it is called particularisation conscious
ness. The fifth name is sucression consciousness 
(i. e. , memory). In this state thl'.l ego (manas), being 
directed by awakening consciousness (manaskara), 
retains and never loses or suffers the destruction of 
any past karma, good as well as evil, whose retribu
tion it matures either in the present or in the future ; · 
it also unconsciously recollects things of the past and 
in imagination anticipates things to· come. This 
shows that the three domains, namely, the world of 
plt>.a.sures (kama-loka), the world of forms (mpa
toka) and the world of formlessness (ampa-loka), · · 
are merely self-manifestations of the mind (iilaya
vijiiiina) produced through ignorance (avidya) and 
::,ubjectivity (smrti). When the mind· is disturbed · 
by ignorance and becomes defiled, a multiplicity of . 
things appear and, when it is calmed a multiplicity 
of things disappear. · ·.ASvaghol?a mentions six 
different pha8es of the defiled mind. ·When the 
mind is in these defiled states it. begins to believe the 
external world and in turn becomes oblivious of the 
principle of sameness (samatii) underlying all things. 
Therefore, ricn-enligbtenment ia the cause (hetu) of 
sarnsii.ra, and the external world, which is produced 
by subjectivity, is the condition. It is only when 
the cause is annihilated, that the condition, too; is 
destroyed. 

Due to the inter-perfuming 1 of the four powers, 
namely, suchness (bhiitatathatli), ignorance (avidya), 
activity-consciousness (karrna-vij-Mna) and the 

· external world (vi�aya), there takes place a constant · 
production of things defiled and pure. · This recipro
cal perfuming is explained by ASvagho�a :  " deter
mintd by suchness (in its :relativoaspect), ignorance 
become3 the raison d'etre of all forms of defilement. 
And this ignorance perfumes suchness, and by 
perfuming suchness, it produces subjectivity · 
(smrti). . This subjectivit.y in its tum, perfumes 

-
1 Asm"ho�a defines the term • perfuming • : " By • perfuming ' we mean that �hile our worldly clothes Cyiz. those 

whir.h we" wear) have 110 odour of their own, .neither offensive nor agreeable, they a�qwre one ·O.r t�e other accordm� to the 
nature of the substance with which they arc perfumed. In the _sam� way . t!l� pow.er t�at whiCh, IS perfumed a�qulres the 

ualitv of the powrr that which perfumes." Asv:�gho�a speaks ot varwus d.iV.ISIODS iU �his �roc.es, . of per fum!�., such .as �uchnesscperfuming, which is fur.ther divided into E�sence-perfuming and Actmty-perfummg, l:lub)ertlvJty-perfummg and lt& 
divisions. etc . : for details, see ibid. p. 85. 
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ignorance. On account of this (reciprocal) per and practice and (iii) aspiration through intellectual 
fuming, the truth is misunderstood. On account of insight, which bring about the a.ctualisation of the 
its. being misunderstood, a.n external world of suh- cause (hetu) and condition (pratyaya) .  

· . jectivity appears (viz., a conception of particulars a::; The concep t of bhiitatathatii, as it is explained by 
particulars). Further, on account of the perfuming Asvagho!?a, has many similarities with tho brahman 
power of subjectivity, various modes of individuation concept of the Upani�a.d, and specially with the 
are produced. And by clinging to them, various Vedii.ntic interpretation of the brahrn.an concept. 
doods are done and we sUffer as result miseries, As ASv�gh�a was a learned brii.lunan, he would 
mentally as well as bodily " (ibid. P· 85). have had a •.:ery deep understanding of Upani�adic 

But on the other hand, suchness also perfumes doctrines and this understanding could have in-
. ignorance and on account of this the mind involved tluenced his interpretation of Buddhism. This is 
in subjectivity is !nade to loathe the misery . of why his interpretation of the concept of bhittata
sa.ms8.ra.and seek Nirvana. This longing for Nirviil').a thatii has acquired most of the characteristic features 
and loathing of sarpsa;a in tum perfume· sucbness found in the Upani$adic interpretation of brahman. 
and on account of this, one is able to believe that The main concept underlying the doctrine of bhii- . oneis in po�ion, within oneself, ofpure and immu- tatathat.a is the identification of the phenomenon 
table suchness ; at the sa.metime one, also, recog- with the noumenon. This is also the basis of the 
nises that the external world is unreal. When the Upani�adic brahman concept, for it is said, " verily, 
truth is grasped in this manner, ignorance becom�s all this is brahman (sarvarp, khalvidarp, brahrna).'' 
annihilated and the mind becomes calm. · Thus, .ASvagho�a's .conception of ignorance is almost tl1e 
when ignorance, subjectivity . and the belief in an same as that of mayii (-illusion) in the Advaita 
external world are annihilated by correctly compre- philosophy of Sankara. . This also indirectly shows 
bending the principle of bhutatatll.at.a one, is said t.o that . Asvagho�a's interpretation of Buddhist 
attain Nirvw;u�. philosophy was greatly influenced by Upani�adic · 

However, it should be renielllbered that, though doctrines. · 
. all beings are equally in posSession of slichness,. the · According to R. Kimural the concept of bhittatu- _ · . ·  · · influence of ignorance and subjectivity · in, . their. - · · · thatii is based on the concepts virnala-citta-svabluiva · . . vary, c�;>n.Sidembly and, . . · therefore, . they . ·are in . 

· of the . Mahii.saiighika school and the svabhiira- . different stages . of the path -that leads · to Nirviil).a. · nityarp, of the Prajnar.aramita school (Hinayana and · The mere possession of suc}mes8, wl:>ich is the cause 
· Mahayana and the Origin of Mahiiyii1�a Buddhim1, . . (hetu), is not sufficient to re!l.lise the transcemlent 

University of Calcutta, 1927, p. 85). But as P. 'I'. · truth. The conditions (pratyaya), such as meeting 
. Raju (lcleali8tic Thought of India, George Allen and Buddh,as and bodhisattvas, which help this realisa-

Unwin Ltd., London; 1953, pp. 235 ff.) pomts out, the tion, should also be present and it is only when these 
idea of tathata is not new to Buddhism, for such an two are fully actualised that one is able to compre- . 

bend th� sa.nleness underlying all things. How this idea was held by the Uttariipathakas (see Kathii-
. 

1 · d vatthtt, II, p. 583). S. N. Das Gupta points out thu.t • .  cause and conditions are fully actualised is exp .ame 
this doctrine seems to be more in agreement with the by A.Svagh�a as follows. " Now, there is an . view of an absolute . reality as the ultimate tmth inherent perfuming principle in one's own being · than with that of the nihilistic idealism of the · which, embraced and protected by the love (maitT''i) · d · · (k -) f II B· ddhas a· nd bodhJ' Larlkavatara which admitted an ultimate reality · an compassiOn aru'!l-a o a u -
merely as a make-believe ·to win over · the here�ics · · sa.ttvas, is caused to loathe the misery of birth and 
who favoured such a postulation (A History of . death, to believe in Nirval').a, to cultivate th.eir root 

of m:erit (lcu8alamiUa), to .habitua� oneself to it and In<lian Philosophy, I, Cambridge, 192,2, P· 138). 

to bring it to maturity. In consequence of this, one . The fundamental teachings of various schoQls of 
is1 enabled to see all th�> Buddhas and bodhisattv� Buddhism' such as the Tien-'l'ai, . Avatarpsaka, 
and, receiving instruction from them, one Is bene- Dhyii.na, Sukhii.vati-vyiiha are to a great extent . fited, gladdened, induced to practiSe good deeds, based · on the doctrine of bhittatathatii (Yamakam i 
etc.,. till one attains.to Buddhahood and enters into Sogen, Systen'WJ of Buddhist Thought, University of · 
Nirv�a. " (ibid. p. 91) .  · Calcutta, 1912, p. 252 f.). Some scholars have 

ASvagh� speaks (ibid. p. 1 1 3 ' f.) of three ·attempted to compare this concept with cer·tain 
methods, namely, (i) aspiration through the per- modern western. philosophical concepts. Thus, 
faction of faith� (ii) aspiration' through knowledge E. Steinilber-Oberlin (The Buddhist Sects . of 

· 1 Further he holds the View that the philosophy of bhiltatatlzatii i3 a �ombination of doctrines of dharma-tathatii of the 
Midhyam.i!w' and alaya-pratitya-saintttpada. or sarva vijiianavada of the Yogur�iras (op. r:it. pp, 156 and 181}. 
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Japan, George Allen and Unwin Ltd.,  1 938, p. 85) 
compares the concept of bhtitatatha.ta with the 
11ubstar.ce of �pinozit, the absolute 1:dea of H�gel, the 
. ,.�_·iii of Sehop0nhaunr and th& non-conscient of 
Hartrnmm and says that it is almost identical with 
them . 

S. K. N. 

BH OTAV ALIKA, a son of o. merchant who· is 
rnf1�ned to as an example of a devout follower of the 
Hud!lha (AA. If, l: iU ) .  Ha is probably identical 
with Bhut.apii.lasetthi. 

BHOTA-VIJJA, is de;;;cribec! in the Brahrnajala 
Sullanta (D. I; p. 9) as one of the ' low arts ' 
(#mrh.r.hiina.vijja, q.v.),  abstention from which, 
the Buddha states, is .considered by the 
1meonvertcd man · to ba . one of .the virtmis 
po�-::-::nssed by the Buddha for which the Buddha 
should be praised. But the Buddha himself con
l'liders it to be only a minor virtue. The Surnaitgalli.
?'iliisini (DA . I, p. 93) explains the · word 
as meaning ' a charm concerned in the art of 
exorr.ism ' (bhiltavijja-rnanto), or ' charm practised 
hy oxorc"ists ' (bhuta-vejja_-manto). Rhys Davids 

· (Dialogues of the Buddha, I, p. 18)  translates the 
word bhuta.vijja as ' laying ghosts. " 

The Vinaya · (Vin. IV, p. 84), the Jiitaka 
(e.g., .J. II, p. 215· ; III, p. 5 1 1 )  and the 
Milindapanha (Miln. p. 23) use the term bhUta-vejja 
to denote a practitioner of exorcisim, a charmer 
of spirits_. Of the Jataka references that of the 
Kci.,nanita Jataka (J. II, p. 2 15) ·is interesting, . 
for it higl-Jights, in typical Buddhist spirit, the 
limitations of the exorcist's art, in that it 
cannot heal the sufferings caused by craving 
(tattha). A stanza in this Jataka states, " The wise 
can heal the wounds that demons make. But, 

what cure is there for the back-sliding soul ? " 
A similar spirit is reflected in a sub-story of the 

Paaakusalamiittava Jataka (J. ill, p. 5 1 1 )  where a 
bh?tta-vejjct (exorcist), brought in to arrest a 
yakkhini, proves to be powerless over a human 
being. The woman in the story outwits the 
exorcist. 

B. J. 

BH'OTf:SAR, a locality near Mathur& where 
several Buddhist railing-pillars have been discovered 
from a mound which formerly was the site of a 
Buddhist stupa. These pillars, some of which are 
now in the Mathur& Museum, are quite noteworthy 

for their bas-reliefs, illustrating several Jataka. 
stories and incidents from the life of the 
Buddha . 

. Each of these pillars is about 5 feet in height, l l  to 

1 2  inches in breadth and 6 to 7! inches in thickness. 
The principal face of each pillar bears a nearly . 
naked female figure, about life-size, standing on a 
crouching, grotesque figure. Above . this female 

. fignra is an amorous couple in a balcony, indicated 
by railing, with only upper parts of their body being 
visible. · This is a typical · feature of the Mathurii 
railing-pillars. (Sea Pl. X, Fig. A). • 

The reverse side of each of these pillars is divided 
into th,ree parts, each part illustrating a different 
scene in bas-relief. Some of these bas-reliefs h!lve 
been identified as illustrating scenes froni the 
life of the Buddha and from Jataka stories. (See 
Pl . X, Fig. B).  

· Among the Jatakas so represented .are said to 
be the .Vessantara Jataka, the Vyiighri Jiitaka, · 
the Valahassa Jataka and the Sivi Jataka (ASIAR. 
1909-10, p. 72 f.) .  Another scene has boon identified 
by A. Cunningham (ASIAR. III, p. 21) and J. Ph. 
Vogel (ASIAR. 1 909-10. p. 72) ' as depicting a 
different version of the legend of the submisSion of · · 
the elephant Nii.lagiri by the Buddha. at .Riijagrha. 
The story is depicted in three scenes. · · The topmost 
panel shows the tempter of the eleppant inducing the . 

· Buddha to go forth to moot· the elephant. In the 
middle panel the elephant kneels down to pay ho
mage to the Buddha. . In the lowest panel the 
tempter himself is baing killed by the enraged . 
elephant (ASIAR. m, p. 21).  

Some of the bas-reliefs on the Bhutesar pillars · 

have not yet bean identified (ASIAR. 1909-10, 
p. 73): 

Regarding the meaning and the purpose of the . 
female figures on the principal face of the Bhutesar .· 
pillar�, Cwmingham (ASIAR. ID, p. 26) remarks 
that they " represent dancing girls, posting them
selves in various attitudes, soma of them more or 
less immodest, during the intervals of the dance." 
Vogel (ASIAR. l 906-7, p. 145 f.), who disagrees with 
Cunningham, assumes them to represent .Y�inis 
who, like those of the BhB.rhut stiipa, are guardians 
of the sacred monument to which they belonged. . 
The dwarfs on which they stand, on the other hand, · 
are, according to him, meant for their male 
co\mterparts. 

From the Bhutesar mound has boon discovered a 
single specimen of .a very large railing-pill�, 7 feet · 
high. The Ariyan letter h engraved upon the rail 
of this pillar, according to Cunningham (ASIAR. 
III, p. 21 f.), was the figure for 100 in use �t Ma.thuri 



BHOTI 
during the Indo-Scythian period and he conjectures, 

therefore, that there must have been no less than 1 00 
of theso large railing-pillars which, with their rails, 
would represent a lengt-h of not loss �hu.n 300 frot .  

H. R. P. 

BH'OTI, name of a brahman, a resident of Sravasti, 
and f�ther of Subhiiti (Avs . .  II, p. 127. 12). 

BII'OTISUNDARI-SA.DHANA, the title of a text, the 
Tibetan version of which occurs in the Rgyud (tant:ra) 
ooction of tho Tibetan Tengyur, under the title 
IJbyun-mo rndses-ma�i sgrub-thabs (TM. No. 20lii ; 

TT. Vol. 67, No. 2924). In the sde-dge edition the 
authorship is attributed to Ses-rab skyoil.. Prajiiii.
piila (Prajiiapalita) has also been cited as the author 
of the Sanskrit original (Cordier, II, p. 186). 

It is a very short text of fi�e lines dealing wit}J. the 

methods of effecting the propitiation of the female 

spirit Bhiitisundari (l;Ibyuil.-mo mdses-ma). Accor
ding to the author; the ceremony should be started . 
with the chanting of the magic formula 01p, 

sri mahii bhutakula Sundciri hri�. After drawing 
a �andala the . meditator . is instruct�d to 
strew _th.

e fl�wers, buin
. 
the incense (Skt. dhupana, 

!J.'ib. gu-gul), and ,chant the magic ,formula for one 
thousimd · and eight times · after which -he wo•lld 
visut lise · Bhiitisuhdari. 'fhe meditator is also . 
asked to consider the ·female · spirit as his wife 
(Tib. chun-ma) during the night, and it is said that 
she wotdd in return bestow him with hundred gold 
coins in the following morning. This ceremony 
should be _ performed daily. 

I. K. 

BHUV ANEKABAHU PARIVErJA 
known to have ruled in the countt·y ; there was one 
prominent royal prince who held high office as 
yuvariija (sub-king). 

.-\s f�J.r as Buddhism was concerned, the first kmg 

of the oame had the whole of the Tipitaka copied out 
and presented each principal vihara with a copy of 
it. He held several festivals for the admission of · 
members to tho Sangha., and decreed a daily service ·  
for the Tooth Relic which was brought to  his capital 
a� Yapahuva from Polonnaruwa . . He also provided 
the Sangha with tho four' requisites. 

The second king was his son. He mled from 
Kuru!).agala as his capital. He decreed a ceremony 
of achnission to the Saitgha regularly every year, and 
instituted the continuous provision of alms to the · 
Sangha. The fmuth of tho name, who ruled from 
the city of Gampola (Gangasiripura) was responsi
ble for the building of Lailkatilaka Vihara, one of 
the two most splendid temples of the later historical . 
times in the co�tcy. His long rock u;_scription on . 
the spot describes the details of the embellislunents 
and also of tho endo\vments (JOBRAS. X, pp. 83 ff.) .  
The fifth king, who had Kotte {or Jayawardhana-

·. pura) as capital, exerted himself �s piously in th� 
name of the religion. He took drastic steps against 
unworthy members of the Sail�ha. and forcibly 
ejected them from a comniunity they had disgraced 
by their reprehenSible conduct. . He · donated a 
costly casket in honour of the Tooth Relic. 

. . 
There is nothing to note about the other kings · 

who bore this name. 
Bhuvanekabii.hu (yuvariija), who was the uncle 

of the first named king, was well versed in the . 
Tipitaka which he learnt as required by his royal 
father. The king's purpose was that the prince· 
should teach it to monks, and this was carried out . . 
The priu�e · had the · Bhuvan_ekabahu-parivel)a. 

BHUVANEKABAHU (1), a monk of the Parp.su-pab- ereqted in Kurul)agala. His remains were cremated . 
bata viham in _ Ceylon. The author of the Ana- · : here later on, mid one of his nephews (king Vijaya
patti-clipan·i., a little tract which discusses cases where bii.hu IV) erected a three-storeyed building on the 
the infringement_of Patiniokkha rules does not result spot, enshrining therein a Buddha image. He · 
in sin, calls himself a pupil of this thera. The further set up a statue o� the prince and endowed 
VuUa1nalti, written in the fifteenth century, men- the vihara with a. village. 
tions a. Bhuvanekabahu thera, in a list of theras 
:wllom he praises for their eminence in learning 
(G. P. Malalasekera, Pali Literature of Ceylon, 
Colombo, 1958, pp. 247, 254). 

W. G. W. 

BHUVANEKABAHU (2), a name which occurs in . 
different contexts in the history of Buddhism in 
mediaeval Ceylon. Soven kings of the name are 

D. T. D . . 

BHUVANEKABAHU PARIVE�A, name of two . 
monasteries in Ceylon, one at Billasela-vihiira · 
in the Kegalla; district and the other at a vihars in 
Hatthigiripura, modern Kurul)ugala . . Tho Parive1)8o 
at Billasela-vihii.ra was constructed by Bhuvaneka- · 
ba.hu, younger brother and yuva-raja of Parakrama
bahu II, (1236-70 A.C.,) on the instructions of the 
latter. It was embellished with mansions (pasada) 
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and pavilions (-nta?J-cf,apa) s.nd was known after the 
name of its builder (Mhv. h:xxv, vu. 59-60) . Sin· 
hala l iterature of the mediaeval period (e.g., 
P1]jrhaliua., ch. xxxiv) refers to this monastery as a. 
royal temple (raja-mahci-·uihcira) at Beligal-paya. 
The site was excavated by H. C. P. Bell (Kegalla 
Report, 1 892). 

The Parive!)a at Hatthigiripura was constructed 
and named by king Vijayabii.hu IV ( 1 270-72 A.C.) 
in memory of his unclo Bhuvanekabahu, builder of 
BhuvanekabiUm-parive!)a at l3illasela-vihara. It 
is said to have boen con�tructed in a vihara built by 
his uncle himself at Hatthigiripurn., probably where 
Bhuvanekahiihn built the :Mahii.mahindabahu
pariyoJ_Ja (Mhz•. lxxxv, vv. 62, 63). Here, Vijayabii.hu 
IV erected a three-storeyed image-house �md made a 
great image of the Buddha for it. He also made a 
fln.e statue of his uncle and adorned it with all 
omaments. Then he assigned . the villages around 
the image-house for its maintenance with people 
for its service (Mhv. lxxxviii, vv. 54-59). 

I 1\falalasekera's inference (DPPN. n, p. 385) that 
the two monasteries are idontica� seems incorrect 
as the Billasela-vihii.ra is not in the Kurul)agala but 
in the Kegalla district. 

H: R. P. 

BIDAGAT . TAlK, a monastery in Bunna. It 
housed the thirty elephant-loads of Buddhist 
scriptures in Pali, which king Anawrahta brought _ 
ft·om Thaton in 1 058 A.C. It was restored by king 

· Bodawpaya in 1 178 A. C. 

The building measures 51 feet square, with three 
s·�airways on its eastern face. Inside, there is a 
central chamber in which the Pali scriptures are 
said to have been kept. Three stone windows on 
each side, other than the eastern, provide light and 
ventilation. The building has five multiple roofs of 
wood surmounted . by a aubika (i.e., elongated 
capital) .  Plaster carvings of peacock-like finials 
omament the building (ASJAR. 1906-7, p . .  32). 
See also Plate XI . . 

H. R. P. 

BIDHOR (var. Bidor), a. place in Sumatra, where 
an eight-anned bronze image of Padmapal)i Ava
lokiteSvara (6th-8th cent. A.C.) has been discovered. 
(See Pl. XII) ThE' image shows clear traces of influence 
of the sixth century Gupta images of Sarnath, trans
mitted through the early bronzes of Nalanda. This 
image, which has boon described as a product of great 
artistic merit, is now in the Perak Museum, Malaya 
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(ArtA . XIX, p. 2i4, fig. 4, p. 275 ; Sherman 
E. Lee, A History of Far Eastern Art, London, 1 964, 
fig. 146, p. 1 27) .  

H. R. P. 

BIDON-SHU, the Japanese name of one of the 
th irteen main · Buddhist sectr, in China. See 
P'I-T'AN-TSUNG. 

BIGAMY. See MARRIAGE. 

BIHAR, an Indian province in the north-west 
comer of Bengal with Nepal on its northem border. 
It has an area of 67,071 sq .. mls. and a population of 
nearly 40 million. The capital is Patna and the 
chief" language is Hindi (see India, 1959, A 
Heference annual for st!lotistics). 

Bihar is important in Buddhist history for in it 
are found such prominent �ities and sites as Buddha
Gaya, Nalanda, Odantapuri, Pataliputra, Raja
gaha, etc., (which are described each in its own place). 
Demarcated into northern and southern areas by 
the river Ganges, it comprised in. the latter, the" 
ancient Magadha kingdom. Mithila, the famqus seat 
of Sanskrit learning in ancient times, and Vaisali 
were both in the northern territory. There is also 
a southern Bihar. 

rrhe origin of the name in use today is:attri�tited 
to the invading Muslims of the Middle Ages who · 
were struck by the existence of numerous vihii.ras 
which they saw, especially in the vicinity of Odan
tapuri (Biharsharif) so that, the entire province came · 
to be called after these seats of the Buddhist 
Sangha. Bihar is memorable in the history of the 
Jains as· well as of the .Ajivakas. Thus, the pro- · · 
vince has had a long history. 

In the 4th cent. A. C., Bihar came under the politi
cal authority of the Hindu Gupta dynasty. When 
Hstian:tsang visited India, north Bihar was _divided 
into Vriji (north) and VaiSali (south). · The· 
Buddhist dynasty of the Pals kings, founded by 
Gopal in the 8th cent. A. C., included the province in 
their Bengal dominions. · The last ruler was de
feated by Muhamrnad-i-Bhaktyii.r-Khilji, the Turki. 
free·lance, about the year 1 197. His . solidiery • 
wrought havoc in the great city of Odantapuri where -
the assembled bhikkhlis were massacred by the 
invaders. 

Bihar became a separate administrative unit, 
with the status of a sub-province, only in the early 
part of the 13th cent. when it was formed into a 
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subiih under the Muslims. (In a settlement of 1582, 
it was divided into eight sarkars, and a portion of it 
WA.S incorporated in the subiih of Bengal . )  About 
1330 south Bihiir was joined tu the administration 

· of Delhi, whilst the north seems to h;we continued 
. under Beng,a:l for some time longer. In 139i all 

Bihar was absorbed into the kingdom of ,Taunpur. 
A century later the Delhi emperors again took it· 
and thus its fortunes changed with those of other 
portions. of the .. country where various ·rulers or 
their powerful vassals con,tendod for · supremacy 
among themselves. Among its o,·crlon;ls there 
wore Hindu dynasties, as well as kings of Afghan 

· descent, who wore mostly Pathii.n and Turkr. 
Under the Mughal rulers the capital was the city of 
Bihar, and the whole province took its name from it. 

British rule succeeded to that of ::\Iuslims in 176;1. 
The early history of this interesting Indian pro

,·ince still remains to be comprehensively writt.en. 
An old fort, the remains of which cover some 300 
acres of ground, stands amidst a profusion of ruined 
Buddhist and Brahmanical buildings. They are a 
testimony of the historicity and age . of this 
erstwhile centre of Magadhan religious and cultural 
life. . . . . 

. 
. 

. n: T. D. · 

The Buddhist architectural Md sculptural remains 
in Bihar are an eloquent testimony to the floUl'ishing . 
stn.te of Buddhism and the nature of Buddhist 

· thought which once existed there. In the time of 
· · · the Buddha � �he sixth century B.C. Buddhism 

flourished in :Bihar under �he patronage of the kings 
of Magadha; Vesali and other . dominions which 

· comprised the modern region of Bihar . . But since 
there was not much progress in fine art during this 
period and since most of the buildings had been 
constructed of wood, there is not as much of archaeo
logical evidence a5 literary evidence for the flourish
ing state of Buddhism. However, the foundations 
of the Jetavana-vihara . at Siivatthi and those of 
the Jivakambavana-vihii.ra at Rii.jagaha ha.v� been 
excavated. 

The reign. of ASoka (3rd century B. C.), with his . 
capital at . Pii.taliputi'a, (modem Patna) in Bihar · 

. was again a period. when Buddhism, flourished in 
this region; Several of his mono)ithic pillars, viz., 
those at Lauriyii.-Ararii.j, Laliriyii.-Nandangarh, 

· Rii.mpiirva. and Besii.rh-Bakhira, are in the province · 
of Bihar. Other architectural remains of Asoka's 
reign in Bihar include the altar (Bodhi-rna'{lrf,a) at 
Buddha�Gayii. (q.v.). 

The period of Sunga rule in Bihar ( 1 85-75 B.C. ) ,  
especially that of the founder of the dynasty, 
.Pu!;i�'amit.ra, marks an important stage in the 
l t i:c:tory vf Buddh ism in t.his region. The Sui1ga:-> 
w0re followers of Vedic Brahmanism and as a 
n�sult their relations with the Buddhist Sangha were 
not cordial. This e�·entually led to the decline of 
Theravii.da Buddhism and to the rise of the )Iii.hii
yiina. This trend was accentuated in the Ku�?iina 
period with the patronage of Kani�?ka. Durin! 
the Smiga. period the hOly Bodhi-tree of Buddha 
Ga)rii. was embellished with an elaborately 
carved railing. In the time of Kani:;1ka, th� 
art styles of the Ku�?ii.nas began to influence those 
ofBihii.r. 

The Guptas (319-750 A.C.), who held political · 
authority in Bihar after the Ku�?ii

.
nas, were followers 

of the Brahmanic faith but were t.olerant towards 
Buddhism. The fact that they were great patrons 
of fine art led to the production of numerous stone 
and metal images and stucco and terracotta plaques 
of excellent beauty, some of which . have been 
discovered fro� Patna, Riijgir, . Nalandii., · Vesii.li 
and Buddha-Gays. Of them the Buddha-Gayu 
image of the Buddha of 'the year 64 of Maharaja . 
Trikamala (4th century A.C.) is the earliest datable 
Gupta sculpture. The beautiful, colossal bronze 
Buddha image, now in the Birmingham Museum 
(Pl. XIIO was discovered from Sultanganj . From the · 

facade of the fifth-period temple of stupa site III at · 
Nii.landii. have also been discoveJ;ed many elegant 
stucco sculptures of the Buddha and bodhisatt�a 
images, dating from the . sbc:th century. To the . 
eighth century belong ' a few figures of 
A valokitesvara, also from Nalanda. 

. 
. 

. . 
. 

It wus aiso during the period of Gupt� rule thaL. 
the two celebrated international centres of learning 
Niilandii. and Vikramasilii., both in the Bihar 
region, flourished and it is notewodhy that it was .

. Mahii.yii.na that predominated at · both thes� . 

centres; 

�'liter the Guptas fell from power, the long rule of . 
the pro-Buddhist Pii.la kings was again favourable 
for the sprea<l of Buddhism in·Bihar from the 8th to 
tho 13th centurY. But during this period 
Mahayana form of Buddhism in Bihii.r developed . 
into the · more complicated Tantric f�rm wit.h · 
NiUandii and Vikramasilii. as the greatest centres > 
of Tantrism. This trend is · apparent in the 
Buddhist sculpture of the time :for a large number 
of images of Tii.rii, Prajnii.pii.ramita, BhrkuH, 
Pa�asiivarr, Vajrapiil).i, Vajrasattva. and other 
Tantric gods and goddesses have been found in both 
northern and southern Bihar where they were 

· ' · ' 

:, 

, . � ., 
·r 

,, ! 
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worshipped. Towards the closing years of · 
tho Piila period these Tantric religious practices · 

led to other more intricn.to types of religiou,.; 
hl 'll' ifs nml oh::;erT;mce:' ir: BihP.r li·hi<.:h u ltimate(;· 
lrd to currupt and immoral beha1·iour aud thus to 
tl1r ineYitahle decmlenco of Buddhism. Such was 
the state of Buddhism in Bibiir, when tho :Muslim 

innLs ion of l l  !!9-1 200 A.C. led . to its Dna! 
destruction. 

H.R.P. 

Bmr.roOJlAl'HY : A.  Cunningham, A SI. Report, XY : 
'l'hr. Imperial Gazeteer of Imliu, VII ; R. R. Diwnkar, Bihar 
through the .A oes; ]lnm l tny,  l!l:i!l ::iir John Houlton, Bihar, 
the Heart of India. :UorHbay. l 94!l. 

. BlJA, ::mbtlo elements, good or evil or indeterminate. 
ex i;;t.ing in an indivirlual str·eam of consciousness 

(santc.ina) to wh ich the Smmtriintikas resorted in 
explaining tho operation of kn8ala and aku.sala in a . 

giwn wordly being {prthagjana).  As all evil 
1·olitions (ak·usal.a karma or cetanii) are essentially 
rnoteu in, and spring froin one or other of the three 
basic passions (mfda-klda, akusala.-mula), namely, 
lnst (lobha), ill-will (dve\�a) and delusion (moha), they 
Juwe to be annihilated completely before one attains 

amhantship ; or conversely, they are not annihilated 
untii the atta inment of arahantship. As the akusu.la

?milas are incompatible with the kuiala-mfilas, they 

· l'atmot co-exist or co-operatt�. If that is so, how is 
one to explain the operation of kusala-mulas or of 

ky.�ala-volitions in a mundane. existence. They 
r.nnnot operate successively, for succession demands 
a certain element of homogeneity between the pre
ceding and the succeeding moments. If a kusala

dtta wereo to follpw an aku.�al.a-citta, then it will de
potld for its nature on a heterogeneous cause. This 
will amount to an admission of the unacceptable 
position that good springs out of evil or vice versa. 

Different schools have attempted to solve . this 
problem by postulating diffeorent theories. The 
TheravB.dins avoid this dilemma by postulating 
a · theory that the kusala and akusala-cittas 
never follow each other without an intervening 

· incietermin�J.t.e thought (avyiikata-c·itta), i.e., a . 

resultant con!>ciousness (vipaka-citta). An evil 
thought· process (akusala-citta-vithi) can be 
succeeded by a good thought process (kusala-citta
v?thi) only after the intervention of a bhavanga
citta which is necessarily a vipiika-citta. 

The Vaibh�ikas seek a solution by postulating a 
force (saf!'skiira), which is dissociated from both 
mind and matter (rilpa-citta-viprayukta), called 
prapti, which controls the collection of a particular 
kind of elements and another force called aprapti 
''hich prevents such a collection. Thus, for instance, 

\ 
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when an akusala-dtta is followed by a kuAala-dtta, 
tho latter is brought into operation by the priipti of 
t ho k1f,,'ala-dharmas which is a t  the smne time 
as,;i�.ted h;.r th;; aprU.pti whicl t  pre\·rnts t.ho rise . 
of akusala-dharmas. 

The Smrtruntikas reject both theseo theories. 
They do not accept the theory of thd Theraviidins, 
presumably on the grounds that an indeterminate 
(at•yii/qta) citta is not more helpful than the akusala
r.-itta inasmuch as both aro ogu&lly ineffective to . 

proo.uce &.' kusala-citta. They reject the Vaiuhasika 
t h<�ory of prapti and apriipti on the grounds that tl

.
wse> 

in turn need to be produced by another prript1: and 
apriipti, a position which leads to an infinite regress . . 
They explain the operation of ku..Sala and akusala

dhrirmas by post.ulat.i.ng a theory of bija, seed. 
There are t.hreo kinds of st•eds. of .evil (akusala-lrija) 

also called anusaya, seeds of good (ku8ala-dharm.a
hija),  and the seeds which are indeterminate 
(avytikrta) .  

The Sautrantikas say th�t the. akusala-'&ijas or 
anu..Sayas as we>ll as the kusala-b-ijas co-exist side by : · 

· side . in the form of " seeds, " but only one of them 

oporates at a time. ·when the akusala-bijfl operates, 
the mind is aku8ala and when the · kuial.a-bija . . 
operates the inind is kusala. 

'''hc-!l a kle.�a which is aku5ala, like raga, is dor
mant it is called anusaya ; when it is awakened it is. · 
r!alled paryavasthiin.a ( V ibhii�aprabM-vrUi on kiirika 

· 261 of the Abhidharmadipa). When it is · dor- · · 

mant, it does not appear, butpersists in the form of a 
sreci. This form of seed is simply an inherent power 
of mind to produce a new passion which is itsel� 
born of a past passion (ibid. Sphu�iirtM
A.bhidharmako8a-mJdkhya of Yasomitra, p. 444). 

The Vaibh�ikas, · critiCising . the Sautriintika 
theory of bija, say that this bija could either be 
identical with or differen t  from the mind. :U tl1e . 

former, there is no point in speaking about it ; if . 

the latter, then it mus·.: be an associated (samprayttk
ta) or a dissociated (viprayukta) element {dhanna), a 
position tmacceptablo to tho Sautrii.ntikas. If it is · 
maintain� that the bija is neither identical with, 
nor different from, the mind and thus conforms to a 
middle course ; this is also denied, for such a middle . 
course is impossible in the case of a bija which is an . 
tmreality like · a stick made of " sky-flo'\\o-ers " • .  · · 
( Vibhiisiiprabhavritti on karika 261 of the 
Abhidharmadipa). 

Sanghabhadra, another Vaibha�ika, . severely 
criticises this theory of bija in his Nyayanusara. 
Y a.Somitra quotes a long passage from the latter and 
defends the Sautrantika. position. Sailghabhadra's 
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main criticism is that it e;mld bEl either different 
from, or identicnl with, tho :nind . If it is <L 
scpa.rate- dharma, then it is pr{ip!.-i, fur the Jispu t-c 
then is only on nnmin;:! iL JJ it .  i:; i ( i •·r, : iuol wi t h  
mind then it will result in tho fault. of mixtw·e 
or confi1sion (saqtkarya-do�n) _ of good and ev il 
:;ced!;. The Santr�ntika wil l  1idmit that a mimi 
po�<;esses seeds of both good (h;u8ala), and evil 
(aJ..;u.§ala), of sU.sram a;nd aniisrava dharmas. lf 
they are all accumulator! in one citta, what is there 

to detarminc the natnre of a particular citta .rts 

ku8ala- or ak!dala or avyakrtu ? (Sphutiirthci
Abiliclhammkusa-vya/.:hyii, pp . 1 47--8) - YI\Somitm's 

reply to this criticism is that the fr.ult of mixture 
- or confu�ion wonld arise only if the bijas were 

i(lent.ic,d with the mine! . But we maintain, he 
:-ays, that a bija is neither identical w ith nor 
different from mind because bija is not _ a sf p_iuate 
entity {dharma) but only a nominal (pra}napti) 
dharma (ibi<J.). 

Yasomitra further states tlw.t, evf-n if a b1ja is 
�onsidered- identical with citta, there is no fault, 
for a ku.�ala-ciu'a which has arisf;ln would in that 

. case implant its seed in a · subsequent citta l)f its own 
. stream (.�antdna), the latter· citta being either of the 
same kind (i. e., kuiala) or of the opposite kind (i.e., 
aku.Sala). Thereafter, the sooond citta would arise 
as determined by the first only in accordance with 

· - the principle _ that -a specific effect arises from a 
specific cause, i. e., if tho second citta is of a different 
kind, the b-ija lies dormant. Nor does the flloct 

that a specific power (sakti) is implanted by a 
kusala-citta in an . akuiala-citta entail : that the 
aku.Sala becomes_ ku.<ala, or vice versa, since it is only 
a Specific powor (i.e ., it cannot produce effec·Ls w}?.ich 
it, by its ver)r natUl'e, is not competent to produce), 
al;;o called bija_ or ·Iii sana. Theso are all synonyms 
(Sphu(arthiL4bhidharmako8a.vyakhyii, pp. l47 :ff.). 

Even the Vaibhfu?ikas, he says, ·must resort to 
some sunh theory to explain the phenomenon of the 
succession of t-wo heterogeneous oitta. They also 
belie,·e that an akusala can be succeeded by ·a 
ku.�ala. Do the Vaihh�ikas here agree that the 
ku8ala is produced by an akuiala. ? If they do _ not 
agree, then they must explain what kind of power it 
is that produces a _ kuiala-citta. If this power is 
aku8ala it C<1nnot produce kusala.' If it is a ku8ala 
then it cannot . remain in an akuiala-ciUa. It is, 

th(;refore, wrong of the Vaibh�ikas to accuse us of 
maintaining that an a.ku8ala seed_ becomes the cause 
of a ku8ala-dtta. We do not maintain that a ktdala 
seed, deposited in an aku8ala-citta, transforms the 
btter, but merely that this ktdala-seed remains 
there and produces either immediately or subse
quently a rorresponding f,;u8ala-ciUa. The power of 

producing a nt:w citta is what we call a bija. It i3 

not an independent entity but only a nominal thing 
(prajnapti-miitm, ibid. ) .  -

It would n.ppear frvm this th:tr. the theory of bija 

was employed by tho Su.utriintikas primurily t,o 
roplace the Vaibhii�ika.-dharma called prapti iu 

explaining tho phenomenon of immediate succession 
between two cittas of heterogeneous m;ture and 

seco.1darily to reconcile the abiding nature of the 
fitrtam of consciousness (santatt') with the momentary 
tlashcs of dharmas. Their theory that the bijas are 

neither identical with, nor different from, the mind 
bears a close resemblance to the V atslputriya theory 
of Jmflgala which is als? described as neither different 
from, nor identical with , the five aggrega t�s (skan

rlha). But, whereas tho Vatsiputriyas claim reality 
for this pudgala, the Sautriint,ikas insist on the 
nominaL nfl,ture of the bijas and thus escape the 

• heresy of which they accuse the former school. 
On the other hand, thoir theory that the mind is a 
deposito-ry of goorl and ovil seed!l, capt\bl.;, of yielding 
new seeds in the saries of mind (Santati) foreshadows 
tho · theory of alayavijw'ina; . also called mula or 
bija-vi)nana of the Vijii.ii.navada school . 

There are passages in the Pali Nikii.yas favour-
· l).ble to the Sautrantika theory of bija. The Arigut

tara.nikaya contains a sutta dealing with the opera" 
tion of kusala and akusala-mula� in · six kinds of 
persons. In the case of the first three persons a 
comparison is made with good or bad seed sown in a 
fertile or stony field. · In the case of the first person, · 
for instance, it is tmid : " There is a person endowed 
(sarnanniigata) . with ku8ala as well as . akusala
tlhammas. In course of time, his kusalq-ah_ammas 
disappear, and a!cu.sala-ahamma8 appear . . 

But since his kusala-rnillas are not oompletely 
annihilated, new kusala-ahammas appear from that 
kusala-mulq. Thus, this person becomes in future -

· one who does _ not fall from the noble life. His 
·kusala is comparable to whole seeds (akha'l).if,a-bija) 
sown in a cultivated fertile fi�ld, capable of 'yielding 
abundant fruit " (A. ID, p; 404 ff.) .  · This sutta 
supports �he coi1tention that the kusala and akusala 
co-exist in the form of seeds or roots which give rise 
in a subsequent time to their corresponding kusala 
or akusala thoughts, and thus determine the nature 
of a particular series of citta (santati) as subject to
decay or growth. 

The Vaibhfu?ikas, while accepting this sutta, 
maintain that it refers not to the theory of bija, but 
.to the theory of prapti. When the sutta says that a 
person is endowed (samam'<igata) with kueala and 
akusala-dhammaa, it means that he has the prapti of 
these dharmas, since samanvagata and priipti are 



syn onyms (Sphu(.artha-Abhidhannakoda- vycikhya, 
pp. 1 88-89 ; Vibhii�aprabha- i·rtti on karil.:ti 1 �!:1 of the 
A bhiclhannadipa) .  :\. person l:<.J.JUtOt be endvwe• l 
with lmsal : t  <mtl aku:�o,la in onu unJ tho salat: 
moment, because thcso two are citta.swnpra!fukta· 
dharmas, clements associated with mind. But 
thoir Jmipti being dt/.avipm,•tukta-dharma, i .e. ,  ar.. 
element dissociated from tho mind, can co-exist 
with tho mind and thus causo tho riso of ku�ala 
and aku�ula.-dharrnas in favcnrablo circumstanees. 

In support of this contention, t.ho Vaibh� ika 
· · quote:; the following passage from the samo sutta.. 

A pet'};On is endowed with knsala as well as 
aku�ala-dharmas. His ku�ala-dharmas disappear. 

But thoro is in him the root (nuila) of kusala 
not destroyed. Even this ku.�ala-naila is, in 
�.:ourse of time, completely annihilated whereupon 
he ·comes to . bo designntod as a porson in whom 

· roots of kusala are uprooted (sam.ucch�:nna-kuAala-
1/Hila : T'ibhii.JiiprabJuJ,.nrtti . on kiirika 199 of the 
Abhidlumnadipa). 

Here arises a problem regarding the rise of new 

ku.Sala-citta in the santati of such a person. The Vai
uhii�ikas solve it hy postulating the theory of prdpti 
which uslwrs in a new kuiala-citta independently 
vf the Reeds of kusala. But, accordi.TJg to the 

· ·Sautrii.ntilms, a kusala-citta can arisl:l only out of its 
r>eeds. I1i the absence of the latter, therefore, s 
samucchinna-kusala-rnula will have no pgssibility 
of having a kusala-citta.' Consequently he v; ill 
be doomed to have only aku.sala�citta.s till eternity. 

Indeed, the Theravadins, on account of their . 

vie\v that a ku.sala cannot succeed an .akusala and of 
their non-recognition of the tl�eory of priipti, arrived 
llt such a conclusion. They maintained that such · 
r• samur.hchinna-kusala-1niila was incapable of pro
ducing u kusalq,-citta . . A person po�sessed of entirely 
black akusala states is one who is once immersed and 
is immersed for ever (Pu,g. vii, 1 ) .  Commenting 
on thi::;, Buddhaghosa says that the term entifely 
black · (ekanta-kiilaka) mt-ans those grave wrong 
views (micchii-diUhi) which deny t.he result of 
kamma (natthilcavada, akiriyaviida and ahetuka.viida). 
A person like Makkhali Gosala who holds these · 
views becomes the food of fire of the lower and 

: lower hells. Por such a person there is no 
emergence from worldly existence (P.ugA. vii, 1) .  

Neit.her of  these alternatives, viz., the. theory of 
. prapti and of eternal doom, is acceptable to the 

Sautrii.nt�ms. They distinguish between two kiii.dS 
of kuSala-clharmas : (1)  those which are innate, 
which do not presuppose any effort (ayatna-bhavi), . 
but are always present in any given condition 
(upapatti-liibhika), and (2) those which are obtained 
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0nly by effort or pract ice (priiyogi!.:a) .  The former 

are 11ever annihilated. \Vhen a person, on account 
of holding a grave wrong view, becomes sam u 
rchii� lw-ku.��da-mtila, ho du,;t.ruy::; only ku�a lu. 
obtained by flractico. His innate kusala remains 
in the form of uijas i.ntar.t in his santati from which 
arise new kusalas under favourable circumstances 

(Abhk. ii, �6 ; Sph?Jtiirth.a-.-lbhidharmakosa-vyiikhyci, 
p. 147). 

This definition of samucchinna-kusala-mula is
idcnt;ical with that of the Yogucij.ra school. Accord
ing to this school only inuni.:1.ont liberation is 
denied to a samz,:cchinna-ku.Sala-m iila (Sutn1l. 
I; p. 1 2).  Suc:h a person is not comple

. tely devoid of /.; u.4ala-mulas. ·This suggests . tha.t he 
may attain Nirva�a in the distant futuro. This is ·a 
characteristically 1\Iahiiyanist. viow, inasmuch as it 
holds an assurance of ultimate liberation even for 
a person like :Niakkhali Goso..Ia who did hold ·the 
gravest of wrong views. 

Unlike the elements of akutiala, which are exclu
sively defiled (8a.srava), the elements of ku8ala are 
of two kinds, viz., defiled (sasrava) and undefiled · 
(anasrava). The former pertains . to · t

.
he. gor d. 

" sensuous " existence (kusala kama-bhava\ and to . . I 
the material (rU.pa) and immaterial (arupa) exist-
ences. The anlisrva-k?.tdalas are those which 
produce the supra-mundane states like arahantship . 
and Budclhahood. · These seeds of undefiled ku.Sala · 

· (anasrava-ku8ala-bija) leading to Nirva�a · (mok§a
bhiigiya) may be i dentified with subtle seeds of 
ku.Sala (suk�ma-kusala-bija) of the Sautrantikas. 
They are incorruptible and are ex:isting from time 
immemorial Without changing their nature, transmi- · 
grating from one birth to another. This again may 
be identified with the seed of liberation (rnok§a-bija) 
that is mentioned in the Buddhist Sanskrit texts. 
The power of fat-homing the innat� capacit1es of 
beings for liberation i3 one of the ten powers (da8u- . 
bala) peculiar to Buddhas. Illustrating this powor, 
Yasomitra cites the case of a person who was de- . 

. sirous of obtaining pravrajyii ordination. Sii.ri-
putra could not see any roots of kusala leading to 
liberation in him and refused to admit him to the 
Order. The Buddha, however, noticed it and said : 
" I see his extremely subtle seed of salvation 
(mok§a-bija} like a seam of gold hidden in metal
bearing rock " (Sphu{iirthii-Abhidharmako§a-vy"i
khya, p. 644) . 

·The�theory of an innate, ind9Structible and pure 
element (anasrava-dharma) existing in the. midst of · 
destructible, phenomenal and impure (sasrava) 
elements shows an affinity with the l\Iahayana 
doctrine of prakrti-prabhii.wa·ra-citta · according to 
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whieh mind is essentially mul originally pure but 

hecomes impure only hy 1\t lv�Htitions afflictions. 
This niLt.urnlly purE� rillo i!i fnrthr:r r\r.sc:r i} ,ed as 
idnntieal with t ho dhanouiti, fuihalfi :md . 1 hc,rcfore, 
with the dharmaknya of t.he Buddha (S·iitral. ch. 
viii, kiirika 19) .  

· The term J>abha.ssam-dtta oecms a1so in the Pali 
.\1'/.;tiy(ls (A . I, p. 10) ; hut it has been int-erpreted by 

tho TI)(�raviic\ins as a bhm:miga.-l.'itta. (AA .  1 ,  p. 
tiO) , i .  e.,  a rcbirt.h-linking (pa(.?:.wmrihi) dlta. Beyond 
t.h is they did nohle,·clop th is ennecpt of pablt.assara

citla .* 
U. K. 

BIJ AKA (1), the son of �nrlinna Kalandakaputtn. by 

tho wife Of his ln.y dn.:o-·s. After he hocame a hhikkhu. 

:-lud inna was prevailed upon by his . mother to 
;�o}�;�bit with his former wifo, in orde:r to len.ve an 
heir to the family property. She gave birth to a son 
who was ntimed Bijaka (of£<>pring) , after the word ·1 1srd by Suddinnn.'s muther. · Bijaka's mother came 
to bo known as Bijak�miita and Sudirma, Bijakapitii. 
At a Inter stage, both Bijaka and his mother entered 
tho Orrler· and hemline ara.ha.nts. · We are told that· 
it wa.<; Sudilma's mi;;de�d· which· led to -th� promnl· 
rration. of the first pii.riijikit (V·in. III, pp. 18  ·ff. ). 
;l'ho· commentary .a<iris th�jrt. :arja.ka, was about s€'veii 
or f.ight. years old �hen he .and · his mother were 
ordained ( Vin.A. I, 215). 

· 

L. R. G. 

BIJAKA (2), a slave of Videha, present when the 
ascetic GQt�a expounded his doctrine to king 
Ai1gati, and it was approved by Aliita. Bijaka als? 
agreed that Gm:ta's teaching accorded with his own 
experience. He remembered his previous life, when . 
he had been born as Bhavase�thi of Siiketa and had 
dono many acts of virtue and piety. But at 
present he was the son of.a poor prostil uta leading 
a wretched life. · Even so, he always gave half of 
his food to . . any, who might desire it., kept the fast, 
and ied, in every way, a virtuous life. When he 
realised that these virtuous deeds bore no fruit, he 
said that Virtue was useless and wept. Thereupon, 
the king Anga.ti said that Bijaka's sufferings were 
due to evil actions done in earlier lives (J. Vl, 
pp. 227-229, 233, · 235). The· scholiast explains 
(J. VI, p. 228) that in the time of Kassa.pa Buddha, 
while Bijaka was seeking ·fo r a lost o:ic, a monk who 
had lost his way requested him to direct him in the 
correct path, then Bija.ka kept silent, and when the 

hhikkhu requeste-d him to show the way the second · 
t ime, he got angry and abused the bhikkhu calling 
him a sinxr. l ie  wn s h�>rn a;; Bhavnsef.t,hi as a 
re:;u l t  of <.l. good der·d drme by him i n  a prt-!vioa5 
birth , but in t h is bi rth he became a slaYe . · Bijaka 
i:; identified with l\loggallii.na (J. VI, p. 255). 

I .  K. 

BIJA-MANTRA (or Bija-ak�ara), germ-spell, 
-syllable or-letter. These are mystic letters or 
syllables used in Tantric Buddhism as a means of 
meditating on or invoking a particular god or 
god des;,;. 

While thr. mantra Plement i." a characteristic 
fPature in Tantric Buddhism, suttas such as the 
Ratar>..a or the .Aeanii(iya ( found iri the Pa.li Nikayas), 
could easily be regarded as a kind of mantra. 
Exc.ept for such scattered instances, however, the 
mant.ra element was neither a prominent feature in 
early Buddhism nor was i t  develclped as a separate 
branch. But, we should uot forget the fact that the 
Sarvastivndins are supposed to have possessed a 
separate Pieaka of dharal:tis or short spells. And. in 
the hands of the Tantric Buddhists the mantra ele
ment was developed as a part of their symbolism. 
ritualism and meditation, sometimes becoming. the 
mail). theme of their fait.h, going under the name 
mantra-naya or m·.mtra-yana. 

.The . concept of bija-mantraa was, in a way,. a · . 
natural development from the belief in mantras in . 
general, which in turn was a result of the belief in tht> 
efficacy of sound as a source of power or as power · 

itself. This point will be discus�ed later. For the . 
pre;;ent let it be mentioned that the mantra-concept . 
in Buddhism is inextricably intermingled wit}l its · · 
philosophy, theology, psychology, myth�logy and 
specially with meditation or yoga. This is natural. ·· 
The invocation of deities, both for mundane and · 
·supra-mUI).dane purposes, has been a p�ominent 
feature in Indian religious thought, specially in its 
later developments. And oven eady Buddhism, 
although it brought down the gods from the high 
pedestal on which they had been placed, did not 
deny their existence altogether and, as was men-· 
tioned above, the mantra-element was not totally 

. absent in its popular aspects, as illustrat�d by the 
belief in paritta (q.v. ) .  However, the spirit of· 
early Buddhism is quite foreign to that kind · of 
belief. Vedic mantras are well kno'Wn as means of 
propitiating gods. They were primarily used for 
the purpose of getting something done in return for 

• This article is mainly baaed on the Sautrii.ntika Theory of Bija by Padmanabh S. Jainl in BSOAS. Vol. XXII, 
part 2, pp. 236-49. 



the eulogies offered . But in Tantric Budd hism that 
is not the only purpose of mantras, where the b'i.ja
·mantras abo serve tho purpose of achieving u m o n  
With a god or a goddess or even with ult imate 
reality, conceivf'cl in the form of a god or a goddess. 

'fhere seems to have been a number of phases in 
the development of the form of the bija-rnantras. 
First, the long sutras were shortened into what are 
known as the dharal).iS. A long sutra was reduced 
to a line or two for easy memorisation by the 
ordinary believer, who -ivas expected to repeat it  
regularly with pure faith. The reciter was ex
pected to derive much merit therefrom. The 
Prajiiiiparamita Siit a could be cited as �n illus
tration. The whole sutra being too voluminous to be 
mastered b_y an ordinary follower was first reduced 
to a few stanzas and was known as the Prajna-

. paramita-hrrlaya-sutra. This was furthPr reduced 
to the Pra,iniipararnitli-dharani, which, in turn, was 
further simplified into the · mono-syllabic bija
mantra 'pram', symbolising .the entire Praj?"ia-
piiramitci, like a seed (bi.ja). . 

The practic.e of allocating vari<?us brja-mantra8 to 
t.he members of the Tantric pantheon is associated 
with the belief in the power of sound (sabda, nada) 

. as conc<•ivect by the ancient Indians. The belief in 
· a lett-er or a. syllable as representing a . deity is quite 

old in Indian religious thought. The belief in the 
syllable oijl, as represimting �onistic Brahman is a 
concept much older than the Tantric mantras. The 
sound is the eternal, invisible power of the universe 
and the letters are the symbols representing t hat 
power. The let.ters (va1'?2-a) of the alphabet are n�t 
mere diagrams drawn: o:1 paper, but living, con
sc�O\i:o sound-powers. The mantras are formed by 
eombining these letters. Hence, when a particular 
divinity is regarded as a concentration of power, • 
the bija-mantra representing that deity will be .his 
power-symbol. They are called bija or seed, 
because they a.re the seeds or germs symbolising a 
whole diYinity ond it is by contemplating on 
deity's part.icular bi,ia that he could be invoked. 

. 
In 

other words, the deity's form grows in the wor
shipper's mind when he contemplates on him with 
the aid of his b-ija-rnantra. 

· 

The b�ia-concept forms a9 essential part of tho 
general Tantric sii.dhana, which is a kind of ritual 
and spiritual exercise wherein the elements of 
worship and of concentration play an important 
role. Theology, meditation and ritualistic worship 
a.rc all combined together. Once a b·ija-mantra . is 
allocated to a particular deity, he or she has to be 
invoked by means of this mantra. The votary can 
select his or her own favourite deity (iy.ta-dm)(lta) on 

the advice of his spiritual g • ; i(k' (guru) and then 
perform the siidhana, strictLy f,>J.iowing the rules and 
rc�ulations as la id down by h i :>  guru .  The purpose 
of the �iidhana mav va n· accordin11 t.u tlw rw•;rl::; \•f J • 0 
the worshipper. lt may be a·:,genern.l invocation 
for acquiring merit or the deity may be invoked for 
a particular purpose, such as getting a wish fulfil led 
or harming one's enemy.. It may also be done for 
the acquisition of various magical powers (siddhi). 
The most important purpose is when the wor
shipper's aim is union with a particular divinity, 
important because it is in this aspect that dhyiinct 
and yoga are most. prominent. This is the high 
Tantric siidhana, the end and aim of which is the 

realisation of unity in apparent duality-the advaita 
tattva. Now, the bija-mantra being the sound
expression of the divinity, it has to be regarded not 
as an unmeaning combin11tion of letters but as tho 
divinity itself. The Mjas are the subtle bodies of 
the gods. By using the bi,ias properly in intfmse 
meditation the wor8hipper . can make the p;od 
manifest in his mind and transform him into the 
divinity in a kind of self-hypnotisation. 

The hereditary professional gurus 11,re the 
authorities of this mysticism. It is th_ey who 
initiate .the neophyte (siidhaka) with the . sacred 
bija-mantrao. Entry into this myst.ic curriculum 
begins with this initiation. Various sacramental · 
observances follow and the sfidhaka retires to a 

suitable o:pot and begins t.he invocation of his 
chosen deitv. First, he has to divest his mind of 
a.ll mundane thinking and make it a vacuum. · He 
visualises the deity with all· his att.ribut-es and . 

paraphernalia. He thinks of nothing but the deity, 
and his ma!f<;la.la. Throughout t·he process he has 
to continue uttering the bi}a-mantra with correct . . 
pronunciation and utmost ' oncentration, until he 
enters into a self-hypnotic state and becomes t.he 
god hims"lf. 

Th� · concept of bi,ia-mantras is chiefly based on 
. the doctrine that . }etters and syllables have a 

powerful influence both for the human orgs.nism 
and the universe. The syllable orrt is regarded by · 
the Upani�ads as the quintessence and, therefot·e, 
the bija-mantra of the universe. This implies the 
accrptance of some mysterious connection between 
cosmic evolution and sound. Sound is identified 
with the power behind the cosmos. :Man is regarrlerl 
as a miniature of the universe. The universe is the 
macrocosm and man the microcosm. The inherent. · 
power in both is the same. The same powers rule 
the corresponding parts in the two schemes. And 
when this power is identified wit.h sou11d, it fol lows 
that the letters and syllables are symbols of this 
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power, and when this power i s  conceived in the form the mantra-power in hi.s inner consciousness and 
of some divinity it becomes easy to allot a particular boeomes accomplished (siddha). The afore
b'ija to the divinity. The individual's task is to mentioned cakras are not merf3 ' slations ' but. are 
accept these principles and to make use of them, symbolical representations of different planes of 
specially t"he bija-mantras, to realise his identity consciousness. The objects of meditation 
wit.h tb& divinity. This is the self-realisation for (kamma#fhii:na) and the various attainments 
which. the true aiidhaka. should strive. The bija- (samapatt.i) of early Buddhism may be compared 
mantras· serve as aids for the rettiisation of this with this doctrine. 
impreroo goal. 'rantric symbolism teaches that the bijas have 

Another concept closely connected with this some inherent 'power which fortifies the will power 
·doctrine . is that the hnman body contains many of the s.adhata. By developing this power, he 
I inns or ch:mnels, callP-Cl niifj.i, along which the nerve - . realises his unity with the same, for the divinity is 
force travels. And there are physiological centres. potential in the bija. The task of the sadhaka is 

. called cakr�, clistri · utccl from the hips to the head. the realisation of the true self. The divinity, the 
A force that is identical wit.h the cosmic force r ·sidas means (sadhana) of its realisation and the realisation 
in thc. lowrst centrl'. Each cakra has a presiding (aiddhi) itself are all symbolised by tho bija. These · 
clei •y  and a separate uija. . In. th0 _meditative mantras are not a language as we understand it, for 
pmces_::;, in which the bijas play an important role, they convey no meaning according to the normal 
tho yogin attempts to rous� this force rnd m<Jkes use of language. · They are the symbols of ·cosmic 

· it. asccncl. Whc>n it reaches the highest centre the power conceived as som1d. Whoever and whatever 
meditator enjoys bliss and obtains emancipa.tion. may be the Highest Being, the bijas represent that 
1\Irre knowledge of the bija-mantras and their . supreme energy, which is regarded as the cause of 
Rymbolism wiU not .produce results. The whole ·. the visible world. They are the seeds not only of 

· process is a spiritualisation of our body in which the gods but of other mantras as well, and· this powex: · 
f'ymbolism of the liija-mantra.s o�cupies a significant lies in their sound and not in their lettered form. 
place . . It is by constant practice that this self· · · For the bija to be powerful, it has to be awakened in 
realisat.ion could be achie�re· l .  · The entire doctrine the consciousness of the iri.dividual by ·deep medita
is nothing but the Pxpre�sion of the eternal ·guest tion. Consciousness is the power qf the mantra, 
of the Indian minrl which sees unreality in what is w}lich is the instrument, tho tool of awakening that 
imperma�erit and seeks union with what is consc�ousness. . The . power of the individual's 
.permanent and real. This idea tinges the whole of consciousness, the cosmic power and the mantra . . Indian religious thought · down the ages. The power all ar.e the same. Once this power is awaken
method varies accordinc; to tho temperament and ed by the sadhaka, any form of liberation, from the 
the needs of the time, yet the essential doctrine lowest magical powers (siddhi) to Nirvii.Q.a will be 
rrmains the same. ; within his reach. Success depends on the efforts 

The power of the bija-mantra in the realisation of and the efficiency of the devotee. A siidhana pro
the unity between the co�mos and the . individual per!y performed is bound to yield good results. 
· is a psycho-physical process wherein the b·i:ja-mantra Whether the object is to do good or·harm to oneself 
serve3 as aid. Without intens'J concentration and or to others does not count. Proper· performance " 

·meditation a mantra is powerless. It is not mere of the sadhana, which needs much discipline and 
m�.tgic. It ic; a doctrine of self-culture, of mental asr.oticism, is the only thing needed. The b-ijas are 
dr.velopment (bhiit'an6), a way of realising the both the means and t.he symbols of liberation, which . 
higher self (adhyatma). The mantra ·helps the is $elf-realisation. 
s?idhaka to cietrnct his mind from . worldly things 
and thereby to obtain the object of his worship and 
to fe!'!l one with it. 

The selection of the b?ja must be in . accordance 
with the temperament of t-he individual. . This is 
the .responsibility of the guru who has to vitalise 
an< I rnrf!!ise the bija in his own mind . before a 
disciple is initiated with it. Once the disciple is 
initiated wit.h the appropriat{) bija-mantra, he has 
t o  practise with great energy and perseverance 
under the guru's instrur.tione, until he assimilates 

These mantras never act mechanically in which · 
case even a tape-record would be sufficient. 
Divorced from their psychological associations and 
spiritual ·background, the bijas would be mere . 
dead letters, and the whole concept would be mere . 
superstition. They can be useful only if they are ·· 
regarded as' symbols of ever-present, immediate 
rP.ality and also as means of conjuring up that 
reality for the spiritual advancement of ma:n. 
The . votary's responsiveness, devotion and 
spiritual att.itude are absolutely essential. 



Otherwise he would not be able to identify 
himself with the universal power of which he 
ir. an integral part. The bijas will help him to 
uncover the sheath of maya that envelops this 
identity. 

. It was explained earlier that the human organism 
was regarded .as a replica of the universe and 
the various nerve-centres were treated as centres 
of power (cakra). Each of these cakras was allo· 
cated with a bija and a presiding deity. Th�se 
deities represent various · aspects of prajiiii or 
wisdom. By way of illustration, it may bo useful 
to give a few bijas that are allocated to these centres. 
For instance, the root-centre (rnilladhii1'a) has the 
Dhyanihuddha Amoghasiddhi as the lord and the 
h'ija pertaining to him is a.� ; the second centre 
(waftipura) is presided over by Ratnasambhava 
whose b!ja is tram ; the third (aniihata) belongs to 
Ak�obhya with the bija hum ; the folll'th (vi8uddha) 
has Amitabha with kri� and the fifth (sahasrara) 
Vairocana with OrJ�. 

There is no uniform system of allocating bijas 
to various deities. A particular letter or a syllable 
has no permanent symbolical idea fixed to it . . They 
may vary according to the devotee, the ptnpose 
and so on. What is important in the concept of 
lrijas is their symbolical value and the psychological 
associations and their consequent practical v:alue as 
means of mental development, whereby the spiritual 
self-realisation of the individual could be achieved. 
Their value lies not in the symbolism in itself but 
in the underlying principles. It would not be of 
much profit to go into the details of all the letters of 
the Sanskrit alphabet that have . been given nume
rous ·meanings suitmg a particular context. Only 
a patient practiser would be able to derive the 
benefits. Whether it is a vowel or the series of 
vowels (iili), a consonant or the series of consonants 
(kali) or any seed-syllable like ii'f!'l,; or hu� or the 
well-knoWn mantra ()'T[/, ma�i padme hil'f!l, all are 
mystic symbols signifying deeper truths and values 

. than what meets the eye in their lettered form. 

The stmggle for emancipation from what is 
transitory and unreal and for union with what is 
f!ermanant and real by self-effacement or rather 
�elf-realisation has been a distinguishing feature of 
Indian religious thought. The methods v\rr accor
ding to the times and the temperaments but this 
idea permeates Indian thought in general. In 
Tantric ·mysticism, too, the purpose of the higher 
sfidhana, in which the bi,ia..<t play an important part, 

I H  
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is the same. It is a solf.reali£.ation by a psycho
physical process, leading tho prtiCtiser to the realisa
tion af his oneness with tL, 0:oS!3�tcn uf tJH, univcwse, 
rosulting in bJiS<; und l;u,unc : ;,a tirm. tho;,  gc!a.l of 
almost all Indian cree·! J • 

· It has also to be rne!1tio: .ad that- the purpose of 
the siidhana is not always this noble ideal, for the 
mantras were used not orJy fo; the ,;.t�aii, .aent of 
magic powers but also for ether r-'1rpozes such as 
harming others. This· _L1d of abuse is inevitable. 
Some of the so-cnllod 1'arl.tric adepts are supposed 
to have promulgated the dangerous doctrine that 
they can do any evil wi� h impunity. This kind of 
abuse is due to nothing but the fact that the com
plex Tantric symbolism was misinterpreted in 
certain quarters and thereby it lost its deeper 
meanings. 

A. G. S. K. 

BIDLIOOtUPHY : Arthur Avalon, Principals of Ta.ntra ; Lama 
.Anagarika Govinda, Foundations of Tibetan .Mys1icism I.ondon. 
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lJniversity of Calcutta, 1958. 
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BIJA SUTTA ( 1 ), preached by . the Buddha to 
explain two opposite beliefs, namely, wrong belief 
(miccha-dit�hi) and right belief (samrnii-d#thi). 

Whilo the former causes evil states to arise and 
helps develop such states as· are already arisen, the 
latter gives rise to good states and develops such 
states as already exist. Distracted attention 
(ayonisomanasikiira) is caused by wrong belief and 
proper attention (yonisomanasikara) is caused by . 
right-belief. Flll'ther, while he who harbours 
wrong belief would be reborn in hell after death, 
the person who holds right views would be destined 
for heavenly happiness. Any deed done with 
wrong belief would be unprofitable and . unplea.Sant 
like the nitnba-seed or a seed of kosiitaki creeper or 
cucumber which produces bitter fruit, and right 
vi�ws woi1ld produce profi�ble and. plca&lnt 
results, like the seed1 of_ sugarcane, paddy or grape 
which produces delicious fruit (A . I, pp.30, 32) . . 

I. K. 

BIJA SUTTA (2), preached by the Buddha in 
Sii.vatthi (S. ill, pp. 54-55). Just as the five kinds 
of seeds, namely root-seed, trunk-seed, seed from 
shoots, seed from joints and grain-seed, if unspoiled, 

JF. L. Woodward, Tlie Boolc -of the Gradual Sayin.us (.A i1guttora Nikiiya), Luzac & Company, J,ondon, l!l51 , Vol. I, p. 29. 
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when planted in good soil and nourished by wind 
and wate.: would sprout and grow in abundance, 
in the same way, the four stages of conciousness 

. (vin?ia�) au<;i the lure of lust would grow in 
ab1mdance and would cause rebirth. By the aban
donment of lust, one could put an end to rebirth. 

I. K. 

BIJA SUTTA (3), the second sutta. of the · 
Balakara'l).iya-oogga of the Magga -saf!lyutta 

· (S. V, pp.46-47). 
Just as earth is essential to !'leeds and vegetation, 

so is virtue (sila) essential to the practjoe of th� 
Noble Eightfold Path. 

BIJA SUTTA (4}. Only a few people abstain from 
destroying the different sorts of soods and plants, 
and many do not abstain from doing so owing to 
their lack of realisation of the Four Noble Truths 
(S. V, p. 470}. 

BIJ'A SUTTA (5). .Just as bitter seed, such as 
. nimba-seed, al�hough planted in moist-soil, produces 

bitter fruit, so do deeds done by one having such 
· qua�ties · as· wrong ·view, wrong thinking, wrong 
speech, · wr?ng action, wrong living, wrong . effort, 
wrong mindfulness, wrong concentration·, ; wrong 

BI-KHYA-TA-DE-BAS THUGS-RJE-CHEN-POHI 
GRUB-PAJ11 GTAM-RGYUD,' a translation in�o 
Tibetan f!'Om the Sanskrit text. Ree VIKHYATA
DEV A-MAHAKARU�Iir A SIDDHf- LABHAKHYA
NA. 

BI�ALAPADA.KA, a rich man of Savatth.i . Once, 
a wise man of Savatthi invited the Buddha and his 
entire retinue of bhikkhus for a meal. The�, he 
went round the village asking the householders to 
;;hare in the alms-giving. Bi]iilapadaka who was 
atmoyed at his request, called him and gave him 
rice, etc., as much as could be grasped by three 
fingers. Hence his name "Cat-foot". The person . 
who l1ad organised the almsgiving mixed Bilala
padaka's contribution also with the ot.he�s. The 
latter suspecting that he might · be disgraced in 
public, went to the almsgiving with a knife con
cealed on his person, ready to kill the man if he . .. 
should mention his gift in ridicule. But he heard · 
t.he inan offer the alms to the Buddha, expr�sing 
the. wish that all who had joined in the almsgiving · 
should receive a rich reward. Moved by the man\; 
largeness of heart, BHalapada fell at his feet con
fessing his guilty intentions �nd ·begging for pardon. 
The Buddha thereupon preached to Biji'tlapada, who, 
at the conclusion of the sermon, became sotapanna 
(DhpA. III, p. 1 7  ff.). 

I. K . . · knowledge and wrong release, . pr�duce eyil and 
. 

suffering. On the other hand, the 8ame deeds wo\1ld 
pro<luce happiness and good result, when done by 

. · BI�ALIDAYAKA . ( 1 ), · an a.rahant. Ninety-four 
one who is endowed with the opposite qualities, kappas ago he gave bi[Q.li stalks to a sage who was 

· �ust as the seed of sugarcane or paddy or grape when meditating at the foot of the mountain Romasa not 
planted in moist . soil produces sweet . fruit very far from the Himii.layas. The sage being 
(A. V. p. ·212)- greatly pleased giwe him his blessings, and pre

dicted that on account of his meritorious act he 

BIKHU (bh-ik§u), the Newari term for hereditary 
silver and goldsmiths amorig Nepal Buddhists 
(Bauddha-miirgis, q.v.}; They are a class of in-

. 

ferior " priests " who perform the dutie� of assis-
. tants, in esoteric · worship, to tha Vajra A�a�as, 

that, is ·the lay priestly class of the highest grou� of 
Bauddha-mfuogis who are themselves inferior only to 
the rare celibates of their grade. These Bikhus lead 
famil! lives. It would seem from some accounts 
' that a member of the higher social grade who failed 
to be initiated into Vajra Acaryas before marrying 
or, at least, before becoming a father, was degraded 

. to the rank of Bikhu. Some scholars think that the 
tenn merely indicates a profession, and more. 
(S� K. P. Chattopadhyay in " An E�y on the 
H1story of Newar Culture," jASB. New Series, 
XIX, p. 465 ff.). 

D. T. D. 

would not experience birth in an evil state (Ap. I, p . . 
232). 

Bl�ALIDAYAKA (2}, an arahant. He was born 
in a noble family duri.rig the time. of the Budd4a . 
Padumuttara, and, realising the dangers ·of house-

. hold life, renounced the world as an ascetic and 
practised severe austerities in . the Himalayan 
country. The Buddha out of great compassion · 
paid hitn a visit. Greatly pleased at the sight of the 
Buddha, he made to him an offeriHg of bt:�a:li-stalks. 

. As a result of this good act, in his wanderi�gs in . 
sarp.sara he was born among gods and men. Fifty- · ·  
four kappas ago he was a \vorld ruler bv name. 

Sumekhali (Ap. I, p. 145 ; ApA. ·p. 417) . •  Biliili
dii.yaka thera is probably idtllltico.l with Kosala
vihari thera of the Theragathii A�tliakatha li, p. 142 f.) 

W. G. W. 
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BlLANGIKAaBHARADVAJA 

. BILANGIKA-BHARADVAJA, a brahman, one of 
the Bhii.radvaja brother!!, When he heard that his 
broth�r hl\d entered the Sangha, he visi

.
ted the 

Buddha at Vejuvana, angry and displeased. The 
Buddha, discerning the brahman 's s.tat.e of mind, 
spoke to him on the futility of doing wrol)g to ·the 
blameleSs · and pure. B�angika-Bharadvija was 
convert6d, · sought ordination and · in due course 
attained arahantship:. . 

According to the co�entary, Bilangika-Bhii.rad
vaja

. 
earned �arge profits by selling 

. 
various' pre

parations of congey (bilanga). ·  He was, therefore, 
· . given the sobriquet of Bilarigika py the rece�ionists 

at the Third Council, · . The commentary further 
· explains that Bharadvaja, the husband of Dhanaii
jani, Akkosaka;Bharadvaja, and Asurindaka-Bh8-
. radvaja . .  {whose suttas precede th,at of Bilangika. 
. Bhiiradvaja) were · Bilai1gika's elder brothers.' . · He 
was so furious at the neWs of their ord�ation that 
w}_len he went to .see the Buddha ho sat silent �ble · 

· to spook for rage (SA. I, p.230. See also DhpA. IV, 
p.l63. var. Vilangikana; Bilangaka0, · Vilariga0, 

· Vilangaka�, Viliiigaka0j� 

1 13 BILARIKOSIYA JATAKA 

Although the story speaks of a jackal, the Jataka 
is named after the word bi?ara (cat) occurring in the 
verse. It is interesting to note that the Maluibha- · rata ver·::;ion cf this story also relates to a cat. · 

L.R.a.· 

BI�ARA SUTTA, the tenth sutta of the Opamma
sa'f!l-yutta (S. II, p� 270 f.}. it was preached _on 
account of a bhikkhu who _spent to.o much time in 
·the houses of laymen . · · · 

.: · O�ce, a cat stood on the refus� heap of a house- .·
. 

drain waiting to catch a mouse. As the ·�ou.se 
came out, the cat pounced on her a�d swallowed her : 
alive. · But the mouse gnawed the guts of the cat . 
until he died. 
. SimilarJ:y would a bhikkhu, e�teimg a y.illage f�r 

alms with unrestrained senses, · come to grief . . , . ' . . 
L. �. G  •. 

BI.(.ARIKOSIYA ·_
'
JATAKA (No� ��0). Onde, 'the 

bodhisat� was a. rich and generous merc4ant of . 
Barfu;lasi. He built an a.hns-hall and distributed . L.R.G. 

, . muchfoodto the poor . . At the end .of his days he 
. 

. BILAAGIKA SUTTA, oft_ he A�aha�ta-vag· ·g· a o.f. the 
. requested his sori to . con,tinue this · practice and 

after death w:� reborn as Sakka. His son }�llowed 
Ef.ahmatui-sarp:ytitta, records the story of the conver-. · . . him .and Was born as a deva. Canda.. byname. S�. �- id . :sion ofBiJangika�l3baradvaja. (q.v;) after he met the 

. .  Buddha at VeJuv�a. Bil��gika. was seething with .the others who came f!.'fter .him and in tlll'Il they . . . 
• were · reborri as .devas named Suriya, Matali &nd 

. rage �t the c_oriversion of his hr. · other, and. the Bud� · · ' · · · 
· ;I>aiica8ikha. But the sixth in line, Bi}iirikosiya · dha preaehed to 'him on ihElfolly -of doing �ong to t�rned out to be 3 miser. He .btJ.rnt up t�e �s� . 

an innocerit. inan-:-it pomes· back to .him .like fin� . hall and gave :q.othing at all 'by way of charity. 
dust thrown against the wind. Delighted at the · Sakka, observing this, one day appeared before his . B\tddha's words B_ il�ngika-Bbii,radvaja ente�d the . 

· house along . With · . Canda and . the others in · ·the . .  · · . Sarigh. �· and in due cours. e_ became an arahant (S. I, · · · guiae of brahmans begging for a meal: Bilari�osiya .· 
p. 164). · The verse contained in this sutta appears refused them any_ · fo9d at all . . But !*i.Ch of the 
earlier in tho'Det:ata-s�'f!l-yuttci (S. i, p. 13) .  · · · · · 

L. R. G. 

· . bralimans. · in turn repel!> ted a verse about ·th� evil 
· consequences of miserliness after which :BHkikQ5iya · 
was ledto admit them inside the hoWe. · · 

BI"t-ARA JATAKA(No. l�8), relat-ed by the Buddha At first h� · doled . out a. meastire ·of paddy . 
. with reference to a hypocritical monk to show that . {uiiliusked rice) asking:.them to _havEl it. oo6k�d · . 

it ·�as not the first time he h�!l been a hypocrite. . elsewhere, b1,1t the brii.hmans refused it . . Next }_le 
The bodhi�tta was once a leader of a multitude . offered th:em uncpoked rice which again they 

. of rats . . . A jackal, desrring to eat them, took up his rejected·, as what they wanted was a cooked meal • 

. stan� neanhei� home, P<?�sed on one leg, fac�g the Then the merchMt had· cows' fodder given to them, 
. sun and feigning gre_at saintlmess. · Impressed by ' · Th� five brahmans �ook a mouthful ·eB.ch, and .then . 
his piety, the bod.1.isatta and his following paid hiin . letting it get stuck in, the throat;. fell down as if dead . . . 

. . their respects evE-ry morning and evening . . ·Each Bi}ii.rikosi;ra b13e�e alarmed. and fearing· that he 
time 'the jackal would let the rat'3 Pfl.SS and de�our . would be 8purn� by the P.eople fot: his -niggardliness� 

. .  the last one of them. Seeing their numb�I'S duni· hAd
. rich fop� served in the brii.�alll!' bowls l:'nd 

nish, the bodhisatta suspected the jackal and one declared to the people that the bra.h.Iilans h.Sd in . 
day he himself went last . .  When .the jackal tried to · Lheir greed eaten too much of the choice f9od arrd 
sei�e him, he sprarig at his throat and killed .him . died . . But the. briihmans.rose, spat out the. COWl!' 

while the other rats fed on the carcase (.J., I, p. 460,£. ). · food 1\nd revealed the tmt.h to . the people. Sakka . 

· l�H 1354� (5{68) 
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. . then di8cloaed. his identity and that of the other 

four. He rebuked Bi!iirikosiya · for breaking the 
family tradition and preached on the rewarding 

· . effec� of giving. rfhe repentant Bi!ii.rikosiy� paid . 
· liom.age to Sakka and promised that thenceforth he 
would not par�ke . of any food without sharuig it 
with otliers . . ·. He practised great generosity · and 

· BILLAPHALIYA,' designation of an ar�hant thera: · 
· In the time of Buddha Kakusandha he was an 
'a.scetic who l ived 0� the bank . �f tho river 
Candabhaga'. He offered the Bndtlha a Mlla fruit 
(wood-appl�) from a tree which grew in his grove 

· . (Ap. ·rr, p. 397).- . 

· after death was reborn in T8.vatil118& .
. 
· . B(LLASELA, . s

.
it�mted in Otara Pattu,va of the · 

This Jataka was told in coJUiection with a bhikkhu Kegalle Distric�; Ceylon. The rock . of Bilia:sela 
· who would not even take wa�r without sharing it. (as known in �ali writin�) and th'e village in which 
. The Buddli.a identifi�d him as BiJ.ar�osiya who had . it lies are called Beligala in the Sinhala language. 
at fi�t been hard-hearted and miserly but later. on The fame of the. place rests 6n the circumstance that · 

· . � . �e ·a SQlemn · determination to . practise · the relics of the Buddha. 's tooth and the alms bowl 
eharity. · He continued this habit of giving even . reposed here in the thirteenth century A . .  C. when' 
in subsequent : births. . Sakka in the ·Jataka: is othe . · the · country had been · devastated by Magha . of 
Bud�a. himself and he identifies the devs:;r. Ca.nda, Ka.liiiga. who · was ruthlessly antagonistic to . 
:Suriya, Mii.tsli and · Paii.casikha · with . his disciples · Buddhism . . The venerated relics were brought to 
&i.riputta, Moggallana, Ka.ssapa . and Ananda, the rock, from the fastnesses of Kotmale (Kotthu- . 
rAspectively '(J. IV; p .  62 ff�. . . . �a) where 'th.ey had l?een .c�ncealed . for some 

. L. R. G. twenty years. They .remained here for a. bout thiity 
; years, carefully tended by . the national }{ing� who 

. BILE (Pitta), secretion · of the liver througl). the · . assumed · personal responsibility for them. Th; · 
�all-bladder into the i�testines� to .aid digestion: · chronicles describe the surttptu;us shrines and· their 

. 

, Buddhagholl& . dis�inguishes _tw9 kinds of bile : .adj •mcts erected i.ri: hon�ur of the. natio�.'s treasures . 

· . l�lised (bcuJclha-pitta} .  and free (abaddha-pitta _. · . as well as tho spiendid festivals held in �Qnn.c�tio� · 
·v�n�: viii, §" 1.27, p. �Hi).: · �e )ocaiise4 bile is said · . ·. with thertt. ·.o nly the bare :h0Ie8 cHt ' in the rock 
.tO be :.situated near . the fi�sh of the ' liver, · be�ween .. · re�ain as traces · of these buildings: · At_ .the fo�t, 
the ' heart and the lungs,. ��d ·is :found· in. the :gallr however, there a:re a few flculptural remains prbbably' 
bl&dder · (puea-h>salia): - The free bile spr�ds like brought .down from their. ruins, or those which had · 

. a drop' of oil on water. When the .se.cretion' iS' not . embellished . Vijayasundarariima, . Bhuvanekabahti 
prope�ly ·. functioning (lit., • ' disturbed ', kupita), . Parivez:1a and ot.hor religious· building�! which . had. 
there is a-tendency of the-eye·s becoming· yello�,- a .. . been erecte� on the summit and belo1v � the first . 
-�ptom ofjaundice which i.S caused by ohstruction half of the thirteenth century . . The memory of ' 
of bile: .A ·psychological re�lt of su�h disorder· � : . these ancient events is pcrp�ttiated by the existence 

. t};le excitability of & choleric temperament, �r a ·of a modern vihara . . . . . 
melancholic depression. Hav.ing an ' .upset bile ' . · 

· (pitt(uja· ie kttFua'f!l : ) .. ir; p. I I4) is. synon�ous �o 
D. T. D. 

being in a bad mood. 
. 

IMA AN · B R . , · best known for a reliquary of great 
Bile .is ozie ·.of th� thirty-two parts of the body, importance to Buddhist art which Was' fol,lnd, by 

on which one. is to concentrate in the meditation C. Masson. in the years i834-7; in .an ancient Bud- . · . . 
. 

. . 
exercise of mindfulness on th� body (Kayagata- dlll!lt site in the small yillage of Bimaran m Afgha� 

. aati -B�tta : ·M • . III, 90), which leads: t
.
o .awarene� nistan. TQe village is si:'C to seven miles w�st-north- . . of the repulsive . nature of the body ·and, through . . west . of Jalii.lii.bad . which .has . be�n identiti�d with 

.
. analysis! ·to tlie realisation of its insUbstantiality . the anCient Nagarllhara. · In .  the <l�ntre of the 
(anatta); . . . . 

village was a big stupa and several smaller stiipas 
:ui connection .with , the use of a · to.oth-stick . were .found in the immediate neighbourhood . . It is 

'(clantaka#�), pointed at o.ne end a.s a tooth-pick iii :What Masso� listed as No. 2· 'of the latter gr�up 
anq frayed at the other end

. 
ss a tooth-brush, . that his excavation yielded a globular steatite vase · 

thur was reeoinmend.ecl by . the Buddha to his · inscribed with Kharo�thi letters. Within it was the· : · 

·monks, as it purified the charinelS of taste; prevent- famous golde�. ai1d gem'-en�rusted reliquary. • . . . 
ing · bile · aiid f-hiegro · being attached to the food Sten Konow

. 
6dited the in&Cription; in the Ci>rpu8 

(pitta� semha1J1 bhattarp, � pariyonandhati .: Vin. II, IT!Scriptionum Indica1'Um (Vol. II) in the year 1�29. 
p. 137), There were two iil.scriptions, but actually they were, 

H. G. A . . v Z. more or les8,. the ·same, having merely been incised 
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in two places, one round the body of the vase and 
. .. the other on the lid. · His reading · of the foriner 

was : 
Sivarak�it(r)asa 1\:Ju(m)javadaput(r)asn danamuhe 

��iyadide Bhag(r)a??at(r)a Sarir�ht . 
sarva-

. .  budha.(-r-a) . puyae. (Gift . of Siva.rak�ita, 
the 1\Iiijava.t scion, given � substitution, for 
the · relics of the . Lord, · in honour of all 
Bi.tddhas). . . 

The inscription on the lid was read thus : 
Si�rqkshit(r)asa.

. 
Murhja'l}.arhdapu,trasa da-r-�muhe 

. bhag(r)avat(r)a sarirehi. (Gift of Sivarakshita, 
· the Miijavat scio�, for the rellcs of t)�e Lord�) 

Konow remarked that the. name. Siva.raksita, as · 
.applied to � person, �as found . in the Sh��daur 
.inscription and . on a seal from 'l'axilii., but, that 
nothmg could be said as to t.h"e id�ntity. or otherwise 

. . <>f the present nll.me with the other two_. He aiso 
thought tha't there was no a priori right .to assume 
:anything beyond the probability that Sivarak�ita 
had given o�ly the casket ; the ��lies; as also . the 
gold· reliquary, may. have been olde�. . 
, Alo�g with the vase there were assorted deposits, 
namely, pearls, beads of sapphire; agate, ·co;al and 
��erald. There wer� also · four copper coins which 

· .werefoilltd to have been excellently pres�rved: 
. . The Bimarii.n reliquary, as it is popularly knowil, 
is now in the British Museum. - lt is a round bowl of · 

In!ifa) are regarded as demonstrably Hellenistic . 
The arches above them, i.e., the cusped niches 
enclosing the figure�::, have been considered to be of 
the fu.miliar oge.e form of the cait.ya-window ; the 
motif is characteristic of th.e ·drums a;nd bases of 
stiipas in north-west India (West Pakistan) imd 
Afghanistan where it i� frequently · fotind: The 
full blown Indian lotus is also shown beneath the 
base. The earliest date 'has bt)en suggested, as 'thE) 
first, and the latest the third, cent�ies after .Christ . . 
(B. Rowland, op� r.it.) Bachl10fer is emphatic that 
the work was not that of a Greek . 

D. T. D. 

BIMB.A •. another name of Ye.sodhara; the wife of 
Prince Siddhattha and the tnother of Rahula. See 
YASODHARA: 

. . 

BIMB�, (var, Bimbi, . Pinibi, Bimpi, Vimbi), an 
eminent female lay discipie. of the Buddha, men� 
tfoned in alist oftwenty-sev:en (A. IV, p. 347 : AA . . 
IV, · p. 160). Ki�g Bimbisara's- mothe� · was also 
known as Bimbi, . aecording to . Tibetan sources

. 
(W: . W. ·Rockhill, Life , of the BUddha, Trubn�, 
188�, p. l 6) . 
BIMBIJA�IYA, an arah(Ult .. · During the time of . 

. PadumuttaJ:a .Bud�ha he mnde lll'l ·offormg .of : 
bimbijii.lika ff�rwers t·o him with great devi>tiori . . As 

: pure gold repou;Be inlaid with baios rubies. ' that is, 
the. rooe. l'ed variety of the spinai ruby. . There was . . . . I . 

. a (lontamer for the relics. It has generally been 
regarded as markQ-lg·a very u:nportant chronological 

. a result of this good act 'he never experienced birth . . .  in ari eVil state since .then: · SiJ<:ty-eight �appas ago · 
. ' he became a cakkavattin foin- times by the name 

of Kifijakesara (4P· I, p :  225). . . stage . in 
. 
the evolution of the , Buddha. image in .  

aricient India. It was th� cpjns of an Indo-Pa.rthian W. G. W. 

{ S.aka) ruler· by the name of Azes which were found · 
A. · · · · BIMBIS RA, king of Magadha. During his eptire . . in a�ociatiori with the reliquary. On the,. assump· · · life of. 67 years he: was contemporaneous with the' . 

tion that . this king was the firSt of the nam(l, the . Buddha who Wl\!! bo.rn five years eariier and su�ived casket had long been dated. to the first century 
· . · B.C .. However, one scholar, L. Bachhof�r, in revising · him 'tty eight years. . . 

his original opmion; tended to think that the coins The naxh� of ,B�bisa�a's famiiy is �ot kD.own)or 
,�ould also hiwe 'belonged t6 ,Azes II, . the last Saka certain; . The old orthodox view, based on: Puranic 
king, (L. Bachhofer, 'Greeks · and Saka� in India', . evidence, iR th!'lt Bunbisii.ra �as a descendant ofa 

· JAOS. LXI, p.229), which would . bring qown the · 
. 
· king nanioo Sis�-naga, and bel�nged to what is ·. 

chronology to the first ce�tury A. C. A. third view knoWn as the &.isu�naga dynasty. But the Pal� 
is that the association of coins with other .finds · chroniCles of Ceylon clearly distinguish ·the· royal . 
is .,;.ot absolutely conclusive· evidence · (B. :Rowland, line of.Bimbisara frqm that of Susu-na:ga, ac�ording 
The Art and Architecture vf India, . Great B�itain, to Geig_er and Bhandarkar, by representing Sisu- . 
J 956; pp. 7 8-9). · .. Although fhe chronoiogy itself is naga as a late successor and �not as an o.ricestor of 
not fixed, the representation. of the Buddha pn ·. Bimbisara . (cp. H. C. Raychaudh�i, IHQ . . 1925; • . 
the casket is considered a link in tracing the .()rigin · · P· 86). 

<>f the image itself. · . . Bimb,isara 'a . f�ther; . Bhii.ti, and Suddhodana, the · 
. 

. The reliquary is yet .more ·valuable for (stylis- Sii.k'iyah-rajaof Kapilavatthu, politically subordinate _ 
. tically) dating the . Gandhllra style and its · origins. to the king of Kosala '(A . I, p .  276 ; Sn. v. ·422), .  
The figur�s of the Buddha and oth�rs (Brahinii. and were friend�. and so were their' sons, Bimbisii.ra and 
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· Siddhattba (Mhv. ii, v. ' 25). Aceord�g to Tibetan 
sourceti(W. W. Rockhill, Lf,JeoftheBuddha, Tr�bner, 
1884, p. lt6) Bimbjsara's mother was called.Bimbi. 

·At th� age of only fifteen years Bim�isara was 

invii!ed the. Buddha and his thousand monks for a 
· meal on the following day, on which occasion he 

donated the park in the Bamboo grove, Ve!uvana, 
to t�e Order of monks with the Buddha at its head� 

... 
anointed king by his father, and when after almost . " From this moment up till the time of hi!) �eath,' 
another fifteeri years _ it happened that Siddhattha a period .of 37 years, Bimbisiira did all in his power · . 
as· an ascetic paSsed through 

. 
��ja,gaha, {See Pl. to help on the new religion and to further its groWth" 

XIV). it � not surprising that . Bimbisara did not (DPPN. II, p. 286 ); 
reco�. his childhood playmate: 'al.thoug!l he was · Time · and again Bimbisii.ra wQuld turn to the · ·��atly struck by: . · . . . BtJddha for advic!l and a ruling with regar�· to 

· " thai· man, s� handsome. tall and ·calm, monastic conduct. Thus the rules that no· one in . 
of goodly gait; with gaze a plough's 'length on, the king·'s service should he ordained as a morik, nor ' . 
with ey�s � ear�h .

down:cast, of set intent !". one who, having committed theft, ha<;l broken jail 
(Sn. vv. 410-11, trsl. Chalmers, HOS. xxxvii, p. 99). ( Vin. I, pp. 74--5), were. laid down at Bimbi�iir�'l's 

·Refusing the ki;g's offer ofwealth, the bodhisatta . . suggestion. · .· . 
nevertheless. promise� to return to Rajagaha after . The recital of th� ruJes ·or. di�cipiin" · (patimok'kha) 

. li� had attained the goal 9f �is ·s truggle for truth. · . on the eighth and the last days of each half mon�h .' 
· ·In fulfih:ilent of this promi8e, the Buddha. with the . was. al8o initiated on .a suggestion of Bimbisara, who 
thousand J:nonks converted by his preaching of the . had seen wanderil{g ascetic� belonging to otl).er sects 
'Fire Sermon'' (AclittapariyiJya Sutta, q.v .. ) visited • �eetirtg and discussing their dootri'Ii.es on tho� 
Rajagah� again; and stayEld .at· the

. 
nearby Palm· . days (ibid. p. I O'I ) . Also, the permissiori.·· to start . 

�ove' gardens . .  (Latthivanuyyana, q.v,)'_ at' the . the observs,mce of the retreat during the rain-period . ' 
Bupatitt.ha shrill-! ( Vin. I, p. 35). ·. · from the sec�md full moon ·was. given in deference .to 
. 

Kin$'Bimbisara, freq�ently called Seniya Bimbi- · .a wi�;h of Seniya. Bimbisii.ra (ibid. ·p. 1 38). . :. · 

s8.r8, · this ·being · hi� personal naJ,D·e �ccording:: to ": On '!:mother occasion, Bimbisara had ·conve�ed .. a . . 
'• 'auddhagho� (M4,. t, P· . 29.2) .or his 

.
.. clan �arne ·. ��t�g of' all the . SJlperinte�dent� of the . so,ooo. , . 

according to Dhaminapala . (:UdA . . p, l Q4), -went-' to �illag�s coming �nder. his · authority· ; and
. 

after · 
· . . this pl�e in the company oft�elve myriads (nahuta) .ha�ing instructed the� in .m�tte� co���rn�g this · 

.of bra.hmans arid ho'!Iseholders, ·all paying their due . 
world, he sent thEm} along to pay

.
liomage to. the . 

resj>ects :to .th� ·Bud�a; . No question . was �ked, . . Buddha, who qappened to .be staying on the· Vul- . 
but on seeing Kas8apa of.Uruv�la, .�he former· ascetic ture's Pea.lt near the papital Rii.jagaha, t< > receive . . with t}:l� mat�d �air, �ow .with hi� follo�ing of �OO, · his instructions in transt;:endent�l matters (ibid; �p; · as ordamed. monks wtth shaven heads m the· �om- . 79-80) . .  · pany :Qf _the Buddha, doubt a,rose. in };lis mind � to . . · . . . . 
who was· the �cher and who the. disciple. This Not only to the . Bud?ha perso�ally did king 
doubt. Wll.S dispelled · by Kassapa hlmself,- who Bimbisii.ra show his affectio!J: and re1;pect. Pilinda." 
bowing down with hiS head at the fe�t of the Buddha vaccha thera. was. honom::ed and served by the king 
declared his di8cipleship . (saUM·me bha�te bhagava, on. several occasion,s. Altho\tgh a: monastery- · 
aiiva�·. ham asmi : Vin. I, p. 36): . . . 

. . at�ndant ')VaS promi�ed by the kffi,g, . it wa�
. 
for- .  

Thereupon 'the ·Buddha sp�ke to  Bimbisara and : gotten till five hundred day's .had · passed, · after 
. those who �d : come with' him on· the' value of which Bimbisara · sent 500' att.endants io Piiinda . .  . 

vaccha thera 's �esid�nce. . Thereby . a . distin�t . . . 
. 

generosity and :qlOi'al,ity,:on hea:ven,ly.reward;on the vill
.
age w.as established which was called th� villag� 'dange� the v�ity and t�e depravity 0f the se�- . of the . · m6nastecy-atteridants .and als� . Pilinda-, . 

pleaSu'res, 8.nd C?n,the adv8J).tage of reriouncuig them. . . . 
And wh� .he knew that. their millds had b�oine 

. village; :wherl} . the thera would g� for his daily . 
pliable.�d pleased;· he spoke to them of the .Four. · . a:ms-rmmd (ibid. 207). . 

t . 
. .· . . 

Noble Truths, of conflict and its bluse, . its cesSa.tioil · ·. On the othr h'and Bimbisii.ra. did·not overlook the 
. 'e.Iid the method of'cessation. Still seated, Bimbisfu.a · fact that the· mm1k's life should � a· life �f renun-: 
. ·obtained iJ;lslght irito . the truth that . whateveJ," haa . ciation ; and thus,· when 'he noticed �hat redundant 

originated � �y its own nature' also cease. There-· offerings were stored up by. ·some monks, he was 
· by he entered the Path of Holine$8 (sotii.paima. ), put responsible · for the rule of d,iscipline .that c�rtain · 

aside all doubt and uncertainty with the most com- ·medi.cine should not be stored for more than sevm1 
plete coiifidence in the Buddha's . teaching. H� days {ibirl. p. 208 .; see B�ESAJJA).: 

·. 
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That Bimhisarn. did not neglect the material . Order · of monks and became an . arahant soon 
welfare of his capitnl is sJ:own by the fact of his. afterwards (ThagA . I, p. 145 f. ) .  A s!)rmon preaclled 

. permiS.'Jion to establish in Rftjagaha a cmirtesan, by hi� helped his mother Ambapiili to, develop 
be.:..u t iful ,  rh:trming, with a rwrfec: i, comploxion, insigh t  and at tain nrahantship (ThigA . }· · 207) .  
clever .·at danr;ing, singing .· 

m1d plnying the flute, . A_ n unnamed sis tor of king Bimbisiira was married 
· . named Sii.Javati,: in · emulation of ,the famous · 

· · . . t_o the king of Kosala, · Pasen_ adi,. whose sister, Amba.pitli of VesiUi; . who made that town pros· . . · Kosalade,·i, was Bimbisiira's chief queen . . The. porous. Where Ambapiili's· fee was ;30 kahii: · · gre.�t cordiality between the two kings remained p�l.li\S r
.
<'r .night. ( T'lnA : 1 U4), Siilavati URked for .a . 

. unbroken and was reflected in the peaceful-relations lnmclrr<l ( l'h1 . . I; p. 268). Siilavati, hmveYer, was · . 
· 

between the two cmmtries, :\Iagadba and Kosala. • . . 
a little cnrelr.�<fi ;mel had to feign illl)ess to hide l;ter . 
prr.gnanr.y . . She had nnally to abandon .her child at . . Silavii. was a son of Bimbisiira and although the 
birth al)d hac! it plnePrl in &. win:nowing basket. The name of his mother is not mentioed (ThagA. I, p. 
hoy wi�s found h�· prinre Xi?haya, BimbiRii:rals son; · 536); it may ·be inferred that he. was a son of Bim
.who �ncl him take-n into tho palace to bo brought up. bisiira and · Kosaladevi, for othe�ise it is diffi�ult 
1110 c.hild grew llp to . be tho 0 ·famous' physician, to' unde.r�tand . . the continued persecution by . 

· .J rw;ka . .  It has heen suggested that Bimbisii.ra :was . . Ajata5attu, who was �t any rate the leg�l heir and 
. Jiyaka.'s fa.thor and that SiUavati abandoned the well established on the throne of :\Iagadha. Silavii.'s · 
�·I_J ilcl at tnc palace gate t.o . ensure for · him a lifo was threatened as soon �s he had COin� of age, 

. prosperous future� 
. . . 

"This reference to king ·Bimbisara's son·, Abhaya, 
hrlngs us to the �ing's personal relati.ons. His chief 
quem�. was n�·e (laughter ·of the king of Kosala and · 
$-he; is kno'\vn as Kosaladevi wh� gave the kil!g a son · 
anrl successor . . 

but the intervention • of l\Ioggallii.na, the· arahant; 
8aved him. He entered the . Order; became an. 
arahant, but did not reside in Magadha .

. . StiU, even . 
in Kosala, an attempt wa.s · made on h.-is. life, but . 
Silavii. conve�ted these . .  mel}. sent. by Aj�tasattu, . 
and they. too, became monks. 

Prince Jaya;ena� f�aturirig in. the JJantabhiimi 
.i\nother name in · the royal household was s�� (M. III, p. 128) and the Bhii1nija Sue� (ibid; . Khema, daugher pf the king ofMadda in th� Pllrij�b, p. : i38), .  is said by Buddhaghosa to have heeri 

. 
�ne of the principal. consor�s of Bimbisara wh� .was . · Bim�isij.ra's . own son (MA. II, p. 932), Livillg ill · ·. exceedii:lgly beautiful and ha.d a golden complexion: . . . t4e 

.
midst of sense .pleasures' and beillg eagerly in . 

: She was .s� jnfatuated w'ith her o� beauty that ��arch of them, he wa� unable to �ealise· that which 
· Rhe refu�ed to visit the. Buddha, lest be shotild , cah mlly·be kn.<;>wn qy' renun(l.iation. · -Hpeak · dispat;agi�gly · thereof.. But · Bimbisara· 
was able to make her -visit Ve!uvana, where she was • · C1mdi and her brother Cunda have · also been ' 
hmught face to fa�o with the Buddha �ho showed · mentioned ss·possible children ofBimbisara (AA. li; 

her. the:transiency of beauty and the vanity of lust. P· 596), Jdr Cundi, the rjljii.'s daughter� comes t6 the 
There itself she became an arahant and· with the B'uddha when :he is at Riijagaha, t� . durouss :mth · 

. permi8sion of Bimbisara. she entered the Order' of him c�rtam statements of · her brother Cunda 
. : nuns . . She �.as ranked by the Buddha as foremost (A. 'III, P· 35). 

-

· among the · women
. 
for her . great insight {m.aha- · · i:n the Jairw-Sutras (e�· . . Jacobi, I, : xu'-:xv) · 

pantifinmn agga : A .  I, p. 25) . . She does not appear . :Bimbisara'� queen is Mm'Eld.Chellana, a .daugb�r of 
to have given a child to Biml>isara. � chieftaill of the Licchavis. · Aj&tasB.tt.u is her son . 

�ho is called : somet'unes Vedehi·putta on that • 
ground. • H�s' personal name is given a8 K11J?-ik3. . Padmnavati . �as a courtesan at' Ujjen( whom_ 

king Bimbisara. went to see, and who bore � a 
son, named Abhaya. · . This l�y, too, later joined It was this· _Ajii.ta.sattu .who. became responsible 
the Order and became ari arahant �fter listening to a for his fa�her's death, .as it was already predicted 
rliscours13 of her 'son who by that time was himself · . .  before his birth. · Under . the evil influence. of 
an arahant thera. . As a theri she was known !loS . Devadatita, he began to thirst for power. And' · 

AbhayamS:t�,· Abah�ya's mother.
. 

even when power came to ' bi111 on the abdication _ 
of kmg · Bimbisara a�ter an abortive attempt· on . 
the

. 
king's life, he did not . f�el secure until he had 

Bi�bisara imprisoned Wi� the 'intention to sta�e. 
him there to death.. Only: the queen kosaladevi 
was allowed to TJisit the royal · pri�oner. But . the. 

· Amba.pii.li, the courtesan of Vesii.li, too attracted 
the .attention of king Bimbisii.ra, and she gave him a 
�on; known as Vimala Kot;�c;lafiiia. On an oc�asion 
of the Buddha's visit to Vesii.li, Vimala entered the · 

0 . 

! ; 

· . . 
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queen smuggled food in.to the prison chamber, 
first in vessels · hidden· a.inong her . clothes, then 
concealed in her . her.cl-dress, and ewn ;;mcaJ:rrl. 
over her body, so that Bimhisara. cnuld obtaiu 
$Ustenance . by l icking it  off. "'hen all . this was 
discoyered. the queen was not allowed to continm! 

· her visits. , · 
But Bimbisam continu� to li.ve by walking about 

his cell medit;;.ting. ·A}atasattu, hearing of. this, 
· sent bli.rbers to ctit open.his feet ,fill tho wou.nds '\yith 
salt .and yi.nega.r, and bum th!lm with co.als. (In a 
previons birth he .had w�B�ed about in the courtyard 
of a· c�tiy'a with ehoe8 on . • henc(l t.his punishment ! 
DPPN. II, p. · 287i . . It· is said tha't ·. when the 

barbers appeared, Bimbisii.ra thought. h is .  sori had· . 
relented a�d had· sent them 'to shave hiin and cut 
his hair. · Bu.t on learning their rea( purpose; be' 
did hot show. any res�ntment, but urged· them to 
do their work Ei.s ordered; much against. t.heir will: I • • • • • ' • • ' • ' 
· Sqon :s,lffer, BimbisaT� djed and was ·rebo� iri the · 

· deva-lQka �f the Four Great Rulers · (catummahci-

Kassapa of Uruvelii. and the Buddha, the Buddha 
made them understood that t·h!1 former was a 
folfov:cr of his. Then the Buddha pree.chr>d the 
doctrina· o!' i J•npcrmaucnce. (�kt .  ail i(lJa ; Ti b. 

m-i-rtag-pa) etc.  After listening to which lhe king 
sought. r£>fuge in the Buddha,. Dhamma and Sangha. 

· He alsb · became : free from all desires (�dod-pa) 
and attained _flmancipatio� (Skt. vimukti ; Tib. 
mam-par sgrol-ba). Bimbisiir� then invited · the 
B�1d<;lha .and hi� fol lowel's for alms, to which the 
Buddha consent-;ed . The for:mer is also said to have 
obtained . the Buddha's. permis.'lion to p1·oyide him·. · 

. with 'food , hedc\ing., ·�ed icine P-te . ,  ·t.i J l t�e e�d (lf his 
lifP. · 
. .  A similar description i� also fou�d in t.he V·t:naya 
( Vin. I. pp. 34::.9),  

I. K. 

BlNDU, which· varies with Vindu, ·name of 8. nii.ga 
kin9, mentioned in the Ma.MmiJ,y'i"w� (Mfi.m. p . . 247 ; 
BH8. p,· 400) . . 

. iajika) in the retinue . of Vessaval)a With the name · · · · 
· · 

. . Jimav��ha .(I!. II, p. ·200) , . having only orie wi'sh, .
. _ .BI.NlHJMATI; a c��rte�� �f Pataliputta 

.
in the time

. 
·. to bec��e· a sakadii.gii.ihin and then to . attain the of �soka .

. She .was present .· w-!ten .. one day, . the . 
. · 1mp:veme deliveraiJ.<)8 of Nibbana. king, standing with his subjects and mi�isters .befo� 

. the Ganges, asked whether_ there .;vas anybody who 
could make the . ;riv.er fl0w . . upstream: · Bind�msti. 
by an ·.�ct." o� trulh {saccakiriya) turned t4e waters . 

·BIMBISA;RA-PRATYUDGAMANA, (var·. Binihi: . .... ha�k. When, th� king Mked he;r h�w· ·she ·got her 
. �r�-pratyqdgamana-nB.ma:maha-aiitran� a san:skrit · . power She explained that· it was because she was.· 

. text preser�ed i� itS · Tibetan an� Chinese · trans] a; 
. free, .alike from fawni�g and from dislike in serving . . 

. tiona. Jiriamitra, Prajfiii.��a · and Ye:ses sde them who eng�ged . her· servic�s whethei• noble man 
translated tiie·work �to Tibetl!n which .is in,corpo� · . · · :or slave (Miln. P· l2l ' f.) . 
. r�ted in· the·. M do-ade . (uiisi:ella.iieous· sutra) . s�tion L. R. G. 

· of the Tibetan Kangyur � entitled M do·chen:po �ugs: · . 
. 

can-sni�-pas bsu-bq she8-bya:b� (TM. ·No. · 289· ! . BIOLOGY, .the scienbe · of life, when see'n fr�m · a. · 
·q>:T> V0t, 38,. No. 955). '.Fhe ·Chinese · ·translati�n · .religioUs an4, � partic1,1lar, frozn a Buddhi�t point 
. �as the work of Gautama Sanghadev� (397-8 A. C.) · of vi.ew, ca,nnot be content �ith general . scientific : 
of the Ji]ast(3rQ Tsin dynasty and forms section 62 conclusions· relatjng · to li're that may be drawn as 
?f the Ghung-a-han-ching. (Madhyamagama Sutra) . the result .ofstudy of the structur� �nd acti�ities of . 

of the Siltrap#akri.- The earlier Chinese tranSlation · · all living things. 
of Dhe;mari�.di (384-91 A. c.) is not extant and For, : life seems to bfl more than organic ac�ivity 

· w8s &lready·lost in 730 A.- c; (T�ishO, No. · 26 '(62) .; 
·Nanjio, .No·. 5.421. · - �  ·. · · 

. . · · . .· a.a. observed .in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, 
in bota.Iiy ·and zoology.. It would J:>e eq�ilr · 

'l)le :work gives a deseriptiori of the Buddha's · correct to say tl_lat the pu�view .o( life a.cc�rding 
· firSt 

.
meeting, after . attaining . Buduha.h�od with · to Buddhisni ·is more ·rest�icted than the sphere of. 

S�nira· ·Bimbisara. the king of l,laja.gaha . . When observation bf Biology as. a mod�m science . 
. t·he latter he�d that · the · Buddha · .had reached Just 1!8 B�ddhism deal� �ith · matter · (r'upaf Raja.gah� and was ·staying at . . the palm gro�e · and material .forces; end yet is not a science like 

. P!essure. groun<� in �he Supatitthit� · shrine, h� : . .physics and. chemistry-f�r Buddhism is i�rested · 
visited· him with bralimans (Tib. lwam-d3e) and in matter only in · so far as it is conceptual�d · 
householders (·Tib. khyim:bdag), .greeted him and (nama-r-Upa), and in ·ma�riai qu�Iities only as 

. sat down at a respectful ·dlsianc. e. When a doubt ; h' . h. · h 
. . . p enomena w IC constitute · this mentalised 

.. .  ' &rose:iri· th.eir minds as to whowas .the .Teac· h·e.J," ou· tof tte ·B ddh
. 

· · . d · ' 1Jl.a · r-so u 18m · eals with life and life's . 
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forces only in so far as these are conscious in action 
and reaction, in tho sequence· of acti�ities and 
ex perienc,�s. 

An a1,1tornatic reactio� 
subject for investigation, 
admitted in analysis, of 

13 m Buddhisrri not a 
even . though they are 

' thoughtless ' deeds. 
Hence, the necessity t.o define ' life ', before. any 

further CO!flparative study of Biology and Buddhi-· 
sm can be made. 

· 

Life .is not · the same as vitality (jivitindr.iya) 
wh ich is a partly physical partly ment�l phe

·nomenon. As a mental phenomenon (nama.� · 
jivitinrlri'ya) it is one of the seven mental factors 
inseparabiy associated \�ith all consciousness, viz., 
sensation · (ve�anii), perception. (saiina); · me�tal

. 

.impression (phMsa), . volition (cetana), · vitality 
(jivita), eoneentrat.ion (samii4hi) and advertence 
(manasikara). As li. physical phenomenon (rupa- . 
jivitindriya.) it is ona of the 24 secondary o'r derived 

· ( upada) phenomena which · together ·with the . four . 
· . esse.p.tiai or elementary qualities constitute the 

. 

�orporeaiity group (rupakkhandha). . 
· . 

(suddhatthaka kalilpa:), the most primitive group of 
so-called dead matter, viz . ,  extension (pa{lzavi); 
cohesion (apo), caloricity (tejo),  oscillation (viiyo), 

colour (va�(?-a ), odour (gandha), flavour (rasa) and 
nut.riment (oja). Ih other words, it is this jivita . 

which makes . all the difference betw.e�n life
. and 

death, biologica l death being the cessation of 
. organic activity. 

. ' . . 
Now, the. i�1it ial question of Biology is the search

. 

into .the nature and characteristics of living �atter 
in order to determinr. what constitutes life. It Is · 
well known that some protein DNA complex holds 
the basis of life in plants and qnimals, but that does 
not give an answer to the question : what is life ! 
The most · common answer is change either a8 self 
d�termination, or in the nutritive process, or· i� th� 
process of. gro:wth . . arid reproduction. Still, there . · 

· are� many instances, �here. any ch11nge · of the above 
description . cahnot �e observed; even . under the 
closest scrutiny, for • a long period� · Such· . is the 
condition ofseed, stored in a sealed container, which 
to all appearances gives no sign of life, where 'everi . 
the production 6{ carbondio�ide appe�rs to be at a . . . . 

· Life (jiva), a8 a vital principle or individual soul. · standstill aiid which yet proves to . be fert.il� and . ·. is 'ca.tegoric�Ily and repeatedly denied {n th� teaching . . reproductive whan afterward� · placed in conditions 
of the Buddha, which is referred to as the doctrine · · 

· · fuvoura'ble to growth, Here, the mere absence · of 
of aruitta (q . . v�). Such a principle. of life; as an ·. decay W9Uld indicate':the presence of life at lea.St in . i�depondent, perma'nent entity, as a substance a dormant manner: 

. suppc;>rting all · properties a�d. . plieno�ena, 
. lies 

outside the.pales of natural. and exa�t sciences and i� 
of no .coi1eern. to either Biology or Buddhism. . 

" Life (jivita) is bound . up with breathing, it is 
. bound up with the postures and movements of th� 
body, it is bound up with cold and 'heat, it is bound . 

. up Wlth the prim'ary elements an� it 'is bound. up 
with nutriment " ( Vism. viii, -§ 27) .  Any aerious 
interruption cau�es a failure of . the )ife.process. 
.A.nd faillire too ' may occur owing to excess 

· (ibid .. § 28). The faculty of life (jivitindriya) is one 
of maintena�ce of coni;\Scent kinds . of matter . 
(sahajarnpiin�palana.lakkha'f}a : ibid. xiv, . § 59) and 
one · of the . 27 constant and · associated factors· in 

· various states of consciousness, where, too . its . 
charactei:istic sh�uld be understood �s its fun�tion 

· of maintenance in �atBrial composition (�bid; § 13.8). · 
It is . Eelf-preservation, incJuding assimilation 
growth, movement, etc., but . it ha8 no morai 
�annotation as it is essential to every kind of · 
thought, wh�ther rooted in greed, hate, delusion, or 
their opposites (ibid. §§ 1 59, 170, 176). 

This · life.f�c�lty is considered · important enough 
. 

. to give its name . to a group of nin�; the ninefold 
' vitality-unit (jivita-run:aka,l,·alapa}, which without 

the · l ife-faculty represent the pure eightfold unit . 

But, . doe� �ot the expression · ' dormant · life ' . . 
involve a ·contra(iiction, just as ' static energy ,. ? 
And can a t?tal suspension of all cheinical changeS 

· . be call,e� life ?  In �o far as there is no decay,, there . 
· 

cQfl ·be no que.stion · of · d_eath either. · · It is · niore ·· · 
probable that the su'�pension of �hange . was . not 
· complete, and that the process · of 

.
cha,nge which 

might be ari ' in,dication of life . went on irllper� . 
cepti'bility. . This would confirm the Buddhist pomt 
of �iew that life is not an entity, but . a process, 
rather tlian a condition, property or. qualification ; . 
it is the a<ltion, 'ur-on and reaetiol,l to e�vi�:orunent; . 

. . . 
Condi.tions ce,ri yary, and only when conditions are 

favourable the process of life starts fuD:ctioniilg. 
Here is no infusion, no agency required, .P.O: ultimate . 
beginning of life as a.

. 
prmcipJe, hut' ·a constant : 

beginnhlg of life a8 a· process� What iS it that 
constitutes this process which .carin6t be analysed, 
in the same way as the process �f a. wave 'cannot be 
analysed without. caqsing the cessation of that very . . 
procesS� · · · · · · 

Life then is a process,_ evolved and constMtly . · 
evolVing from. a group of conditions� which are . . 
constantly being regrouped in dependence on other 
conditions, and ·what is known of life ·  is .only its 
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· manifestations. And thus, , whrn a . group of It is the process of differentiation which brings 

� phenGII)ena, constituting for the
. 

time b�ing. an about individualistic . characteristics, which are 
individual proeess of gro\\'th and decay, comes to an further refined by a process of selection. Nutriment 
end, this is not a crssatio:1 which is annihilation, being the most essential condition for ex istence, it 
but only a regrouping of phe.nomena, in which death ca� be seen that-:wherea�d he inorganic nutriments 
gives rise to birth. .This process is continuing all required by ·planh are eve.;:ywhere present (in tile 
t�c t ime, e\·en.· within. a so-called living organism, air that surrounds .the Jeaves�oin the rain-water that 
where waste matter is J.>eing repla�ed. This process,, · bathes the roots and in the. soil of their n.atural 
referred to as metabolism, is.sustained by ·mit.rition, environment)�animals have to search for their. food, 
which 

.
in :Buddhism is of prim<" importance. · . . " All . which does n0t pome naturally to t.hem. Thus, 

· life is · sust�it:�ed by' · nutritiC?n " · (sabbe · satta an\�als, apart fro.:O their digestive. org�ns, also 
· iihiira!{hitikil : D� III, p. 211 ) , . by food for bodily . require the means. to carry t.heir body in search of 

. 
· growth, �ont.act (phtissa}·, : consciousness· (1,·iniiii!ta) food, and organs to seize it. when f�m!o1d. The 
and volition. (cet.cinj,;) for i�dividualit.y. . . 

chat:acteristic of selectivity is still more developed in . 
ki11 this 10:St kind �f nutriment which is. the �ill� man and has made him also more i�dividualistic. 

tQ-live, . the w·ill-t.o-exp�css; the will-to-reproduce.·. H does not make .Jl.im depenqent on �he food as he 
· When t.his . ·will-to-live. is psychol6gicaliy dt)ad� a finds. it, · but enables him to prepare that food · 
. doctor's medicine has no chance to cure 11 patient, .according .to his special : requ�rements, which 
and natural f�od wili rio longer be absorbed by ·the include taste. 
body. · Tho closed circuit : of · physical ani:l mental · ';fh{is, physicall); as well 8§ psychologlcaUy; the 

· C·O-r·pero.tion is broken ; and wit.h the flirinil:lg-down facb.lty of vitality in its vax;ious dej:,'l'MS is . charac� ·. of �serves the destructiV,e proce� will predomina:te. . terjsed by the need · tq survive. and the ·. greed to 
. But this . is' only so from :�he relative angle of the survive. . ·The need to survive · is expressed �n 

individual; for� ·involution (pi·vat�a) is only a differimt absorption :and the greed· to survive in reproduction .
.
. 

: view · 9f : .evolution · (sa�va/ia) •
. Death: is not . The sntisfactio� of a. riee.d may he a pwely passive 

essentially different from iif�, the mOst important. ·. implementation of .a nattiral. and physicaf reaction, 
distinction lying in 'th eir n.on-identi.ty. 

. 
. but the, &atisfaction of greed ·iS .an ·a�tive projection 

·It i�· . . the . id.entity of an. 'indi,vidu� which haS · . . and · self-reproduct!o� with the aim . of affirm�ti.on, 
·giv(ln to . life it� 'sup�eme import.ance, an.d heJ;lQe contiJ;lufition and ·�ecuring of pe�m��endy. . It is 
it follows . tha�· the. les� iden!;ity is .observed, the this' •  conscious effort . (cluinda) of the Wili . to live . 

. 
·less import�J;lCe ·is •attached t6 such individuality. . (cetanfi) whicli provid�s a tbo�1ght �ith the volitional 

. · Mll)er8l .and �e�etable life are · of- less value than component (kammc;£) which makes it .r!'lpro�iuctiVe 
·:. conscious life in . animals and . rationa1 .Jife . m (vipiika). 

�. · '  h11mims. · An� thlliJ it ha.ppl;lns that aitho1,1gh the · . . : . . . . . . . . . · · · f l'fi :( ·- "nd . .  ) · h . 1 · t't · t · · Here ·It may ·be rep<>.ated wha.t was said m the f�ulty 0 · 1 e 
a.l
J�vit

t 
� Nya �

f
� a

h
p ysiCa c�n

t
s
. I u

nl
en :

. 
beginning : �n automatic reaction · i� i� Buddhism 

· OJ: the corpore I .y group o p enOI:nena; 1 IS o Y. . · ·. . · . . . · . . · . · . 
. · . ·. 1 r · ( · · 'k ). th t 't fi d h . a ·· · not a �ubJect for mvestlgabon, .but BuddQist .de!!ols 

as a menta xa.etor ce�Q.81. a . a I n s an onoure . . . . . . ... , . . . . . . 
· · 1 ·. . th · . . · 1 h' 1 . . · With hfc· and hfe s forces only m so far as these are . · . p � a.mong . e sev�n genera psyc Ica cons-. . · . · · . . . . . . . . · · 

t't ts hi h · t· th · k' f th h·t·. co usc1ous m a�twn and reactiOn. From any . . other . I .uen w c . go . m o, e rna ·mg o any oug . · · . · . " . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
( __ �.i._·..:,;,_ �,.Jz." •�n 'k ) . Th' · · .te . aspect, the hfe of man· IS like· a dew-drop, Inslgni- . IIU(}()(.IVU<oU<Jtmf.urq�.:c�....., � a • . IS IS . · ·so . qm . · · · . . . · · . · · . , . . 
... btl · .r · n1 · t 1 r t b' d 'th· .. ficant, trlflmg, fraught With much ill and trouble · ·. ng y, xor o y as a men a 1ac or, com me WI . . _ . .: . .: . . · . · _. . . . . . . . · .. · . · · · · . (ussavabindupamam J�·�rdam · manussa.nam paNttam yoJition (cetana), · does It . have .t;he· reproductive . · · : · · .. . · · . · . · r · · . f k. ' . t' ' 't · .  · . --· . · lahuka'f!l- bahw1uk�ha'f!l- bahupayasa1J!. : A  . • IV, p. I37), xorce o armic ac WJ y. . . · . . . . · · · · · "· L.ike a �ubble . . on · water " {Udalcabubbula1J!.}, The. · �apability . of · repr�duction is · generally " Like a fine drawn with a stick on water " 

· acce��� as .a definite condition of living existence, · k · P"""" (uda adar;t�raJupamarJl- : ibid). 
for �i�hout reproduction th� organic kingdom would · 
soon .pass out of existence . .  It is the u,nivcrs�l law" But

.
as an oppor�unity for m�ral action it .is m�n's 

· of change ac�ording to wh.ich involution · (decay, •. �ost . precious possession. and when a . T&thagata, 
death) .necessitates evolution (birth).

. 
Thi� · mindful and self-possessed, .cast aside the sum of 

. capability. of reproduction iii. its . siltiplest form is �his . life (ayttsankhiirarJl- ossajati : A. IV, p. :U3.),: 
brought intO. effect thrl)ugh �ll-division. Assi- this earth trembles. It is not a thing to give and . 
milatio� through. reapiratjon and . nutrition .brings . .take· iii vain, even though the danger of the span o( 
about growth, whi,!lh results in cell-division, in which life is hard to know ( dujjana� jivitiantariiyiinam : 
the parent.cell loses i�_jdentity in its progeny. · TJcl. pp. 7, 8). . · · · · · 

· l  
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G eneraliRing from results o f  scientific Fesearch 
· . during· .the last fr : rty years, it appears highly pro

bable that, when placed under · r ·ondit i ons ,,·here 

.death marks the end of one cycle, the process moves 
on and in death it self is found the genesis of many 
new cycles. In fact. .  d u ;· ing t he process of a single . 
cycie of l i fe,  rcpc•xlnehna vi ee l l s  is a c:on t inuous · 
process, fiss ion of single -cell organ isms conti nues its 
course lndependent.Jy, ar;d •. the total proce� of 
change is one long series of repetit.ion of originalion, 
gpowth and c

.
essation. 

X one of these OJ:igins is prim�dial in the sense of 
creatiOil, and none of these cessat io;1s is final ·in the 
scnso of annihilation .

. 
In other words, both birth 

and death are various aspects  of the process of life, 
jHst. as much as other phases· of that process , And 
it is indeefl in this l ight that Buddhism views the . 
process: of l ife in the cycle of origination (pa/icca� 
samu7Jpiida, q.v . ) ,  which hus rio: primordial origin of 

· app•upl' !u.t c food is  s u p p l i(:· l in j j ;p  cu rrrd auJ • >Uat 
and where Jdeterious prouuct.s in the . process of 
chmige ai·e prompt!)• rcmoYf•d , al l  the e'ssential 
tissues of thP body arc potent ially immort.al. .The 
fundamental rcnson \\'hy organisms do riot l ive 
for ever appears .to be that in the organised system 
8S a wh(J]O those conditions nPCI'Ssary for continued 
' xistcuco uo nut always prevail .  In other words, . 
biological immurtil.lity is not impossible under ideal 
conditio.ns but as. in act.uali ty' · ideal c.ondit ions do 
not · exi.�t, thl' faet of immortality is . �ot acti.11iL 
Even I gically, th\l fact that all one's ancestors 
have died is not proci fo� the mortality of the ,last 
survi,;or. · The fact of l ife is not proof for the fact 
of death. . absolute beginning, . no starting point in . time of 

�ea�ion, no bringing · into existence without a re- · 
· But the condition of life, its composition . and· lative cause, but an arisi�g which is dependent on · 

dependence on confl icting u1d changing conditions, · . conditions . . Th� schem�, ; as usually · presented, · . 
arc su'ch tt.at. n.o living organism in �act .does smvive consists of twelve links, each one dependent on the . 

. , for. ever. Conditions are so generai and · universal · previo�s orie without there being a first, .and which 
· t.h�t nven tl;e durati�n fot lifo Cf!.n }Je pro�qsticat�d, · for easy undersW.,nding is spread out �>Ver the three · 
. although . statistics c ,m m1!y . provide a g�neral phases of time, past, present and f'!lture :  conditions' . 
average. · · in the past hav� gi�en rise ·t.o effects in the present,; · . c l  To him that is born there is n� i�mortality )' · these effeets · can · become in · the. pr�sent further . · 

. 
(ru:ztthi jiitassa·ainardrta??l< : A. ry, p; 137) is a state- causes for fut�e effects. Th�re is not unity ·which . .  

. ment. based on �he knowledge df birt.h, .  which- is a binds all thes� events together but as in fission the"' 
result of conflict. : . dependent :on the 'will-to-become par�i:J.t-c.ell becom.es its off spring . .  
�risef! birth (bhava-paccaya jiiti). '\Vhen the wil l�to- · · · · Here the biological field is e�larged .to e�c9mpas8 · 
become has ceased, there will be also . cessation of . . · · 

. birth and · death .(bhava-nirodha jiiti-?ltro.dho; jati- als6 .tbe psychological , far life is not merely the result . · 
· · . of copulation or fission. The volitional.fact or which, . • . . 

nirodlu/. • ja'ra:mara?Ui'f!l- nirujihant-i) .  . And that · is · in; inorganic matte�, expresses itself a� repulsiO!l and the immortality of . Nil:XJana (ama.t(Lpada :· S. I, . . · attra�tion, has become relative in organic matter of p. 2l2). . . . . . 
. plant, animal an:d mail. But the .b.a�ic functions of . 

Life is a. �truggle for life, : a . naturai pro�ess; . iri . . 
a.ttractlon and rep\.l.lsio�r 'Yhich 'are tho mainstays 

which birth leads to death. For ·the born there is ·of individ�al existence r'emain the same through- ' . 
no i 1nmo�ta.lity (natthi jatct <�sa r;�ara?1.a171' : S. I, p .

. 
out:. ·The attraction may b� o�ly physical, as two · 

· . lOS) ;· there is no .ffian to whom de;1·th . cometh not · · dl:ops of .w�ter: tend to unite ; it may be a sense of . (natt�i maccussa nci;amo'ti : ibid:), and t·ven though completl�n which attract�. the opposite or 8 lacking 
life last a hundred year� or mo:t:e . .  : .man yields his . ·.qu�.lity ; it niay be a need of security 'for an unim�wn 
life at last (jahiiti idJ?,a jivita1p, : Sn. v. 589) ; -death self; or a satisfaction .of & basic sex-lirge ; but the · · 
is by nature i nhereu£ in · life (mara�tcidhammojivi�e) . subsequ;ent ·acti-rlty . of � co�po�d nature (san- : · aS old age. is i� . :youth and .· sickness . in health . khara), if b�sed on ignorance (avijja); can only lead . 
(S. V, P· 217). ' to an· effect which has the full fertility of Vitality, . · 

. While it is true 
.
that it. is b.il't.li .that. leads to.. de�th, res�tirig iii further bec�ming (bhava) �n mental and 

. 

it is also true that it is death that leads to birth. . matorial spheres (�a-rupa) with its appropriate 
Physically, of cour$e, . according t.o t.he · la.y of pre- · organs (sa!fiyatana), contacj; (phassa) and senSation . 
servation of energy and matter, nothing is lost. in a· (vedana). These effects can become now new _con
process of.change, riot even in t:h� greatest of all, in , _  d1tions for furt?er action, when the sense.orgarui 

· death. For, biologica.I death is oniy the end of a · 'grasp at (taryha) and cling to (upadana) .their sense� 
cycre 9f individual life, which no�ally ·passes objections. · This renewed activity (kamma-bhava) 
through the successive philses of fertilisati�n. birth, lends to the. subsequ�nt reaction of· further birth 

. puberty, growth; senili�y a.nd death. But, though (jati, ma.ratuz). 
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Complexity . of wilfui a.ction is the cau::;e of co�, reborn who 1s not f:1. misfit from certain aspects. 
flict (sabbe sa1i.kharci duk/Ja), un,1 i: hif; complexit:.- iStil l  all the ter,denci�s (aitu8aya) acquired will be 
wili persist tlS long as ttk:-i.: i .s h ·•,y rrJ;l;_; undrr,otar.Jing t here and sud1 tendencies wiH seck out a propel' 
(avijjii) of d!lality, i .e., of :;elf iUHl non�;;elf. . Fur, it . environment for expr�ssion. At different times a. . . i::; on this duaiity that. all likes and di::;Jil{�� arC� · person might shew inclinat.ions according to the 

. grour�dcd . I�ikes are the n�trimcnt 'or . the self ; opportunity offered. This' kind of heredity does, 
disl!kes arc the defetu;ive weapon;; ·against the non• · therefore, not op��ate according to Mendelian le.ws. 
self . . 

Thus, . the �nstinct of self-preservation be- The · psychic · tendenci�s and pr.oclivities (anmaya . . 
comes the greatest stimulus for selective activity. abhinivesa) requires physical media for expression, 
Even .th� natural impulse for. propagation of the whereby a Jiving organism appears to acquire 

.· . �pecies is bu.t an extended l>elf.pr�ection int.o an psychic pr�perties. These physical �edia. wo�ld be 
indefinite future, struggling for survival. inherited acc.ording to Mendelian laws. . Certa(n 

Such activities . which . are self.ptodtic.ed · (atta)a : · · . physical · properties of living organiains, .moi'eo�er, 
.. · appear to be more suited than others · to allow. D.hp, v. 16 1 )  are also born in the same form (itoja : .  . 

· _exp�ess_ion 6f psychic tendencies,. arid thus_a mutuai 
. Sn. t.'. 27 1 )  for .' '  self breeds dislikes and likes. " . . . · 

attraction is · inherited in this · process of na�ural · 
eelection . . BL;ddhism recognise� the . bio.logical distinctions . 

bet"-·ren .oviparous (a�l(la·ja) �nd viviparous (jalii.bU
ja) generati�n, between the .o�ce.born beasts (eka� : E�st �aQckei ( 1834 -1919) gave his whole-
ja : Sn. v. j 1 7) and the twice-hom birds (di-ja) which, hearted · adhere�ce to the. doctrine of organic 
although independent of the. hen as soon as the egg .

. evolution, and .attempted . to apply �his do(}trine to . 
· · is laid, sti)l have to be hatched to be. fully bom.(J: I, · t�e.proba.bl� of. philosophy and 'religion (The Riddle 
· p. 152): The briihinans: P,owever, who claimed to. of the Unive_rs.e l) :  His monistic natur.alism sees . 
be twice-bori1, fro!ll · Braluna's . motith · and from the cos�os as an infinite whole. Yet, several of his 

· thei:r::n:iothe�'a womb, were ridiculed by th� Buddha . �iews are corroborated neither ·in Biology no.r .iii · . 
· -whb did not .see a�y difference betw�en them and . Buddhism:· One_ of the most· outstanding·_ is. his · 
. : other htiiiians ( T'oog. PP· � 2, 430): 

·
. P�as-itic plants . view of the infinite substance of nature which is not . . ·are sa.id. to be born froni. the trunk of a 'tree (k&tn- e;dci�ed .  with eitb,er genesis. or the' p'9ssiqiiity of rlha-ja .' s. -t, V· 2�7) and lotuses from wate_r (vari-ja : �nnihilation. Still there are inany point� of great . Sn. · v. 845).' . There a� also .the ·· moisture-born · ·. �terest· and. �ore · than . that; of contact with: 

(sineh.a�ja : .Sn. v. :�72 ;· S.- I, P· 207). . .. vadous doctrmes as found in Buddhism. The. 
Apart fr�m · an these biological p�ssihilities there . · .·u'nity of .matter �nd �mergy appef,ll'S 8.s a. mi�ored · 

isalso spont!Weou8 gener&tion (opapatika) which is reflection Of the �uddhist unity of narna-riipa; but · 

the, way ceiestiil.ls and. aJs(,. some Pac·ceka'. bi,Iddhas . . shoJJld not, be c��side�d as· a subst��e, :just -� the · ·. 
"'· are born. - . 

mmd-body unit should riot be thought of as a . .soul '. 
His views on ether a8 filling any part of space which .. 

RebU:tb in Buddhism, however, . does not folio"' is n�t occupied with ponderable atoins (chap; xii) : any biologenetic laws, for rebirth is not of an · ar�· not . ·acceptable . iind . not proved. _But his individul,ll body. Rebirih is not a biological fact· 
at ·the advent of Jife, but a reaction to a VO.JitionaJ, · hyl9zoistic view that organic 1\fe is present in Some 
conscious act� Such reaction m�y not have the form .· in

. 
· matter itseif .woUld . . not appear·.· · so . 

·

. 
�pportu:nity of imniediate . . . �ebirth, . and. . its exti:a.v�gent wh!'ln it iS . seen . that vitality . (jivit- .: . . . 
reproductive ,energy will pasS Qn into 'the next indriya) is one of the' 24 component phenomena. o(' 
.'action w)lich may still further strengthen the . pure ; matter, according 00. Buddhist Abhidhamma. 
·wilfulness. of the act, till once the tin:le may come for , · His st)ggestion · that consciousneB$ ultimately . · 
that vitality to express its own_energy.iti con�itions develops out of atom�. molecules� cells etc., is a far� 
ID:��e appropriate for �ts taking shape: That . �ay ' . xeaching · truth which is expresaed m the Buddhist · . . 

. not be. In siinilar surrb�dings; but. in the beSt theory of the five . aggre:gates of Cli�girig (panc-U- . 

available. There is always a. place where a falling . padanakk(la.nd.ha), . �cording -to which . neither the 
. stone comes to rest, although it hardly ever will be < passive . recepti�n. of sensation ( vedana), nor the 

a
. perfectly fitting .receptacle� Thus ·rebirth needS. · neutral reactive perception thereof (a�nM), nor the 

�o time,' yet tlle complexity of an expiring life will ·subliminal formative conception (aatikMra) i_s to be . 

be. so great that practicaJiy there will be no on& . considered as a. developed conscious, tnora.lly active .. 

Eng!lsh trsl. (1900) of Die Weltriatsel, 1899 •. 
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tho�gh� (vit1fia�w), alt.hough reeeption, percept ion 
and conception are three · forms of capturing 

. {upa.Ja,w) the mental object . . 

The pa.Rsivc recept.ion of a st imulus. which is called 
sensation {vedana) may not reach the conscious 

· level at all , a�d will t herefore be · rc�e1v�d and . 
11ensed .in the material organ w it hout penet.rating 
furt.her. Likc�rise the neutral reaction to a st imulus 
o.t the sense doors (s'aiiM) · is not.hing but an 
awareness of a disturbance {dL·iiriivajja?�a) and even 
if this is followed by cliscriminatioh of formative 

ideation (smikhiira) it is stil l . but an �riconseious . 
�eflex of I�efere

.
nce to prior expcrienres for purpose 

of investigat ion , comparison �nd classification 
· {santira?tGt) , . b1it without acceptance ot judgement , 
which alone . could . forin a volitioi�al act of 

:---.------------ - --- ··---

vacuum of empty space . in order to · accommodat{l 
their theories of contact in  activity. For the 
Buddha has brought  those .other worlds into this 
u n i vNse by sho1r ing thC' i r  subjection to the same 
laws of imperinanence; confl ict and unsubstantialit);, 
whlie whatever forces there be, they arc mere 
changin.g ph(lnomena .· operating under the . same 
laws. Arid t hat applies foremost to the 

.
mind, which 

· is a process of action and reaction, de;pendent in it� 
.· operation. on varying . ·condit ions, constitutional 8!> 
well as environmental, physical as well as mental, 
without. anything of the n.ature of an ab id ing el!tity . . 

· . For :1;3udrlhism, �vhich is an ethico-philos�phical
. 

doctrine, the · question is riot w}:lether this plant or 
. that animal has l ife, but . the more fundamental 

quest ion . about life.  Scientists may, if they. "'ish 
erinsc ious. ness (vin.fia�w), · d ' f' th d · ]' b t h. 1· : · a.n 1 . ey can, raw a me e ween t. e 1vmg and 

The .passive reception of a stimulus is found even the dead, or _may conclude that th�i:e is life in. all 
. in inorganic . matter .. · . The pasf?ive reaction t.o . a that is. Til the teaching of the Buddha everything 
sti�iulus without the willful abi lity to rej(lct· .it if is focussed on the ·concept of conflict (dukkha). and 
harmful; is typi-cal of plant-Jiff'. · its solution... Conflict is caused by arid originated in · 
· .Th� fo�mation of c�n.cepts and developn;ent of · ·. the · process of thoug?t whi�h . centres around the · 

· association of ideas is ch�racteristic · of animal life: · !-concept. · A�d thus, whatever is · capable · of 
And . oril�· the . conscious acceptance with moral culturing. this !-concept cmmes within the pur�iew 

·. respon.sibility is f�und in the f\illy develop�d ��ntaJ of life . 
. states of consciousness. 

. . F.¢r . specialised subject.s . . which . .  ·have their 
That ' Sensation ' permeates · . existence was . 

· · · · · a· · . roots· . �oth in Biology . .  and . Budd.his�., 
. 

see . 
· asse,rtcd also · by the a_ncient .

. 
reek · philosophm:; 

. J<�mpedorles. • . Consciousness, and that · applies . . 
HEREDITy, REl;3IETH. · 

. . to the ' conscious' react:ion Of a Sel;lSation, requires . 
·a ?entral nervou� syste� w:hich in Buddhism is . 
·referred ·  to as ·the physical sense�organ of .touch . 
. {phiiaaa) · which· is . the · sensorial . impression . from · 
co�fact . with · tangibles� . And · thus it is generally 
denied that consciousnesS must be. attributed to air . . ... 

. existence. 

H.G.A.v.Z. 

. . . . . 
BIRlt,il, the servant maid �f the brahman \iam�d · 
A<>oka · in the ti.n).e of Kassapa · Buddha. The . .  
brahman, had arranged Jor a daily meal for eight 
bhikkhu� iri his house. · lli:'! wife and daughters · 

· . .rer.used to perform. this service, but. the 'servant. ··did · 
' Consciousness '. . . like' · ' mind ', IS but an · 

a'batr'!-otion for the act�vities of the btain-.related . it .with great devotion and pleasure. After death · · 
' she re�p�d the rew��d of h.er.· piety: ' fo. r �he w� born . organs. It has no existence, but only action. A 

volltiom:i.l conscious · action · is called . karma in CatiiriDahii.rajika heaven 
. 
as a r:esplendent; 

(cetana'haT{Io:bhilckhiwe kamma7!L vad�mi) arid as such, guddess. . King Nimi, i� . 
the Nimi Jataka . 

karmic action is a psychical activity dependent on 
. 

(J. V�; P· 1 i 7 f. f, was shown her pa.lace by the di�ine 
physi�al activity. · But there is·no need to have this . chai-loteer Matali. Floating in the air; it gleamed 
physical action performed by a physical ' sub.!ltil.nce,' with gold and jeweis and had its own park and a 
or this psychic (lctivity. to be dependent on a · lake cover�d· With iilies. It was 

. 
nine-storeyed, 

psychological ' soul ' . In this unique stand, which four-sided, had a thousa�d chambers With: balconies . 

fo�s the basis of the Buddha's doctrine, the . �nd
.
railings oi'n�mented with. tinkiing. bells. · In the 

teaching ofnon-entity (anaUa), the Buddha is more middl� was· the beautiful AmbalaHhika:pii.siida. 
of .a naturalist and, 8i 'realist, than many so,ca.li�d 

.
, bright with waving penno�s . . In �height aild floor 

matei:i��o1ists who while rejecting the very possibility _space it covered twelve leagu{ls.· · The goddess was 
of other worlds a,rtd of any foro�s beyond nature, do contiimaliy served by a thousand . hanci-J:Il8idens . 
. not hesitate to · mtroduce concepts of substance of Sue� ia its . description in the Mahiivarp,sa (Mhv. 
ponderable matter and · even ' ether ' to fill the v� 6ff.) whic4 says that a plan ofit was. brought from 
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TavatiJ11sa heaven b)' arahants, who gave it to king 

· Dut-tliagiimani Ahhaya for tho huilding of the 
Lohapiisiidu. (q .  v . )  in Anuritdhn.pura. · 

p, T. D. 

BIRBA-PAJ:II TSHlG-RKAij BRGYAD�CU-
RTSA-BSHI�·PA, a tran�lation· into · Tibetan .from a . 

. � 
. . - , _  

Ram;krit text. VIRU PAPADA-CA.TURASITI. 

· BIRDS .
. Jl) thP. Buddhist siitras there .arc found 

many p!.!osso.gcs on, birds. The c·ontents of these 
.remarks - on 'birds, howqYer, · depend . upon · the 
eharo.ctor of. each siitra. This article, accordingly, 

. deo.Js :pot with birds in . general, but with · 'how 
l3mldhism treated bi�ds in its sutro..<; and h'istt>ricaJ 

. 
. 

rrcords hr mentioning some examples. 

. In this way, stories about birds, including those 
of the . Jalaka, are often quoted especially in the 
sui.ras of fables. Some of the typical bird -stories 
quoted in th�.; · shottencd forms of the .sutras i:i the 
scriptures_ of the northern Buddhist countries are 8.s 
. follows : In · Cliing-Ui-i-sfmlq Vol. 50, compiled 
by Pao-ch'ang of Liang,

. 
there is provided a 

sectiol'1 for b.ir.ds, in which are related : ( I )  kinds of · 
garu(Ia and t'ho description of a dying garu<;Ia-king, 
(2) how a .heron harms its mother at it� b'irth, (3) a 
wild goose with golden feathers that loved its wife· 
and children in. ils previo�s existen�e ; 5,00 wild . 
g�ese that listened ·to the · teaching of Buddha wer� 
l�orn ·in heavm• ; a wild goose caught by a king re- · · 

_ fused t.o. cat anything, got t.hi�t:�er _until it escaped 
from i't-s cage, ( -i) a. cri:uie's cry !s like the sound of 

·• the Buddh�;s law, (5) h�w a pigeon gave up,it� life 
in �rdcr to save a hungry man ; the Buddha's 
sermons . �hrough · .talking allegorically about . .a· . 
pigeon, .(6) � pheasant that pq_ured water upon the · 

In the Siviraja Jataka, for instance, the Buddha fire in the wood where it had been· living a long ti'me, · 
had been born; in a previous existence, as Siviraja, · (7) the Buddha's teaching . given to- the minister� · .. 
king of DevM-:ati. HC. was famed .for his righteous� . comparing theni to· crows ; how a �row with a red · 
ne�s and his· mercifiil lo.ve for all beings. .. One day· · beak and il. monkey_ were clo�e friends ; a stOry of a 

. Indra conferred with Visvaka�an on how to -test . crow and . a: fox that aclinired · each other. In 0 
: Sivi�·iija. Inclia _t�ansf�rmed hi��elf iiito - � _hawk . Fa�yuan�chu.lin. compiled by Tac �shih · of . T�ng; 
· and Visvakarman into · a pigeon, the former _pur- · riot . only is there q;, . section exclusively provided 
�uing. th� l��ter . -: The pigeon· flew into .the }lands of . · · for anjmals, but there are also often quoted seMoris : · 

· ·siviriija · as�ing ,fbr help; Th� hawk demiuided of 'concerning birds; .. · · . · · · 
· .the king to give hi�n back his prey, but the king · 

nsked the . hawk. to . -take instead hi's o-\vn �esh . . In Japan, m!).ny birc;l-stories are found in B�ddhist . 
corresponding ·to the weight of the pigeon. The simn6ns. Nihon-ryo-i-ki written by Kei}{nJ. of '  

king ·cut off pie-ces of flesh froni his legs, a�ms and Yakushi-j i  : temple .tells us . about a; · p1an who, ' 
�ides and. put them on �he scales, but .seeing that thrqugh attainment of the art . of casting spa�� . 
th_ey did not weigh · o,; ;n_�ch as the pigeon; stood. up . ·. on the. king or :P�acocks became a hermit with supe�-. . 

to pi1t him�elf on_ the scales. B��t-being thoroughly natural power and could fly i� the sky ;. a· �an who . 
exhr,msted, he fell down unc:i_onscious: .  Now, Indra, became disgusted .with this world . after seeiDg the 
understanding the perfections of the king's mercy, · adultery of birds and entered the p�iesthood 'to. 

displayed his real selfand: prais�d the king's (bodhi-. • practise 'virtue, and also a man whl?· having.eater.. . . 

�attyi's) practice. 'l'P,is jiiha'ka is'
. 
regarded'. �s. the many eggs of birds, had to see hell while still alive . 

· inost typical of all the birth stories, and is quoted in 
. and_ diE!. a violent death. The story of Roben of : 

many of the siitras� (J .. I, pp: 401 ft. No. 499 ; cida�-ji temple . who was. carried off by an, eagle 
C,ariyap#aka, s ;. Hstian-ch:i-pcii-yilan.-ching or _ wlien. �- bal:)y is vecy well:known. _ 

· S�n.yhuhyalcuenkyo · Sutra -33 ; Ava-dana8atakii, 34, 
etC.),: 

. 

As _an in_structive story there 'is a fable about a· 
heron· 'and a crab. An Gld heron, tired of seeking 

. food, lied to the fish in the pond where the-water was 
low, t-hat. he wouid carry each �f them, · one after 
another, to a better pond but ate . thein in.St.ead ; his 

. head was finally 'cut off by a crab th�t saw through 
. hiS plot (Jataka, No. 38 ; Pancatantia ,·· 

Tantriikhyriyikii, 1 ,' 5, _etC. ) . T4is fable. is related in 
. Ceylon m fout different ways. 

In India some races and families assume-the nkne 
' of a .bird, 'and this niay mean that:the aniinll,ls �ere . 
. once regarded as sacred. The dynasty of king Asoka 
who · patronized Buddhism was called the l\faurya 

. 
· 

(Peacock) ·dypasty (322-185 B-.C. ?.). Buddhism 
is _l31l.id io have separated into twenty · schools, of · 

.· which one WaS called. the Kurkutika sehool or . 
. ' school .of 'offsprings of. cocks; according to a legend · . ' . 
the Sans�rit 'kurkuta' meaning. a cock. It is .also 
started :that S8.riputta1 · the wises.t disciple of the 
Budd.h�, was·named thus, viz.; a heron's son, as his · 
mother's name ·was Sari meanirig a heron. There 

t' 

.· 

. · 1 · .• 

. > .. 
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a�e also some accounts in· rhich a crow appears 
�Ither as a Buddha's messenger or as a Transtonned 
Buddha. · · · 

In the SukhavatiuyillUL-sii.tra there are . the 
. following lines : There are· in . .  that Buddha, land 

· · geese,· snipes and peacocks. They gQ.ther togethef 
three timf;ls every night and three times every day 

. to play in concert, each warbling its. O\\'n note; and 
in these warbles there are manifested the' five 
yirtues, five powers and the. seven: bra:nchee

. 
of 

. �nlightenment. When. the ·men th�re · hear this 
sourid, remembrance of Buddha, remembrance of 
the Law and remembrance .of the monks rise in 
their mind. · Now,_ what do you· thi?k ? .  ·· The very 

(6) Kii.oili.ndika - a sea-bird ; it is said . that 
. any.one that touches this bird feels joyf�) ; the ideal 

king Cakravartiraja is said to ::mike h is apf!ear<�.nce 
accompani':ld by this bin!. (8Mbone;L·gyi5, :JO) .  

(7) Cii.taka-:- the bird Cucculus 11!elanolwcus, said . 
to subsist �n rain-drops (Shob6nenjo.gyo, 16)' • . 

(8) Sii.rasa-karai)9-a--·-,..!the name giveri to a 
pair of m�ndari� ducks i ·as they are inscpa�able, 
they aro pften compared to tbe joint actions of the. · 
b<idh.isattvas' piut.y (Nehan-gyo C!IOjubo'n, 4.). 

(9) Mayiira or peacock, with its beautiful wings, 
is regarded as a typically good bird. King Candra
gupta, king Asoka's · grandfather, · found�d the 
:Marirya djrnas�y. · 

. . . . 

· name of hells is -unknown in that Buddha country, 
and likewise that of rebirth as an animal and �f the 
realm ofYama (the four apiiyas) .

. 
These birds�ha�� 

been made on PllrJ>OSe by the Tathii.gat�. Amitii.yus, 
and they utter the sound of the LO:w . . · The word ' peacock ' is often ·  found in vario:us · 

designations : a. Mahii.-mayiiri-vidyii.-rii.jiii appears . In this way, v�rious kinds.ofbirds iuo given a role_ in the . form. of bodhisattva · with four . arms ·and . 
in elucidating the Buddha's Law : and adorning the : -riding a golden peacock. 

· siitra.S. This shows. that Buddhism reached not only · 
to human beings but also to all . li:v.ing beings: :and 
that birds appeared in maf!y �iitras sharing th� wq�k 
of ol_ucidating_ the tea.Ching of Buddha. · ' 

b� Lucky sp�U of . the peacock-.=:.. .. :rn Buddha; 
. m'atnka-mahamii:yilri-mdyariijn( .iiitra', that Buddha . 
· �lis Aiianda; ;who. asked the Buddha lfthere was a 
m.ethod of saving a bhikkhti suffering -from the bite : . - . .  of � :bl�k sna.ke, not to worry .b.ooauSe ' be' had ' 

Typical Birds : (I) Ga�u9a. · One of the ��g�t� �am�yU.ribuddhamatrik�-vidyarii.jfii;mahadhii.-
. ·kinds .. of ani�als guarding the Law of Budah� Y · · r�J).i, that haq .might.y power capable of removing 
it ·. subsists on riii.gas or dragons. Its wings Me · · all poisons; fears, calamities and sufferings, atid · 
so beautifUl . that· ·its ·other · name i!:l supaf"!!.i Ht · taking in, feeding ani:l giving· comfort to �u beings.' 
golden-wi�ged · bird� The term . . Karura-en, •· ' · · 

. . · 
.. •&me of g�ru9,a' depict.ing the aspect of bUUl�ng ·, c. ·:Re�igious practice of pe�cock-· -It is to 
· fire · comes froni the . g&ru9-a· .with its goldQil : p�:i� tbe religious e:x:�rcise ofMaha-m!yuri-vidy�: 
1Vings · spread .around, .a.nd ' the �rt . of _ gani9-a..' . _�J.nl. m �ccorda�ce

. 
wtth �he above sut�a�. and m 

· · t · · t' . + th . -.1 d . , Japan th1s exermse 1s practised only at To-Jl temple . JS . an eso eric · prac 1ce vo .remove e ev1 s . . o�. ·. : · K ·; . . · · . . · 
by evil dragons t�rough the mighty power of the· · 111 yoto. · 

garu<;l.a-bird: • Karura-kan· · .  i8 a . contemplation , .d • . : M.;ayfirasana . (Peacock-seat)--' This . . term . 
hf remove various misfortunes j�st as the garu��- . · �,�e ·r�i:>m }he · resemblance . b�t�'3e� the · sitting 
· removes the harms of poison<;>us snakes. . postur� of a human being an<:j. the figure of a peacock, · · · and ·by practising this mayfu.a.sana, it �� belie�ed 

(2) Birds with beautiful soilnd � a .. . Kokila or .· . that all sins and. e�ils we�� a�ihilated (Sri-jabala
Indi� cuckoo, b . . Kalvinka or sparrow . or indian ��r8��qp<in.i§ad; . a�lo): · Later on, however, this 
cuckoo, c; Kalandaka . that resembles a niagpie . ��to �tHl a.·_peacock itself. In es�terlc Bud
and lives among the bamboo tree.s (S�akd]u). . ��rn; ma-yilr8.s8.q� me:ans .. tiie place whm·e·Buddhi!.-

mat�ika-mahiima�i-vidyara.jn.1 or Amiw;_ Buddha · 
(3) Jivarp.j iva. · . This ¥me is said to have o_ome . 

from its . cry, and it is supposed to . . be two
headed arid low:bodied · (Hongyoshii-kyo). 

(4) ·�raufi.ca - a kind . of . Indian magpie. · 
, . · 

(5) �apiiijala-resernples a phe�nt ; also said 
to b� a kind nf sparrow. 

sitf!l.. · 

( 10) S�a or parrofr....:---There is a story that 
thE, Buddha, while a bq'dhisattva, practised . filial . 
·piety ·.to his· . blin� pare�ts, tra�sf01;ming hin:iself . 
into the · form of a. pa�rot (Zohozo:kyo,), and it 
is · also said that Amita . B.uddha . · tran�formed 
)1imself Into the form of a parrot ·in_ order to teach 
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·Buddhism to the people of Parthia (Sanbok!Lnno- Birds in Art : The Siviriija-jritaka mentioned earlier, . 
rok'-'• .Vol. l )- . In this way, a parrot was generally is wel.l-kno� in Buddhist countries, and. pictures de-
regarded . as' a messenger of the transformed figure picting thi,s birth -story are found in many places, for 

· of the Buddha. In . the. l(onzokyo sU.tra, there is instance, in the rel ief on t.he t ransome of the great 
�· story about two parrots kept by Sudatta which, tower at Amaravati in India, in the seventeenth 
because .of their belief. in the. Four Noble Truths, cave of Ajai;Jt·a.,. · on the articles excavated from .the 

· preached t.o them 
.
by Ananda, were . born. into · district · of · Swat in Gandhara, . in t.h� tower of 

heaven 'after death· . . There is also a story .about. a .Barabu�u� in .Java and among the wall-paintings of 
parrot that preached sermons .in the wo�ld 9( · Tun-huang . . Many pictures of birds mentioned 
Yamadeva .edifying the devas (SMbOnen-gyo) ; . a in· the jatakas are found in · India, ·and they are 
parrot t.hat �ked th , Buddha to com� to the wood sometimes . fo�d. among objects camed . with ·. 
:to give sermons wa.S reborn in heaven th�ough the Mahayiii1a Buddhist images. Two of �he five 

. · .benefit of having done so (Hyakuen-ky6 autras) ; great paiica·-ak8..�garbha-bodhisa.t�vas · ride a 
a parrot that, when ·. the wood where it .had �n . p_eacock · and . a garu<.la, respe�tively, and their · · 
living was on fire, poured water, flying

.
over it again · images, preserved ill .l{anchi-in temple in Kyoto; 

. and again 'to e�tinguish the fire . and for whom the . .  are well-kiwwn. Thou'gh ' vidyiirii.jiii ' usually wears. . 
· Lord, · impressed by its deep sense. of gratitude an expr�ssion of rage, Mahii.-mayii.ri�vidyarajiii has 
towards the woo�, poured rain. and·put' out the � a benign face in the form of a bodhisattva, sitt.ipg 
.(Sokarasetsu-ky� sutra) ; and ·a w'ise parrot kept on the . back Qf a peacock. ·. It is worshipp8d ·by 
by a:n imthoral ·king to wh�m the parrot pointeq tho.se asking for · r�in, and th� image in Kujaku-do.·· 
out. his fault. making him repent arid come to his . · . hall at . Mt. Koya-san · is famous .as a work of 

· .sen�es (Omukan-kyo). · Kaikei. . . · . . 

Idio�atic .expr�ssions with ·the wo�d ' parrot ' in · 
. them, e.g., .' ans,wers like the droppings ·of a parrot ' 
. meaning . . ai1 ·. obdurate ·. dialog1;1e' · as . seen in 
answ�ri.Jig about a · mountain when

. 
asked ab�ut a 

· river (Hy�kuyu gyo) ; · . '·par�ot:c.arriage ' . meaning, · 
according to .a · Zen p�iest, a person.· ·who 

.
. talks 

fine · things · without · praetising 
. 
them ( Royaaai_ . 

· . Buihin ·32);. 

Figurative Expressions : Hal'psariija. or gopse· 
king-."-· aiiother name·· for · · the Buddha 

· 
due to · 

his. ' jiilrivancidaoo-hasiapiida ' · · (one of . the 32 
. ·:characteristics i:n . the Buddha'a· appearance), that · is, having membranes between the fingers an:d 
. toes resembling t.li�se of a goo�e, 

. . 

. 
' Goose-eyes :�used . to· . exp�ess th�. · superior 

judgement of a scholar who distinguishes the right 
laws from the wrong ones like a goose:-king. who tells ·. 
wa�r from p::ilk' without fail. · · · 

. Sunya�ii-bird,-a bi�d that crys .. " k�g,· kung,. 
· (n•eans · ·Bunya'tii or voidness), indieates · a o�rs

.
on . . who makes thoughtless remarks · about Aanyatii 

without knowing its rear meaning.' 

. Th� . \vak� of a flying· bird-means unsubstan- . 
tiality .(Nehan-gyo 2) •. · . ' Both wings '-Dhyii.na 
and _ praj�· are compared to the . two wings · . 

· . . of · li bird, (.S,hikan 5) . . · Kakapeya' .or · ' crow� 
. .  drinkable · '-used to describe a �pond with · water 
.130 . full that even a crow . could drink water 
from it .. 

. . . 
.Of the twelve .de�as (dvciciaaa-deva}; selected .fron� 

all the- devas, Brahmadey� rides a ·swari· and Soma
deva· three or five . geese. The gant�a is . included 
among the . genu of eight claSses and among the. 
tweiity.eight. · classes : inciuding Brahm�deva and ·

. 
. Indi-a, present at' the sermons given by Sakyamuni. 
. The iniag�s of the gel1ii . of the . eight cla�ses of 

.
. : 

. Kofuku-ji temple in Nara a�d th� genii of .th� · 
�wenty-eight ·cla.sSes 'or MyoM-in. temple In .Ky�to 

· are famous. 
Moreover, images of bird� are used. as ornament� : 

in. temples.. Tho Hoo-d() temple .qf.UH is called by 
thi�·riame beca\!5e.Of the ornamental phoenix on its 
roof. . Qn· t�e famOQS '\VI"eath. �f flowet:S kep� .in the 
·chuson-j i  . temple, kalavinka · birds . are · _carve<;{ in, · 
. relief. The pictUre of ·bi

.
rds 'arid· animals. a.t .play, 

: be.lieved to be. · the work of 'l'oba-sojo, is : very · 
del�ghtful!y dra;wn. .There exis� numerous pictw 
:o( birds a;id fiGwers painted . by priests, and the· · ·· 
pictures ·of b.irds and flowers drawn on the slid�Iig 
doors and ·the images of' birds �arved for qecoration 
are too many to enumerate here .. . 

BIRTH. See JATL 

Z. I .
. 

(Transl�t�d by J un Oh�ui) · 

BIRTH CONTROL. The term . .  ' Birth Control ' 
refers, in its · wides·t sense, to the prevention or 
.regulation of life in' any form by any means 
whatever and · m this s�nse includes abortion and 

· . . :!.' �I : 
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in its current technical significa�ion, Birth Control 
is applied in relation to ·hum!l-n society and signifies 
any form of intentional limitation or regulation of 
t:>ize of family and of population and is, in this sense, 
sy:ilonymous with . Family Planning or Planned 
Parenthood. In a still more restricted sense, Birth 
Control · refers p�rticulat:ly to control of conception 
or prevention of pregnancy . by means mechani�al 
. or . chemical administered by methods oral·, 
\raginal or intrauterine. 

The theory and practice of birth control .in the 
modern world have a. beariilg on a. wide variety ()f . 
aspects of h�man l ife, ethiCB.;l, . religio�s, . psycho
logical, . sociological, 'c¢onomic, political, demogr· 
aphic and eugeni�, and they le�d · themselves to 
criticism and judgement from as many aspects-. · As 
l!. matter ·of . historical interest it is necessary to · 

remark in· this connection that the most · decisive 
influence . on the formation of populal." attit11des to 
birth control has been exercised, more ·. bindingly . 

The primitive methods cf birt.h control referred to 
in. the Jatakas and the Pet:lV!ltthu belong rather to 
the hist.ory Of crime t.hl:in t..:; the hist;ory of birth 
control as nOW undcrstom� il.Dd f01.1i:ieide h!V> !.Jr-0n 
roundly condemned as heinous and immoral on the 
basis of the· ca:rt;linal Buddhist · doctrine relating to 
the sanctity and inviolability of the principle of life 
(see ABORTION): In the· celebrated Metta Sutta 
of the. Sutta-nipata, (Sn. pp. 25-26) the Buddha 
enjoins his followers · to • extend love, amity 
and friendliness not merely to all beings who ar� 
already hom but also to a:ll . those that are still 
awaiting tq be born and the latt.er category is a 
clear .reference to. life in the foetus. 

. . 
Whe:reas primitive methods .of birth control in· 

variably .involved the violation of the principle -of 
life, modern . science

. 
has be�n able to perfect a 

·variety of techniques which seek successfully to 
control birth . withoti.t ·violation of life; either ante
natal or post.nat&l: There are, at 'the present time; 
:rllany methqds of bir.th c:Cmtrol widely in u� in all 
parts of the world. and none ·Of them : invol�es the . 
necessity to kill the life of the human embryo: 

· . in the past than in the present, by religious · 
dognuis and by ethical judgements o.ssoci�ted ><iith 
s�1ch dogma�� · · · . �f the primitive methods o( birth. control . 90�. · · 

sistirig of foet.icide arid infanticide have. been co�: 
· The. Buddhist . attitude . to birth . contPol. is con· demned by the Buddha as befng . criminal . and . 

· t ingent �n a numbet: o,f co�siderations pertaining to·· · immoro.l on account of their violation of li(e, what · 
its nature. and ftmctions; its methods and techniques c�uld

.
be the Buddhist attittid� to method�· of birth

. 

· and its a�s as ·well as t.h� · coil8equences · following · · contrQl . which merely se¢k to prevent conception . 
· from its practice; �- without killing life that is .already conceived ? · The . 

p�oblem in this fo�m o_bviou.Siy did ·not arise i� the , 
The id�a and methods of birth cant�ol, albeit in society of the Buddha's . tirrje. and this fact itself: . -crude · artd .· pre-s�i.Ei�tific fo�m, were �ot unknown makes· it unhistorical . to e-xpect · a specific ·. and 

<luring the time of the · Buddha .. · B�rth controJ; . categ<?ri�al.decliuati.on by the J3u.ddha for or against . 
as a: matter of fact, has a doc�me�ted. hi$tory going . birth controL ·What is possible and meanmgfully · 
· b11o0k to. nearly · fo�r thousand years and references releva�t. to our . time would be to . reconstru�t the · · 
to its practice .occur in the writings of the ancient • Budd}list attitude to the contemporarv theory arid 
Egyptians, the Chine�e, the Indians, the Hebrews . practice of.birth con.trol'after a careful �On!;!ideration 

.. .a:nd the .Greeks; Methods of birt}l control of all the ·factors that impinge on the difrer�nt . . 

prevalent in the time of the Buddha appear to have aspeots of the Buddha's basic te�chings . 
. been almost wholly · confin�d to foeticide and

. 
thE! 

references in the early . Buddhist documents clearly 
bea.� out · tha.t the practices invariably had a 

· criminal intent. 

· There is no evidence what�ver tq suggest that the 
rule� of-a.O:cieiit Indian kirigdo�� wer� vexed �ith 
economic and political i�piications of the problem 

. 
·
. o( over-population and in the pre-ir{�listt:ia.l pas
. toral and agricultural economy of. ancient India 
. birth q�ntrol does not therefore ap�ar to hav� 

been· 8:ll instr:nJll.ent of public policy pro�oted 
through governri1ental agencies as at present. 

· The fWldamental feat�e co�on· to �il forms of 
. . birth control, bo�h primitive and mode�n, invol�ing • 

either �iolation of life or merely.· the prev��tion of 
conception, is its vol�ntary n�ture; Birth oontrol · 
lends itself to 

. 
ethical judginent; in so. far as 

BU:gdhism is · concerned, primarily Qn .account of 
this intentional .element: Volition, ·conation or · · 
intention is the distinctive element ·that at · onee . 
defines · and detertnmes · ethic�l or moral actihn; 
According to tbe· motivational theory of Buddhis.rt 
the riiain'spz;ings of hurnan behavi�� con�;�i.St pri- ·, 
marily. of six fa� tors, technically ca�led . Roots, and. · 
they a.re the three roots ot morallv unwholesome � . .. .

· 

. . 
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action (greed, hatred and ign_oranc,e) and the three 
roots of morally wholesome aetion (non'-greed, iion-. 
hatred and ·non-ignorance). Fr�m this is d�rived 
t-he doctrine of the four Evil Courses of Action 
(agati), 

. namely, . Impulse, Animosity, ,Fear and 
Ignorftrice. Ordinarily, our behaviour in thought, 
word and deed is :impelled by these. passions mspite 
of onE pretences to act thr�ugh the dict�tes · of 
moral rectitude and through · abstract ideas per
taining. to truth and err�r. :Conscious . actio�· 

· · characterised by conation has, in the Bu.ddhist view, · 
t.he capacity to _generate its corresponding reaction. 

· Hence, action impelled by un"\\-�ho}esome roots in
vari.ably ·begets unwholesome consequences for the. 

· individua:I concerned. The same causal law holds . 
valid in the case of wholesome _roots, t0o. _. · _ The :. 

· roots o{ moral and immoral action are, in addition 
to the conative, endowed with two other aspects; 

individual performing it but on the rest of society as 
· well. · This again · i� a truth particul�rly recognised . 

in the Buddha's discussion of the ethical .problem. · 
The Ambalatthikii Rahulovada 8u!.ta of 't he 
Majjhitn:a-nikiiya (.il-I. I,- pp. 414-420),. which 
de.fines the moral good in terms of consequEmce, · 
emphasises the fact that a . morally . wl)oiesomE' 
action can · he so-called if, and only if, · its result 
is felicific· not · m�reiy to oneself but to. others as 

· 

well. It is · clear from this that a . number of 
condi�ions will have · to be satisfied if an et�ically 
significant acticln is to • pass the . test of th.e 
·moral good as defined in Bu_ddhism.. Accordingly, 
.an acti.on whose result .is not felicific to thtJ indi- . · \'idua�-' or to. society or to both as well as an action 
whose result is felicific to one but not to the other . 
cannot decidedly be a morally wholesome. action: 

namely,' the affective and the _ cognitive: aspects. · : This then is .the test that must be applied to the 
The. affective element gives to the roots_ their feeling - practice of. · birth · control in order to be · able to · 

· to�e Md the cognitiv� aspect imparts-to them .their defint:l the Buddhist · attitude to iL What is. ihe 
. _ epistemic quality,:veridical or.ri�n-v�r�dical, s��s�ry . intention which prompts the uS� of the me�hods of . 
"or ext�a-sensory� In the sphere·of inoral action the birth control ? . . . 
Buddha enjoins his disciples to .cultivate the .whOI�- . • . 

�orne. roots and teB:Ches' the_m the way' to elimin�te . . IIidividuals who uSe methods of bir.th control as . . . 
. . the·.�wholesorite: roots in the course of their. p�ogre8s well as governments which pursue policies promot-

a.Io�g the. path to pei-footion: . . . . ing the p_ractice of:birth ·control iue motivated iii.. � . . 
· · wide .. .variety of ways. •· Henc�, there _can b6 .Do -· Sinee all human endeavoUr is relativ� �to some · uniformity in the :Buddhist attitude to birth control _ · goal, th� considera,tion� of intenti�n naturidly in- · . wJiere tpe ' latter is governed :by a pluraliti bf vol-ves that of consequence. · Intention is the anti- · }ntenticins. An individ�al inay use one .. or more ·· 

cip�tion of a desired.· 'consequeii_ce. c6ns�quence, . . . . . 
�ethod� of birth control with a · view to avoiding on the_ other hand, . a8 we too often find. to our · · - - - .- - · · ·- - · - - -· - - - - - -- - cri_m. -��1-r�sp.onsi_bility-for impregnating· a_ n�ber of __ ·. ' frush'ati'on, is .not necessarily the_realisation of what 

we exactly intended. . An . intention is · never· the .wo�eri in the .courae of�is 'promiscuo�� sexual life •. 
sufficient condlt_ion of its ful6lment . . . � intention; In this ca;Se th� availability of effective methods of · 
for iii.stance, t� please everybody mig9t· end up in a preventing pregnancy is consid�red as a ·licence to a 
consequence where no one is ple�ed; The · mor�1 _life •Jf debauchery. Such mot'ivation· ill re�ard to 

. good _t-herefore cannot be defined solely . in terms of the use of_ methods of birth cont.rol is contrary to _the . . . 
. in«)�tion. -This precisely is what has be.en recog- · . Buddhi;t t��hing on the role of sex_ in fainily a1id 
· ni�d i� tl;le Buddhist ethical doctrine. · .According social life. Another · individual may resort; to 
to 'the tcach_ing o(th9 Buddha the , judgm.eiit of the. . the use of-method� Of birth control with a vie� to 

·_ m, 'oral_ good requires not mereiy. the determihation of . . . . . . . ·. . . . · avoiding pregrianey in his wife ·so · that he ·may · 
'tlie intentioh of a given action but .also . the deter- thereby �eek _to plllri -�he size

. 
__ of - his . _family ·. for . 

· J'llil;lati�n uf its actuel,: as disti
.
nct from its u;te'uded, · · · 

the purpose 'of (lnsuring for himself and his de� · · conseqtien�e .. · . lf this �x�ting test is not ap' 'pl_i�d i_n . . . 
pendents ihe ma�inuun· standards of living con. t})e definitioi1 of the moral good, what results is the 

philo8ophy· t�at the tJnd justifies the means and it is 
clear that this philo'st)phy cannot be 1�onciled wi'th 
the Buddhist ethical doctrine. according to whi�h . 
means and ends must both be wholesome. · 

. 

In the consideration of �tention and consequence 
. it is important to. note t.hat while the former refers 

t·O the psychoiogical.origin of actJO�l the latter CO�l
C(Ir.riS itself -with its impact· not merely Qn . the . 

sistent '*ith his liiDited incpmc. · In · this case the · 
methods of birt}l . control . a�e an aid to judicious . .  

· family planning and the intention is the ·avoidance· . . · 
o( causing unnecessary misery iU: economic and' .

. 

. . social life to hims(llf; his wif� and his childien'. 
Such instances ·vhere the intention . is as laudable 
as the consequen(le· realised are in conspna�ce with 
the Buddhist teaching . on health which is vie\\;ed 
not as a negative state of abse�ce �f ill:health but 
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as n posit i\,·o st ate of soundness of hoc.ly anti m ind as 
'�·e'll n� a po:::it iv� Rtatc> of economic anrl social �\'('II· ·  
lwing. 

misery and cpnflict in the institutional life · of 
so�il't.y. If tho ·  excessive · birth rate . is a contr�
bnton· fo.ctor to tho creation of unwanted and . 
nndr1;·�rable squalor and misery in social l ife and if 

Govcrmneuh 1w 1· ·;;,; than individuals displ;ty . t.ho reduction . of the birth. rate leads to a corres-
vat·iance c<mr.nruing thPir motivation towards the pondin.g b�ttermcnt : in the ment;a:l El,nci rnateriitJ 
'mwt. ir.e of bi;t h · control. A !! .. o\;er.nment· : . · m·a.�.· .

. · · ] 'fi. · th ]. "t f · ·circumstnnct�s of 1 o among e _genera 1 y o 
onforc<' st• ·rilit�· . on an unwill ing com�:mit)· with a people; the Buddhist attitude to birth cont.r<?l 
view to ucnying thP. latter an lmportatit som;ce.' of governed by such motivati�n cannot certainly bf' 
pol i t ica l  1)-nd economic power. Ir1 this case, birth. 

one of opposition or contrariety. · There is . amph� 
. conft'OI is used as an instrument �f repression for the evidence to suhst:antialo the belief that thOI.?C ·w�o·· realiRation of ends which are decidedly pnfavourable · tltiliHo the knowlt)dgo and .  techniques of ·modern. t.o il. section of societ,·: Birth control characterised · scic�tific discoveries for controlling the . s iz() of · hy such ffiljtivatio� . �nd consP.querice go� c�nt�ry familv and commmiity consistent with their incomf' 
t.o the �mldhist · tci\ching on the de�c.>cratic will l;e al;le to. wake availnbie to the�dves a full�r 
liberties of the individual and society and .· the life rich in social, culhmii and spiritual terms .. Buddhist eth ical doctrine which emphasises the . . 
need for fcliri&c con5cqumico both to oneseif and to .· 'l'hc causality of conception of life •. that. is, 8." . . 
othPrs in the sphere of mor�l act.it;n. . 

. described in tho Buddhis.t . texts, allows a gro�t�·· 
· Jatit:ude for tho practice of birth control. . An · 

Au �nl ighf cJ;c>,J gO\�crnmeut ,  on the· other · hii1uJ, act of copulation wnich docs not �nvolye the collo<'.U.·. 
mu.y adi>J;t. birth control as an instrument .

. 
:of its . ' tion of th� es8ential cattSal factors 'cannot, in thB · 

public policy with . a . view t.o solviJ;ig .a .relat�d. · . Buddhist view, ·result in tn6 fo�ation of a foettis, . .  l lurilhOl' of politica�. economic and social probl�ir!.S . The exposition of' this view ntay' be .q�oted in th� . 
�vhich ha.ve arisen a.mo�g the. people it gov,lltns Buddha.'�· own \\;ords· : ' Conc!3pt.ion, 0 monk13� · COII.SCCJ;lOnt. to an. excessive birth-rate . . . In;di!\, - �he . takes place �n account of the co�ing together of . . 
land of ihe Bud;lha's birth, is a typicnlinsta.nc� �f th� f�t�:rs. · \There t.he1-c · is sexual . unio11 o( · 

. (I.Jl over-p,jpulated country ,�·H.h a . low standaf;d of: · p�nts �ut �vpe� the ru·other is not in 1\er periods 
: ltvirig Whl'rO tho government has adopted birth· . and a �eiiig awaiting birtli (gandhabba) . is abaent, · 
ccmtro} 8.s i1ne 'among many· �ethods for · th�. :cH�: :· there ·· docs . not take place c01iccption; Where · . rniriation of social poverty and misery amoJig· her "tlieri is sO'xual union of parents ' as well as th.ri 
�ople: . .:inspit() , of the benefits accruing f,i-oin · the · 'mbti1cr is in her pc.wi0ds, (but w'here th�i-e. is �o 
greater prodw:f io11 and product.ivity ·in . agiichlture · .beiri_g awaiting birth) there also does noi .take place· 
and tho ·di ... ·ersified "i,ndustrial development. of.jhe �onception. Where, however; there is ilcxual uiiion . 
1•ount.ry, ).})e people of India have ·not been �ble.,to .: : of pa�rits, · and · the uiother iS. in her periods . . aud . 
raise the avqi·ago standards of living on account Qf'; . where there i& $.o a being �waiting bir�/ the� . · . . thQ ala!'ming growt.h · of . popt;lat1on . b� �ve�J ·. ·. alone. takes place conQeption ' (MaMwiz/laaatflkb.9ua, · . ·mil!ioi_ls ciwh yeat·. Hence the r�duction of the . .Sutta,: M. I, pp; 265-�67), The. sexual. union 
birth ru.t.e has bi�en made one of the pr�rr. ·.between hlli!b.and ar.d wife is a voluntary ·act : · 
na.tion'�l !licis by the preSQnt rulers of :�dia . . . · Th� ' . .  thil

.
;ifo .knows whether she is iri her peri�s and thi� . 

policy followed by . the Indian govetnnte�t ,",is . . · knqwledge · is
. 

available to the hu8�and ; but 
paralleled by t�ose ?-f m�ny o�her gover���� in 

. 
o�vio�lY :'Yhat i� not knc�wn to. the hus�8ltd �nd · · 

the modem worJd.. The mtet,hons govenung birth . . wi(e beforehand 1s whether or not ·there. l!l & .bemg
. · 

�:ont.rol 
. 
in t.his inshmce ·. a1-e 'consistent . with :tb� . �a:W�ifing �iJ-t,h. ·But . the comforting · �urance . 

Buddhist ethical t.eo.ching. ·.According � }�� · ·l.\>•4j}�b��. to_.tpe busba�ld f!.Ild·wife is the knowledge 
Budclha"s views on government and polio.� . � ·  tW ... J !l :��pting methods of birth control in the 
rulei'S ha.v.e an obligation to etjsure the pro�tiQ� , . �ourse of sexu� union,. effective ·steps have beei:i . 
and well-being. of the people. · The Aggaif.fia: $� , · ' taken to p�vent conooptiou · so that· there: i� nq 
of t.h� Di{}lla··nik'uya (.D. iri; pp. 80-.:....98) trace� -th� · deStriiction of life of a being �waiting birth. .To t�e 
ori�ins of t.ho St<,t.te and Royalty to a governro��� · Buddhist thi� is the .crucial requirement, ll;Smely, . 
l!�mtra�t. bct�eeri . an outstanding lel!oder · 4n4 · ,.  · 'that no lifo should be destroyed under any circuin�· 

. .  l:()mrimnit.y of free m�n in need of protection and truiees whatsoever • . . 

Rocial weli-being bom of econo�ic �urity.; · .And · · · · • · · · . · . · · · · · 

. in the OakkavauiBihaniida SuUa of tho sama nikQya Granted that there iK n� violation of the prinCiple 
. (D. Iii, pp. 58-79) the Buddha has emphasised the of ·life con�quent . to th� p�actice of birth control 

p�imacy of tlie economic fac'tor in the causality of ' it might still bo objected on teleological ground.s that 
1 1--H 135.fll (5/68) 
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--, · ·-:--· ----- --- ··- ------ · -----
. such practice constitutes a t.ranl:lgression of the will 
of God indicative of a refusal to co-operate with hin"i 
in" his pt�s. To the �uddhist, however, · this 
objcctio� is ·both invalid and meani ngless inasmuch 
a.� he docs not 'subscribe either to a belief in a 
Creator God or to the cx istencc of a divine t.ele,�Jc",gr. 
Unlike in t.hc:>istic aystems .of belief, ti1� prqcrcation 
of life is not· considered an obligation in Buddhism: 

"Bit·th control
. 

is a thetn�l rohn·ant t� . ,�:r)rldiy 
!'IOCiPty>which throitgh .marriagP.· ims s·ought to 

. rCgJ.Ilate and�ivilise the biological mgc to porpehmte 
the species. . Tho primary ielation hct\,·cen partners 

· in marriage is rootM in-sox and Bmldhi.sm rreognisrs 
t.hiS. :Mi1.rt·iage, in tho Buddhist view, jg. a Yehiclo · 
rif t.he pas.�iclns �nd -ls .thcrr.frJrc heJd .to be scconda�·y 
to ��libacy . .  J3ut the lifo ·of celibncy i!; enjo-ined by 
t.ho Buddha only on the · order of. monks and 1mns. 
who .have voJ;�tarily d�dicatecl thf'm�h·es to the 
high<'r' life of the spirit . .  Htmce, monks nnd nmis 

si.gnifican.ce. (SeE> Pis. XV,_ XY J, XVJ I) There 
it is called 1Jm8ho-e Tanjo-e. Oola11--e becau.."ft 

it is the celebrat ion of th<' hirth of Sakyamuni
Budtlho. . (called " Bn.ddha '.' fOI' >"hort herP.a.ft.cr) . 

· The BucJdha-statun made to .dnp ict hi>; form 
· at . birth is cfl.llNI " Birt.h-Buddha ". And by 
reo.:;on • of sprinkljug scented watt'l' oi· · sweet 

tl:•a on tlw. hcud . of t.hi;:; l-itatuc . this ccwemony· 
i,; ·also callecl )(anlmt.qtt-P, or ' · l�okubut.�?H whi�h 
mNws cerrmnn�' of f:pr-i1ikling (wah�!' · on) the 
Buddha. · . . By ct'l�hrnting the Buddha ':< :birth . 
Buddhi&ts hopo to �moet )Jaitreya \\:ho Is bcli.e\•eci · 
to be hom . on earth in tho future nnfl attain (m. 
lightenmont.  'J'he1·eforP,, ·tlw <:Pn•mony i::; al.�o callt•d 

Ryii-{IP-·C, that being tho nnine of the congregatinu 
in which Jlait.roya · Jll'c:�chP� . . .

l::econtly in Jnpnu, 
it is · named the Flo\\:er-<'er·<'m<>n)'· mi<l iw ti�i-• 
·COUllt�ics of South :bia it· . i;; c-alled Vesak. hut · . ' . . 

· Vef:'ak commemor·nti.: . .; not only hiil hirth hu t . .  
h i" <'I

.
llightPmnr;nt and hi::: pnriniry;\r.il1 (nr tinu-1 

}Hl;;�ing away). . · do nut fom1 a . part of ·w6rld.ly Rociety fqr whic-h 
· . t.bc Buddh� ha� tai.tght . a distinCt code . of lay 

othicli. The : S·igiilO'piitla· 8u� ·. of the .l)igha:nikii�a · S�rinkling the ·Buddha 5t;ltue : �pr·inkllug :Bnd1�ha 
.(D • . ill, pp. 180-193), the Dha1m�ika· and -1\l:·migalci· · · whe� he wa� · ho'm is roonrde� ·in P'1£·tioo-cM11fJ. 
Sul{a8 of t"he" Suita-1ijptil�£ (Sii. pp. 6n-7o, pp:

_ 
(Lalieam:�tara), . i'"!o'·.YO�h.�img-t.v(in (Buddllacarita) 

46-47) -Rtid -\rarit,iU.� <ither �mttas in t.he - Pali nikayus and other F>iitras of _Bud«h�'s biography. And 

describe in detail th� duti�s r)f husbands,wives and·· also in the old · �tone carving · a( .:\rrgarliiva irl 
childr:on to ime anot.b(lr. The jlfn;ngala Svita · Ind ia, there is tho . scene· iti wh ich the Dragon . 
spocifi.ca.lly r<'f<�rfi to th� dttty �f . the husband to Rir)g is ·�pririkii�g · �e�ntml 'vato� nn · Bnddha':4.· 

: · provide for his wife and · childi·en. ' ·one
. ·of. the .ho<\d . . Sprinkling the Budrlha-stntue on th!� - � . . . . . effective way-s in which the husband c·ould alleviate Buddha's birthd.av aft�r hi::; dent.h is dei-icrih�<i · 

· · . parl o(his · h�nd icnp of :oconomic. poverty is · .. by ' '  iri 
. K".uan-hsiJn�l;sing-hua1lg��l;inri a,:; · . . follows : .· 

!·����: ���Ps to limit Jh� _size �of_ h� frunjly. · 'fhfiie,· ·" 'l'�o · rea�im .�vl1y· Ap�il � flih w�;; -�hot;en a.<i thn ·. · 
�re two : ways . in · ,vhich : this could be done. · Tha Budqha.'s birthday. 

is . htlcaul-ie, fmrn �pring t1) 
tncthoci" moat' accPptabio according i:o the B�d<lhist . . 

summr.r, p;}l disast.?rs cease, llll Cl1��tion is 'awake • . 
: .vic'v is. that .of nb�t.iilC;lCO and COiiti��ncc. W11ere . . iw . injury ·Ohstrnd.� them . and it . i:'l ju;t the- ' . . 

. this method ir3 h�ld -· to bfl: -to6 exacting ·and ,UD· . fine 'se�son: n.ot too cold. nor . too warm, SO t.hat 

. . · �listie . in the !)xciting conte�t· of. wofltll); life, · th� (11\y . is · exactly suiial1IP for· · the Buddha'� . 
· t?e h'.!Sb11nd ,\·Jio· iiJ still inteut on mstricting tho ·  · birthdt\Y. · .All . . believer>;, main · ami fpmale, 
siZe of his f!}mily could avail · himself of t.he tech� .: . must·· sprinkle the Buddha-statue jlr)litdy cvi,)n ·. 

· · nicjues of modern · scic�ce, · na�ely, t.he 1ion-v.iole�t aftm· hi�· dea.th · as if he i� pr·i�WIIt. on en.rt:li: ·. 
i. 

met.hods· 0� . bit·th . CO�t�c)}. . 1'h� J lSychoJogy ·that. . praying hear.tily fur the i i1i1ft.il.e 
.
po\\·cr Of morit." 

. prompts him. t.o resort to·· this course. of act.ion nnd :But, in Yft-ju-k_ltng-to-c!l-ing tran.-;lakd by . I-tsing 
the conseque�lces that he coulcl ussure t.o h��eir ( 1.135�715  -�-t.C.), . \V(l I'Oad· .  ,, N<),�- I win · ��ViRfl 

. . · . . and his family t.bereb_y cannot 'be held to be .cont.�rv kings, cabinet lilini�ters and other belleVCl'R who· . . 

�.t he Bu<tclhis� scheme of t�inhig which, elmnciat�� pr�y for 'the merit of ·. believing, to: sprinkle .iho . 
. , a· graduated path to perfection. · · .Bnddha-st!}tue everyday, so that thoy · will get · 

· no small . benefit." ' And . al:io in Nan-liai-chi-
W. S.· K. 

BlllTHDAY · �EREMONY, THE- BUDDHA'S. 
· Ccremonie::� . connectod 'vith ' the · ' h i rth of the 

BucldhS are · h�ld in · m1ury cql�ntrie:-� where .· 
�Ia�iiyalia iM thl' ·pn:walent form of Buddhi!>1D. In · 
iapan tho cer·ernony' ha."$ . acquired a 8pocia.l 

ku.�i-nei-Ja-chun it. _i;; recorde'l that · thm-e cxi�tQd 
. a ritual of sprinklin!{ watc1· Of! the Htiddha-stattw .: 
m·oryflay . .  
Procession of Buddha-statues· : Tho processiol1 of . 
Bn�clha.-statne� is the ceremo�y of going · rotmt.l 
with · Buddha-statues . .  on b�;:�at\tifully decorated 

· yehicleil� ·on .Sth Anfil . t.hn Rnrldha'8 birthday. . It 

·. 

. _ ; 

l . � 
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reads in J( urm,fu-.9an-mei-hai-cliing " After . th1� attendant women all assemble. · At the place three 
Bnddha'ft death , he who can go into samiidhi or four ' li '  distant from the castle, a' waggon with 
(t•onr.entmtion) and th ink of t.he Buddha's passing a Buddha-statue in it .is prepared, which is ovei· 

: otway, and remO\'<' sinful deeds, which were · piled 30 feet tail . And. its Jorm is l ike that of a royal 
up for the long t-ime of t})ousand kalpas. He palace. It is. decorated with seven kinds of jewels 
who cannot. think of Buddha's passing . mm�; ancl covered · with silk b!lnners . and c&nopics . 

. hut can :-ce the Buddha's footmarks or pmces�ion The Buddha-statue stands in the �''aggon and two 
of Buddha-:>tatucs. also Cf'JI rcmf?ve f'inful de.eds Rorlhisattvas wit.h hea'Venly beings attend upon 
accumulated in a. thousand kalpas b�· every st�p. � . tho Buddha. .-\I I  lire carved in gold or silver aiul 
He.�idcs, it says about the scene of proce;;simi : il.ro · suspended in tho . air. When the . Buddha-

.
• . Hn who sees tho .procession of Budtlha-statues statue comes to. one hundred pAces distant. from thn 
:«.'es Budclha-statuos filled in the worlcl.<� of toit . . cast !P. git.te, the kit?g takes off his crown, put.s on 
cl imdions. When each statue st.anrls· up. all tlif' nc\,, clothrs: bccorries bat:c:foot, takes . flowers ancl · 
:<til.t.ucs of sky and earth r;tantl np froin their seat� incense aitcl goP.s out . from the castle. with · hi� 
1tnd there ap!mm· fifty mill\at·il,; of ftower-l ik<' attendants to nwet · th� Buddha-statue' . And he 
t:rf'as�m'. In each flower · appear countless . rays. salut-es i f. b)· touching

. 
B�drlha's fe�t with hil'l 

l n  P-nch ro.�i npJK'ar countless transformed Buddhas · forehead, scatters ilowor-petais and b�rns in�ilse 
with Yariom; fignrcs accor4ing · to . . their · mln(!f,, . · In . honour of the Buddha. · 'Yhen . t.he Buddha
HI' can sr.C' all · thP- >:cenc:\. ·. When tho statues go statu� enters the · cast-le, t.he queen . and waiting 
t.hr�mgh . thcro appear tiowcrs 011 the foot-ml\rk woinen scatter many flowers which flutter dovm · 

. of Pach step q.nd soon they grow to a lotus-stand. . beautifully. Qrie te�ple holds the procession-"ono . 
. \ml  he can f;C{I . inst.rumonts ancl mtiSque�atfes ilay and thc decorations of l\1� .the · waggons aro 
wlt.lt celestial �usic and a proces,;ion of Buddha- different fron1 each other. In. this way t-he prbccs-

. :<t;tttws ·fii!s th� worlds of ten directions. llf�ny sion is helrl for foiu• tcmi days, f:.:�m. the 16th to. the . 
hPii\.-only . l,>eiilgs and the • multitudo surround . the 

. 
!!Pt11 April. . Wh�"n all thQ processions end, the king . •. 

. -:tl�t.ues . .  Am( then the stntu�s will glitter, ' shi�� · . and qu�en rehtrn to t:heir royal palace. (cp.Fa-hai- . 

on the multitude and make it golden. � · · By the ni-chJUin) . 
aut-hority of such teachings explained in ' canons, 
:,.p,·emonics .of pt·oc<'s�ion of B�cldha-�tatu�s wP-re •. · .in. K.�cha ��cording to tho ·. Ta-t'a

:
ng:Mi·yU�chi 

hPI�I ���ti,·ci,.- in India and Central A!'!ia. · a · pr®�ssiqn . \va& · h�ld · about the Autumnal · 
· · ·. . · · 

· �Jquinox Day. · �t is not clear ·' whether the 
At Pii�aliputra. proc�ssions of Bndclh�-st�t.iJes p�ocess�on . •  �a.� held •in corrunemor•ation of . tho 

Wt're·hrld on the 8th .February- every year . . Belii'lve.,-s Buddha.'� birthday, but. · abotit, a thOusand . 
Jrtnde wagons, with bamboos, .and they were five- . w�ggona· of Buddh�-st.atucs a&��inbled on a magni- · · 
Rtoroved .

. Thoy were about 2(} fe�t. ·high and their ficent scale. . 
. . . 

· fmin. was like 'a tower. They wct;e c�vercd with · 
fi l\1' woo[ • [md \�·ith colotmd pichirrs . of ��o.ny . ,-\ccording to · the Tibetan ca:te)l�lar, the Buddh&':-1 . . 

henvct ily beings, dGcoratecl with golrl,
. 
sih,er and ·· hirt.hday .is tho 15th of Jmiuary.· On that. d,ay thP, 

,4c,1ws, ,rith si lk banners and flag�. _and coYct·rcl Dai�i Lama att.ends J.he ;c�r�mony hims�lf al1d · · 

· . h.v ca;wpic�. ·on the it· four sides, t-here were shrineii lecttirca on · t.he Jii.taka. · In · tho · night,' lights . ato • · 
in �vhich seated Bmlrlha-stat11��il w�l'e prcsc11t arid · kindled' on both sides of the street in the ·cimtre .of 
h.�; Hi�ir sitio Bodhisattva-statues were standing tn. Lhasa: . In the' teinples and aristocr�ti.c Lama 

;lttend 011 them, su·ch \vagon� "' .�re counted up to .. hiJttses, governmeJlt Afficials, p1·ime m·inistol'8,. . , 

twent�r, and all their dP.imration>; wer� d ifferent . c�bin�t ministers arid other- 'notables offer lights at 

frnin f'ilrh other: On that day, not. only monks · the roadside: :a'ehind the iight� the�� knead b\l�t�r 
· but also la�·men assembled , pla�·od masquerades and �ke flames• which a.:re over 1(} feet high a-q(f 
and offered flowers �nd incense. 'Vhen the proc�s- ma.ke de�·orati�ns "·lth. paintings offlo�ers �nd birds . . · d of variou8 colours. Thev are re_fl_ �ted bv, th_ ·e light sion of.Buddha,-statucs entered into t.he castle an , 
stopped there. lights were . l i t. �ll rtight Ion'g anrl imd are the : ci1ief a.ttractipn. In the eveniDgs, 

masquenides were pi11ycd in hpnour ,;f thP- Ruihi.hll the Dalai· Lama ins�cts each light, sitting · on a . 
{cp. Fa:h8ien-cft 1mn). · ·p�languin, :1o� by musici��s, accompanied l>;v: _an . 

the goyernment -officers and . e!!corted by gu�s . . . · 
Iri Khota.n they hngan fl'Om tiw lst of .<\pril, The next day criticism and praise will be given , , 

�wceji t.h� · ro�ds . inside the eastle, . decorate the · . on the results -of the · illS�ction. To . see this. · 1::l i, ·· · 
st.rcets, pitch a big tent at the eastlc gate and adorn grand ceremony, people assemble from · various ··� ;, . ' 
n i l  the surrowldings. The king, quP-m and. t}ieir . districts, (1Ven · from Mongol�a. This is a ftmct.ion . . 
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. .in the Great Pra)�er Ceremony· (in T�betan, smvn-lan , were · used for the procession! It. may be · regarded 
datn�,,), t.ho.t is . the national ceremony from the as tho first e-\·ent of Hie proc<'�ion of Buddha-
4th

. to .the 21st: January to pray for the expa•t�ion . statues held in China. In the �orth \Vo"!i . 
. of .Buddhisui; tho peace of the state, long life of Dynast.y (386-535 A.C.) the ceremony becamf' 
· �e Lama, 'the prosperity of Buddhist temples prosperous by degrees. In W:J-.shu-shi-lao-chih. 

and rich. 
harvest; . . it is . . recorded that about the time of Emperor 

T'ai-wq. (408-452 A.C.), he went to· tl)o gate . 
In China it is. recorded iu K�o-aeng-cklmn that tower himself and scnttei·ed flowers to pay his 

Shih Lo · (273-332 A.C.) .of t-h� �ter Chao ·respoots to. Buddh�, . when many · Bud!lha-stat.nel' 
· DYna8ty. (319-351 A.C,) \:isited a temple himself, . on palat1quins went through the .wide .street on Sth 
: .sprinkled · the · Budtlha-statue . and prayed fo� the Aprii. And in Fu-t8u-t'ung�chi .we read that t lw 

)1l\ppiness ·of his children ·on the 8th . Api·il Emperor Hsiao.,t'{m (467-499 A.C.) invit-ed Buddha: 
ev.ery year. · It . may be. the . first · tim� . the statues of t.he tcmpl�S"iri LO-Y a.ng to be bro�ght .. to 
ce"lemonj• of �prinlding Buddha-statue· . was held the Paiace, lrorshipped them, sc�ttering fio�·ers. 

: in China. On · the 8th of April, 462 A.D. , · in and ord�rcd t�� -cu�tom to be ohservc·d �very year. 
Liu Sung J?ynasty (420-4.70 ,A.C;),. tpc ceremony .\C:col.'ding to Lo- J:ang-ch'ieh-lan-chi "on 7th April 
of sprinkling · Buddha-statues was held nt t.h£> ma:ny .Buddha-statues in Lo-yang . ·as8emb.l�d 
:Jnn�r Palace · that is recorded in Fu-t8t£-t'ung-chi. at Ching-01ing Temple and t.hey were · mor('. 
And M8o in · T'ang and .Sung Dynasty (tJ1�1�79 . than . one ·thousaru:t O:a 8th .they went to 
·A.C.) it . was held.. For instance, it ·i11 record� tho front ·of the Palace thro�rrh the Hsuan-yang . 
in Ta-11ung-8t!l{J·ahih-l�h that in Indiu. Rplinkling . gate. And. :there the. Empe�o� �cattered flow�� . 

. J;lud�a-�t.uf.'.S wM. . held . .  every d�y; but · in ·· which shone in .. the · sun like . golden flowers. 
Chiria · .it · was. · ·hel(l. on 8th · of DOOC}mber . iri Beautifullv decorated umbrellas · ·seemed to bi-. 
e$tOOm · 11nd · on . tho. Sa.nlo day of Fohruary .

or floating o� a cloud . · Fla� w.�ro · st�.nding like
·
. ;,· 

April, . Qe<Jause it. was the.' -Bud�a'A .birthday: forest and · the smoko . ot' incerise wa� drifting Jik('• 
(The '<liffcrE'nee · of Jwo months :· :was .0\\

:
ing to · . a· fog;· The �elc�t.ial music . of .·Buddha .Law :Wa� 

t-he different calendars·.) · And· in Shih-ahih-yao-lan · . . · ·d. · .· 1 · d ·t. · th : · · M. · · 
. . . .. · . . . · . . . · · · :. .. . .  · �un mg so ou as .o mo:ve e umverse. an�' tt )S . stated that at · that t.Jma believers. 'Bprfukled · . . · : · : . . . . 
B ddh.· · · · ' · ·sth .A · ,1

· . < th 
. . .  , • samt.Iy pr1e!3ts and men of lugh \>"u·tue assemblen u a-st.atu�.s .on · . pn m e · provmces .. ·. · : · . · · · . . .. · · . . · · f Ch" · · · · d H. · • ·h· A. · rd. g' · to there and behevers brought. flowers. And then� o mng-sn �n · Sl·C tang. · . ·• ceo m . . · . . . .. · . . , . . 

f_ai.dtang-cl�'inu7kuei", the out.line . . of ihe ritual '�er� many camagcs . . . A monk of Central .-\sw. 

oi'd_ei . is as follo�s : -Preparations . are �a.de saw it 8Jl<l.said, :' Thia country lR cert.a!nly the· Land . 
..:carefulli an'd ___ ,..:..:cm .tb"at � ·.day ::a_ }l'lowor•hall . ..: of 

· -
the . . Buddha." . Aceo�ding: to Ohiu-t'�ng-ahti 

. ·�s made, · · in· · which ihe Birthday Buddha is · · aitd : ·Fo.�tsu-t''IJ.ng-Cii� fn · 873 . · A.C;,- . the ·, year . 
- piaced,. bcii1g kept · in. a basin . . In� that. basin of Hsie�-t.'ung in T'a;Qg re"riml, . they brought 

. 'scent"ed" water is ,sto�d. and two .smal(la4Ies "art\ . the· relies of the Buddha from Feng�hslang�fri.-mtm . 
laid

. 
oo"fore the l.hiddha. In due . time : the ch�ef Temple; -in 8 ·palanquin whic� was deco�o.ted wit.h 

priest.come8 into the hall, burniD;g incense in honour . gold·, silver and jewels. 'When . it · arrived at tbt· . 
. 

of:Buddha, reads. the _cei;E)m�nio.l addiess r�t-· capita:l on 8th April, the Eri.peror �vclcciined it-· · nt 
. fully for the · Buddha and preaches about the �a,.,. · th . ·A fi G te. · T · d 1 d •t t. th · · · · · · . · . . . ' . . · · e n- u a ower an c 1 ·o e · exerCJsn-·of the· Buddha. The ceremonial leader also make..'l hall 

. . f th Pal · Th. · ·
·1n d · • · · · . 

a siuipl� address and recites a·vefl!6 whiie sj •rinkling 0 e ace, · 0 mu ·i u .  e . maae . musu· 

the· Bu<ldha :  • Now . J sprinkle ttlany . Truih- with drums and .trumpet �hells. : And it was: ou,; . .  

revealers. who are the incarnations of merits ad orne<! . of the grandefit .cf)rerilonies. · About · the years oi" 

. by p�
·
wUdoiD; : l p�y that .rill being$; stained by . Shao-hsing · (n3I.:.n62) A.c: .in . the South Sung 

, .the iiw· �efilenients, should iemo�e. theiD and attaiD Dynasty:(I l27-I279.A.C.), ��ch a ceremony was held 
. enllghte�ent like �he pure Law

.
Body.of th�·Truth: . at Liilg-wu of ffi!ia-t'i that they put ihe s.tatues·on · . 

revcaler,' · . Clumiing · the Verse .·Qf . sprinkling . the ·. vehi.cles which W6J::e 
.
made . with lacquer,. clay 

. 
allli 

Buddha . and a.ooving, aro.Urid .in wol't,liip, monks Cloth on ·February everj year. AttendantS lvero · . apnute· the Buddh·a. · And ·�t:ly they che.Qt the se�ing ·�owid th�m. covering t.hem . with fla� &l�-dMfa�i . and ·the verse of merit· . 
·� �d canopies, . leading ·the way with songS . and · ·�erimce. · · · 

. 
. . . . · . .  " . . . In Fa-Yoo,.:ahu-lin it is stated · that m .t.he East .Chin . Dyna.st.y (318-420 ,A-.0.) Tai-K'ue'i 

· (�396. A'.c.) · made · five B�ddha-statues· ·wnich 

. instrumental mt�ic and they went round . in tht· 
city of the castle . . Peop1e prayed safety for t�em. , 
It was . caUed '' going around th� castle " lcp. 
Ta-s-ung-aeng-ahih-lmh): 
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The B.uddha's birthday ceremony in Japan : In Mter that, he returns to his own seat leaving the· 
· Nilwnslwki it is recorded that on 8th April 606 A.C. · ladle behind. 'l'heii; imperial princes and .court 
·. in the reign of the empress Sui.o temples were nobles sprin.klo t.he Buddha·statue in order. The 
instructed to hold the ceremony of distributing food ritwtl is as follows : '' They go to tho east side of · 
to believers. It is doubtful, howevpr, t.hat the the table on which a ladle is placed, go forwaro on 
ceremony of sprinkling the Buddha was held con· · t.hoir knees three steps; put 8ceptres in: neckbandB, 
currently. In the records of properties in Horyuji lift .tho ladles . to scoop· up wal;(\r, sprinkle the .· 
Temple and Haianji Temple written in 747 A.C. Buddha-statue twice,' lay . down the ladles . and 
(19t-h year of 'rempyo), the foliowing it-em is to be wnt8hip with their hands folded once, as they are. 

• set�n. :-" A set of gold·painted Buddha.statues to · And tJien taking their seeptres they return and .
. be. used for spi·inkling." And in view of· the fact sit ,down on their.own seats. Mter that attendants 

that several Birth-Buddha.statues made in the and secondary gim�rals,. who are allowed to enter 
· Nara Period (710-794 A.C.) have been presCl'\'Cd to the palaeo, sprinkle the Buddha-statue i� order; 
this 'day, it may rightly be said that file ceremony The leading monk calls upon theni one by one and 

. of sprinkling Buddh�·statucs has been held since ol� b�liever8 undertake to guard the country, offering . 
t iml's. According to the Shoku-nihon.J.:oki ami prayer'S each time after they sprinkle. · Wheu the 
other �ecords, procepter Joan was entreated to hold . leadiiig-monk ,\·ithdraws, he.t akes offeri�gs from the 

· a ceremony of sprinkling the Buddha at Sciryo-den . Kur�ndo . who deals with the secret documents, 
(Clear and Cool Palace) on 8th 'April S40 A.C. (the · holdii1g them up in re:verence .

. · He recit:es a verse: 
ith year of �h(nva) in the reign of Emperor Ninmei. �nd goes out. · �d thep. . Imperial princes and 
This is the first case of the formal ceremony of court riobles leave the scene iri o-rder. · Mter that 

· spritJkllng .Buddha·statues . . being held . in t.}je' the Kui'ando · and others sprinkle tpa .· Buddha- · 
hnpPiial Pal.ace. statue. And court ladies perform sprinklin:g .aft�r· 

. . having bamboo : blind!! hui1g from the ea,;es." . In 
in the Engishiki wiittt;�n by Fujiwax:a '.I.'okihira the Goke·shidai written by Oye Maaafusa (1042.;.. · 

$71-909 A:c.) and his · young�r brother Fujiwara 1 1 1 1  A:C . ), the spectacle o(the ' ceremony of 
Tadahira (880.:.9.49 A.C.h It is · recorded 

. 
that one . · . sprinkling· Buddha is .recorded . 88 '8th : SprinkliDg 

. gblden Buddha·ste.tue, two Yama.gatas �that · Buddha' iii the chapter of April, and acco�ding· to 
means mountain-forms), op.e ta1·a m.ade of gold and . the tecord, one. who was to hold Shinto ceremony 
coppar, fol,lr black lacquered tables, . one mat.tres8, just at that time, ' did not join pot _ contribute .· . 

· one bell (iike a plat.e to be so'unded with a stick) offerings. In Iaii�teil!.�n-o�ai writt-en by 
.
K0ka . 

were prepa1•ed for the c'eremon'y. In lhe 'Kujo- Shiren ( 1278-;-1346 A.C_.), it' seems ��.at the ceremony . 
neucku·frtJoji wnicli� was; · according . to tradition, . of sprinkling . the Buddha's statue was held at the . 

· epitomized by Kujo '?tiorosuke (908-966 .A.C.), it is paiace of the former Emperor o·n 6th April. In 
�eporlci:l as· follows :� .. . .  -� the Kmando (an official. • �entnu·nench'fl-gyoji� writte:n by Empe�or · GOOaigo 
entrusted with the care 9f the Impcrial recordS) ( 1288-1339 A;C;), it is recorded about the · general 
takes tho money offe�d and puts h, before t.be pro�efldings 

. 
of the Cel'CffiOny' _ of sprinkling . the ·. 

Buddhl!o. . And he sets up a table on which money · Buddha as �ollo\vs : " On 8th April, the ceremony . 
offe1'0d by subjects should be placed. Li�utenant . was held, but not when t.he Shinto· ceremony was to · 

\- . . · 

· and major generals ·of both the Left · and Right · .he carried . out just at tpat· tim�. · '\iVheli t-he core
Imperial GuardS ahend the state 'rqom. Imperial . mony .was held, the Shinto eeremoriy was heJd ·from 
prili�es ·and court nobles. come along with money, the 9th day of April. · · On the day oftho ceremony · · 
pQt · it �n the t.abl.e of offerings and sit down. ofspri!lkling .the Buddha, the offer,ings made by_ the .· _, 

Att�ndants l!Jld secondary
.
generals who arc allo,ved · . court lacli{ls 'were much talked .about. Formerly 

to e;1ter .into the P.alace�·take money arid put it on -t-here were very
. 

tast-eful things _such 88 various�v· 
t.h��tt table by turns. And the leading monk come.s bound flowers, But. in those days, new m�ers . 
and takes his O\m seat. His five 01' . six disciple . were .adopted and . they became not tastefuL 
�onks stand in

. 
order on the verandah. First, the Baniboo blinds of the mai1� house in the palace \\'ere · · . 

. 
leading monk worships the Buddha, chant� the. hungj Yamagata. was set up at .the very place where · . 
verses and scat-ters the fl.,ower8.· A.l;J.d then, mixing the hnperial throne had occupied formerly . . In . 

. · up the ";at.er of five colours, he lifts up the ladle of . .itliitation of the ceremony depicting Buddha's birth,: . . 
. the· water reverently and signs the praises of t.lie they 'made . a. water-fall with .threads · and vari9ua · 
Buddha · three·. times while standing. And ·after other' fixtw·es. '.['hey set a 'table on the north side 
spri�kling · three' times, . he · chants praiaes · t.hi·ee S:Ud por rred water· of five colou� into . five bas,ns. · 

. t-imes again, while lifting up the ladle in rcv�rence. Court · nobles assembled and were waiting in .  the 
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room . �ed Denjo · (it means 'on the palace') .  incense and· flowers, and sprinkled aft.cr offerill� 
Offerings by tho court ladies wm·e kept on the lid.of money." In Tohoki written in 1352 .-\.C. by 
the box for clothes and when they were taken from monk · Kobo . (1306 - 136� A. C.}; it is· stated ;ls 
�-he room named Daibansho (the station. otlice of fol lo,i·s : · . " The ceremoH)' of �prinklilig t lw · 

. <-'OUrt ladies), the Kurando {above·ment._ioned) took Budtilut (that is al:lo named Bud�lha's birthda_.;· 
them and put them on the ta:blo in the room of ceremony} is held at ·Kondo, the main ha·J I  . 
. Denjo. CeUrt noblei:l took .th�ir own offerings . of Toji ir1 Kyoto, which belongs to Shingon-shii 
which ·were named Funatsutsunii (package in the $ect, on · 8th April . ' '  In S/nojiri wr:itt�n b�· 
ldiape of a.. ship) a.nd.put. thcni on the table of plain Amano Nobu.ka.ge ( 1661-1733 A . . C), -..vc road 
·wood which was piaced on the wooden fri�zc strips as folio\\'� : •· The ·. ce�·cmony of . spi'il)k!ing the 

. . of the p8laee., And 
. . they sat do\�'11 on their seats · Buddha is held at the . Shint.O shri�c· of Atsuta 

. one after .a.nother . . lti due .tinie; t.he leading monk . : on . 8th. April and is nariied Hana no Tfl • 
. came and· after }>erformin:g tho usu�l ·courtesies (Tower of Flowers). 'l'he ge.neral public· of the 

. . before the Buddha, he _poured into .one basin the capital bind azaleas· ai1d new ftowei's to t:ips of pule;-;� . 
water collected from all ba.Bins. · First, the leading . make t�em liko·nirie-stories pagodas; s�t -up them at · 

monk sprinkled the Buddha-statue. Then. co�rt oach house 01.1, 8th April andnn,me them Hana no To . 
. nobles went forward .on their knees in order with · But Mana no To of Atsuta is made up mostiy of cut .  
�pters in their neckbands, sprillkled the. Buddha . flowers. · Probably they r{am�d it so, . since t.he .· 
�d worshipped while dra;wing back a little . .. · And . tower was �ade from nati.u·al floweci> ' ·. -b� 
t�ey· toOk out sceptres .from �heir neck bands and · Shokokuiue-nenchugyofi,taisei · (The cornpletimi of 

. retreate.d." . . In Kujikpng�i� written by Ichijo pictures in countrie� about . . the· chief eVE:itits 
. Kenera (1402-1481 A�C.) m '1420, almost .�he ��e in the year)," there is a recoi:d of' the Buddha's 

record ca.u be. reoo. fu M �net<J,k!/4-ki, the record: · birthday ceremony at . the hall of the · ordinati�n · 

. of Lore( Mun�t&ke ,Vz-ittcn by NaD;tba. Mupet�ke '. platform in Mt.· Hiei. Tpe Complete Ordination 
. . (l697�1768 A;C�); the circumstances �hen . h� 8aw Platform \vas . opened froin. - that · .day and 

· the : ·}>aiDtingi:l : of sprinkling. Budclha before ,the .th� :ceremoi1y -..i·as held, becaus!3 then the meut�l · . 
EiU�ror S�a.maehf on. _28th · .M�ch 1737 . A. C. . training d�iilg tho stiz�mer-time began: Many WOI'� .· • .  

· . � .:t:ecorded as follm�� : " Pr�yiolisly he was sak.ed . shippers �arne ·and on that . day· \vomen &lso .\�er� : 
ubout Ya.mag�ff!. fo.r · the pUz.pose of res.toring tJ"!.e allowed to worship lianatsumi _sh.rine i� Higashi : 

ceremony of spz:inkling the: Buddha, but he . co�d . ' Sakamoto where 'vas the religious boundary _·placed ; . 
· :hot ��xplaht. · Arid in ihat·. pa�ting t_here "'� a under a. ban against women on ordiliacy days. And 

. . piQtu�_ .9L Xam_!!g�a . . it was like a rock on ,\.hicli . a Flow�r:h.all '-''as settled .there, in which the bro�ze . 
. . wore the Buddha, tree�, etc: :H;icway up- .th� stat�e : of Birth-Buddha._ :was _ _ enshrined." ·- lll 

· Geien-nisshO p�bluilied in }807 A. C.
-:-b_ y· �1�·a�. · 

_mountain; ther� wete 'W'aterfa.lls symmetrically both 
oii the right and the left sides; �d under the� . 

Yu�ihiro (1746�1818 . A�C:) the foll�wing . rec��d 
· th 

· · · · · . is given : " On 8th April, .the ceremony of 
e� ·was a cave, in which Birt.h-Buddha was · · 

, ., enahrm·· ·ed. U d . th B. ddh. t t . . h . . sprmklit;lg the .  Buddha , was held at ·t�ir.pJes. : 
. n er e u a-s a. ue t ez'tl was a · · · . · · 

. .  �in before which ·were wat�r and a bridge. . Pli).Cing the bronze statue oft he Buddha in a.'basin, 

. Beside theni there was a man riding on a. . horse." 
. 
they steeped it i� ' swee.t' tea.' Rejoicing peopl� 

By this record, ��e can ·suppose that sometimes the . . sprinkled the Buddha with a emall la.dle., Aceordi.ilg 
' . ceremony o(sprinJPmg the Buddha was lleglected . . to Edo-meisho-zue (Pictl.mis . of falJlOUS pl�ces : 

even in the palace. Howe.ver, it had· been held 
in Edo-, i.e. the old . name of . TokyC J writ.tl'I; 

till _ _ the era_ . of T�kugawa {160:3-_ is6_8 A: C.). . by _ ChoshU -Saito · (1737-1799 ·A:C.), the. Buddha's 

The cerem."ony qf spr�ng the Budcfua has been 
held wi�ely. at ril�st Buddhist temples . M.d Shinto 
shrines. In. N enchitqyoji-hisho (The secret extract 

:about . the . chief events of . the yea.r) written 
about 1300 A .C., it .is recorde!} a.S follo\vs : 

· �irthday c�1'emon:y: ,v_as' held .at" Hokk�do ... (th� · 
· Hall of Saddha"rmapw,u;larika) in Toei_zan ·K�n"ei-ji · · · · · 

" People :at · that time · bought · flowers and 
offer-ed them to ·the Buddha. · The cere�oriies of 
worshipping named Toyokubukki (the ceremony· of . 

_
·spr.ihkling water on tl)e Buddha) ";ere held at niany 

. .  temple::;. they wot:>h ipped · the · BJ.tddha �;ith . 

'Temple on .8th April every year. · · .tri Toto-saij?.t.-i 

. (The record . of the chief ·events . of tp� year iu · . . . 
. Tokyo) of Saito Kosei (iS04-I878 A.C.) it is shitcd 
about. the ceremony of sjJrinklir1g ·the Buddha on . .  · · · . � 
8th Ap.rii � .follows ; " Rellgim.,Js 8erv1ces ar� hel� at 
temples of all sects. In the bali �r on the ground, 
:Flower-hills . are .set . lip, . and bronze sta:t�es of 
Buddha · are enshrined. \Vorshippers .· sprinkle 

. ·\ 
·' 

·. j 

· �  
. scented water .on the head of the Buddha -\.-ith small · 
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ladles. Laymeil boil watct· with fresh iea, which iR 
offered to th� Buddha ,,�idi flowers of Deut,zia and 
th(} flowers of Dr.utzia nre nlso attached under th!' 
eaves. · 

of " Budl,lha's birt.hday " are explain'ed. · Now "''' 
shall see the Buddha's birthday ceremony held at
Eilkaku-ji trmplo in Kn.makura. . At dawn of 
8th April, monks· in tho temple decorate the Flower- · 
hall with bouquets at thf' sigtial of the drum. �nd . .  

In Oohifs . 'l'ohOki u}>ove-mont ioned, the ritual t�ey . attach plae�rds of .the verse of sprinklin:-r :mler of t-he ceromot'ly at 'l'o-ji Temple which br.longs Buddha on tho right ·ami left pillars of the Buddhato Shingon-sh1i Sect is reJ1orted as follows : " First . hall . Thfly prepare tho solemn Flower-hall before • .. t-he USI;lal courtesies bcfo1·c tho B!tddha are acted . . · the platform of the Buddha, place a basin in which · Secondly, tho ceremonial addre�>& is announced. the scented watet· is kept, enshrine l;l_irth-Buddha in 
l'hen monks sit down, and rccit.-c 'the verse of foUl' it and ptit two small ladles befot'e t.he Buddha. They '�·isdoms. ' . The leading· tcliCher· utters the names of worship and burn · incense as usual. The ·. cere- · 
Buddhas. And then taking a la<.llc hCl sprinkles tho · monis.j leadc.r recites Nippon-sho . .  and · nionks 
head of tho Bud<lha · three times . and: chants the . move ··arJunrl in · worship chanting . t.he verse . . of · .verse of sprinkling the Buddha. · · After that monks sprinkling the Buddha; The one who comes 

· · r�hant the verse of Lak:;ani (felicity) and sprinkle t-he before the Flower-hall whiie moving · a.rountl, _ . · · Buddha-statue." At aoy rate, it is prescribed sprinkles t.he head of Buddha. th�·ee times. Having· 
J>Srt.icularly in . Ze� sect ·which has the tradition re�ited the- verse of sprinkling t:he Buddha three 
(;r -Pai�chang-ch 'ing-kuei . �amely, in Keizan- . times, - everyone says " I ' submit myself to th!} , 

· oaM-ahingi of Jokirl. · ( 1268-1325 _A. C.) it is . · · Original Master;· · Elttkyamuni-Buddha ... and they 
regulated as fQllows : . . . . . ..

. 
On ith · April, move· around reciting Suraizgama-dhdrat�-t Finally, 

. monks ;decorate . tho - . Hhrine of Buddha w.i�h · · they · chant the, verse of 1)1erit-transference in 
·fl�wers aml · gathe>t· · branchfl·s of peach, apricot, · wmmemoration of Buddha's oirth • 

. pine, oak .and willow .. · At dawn of the 8th day, . 
-monks boil the wal:A3r in which the branches �f. the . .'\ccording · to .�.lli�k'cmji1'ei (Convent.ions in • tlit�. 
five trees are put in, and keep it in a basin In which . . i:it'-8SODS a�ong the . 'people) wr�tten'-coy . Ytun&Mki . 

· a Birth-Buddha is pla�ed. 'l'wo la.dles are arranged. Yoshina.ri ( 1797-}856 �:\..C.), - people in tho� days 
- incense and· flowe� are offered. 'Various �ru- . 

rub }jed �-sticks in tho -tea�w�ter which was ·Used ments are prepared. A placard yf the verse -of.. at the ceremony, Wrote a song for keeping vei'miri . 
sprinkling the Buddha will be attached on the pillar · off, and pasted . it upside dowri to conjtire. 

· o{the Buddha." hall. . ·The ve1� is. ·:-" ''r � �·orahip the vermiiJ. 11way,: . In N enchu-(11;0ji,Zusetau • the Great Saiiit, Graeious Lord (Bhagavat) and the (illustration of the. · chief · events in the year) 
Noblest One of thoso living bein� who are bipeds. · 

. 
publishe<i 1953 .A.c. · by ihe li,olklore . Research 

,No\v we sprinkle t-he \vater -of merits on the �lea.�; · �nstitute .in Tokyo, it is. stated �s folloWs : ' ' All ·' 
I...o.w.:body of the Trutlt Rovealer.'.' . By and _by over the couritcy of Japan there can be seen. si.tch 

. coines the tinie when . the ceremony 'must '!>e com- . c�toms a8 people bi��ing. th� flc:nvers of detJtzia.s, . �enced! The chief priest conies _into -the . hall� a.zal�as, · �:�!pine rose� and · shikimis, they put 
� burns . ineimse and. s�aks as · fo!lo\vs; " I 

. 
":,h� th�m on tip� of bamboos and 

.
set' up in garde�-; ' 

established the ·_temple named ToEokuum .E�k0·Jl _ - · _ ·th 8-th · , _.1 'r;.; ·. the K. ·a.�""l. distr1·0· ·ts · Temple at · Noshii in t-he Hokuriku districts . on. e . . 
. -

��pu · _.ill . , '""': 
- . . · · · ·J

. .. · · th · .8 th. J- b "d J  ·pa people call tb�m ' Tentobana (flowers m the way · m Great apan on e . · ou _ am u v - · . . . . . . . . . . ; 
and . ,\rho is the 54th - de�endaiit from : of heaven) or 1 Takahana ' (h1gh flowers� and • .  
. Buddh�, will burn thi� piece of incense in honour of - they �se them for various charms, such as · � · 
S8.kyamuni-Tatba.ga.ta whoso bir�hday is today, and- keep .off beriberi _ or lightning and to find out a · · 
l hope · to repay thC' grace- of Buddha who brougbt rrina.wa.y or a drowning man." 
me up with the milk of L.aw (Dharma).'_' . .  Next-; tho '  · · . 

. . . - -
ceremonial leader bmns a piece of incense a:nd-_ ln l912·A� C. the Young :Men's Btiddhi� �lission 

. r�ads · Nippon�sho (an addt:ess made in Japan) such · held a Buddha's birthday ceremony at the Mission 
� ; .. On . the 8th . day' the birthday of Sii.kya- Hall . of Asaknsa 'Park iil Tokyo callmg it . 
muni: �ve offer incense, ·flowers, light.s, tea, cakes and . " Hariarriats�ri." . And the Tokyo . -Hana�a.tsuri . 
-oth!lr foods a�d sprinkle the Buddha. We recite Assos:iati�ri · was

. 
esttlblish�l · in 191G a�d held' . Sura,ida�.d-dhrirani . a-nd · wish to . repay tho ·grace 

" Ha:namatsuri " at Hibiya Park in T<:ikyo. Since . · . · of the Buddha 'vith all the .l)'leritorious deeds; etc. " 
then the name o.f "Hau"arnatsuri " became popular 

.-\nd he spr�kles. Also in . Obaku-ahingi of Ingen . find the festival hris been held o� a grtmd �ulo by . . 
( 1592-1673 A.C.) who. w� 11.· Chinese · monk and . . 

d · !lSsembiing chi �dren ai�oi.1t 8_ �h April . e;\me to Japan .in 1 654 A.C.1 the ceromoniil.l or ers 
' I 
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· In . India, the ,Birth-Buddha .. was found . at 
. Mrg�va as mentioned above, And a paint-ing 

of - the : Birth-Buddha was found at Tun-huang in 
Chi�·. . In Japan there remains " a. group of 
Queen )lay& and attendants " made in . tho A!:iitka 

• .  Period (552--645 A.<;;.), and several stat-ues of the 
Birth-Buddha .are preserved, . which are considet·ed 

· to be � probabiy a� the ce�emony of sprinkling · 
Buddha in the · Nara . Period (646-793 A.C.): 
NameJy; . the- st�tue� made in ihe . . first · half period 

· · of N�ra are ·preserved in . Goshin-ji , Temple 
a�d .Yakushi-ji temple . iri Nara · and also in 

· .  Y�a.ji temple in Kagawa Pro(ecture. And then 
the siatuos m6de in. the lattcr ·hQ.lf period of NaFa 
� o�ed by Zensui-ji Toll)ple in ·Shiga. P.refect-uror. . 
and Todai-ji ·Temple in Nara . . Especially the latter . 

---,--- ----- - . --- -- . .. .. .. . .. 
· them the inciden,t. Each of ·them S\\:ore . that bn. 
was not guilty. · The oath consisted. of wishing . to· 
the culprit all worldly enjoyment s . A · demon 
(yak-w) .  an clephnnt anrt" 0. monkey l'ol lu;ird them . 

. ".At this juncture $akra- appE'an•cl uurl asked them 
the reason for their u��sual oa�h.. The bodhisatt.v�:> 
explained · to him the. futilit.y ot: the worldly en
jo�eritg. Then 8akra cohfessed . to t�o theft, 
made · lin apology and disappeared. .(Sec furt-hnr 
BHISA·JATAKA) 

. 

.-\ comparisOn of the . Sansktit Jiit.aka · 'vith 
the Pali - version· reveals. that these two parallels, 
i�· spite ·of their identical ·title and the· gonem:l 
plot·, differ from eac4 other in several aspects such 
as t-h·o motif and the . det.ails in th�. narration ; et-c .. 

is �companied by _an· · ablution basin. And a: The Pali Jruaka wa..'! meant to �mphasise, seemingly, 
statue · of the ."Birti�;Buddha made . m the Heian · . t.he . ills . of backsliding. Its . Sanskrit counterpart, 

' · PeriOd, (79i:-US4 A.C.) is p�cse�ved in Yaku�hi-ji · 'on tlie other hand. appears to be an att.empt to 
· . Teinple. · And also thQ one · m:ade · iii· Kamakura · portray the .loftines� of !lnother aspeet of det-ach
. .  Period (0 85-1332 A.C.). is owned by Da.iho-onj i ment., numely the . happine�� deri"yed .qy keeping 

. Temple in. KyOto. . · · 
. 

- · ri.lo.of Jr�rtl worldly pleasures� A c::ompa.rison · of 

See also l!�EST.IV AJ.S. · 

. .  BUiTH STORIES�- See. JATAKA. 

. ,
' · , iU-RU·BYED�PAijl RDO;JlJ:El;d ,GI..U, a trans!a.; 

· tion · in · Tibetan . fro� 'th� Sansk�it . te�. - - .See · 
. VIRO'PA-VAJRA-GITIKA; . .  ·.· . 

th� . two aforesaid Jiitaka8· woUld disclose· how the 
·sanskrit: rcdactor·

.ha4 recal:jt t-he ·same st�ry," .,vith 
n�cessary omissions . and addit.ions, so as t.o hri.i1g 
o�tr h.is

. 
motiv� eff'�ctiyely. · 

. : Abs�nce ·.of. �omenclattir�, .which is a n�arked · 
ch�ra(lt-e.dstic ·}� . InOSt of the . Jiitak.amii[a t.aleR . 
as . co�pared ·with . their . Pali .counterparts; seems 
t.o be -a  salient fe�ture in ·the Bisa Jataka �a weil. , 

· BI�RU.-PAI;II GLU. the !!<>ng of " V
.
iriipa, title of a .. . Non� :cir the characters featl)ring in. th� na�rativo 

. ··Tibe� -:-tr�lation of . a-- Sanskrit '· text . . �e� . are .idet1tified by name_�:__ Unlike in the :P.ai:i versipn, 
.· . . Vllt'QllA.GI'riKA. 

. 
in thi� Jataka, the glorificl\tio_n or'the bocllusattvs's 

· character is not empha�ised; the stJ.'ess being : on 
. .  BISA JATAKA, a storY. occ�rriilg hi the . Jat�ka

miild: (Jm:. pp: 10S--ll6) is · the Sa�krit V!ll'Sion· of . 
the significance of detachment. · . .. . - . . ' . . . . . : . 

the .Pali Bhiaa Jiitaica (J. iV, No: ·488)". Thi� . In the Bhiaa Jataka, all, except the bodhisattva, · 
. Sariskrit version- runs as · -follows :�Once, the his siSter

. 
and the · maid-servant, 8re said to have 

bodhisattva was born as the eldest son in a wealthy brought i� pro:visio"us . for the as�etics 
. 
in

. 
tiu-n 

brahmin . family of seven brother,� and 3.- -si!iter . However," in. thH Biaa Jutaka, :probably in keeping .
When . his . pare�ts died, he retired to the fornst with . brahmanic t�adition whore . "womeu a�d 
·with · them ; a ·frie�d, s.ervant _and a maid · also people . of Jow�birth play a su"Qseryient l'Ole, that · 
joined t-h� group. They Jived eaah in a separate duty is . performecl solely by tho . maid servatits 
hut

.
· but, o�. every fifth · day, they gathered round It is' also interestinc;( to . n�te. that

. 
'Sakka in t.he . 

. the bodh.isattava to hear him preach. The maid- Pali ,version is portrayed ·a.� a sceptic who sus
servant provided them their food from lotus-stalks · pected the sincefity · of the -�ges • . Arya8urai". · (biaa) . . .She &nnounced the meal-time by striking · however, has redeemei:l him ·from that position. 
One"_ piece . of wood agaiDBt another • . Then the. . He depicts him as a convinced admirer �ho, - . 

. ascetics . came" separately '.to fetch "their " portions. out of sheer" curiosity; at�mpts to try the bodhi- : 
Meanwhile Sakra, to. test the bOdhiSattva's :virtue, _sa.ttYa. Fu-rther, · according tQ the Biaa . Ji?-taka 
stole his sh� ·on five CQDBeC�tive occ�ons but Sak,ra had tr�ed t�e· �odhisattvifor five days at a 

· �he · bodhis&ttva made no complaint� On the stretch as agai..nst three days mentioned � the 
· fifth d�y, · when · alf assembled to listen to him, · Pali· ·version. This extra-severity of . the merti- . 
. . they noticed that he had · grown emaciated and fications · erif<>rced by . Sakra. on · the · bodhisattva . 
. questioned him. Thereup<;>n ·-the bodhisattva toid makes. the fatter appear � far superior person than 

. · 
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· tho bodh isatt.va of the Pllli .f<it 'aka, being endowed 
with a greater rcs�raint and n,n unparalleled power . 
of endurance. · 

successively through Ye-se.s-ky'i l\1khai:J:I:Igro-ma 
Kuktiripa and Caryayapa to Tailopa. 

. 

3. The lore of the Snprcme Happiness (rde
mchog) and all the _ :Jlaternal Tantras and the 
Doctrine of the Clear Light of the Six Doctrines�- . 
the lore i'tart.ed hy .Hdo-rje l,lchari and · handed 
do� successinl])�. · thi·ough Phyag-na · rdo-rje, 
1;>om�bi h�ruka, Bhin�1- Vaj�ll ahd Llfa-l:>a-pa . to 

Yet. another rPmarkahle d ifferenc(-� found in thn 
Bisa J iitaka is the' transformation of .  the deity of 
t he fOJ'ef;t. into a yakfo . .l A sirriila.r tru-nsfcirmat.ion · 
nppears in _ the· �u abi-Ja J ii.taka · ( cf. .1. IL · pp. 
:!85-87 ; .] m. pp. 232-35) too. 

Prof. Kern (ef. Jin._ p. 247a) remarks that the 
three concluding stam:a!': found in the Eisa Jii.iaka, 
'vhi.ch have their eonterparts in the Pilli w�iori: 
are not authentic , but spurious. It · should also 
be mrntioi1cd iri -passing, that the Bhisa .]ii.taka, 
in its ·recn;;t-form as _ represented in the Jrltalca-

. miilii, excP.!s its Pali original in respect of i ts refined 
diction imd poetic presentation. 

Certain scenes taken from this Ji:itaka are · 
fo·und · among the rf'lief.� in the . Baralm�ur temple 

. _ in Java. 
c. s. ;R. 

Tailopa. · . . 
5. · The !ore . of Dgye:;:pa Rrlo-rje and' the Acute 

Fire (gt11m.-mo) of -the Six Doctrirics�tho lore 
started _ by Rdo-rje ):Jchati nnd · handed dowri . 
S\tccessively · through Phyag-nn. rdo-rje, Yan-lag
tnod-pal)i · rdo-rje; Padma- Vajra · and Dakim·a . • 

· Skal-ba bznti-mo to Tailopa. · 
. . . . 
Tailopa transmitted these four princ:ipal lores _ to 

· Nar0pa · who · in turn transmitted' them to the 
. translator ·named l\Iar-pa Chos-kyi blo-gros, who 
· .founded the se�t. ·. ; 

. · 

Fopridin� _or the surf _ 
BKAJ:J-BRGYUD-PA (sect). 

_ He was a native of Lho-brag, bon1 in th� Water
The Bka})-brgyl;ld-pa is oile of the importiun; sects mouse . year ( 10,12 .\..C.). .<\_s a' . toy, �e 'tWas 
of :Budilhism iii Tibet.. The . Tibetan t.enn " Bkal:J· brilliantly gifted lind took. great delight in stu<;ly. . 
brgyud , means " the . transmission . of teachings,, N;eve�theless, he was of_ such a.' headStro�g _and 

. 

. that is to Sa.y; the tradition ·of important i.Jistruc- · unyielding nature that he often quarrelled with his · 

tions· frop1 master ' to - master. · · There are two teachers and -fellows: _ His father thou�ht that�-if · 
systems in the Bka}:J.-brgyud-pa sect, the first> being he should engage in _ �vordly affairs, he would 
the . . Dwog-po BkaJ;l-brgyud-pa - introduced : by certainly make an �ruly and relentless person; and 

· · · Mar-pa, .and th� second_ the San-pa Bka]:l-b�gyud-pa that ·it was better for him' to be devoted to religious_ 
intrQduced by- Khyuti-po. :This article deals with study, .whereby he :niight become ail uph_old�r ofthe · 

. tho first system, introduced by l\far-pa, which ; _ law. : So he was sent to study Bu'dqhism at the r.ge · 

consists of the te�ching8 originating from Rdci-rje of fifteen= under Hbrog�nii. _This master reft!sed to 
-1,\chali and · handed down through · a galaxy of corimm�cate tJ;le pi·ofound tenets 'without receiving 
�aster8 to Nai�p� . . Followers. �f this tradition' are conside.rable donations. · l\Iar-pa thought to himself · 

_ callel.i the Bka})-brgyud-pa.: that sin!)� all profound' teachings had been acquired · 
from india it �ould .be

.
better to seek the -1'ruth in 

that · land. Having equipped himself. with a _ 
knowledge of 8abllavidyii_ and procured' . fifteen 
ounces of gold, he .w�nt . to Nepal w:here he stayed . 
for three years; studying tho·.Tantra� of the " Four 
Seats " and others under Spyi-ther-ba. · Later he 

, . 
_ According to trad ition, Tailopa (one of the great -_ 

Indian savants and teacher of Naropa) duly · com
pleted four principal lores · · (Bka;l:l-babs hshil)i · . . . . . . . 

· gdams-pa) : 
l .  The lor:e of the Collective Esoterics (gsarH1dus) 

the doctrine of " the Four S�ats " · (gdan bshi), the 
Tilusional J;lody ancl the Con.sciousness-Tmnsfer�nce 
of the Six Doct-ri.ne's-the lore started by Rdo-rje 

· .Qchai1 and h��d�d down successively · through : 

Indraphiiti, l<lu-ln.c; · gynr-pa.Qi · Rnal-l)byor-ma, 
Bhisu Kal�lo., S�raha and Klu-sgrub to Tailopa. 

. . . . . 
�- The lore of the Great Illusion (sgyu-ma ', chen-po) and the Dream-state of the Six ·Doctrines--:

thelore started by Rdo,rje l.1chati and handed down . . . 

· proceed�d to ·India and studied und�r N�opa; from . · · · 
. whom he got so' much encoUragement and· education 

that he received -ihe baptism of Pgyes-po rdo-rje -
· seven times; besides le�l'ning many tantrtl-'3 as _ ,veil 

as : important ·instructions in the practice of -- · 
religious rituals and in the cultiv�tion . .  of the Per- . . 
faction' Stage (Rdo:sogs-pa�i nm-pa)� Frqm the�, · -

he went to West India and devoted himself to the 
study of the tantras of " the Gsati-�dus " under the 

--
1. -.fhe yak�l1-r.Ol;Cr.J>t in India was ori�iuall�· akin to that of.t.he- �od-ro�cept_ and its malefic ch:micteriWcs !iP.em to he n later

: 

. dr.vrlopment t.hroul!h thr. ar:;es. · See further D�IIWNOLOGY and 'YAKKHA. . . . . . _ 
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guidance of the siistra master Ye-Ses siiin-po. other t.antra.-> of the Supreme Yoga elass, investi
Agaln · he came back t.o Narof>u, and studied the gated t-horoughly into thr ,-arious doctrine,; ancl 
SyroFL-IJ�at ('l'J�c :::a.�tra of the. Lamp), .wl'itkn hy f.;ract ie<'S a.n(l a.t.tainrd the ::itate of Great Symbol 
Ca.ndrakirti as a commcutal'y �n the .. Gsan-l)du;; , ., under the dil'ection . of .l\lait.ripa . . . �e had manr 

. and he I'()Ceivcd extensive ir;�>t.ructioiis in the·. Bap- p.tipils, the most p�;ominent among them being the · · . t ism of thE) Great P.lusioJI. four · ch 1ef · disciples, . viz·. ;  Hnog-ston· Cho;;-sku . ..\ftcr that ne returned to Tibet aml propag�tcd . rdo-rje, ::\lt:>hur-;;ton Dbari-Iie. 1les-ston Tshm)-po 
the Law> Bni before i1jng, with · the assistance of aiul . )fi-lll' ras-pa . . To the firat three diseiple;; he
t-he wealthy l\-lar-ps )ig�-yags ·w!lo pro,·ided hiin . :  ti:ansmitted the knowledge of· inteq>retii1g tho 
with a great amount of money, ho went to India tantras \vhich was handed down. through succes�ivo 

· again. At t!!at time, Naropo.; with 0. view to going generations in developing the. baptism and pr&etico 
into oocllision! had given out that �e. haq enter�d . of the. Gsan-l)du.�, the : Supreme Happiness, t-he 
Nirv��a. liar-pa. - in his conviction_ thnt Naropa D�·es-pa .rdd-rje, the 

.
Four Seats and . the Gt-eat 

was ·nqt dead but living in .·some obScurity ,\-as Illusion, a� well n.s the interpre�tion _·'Of :various 
determined to seek him .out. He wandered widely · tantras. Tho . Baptism of the . Gsai1-Qdus. and the 

. in the ea.St and the south of Iridia, and on th� way interpretation of ta�tras handed down. by Mtshu�
inet - 8. number or'··great .experts and gajned �uch st.on .Oban-gi rdo-rje' (i.e. l\�tsh�·ston Dbafi;Iie) were : 
knowledge 'thereby. Finally, in ·a · wild forebt he � afterwards transmitted tti Bu-stOn �nd _the. :Master 
found Naropa· and succ.ceded in ._ learn�g · 'the . Tson-kha-pa, iri whose hands this tradition gained 
Buddhist doctrines as he had craved'for. Furthe�- .  !;lxtonsive .prevalence and unbmkfln continuity down · 
tnOI'e, Xat;opa gave him tho following prediction : . to_ th.e preSent time: 

' '· .'fhe darkn_ e� of mit_'dy_a shall be swep. t. ·· away,' ·. To Mi-la ras-pa. he comni1.1nicated · the lore of . A11 . the L. ight .of Wis�om o_'er the Land of · · · 
pra(ltice. :Mi-la; · also named Thos-ps dgal), wa.�· 

· . Bhot.a. (':['ioot) �hines>' . · . . 

.hom at Gu:ti-thail of�a-stod in the Iron-dragon year 
:. !)n �is jo�ey back· to ·Tibet by �ay : of Nep�l, he · (1040 A·.C.). _ When he was youu3, ·his father died 

. .  paid .a visit t�· Pha.m-l)thi:ti-pa, OUC'. of 'Naropa.'s and }lis property·.wll{3 Seized: by his relations. This . 
. - disciples; '�nd o.ther ma.ste�, wh6 ·hearing the story · · wi-o�g hurt him so m:uch that. wh�n lie grew up he · 

of his search' praised his riobl� _doods> n was .. in his learnt the art of �king life and he brought wholesale 
·. forly-i!OOond y� that he r�turned to Tibet. ·' _:F�l' a · destrtiction .to his relatives, altogether.thifty-five in �riod he d�lt · at Lho-brag, enga.ged in the , · · nuinl:>er'. But here long pangs of repentance -over-.· propagation of the Law . . - -- -·-� '-' _ ___ ____ . took-him, so that at the-age of-thirty-eight he went-· � .  

·Af'terwa.rds;. ori hearing of the fame of -�Iaitripa, to. Lb(>-brag and entrusted him8elf to the care of. 
he Sga.in 'Went to EI!,St India, \Vhere· he learp.ed miJ.Ily· · :\Jar�pa. · �he master :first� !!Ct him various

. 
kinds · o( 

esoteric dOctrines. and in iiddi�ion got instruction OD hard labO\lr. to purge him of his sins; and then gBVC · 
t-he {;;reat BYmhol(or Great .Seal, .Pllyag-che.-n). On hiin fun �tiilctions in baptiSiri .and practice. ·. · At 

· h is way · bacli to Tibet;, he was. de,ayed · by ·-tlie · -the _age offorty-flve, he returned to his native t�wn . 
guarrls �t the :boundacy pass of Nepal; During )lis and after the crelll8tion and b�al. of his nioiher's . 
stay there, he :had a dream in which he saw Saraha: remains; he gave· up worldly pleasures i.ri pursuit of 
(one 

.
of the· gr�t accomplish�rs of fudia) at :M:o\mt · religious ·. cu.ltivation. · He - spent ' &ix ·· months · in 

Dpa'i,gYl ri (in s·outh India), by whose ·instrtiction . meditation at . th.e foot of Monnt :ijphags-pal)i ri 
and st�:engthening he realized the. state of " tnyriad . : ·outside the· village . . ·Having achieved the In.teinat · 
things in one ta.c;te " . .  Back · in Tibe.t, he · took up heat, :whi�h . enabled .him to resist h1,uiger at,d cold, 
his ·dwelling a� Gro-bo-lun; and after devoting: the 

..
. he took up his abode on tho top of !1-lount .Skyi . · 

�st of his .life t� propagating 
.
the Law and con- . ron-gi ri with - only nettle (a kind of wild plan�) . . . 

verting . the people, passed. away at the . age of for. sustehance. After nine years of .concentl'tlted 
eigbt.y�si� ( 1 097 · A.C: ; but The Lhun-grUb Ohos- �nedit.ation,. he achieved 'the magic power of perfect . . !tbyun puts his death at the age of eighty-four). control.o,�er th� air and tho Trmr Wi�>dom was_ . , ' . · Tims,· 'Mar-pa Blo-gros. first studied .sabdaviaya .. · revealed to him: Being equipped with the 
from J:lbrog,mi, and �ftenvards journeyed. thric� to 

. 
samadhi . of. complete freeqom and wit,h a view .to . 

India- a�1d four times . to Nepal in search of the· profiting the herdsmen in the weat�rn. regions of · 
• T�tih; · con:.ing in contact �th one hundred and Tibet, he . ·went first to thP t-tn�w · mountain of 
eigh� very h�amed. men, including such ma.sters � - . Gans-ti-se and subd"G.cd the Bouists who were sairl 
�iit•opa, ::\fl).itripa, Ye-ses siiin-po · and Shi-ba to. be able to fly in _the air on mngic (,!rums. The1ice , . .  
bl'ail-po. Ilo heard kct.urcs on �he G�ait�hdus and he betook .himself to meditate in t-ho sno\v moUt�tain 

, ·  
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is<>lation , bat'I:ed on all �ideii . by h
.
cavv snow

. 
anrl 

�ub�il't iug soldy. on thP nimri::;h!ng p
.
owers of ti t . ·  

joy of  the my;;t.ic trance. .\ftl<l' t hat., he iitarkt l 
. h is l i fe a.,; an itinerant preacher, . travelling OV(' ! '  
extensive areas of mountains . and wil� · marsllf'". 
p'n:aching and com·erting a . greut, number �f h1;rtbmeu·. · He died at the age of . 

eighty-four, 

. iti J l23 ..\.C. He had nmn:r <wcomplished di�iple,.: 
with Ra:> chmi-ba Rqo-rje grag� and Dw'ags:p0 
],ha-rje Bsorl -nains rin-chen a;; the leading figu;�es: · 

. called Lla-rje ·(an appellat-ion of honour given to a 
physician) . He left home at the age of twenty-six 
�nd rccf'ived the procept;; of a bh ik�u, studying 
,·arious t'raching.� of fhe Blml} -gdam.� -pa sec.t nn<.h�r 

·. such learned JP.itste:·;-; of that ;:;ect as Bua-yol-b�i.. 
Snug-rum-pa and Lcagcri goil-kha - hu . In addition, 
he practised meditation, an'd \Vail ablo to enter Int.(; 
a tranc� for thirte�n days. At tho age ofthirty-t\v�, 
he heanl of the fame of )Ii-la, and wont to \Vti;;teru 
Tibet .(gtsail) and a8ked for hi.;; instmqt.ion. Ji't·<;>m · 
:\ii:la , he len.i11P-d the Art of the Aetite Fife ami 

Ha:;-chnu-ha, originally named Rdo,rjb wag�. achieited perfect control over the Air. · Thirl;e€;n 
was horn at· · Out'ttha1:1 , in the Wood-mouse vea r·· . . months later, by order of hiil teachet·, he returned. to · 
( 1 084 A.C. ).  He lost his fc:£ther when young ·and

. Dbus to . cultivate himself. ' After threo years of 
had· to r�ly upon his uncle for subsi:;tence . . 4t the .. 

· energetic effort, he perceived the mind-nature, arid · 

nge of eleven, he met }Ii :la ras-pa. who taught him realiz_E)d the ultimate truth of all Dharmas. In 

·the art of Acute Fire, which . ellabled bini to resi::;t 11ecordance ·with his teacher's instruction; he. 
· · · · · . · · · devot_ed him.;elf .  to concentrated , meditation ln. · the cold. At. fift.een, he fell a victini to leprosv and 

. .  ·wa.'l_ obliged to dwel( in ieolation . . Three · Ih<liaus: various .quiet piace:::, .cut off from all comiJiWli
happcnec to seA hiJL, had pit,v on hitn and took him.

. 
cation. · TWdye years later, he .ereete.d the Sgan-po 

t.o �ndia wh�ro he l�arJ,;ed. t�e vidhi of the Gar�t
,l
n. monaster)·, engaging himself in· · the work • of 

1 indor the s�tro ma.<>ter · B�lP,candra, and: befoi·e preaching and convert.ing the lllasses. · ile com- · 

Jorig was· cured ofhif' disec.se: ·Bark. : ]ri Nepai, hu · bined t.he Bkal),gdams-pa doctrine· of the Stages of 
· ' · · Erdjghteninent and l\!i7la's doct_rine of the. Great nttaehcd himself to Atulnd&Sa and other masters . 

receiving among other . esoteric teachings � the . 
Synibol i:rito the treatise of . Lam�rim .thar-rgyan� 

· inst.ructiiJg· .. pupils with the Stage of··the Simul- . · 'kaehing of Supreme Happines.;;. Then he returno<L 
. to ·Tibet and resumed his study under �li-la. · His .taneou� Union of the Great Symbol. He died irt 
ma.'!�r said to Jiinl, " In India . th·ere ar� nine . the Wa�r-bird year (l l53 A. C.) at · the age of 

.l'1'dhiH �f the bodileSs l)akini,' of wbieh �e have got ' . seventy-five. Dwagf!-po Lha-rje's adherents are 
. only fi�e, �nd it is ·OUI' duty · to

.
find out the other 

.
. gimerally known as Dwags-po . B�&Q�brgyud-pa; 

· · .�iong his many. disciples_, the bes.t , known are · . . · four. · Therefore, go· you now to India and procure • 
· them so as to mak� this kind of Dhar,ma complete " . D�ags-po sgom-tshul; Phag-mo grub -pa, IIbah-

u d th .. . · · · t - ·t. R . .. _ . . _ h · b · · · t t - roln�ba and . Dus-g8uin· mkhyen-pa who will be · n er · tF.; ms rue Ion as-c un- a agam wen o . . . , · . . . . . . . 
· 

India, met Tipupa, disciple �f the two mast�rs .' further treated m the later part of this article. 

Na.ropa and Maitripa, 11nd from him obtained the 
Dharma hi;! desired along with many other teachings. Deveiopment : · The · Dwags:po Bkal,l.-brgyud-pa 

. l'neoo nine methods he preserriied to· Mi-la when he . · �  branched into JP,any sub-s�cts; 
was back at . home·. Mi-la transmitted them .to · . (l) . The . . Kal'IIUi Bkal)-brgyud-pa, fm1nded 

.
by 

Na�-rdsoil s�on-pa, who compiled them into a book . pus.gsum mkhyen�pa, . a disciple . of Pwags-po 
which was handed down as the lJde-rnchog snan Lla�rje. He w� originally called Dpal Chos-kyi . . 
br{}yud (Verbal fustruc�ion . of the . Supreme grags-pa·, born in Khams in the .Iron -tiger year 
Ha.p

.
,nin�ss). The doctrin_e _directly. transmi.tted_ by ( 1 1 10 "'· c ) "'·t the · f · t · l b · r • . . . • ci. • . • . .�. age o . SIX een, . te ecame a •. Ras-chun-b!!- himself was called Ras-chun sfiai�- · . monk, relying on TI·e·bo - l\1chog-gi . bla-riia ·(a 

. brgyw:l (Verbal Instruction of Ras-chuil). · From · disciple of ;RJiog Lo-tsa-ba) and learned from Yoi 
that time on, Ras:chuil-ba betook himself to travel _ · . Chos�dban (a- disciple 'of Atis�) and othimr the 
over variou,; places in central Tibet (Dbus) pro- . :doctrines hand!!d down by AtiSa.. At the age . of 
pagating the Law and taking ma1iy disciples nineteen . he : went to Tibet and- was traine� i� ·. 
including Lo�byi mgo-p� and others all of whom · sii.Stra� of Maitreya, the Madhyw.Jika doctrine and . · 
were illustrious men ·of the tl.me. · Iii the Iron. the Hetuvid�ii under Rgya-d.rn�r-ba and Phywa�pa: · • serpent yea�· ( 1 !6 1  .(C.); he died ·at the age of .·. · Cho�:kyi · senge. Furthertnore, he studied · the .. . 

J . 
. • . • • 

seventy -eight. 

Dwags r.io Lha-rje, also . named Bsod·nll-lll.S 
rin-chen, was �om in tho Earth :�heep year ( 1079 
A.C.).. He w':ls a. physician when yoong, hence 

Stages of Erilightennient of Bkal.1-gdams-pa under . 
Sa-ra-ba, the MB.dhyamika u�der · tl:ie translator 
Pa-tshab, the " Hoa,d and Fruit " (lam-hbrasj under 

· Rdoi'-seil (disciJlle o( Sa-chen) and Vii1aya in detai1 I . . • ' , • . .. 
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ui:uler the .Ma.l-l)dul-l)dsin and . accepted the year ( 1 283 A.C. ). .He went to Tihet and studied all 
hliik�u . ordination. . !t . '";as in �is 30th y�a� doctrines, beth exoteric and o:;otcric, under such 
(according to the Blue Annal.� and the Lhun-grub . .  learned masters as Karma Rai1-bymi rtio-rje, and · 
t:ho.Y-hbywi, but it is 33rd year according t·o · the achiC\·ed high at.tainments in knowledge ami 
Thuhu-J."Wan Lhos-�byu1i) that he cam� into asso- . pract ice. For mimy years, he engaged .himself in 
ciation �th Dw.ag�-po Lha"rjo, �nd 

. 
thereby propa�a.ting the Law so that the .Yiian . Emperor 

. eradicated all his doubts concerning the intimate. bestowed on him t.ho honour of the 'gold-rimmed. 
tenets af the Great Symbol. He also· learned from Reel 'Cap, and hence the name of Sect of Red Cap 
Ras-chuii-be. at Lo-ro the varions ·doctrines trans- (Shwa dmar-ba). . He. had ·ma�y disciples, the best. · 
mit� by Naropa and 3-la'itripa, and dev�ted !mown being: .Gyag-sdo Paii-chen. · .The lineage of 

. 

himself to . meditation in ma.�y q\lie� places, this sect was carried 011 tbrough more thaii ten re
attaining wisdom In regard to S8-l!1Siira . and iricnrnatio�s until it came to an' end at the ' time of 
Xirviilja. . .When he was . fifty he came. back to :Em"peror Ch'ien.Lung of the Ch'ing dym\.sty. 
Khams, takirtg �p his abode and preaching the Law (2) The Phag-grub Bkal;l-brg}'�td-pa. Phag-m� . . 
at Skam:po grins-nan, a monastery of more than one grlih-pa, tho foU:nd.er of this sect, o;ne of tho chief . : thousand moriks. Sori1e. tim¢ later he v.:ent again . di:-;ciples :or Dwags-po Lha-rje, was born i� tho . to . Tibet and· . founded . the Karma Lh.'l-ste� · 

southern · part of Kha.tns in the Iron-tiger year 
mon�t-ery, and h{)nce it was .named a.� Karma-pa . . · { 1 1 10 ·A.C.). H� left his family at tho ago of nine. Besides, he founded the M�sh�r-phu monastcry_,.

·to _ . was named . Rdo-rj� rgyal-P?• and soon . became: 
. the great �nefit of the co�on peop�e. Jlo dle,d . skilled. in the arts of ·writing and pa.int,ing; In . . . in 1193 A. C. at' the age ?f eighty-fOur · . . Ithams he. enjoyed the company of sixteen ieiuned . . 

The sect · of ' Karina Bkal)-brgyrid-pa · was friends and gave lectures. on the Spyod��jwJ . . and 
. . fonnally estBblished by, K�rma-pas . chief" disciple, . .  �ther · sastros . . At the age' of nirieteen h� on�reci . . 

Saris-rgyas ras-chen, R�-cben'�- 'disciple : Sbom�· : Tibet,' learning at first the. Madh�·amili:a . d�trine . h�-pa . and . others. The : latter .had . a . di8ciple, 
. �d the science of Hetuviciya under Rgya-dmar-bo . . . Kanna pak!i�i, originally named Chos-kyi bla-ma, . an� Phya�pa Clios-kyi se6ge -�t Stod-lmi. : At the 

. . · who was hom iri ih� Wood-mouse year (i265 A.C.). age of . twenty-five, � ho received ordination as a 
. ' He � a. �n excellent in 

.
. both knowbdge . and .· 'bhik�u at the Zur-phu monastery' �der By�- · . .. 

· · chan��ter. Dqring the Yuan dynasty, h� went to.· . l)dul,l)dsin, and st,udied · the Vinaya. · He also 
Cbiil11tc Pro}ll?r fl,nd Mongoli� to. p;opagate the taw�. studied variouS. teqcning5 of ·botl�

. 
exoteric and 

and founded monasteries on liis way in Khams. !t' e�oteric schools tindet Dmar Cho·s-rgyal, Dp�l-chen · '  . . was-during his .tim:e_that. the .influence_of th�. Karma . · � rgWI!:lo,: .. Sa-Q}l.Qn. .kun-��!!1 .. J:I.Pyi�s _ Lo-!s��b� 
· sect .became equ��:l with tha:t of · the Sa_-skya;pa. . �nd Byai1-sem� · zla,ba: rgyal-:irtshan. Afterwa�ds 
seet. · Later, .he tra��mutted the abbacy of the. ·. he werit to the Sgam-po moria.stcry and iearned the 
Mtshur-phu monasterjr to hi�· 'di�cip1e ·u-rg)ran-pa . doctrine·.ofthe Great Symbol from :bwags-po Lha- ' · · . 
-n�d died in .ihe ·Water-sheep year · ( l283 A�C.) in his rje. At· the

. 
age. of ·fo.rty-nirie, he f<?unded· a ,  

. 80th year. . N otwithstandhig the fac.t that P��i's · · monas�ery . in the . Grove : of Phag-mo grub-pa • to 
, claim � the re-incarna.tio� of Dus-gsum inkhyen-pa pr.opag�te ·the Law, and .was. henco named l:Igro
has been .denied by some. peopie, yet in tracing the · mgon phag,mo. grub-pa. In . the · Iron-tiger year 
religious lineage of the Karrita-pa., th8r� 'is general ·· ( 1 1 70 A.C.), .he died at the age of sixt�<o,ne. His . · 

· :agreemeni to se� Dus-gsum rnkhyen-pa. iri the first · ; . Sl.lccessors fqrme·d t.he · sect of Phag:grub · BkBl)- ' .  
generaiim1 and P��i in the- second. · The n�xt re- · brgynd-pa. · 

. in�ation .op?�i was Ran-byun .rdo-rje, and the . · · . (3) Tshal-pa Bkal)-hrgylid-pa . . The founder 9r 
. . fourth generation was· Rol-pa})i rdo-rje. · .Thus, the . this sect; Bla-ma-shan, �as bo:rn in · the Water-hare : re-ineama.tion go�s on Ul1til the pre�nt generation . year · ( l l23 A.C. }. · His ��iginal najne was · Dar-rna ·which is the sixteenth. 'During the.:iian d�asty; · grags. · Fro� h� ninth io the eighte��th ye�� • .  he the Emperor · conferred

. 
on P�1 · tht:� . title of. . made extensive studies in both· exoteric· and . 

. · Preeept_or of the State and �onoured hiin with· the . esoteric teachings� At'twentv-six, he was drdalned . · 
_ . gold-riinmed �lack cap. Thence; �fter P�i, . this

. � flo  �hikr:;u, named Br.tson-l).�u!! �ags:pa,,and soon ·.· sect was also called the Black , Cap Sect (lShwa-nag afterwards . he learned the doctrine of Supreme· can). HappineS!! and various esoteric doctrine� from · · · 
Distinguished from this . sect; th�re wa8 another · Rgwa�lo. At tho ·� of thirty-three he �ociated 

�eet, the sect of the ·Red Cap, founded by Grag8,pa. himself with �gam-po-ba Tshul-khrims sii.in-po, a 
. seilge, a. native of Khams, hom in the W ater-sbeep . . 

. 
d.i&eiple of Dwags,po Lha-rje, who communicated to 

· ' 

. . 
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accomplishments. ThmJCef· --� �: h� travelled ft·om 
place 'to plaee preaching. f.n 1 1 :·: Earth -:-�:w y€�r 
(1 1 88 A.C.) ,  he died at U1<: ; !g'' 1)1' sixty-•:,.nc. 

him the Great Symbol of Simultaneous Union. And with the power of the insttuction of t;h� Bkahbrgyud-pa, he achieved insight into the essenti�l · nature of the mind. Aftenyards he founded th� 
T hal G Gtsati -pa · rgJ;a-rail, the chief d isciple of GliiJ.-ras, s . . un-thari monastery where he undertook to · u1a · 'was born in the Iron-sc·rpent year { 1 1 131 A.C.) . -He pop rize·t.he Law and to ex�nd conversion among . . began to study the Law �t twelve undet· his elder t�o people .

. 
rn. the Water-ox year ( 1 193 A;c.j, he ched at the .age of seventy-one. Each ·of his chief . hro�her Skal-ldan,. and became l.l monk at thil'teen 

dl.S"t'ples VJ'z "'"'am mkh
. 

h h a·· H . . · . I . . . · '\ talhrtg the . name SeS-l.'O.b dpal . . Later he was � ' '' "'" • a o · dul-ba · hOd · · · · · · · 
�i-mod }_lod and Sakya hod. f�unded $ _ . , . . ·· · , ' · · ordained by B.la-ma-shail., an,d took another name, 
of his own The t. · ' . f Kl. · 

mo� . . Ye-�s rdo:rje� In his hvent,y-second year he· met 
· · mona!! ery o u-btul Dgon�nA. ' . . . · · ; · . . · . · · �ounded at Kha· -rag b. Hd 1 b. h d . . . ·. , , .. · ,: r-:- . · · Glm·,ras a� Ra-lun for the first tune, and held dts� 

• ' 1 Y . . u · a . o '()nee :bmhnore . · · · · · · · · · . · · . · · . tha•t ten th. sa d · nk ·' _ · . · : . � . · . coul'!l8s With htm concermng the meamngs of the . .... . . ou . n mo s. ."-auong . thO�( . who . . . • . . . . · . :, . . . .  · 
. . 

adn ·n· tere·· a th , T h 1 G . t. h . . . · . . . · . · Law . . Later, p.t 8na-phu, he agam came mto . n IS o s a un- an mona:ste .. · '· · · · · · · �; .k · '· · · B · · h b . · · · . ""' · ,.�. �ro · associating
.
with this master, hearing his instructions . oa \'a . ye-ses, yan-c u ye-ses • .:.'I i•:rriar · hod · · · · · · · · 

8.:..�.
· 

. h. b 8
· . . . ; ·' . . � · · . . . .'.' . · . ' on the· . Six Doctrines of Naropa, tho Simultaneous · . was-rgyas urn . ans-:rgyas snm po san· . . �· . . . · d · G ·. 

'
kh ·. te 

· ' · .. · II:Tgy&S · Union, efc . . Within barely seven days of practice, ·r
b
as-

k
pa, 

��
n s

d
er

h
- - anfi·s 

h
ns

k
,pa, , fonni�t· �-· tm- he ricquire<l the capacity of resistiug celd with very . 

. �o en me an ence oft nown .as 'the;1Ject of · . • . · . · · · · · · 
T hal Bk.ah b a· · · ' · : . , ' : t.hm clothmg. After that, he. betook htmse1f to s -pa . - rgyu -pa. .  . : ,,.: · I

· . . · • • . • · . • d fi · 
· · · · '·· ·· ' · · ,  . meditatiOn m seclusiOn, and achtevo per ect umon 
(4 ) I;lbri-guil. Bkal,l�bxWud-pa. · The foub���:. :0f · of the- activ'ities ·of the Air ·of his body both. intrinsic 

this sect, l:ljig rten nigon.po, was born :Jh'��'iis . a.n:a· extrinsi�; the complete mastery of v.arioufl 
Wa�r-hog year (1 143 A.C.) at Hdan-m& oi��- . . ·Sl:!Pe�tll.ral po':e.rs and : the sa�adhi . of the 
His. original name was Rin-chen dp�l.. Froth�ea¥Iv EUlight£mment and Void as extensive as �pace. He · 

years, he had been associating with . p��� .t�'ffi.h UJleiitf,hed' the . record of the method of ' the '', Six 
grub-pa and hearing 'his · It�.ctures · on ·th� � <'��\· Te..'IWS .· of Indifference " by Ras-chuit�ba ·and 

· . Symbol;: and cl��uly perceiyed the trtitb.' . . 9'f-1t�h : <(laboured o.n its. exposit_ion. In order to propagate . 
· : DharmaR. · At the age of thirty-fi.ye, h'e::J��· �: :t�e ··:r..aw, he . founded the Klon-rdoL monB.'Iteey 

ordained as a bhik�ti (thirty �flve according ,��
.
:��:·: · � :'4��!n� to �la-�a-shai/;; predi�tio?, 

_
the Ra-hi� . 

. · · Blm An�, :!mt twenty-five. according · to . t�� ; : · 'D.:l.?n�ry'. accordmg to t?e predtctlon of h1s · 
· iJ'lluhn�kWan cho8-hbyun) . . . At �.'hi1ty-severi, 'b�J�q} ··· \�telaiy Deity (Yi:dam) and the ·:abrug irionastei.J· · 

. .itp hi� . abode a� Hbti-�n, ·. btJllding a monastery�Jpr ' liOO!rding :to 'Glin-�s . prediction. 
. 

(" J.IPrug , . . .  · · 
. the propagatio11: of the. Dharma. · M?flks ��y · :!rt��·. " thunder '

.
' .  Thi� mo.na�tery was �o nam�? . · 

. floclu�d . around . him. At. one of his religlou; ' �u� l\ thun�er-r.lap WIJ,:C henrrl at t-he time of ttR . 
. 

. 
aasemblie's there .were .55, 525 moDks atteqd��.� �a.·. : .. :to�r,tdi��)'. . . . . .· . 

·
. . . . · . . . 

during. one retreat in a ·rainy sOO.Son the� ��e . : ' · , ·: . . : � . ' . . · · · · � · : · d. · . . · · .  
. d h' , · . · ·· · . . . : ·.· . 1 · : . :. = ·1 :.-ThiS:. sect WQn became W1desp1 0a , and hence . aroun . 1m one hundred thousand bhiksus r.e·. .. .. �.�_ . , . · · th · · · ·· · · .. . H If· f th . .  , " , . . . . . . . . . .. . . · , . .. : , :  , �re. ·!.waB : ·. e cpnunon saymg, . · . a . . o e . <'.e�v•n� . lots ; He dted m the; Fli'e-ox �e�[;\ :::¢U)$li,' are: l,lb�g·pag� half the· ij.brug�l?as are . ·  
( 1..17: A.C.) aged seventy-five. Hts learned di.!J- ·.· �,;.;, d half· . fth b · · · ' · lish " . . . · . . ' ·''' . . )· '��"�• an . o ese egga.rsare accomp ers .. 
ctples were numerous. Among thoEe'who succeeded : ·· . j:,.. . ·. ..i.:6··maste· • . . · bl a· · 1 ·th · · . . . · · · ·. . . . . . . . • . - : <'!�Opg .w.� r s1nn\lmara e tsCJp es, . ere WM .h� m office were Spyan-sna. . Rm-po:che, D�oll <: �on� ::paruea: .Lo:ras-ps. . Dhail:phy\Jg bf!;son-}:lgrus,· 

. _Rm-po-che, !U}d others who �amed on h1s work .an<i � .;��Q'; .�k;,. tJii.rw,en · v�:ws .and pr'op�gated .. · the 

. thus. formed �he sect or I:Jbn-gun-pe. . . · · . · . ·. · · :dOdtriiie;; .. ot the )' Five Powers , . From: h1m was 
(l'i) 'l'he }:lbrug�pa Bkal:J-brgyud.-pa� f�unded ·bY. : ;.d�ved!:th� aystem . of . tbe LoWer' I;Ibrug (S�- · · 

Glin-rns padma rdo-rje .and hi� disciple Gts&i�pa ,.;·,��)�· ;.JAnotber · ,discipl� ;tmmed Rgod-tehan-pa • 
. rgya�!M, Gliri-· a 1  wti's born at :&an:sWd in the . ;· .¥8'0n�p&,i!:Jo�rje iOOk-:�Iw vows, and added the . 
Earth-ape year ( l l20 A.C.). Since boyhood lie Wa&· . ;. -v.Ow or the Arillouring tO mak� the total number of · 
skilled in WI·iting and reading.. lie b13gan to Study . , t�n: .. Iri .a<ldition, lie took three vows c�n- . 
medicine at the age of eight; · and accepted the pre-. eetning :the bOdy, speecp and, thought, seven vow!! · 
ceptS of an upBsSka at sev�nteen. At thirty-five 

. for the time being and· five vows for the high�t 
he IP.arned from Sum-pa,: diaeiple of �-Chun�ba,. atta�ent_; and his wond�rCul . deed's we� incoin-

. all the ·doctrines 
.
ti'ansmitted by the latter� .At · · preltensible. Froin him was derived the sistem of 

thirty-eight, he became & pupil ofPhag-mo·gnib-pa. . the Upper J:lbrug (Stod-l,lbrug), whereas th,o8e who 
Within barely three day� of praotisfug according to sUcceeded him· in the abbacy �f the i;Ibrug monas- . 
t-he ma..'lter's instruct.ions. h · achievE-d the expec� tery itself, bf'ginning from Dar�ma senge. (nephew of · 
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, Gt�i1-pa rgya-ras), fm·ined anotlwr system. i.r . . _th� 
)Iiddle fclhrng (Bar-}:lbrug). Thel'e three :::y;;tems of · 
t.he ijlf>rug-pa seet are Ht ill J il'f'\'t�btt in Tibet.. 
keeping· thf' ir rPfigious J inP.ages · nn t-hr· whnl� 
unbroken� 

recounted for h im · the· virtnns of Sgmn-.po-ho. (i.e., 

I�wag:;;�fiO Lha�rje). anrl the t-wo set out together tu 
seP t.hf' )Jaster. Whm1 thPy ,·euched the monaster-_v 
tJw :;OI'Cf'J'et· di:::appearNi . whel'fmpon . he rco.lizrd 

. t.hat tho .sorcerer: was no · othtlr thau . the manife;;ta-
. tion ofSgam-po-ba himself . . \Vit.h the· a�sistance or · 
. the �laster who communicated to - ·him man�· 

(S,) 'fltt�; :-it.ag-lmi Bka�-hrgyud-pa . fou1uled hy 
�tag-luif than-pa chei1-po. · : 1-(P wu� . horn in the · 

. methods . of r' rr.ctice. he a�tained . · to a vi.!ry high \Yat('rrdOg year ( 1 1 42 A.C.), &nd hecamt' a monk at . state ·of c�lti,•ation.. Lat�r . . he went . t.o . the t-he. age- of eighteen, taking the name Bkra-�is �pal. . 
)lore than onCI:) -he wll)hed to go to Inditi to gtudy .thr Xr>rthern part .or Tibet

. 
and · bnilt·. the 1:Iua�-

:
rom 

· 1 · t. ·t f: · 1 d ' t ·th·
. · · f t t r 1 · . : t · monastery . for propagatmg Buddhism among th1: . .. nw, I!JU ar e - : ,-,.. e a.ge o wen y-tour, 1e wen , - . . 

. ·. . · . ,, , . · 
· · t Pl · · • h · t f · . + - ht · populace. l<'cturmg on the doctrnw;; of thf" (.rrat o mg-mo gru o-pa, w o· ou, o .compass.wn .aug , . · . · . � . · . .. · . ,  . . , 

) ·. 11 1 · 1 t · ·o d · · h · 1k · b t . . :)vmhol of .Jov and \ Qidne�s · . nud the .<.-rent . um .n ·llf; t OC rlfl•'R. . ,no _ .ay_, ,,. r.n wa �mg a 01� · . · .: . . • r . . . , . _ ; ,  · 
'th . tb' t · h th · ·1 t d h. ·If 'th :Oh mbol. .of ·  11he {. ltnnate .rrnt.h. l{r luid many \\"i . · · . Is- nac er, e pup1 sea ·<'. Im:-:e . on . P - · . . · . . · . . . . . . 

I · · t 1 · · · t · d 't  t ·rh · t ' · · advanced diSCiples, of whom T!Sl'l Ha�-pu was thu · awn m euc mg o me 1 -a e. . ag-m�, pom ·mg · . . . 
his :<ta1f at his heart; said" Our Lord.N aropa told· u:> . . foremost. His· ahh�cy wa:> . inherited snccc;;siYely 
· · · · · · · ·b. '··' !�is dcscrndtmt;;. · · ·. · thnt we :::hottld cultivate ourselves accprrling to the 

principle of the Xon-substantia1ity of all Dhanna (.�) . The G),ah-bzail Bkan-brgynd:pa, - '  origiuat..<'d 
u�ture: · H�· wh� achic\·e� the �·mious devi�cs bv from Skal-ldan Ye-ses i>eilge, !\ ·disciple pf Phag-mo 
wa� �f the ; }'our Jnfl�it.e Characteristic::;·. out dr grub.-pa and a native o� �lon-(1gar. He died in tho . 

. t-h� k�lowle;lgo of. : ti1o Sclf:tcs;; . y ojd, att�iits . the 
. 

.I?,ire-hare )•em· ( 1 207 A. c.), but the date of his birth 
. :rt.ate . of N()n;ahitling in Nirviii)a/' . ThuR, by hu,<; n�t ha�n -'rerified. He wn.� a shepherd' in his 

ob::crving this Y.�ry 1�rofouncl .' instructi�n, he · youth. · . . One .�lay, when
. 
he W'a� tending shel�p on the ' 

·succeeded · ;t1 the -" Non-oJ?�c�e.nce ¥ oga of the mountain, · he ca�ght the distant . :'light of th!J 
_' Great : Sym.bol '' .  After the death .. ' of Phag-mo m���tain . �here. · �� . tbe , ':Phag-m� . . Grub:pn.' 
. g�ub-pa, hQ wen� tQ )\!�1-gro, re.ceiving the teachings' . monast�ry, a�d-in�taut(y .·f(llt in himself the, effect of . 

. .' of· the Bkal)-gdams-pa . from · l;I�ha�l-ka·pa (or . . samitdhi .  On the :way;. h� heard -two men. who huii . . 
. . l:Ich_ad.�kha.-pl)), . nnd wo.s ordained a· bhik��: :by . been ei-Jgagoct ln· the pract ice of meditation dis

. Sa-m-ba. At the ago of thirty niri�, he founded a · . ct1ssing about the · state of trance, o.nd he �bought 
n:tonastory to �pread Buddhi� ·at Stng-lml. a� .the insta:n'tly : . ·" If they- ·be pract\cei:s ·. of mP.ditation , 
reqiif'flt �f the people of that place; and henco had . thc.ri t ha,:e·. d.oi1e tha:i mvself "' . · Later, ·h e  wont to 

�the�namc.o[ Stag..,luiL thaft:pa . . _He Jvas well-kDQml. �the _agove-mo�tioned mo·1�astety to pay homage to . · 
· for hi::; strict discipline. E·�el' since he became .a · Ph�g-gruh� · .;hd. tcild ·,hi�, �, y�;, -\verO" · a: rci'igion� 
. �onk,. he rievc:r . crm:E'Ocd· . th� threshol� . of a 

. 
pructiser ''il} your . previous . life w�o : tl'illl8gressed i 

11\Y:flllm's. ·house; never .ta.stPd iiwa.t or· wine no!;' -�a·maJ/n rules.· 'Wheon vou wer� in yotu; i�other's 
nffored _ meat or wi�� t� a . guest. ; and he forbade . . womb yon ga,;e much

. 
ploa��l�e t� her body ·

. 
�nd 

tnimen to EmW;r the monastrry . .. · He;died at the &ge llliml,  ·and . in this l ife you can: enter trknce :<pcin- · 
of �i:x�y-;nin� in 1210  A.c: At the time ofh.is death, . : tartrously. These are indi·c�ti�ns of -your previOus 
tho monks of that monastery were more than three : practices . . Yet . there ,tire symptomfl · of · your . 
thhussnd, · i� . addition ·. to his nuinerOUli alsciples . .  pre�·iotis transgression. · On£! of them he:i1g the fact 

. T.he . abbacy was succeeded to . by this nephew, t-l!at- you ·cannot go. to sleep excC;pt by fying with . 
·Rin-chen mhon-po, who enlai·ged t.he inon�tery and· · vour ·fac� doW:nV:·ard:" .And t-in �·.eqflidng a specific 

. 
i•nhaMe(l his ·,\cco�npli�l:iment. · iii;; g•·al)d'-nephew · instruction , he. immediately ��aliz-ed the attai11me�t . 
SaJis-rgyas . .. dpon-po built another · monastery, . of excellent virtuos, arid hmice he t6ok the iiame of .

. 

knOwn- a.":� Hi-bo-che, in. Khamf?. :Since then, · the 
. 

Skal·ldo.n Y ��So's s�ng� -( ' '  Skal-ldan ". means-the o�e : 
· Sta�-l�ti sect . braqched off intq · Ya-t-hati and · w�o possel'ses : good qualities). Afterwards J1e 

. 
· :Ma-thail; 'vitli·3,ROO monks in each place . . . Later r:m built the Zwa-ra l)gon-p� monastery to propagate 
many monast-eries of this sect wero · founded · in · Buddhi�m and elevate the masses . 

. Gtsali, Dbus and Khains, and .a great number of His ·  fcirenio:<;t . disciple . was Gya}:!-lnad. chos,-rjo . · 
. emine_nt figitres hav.� �o:ine out of them . · . 

. 
·;The. Blue Annuts puts: .. Gyam '' in. l>laco nf · (7) The. ]:{ba}:l-rorri Bkab-brgyud-pa. found�d by " Gyal) "); born jn Gtsaii, in· th� Earth-ux · Kf 

Dar-ma dbati-ph);ug, a natiyc of l:lphnn-yul. _the (1169 A.C.) . . As · a  monk he· took the n�me Chos 
dates of whose · l:tirth and death • have not· been . S:Ol�ti-l�m, and studied · th� precept-s i1nder Klub- ' · . 

· . 'lrerified; · It is said that when he Wa.'i still a boy,.one ' · dl�ar Tshul�h�rims grags (a. disciple of Sa-mi 
day there ramo up' to him a �;oi.tng sorcerer . wlio Smon�lain ryod). .He. was'entitlea Qnul>s d1.t\d�])dsin. 
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(Gnubs, the :master of the Vinaya) on account of his he heard a lecture on th<?, l; i . : �. '·up!1y of .i\Ii - la ms-pa. 

As he thought that he : · '(' ,,l: 'l o : -1 do r:r. ,.:r.:me, Jw 
immediately made a "igi; i r•.· M;d d i r:g thrier� t o'l'i··'l''d,.; 
tho assembly. Thereupon, he ( 'ntrui';f.t:-; 1 h in 1;:!: !f to 
the instruction of Phag-mo grub-pa ancl. after due 
practices, became · l1 ighly accomplished i n  t.he 
attainment of excellent. vit·tues. · He died at the ng-t • . -
of ;;c:wP.nty in thf' Fire-ox year ( l �l 'i A.C. ) .  

· 4rict pbscrnince of disciplinary rule�. . When he . 
·wa>: twenty -eight years of age, Klub-dkar died . 
\l1lilr greatly grien�d by this bereavement he 
heard of the fame of Y �-�es sei1ge of the Z�a-r� 
monastei')� and conceived deep re\·eren�e for him. 
.-\ t this first . nieeting with Y c-scs . seitgf'. he . im. mediatf'l�· renlizecl the atta inment of · perfect 
congruence with the master }?oth in mind . and. in 
thotight He �ntrtisted himself to Yc-ses _seilge_and ·. 1\hro-pl�n Lo-ts�dta, �rphew �f "Hgya,tsiw. - a tH I 
got fully trained in the profound PS_ot�rie doctr!nr;; Knn-ldan. was born in the "\Yat�r-serpent :•('a t' 
i.>f thr Great �ymhol and the Six Doctrin�s of ( l l i3 A.C.). At the age. of six. he began to lnart.t 
�aropa . Jn 1 :?06, he founded ·_· the . Gyal)-lna1i · · and at eight went to Rgya,_ti>ha to studv tlw 
Dgon-pa niouastcry �-here he tr(lined many dis-� · Dhan�1a� . At ten · be received the precepts

. of il 
ciples. He dil�(l at his sixty-fifth year in the Water. ,�rainaJ;lera, being · uame:d Tshul-khrimf:! sr.-;-mb · 
�erpPllt yPar ( 1 �33 A .C.). Among his sucrcssor;; .(according to the Blue Anwll8, but the Tl�ulm-kwrm 

. w<.>re hi�; four chief d isciple�. i�rluding Dpal ri -ba ch.os'l!b-!1111i r�cords his name ns Byams-p!J. d�al) . .-\ t 
Sai1s-rgyns by�-;;gom. His tradition was curried on nineteen 1 hp wa;:; ortlained ns a_ bhiksu. and lParil t 
henceforth under the "t itlr . of thE' • Gvnh-hzi:iit frOJl1 his uncles all the l36 teachings t�·ansmit.ted b)�. 
J�ka�-brgytid:pa f.:r�t� . . 

the Bkl\}:1-brgyud-pa srct and. the thirtc�u chiGf 
(!1) . Tlie Kbro-plm Bka}:!-brgyud-pa, fou_ nded hr . traditional practices. · )foreover, he learnt Sanskrit: 

'>I.Titt�ri �nd ox:a_ l. from Sl:�i{ Dge-b�, . At twenty-
· .Hin-po-chc> Hgya-t�ha. a · • di�;;ciple of · Phag-mo 

. 
· · · 

four, he went to Nepai viHitin,.,a the sii.'!tra · master gmh�pa: · ami hiR brother Kun -ldan ras-nu . .  · · 
· · · · · · · · Bq�l<iha$ri and learning extensh;cly. · various doc-

l{in�po-che Hgra-tt>lla was hom at Sub-smacl. 
Gt.c:ait; in _ the Eanth"dog yc�t ( l l l 8  A.C.}. He trin(ls, both exoteric and esoteric . There :hE' met the 

bcgim to lcan1 the arts of writing and mathematics 
. : f;ast.ra master :Mitra '\\•horn he invited to Tibet to 

· at the age offh·e. As. a boy, he-was by nature free. propagate �uddhisni; )Iitra sh�ycd · in Tloot for 

. fmm. clinging to wordly affairs, ancl _ disposed to the .. eighteen months, during which he performed: thn . 

st.tidy of Buddhist ·doctrines . . :He learnt under cerem�ny of strengthening the Foundatimi: of the 

· Griud ii-ma. n.ncl many oth�r. masters. At the ago bf Khros-phn nionast.ery: After .i.\Iitra re_turmid to .. 

· 1iinot�cn_, - he wl'nt to Dbus and joined the comp�ny . India. Budrlha�ri was inYitcd to Tibet to superiritElnd 

of �1' Cho�-kyi :rgyal-po; studying the Dha_!'I!!_!!_ " the erection of the great Hml<lha image of that 

- ---ror severar -·years�At twenty-five� h�-- returned . mona-Stery. �- '"'hoD' Il\1drlh?4ri took lea�p for ho�1e. 
· . home once; but er� Io1ig he went to Dhus again. 

in 
. Khro-phu mad� to bin� an offering of three hundrerl

. 

ptirsuit of h.is f.:tudies." . Followinoo the advice . of . · ounce�. of gold ; . · Later, Kh.ro,phtl went again to 

.Drrinr Chos-kyi rgyal-1;0; · ii� entr�sted himself to · India and invited siikyasri. · a  well-�nQW1l �astra 
Phag-mo gmh-p'a ft·orn whom he lea�nt the doct.rim· master of Kasmir�, to propngat� the ·Dharri11i and 

oft.he Grc�t. Sy1nbol. . . And from Th<>d�sto� �b-pa perform Qrd i"nation iil Til:'et, . co�ferririg great 
(also called . Thod-snigon bsl)m-l)gruh) . · he learnt · benoflt on the populace. Other disciples of Rgja
thci teachings of Gcod-yul.. �-\!together he hnd ap- tsha· and Kuncl<lan, such as Lco-sgom and )fa,pig· 

f H'oachecl e ightr two mastors. ur�l in hi� ,·Hth year rc-ma, . also ailsi�h"!ci hri>-ph.n in his wo-rk. · Thfl 
(the Iron:haro: year, i i i 7  A.C.), .he �as ordain�d a.-; . trad�tion .was t.hn:'l - broac�ly- carried on imder thn 
n hhik�u. In order to enjoy the company of f�ur tit.le of the Khro-phu Bko.l;l-brgyurl-pa sect . . One . 
hhik�us, he hought _a plot �f land at Khro�phu, t)f .the adherent� oftbis sect, · name� Hu-ston 
huilt a mona."t"rY and gathered together inore than Rin-chen grub ( 1 290-.1 365 · A� C.), afterwards 

. twcntJ� monks thm·e. In. h is · . t-eachings he laid .preached the Dharma at Sha-lu, and thus foundP-rl ' 
1"!mphasis on • concentrative meditation; and so�e- . the Sha-lu-pa sect. 
tiines he pcrf01med i>aptis� for his d isciples, too. 
"tfe died in th!"! 1-Yood-h�re .year ( J l !l5 A.C.} at the · 
age of seventy-Pight.. · 

His younger br9thc.r- Kun-ld�n rai!_-pa was born:in 
t-he . Earth-dragon year . {ll48 A; C.). \Vhen Kun
ldan ras-pa wa� 'a'boy, one day, oil taking provisions 
· to hi11 bJ:Otht>r nt- the mo�astory oLPhag:rno gruh-pa. 

The sub-divisim�s of . the Bkal:t·brgytid-j a. �ect 
may be explaine9- from the -difrer.ent aspects "Of .the 
teachings upon which different masters laid in their · 
instructions. As Stag-lwi i1ag-dhai'1 rnam-rgyal 

. 
saj·a i� i;k Hi-story of Buddlliam, '' To sum up, whilo 
all the brarwpes of the Bkal,hbrgyurl-pa sect aro 

founded . 'on the common ba..'iifl of the thouJ;ht of 
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renunciation of tho Sra.vakayuna, tho mind for 
bodhi of the :\lahayana nnd the pure sa.maya of the 
:M antroyiina, each sub-sect has its o'ivn specific, 
excellent point.:i, e.g . ,  the Comme!}tary on 1'antras · 

of 1\Iar-mog, the aust{'lrities and iniltructions of .Mi-h�. 
Sgam-po-ba;s discrimination of the . Substantial 
Nature, Karma-pa's indifferentiaticn of the .-\ir and 

· the mind. Bla-ma-shan's .Ultimate Truth, I:T9al:J·. rom-pa.'s &re.1.1ph6 and gseb-lam (t�o me�hoCls in 
. · the pra�tico of the Great S�bol); th�. esoteric 

mantra.-. cf Pha.g-grub, the thirt.y-nine memoirfl of 
Stag-lm\-pa. l:fhrl-gmi,pa'i! Throe . )!oral Precef;ts 
in One Principle� Gt:-ai1-pa rgya-m's principle of 
Causal Origination and tho ."Univcrsai Taste; . Lo·ra»· 
and · Rg�l."tsha:ri's faith in the Truth and rimun· • 
ci�tion of the . worid, et.c. · Each sub-sect, oeotitJp.s . 
the. geti!'lralrango. of fundamental doctrines that it . 

�-t.ist inClude, has s1'1ecific m�thods of its own in ·in.s
tructing discipl�;;. in accoi'dan�e :with the particular 
allpects that· it emphasizes in propn.gation. · A-; · �\ 
whole, however; all these su b�sect.s �rc iti .conformity 

. with tl1P holy e•·ccd of the Bk�Q.-hrgytid�pa sect" 

theory of Candr�kirti . The same may be said of 
:\li-la.. !<'or instance, he wt·ites : 

· ' In compliance with your common :'!ensi), 
The Buddhi:l. mf:'ntion,; all ::\;; thing.� exi,;tin� ; 
But in the transr.endimtal truth, 
There's neither )fUro. nor .Buddha ; 
•.No one a.ch ie\·es, qrid not-hing's 'to be achieve;.:£ ; 
�o paths, no stages for one to go through · : 
�or body nor function for BuddhO.lwod ; 
-Fdr this· reason; Nln·i'�J.ia i:;;· not. 
..\<; c:-qwdie!"lts . in name� and term's only, . 
FI01ice aro this ti·iplc-n�gion, these contairwr." 1Jf 

sentiencos.· 
In fact, thcre u.t·e uo Hdf, 110 H irth, . . 
No primary cause and· no aiding condition-;, 
::-{o k arma, an,cl thercfOJ'A 110 ktpma-rewarc l- .  
No such � thing a� life-aild-dettth . . . . . · 
Such is the Truth Suprerri�_." · 

This is a denial of �Jl w()l'(.lly phenomena, from 
forms to Buddha•wi;;dom, ·� denial of- tho whole . · 
range· of dhar,na.S · oii the groUilrl of the sllpremH 
�oncepti<?n of the voidness. Again he. says : . . . . · Tbe ·Essential Doetrh1ss of the B�al;l,.;brgyud-:·Pa sect. . ' '  The nin�-existence of living bei�igs imp lie� · · 

The philos]lohy of l\far-pa; · founder cf the · 't'h� non-existence of Bucldhas· or Three Tiint•:,� ; · ... i 
. . BkaQ.-�bl'ld'�d-pa �cct-, is. t.he d��t.rine of ::\f�dhya- Without· ca.use1 the .effect i� null . . . . ·. · · 
. mika of Ca�drakirt.i . . Hii! theories on di'scerumP.nt. . : T'i's only-complying \vitli the \�ordly tt·uth . 

�ulti�·ntio11 and practicq; and his cxpositio1�s oh th.e . That the B�ddha. rolates as things existin�; 
;rutras- arn · .chi�fly. derived froin : the system · of : · The life-and-death -a"!ld N�rvar.1a:" 
Naropa .nnc! :\Iait.ripa, the two pre-e.mine�t ma:sters . · This · ulithii as,'!Orts th�tt saqtsii.ra. as well ·. us . . from whom he rec�ived instruction, e�pecially from . NirVal).a, the power of pe�formjng · ii� �ell . as the . . . · . thfl la�t<>r �o whom. he O\\'ecf th!'l pcrcepticn of Trnth · .. object perfonned, all causCs a.s well .as effectil; rna.).' • �-�� - � and-:tne era_iHCjJ.�on of<JoU11t� "In one of nt�'l pootns� .-b� treated a;- eX:ISti1ig� ncitwithstan4ing the fii.ct �Fu:�.r · , hfi wrik-!' : · they d� not exi�t in rea�ity·.- Again he Ra.y:i : · · 

" I've . been �o the: · East: _·the land beyond the 
Holy· GangC's, 

Wliere. · by . ·th11 �a,'our . of 1faitripa.. · Li>rrl 
Compass�onate,· 

The nori·orinigat:ii>n 
· discern. . � 

of the Dharma-tiature I 

. . Embracing iri my mind iiin;IJ�f.ci, Truth Ultiin_ate, 
I JW-rceiye the Absi)hp.te that is removed from ' 

· sophis�ry, · · · · · 
The real source : . of · Trikaya . being· re:vealerl · 

�fore me, . 
· By virtu� cf which all :i�pl�istry I repudiate.'.' . 

This a.sSe� that it is through the instruction of 
)�aitripa that. he arrives at the comprehension Clfthe .  dootnne or" non-origination, the condition. of the 
absolute. · As both· Naropa · and M�itripa · a� 
adherents of the system · of · Ca.ndni.kirti, so ·are · 
A{ar-po.'s views in ·n.ccm-.rlanr..t' wit-h t.he Madhyamika 

" The wise man having gi·tispeci this truth, . .  
. Hees the cont.ent of wisdom, but not the s�n,;cs; 

The Bu�dha, but not the living beings,: 
Th� dha�ma-�atirre but not dha.nn� itself." 

Thi� meam; that ·a �ise man who l�as obtained, the. · 

. fundamental insight into 8unyata see& on.ly tho un: · 
. . 

delu!fed phenomen�.<?f wisdom arid not the. del1,1derl 
phenoxpena of f.he . senses. . This treatment of" the 
two - fon:n.'l . . of sta:tement, i.e.� .'Ba-I!WTti"s�ya . and· 

paranldrtluHatyq, i� 1n · accor,dance· with the · · · 
M�hyamika theory of Candrakirti. 

The traditio� �f the Gi·eat Symbol of the H�� - · · · 
brgyud-pa s�ct does not .· �ay. stress . on .literary 
di·�coursel?, bnt rath�r on .experienti�l �owledge. 
that is, tho acquisition of the wisdom of the Grea.t 
Symbol. The ·master, under whose instruction one · 
acquires this · wisdom, ' is revered ·.as the ptincipat · 

teacher. , At· the time ·or :Mar-pa .aqd Maitripa, the 
transmission �f the Great Symbol generally began · 
.by the initiation of t�e " \Visclom of Acute ·Fire " 
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(gtum-mo�i ye-ses), which gives rise to the .. wisdom 
and power of the Great Symbol (Phyag-rgya 
chen-po�i rtogs-po). Hence the Great Symbol is 
considered as the " Perfection Stage " .  At the time 
of Dwugs-po Lha-rje, those who were not yet 
baptised might also receive the doctrine of the Great 
Symbol, but the performance belonged to the 
category of exoteric Buddhism. Dwags-po once 
said to Phag-mo grub-pa, " The fundamental 
doctrine of this Great Sirnbol of inine corresponds 
with the M aluiyanottaratantra-sa.�tra of l\Iaitreya. ". 
The same st-a�ment was made by Phag-mo grub-pa. 

· to J:lbri-gun-pa . . This is also the reason why in the 
writings of ]:Ibri-guil and his disciples are found 
ma.IIY expositions on the Uttara-tan:lra-sastra. 

Among the more intimate disciples, however, the 
esoteric Great Symbol was also communicated, and 
since the time of Dwags-po Lha-rje, the Groat 
Symbol has been differentiated into the exoteric and 
the esoteric. 

the Yuan and :\ling dynMties. l<�or instance, Situ 
Byan-chub rgyal-mtshan who seized the sovereigm;y 
of the Sa-skhya-pa :::ect in 1 349 A.C., belonged to the 
sect of Phag-mo grub-pa ; Rin-spmis-pa Nor-bu 
bz1ui-bo who seized the sovereignty of Phag-grub-pa 
sect i� 143;) A.C., and later Kanne. Tshe-brtan 
rdo-rje, etc. ,  were adherents of the Bkal)-brgyud-pa 
sect. Besides. Lha.-ma Shail once wilfully_ started 
war. The abbots of the J:Ibri-gwi-pa and Stag- . 
lun-pa. sects also established ruling hierachies over 
their respective areas. Especially in 1 290 A.C., the 
l:lbri-gwi monastery in a. strife against the Sa-skya 
pa sect was burned and reduced to ashes. Later 
Shabs-drUil Spru-luii-pa, who indulged himself in 
the practice of the. art of life-taking, finally des. 
troyed his own lineage by the reflexive power of his 
.art. The Karma·pa-sect participating in the 

- political intrigue of Kanno. Bstan-skyOii-and others -
brought great calamity to the sect with the i_!lvasion 
of Gu-sri Bstan-l)dzin Chos-rgyal in 1640 A.C., 
Especially calamitous was the ca.Se of Cho ' grub · 
rgya-mtsho of the Red Cap Karme.-pa sect, who The exoteric doctrine hoids the conception of the treacherously plotted with the Gurkha'!! ar:iny to voidness of all things 8.s the Great Symbol, which 
attack the Bkra-sis lhuil-po monast�ry in Gt8an in 

ShaD. Tshal-pa (i.e. Brtson-�grus grags-pa) calls the 
1 790 A.C., and thus brought deprivation and im. " Sole white Dharma "· Thus, we find that :Ma.r-pa, prisonment upon himself, . destruction · ·'to · - the Mi-la, Dwags�po Lha-rje and his disciples - as 

- mon�tery and complete collapse to the Karma.-pa · Pha.g�mo grub-pa, Hbri-guil-pa, Glin-ras-pa, Dus-
sect. At the present time with the _exception �f the gsum Mkhyen-pa,, Stag-luil-pa and others have many 
· sect of the Black Caps of the �Itshur-phu monastery, points in their theories in common with one another. 
who maintain their tradition by prudently avoiding _ All of them lay . great · importance on the causal making ·trouble, and the Grub-pa Bka�-brgyud-pa origination of wordly phenomen�, �ut at . the

. �e _ 8ect who engage themselves in itinerant. . preaching - - · -time do not discard the funct.ummg_oL the dJ�- - · and self-cultivation and thus suffer no serious criminative intelligence. Wh�t one h� t_o do m 
changes, all other sub-sects of the Bkal).-brgyud-pa _ cul�ivating this Great Symbol ts to practlse first the 
sect are on the decline from their ·past prosperity. non-discriminative samadhi with one's thought 

concentrated on the circumstanced self-substance of 
one's own mind, and then try to ascertain whether 
t.his circumstanced " mind " is abiding inside or 
outside the body, or midway. And, as it is not to 

. be found in any state, one realizes the immateriality 
of the mind. After that, one proceeds to meditate 
eoncentratedly on this · • immaterial mind ".  It is 
called the contempiation on the void-nature of the 
mind. This is the Great Symbol of the exoteric 
system. 

The Present Conditions of the Bka�-brgyud-pa sect: 
After Mar-pa, Mi-la and Dwags-po, the 
Bkal)-brgyud-pa. sect began to spread more and 

· more predominantly over q.ll other contempomry 
sects in rapidity and extension. As the co_nee
quenee of the otea.dy · ascendancy of its influence, 

. many of its sub-sects actually caught hold of the 
reins of local governments, and were responsible for 

. many of the political disturbances in Tibet during 
12-H 13540 (5 /68) 

F. 

BlDL!OOll.\PliY : Dkon·mcho�t lhu!J-sunb, Dtim·pol!i Choi-l;yi 
Bynn�uhul Bllaii·P�i Ruya�111uhor Qjug-pa8i Gru-chen (Sde· 
dge Edition), pp. H3-8 ; Thubu-kwan, Grub·ml� Tham�: 
cad levi Khutia Dan 1Jdod-uhul Ston-pa Leu•·biad &z-w, 
Me-lon (Sde-dge Editioll) pp. 46-69; Bshon-nu Dpal, Deb-Iller 
Snon-po (T.�e 8lue Antwl6, Lhasa Edition). 

· 

BKAI;I-DPA PBYI-)JA, the title of a text occtirririg 
in the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Tripi taka. The 
ne.mes of the author and translator are not known . -(TM. No; 2332). 

The title of the text induces one to believe that 
the work is a. rejoinder or aubeequent annotation 
(phyi-ma) on a. book (dpe) dealing with the in� 
junctions of the Buddha (b�). ·. 

R. H. 
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BKAI;I·GDAMS·PA Sect is one of the chief sects of 
Buddhism. in Tibet. 

early childhood he did not hanker after the thron11 
and went abroad to seek teachers from whom he 
might learn the " Dharma. " Ho received the 
abhi�eka of Hevajra from the great yogin Rahula
gupta-vajm- of Black )lountain. From his instruc
tion he got the power of meditation in the pro
gressive steps of two kinds of development. For 
seven years he studied under the distinguished 
Buddhist A vadhiitipa, three of them in cultivating 
the practice of by-laws. Later (in 1010) he went to 
the }lahiibodhi monastery at the Vajriisana where, 
under the guidance of the master of Vinaya, · · 
Silarak�ita of the l\lahiisiinghika school who was 
established on the Path of Added Progress, he wa:; 
ordained a bhik�u and received the Buddhist name · 
Diparikara.�rij iiiina. In his thirty-first year lw 
st�died all the ·sacred books of the four school:< 
(Mahiisiirighikas, SthaviraYii.dins, Sammitiyas and 
San·iistiviidins) and understood their different way,; 
·of observing the fundamental rules. From Dhal'
marakf?ita, the master of Abhidharma i n  Odantapuri. 
he learnt the .V.ahavibhii:�ii for twelve year:;. H1..: 
other teachers of both exoteric and esoteric teaching 
were Jiiana.srimitra, the younger Kusali, Jetiiri, 
Krf?l).apii.da, the younger .-\vadhiiti -pa, Domt�i -pa, 
Vidyakokila, :.\Iatijniinabodhi, Xaro-pa, ::\Iahiijana, · 
Bhutakoti-pa, m.na.Sri, Prajiiabhadra, . Bodhi
bhadra, etc. He learnt most- of . the teaching:; 
handed down · through nunicrmis lineages from 
Ratniikarasanti. · Later he studied under Dharma. · · 
kirti who enjoined on hi!:i disciples first of all to mak1; 

In Tibetan, " bkal_i, " denotes the words of the 

Buddha and " gclams " means teaching. Thus, 
" Bkal)-gdams " means all the words uttered by the 
Buddha which form the Tripi taka, i .e. lnitra, vinaya 
and abhidharma and which are also included in " the 
stages of the three puT'"I/Jas " as taught and pro
pagated by AtiSa. l;Ibrom-ston-pa once said : 

" The rare words of the Buddha which forril the 

T·ripi!-aka 
Are embodied . in the solemn tenet.s of the three 

pu�. 
Like golden treasury and pearl beads ; 
Whoever counts them get!:i profit." 

• 
Origin: This sect was founded by Atisa, extended 
by l:lbrom-ston-pa, enlarged and glorified by the 
three Dharma brothers (see the first paragraph of 
the seco_nd section) and its further development was 
carried · on by Glari-ri-tha,n-pa, .sa.ra-ba and 
Bya-yul-ba, etc. 

After · the · Buddhism of the earlier period of 
propagation in Tibet has been destroyed by the 
'l'ibe�n king Glari-dar-ma· niost- Buddhists paid 
greater attention to· the esoteric sect and despised 
the exoteric · teaching, respected more . the instruc� 
tiona of teachers arid overlooked the teachings of 
siitras and Sii.sttas� In the meantime, there· was a 
group of people paying special regard to Vinaya. 
nd-denauncing-the-esoteri tea.!iliin '· Henc� _ 

there existed a conflict between the adherents of the 
exoteric and· esoteric sects. The greateat short
c&miJlg. was that there were no definite teachings 
about t.he stages of cultivation in right practice. 
:\lany people who had not the fundamental qualities 
of the supramundane mind and the mind for bodhi, 
yet presumed· to aspire to the lofty and profound 
esoteric teaching. Without thoroughly knowing 
the truth of dharma they ven�ured in aecordance 
with the niere words of the esoteric teaching, to 
practise Black Magic, etc. This not only contra
dicted the intention of the Buddha's teachings, but 
even formed the greatest cause of crime. In order 
. to remedy this stage oftliings the kings of Mrial;l-ris, 
Ye-ses })od and Byan-chub l,lod, regardless of large 
expenditure of wealth and even sacrifice of lives, 
repeatedly sent messengers to India and invited 
AtiSa to come to Tibet to propagate Buddhism. 
After his arrival he exercised a. far-reaching influence 
and therefore founded the Bka.l,l-gdams-pa sect. 

AtiSa. was the !lecond son of King Dge-ba}:!i-dpal of 
Za-hor in East India,born in 982 A.C., and originally 
named Candragarbha {Zla-bal;li sni1i-po). From 

up their mind to attain the. great bodhi. For a long . 
time Atisa occupied tlie-first sea InVtkrarrrnStl"fi- ·- · -·- 

monastery and hi!:i fame was widely known. Aftf:!r · 

Ye-ses,J:!od and Byan-chub l)od had repeatedly sent 
Rgya Brtson-}:!grus seri-ge and Nag-tsho Tshul. 
khrims rgyal-ba and others to give him an earne:;t · 
invitation, he promised to go to Tibet. In 1040 · 
A.C., he started from India... In the next year ho· 
went to Nepal to disseminate Buddhism and reached 
MJ;�al,l-ris· in · the following year and lived in Mtho-
ldin-gi gtsug-lag-khan. . He preached many · pre, 
cepts and dharmas to the · great satisfaction of 
Byari-c}:lub l;lod and other persons, s.ecretly taught 
various ways of abhi�eka and gave them unli."llited. 
instruction. .Moreover, he was af;ked by Bym'l-chuh· 
l.10d to write treatises to counteract the different e�·il · 
deeds which were diametrically opp�si.te to th�c: 
teachings of the Buddha . . 

According(y Atisa wtote t-he Byan-ch�b:lam-gyi · · 
sgron-ma showing the stages for ·three puru�fUI. In 
the treatise it is said that the puru.?a of t.he lowest 
grade should think of death and the transitol'iness of 
all things, for if one has not made up one's mind to 
renounce thf' world, one cannot imbibe thn teachings 
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of the Buddha. If one considers the five aggre· 
gates (paiicaskandha) to be one's ego, one can never 
hope to get emancipation ; if one is not determined 
to attain the great bod hi one cannot ent.er the way of 
Mahayana. Again, in Mahayana, if u.paya is not 
combined with prajna, and if attention is paid only 
to voidness one can never attain Buddhahood. If · 
one has not understood the nature of reality, one 
cannot be given the real second abhi�ka (secret 
abhi�eka) and the third abhi�ka {widsom abhi�eka). 
As a result of his laying special emphasis on the 
fruits of karma, he was particularly called the 
" Master of Karma-fruit. " 

At that time t.he Tibetan translator Rin-chen 

bza.ri-po was · already eighty-five years old. On 
Ati&!.'s asking him what sort of doctrine he bad 
been studying, he gave a rough-and-ready account. 
Then Atisa clasped his palms . by way of showing 
respect and said, " Since you are in Tibet, there is 
no need of my coming here." Again he asked, 
" According to all the tenets of the Tantras, how 
should a man cultivate himself on his seat of 
contemplation ?" The translator replied, " He 
ought to do so according to the different ceremonies 
and rituals. " Thereupon AtiSa. said, " You are 
addle-headed ; Tibet still needs . me. To make 
cultivation effectual, we ought to· combine all the 
necessary principles; " Then Atisa taught the 
translator the Magic Mirror of Tantric Incantations. 
This gave rise to the great faith and reverence on the 
part of the translator and he submitted his previous 

_ _ _  translations, - -i.e.,--A�!asiihabika-prajiiaparam£ta, · 
Vil?iSati-aloka (iii-Khri snari-ba), Great Commentary 
on the A�f,a.9ahcS.rika-prajnaparamita, etc., to the 
Indian saint for rectification. 

well and many Buddhist scholars came to meet him. 
As Khu-ston {named Brtson-}:Jgrus gyuri-drmi) who 
was one of the renowned masters of that. time 
praised the excellent beauty of the locality of 
Tha.ti-po-che, Atisa went to the monastery there and 

· stayed one month. Because Khu-ston did not 
serve him well and because I:Ibrom-ston-pa came to 
invite bini he crossed the river and went northward. . 
On the way he stayed one month in I_Ion-lha-kho.i1. 
Later, he returned to Bsam-yas and lived at 
Dpe-dkar gliri, co-operating with Nag"tsho in 
translating Vimuktasena's Vi�ati-slokii (Ni-Khri 
snan-ba), Vasubandhu's Commentary on th6 Maha
yana-sa1[1,g1'aha-S?Utra, etc. 

Atisa examined all the Sanskrit manuscripts, kept. 
in that monastery and found that there were many 
which were lost in India. He observed that so far as 
the prosperity of Buddhism in the past was con
cerned, India could hardly compare with Tibet. 
"''hen he later �rrived at Siie-thail more people came 
to listen .to his preaching. To Dgon-pa:ba and 
Rne.l-}:lbyor-pa chen-po he taught the me_thods of 

. practising meditation and establisheq �n . institute 
for . this particular purpose. To a large crowd he 
explained the Abhisamayiilankfi.ra of which Phya
dar ston-pa, made notes and this came to be called . 
the text of the Kham sect. · Again he lectured on tho 
.Ni-k�ri . snan-ba and taught I:Ibrom-ston-pa · the 
doctrines of the stages .of the three . purU§as, etc� · 
Later he was invited to Lhasa by the. translatOr 
Ri10g Legs-pa}:li ses-rab. At the request of Rnog, 

-the- Master� ··togetlll:lr witn -Nag-tsno,· translated--'� � � . . 
Bhavya's Tarkajvala {a commentary on Ma.dhya
.makahrdayaka.rika) and wrote out both a brief 
�version and an amplified one of the Dbu-ma!ti 
man-nag. He later returned to Siie-thaii., where, 
though he did not preach much, yet �any obtained · · 

· a great deal of benefit through his personal in
structions. Afterwards, on the invitation of Rilog 
Byari-chub hbytin-grias, Atisa. went with many · 
followers to Yer-pa. where he co-operated with · 

Bynri-chub }:lod saia, " With regard to the siitras 
and tantras I believe and understand Guhyasamaja ; 
as to the chief object of my worship, it is Avalokites
vara ; please point out to me the way which can suit 
both." Thereupon Atisa taught him the method of 
using the Guhyasamaja Mantra of the school of 
Buddhaj1iiinapAda with _A valokltesvara as the chief 
object of worship. . He lived in Mna}:l-ris for three 
years. After that, I_Ibrom-ston-pa came to him and 

· requested him to go to Tibet to· preach the Buddha's 
doctrine, to which he agreed. I_Ibrom-ston-pa im
mediately sent messages to the Sangha of Tibet, 
bidding them come forwe.rd to invite him before the 
setting in of autumn. In compliance with their 
request Atisa travelled ·eastward. Later, he 
reached t.he Bsam-yas monastery where Lha-btsun 
Bodhiraja {'lha-btsun' being an honorary title given 
to a member of the royal family who leaves home 
and .becomes a Buddhist monk) served him very 

· Nag:tsho in translating .A sangs.'s !)ommentary on 
Mahayanotiaratantra. Later, · on the invitation of · 
}{a�ba Sakya dban-phyug, he arrived at Jip�e.n-yul 
where in the monastery Lan-ps. sbyil-bur: lie �id a 
great deal of preaching. After travelling to · 
different places to propagate Buddhiirra be again · 
returned to Siie-than. As he grew weaker in 
physique he entered Nirvai)a on the 20th day of the 
8th month in 1054 A.C. 

Atisa's five famous disciples in India were Pai)�ita 
Pitopa, Madhyamika-si:qma, Mitraguhya, Jii.amati 
and Pa1,1<;lita KJ?itigarbha. His disciples in Tibet 
were Lha-btsun-pa, and his nephew Byaii-chub 
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l_lod, the translators Rin-chen bzan-po and Nag
tsho Tshul-khrims rgya.l-ba, Chag Khri-mchog, .Dge
skymi, Ses-rab l_lbyun-gnas, Rgya brtson-sen, 

- Dge-bal_li blo-gros, Sakya blo-gros, Tshul-khrims 
l_lbywi-gnas, ijgos Khug-pa, Shail-btsun yer-pa-ba, 

· Khu-ston,. Rtiog Legs-pal_li 8es-rab, J:Ibrom ston-pa 
Rgyal-babi }:tbyuil-gnas, Byan-chub rin-chen Rnal
l_lbyor-pa chen-P.o, Dban-phyug rgyal-mtshan 
Dgon-pa.ba, Phywa-dar ston-pa, Byams-pal,li 
blo-grC!lS, etc. After Ati8a's death, his adherents 
during his life-time followed I:Ibrom-ston-pa t.o 
Stod-lwis and temporarily lived there. On the 
invitation of a patron in J:ldam-pa, in 1056 A.C., the 
Rwa-sgreil monastery was built, where the .:\taster 
and ·hi& disciples settled down and the 
Bka�-gdams pa sect was thus founded. 
DisSemination . of the Doctrine : Atisa taught 
}:lbrom-ston-pa, Rna.l-l_lbyor-pa chen-po, Dgon
pa-ba, etc., both esoteric and exoteric tenets. After 
Ati8a's death, I;lbrom-ston-pa with his fellow
adherents built the . Rwa-sgren monastery at 
J:ldam-pa · and preached the. Dharma .and devoted 
themselves to following the right path. The 
number of adherents was a little over sixty brit they 
were all true devotees. . Hence it was said that the 
Bk�·gdams-pa .sect· put more value .on quality. 
rather . - than" on quantity: 'l'heir . successors in . propagating· �Buddhist teaching · were Phu-chun-ba · 

· dshon-nu rgyal�mtshan, Po�to-ba Rin-chen gsal, 
and Spyan-sna-ba Tshul-khrims })bar known as " the 
three brothers. " To them probably �hould be 
added Kham-luns-pa Sakya yon-ian; to form the · 
. so-called u four gre�t disciples. " · J:lbrom-ston-pa 
preached in Rwa-sgren for nine years and die_d in 
1064 A. C., at the age of sixty. · Though he was 
well · versed in both esoteric and exoteric 
tenets, he generally lectured on A!liascihaSrikci
Pr.ajnapararnitci, its great and brief commentaries, 
Ni-lchri snmi-ba, etc. As to esoteric doctrine he ' - ' . 
�ept it a secret and very seldom talked about . it. 
But with regard to the treatise on . esoteric 
incantations, Jnanasiddhi, he did some translating 
and cheeking work. In the past, when Ati8a was in 
Bsam-yas, he imparted all the different ways of 
Using esoteric incantations and Doha (name ·of songs 
oftheesotericsect) to J:lbrom-ston-pa, but the latter, 
in order to avoid misdeeds and . faultS of taking the 
esoteric teaching at its . face value, was unwilling to . 
popularize it at random and deliberately retained it . .  
in secret. 

The ouccessor of lp>rom-ston-pa was_ Byail-chub 
rin-chen, Since in �an-tsho he got the opportunity 
of getting near to AtiSa. he hadlended his horse and 
done a great deal of other menial service. But he · 
never left his work of meditation and concentration 

and was therefore called Hnal-1-_lbyor-po. chen-po
Re thoroughly understood the two forms of truth 
1.•.s taught by Atisa. .From I 065-78 A. C.,  he 
oceupied the� high sP-at fo;· fourteen yean; and 
finished the bui-lding of Rwa-sgreil monastery wh�ch 
was started by his predecessor. He was born in 
10 15  and died in 1 078 at the age of sixty-three. 
Among his chief disciples were Stod-IUJi.s-pa. 
Rin-chen-siiin-po and Lhab-mi chen-po. 

Succeeding Byai1-chub rin-chen as the high priest 
was Dgon-pa-ba, whose surname was l:ldsei1 and 
whose original name was .Dban-phyug rgyal
mtshan. He was horn i n  1 016. When he was a 
no,·ice under the guidimce of Atisa in Nan
tsho he devoted himself exclusively to contemplation 
and concentration. Wher.ever he met with any 
stumbling-block AtiSa. always taught him how to 
overcome it. As his concentration led to super
natural talents, once he sat observing his own bre�th 

· for three days and nights in succession without. the 
least sign of movement. His pupils thought that 
he might have died. But suddenly .he carrie out 
of his samii.dhi and said- smilingly, " Because I 
feel ill at ease, I am practising holding my breath. " 
Having occ1,1pied the high seat for live years, he 
died .in 1082 A. C., at the age of sixty:seven . . Of 
his · numerous disciples, Snel)u-zur-pa, Shan · 
Ka-ma-pa, Giian-sna-mo-ba and I,Ibre Ko-de-lun-pa 

. were the four greatest. Kha-rag sgom-choil also 
r�lied on Dgon-pa-ba to learn ·-the teaching of the 
venerable one. The death of Dgon-pa-ba left the 
high-seat- vacant.---':Cherefore - it-was-said ...that ..there _ _  _ 
was a death of Buddhist . teaching in Rwa-sgren 
monastery. Later on, Po-to-ba was invited to be 
the resident superintendent for three years ;· most 

. successors could not hold the seat for long. 

Phu-chuil_-ba Gshon-nu rgyal-mtshan, one of 
I:Ibrom-ston-pa's three chief disciples, was born in 
1031 A. C. He was once a close adherent of AtiSa. 
After �he Master's death, he relied upon I:Ibrom
ston-pa for his further improvement in Buddhist 
learning. The latter instructed him in all the ways · 
and means of the Four Noble Truths together with 
the esoteric teachings of Bka�-gdarns-pa (oQ the 
method of Sixteen Points of Enlightenment, etc.) . . 
After I,Ibrom-ston-pa's death he led a secluded life
in the mountains. assiduously doing the meritorious 
work of making offerings to the Thre& Jewels, 
but he · did not have any followers. Whenever 
anybody wanted to learn from him he taught him 
the Fo,Ir Noble Truths. He died in 1 106 A. C. 
at the age of seventy-six. Karma-grags was one 
of his few disciples. 



Po-to-ba Rin-chen gsal was born in 1031 'A..  C· 
He left home to become a monk under the guidan1:e 
of Gllm T,:.hul-hya.J1 of Hgye.! mona;:;tery. He ra·,d 
spec:td c-nnpb-:::.:<i:-:: 0!1 t:-H� hur nf I"(•tribut ion. Du u 1g 
the year in which he managed the affairs of Br: gs
rgya.b mona.-;tery he did not drink one more cul of 
milk than any other monk. Be was highly iu.el
ligeut and understood many sutras. At first he 
thought of concealing his name and going to Khams 
to do devotional work in some out�of-the-way 
place. In. l OnH A. C. when he was twenty-eight 

. years old he went to Rwa-sgreil to see l;l.brom-ston
pa who inspil'ed him with a deep faith and high 

· admiration. Then he ;;ettled down in the mona..�tery ·. 
to learn Buddhism from the �\laster. Whatever 
his Master taught he could comprehend and believe 
in. From the year of }:Ibrom-stm\-pa's death to his 
fiftieth year he relied exclusively on self-cultivation . 
After 1081  A. C., when he was fifty-one years old, 
he began to accept followers and preach the siitra. 
His· adherents <iften amounted to more than one 
thousand. As an itinerant teacher h� had no 
fixed ab.ode. He showed: a great deal· of forbearance 
towards others' ridicule. The doctrine he preached 
was · chiefly based upon the Byan-chub-lam-gyi 
agron-711{1. ; the other texts dealt with were Mdo-sdeM 
rgyan-pa . (S:UtriilaT?lkiira), Byan-chub sems-dpa{l.i sa 
(Bodhiaattvabhumi), Balab-pa Kun-las bdus-pa 
(Bilqcisamuccaya), Bymi-chub ae·ms-dpa�i S'JY!Iod-pa
la Mug-pa (Bodhiaattva.caryavatiira), Skyea-paM 
raba-kyi rgyud· (Jiitakamiila) and Ohed du brjod-pa�i 
tahoms ( Udtinavarga) .  These are called the " six 

_ ____ _ _  -Treatises of--the -Bkal:l·gdams�pa: -"-- The ·expl�Ina
tion of the text of siitras and sii.stras was associated 
with IJractice and it was so thorough that not a 
single word was left out. . The name of Bka}:l-gdams 
was henceforW-ard greatly glorified. In the late 
years of his life he built the Po

.
-to monastery and 

lived there to disseminate Buddhism. In 1 105 
A. C. he died at the age of seventy-five. H� had a 
large number rof disciples and their works had far" 
reaching influence. The most famous of his pupils 
were Bya-yul-ba, · Dol-pa, Glan-ri tha1i-pa and 
Sa-ra-ba, of whom the last two were particularly 
prominent. OriginQ.lly Dol-pa's surname was Rog 
and his name, Ses-rab rgya-mtsho. He closely 
followed Po-to-ba for twenty-two years. When he 
later preached he had about one thousand followers. 
He died in 1 13 1  A. C. Bya-yul-ba's original name 
was Gshon-nu }:!od and he was born in 1 075 A. C. 
Fornierly, he was a disciple of Stod-ltms-pa. · He · · 
realized the nature of the voidness of all dharmas. 
He could practise samiidhi in disturbing circumst
ances and the influence· of his teachings spread far 
and wide. He died in 1 138 A. C. Glan-ri thail-pa 

·---·----------.,-----·----
was originally called Rdo-rje sen-ge. He was born 
in 1054 A. C. and died in 1 1 23 A. C, Like Po-to-ba, 
he often !ect.ured on the five t.re11tises of Maitreya, 
and had a following of more than two thousend 
pupils. He took the vow that he would become a 
bhik�u in every birth. It was under his guidance 
that. Khyuit-po rnal-}:lbyor left home and received 
his ordination. His most prominent disciple was 
Sa-bo sgait-pa Padma byait-chub. Sa-ra-ba Yon
tan grags was born in 1 070 A. C. ; in his early years 
he became a monk under the instruction of Po-to-ba . 
He wtis highly intelligent and had a strong memory ; 
thus he could recite the text.of the who.le Tripita.ka . .  
When Po-to-ba died most of his disciples·flocked to 
Sa-ra-ba: He attracted a following of 3,600 
disciples, taught them some of the voluminous 
treatises and helped Pa-tshab N'i-ma. grags, the 
translator, to propagate Miidhyamika. · doctrines. 
He died in 1 14 1  A. C. Though he had a large · 
number of pupils, the one who received his particular 
instructions on how to attain bodhicitta..was }Jchad
kha-pa Ye-ses rdo-rje. He wrote the treatise 
Seven Meanings of Making up one's Bodhicitta. 
Among later successors of the Bka�1-gdams-pa 
sect were Se-spyil-bu-pa, Chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan, 

· Lha lun-gi dban-phyug Byan-chub rin-chen; L}:la 
Hgro-ba}:li mgon-po Byait-chub }:lod, Lha. J;lbrag
Kha-pa. Blo-gros ye-�es, Lha. Zur-hbari-pa. Dbari
phyug ye-8es, L�a Blo-gros }:lod, Lha. Rin-chen 

. 

. sen ge, Lha Sii.kya Bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan, Bsod- . 
nams lhun-grub, and Bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan, as _.· 
they propagated in succession the teaching!!_ oj_ t]liL ___ __ -·-
sect. - - . . -·- ·- ..., - - -· - - . . . 

Spyan-sna-ba. 'i.'shul-khrims }:lbar was . born in 
1038 A. C. ; in his early years he became a monk and 
studied the Buddhist doctrines under Ma-la Ses-ra.b . 
sems-dpa}:l. When he w� 

. 
twenty years old he 

went to Rwa-sgreri to be :a. close a.dherEJnt of l,Ibrom · 
· ston-pa. .The Master once said to him, " The . 

cluster of 84,000 doctrines c9annot all be easily 
mastered ; you had better devote yourself to 
cultivating · your discernment about the nature of 
the Void. You can come alone when you see my . 

. tiffin smoke. " Therefore he went regularly at the 
fixed time. Hence his name Spyan-siia-ba, i.e., 
the Servitor. · He received many occult teachings 
of AtiSa.. When l,Ibrom-ston-pa . died he · sought . 
further attainment from Rnal-�byor-pa chen-po; 
Dgon-pa-ba, Ses-rsb rdo-rje, and others. He was 
very intelligent ; as a result of his knowledge of . 
Sanskrit he could _translate Buddhist f!iitras and 
sastras into Tibetan. He could recite all the 
esoteric incantations (dh8ra1,1is) extant in Tibet. 
Besides, he performed various · meritorious works 
and had inconceivable samiidhibala and supernatural 
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b d d ·pt"on He d1"ed 1"n 1 1 03 A C on bot.h right. Yiew and right conduct, while Byari.-powers eyon escn 1 • • 
• 

• 
d. · 1 St d 1 chub sems-dpa?ti sa Mdo-sde(l,i -rgyan-pa, Skyes-pa�i Among his numerous ISClp es, o - uns-pa 

Rin-chen sitiil-po and Bya-yul-ba Gshon-nu }:!od rabs-kyi rgyud and Ched-du brjod-pa(l,i tshoms :�tressed 

were the most outstanding, and their influence was 
. 

particular!:-· · t-he conduct of the bodhisattvas. 
Besides, the One Hundred )Iinor Dharmas inculcated great. by AtiSa., also form one of the canons of the Bka}:I-

The other disciples who propagated the l\faster"s gdams-pa sect. 
teachings were . Kham-luns-pa Sakya yon-tan, 
also a disciple of ljbrom-ston-pa, Ka-ma-pa ses-rab II. The Instruction sub-sect. This was founded by 
hod also 8 disciple of Dgon-pa-ba, Sne}:lu zur-pa Spyan-sila-ba, and it may be said to lay stress on the 
Ye.�s };!bar, the two translators, Rnog Legs-pa}:!i- right view. To this sect belong' the teachings of 
ses-rab and Nag-tsho and others. Thus the Spyan-sna-ba on the Four Noble Truths, those of 
doctrine of the Bka}:l-gdams-pa sect was spread Phu-chun-ba on the principle of "arising from 

conditional causation," and those of Rnal-}:lbyor-pa all over Tibet. 
chen-po on the two forms of truth, the teachings · 

The Doctrine: ljbrom-ston-pa once said, " It is on the- Four Noble Truths and the theory of 
only· my · ma.r;ter who can cultivate himself in ' ·arising from conditional causation", emphasized 
�ight . practice and imbibe all holy teachings the notion of soullessness (anatm{ln) while those 
with what is called the four-squareway (a on the two forms of Truth stressed the more subtle 
technical term in Tibetan Buddhism with different notion of non-entity (dha-rmanaircitmya). Rnal
interpretations)." Rnal-}:lbyor-pa chen-po said, }:lbyor-pa-chen-po secretly taught this to Gro-lun-pa 
"What is called the understanding of the teachings and Spyan-sna-ba and the latter secretly passed 
does not mean a definite comprehension of a little it to Stqd-luils-pa and Bya-yul-ba. Lat.er, Stod
book about the ::;ize of a pahn, but it means that all luils-pa preached it in public and wrote a number of 

· B�ddhist Canons are teachings .. and . . should · be books . to expound it. This creed which lays 
understood." Sgom-pa Rin-chen bla-ma said, stress on conduct is an instruction which cultivates · .

. "To know sila . helps dharai;li, .while ·. dhii.ral)i gives the great bodhi by wu.y of regarding othe� a.c; 
as!li&tance to · sila.. . No other . people know this oneself. It is grounded . on the . scriptures of 
exriept my . master." ·. In . . a word,_ the special Mallii.yiinism In general, and on Avata7!18aka-siitra, 
cha�acterjstic of the Bka}:l-gdams-pa sect is that it Niig�rjun�'s · Rin-chen (tphren-�a, Sii.ntideva's 
includes all Buddhist siitras · within its scope and Bsla.b-pa Kun-las bdus-pa and Spyod-paM la�"!l-jug-pa. 
that it considers that comprehenSive knowledge is in particular. Besides, AtiSa.'s master, Dharma- . · the most favourable condition for attaining Buddha- rak�ita's . Blo-sbyon rntshon-cha (tkhor-lo, Rma-bya , -- - -.- nooa-. -. aug I},Joms, Byams-pa}_li rnal:}_leyor's -:Rao-rjefriglu, - - . 

As is generally known, the Bkal_l-gdams-pa sect Gser-gliil-pa's Sems-dpaM. rim-pa and · Rnam-rtog . 
ean . he . divided into tw:o sub-sects : the Canon · !1-bur-bdoms etc. are also referred to. Later, 
sub-sect and the lu"struction sub-sect, or into · writmgs such as lJyan-chub-lam-gyi rim-pa, Glan-ri 
three sub-sects, including the Discipline sub-sect. than-pa's Tshigs-brgyad-ma, Sa-bo sgaiJ;pa's Blo-. 

I. The Canon sub-sect. Po-to-ba may be 
:regarded as the first patriarch of this sect. It 
inherited Atisa's view that ali" siitras and siistras 
are means and ways of att-aining Buddh)l.hood. . 

· Therefore, all canonical texts form the basis of the 
teachings of this sect. · But so far as AtiSa's writings . 
are concerned! they fall into three classes : ( 1 )  Thoae 
dealing· with right views such as Bden-pa-gfiis-la 
!ljug-pa, Dbu-ma�i· man-nag, etc. (2) Those dealing 
with the ways of discipline of the bodhisattvas 
such as Spyod-pa bsdus-paM .sgTon-ma, Byan-chub
tu-sems-bslcyed-pafli cho-ga, · Byan�ch·ub .sems-a�i 
.sclom�pa?li cho-ga, etc. (3) . Those dealing with both 
the right view and right conduct such as Byan
chub-lam-gyi sgron-rna. Again, of the six treatises 
often taught by the Canon sect, Bslab-pa kun-las 
badus-pa and Spyod-pa-la (l,jug-pa laid emphasis 

.sbyun, Khams lun-pa's Thun-brgyad-ma, I:Ichad-kha 
pa's Blo-sbyun don bdun-ma, etc. were new develop
ments of this sub-sect. The teachings contained

. 

in these works which interpret the double cultivation 
· of both right views and right conduct, are the . 
stages of the three puf"'l.l§as and the basic scripture · 
is Byan-ck1�b-lam gyi sgron-ma. The various kinde; . 
of instructions on right views and right conduct as. 
mentioned above are mere branches from . this 
main stem. As the stages · of the bodhi path . 
contain all the necessary . instructions, they . are 
therefore called the creed of doubly cultivating · 
both right views and right conduct. . · 

' 
In. The ·Dlselpllne sub-sect. The teachings of . 

this sub-sect are those given by AtiSa. at Yer-pa 
to the three persons : Khu-ston, Rnog Legs-pal;li 
8es-rab and IJbrom-ston-pa. · The latter passed 



them to the three brother:; : Phu-chun-ba got the 

whole instruction, Spyan-si1a-ba a greater part of it  
wh ile Po-to-ba a lesser part of i t.. Rnog Legs
pnh i �f:s- rab ngain passed t hrm t r, :\IJ,Jai_J - ris-pa 
Ses-rab rg_,·ai -rnt;;han and t he latter in t urn t aught 

Phu-chm'1 -ba. Since then for SC\'eral generations 
t.hc successor was only a �inglc mnn. In th<' t ime 
of l;l.hrom Kumiita-mati the ;:;pherr of propagation 

was slightly enlarged . It was not until the time 

of Dgc-I_Jdun grub-pa (the first Dalai) that the 
influence of the sub-sect spread throughout the . 
t�rritory of Tibet. The. creed of t-his sub- sect 
t<'achcs that one should always fix one's mind on 
the five-fold meditations : ( I )  that one should be 
dependent on mastnrs and elders ; (2) that oneself 
i1-' -thc Yi -dam (tutelary god) ; (3)  that one's ordinary 
words are rqual to recited incantations j (4 )  that 
all sentient beings arc one's parents ; ·(5 ) that the 
Psscnce of all mental activities is intrinsically void. 
The chief method of mental cultivation is that of 
the " Sixteen Points · of Enlightenment. " Those 
w·ho adhere to this method can in one sitting practise 
from the rules of abstinence up to the dharmas · of 
the Vajrayii.na. · It was admitted that the higher 
one's view was, the more prudent one's conduct 
would be. The four saints venerated by this sect 

. _ are Siikyamuni, Avalokitesvara, Green sgrol-ma. 
and :\Ii-gyo-ba and the scriptures taught are the 

• Tripitaka.. The four saints and the Tripitaka 
combined are . c'alled " The Seven Jewels of the 
Bka}:l-gdams-pa. Sect. " 

Its Influence : Since Ati8a came to Tibet he rec-
- tined ana eystematizea--tne-Buadlilst teacmrigs 

which had already been pre�alent in . this region 
�;o as to enable the thoughts on the quintessence 
of view and conduct to be more widely spread. 
Thus all contemporaneous and later sects without 
exception were influenced by the teachings of the 
Bko.}:l-gdams-pa sect. For instance, when the 
translator and first patriarch of the Bka}:l brgyud-pa 
sect, Lho-brag mar-pa, went to India for the 
1ast time he met Atisa on the way and heard 
much of his pre{tching. What is specially apparent 

· is that Dwags-po lha-rje had already studied the 
teachings of the Bka}:l-gdams-pa sect under th13 
direction of Rgya-yon-bdag, a disciple of Rnal
}:lbyor-pe. chen-po before he learnt the Maha
mudra (Great Symbol) from Mi-la . ras-pa. Thus 
the method taught by him was the joint cultivation 
of b()th the Bka}:l-gdams-pa and Maham.udrii and 
for this particular purpose he wrote Lam-rim thar, 
rgyan. His pupil, Phag-mo gru-pa, learnt the tea
chings of the Bka}:l-gdams-pa from Dge-bSes dol-pa . 
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and wrote Bstan-rim--mti bstan-bcos. Similarly, .l;Ibn
guil �jig-rt.en mgon .po learnt the teachings of B!ml,l
gdams from Glan lun pa; Mgon-po Stag-luil than-pa 

chen -po from .}:Irhad -Kha -pa and Karma dus-gsmn 
mkhyen-po from Ses-rab rdo-rje, a disciple of 
�a-ra-ba. Pedagogically speaking, so far as right 
comlnct was concerned they all cultivated them

_selve,;; according to the teaching of Bka}:l-gdarns-pa. · 
Therefore, the reason why Maham.udrii, the six 
ways of teaching, etc. of the Bka}:l-brgyud-pa sect 
could become the instructions leading the enligh
t-ened mind to the :Mahayana truth can be traced 
to the creeds of the B}:lah-gdams-pa sect. Again 

the fourth patriarch of the Sa-skya-pa sect, Kun
dgalj. rgyal-mtshan also learned Bkal).-gdams-pa 

· from Spyi-bo Jhas-pa, a disciple of Sne}:lu-zur-pa. 
So in his works he treated the methods of cultivation 
common to all the ::\Iahiiyana category very much 
in the same way as the Bka}:l-gdams-pa sect. Later 
scholars of the Sa-skya-pa sect followed his example 
in all their pronouncements. Tsoil-l::ha-pa, the 
great master of the Dge-lugs-pa sect, learnt the 
stages of discipline of th'e Bka}:l-gdams-pa from 
both Nam-mkha}:l rgyal-mtshan and Chos-skyabs · 

bzail.-po. He wrot.e Byan-chub lam-rim in both a · 
brief version and an amplified one. He followed 
the teachings of Atisa in self-cultivation and educat
ing others. Thus the Dge-lugs-pa, Yellow 
sect, is also. called the New Bka}:l-gdams-pa sect. 

Moreover; the commentaries ·on the great 
Buddhist /�astras were all brought over to .Tibet by . 
Atisa. Consequently • the Buddhist science of . · 

_ _l.Qg�, -�fii.d]!yamika J!-!ld the _ k�tis!J� of _Maitrey__!L _ _ __ · - -
found their chief exponents in the great translator _ · 

. 
. 

Rnog legs-pa}:li ses-rab and the succeeding genera-
tions of his disciples. He was not only an ordinary · 
pupil but also a special disciple because he learnt 
from Ati8a the esoteric creed (i.e., Bka}:l-gdams 
glegs-bam at Yer-pa). He built Gsail.-phu monast-
ery according to the Master's will. His nephew, . · 
Blo-Jdan oe.s-rab, got all the instructions of AtiSn; 
and wrote Bstan-rim gyi bstan-bcos. Among his 
pupils were Gro-luil.-pa Ses-rab hbyuil-gnas who 
was versed in all siitras. :ijbre-chen-po Ses-r11.b _ 
}_!bar who was versed in prajnii, Gails-pa sel:lU who . · · 
was versed iri the Buddhist science of logic and 
Khyuil Rin-chen grags who was versed in Madya� 
mika · doctrine. The disciple who succeeded his 
high scat was Shail-tshe-spon. To swn up, every . 
one among the intellectuals who either . built up • 
mo.A�steries for preaching or maintained the correct · 
dootrine of the Buddha was influenced by the 
teachings of the Bka.}:l-gdama-pa sect. As is said 
in the Blue Annals, " From the life-sto.ries of the 
great, good intellectuals and highly acco�plished 
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scholars of Tibet, we know that every one of them 
was a. close devotee to a master of the Bkal).-gdams
pa. sect. The achievements of IJborm-ston-pa 
are great and everlasting. The above accour1t is 
but a brief explanation of the accomplishments of 
DipaDka.raSrijiiii.na (i.e., Atisa) turning · the wheel 
of Law. " 

F. 

HmLIOGBAPH'f : Hgos Gshou-uu dpal's Deb-t11er �1ion-po, 
Vol. Ca, Lhasa Edition (Engli�h translation, Blue Annal$, 

· part i, Book V, trsl. b,Y Geo�e N. Itoerich, Calcutta, 1949 ; 
Kun-dgab rgyal-mtshan's Bka�·!ldams cho.�-Myui1, (Lhasa 
edition); 

· l'huiJu bkwan's Grub-mtha/.t sel-gyi mc-loi1 , (pp. 35-46 a, 
Derge Edition). 

BKA.I;I__:I;IGYUR, one of the two main divisions 
of the Tibetan Tripitaka, the other being Bstan
IJgyur� In its simplified form the Bk01}.-1Jgyur 
spelt Kangyur.* 

Outside Tibet it is found in· manuscript form in . 
Berlin. And various editions are ·extant, printed by 
means of engraved wooderi blocks (xylographs), 
rectangular in size like palm-leaf manuscripts 
measuring about 30" x 1 ". Several editions were 
published in China in the years 1410, 1692 and: 1 700. 

· . The most important · editions l.n Tibet itself . are 
those of the monasteries of Snar-thail (Narthti.ng), 
Kumbum and Sde-dge (Derge). The· National 
Library of Paris has the Snar-than edition,. printed 

. in black, and a Peking edition, printed in red. It 
_ ___ is now available in a photographic reprint of 

the Peking edition of the Tibetan Tripi t-aka edited . 
by D. T. Suzuki and published by . the . Tibetan 
Tripit.aka .Research Institute, Tokyo-Kyoto, 1955). 

A ·translation of the Bka�-1;Igyur (by F .. Anton 
von Scl)iefner in German) has been rendered into 
English from the German (by W. R. _ S. Ralston ip 
Triibner's OrientaJSeri�s 1878). 

The Bk�-!Jgyur (Kangyur) comprises 100 to 108 
volumes according to different editions, covering 
about 700 works, usually diy:ide<l, into six sections. 
( 1 )  IJdul-ba (Dulva) corresponds to the Vinaya ; 
(2) Sea-pkyin, abbreviation for Ses-rab kyi pha-rol 
lu phyin-pa, conforms with the Mahayana Prajiiii
pciramita literature·; (3) P/l.al-chen, abbreviation for 
Sana-rgyas-phal-po-che, or the Buddhavatamsaka · . . ' 
(4) Dlcon-brtsegs, abbreviation for Dkon-mchog-
brtsegs-pa, or the. Ratnakilla ; (5) Mdo, contaiziing 
the siitras ; and : i6) Rgyud, the tantra section . 

. The Peking editi� places the tantras first with a. 

special volume of symbolical formulas. 'rhis 
section is subdivided in the Sde-dge edition into 
four, comprising many repetitions from the slitre. 
section, especially a. large muuber of dhP..rH�t i .  

The better known Snar-than edition comprises 
in the Dulva the Jfiilasarvastiviida Vinaya in 
thirteen volwnes, divided into seven parts as 
follows : ljdul-ba-gzi ( Vinayavastu), So-sor-thar-pa�Li 
mdo (Pratimolc§a Siltra), IJdul-ba-rnam-par-byed-pa 
( Vinaya-1-'ibhanga), Dge-slmi.-tna�i so-sor-thar-pa�i 
mdo (Bhilc.ru'l)i-pratimok�a-sUtra), Dge-sloit-1t1a�i dul
ba-rnam-par-byed-pa · (Bhik�u'l)i-vinaya-vibhmiga), 
l;Idul-ba-phran-chogs-kyi-gzi ( Vinayaqudraka-va.�tu) 
and ljdul-ba-gzun-bla-ma ( Vinayottaragrantha). 

. The section on the Prajiiaparamita contair,:; Z l · 
volumes, translated into Tibetan in the '9th century 
A.C. by different schoiars from India and Tibet. 
Some of these translations have been revised later, 
e.g., the A�(asahasrika, a text of particular 
importance, up to six times. 

The Avata'f[lsaka section comprises six volumes 
which are indicated only by th�ir Tibetan titles 
without their Sanskrit . equi�a.lents as in other · 
texts. Thus, e.g., the Ga7J4avyuha, although belon
ging to this section, is not mentioned by this title. 

The · Ratnakuta embodies in .· six vohunes 49 

Mahii.yii.na · siitras which are also foul1d in their . 
Chinese translations in the same order. One may, 
therefore, conclude that there was a Sanskrit · 

. ollectiun_which. serY..e.d..as...b.asis.fQr _ho�th.tra..nslations._ _ 
But Sakurab� is of offinion that the Tibetan version 
is based on the Chinese translation. The largest . · 

work of this section is the Bymi-chub-sem�-dpa�i 
sde-snod (Bodhisattva-p#aka) which by itself occupies 
one sixth of the entire collection. The Bha.drama
yakara-vyakara'l)a is of speeial interest as it narrates 
without the usual enibellishnients the story of the 
magtman. Bhadra who wanted to prove his 
superiority to the Buddha by means of his clever 
feats. But he was· conquered and converted by tho 
,Buddha. This text, moreover, has served as 
basis of a Khotanese. Buddhist work� 

. 

The Mdo or Mahiiyiina-siltra section compnse:5· 
about 270 texts (the number varies with different 
editions) in thirty volumes, of which the first . 
twenty-one· contain the Mahii.yii.na-siitras proper, 
beginning with the Bskal-pa bzan-po . (Bhadra· 
kalpika), an exposition of $akyamuni during his 
sojourn at S�avasti on the 100� Buddhas of this 

" • lbterial for this article has been obtained from nn article by J.nen l•'illioza( in L'lndo Glcmique, Toino II, H11noi, 1953, 
pp. 191 94. . . 

' 
·� 



'auspicious world-cycle' (bhadrakalpa). This. is 
followed by translations of the Lalitavistara 
(Rgya-che1-rol-pa) and of numerous important 
.siitrss, recounting the spb"dours (vyilha) a;;1d 

further elucidations (nirdesa) of the domains (kfetra) 
of Buddhas and bodhisattvas such as the Biuldha
k�etra-nirdeia-vyuha, the Sukhavativyuha, and the 
Kara1})/..a,-vyuha. Among these are found the 
Saddhar'TIUZputuf,arika, (the Lotus of the Good Law), 
exalting the miracles of Buddhas and bodhisattvas, 

and some doctrinal treatises such as the Ghan.a,vy1�/t{l, 
the Sarulhinirnwcana and the Lankavatara. The 
events which took place at the passing away of 
the Buddha are described in the Mahii-parinirviil).a
autra and also together wit.h other subjects in the 

KarufUi-puruf,arika. Translations of siitras concer- · 
ning sarnadhi, such as the Samadhiriija, Mayopama
samiidhi, Surangama-samadhi are grouped together 
in volumes IX and X of the Snar-than edition. 
The subsequent volumes are dedicated to dhii.ral).i 
(gzm.is), pariprccha and nirdeia of a great variety 
of texts. In general, the more important texts 
are dealt "'1\-ith first. 

With volume XXII commences a series of texts 
belonging to the earlier schools, the first of which 

. is the enonrwus compilation carried over into 
. volume XXV, the Dam-po,fi,i-chos-dran-pa-iie-bar

bzag-pa or the · SaddhGrm.a,-smrtyu,pasthiina, consti- . 
tuting an encyclopaedia of Buddhist knowledge. 

· Of this work more than 2500 stanzas have been 
«'xtracted and placed in · a different order by Ava

Buddhahood, arahantship, rebirth in heaven or 
in the underworld, some of which have been 
presen·ed in Sanskrit, o .g. the :iadfilcoka·r-.•:uivu.dana, 
included in t.he Div-ya'>}ad<1r,a, the 8·u./ruiga.rlhii1x:dana, 
etc. ,  followed by the Brahmajiila SiUra, which 
corresponds to the Pali sutta of the same name, 
although differing in details. 

The Mdo or sutra-section ends with a series of 
text.:; translated from the Pali. In the Sde-dge · 
edition they are placed a:t the end of the Praj?ia
piiramita section. Their re:>tored Sanskrit titles 
are : Dharma-cakra-pravartana, Jataka-nidiin.a,, 
Atanii(.-iya, Mahiisamaya, Maitri, Maitribhavana, 
Paiica-liik�anusa·'!lsa, Gir-i, Ananda, Nandopa-oonda
niigarajadam.a,na, Mahakasyapa, Surya, Gandra and, 
Mahiimangala SV..tra. :Many of these texts form 
part of the ' verses of protection ' (paritta) in Pali, 
but corresponding renderings . in the Sanskrit 
canon have been translated in the Rgyml or tantra 
section of the Bka� -�gyur (Kangyur). 

The final division of the Bka�-!lrryur (l(angyur) is 
called tho Rgyud which contains 300 texts in 22 

volumes. They appear to have been,; _classified . 
although the method adopted is not cl��r. Thus, 
beginning with the .Apari-mitayur-jiiiina-�l!ahiiyana
aUtra, there are three con:>ecutive volumes {x.i,·-xvi) 
with regard to Avalokite8va.ra, his· various forms 
and Tiirii., his consort, either dedicated to · their 
praise, or describing their rituals, or the . teachings · 
given to him by the Buddha. 

lokitasiipha to f01n�he · Dlulmza�amuccayJI,_which_ . -The-opelling- te:ll7t- of-the- Rrryua' -is --the· Pararoortlra::--- - -
----�ork has been found in Nepal. Thi� is - followed nii-ma-Bangiti, or in its full title, the Ma.nju8ri- . .  

by a collection of 47 short siitras, not belonging. jnanaBattvasya Para.,uJ,rtha-narnasangiti, composed 
to the Mahayana, among which i:; found the of verses spoken by the Buddha and qorresponding
Ched-du-brjod-pa}_!i-ts/u;ms ( Udana-varga) coiTesp�m- to the various stages of his acquisition of insight
ding to the Pali Dhmnmapada. The series termi- knowlecJge (jii.iina), such as · the invitation to 
nates with two versions of the . Karma-vibhanga, instruction (adhye�a?yi), arrival at realisation of the 
one of which is preserved in Sanskrit in Nepal. net of illusion (udiyajiilabhisambodhi-krama), basis 
This popular work has been t.ranslated not orJy of the element of the diamond-knowledge (vajra- . 
into Tibetan, but also saveral times into Chinese. dhatu-'TJUlruf,ala), knowledge of the essential purity . 
Central Asia has its Kucha version, and its stories of all things (suvi8uddha-dhar'TJUZ-dhatu -jnana) and 
have been illustrated in bas-relief on the Barabu�ur . kn<;>wledge of the; five Ta.thiigatas (paiica-tathiigata-
in Java . .  This is followed b:y a group of stories jnana), This is followed immediately J:>y a series . 
illustrating the consequences of ac_tions in successive of texts of the school of Kalacakra and by some o( . · 
rebirths, the Karm.a,-8ataka (Las-brgya-toom-pa), , the principal taritric texts of Vajrayana on Heruka, 
the siitra of the wi�e man and the fool (Mzan.s-blun) Hevajra, J)iika, Sa:qlVB.!a, the Abhidhiinott.a,ra-tahtra, · 
which has no known corresponding Sanskrit the Maluikala-tantra, the Gatuf,anwlui,ro�a'T)a-ta·ntra, 
original, the Di-rghanak�-parivriitaka-pariPTcchii, the GuhyaBamaja, etc. The first eight volumes 
the Maitrr Sutra . and th� Maitreya-vyiikaral),a. contain mostly texts with the qualifiying title of 
Most of these texts have served as the foundation of · tantra or tantra-raja (rgyud-kyi, rgyal:po), but later 
the important Buddhist litera.ture in Khotii.n and oh the more frequent appellation is kalpa, kalpa-
Kucha of Central Asia. Then come the Aradana- raja, rr..a,hayana-mtra and, abov& all, dhara!l.i · 
Aataka, a hundred examples of deeds which led to (gzuns). 
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The names of the Tibetan translators of the 
individual texts, together with t.hose of their 
Indian �ollaborat.or� as well rv.; any furthr.r 
o.n1ilabk deta il� .  an· mPnti r.; ; r·d unrk:· t.lw Snn:::k rit  
original or restorell t-itles r1f "uch text.;; . 

H. G. A .  v. Z .  

BKAIJ YAN -DAG-PAl:II TSHAD - MA-LAS 
MDO - BTUS - PA, a translat ion into Tibetan from 
a Sanskrit text. 

. Ser SA �IYA GVAK-PRA:VIA
. :iO.DDH'B,TA-SOTHA . 

BKAJ:I . YAN - DAG - PAUl TSHAD - MA �ES
BYA - BA MKHAij - J:I GRO - MAI_II MAN - NAG, 
a translation into ·Tibetan from a Sanskrit text,. 
See AJ�A - RA�fYAK PRA�IA�A - NAMA
J_)AKINYUPADESA. 

BKLAGS-PAS ' GRUB-PA BCOM-LDAN · 
ijDAS-MA I:IPHAGS-MA SOR-MO·CAN SES -
BYA-BA RIG-PAJ:II RGYAL- MO, a trans- . 
lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. See 
SIDDHAPA'fHITA - BHAGAVATi - ARYAN-, 
GULI-NAMA-VIDYARAJ.<\ .. 

BKRA - SIS · B.RGYAD - PA, a translation into 
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. See MANGALA

· . �TAKA. 

· a 
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. 
VIDHI. 

translation into 
See . MAN GALA-

BKRA-SrS-KYI TSHIGS-SU-BCAD-PA, a 
translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. 
See MANGALA-GATHA. 

BKRA-SIS LHUN-PO, a monastery, one of the four 
· ·great monasteries of. the Dge-lugs-pa (Yellow Cap) 

sect of Tibetan ' Buddhism, (Bkra-sis mea-ns 
' happiness ' and lhtm-po ' mountain ' ; so the 
name means ' Mountain of Happiness. ' It 
is situated in the west of Shigatse (Gshis-ka.-stse) 
of Tsa.i1, against. the background of a moWitain 

. which bears' the resemblance of a reclining elephant, 
with lofty peaks standing around like the Four 
}Iaharajikas. It.s foundation dates back to the 
Fire-hare year, 1 447 A. C.; its founder, Dge�l,tdun 
grub-pa dpal (the First Dalai, 1391-1474 A. C.), 

being o1w of t he chief Jiscipies of )laster Tsori-kha 
pa. Through h is long administrat ion of twenty
eight yeHrs, prop<tJ!A.ting tlw .Law n.nd establishing 

t.h� er , �J;: t i t ui-iun. r , f' t l ·: :' Yelln\\ {'ap ;;efi,Jn! of :\laster 
'J:'sOJi -kba- pa., t-h is monastr·ry subsequeut. ly became 
the greatest monastery of this school in Tsan. 

Aftrr the death of Dgr-l.Hl tm gruh -pa, the abbac�· 
of the monastcr,v \rm; i nhcrit0d successively by his 
r.hif'f disciples, Bzur'1 -bo bkra-sis, Lmi-rigs rgya
mtsho and Ye-ses rtse -mo , the last being succeeded 

by Dge-}_!dun rg)·a-mtsho known as the second 

Dalai. Next. came :\ f nul) -r is lha.- b t.sun ' bstan - pa]:li 

ni-ma, Blo-gros rgyal-rntshan, Don-yod rgya-mt.sho, 

Blo-gros legs- bzati, Chos-kyi rgyal -mtshan, Chos
dpal rgya- mtsho , Bsod-nams rgyal -mtshn.n, Bsa.m

}_lgrub dpal bzm·J ,  Dam-chos yar-J:tphel and Lha

rlban blocgros. After t.hat the monastic administra

tion was taken up by Blo -bzan chos-kyi rgyal
mtshan, the Fourt.h Pa.nchen, who greatly extended 
the architectural establishments of the monastery 
and . procured broad estates for the provision · of 
monks. Her.ce forward the abbacy was transmitted 
through t.he successive· generations· of Panchen 

' down to the present one. 
At the beginning of its establishment, Bkra-sis 

. lhun-po ·monastery consisted of three academies, 
namely, Sar-rtse, Dkyil-khan and Tho-bsam gliri, 
all dedicated to the . exclusive study of exoteric 
teachings. These � academies were famous for · the 
exposition of the five great Sii.str�, i.e. Tshad-ma . 
rnam-�grel (Pramii!wvilrUika), Dbu-ma . Mug-pa ·. 

_ (Madhygmakavatarf!J,___..:.... M?ion-rl._og.!!_·!.U.Y.C!!! _ _ (Abhi- -�
samayala1J'lkiira), ]Jdul-bci · mdo ( Jlinaya Sutra) 
and Mdzod · (Abhidhar�akosa). Among the 
gr!J.duates ·. of these academies were many 
distinguished scholars who were afterwards · 

distributed over various regions of Khams, Tsa.ri, 
Kansu, Ch'ing-hai and Mongolia. Each academy 
had a separate dean. The first de� of 1 he Sar�rtse 
academy Wli.S Saris-stou dri-med bSes-gii.en, that of 
the Dkyil-khari 'vas Dpal-ldan chos-skyon, and 
that of the Tho-bsam gliri was also Sans-ston dri
med bSes-giien who was afterwards succeeded by ·. 

· Chos-l).byor dpal-bzari and others. The names of 
their successors are numerous. 

Dge-Qdun . grub-pa, when first founding the 
monastery, had thought of establishing an academy · 
dedicated solely . to · the cultivation of esoteric. . 
studies, as a token of his gratitude towards the .. 
instructions of his teacher, Ses-rab sen-ge. But es 
the conditions were not yet ripe, the idea failed to 
materialize. It was only during the time of Blo-bzari 
chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan, acting as resident 
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su1=erint{�ndent ,  that t.he Academy of Esoteric . 

Mantras "·as orga.nizNI . furnished with requisite 
images and provicled with a sol id finrm(' ial  fonnrl a 

t ion . . Hrre Gsai1-l�dus (Guhyosmniija ) n.nd other 
t.r1nt ras and 81isf.ra,� were preacher! , in add ition to 

mrious rit uals of incantations n.nrl cult ivations of 
f:ljigs-byed (Bhairava), Bdo-mchog (Sambara) , 

Kun-rig · (Sarnnrida) and mon�' other t utf'lar_r 

deities, as well as the practices of worship of various 
Defenders of the Faith. The first. leader was 
Blo-bzm\ bstan-pa]:Ji rgyal-mtshan , who was 
succeeded by jJgon-po rgyal -mtshan, Ses-ra.� 

rin-chon, Dkrm -mchog rgyal-mtshan, and ot.hers. 
Among the learners many became rlistinguished 

· �cholars. Henceforth , Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery 
· has mainta ined its consti t.ution of four academies 
,.,ith a very la.Tge number of monks engaged in 
5tudying si'1tras and Sastras. 

Behind the principal hall which has 48 pil lars, 
there is an arljoining hall (gem�rally known as the 
J�ccnse Hal l ) .  The central compartment., with 
the widt.h of six pillars, forms a shrine in which is 
installed a gilded image of Sii.kyamuni , 25 spans 
high, in the posture of subjugating demons: This 
image was moulded in t.he !<'ire-hare year (1447 

. t\; C.) by the skilful !lrtisan Chos-skyon dar at 
Bsam-}:lgrub rtse under the au�pices of Dge-}:ldun 
grub-pa who, w}:len first planning the construction 
of the monastery, undertook to raise the requisite 
funds for the pui·pose, by selling his own possessions 
for 44 taels of gold. A donor, Bsod-nams dpal· 
bzan by name. offered him help by contributing an 

-----a;mulet case of pure go inlaid with many precious 
jewels ; and donations were aiso made by numerous 
de�otces. The cast failed twice. Before the 
commencement of the third cast, the master 
composed a stotra, appealing to Sakyamuni fo� 
patronage. The procedure was first tested on the 
cast of an image of the Green Tara, and then the 
final beautiful Buddha image was successfully 
produced. Inside the image were deposited many 
relics of Buddhas and bodhisattvas, some hairs and 
a robe of Master Tson-kha-pa, a silver image of 
Ami�bha, a bone relic from the crown of Master 
Ses-rab sei'1 -ge and many other treasures. 

To ensure the purity of the monastic discipline, 
a number of Vinaya scriptures were included in the 
�tore in addition to the siitras, mantras, dhii.ral).iS, 
etc., such as were generally required for the purpose. 
As soon as the principal hall was completed, the 

· · image was formally installed, followed by the rituals 
of consecration on a grand scale. On the right and 
the left of the image stand the images of Amitii.bha 

and Bhai:;:a.jya-guru,  reo:pcctin·ly, made of a stucco 
mixture of spec ial medical ingred ient.s; and by the 
t wo side walls arP arranged the image;; of the e ight 
grent. hodhisa t tnls (\ · i-;, .  "[aii.j u;:;ri. Vajrapii1}i , 

.-\\-a.lokit e�vara., K�itigarbha, �arvanivaraJ)a
,-iskambhin, Akiisagarbha, :.\faitreya a.nd Samant.a

bhadra) all of which are of great excellrnce. 

The right wing of the adj oining hail, with a width 
of 1 :?  pillar;;, is a sanctuary dedicated t.o �Ja.itreya . .  

In the centre stands :\[aitreya·s imagP, :.!5 cubits in 
height, moulrled in the \rat.er-�heep year (1463 
.-\ . C. ) .

, 
The inside of t.he image contains relics of · 

man)� eminent monks. All othrr important deposits 
were laid in by Dge-]:Jdun grub-pn:s own hand� so _ 
that no one knew what thoy were . The ceremony· of 
consecration was conducted ac�ording to the 
rituals prescribed in the Gsan:�dus. The two 
attending images on the left ancl the r ight are works 
of later date. 

The left wing, a structure of 6 pi llar:;, is dedica,ted 
to Tiirii.s. The presiding image is a gilded statue 
of Yid-bshin }:lkhor-lo (Cintii.mat_1icakra Tara), 16  
spans

. 
in .height, built i n  the l\'ood-hog yeW: P.467 

A. C.), with an encasement of many relics. Besii:les, 
there is a Tiirii. image of natural formation about one · 

. · 
span in height. Two plaster images, one of the 
Green Tii.rii. and the other of the White Tara, both . 
made of a special stucco of medical ingrecli��ts • . 
stand on the left and the right. 

The hall of Mgon (Tutelary Deities) consistsc of a. · 
room · of two · pillars, in which are enshrined the · 

. - images--of- Rdo�rje� ]:Jjigs-=-by�::d- -('Vajra=bhatravaf,-_ -.-. _ .  

)fgon-po phyag-drug-pa (Tutelary Deity . with 
six arms), Lha-mo (dev-is), the four Gnoa-sbyin 
(ya�as),  Mgon-dkar yid-bshin nor-bu (the \\'bite · · 
Tutelary Deity of Cintii.maJ)i)  and other guardian 
deities. 

At the entrance of the principal. hall there are 

images of the four Mahii.rajikii.s. Stone images of the 
1 ,000 Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa along with those · 

of the 35 Buddhas are installed in the corridor 
outside the hall. . In . addition, the hall contains 
embroidered satin images of Sii-kyamuni, the Four 
Chief Objects of Wor8hip of the Bka]:J-gdams-pa 
sect (viz., Sii.kyamuni, Avalokitesvara, Tii.ri and 
Aryiicalanii.tha) and the three Lokapii.las. The 
complete set of the Tripi taka, a handwritten work 
produced at the time of Dge-]:Jdun grub-pa is also . • 
preserved here. · · 

· Other buildings, images and scriptures, erected . . 
or collected by Blo-bzan chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan, 
Blo-bzait ye-�es, etc. in the successive ages, are 

innumerable .. 



The image of )Igon·dkal' ( White Tutelary 
Deity) of the Sar.rtse, the Lr.am-�ri1i gi shaJ.}:Jbag 
{me.sks of two Lolmpii.la/1 o{ ib; l · !i. yil-khe.il, the 
Ldebfl-brrs lha-mo (frescoe�; d" devils)  of thu 'l'ho· 
bsam glin and the various images of the !lf!antric 
Academy are all rare sources of blessedness with 
powers that bestow strengthening powers. 

Furtlle!more, there is a series of topes dedicated 
to the remains of eminent monks of past ages, e.g., 
the one which contains an image of Mi-J::khrugs-pa 
(Ak�bhya) made with the very ashes of Dge.):ldun 
grub-pa, the silver tope " :,\lthon.ba don·ldan " 
(" Whoever sees it shall be blessed ") in which relics 
of BJo.gros sbas·pa are kcjjt and many others 
containing the remains of Bzan-po bkra.�is and 
abbots of past generations. . The tope encasing the 
body of Blo-bza� chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan in the 
eastern side-hall of the Bla.brail rgyal-mtshan 

. mthon-po (Palaeo of Lofty Banners) and the one 
encasing the body of BJo.bzan y�·ses in its western 
side-hall, are both regarded as excellent spheres of 
blessednes.�. (Cp. Phur-lcog byams-pa : Gra-sa 
chen-pu bJIM dmi rgyud·pa stod-smad chags-tshul 
chos-Blk chen-po bkra.§is llmn-pof..i dgon·pa chags. 
btab-tslml, Lh�sa edition). 

F. 

grade (D. III, p. 251;  A.  III, p. 384), and also in 
the Diglw, 1\-ikaya (D. III, p. 8 1  f.) ,  bralmw�w· 
va. �-uHo t'a(tnO kctf!ho aii.?if' va�t!lO : n!"!ly a. briilw:;B.n 
is of l!gL1t compic:x.ion; others are da!'k. IIi the 
Jiitaka (J. IV, p. 9), too, the term is used when 
reference is made to sins which cause a blc.ck (i.e., 
low} rebirth (ka?�habf.iivakara piipakammani). 

Sometimes, black colour symbolises evil, as in the 
phrases kaT_'hapa�ipada (J. I, p. 105) and ka'!l-ham,a
gga (A. V, pp. 244, 278) both meaning 'evil · way.' 
.-\gain, in the Digha N·ikaya (D. III, p. 230), where · 

four kinds of actions and results are enumerated, 
reference is ms.de ·to blapk (i.e., evil} action and black 
results (kamrna'T!' kat�-hal!l ka�tha-vipakmrt)- This is 
very similar to th1J Miilasm-vasti·vada-vinaya ( V in: 
MS. i, pp. 48, 3) : ekiintakrl'l'(uiniil?t karmiilla'!� 
ekiintaJ..7'�o vipiikal} (black actions certainly have 
black results). 

Ka�tha·dham1na, too, is frequently used in Budd
hist literature to designate the evil path as opposed to 
the good path. Thus, in the Dhammapada (Dhp. 
v. 87) it ifi said that a wise man should abandon the 
evil path and follow the good path (ka�;tha'!' 
dharnnW-1(1. vippahaya sukkarn bhat•etha J>a�tqito}, and 
this is parallel to the Udanavarga ( Odvg. xvi, 14} : 
kr��arr� dharmii?'/) viprahaya. Here black symbolises 
evil, while white (sukka) symbolises good. 

BLACK. Kala' is the word often used · both The black is. _also associated with ferocity and 
: in Pali and Sanskrit to designate this colo1Jr dreadfulness, for the dog in purgatory is referred to 

and is synonymous with P�;�.li kar},ha and Sanskrit as kala sunakha (black dog} 
.
and even the .Mara is . 

. . krsna. The conventional . definition of black spoken of as ka�hassa Namucmo (ofthe black Namu-

- ----· _ u
:
s
·
e
�
d-ais-o-by-Buddlrsgho-sram:I-Dhammaplrla, ·s- _ cit r as_k_q_�ha11iimakassa_mikassa (oL J;h� _Mii.ra,� _ 

,iMm'a1igarasadisa (burnt, like unto charcoal}.  named, black : SnA. pp. 355, 439} ; . lq�bandhu 

Sometimes the word for blue (n-ila} is also u�ed to (friend of darkness} is the epithet use9. in Sanekrit 
denote black. Primarily, black signifies dark' as Buddhist literature, to designate :Mara (Lal. p. · 
opposed to light and, as such is chatacteristi� of all 192 ; BHS. and PED. s,v. kala, kn"f.La and ka�ha). 
phenomena or _beings belonging to the sphere of s. K. N.- . 

. darknes.'3-, e.g., night, new moon, death, ghosts, etc. 
·. Thus, the phrase iigame kale means, ·on the next 
new moon day. Similarly, the dark half of the 
month, during which the spirits of the departed 
suffe!' and the powers of darkness prevail, is also 
referred to as kiila or ka�ha pakkha (Skt. kr��pa�a ). 

Very often in Buddhist literature black is used to 
denote an unlucky quality or an unfortunate con
dition. Thus in the Petavatthu A�thakatha (P-vu. p. 
272} the term kiilaka�t'T.'i (lit. with black ears) means 
an unlucky person. The vision of a kalak�-7.'7.'i, too, 
was regarded as a bad omen and in the Dhamma
pada AUhalcathii (DhpA. III, p.  31}  it is employed 
to refer to the sight of a bhikkhu (because of his 
shaven head} .  The use of the synonym ka'f}ha 
is similar, �see\. i n  the phrases kaT_'habhijatika 
(of black birth) which indicates a low social 

· BLA-MA, the Tibetan · equivalent of ' teacher ' 
(priest}. See LAMA. 

BLA - MA-BRGYUD - PAHI RIM - PAHI MAN..:. . 
�AG SES - BYA - BA, a translation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit text. See GURUPAR.UIPARA· 
KRA.l\1:0PA.DESA-N AMA. 

BLA- MA-DAM- PA BSOD- ffAMS DPAL SES
BYA - BA - LA BSTOD - PA, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See PARAMAGU-
RU-PUNYASRi-NAMA-STOTRA. 

. 
. . 

BLA - MA-DAM - PA CHOS - KYI RGYAL- PO
LA BSTOD SES - BY A - BA, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See PARAYAGU
RU.DHARYARAJA-STOTRA-NAMA. 

. I 



---------- ---
BLA-MA-DAM-PA-LA-BSTOD-PA, the title of a 
text occurring iri the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan 
Tripitaka. The aut.hor of the work is Chos-kyi • .  . l ' I  t' ' l ' . r-- ' Iu-ma wn: 0 ne transtm.or 1:' i:lll!1-lt! lo- tsii-ba (l'jif. 
No. 1 1 79). Judging from its title, the text appears 
to be a eulogy of holy monks, the lamas. 

BLA - MAijl BSIEN - BKUR - GYI DKAH - HG
REL, a. translation into J'ibetan from th� S�ns
krit t.ext. See GURVARADHANA - PANJ!KA. 

BLA - MAI:fJ BYA - BAI;II RIM - PA, a transla

tion into Tibetan from the Sanskrit· text. Sea 
GURU:KRIYA-KRAMA. 

BLA- MAI;JI MA�J;)ALA, the title of a text occur
ring in the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Tripi taka. 
The names of the author and translator are not 
known (T.M. Xo. 3762). The title indicates tho.t 
the work describes a sacred circle (ma�(iala) of 

' the lamas. 

BLA - MA}JI - MAt!� ALA YI - DAM - GYI CHO
GA, the Tibetan title of a. Sanskrit text. See 

. GURU-)fA� l)ALA-SAMADANA-VIDHI. 

. B,LA - MA - LA SPRIS � BA, a. translation into · Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See- . GURULE

. KHA; 

. BLA - MA LNA - BCU - PA, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See GURU-PAN

in their source, as it i:; cJ;;;;,;-iy ,,h\iWn by Buddha
ghosa. (DhsA . pp. 1 25-7 ).  C<lnsciP-ntiousness or 
the sense of sharne {h. :.r{) h H . . -:' n ::;i_ttjr:<! �: iv�� c·ri;,{in : is 
influenced by orK;oelf iah.�;d.in.put-i) : - l i, ii5 not iit 
that a. man such as I who }u:n·e renounced the world 
and lead an ascetic life, should do e\�il. " A four
fold consideration may thu:> be the cause of · the 
subjective origin of this sense of shame (lajja), v;z. 
consideration of birth, of �ge, of attainment and of 
experience. Th\IS, conscientiousness is  rooted in · 
the intrinsic nature of shame, has the characteristic 
of respectful obedience, and presents the emotional 
a.Spect. 

Fear of blame (ottappaj, on the other hand, has 
an external cause and origin and is influenced by 
p :1blic opinion (lokiidh·ipati). 

H.G. A .v.Z. 

BLA - MED (SBYON - BA) SBYOR - BAI;il 
RIM - PA SES - BYA - BA� · a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See ANUTTARA
SARVA-SUDDHI-KRAl\lA-NA:\IA. 

. . ·r·:r · . .. 
BLA ,.. MED SBYOR - BAI;II RIM - PA SES- . 
BY A - BA, a translation into Tibetan · from . the 

· Sanskrit text. See ANUTTARA-YOGA-KRAMA
NAMA . 

BLANKET, coverlet, outer-garment (kambala). The 
term kambala as found in the Buddhist texts 
generally meims a woollen blanket or an outer gar-· CA�IKA. 

� - - - - -. - --- - --ment;--- }lentiun is maaeof vanous :Kinasof blan-:: - - - ---

BLA-MA . MAITRiijl GLU, the title of a. text occur
ring in the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Tripif,aka. 
. The na.rries of the author and translator are not 
known (TM� No. 2353) . The ·title means 'the song 
of the lama. l\Ia.itri,' and so could be either a work · 
of praise of the lama named or a. particular set of 
stanzas attributed to him. 

BLA - MA - MED - PAI;II BSTOD - PA, a transla
tion into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 

. NIRUTTASTAVA. · 

BLAME, fear of�(otta.ppa)-ca.n be understood 
best in conjunction with conscientiousness (hiri) 
with which it is a.lwe.ys linked both in its positive 
aspect (hiri-ottappa) and in its negative form (ahiri
arwttappa). The. fact that the two concepts are . 
thus associated does Iiot make them synonymous 
but rather complementary. 

In · their positive aspect, conscientiousness (Mri) 
as well a.S fear of blame (ottappa) are powerful incen
tives to the avoidance of evil, but they differ widely 

kets the commonest use of which seems to have . 
been as an outei' cover. For e\·en the civara of the 
Buddhist monk is referred to merely as kambala 
when it was made of wool. For instance, at Yin I, 
(p. 58, p.  96) in an enumeration of six kinds of 
robes, the wooll�n robe (kambala) occurs as the 
fourth. At Vin. (I, p. 281)  the king of Kasi rends a. 
woollen blanket worth · five hundr�d kiisiya8 to 
Jivaka as a preeent (Book of the JH.scipline, IV, p. · 
398, n. 1) .  He offers it to the Buddha who accepts 
it and allows the wearing of woollen robes to the 
monks. At Vin. (I, p. 254) also karnbala is used in 
the sense of the civara. 

At Vin. (IT, p. 174) a. costly woollen blanket accrues 
to the Saligha. as an accessory to a lodging. Here; the 
Buddha. has requested the monks to barter such . 
wo0llen: ·stUff for a. larger nlll'nber of cheaper and . . 
simpler necessities such as beds and chairs and 
thereby increase the fundamental requirements of 
the monastery ( VinA. p. 1248). The Buddha.'sview
point in making this rule was that such costly 
blankets were too much of a. luxury for the mon!Is. 



BLANKET 

At J. (IV, p. 352) another very valuable kind of 
woollen blanket. is referred to in the phrase uddiyiine 

cakambale. The term uddiyana is explained in the 
. Pali-Engliah Dictionary as northern. Thus, it is 

suggested that these blankets were a product of 
nortn Iodia, most probably Nepal. In JPTS. 

( 1889, p. 202) R. .Morris says that uddiya or uddiyana 

kambola could be a Xepale� blP..nket and suggests 
that like Tcasikavattha (Benares Cloth), uddiyakam

bala also was produced of north India.. where 
valuable t.extiles are normally produced. This 

. explanation of the term is quite possible as in India 
woollen products had to be produced in the northern 
parts, which sre cold and. where sheep are reared. 
At the same place (J. nr, p. 352) there occur.s the 
term pa/iyiini which the commentary (ibid. p. 353) 
e:li."'Plains as setakarnbalani or white blankets. 

At Miln. (p� l i)· a. merchant offers a rare size of 
woollen bianket . (kambalaratana) to the thera 
Niigasena. This 'blanket ·was sixteen feet long and 
eight feet wide. It is here offered as a great and a 
rich gift. The merchant was highly pleased that 

· Xagasena accept.ed it.  At. Miln. (p. 88). the king, 
· pleased with Nii.gasena for some explanations given 

'by the latter for his questions, had him robed in an 
embroidered blanket valued at a hundred thousand 
(kahrlpana.� ? ) .  . · . 

1 58 BLANKET 

Buddha's time, blankets of human hair (kesa

kambala ) and of horse-hair (valakambala) are 
referred t.o in the texts (e.g. , rin . . I, p. 30.5 ; A .  I, 
pp. 240, 295 ; II, p. 206 ; D. I, p. l6i ) .  In all 
these places one list of dress-material occurs, as . 
worn by the non-Buddhist · ascetics and conde
mned by the Buddha. But, in Vin. (I, p. 305), it 
is a Buddhist monk who puts on these garments 
and goes to the Buddha, whereupon the latter 
marks it as an offence. 

In the descriptive name of Aj ita-kesakambali 
(D. I, p. 55) is found a clear example of a. non
Buddhist religious leader wearing a garment of 
human hair. · In DA. (I, ·p. 144), , Buddhaghosa · 
gives a detailed description of the hair blanl!:et.  
He says that was the most miserable kind of wearing 
apparel. It was cold during the cold season and · 
hot during the hot season. It was of no value and 
was painful to wear. It was dirty and foul -smelling. 
This shows that, unlike the other kinds of blankets 
referred to above and regarded as luxuries, the 
hair blanket was worn by self-mortifying ascetics 
as a part of their asceticism (e.g., Vin. I, p. 305 ; 
A .  I, pp. 240, 295). 

Sometimes the kambala · was usoo as bedding 
material. ]'or instance in A. (IV, p. 294), a woollen 
blanket made of fine wool (karnbalasukhuma) 

DhpA ; (II, p. 89 ff. ) gi\'es the story of Kambala. occurs in a list of luxurious bedding material. · 
dayaka Tissa or Vana\'asika Tissa thera who, on the The term also occurs in Miln. (p. 105). In DA. 

-- - - --day-of-hiS- naming ...c.er.emony,_presented Siiriputta (I, p, 40), the sight of the Buddha being seated in a 
with his valuable blanket. When seven years old - company of monks-i s ·compared-to-a. golden-pillar..: , ,..:_ 
he.joined the Order and one day in the cold season surrounded by a wall of red blankets. In DhpA . · 
when he was going around the monastery he noticed (I, p. 226), a female lay devotee covers herself ·with 
that �he monks wert" warming themselves before a k!lmbala in order to imitate the gait of a hunch-
fires to keep off the cold. He asked those monks to backed pacceka-buddha. According to DhpA. 

wrap thcm$elves in blankets instead of standing (I, p. 69), the practice of covering the funeral pyre 
before fires. A;; they did not have a single blanket with a .red blanket seems t.o have been observed · 
with them -the novice Tissa undertook to provide sometimes, for here a funeral pyre is rflferred to as · . 
them with blankets. · Thus, accompanied by a kambalaKiipigara. The red colour . of the deer's · 
thousand ·monks who were in need of bl�nkets, he ·mouth is compared to a bunch of blankets ·(in a 
set out .towards the city (Savatthi ) .  People will· poor simile) in .J. (I, p. 149) as kambalapunja. The . 
ingly offered them blankets.  But one shop-keeper, Sinhalese king Mahiidathikamahaniiga, after build-
on hearing the news, hid two of his �ery costly ing the Ambatthala thiipa, had it covered with a 
blankets amidst the ordinary ones, fearing that the red blanket (.¥hv. xxxiv, v. 74). All these refer. 

· monks would ask for them. But, . as .soon as he ences show that the blanket, fo� whatever purpose 
· saw the sfuna,.1era, he was so impressed by his it was used, was most commonly dyed red. · Further, 
personality that he presented to th�m the two the term pa?uJukamabala is used in several places 
blankets. · Thus, in one day, he received more than (Sn. p. 689 ; S. I; p. 64 ; A. I, p. 1 8 1 )  in th� sense 
a· thousand blankets; all .of which he gave to the of a light-red or orange-coloured blanket. SA. 
monks. Consequently, he was called Tissa the I, p. 125 explains part(lukambala as rattaka71Wala 

blanket-giver, KR.mbaladayaka Tissa. (red blanket). It is often referred to in similes 

..\.mong the yarious kinds of dress material worn 
by certain non-Buddhist ascetics during the 

as a background for shining things like gold. 
. 

A. G. S. K. 
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BLAVATSKY (Russian BLAVATSKAYA) ,  HELE
NA PETROVNA ( 183 1-91) ,  better known af> 
:Yladame Bla'hL!-sk.v, a Rus"ian \heosophi!;;t .  occul tist and t raveller whose i mportance for Buddhism 
lies in the fact t.hat she wag one of the pionee<s 
in t.he founding of the Buddhist Theosophical Society, a sec tor of · t.he TheoRophical Movement, 
which movement· 1-'hc.•, with others, initiated in 
the USA in l8i5 and t.o whose welfare she dedi

-cated a large p�rt of her l ife. She is also im
port-ant in th<· h i:::tory of Buddhism as having, 
by her voluminous writings, eorrtributed 

· greatly 
. to the popularization of esoteric Buddhist doctrines 

Madame Blavatsky 

which, in fact, fonn the basi::� ot her theosophy. 
She was internat-ionally recognised as a rlairvoyant 
and claimed, b? t' time of her deat.h, 100,000 
acknowledged foliow�>rr. in variou::� parts of the 

world (Webster's Bio!Jraphical Dictionary, First 
Edition, p. 158). She hm-sel f elaimed to he the 
first European to enter ·;'ib ' t . 

Madame Blavat.;;kv 'ras born u !  EkaterinoHll1 \' 
(Dnepropetrovsk) in South Ru<>sia, in 183 1 ,  on 
the night of the 30th/3 1st July. There is a Russian 

superstition 1 that those born during that hour 

were exempted from interference by certain spirih 
and this belief wielded a strong infl.ut)nc� on her 
life and spiritualjf:t. career. Her father was Colonel 
Peter Hahn who claimed descent from the royal 
family of Von Hahns of )Iechlenbnrg, Germar:.y . 
She was the only daughter of the second wife of 
Peter Hahn, Helena Fadeef, who was a direet 
descendant of the first ruler of Russia, thf' Grand 
Duke Russik. 

From the very hour of her birth, nun
_
1erous 

strange happenings seem to have surrounded 
her infancy and childhood. . Since at her birth, 

she seemed almost dying, she ·was hurriedly baptized 
to save her from the fires of heil, but the frail · 

infant survived. At this · bapt ismal ceremony 
. which took place in a Greek Church, the priest 

and �veral others were burnt. an event which 

was treated ·a,g a bad omen acconlin� to the super
stitious beliefs of orthodox Russia. �he conversed 
with invisible playmates, �soaped a fatal fall from 
horseback, and many other similar events tran�?
pired, wh<.>reufter " a  peculiar tradition operated t.o 

. invest the lift- of the growing child with an odour 
of superstition and mystic power " (A. Boyd 
Kuhn; Theosophy, New York, 1839, p. 45) so much 
so that, even her servants feared to offend her 
lest. she should invoke goblins and spirits against 
them. She herself, while very young, was imbued 
with a belief in subhuman and superhuman spirits. 

After he� m6the!· 's death , she came under the 

· care of her grandmother a.t Saratov and l ived 
there until, in 1844, her father took her to Paris 
and London, one object. of the tnp be ing to provide 
her an opportun ity to further her knowledge · of 
music, a field in which she di�played extraordinary 
talent, later even making an extensive European 
tour as a professional pianist. It would appear 

that during the period oJ her:. stay with het· grand
parents she came into coot�& with the Lamaist 
Calmucks of Astrakhan and knew the · Tibetans 
·• before she was fifteen.'' 

In 1848, at the age of I i, in 
$e malTied a man much her 
Blavatsky, a Counsellor of 

a fit of bravado, 
senior, Nicephore 
State . She had 

Due to thl� �ll!ll:'r�tition, for man�· rears �he was conducted round houses, stables and cow-pens on the 30th of 
.July cnrh year and wns made to sprinkle the four cornerl! of each room with water, to the accompaniment of mystl" 
sentence� repcntt'd lir lwr nurse. 



propo!>ed bei'Sf'lf t.o him in orrler to . defy and 

humiliate her governess but Ia ter found t.hat 
she r.ould not eScape her promise. Her marriage . 
lasted on1y three months a1 1d, she fled on horse-

.· back to, Tillis to join her family. 

From there she was. sent to her father at Odessa. 
However, having escaped on the way, she fled 

to Const...antiuople. · Thencetorth, began a long 
peried of travels in her life, and she went to Egypt., 
Greece and other parts of East.ern Europe. It 

· was during her visit to Cairo that she met the 

old Copt from whom, it is be!ieved. she gained 
· the earliest rudiments of her occult knowledge. 
In 1 85i, she visit<>d America, passing through 

· Texas and Mexico. While in )lexica she was 

struck with the idea of entering Tibet through 

Nepal. She yearned to get acquainted with the 
great teachers of occu!t science and in 1853 made. 
a bold attempt to enter Tibet, but was rebuffed 

by a }3riti�h military officer stationed in Xep.l 
and returned disappointed, to South . India and, 

. through Java and Singapore, to Engl�nd . 

�n 1853, she revisited America. and in 1855 
India. . In the following year she made another 
.atteJPpt to enter Tibet-thiq time under t.he 
guidimce of a Tartar Shaman (holy man), who 
was also instrumimtal in procuring · for the party 
the favour . of witnessing som� magic · rites per

. formed at a · Buddhist monast ery 1 · (Madame · 
Blavatsky, · Isis Unveiled, II, California; 1931, 
p. 598 ff. ). She was safely directed out of the Tibetan 

woods by �er oc�ult guardian. Jn 1857, 
_
she 

icft India and in the following year was be.ck in · 
Europe, rejoining her relations at Pskoff after 
an absence of t�n years, during which time she 
had achieved a fair recognition as a. clairvoyant. 

During this period, her miraculous recovery 
from · a. mysterious malady she contacted nt . · Mingreiia, which even her milit.ary doctors could 

not diagnose, seems to have marked · a. definite 
epoch in her occult development. It is said 

that thenceforward " the nature of her psychic 
· · powers · entirely . changed, physical · phenomena 

such as raps no longer occurred sponi:o!lneously 
and were h_�nceforth . rigidly . subordinate to her 
will " (G. Basden Butt,, Madame Blavatslcy, London, 

1 925, p. 291 .  see also, A. P .. Sinnett,, lnoidenf.s 
in the Life of Madame Blavatsky, 19 13, p .  U6). 

In . 1863, having completely recovered, Madame 

Bla.vatsky went to Italy. With se\·eral other 

Euro� women, she is said to have, in 1867, 
volunteered to serve with Garibaldi in t.he batt.ie 
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of Ment.ana and wa.s ileno�rC\Iy wounded (Ency. 
Brita :. Yol. III, 1 953, p. iHq. 

Bctwoon 1 867 and !870. sh," ro�m�rl about. in 
the East, improving still furt.her her alrf'lady con 
siderable store of  occult knowltidgt'. On ht:�r 
return to Europe in 1870 via th� Suez Canal, her 
ship w� blast�. Although mo"t. of the passengers 
died, she managed to survin�. Along with other 
survivors,. she was sent to Cairo b�r the Greek 
Government and t.here. in 18i l .  she founded a 
Societe Spjrite, which soon pron•d to be a failure. 
Afttlr closing it down, she w<mt t·o J ive in Boulak. 
where sht:� renewed her acquaint-ances with the 

old Copt " from whom she had obt.aine.d some of 
her earliest lessons in Orcult.i:;;m " (G. Ba.seden 
Butt, op. · cit. p. 31 ) .  By tht:�n " her power in. 
carto.in phases had been greatly enhanced. She 
was able, me�ly by looking fi:xeclly at objects,. 
to set t.hem in motion " (A. B: Kuhn, op. cit.. 
p. 71) .  

In 1872, Madame Blavat.<5ky rejoined her family 
in Odessa. But in the follo\\;ng year; she went 
to Pli.ris, by which time she had apparently estab

lished her occult relations v.;th " the Masters. " · 
Accordingly, folloWing . their orders, in 1873, she 

. visit.f:ld U.S.A., where, she claimed, she was destined 
· to meet " a ma.ri called Olcott. " When she arrived . . . . . � . 
in New York, she was penniJE.'l'tc; a.nd was forced 
tO work for several mont.hs ·as a :lressma.ker in 

· desparate . poverty in a cit.y-sium. Eliza.bet.h 
Holt, wlio knew her a.t .that t.ime, reports that one 
of Madame- ·Blava�sky's aetiYities - at- t·he . time 

was t�· describe thei� past life to people (Mary K. 
Nt:�ff, Personal Memoirs of H. P. Bla1xlf.sky, London, ' · 

1937, p. 191).  

· As had been already preSaged, she was able to . . 
make acquaintance with Col. H. S. Olcott, whom 
she met for the first time in a. farm-house at Chitten
den, where certain occult phenomena ware reported 
to have · been taking place-. Another significant 
event· was her second marriage to a Russian named 
M. C. Bentenelly, which proved as ill-fated and . · 
short-lived as her first. 

The inauguration; in 1 875, of the Theosophical 
8ociet.y was the most significant event in · her 
life. It was Madame Blavat.'lky, CoL Olcott and 
William Q. Judge who founded this Society which .· . 

. was later to develop into an int-ernational �ovement. . · 
a.nd lea.\·e an indel ible mark on the life of several 
Asiatic peoples. In July 1 878, she · beco.me . a 
naturalised citizen of the Unit.ecl States. 

1 When nobody knew where she was, her aunt, lime. N.A. Fadecf is ,;aid . to have received a letter from the llahatmas 
Informing her that lladame Blavat.sky · was living very llappil�· under the protr:ction of the Lord Buddha (cf. :'dary K. �elf, 

op. cit. p. 1 63 f). 
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At the end of 1 878, responding to t.he wishes of 
" the Masters ", she left America. for India in the 
company of a Theosophical party of four persons. 

· Having o.rrivod in Bombay in February 1 8 79, 

they reorganised the Theosophical Society on the 
ba.c>is of three objects : (a) the fonnation of a. 
nucleus of the universal brotherhood of humanity ; 
(b) the promotion of the study of comparative 
religion, philosophy and. science and (c) the ex
ploration of the unexplained laws of nature and 
the powers latent in man. Thenceforward, 
Madame Blavatsky's career became almost in
separable frori1 the activities of the Theosophical 
Society. She and · her colleauges wore at first 
Sllspocted of being political -spies and placed under 
surveillance by the British Government. During 
those early days of the Society, she is said to have 
devoted much of her time in writing occult, mystic 
and scientific articles for Russian magazines in 
order to moot the Society's expenses. 

In 1880, along with Olcott, she visited Ceylon 
Where they were welcomed by the Sinhalese 
Buddhists. Wherever they went, large crowds 
gathei-ed to receive them and several branches 
of the Theosophical Society were inaugurated. 
" On May 25th, at the temple of the Ra;manya. 
Niki\ya., (Galle) she and Colonel Olcott acknowled
ged the Fiye Precepts and Three Refuges announced 
by the Lord Buddha and they were· thus formally 

. received into . the Buddhist religion " (G. B. 
Butt, op. · cit. p .  52). 

Duri_ng the !!ext _ two years, together with 
Olcott, she made many propagandist journeys 
through Iridia. In 1884, she left Adya.r, where 
the Theosophical Society Headquarters were 
at that time. Another important event of this 
period was the precipitation of the Mahatma 
Letters, upon which the basic structure of 
Theosophy t.hen rested. Shortly afterwards 
occurred the "Coloumb conspiracy", which 
left some · unpleasant and lasting trace,lJ in · her 
career. Madame Coloumb, one ·of her employees 
in t.he Theosophical Societ.y, alleged that :Madame 
Blavatsky· was guilty of fraudulent practices 
and that the receiving of the Mahatma Let.ters 
was a forgery. 

Madame Coloumb was expelled from . the 
Society and this was followed by .the publishing 
in The Madras ,Ohristian Ooliege Magazine, of 
portions of certain lett-ers which were alleged to 
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ha>e been written by Madame Blavatsky to Madame 
and }Ions. Coulomb giving instructions for· 
Lhe fraudulent production of phenomena. This: exposure resulted in the invootigation made by 
Dr. Richard Hodgson on behalf of the Society 
for Psychical Research (SPR ). A close study 
of the proceedings of the investigation · reveal 
that the SPR was, from the outset, bent on 
pronouncing her as "one of the most accompli
shed, ingenious and interesting imposters in 
history" (Report on Phenomena. 

connected with 
Theosophy, quoted by G.B. Butt, op.cit. p.58) .  
It is  evident from the. report that the investi
gation was not properJy and fairly conducted 
(Ency. Britanica, loc. cit ; Ency. An;ericana . . 
Vol. IV, p. 746) . Investigations were carried 
out insufficiently, only · to prove the investi
gator's point of view, with which he was pre
occupied. 

After hearing about the scandal, she hurried 
back · to India,1 where she was accorded . a 
wann welcome by the Theosophists of India. 
She, however, had suffered agonies and even
tually left India for Italy, where she. resided 
in utter discomfort and · poverty, leading a 

hard life with the twenty pounds which Col. 
Olcott used· to senli her monthly (Old Diary 
LeaveiJ, Vol. ill, p . . 22). When Col. Olcott 
could not support her any more due. to lack 
of funds, she left for Paris. In 1885, she went · 
to Wurzburg, where she settled down to write 
her second great work, The Secret Doctrine, 
t.he Bible of the Theosophical Society. 

. It was while . residing at Wurzburg that 
Mada�e Blavatsky became acquainted with 
Countess Constance Wachtmeister, who became 
her devoted . companion until her death. 

In 1887 she. came to England, where she 
formed the Blavatsky Lodge. In October . 
1 888, she establisped tho Esoteric Society 
of the Theosophical Society in · London and 
founded her magazine Lucifer. Also while 
residing there, she finish�d and published The

. Secret Doctrirte. 

When Dr. Annie Besant joined the Theo
sophical Society in 1889, Madame Blava.t.sky 
went to live with her and their residence became 
the London Headquarters of the Society. In 

. 
1 89 1., she developed a. severe attack of influenza., · 
and on May 8, of . that year she die() at the 

{ It was not only the Report of the SPR that put Madame DlaYatsky into· disgrace and calumny. The Chrlstain Litera-
. 

ture Society of Madras, In pamphlets such as, .Madame BlavatBkt/: Her 1.'rickl and Her Dupu and critics like Y. S. Solo
VYoff, in their Individual works, did not leave any stone unturncd In their ruthless attempt to slate her. 
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age of ;;ixt.y. l, Her followers all over the world 
commemorate t.hi:-; da.y . as " the White Lotus 
Day ". 

It. appear;; t-hat Jladame Bia.mt�kr was 
endowed with occult powers very early in hor 

. J ifr which she subsequently developed so a.� to 
subject them to her will. Co!. Olcott observes 
that her magnificont performances at tho piano 
may ha:ye boon · performed under psychic influen

ce (Oicot.t.; op cit. Yol. 1, p. Hi). 
" Her mediumship was totally· different from 

. that of any other person, for . instead of being 

. .aontr«;�llcd by spirits to do their wm, it was 
she ·who seemed to control them to do her 
bidding" (Mary K. Neff, Personal Memoirs of 
H. p, Blavatsky, London, 1 937, p. 208). 

'Tho must remarkable contribution :Madame 
. Blavatsky had made to the movement of 
Theosophy w�s tho priJof ot' the existence of the · 
Mahatmas. 2 

Tho in�uguration · of :tho. 'l'hoosophical Society 
was · the most. e�teemed work ·made poasible 
through her labours and powers.. Hor absolute 

· self-denial and d�dication to t.he cause is well
. . e:vinced from hor own utterance, · ".May I perish, 

· . but may ·the cause flourish!" (l\ladame Bla.vatsky 
quoted by G. Baseden. Butt; op. cit, p. 233). 
Defying all Hor.ts of attempts "made · in certain 
quiuters · to lH·ing her work and teaching · into 
disrepute" (Ency. Brit. loc. eit. ) she continued to 
win atlhnronts-till her- death; 

Not only in her temperament was she parado
xical, but also in  her ways. Despite her extremely 
fanatical hatred of everything . intoxicating, she 
herself was a great cigat·ette addict, who .scorned 
at all conventions. 

In spite of th() fact that ::\fadame BJavatsky 
:-;howcd a respectful interost in Buddhism and 
adhered to certain Buddhist pract.ices, · it is not quite certain whether sho was a convinced Budqhist. However, her claim, that she had been initiated 

into t.he higher La.maistic tear.hings, ts cotTO· 
borated by the Lama Knzi Dawu-Samdup 
(cf. W. Y . •  Evans-WP-ntz, The Tibe!an Book of 
the Dead, London. 1 957, p .  'i, n 1  : also see 
\'. S. Solovyoff, .rl J-lodem J>riestess of isis, 
London , 1 895, p. 22:�) . 

Tl'!e promulgation of Theosophy, the- cause 
to which :;.\l�dame Blavatsky ,Jpdieated her whole 
life, appears to have provoked and ·· r.lienated 
Christian · )lissionaric:! vehemently against her 
(cf. V. S. SolovyorT, op. cit, p. 22 1).  

It was she who rE>t'.lly paved the way for the 
great benefactors of Buddhism in the nineteenth . 
centlll'y, like Oleott a:td Annie Besant to adopt . 
Buddhism· and usher · in a Buddhist rcvi-.al in 
�pite of vigorous Christ. ian · Missionary activit.ies . .  

The form of Theosophy t.hat l\Iadam� Blavatsky 
professed s0rms to have · been gn'&.tly infiueticcd 
by '' t.ho Tibetan Buddhistic or Mahayana t.heory 
of the sacr-ifice by the Nirmanakayus of their 
Nirvn.nic bliss for· a service on behalf of humanit.y' '  
(A. B. Kuhn, op. cit·. p .  3 1�). .In conrluding h<-"r 
long the�;is on the origin . of all religions, ehe says 
that " Pre Vedic Brahmanism and Buddhism 
were the doubl13 source from which all religions 
sprang. Nirvana is the or:>ean to whio:·h all tend

_
" 

. (Isis· U-nveiled, Vol; II, p. 639). 

Mad�me Blavatskv's famili!trity with 
. 
Tibetan · 

Buddhism. as w�ll a.S. with esoteric Buddhist prn.c- .· 
ticP.S 8eems to bfl beyond doubt. .H i� wP-11 
evinced from her \\Titings, beside'! b_eing corroborat-. � ed by ochola.rs of ree1�te like W. Y. Evang.'\Yentz. 

-ln her writings, 
'
sb.e·iurnishos detailed and authentic 

accounts of Buddhist monasteries and convent-'! , 
in Mongolia, . Tibet · and ,Nepal and a.l�o several 
of her experiences . in those countries. 

It is evident from tho bulk ofl\Ia.dam� Blavat.sky'g · · 
writings that she .was a. pr<;>digious \\-Tit.er, who 
displayed rare po\vers of enclura.n�e and a tireless 
capa.eity for work. She took approximately 
only two years to finish hor vollimmous work, · 
Isis Un·veikd ( 1336 royal size printed IJages). 
havirJg rewritt.en and re�Jast a good . part. · · of it  
during that period. 

1 StnmJ,tely enough, tl�rou�thuu t her lift•, she hall been suffering from seveml diseases "any one of whiclJ, in· the opinion of her IJhrsil'ian, would have sutHced to kill 1m ordinary person" (Dictionary of .. tmer[can_ BiO(Jraplly, VoL II, p. 363a ). 2 Mahat1ru1s or .Masters, ns described b�· M. l!lavat�kr, appear to be "a brothcrhooll of Auepts or superhuman inen· who had evolved beyond the ordinary lev('} of mankind" (A. Dascdcn Butt, op. cit.. p. 147). · She had apparently mentioned her spiritual relations with them long before she bl'came a naturalized .American. It i:; said that every move· · -.' mcnt of her career was subjected to their orders. It was in l874 that she had mcntionP.u them for the first t.inw (LIIcifa, 1Jc•et·mbcr, l894). 

�Jahatmas are abo known as the Great White J.od�tc, of whom/l\ladaruc l.llavai,;ky .wa� au accc!ptt!ll di�ciJtle (chtla). Thry arr. believed to reside ill 'I'ibet and their mi:!Sion is to suryey and ,::nlclc humauity in it.:> upward evolution. Col. ?leoti, Damodar Sin,::h,  W. T. Hrown nrc among those nwmbcrs of the Tla:usophical Sockt.r. who cla imc:d to have ��eu thew 111  thrir corporeal appearance on numerous occn8iun�. · 
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A salient feature h aceable in her writings i s  
the great num'hcr of  unacknowledged quotations, 
on acrount of which she is accus•.�d hy som� for 
plngia�· ism (of. E. Coleman,  '!'he Sources 4 JJadt:•mP 
Blat',::lsl�IJ'S H ·•·i.f.ings, V. S. SoloYyoff, op. cit. 

pp. 3;33--66 ) .  

Considering t he nnormons out.put of  wol'!� she 

has produced within that inr.rr.dibly short period, 
and that too in an authentic tone of authority 
on most abi<t.rusc subjects, it is believed that she 
had written those through the channel of her 
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in his up,,·ard mar'?h to Budclhn.hoocl, it manifests 
to him, in its conclno;ioil, the ideal of the perfected 
Xirmii.nttkiiya , . "·ho, hv t.he d'ikacy oi cl i\' ine 
po\Y•�rs at- h is command,  rc·nounces his ri,ght to . Xirva1�a. for l.he i'ake of his · brethren on 

-
earth . 

Furth(1r, it should be moutioned thn.t this work 
mo.rks the consummation of the cycle of Theoso

. phical thought, for from t.he first wprd of The 
Secret Doctrine to t.he last of The Voice oJ the 
Silence, one is led ti·01n primev;;.l cosmogcnesis · 
to the sublime dcsLiny of t:he individual. 

unusual psych ic senses. According t.n Ba$cden Among her other significant work!! may Le 
But.t (op. cit.. pp. 216 f), if all her writing.� were mentioned : The Key t'J Theosophy ( 1889) ; .Gems 
· '  produc�d by Jladame Blavatsky's unaided from the l!Jast ( 1 800) ; From the Ca t•es land J�tn(lles 
talent, she must. have possessed thr. iutr.llectual of Hindu.stan (l go2j ; Nightmare Tale-� ( 18()2) ; · 

• resources of at least three ord inary geniuses. :• .. -. The Theosophical Glossrwy ( 1 802) anci A Modem 
Hence it is plausible that she had copied those '. J>anarian ( 1895). 
quotat.ions from reversed reflections in the astra] 
light and she is not. guilty of any deliberate plagiarism. 

C.S .R. 

" She was writin()' about things she had liever lllBT.IOGR!PIIT: · to f 1 1 h En.cycloprwli.u, Rrilanniro, Yol. III, EncyclopaeJlirt Americana, studied and making quotations rom )OO {S s e Yol: lV, J)iclionary of American Hiou;aphy, \'ol. I£, Webster's · 
had never studied and. making quotations from RiOIJrapliicul Dictionary, . U. S. A., Hl56, In all of which see 

the articles, BlaYatskJ', H. P; Annie llcsant, H. P. Blav11t3tcy hooks she had never read in all her life ; that, to rt1ul the Jl!IU!ters of the Wi-sdom, Thcosophi�.'ll Publishing 
te .... ·t her a-ccuracy Pro. f. Cor·.�_on· haci COffiJ)ared her i:)ociety, London, lOOi ; C-ompiled by A. T; llarker, The · ., " l.£Jiers of H. P. Blavat·sky, New York, 192-! ; H. P. llla-
quoto.tions with classical works . . . and had found vatsky, IsiJ: Unveilerl, Yol. I & II, New Yor!-, 187.7 ; Secret Doctrine, London, 18!)3 ; Tile Key to Theoso'j/!iy, London,  her to be right. " (Qol. H. S. Olcott, op. cit. - 188ll ; G. Dascden J�utt, Mad.ame Blavatsku, London, l!l25 ; 

A. lloyd Kuhn, Theosop_hy, :New York, 1039 ; 1\Iary K. Neff, 
. Vol. I, y>. 203). · Personal Memoi!B of H. P. Blavatsky, I.ondon, 11)37 ; Col, H. · S. Olcott, . Old Diary Leaves, Yols. I-:IV:, ?l!adr�s In addit.Jon to the publica! ion of r.he magazine, l'1leosophiral l'ublishing Sor.i�ty

� 
1895-1 _910 ; Peepls from t�c . L l'CI.'er ancl cot'4,··1'J.but. 1'otlH iri RuS.''lia. n and French Oilier World, Hartfor(l, 18ia ; ' \r. S. fiolovyotf, A .l't!odem ·. · • • '' • Priestess of Isis; London, 18115 ; W. Y. Ev:ms·W!lntz, The 

· t-� �ontinental magazines. there stund several Tibetaii Book ofthe Dertd, London, 1057 ; Gertrudc M; Williams, 
monument.al works to Mac1nme Blavatsk_v 's rreclit. . 
Among them, ].9�� U-nveiled ( 1 8;;7 ), her first hook 
in two vol umes, contaim thooric;. conceming the 
evolution of humanity and ot' religion. The 
first · volume deals w·it·h sciei1ee and the second 
with religion. This book, 

. 
whi�h created a grea£ 

amount of attt•ntion and criticism, was the. fvre-
runncr of a 

.
wida rnnge or bo11ks on modern Thw-

:;">phy, as promu1ga.ted by tho Theo"ophicn.l SociPty. 

Acrort l ing to soma thPosophiats, her gre1.t.est 
v:ork l.s Thc. Secret Uoctl'ine. . Althou�h she planned 
it to he in . foi1r volumes, she survi:vcd to finish 
only two volumes Tt. . de11i:: with two parallel 
streams of . evolut.i(m, viz. the · evolution of F'orm, 
which is continuous from parent to child 
and the evolution of the imlividu!:llized spir1t. 
fihc could not �"Ompiete · the work an<l at her 
death, th�> thinl part of it \Ht,; left unfinished. · 

The Voice of the Sile.nce, a. trans�ript from Tht:. 

· Book of the Gold-e1i Precepts, is an attempt to iliu�tra te 
the path of progress along \I h ich a man evolve!'1 
to divinitY. Ravin� elaborated the nwaken !ni:j 
of the soni , its ps:,rchic and spirit�al development 
nnd tho path of initiation followed by the o..�pirant 

. Pr-iesless of Occnlt, :New York, 1046. 
· 

BLlNDNESS is one of the .32 disqualifications 
for admissio� into . tho Buddhist Order ( Yin. I, 
p. 91) .  

BLO-BZAN CHOS-KYI RGYAL-MTSHAN (1570-
1662). He was an outstanding master of the Yellow· 
Sect of Buddhism in Tibet, and as he was the fourth 
incarnation of Tson-kha.-pa's great ·disciple 
"Mkhas-gmb rje ( 1385-1438, 1\fkhas-grub rje being . ·  
the first incarnation, Bsod-nams phyogs-gla.n · 
1439-1504 the secon� and Blo-bzai:t don-grub 1505-
66 the third), he was titled as. tho 4th Panchen 
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Lama. It was in this incarnation that he became 
the abbot of the Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery -in 
Gtsa11 and brought about a great revival in that 
monastery. Thenc�forward the Panchen of sue-

. eessive generations were the residents of the Bkra
Ais lhtlll-po· monastery. · The title "Panchen" 
started! with him, but the title of " Panchen Erteni " 
seems to have been first conferred by the emperor of 
the Ch'ing dynasty on Blo-bzan ye-ses, the Fifth 
Panchen ( 1663-1 737) when he was fifty-one years 

· · old in the 52nd year of K'ang-hsi ( 1718) .  

His Childhood : Blo�bzait Chos-kyi rgyal-mt-
. shan was born in 1570 �Jot Lhan drug brgya (or 

Gru-rgya according to Sum-pa's History of Buddhi-. 
am) in Gtsan. His famil� name was Sba or Rba, 
and his father's name was Tshe-riit dpal-}:lbyor, 
(or Kun-dga}:l dpal-}:lbyor according · to Sum-pa, 
op . cit.) and his mother's · name, l\1tsho-rgya (or 
Mtsho-cam in some books) . His .personal name was 
Chos-rgyal dpal bzait-po. During his childhood he 

- �as accustomed to the recitations of tbe l,Ijam-dpal 
gyi mtshan yan-dag-par brjod-pa by the members of 

. his family, and so he began to recite this siitra him
Belf five times each day when he Wil.� five years old. 

. In the summer of that year when the mon}{s of the 
· Dben · dgon-pa monastery (built · by Bsod-nams 

phyogs-glan) spent their summer retreat at Lhim 
. drug brgya (at that time the abbot .of the Dben 
dgon-pa · . monaste�y, Saits-rgyas ye-Ses, was 
Panchen's. paternal uncle), he insisted OIJ,; joining 
them and refused to leave. Moreover he was able . 
to recite the ceremonial scriptures- together . with 
the monks. Thereafter he studied the various · 
teachings from Sans-rgyas ye-ses. At the age of 
thirteen ( 1582), he became a srii.ma]fera under . 
Sazis-rgya.s ye-ses in the Dben dgon-pa m.onastery, 
with the religio�s name of Blo-bzan cbos-kyi 
rgyal-mtshan. In that year he received the 
baptisms (abhi�ekas) of Gsan-}:ldus and l;!jigs-byed; 
and other. instructions. . 

At the age of fourteen ( 1583), he was acknowled
-ged as the inca�nation of Blo-bzait don-grub, and 
at the request of all the monks in the monastery he 
ascended the " Throne of Dharma " in the Dben 
dgon-pa monastery under the direction of 8ans
rgyas ye-Ses. In the spring of that year he studied 
the Lam-rim IJ,brin-po and· practised th� " Sii.dhana 

. of 
.
sarasvatidevi " for seven . days, .during which 

period he had (it is said) the privilege of being spirit
. · ually supported by the goddess in person. Because 

of his. genius, he composed extempore seventeen 
stanzas in praise of the goddess with lite�:ary refi

. nement and elegance that surpassed the works of 

adept metricians. In the next ten days he studied 
the Lam-rim �brin-po and also tried to read th& 
Dam-rim che-ba, which he readily learned by hea::t. 

At the age of sixteen ( 1585) he compo1:ed a long 
poem the Shi-ba lhal},i bstod-brjod and won the 
praise of many people of learning. During this 
period he learned a number of sacred texts . from 
Sans-rgyas ye-ses. 
His Teachers : At the age of seventeen . ( 1 586)· 
Blo-bzail Chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan again received the · 
Bde-�·lChog baptism of the Lo-yi-pa sect. On the 
third day of the eleventh month in the winter of 
that year he entered t.he Thos-bsam glin in the 
Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery to study the five great 
siistras. 

At the age of eighteen ( 1587) he returned 
to the Dben dgon-pa monastery to pass the 
summer retreat under Sans-rgyas yes-5es, 
and studied various teachings from him. He took 
great delight in living at a hermitage . (ara!lya), 
and composed twenty-one stanzas in praise of 
the happiness of such li.ving. In the winter he 
returned ,to the Bkril.-Sis lhuti-po mo�astery to-

. 

continue . his studies . 

In the fourth month of 1 589 a Bde-mchog cere- . 
mony was for the.first time conducted ih the Dben· 
dgon-pa . monast13ry and a painted ma!fQala �as 
established, in which the great b�ptism was trains- . 

. mitted. Thus he returned to the Dben dgon-pa 
monastery . to · receive it once again. He was then: . 

twenty vears old. After the ceremony he went back 
to the Bkra-�is lhuu'-po -monaste�y, and after th6-
summer retreat he was elected to establish a thesis for · 
debate among the .monks. In this year he studiscl 
the Tshad-ma rnam-�grel. 

On the fourteenth day of the eleventh month· 
in 1590 Sans-rgyas ye1;-ses died in the Dben dgon-pa 
mo11astery, and Panchen (at the age of twenty-one)· · 
returned to the monastery to look after the affairs. 
of building the stupa for .the remains of his teacher. 

In the summer of 1 591 ,  when he was twenty-two. 
he studied the doctrines of the l\iadhyamika school• 
in the Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery. He received 
the bhiki?u ordination under Dam�chos yar-.l:tphe�. 
whom he regarded as his personal teacher (u.padhy
aya). At the end of the autumn he went to
Dbus to worship the image of Saky�muni Buddha 
in the Jo-khan monastery and made ·exte,nsive · 
offerings. He also went to the Dga.l:t-ldan monas- . 
tery to pay homage to the stiipa in which the body · 

. of Tson-kha-pa was preserved. In · the winter 
he established his thesis in the debating congregation 
and came off successfully with a great reputation. 
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In the Dga� -l<.lan monastery he received the bap
tism of Dus-�kor from 2\lkhyon -rab dban-phyug, 
Nam-mkha� rgyal-mtshan and others, [\J�rl al:>o 
.>tuclicd the tear:h ings nf Dus-hkhor bsdus · rgyurl, 
the Urcat Commento..r!f, etc. He received the ·. i.nternal and external baptisms of Bde-mcho.g, 
as well as the baptisms of K�'e-rdor, Phyag-rdor 
�khor-r.hcn , H ta-grin, etc. of the Dril-bu sect, and 
learned var·ious other teachings. He studied the 
f:lrlus-pa(Li (Lgrcl-pa bshi sbrag and the . works of Dgc-l.Hiun-rgra-mtsho (2rirl Dalai),  and Ynrious 
kinds of anuj?"i.ii-virlhi from Dge-}:ldun rgynl-mt:;han. 
Ho attended the lectures on Tsoi1-kha -pa's 
U?:1i�-l1ia gsal-s,qron given by Rnam-rgyal dpal 
bzai1-ba, as well as tho teachings of the Tibetan 
translation of the Guhyasainajakhyatatnntra. He 
also studie-d the various teachings of Gcod-yul 
from Dga}:l-ldan khri�pa and Dam-chos dpal-J:!bar. 
At the same time he taught to many . stuctents, 
ancl from that time onward he started his career ot' 
propagation. 
. In the spring of 160Q, when he 'vas thirty-on�. · 
he went to the Srad-rgyud monastery and learned 
many. profound teachings from Sans-rgyas rgya
mtsho (such as · the I:Jjam-dpal rdo-rje, the red 

. and black G�in-rje-gsed, .the fearful Gsiri-rje-g8ed 
oftl::ie three sects, etc. of the Anuttara-yoga class ; 
the Rdo-rje-dbyil1.s, etc. of the Yoga class ; tB.e 
Enlightenment of V airocana. Buddha, the baptism 
of Vajrapiil)i, etc. of the Cacya class ; the Dam-tshig . . 
gsum-bkod, Rdo-rje rnam-l;lgoms-ma, Gdugs--dkar, 
J:Iod-zer-cam-ma, etc. of the Kriya class, a total . 

· number of moTe than thirty . bapt.isms of the four 
classes of Tantric Buddhism as well as many other 
religious practices). 

In 1603 he went secretly to Lhasa and prayed for 
the elimination of disasters, and he also secretly 
visited Dge-bdw1 rgyal-mtshan, from whom he · 
learned several kinds of profound teachings. 

- His C�reer : From his youth Blo-bzail Chos-kyi 
rgyal-mtshan always engaged himself in study and 
practice and at the same time spared no pains 
to propagate the Buddhist teachings. 

When he was twenty-three years old ( 1592) 
he returne(l to the bben dgon-pa monastery in 
dtsai1. D�ring the summer retreat at the request 
of the monks in the monastery, he preached on 
the Lam-rim �brin-po and at the same time taught 
them the relevant methods of meditation, with 
quotations from many siitras and sastras . as 
evidence for his lectures. The monks were greatly 

· delighted and said that t.he;\'· had never heard it · 
before. At that time he a lways . lived in the 

. mountains and spent his time in religious practice 

as well as in studying the 1\lf?ion-par rtogs-palJ,i 
rgyan, the Rgyud bla-ma, the Dbu-ma rtsa-balJ,i 
tshig-lelw, the R in -po-che(L l: phre1i, the Rigs-pa 
drug-cu.-pa, the Bses-pa(i i phrin -yig, the Bstan-bcos 

bshi-brgya, the Dbu -ma-la (!jug-pa, the Bslab-pa 

kun-las btus-pa, the Spyod-pa-la Mug-pa, the 
Bya1i-chub _ lam-gyi sgron-ma, the Byan-chub-/..,iJi . 
sems bskyed-pa, the Gsan-(tdus rtsa-rgyud, the 
Bde-mchqg rtsa-rgyurl, the Ky�-rdor rgyud, the 
Dus-bkhor bsrlus-rgyucl, the Rim-lna and many other 
important texts. In the autumn of this year he 
transmitted the Bde-mchog baptism of the Lo-yi-pa 
sect at the request of Bkra-sis rin-chen, and also 
learned many sacred texts from him. From this 
time onward till he was thirt.y years old, he always 
lived in the Dben dgon-pa monastery, and, for 
the monks in the monasterv as well as for the • I 
seekers of the Dharma from .various places, he 
preached on the Lmi�-rim che-ba, the Blo-sbyon, the 
Bkaly,-gdaws ,.glegs-bam, the Dpe-chos rin-spu?is, 
the lJdul-ba!ti bslas-bya, the graduated teachings of 
Gsin-rje GSed and · Bde-mchog. He also trans
mitted the baptisms of Gsati-}:lrlus, Bde-mchog, 
Gsin-rje gsed and Gdugs . dkar, as well as the 
Snar-thail brgya-rtsa}:li rje-gnan, etc. In · the 
autumri a.p.d winter seasons he usually lived i!l 

. seclusion and spent his time exclusively for practi
smg the sadhanas for worshipping various patrori 
Bud4bas. In the spring and summer seasons he 
used to travel to different places to propagate 
the Buddhist teachings at the request of . the 
monasteries, the local governments, monks · and 
layp1en of Nan-stod, Sab, Sans, Thon, etc. 

When he was .twenty-nine, in 1598, he was 
invited by the monks and donors of the Gans-can 
chos-}:lphel monastery to be its abbot. This 
monastery was constructed by · Dge-}:!dun grub's 
disciple Bzail-po bkra-sis, and it was at first a . 
centra of · Tantric Buddhism, but later exoteric 

· ihiddhism was also taught there ; it was divided 
into the ·southern and northern courts. He 
lectured on the Lam-rim che-ba for the monks in the 
monS.:Stery and taught them the ways of practice. . 

· Since then he often lived in tlie Gails-can chos
}:!phel monastery and p�opagnted the Dharma 

· as well as repaired the shrine-halls of the monastery. 
. In t.he spring of 1600 when he was thirty-one . 

he visited Bu-ston's Sha-lu monastery on his 
return journey to pay hi.s homage to the sacred 
sites after ha�ng . studied esoteric teachings from 
Saiis-rgyas rgya-mtsho in the Srad-rgyud monas
tery. He also went to the Dpal-l)khor bde-chen 
monastery to disseminate Buddhism and trans
mitted the Bde-mchog baptism of the Lo-yi-pa 
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sect. In the :;ummer hr.• rrtmnetl tu the Dbc11 
dgon-pa monastery t o spend tho summer r0trcat-. 

He p)'f)pa.rocl many ceremonial opplioncc,; a-nd 
rn i:;ed a pennal lcut fund to mc0t t he expenditure 

of maki11g off<�ring,;. At th is time, h i s  fame grc'ntly 

in�1 ea�cd. 

In the �utmnn of tha t· yem· he was inv ited to 
bo the ubhot of t-he llkm-sis lhun -po monastery, 
1\IJ(l on the 3rd rlny of tho 1 2th month hr. ascrndotl 

tho " Throne of Dhannn. "  in that monastery. 
He trnw;mittcd Yarious Tnntric Dharrn.tis to the 
monks thr.ro (Snra-tlw /t, Brgya-rtsa?1·i r jf-ynrui, 
Syrol-mc� iier-gc·ig, lika?t-grlams chos-bb!Jun, Dflii -JiUt 
r!.sa-ha, . L'hu-?JUI-la ?1j11g-pn, M1i01i-1wr -rio(IS-Jm(t;. 
rJ!Jfi iJ. tcnchillg:-;).  ). ftnr that he did numerou� 
th inrs for t.ho pwpagnt.ion of the Dharmn.  

In I li03, when he was thirty-four, Gt.sail fell 

into . extreme confusion and he went secretly to . . . . 
Lhusn and gilded t.he imo.ges of tha Buddhas to 
pray f<?r tho elimination. of disasters; whieh threa

. tenecl tho holy Teachings. Aft.er that he returned 
to tho Dbon dgon-po. monastery. · ( 

In · tho autumn of thnt . yeor, Yon-tan rgya
mtsho, who was 4th Dala, (bor1i in :i\:Iongoiia in 
1 589), . ca.mo to Tibet by the northern route. 

The ofliciating monks of .. the · Bkra-sis · lhun-po . . . . . 
monastery all went to Dbus to pay hom·age to him, 
and after that the l\Jaster remained in Dbus to 
tram;init the. various · teachings to Yon-tan rgya
mtsho. Tho position of Buddhism . was elevated 
day hy day; In the 7th month of the next year 
( Hi04)' he returned to the Bkra-sis lhun po· mon·as
tery;where he lived in seclusion and practised the 
Dharma of Svrvice of Dus-J:!khor. · 

In the spring of 1605, he went to Dbus and 
established a colour-painted mai)�ala for trans
mitting the great bapti.�m of Dus-l:llihor and many 
other teachings to the Dalai Lama. Tha� year he 

· was also invited by different monasteries �n South 
. Tibet to spread . the Dharma · at various places. 

In the summer he returned to the Bkra-sis lhun;po 
monastery for the summer retreat. ·. . . 

In the si.·<dh .month of 1607 Yon-tan rgya-mteho, · 
t.he Do.ll\i Lama, was invited to the Bkra-sis lhun-po 
monastery, \Vhere he sta.yed for one and.halfmonths. 
Panchen offered all his wealth, including his own 

· 'horse, to the Dalai Lama and · transmitted to 
hiin many profound teachings. 

In: the winter of 1609, he lectured on· the Gsan 
Mus !�rel-pa at the request of the · monks, and 
initiated the "J>ath of Vajraylinu and establi�hecl 
the " Comt of ?IIant.ra ". 

/ 

In l G l l he went to Dim.�, at the i l l \· itation of 
tho .l:f bms-spm\ mona�tory, to trunsmit . the grea t 

13npt i;;m ta.ught in thi• Hrlo-1:ie phrdt -bn to the 
Dnloi  Lama. om l the '' dg(:-b:�<'S " <.f the Srra and 

l:l bra:>-:;;ru l·l monast,�I·ics. 
In the spring of HH3 ho went tn Lhn:;u, at the 

l'l'fllll'-4 of the Dal�1 i  Lama, to talw charge of the 
.Jo-kha.ii ct·remony. He· wns in charge of this · 
ceremony for :-;ix yl'ars till tiH' spring of 1 6 18. 
A fter the eomplction of t.hc cC'remony, he conferred 
the I Jhik�u ordination o.n Sprul-pnJ:!i-sku b:::od
l lnms clge-lcg;; dpal bza\1-po and more than forty 

other clgo-b�cs. .-\fter returning to the Bkrn.-�i::; 
lhun-ro monn::;t0I'y, he intended tu rr�ign from . 

hi.� abbotsh ip , bnt wns obliger!; to remain· by the 

persistent rer}liCSt of the monks. 

In 1 6 14 he conforred the bhik:ju ortlino.tion on 
t.he Dalai La-ma in the J o-kh1i.Ii. · ceremony, and I . 
in tho J:Ibras-spuil mona:;;tery ho transmitted the 
' Sgrub-thabs rgya-mtsho".  

On the l ith day of tho 12th month m 1 6 16 he 
started the construction of the main shrine hall 
of the :\!antra Court in tho Bkra-sis lhun-po monas
tery. As Y�n-tan rgya-mt:-;ho, tho Dalai Lam,, 
passed away in the middle of. tho 1 2th month, he 
wept to Lhasa to recite sQtro.s f�r him, and took 
charge of the Jo-khail ceremony . . 

In 16 18  .he was requested by the monks of the 
Sera and J:lbras-spuil monasteries to bo the abbot 
of the two religious establishment::;. 

In the spring 'of 1618 he was invitec,l by . the . · 
people _of du-ge (the :mial�-ris area) to spread the 
Dharma there, and he also obliged the monks and· 
laymen who requested bini to teach them the 
Dharma on his way to Gu-ge. On the 13th day of 
the fifth mOJ?-th� he reaehed Shan-shuil gi lun and 
met a .  large l nwnber of monks ancl· laymen who 
had come there to welcome him , · On the 15th 
day he arrived at l\Itho-ldii1 gser-gyi Iha-khan . · 
(which was formerly the · workirig place of Rin
chcn bzan-po), whore he was entertained by the 
roya� family as . well as the monks and laymen of 
Gu-ge, and there he transmitted the Dharma for 
four mo11ths. On the 13th day of the 9th month, 
he started from Gu-ge and returned to the Bkra-sis 
lhun-po monastery on the 13th day of the l lth 
month. 

In 1622, the · fifth Dalai Lama. ascended the 
. " Throne of Dharma " in the I:Ibras-spun monas-
. tery. J;>anchen initiated him into the Order 

. 

a.nd gave him the religious name of Blo-bza.n 
rgya-mtsho. Later, in 1624, he ·conferred on the. 
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Dalai Lamn. t. hf' �r.-tmn r.H'J'a. ordi 1 1ation aw l trans
mitted to him tho bllpti>'m;; nf Long Life and 

Gsin-rj·� ·gsed , etc. 

In l fl:?�l, a di,;pu t 1 · arust · hetwern the f:l bri -gu r·, 
sect ll'id the Phag-gm sect, and the :\Io.str.r brought 
them to a reconcil inbon . In this year he also 
renovated the Avn.lokitf'�,·:ua H n.i1 in t.he 
.fo-khal1 monastery. 

ln Hi�H, the monl;s or t.lll' l >gat,l-ldan monastery 
irn·itl'd Pa nchen to bo th<' Dharma-king of Bymi 
rtso. He consented with a view to repain ting the 

golden top of the stl-1pa hal l  of Tsoit-khe.-pa. On 
the 1st dny of the third month hC\ ascended the . 
" Throne of Dharma " in the Dgat,l-ldan monastery, 
prrnchrd the Dharma, offol'ed · tea and presented . 
gifts of money to the people, to the great delight 
of all . 

aren.. canw to Ti brt to pa,v hi,;; homa.gP to the Dalai 

and Pnndwn Lama,; nnd madr rich offrrings to 
thc·m . 

On the ;)t h  day of rhe 4th month in ! 63,), he 
ronferred the bhik�u ordination on the Da!ai · 
Lama, following tho preliminary tran;;mission of the 
baptism of Rdo-rje phre.1·1-ha and other Dharmas . 

In tho autumn . of 1639, Se-chen chos-rje, the 
king of }Iongolia, came to Tihet and invited the 
�Ia.<;ter to Lhasa to transmit the baptism of Gsin-
t•je G�ed, the l:l.jnm-(lbyai1s chos-skor, the-J!grub-
thubs rgya-mtsho, ancl many other Anujtiiiv.idlit-·- - _ 
teachings. He al»o taught the teaching� of the . -'---. 
�lgrel.-che.n dn:-/1/e(l �Lorl (an extensive commentary · 
on the D11s-!Lkhor) ancl of many other slitras and 
M.�/ra.s. 

In 1642 the monks of the Yurious monasteries in · 
Gtsan vied with one another in inviting the Panchen 
to be their abbot, but he gave consent to none 
except the Sha-lu monastery because it had been 
the centre of !I'Iastor· Bu-ston in his propagation of · 

In the spring of 1628 he werJt to Lhasa to talm 
chargo of the Jo-kha!'1 ceremony and he also visited 
the Dga}_l.-ldan monastery where . he preached the 
Dharma. In the summer he returned to the 
Bkra-�is lhun-po monastery to spend the summer 
rc�t.rrat. 

In 1629, he wont again to Lha8a to tlike charge 
or' the Jo-khan ceremony. After the ceremony was 
over, he · went to the Dgat,l-ldan mona.Stery to 

. repair the �olden-tiled roof of the stup� hall of 

/ both esoteric and exoteric teachings. He accepted 
their request and ascended the " Throne of Dharma " · 
in the Sha-lu monastery on the 3rd day of the 6th 
mpnth. In the sUmmer he returned to the Bkra-sis 
lhun-po monastery to spend the summer retreat. 

· Tson-kha-pa, �nd at the,..�ame time he also repaired 
the golden roof of the Byati-rtse · Hall. In the 
7th month he returned to the :6kra-sis lhun-po 
monastery. 

On the 8th day of the 3rd month in 1 63� he 
started to copy a complete set of the Tripitaka; 
and it was finished on the 15th day of the lOth 
m6nth. After that he went to Lhasa, at the 
request of the monks of Dbu:.;, to transmit 
b�ptism of Rdo-rje phren-ha and to confer 
hhik�u ordination. 

the 
the 

In the spring of 1632, he took charge of the 
. J o-khay;_ ceremony and prea�hed on the Sk"!!es-rabs. 
After tho ceremony was over he transmitted the 
baptism of Dus-l.1khor and other Dharmas to 5th · 
Dalai Lama in the �bras-spuil monastery. 

In the first month of 1 635 he started to copy a 

set of the Tripi taka with pure gold. . . 
On the 25th day of the l Oth month in 1637 he 

reached Lhasa to confer the bhik�u ordination on 
the 5th Dalai Lama. At that time Gusri khan, 
after having defeated Chog-tu (or Chog-thu accord-

. 
ing to Sum-pa's Histor1J of Buddhism) who was 
constantly hostile to the Yellow Sect in the Ch'ing-hai 

\._· . ··--- �-

\ 

In 1643, he used the money offered to him by 
Ol)i-r01Y rgyal-po and Gusri khan to make hnages . 
of the grc�t masters of India and Tibet. (eighty · 
taels of silver being spent for each image). He 
also spent 'two thousand taels of silver for making 
an image of the Sakyamuni Buddha and const�cted 
a new shrine-hall. 

In tho lOth month of 1 644, the emperor of the 
Ch'ing dynasty despatched an envoy t.o Tibet to 

perform meritorious deeds and offered a iarge amount 
of wealth to tha , Dalai and Panchen Lamas. In . 
the 1 1th month the Master repaired the Btone 
stupa. nonstructed by Bu-ston in the Sha-lu 
monastery (See BU-STON for the·-construc_�ion of 
this stone. stiipa). 

· ·- --�-
In 1645, he constructed the main shrine-hall of 

the Dben dgon-pa monastery� In the 4th month 
of this year · he started to copy another set of the 
Tripitaka with gold and it was completed in the 
9th month. He also made images of the various . 
guardian devas. 

In the autumn of 1647, tho emperor ordered an · 
official to send a largo quantity of pearls, .  jewels 
and silk to the Master, who used them all t� dec;rate 
the Triple Gem. In this year he travelled to 
various places to spread the Dharma: 
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In the 3rd month of 1652, when the Dalai Lama 
was going to the capital, the .Master went to Sa-. 
dkar-ma to see h im off, and transmitted to him the 
doctrine of bodhi -mind and many other teachings. 

· . At this time t.he .Jiaster was eighty-three, and after 
· returning to the Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery, he 
· seldom went out, though he frequently preached on 

the Dharma and ·performed other religio�s duties. 
In the 7th .month of 1654, the Dalai Lama visited 

the llkra-�i·s lhun-po monastery; stayed there 
for fi,·c days and made offerings extensively. The 
Master transmitted to him the distinctive teaching 
pf Dben-sa· and many other dharmas. 

His Activities to stop Wars : In 1603, Karma. 
Phun-tshogs snam-rgyal and his son and Shwa-dmar 
Na,g-dbari chos-grags in Gtsari became hostile to 
the Yellow sect. In 1605, Karma Phmi-tshogs 
snam-rgyal sent his troops to Dbus, demolished 
the castle of Skyid-shod mid killed many Tibetan 
officials. Both Dbus and Gtsali were in a. chaotic 
condition. 

In 1610 Karma Phuli-tshogs sniun-rgyal again 
sont his troops to Dbus, but in fear of the Mongolian 
forees, he withdrew his troops and occupied Y ar

. · rgyab. In 16J2' he again occupied many important· 
· foi-tresses of Gtsan and entitled himself the· King of 

G� (Gtsa.li-pa rgya.l-po). Later, in · 1618, · he 
· · · again led his troops to Dbus, drove away the 1\Ion- · 

golian army, demolished the Sera and :ijbras-spuli 
monasteries, expelled the monks and killed more 

· than �ne thousa�d people at Lhasa and on the hill 
behind the ., :abras-spuii monastery. This was a. 

· great catastrophe brought upon the monasteries of 
the Yellow sect by Karma l'hmi-tshogs snam-rgyal. 

In the · autumn qf 1620 the Mongolian army 
returned to Tibet and .was prepared to fight with 
the troops of Gtsari. The .. local · government 
reque8ted the Panch8n to reconcile 'the belligerent 

. partieS. · The Master paid a visit to Rori-po l).da.in 
for . that purpose, but · ·his intercession proved 
fruitless. So he could not but stay in the :ijbras
spun monastery (of which he was the abbot) for 
the time being where he carried out extensive relief 
works. 

In the 7th month of 1 621, when the troops of 
Gtsan were stationed at ·Bkyali-thari sga.li, the 
Mongoli� army made a surprise attack on them and 

. killed &�veral hundred men. On hearing this news 
the Master came out in a hurry to ma.k� peooe, and 
,consequently both the Tibetan . and Mongolian 

· armies agreed to offer Lhasa to him as their common · ,gift, and vowed never to fight with each other again 

. 
'Within the area under the gleam of the golden roof 

of the Jo-khari monastery. By that time the 
remnant troops of Gtsari had retreated to their own 
domain, and the monastic properties which Karma. 
Phui1 -tsh ogs snam-rgyal bud sei.zcd the year h�fore 

were also returned to their original owners. 
In 16 14  the outlaws of Mongolia plundered the 

cattle of l\ltsho-phu and invaded the region of 
1;Ibri-gun. Another war broke out. The l\Iaster 
again went to the spot to make peace and saved 
many lives at the risk of his own. 

In 1640 Gusri Khan sent a messenger to invite 
the Master to Lhasa so that he could have a chance 
to see His Holin0ss. The King of Gtsari (i.e:, 
Karma Bstan-skyori dbaii,po, the son of Karma 
Phuri-tshogs snam-rgya.l) also urged him to go. 
Thus,. on the 18th day of the 4th month in 1641 he 
started his journey from the Bkra-sis lhm1-po 
monastery. As the country was then in a chaotic 
condition, he had to go a round-about way before 
he was finally escorted by a. hundred Mongolian 
cavalrymen· to the Mongolian camp, where he met 
Gu.Sri Khan. The king and the ministers of 
Gtsan had formerly entreated the Master to inter
cede . for them to n{ake peace with Gu.Sri Khan, 
but Gusri Khan expressed that he would not with
draw his troops within seven years and requested 
the 1\ia.Ster to proceed to Dbus � soo� as possible . . 
Thus the Master went to Lhasa. by the northern 
route and reached the :abras-spuil monastery where 
he transmitted the baptisins and other dharmas· 
to the Dalai Lama . . 

In 1657 he succeeded in ending the dispute bet- · 
ween the Mongolian army and Khams-po dwa.gs
kon, and in prevailing upon both partiel) to release 
more than two hundred weli-iearned monks under 
their custod-y. Peace was thus restored in the 
country. 

Having spent his life in propagating Buddhism 
for the benefit of all beings and in performing various 

. religious deeds, . the Master passed away in the 
Bkra.-sis lhun-po monastery on the 13th day of the 
2nd month in 1 662 at the age of ninety: three. 

The Master was a teacher of very high attainment 
both in scholarship and in practical activities. · 
Ever since his early youth, he himself wquld have 
preferred to live in seclusion at a forest hermitage 
(arat�ya) but for the sake of upholding Buddhism · 
and benefiting all beings, he was obliged to hold from 
time to time the abbaCies of the Garis-ca.n chos-l;lphel 
monastery, the Bkra-sis lhun-po monastery, the 
:ahras-spun monastery, the Se-ra. monastery, the 
Dga.l,l-ldan Byan-rtse monastery and the Sha-lu · 
monastery. The wealth he received from his devotees 
was ail used in constructing monasterie�, making 
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images of the Triple Gem, provid ing innumerable 

·ceremonial and rel igious appliances , giving alms to 
the monks of many monast eries. and establ ishing 
fonndut iGnfi f'Jf schr: last ic stud ies UIIU rel igious 
practices. Among his disc iples w e r e  tho Dalai Lama 
of two successive generations, the eminent monks of 
Khums, Tibet, Ch inghai and :\Iongolia, and more 
than 50,000 people who received their bhikl?u 
ordination from him. The total number of his 
disciples amounted to ncal"ly 100,000, including 
sriimUI_lCrns ancl lay people . His writings wh ich are 

. now prcscn·cd in four cases , 'arc all inst-ructive works 
for the exposition of the profound doctrines of 
siitras and �iislras. His merit was particularly 
great in his rcpcatec! efforts to end internal hosti
lities, thus relieving the people of much suffering. 

His Esoteric and Exoteric Writings : The writings 
of Blo-bzan Chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan may be classified 
into the following seven categories :-

( 1) Biographies ( 15 works) : The Life of Blo-bzan 
Chos-kyi rgya_l-mtshan, The Teachers from whom 
Blo-bzan Chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan Studied at Different 
Times, The Jii/.akamalii of Blo-bzan don-grub, The 
Avadunci of the Yen. Srisubhilt-i, The Avadiina of 
.the J7 en. Y a8as, etc. 

(2) Guru-yoga (4 works) : The Methods of Guru
?)oga, The Methods of .Making Offerings to the Guru, 
etc. 

(3) Esoteric and exoteric teachings ( 1 8  works) : 
The Establishment of BuddM$m and the Four 
Tantras, An Exposition of the Essential Points of 
the First Chapter of the Abhisarnayiilankiira-karika, 
An Exposition of the Byan-chub lam-gyi sgron-me, 
A Treatise on the Patlb of Happiness in Exposition 
of the Byan-chub-kyi lam-rim, An Explanation of 
the Jfethod for Cultivating the. Bodhi-Jith:nd, etc . 

(4) Tantric doctrines (35 works) : The Method 
of Practis-ing the Forty-two. Mat�-cf,alas of the Vajra
mata.siistra, An ExpoS'ition of Niigarjuna's Treatise 
on the Rim-l1ia, An Exposition of the Order of the 
Rising of Gsat�--?tdus, The Order of the Rising of the 
.Mat�-cJizla of Bde-mchog, The Order of the Rising of 
the Jf.jigs byed, The Essence of the Dri-rned-�od, 
A Commentary on the Dus-�-khor b«dus-rgyud, etc. 

(5) The most secret doctrines ( 1 0  works) : The 
Complete Order of Gsan-ll.dti.S, The Complete Order of · 

lhe Martcf,ala of Bde-mchog, The . Complete Order of 
the l;ljigs-byed, etc. 

(6) Au:'(iliary Tantric methods ( 1 5  works) : The 
Method of Horrw and M.aking Offerings to the Patron 
Buddha, etc. 

(7 ) :Miscellaneous works (8 works) : Answers to 
Dri-ba lhag-bsam rab-dkar, Answers to the Questions 
of Scs-rab rin-chen, T.lte Sayings of Blo-b.:ail Choa
ky'i rgyai-mtshan,  'l'he cerem{)nics for ·ke�j;jaiJ 
Valuables inside a Buddha's Image and for its 
Consecration, etc. 

F. 
lliBLIOGR!PHY : 

Dlo·bzan . Chos·kri rgyal-mtshan, Tshul-gsal·bar slonpa nor-bu�i �pllreh-ba, llkra-tiis lhun-po monastery edition. 
Sum.-pa, IJpha(/.S·YILl raya·n(IJ] chen·po bod dnh -�ou·Ylll dn 

dam.-pa�i chos byu1Hshul dpag-bsa.m. ljo11·bzail, Huhehoto 
edition, pp. 208·209. 

Pan·chen Blo-bznil Dpal ldan ye-ses kyi rarn-thar, Dkra-§is 
!hun po monastery edition. 

. 
BLO-BZAN GRAGS-PAijl DPAL, the original 
name as a �ramnl)cra of Tsmi-kha-pa, the founder 
of tl,le Yellow-cap sect. Although he is almost 
exclusively known as Tsoi1-kha-pa; this is not his 
�ctual name, but only indicates that he was a native 
of Tson-kha, where he was born in 1357, in the 
Ch'ing-hai Province. 

BLO-BZAN RGYA-MTSHO ( 16 17-82. , A.C.), the 
5th Dalai Lama. Blo-bzan rgya-mtsho 
was the 5th reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, 
counting from Dge-}:ldun grub-pa (1391-1474 
A.(j.) .  The title " Dalai " began from the third 
reincarnation in Bsod-nams rgya-mtcho ( 1 543-88 
A. C.), . who, during his visit to Mongolia · to 
propagate the Law at the request of the 
Mongolian chieftain Altan·khan in the earth-tiger 
year ( 1578 A.C.), received from him the 
appellation of ' Talai . Blama (i.e., ,Dalai Lama), 
Vajra-dhara. .Henceforth, the title" Dalai Lama " 
was inherited by all his succeeding ·reincarnations. · 

Blo-bzan . rgya-mtsho was born in the fire- · 
serpent year ( 16 17  1\..C.) at Yar-klm1s l).phyon
rgyas in the Palace of Hphym-dbar stag-rtse. His 
father was Hor Bdod-}:ldul rab-brtan, and his 
mother Khri-lcam Kun-dgal). lha-mdzes. . His 
lineage was said to be connected with .the royal 
blood of Zahor of East India. At the time of his 
birth, widespread confusion reigned in · Tibet . 
Therefore, no one dared to recognize his being the 
reincarnation of the previous Dalai, until . the 
water-dog year ( i622 A. C.), i.e., his sixth year, 
when. owing to his various miraculous manifesta
tions, his spiritual lineage was authoritatively 
affirmed by the Great Master Pan-chen Blo-bzan 
Chos-kyi rgyal-intshan through various expedient 
devices. Thus, on the 25th of the second moon of 
that year, the Tibetan prince Sde-srid Bsod-nams 
chos-�phel, the eminent monks of the .Se-ra and the 
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·�I hras-spuns monasteries and tlw laity numbcri n)! 

o\·r.r I 0,000, recei\'ed h im with pomp anrl sn]Pmn i t�-
· . . into the DgA.h-ldo.n pho-hro 1·, of t.Jw f:{ brns-spui1 

mona;;tr.ry, whr.ro t.l:P c<·r()nlCJn�· of h i;; f'nthmiH' · 
mPn.t waf: hl<l d .  SubF;NjllCntly, t.he ! 'a n-chen 
l"�rfr:rmr.rl thn ::<hnxing for h im. ronfr.rr<:>d on h im 
the fh·c cr:mmnn<lmPnts for the lnit.�- and gaYo 
h im hi:; Buddhist. nnm0, Blo-hz:u\ J'gyn. -mt;oho. 

Tn thP wood-ox �..,,n r ( l li:!a A.C.,  both Sum-pa·� 

Hi.9IOT!f td Budtlhi.wn and lleni.oir of the Pan-chen 
giw the date ns t.ho woocl-mou;;o year),  when he 

· · wn!' nine, he received the ten commnnd.ments of a 

sriimai.ICTU, with the Pan-chen acting as hi;; person 
al itJst.l'tlctor nncl Dgn.]:J-ldan khri-pa. Dkon -mchog 

ehos-l.aphcl as h is iiciirya. An aclditional n.ppel
Jntion of Xng-dbn.it Blo-hr.ari rgya-mtsho J.:Ijigs-med 
go-r.lur. 'J'hnb-bstnn ln.n-tsho]:Ji sde was bestowed on 
him. Thereafter, .he continued to learn under the 
Pan-chens t,'l.king tho· course_s of the sriimar:tera, 

includi_ng t.he recitations anc (other transmissions. 
Then he reccivcci the Hdo-rje !:Jj igs-byed baptism, 

�he Anujiia-vidhi of the S?stem of J;Ijam-dbya.ns 

chos-skor, etc. The Treatise. on the Startc.s of Ott.lti-. ootirig Borlhi n.nd nin.ny other traditions. He relied, 
. mon�over, upon . Ven . Dkon-mchog chos-hp}:lel, 
making thorough st.udies on the five great. 8iistras, 

viz., the Hetwnr(ltii, t.he Vinayasiltra, the Abhidhar
mal;o:ia, the Abhisamayiilaiz.kiira and the Madhya-

. .  · makavatiira. . on· the 5th day of the third moon· of 
the t'arth -tiger year ( 1 638 A.d. ), when he was 
t:wel)ty"two · years old, ·he received the fttll ordi

nnt.ion of a hhikr:;u according to the rituals intra- · 

. dnced during tho F.arlier· Period of Propagation 
(alsn cal!P.d smad-}:ldul or the lower rituals) .  The 

. prrfom1ancc took place before the. image of Siikya
muni BiHldho. i n  the Jo-khari monastery in Lhasa, 

also with · tho Pan-chen acting as his personal 
. instructor. When he was sixty-one, on the 25th 

day of the tenth. moon of the . fire-serpent year . 
( 1 677 A.C.), while celebrating Tson-kha-pa in the 
Palace of Potala, he further received t.he precepts 
for a bh ik�u according to the rituals introduced by 
the sastm master of' Ka.�mira, Pan-chen S�kya
sri ( 1 127-1 225 A.C.) who had arrived in Tibet in . 

' 1204. 

In the . iron-serpent year { 1641 . A.C.), Gusri 
Khan led his army into Tibet, wiped off the regime 
of the region of Gtsail, which had hitherto been 
specially hostile t? the Yellow-cap sect, and brought 
the proyinces of Gtsati and Dbus with the . popu
lation of 1 30,000 households under the sovereignty 
of the Dulai Lama. In the wood -cock year ( 1645 

A.Q.),  the Potala mona.c;;tery was built as the site of 
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hi ,; n · l ig iuu:> and political admin istration. Hence

fo r t h  tho hurrnncratic otlicers of all Tibet were 
appointrrl accord ing t o  t.he Dalai Lama';:; selections. 

T h is marked th <' r�:<t.a hl i><hmrn t. nf the t.heocrn.t.ic 

h icrarchr of the' Dalai Lamas· with full tC'mporal 

and ;;piritu�l aut.hor·ity in Tibet. 

T n the wu.tcr-drngon yelll· ( 1 6•>� .\.C.) , when 
Blo-b7.nit rgya-mt;;ho was thirt-y-six years old , h<� 

visited Peking to propagate t.hc Law tt the rcqucs� · 
of the Emperor Shun-ehih of the Ch'ing dynasty. 
On his  way, he made liberal donations, in the form 
of alms-giving and preach ing of the Law, to tht� 

monasteries, monks and laymen , in Ya.rious loca: 
lities of Khams, Kokonor and }longolia. When he 
arrived at Peking, the emperor, the empress, tho . 
crown .prince, and nobles, all thronged around him 
to beg for baptism and the blessings of the Dharma. 
An appellation of honour, " The Dalai Lama, 
General V ajradhara, Superintendent of Buddhism 
of the whole Empire, Buddha of Great Excellenco 
an_d · Freedom of the West World " (Nuh-kyi lhu
gnas ches-dge-ba bde-bar gnas-pa}:ii sails-rgyas 

bka}:l-luil gnam-}:log-gi skye-bo thams-cad bstan
pa. gcig-tu gyur-pa ]:Jgyur-med rdo-rje-}:lchail rgya
mtsho�i bla-ma), was conferred. on bini with a 
gilded testi.nloriial and . a golden seal, in addition to 
the innumerable presents including more · than 
10,000 taels of gold and silver and a considerable 
quantity of silk cloth and satin. In the water-

. serpent year ( 16;33 A.C.), he went back and arrived · 
at the Jo-khail. monastery on the 25th of the tenth 
moon. From there he returned to the I;Ibras 
spuils monastery, making liberal donations inolud: 
ing both material goods and the saving truth. 

Blo-bzail rgya-mtsho made many pilgrimages in 
. 

Db us and Gtsail to pay homage to famous mar;H;lalas 
and holy places, e.g., the Ra-sgreil monastery which 
was the fountain-head of the Bkal:l-gdams sect, 
the Chos-�khor rgyal which was a sacred spot of · 

· Tibet, the Dga}:l-ldan monastery which was the 
res.idence of the Great Master Tsoil-kha-pa,' · the . 
Bsam-yas monastery which was the principal base 
of the Buddhism of the Earlier · Propagation, the 
Khra-}:lbrug monastery founded by Sron-btsan 
sgam-po, the Bkra-sis lhun�po monastery of Gtsail, 
the Sha-lu gser-khati monastery, the Se-ra theg
chen-gliil, etc. Wherever be went, he made large- . 

· scale donations of two forms, and delivered sermons 

:> 

. on Buddhist Law to · countless m�ses of . both · · . 
:monks and laymen, encouraging them to abide . 
unswervingly by the right faith and cultivate their 
good .roots. Having completed . his mission · of 
propagation, he entered Nirviil)iL in the Potala 

• 
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monastery on thP ;!;)t h day of t he :=wcund muon of 
the water-dog yr)UI' · ( l ti8J A .C . )  at the agl' of 

sixty-� i x .  

Educat ion : Th· · t u lt · l n ge under  ·,d 1 i c h  
Blo-ln,a1·1 rg,\·D.-mt sho ll.ft h i,:  honw, received t ho 
commandment�  und learnrd t hn Fin� Great Sii:=;tras 
l i Uil been reinter !  a bon) ; :vet , <L'> t i ll' supremo 
religious lr.udc·r of a l l  Tilwt, he had to explon· the 
tenets a.JH! tlwories of a 1 1  sect,.; old and 11cw. Thcre

forr, l u �>-=ide:-; lcamiug from the Pan,chen and 

D�al,J -ldnn khri -pu. the teachi11g:-i of Yarious :-::ut ra:=; 
and ,.;,.,sims hnudt:rl dcnm by the Ycllow-cnp sect. 

he also acccpt t:d the t ran,;mi,-,.;ion::; of the 'J'ripi(al:a 
and tho r 'iki/.)·{i- virl,'}U. (scit�ncc of medicine) delivered 
by 1\bra-t >-=luu·J -jla Blo-mchog rdu-rjc. Concerning 

e�okric mdhod;;, he lrumed many of them , in 
c: lu r l ing Lolh old ami JWIV tran·smissions, from 
1:lkhon-strm Dpnl- l.Jhyi>r !hun-grub, the esoterie 
doctrine,.; uf )he eight ch ief classes of practices 
(sgruh-sdo chrn-po brgyad) of the HJii (t-ma-pa sect 
from Zur-clwn Chos-dbyi1'1� rai1-grol, and the 

\'UTious Interred E:-:otcric teachirigs fmm Gter-bdag 
glii1-pa. Again, he recci·.-cd from Gmis-gsa.r-pa ( i .e., 
tho :!\faster B:;od-nan1S mchog-bdan) the General 
Baptism prescribed in the Vajramiila ,�astra and 
tho 1-:ipecified Bapti�m. the permission and other 
methods of the Kala-cakra-vajra. system ; and he 
learned the doctrine of the•" Path and Fruit " and 
other teachings transmitted by the Sa-skya-pa 
sect. His knowledge of the various teachii:1gs of 
Vajrayana. was mostly received from this Master. 
As for tho vidyris, in addition to the classical works of 

the Cikitsa-t·idyii which he learned from Blo-nichog 
rdo-rje, he also learned from both Smon�l;lgro 
Tshe-dbail don-grub, the Senior, and Smon-J:!gro 
Tshe-dbai1 don-grub, the Junior, the various sii.stras 
of Sabda-vidyii, co�cerning the Kalapa Sutra, 

the · Candra Sutra, phonetics (Sdeb-sbyor), 
poetics (Siian-Ii.ag), Tibetan �mmar (Sum
rtags) etc. ; and he learned the various works on 
.�ilpa!Jthana-vidya concerning the· crafts of image
IJ;lOdelling, stupa-building, etc. He · also st.udied 
astrology and mathematics under Lhum-po Don- · 
grub dbai1-rygal. Thus the Dalai Lama became 
the generally recognized great siistra master of 
thorough cultivation and high understanding in 
all the . spheres of the exoteric and the esoteric 
teachings, the :Mahii.yii.na and the Hinayii.na doc
trines, as well as of Buddhism: and the sciences. 

Propagation Works : When he was nine 
years old, Blo-bzmi rgya-mtsho, at the request of 
Thub-pal;li thaiji, delivered the vidhi of Guruyoga 
to the monks of both B:bras-spuils and Se-ra �t the 

Jo-khmi monastery in Lhasa ; and again delivered 

t he Bapti:om of ,\yurdirgha for Thub-pal_1i thaij i at 
the .J:l brns-spt_u·ls monastery. From t hat time up to 
his th irty-fifth year, when he drlivcreJ the Great. 
Bapt i sm <)f the \�nj rn-mii l ii (Hdo -rj c  phr61 - ha) 
n nd ot hc·r rirlhis at I he .J:lura:> -spu :·Js mona:otery to 
an assembly of oyer 1 ,000 Lam<.t.� and Incarnated 
Lama;; includ ing Chinesr, )fnnchu:-:, )fongolians, 

· and Tihctun�. Blo-bzat"t rgya-ml:;ho's wurk in 
propagating the La'\' and confc-r·ri ng benefit on 
sc·ntient beings was innumerable. Tho Jlunchurian 
goveriiment sent · him repeated invitation:'! to 
propagate the Law in the intcriol' with the pmposc 
of winning owr the Ka.lkan 1Iongolia.n::;. There
upon, in t.he 9th year of emperor Shun-chih's reign 
( 1 652 A.C.) ,  the Dalai Lama visited Peking and 
stayed there until his return to Tibet the next year. 
On his way, ho expounded the stlti'Us and trans- · 
mitted the Law, benefiting greatly the devout 
multitude including both monks and laymen, in the 
regions of the Khams, Kokoncr, and Inner and 
Outer 3longolia. The Jiauchunan government 
promised to be his patron, conferred upon bini. the 
tit.Ie ·of '' Superintendent of Buddhism of the 
Wholo Empire " and bestowed on bini a gilded testi-

. monial and a golden seal. 

After that, his opport.unities for transmitting the 
Law steadily i�creased. In the Jo-khail monastery · 
alone, there were convoked more than twenty 
religious assemblies in which he participated as tho · 
lecturer. The disciples to whom he tram;mitted · 
the cpmmandments of bhik�us in successive years 
amounted to about . 20,000 ; and; including those 
who left homes and received_ the commandments of · 
sramal).eras from hun, the total number of disciple8 
reached 40,000. Blo-bzan ye.-ses who was the 5th 
Pan-chen, Lca:ri-skya Nag-dbail chos-ldan, ij:jam
dbyails Bshad-pal,li rdo-rje and otP.ers wore all his . 
disciples of the commandments. In the iron-ape 
year ( 1 680 A.C.), at the request of the monks of · 
}:Ibra.s-spuns, he came to that monastery once 
more to transmit the establishing of three samayaa 
(Dam-tshig gsum bkocl) and other vidhis. On his 
way back, he came to the Se-ra monastery, received . 
the obeisance and offerings of aU its monks and . . 
transmitted to them the t>idhis of t.he Phyag-rdor 
.l,lbyuil-l;ldul, etc. In the water-dog year (1682 
A.C.), he transmitted in Potala Pahice the Bka..l,l
brgyad sgrub-chen e.nd other systems of baptism 
of the Riiii1-ma-pa sect for Byail-pa Rig-l;ldzin 
sprul-sku, Padma .l,lphrin-las, Gter-bdag gli:ri-pa · 
and the monks of Rnam-rgyal rgya-tsha:ri ;' and 
particularly for the three perso�s, i.e., Padma . 
l;lphrin-las, Gter-bdag glin-pa and Sails-rgyas 
rgya-mtsho, he . transmitted the baptism of the 

Secret Mudra and many other distinctive 'b'idhis 



in the R.tse�i Ni-l.wd phyiil.-gur. Hence, these 
three persons, together with J:I.jam-dhyans grags
pa of the Se-m monastery, B."·ams-p>1 rin -chen of 

Lhe Ri -khrocl dga.l.1 -ldan m;'mn!o;tc"y, n.r .. d his ntt::� r :d · 
ant monk I:IJa�-dhya1'1s grags-pa, afterwards 

all hecamo his successors, specialising in esoteric 
Buddhism. 
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gl i il. (in the same year), (0) the Dga}:l-ldan bsad
sgrub gliil.  (in the wood-horse year, 1 654 A.C.), (7) 
the Dga}:!-ldan Thos-hsa.m dar-rgyas glin (in the 
i ron -hn r<) yPa r, ] !;.) ]  :\ .C . ) ,  r.n,l (8) t.hC> Dgal�- lclan 
Chos-l,1khor glir'1 ( in tho carth ·h ird year, 1 669 A.O.,  
in the locality of �ug).  These eight monasteries 
were ded icated to the study and pr11ctice of exoteric 
doctrines. f!l) The Dgal)-ldan Gsan-silags yau-

Building of Monasteries and Making of rt,:e of Ycr-pa (in the fire-hog year, 1 647 A. C.), and Images. : In the central part of Tibet, the terrain ( 1 0) the Dga}:!-ldan J:lphel-rgyas gliit (in the iron
f�atures of Lhasa somewhat resemble a riil:\�asa lying hare year, 165 1 .\.C.). These two were dedicated · faco upwartls, in whose heart is situated the Jo- to tho study of the newly-introduced esoteric 
khan monastery with the Potala hill as the hack- dodrines. ( l l )  The Gsal'l-sitags Byari-chub gliri 

: hone upholding the heart. On the top of the hill, a (in the iron-hare yeRr, 1 651 A.C.), ( 1 2) the Bdud-· 
palace had been built as early as the time of Sroil- dpun Zil-gnon gliri. (in t.he earth-sheep year, 1 678 
bt3an sgam-po (617-50 A.C.), but after long · ages A .C.), and ( 13) the Bdud-l.1joms gliri (in the water
of disrepair and decay, only a few houses remained. dog year, 1682 A.C.). These three. were dedicated After the 1mification of the whole of Tibet by to the propagation of the formerly introduce� 
Gusri Khan who presented its sovereignty to the esoteric cioct.rines. These monasteries were all 
Dalai Lama, a plan was soon laid out to build the new constructions in t.he regions of Dbus and 
Palace of Potala as the permanent seat for the Gtsail.

. 
Besides, there were thirty-six old mona-

. propagation of the Law. On tho 25th day of the steries administered by the appointed �bbots of the 
3rd moon of the wood-bird year ( 1645 A.C.), the Dalai Lama and supplied with four kinds of offer
ceremony of laying the foundat.ion stone was held, ings on the requests of the monks, while other 

· in which the Dalai Lama personally performed .the · rponasteries that be · restored and promoted were 
. ritual of strengthening the ground. He also . innumerable. 
attended a ceremony :in the Rnam-rgyal grva-
tshan monastery, executing the mai.J.cJ.ala · of the Concerning his works of image making, a statue or 
Dpal-chen rdo-�je Gshon-nu lha-nag to remove all Sakyamuni of the saD,le size as that of the Jo-khan 
possible ev:il hindran�es. After 'the completion of monastery was moul!_led with pure silver for the 
the Palace, an image of Avalokitesvara bodhisattva, happiness and longe�ity of his mother. A gol� 

· carved ·ot " snake-heart " sandal wood, was set up image of Master Tsoil-kha-pa was modelled for the . in the centra.I hall (the image was brought .back from �ake of the reigning prince Bsod-nQJlls rab-brtan, and 
South India- by King 

.
srori.-btsan sg�m-po in the eigllt silver images of the eight Budd�as . of the 

early period of the T'ang dynasty). Meanwhile, . Bhai�ajya-guru group arid one silver image of 
special commissioners were sent out to repair the Vajrapaiji bodhisattva were ·modelled for the sake 
various ancient mon�teries and sacred places in of Gusri Khan. �1\ll these images were larger than 
Tibet. Thus, :S:phrin-las rgya-mtsho was assigned the average human size. Other important images 
to restore the central precinct of Lhasa (the Lha- ·. made by him included the gilded One Thousand 
ldan bar-skor), Blo-bzail mthub-stob to restore the Buddhas, the Gurus, the Satyadevatas and various · 
Ra.-mo-che monastery (erected by Princess Wen· gold Buddhas and bodhis�ttvas, large and small, 
ch'�ng), Blo-bzan sbyin-pa to restore the Khra- over one hundred in number. · : In . addition, 

·. },lbrug monastery (these three commissioners all . images of the eight l\Iaha-bodhisattvas were carved 
became reigning princes of Tibet later), and �do- of sandalwood and installed ·. around the . sandal- . . 
rje rnam-rgyal to restore .the Bsam-yas monastery. wood image of Avalokitesvara;. The · Buddha 

images made of incense stucco were so numerous After· their restoration, the ceremony of conse-
that they occupied more than twenty halls. The cration was conducted by the Dalai Lama himself. painted and embroidered images' as wen · as the 

Thirteen new monasteries, founded by the Dalai . .  fresco hnages . in various great monasteries, were . 
Lama· : ( 1 )  the Dge},l-ldan Chos-}_lkhor glm (in the . countless. 
wood-bird year, 1 645 A.C.), (2) the Dgal)-ldan Concerning the transcription of the BuddhiSt. 
Chos-},lkhor yail-rtse (in the earth-mouse year, 1648 canon, three complete copies of the Trip#aka were · · . A.C.) , (3) the Dga},l-ldan Gsuil-rab glin (in the same writt�n with gold, one copy with a mixture of 
yea.rJ, (4) the Dga},l-ldan :S:og-min glm (in the earth- gold and copper and thirteen wth carbon iink, 
ox year, 1 649 A.C.), (5) the Dga},l-ldan Don-gfiis besides, one copy of the Abhidhaarm-pifaka. Of 
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Master Tson-kha-pa's works, three copisa were 
transcribed, one with gold and two with carbon ink. 
Moreover, a press was established at Rtag-brtan 
Phun-tshog gliil to ongmve on wooden blocks the 
Tripitaka, including the Buddhist canon translated 
during the Earlier Period of Propagation, the works 
of Master Tson-kha-pa, the writings of previous 
Dalai Lamas, and the important biographies of the 
eminent monks of various sects, amounting to 
29,555 blocks in all to the extensive benefit of the 
learners of succeeding ages. 

Concerning his erection of stiipas, eight great 
sacred stu pas were built Of pure silver in · the �Iras
spuns monastery. In· the name of the Khatun of 
Gusri Khan, he built in the Se-ra monastery a great 
Bodhi-stiipa to the height of a house, and eight 
great sacred st�pas of the Tnthiigata, each eleven 
spans (five and half cubits) high, for which 3,300 
taels of silver were used. · In the Dga}:l-ldan 
monastery, he made another series of the eight 
sacred stiipas of the Tathiigata, each eleven spans 
high, in the name of the reigning prince Bsod
nams rab-brtan, 4,000 taels of silver and 67 taels of 
gold being used. Another great Bodhi-stiipa, 17  
spans (eight and half cubits) high, was made in the 
name of the reigning prince J:lphrin;las rgya-mtsho, 
873 tael,s of silver being used. The religious in
struments and the offering utensils that he provided 
for the great monasteries and the decorative articles 
for the Buddhas and bodhisattvas were innumerable. 

In order to effect the permanent existence of the 
right Dharma in the world, the Dalai. Lama made · 

regUlations to be observed by the monasteries of 
different regions, and provided the monks with 
regular funds for their studies and practices, . en
abling them to recite the Tripitaka in turn and to 
perform the kalpas of the eight Buddhasprescribed 
in the Bhai�ajya-guru Sutra and the rituals of 
making offerings to the sixteen arhats, Be· 
sides, he ordered all Tibetans to practise the recita
tion of the §arj,ak�are vidya (the mantra of six 
syllables) of Ava.lokitesvara bodhisattva, and to 
observe the eight commandme,nts. 

l .  Biogtaphical \Vrit.ingt> : 18  works, inciuding 
his Autobiography, Bioyraphy of Bsod-name rya
- mCsho the 3rd Dnl!;.-i, Lo.1i'f' , Jfiograph�· of Yon -tan 
rgya-mtsho the 4tll Dalai Lama, His tory �1 the 
Tibeta·n. Kings and Ministers, et.c. 

2. Commentary Writings : G works, including 
A CommentaTY, on the Madhyamakavatiira, Expla
nations of the Difficulties in the Abhisamayalankara, 
GommentanJ on the Abhidharmakosa, Commentary 
on the Whole Buddhist Disciplines, etc. 

3. Works on the Esoteric : 37 works, including 
Rituals of Making Offerings to the Guru, An Eluci
dation of Srivajrabhaircwa-scidhana-vidhi to be 
Practi,sed Daily, An Elucidation of the Panciitmaka
rakta-yamii_ri-scidhana-vidhi, An Explanatiori of the 
Sricakra-sambara-pancatmaka-bahir-ma?:u!ala-scidha
na, etc. 

4. Laudatory Writings : 5 works, including 
Stotras on the Buddhas, bodisattvas and Sanghas of 
Both Sai�a and Asaik�a· of the ten Quarters, etc. 

5. Lectures and Instructions : 10 works, inclu
ding Expositions of the Bya.n-clmb lam-rim, The . 
Profound Method of Cultivating the ·v��trine �! .· 

Miidhyamika, Commentary of Esoteric Meaning on 
Tson-kha-pa's Lam-gyi gnod-gium, The M.essage Ad

dressed to Nobles and Gammons in China .Proper, 
Tibet, Tartary arid Mongo,lia, etc. 

6. Miscellaneous Writings : 5 works, including . 
A Buddhist · Guide-book, · An Explanation of the 
Bthirasana-vidhis of Jo-bo in Jo-khan and of Ak.�o
bhya-buddha in Ra-mo.-che in Lhasa, An Explana
tion of the Transfe;ence of Merits, etc . . 

The works on the Internal Dharmas, arranged 
in four packages (according to current editions, 

but in seven, according to Sans-rgyas rgya-mtsho's 
Biography), include the Gsan-yig (Records of the 
Dharmas that. he has heard}, the Rilin-ma chos
skor {Various methods of cultivation transmitted 
by the Rnin-ma-pa sect), the Yi-dam chos-skyon yi 
sgrub-skor (Methods of cultivation, transmitted by 

Satyadevatas and Tutel�y Dei tiel!), etc., amounting 

to more than 150 inethods, impossible to be enu- . 

merated here. 
. . . 

The Writings : The writings of the 5th Dalai 
Lama may be grounded under three main cate
gories : the External, the Internal and the Secret 
Dha.rmas. The works on the External Dharmas, 
arranged in twenty one packages �according to · 
current editions, but Sails-rgyas rgya-mthslio\� · - The -� orks on Secret Dharmas, arraJ?ged in two 

Biography of the 5th Dalai Lama puts the number of full packages, consist of the records of the . mani. 

packages as twenty-three), deal with the teachings fostations of Satyadevatii. to the Dalai Lama in the 

and methods of. the general .nature, and may be course of his observances. There are altogethor 

sub-divided into sh:: classes. twenty-four documents, e.g., l;l.khor-lo (the Wheels) , 
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!Air -m ig (the Keys), Rdo-rje (the Diamonds), etc. 
Thc,P. are all wrapped up anrl sealed, only to be 
' > l li'IJeJ on condition of special transmission. 

F .  

l i i ULIOGR.\PHY : Kaq-d\.J:ui blo-hzati rgya-mtsho, · 'l'hon
moil 11hyi�i rnam-tliar (Lhasa Edition); Blo·bzan Chos-kyi 

. Ti/!1111 m.tshm-gyi spy6d-tshul (Hkra-sis lhun-po Edit.ion) 
· llyyrtl-IJU�i likall-sgyur rin-p!l·che{!i dkar-clwo le!Js-bsruJ {!khrul: 

1 74 BL UE 
· ·---� . .  --------------

As to the colour, although blood is always red, 
it is said that its particular hue depends on the 
ar.tual stat� of mind : when there is joy in the mi nd, 
blood will be red, like the berry of the banyan tree ; 
grief darkens the blood, like the col<;mr of the rose-
apple fruit ; and when the mind is clear and calm, 
the blood will be like sesamum oil ( V ism. xiii, §9, 

p. 345). This, of course, cannot be discerned under 

_
,normal conditions, but only through clairvoyance 
( rWlba-cakl.:hu) . · yyi lr/e-miu ( J,hasa Edition) : Snmpa-, J]phavs-yul r(lya-nag 

r.hen-po bQ(l dail sog-yu/-dn rlrnn·Jifl/li chos byun-tslwl ])bag 
. h.•rrm ljo11·bzflh ( Inncr-�longolinn Edition, pp. l!l4-5P Blood-letting was woll known as a cure for snake 

poisoning ( Vin. II, p. 1 09), o.lt.hough as a cure for 

BLO-GltOS MI-ZAD-PAS . BSTAN-PA RGYA- rheumatism in the joints it seems unusual (ibid . I, 
CHER ijGREL-PA, a t-ranslation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit tex t.  Sec AK�AYAl\IATI
::-iiR DESA-T1KA. 

I 
BLO-GROS-MI-ZAD-PAS BSTAN-PA SES-BYA-
BA THEG-PA CHEN-POijl MDO, a translation 

. into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text.  See 
.-\.K S A YAAL\ TI�NIH.DE S A (N .·\::\I A - �I A H A :  . . . . 
Y..\.XA) S'CTHA . 

I 
. BLO-GROS-MI-ZAD�PAS · SHU�-PA . SES-BYA-. . 
BA THEG-PA CHEN-POI:IIlMDO, a translation 
into · Tibetan from · the Sanskrit text. See 

· AK�.-\.YAMATI - PARIP.(WCHA - Nk\JA-l\IAHA
YA ... �A-S.t'TRA. 

BLO-GROS RGYA-MTSHOS · . ·  SHUS-P{\ SES
BYA-BA THEG-PA CHEN-POij{ MDO, a 
translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 

· See SAGARAMATI-P.\RIP�CCHA-NAl\IA-
)1.-\.HAY.ANA-SUTRA. 

p. 205). 

Blood-sacrifices (lohita-homci) are, of course, 
entirely forbidden, even if it is only low art (t-iracchci-

. na-vijja ; D. I, p. 9) by which bl
_
ood i:; drawn from 

one's right knee for the purpose of sorcery (DA.I, 
p. 93). Dia;hoea with the passing of hlood, or 
dysentery having weakened the bowels to the extent 
of a haemorrhage (lohita-pakkhandika), appears . 
to have been the final illness of Got.ama, the Buddha 

. (D. II, p. 1 27). 

· H. G. A. v . .Z • . 

BLUE (n·ila) is . the term used, both in Pali and 
Sanskrit, :to denote this colour and also dark blue. 
It designates da�k-gre�n, too, as. see-n in the des- . · · 
cription nilapa�l?Ja (dark-green of leaves : FausbOll, 
Ten Jatakas, p. 1 19 ; cp. SnA. p. 283, haritapa?J'IJ(l). 
Blue serV-es also .as a general term to designate 
black and thus it seems to have a fli.lCtuating con
notation, its only standard combination being with . 
pita (yellow).  

The fact that the two terms il'ila (blue) and hila 
BLOOD (lohita) is frequently mentioned in the texts . .  (black) are intercharigeabl� is seen from the follow- · . 

· as  one of the 32 constituents (dvattif!!siikara) of 
tho body, when . ' mindfulness of the body , (kiiya

gatcisati) is explained, e.g., J1. III, p . . 9o. It is 
described in detail in the V i.Suddhimagga ( V ism. viii, 
§130, p. 216 ; xi, § 72, p. 301) where a distinction is 
mnde between the blood in circulation (sa7J'Isara'{la· 
lohita) and accumulated blood (sannicita.lo/,ita). 
The mobile blood follows the network of veins 
(d!,amanijcilU.nusiirena), permeating the whole 
body, cxc�pt for the hair on the head and on the 
hod?, teeth and nails, bones and rlry skin. 

ing examples. In one instance in the Jiitai:.a . 
(J. I, p. 89) hair is described as nila . . .  kcsa (lit. · 

blue hair) and i n  another instance (ibid. VI, p. 
578) as kiila,kesa (black hair). When used · to 
qesignate black, blue colour s:pnbolises an un
fortunate state, as in A1iguttara-nikaya (A. III, p. 383) · 

where the phrase nila.-abhijiiti means an unfortunate 
birth (cp. Joe. cit. ka��ha-abhijiiti). 

Blue is one of the five colours which appear in the 
Buddha's h?dily .eye (Nd. II, p. 133), as .well as one 
of the six colours fo�nd in the halo of the Buddha 
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(buddharasmi) . In the BuddhavaT[Isa (ch. 1, scholar Gos lo -tsaba Gzon-nu-dpal. The English 
v. 58) Mogga!Hina them's body is said to be of 
the colour of the rain cloud (kalamegha) or the blue 
lotus (niluppala).  This also shows ·that the two 
forms are interchangeable. According to a tradition 
prevalent in Ceylon, :!\Ioggalliina's complexion was a 
sign of his having suffered in hell in a previous birth 
(DPPN. II, p. 54:7): The bodhisattva Avalokites
vara, too, in accordance with his duties, is said to 
assume different forms and colours in each realm 
of the world of sentient beings. Thus, in the 
animal realm, appearing under the name of the 
Steadfast-Lion, he assumes the form of a blue 
coloured Buddha (Lama Anagarika Govinda, 
Foundations of Tibetan }vlysticism, London, 1 959, 

p. 247). 

Further, the colour blue is employed as one of 
- ten kasiry,as (Pali n-ilakasi!!.a=Sanskrit nila krtsna), 

which forjns an aid to the practice by means of which 
abstr��� meditation (bhiivana) may be attained 
(cp. }.,l II, p. · 13  with the Mahat-yutpatti, BB. 

XIII, p. 26). 

In Tantric Buddhism, too, blue finds an important 
· place, for it is s�id to be the colour of the Dhya.ni 

Buddha Akr?obhya as well as of other deities belong
ing to the family of Ak�obhya and it is associated 
w�th fierce deities and awe-inspiring rites. · In the 

. case of the goddess Nairiitma (Soul-less), another 
of the'. Akf?obhya family, . the blue colour is used 
not to denote the dreadful aspect of her character, 
but t.o .designate the void (sfmyata) which the god
<iess symbolises, for the Buddhist tradition regards 

. 
the sky, which is of plue colour, to be a standard 
symbol for voidriess (B. Bhattacharyya, An Intro

duction to Buddhist Esoterism, Oxford Univ. Press, 
. . I !)32, pp. I l l, 135). 

S. K. N. 

BLUE ANNALS, translation by G eorge N. Roeirch \ 
of the historical chronicle · of Tibet, usually referred 
to in its abbreviated title Deb-ther. The Blue 
Annal-s or the Stages of the Appearance of the 
Doctrine and . Preachers in the Land . of Tibet 
(Bod-kyi yul-clu chos-dai-, chos-smra-ba ji-ltar 
byu7l-baf/i rim-pa deb-ther s-1ion-po) form the main 
source of information for all historical compilations 
which followed it. The Blue Annals or Deb-ther 

were composed between 1476-78 by the well-known 

tranl!lation by George :\'". H.ocrich was published 
n two parts : Part I i n  l Ll-!9 in til" As! r...t ic S•:>•�iet.y 
of Bengal :Monograph Series, Vol. VII, and Part II 
in 1 953 l.n the Asiatic Society }lonograph Series. 
Vol. VII. See DEB -THE R. 

H. G . .-\ .  v .  Z. 

BO, demon. .-\!so name o� demone in D�vaduta 
hell. See ABO. 

BODAIJOKYO-RYKUGISHAKU (P'u-t i-ch'ang- · 
ching-lueh-i-sliih, C. 6, 'l'aisho, No. 2230, 
Vol. 61,  pp. 513-64), a work of Japan in 
classical Chinese. The title · means ' <� 
concise explanation of the Bodaijokyo ·. It; is a. . 
commentary iri 5 fascicles on the Bodmjo

(slwaetsu-iehijicllorin-o-} kyo or P.u-ti-ch'ang-(so

shun-tzu-ting-lun-wang-)ch.ing (Taisho, No. 950, VoL 
15, pp. 1 93-224), which is a translation also in ;) 
f$scicles by Amoghavajra (705-74) of o.n esoteric 
sutra, which gives the ritual manuals of the Ekiik- . · 
�ra-buddha-Uf?Jfi�-cakra-ri.ija-j ii.pa. The original 
of this work is no loriger extant. The commentary 
is composed of 13  chapters as well as the expounded 
siitra. Under the same titles as those of corres- . 
ponding chapters in the siitra, some annotation is · . 
given on each important word and phrase of the 
siitra. The commentator is Chisho-daishi Enchin 
(814-91), a Tendai-pricst who founded the .Timon 
Branch. 

S. :\Io. · 

BODAI-KO (C. 7), name · of a fraternity in 
Japan . . ' Bodai ' is derived from Sat!skrit bodhi 
meaning ' enlightenment ' and ' ko ' .means ' frater
ni�y ' . . The whole tenn, therefore, means ' frater
nity for enlightenment ' . . 

This is a fraternity of Nembutsu (q.v.) which held 
its meetings every month at the Unrin-in (temple} 
in Murasakiko of Kyoto since the Heian . period . 
{794-l l92). · This fraternity is already ,nentioned · 
in the Okagami (C. 8), an old book of Japanese · 
history, written perhaps within the second decade · 
following 1087, . and . also � the Heike�1nonogata1'·i 

(C. 9}, war-stories about the Heike family, 
composed between 1 1 90 and 1221 .  
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Concerning the origin of this fraternity, in · the 
Konjyaku-monagatari (C. 10), a narrll.tive 
written probably a few years earlier than 1077• 
it is stated that the promoter of this fraternity had 
been a notorious thief coming from Chinzei (present . 
Kyiishu district). He later became a priest, 
dail� practised .Nembutsu fervently and founded 
the fraternity at the Unrin-in (temple)-. On the 

· other hs.rvJ, according to the N embutsu-ji Bhilio 

Kan}in-mon (C. 1 1 ), the subscription for . 
the repair of the Nembutsu-ji, written by 
Ganren in April of 1308, a Nembutsu-ji (temple) 
was founded between 985 and 987 in the grounds of 
the Unrin-in, and there w�s enshrined �n image of 
Amitayus Buddha made. by Dengyo-daisbi (767-
822), the founder of the Tendai sect in Japan· 
On the first day of every month, thereafter, there was 
held a meeting of the fraternity which was led by 
Genshin (942-1017), a pioneer in the history of the 
Pure-Land teachings in Japan, and which was 
based on a certain rit.e composed by Genshin 

_ himself. 

Mi-i-dera (temple), the headquarters of the school 

under the samfl name in the Tendai-sect, corrected 
some words and passages in a. popular edition oi 
the text in his days based on his own knowledge. 
This work appears in the TaishoTripitaka as the 
appendix to the Bodaishinron-ilwn, one of Sontsii'ii! . 
own writings. 

-s. Mo. · 

BODAISHINRON IHON (P'u-t'i-hsin-lun-i-pen, 

. TaishO, No. 2295; Vol. 70, pp. 1 1 6a- 1 1 7a), a classical 
Chinese work written in Japan in 1 fascicle . .  
This is a note on the differences in word ann 

. passage of different manuscripts of the P'·u-t'i

hsin-'lun or Bodaishinron · (Taisho, No. 1665), · 
the ·classical Chinese translation by Arooghavajra. 
(705-774) of the Vajra8ekharay'oga-anuttarasamyak
sambodhicittotpiida-sastra. The annotator Sontsii of 
the Mi-i-dera (temple), the headquarters of the 

. school under the same name in the Tendai-sect., 
recorded all differences of. words and passages. 
llOmparing various manuscripts of the text with 

Alt�ough the rite 1s not actually known today, , ·one _�mother . . According to its foreword, he com- _ there remains the rite of a. fraternity Wt-itten by · plated the work on the 9th of s�ptember of tl!e· · 
Gonshin, the title of which is the YokogaWQ Shuryo-. 6th year of l\1ei6 ( 1497). 
gon-in Nijyii.go-zammai Shiki (C. 12, Rite of 25 
Sama.dhis at c· the Shwyogon-in in Yokogawa : S. l\Io. 

TaishO, No, 27.23, Vol. .84, pp� 876 b. ff.) .  It is not . .  

difficult, therefore,. to suppose thai the rite adopted 
BODAISHINRON-KENMON _ (P'·u-t'i-ltm-chien-�en, . at theBodai-ko�fratemity might have been this one · · · 
TaishO No. �294, Vol. 70, pp. 33- 1 16), a work of Genshin (MOO. Vol .5, p. 4666 b & c, etc.; . · l Ch' Th' writt.en in Japan in classJCa · mese. IS-H. Ui, A Sum,.,ary History of Japanese Buddhism; 

T. Hashika.wa, A History of Japanese Buddhism ,· 
A Dictionary of Japanese History, ed. by the Labcra
tory of Japanese HiRtory, Kyoto . University, 
etc.). 

S. Mo. 

BODAISHINRON-GUGI (P'u-t'i-hsin-lun-yu-i, 

C. 1 3 ; J.'aishO, No. 2295, Vol. 70, pp. 

1 17b-l l8a), � classical · Chinese work writt{ln in 
Japan in. l fascicle. Thia is a note of correction of 
wor-ds and passages in the P'·u-t'i-hs-in-iun or Bodai-

. · •hinron (TaishO, No. 1665), _ which is the classical 
Chinese translation by Amoghavajra (705-774) 
of the Vajra8ekharayoga-anuttarasamyaksarnbodhi
ciUotpada-8iistra. The annotator Sontsii of the 

is a - commentary in 4 fascicles on the I;'u-t'i- -
hsin�lu� or Bodaishinron ('l'aishO, No. 1665). TJJ& 
text commenteQ. upon is the classical Chinese
translation by Amoghavajra {795-74) of the Vajra
s�kharayoga-anuttarasamyaksambodhicittotpada-siistra 
which is considered to be one of the most essen- · · 
tial seven texts in the Shingon (esoteric) sect in · 
Japan. Although the commentator is unknown 
today, the following statement is f�und in the 
colophon of the work : On the 7th of August of the 
3rd year of Kareki ( 1 328), Ancho finished noting 

. down. what had been preached at the residence of · 
the Gakuto of the Anrakuji (temple) in Owari 

Province (present Aichi Prefecture). 

S . Mo. 
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Fig. B.-Terra-cotta plaque from Petlelk Pagoda, 
Pagan, circa 11th century, showing a rich 
landlord offering food to the king and his 
food being passed on to three others in 
turn. 
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PLATE 1 

< -Fig . .-1 . ·-A stone trough for gifts of rice at t he Mahii piil i  of 
t he c i t :; t !cl  or Anumdhapura. 

Photo by D: T. Devendra. 

BHIKKHA PARAMPARA- JATAKA 

Rep-roduced /rom .t!SI.t!R; J90e-7. 



BHATTIPRO�U PLATJ<J Il 

Reprod:;_c.�ed frrnn Rea, South I-ndian Buddld st A ntiquitiee. 
Stone and crystal relic caskets and thelr contents discovered from thll Stiir<1 ,  



BHAVACAKRA PLATE I I I  

Reproduced from Ma�l'ice Percl!ron, Buddha and Buddhism, trBl. Edmund StapleBJon, LUI!don, Lonamant, 195.4. 
The whe�;l of Becoming : Centre, the three causes of pain ; intermediate, the six possible states of rebirth with A valokitensvata 
in the cent!'e ; outer. rlng, the twelve 11tages of hnman existence ; encircling the wheel, impermanence. (a Sino-!l'ibetan paintig�. 



BHIKKHU PLATE IV 
· - ---·--·· ·>-: ' ,. • 'i.��'!t ,j,�.�f::tt'2��_.:. : ' 

A Royal Bhikkhu, king Phumibol Aduldej of Thailand after the traditional ordination. 



-., I 

Reproduced from Ludwig Bachhofer, EarlJI Indian Sculpture, Vol. I, Paris, 1929. 
The bodhlsatta with his brothers and sisters questioning them about his part of the meal. An ape and an elephant are also shown. 
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BHl;tKU'fl 

Fig. A-Image of Bhrkuti from Peiplng. · · 
· Reproduced from B . . Bhattacharya, The Indian Bl,lddhid 

Iconography, Oalcutta, .l958. 
· · · 
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Fig. B.-The )Iudrl of Bhiita\limara as depleted In an Image of Bhii�mara Vujraplinl. 

Reproduced/rom .A. E. Gordon, Iconograp�1J of Tibetan L-amaitm, 
'l'okl/o, 1959. · 
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PLATE VI 

. BHOTAJ;)Al'iARA 



( BHO'MISPARSA P1iUDRA 

r- · - -�--- ------ ·-------- · �-- ---------·- ·--- . 

PLATE VII 

Reproduced from The Way oj the Buddha, Government.of India, 1956 

Buddha in Bhiimisparsa mudrii, an image from Bengal. 
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BHOMISP ARSA MUDRA 

Fig. I.-INDIA-Bhodhisattva in  Bhumispar8a 
mudra, an Image from .Nalat!giri; Orissa . . 

· From East. and J W�st,- - Year VII, No. 1. 

Fig. 3.-TIBET-Buddha in Bhiimisparsa mudrii., an 
ima�e from Tibet. From Oriental Art, New 
Series, Vol. III, No. 3. 
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PLATE VIII 

. ·i 
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Fig. 2.-THAIL'AND-Buddha in Bhiimispar§a mudrii., 
a Siamestl image (befqre Sinhalese influence) . . 
From· Marg,_ Sept. 1956. 
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Fig. 4.-NEPAL-Ak�obhya Buddha in Bhiimispal'Sa 
mudra, an image from Nepal. }'rom Oriental 
Art, New Series, Vol. III, No. 3. 



BHUMISPARSA MUDRA 

Fig. 5.-KOU.EA-Buddha in Bhlimispacia :mudrii. an image 
from Sil)a, Korea. From Oriental Art, 19BI, Vol. VII, 
No. 1. · · 

Fig. 7.-THATLAND-Buddha in Bhiirnisparsa 
mudrii, a 'Siamese image. From Marg., 
Sept. 1956, 

Fig. 6.-LAOS-Buddha in Bhumispar8a mudr11., an 
image from . Laps. fi'.rom M. Percheron, 
Buddha and Buddhism, London, 1951. . 

Fig, 8.-cEYJ,ON--,-Tiurlrlha in Bhlirnispar8a 
mudra. From Memoirs of the Co· 
lombo �1useum Series A, No. 1. 



BHUTESAR 

�fig. A.-Fc·malc figurr sr.ul
pturccl ou one _of 
the pillers at Uhu
te:;ar 

Fig. B.-Illustration of n 
J ii taka on the reverse 
of the pillar. 

Reprorlucd f,'om .1. 1111. Vogel, L11 Sculpture de :11athurn (Ars Asiatica, 1-'ol. X V), l'ari� & /JI'tJ.re'/4!, J93U. 

PLATE X 



Reprocluud from Louis Frederic, The Temple• and Sculpture• of South-Ea6t ABia,!Lcm.don, 1965. 
The Library of Bld�Jat Tli.ik. 
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BIDBOR PLATE XII 

Reprodue«l from Art.A. 

Bronze .Image of Padlllalli\\1 Avalokitesvara from Bldhor. · 



BIHAR PLATE XIII 

. . . :�� '.-

Reproduced from .A nil de Silva-Vigier, The Li/6 of the Buddha, London, 1955. 
Bron�e image of Buddha from Sultanganj, India (5th cent.), an example of Gupta art. Art Gallery, Birmingham. 



BIMBISARA P LATE XIV 

Reprod!JI;ed fmm lnuiwll, Gandharan Ar' in Pafmta�.·, Sew York, 1!157. 
VIsit of Bimblsii ra to Gotama before his Enlightenment. · · ... >l ' · . .  . . 



J.l uddhists .of contemporary Japan celebrating the Blrthdny Ceremony of the Buddha 
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BIRTHDAY CEREMONY PLATE XVI 

A girl particip:lting in  celebrations connected with the Birthday Ceremony of  the Buddha in  Japan. 
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BODE, MABEL HAYNES, Ph. D. , M.R.A.S .,  Pali 
Scholar, best known for her studies of early Buddhist 
literature in Burma, with which country her name 
has now come to be closely linked in the ·world of 
Buddhist scholarship. 

In the long connection Mrs. Bode had with 
Burma, she made a special study of Buddhism and 
Pali literature in that country. Burma had long 
been known for its scholarly studies in the Tripitaka. 
especially the Abhidhamma, while its monasteries 
contained rich collections of Pali manuscripts. 
Mrs. Bode concentrated her attention on this 
large store of knowledge and the fruit of her 
researches was embodied in her major work, 
The Pali Literature of Burma, (1 909), a Royal 
Asiatic Society Prize Publication ·which appeared, 
incidentally, twelve years after E. Forchhammer's 
report on the same theme, pubilsbed by the Govern
ment of India in 1897. 

The year 1 897 saw also the publication in London 
of Mrs. Bode's edition of the Sasanava1fU1a, a 
history . of Buddhism, which, together with the 
Sasanapave'(l.i, an ancient historical work, deals with, 
among other things, a queStion on which many 
modern scholars of both East and West differ-

. viz., the beginnings of Buddhism in Burma. 
According to the Sasanava1fU1a, in the eighth year 
after he had gained omniscience, the Buddha, 
with many hundreds of monks, went to Sudhamma
pura (present Thaton) in . the Ramaiiiia country, . 
and gave the Buddha Dhamma to the inhabitants 
of the country, together with · their king, and 
�stablisbed them in the Three Refuges and the 
Five Precepts. Although the :people did not 
understand all of the Buddha's teachings, those who 
were believers at heart took faith (saddha) according 
to their own ability to understand. But subse
.quently, after the Third Great Buddhist Council 
held at Piit.aliputra, the Yen. Moggaliputta Tissa 
Mabathera deputed his disciples So:t;�& and Uttara 
to visit the Buddha country (Suvai;Jl;labhiinii) 
and establish the Buddha Sasana there. This was 
235 years after the Buddha's Ma.baparinibbana. 

For the text of the Sasanava1fU1a, Mrs . Bode 
relied mainly on the two-palm leaf manuscripts 
from the British Museum and T. W. Rbys Davids, 
who seems to have had much regard for Mrs . Bode's 
scholarship, had a special word of praise for the 
valuable introduction she had prefixed to it. 

· Bode's Pali Literature of Burma was mainly based 
-on this text. 

Mrs. Bode is also known for her association with . 
· Wilhelm Geiger in the translation of the Pali 

MalkimflW into English in 1912. The circumstances 

2. S.P.C. 93896 

in which Mrs. Bode came to be associated with this 
understanding were as follows : 

Early in 1 908 the Government of Ceylon were 
contemplating a new and revised edition of 
Tumour's translation of the J.lfahiivarp..aa, published 
in 1837 and reprinted in L. C. Wijesinha's Maha
va1?l-Sa, published in 1 889. On the recommendation 
of T. W. Rhys Davids, founder-president of the 
Pali Text Society, Geiger, who had made a transla
tion into German of his own revised critical edition 
of the Mahiiva1fU1a (published in 1 908 by the Pali 
Text Society, with an introduction, appendices and 
notes), was asked to undertake the task of bringing 
out a revised edition. At his request Mrs. Bode 
translated the German version into English and 
Geiger .then revised the English translation. 

Mrs. Bode h&.a to her credit another book, A 
Burmese Hietorian of Buddhism (London, 1898), 
three papers published in the Journal of the Pali 
Text Soci.ety, namely, An Index to the Gandhavamsa 

(1 896), An Index of Pall Words discussed in trans
lation (1901), and Early Pali Grammarians in 
Burma (1908), and a thoughtful essay on the author 
of the Siisanava1fU1a in the Journal of the Royal . 
Asiatic Society (1899). 

:M. R. R .. 

BODHAHARAKULA, the n�e given to the 
descendants of the eight families who brought the 
branch of the 13odhi-tree from Pii.tallputta to 
Ceylon. See BODHIDHARAKULA. 

BODHANA SUTTA,the first sutta of the Oaayi-vagga 
of the Bojjhanga-sarrtyutta (S. V, p. 83). When 
questioned by a monk the Buddha explains that 
the bojjhangaa (Factors of Enlightenment) are 

so-called because they conduce to wisdom. 

BODHARAM (var. Mababodhiram) former name ·. 
of a 15th century temple (wat) in Chia.ngmai, 
Thailand. See CEDYOD. 

BODffi (1), one of the five h1.1ndred pa.cceka-buddhas . 

who in ancient times .lived on the Isigili mountain · 
in seclusion. These pa.cceka-buddhas were seen 

by the . people entering the mountain range, but 
· were never seen thereafter. Hence the name of 

the mountain Isigili (q.v.). The names of the 

pacceka-buddhas are given in the IaigiU Sutta 
(M. ill, p. 69 f.).  



BOD HI 

Buddhaghosa in his commentary (MA. IV, p. 127) 
relates how these sages had made their dwelling 
inside the mountain behind a rock which would 

. open and close, like a folding door. 
H.G.A.v.Z. 
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Buddha. as well as the content of his Enlightenment�' 
These attempts are of two types. ;rn one it is 
simply described as the dawn of Truth brought 
about by the practice of meditation, after a long 
p:rocess of. trial and error. In the other, it is 
graphically described as being preceded by a 

BODH1 (2), from the root bud,hl (to be awake) fierce battle with Mara, in which the bodhisatta 
mesning knowledge (natw), Enlightenment, and ultimately defeats Mara and consequently attains 
therefore, the knowledge' possessed by the Enligh- Enlightenment (M. I, pp. 160 f., 240 f. ; Sn. vv. 
tened OJie, the Buddha. Generally, �odhi is said 425-49 ; cp. Lal. 1-'P· 218ff.; Mlwu. n, p. 238). It 
to consist of seven Constituents of Enlightenment is apparent that of these two representations 
(Pali, bojjhanga ; Skt. bodhyanga) and it is conside- the first one is the earlier and the latter is a later 
dered . as being attainable through the accom- mythological development, probably the result 
p�ent of the principles conducive to the maturing of an effort to represent symbolically the mental 
o( �g!l�!l!!!�!lt (��i, �of,hipakk�ika-dhamma conflict of the bodhisatta that took place at the 
or bodhi-pik.ana-dhamma; Skt. bodhi-paqya-dharma). moment of Enlightenment. 
Besides, in this specific meaning of Enlightenment, The earliest textual references show that Sidd
the term bodhi is also used to express the Enlighten- ha.ttha Gotama left the household-life with the 
ment of pacceka-buddhasa. Sometimes, the term sole inte�1tion of putting an end to the sa.IpSano 
sambodhi (prefix sam+bodhi) is used to denote the existence which he considered to be full of ill 
Enlightenment of · tl:J.e B�ddha., pacceka.-buddha.s (dukkh.a :_M. I, p. 163 ; A. I, p. 145 ; S. n, p. 104 ; and all ar8.hants.' · There are also the terms ill, p. 65). It is. after quite a. long process of 
abhiaambodht and aamrna-sambodhi which are exclu-
sively used to . connote .t:P.e Enlightenment of the trial and error that he ultimately succeeded. in. · 

. ·BuddhaS, . some�iznes a.S �inguished from. the · · comprehending fully the cause of· all ill (dukkha) · 
Enlightenment of the ·p�ceka.�buddhas · and and the way that leadS to the cessation of ill. 
araha.nts. · · · 

· · it is this comprehenSion that 1skziown as Enlighten-

The Nikii.yas as well as the co�entaria.Iliterature · .ment .(M. I, P· 167). 
. · attempt to explain the exact meaning of the term From early textual ref�rences it is quite apparent 

bodhi. Thus, according to the Sa�yutta-nikaya (V . · that the highest point of knowledge reached by 
· p. 423) it is the acqUisition of the knowledge of the the Buddha is the acquisition of the knowledge · 
Fqur Truths.· Elsewhere, it is said that Enlighten- which brings about the extinction of the canke� 
ment is the Way (bodhiti maggo : MA. I,p.54 ; VinA. (asavakkhaya-iiiittaF· The other two types of . 
I. p 139), mea.niilg the Noble Eightfold Path. It is knowledge, i.e., pubbenivasanuasati-ii:itta and aibba
also expla.hled as penetration into the four worthy cakkhu, are preliminary acquisitions. In the texts, 
and true things, probably meaning the Four Noble the moment of the acquisition of this knowledge · 
Truths5 ( VbhA. p. 310). is described as follows : " Then with my mind 

The attainment of Enlightenment ;s a personal composed . . . �I directed my mind to the knowledge 
experience, and therefore, the exact nature and the of the destruction of the cankers (asavan.a� khaya. 
content. of Enlightenment cannot be known exeept t1a¢-ya citta'T{l abhininr.iimesi'T{l). I understood .as it · 
by him to whom it has come. Yet, there are really is (yathiibhiUa'f!l) : This is ill (duklr}Ko), this is 
several passages in the Nikayas which attempt to the arising of .ill, this is the stopping of ill, this is 
explain the attainment of Enlightenment by the the path leading to the stopping of ill. I understood · 

1 Bodhin-marnu : .{lg--veda, v. 75.1. viii, 82, 18. 

2 In this context • knowledge ' denotes the insight into the true nature of things (yatMbhiUai!llva). 

3 cp. the coined terms pacceka--bodhi (J. III, p. 348 ; in SnA. p. 73 used as distinguished from ramm4-aambodhi) and 
pacceJ:a-bodhi·Mva (J. IV, p. 114). It is �oteworthy that the .term savaka·bodhi does not occur in Pall canonical and 
commentarial literature though its Sanskrit equivalent lrilraka·bodhi Is quite common in Buddhist Sanskrit texts. Note also : 
that DA. I, p. 100 enumerates �he three degrees of know��dge as ailvaka-pilrami·illlva, ptU:cel:a-buddha-illltw :lnd sabbalfiiut. Mt�a. Occasionally, ihe term bodlri is also used to denote the lofty knowledge of an ascetic (e.g., J.V, p. 229f.). · 

4 Rhys Davids Is of opinion that ·this term never means the wisdom of a Buddha, but always the inslsdlt of the higher stages of the path to arahantsbip (Dialoguu, I, p. lOOff.). But hls 'view Is not acceptable in the light of textual evidence 
(cp. S. I, p. 181 ;  M. I, pp. 17, 168 ; Sn. ""· 693, 696). . 

5 But cp. I. B. Homer, Early Buddhilt The0111 of Man Perfectd., London, 1936, pp. 3411'. 

6 Canonical texts contain also several passages which describe the attainment of Enlightenment of the Buddha'l 
disciples. The Thera and TMri-giUM, too, abound in snch descriptions. 

7 The .Arivapari!leBana Sutla (M. I, p. 163) does not use this particul&r term, but the idea e�'}lressed amounts to it. 
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as it · really is: These are the cankers . . . .  , this 
is the course leading to the stopping of the cankers. 
Knowing this thus, seeing thus, my mind was freed 
from the canker of sense-pleasure (�qyq), . .f'.rom 

. the canker of becoming (bhavii.sava) and from the 
canker of ignorance (avijjasava). In freedom the 
knowledge came to me : I am freed ; and I compre
hended : Destroyed is birth (khitw jiUi), brought to 
a close is the holy life (vuaitat'[l brahmacariyat'{l), 
done is wb&t was to be done (katat'fl kara�iyat'fl), 
there is no more of being such or such " ( n6para1!l 
ilthattdya : M. I, pp. 23, 249). From this it is clear 
that the knowledge of the destruction of the cankers 
becomes complete after freeing the mind from the 
canker of ignorance which is the main root of all 
ills and continued rebirth. After Gotama's attain. 
ment of Enlightenment (bodhi), he is called the 
Enlightened One, the Buddha.. 

The earliest canonical texts do not attempt to 
show that bodhi is the exclusive possession of the 
Buddha. All those who had gained release from the · 
vortex of recurring briths, by the acquisition 
o£ ci4at�akkhaya-Mtaa were regarded as being 
enlightened and were referred to a.s those who bad 

· destroyed the cankers (khipdBat�a) or a.ra.hants. The 
.hig�est point of spirituala.dyancement reached by the 
B�d<Ula by becoming �nligiitenea iS araha.nthood. 
The Buddha. iS the first arahant and was regarded 

· as such along with-the other arahants (Vin. I, p. I4). 
By atta.iningEnlightenment before others he merely 
fowid anew the path that was so long lost to the . 
world (8. II, p. 105 ; V, p. 160 f.; M. m, p. 8). 
Thus, he was the pioneer rn this successful search 

· of the goal, while -the other arahailts were followers 
after him, hence they are called buddhanubuddha& • . 
· There were attempts from very e�ly times to 

differentiate the Buddha's Enlightenment from 
. that of his. disciples. It · was probably with this 
intention· that his Enlightenment. was exclusively 
referred � as the most perfect Enlightenment 
(anu.ttara-sammti·sambodhi). With the development 
of the Buddlia.concept, the content of the Buddha's 
Enlightenment, too, · unc;lerwent ·further changes. 
Thus, it was said that �hough both the Buddha. . 
�·"ld the are.ha.nts have the threefold knowledge 
(�so wjja) the Buddha's threefold knowledge 
differed from that of the arahants in the length 
of time it could remember. .The Budd.Pa's 
Enlightenment was considered a.s being constituted of 
numerouS other aspects. Thus, it was said that he 
possessed the sixfold higher knowledge ( cha1abhiiina), 
the · ten powers (�), the four confidences 

(catu-vesarajja) and so on. It was accepted that 
he had matured all the factors that lead to 
Enlightenment (bodhi-pakkhika-dhammii). StiU later, 
he was considered as being omniscient (aabbannu) . 
All these attributes were regarded as part and 
parcel of the Buddha's Enlightenment (See also 
ERE. IT, p. 740). 

Just a.s the content of Enlightenment changed 
the ideas regarding the path that leads to Enlighten
ment, too, seems to have undergone certain changes. 
The earllest textual references which describe the 
Buddha's attainment of Enlightenment revesl 
that the Buddha after abandoning the two extremes, 
i.e., indulgence in excessive sense-pleasures and self
mortification (attakilamthiinuyoga and kiknasukhal· 
likanuyoga), follow3d the Middle Path (majjhima
JX4ipada), cultivating virtue (aila), concentration 
(samiidhi) and wisdom (panna), which led him to 
Enlightenment. Yet, there are certain canonical 
references which represent Etilightenment as being 
attained by other means. Thus, in the Sat'[lyutta· 
nikaya(M.V, p • .257) itissa.idth a.t it is by the fact of 
cultivating and making much of the four . psychic 
powers (iddM-Paaa) that the Tathaga.ta is called 
an arabant, a fully Enlightened One. Elsewhere, 
the cultivation of the seven Limbs of Enllghteiiment 

. is said to--be a C8.'!1Se and condition for Enlightenm�t 
(S. V, p. 127f.). In the older texts there are �o 
stereotyped lists of prir.ciples tb.B.t 'are· conducive 
to Enlightenment (boclhi-pakkhikii-dhamma). Later, 
the number of these principles (dhamma) was 
increased to thirty-seven or forty-three. Still 
la.ter,with the development of Mahayana., perfections · 
(paramitii) and bhiimis were also considered as · 
causes and conditions governing the attainment of 
Enlightenment•. 

The attainment of Enlightenment is identical with 
the rea.lil:la.tion of Nibbii.na.. Thia is the goal 
reached by all those who have destroyed the 
cankers (asava) whether they be Buddha.s,·pacceka
buddha.s or btiddhanubuddhas. Thereve.da Bud
dhism do�s not persuade its adherents to become 
Buddhas in order to attain Nibbii.na, but advocates 

. 

the destruction of the cankers for , this ·purpose. 
It is a. fact that even . in Thera.ve.da. Buddhism 
reference is made to three types of eillightened 
persons, viz., ·Buddhas, pacceka.-buddha.s and · 
buddhanubuddha.s or a.rahants. But these · were 
not put forward as . three different ideals to be · 
persued by adherents according to their choice. 

. 

However, la.ter, with the development of Mahayana · 
Buddhism and the bodhisattva.concept, these 

S Regard!ngthedW'erence between the Buddha andarabantl aee ARAHANT, BUDDBOLOGY. 
a �tf,\,.tfe Tantrlc expla.Datloll of bodh1 1114 iD11D1 of attalnlDi lt aee BODBIOITTA. see also BODHIP.AKKHIY.1 
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were explicitly declared to be three different stages 
of spiritual advancement leadi:I:lg to three different 
types of Enlightenment, called anuttara-samyak
sambodhi, pratyeka-bodhi and Brcivaka-bodhi10 and 

· in . accordance with these were formed the bodhi-
. tKJttva-yanatL, pratyekabuddha-ycina and 8rcivaka
yiina. Of these the latter two were considered to be 
much inferior to the bodhisattva-ycina. 

As Buddhism, specially :Mah8.yana Buddhism, 
spread into different countries its teachings and 
tenets underwent further changes owing to the 

. incorporation of beliefs and ideas peculiar to each 
· country. · Consequently the content and nature of 
Enlightenment, too, were changed to some· extent. 
E8Ch school. of Buddhism in China and Japan p_ut 
forward different views· regarding the nature of 
Enlightenment and the path that leads to Enlighten
ment. For instance, on the one hand Zen Buddhism. 
teaches that Enlightenment comes by means of 

· . direct intuition regarding one's own nature. On the 
other hand, the Pure Land school says that it 
comes through · the grace of Amitabha. Tenda.i 
Buddhism enumerates .fifty-two stages which must 

. be pass6d through before perfect Enlighte�ent can 
· be attained. . Some. schools �aught tliat �e attain
ment of EJUighteJlPle�t iS srf'dWl.l, whe� . otheJ;'S 
taught that it }s· iii.ata.JttanE).otis; This . .  distin�ti.on 
itself led to the foriJ:la.tlon of two different sehools of 
Zen Buddhism. 

S.K.N. 

BODHI (3), a bhikkhu who lived in Ceylon in the 
time of king Sil8meghavaJAU�o (610-28 A.C.) who 
is known in the. Sinhalese writings as merely 
.Asigg8.ha.ka (sword-bearer), because of his office 
under the previous king whom he destroyed to 
ascend the throne. Bod.hi had something to say 
about some members of the Abh'lyagiri vihara 
which the king had embellished. He complained to 

. the king that there were many indisciplined bhik� 
k.hus in this vihii.ra. Being young in years he w� 
of an impatient. turn Qf �d, for, having brought 
his complaint, he seems .to have urged the king to 
take strong action against these unworthy members 
and procla.im a regulative act. The act has to be 
carried out by the bhikkhu community according 
to the formalities laid down in the Vinaya. In 
the present case the king invested Bodhi himself 
with the authority . to execute the dooree. It 
resulted in the expulsion of the offending persons. 

They, however, plotted revenge and secretly- murder
ed Bod.hi. The king was furious, had the miscreants 
seized and their hands cut off. They were then put 
into mean service as guards of bathing-tanks. 
Bod}ri had been foully murdered, but his spirit 
triumphed. The king pursued stem action against 
offenders and banished one hundred of them to 
India. He cleansed the Sangha and attemptetl, 
though without success, to. reconcile the two great 
rivals, :Mah8.vihii.ra. and Abhayagiri, by holding 
the uposatha ceremony in unison ; however, the 
fomier stood determinedly aloof . 

D. T. D. 

BOD HI ( 4), a virtuous monk of Burma who liyed 
in the reign of king Alaungsithu (1112--67 A.C.). 
The king presented him with a golden carriage 
(The Gll8a Palace Chronicle of the Kings of Burma� 

p. ll9). 

BODlll (5), also called .Ma.habodhi (q.v.), name of . 
the Buddha Gota.ma. in a previous birth as a wander
ing ascetic. He was born 1n an Udicca brilmum 
family (J. v, pp. 227.:..40) and, when still a house
holde.r, · h�d·_�come proficien� in such branches of 
-learning . as are esteemed· in the world. Being · 
in��d in the fine arts, he had aiso acquainted · 
himself. with them. Afterwards, he renoun�ed 
household life and, as he was exerting hinlself for 
the benefit of the world, he directed his mind mor& 
earnestly to t:Q.e study of law-books, and 9btained. . • · 

· Jll8Steey in that science. He . was very much 
esteemed by the people on account of his possession 
of a store of merit, the loftin�ss of his Wisdom, hia. 

.knowledge of the world, and his superio� skill 
· in the art of logical argumentation. Pleased by 

the in.epiring sermons given by Bodhi, the religious . · 
mendicant, the king had a monastery built for him · 
in his own pl�-park, and regarded him as his 
spiritual teacher (Jm. xxiii). See MaM BodM · 
Jcitaka. 

W. 8. Ktl. 

BO:PID (6), a :Paioda. in Burma.. It was
. 
constructed 

to depict the Buddha attaining Enlightenment;· 
under the Bodhi-tree. It wa.S built by king Nanda- · .. 
ungmya (The Glasa P(Jlace Chronicle of the King3 . · 
of Burma, p. 154). 

10 These ideals were later adopted by popular Theravli.da Buddhism, especially in Ceylon. They seem to have beea. 
introduced into the Buddhism of Ceylon during the Polonnaruwa period, during which time numero!ll other MahiyAnJc 
belleti, too, found their way in. 

11 This Is the same u Buddha-yina, TatMgata-yli.na or MahAyAna. 
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BODHI,. a theri. She was a friend of Isidii.si 
ther who recounted her past lives at the request 
of Bodhi theri while they were staying at Patali
putta (Thig.A. p. 261). 

BODHICARYAPRADIPA-NAMA, the reconstruct
ed Sanskrit title of the Tibetan work, the Ryan
chub spyod-pa�·i sgron-ma shes-bya-ba, attributed to 
Ka.malaSri (Ka.malasila.) and J:iianaguhya of 
Ka.Smlr a.nd On-po lo-tsa-ba translated the work into 
Tibetan. This text is found in the Rg'ljud (tantra) 
section of the Tibetan Tengyur (TM. No. 2321). 
According to the Peking edition it is incorporated 
in the Rgyud-IJ,grel (tantra. commentary) section 
(TT. Vol. 69, No. 3160). 

The text commences with salutations addressed 
to Vagi8vara, Tara (Tib. sgrol-ma) and the great 
lamas. The author mentions that everything 
which exists in the wOI'ld is impermanent like the 

. vanishing rainbow (hi?�- tshon) and all beings are 
tormented with sorrow and affiictions. The miseries 
should be got rid of by discarding all sins, defile
ments and indolence (le-lo) and by accumulating 
religous merit through virtue (bsod-nams). After 
attaining the bodhicitta ( q. v. ), through the practice 
of meditation, the believer is instructed to live up 
to the dharma. Thereupon, he is asked to take the 
tlrree vows, namely, the vow of an ordinary Bud
dhist for self-emancipation (so-thar-gyi sdom-pa), 
the vow of a bodhisattva. for universal liberation 
(byan-sems-kyi sdom-pa) and the Tantric or 
mystical vow (gsan-81iags kyi sdom-pa). In order 
to attain the bliss of emancipation, the author 
says, one should attain the realization of the happy 
state of meditation by becoming an ascetic. 

I. K. 

BODHICARYA VA TARA. The Bodhicaryavatara 1 
and the Siksasamuccaya (q.v.) constitute the most 
jmportant �o:-ks of Santideva. While the 
Si�iisamuccaya is only a compendium of the 
doctrine of Ma.Myana., containing citations from 
siitra.s explaining the subject-matter set out in 
27 verses which serve as chapter headlines- a work 
which displays an extraordinary erudition and vast 
reading but little originality on the part of the 

compiler- the Bodhicaryavatiira represents on& of 
the most elegant and inspiring peices of poetic 
literature inculcating a religious ideal, strong in 
appeal and born of deep philosophical maturity 
and insignt. 

According to Taranatha. 1 and Bu-ston 3, the 
author of this sii.stra., Sii.ntideva, was the son of King 
Kalya:Qa.va.rman of Saur�tra., and was born in the 
eighth century A.C. He was to have been crowned 
king in sucession to his father, but renounced this 
on the advice of Maiiju8ri who appeared to him in 
a dream. Tradition has it that he fled and took 
orders in Na.Ia.ndii. .with Jayadeva; henceforth h& 
was known by bha name Santideva. 

The Bodhicaryavatiira consists of ten chapters 
composed entirely of slokas. The work begins 
with a glorification of the Thought of Enlightenment 
(bodhicitta q.v.) and goes on to enumerate a gradual 
path which a bohisattva has to follow culminating 
in theperfection of wisdom (prajna-paramua). The 
last chapter is a final dedication of merit acquired 
by the. composition of the treatise for the purpose of . 
saving the whole of humanity from the trammels of 
sa.ql8Sric existence • 

.AB will be evident, Sii.ntideva's p�ry concern 
was to enunciate and extol the ideal of life reCom
mended in the Ma.hayii.na., especially in the MB.dhya..
mika system. Except in the ninth 'chapter, �here 
the discussion pivots round the kind of highest 
knowledge to be acquired by the bodhisattva, there 
are no hair - spilitting arguments and abstruse 
dialectics which characterise Mii.dhyamika. thought. 
The work is primarily intended to evoke religious · 
enthusiasm and spiritual earnestness. The reason 
is not far to seek. The dry and purely academia 
study of the elements of existence during the period 
of the Abhidha.:nna evoked a certain. amount of 
antagonism from the masses whose cause was taken 
up by the M8.ha.w1ghikas and led to the emergence 
of Mahayana with its emphasis on popular religious 
ser..timents. 'l'hese religious ideas developed, iii the 
course of time, culminating in the monistic concep
tion of reality as represented by the dharmakaya of · 

the Buddha. This wa.s the basic theme of the class 
of literat� called Prajii.ii.para.mitii.. The acceptance 
of the monistio principle led to the rejection of 

· th Russian scholar P. Minavetr, in 1889 and was later reprinted in 1 The Sanskrit text was collated and I!Ubhshed by 6 fr sh ublicatioi1 together with the commentary of Ses-rab India (JBTS. 1�9�). L. de 1� Vallee Po
1
�

)
sm b�ouf�t �t� cl�apJr together witl� the co�entary wa� separately published · l;lbyun-gnas (Btbltotheca Indtca, 1901- ' an e h b de Ia Vallee Poussm (Pans, 1907); while a German translain his Bouddhisme (1898). The te�t

t
wa

(P
s trdan

b
slated �t�3 

Fr
) clfn abridged translation in English was published by L. D. Barnett, tlon was produced by R. SchiDid a er orn, · ) The te:tt was rendered into Chinese as P'u-t'i-hBing-ching. see The Path of Light (Wisdom o�the East S�ries, L

t�
n

tldd
on,B

190nc. 9h;w sems-dpahi apyod-pa-la-hjugs pa is included in the Tibetan (TaisM, No. 1662) and the Tibetan vers10n en 1 e ya • · 
Tripitaka. · · (1896) 163 tr · 2 See Schiefner, A., Taranatha's Geschichte des Buddhismus \n Ind'lt1l . • pp. • . . · 

. (Ch u ... ") Bu ston translation from Tibetan by E. 0beiii1lller (Heidelberg, 1931-2), Vol. II, 3 History ·of Bud-ihlB11t 08-twyUfl. , • • 
pp. 161 If. 
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duality of subject and object, hence of validity o is again and again emphasised. The assumption 
speculative or conceptual thinking. The logic and of the Thought of Enlightenment is represented 
dialectic of the early Madhyamikas, especially of by the vow of the bodhisattva : " As the Blessed 

of old took the Thought of Enlightenment and Nagii.rjuna, were directed a.t exposing the futility of held fast to the rule for the Sons of Enlightenment 
speculative metaphysics. This · emphasis on abs- in the . order thereof, so do I frame the Thought 

· · tnJ.Se logic. and dialectic, which the early Madhya- . of Enlightenment for the weal of the world, and 
mikas adopted in their polemics against their so will I observe these rules fu their sequence. "• 

opponents,.. both Buddhist and non-Buddhli;t, led to Next comes the chapter on " Heedfulness i 
a. neglect' of the religious ideal which Sa.ntideva the · Thought of Enlightenment " (bodhicittii-

pra'fn!i4a). It emphasises the fact that the mere 
attempts to revive in the Bodhicaryaootara. taking of the Thought of Enlightenment is not 

ThedevelopmentoftheThought ofEnlightenment sufficient unless " one constantly strives, without 
(bodhicitta) being the most important as well as the slackening, to observe the . rule. "7 In fact, the 
initial phase in the career of a bodhisattva, evil consequence of neglecting this vow are described 
Santideva has devoted. the first chapter of his work in detail · The determination to adhere to the 
for its glorification. It is intended to snow the vow is made stronger as � result of the. realization . . 

· . -efficacy of the Thought of Enlightenment and that the bodhisattva himself is not freed from 
thereby induce- and encourage -people · to adopt the passions. It is said : " Ah! when I vowed to 
path that leads to Perfect Enlightenment. The deliver .an beings within the bounds of space .in i� 
merits of developing the Thought of Enlightenment ten pom�s from the passions, I my,self had not 
.are described in detail ; it is said to be the foun- won deliverance from the passions. Knowing 
tainhead of all happiness, the foundation for the not my own measure, I spoke like a madman. 
attain:!nent of Buddhahood, a state of mind capable Then I will never turn back from smiting the 
0£ enhancing good, extinguishing suffering and . passionS. I IS . 

. 

leading to the acquisition of limitless merit. In Chapter v emphasises the importance of 
· fact, it is even ilonsidered to be superior to watchfulness (aamprajanya) in the practice of the 
righteousness : " Like the plantain tree, all other perfections (paramita), of charity (da1.UZ), righteous- . 
righWousness fades away a.f�r .. its frUit is cast .; ness (Aila), forbearance (k�nti), eriergy (virya) 
but the tree of the Thought of Enlightenment beks and knowledge (prajna). · It is maintained that . · 

. everlasting fruit and fades not, but is ever fecund. "' " the rules cannot be kept· by him who guards not ·. · 
· Santideva · distinguishes · two kinds 'of bodhicitta : · fickle thot?-ght. "• · 

(1) making;ofthe. grea.t resolve .towards the bodhi . . 
· (�i;-pra�i-t;itta) and. (2) the . . etitering. u n . .  " One w�ole chapter (VI) is then devoted to the 
:· the ·_ career · of '· the bodhi . (bOdhi-PfaatMM:�). -; P,erf�t10n . of Forbear�oo.. '' (k,cinti-para�) • . 

While the former represents the aspi.r8.tion to ·which became . a rat�er_ nn�ortant and .gen�ra.lly 
. a� Buddhahood, the latter denotes the actual popular tbe�e m M�ay8Il8 .. li�rature, � 1S eVIdent 
setting out. on the journey towards that goal. from texts like the Jatakamiild of Arya.4ura. 

Having described in laudatory terma the value Chapter_ vii extols the virtues _of. strength or · 
of the Thought of Enlightenment, Santideva goes energy 

.
(mrya). · Forbearance (k�ntt) needs to 

. on to discuss a pre-requisite condition· for the b� contm�;r �upported . by .strength or energy 
development of the Thought of Enlightenment, i.e., (mrya) which, m tts t';ll'll, will brmg ar•out Enlighten
the co��on of .sins (p(jpadeAana). Thus, in ment: .Selfless setyice· on the pa� o� a 

.
person ·. 

Chapter u, he points out tha:t, first, it is necessary w�o 18 not yet freed froiJ1 the passions for 1VOrldly . 
to seek refuge in the Three Jewels (mratna), and, �!'ings, d�ma.n� an eJ?-ormo� degree of strength. 
secondly, that it is a condition nne qua non that From mact10n, delight m . . Pleasure, slumber, 
one has to confess the wrong committed by oneself . �d eargemess for repo.se · �prmgs. th� spirit that 
befo� proceeding to the other stages in the path. _ J:eels l!-o hox;ror at. the �ene� of life, ' 1o b�t �ch : , 
The unportance of this preparatory stage · .was a.n attitude 1s not m keapmg With the deter:mm.a.tion 
emphasised even in the early siitms. The ?f ?ne who has vo�ed to help the w�ole of humanity 

?onfeesion of sins was believed to have a restrainin.g . 111 1ts struggle agamst worldly pass10ns. · 
influence on one's future behaviour.6 Chapter viii is devoted to the exposition of the 

Chapter iii is on the ass�ption of the '.rhought 
. " Perfection of Con�plati<in " (tlhyana-pciramila) • . 

of .Enlightenment (bOdhicittaparigraha). The idea The energr and strength called for in the PI'!Wtice 
of renunciation, which is the basic principle behind of the earlier stages of the career of a bodhisattva is 
the. Buddhist philosophy of life, pervades the the� channelled .on to the concentration of thought, 
entire chapter. The Mahayiinist ideal of renouncing which becomes most essential if be is to develop the 
one's own happiness for the benefit of those who highest knowledge and achieve freedom .from the · 
are confined to suffering in this sa.zpsii.ric existence · bonds of existence. 

' Be. I; 12 ; TIN Patll of Ift.iAt, p. 38. 
5 M. l, pp. 437 ft'. (Bhadd6li Butta) • 

. 8 &. Ill, 22-8 ; PM Path of Light, p. 48. . 
7 ibid. lv, 1. 
8 Ibid. iv, 41-2 i Th1 Path of Light, p • .  51. 
11 Ibid. v, 1. 
10 ibid. vll, s. 
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Chapter ix is devoted to the exposition of the 
" Perfection of Knowledge " (prajiia-paramita). 
It represents one of the most important attempts 
b! . � !dadhyam�ka to 

,
reconci�e the apparently 

nihilistiC conceptwn of ' the v01d " ( sunyqt{i) with 
the " path of release " (vimuktimarga) enunciated in !'laha.yana and described with such pious· devotion 
m . the early part of the Bodhicaryiivatiim. As is 
eVIdent from the M&lhyamika-kiirikfi, u of 
Nagarjuna, the emphasis on the unknowability 
of the subjective as well as objective reality led to 
a denial of the efficacy of the path to Enlightenment, 
nay, even Buddhahood. But the Madhyamika 
tried to avoid these pitfalls by emphasising the 
dual nature of reality, the phenomenal (samvrti) 
and the ultimately real (paramartha).12 The 
former conceives · ob-jects. as they appear to the 
normal intelligence of finite beings ; but this mode 
of conception is erroneous when viewed from the 
standpoint of transcendental verity, which insists 
upon the · infinite and inconceivable nature of 
things. According to the higher reality, nothing 
can be predicated of anything ; all is inconceivable, 
" void " (AUnya). In this chapter, Santideva 
launchee an attack upon both realism and idealism. 
He criticises the HinAyana (i.e., Sarvii.stivada) 
theory of the elements of existence as an · illusion. 
On the other hand, the theory of the Vij:ii&navadins 
that nothing exists but pure absolute thought, is . equally erroneous, He also criticises the theories 
of the various non-Buddhist schools of thought 
and holds that the legitimate attitude is that of the 
Madhya.mikas, with their denial of the validity of 
the means of knowledge. Reality for them, is 
inconceivable, hence " void " (AUnya). The realiza
tion that everything is " void " (sunya) is the 
�rfection of knowledge (prajna-paramita) which 

· Iee.ds one to Perfect Enlightenment (samyak
sa�hi). 

The moral standpoint advocated by Santideva in 
. the first part of his work is gracefully followed by 
him in the last chapter where all the merits gained 
by him by his work are diverted not only to uplift 
him to the higher grades of beatification as a 
bodhisattva, but also for the benefit . of fellow
creatures. Thus is affirmed the principle of 
parituimana, the principle that the karma of an 
individual is no longer confined to his own 
experience, but can be made to redound to . the 
benefit of others. · 

As was mentioned earlier, this treatise of 
Santideva is an endeavour to explain and justify 
the career of a bodhisattva on the basis of Madhya
mika philosophy. It is true that the bodhisattva
ideal W'8S expounded· in numerous texts compiled 
before the t·ime of Santideva. But the systematic 
treatment of the various stages of the path showing 
their interconnection, as well as the language and 
metaphors used in the work had 1:1uch popular 
appeal that the work gained wide approval in 
India and numerous commentaries came · to be 
mitten on it. Of the numerous commentaries, 
ten have been preserved in their Tibetan . transla
tions. They are : (1)  the Dka� M/rel by Ses-rab 

11 Mdh'Cf'. pp. 477-478. 
1Z Ibid. p. 492. 

l;lbyun-gnas (Praj:iiakaramati}, (2) the Rnam-par 
bsad-paly,i dkaly,-�.grel by an unknown author, (3) 
the Legs-par sbyar-ba by Dge-ba lha (Subhadeva), (4} 
the Rtogs.par dka�-ba�i gnas gtan-la-bda�-pa by 
Kr�l).a-pa (Kr�l).apada}, (5) the Dka�-(�grel by 
Vairocanarak�ita, (6) the Ses-rab le�uhi dkaJ:t-ly,grel 
hy an unknown author, (7} the Ser-le�i B?io-baM 
dka�-�grel by an unknown author, (8) the Don sum
cu-rtsa-drug bsdus-pa by Gser-gliil-gi bla-ma Chos
skyon (lama Dha.rmakirti of Svan;tadvipa), (9) the 
Don bsdus-pa by the same author and ( 10) the 
Dgons-pa�i ly,grel-pa khy ad�par gsal byed 8es-bya-ba · 
by Vibhiiticandra.1a · · 

D. J. K. 

BODIDCARYAVATARA-PAS'JIKA, a commentary 
in Sanskrit by Prajiiakaramati on the first nin& 
chapters o( Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara (q.v.); 
This commentary was edited by . L. de Is Vallee . 
Poussin along with the �xt of the Bodhicaryavatiira . 
in his work : Bouddliisme, Etude& et Materiau:c Vol. I, 
London, 1898. A more recent edition has been pub- . 
lished by P. L. V aidya : Bodhicaryavatiira of 
Santideva with the commentary, paiijika, of 
Pra.jfia.ka.ra.mati, MithilS. Institute, Darbha.Dga, 
1960, Buddhist . Samkrlt Texts, N6. 12. In his 
introduction to this work, Va.idya _ _ mentions 8.n 
earlier edition in Devanaga.ri script by Poussin in . · 
the Bibliatheca Indica· Series, 9a.Icutta, 1902-14. 

A Tibetan translation· of this panJiTca, thEl Tibetan · · · 
translation of whicll is Byan-chub-kYi spyod-pa-la · · 
Mug-paly,i dkal!-l)grel, occurs in the Dbu-ma 
(Ma.dhyamika.) section of the Tengyur in the Sde-clge. 
edition (T}tf, No. 3872) and in the Mdo-l}grd (siitra 
commenta.ry) section of the T�yur. in the Peking · 
edition (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5273). The translation. 
of this work into Tibetan is ascribed to Sumati
kirta (var. Suma.tikirti), Mar-pa chos-kyi dban
phyug (Dha.rmesva.ra). and Gfian Dar-ma grags 
(Dharma.kirti) and· Yon-tan rgya-mtsho (Gw;to
dadhi) is said to have revised it (Cordier, m, 
p. 306 ff.) 

A very long commentary to Bodhicaryavatara 
forms the contents of this work. r:J;be entire text is . 
divided into nine chapters. They are as follows : . . · 

1. Byan-chub-kyi sems-kyi phan-yon-gyi �u 
dan-po (the good effects of the Thought of 
Enlightenment : bodhicitta), 

2. Sdig-pa Mags-pa (expiation of sin by con
fession and repentance), 

3. Byan-chub-kyi sems yoi.s-su bzun-ba (comJ 
plate grasping of the bodhicitta), 

18 This information Is taken from an article on BO!lhicart�aOCJtlka written for the Encvclopcudia of Buddhilm by Lf An. 
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4. l)ag-yocl bstan-pa (doctrine of chastity), 

5. Ses-bahin barun-ba (ensuring the state of 
· knowing), 

6. · Bzocl-pa b&tan-pa (the doctrine offorbearance) 

7. Braton-i)gryB-kyi le�u (diligence), 

8. Baam-gtan-gyi le!lu (meditation), 

9. Sea-rob-iyi �u (sublime wisdom); 

The author begins the text with a salutation 
addre� to MaiijuSrikumarabhiita and Ava.lokiteS· 
vara. See also BODillCARYAVATARA 

I. K. 

:BODHICARYAVATARA - TATPARYAPABnKA.
VISE$ADYOTAlii-NAMA, the title of a text, the 
·Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Dbu-ma 
{MBdhya.mika) section of the Tengyur in the Sde-dge 
-edition (TM. No. 3880) and in the MdO-�el (siitra 
.Commentary) section of the Tengyur in the Peking 
-edition (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5282); Its author is 
Vibhiiticandra of Jagantala.vihara in east India, and 
.he hiniSelf tran:slated. the work into Tibetan at the · 
:monastery of Dpa.l rgya-rtags in the . Rulag district 
· ·(Oordw, ·m, p. 3 10). · · 

· 
· 

The text is . a sub�commentary to Boclhicarya
.yatjjra-paiijikd, containing . ten · chapt9rs. The 
·tenth chapter· · is called, · the · Y 01i8-8U b81io-b�i 
le?l�t . . . . bcv-pa · (complete blessing 7), which is 
missing in the Boclhicaryavatara-paiijikci. · 

The author begins · the text with a salutation 
-addressed to the Buddhaa and the boclhisattvas. 

I. K. 

BODIDCITrA, or the ' Thought of Enlightenment', . 
is an important concept common to Thera.vada, 
Mahay&na and Tantric Buddhism. Though not 
directly mentioned. the ides is explicit in Theravada 
.Buddhism. It was in Mah8.yana, ho'Wever, that the 
bodhicitta Joncept developed along both ethical and 

· . metaphysical lines and this developptent is found in 
'Tantrism, too, wherein it also came to be regarded 
.as a state of great bliSs (mahii8ukha). In Mahayana 
it developed along pantheistic lines, for it was held 
that bodhicitta is latent .in all beings and that it is 
·merely a rilanifestation of the Dha'!"TTTalcaya (Body of 
Law) or Bhutatathata (suchness of exisrence, i.e., the 
Universal Spirit) in the human heart. · Thus it came 

to be analogous to the Brahman concept of the 
U pam'�ads and was considered immeasurable 

(aprameya) infinite (aparyanta) and indestructible 
(ak�aya) . 

Though the term bodhicitta does not occur in Pali, 
traces of this concept are found in Pali canonical 
literature where, for example, we are told how Gotama · 
after renouncing household life resolved to strive to 
put an end to all the ills of existence by comprehend
ing!fully the causes of all ill (M. I, p. 163 A. I, p. 145). 
It is this comprehension that came to be known as 
the Enlightenment (boclhi, q. v. ), and Gotama came to 
be known astheEnlightened One-the Buddha. The . 
earliest canonical references do not say that 
Gotama, when he first resolved to attain Enlighten· 
ment, did so. in pursuit of the weliare of others . .  It . 
was after atta.�g Enlightenment that he decided 
to preach the doctrine to others for their welfare. 
According to tradition the Buddha took tb¥' deci
sion only after being persuaded by Brahms Saham
pati (M. I, p. 168). But underlying this tradition 
is the fact that it was out of great compassion for · : 
beings (eattesu kiiruniiatam paeicca) that the Buddha 
decided to preach to . others the Truth he com
prehended. 1 But later w;hen the Buddha came to be . 
looked :upon a.s the · Being of Great Compassion 
. (maMkarutlika), it came to be accepted that his 
resolution to attain E�ghtenment was motivated 
by altruism. The development of the bodhisattva 
concept further established this belief. Thus, it ·is : 
explicitly stated in· the JiitakanidiinakatM that 
Gotama Buddha in a previouS· birth as Sumedha 
could have attained Nibbana as an arahant, 
but instead he resolved to attain Enlightenment as 
a Buddha for the welfare of others.1 

The term abhiniMra (q.v.) used in this connection 
is also noteworthy. It oceurs twice in the Jataka
nidanakatM (J. I, pp. 14, 15) in the phrases buddha- . 
bMvaya abhiniharaf!J. katva and buddhattaya abhi
niMra'f!' katva. The term abhiniMra, literallaly 
meaning 'to take out', or 'to direct to', is defined in 
the COIIlJD.enta.ries as, 'an initial aspiration', 
(pubbapatthana) or 'a first resolve' (miUapatlidMna : . .  · 
A.A. I, p. 135 ; ApA.. p. 140). The Buddhavaf!1-8tJ 
(Buv. p. 9), where this term occurs, enumerates eight 
prerequisites essential for a person who seeks to 
resolve to attain Enlightenment. The Apadiina 
commentary describes these basic qualifications in 
detail (A.pA.. p. 140). These . prerequisites are not 

l See alao M. L p. 235. which describes the Buddha as " budd1w 10 Bhagava bodMya dharn� tlueti, danto 80 Bhaga'CIJ . da� 
-Willa dMmma?ll dueti, tanto 80 Bhaaa'CIJ tamalM11a dh(Jmma1p clueli, tit�tw 10 Bhaqa'Cd tara(lliJia dhamma'fll dueli, parinibbuto ro 
BhaqafJIJ parinibbdna111J dhammafll duefiti." 

· 

2 annataia!XJiena pana me l:iliU ;MpetviJ nibbifnapatti111J kicca'fll n' aUhi, van nuniiha'fll Dipailkarada3abalo tnlla paramlfbhi 
-�J�mbodhim patvl dhammandiJG1ll iiropetvd ma.Mjana'fll IG'fllldraaagara uttlir6tv/J paceM · pariniblxi11ew�. idarp ma11ha'1' 
J�atinl_,.. : J. I, p. 14. 
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referred to in the early canonical suttas such as the 
Ariyapariyesana Sutta (M. I, pp. 1 60 ff.) and are, 
therefOJ;e, probably later additions resulting from 
the development of the bodhisattva concept; 

A still later stage of the development of the 
bodhicitta concept is seen in the Abhidharmadipa, 
where this term itself is found. Here the altruistic 
motive of the bodhisattva. is more explicitly stated. 
A very graphic description is given of how an 
aspirant to Enlightenment should vow to save al1 
the beings of the world who are engrossed in a.ll 
sorts of suffering and who are without any 
protection. 3 

This altruistic motive is further stressed in such 
texts as. the Mahavastu and the Lalitaviatara. Both 
these texts clearly state that the bodhisattva re
solves to develop bodhicitta for �he well-being of 
others (Mhvu. p. 112, v. 2 ; p. 113, v. 10 ; p. l l8, 
v. 36 ; p. 119, v. 56). Later Mahayana texts such as 
the Ga'l)if,avyuha (Gvyii. p. 493), the Si�asam'IJCC(lya 
(BiktJ. p. 8) and the Bodhicaryavatara (ch. i, v. 26, ch. 
iii) give this altruism of the bodhisattva. still more 
prominence. The Ga'l)if,avyii.ha (Gvyu. p. 494 ff.) 
describes the bodhicitta in detail with the aid of nu
merous metaphors and similies. Thus, it is compared 
to the earth since it affords protec.tion to all beings ; 
it .is likened to water since it washes away .all defile
ments ; it is likened to the father as it protects all 
those who are intent on attaining Enlightenment ; 
it is compared to the mother and the nurse as it 
protects one on all sides. This description con
tinues with further comparisons and some .of the 
similies are found repeated in the Abhiaamaya
la�kafa (ch. i ;  see also AbhisamaytilankarcUohJ, 
GOS. LXII, pp. 31 ff.). 

However, it ia noteworthy that the early 
Buddhist Sanskrit texts such as the Mahavastu and 
the Lalitavistar.:s clearly state that though altruism 
is a. main motive, the bodhisattva should first set 
himself free and then commence to release the 

. others from the bonds of sa.:qlSii.ra for a person who 
is a.Irea.dy in bondage cannot set free another just as 
a blind man cannot show the way to others. But, 
in later Ma.h8.yii.Qa., with the supersession of com
passion (karutw) over wisdom (prajna). altruism 
became the sole motive for tho development of the 
bodhicitta. and this change is well represented by the 

character of A valokitesvara, the great com
passionate being who abandoned his own emanci
pation for the sake of others. 

Alongside with the development of the ethical 
aspect, bodhicitta also developed on the meta
physical side. This development is seen in the 
works of such Buddhist philosophers as Nii.garjuna, 
Vasubandhu and Sthiramati. D. T. Suzuki (Outlines 
of Mahayana Buddhism, p. 297) quotes Nagarjuua, 
who explains this concept thus : "Bodhicitta is free 
from all determination, i.e., it is not included in the 
categories of five skandhas (factors of existence), 
twelve ayata'TUUl (elements of sense-parception), 
eighteen dhatus (physical elements), it is not a. 
particular existence which is palpable. It is non
ii.tmanic, universal. It is uncreate and its self
essence is void." 

V asuba.ndhu in his Bodhicittotpada-sUtra-saatra 
( VBS. II, p. 209) compares bodhicitta to the ocean : 
" In the beginning when the great ocean manifests 
itself, it should be known that it is the store of all 
kinds of jewels, inferior, medium and · superior, 
valuable and invaluable wish.-yielding:; gems. Just . 
so, at the beginning, bodhicitta, too, should be 
thought of as the store of gods, men, disciples, 
pmtyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, merits, me<}itation 
and wisdom."' 
· D. T; Suzuki (op.cit, p. 299) also q��tea Sthira-. 

mati who says : ''Nirvfu;la, Dha.rmakii.ya., Tathaga.ta� 
Ta.thii.gatagarbha, Paramii.rtha, Buddha, Bodhi- . · 

citta, Bhiitatathatii.-all these terms signify merely . .  · 
so many different aspects of one and the same· 
reality and Bodhicitta is the name given to a form 
of the Dha.rmakii.ya (Law-body) or Bhiitatatha.ta. 
(suchness of existence) as it manifests itself in the 
human heart, and ita purification or negatively its 
liberation from all egoistic impurities constitutes the 
state of Nirvfu;la." With the further development 
of the metaphysical aspect� the concept of bodhi
citta. became indefinable so that ultimately 
Buddhist teachers either had · to describe it by 
comparison (see (}vyU. p, 494 ; Abhisamayiilankara, · 
ch. i) or be content with saying that it is immeasur
able (aprameya}, infinite (aparyanta) and in
destructible (a�aya : e.g., Bodhicittotpiida-ritra
sastra, p� 209 f.). However, it should be noted that 
with the lapse of time these two aspects of the 
bodhicitta, nameiy the ethical and the meta- . 
physical aspects, blended together and bodhicitta. 

3 "!latali prabhrti kaluat�amitrafTl bhczg�Jt��J1111J1ft ltJmlliWa711buddha (mtlpa)dua tadupcularlitadtJJ:Iittamtlrga?J uonilomtJna
riMnfdhi#itabuddhi{l krtm1J11' lolfamotrataa�IJI'attamapanlva?.lafll • .  •afTI64ramaM.amudre nimagnamavaloqe� ir1'4flii/4U· 
tlltadabhJtUddharatuiua wi'llabilhumabhiprcuii'lla, IJfliflartyaq� cittametJamutpadavati : .Abhidharmadipa, ed. P. S. J alnl, 
Patna, p. 1sa 

4 MaMICimudro vad4dau 1amudeti jilatauva?J IO'dhamamadht/mnottamllq� cint4mattiratnamul:t4phalcJncJI'IIIiiar!l bhavatl. BotlM• 
•attvtUtlacittotpddelawerxup • •  tad cUv�Jmanuw41l4q� lrtlvaka.prat� ��� .PNVMrGICOZKSPtatllfM4MJ. 
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came to be regarded as consisting of both void 
{Aunyata which is identical with prajna and there
fore representing the metaphysical aspect) and 
compassion (lcaru� representing the ethical aspect : 
see .Abhisamayiilankiiraloka, GOS. LXIT, p. 19 
where it is said Aii:iryatakaru'(l)i-garbha� bodhicitta�). 

Bodhicitta is the same as Bhuuitathata, Tathata or 
Buddhalci and as. such it is universal, being latent in 
all beings (Siilml. ix, t1 537). This latent bodhicitta 
has to be awakened and cultivated. But, bodhi-

. citta cannot be successfully cultivated if one re
solves to do so merely for the sake of cultivating it. 
One should resolve to save oneself and, above all, to 
save . others. If a. person r�solves to attain it 
merely for the sake of attaining it, it should be 
known that such a person will not overoome birth 
and death ; nor will he attain Enlightenment, for 
the very thought of attainment then becomes an 
attachment. Attachment of the mind itself is · 
called a false-belief. 6 · Thlis, only a. person with a 
proper predisposition could resolve to a.wa.ken 
successfully .the bodhicitta ui him. One may set 
one's heart on awakening the bodhicitta by seeing a 

. miracle performed by the :Budilli.a. or. a bodhisa.ttva, 
or by �dymg · tbi; · dOQtrine and scriptures or by 
be� en�ura.ge<t by' the Buddhas.' . 

The ' Bodhic#tota¢aaau.tra-�astra (p. 211) . enu
merates ten qruwties· that should be cultivated ·by · 
an aspirant .. . · Tbu. li; one who

. 
aspires to a.w8.ken 'tl,le . 

bodhicitta. Should· (i) . gather friends (paricirwti 
kalya!Wmilra�-.)� (ii) worShip the Bu:ddha.s (pUjayati 
budd.'win), (iii) acquire roots of merit (aa1Mt'htuili 
kulalamiUiini), (iv) search the good laws (gaveiayati 
pra�itadharman}, (v) remain ever compassionate 
(bhaooti nityaf[l au��), (vi) bear all suffering 
that befall him (�c,�mate duQkMnyapatitani) (vii) 
remain kind, compassionate and honest (bhavati 
ma� karut�ika?J), (vii) remain even-minded 

· {bhavati aamaCittiiAayaM, .(ix) rejoice in Mahayana. 
with faith (Araddhciyabhincndati niaJuiyanaf!l) and 
{x) search the Buddha-wisdom (gave{layati buddha
proj�). Four. other qualities, too, are mentioned 
in the sai:ne text. They are, (i) reflecting on the 
Buddhas (antwicintayan buddMn), (ii) reflecting on 
the defects of the body (pratyave�ma� kaya
�adinamn), (iii) being compassionate towards 
beings (dayama� sattv�) and. (iv) searching after 

· the highest fruit (gatJe{layannutla11'1<W[l ph.ala�)· 

· There are ten great aspirations (pratLidMna) 
· which an aspirant .has to cherish for his own well

being·andfor�egoodof others. These,. in brief, are 

(i) to provide for the worship of all Buddhas, (ii) to 
maintain the religious discipline that bas been 
taught by all the Buddhas and to preserve the 
teaching of the Buddhas, (iii) to see all the incidents 
of the earthly career of the Buddha., (iv) to realize 
the Thought of Enlightenment, to observe an the 
duties of a. bodhisattva, to acquire all the �tas 
and to purify all stages of one's career, (v) to bring 
all beings to maturity and establish them in the 
knowledge of the Buddha., (vi) to perceive the whole 
universe, (vii) to purify and cleanse all the Buddha
fields, (viii) to pursue Mahayana. and to produce a 
common thought and purpose in all bodhisattvas, 
(ix) .to make f!,ll action of the body, speech and n:iind 
fruitful and successful (DaAabhilmika Siltra, pp. 
14-16 ; Bodhicittotpada-efltra-8ii8tra, pp. 214 ff. ; 
see also Har Dayal, op. cit. p. 66). From the _time 
an aspirant sets his heart on the awakening of 
bodbicitta. up to his declaration of these great 
aspirations, it forms the preparatory stage. and is 
called bodhi-pratLidhi-citta. 

The second stage of the development of bodhicitta 
"COmmences with the practice of pii.ra.mita and this 
Stage is called bodhi-praatMna-citta (Sik,. p. 8 ; 
Be. ch: i, "· 15). The aspirant bas to practise the 
�iX p§.ramita.s,- namely, giving · (dana), virtue (sila), 
patience (�a,Ui), effort (virya), meditation (dhyana), 
�d wisdom (prajflii). , After pe#'ecting . these. 
paramitas·the aspirant has to proceed along the ten 
stages . (bhilmi) of the bodhisattva. career . (sEYd 
BHOMI). 

. 

Later, presumably due to the influence of popular 
teachings of Mahayana, certain rites and · cere
monies came to be regarded as essential for the 
cultivation of the . bodhicitta. Thus, obeisance 
(vandana), worship (pilja) of the Buddhas and of 
shrines, seeking refuge (8ara�amana), confession 
of sin (p<ipadeAana), rejoicing in merit (putJyanu. · 
modana), prayer, (adhy�atui), supplica.tion (yacana) 
and transference of merit (pari¢mana) came into 
vogue as prerequisites for awakening bodhicitta 

· (Bodhicaryavatara, cbs. ii, iii). 
In Tantric Buddhism, too, the bodhicitta concept 

developed along both aspects. Thus, the �xplana
tion of bodhicitta in the Sri-guhyasamaja (Gst. p. 
11 ff.) is centred round the idea. of voidness of all 

phenomena.. There it is said that the Tathagatas 
approached . the Lord and entreated him to explain 
the nature of bodhicitta.. Entering into a special 
trance (aamcidhi), he explains bodhi_citta as "  neither 
perception of absence of existence in non-existence, 

6 PuftiJ(I iNJIII PIINIIalJ 1Jr4[!tihelorutpadaflali bodhicitta1f$ jilita'Oflll1f' M Ill pUNIIa(l praf.aMti jiltimarattaTJt, M gaeella �. Tat bv4 hltob vat nMil prtlpt4'Difadrllib '"""'I'Mftltlga(l cittdt4riu4 evoet�all milhvlidfllib : Bodhicitlotp4dallllra laatr4. 

e He Bar Dayal, TAl Bodllilalllltl Doctrim, London, 1 932 for numerous references. 
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· nor the perception of existence in existence. When 
so . viewed, no thought construction remains a 
positive thought construction and existence also 
ceases to be. "7 

'rhen the Tathii.gata V airocSI18 defines it as 
follows : " My thought (citta) is devoid of all 
notions of existence; it is unconnected with factors 
of existence (skandha), physical elements (dMtu) or 
e!ements of sense-perception (ayatana) or with sub-

. jectivity or objectivity ; it is without beginning a.nd 
is of the n(!.ture of void a8 all phenomena. are by 
nature. "8 �obhya gives his definition : " Bodhi

. 
· citta. is essenceless like the sk-y, it considers 
· all existence as devoid of origination ; in it there are 
neither o!Jjects (dharma) nor qualities of objects 
(dharmuta) "' 
. According to the TatMga.ta Ra.tnaketu it is 

thought (citta) which views all phenomena. as non
existent and devoid of qualities and that all originate 
from void. 1° " 

Amitabha puts forward his explanation thus : 
" All phenomena. are without beginning. Therefore, 
there is neither e%istence nor notion of existence. 
Existence of things is spoken of in the same manner 

· · 88 the existence of the sky "11, The last explanation · 

• is by Amoghasiddhi: " all phenomena. are naturally 
resplendent, are pure and are comparable tO the sky; 
bodhicitta is ne�ther Enlightenment nor compre

. hension ,;u 
Then they all pra.ise bodhioitta. 88 being of the 

nature . 9f pure truth (suddhatattvcirtha), pure 
(�uddMrtha), evolVing from the voidness . of all 
phenomena (dharmanairiitmyasambhiUa), fulfilling 
buddhahood (buddhabodhiprapilraka); devoid of 
.thought construction (nirvikalpa), Without any 
support (nirtilamba), good in every respeot(samanta· 
bhadra), bonefioial to beings (sat.ewrtha), producer of 
the Thought of Enlightenment (bodMcittapravartaka), 
practioe •eading to Enlightenment (bodhicarya), 

. great thunderbolt (maMvajra), pure like the 
Tathagnta's h� (citta� tatMgata� suddha�). 
bearer · of the thunderbolt consisting · of body, 

. speech and mind . (Tcayat'Cikcittavajradhrk), 
bestower of Buddha-Enlightenment (buddhaboclhi
pradata). These various definitions and epithets, 

on the one hand, show the mysterious nature of thi9 
concept, and on the other, they point to the fact. 
that bodhicitta is the reelisat�on of the voidness of 
all phenomena. The importance of. its ethical 
�pact is seen from the GuhyaBamaja (Gat. p. 153} 
1tself where it is said that the bodnicitta - is devoid 
of beginning or end, tranquil, it is immutable in 
existence as well as in non-existence, _the Lord ; it i& 
the unity of void and compassion. II 

In the Prajnopayavini8cayasiddhi (ch. ii, tl. 29} 
bodhicitta. is described as " eternal, resplendent, 
pure, the abode of all Jina.o. It include.'i all 
phenomena, it is divine, it is the cause of the whole 
universe.�' 

In the Jn!i.naBidclhi (ch. xv), too, bodhicitta is ex- · 
plained as the vajra which is synonymous with void 
(8unya). Therein it is said that the bodhicitta. is of 
the nature of vajra, that it is by viewing all exist-ence . 
88 self which is of the nature of void that one could · 
attain Enlightenment.ll 

An aspirant who resolves to awaken bodhicitta i&. 
required to possess compassion. A teache� before 
initiating a. disciple had to make sure th�t the latter 
is ,endowed with this requirement which would in- · 
duce him to work for the welfare of others. A 
DoM of Sarah�pida quoted by Da.s Gupta (.An 
Introduction to Tantric Buddhism, Calcutta; 1958 p . . 
29), says : He who disoards karutld (compassion)and 
sticks to iu�yatd (void) alone never has acce�B 
to the right path. He, again, who meditates only · 

on karu!W, is not liberat-ed even in thousands of . 
births ; he, on the other hand, who oa.n mingl& 
Aunyata with karutui remains neither in bham 
(existence) nor in N1rvW}.a (extinction). · 

In Ta.ntrio Buddhism the develop�ent of the 
concept of bodhicitta took a. different turn. There, · 

when esoteric practices gained importance. bodhi
citta came to be regarded as a. state of great blis• 
(maMBukha, q.v.) reached through sexo-yogio prao- . 

tices. Thus, in the Saha.jayina liohool it came to b& · 
identified with semen (8ukra). This identifloatiou 

is occasionally found in the Vajrayana school, tOo. · 

' abMN bM11anllbMvobha11a:ul naiva bMva!lli ili bharo na bh411� 111lfd -bMvan6 no' palabhflall. 
w •art�abh4111Wigalafl' •kandhadhllt'D4vatanagrahvaqr4hal:al1arjilafl' dlaarmanair4tmvtua� IIHICilt4mlldrot�Ul.PGilMqt 

· �unvatilbh411411J.. . 
• anutapanrni im� bMolJ dharmd na ca dharmalll 4Wamio�nairtltmvamida�TJ bodhinava'l'. 

1o GbM� lai'IIIJdhiJmllfatl tlharrrlalaqataa11arjit4(l dllarmanairtllmlfiJitlmbhtW ida�TJ bodhiiiiJifiJill tlr�hafl'. 

1l anutapann��u d1aar7MIU na bMvo M ca bh4!11Jntl 41:41apadalfogena ili bM� prahJvatl. 

Upr�Jkr'iprabMivartl dlaa� IU!1Uuddh4 nab�sam!i na bodhimlbmaamavamida�TJ bodhinalftJ'I' tlr�ha'l'. 

11 GMdi nidhana�TJ llntafl' bMv4bMv4l:ltJiftJ71' lilnvat4 1:aruta4bhinnll'l' bodhicitlamili tmTfa111 : cp. Heva.jrll 'rantrll, n. p. to. 

1& witvmta prabMioam� luddhafl' bodhicitta'l' Jin4lalfll'l' di!1111111' ni.thil4'l!tJdG.blra(kll7t, 
U bodllicittafl' idaf1a Njrafl' lflnltibuddllatiHJITJ 4tm4MA 161m41 IMf!Mrr.avogena aartnJbhtlddhaltlamlpnutf. 
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In the Sahajayana school it is held that bodhi
citta cannot be produced without esoteric practices 
and, therefore, arose the need of · a  com patent 

· teacher (guru) to instruct the aspirant. The 
a8pimnt had to select a teacher and entreat him for 

· guidance. Thereafter, the teacher initiates (abhi
�elca) the aspirant and leads him to the mystic circle 
(ma�) and instructs him in the esoteric practices. 
Some texts mention elaborate preliminary 1-ites. 
Through the mystic union of prajna (wisdom) and 

· upii.ya (means), which are similar to 8-l"Znyata (void
ness) and karutJ.ii (compassion), bodhicitta is pro-

. duced within the body. Some scholars believe that 
to produce bodhicitta, semen (sulcra) in this case, .the 
real·sexual-act-is ·performed.; whereas others take it 
to be a mere mental process (bhiivana). In the 
Hevajra-tantra (II, p. 18) a detailed description of 
the performance of the sexo-yogic practice is given, 
and there it is stated that the aspirant should take a 
gil'l belon�g to the vajra-family and with her the 
practice should be performed. In Tantric texts 
. bodhicitta is represented aa the product of the union 

· of certain pa.4's which .are considered as symbolising . 
the masculine and the feminine forces, and this con
cept which, at the l;>egimimg, was limited to its 

· doctrinal sense, gradually spread into various other 
· spheres. ' Thus, · in the doctrinal sphere, QB the 

result of the union of ttpii.ya and prajna, it is called 
bodhicitta. ; in the co�cal !'lphere, as the result of 
the union of moon and sun it is called fire ; in the 
sexual sphere, 88 the result of vajra and lotul:l jt is 
8-ltkra ; in the biological sphere 88 the product of 
Btikra and rilkta (blood) it is called the bija (seed) ; in 
the vocal sphere, as the reeult of the union of kali 
(consonants) and ali . (vowels) it is called ak§ara 
(syllable) and finally, as the result of the wJ..ion of 
the two veins, rasa,a and lalana, it is called 

· avadhiiti. .Again, in the same text (p. 50) bodhi
citta is represented as the essence of t.he five 
elements. · It should. elso be remembered, at this 
point, that the five Dhyani:Buddhas are the pre
Siding deities over these elements and at the same 
time they represent the five kulas (families). 
Through their · cross-identification, bodhicitta also 
comes to mean the ultimate substance comprising 

· · the five kulas (families). 

· According to Tantric Buddhism, bodhicitta ha8 
two forms, namely, the relative (sarp.vrti) and 
absolute (vivrti). In the aarp.vrti form it becomes 

· the essence of existenco (Ba'f!tsiira) and in its vivrti 
aspect it is the great bliss (ma.hiisukha : cp. ibid 
p. 66) 

. 

To attain this vivrti form, the downward flow of 
the bodhicitta (semen) must be checked. The dis
charge of bodhicitta will incur great sin and the 
pleasure caused by discharge merely binds one to 
satpsara. Therefore, its downward flow must be 
checked wither by sa4a.ngayoga practices, namely, 
withdrawal (pratyahiira), meditation (dhyana), 
breath-control (priitJ.iiyama), retention (dhiiratui), 
recollection (anU8mrti) and concentration (samiidhi), 
or else through ha�hayoga practices called mudra, 
bandha, asana and pratJ.iiyama. Somet.imes 
aitganyiisa and karan.yasa, which also mean the 
control of inward and outward breath, are cited as 
wAys of checking the flow of bodh1citta. Due to the 
fact t.hat bodhicitta is regarded as semen (sukra) 
breath-control finds an important place. Mter its, 
flow is s.rrested, it should be made to move upwards 
till it finally reaches the lotus at the summ}t of the 
head (t�i§alcamala), where it melts and flows 
through the whole body bringing about the state of 
groot bliss (mahasukha). Its upward move is a 
gradual process. .After its flow is checked in the 
lowest cakra (circle) located in the navel region of . 
the being (i.e., the nirmatta-cakra), it ahoud be made 

. to rise to the cakra in the region of the heart (i.e. the : 
dhJ?.rma-e:¥ra). From there . to the samblzoga- . .  
cakra near t4e neck, ruid from there to the highest · . . 
cakra ox: · the lotus

, 
at the summit · of the head .· 

(U§1:1-i�akamala), known also as mahasukha calera. To · . 
reach the final stage, bodhicitta has to flow through 
the vein caUed avadhiiti which is flanked by two' 
other v.eins, ra.sarza and lalana. This upw9.l'd flow · · 
of bodhicitta, was probably formUlated by taking as 
its ideal the Mahayana conception of the flow of · 
bodhicitts. through the ten stages (da8abhilmi). 

With the flow of the bodhicitta through the four . 
cakras are associated the four mudriis (yogio 
gestures or symbols,) ��atta (moments) and ananda 
(joys). The following table lists them categorically: 

CARRA MUDRl . K�A�A !NANDA 

(1) Ninniittacakra Karmamtulrii . · tlicitra iinanda . 
(rite-symbol) (variety) (joy) 

(2) Dharmacakra Dharmamudra vipiika . paramananda 
(truth-symbol) (develop- (perfect joy) 

ment) 
<a) Sambhogacakra MaMmudrii vimarda viramananda 

(great symbcl) (consnmm- (joy of cessa-
ation) tion) 

(4) Mahqsukhar.akra Samai;amudrii 1!ilakla'{la Bahajiinanda . . · . 
(convention- . (blank) (joy innate) · · : · 

symbol) · · 

These four fold aehemes leading to Enlightenment 
have been drawn up in accordance with ot.her 
similar schemes men�ioned in Hinayana and 
Sa�ya (cp. four stages towaras arahantslJ..ip in 
BuJdhism and fow· stages of sleep in the Vedanta). 
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When the upward move of bodhicitta is complete 
with its rise to the �i§akamala, it assumes the form 
1lf pure effulgence (prabhiisvara) and with 

.
that the 

aspirant attains omniscience and becomes the 
Buddha. 

S. K. N. 

:BODHIOITTA-BHAVANA (1), a Sanskrit text pre
served in its Tibetan translation, the Byari-chub
.!tma bsgom-pa, in the ·Dbu-ma (MadhyB.mika section) 
of the Tibetan Tengyur. Its author was Ka.mala.-
8ila and it was traD.slated into Tibetan by Dharma
p&labhadra (TM. No. 3913). Fa-t'ien (Dharma
deva) 973-981 A.C., 'of the later Sung dynasty, 
tra.nslated the work into Chinese. The Chinese 
translation has the title P'u-t'i-hain-kuan-shih (0 14) 
and is included . in the Sutra Pitaka (TaiiM . ' 
No. 1663 ; Nanjio, No. 872). 

This work is not found in the Peking Edition of 
the Tibetan Tripij;aka. 

L. R. G. 

· :BODHICITTA-BHAVANA (2), a S�t text by 
J;ljam:-dpal bSes-giien (Mafijuari.mitra). A Tibetan 
tJ:oansiation of this text has been included in the 

· .Rgyud-?&grel (tantra commentarY) section of the 
Tengyur under the title Byan-chub-kyi eema bagom-pa 
(TT. Vol. 75, No. 3418). . 

. 

The text describes bodhicitta (q.v.) as a form of 
clharmp.kiiya, which is,anatmaka and is �haracterised 
by sri. incomparable state of tranquility. It can be 
attained only through practising the perfections. 

R. H. 

BO))HICITTA - BHAVANA - DVADASARTHA
tmlDESA, the. title of a text, dealing with twleve 

. aspecta of moditation relating to bodhicitta (q.v.), 
written by J;ljam-dpal bSes-giien (Manjuarimitra). 
The Tibetan version of the text occurs in the RgywJ. 
.�el (tantra commentary) section ·or the Tengyur 
under the title Byan-chub-lcyi se1118 bsgom-pa don bcu
·gi£is bstan-pa (TT. Vol. 75, No. 3405). 

The salutation ; why bodhicitta should be known; 
what it is that has to be known ; by whom it should 
be kn6wn ; what should be reflected on in acquiring 
bodhieitta ; the obvious results of knowing it ; 
deliberation orl · these results ; reflecting on the 
mystic results of knowing it ; the inability to attain 
f)mancipation in the absence of bodhicitta ; an eluci
da�on of its inexhaustible virtues ; the acquisition 
of manifold virtues on the mere rejoicing thereat ; 

expounding it, through compassion, to others who 
have taken the wrong path-each of these main 
topics is discussed at length in the text. 

R. H. 

BODHICITTA • BHAVANOPADESA, the recon
structed title of a text, the Tibetan version of which 
occurs in the RgywJ-�greZ (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur, under the name Byati-ehub
kyi sems bsgom-pa};l,i man-nag. I;l:jam-dpal bSes
gfien (Msfiju8ri.mitra) is cited as the author of the 
work (TT. Vol. 75, No. 3389). 

The text states that one who wishes to meditate 
on bodhicitta (q.v.' should first think of one's own 
wishing-prayer (Tib. yi-dam), and then reflect in 
succession on the mystic syllable 'a', an object of 
meditation (alambana) tmd on the state of absolute 
inactivity, such as belo�gs to the Buddha in the 
state of Dhan:niliya. 

R. H. 

BODIDCITTA-BINDOPADESA-NAM!, the name of 
a text written by Las (Karma. ; aec:· h; TM. Las-kyi 
shahs, Karmapada). · The Tibetan · translation of 
this work occurs in the RgywJ-1}gr:� (tantra com� 
mentary) �ectlon of the Tengyur :�de� the title · 
Byan-'sems thigs-pa�i man-nag 8es-bya-ba (TT. Vol. 
57, No. 2476). 

Instructions for attaining the bodhicitta-jiliiM, the 
transcendental knowledge, form the subject-matter 
of the text. This teaching is said to. be the substance 
of the teaching of all Buddhas. 

R. H. 

BODIDCITTA•MAH.ASU_KHAMNAYA, the name of 
a teXt, the Tibetan translation of which occurs in the 
RgywJ-�gril (tantra commentary) section of the . 
Tengjjur, under the title Byan-chub-kyi sems btk-ba
chen-poM man-nag. The author · of the work is 
named as Dipailka.ra.Srijiiana. The author himself 

and Dge-bal;ri blo-gros (Subhamati) are the trans
lators while Pho-bra.il byail.-chub }.led is said to have 
revised the work (TT. Vol. 59, No. 2619). 

The text which professes to describe the most ·. 
blissful state ofbodhicitta (the Thought of Enlighten· 
ment) states that it is a.n esoteric doctrine. Bodhi." 
citto. which penetratea the entire body is said to 
radiate an effulgence from the middle of the heart. 

R. H.  
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BODHICITTASA:MPRAMO$A�SAMADHI, a 
sa.m.e.dhi, a concentration of mind, meaning 
" bodhicitta-not-forgotten." It is described as one 
that is attained by a bhodisa.ttva who is a 
beginner in the Mahayana. By attaining it he is 
firmly established in the .Mahayana (Bi�. p. 65). The 
word occurs in the MaMvyutpatti (BB. :xm, p. 37) 
in a lisi of virtues (UU!IG). 

u. K. 

BODHICITrA-VAYU-CARANA-BHlVANOPAYA
HAMA, a text, the Ti�tan translation of 
which occurs in the Rgyud-'Qgrel (ta.ntra commen
�) section of the T�yur (TT. Vol. 69, No. 3260). 
8� in his index gives .. the auth�r's n�e � Tali 
and � an emendation to Putte.li. But the 
naioe of the author occurs in the body of the text 

. itself as Bute.li (op. also TM.No. 2418 and
.
Oordier, II, 

245). Suzuki seems to have been misled by the 
reading of the colophon, where the first syllable of 
the name, .m, has been dropped, obviously due 
to a scribal . error. 

The work contains.· instructions for meditation in 
·order to 'acq� th� .bodhicitte. (q. v.). ' The yogin is 
advised tO think·ofhis body a8 being hollow and void . 
l�e the sky. He is then asked to meditate on an 

· objeet as :Diinute as a w�ite mU8taro �. �hloh is . 
in the centre of the circle of sir. (vayu); 

'R. H. 

BODMCITrAVIvARAIJA (-NAMA) (1), the title of 

. 
a prose ten by Klu-sgrub (N8g6.rjuna)� Rendered · 
into Tibetan by Jayanande. and Mdo-sde . l;lba.r, it 
has been included in the llgyud-llgrel (ta.ntra com
mentary) section of the Tengyur, under the title 
Byan-chub-sems-Tcyi }J,grel-pa (TT. Vol. 61, No. 2666) 

·The author discusses the necessity for the co�-
. position of the work in his introduction. He says . 
that the . olarification of the nature of bodhicitta.. is 
desirable, since it has been said that the Buddhe, 
understOod all dharmas in his mind. 

PrOceeding to
. 
ex�ute the task he set himself, 

Nagiriuna saya that bodhicitta (q.�.) is not reality or 
matt« {Tib. diws-po, Skt. bhava, tla8tu); further it 
is. not an aggregate (skandha), an element {dhdtu) or 
an organ of sense {ayalana). It is an. evenness of 

· mind, free of inclination or bias� characterised by 
anatmata and voidness (lunyatd). Each of these 
statements about bodhicitte. is analysed in detail in 
the text. 

R. H. 

BODHICITTA VIVARAIJA (-NAMA) (2), the title of 
a. metrical text by Klu-sgrub (Nag&rjuna). The 
Tibetan translation of this text iB attributed to a 

number of scholars : Ra.b-shi chos-kyi bBes-giie;n, 
Gu-rug chos-kyi 8es-rab, Sen-dkar Sikya l;lod, $es� 
rab grags, Msr-pa Chos-kyi dba.il-phyug, Pa-tshab 
:&i-ma. grags and Mail.-nad Grags-l;lbyor 8es-rab 
(TT. vol. 103, No. 5470). 

A short introduction m prose says that bodhicitta 

. (q.v.) must necessarily be e:q)Iained, as the aequisi
tion thereof is the aspiration of every bodhisattva. 
The author, therefore, proceeds to discU!IS the 
nature of bodhicitte., which, ·  he says, cannot be 
categorized under skatuilla, dhatu, ayatana etc. The 
only characteristic of bodhioitta., he says, is 
sunyata, not knowing which, ema.ncipati� . is 
impossible. · 

· R. H� 

BODIDCITTAVIVARA:t(A (-NAMA) (8), a text by 
Klu-sgrub (Nag&rjuna), a Tibetan .version of which 
is included in the Rgyud 'flgrel {ta.ntra commentary) 
sectiop of the Tengyur, under the title Byan-chub

BerM-kyi �grel-pa shes-bya-ba. · ·.The � .was trans
lated intO Tibetan by G�ikara and Rab-shi bSes
gften · a.ild revised by Kan�ava.rm� and &i-in& 
gra.gs (TT. Vol. 61, �o. 2665). 

The text appears to be the same as Bodhicitta

mvara!IQ (-nama) {2), the minor differences in the 
translation being due to the handling by different . 
tra.nsle.tors . 

R. H. 

. BODHICITTAVIV ARA,A-TIKA, name of a com- . 
menta.rial text written by SmrtijDAna-kirti, to ex
polmd the doctrine of bodhicitta. (q.v.). A Tibetan 
translation done by the author himself occurs in the · 
1lg!JUd-'l,lgreZ {ta.ntra commentary) section of· the 
T81VJ11Ur (TT. Vol. 62, 'No. 2694). 

In the introduction, the author outlines. the dis
tinctive features of the doctrine of bodhicitta. As, 
bodhicitta. is  not reality or matter (bhaoo or tla8tu), 
its exposition, he says, silences the viewa of certain 

· . tirt'M'kas. Bodhicitta. is futher described as being 
not one of the aggregates {skandha), the elements . 
(ahatu), or organs of sense (ayatana). The bodhi
mind is free from inclination or bias and clingings. 
The text discusses these charact.:lristics of bodhi
citta at length. 

R. H. 
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. BODIDCITTOTPADASAMADANA-VIDHI, the 

name of a Sanskrit work, the Tibetan translation 
of which occurs twice in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) 
section of the Tengyur. The author of the work is 
Dgra-las rna.m-par rgyal-ba (Jetii.ri).  Sumatikirti 
a.nd Blo-lda.n 8es-rab are named a.a the translators of 
the work. 

The text deals with the preliminary rites that a. 
devotee should practise before taking upon himself 
the vow ofatta.ining the bodhicitta {q.v.). Following 
the example of past bodhisattvas, he should declare 
his intent, rejoice in the meritorious deeds of past 
Buddhas a.ud seek their refuge. He should practise 
virtue and resort to meditation. A formula. of 
blessing to be pronounced by him is cited in the text, 
viz., O'f!l pralcrti-pari8uddhasarvadharma� praJcrti· 
pariJuddJ.o 'ha'Tfl-. He should reflect on Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas with the formula O'f!l amaZe vimale 
nirmale s-vabhiiva8uddhe sviihii, thus reflecting on the 
purity of their nature. He should make offerings of 
clothes and ornaments to them with the formulae 
Mfl a vajravastra hU'f!l and otp a vajrala1[1-kcira hUf!1. 
Then he should choose a spot on the ground, 
blessing it with the phrase Of11 vajrabhUmi hUtp, 
sprinkle water on it saying O'f!l vajrodake Mr/1 and 
draw the outer line of the IllllJ;t<;iala saying otp 
tJajrarekhe hU'f!l. · This ma.J;i<;lala appears to rep
resent the Universe with Mt. Meru in the centre and 
the four malwidvipcu in the four major directions, 
judging from the formulae that should be chanted 

· with offerings placed in the centre and the four 
comers. Thus, one should place the offerings in the 
centre saying O'f!l haf!1 mahiimerave sviihii and in the 
directions beginning with the East and continuing 
clockwise with the formulae mentioning the names 
of the continents : pijrvavidehiiya . . . . ; J ambu
dvipiiya ; Uttarakurave ; and Aparagodiivariye (si�.). 
Offerings should also be placed in the minor 

· directions. The eight ratnaa : gaja, pur�a, stri, 
aAva, kho4ga, mat�-i, · maMni (sic.) and cakra are 
menti�ned. . They too are to be propitiated with . 
formular : e.g.,  Ot[l gajaratnaya svaM. 

Having performed these and several other ritual 
acts described in the text, the devotee should make 
a solemn vow (prat�-idM) for attaining bodhicitta. 

R. H. 

BODIDCITTOTPADAVIDHI, the name of a text by 
Klu-sgrub (Nii.gii.rjuna). Rendered into Tibetan by 
Surentrabodhi (Surendrabodhi) and Yes-sea sde, it 

has been included twice in the Dbu-ma (Ma.dhya.
mika) section of the Tengyur (TT. Vol. 103, 
No. 5361 ; ibid. 5405). 

The text gives injunctions to be followed by one 
who aspires to attain bodhicitta ( q. v.). Such a person 
should reflect on past Buddhas and bodhisattvas, 
confess sins of body, speech and mind, rejoicEdn the 
meritorious deeds of a.ll beings, take refuge in the 
Buddha, Dlia.mma and Sa.Dgha, take upon himself 
the vow of attaining bodhicitt8., the nature of which 
is 8unyatii and practise the six paramitii.a with that 
end in view. 

A fragment of Bodhicittotpiidavidhi, containing the 
section on taking refuge (Aara�-gamana) a.nd 
mSking the vow (prat�-idhana), occurs among the 
Tibetan manuscripts from Tun-huang (L. de la 
Vallee Poussin, Catalogue ofthe Tibetan ManUBC['iptl 
from Tun-huang in the India Office Library; Oxford 
University Press, 1962, p. 86, No. 245). 

R .. H. ·. 

BODBIDHARAKULA, also Bodhii.hii.ra.kula, was the 
name given to the eight families wl}o · brought the . 
branch of the bodhi-tree (q.v.) from Paf.aliputta to 
Ceylon (Mhv. xiz,v. 67 ; MhvA. II, p. 408). · The · 
heads of the families were brothers of Vedisa-devJ, 
wife of Asoke, and they were led by · Sturiitta and 
Bodhigutta (Mhbv. p. 154). The others were 
Candagutta, Devagutta, Dha.mma.gutt&, Suriya- · 
gutta., Gota.ma and Jutindhara (ibid. p.163). They · 
were entrusted with the ceremonies in connection 
with the bodhi-tree at Anurii.dhe.pq.ra, and each was 
given a special office (ibid. p. 165). 

U. K • . 

BODH1DHARMA. * Bodhidha.rma is generally 
considered the foundar of the Zen sect in 
China. Although in ee.Tly writings his name, 
appears sometimes as .Jkc!hl!&'aL J>..�m.ra. etc., . 
in iater times it became fixed in its present form as 
Bodhidharma. 

Biography: It is a matter of regret that although 
there are many biographies of him, few can be con
sidered trustworthy. Probably the beat organized 
biography of Bodhidha.rma may be found in Volume 
16 of the &_u-kao·�1Jil·cJ!1!f!:.n. (T��J.C� No�; 
Nanjio, No. 1493 ; Japanese, Zolcu-kOsa-clen). 

However this is not an original biography, but is 

taken from the different sources : the preface to the 

• :Because of the importance of the subject itself and the very controversial nature of the information available, two articles an being pubuBhed on :Bodhldharma, one fuller than the other. For editorial convenience, the articles are publlahed more or te. u rece1v�d. n would llave been difficult to avoid repetition without damaging their integral quality, G.P.H. 
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LUeh-pien-ta-cMng-ju-tao-ssu-hsing, (see the 30th 
volume of Ta·isho. No. 2076 ; Nanjio, No. lp24 .; 

Japanese, Ryaku-ben Daijo Nyudo Shigyo) by 
Bodhidha.rma's disciple Dondrin (T'an-lin) and. the 
Lo-yang-ch'ieh-lan-chi (TaishO, No. 2092 : written in 
54 7 ;_ Japanese, Rakuyo Garanki, by Y ang-Hsiian
chih in five volumes). It may be assumed, however, 
that the statement made in the Shu-kao-shen.g
chuan.that Bodhidharma arrived in Southern-Yiieh 
on the Sung border from India was taken from 
anotbe:J:" source. 

The various biographies of Bodhidharma contain 
· . · conflicting statements as to hie! origin : the Lo-Y ang

ch'ieh�lan-chi (Vol. I) states that he was from the 
country called �o-.ssu-hu-jen; the Shu-kao-sheng
chuan (Vol. 16) mentions that be was a brahman 
from. Sou�h India ; the Leng-ch'ieh-shih-tzu-chi 
(TaisM, No. 2837 ; Japanese : Ryoa-shishiki) states 
that he was the tpird son. of � J���l!. !Q� of 
�ang-c� (the location of this '' country " is 
unknown) in South India. The Ohing-te-ch'uan 
teng-lu (Taisho, No. 2076 ; Nanjio, No. 1524 ; 
Japanese, Keitoku Denti5roku, Vol. 3) states that he 

:was the third son of a ksatriY!Lking :.Qf_�_gbih in 
. · · South India, etc. . It is probably wisest to foll�w the 

· opiri.ion of Bodhidharma's disciple, ';r)m�, which· is 
colitaine� in the Leng-ch 'ieh�shih-tzil-chi . . The 

· · country Caned " � " referred to in the Lo-Y ang-

. .  ch'ieh-lan-chi above was one of the small indepen
dent states of Central Asia. . The � of Bodi
dharma is said to have been Prf!.i§�� According 
to late works, Dharma (the abbreviated form of 
Bodhidha.rma) studied under Prajfi,ii.tara for more 
than forty years, and after the death of his teacher, 
was veiy successful in spreading Buddhism. 
Dharma. and Buddhasena, another disciple of 
Prajfiatara., were widely respected and were niak-

. named the " �N. ���_!;>jsciples " of Prajiiate.rs. 
Dharma gained fame for his b&ving defeated the Six 

. Schools (of non-Buddhist philosophy) in debate and 
is said to have converted a heretic king to Buddhism. 
Although later documents are rich in such laudatory 

· accounts of Dharms.'s activities in India, we un
fortunately cannot ascertain to what extent they are 
in accord with fact. All that can be said for certain 
is that Dharma was a Mahayana Buddhist who fre
quently practised meditation . and undertook the 
difficult journey to China because be felt that 
Buddhism in the land where be had been living was 

· on the decline. In his biography it is said that he 
arrived in China after a t� �jQ��Y· It . 
further states that be arrived at §91,1.tll�,r!!�Yiieh 
during the tiu-Sun...& Dynasty and later went to 
northern China where the Wei Dynasty held sway. 

Soutbern-Yiieh refers to the coast south of Canton 
which is opposite the island Hainan. It may be. 
assumed that he landed at some point on this coast be
fore the collapse of the Liu-Sung Dynasty in 4 78 A. C. 

The date may be tentatively put at 4 70 A. C. Other 
accounts state that he arrived in OhiriA in either 520 
or 527 A. C. Ifweacceptthedate 470, then wecaJ_lD.ot 
help but doubt the famous interview that is reputed · 
to have taken place between Dharma and Wu Ti, 
emperor of Liang, because the latter assumed the 
throne in 502 A. C. The early documents, such as the 
Shu-kao-sheng-chuan etc., contain no mention of 

. this supposed interview. The oldest reference to 
it is found in the Li-tai-Ja-paa-chi · (TaishO, No. 2075; 
written about 1M .. A.._C)., unearthed at Tunhuang. 
However, even this account is difficult to accept as 
historical truth. We can discern a development in 
the different accounts of the supposed interview 
according to. the period in which the account was 
written. The La- Yang-ch' ieh-lan-ch i,. states that 
Dharma visited the Y!!n-:Iliil� of Lo-Y ang 
and, . overwhelmed by its magnificence, is said to 
have exclaimed, " For .�ne h.U!!��<i .o.nd fifty.__y.flars 
I have travelled widely through all the countries, 
but never have I seen a temple to equ&l this. Even 
in India there is nothing to compare with it. Though 
one may go. to the. furthest extremity of the world 
be shall never find another like it." So saying, be 
joined his ha.nds together · reverently and uttered 
" nama " (I do reverence), the account continues. · 
The Yun-niiig-Ssii was 1mili in �Northern W�i, 
was repaired after some slight damage in 526, and 
was finally d�.Q!� Q.y .fir� in Ji.3.4_,_ The splendour 
of the temple ·Was probably greatest during the ten · 
years following its · conStruction and therefore it 
may ba a.ssumed that Dharma visited it during this 
period, and before the damage that occurred in 526 . 
Judging from the biography of Dharma by Seng-fu . 
(464-524), who is said to have spread Zen as a ·  
follower of Dharma, Dharma went t.o Northern Wei . 
in 475. According to the inscription on tba memo- . 
rial tablet of Dharma's diooiple, Hui-K'e, written by . · 
Fa-lin (572-640), l!uiK'e�..d.bi.Q_JJ!�r, 11� 
for !':iJ:le._yeal!, Therefore the legend of Dharma's · 
nine year long " wall-gazing " �editation i:3 not 
necessarily untrue. It further states that during · 
Dharma's residence in the �in-S..�:ii temple on · . . 
Mt. Sung-shan he neither lectured on the scriptures, · · 
nor worshipped the im.ages, but sa.t throughout the . 
day· with legs crossed facing the wall and for thiS 
reason was popularly referred to as the "Wall-gazing · · 
Bra.bmani". The term " wall-gazing " is not be 
thought of as silnply facing the wall with legs folded 

. i 
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but rather as the Mahayana practice of mind
�ranquillization. During the last nine years of his 
life it is reported that Dharma went to preach in the 
vicinity of Lo-Yang, as well as at the Shao-I.,tp)3l?ii 
�mple. It seems that in addition to practising 
meditation, he a.lso practised the �.!!!�B;
Judging from Hui K'e's biography, Dharma pro
bably died in 534 or perhaps earlier. According �o 

both the Tsu-t'ang-chi and the Ohing-te-ch'uan
teng-lu, Dharma died in the year .... 4.�.§. during the· 
reign of the ej� __ s_���iS'!l of the W�LJ)_yga.sty, 
emperor �l!!!!!g. (Actually the reigning 
sovereign in 495 was not Hsiao-ming, but Hsiao-weu 
who was the s�:v:���� �er _of 'Y_ei. ) Another theory 
has it that he died in the yeru:. �.2.8.. The date is put 
at the :Q[th of Oct,ob�r. For this reason Zen 
temples today_h.old-� ·:D'harma service on this day. 
At the time of his death Dharma is said to have 
been more than one hundred and fifty years of age. 
The Lo-yang-ch'ieh-lan-chi states tb�tt he attained . 
the age of oneJ>,undred and fifty during the period 
5�26. If we assume that he reached this age in 
the year 520, his age at the time of his death in 532 
must have been more than J_6_Q. This means that 
Dharma spent a total of �!!,!Y.�����e�j� C�_!l!a 
(from 470 to 532) propagating Buddhism and before 
taking up residence in Sha'o-Lin-Ssu temple, he 
�me fifty years in :ijqr..tM!:!!.:W�i- Therefore, 
we can safely assume that the influence he exerted 
on the. Qhinese people was very great. Judging 
from the statement made by Tao-hsiian that " his 
end was reached on the banks of the Lo River," it 
may be concluded that his death took place in the 
vicinity cf that river. Probably he died in the 

. Shao-Lin-Ssu templEi. The · Ohing-te-ch'uan-teng-lu 
states that he was buried on Mt. Hsiung-erh-shan 
near Lo-Yang. Emperor Tai-tsung of the Tang 
Dynasty bestowed the posthumous name Yiian
chlieh-Ch'an-shih Oiterally, the Zen Master of 
Perfect Enlightenment) in accordance with the 
petition submitted by Kuo-Tzn-i. A memorial 
pagoda named K'ung-knan was erected in his 
honour on the Wu Slope of Mt. Hsiung-erh-shan but 
this was destroyed during the anti-Buddhist per-

. secution of the Hui-ch'ang Era (841-47). It was 
reconstructed in 850 by Imperial decree. There is 
a strange story of the monk Sung-yiin who, return

ing to Wei from C'-6ntral Asia wl_lere ho had gone to 
seoure Buddhist texts, met Dharma carrying one 
sandal in his hand at Ts'ung-ling, some three years 

· . after the latter's supposed death. On his arrival 
back in China, Sung-yiliJ, opened the grave of 
Dharma and in place of Dharma's body found an 
old aandal. 

3. S.P.C. 93896 

Disciples : Tao-yli and Hui-k'e were two dis
ciples of Dharma who were considered to be parti
cularly brilliant. They already possessed con
siderable knowledge of philosophy by the tim.e they 
first met Dharma. They followed Dharma. for 
many years and impre886d him with their sincerity 
to such an extent that it was to them that he 
revealed his ultimate doctrines. Another of 
Dharma's disciples was T'an-lin who was a scholar 
of the ErimiilOOeviaimharuUa �ra and often 
lectured on it. He is remembered as Dharma
master Lin together with Hui-k'e, guarded · 

· . the sacred scriptures of Buddhism during the 
Northern Chou persecution in 574. He is the 
author of the LUeh-pien-ta-ch'eng-ju-tao-sau-1-.sing 
and de11erves credit for having preserved the 
thought of Dharma in that work for later generations. 

Successor : Hui-k'e, who is considered the Second 
Patriarch of the Zen School, received Dharma's 
robes snd begging bowl. (The handing down of . . 
robe and bowl signifies in the Zen School the con
ferment of the patriarchate.) His biography is 
found in the inscription by Fa-lin on,,his memorW 
stone (this is included in Vol. 8 of the.Fa-lin-ch':uan 
and his in biography in Vol. 16 of,.,�}le Shu-Tcao
sheng-chuan. According to these biographies, wh�n · 
he was young he was a student of Confucianism, but 
also read widely m the Chung-tzu and �he Boolc of 
Ohangea. He met Dharma. at Sung-Io,at the age of 
forty-one and studied under him aom!3,four or five 
years until he finally realized the True Doctrine . · . · taught by Dharma. After this he continued to . 
follow Dharma for another five years. It is said . · 
that he was ablo to experience deeply the true 
meaning of Buddhism because he studied its 
doctri!los with great enthusiasm. After the death 
of Dharma, Hui-k'e dwelt in the vicinity of the 
Yellow River where he preached to the priesthood 
and laity alike. About the year 534 he moved to 
Yeb, the new capital of the Eastern Wei Dynasty, 
in order to introduce the teachings of Zen. To 
those Buddhists who had hitherto only known . 
Buddhism as something confined to the printed page · 
his doctrines must have sounded strange, indeed; it 
is even said that some of them schemed to kill him. 
According to his biography, Hui-k'e cut off his o� 
fore-arm when he visited Dharma. for ths first time . 
to prove to him his urgent longing to become a · · 
disciple. Hui-k'e's thought was based upon the • . 
teaching of Dharma. called the Two Entr�s and 
�o?!J?.�� He used particularly the Latikavatiirg 
Sf;tra and taught the -istia. doctrine that all 
things are rooted in the .!Pind. All dualisn). 
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...,..,-----.,-� a;de)ordlng -tQ Hui-k'.e ·wa.S the result of erroneous the distinction between oneself and others as well as 
tbi�ki�g. In · ge�eral his approach to Buddhinis between the unenlightened man and the Buddha are 
11&8 more positive than that of his teacher, Dharma elimin!'.ted, and (3) not to rely completely on the 

Wrlitilgs: . .Although the number of writings printed word, but to come naturally to truth and 
attnl>Uted to Dharma is by no ·meani! small, those dwell peacefully and contente�y in it. The 
which can be. proven hiatorically to have been doctrine of Entrance by Reason teaches the 
written by him· are very . .few indeed. Such a work Buddhist doctrine of Buddha-nature (also called 
ai_ the 81Kio-ahiA-Ziu-min was probably compiled Tathagata.-store, Skt. Tathiigata-garbha). Dharma 
after the deatli of Dharma and with the exception of does not treat the Tatbaga.ta.-store as something 
the " Two Kinds of Entrances of the Third Gate 11 that may potentially develop or gradually emerge 88 
it cami6t be regarded as-Dharina's work. · Judging the Dogmatic School of Buddhism does. Entrance 
frOm their' oontents, we may say the same holds true by Reason consists of four so-called '� Deeds II. 
for 8uch writings 88 the Shih-p'·u-t'i-ta•mo-chih-tJJU,· The first is the Deed of the Retribution of Evil 
hain �lu'h and the · Nan-t'ien-chu-p'u-t'i-ta-mo-ch'an- which means that when the follower of Buddhism 
'aMh -hw�min · (TaiaM, No. · 2832) which were experiences suffering be sbolild rea.lilre that this 
un'earlhed at Tun-huang. · 

. 
suffering was proQu�d · by his past action �d 

The · ·characterlstlo rhought of Dharma. The accept it without any feeling of hatred or grievance. 
Theory of Two Entrances and Four Deeds : The It should ::1either weaken his faith nor become a 
doctrine transmitted by Dharma is called Mahayana ca-qse to depart from the Path of Buddhism. This 
·Jdind-�quillization and consists of four " Such- " Deed of the Retribution of Evil " may possibly 

. . ·ne8ses ,, �e Suchness of Mind-pacification, the correspond to the phrase " the mind should not 
· ·.�Chn.ess of Deeds, the Suchness of Acceptance, and warp , in the · Vajra-aamiiclhi Siltra. The next so
�lite · Buc�ess of Me&.ns. These " S�chne8ses. 11 are called " Deed , is the ." Deed of Dependance upoa 
in reality · only · a variant arrangement of the Causation 11 . (0.15). This means that sentient 

. ·doctrines known as the , Two Entrances and Four . beings are controlled solely by_ their karma. and ba.ve 
·Deeds . . ·Although their · order and · names are . no permanent, _unchanging soul . . Both pain and 
dift'ere�t, their ��tent is held. to be the · same as · · pleasure are produced by the laws of causation. 

· that of th�- · 'i'wo · Entrances .· �d Four Deeds. . Therefore, when the m.iDd is not motivated by such 
·'Wbeih� this latter ·dOctrine is really the teaching of - · concepts

. 
as reward and honour . and is perfectly 

Db&rma or not · is a question that ho.s long tranquil, it will naturally come to follow the Path of 

·bOOn· debated. · .A:lree.dy during the Sung Dynasty, Buddhi�. The phrase -" the shadow has no 
Ch'i-� {1007-72) wrote in "his Oh'uan1a-chl;ng- . movement II and . " the wind is as silent 88 the 
�BUng-chi _( 'l'aiBM, No. 2078. · Nanjio, No. 1529) · earth " in the Vajra-aamiidM Siltra are thought to 
t}_lat 'the theory ·�!' the Fol;ll' Deeds of '!811-gS.zing co�spond to this second " Deed 11• _. 

was ·not Dharma's true teaching. As to the The third " Deed 11 is the " Deed of Non
·theOrt of the Two' EntranCes, we can find a similar seeking ". This means that the wise man, en-
. coneept iJl th� Ju-ahih-chi-p'in; roe;pter on the VajrQ· lightened as to truth, dwells in a state of tranquillity 
·lKJWiii4M Siilio.· '!'his Siitra presents us with many and: harmony, seeking to acqui."6 nothing because 
problema. · The da.te · of its compilation has long · be realizes that all things are essentially Ailnya and, 
been : a  matter of dispute and remains today still therefore, neither ·practises discriminating thinking �ed. . Some scholars maintain · that Dharma nor entertains desire towards. anything. In this ,W.S infiwmced in his theory of the Two Entrances respect be differs from the ignorant man who is · 

/and Four Deeds by this Blitra, · whereas other · completely in the grip of a.vari� and has constant 
. scholars. go so. far. �-- to say �t he borrowed his desire. This " Deed " seems to correspond to the 
ideas diiectly · from thiS siitra. Although no phrase in the Vajra-eamiidhi Sii.tra " be at rest in all 
definite solution oa.ri. be given tO this problem, yet, things and seek nothing 11, The fourth and last 
on the basis of _the Tail-huang documents, it would " Deed II is the " DOOd of Following the J:)ha.rma II. 

· appear that the theory of the .Two Entrances and This means tha.t all aspects of Dha.riilB possess a 
Four ne"eds originated with Dharma. The first. of pure nature and are Ailnya. They are free from 

. the TWo Entrances, &trance by Reason means· 
.
(1) defilement and lust and have a nature which 

to receive the Law from a Master and believe that transcends discrimination. Our practice of the 
8ll living tbirigs have the same True (Buddha) · Dba.rma. must b9 based upon the principle that 

. Nature, .(2) to meditate on this idea and by having neither. sentient beings · nor lifeless �tter are 
aD unShakable faith in it, become one with it so that endowed with a permanent unchanging soul. ·We 

�� 'l 
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should strive simultaneously for the Enlightenment 
of others as well as ourselves and should be free 
from actions for personal gain alone. The words in 
the Vajra-samiidhi Sutra, " cast aside the idei { of a 
soul, work for the emancipation of all living things, 
be above birth (and death), go beyond external 
form, do not discriminate by taking this and 
rejecting that " probably correspond to this fourth 
Deed. " The Deed of Following the Dharma " and 
" Entrance by Reason " are basically . the same, 
although the former tends to stress practice and 
contains the idea of worJciiig for the · Enlightenment 
of others which is not found in the doctrine of 
Entrance by Reason. The essence of the Zen of 
Bodhidharma is to receive the teachings from a 
proper master, to believe in the existence of the 
Buddha-nature in a;ll beings, and to experience this 
in our own life. This doctrine is also called the 
" Enlightenme�t-Practice of the True Nature". 

The Theory of Mindfulness : Although the Wu
hsin-lun (C 16, Treatise on Mindlessness), un· 
earthed at Tun-huang, claims to be a work of 
Dharma, its contents lead us to think otherwise. 
This work centers around the doctrines 
of " mindlessness ill all " and " quiescence is 
mindlessness ", knows the doctrines of " nothing 
exists outside the mind " and " apart from matter 
there is no mind " and ca.lls perfect freedom in one's 
life " Great Enlightenment." Mindlessness means 
the absence of the false discriminating mind which 
is constantly selecting and rejecting, the calculating 
mind, and the mind which views things dualistically. 
The Chinese instinctively interpreted this concept as 
meaning " existing naturally without a beginning ", 
" non-functioning " or " non-arising." Hui-neng 
( C 17 ) regarded non-thought, non-supposition, 
and non-attachment as mindlessness. In this 
manner m!ndlessness came to include in its meaning 
something not seen in Dharma's teaching of Mind
tranquilization and approached the concept of the 
Southern Sect of Zen. Therefore, one should not 
consider the · doctrine of mindlessness Dharma's 

. teaching. In the Wu-hsin-lun, T'ai-sha.ng (the 
name given Lao-tzii by Taoists when they speak of 
him as the Supreme Deity) is said to be a. variant 
name for the Tathagata. This can hardly be the 
teaching of Dharma. 

The Special Transmission Outside the Usual 
Teaching of Buddhism and the Non-use of Writing: 
These two concepts together with the teachings of 
11 pointing directly to the heart " and " the att.ain
ment of Buddhahood by perceiving one's True 
Nature " are often said to represent the distinct 
characteristics of the Zen Sect. This idea is 

present in part in the Hsueh-mo-lum (C. 18), 
which is the sixth chapter of the Shao-shih-liu
men-chi. However, these terms came into exis
tence only after Zen had consolidated itself into a 
sect in China. They did not exist at the time of 
Dharma. The phrase " Non-use of Writing " 
means the printed page of the scripture should not 
be thought of as the final statement of Erilighten· 
ment, because so deep a religious experience as 
Enlightenment can never be adequately exJ)ressed 
in words. In the final analysis the role played by· 
scripture may be likened to the finger which points 
to the moon or the net which catches a fish. For · 
this reason Zan does not consider scripture aa· an 
ultimate authority. The same holds true for .the 
doctrins of " Special Transmission Outside the 
Teac4ing ". The final authority is neither the 
teachings in the siitra nor the· systematic cle.ssifica.� 
tiona of Buddhist doctrine (Chiao-p'an, C. 19) ; 
it is found in the True Law which is transmitted by 

· another method. This True Law of the Buddhas 
and Patriarchs can only be handed from one mind to 
another, from one personality to . another. Zen . 
points to the existence of the Buddha-nature or True 
Nature in the mind and aims chiefly. at its realiza. 
tion in practice. This spirit forms the leitmotiv · 

of such Mahayana siitras as the Prajna-paramitiJ, 
Vimalakirti-nirdda and Lanlcavatara·-Siltr.a as well 
as the Two Entrances and Four Deeds Theory of 
Dharma. It can be seen in the latter's words : 
" not to follow the teaching in the books (alone)," 
" the ordinary man and the enlightened man are . 
one, there being no distinction between oneself and 
others," and " to accord perfectly with Truth and 
be free from discrimination ". Thus, the basic 

· ideas found i.n the Zen phrases " Non-use of 
Waiting " and " Special Transmission Outside the 
Teaching " can be glimpsed in Dhanaa's writings, 
However, we must regard these. terms as products . 
of a later period. The Shao-shih-Uu-men-chi which 
contains certain of these p�es cannot be regar. 
ded as the work of Dharma ; but rather 88 the 
product of a; somewhat later period . 

The Zen Practice of Wall-gazing : The word 
" Wall-gazing " occurs in the passage explaining the· 
concept of Entrance.by Reaaon in Dharma's theory 
of Two Entrances and Four Deeds. In Vol. 30 of 
tho Ohing-te-cl�'uan-t�-lu, Dharma's Entrance by . 
Reason is explained 88 follows : " By Entrance by 
Reason " we mean the realization of the spirit of 
Buddhism by the aid of the scriptural teaching. We 
then come to have a deep faith in the True Nature 
which is the same in all sentient beings. The 
reason why it does not manifest iteelf is due to the 
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over wrapping of external objects and false thoughtll. in addition to being made the founder of Firs� 
When a man, abandoning the falr:e and embracing Patriarch of the Zen Sect in China. Historically 
the true, in singleness of thought, practises Wall- speaking, there were no Buddhist sects in India in 
ge.zing he finds that there is neither self nor other!!, the narrow sense of the word, although different 
that the masses and tha worthies are of one essence schools of Buddhism were known to exist. It 
and he firmly. holds on to this belief and never should be remembered, however, that Zen medita
rooves- away therefrom. He will not then be a tion was the practical expression of Buddhism in 
slaw to words, for he js in silent communion with the all its phases . Early Hinayana and Mahayana 
Reason itself, free from conceptual discrimination ; Buddhists- considered meditation the only gate to 
he is serene and non-acting. This . is called the innermost realm of Buddhist experience because 
" Entrance by Reason" (trans. by D. T. Suzuki the historical Buddha, Sakyamuni, attained En
Manual oj Zen BuddhiBm, pp. 73 :ff.} This Wall- lightenment through this practice. To the Bud
gazing d\ffers greatly . from the Coarse and Fine dhist the Middle Path signifies the Eightfold 
Meditations spoken of in the Vajra-samiidhi Siltra. Noble Path. The last step · of the Eightfold 
Coarse M�ditation is the equivalent of the Sanskrit Path which the early Buddhist strove . to follow 
vitarka, whereas Fine Meditation corresponds to is called Right Meditation, and is interpreted 
the Sanskrit viciira. Such meditations, properly as meaning Correct View, i.e., the ultimate 
speaking, belong to the first of the four levels of practice which causes us to grasp thoroughly 
:meditatio� ; by the time the second level is reached the basic thought of the Buddha. In Hinayana 
�hey have been eliminated because such dualistic all doctrine was thought of as being realized 
thinking becomes a barrier to reaching the higher only through Zen meditation, which was held 
levels of meditation. Dharma's Wall-gazing, need- to be the basis for practice undertaken with 
less to say, does not refer. to merely sitting, legs · · one's very body. Moreover, almost . all Mahayana 
folded, witl! one's face t·o a wall; · Its meaning · siitras are preached as · the Buddha enters or 
includes the idea of:the ·mind, in ·perfect , calmness · .  emerges from ·a. particular kind of meditation. In 
and impei:turba.ble trimquillity.· · The word '' wall ". this manner · the · inseparable . relationship between 
is employed. here· metaphorically�. ·  the · _Underlying Zen meditation and Buddhist doctrine is stressed. 
idea being the exclusion of delfienient and illusion. 

. Furthermore, it suggests the qualities of :firninees .. After the introduction of. Buddhism into China, 
the enormous Chinese canon Wa.s subjected to an exand immovability. FiXed Wall.gazing does not · · haustive examination in order to determine in which . mean a kind of Zen devoid of all activity. On the 

contrary, it signifies an abundance of life, because part the ultimate truth of the Buddha was to be 

this fixed Wall-gazing is an origilial doctrine of found. This classification of scripture from COBrse 

or incomplete revala.tion of doctrine to the subtle or. Dharma. Tao-hsfuin writes : " Mahayana. Wall-
gazing contaiD.s the highest merit." Dharma was full revelation, technically termed Chiao-p'an, 

in all probability nicknsmed the " Wall-gazing naturally differed with- varioUs scholars and led to 

Brahman " because he taught this doctrine. In the rise of many sects. Most of these dogmatic 

rili.ort, the Zen style of Wall-gazing means not to sects centered their teachings around one or two 

be a slave to the printed word, but .to experience particular siitras, holding that these contained the 

deeply the Great Truth t.hat both the enlightened ultimate teachings_ of the Buddha, and are therefore · 

man and the unenlightened one have the . . aame True referred to as Soots of the Buddha-word. In con
Nature, and to attain the state of immovable tradistinction to this the Zen Sect is called the Sect 
tranquillity of mind. of the Buddha-mind, for it aims at experiencing our 

innate Buddha-mind through Zazen and daily lif� 
Position In the History of Buddhism. The It is little wonder,then,that Zeri.. should gain a rapid 

:Founder of the Zen Sect : The Zen Soot was pro-
acceptance among the Chinese people who place a bably first recognized generally as, an independent 

sect from the time of its Sixth Patriarch, Hui-neng. :3trong emphasis on daily life. Zen thought was 

Dh�a never called himself or even thought of predominant in the Buddhist world from_ 
the Zui 

himself as the founder of the Zen Sect. After the · Dynasty (589-618) to the Ming Dynasty (1358-
Zen Sect was firmly established at a period some- 1644:). It may even be said that Zen represented 
what after Dharma's death, the so-called succession Chinese Buddhism:, so great was its power. Zen in 
of the twenty-eight Patriarchs was invented, and in Japan is divided into three sects : Rinzai, Soto, and 
this succession Dharma was assigned the position of Obaku. The pawer and influence of these sects 
the twenty-eighth patriarch of the Zen Sect in India particularly the Soto Sect, compare favourably with 

0 
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the other large Buddhist sects. The ideals of Zen 
combine with the emotional character of Japanese 
culture to create a unique art which is characterized 
by a refined simplicity and profoundity. . Thus the 
position of Bodhidharma, the Twenty-eighth Patri
arch of Indian Buddhism and the founder of the 
Chinese Zen Sect is indeed important in Buddhist 
history. 

rejecting, neither gain nor loss. All is in ita natura.! 
State free from artificiality. In summary, we may 
8ay that Dharma Zen is both practical and im
portant in our age because of its respect for true 

human nature, the thorough tranquility of mind 
which it stresses, and its emphasis on both self 
cultivation and working for the welfare of society. 

Problems Concerning the Biographies ot 
The Slgnlftcance ot Dharma Zen : . The chief 

characteristic of Dharma Zen lies in what may be 
termed the Enlightenment-Practice of Original 
Enlightenment and the True Nature. Original 
Enlightenment and True Nature is also named the 
Buddha-nature, Tathiigata-store (Tathiigata-garbha), 
Mip.d-nature, Excellent-mind, etc., and refers to the 
Buddha-mind that all living things innataly possess. 
When this Buddha-mind is revealed as Enlighten
ment it is termed Wisdom ; when it is shown in 
practice · it is called Meditation. To become en
lightened does not signify in Zen coming to know or 
understand the Buddha-mind in an intellectual or 
objective sense. · Rather, it means to accord per
fectly with the B�ddha-mind, to become one with it 
and to reveal it in its totality. Likewise, Practice 
does not signify some sort of'religious effort for the 
purpose of scquiring the Buddha-mind . . It is 

. Practice which occurs .of its own when we achieve 
perfect harmony with our Buddha-nature. This is 
termed the Excellent Function of Actual Enlighten· 
ment and is clearly shown in the theory of Two 
Entrances and · Four Deeds. The Entrence by 
Reason states, " . . . .  have a deep faith in the True 
Nature which is the smne in all sentient beings," 
while in the Entrance by Deeds, especially the Deed 
Of Following the Dharma we read " . . . .  the 
Reason which we call the Dharma in its essence is 
pure," and the Practice which follows such Dharma 
is named the Deed of Following the. Dharma. 
Moreover, because this Deed contains the spirit of 
working for the benefit of others, its Zazen is not 
simply a religious exercise for acquiring self-merit. 
This Enlightenment-Practice of Original Enlighten. 
ment and the True Nature is unmistakably the hall. 
mark of Dharma Zen. Thorough Englightenment 
as to one's own Original Nature is termed Sudden 
Enlightenment. Other phrases applied to this idea. 
<>f Sudden Enlightenment are " the mind is 
Buddha ", or " the mind corresponds to Buddha. . " 
So long 88 this is the oase there is neither 'Dlusion' 
to cast out from the mind nor 'Enlightenment' to 
bring into it for like a treasure house, all things and 
qualities are found therein. Wlien the True 
Natlue is fully revealed, there is neither taking nor 

Bodhldharmll. 1. The Question of the Historicity ot 
Bodhldharma :  The hi�t·oricity of Dharma has been 
questioned chiefly for the following reasons : (a) Tha 
ma.ny names by which he is known, (b) there is no 
reliable record of his activities in India, (c) the dates 
assigned to his arrival in China are conflicting and 
obscure, and, (d) the existence of a legend that he 
came to Japan as a second-coming of the Zen.prieat 
Nan-yiieh Hui-ssii ( C. 20 ). However, contem. 
porary scholars generally agree that Dharma was an 
historical personage. In Vol. 1 of the Lo-Yang. 
ch' ieh-lan-chi by Yang Hsiian-chih we read that 
Dharma, overwhelmed by the splendour of the 
Yun-ning-sst1 temple, stood for several days with 
hands joined in reverence exclaiming " namo ". 

· The Lo-Yang-ch' ieh-lan.-chi written in 547 is con. 
sidered to be a trustworthy record; and therefore ite 
mention of Dharma. is sufficient proof for at least 
es�blishing the . historical existence· of Dharma. 
Equally reliable is the account in the Ltleh-_vk?&-t(J�M· 
tng-ju-taO aail-hstng written by Dharma'l!l disoiple 
T'an-lin. The difficulty in handling biogmpioal 
material concerning Dharma lies in the fact that his 
biography in later periods ·was embellished to the 
extent that it is now no easy task to distinguish bet. 
ween the original account an� later additions. 
However, it is our opinion that the following points 
in the Dharma biography tnbf be accepted 88 fact 1 . 
(a) his visit to the Yun-ning-ssii temple at Lo Yang 
during the years 516-26, (bJ Hui-k'e and T'an-lin 
we:re his personal disciples. (c) his view of Buddhism 
is contained in the Theory of Two Entrances and 
Four Deeds, and although he was revered by .those · 
who

. 
discarded thoughts of self, ()thera who were in 

th� grip of illusion slandered him. All of this, we 
believe, confirms his historical existence. 

Doubtful Points In Historical Records. The 
Interview with Emperor Wu-tl of the Liang D111asty 
(502-57): Traditional accounts o! the life of 
Dharma usually speak of the famous exchange of 
questions and a.nSwers between Dharma and 
Emperor Wu-ti. According to these accounts 
Dharma is supposed to have quit Liang for the 
northern kingdom of Wei after realizing the 
insufficiency of the Emperor's innate oapaoit7 to 
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comprehend his teachings. However, the bio· The Nine Years of Wall-facing : We know for 
graphy of Dharma found in the Shu-kao-sheng· certain from Pei-ts'ui's Memorial Inscription at the
chuan makes no mention of any such incident. Shao-lin-ssii temple in the Sung-shan mountains 
There is a period of twenty-three years between the that Dharma spent the last years of his life at this 
collapse of the Liu-Sung Dynasty and the enthrone· temple. According to the memorial inscription 
ment of' Emperor· Wu-ti in 502. It is quite un· written by Fa-lin when Hui-k'e was forty-one he 
thinkable that Dharma dwelt for so long a span of met Dharma and studied the doctrine of one 
time in. Southern China where the Liang Dynasty Vehicle under him for some six years. T'an-lin. 
held IJWay. Accordingly we must say that the writes that Tao-yii and Hui-k'e first attained to an 
possibility that such an interview was held is un4erstanding of the Way under the guidance of tha-. doubtful. Next, concerning the actual exchange of General of the Law (Dharma). They stayed with 
questions and answers, in the 11-9counts written in a him for several years and impres8ed Dharma. SO· 
rather early period we find the statement " building favourably that he taught them the True Path, the
temples and .making Buddhist images bring no account continues. " Several years " probably · 
merit '', and in later writings we see the statement indicates a period of four or five years. After-
. that tlie First Principle of Buddhism is " Great receiving the True Law, Hw-k'e was in a..ttendanoo 
Emptiness with nothing.holy therein." Thus, it is upon Dharma for another six years, making a total 
obvious that the Dharma legend, developed with the of about nine years that he was with . Dharma. 
passage of time and for this reason we cannot accept Therefore we may say that Dharma. res.ided in tha
.nll of it uncritically. The oldest account of this Shao-lin-ssii temple for more than six years. On Hui· 

· interview is found in the Li-tai-ja-pao-chi (written k'e's memorial tablet it is recorded that he was 
about 774) discovered at Tun-huang. This work with Dhimna for nine ·years. For these reasollS' 
confuses Bodhidha.J-ma with. Dh&rma.tam, regards there·· is no need to doubt the tradition of nine years · 
the · Dharmatara-.Ch'an-cl&i-ng� (TaisM,- No. 618 of Wall-facing. This so-called Wall-facing · .is
Nanjw, _No . .13�2), and .the ·oh'an--·ching as nothing · other · than the practice_ of . Wall-ga.zirig . 
identical, .an� treat� Emperor Wu-ti and liui-yiian · spoken ofabove. 

· 
. · as con�po�es although their periods of.8.cti�ty The Incident Qf Hul�k'e's self-aniputatlon of his 

are separated by some eighty�five,years . . For these '!fm: The inScription on Hui-k'e's memorial ston& 
leds<>ns .the Li-tai-ja-poo-chi can only be used as an . written by Fa-lin states as follows : " The ?.en . 
historical so�e with the·-grea.test caution; The Ma.ster Hui-k'e stood several nights in the ·mow accotint of the intemew seems to have. developed in waiting to be received by Dharma: Finally he . 
Bsii-ch'uan Province between the death of Tao- resolutely cut off his arm and threw it to the ground. 

'bsUan in 667· and the death ofWu-chu in 774. The By so maiming himself did he show his ea.rnestrus 
'exchange or questions and answers concerning the to receive the teaching of Dharma." However. ·�onstruction of temples; etc., appears in two works : Tao-hsiian's Shu-kao-sheng-chuan knows nothing o 
'the Fa-Zin-ch'uan and Shen-hui�s preface to the this account ; instead it simply states that brigands 
.Nan-taung-tlng-6hih1an-lun • . The Tau-t'ang-chi and cut off Hui-k'e's arm, but so great was his under· the Ohing-et-ch'uan-etng-lu contain, in addition to stB.nding of the Law that he felt no pain. However. · 
the dialogue on the merit or temple building, in the Preface to the Nan-taung-ting-shih-jou-lun • . · 

Dha.ima's e:q>lanatio.n of the First Principle of found in Tun-huang we find the story of Hui-k'e's 
Buddhism to Emperor Wu-ti. · Although Dharma's self-a.mputatiOJi to receive the Law. · Similarly, the
pronouncements on the latter are widely quoted by Urtg-ch'ieh-shih-tzfl-chi states : 11 After the deter. Buddhists h:t Chin& and Japan we can hardly. regard mina.tion to realize Enlightenment arose within me
them as �ving been uttered in the famous 
•' interview ". The Fa-Un-ch'uan states that 'follow- I cut off my arm. Although I stood in the eno� 
mg the death of Dharma.; Emperor Wu-ti had a. from early evening until past midnight, I was not 
memorial stone erected, and Prince Chao-ming aware that the snow had already reached my knees. 
wrote th& �ription for it. · According to this Thus did I seek th� Supreme Way." · The Oh'uar.· 

· inPcription Dharma's death Occurred . on the fifth Ja.-pao-chi (TaishO, No. 2838) has 11 Hui-k'e out off 
day �the twelfth month in the year 536 A.C. This his arm, thereby demonstrating his sincerity," and 

rilles out the poBBibility that Prince Cha.o-ming a· comment inserted in this passage adds, " The 

wrote the inscription as the latter died in the fourth . assertion that Htrl-k'e's arm was cui off by brigands 
month of the year 531-five years before the death found in some historical records is erroneous." This, 
or Dharma. of course, is intended to refute the sta.�ment to this 
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�ffect in Tao-haiian's Shu-kao-sheng-chuan. Tao
hsiig,n's account, howe�er, was adopted with no 
alteration by Shen-ch'ing in his Pei-shan-ltt (TaishO, 
No. 2 1 13 ; Nanjio, No. 1502) . .  This was.pointed out 
by Chiieh-fan Hui-h1mg of the Sung Dynasty who 
wrote in his Lin-·chien-lu : " Ta.o-hslian .slandered 
the Sage Hui-k'e, and Shen-ch'ing Wi;ites without 
discriminating between truth and falsehood. His 
writing deserves to be laughed at." Ch'i-sung also 
supports that view basing his position on Fa-lin's 
inscription mentioned above. In our opinion 
Fa-lin's ins.cription is far more trustworthy than the 
account given in Tao-hsiian's Shu-kao-sheng-chuan. 
There is the theory, which we do not accept, t.hat the 
account of Hui-k'e's standing in the snow was 
ultimately derived from the incident of Hui- k'e's 
sitting in the snow. 

Theories Concerning the Dates of Dharma: The 
dates connected with Dharma's arrival in China, his 
interview with Emperor Wu-ti and his death cannot 
be determined with any degree of exactness. Our 
main clue in fixing the date of his arrival in China. is 
the statement · in the Bhu-kao-sheng-chuan that 
Dharma " arrived at the Southern Yiieh coast 
during the (J-'iu-) Sung Dynasty, and then proceeded 
uorth to Wei ". Lui-Sung collapsed in 4 78 A. C. , and 
therefore Dharma's arrival in Chitia. must have been 
before th�t year. We cannot think that Dharma. 
remained in southern CJllna. for a. long span of time 
when we take into co:D.sideration his visit to the 
Yun-ning-ssu temple and the period of Seng-fu's 
attendance upon him.. In all probability he . 
arrived in Northern Wei about 475, ·Which would 
put his landing on the Southern Yiieh coast about 
the year 470. Between this date and the generally 
accep¥ date there is a difference of seventy-seven 
years. Likewise there are many theories concerning 
the date of his death. If we follow the account 
given in Hui-k'e's biography, after Dharma's death 
Hui-k'e moved to Hsin-yeb where he enthusi
astically propagated Buddhism. This would then 
place Dharma's death before the T'ien-p'ing Period 
(534-37), probably about 532; This' differs from 
the �ally accepted Law by some thirty-seven 
years. It is highly unlikely that Dharma met 
Emperor Wu-ti, for between Dharma's arrival on 
the Southern Yiieh coast about 470 and Wu-ti's 
enthronement in south China in 502 there is a gap of 
about thirty-two years. 

Problems Concerning the Writings of Dharma: 
· The Theory of Two Entrances and Four Deeds 

recorded by T'an:-lin W'a.S probably received directly 
from his Master's lips. It is difficult to accept the 
-works ascribed to Dharma as actually being his 

writings. In the case of the Shao-shih-lliu-men, 
which is attributed to Dharma, the only part which 
can actually be said to represent Dharma's thought 
is the portion of the third chapter that explain.s the 
Two Kinds of Entrances. Proof of this can be 
found in the terminology employed in this work. 
The same holds true for such works as the Wu-hsin
lun and K uan-men which, judging from their choice 
of vocabulary, must be works of a. period later than 
Dharma's. 

Dharma In Folklore : It would be difficult 
indeed to find a. more widely diffused legend among 
the peoples of the Far East than the one dealing 
with Dharma.. He is frequently portrayed in 
drawings and in paintings, and his head with its 
characteristic piercing stare is often represented 
in ceramics. (See Plate XVIII) Eecause he is 
so commonly met with in paintings he has 
become a. symbol for the makers of wall-paper, 
!!oDd can be seen on the signs in front of the 
wall-paperer's shop. In the past, his picture 
was also used by tobacconists. Representations of 
Dharma are prized as tumbler toys fu Japan, China. 
and Korea.. In J a.pan these tumbl,�r toys are very 
popular with children, and are nicknamed " Little, · 
Jumping-up Priests " (Okiagari-koboshi). Dha.rril� 
was regarded by the beggars as their fir� ancestor, . 
and his �ge was enshrined by· veterinarians. 
Because these Dharma tumblers are usually painted 
red, have bulging eyes, and immediately jump back 
to p6sition after being pushed over, they are some. · 
times thought of as being the protective deity for 
sufferers from small-pox. In addition, they are 
believed to have the power to protect silk·Womi 
cultivation, insure safe delivery �Utd prevent . �hQ 
catching of colds. In time the scope of their 
supposed efficacy broaden� and they came to be · 

regru-ded popularly as a ·charm against all sort_s of . 
evil. They are carried by travellers for safety on & 

'ourney. or even used by gamblers to bring luck. J . • ediatel Because the tumbler jumps up JDYll Y· no 
tter how many times it may be knocked down, it ::Ue to signify success, especially in business, in the 

minds of the people, and for this reason at both the 
beginning and the end of the year the " Dharma 

Fair , (Dharma.-ichi) is held at which great n�bera · . 

of these tumblers are sold. There is even a kin� of . 
Dharma tumbler called Me-nashi Dharma: :�h 
has no eyes ; these are supposed to be pam m 

when some wish is fulfUled. 
R. M. 
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BODWDHARMA. Jn. the Far East, there is no 
Buddhist imluence so profound and penetrating aa 
that of the Ch'a.n (dhyii.na) school, popularly known 
as Zen Buddhism. It has effected a. change in 
th� cultural life of the people aa well aa in their 
general outlook regarding the method of attaining 
Enlightenment. Not merely that ; from the 
beginning of the lOth century A. C., this school has 
gained sopmnacy over a.ll other schools in China, 

· 80 much 80 that the monks in the mollB.Bteries 
throughout the country claimed in one way or the 
other to belong to the patriarchal lineage of cele

. brated dhyana masters. This phenomenon may be 
· ascribed to the fact that the Dhyana school has 
'Qeen th� _life �d �9).11 9C B!!d<lhi� · for qver IJ. 
thouaand years in China. As a. result of its im· 
portant position, voluminous works have been 
produced by various writers. Some of them are 
�tiona containing the sayings of dhyB.na 
masters, mystical and paradoxical in nature, and 
others are historical records concerning the patri
archal genealogy, especially that of the various 
branches of the disciples _of ·Hui-neng; the sixth 
Patriarch. · Howe�er, a.ll of them unanimously 
cJailn �bat Bodpi�;. thi3 �ge. from India1 ·was 

· the 2�th Patriarch.of �he. Indian tradition �d. the 
� Pat,riarob �f ihe·;���-PhyAna. School. . . 

In the early Chinese Buddhist reco;rds there is a . 
great paucity of information ' concerning · the life 
of Bodhidbarma. He was popularly known as 
T&-mo (C. 21) in. China and Daruma in Japan . . Tao- : 
1lsiian. author of the Second Seriea of Buddhiat 
Biog;ap'Mes, states very briefly that Bodhidharma. 
belonged to a br� family in South India, while 
yang HsWm-chih, author of Lo-yang-chia-lan-chi 
(Becor4 of th6 Btuldhiat Monasteriu in Lo- Yang ; 
TaiaM, No. 2092) says that he belonged to Persia 
'and came of an insignificant family. (This re�rd 
was oompleted in 547 A.C.) Ho�ver, the later 
.Buddhist records of the lith century A.C., like 

(1) Ch'i;sung : Oh'uan-fa-ching-t8ti.ng-lu'tt (A 
lrealw on· the Righi School of lmnamilting 
1M Law, Narijio, No. 1528 ; TaiehO, 
No. 2080) ; 

(2) Ch'i-sung : Oh'uan-fa·cMng-tmng-chi (Recorda 
· . of the Right School of :transmitting t he Law, 

· Ntmjio, No. 1529 ; Tai8M, No. 2078) ; 
(3) Tao-yiian : Ohing-teh-ch'uan-teng-lu

. 
(Recorcl8 

· of 1M trammisaion of the lamp up to IM 
Ohing-teh period-1004-7 A.O., Nanjio, No. 
162i : Taiaho, No. 2076) , 
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unanimously claimed that he belonged to � 
k�triya family 1 and was the third son of the 
King of Conjeevaram (Hsiang-chih) in south 
India. The teacher of Bodhidha.rma, according: 
to these records, was P.ra.jii.iitam of eastern I· India, who commanded him to proceed to China. 
for the propagation of Buddhism there. It took 
him three years� to reach Canton. He had an 
interview with �peror Wu Liang of the Liang 
DYilB.Bty, in 527 or 520 A.C. Later, he met 
B:ui-k'e and acce�ted him aa his chief disciple· 
because the latter had cut off his left hand 
and placed it before Bodhidha.rma. in orde� 
to show his sincere determination to learn 
the sacred dharnia. 'The official insignia of theo 
Robe was handed. over to Hui-k'e by him. It is. . 
said that he was poisoned to death, and that his 
ghost was seen by Sung-yiin in the Pamirs. Besides, 
there is a lengthy description about his life in India, 
which narrates ho1V he converted the leaders of th& 
six Schools founded by the pupils of his cla.ssmat& 
BuddhaBii.nta. (Fu-�-heng-to The Schools are : . 

(I) Yu-hsiang-tsung ( C. 22 
The School of Form ; 

(2) Wu-hsia.ng-tsung ( C. · 23 
The School of No-fornl. ; 

. . · (3) 'Ting-hui-�g . { . C. : 24 ) 
The School' of S�miidhi and Pra.jii.a ; 

(4) Chiai-hsing-tsung ( C. 25 
The School of Vinaya Practice ; 

(5) Wu-teh-tsung ( · C. 26 ) · 

The School of No-gain ; 
and (6) Chi-ching-tsung ( C. 27 ) 

The School of Silence (Taislw, No. 2076 ; Nanjiop 
No. 1524). 

Further, he is said to have converted his own 
nephew who shoWed hostility towards Buddhi�p 
but later on became repentant of what he had 
done. · 

However, the fo�gomg inf�l'!!¥'tion �th regard 
to the life of Bodhidha.rma should be regarded as . pure tradition, which was popularised in th& 
eleventh century A.C. by the followers of the Zen 
School. These traditions may not stand the test o( 
critical inquiry. 

Historica.lly speafing, we should have a simpler 
picture of Bodhi�, which may be framed in 
the outline given below : 

Bodhidha.rma. was a Buddhist monk whose 
original home was in south India. He belonged to a 
sect which o early Buddhistic ascetio 
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truth about this great sage. Special attention will 
be paid to the conditions of the Dhyana. School 
prior to his arrival in China and after his demise. 

Was he the Founder of Chinese Zen Buddhism ? 
The answer to this question may be divided into 
two different categories. In one case, we may say 
' No ', and in the other, ' Yes ', but partially. 

It is a well-known fact that when Buddhism was 
introduced into China, it embraced all the three 
aspects of that religion, viz., disciplinary obserV-ance, 
.meditation and philosophy (sila, sarnaahi and 
prajfki). As such, we find in the Chinese Tripitaka 
a large number of works on dhyana. or meditation. 
The earliest are probably those traTl.Slated by 
An Shih-kao in 148-70 A.C. Take for instance : · 

(I) , The SiUra spoken by the Buddha on keep1tng 

thought in the manner of great Anapana. 
(Nanjio; No. 682). 

(2) The SiUra on perception in the law of praclia 
of meditation. (Nanjio, No. 683). 

practices. He advocated very strongly the practice 
-of meditation and self-mortification as is well 
illustrated by some of his immediate disciples. He 
-appeared to have gone to China by sea. On his 
way to Lo-yang (modern Honan province), 
-the capital · of the Northern Wei Dynasty 
(386-532 A.C.), be sojourned briefly in the territory 
-of the Sung Dynasty (420-79 A.C.) whose capital 
was Nanking. He taught Hui-k'e, his chief dis
-ciple, the theory and practice of meditation and 
recommended to him the Lankiivatara Sutra as a 
reference book. He spent most of his time in two 
places, one the Shao-lin-ssii monastery in the 
"Sung-shan mountain (Honan) and the other Lo-yang, 
probably in the magnificent Yung-sning-ssii 
monastery, because he had showered on it his 
profound admiration and declared that it was 
unsurpassed by any other in all the realms of 
the Buddhas. This monastery was built in 
-516 A.C., and . destroyed by fire in 535 
A.C. ( Yang Hsuan-chih, op. cit, ). This 
would indicate that round about 520 A.C. Bodbi
·dharma was still alive and at that time his. age 
would be about 65 or 70, if we accept the date of his 
--mrival in: China tO be 480 A. C. He .passed away in 
Lo-yang some time before 534 A.C. (T'ien-ping 
-{534-38 A.C.)' because that was the time when 
his disciple Hui-k'e began to preach the new doct
rine at Nanking. 

and the works on the same topic, translated 
by Chih Yao in 185 A.C. (Nanjio, .Nos. 724, 1 338), 
by Buddhabhadra. in 398-421 A.C. (Nanjio; 

No. 1341), and . many other important texts. 
translated by Kumiirajiva in 402-12 . A.C. This 
would . show clearly that the theory and practice 
of dhyana had been known to the . Chinese 
Buddhists quite early. Further, . we find 21 
dhyana masters in Kao-seng-chuan or Bio- · 
graphies of eminent Buddhist Teachers (Nanjio, 

No. 1490 ; TaishO, No. 2059) completed in 
519 · A.C. by Hui-chiao · in which the name 
of Bodbidharma is riot included while in 
H8'U-kao- scng-chuan ) or the 8P.cond Series of · 
the Biographie8 of eminent BuddM.st Teachers 

(Nanjio, No. 1493 ; TaisM No. 2060, completed in 
645A.C., by Tao-hsiian), the names of 135 dhyana 
experts are found including a few of the immediate · 
disciples of Bodbidharma. These · facts clearly 
flhuw how popular and well-known dhyana. Bud
dhism was among the Buddhists at that time. They 
also show that to speak of Bodhidharma, who came 
to China round about 480 A.C., as the founder o! 
the dhyana practices would not accord with facts. 

This short sketch of Bodhidharma is naturally 
-devoid of the colourful, · fabulous tales linked with 
llis life. We give below two of the tales as 
·illustration :-,-

. I. When Emperor Wu of the Liang Dynasty 
(502-49 A.C.) could not understand and appreciate 
the unusual answers given by him, Bodhidharma 
went across the Yangtse River riding on a reed. 
He then entered the Shao-lin monastery in Honan 
province and practised deep meditation, facing the 
wall for. nine long years. As a ·sequel, it is said, he 
imprinted his image on the wall. 

2. He is said to have attained the hoary age of 
150 years, and passecl away after that. However, 

. a  Chinese envoy, while returning from India, saw 
Bodbidhanna, . with one shoe dangling from his 
monk's staff, on the Pamirs (Ts'ung-ling). When 
ne reported this to the Emperor, his tomb was 
unearthed and to their surprise, they could not 

iind anything else in the coffin except a broken shoe. 
The stories mentioned above appear to indicate 

·that J;ie was credited with possessing supernatural 
powers, or, in the derogatory sense, that he was 
·some sort of magician. This, indeed, is unfortunate. 
We shall endeavour, in the sequel, to bring out the 

This, however, concerns only the early phase of 
the Dhyana School in China which had already a 
firm footing before the arrival of Bodhidharma snd 
of which, therefore, he is not entitled to the honour : 
of being the founder, as is usually supposed. We 
must make it clear, nevertheless, that the later 
developed Zen School has much to do with him, 
though the honour seems to· have been forced on 
him. When we say the later developed Zen Sch�l 
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we mean the particular form of Zen Buddhism 
which flourished during the T'ang and the Sung 
Dynasties (618-905 and 962-1278 A. C. respectively), 
and was greatly popularized by Hui-neng, the Sixth 
Patriarch of the Bodhidharma lineage. It was 
.during the early part of this period that J a.panese 
Buddhists came to China for higher studies and 
later took back with them the various Buddhist 
Schools, inCluding the Zen (Zen is the Japanese 
term for ' Ch'an • which, in turn, is dervied from the 

· Ban.sl¢t word 'Dhyana '). It is this form of Zen 
Buddhism that has become widely known in the 
West. It may be said of Bodhidharma. that he 
was in some way associated with this School, though 
indirectly. 

The Truth about his being the 28th Patriarch : 
Several Chinese · records of the biographies · of the 
patriarchs of the Zen School claim that Bodhi
dharma was the 28th patriarch of the Indian 
tradition; starting from Mahakasya.pa. Ch'i-sung, 
author·of two of these records, asserted tha·t he was 

· really the 28th patriarch in India and refuted 
. the authority . . of Fu1a-t8ang7yin.-yUan-ching or 
Ohuan or Siltra on the Nidiina . of transmitting 

· . . lhe Dhar:nap#aka, (Nanjio, . No. ,1340, TaishO, 
No. 2058), a· Sa.Jll!krit text· tran.$ted. into ChiD.ese 
in · . . 472. A.O. by . ' Chi�Ohia"-yeh. . This ,:wo* 

. . giVes us a list of the para-mpara . . (lineage) 
traditio:t;t c>f- 23 Indi� patriarchs, beginning with 
MahiikMyapa and· ending with . Shpha Bhiksu. 
In between, we have ASvagho� as the 1 1th, Nagar
juna the 13th, Vasubandhu the 20th and ·so forth. 

. In the biographical sketch of the last Patriarch, 
Bit}lha Bhiksu, we are told that he was killed by 
Mirakutsu (Mihiralrula !), a king belonging to the 
heretic faith; known for the destruction he calised 
to Buddhist establishments and the massacre of 

· the Buddhist monks in Ka.Smir. As a result, the· 
line of parampara was discontinued after ·hi s  death, 

. because he could not, while he was alive, find a 
suitable pets?n to succeed him. On the evidence 
of this document, it is difficult for us to accept the 

· claim that Bod.hidharma was the 28th patriarch 
of the Indian tradition. Moreover, as this cl� 
was first :t;ll&de only in the 11th century A.C. by a 
staunch supporter of the Zen School in China, viz., 
Ch'i-sung, it can hardly conv.nce us. We know 
that the motive behind this claim was to enhance 

.. the prestige of the said Schooi. 
· The Date of Bodhldharma 's arrival In Ohlna : 

.The popular tradition (Nanjio, Nos. 1528, 1529, 
1624), recorded in the literature of the Zen School, 
tella ·aa that Bodhidharma' �ached Canton in . S27 

A.C. (or 520 A.C. in another version) in the reign 
of Emperor Wu of the Liang Dynasty (502-49 A.U.). 
It is stated in the same source that he met the 
Emperor. As this Emperor chiefly devoted his · 
attention · towards the building of monasteries, 
giving alms to the monks and so forth, he could not 
understand the mystical teachings of Bodhidha.rma 
and, · therefore, the latter left him without being 
appreciated. However, other earlier and more 
reliable sources present us with quite a different 
picture. The following may be cited : 

(1) Tao-hsuan (595-667 A.C.), author of the 
SecoruJ Seriu of Buddhist Biographies, gives us a 
life-sketch of Bodhidha.rma where he says : ' He 
first reached the territory of the Sung Dynasty 
(420:-?9 A.C.) and then proceeded towards the 
North . . .  ' This Sung Dynasty came to an end 
in 479 A.C. Moreover, he does not mention 
anything about Bodhidharma's interview with the 
Emperor of the Liang DY?Jasty. If we accept this 
version� we may safely place the date of his arrival 
somewhere between 420 and 479 A.O. 

(2) One of the · chie( disciples · of Bodhidharma. 
. was Seng-fu (Nanjio, No: 1493) who met the- . 
Master when he· was �bout seventeen years of age. 
Seng-fu passed away in 524 A.O. at the age of sixty
one years. This would put their meeting at about 
480 A.C. 

(�) Hui-sheng (Nanj_io, No. 1493) another 
pupil of Bodhidharma, learnt all the meditation . 
methods from him and observed ascetic practices. 
strictly. Hl· died sometime between 502-19 A.C. 
(T'ien-chien-nien-chung) at the mature age of 
seventy years. 

A 11 the foregoing evidence leads us to the same-·. 
conclusion, that is, that Bodhidha.rma reached. 
China some time round 480 A.O. . If that is so,, th&n 
the popular tradition about his ·arrival in 527 A.d. . 
and , about his meeting the Emperor of the Liang- . 
Dynasty in the same year, falls to the ground. 
His Teaching and its Relation with the later Zen. 
Buddhism : According to general belief, it is said. 
that the way of teaching adopted by Bodhidharma. · . 
differed substantially from that of all the Buddhist
missionaries who found their way into China . . He- · 
seems to have been a. bad linguist because he never
tlanslated �y Sanskrit text .. into Chinese, nor did 
he compose any literary work. · What was worse, 
judging ·by conventional standards, was that he· 
prea.clie.d 1m ultra-modem doctrine which seemed 
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to harbour a profound hatred towards the traditio
"llal Buddhism as contained in the books. We give 
below an outline of the fundamental principles of 
Zen Buddbi�m : . 

A special tradition outside the Scriptures ; 
Not to depend upon books or letters ; 
To point direct to the heart of man ; 
To see {one's own) nature and become Buddha. 

These lines tell us of the Dhyana School of the 
<leveloped form. . The principles contained therein 
11eem to have been strictly observed by most of the 
Zen followers in the Far East. However, to have 
.a glimpse of the simple teachings and practices of 
-e��y Zen, we have to go back to the sayings and 
the mode of life of Bodhidh.a.rma and his immediate 
disciples. 

In his short life-sketch {given by T�-huiin) we 
nnd that he used to instruct Hui-k'e, later known 88 
the Second Patriarch, · in the following twofold 
<loctrin� : one is ' reasoning ' or the basic principle, 
and the other ' practice ' (Erh-ju-aau-Ming.). As 
regards ' reasoning ' he says : 

" I firmly believe that all living beings possess the 
:same Real Nature, (avabMva). But in most CBSes_ 
it h88 . been covered by the external dust of 
-obstruction. I now ask them to give up falsehood 
and return to reality by gazing at the wall and . 
meditat�g. They_ sh�uld not try to make any 
-dii!tinction between the self and others, between 
-the saintly and the profane, but to stand firmly 
on these foundations and not to follow any other teachings. This, indeed, will be in concordance 
with the· ' Tao ' which is silent and devoid. of 
activities ". 
.Among the ' practices, ' . there are four in number : 

1. The attitude towards one's enemy : 
... During the course of religious traitJ.tng, calamity may fall 

-on the pract!tioner. Under such clrcUIDl!tances, he should 
-think that in the previous kalptu he had been led astray and 
bad· many ties of attachment and hatred. In the present life 
be might have been freed from them, but the suffering should 
be regarded as the effect of deeds performed in one's former 
birtlls. Therefore, one should willingly face all the sorrows 
·and should not harbonr any enmity towards the wrong-doer • •  
When .this occurs in one's mind, it is in accordance with the 
• Tao • because trying to understand what is the nature of ' 

f • " ·-enmity is to enter the path o • Tao • 
2. To be content with one's lot : 

" There is no iltman (eon!) in living beings. Happiness and 
•ry should be received calmly as they come. Even if one · is treated with honour, it is due to his previous deeds : when 
their effect is over, it would not come again. Therefore, there 
is no occasion lor rejoicing. In the case of gain or loss, there 
filould not be any difference in the tranquillity of the mind. 
If the mind is calm and gentle with regard to success or 
failure, then, it is said to be in fitting accordance· with the 
Dharma ". 

3. The avoidance of hankering : 
" The ordinary folk have for a long time lost themselves in 

greed-that means hankering. A Reeker after the Truth 
should be different from them. He ought to rest his mind on 
inactivities and let him face squarely whatever is his lot. 
Indeed, all the Three Worlds are full of suffering and nobody 
is secure. The siitra says: 

• Whatever you hanker after, 
The sequel is suffering. 
Thare will be happiness. 
When one is devoid of greed •. " 

4. To be in accordance with the Dharma : 

By this is meant that the avabMva or Real 
Nature is inherently pure. 

As Bodhidharma never wrote anything himself 
·this sums up the total output of his teachings. In 
addition to this, we are told that he recommended 
to his disciples the study of the ·Lmikavatara Sidra. 
This is the only Mahayana text which had some 
connection with the Dhy�a School in its tmrly . · 
stages. 

It may be mentioned here that in the beginning 
of the twentieth century, a large number of Chinese 
manuscripts was discovered from the. Thousand 
Buddha Caves in Tun-huang in China.. For a 
detailed account regarding this matter,. one may 
refer to W. Pachow's work entitled, Tung-!luang 
yun-win chi ( C. 28) or An Anthology of Poetical 
Oomp<J8itionafrom Tun-huang (Taiwan, 1965). Later, 
these valuable manuscripts were taken .to Europe 
and kept in the British Museum, London, and La. 
Bi6liotheque Nationale, Paris. In these collections . 
there are several compositions which have been 
ascribed to Bodhidharma. · However, after careful 
investigation, it W88 found thl\t they we� forged and 
written by later Zen masters.. The contents of these 
· texts are very contradictory to one another ao that 
one cannot believe they were written by the same 
author. We may cite the following case 88 an 
illustration. It is stat-ed in one of the texts that · 
" mind is the basic existence of all the phenomena 11, · 
But at the same time another work by the . sam� 
author denies such a stand, and says " There exists 
no mind. 11 Shinda.i J. Sekiguchi of J��opan h88 
listed in his Daruma-daiahi-no-Jcenkyu (C. 29) or A 
Study of _Bodhidharma (Tokyo, 1957) pp. 9-11 ; 
49-391 tlie followillg texts from Tun-huang and 
made a study on them : 

1. Ta-mo-ch.'an-shih-lun {C. 30) The Diacoursu 
of Bodhidharma, the Dhyano Master. 

2. Ta-mo-ho-ahang-chileh-kuan-lun (C. 31) The 
Venerable Bodhidharma's Discourse · on 
Diacarding V isualiza.tion ; 
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3. P'u-t'i-ta-mo-wu-hsin-Zun (C. · 32) The Dis 

courses of Bodhidharma on No-mind. (TaishO, 
No. 2831) ; 

4. Ta-mo-ta-shih-kuan-hsin-lun (C. 33) The Dis
courses of Bodhidharma, the Greae ·Master, 
on ViauaZizing the Mind. (TaishO, No. 2833) ; 

6. OMng-hsin-lun (C . 34) A Discourse on the 
Realization of Mind ; 

· 6. Ta-mo-ch'an-shih-kuan-min (C. 35) The Ways 

of ViBualization of Bodhidharma, the Dhyiina 

Master (TaiaM, No. 2832) ; 

7. Ta-mo-tt:J-shih-Bsii-hsing-Zun (C. 36) A Dis

course on the Four Practices by Bodhi
dharma, the Great Master. 

In addition, he also included three minor texts 
from other sources among which one was taken 
from the Taoist Canon (Tao-taang C. 37) It is 
interesting to note the conclusion that · was 
arrived at by Sekiguchi. He is of the opinion that 
except Ta-mo-ch'an-shih-lun the rest, as mentioned 
in the list, are 'not genuine'• or that they were 
forged by others. We would, however, Uke t() 
pOint out that. Bodhidha.tma oarinot be the a.uth9r 
of · Ta-mo-ch'an-shih�lun. Tlie re�o�. for this .is 
based on th� ()�rva.tion t�t t¥a terl has. 

quo�d . 
more . iha.n · 'seven Mahay8.na.' and two Hinay8na. 
texts from the Chinese tra.nsla.tions, imd one work 
from the Confucian classics. Gi�en below are the 
original titles : 

(1) Vimalalcirtinirdda SiUra (TaiaM, Nos. 474, 
475) 

(2) Srimiila(devi)Bir]mana.da Siltra . (Tai:JM, 
No. 353) 

(3) Vajracche4ilcaprajiiaparamitii Suera (TaiahO, 

· No. 235) 

(4) MaMvaipulyatatMgatagarbha Sutra 
(TaiaM, No. 666) 

(5) Saddharmapu:!U]arika Siitra (TaiaM, No. 262). 

(6) MaMprajnaparamita Upadda (TaiaM, No. 
1509) 

(7) MahiiparinirvatuJ SUtra (TaiaM, Nos. 374, 
375) 

(8) Lanlriivatara Batra (TaiahO, Nos. 670, 671, 
672) . 

(9) Dharrriapada (TaiaM, Nos. 210, 211) . 

(10) Priitimo�a Siltra or Vinaya (TaiaM, No. 
1426) 

(11) Lun-yu (C. 38 Confucian Analects) 

.According to the biographical sketch written by 
Tao-hsiian, we understand that the Lanlcavatam 
Sidra was the only text recommended by Bodhi
dharrna, and that he did not ahoJ. any interest in 
other books. This was possibly due to the fact 
that his ability to read Chinese was very poor. 
That being the case, is it possible that he, all of a · 
sudden, became a. great writer and expert, not only 
on the Chinese Tripita.ka., but also on Confucian 
classics ? Further, the same manuscript says 
cc Ohi-tzu-shen-hain, ming-wei-ching-t'u (C. 39). 
This very body and mind are ca.lled the Pure Land ". 
The idea of " Pure Land is within· oneself ", was, 

for the first time, introduced by Hui-neng · 
the Sixth Patriarch in the well-known work qa.lled 
" Liu-tau-ta-shihja-po,o-t'arkf.ing (C. 40) Siltra 
spolcen by the Sixth Patriarch on the High Seae 
of Dharma-ratna " (TaisM, No. 2008, ch. 3.). It is 
likely that the text in question was influenced by 
the teaching of Hui-neng. As Hlli-neng passed 
away in 713 A.O., the <late for the composition of 
Ta-mo-ch'an-ahih-lun cimnot be placed ea.rlier than . 
the eighth century A.O • . · In. other words, . the 
authorship of this manuscript cannot b6 ascribed to 
Bodhidhaima. · 

Judging by the rather curl outlines of his te8crung· 
and .the ascetic way ofJ ife of his immediate dis- · 
ciples, it wot,Ud . a.ppea,r. that, theoretiQally, Bodhi
dha.rma. had more or less based his philosophy on 
the interpretation of Buddha-nature in sentienfl . . 
beings as .found in the Nirvar;aa SiUra. The�fore, 
he regarded the aa.intly and the profane as being on 
the same level, because intrinsica.lly there would not · 
be any difference between theni. However, there 
is not the slightest hint of the theory of ' Sudden 
Enlightenment' here, though it is very prominent 
in the teachings of the later pa.triarohs and their 
disciples. Moreover, the · apparently eccentric . 
ways of te8.ohin.g, such as giving a. blow� a kick or 
tweak of the nose, drawing a. circle in the air, say
ing pa.radoxica.l things, a.nsw8ring questions with 
incoherence and all kinds of. apparent absurdities . . 
a�opted by the patriarchs after · Hui-n&.g 
the Sixth. Patriarch (63�713 A.O.), ce.nnot be 
said . to have originated with Bodhidhe.rma� 
because he had nothing to do ·with them. . 
On the contrary, the emphasis laid on a.usterity,self. . · 
contentment, self-mortifi.Ca.tion, the curb of desire� · .

. 

the b6lief in the effect of karma, the insistence on 
concentration of mind by gazing at the ble.rik: wan 
and othE!r ascetic trends appear more akin to the 
early 'Arhat' ideal than the Mahayana dhyana 
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practices seen after the seventh century A.C. To 
substantiate our statement, we cite a few examples 
in order to show what kind of austere life Bodhi• 
dharma's disciples used to lead : , . . . .  , - . ·• 

(i) Hui-k;e (C . 41), his chief disciple and in 
later generations known as the Second Patriarch, 
used to practise the teaching of Bodhidharma very 
strictly. During the period of persecution of 
Buddhism started ·by Emperor Wu-Ti of the 
Northern Chou Dynasty (Pei-chou-wu-ti 561-178 
A.C.) one of his arms was cut off by an assassin. 
As he took it calmly, by adhering to his mA.Ster's 
instructions, he did not feel any pain. To stop 
bleeding, he cauterized the wound with fire and 
bandaged it wit� a piece of cloth. He went on 
begging his alms as if nothing had happened. 

(ii) Na Ch'an-shih (C. 42) or Na, the dhyii.na 
master, was a disciple of Hui-k'e. Before 
his renunciation he was a. renowned Confucian 
scholar� From the time of his becoming a monk, 
he gave up reading non-Buddhist literatrire and 
never touched a pen. Regarding his personal 
possessions, he had only a robe, and a. begging 
bowl. He ate only one meal a. day and observed 
the practice of ahutanga (q.v.) very strictly. 

(iii) Hui-DU\Il (C. 43), a. disciple of Na 
Ch'an-shih and a great-grand-disciple of Bodhi
dharma, devoted himself to the practice of non
attachment. He had only a robe and ate once a 
day. Thare was no other property belonging to 
him exoopt 

. two needles. He needed them for 
mending his n1g in the winter, but would discard 
them during the summer. Once he was meditating 
on an open ground which was covered by snow five 
feet .deep. Someone saw him and offered him free 
board and temporary lodging. He refused that 
kind offer ·and said : " I would accept your invits• 
tion only when no one else in the whole world is 
alive !" 

Besides these, the lives led by his other im
mediate disciples, like Seng-fu (who died in 524: 
A.C.) and Hui-sheng (who died during 502-19 A.C.), 
are more or less like the ones described above. If 
we e�mpare their spirit of self-mortification and 
quiet contemplation with the boisterous daring of 
burning a wooden image of the Buddha (by Tan
hsia., C. 44 ) and the killing of a cat (by 
�an-eh'iian, C. 45 ) and other strange 
acts performed by later dhyana masters, supposedly 

to contain the mystery of dhyana ideals, we should 
come to the conclusion that there is hardly any 
common ground between them. Thus, it would 
appear to be an irony of fate that Bodhidharma was 
placed as the First Patriarch of the Zen School. 

From the foregoing evidence; we ·are led to . 
believe firstly, that, historically speaking, Bodhi
dhanna was very sober, simple-living and com
paratively less known than most of his contem
poraries. (The story of his meeting with the 
Emperor of the Liang Dynasty and other fabulous 
tales associated with his life cannot stand critical 
enquiry.) Secondly, Bodhidharma's theories and 
practices concerning dhyii.na · differed greatly from . . · 
those of the later patriarchs and their numerous · 
disciples. If that is so, why was he regarded as the 
First Patriacrh of the Zen School ? Thirdly, the list 
of the six Pa�riarchs : 

(1) Bodhidharma. ( C. 46 
(2) Hui-k'e ( 0. 47 ) 
(3) Seng-ts'an ( C. 48 ) 
(4) Tao-hsin ( 0. 48a ) 
(5) Hung-jeen ( C. 49 ) . '.: ··. 

{6) Hui-neng (or Shen-hsui)l ( C. 50 ) 
populti.rly lmown from the beginning of the· eigh�h 
century A.C. and later on recorded in the:..dhyana · 
literature written by Ch'i-sung in the eleventh · 
century A.C. was not found in early Buddhist 
historical records. Seng-ts'an, the Third Patriarch 
in our list, · was not known to any author of the . 
Buddhist Biographies. (The second series was com
pleted in 645 A. C. and the third series in 988 A.C.) 
Tao-hsiian mentions very briefly in his 'Biographies' 
the names of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen as te11o0her and 
pupil, but he does not say anything about their · 
being the Fourth and the Fifth Patriarchs in the 
Bodhidharma line. Naturally, he could not, be
cause he had already recorded the life-sketch of 
Hui-man, the great-grand-disciple of Bodhidharma. 

W. P. 

BODHIDIPA, a Chinese translator of the Sui · 
dynasty (589-618  A.C.; Nanjio, p. 1 10 ; M. W. de 
Visser, Ancient Buddhism in Japan, Leiden, 
1935, Vol. I, p. 352). See CHAN-TSA-SSN-0- . 
YEH-PAO-CHING. 
BODID-DRUMA. See BODID-TREE. 

1. BhGn-hslu died in 706 A.C. The inscription on hi tomb contains the above mentioned list. It is Q)aimed that he wu 
�he Sixth Patriarch. 
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BODHIGARBHALANKARALAK�A-DHARA}!I In the Mahavihii.ra at Anuradhapura (Ceylon) 
(var. Bodhima'!/4alalak�alankiira-namadhiira7Ji, a Bodhi-ghara was erected for the well-known 
Bodhi-garbhedri?'(l4-lak�a-dharatti) ,  the title of three Sacred Bodhi-tree . This was a very special object 
Sanskrit texts occurring in the Rgyud �bum of attention by several kings at different times 
(100,000 tan.tra) and Bzuna bOOs (dharatli) sections who had repairs made to it or embellishments, 
of the Tibetan Kangyur, according to the Sde-dge additions, etc. Elsewhere in the island, too, 
edition (TM. Nos. 508, 509, 920), and two texts there were similar houses, at the Abhayagiri and . 
occurring in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the GokSJ)I).aka vihii.ras and at several places in 
Kangyur according to the Peking edition (TT. Rohw;ta, the southern district (ibid. xxxvii, v. 1 5 ; 

· Vol. a, No. 139 ; Vol. 11,  No. 545). The Tibetan xlviii, v. 5 ;  xlix, v. 15 ; lxxix, v. 72). 
. 

version of this text is Byan-chub'-anin-pol),i rgyan- The best-known of the Bodhi-gharas, naturally, 
!),bum ahea-bya-ba�i gzuns. The author of this text were those of the (Indian) Mahii.bodhi (ibid, 
is unknown, but the translator is named as Mgon-po · xxxy, v. 80) and the existing Sacred Bodhi-Tree of 
skyabs. . Ceylon. On account of the disappearance of Bilddhi-

The author begins the text with a salutation ism from India, the former went into decay,. and 
addressed .to tbe BuddhaS. JlP..<t the bodhisattvas. because of the uninterrupted devotion of Ceylon 
This work describes the method . of enshrining Buddhists the latter was restored from time to 
iDside a stiipa, a magic spell (written) after chanting time during the course of some two thousand years. 
it for 100,000 times. It is said that this spell helps In such circumstances J;l.either of them provides · 
one to be devoid ot all sms and to establish himself the archaeologist with an opportunity to draw a 
in the Path of Enlightenment. It further describes fair picture, from . any surviving features, of the 
the method of decorating the ·stiipa and how it type of building. 
should be honoured. The m�gio . spell runs as One Bodhi-ghara, however, in t:Qe Buddhist . 
follows : ·vipu'la vadana . • • • prabhilaa ketumurd- world, has lain untouched by restorers for a thous
varaye Tathagataya arahate samyak aambuddhaya and years! Although in ruin, it alone enables the 
nama Bhagavate Sakya muniye Tathagataya arahate scholar to form a true idea of this clas� of 

. samayak 8ambuadhaya Tatyathii bodhi bodhi bodhini . ancient shrine. Dli!covered in Nillakgama (close to 
bhodini aarva · Tathagata. • • • . • • 

. 
• • dhara the abaiJdoned village of Nitalawa, See Plate XIX) . . 

clhara hara ha�a prahara .prahara ma'M bodhi tia!i · in the North- W £!Stern Province of Ceylon, it was 
clhare·Uu.lu tsufu 8ata ra8mi.aa�t�odite aarva Tatha···: . briefly noticed in the year 1895 and described in 
gata b]!i(lkte gu7Je gU'{lavateaarvaBucldhagu'l;l(jvabh&e some detail inl954 (ABO AR. for 1954). The Indian 
mili mili gaganatale prati�lhite lama 8ama pra8ama · . ·bas-reliefs add to the architectural eviden�e from · 
pra8ame- hulu hulu mahabodhimarga aatp,P,ati�lhite. clear stood its remains to suggest that the bodhi-tree 

According to the author, one should build the had uponaninner upperplatform or terrace. A lower · 
stiipa and after enshrining the magic spell in it, platform outside was enclosed by a parapet wall. 
he should offer it with flowers (divine ?), incense In th.e intervening space of the two platforms were 
(dri), garlands (phren-wa), medicinal ointment found stone pillars which had supported a wooden . 
(phyug-pa) and powder (phye-ma); and decorate it . roof. Fragments in terracotta of the roofing tiles 
with a covering (Skt. nivasana ; Tib. tw-bzall}, a were found in the debris. At each of the four 
parasol (Skt. chattra ; Tib. gduga) and the banner sides of the inner or upper platform was a 
of victory of Buddhism (Tib. rgyal-mtahan). At the flower-altar. The date of 8-9 cent. A.C. has been 
end . of the text the author mentions that one · deduced fro� palaeographical evidence • .  
should honour not only the stiipa, but also the Bodhi-gharas are not known outside India and · 
Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha. Ceylon. They continued to be erected in Ceylon .· 

I. K. up to about the 13th cent., as far as historical 

BODHI-GHARA, house of the bodhi tree, referred 
to in Pall texts, e.g., Mhv. xxxvii, v. 31.  The 
principal object of veneration in the house, which 
stood as a shrine, was the tree. That, however, 
did not exclude Buddha images also for purposes · 
of worship. 

This class of shrine most probably originated 
with the Mahii.bodhi in India. It w:as certainly 
known in ancient times, as proved from sculptures 
in places such as Bhii.rhut, Sii.fici and Amarii.vati. 
'l'he reliefs show a type of " house " enclosing the 
tree and branches of the latter above the walls. 

· times are considered. Nevertheless some sort of · 
building is nowadays to be seen enclosing the 
bodhi-tree of a Ceylon vihii.ra. It is sometimes . 
elaborate and frequented ; such a structure is · 
very popular in the town of Kalutara; serving also . 
as a votive centre. The original idea associated · · · 
with a Bodhi-ghara was that the tree itself was the · 
sole shrine (cetiya). And this seems to have been 
obscured since the later periods of Buddhism in 
the island when the thiipa and the image-house 
came to greater popularity with the worshippers. 
(See A; Cunningham, Mahabodhi (India) ; Wilhelm 
Geiger, Oulture of Oeylon i� Mediaeval Timu, 
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ed. W. Bechert, Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 
1960, p. 188 ,; S.  Paranavitana in the volume of 
specimen articles of the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, 
p. 8 ff.) See also BODHI-TREE . 

D. T. D. 

· BODHIGHAlUYA, an arahant. During the time of 
Siddhattha Buddha he caused a pavilion to be 
erected at the bodhi-tree of that Buddha. I .. ater, 
he was born in the heaven of the thirty-three gods 
(Tusita) and had a mansion made. of precious stones 
for his dwelling. Sixty-five kappas ago he was a 
world ruler. His chief city was Kasika, a creation 
of Vissakamma, the divine architect. This city was 
ten leagues long and eight wide. Here he lived in a 
magnificent mansion-made of gold, silver and other 
valuable articles. All these he enjoyed as a fruit of 
his bestowing a pavilion, ninety-four kappas ago, to 

. Siddhattha Buddha (Ap. II, p. 401). 

W. G. W. 

BODID-GOTHI, a donor of a railing-pillar to the 
Siiici stupa. I. His gift is recorded in a third 
century B. C. inscription on that pillar (A. Cun· 
ningham, The Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854, pp. · 236, 
271). 

BODIDGUTTA, o�e of the eight brothers of Vedisa
devi; who were sent by Asoka to escort the branch 
of the bodhi-tree (q.v,) to Anurii.dhapura. With 
Sumitta he was the leader of the retinue. Bodhi- . 
gutta. was a Sakiyan by birth and was also t.he 
maternal uncle of Mahinda. and Sailghamittii. (Mhbv. 

p. 154). · When the tree planting ceremony was over, 
Devii.nampiyatissa led him to · Morapii.sii.da and 
invested him with the rank of ' Lailkajaya.mahale
khaka '  in great pomp and cremony (ibid. p. 164). 
Devii.na.mpiyatissa. also gave him a residence near 
the bodhi-tree. Later he married Sunandii., the 
younger sister of the theri Bodhigutta, and had two 
children, Mahinda and Vidhurinda (ibid. p. 169). 

I. K. 

BODIDGUTTA (var. Bodhimitta), a theri who 
lived in the IIatthii.lhakara�a in Anuradhapura. 
She waa a colleague of Sailghamitta. She belonged 
to the Moriya clan and was the elder sister of 
Sunandii.., wife of Bodhigutta (Mhbv. p. 169). 

BODHIKETU, a bodhisattva mentioned in a. list of 
bodhisattvas residing with the Buddha in Jetavana 
(Gvyii. p. 3). 

BODHIKUMARA, the Buddha in one of his tortner 
lives as bodhisatta. He was born in a brii.hmati 
family and became an ascetic (J. IV, pp. 22-27 ;: 
Cp. p. 86 ; CpA. p. 134). See CULLABODHI. 
JATAKA and CULLABODHI CARIYA. 

BODHILA, a. native of Ka.Smir and a. follower of the . 
Mahii.sanghika school. He was the author of the 
Chi-chen-lun ( DCBT. p. 226 b.) . 

BODHIMA:tfPA, the ground under the bodhi-tree 
at Buddhag�yii. (q.v.) where the Buddha. attained · 
Enlightenment. As it is used .in literary works, 
the term does not necessarily refer to the 
very spot on which the Buddha sat at th&, 
moment of· his Enlightenment. It refers ra.tbel 
to the area around the bodhi-tree, that is sanctified 
by the Buddha, not by one Buddha, but by all the 
Buddhas of the past,. and also of the future. Thus, 
it is referred to as the place of victory of all the 
Buddhas (sabbabuddhiina'l' jayapallanka or jaya- · 
mangala) and consequently conceived B.f!)he navel 
of the earth (puthuvinabhi : J. IV, p. 232� Mhbv. p. 
79). When there isno bodhi-tree growing there, for an 
area of one rajakarisa (a square measure ofJand) aU · 
around the bodhi-tree nothing grows, not even . 8! 
blade of grass and then t� entire bodhit:nat'4a is · 
spread w ith silver sand and is quite 8mooth. · But 
all around the sanctified .area, grass� creeperS and . . 
mighty trees do grow, bending towards the bodhi
mat�-� as if paying reverence to the sacred spot; . · 
As it iS the spot where all Buddlias destroy their 
desires (sabbabuddhana'f' kilP.saviddha'f'/land#hana), 
it is so sanctified that no one can travel iii. the air 
immediately above it, not even Sakka. (J. IV�pp, 232 
ff.). The king of Kaliil.ga, to whom this was 
practically proved when he failed to go in the air 
just above this place, came down from the air 
and made lJodhipuja (q.v.) for seven days (ibid; 
p. 235). No place other 'than this can ooar the 
weight of a .  Buddha at the time he attains full · 
Enlightenment (ibid. p. 229; see Plates XX, XXI 
and XXII) 

It is said that a.t the time of the destruction. of the · 
world at the end of a kappa, this · sacred spot 
(Pali, bodhip!lllanka, Skt. bodhiparyanka (q.v.) is the . · 
last to disappear rui.d at the re�emergence of .the . 
world it is the first to re�appear; If a Bud� were · 
to appear in the .world during a particula.r'kappa •. � 
lotus will appear there as an indication ,{Pubbani� · 
mitta) of the great event . . The' number of .flowers 
that Will ap�ar there will be iii accordance With th� 
number of the Buddhas to be ' b�in · dwing �t 
kappa (DA. n; P• 412). 

. . 
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During the first week following the Enlighten
ment, the Buddha sat there, enjoying the bliss of 

· emancipation ( Vin. I, p. 1) ,  and during the second 
week, too, he showed his gratitude to the bodhi-tree 

· by gazing at it with unblinking eyes. According to 
· the Dhamma.pada4�halcath.a (IV, p. 7 1  f.) the Buddha 

spent sewn �·eeks after Enlightenment at this site. 
.According to the Lalitavistara (p. 199) the area 

covered by the bodhimatl4a is said to have sixteen 
sides (!'01/.aAalcaraprthivipradeSa). The various 
miracles that are said to have occurred when the 

enlightened Buddha by the name Padmottara8ri, 
teaching the prajnaparamita doctrine to the great 
bodhisattvas (SsP. p. 42). 

A. G. S. K. 

BODHIMAlfJ;>ALA:SKARAVY'OHA, name of a 
Mahayana samadhi mentioned in t.he Dharma
megha-bhiimi, the laat of the 10 bodb.isattva-bhumis 
of the Da8abhiimika Sutra (p. 82,), and also in 
its classical Chinese versions (TaiahO, No. 278, 
Vol. 9, p. 57lo ; No. 279, Vol. 10, p. 205b. No. 287, 
Yol. 10, p. 567b). 

BODHIMA:tfJ)AMAKUTA, a bodhisattva mentioned 
in a list. of. bodhisattvas residing with the Buddha 
.iu Jeta.vana (Gvyii. p. 3). 

BODHIMA��A VIBUDDHASRICAHDRA, a Tathii.
gata. propitiated by the night-goddess Sarvana
garar�sambhavateja};ISri (Gvyil. P· 310) .  

· bodhisaUva set out towards the bodhim!ltyJa for 
the achievement of Enlightenment are deacribed in 
great detail. At that moment, according to the 
te�, . all the t_rees and mountains in all the world 
systems bent their heads towards the bodhimatl4a in 
reverence. It is also sa.id (ibid. p . . 202) that 
sixteen gods were guarding the spot (for their 
names, see s. v. A V ABIIAsAKARA) and that they 
were decorating it at that time in order to honour 
the bodhisattva and to celebrate the great hour of . . his Enlightenment. Those decorations, . which . 

BODIDMARGAPRADIPAPANJIKA-NAMA, the . . extended for eighty yojanas, are also described in 
title of a text, the Tibetan translatien· o( which is d.etail. As the 'bodhisattva sat on the· carpet of . · · Byati-chub-lam-gyi sgron-�i dkaJJ,-�grel ahea-bya-ba, · . .....,_..;. in the bodh_ imatl4a, . various gods are sai

_ 
d : to �-

occurring in the Dbu-ma (Miidhyamika) I!OOtion of have mQunted.guard in all the directions (ibid. PP· the Tengyur (TT. Vol. 103� No .. 5344 ; TM. No; 3948 ; . · 211 ff.). · · · 
. · Oorider, m, p. 327). The authorship of this work Originally t'Qe term bodhima'l)¢a (wwch appears . . is ascribed to Dipaiikara.Srijfiana and it was transonly in later canonical an<i post-carionical works ; · 

la.ted into Tib�ta.n by Tshul-krims rgyal-ba (Jaya- · · for references see the PED.) seems to have been Bila) and Dpal Mar-me mdsa.d ye-ses shahs (Sri 
used to denote the exact spot where the Buddha �t Dipa.ilkarajnanapada). · 

· at the time he achieved Enlightenment. Later, 1t 
seems to have been extended to cover the area 
round the bodhi-tree. Sometimes the term is 
figuratively used to mean the Buddha's Enlighten
ment itself, as the starting point of his career as the 
Buddha (e.g , SnA. p. 2). 

In later tradition, the term. vajraaana (q.v.) was 
used tO denote the bodhi��. See also BODill" 
GHAnA.. and BODill-TREE. 

A. G. S. K. 

BODW.MA�AC'O:r;>A, a bodhisattva mentioned in 
a list of' bodhisattvas residing with the Buddha in 
Jeta.vana. (GvfJU. p. 3).· 

BODHIMA.�ALANKARASURUCIRA,. · a world 
system (lolcadhatu), supposed to be in the south
easterly direction. It is the last lokadhatu situated 
in that direction and hence it is beyond all the 
world-systems in that direction, which are as 
innumerable · a.S the grains of sand of the river 
Ganges. In this lokadhii.tu ther� lives a perfectly 

The work deals with a detailed description of the . .  ! 
method of attaining the bliss of emancipation. The 
·auth�r begins the text with a salutation addressed 
to Tara (agrol-ma). Next he salutes Mafijusri- . 
kumarabhiita, · Sambara (bde-mchog), the most · 
important Ta.ntric deity of the Buddhists, Arya
sailga (thoga-med), the founder of the Yogacii.ra 
school of Buddhism of Suvarr;�advipa (,r-robably the 
ancient Pegu where Buddhism flotl .:ished in the 
ninth and the. tentll centuries A.C�), and Maiiju-

. gho� (�jam-dbyans)• 
I. K. 

BODBIMATU . MAHATISSA. An arahant thera. 
. When Du�thagama:J)i expressed his desire to give lio 
the Sangha a e.hare of the meal which he got with· . . 
much difficulty while hiding in the forest., after hi'l. 
defeat at CiilanganiyapiUhi · this thera read . 
the king's thoughts and went through the air to 
where the king was. The king placed the share set 
apart for the Sangha as well as his own share in the 
monk's alms bowl. When Dut�hagama1;1i's atten
dant and the king's horse sa.w this, they, too, 
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desired to follow their master, and a.ll ·four shares 
of the meal were offered to the monk. The monk 
accepted the bowl and, going back through the air, 
distributed that meal among the multitude · of 
monks in his monastery. The king was very 

· hungry a.nd 'Wished for something to eat. The 
thera., becoming aware of the king'a desire, sent to 
him whatever remained in the bowl, through the 
air. The king shared that meal with his attendant 
a.nd the horae, a.nd not wishing to return the empty 
bowl, filled it with wa.te'r, and covering it with his 
shawl, set it a.fl.oa.t in the air to reach the thera. (AA. 
IT, pp. 213-14). The Mahiivarp.sa records the story 
with all ita details, but gives the name of the thcra. 
as Kutumbika.putta. of Piyangudipa. (Mhv. xxiv, 
tl. 25). 

W. G. W. 

.BODID.M"OLA S"OTRA, name of a Sanskrit work 
mentionoo in the Karmav(Utu (BHS. p. 402b). 

BODBIPADDBATI-HAMA, the title of · a. text, 
the Tibetan transla.tion of which occurs in the 

. Bgyud . (ta.ntra) section according to the Sde-dge 
edition and the Oordier (TM. No. 3766 ; Oordier, 
ill, p. 94 No. 59), a.nd in the Rgyud-IJ,grel (ta.ntra 
ocmmenta.ry) section according to the· Peking 
edition (TT. Vol. 81, No. 4585) of the Tibetan 
!Pengyuf'. The Tibetan title is Byan-chub-kyi 

. g1Aun-�m a�-bya-bq (var� . . . .  shes bgyi-ba). The · author is unknown, but the translators are named 
. as Dgra-bcom and Sakya.Sribhadra.. 

The author begins the text with a · .salutation 
addressed to the great sage Amitii.bh& (Tib. Od
-dpa.g-tu-med) the manifestation of the fourth 
Dhy8n.i-buddha, a.nd says that he discusses only 
the main points of this · text. 

The description of the road which leads to the 
· bliss of emancipation and how it could be attained 
form the contents of the text. According to the 

. author, emancipation has to be atteined only by 
having faith in the Buddha. and by following his 
doctrine. Those who are keen to attain this should · practise meditation and get rid of all their evils 
(Tib. sdig-pa). The author himself admits that it 
is a. difficult path ; but he says that one should 

. try to attain it. One who follows this path is 
asked to salute such Tathagatas as V airocana
prabha.raja., PUJ?paketuraja. s.nd Rantaketuraja. 
etc. a.nd build stupas in their honour. .All of 
them are addressed with magic formulE!,s. All 
the Buddhas are also to be saluted by him. The 
merit accumulated by such veneration would 
help one to attain the bliss of emancipation. 

The following verse also occurs in this text :
y e dharma hetuprabhava 
H etun te�am · Tathiigato hyavadat 
T!J§iintsayo nirodhaye 
Eva?Jl viidi mahdhama1)_a 

BODHIPAKKBIY A-DHAMMA, qualities or items 
contributing to bodhi (q.v.), i.e., Supreme Wisdom 
or Enlightenment. As bodhi, for the Buddhists, 
represents the culmination of the course of mental 
culture, the factors that contribute to its realization 
occupy a pro-eminent place in the field of Buddhist 
ethics. Together they form an aggregate of thirty
seven facto.rs generally known as t.he " Thirty
seven Factors of EnlightemD.ent " (satta timaa 
bodhipakkhiya-dhamma). Both in Thera.vii.da �nd 
Mahayana. ncriptures they are · always grouped 
under-seven main headsl as follows :- · 

I .  the · l!,our Applications of Attentiveness 
(catta1'o satipal�hiina ,· Buddhist Sanskrit : 
smrty'upasa.thana) :  I, contemplation of the 
body (kiiyanupassana) ; II, contemplation 
of tho sensations (vedananupassani:i) ;  III, 
contemplation of the mind (cittanupassani:i) 
and rv, contemplation of tlie· mind-objects 
(dhammanupassani:i). · �· 

2. the Four Right Endeavour� (cattaro 
sammtlppadhiina ,· Buddhist' . · Sanskrit : 
samyakpradhiina) : I; the en'deavour to 
avoid the arising of evil (papaka) and un-
wholesome (akusa1a) states or mind that 
have not arisen (Ba.?Jlvarapadhiina); · II, 
the endeavour to overcome evil a.nd un
wholesome states of mind that have arisen 
(pahii:rwpadhiina) ; III, the . endeavour to 
develop wholesome states of mind that 
have not arisen (bhiivanapadhiina) ;  IV, the 
endea'lTour to maintain and increase the 
whole:3ome st.a.tes of mind thf.\t have a.ris�n 
. (anura:kkha1)a-padhiina). 

3. th� Four Bases of Psychic Power (cattaro 
iddhi-1>ada ; Buddhist Sanskrit : rddhipada) : 
I, the basis of psychic power that is possessed 
of concentration of intention with activities 
of · striving (chanda-samiidhi-padhiina-san
khiira-;tamanniigato iddhipiido) ; II, the basis 
of pS)'Chic power that is · possessed of con
centration of energy with activities of 
striving (viriya-samiidhi-padhiina0); III, the 
basis of psychic power that . is possessed of 
conceutration of consciousness with activit ies 
of striving (citta-samiidhi-padhiina0) and IV, 
the bu.sis of psychic power that is possessed 
of concentration of investigation with activi
ties of striving ( vimarp.sa-samiidhi-padhi:ina0). 

1 Here the seven groups with their sub-divisions are merely enumerated. The individual items will be dealt with separately, 

4. S.P.C. 93896 
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4. the :E'ive Controlling Faculties2 (pancindri
yani) ; I, faith (saddhii) ; II, energy (viriya) ; 

· IH, :mindfulness (sati) ; IV, concentration 
(samadh-i) and V, wisdom (paii:iia) . 

5. the Five Powers (pafica balani) : I, faith 
(aadcJM) ;, II, energy(viriya) ; III, mindfulness 
(sati) ; IV, concentration (samadhi) and V, 
wisd&m (panna). 

6. thR· Eleven Constituents of Enlightenment 
(satta 6ojjhanga 8 ; Buddhist Sanskrit : bodhy
anga) : I, mindfulness (sati-sambojjhanga) ; 

. II, investigation of the Law (dhamma
vicaya0) ; III, energy (viriya0) ; IV, rapture 
(piW);  V, tranquility(paasaddhi0); VI,. concen

. tration (samadhi0) and VII, equanimity 
(upeklcha0). 

7. the Noble Eight.fold Path (ariyo atthangiko 
maggo ; Buddhist Sanskrit : arya�#(inga· 
margo) consisting of I, right view (sammli 
d##h•) ; II, right thought (samma smikappa); 
ill, right speech (samma vaca); IV, right 
action (samma kammanta} ; V, right way of 
living (samma ajiva) ; VI, right endeavour 
(samma · vayama} ; . VII, right mindfulness 
(,mmmii aati) · and VIII, right concentration 

· (.!amma samadhi). . . 
· 

According to Buddhaghosa, these items, thirty 
seven in- �i, are called " FactorsofEnlightem:q.ent " 
(bodhipakkhiya-dhamma), , because th,ey are to be 
found in .the sphere of the Noble Path which is · called ' Enlightenment ', in the sense of eillightening 
(ime satta ti1]'1�a dhammii bujjhana�thena bodho'ti · 
laddhanamassa tJriyamaggassa pakkhe bhavatta bodhi
pakkhiya nama).' In the Sa7!lyutta-nikaya6 they are 
explained as conducing to the realization of Enlight
enment (bodhiiya sarrwattanti). The Netti-pakararw-8 
describes them as belonging to the sphere of the 
Noble Path (tattha ariyamagga-pakkhe satipa!fhii· 
nadinam sattatirp,sa bodhipakkhiylinam dhammiinaf!1 
• • • .)1. They are said to share in common, 
the chamcteristic of " leading out of saJ!l.Sara" or 
" leading · to salvation " (sabbehi bodhangamli 
dhamma f>odhipakkhiya niyyanika-lakkhartena ekalak
khatw)· 1 Again they are defined a8 . " bodhaitgama" · 
because they lead towards Supreme Wisdom, 

the knowledge of the Noble-Path (tattha bodhan• 
gamati bod harp, ariyamagganarw-rp,-gacchantiti)'. 
Dhammapala, in his commentary to N etti-pakararw-, 
describes them as lying within the realm of bodhi 
(bodhassa pakkhe bhavantiti bodhapakkhiyii-)1°. Al 
these definitions cited from the canonical and non· 
canonical literature, clarify the characteristic 
nature (lakkha�) and the function (rasa) of the 
thirty-seven Factors of Enlightenment. 

. Although in Buddhist literature this aggregate of 
technical terms is to be found scattered throughout • 
without distinction ofianguage and age," in the Pali 
Pif,aka.s themselves, they occur rarely under the 
common designation of bodhipakkhiya-dhamma, and 
are nevernumbered'as thirty-seven, a.s an aggregate/ • 
In the Pali· ca.nonical litera.ture11 and in books of as 
late a date as the Milindapanha13 they a.re enu
merated, but we find neither the sum total as a. unit, 
nor a ·collective name for it. In the Pali ca.non1' 
itself, therefore, the term bodhipakkMya is never 
li.Sed to designate the thirty-seven factors in their 
entirety, but whenever it is used, the term refem 
only to this or th,a.t section of them. In the 
Barp.yutta-nikaya, for instance, it is explicitly 
applied only to the category of five Controlling
Faculties. (pafkindriyani) viz., . faith (saddha) • . 
energy (viriya) min�ess (sati), concentration · 
(samoohi) and wisdom (panna). or these, wisdom. 
(pan1i4) is the Controlling-Faculty par excelltnce. 
The Buddha is reported to have said : " Monks, . 

. whatsoever principles there be that are on the side 
of Enlightenment, of them the Controlling-Faculty 
of wisdom, is reckoned chief, namely for attaining 
Enlightenment ( . . . . . .  bhikkhave, ye ke ci 
bodhipakkhiyiidhamma pannindriya"!l tesa"!l aggam 
akkhayati yadidarp. bodhaya)l6. And it is further 
said that these bodhipakkhiyiidhamrnd when cul
tivated and made much of, plunge into the Death· 
Jess, have their end and goal in the Deathless 
( . • . .  bhiivitani bahulikatani amatogadhani hont.i 
amataparayatlJni amatapatiyosaniini)IC. 

t The two classes or Controlling-Faculties (indntttini) and Powers (balilni) are absolutely identical except in name. 
a Frequently also called 1ambojjhatigtJ. 

· · 
' Yilfll. �HOS. Vol. 41) p. 582. 
$ 8. VF p. 227. 
' Nel. p. 197. 
7 Ibid. p;, 197: 
• Ibid. p. 3!1. 
• Nell .A. (SHB. Vol. IX) p. 82. 

10 Ibid. p. 82. 
11 Neil. pp. &1, 197, 240, 261 ; J. I. pp. 275, 290 ; Dhp • .A I. p. 230;Lal. p. 8 etc. 
11 In the MaMparinibbdna Sutta they are mentioned under the generic term 'dhammtJ'. 
11 Mil11. pp. 37, 330, 335, 358. 

. 

1t s. v, p. 227 ff'.; Ybh. p. 249. 
1i s. v, p. 227. 
11 Ibid. p. 232. 
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In the Vibhangal1, on the other hand, the term 
bodhipakkhiya-dhamma refers only to the group of 
seven Constituent;; of Enlightenment (satta 
bojjhangii). In commenting on this term, Buddha
ghoaal8 assumes that all the thirty-seven were 
virtually included by the Buddha when imparting 
this portion of the Dhamma, but that bojjhangas 
were set forth explicitly because of their special 
suitability for the practice of mundane (lokiya) as 
well as of supra-mundane (lokuttara) jhana. The 
factors in this group, too, are described in the 
Sa'l{iyutta-nikaya as conducing to bodhi (boahaya 

· 8at]lVattanti) a, but they are not explicitly classed 
as bodhipakkhiya-dhamma. Thus, there is no indica
tion either in the Sarp,yutta-nikaya and Vibhanga or 
elsewhere in the Pali Pitakas of the inclusion of 
both group�ndriyas �d bojjhail,gas-under the 
aggregate of thirty-seven Factors of Enlightenment 
which we find in the · commentaries and Buddhist 
Sanskrit works. 

But, in the Vibha1iga10, the thirty-seven factors 
are found aggregated under a different class-na.me, 
namely aaddhamma. To the question, " what is 
8addhamma 1 "  (tattha katamo aaria.hammo ?) the 
Vibnanga answers by enumerating all the items that 

· came under boahipakkhiya-rlhamma. And it is 
. interesting to see that . according . to the . J iUaka
#hakatha!l, both aaddhamma' and bodhipalckhiy
dhamma are equivalent class-names for the thirty-

. . seven factors. It is; however, more probable that 
at the time when the Sa'f!lyulta-nikaya and, perhaps 
not very long after; the Vibhanga were compiled 
the extension of bodhipakkhiya-dhamma as a. 
technical term was by no means fixed, but that 

· more time was required for the accretion under this 
�ornmon name of those other aggregates. If this be 
so, as Mrs. Rhys Davids remarks " we should 
understand the question in the Sarp,yutta-nikaya 
and . in · the Vibhanga-'Katame bodhipakkhiyii 
.dhamma ? '-as meazling not ' Which are the . . . .  ' 

· but ' Which are bodhipakkhiya-dhamma ? '  23• 
In the field �f Buddhist Sanskrit literature, they 

appear for the first ·time under the designation of 
bodhipak§arlharma in the Lalitavistara23• They are 
mentioned also as forming part of the 108 :Means of 

17 Vbh. p. 249. 18 VbhA. p, 347. lt S. V, p, 72. so Vbh. p. 372. 
11 .(. V, p. 483. 
11 :Preface to Vbh. p. xv. 
13 Lal. pp. 8, 218 
u ll•ld. p. 31!. 
16 Ibid. p. 218 • 

. ts Nett. p. 112. 

Ingress into the Light of the Doctrine (dharmii
lokamukha)24. But it is instruci!ive to note in this 
connection that, l:lven in the Lalitavistara, no sum
total is given. In another passage25 where these 
factors are detailed, aryasatya (the Noble Truth) is 
inserted between smrtyupasthiina etc. and the collec
tive term (sarva) bodhipak#ka dharma. To account 
for this insertion, one has either to assume an inter
polation or to suppose that the number of boahi 
pak#ka-rlharma was not circumscribed at the time 
when the Lalitam'.stara was compiled. However, 
for want of an express statement respecting the 
number, it would not be quite correct to assume an 
interpolation. 

The Netti-pakarary,a, however, makes reference to 
forty-three ( tecatta[.i.sa) bodhipakkhiyii-dhamma28• 

Dhammapala in his commentary to the Nettil1, 
opines that this reference is made to the usual . 
thirty -seven plus the six thoughts viz. of imperma
nence (anicca-saihia), ofuffering (dukkha-sanil.a), of 
non-existence of a self (anatta-sanna), of abandon
ment (paMna-sanna), ofindifi'erence (viraga-aail.na) 
and of complete cessation (nirodha-aaniia). But in 
another passage of the Netti" only the_ thirty-seven 
categories are mentioned and sumined up as 
" bodhangama ahamma bodhipakkhikii ". It may be 
that the author of the N etti believed himself free to 
add a further category to the usual ' number of 
thirty -seven. This Supposition seems to be in 
harmony with what was observed earlier, , with 
regard to the accotmt given in the Lalitaviatara. 
This points to the conclusion that even at the time 
the N etti was compiled, the number of categories 
was still unsettled. 

As stated earlier, it is only in the Pali ·commen
taries and such Buddhist Sanskrit works as the 
Saddharmapu1J4arika, that an express statement 
respecting the number is found. In the earlier . 
works there seems to be no unanimity as to the . 
question of number and so tha factors could be 
increased or decreased to one's liking. However, it 

is probable that during the period of the post
canonical commentarial literature, o.s soon as terms 
were settled, diversity in using them ceased. 

11 The Section called " Extracts from the Commentary " in Nell. p. 237. 
·. u Nett. p, Sl. 
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.In the Mahiiparinibbiina Butta of the Digha
m7ciiya29 all the thirty-seven Factors of Enlighten

. ·:ment are· mentioned under the generic term dha.mmii. 
Befol'6l he· bade farewell to V esa.li, the Buddha is 
reported to have charged his disciples to " practise · them, meditate upon them, and spread them 
abroad, in order that pure religion may last long and 
be perpetuated, in order that it may continue to be 
for the good and happiness of the great multitude, 
out of pitY for the world, to the good and the gain 
and the weal of gods and men " . 80 The fact that 

. the Buddha, in his last address to his di.soiples l��oid 
· such emphatic stress on them, clearly illustrates 
· their importance in the field of Buddhist ethics. 
· See also BOJJHANGA. 

Y. KR. 

BODHIPAK�ANIRDESA-N!MA-MAHAYANA 
SO'TRA, a Sanskrit text in its Tibetan translation, 

· entitled 1J phags-pa byan-chub-kyi phyogs bstan-pa 
shes-bi/a-ba theg-pa chen-po�i mdo. . The author is 

· unknown. But the names of the translators are 
recorded as Jinamitra, Jnanasiddhi and Ye-ses sde. 

· • According to the Sde.dge edition, this work o,ccurs 
· .  in the Mdo:sde (misce:IIaneous siitra) section and, 

aecording· tO the .Peldng .edi�ion, in the Sna-tshogs · 

. (�llimeous·· works)' section . of . the Tibetan 
Kangyur (PM. No. 178 ; TT. Vol. 34, No; 845) • . 

The text, the opening salutation of which is 
addressed to the Buddha and all the bodhisattvas, 

. includes a siitra which describes the Perf�tion of 
Enlightenment. 

. Once, when . the Buddha w.as . residing in the 
Vultures' Park at Rii.jagaha, with a community 
of five-hundred bhikkhus, he · addressed this 
discourse to Maiiju8rikumii.rabhiita and declar6d . 
that one who does not understand the Four�oble 
Trut.hs (Skt. catvari-arya-satyani ; Tib. �phags-pa�i 
bden-pa bshi), · namely ·misery (Skt. clu�kha ; Tib. 

· sdug-bstial-ba), the cauee of misery (Skt. clu�kha 
· samudaya : Tib. sclug-bsiz.al kun �byun-�),. the 
cessa.tion of misery (Skt. du�khaniroclha ; Tib. 

· sdug-bstial-(lgog-pa) and the path which leads to the 
cessation of misery (Skt. du�kha samudaya niroclha
marga ; Tib. sdug-bsnal l),gog-par �gro-ba�i lam), 
Will not be able to overcome ti'lmlmiigratory 
existence (Tib. �khm-ba). Thereupon, Maiijusri
kumii.rabhiita. requested the Buddha to explain it in 
detail. The Buddha · declared that eJI human 

. beings should always be conscious of getting rid· 
. of all their miseries and should think of the welfare 
of themselves and of others. They also should oe 
purified in their thought, word and deed. The 

se D. II, pp, 119, 120. 
ao Dialoguu o/IM Buddha, II, p. 127. 

Buddha declared further, that if sins are not got rid 
of by a person, he would be endowed with vanity 

· (Tib. sgro-btags), passion (Tib . fl,dod-chags), anger · 
(Tib. she-sdan), mental darkness (Tib. gti-m.ug) 
and cognition (rnam-par rtog-pa). The Buddha is 
said to have mentioned that if a. person bears in 
mind the teachings of the Tathagata. and acta 
accordingly, such a person would be endowed 
with morality (tshul-khrims) and would be able to 
lead a chast� life and thereby overcome transmi
gratory existence. In this text · the Buddha has 
emphasised the fact that if a per:;on wishes to 
obtain emancipation, he should gladly follow the 
teachings of the Buddha and practise meditation, 
etc. . · 

I. K. 

BODHIPARYANKA (Bodhipallanka in Pall), the 
honorific name given to the seat on which the 
Buddha was seated when he attained sambodhi 
(Enlightenment) at Buddhagayii. (q.v.), under the 
Sacred Bodhi-tree. See also BODHnf�.J)A. 

In early texts, the sacred seat is referred to by 
terms like ii8ana, vajrii8ana and pallanka and not 
by the compound term . bodhiparyanka (or boclM
pallmika). The compound term is found only in 
late texts (e.g. Dhpr. p. 1 .  line 6 ;  Jiitaka Aeuva 
Gatapadaya, ·edited by D. B.  Jayatilaka, 1943, 
p. 4, line 21) .  

Although the term paryanka connotes both � . 
seat and a posture as well, the compound boclhl
paryanka is specifically meant to identify the sacred. · 
seat as defined above. Hence the importance of the 
term is its emphasis on the very seat of Enlighten· · 
mont, commonly known as the vajrii8ana (the 
Adamantine or Unbreakable Seat). See also 
ASANA. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

DODIDPATHA-PRADIPA (Tib. Byan-chub· lam- . 
gyi sgron-ma), a basic classic of the Bkal,l-gda.ms-

. pa Sect of Tibetan Buddhism, and a lamp for 
Buddhist practisers in general - as well. This · · 
Aii8tra did much to elucidate the chaotic conditions . 
in the Buddhist community of Tibet during its 
later period of propagation. It provides, within 
a limited volume of sixty-nine and aha.Ifslokas, an ·. 
authoritative summary of the whole range of . 
Buddhist teaching with its numerous schools • 
It may, therefore, be considered one of the most 
valuable Aiistras of Tibetan l3uddhism. 
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The Organisation ot this Sastra : This 8aatra 
was written by Ati.Sa. on the request of Byail-chub 
l}.od when he first reached the Mlial}.-ris region of 
Tibet in 1042 A. C. (the 2nd year of the Ch'ing-li 
period of th� Sung dynasty). Tradition says that 

. Byan-chub l}.od, by putting seven questions (two 
concerning the common vehicle, two concerning the 
pii.ra.mita vehicle, and three concerning the Tantric 
mantras), prevailed upon Atisa. to write a. brief 
Iastra which would comprehend all Mahayana 
tenets in a limited space. He hoped the master 
would reveal his own experiences so as to facilitate 
the advance of Buddhism as a whole. In a com
mentary witten by Ati.Sa. himself on this 8astra, 
we find a pe.asa.ge to the same effect : " My disciple, 
Bya.Ii-chub }.lod, has repeatedly put forth his request 

· to me, saying that a great number of people in 
Tibet, owing to the lack of good :rnBsters, have 
conceived evil differences, quarreling among them
selves with regard to the Mahii.yfma. Buddhism. 
Each attempts to measure the immense breadth 
and the profound depth of the Great Law with his 
own . superficial inaccurate understanding, con
tradicting . . one . another unscrupulously. He 
expresSes his hope that I should do something to 
remove their misunderstandings. For this reason, 
I feel obliged to light the lamp ofbodhi in accordance 
with the Holy Scriptures." (Tengyur, Sde-dge 
edition, Khi, p. 242). 

The Memoir oj Ati8a, however, has not explicitly 
recorded the definite contents of these seven 
questions. Later, when the master went to Central . 
Tibet to propagate Buddhism, six Dge-bses, includ
ing Khu Brtsozi-l}.grus gywi-clrwl and Rilog Legs
pa.Qi Ses-ra.b, put to him the following . five 
questions :-

1. Is it possible to attain Buddhahood by 
cultivating exclusively either the upaya or the 
prajiia T 

2. Is it necessary for the acceptance of the 
Bodhisattva precepts to rely upon the Priitimok�a ? 

3. Is it permisslble to preach esoteric do0trines 
to those who haye not yet received the "V ajrii.cii.rya. 
Ab�eka" ? · 

4. Is it permissible for those who observe the 
discipline of celibacy to receive the two superior 

· kinds of ab�eka. T 
5. Is it nermissible for those who have not 

received ab�ka to practise the esoteric mantras T 
AtiSa.'s answer was : " Your mental capacity 
is not broad enough. Lha-btson-pa. (an appellation 
of honour given to Bya.Ii-hcub l;lod) bas put forth 
more questions than you, and I've explained all 

of them in the Byan-chub lam-gyi sgron-ma." 
The five questions mentioned here appear to 
correspond to a part of Byal}.-chub l}.od's questions, 
two concerning the paramita vehicle and three 
concerning the Tantric mantras. But the other 
two questions, concerning the coDIIilon vehicle 
still remain unknown. 

Another commentary on · this Iastra, which is 
generally attributed to Nag-tsho lo-tsa-ba, enum
erates the seven questions as follows :-

I .  What type of pudgala (sentient being) is 
qualified to be the recipient of Mahayana doctrines? 

2. Ia it possible for a. prthag}ana (ordinary . 
person) to start out for bodhi ? 

3. Is it necessary to base the bodhisattva 
precepts on the PriitimolciJa f 

4. When one who has already received the · 
Priitimo�a proceeds to receive the bodhisattva 
precepts, is it a. transformation of the former into 
·the latter, or is it simply the co-existence of both t 

5. · In collecting the two kinds of moral provisions 
(sambhiira), is it necessary to apply �Q . both the 
upaya and the prajna ? 

6. Of the two views o! the Madhya.mika and 
the Vijiia.pti-matrata., which is the ultimate truth ! 

7. How should a practiser be iiiitia.ted into the 
Tan trio mantras of Mahayana ? 
Nag-tsho explains the whole 8aatra just by these 
seven questions. 

In short, it seems that, before Ati.Sa dame to 
Tibet, the Tibetan Buddhist scholars there could 
not give any decisive replies to these problems. 
It was only through the dissemina.tic:m of Byan
chub lam-gyi sgron-ma that they were able to clear 
their doubts and obtain the right method of . . 
cultivation. 

The Content oUhls �astra : This siistra is written 
in the form of slokas. Besides the first sloka, · 

in which the master piously dedicates his work 
to the Triratna, and the final sloka in which he 
recounts the circumstances of its production, the 
remaining sixty-seven and a half slokas comprise 
the main body of the 8iistra. 

The main part of the 8iistra may be . divided 
into two portions : the first dealing with the charac
ters suitable for the Ma.hii.yii.na. doctrine, and the 
second with the right expedients (upaya) for their 
cultivation. 
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Four Slokss (slokss 2-5) are devoted to the first 
topic, classifying people capable of cultivating 
Buddhism into three grades, i.e., the three purWJaS : 

· ( 1) the inferior pu�as who, only for their own 
benefit and in fear of falling into evil states, oblige 
themselves to practise good and abstain from doing 
evil ; (2} the medium purtqae who, too, for their 
own benefit and abhoring the sufferings in the three 
realm& which, as they understand, are nothing but 
burning houses, devote themselves to the culti
vation of .the " three studies " (i.e., discipline, 
meditation and wisdom) to achieve salvation and 
realize the joy of NirvW;la ; and (3) the superior 
pu�cu who, sympathising with others' sufferings 
on the ground of their own painful experiences, 
and to benefit others, resolve to undertake the 
cultivation of the religion to relieve all living 
beings of their sufferings. 

The stages in the process of cultivation by these 
three types of puf'U!Iae are called the Stages of the 
Way of bodhi. Of these puf'U!Ias, only those of 
the superior type are fit characters for the Mahayii.n& 
doctrine,. whereas those of the medium and inferior 
types are not� as long as they have not yet. practised 

. mahd-karutui, !'. Great . Pity ". . ThiS . a.ffords an 
answer to the first of th� seven questions 'mentioned 

· above (What tn>e .of pudgaltJ is .qualified to be· ,the 
· recipient of the Mahayana doctrine 1 ). . . . ·, 

. The second portion b�gins in . the sixth Bloka, 
with a brief introduction to · the right expedients 
o.nd then goes on to describe them separately under 
the following topics :-(1) the surrender to Triratna, 
(2) the initiation of the two kinds of mind for 
bodhi, (3} the supreme expedients that wili give 
rise to the supernatural powers and wisdom for 
benefiting others, (4) the expedient for collecting 

· the two kinds of moral provisions by applying to 
both the upaya and the prajna, and (5) tl!e dis-

. tinctive esoteric expedient for collecting the two 
kinds of aambhara. 

. ' 
(1) The part dealing with the surrender to the 

Triple Gem consiSts of three Sloka.s (7-9), des-
. ·  cribing the appropriate manner of facing the holy 

images of the Triple Gem, the offering of incense, 
flowers and other offerings, the paying of pious 
reverence to the Triple · Gem, the submission by 
prostrating oneself with folded hands, the homage 
of thrice teciting the formulae . of t.he three 

. surrenders, etc. 

(2} The initiation of the two kinds of mind .for 
bodhi is treated in twenty-five slokas (10-34), which 
may be again divided into two parts : (i) the 
resolution to aspire towards the mind for bodhi, and 
(ii) the resolution to perform it. 

To the former topic, nine and a half alokas are 
given, describing the prelimina.ry process in the 
iuitia.tion of the mind for bodhi, which begins from 
binding one first to pledge one's compaasion on 
.aJl sentient beings and to work for their salvation, 
then requires one to resolve unbendingly to attain 
Buddha.hood with supreme will, and finally points 
out the excellent virtues of the resolution towards 
bodhi and the obligatory, cautious disciplines in 
the process of cultivation. This answers thEt second 
of the seven questions mentioned abOve (Ia it 
possible for a prthagjana to start out for bodhi 7). 

To the latter topic, on the resolution ·to perform 
the mind for bodhi, are given fifteen and a half 
sloka.§3. The inaster explains why the great :·vow 
for bodhi (the resolution to aspire towards bo�) · 
can be broadened only after recei�.ng the precepts 
for a bodhisattva. And one who applies for the 
precepts for a bodhisattva must first attain perfeo. 
tion in one of the seven groups of the Pratimo�, 
of which the precepts for b� are the most 
essential (those who are incapable of observing the 
Protimo�a should at le� be ablo to abide. by the 
ten coi:D.Inandments. as. observed by the laity, which . . 
·demand th� non-committal of the ten evils and 

. :which are 8J.ao in common with the P�imolcfG) ; · 
otherwise one cannot be a · recipient. of the precepts 
for bodhisattvas. �e rituals . of conferriitg the 
precepts should be performed acoordiD.g to those 
prescribed in the chapter on Aila in the portion 
devoted to t.he Stages of a bodhisattva's Progrees 
in the Y ogacaro-blnlmi.Aastra, provided a. preceptor 
be available. In case no preceptor can be found, 

. 

it may be performed according· to the procedures 
prescribed in the Manjtdri-buddhakttJra-� 
vyii.Mlankara Su.tra. · 

After receiving the precepts, one should suppress 
all paasions · and evil deeds, observe the three 

· cumulations of pure sila, and endeavour to collect 
provisions for bodhi. · In this way, the mastler 
gives an answer to the third (whether it is necesSary 
for a recipient of the bodhisattva. p+ecepta to rely 
up�n . the Prati1M�a1) of the above-mentioned . · 

seven questions. · At the aame time, the fourth 
question is answered as well (whether or not the 
·body of the precepts for a bodhisattva is identic&! 
with that of the Pratimo�a ?) The question is 
answered thus : they may be said to be identical in . · 
respect of the first cumulation of � precepts . · . 
concerning the rules and ceremonies, but they are 
different in respect of the other two cumulations, 
i.e., the precepts concerning the ·collaboration o£ 
good dharma.s and so forth. This also answers the 
2nd question put forth by Khu and Rnog (identical 
with the 3rd question above). 
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(3) The part dealing with the expedients that 
will give rise to ubiquitous supernatural powers for 
benefiting others consists of seven and a half slokas 
(from the 35th sloka. to the first half of the 42nd 
sloka), in which it is asserted that, in order to be 
able to collect both the provision of blessedness 
and the provision of knowledge, especially to be 
able to benefit others actually, supernatural powers 
are indispensable. Just as a bird would not be 
able to fly without wings, so a bodhisattva without 
superna.tural powers would not be able to benefit 
sentient beings by meeting their various needs with 
various methods, as different oases require. But, 
in collecting the provisions for the bodhi that would 
give rise to supernatural powers, tho cultivation of 
iamatha is the most essential ; and in order to culti
vate �amatha, one should firSt procure the requisites 
f'or lamatha. Only when one has obtained these 
provisionS can one concentrate one's thoughts on a 
single point and thus be led to the achievement of 
supernatural po:wers, by which one is enabled · to 
render extensive services f'or the benefits of others. 

. (4) The part dealing with the collection of the 
two kinds of moral provisions, by way of simulta- · · 

·. neous application to both upaya and prajna, 
consists of nineteen slokas (from the second half 
of the 42nd Sloka to the first half of the 6lst sloka), 

. showing that the two hindrari.ces CSJ:!. be removed 
only by the combined forces of the two, end at the 
same time defining the characteristic natures of each. 
It is only through B1ich prajna as is combined with 
the upaya (i.e.; the five para.mitas belonging to the 
category' of the provision of blessedness, such as 
alms�giving, etc.) that one can proceed towards 
the realization of bodhi ; and it is by no means true 
that Buddhahood · can be attained through the 
exclusive cultivation of the theory of 8Unyata 
and self-lessness. 

The chief charactcristic nature of prajna con
sists in the knowledge and discernment of Aunyata, 
concerning the five cumulations (skandha), 
the twelve sense-data (ayatana) and the eighteen 
realms of sense (clMtu). To demonstrate the 
iunyald of all phenomena. four theories are briefly 
introduced, namely, " the four-line verse on non
origination ", " the non-origination of the four 
causes " (i.e. the self-oa�ed, caused by others, 
by both and by neither), " the non-origination 
of the one and the many " and " the non-origination 
understood 'through conditional orgine.tion," thus 

· pointing out the directions in orientating one's 
contemplation on the unreal nature of all pheno
mena. The knowledge of the unreality of all things 
and the unreality of prajna itself, the knowledge 
of the void nature of both the subjective and the 

objective, will enable one to out off all sophistical 
differentiations, the elimination of which is the 
state of 1'ffahiiparinirva?Ja. On the ground of this 
understanding of the non-origination and unreality 
of all things, one proceeds to, cultivate non-differen
tiation, and through the process of four good roots 
(i.e. warmth, and so forth) will be initiated into the 
" ten stages " of bodhisattva development (i.e., the 
supreme joy, and so forth) and before long will 
fulfil the bodhi bf Buddha. This offers an answer 
to the fifth question (whether or not it is necessary 
to apply to both upaya and the prajna) and the 
sixth question (which of the Madhyamika· and the 
Vijfiaptimatrata doctrines is the ultimate truth T) 
of the seven questions mentioned above, and at 
the same time answers the first question put forth 
by Khu and Rnog (identical with the 5th question). 

(5) Finally, eight Blokas a.re devoted to the diJ:i. 
tinctive expedients of the Esoteric School in 
collecting the two kinds of moral provisions (froiil 
the second half of the 6lst sloka to the first half of 
the 69th Bloka). It is advisable for a bodhisattva 
to learn esoteric doctrines in order to speed up the 
procuring of these provisions. By Virtue of the 
esoteric power of mantras, he will obtain signi
ficant capabilities (e.g. quelling calamities, making 
improvements, winning love, subjugating evil 
beings) and the eight great accomplishments (i.e. 
the talismanic vase, etc.) which will enable him to 
collect provisions with greater facility. But, in 
learning e�oteric doctrines, one must first receive 
abh4!eka. under the guidance of an instructor, and 
fruition can be obtained only by strict observation · 
of the Vows of Sa.maya.. One who observes the . 
precepts of pure living, i.e. the discipline of celibacy, 
shaH not receive esoteric Dharma., nor shall · he re
ceive the true " Esoteric Ab�kli. " ·and 1 1  Jiiii.na 
Abhi!}eks ". But he may receive the "Vajracarya 
Abh4!e)ta" and he may also hea.r lectures on esoooric 
tan1i!'8.s and practise secret Dha.rmas, e.g., homa · 
(oblation by fire), etc. But, a Yogacarya who has 
mastered the truth of various Dharmas may have 
complete freedom in acting in any way. Tills . .  
answers the seventh question above (i.e., how should 
a practisea' be initiated into the Tantric Mal:liyana 
school ?) and the last three questionS of Khu and 
Rnog. (Is it permissible to preach esoteric doctrines 
to those who have not yet receive the " Vajracarya 
Abh4!eka f" Is it permissible for those who observe 
the way of pure living to receive the two superior . 
Abhif}eka ? Is it possible for those who have not. 
received abh4!eka to practise the esoteric mantras ?) 
At the same time, it affords a reconciliation for the 
controversy between the observers of disciplinary 
rules and the practisers of esoteric doctrines. 
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These five right expedients practised by the Furthermore, the teaching of this Iastra is match-
. superior purU§as in fact correspond to the three less. in its convenience of leading to four great 

kinds of increasing studies that are requjred of a achievements : (i)  the understanding of the truth 
bodhis8:ttva. " The surrender to the Triple Gem " that there is no real contradiction amcing the scrip-

. and " the resolution on the two kinds of mind for tural teacillngs (even the method recorded in ,the 

bodhi " Cl!>ver the increasing study of discipline ; Hinayana text is also an expedient to attain Bud
" the practice of samatha with a view of giving rise dhahood) ; {ii) the understanding of the reality 
t.o supernatural powers and wisdom " covers the that all words of the Buddha are instructions (all 
increasing study of meditation ; and " the practice of Buddha's words are instructions to be followed, 
esoteric Dharmas to speed up the collection of the because they are particular remedies delivered for 
two kinds of moral provisions " covers the increasing particular kinds of distress) ; · (iii) the readier 

. study of wisdom. Hence, all the practices of a approach to the secret meanings of the Buddhas (if . 
bodhisattva may be summed up under the cate- one understands that all words of Buddha are parti
gories of the three kinds of increasing studies, i.e., cular instructions to remedy particular kinds . of 

· illcipline, meditation and wisdom. distress ; if one knows which Dharma is suitable 

In addition to various Mahayana siit.ras, this for a certain stage, and if one knows how to con-
8astra finds its main scriptural bases in the works of centrate the fit Dharma.s from the numerous sU.tras 
many other authorities as well, e.g. Nagarjwa, and sastraB for one's own practice, then one Will 
Asa.Dga and Bodhibha.dra. For inst8nce, the part realize that all words of the Buddha are necessary 
dealing with the precepts for a bodhisattva is in means leading all practisera to the attainment of 
accordance with the Bodhi8attvabhilmi (sastra on the Buddhahood) ; and (iv) the natural extirpation of 

stages in a bodhisattva's progress) ; the part dealing ; the heinous sin of blasphemy (having realized that 

with the cultivation of meditation is in· accordance · all siitras of the Buddha. are . instructions to· be 
. with the Samadhi8ambhara-parivarta (sastra on the followed, naturally one will ref. 'Bin from uttering 

provision for o.btaining : a&ma.dhi) ; . and the part blasphemous remarks, e�g. that the practice of s 
. .  dealing with prajna . is in accord,ance with the certain school, . belonging to the Hinayana, is un
Sunyatasaptati:-Jcarika (sliatra on Voidness in 70 practicable and should be cast off outright, etc.). 
alokas). H�nce; th� ·aastr.a .may �be regarded as a 

. comprehensive . synthesis of all .preceding masters. A panegyric says : . 

The Characterics of this �stra. By systematizing 
the vi� principles of all Buddhist Scriptures into a 
whole, by combining the ways of cultivation of the 
two m,ain schools, the one known for its profundity 
{the School of the Noumenal) and the other for . its 
-e$nsiveness (the Scho�l of the Phenomenal), and 
by synthesizing the teachings of Nagarjuna, Asa.nga 
and sa.ntideva, this sastra provides a unique broad 
11ath for obtaining good births and emancipation ; 

· and it is the key to the essentials of all siitras. and 
.408tra8. It has been the common passage for all 
-eminent masters in both India and Tibet, e:rnbracing 

· .all methods · of practice for the three classes of 
puf'U{IaB. In three respects this 8astra stands fore
most among Ati.Sa's numerous works : in the first 
place, it synthesizes all the essentials of both exoteric 
and esoteric schools with satisfactory expositions. 
In the second place, by laying emphasis on the 

· . stages of disciplining the mind, it is practicable for 
all devotees. In the third place, it excels all other 
sects in its successful amplification by incorporating 
the tenets of the two main schools (the Schools of 
the Noumenal and the Phenomenal) as represented 
by the two masters, Dharmakirti and Bodhibhadre., 
respectively. 

Ere the arrival of the Honoured One, 
Tibetans lived in darkness, blindfolded ; 
The moment cometh he, discerning sage, . 
The sun of wisdom riseth o'er the land. 

Lag-sor-ba says, " This saatra should be called a 
changeable key. For, just as one who p�esses a 
changeable key (a master key) will be able to open � 
locks, so one who has truly grasped the meaningS of 
this sastra will readily understand all truths con- . 
tained in the Tripitaka. " Stabs-ko.ba says.. " By 
reading a few pages of this sastra, I come to under
stand that all scriptures are the Buddha's instruc
tions ". · 

In praise of this 8astra, Tsoii-kha-pa writes : 
" Most perfect stages of the bodhi-path, 
Noble tradition of Nagfuojuna and Asaiiga, 

Whose names e'er shine like flags and banners 
rich, . · 

Topmost adornments of the sages all. 

It grants the wishes of all living beings, 
· The very king of wonders-working pearls, · 

An ocean of noble eloquence 
That holds the count!* streams of Truth 

Supreme, 
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Know ye the Scriptures contradict in naught, 
And all the words of Buddha are divine ; 
Grasp the Tathiigata's profound ideas, 
... <\nd you'll from all the monstrous sins be free. 

Therefore, all sages in India and Tibet 
By this surpassing teaching do abide ; 
And at these stages for pur�as three, 
There could be none who'll not rejoicing be." 

F, 
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BODHIPOJ A, veneration of the bodhi-tree, practised 
by Buddhists, particularly in India and· Ceylon, 
from very early times. It still continues to be 

. one of the main religious practices among the 
Ceylon Buddhists, and originated sa a mark of 
respect to the pipal tree (Pall pipphala or assattha) 
or fic'U8 . religiosa, under which · Gotsma 
BJ;lddha · attsined Enlightenment (sambodhi). Vene-

. ration of this · tree began; according to Buddhist 
tradition, with the Buddha himself, who reinained 

. ·immediately after his Enlightenment for seven 
days, gazing at the tree with unmovii:lg eyes, as a 
mark of gratitude to it (Mhbv. p.162; E.W.�dikaram, 
Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, Colombo, 
1953, p. 140) . . 

Subsequent to this event when the Buddha waa 
requested by Ananda to give the people something 
. to venerate when the Buddha WBS absent from the 
Jetsvana monastery in Sii.vatthi, it 1s said that he 
directed Ananda to obtain a branch from the 
bodhi-tree at Buddhagayii. and plant it in the 
court of the J eta vane.· monastery, adding that 
anyone who venerated it would receive the same 
rewardaaifhe venerated.the Buddha himself (J. IV, 
pp. 228 ff. No. 479 ; Mbhv, pp. 58 ff. ; Spence Hardy, 
Eastem Monachism, pp. 212 ff.). This tree which 
came to be known sa the Ananda Bodhi, (q.v.) still 
exists. The P�uma Jii.taka (J. II, p. 321 ff. No. 261) 
recorda ari instance of �ome monks pe:ymg· it 
reverence with blue · lotuses. The Kiilirlgabodhi 
Jataka (J. IV, p. 228 ff. No. 479) s�ates that before 
the time of the Buddha, Indians venerated the 
pipal tree ; this Statement is proved by the research 
of scholars. The tree waa held in high e8teem sa 
early as the Vedic poems (Rhys Davids, Buddhil1 

India, p. 231), and perhaps even before, when the 
Indus Valley civilisation existed (S. Paranavitanft. 
A Ooncioe History of Ceylon, Colombo, 1961,  p. 33), 

Mote information on bodhipiljii, in connection 
with the Mahabodhi at Anuradhapura in Ceylon, 
planted in the time of king Devii.nampiya Tissa 
(25�210 B.C.), is available in various ancient and 
mediaeval literary works of Ceylon, e.g., the Mahis
va'r[Uia (ch. xviii, vv. 23 ff.), the Vinaya commentary 
(Vin A. I, pp.93 ff.), the Mahabodhivarp,sa (Mhbv. 

p. 153 ff.) and the Si1]"'l>..al,abodhiva1[Uia (p. 1 99 ff .. ) 
All these works give quite similar accounts of how 
the emperor Asoka of India and Devii.nampiya 
Tissa of Ceylon paid reverence to the bra.Iich of . . . · 
the bodhi-tree from the time it separated itself 
from the main tree until it was planted fu the 
Mahameghavana at Anurii.dhapura. Emperor 
Asoka bestowed the whole of J ambudipa upon the 
bodhi-tree sa a mark of honour and held a festival 
for a week. He offered flowers and perfumes to 
the bodhi-tree, gomg round it three : times and 
saluting it at eight spots with claaped 'hands, and 
then held a festival of offerings in 'diverse forms. 
His queen, Asandhimittii., too, offered jewels and · 
flowers of various kinds along with 16,000 maidens. · 
The festival waa vivid with gay - and beatuiful · 
flags. King Devii.nampiya Tissa likewise bestowed 
the whole country upon the bodhi-tree and held a 

. 

grand festival. The whole co�try waa decorated 
like unto one platform. Even while the bodhi
tree waa being brought by ship, vast ceremonies 
were held . by gods, nii.gaa and men. Lotuses 
of the five hues bloBBomed in the sea &nd there waa 
the sound of divine music. When the bodhi-tree 
arrived in Ceylon, people BBBemb�� and offered 
sweet-smelling flowers. Divine flowel'$ fell on all 
sides, deivine music waa heard in the sky and gods · 
uttered shouts of joy. 

' The Mahava'r[Uia gives further information 
about ceremonies and festivals held in honour of . 
the bodhi-tree by king Devii.nampiya Tissa's 
successors. It is said that since the planting of 
the bodhi-tree at Anurii.dhapura the . rulers of 
Lailkii. (Ceylon) instituted in every twelfth year of 
their reign a festival for the bodhi-tree (Mhv. 

. xnvili, t1.57f). King Du��hagii.maJ;Ji (1�1-173 BC.) . 
spent a hundred thousand pieces of money on a . 
great and splendid ceremony of gifts for . the . 
great bodhi-tree (Mhv. xxviii, tl. 1) and king Bhii.tika · 
Abhaya (22 B.C.-7 A.C.) held a ceremony of a ·  
speoial kind (bodhmoonapilja) for watering th� 
bodhi-tree (Mhv. xxxiv, tl. 58). King Dhituaena 

i 
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(45fi-473 A.C.) held a similar bathing festival 
(Mhv. xxxviii,. w. 55f.) and this practice of bathing 
the trtrnk of the bodhi-tree continues even to this 
day. King Vasabha lit lamps in the temple of 
the bodhl-tree (Mhv. xxxv, v. 80). Several other 

· kings,. 1ilm SirimeghavaMa, Silaka.Ia., Moggallii.na 
ill and Mabinda II also held similar ceremonies 
and festivala (Mkv. xxxvii, v. 99 ; xli, v. 29 ; xliv, 
vv. 46, 65 ;  lviii, v. 124). 

Veneration of the. bodhi-tree by monks also has 
been recorded in ancient literary works. The Siha/a
vatthu (ed. A.P. Buddhadatta, 1959, pp. 39, 42, 

· 44), the P�vatthu and the . Rasavahini refer to 
monks who went to India from Ceylon to venerate 

_the Mahii.}>odhi at Buddh11.gayii.. Kipg Sit'i
meghaval)J;l& (301-328 ,A..C.) is said to have sent 
two monks tO India to king Samudragupta, reques
ting him to provide shelter there for the Sinhalese 
monks who went on pilgrimage to the sacred 
bodhi-tree at Buddhagayii. (Geiger; Mhv. trsl. 
II, p. I, n. 1) . . References to theras, who went to 
Anuridhapura from distant parts of the island to 
venerate the �acred Bodhi-tree occur frequently 

· in the commenta,ries (Adikaram, op. cit. p. 141). 
The above literary evidence is also: supported by 

arohaeological evidence. · Many · Buddhist sculp-
. tl,ll'e!i, · ranging' from :the · second . century B.C. to · 

.
the. second century . A..c., ul' which is represented 

· the veneration of the bodhi-tree, have been dis- · 
covere4 in India. The SMci and Amariivati 
sculptures contain representations of the sacred 
tree decorated with garlands and sorrounded by 
votaries (J . . H. Philpot, The Sacreil. Tree, London, 
1897, p. 14-15) . .. Some of the bas-reliefs at the· 
Bhirhut stiipa show men and animals worshipping 
trees, and short inscriptions above them state 
that they are the bodhi-trees of the Buddhas. Thus, 
sculptures of bodhi-trees of. Gotama Buddha 
and .five other previous Buddhas have been dis� 
covered here (A. Cunningham; StUpa of BMrhut, 
London, 1879, pp. 45 f. 106 ff. 113 ff. See, Ency�B'am 
VoJ m, Plates XXIX - XXXill) .  In &okan 
edicts the a8vattha or pipal tree alone is mentioned 
and its veneration is strongly inculcated, promising 
both benefit and pleasure io the people who· ·IDake 

. offerings to it (Cunningham, op. cit. p. 106). . . 

Thus, the practice of venerating the bodhi-tree 
continued through the ages and still continues on a 
very large scale in Ceylon and on a smalle� �e 
in �a and other Buddhist countries. Eight 
sa�lings of the Ma.habodhi at Anuradhapura are 
Bald to have been planted in eight chief monasteries 
in the time of king·D�viinampiya Tissa himself and 
yet another thrity-two saplings which BpraJII 

from four fruits wete planted at thirty-two places 
(Mhv. :rix, vv. 60 ff.). Not much later, · probably 
every monast.ery in Ceylon had its own bodhi 
tree. This fact is confirmed by the evidence in the 
commentaries (VbhA. p. 473 ; DA. I, p. 186) that 
tending the tree by watering it and cleaning its 
courtyard was regarded as the duty of every 
bhikkhu. The Vt"bhanga commentary (p. 349) 
further mentions that the bhikkhu who enters the 
courtyard of a bodhi-tree should venerate the 
tree, behaving with all humility as if he were in the 
presence .of the. Buddha. Ananda Coo�arasw: y 
is of opinion that. in India, too, every B dhist 

temple and monas�ry once had its bo . 
· tree and 

flower-altar (Bulleting of the MuaB"um of Fine Arl8, 
Boston; Vol. XXIV, No. 144,· p. 54� In 
Thailand, too, usually every teiDple ha.S a pipal tree 
as its bodhi-tree (K. E. Wells, Thai Buddhi8m, 
Thailand, 1960, pp. 22, 32). Countries like China, 
where the veneration of the tree has recently become 
popular, welcome saplings from the Mahiibodlll in 
Ceylon as gifts involved in cultural exo�. 

Several reasons could be adduced for thiS wide
spread and popular practice · of veneration of the 
bodhi-tree. Spence Hardy (op. cit. 212 ff.) observea 
that ·when Ananda requested the Buddha to grant 
to the. people of Sav:a.tthi some object of veneration, . 
the Buddha declared to Ananda · that objects 
suitable for venerat��>.n are of three kinds, sarmka, . 
uMeaika;· and pdribhogika. The first category 
consists of bodily relics of .th e  Buddha such as· 
bones remaining after the cremation, teeth and · 

hair. The second includes things erected · · on 
his acco,unt such ns . images and stupas. The 
third includes his personal possessions, such aa 
robes an� almsbowl, and things us6d by him. The 
bodhi-�r� · comes under this last group. The 
Buddha is · also said to have declared that the · 
veneration of the bodhi-tree would yield . merit ·. 
equal to that of venerating the Buddha himself� 
S'oon after Enlightenment, as mentioned )>afore, 
the Buddha himself paid reverence to the bodhi-tree. 
Further, · the Mahaparinibbdna Butta (D. ll. p. 140) · 
states that :the Buddha, · some time before his 
passing away, mentioned four places that deserve 
to be visited with feelings of reverence by the 
pious Bud�, one of them being the place where· 
the Buddha attained Enlightenment. In conside
rati�n of th_e above faets, Cunningham ( op. cit. p. · : 
107) observes that it is .  not suprising that the 
veneration �f the bodhi-tree became generaJl:y 
popular. He further ·observes (loc. cit.) that the 
preference of the bodhi-tree over other paribhogika 
objects of reference would appear to have been 
Chiefly due to its eaae of being mul�iplied� thuis 
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making it possible for :mru:lY to become possessors 
of off-shoots of the sacred tree. In Ceylon this 
widespread popularity was also probably due to 
the fact that the country possesses a branch· of the 
original bodhi-tree at Buddhagaya and that it has 
survived a long period of over 2,200 years, even 
when the city was devastated by foreign enemies 
(Tennent, Ceylon, II, p. 613 ff.). Charles Eliot 
(Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. II, 171) says that 
it is one of the ironies of fate that the Buddha 
and his followers should be responsible for the 
growth of image worship because, though the 
Buddlm laughed at sacrifices and left for his 
disciples only two forms of religious exercise, 
namely preaching and meditation, yet he allowed 
the laity to practise some outward form of religion. 
This view of Eliot on image worship holds good 
also regarding the veneration of . the bodhi-tree. 

But, as Rhys Da\-ids (Buddhist India, 230 ; 
ERE. XII, p. 748) .has pointed out, the reverence 
paid to the tree at the beginning was not for its · 
own sake, and not to any soul or spirit suppoSed 
to reside in it. Buddhists venerated the tree because . 

. the outward form of it was a co�tant reminder of 
what they held to have been the most important 
event in the histocy of the world. It was also 
regarded as a symbol of the Buddha. But gradually 
a8 time' went on, qbServes Philpot (op. cit. p. 43), 

· . the tree appears to have lost its organic connection 
with the venerated personage and to have preserved 
only a ceremonial and symbolic significance, for 
the bodlii-tree iS regarded :by the Buddhist masses 
today sacred in much the same way as tho cross 
is regarded by the Christians. W. Geig�r (Culture of 
Ceylon in Mediaevaz Times, p. 188) says, " For 
orthocfo::oc Buddhists_ the Ficus religiosa was not an 
object of worship, but a venerated memory of the 

. Master and the 8a1{1-boahi. But m the lower 
circles of the people its veneration approaches 
actual tree-wornhip ." 

The observations of these two scholars appear 
tnie when one considers the attitude of the Buddhsit 
masses in Ceylon today in connection with the 
bodhi-tree. Instead of veneration as in the former 
times, there is now actual tree-worship. Buddhsit 
laymen offer sacrifices on a small scale; like bathing 
Its trunk with milk, lighting a specific number of 
eoconut-oil lamps, hanging flags on its branches 

· and offering votive figures and coins. These 
offerings are meant · for some benefit they expect or 
have received, like the recovery of a . sick person 
or- of a lost article. J. G. Frazer in his Golden 
Bough (Vol. I, p. 189) has stated that the practice of 
watering the sacred tree was resorted to as an 
act of sympathetic magic to bring about rain, by 

people of different countries at different times· 
There is - hardly any doubt, as S. Paranavita.na. 
(BS. p. 537)points out that this practice was prevalent 
among the people of Ceylon before they adopted 
Buddhism. Geiger (loc. cit.) observes that, 
according to the MaMtxupsa, king Udaya. I in the 
8th century had all the great trees on the Cetiya 
Mountain (Mihintale) near Anura.dhapura decorated 
with brightly coloured flags and streamers. Hence, 
the marked difference of attitude of the people in 

�onnection with the bodhi-tree, namely, worship 
m the present time instead of veneration as in the 
past, could be explained as a revival of pre-Buddhis
tic ptactice which a.lso, perhaps, has been accen
tuated by Hindu influence. St:3 also BODm. 
TREE. 

. 

H. R. P. 

BODIDRAJAKUMARA (Bodhi), lived at Smpsu. 
miiragiri in the Bhagga country and built a p8la.ce 
ealled �oka.nada (q.v.). When the palace was cpmp· 
Jeted, the Buddha was staying at Bhesakalavana near 
by,and Bodhirajakumirasent am0$8&g6 by Baiijika
putta, inviting the Buddha to the ; palace, that he. 
might bless it by being its first . occupant. The 
Buddha agreed to come and, the next day, arrived 
with the monks for a meal. Bodhiraja.ktmiira · 
came, with his retinue, to meet them .at the foot of 
the steps, and asked the Buddha to. step on to the 
carpeting which was spread there. Three times the 
request Was made, three times the Buddha kept 
silence. Thereupon Ananda. asked for the carpet· . 
ing to be removed, saying that the Buddha,s refusal 

. to steP thereon was as an example to future genera
tions. After the meal, Bodhiri.jakumira had a 
discussion with the Buddha ( Vin. n, p.l27 f. ; M. 
n, p.91 ff.), recorded in the Bodhirdjakumara Butta 
(q.v.) 

The Commentary adds that one of the reasons for · 
the Buddha's refusal to step on the carpet was that 
he knew the thoughts of Bodhiri.jakumara.Bodhire.
jakumira was saying to himself : · " HI am to have a 

son, the Buddha will step on this carpet, if not, he 
will not. " 'I 'he Buddha knew also that Bodhiraja.ku- · 
mara was not destined to have a son because in a 
repvious life he and his wife had eaten young birds . 
(MA. ill, pp; 324-5). 

Bodhirii.j�ara was the son of Udena, king oi . 
Kosambi, and his mother was the daughter. of 
Ca.r;ll;lappajjota.. Bodhirajakum8.ra was akilled 
in the art of managing elephants, (see also M. U, · 
p. 94) which art he learned from his father, a master 
in this direction. It is said (ibid. p. 97) that while 
Bodhira.jakuniara.was yet in his mother,s womb, she 
visited the Buddha at the Ghositarama in KoMJnbi 
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and declared that whatever child was born to her it 
would accept the Buddha, his teaching and the 
Order, as its abiding refuge. Later, after Bodhirii.
ja.kum8.ra's birth his nurse took him to the Buddha 

· at Bhesa.ka.lava.na. and made a similar declaration. 
Wboo. therefore, Bodbirii.jakumara acknowledged 
the Buddha as his teacher, at the conclusion of the 
Bodhirajakumara Sutta, he wa.s seeking the 
Buddha's refuge for the third time. 

Some accounts (Dhp.A. ill, p. 134 ff.J.; ill, p. 157) 
of the building of Bodhirii.jakumara.'s palace add 

. that, GS it was being completed, Bodhiraja.kumara. 
conceived the idea. of killing the architect or of 
blinding him so that he could never design a. similar 
house for anyone e]se. He confided this idea. to.,, 
Safijikii.putta, who warned the architect. The 
latter, therefore, obtained special timber from 
Bodhirii.ja.kumii.ra, saying it wa.s for the pa.la.ce, and 
made out of-it a wooden bll:d la.rge enough to hold 
himself and his family. When it was ready, he made 
it fty out of the window, and he and his family 
eeoaped to the Himii.laya country, where he founded 
a kingdom and c�e to be known a.s King Ka.��ha
-� .. 

· G. P. M.-

_ BODBIRAJAKUMARA ' SUTTA · occurs in · the 

Mojjli�tltuisa - of - the Majjhima-nikdya· . (II, 
pp. 91-97). · Bodhiraja.ktima.ra tells the Buddha tliat 
·he is of opinion that happiness could. be attained 
through suffering and not by enjoyment of pleasure. 
The Buddha starts his refutation of the idea by 
saying that he, · too, before the attainment of 
Eulightenment, was of the same opinion and goes 
on to describe bow he renounced a.ll the plea.sUres 
be had enjoyed as a royal prince and practised 
88V8I'8 austerities till he was reduced to a mere 
�leton, covered with a coarse skin, but without 
suooeeding in attaining tb.e ideal for which he 
strove. Then throe parables flashed to his mind, 
namely (I) a man, desiring to have a fire, having a 
dried, strong stick in hand, trying to kindle a fire by 
rubbing that stick against a raw . stick thrown in 

- · ...-. (2) a man with a similar stick, trying to 
kindle a fire by rubbing it age.inst a raw stick, but 
not thrown in water and (3) a man trying to kindle 
a fire by 1'\lbbing a strong dry stick agairult another 
sooh stick. Only the last man can succeed. " Even 
eo," says the Buddha, " however much one practises 

. austerities without subduing one�s desire and 
�ving for the pleasures of the senses, one cannot 
attain supreme happiness. On the 9ther hand, 
whether or not one practises servere austerities, if 
one is tranquil within, and has subdued all one's 

· cravings and attachments for pleasures of the 

BODHIRUCI 

senses, one can attain supreme happiness. Hence 
what is important is not the degree to which one 
torments one's body, but the cultivation of one's 
mind." 

Bodhirajakumara then asks the Buddha how 

long it will take a monk, with the Tathagata. as his 
teacher, to attain the goal of the spiritual life. It 
depends on the character of the pupil, says the 
Buddha ; and be should have five qualities : (I) faith 

in the Enlightenment of the teacher, (2) physical 
fitness, (3) honesty and sincerity, ( 4) energetic 
endeavour to put a.n end to sinful states (akusalii 
dhamrnii) and to cultivate wholesome states (ku.mlii 
dhamma), and (5) true knowledge leading to the 
utter cessation of suffering. 

This discussion took place in Bodhirajakumara's 
mansion by name Kokanada, in the country of the 
Bha.ggas. The Buddha. with a large retinue of 
monks was invited for the house-warming ceremony. 

W. G. W. 

BODmRAJ'AKUMARI, daughter of king Soma.datte. 
of Pa�liputta., whose etory is simil&.r to that of 
Buddheru (q.v.). She also had a. horse, named 

Suvira.ka., that could fly through the air. When 
she� became a�a.re of her · father's regular pilgri
mages to the bodhi-tr!}e (q:v.), she, too, joined him. 
Even. after her . father's death, she continued to 
make those offerings to the bodhi-tree. In her 
previous existence she was born in a villa.ge named . 
Ha.kuroli (.RitJ. p. 100) _ or Ha.tthadoli (S8W. p. - . 
129). In this life, she became a royal princess, 
because she had. a bridge constructed, to make it 
e8sy for those who wished to pluck flo�ers from a 
ma.rutta ttee to offer them to the Bud� (Bav. 
pp. 10()-102 ; Saw. pp. 129-130.) 

I. K. 

BODHI-RAK�ITA, a resident of Panchanekaya.ka, 
whose gift of a railing to the etupa. of Bharhot is 
recorded in an inscription on that railing (A. 
Cunningham, The Stupa of BMrhut, London, 1879, · 
p. 142). 

BODHIRUCI (1) ( C. 51 ) a native of North 
India who was a scholar of the Yog8.c8ra. 
School (q.v.). His intellectual heritage could be · 
directly traced to V a.subandhu (according to the 
Treatise · of Vajrar�i be was the fourth · 
generation disciple of Va.subandhu). He was not 
only well versed in exoteric teachings, but also 'W8ll 
acquainted with the doctrines of esoteric dhdrot;lt 
then prevalent. In the first year of Yung-p'ing'a 
reign of North Wei dynasty (508 A.C.), he carried 
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with him a large number of Sanskrit texts, traversed 
th� "

.
western regions " and came to Lo-yang in 

{Jhma. He received the most courteous reception 
from Emperor Hsiian-Wu of North Wei aiid his · 
.abode was fixed in the magnificent Yung-ning 
Monastery. · :At that time the monks coming from 
India and the " western regions " were all well pro
vided for by the royal house f!Jld they amounted to 
:seven hundred, among whom the most famous 
-scholars were Ra.tnamati, Bnddha8ii.nta. and others. 
.But, so far as the translation of the Buddhist cano
nical literature was - concerned Bodhiruci was re
,garded as the leading figure. (Cf. Tao-hsiian's A 
Continuation of the Biographies of Eminent Monks, 
·C. 52 fasc. I). 

Not along after his arrival at Lo-yang, Bo�uci 
:began his translation. At first he co.-operated with 

· Ratnamati and Buddha.Sii.nta . (Buddha.Sii.nta read 
the text while Bodhiruci and Ratnamati did the 
translation) and translated some of the most im
portant works of tli,e Y ogii.cara School. These are: 
Mahayiinottara-tantra-sastra.-vyakhya, 4 fasciculi · 
{writ�n by Asa.nga with a commentary by Sii.ramati, 
'TaisM, No. I6ll) Saddharroo-putuJarikopadeJa, 2 
fasciculi (wrHten by Vasubandhu Taisho, No. I5I9) 
Da8abhumi-vyiikhyiina, I2 fasciculi (written by V asu
bandhu, Taisho, No. I522), and RatMJciila-kasyapa
parivarta-tikii, 4 fasciculi (written by Sthirama.ti, 
TalshO, No. I523). In the beginning their skill in 
translation was rather crude and some of the terms 
were far from being adequate. Agai....'l, owing to the 
fact that the assistant personnel spoke both southern 

· and northern dialects with their differe,nt accents, 
there inevitably arose various errors in W'riting 
down their · utterances and doing the composition . 
(e.g. in the Ratnakilea-kiisyapa-parivarta-tikii there 
.are many erroneous · sentences and mis-written 
words due to similarity in sounds). But, three 
years lat.er when they had finished translating the 
Da8abhUmi-vyiikhyana, their skill became quite 
matured. 

In this work there are places where some words 
.of the original texts were differently read and 
interpreted. Therefore it was said afterwards that 
Bodhiruei and Ratnamati were competing for fame 
and did not collaborate to the end and that the 
translated version now extant was a re-united one, 
.after the completion of two separate renderings. 
But this was not the fact. (Cf. Chih-sh�ng's C. 53 

· A Catalogue of Buddhist Sacred Books of the K'ai
. :yUan Period C. 54 , fa.so. 6.). 

For a long time, Bodhiruci did his work of trans· 
lation in ·Lo-ya.ng alone i at last with the removal of 
the capital of East Wei dynasty to Yeh, he also 
went there and continued his work till the second 

year of T'ien-P'ing reign (535 A.C.) . . His labour of 
rendering Sanskrit · Buddhist canonical texts into 
Chinese lasted for nearly thirty years. When he 
died cimnot now be definitely ascertained. (Cf • 
Tao hsuan, op. cit. fa.sc.l.) 

As regards the books he translated in: the course 
of hi� whole life, according to the detailed records of 
A Catalogue of Siltras written by a contemporary Li 
K'uo ( C. 55 ) and the Catalogue of Buddhist Sacred 
Books of K'ai-yuan Period fasc. 6, they amounted to 
30 works totalling IOI fasciculi. 

The most impor�t siitras and lastras translated 
are

. VajracchediM., l fascicule, (TaiBhO, No. 236), 
Mattreya-pariprcchii, I fascicle, (TaishO, Nos. 
310-1�), Vi8�acintabrahma-pariprcchii, · 6 fasciculi 

· (TaishO, No. 587), Sa1]UIMnirmocaM Sutra, 5 fascioull 
(TaishO, No. 675), Lmikiivatara Sutra, 10 fasciculi 
(�aishO, No. 671), Bodhisattva-gocaropiiya�ya
V�k�rvatta nirdesa, IO fasciculi (TaishO, ,No. 272), 
Ma�treya-pariprcchopadda, 5 fasciculi · (TaiahO, 
No. I525), Vajracchedikii�prajii.iipiiramitopadeAa . 3 
fasciculi (TaisM, No. I5ll), Gayiilir�a-sii.tra-fika 2 
f�c!culi (TaiBM, No. I53I), v.U�acintii-br� 
panprccha-st'Ura-tikii, 4 fasciculi (TaisM, No. I532), 
SukhiivativyuhopadeJa, I fascicle (TaiBhO, No. 1524), 
A�ara8a:aka 

. 
[V(tti,] · I fascicle, (TaisM, No. 1572) 

etc. Bes1des� these there is [ Vimiatikii,] tJijiiapti. 
matratii [Biddh�1. I fascicle which, according to th� 
Oata}ogue of Buddhist Sacred Booke of K'ai-yuan 
Per�od, was translated by Gautama Prajii.ii.ruci but · 
in K'ueichi's ( C. 56 ) works, it was ac�ow· 
!edged to be Bodhiruci's translation. (Cf. A .  · . .  
Commentary on the Vi�atika-vijnapti-miitratii- · 
siddl�i C. 57 fasc. I.). 

. 
The wor� translated by Bodhiruci were largely . 

mtended to mtroduce the doctrines of the Yogacara 
School and are comparatively systematic. Of · 
these, there were several works which later · exer
cised a great influence on the development of 
Buddhism in China. First. of all was the Lankiiva
tara Sii.tra. Of this siitra, G�abha.dra. � given a. 
brief translated version consisting of four fs.sciculi 
during the Earlier Sung dynasty (420--479 A.C.) and 
it served as a reference book of cultivation to those 
masters of the Ch'an School who propagated the 
contemplation methods _ of Bodhidha.rma (the 
founder of the Ch'an School in China). But as · 
G�abhadra's translation was rather obscure and. · . 
difficult to understand, Bo�ci particularly re• 
translated the siitra in an enlarged version, "adding 
words and transposing the texts " in order to make 
it :fluent and lucid. He also lectured on it and 
therefore left behind him . some notes (now lost). 
This recti&ation, if it can be so called, brought witb 
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it some deviation in import and significance. For 
eXa.mple, he mistook the defiled and pure aspects of 
the last of the eight vijnanas, i.e. alayavijiiiina, to 
be tw& ends. · As a result of this, there was ob\"ious 
· dive�nce betwel:ln Bodhiruci's and GUJ].abhadra.'s 
renderings and the fonner's version gave riae to the 
different interpretations of some of the northern 
masters·. 

Second. in importance � the DaAabh:ilmi
"!!iilchYtina. In the Dalabh:ilmi there was ori�na.lly 
the doctrine that " The three DM/,us are but the 
manifestations of the mind . " V asubandhu's com
mentary developed it by basing his arguments on 
Vijnaptimatra and pointing out the root of the 
depe�dent ori�tio!l of both the defiled and the 
pure aspeJ}ts of mind. These just met the de
mands of inquiry of Buddhist scholars at that time 
and were for e. time quite in vogue. Hence there 
were e. i!pecisl number of people making e. special 
study of this treatise who were known as " masters 
of DaJalih:ilmi-vyakhyana." .Among them one who 
had the highest achievements under the guidance of 
Bodhiruci was Tao-ch'ung ( 0. 58 ). He listened to 
Bodhiruci's lec�ures for three winters in succession, 

. taking down notes and propagating· them .. and. so 
there 'Were more than one thousa.n(l people who 

· learn8d·the dootrin� through his efforts. They .all _ . 
advooa� that - aiay�mjndna is . the ' root of th� . 
dependent origination of all thfugs ; this · is quite 
different from the opinion of the disciples of Ra.tns
ma.ti such a.s Hui-kuang ( 0. · 59 ) and many others 
who maintain that dharmata is the root of a.ll 
things. As a result of this divergence there came 
into being the Branch of the Northern Path quite 
opposed to the Branch of the Southern Path led by 
Hui--kuang. (Of. Tao-hsiie.n, op.cit., fasciculi 7, 
�1). 

Third m importance was the Vajracched,.'Jcij. 
prajna.piiramitopadela� This work was .translated 
by Bodhiruci slone in 509 A.O., the second year of 
his 8.1Tival . at · Lo-yang. In this translation he 
introduced to Chine. the commentaries of Msitreya 
and V a.sube.ndhu on this Blitre., �g e. careful 
and detailed a.nsl;rsis of its implied difficulties -and · 
answers to questions in such e. We.y as to give e. very 
great clue to those who wished to study its texts. 
He also gave his pupils deta.iled explanations of the 
interpretations which he had learned from Vsjr�i, 
e. disciple of V a.subandhu. His notes were compiled 

· into the Treatise of V afrar,-i, ( 10 fasciculi, TaisM, 
No. 1512) and are now still extant . . 

Moreover, T'an-lua.n. ( 0. 60 ), the patriarch of 
· the Pure Land School of Chins, in seeking for the 
art oflongevity, happened to come across Bodhiruci. 

The Indian monk taught him the Amitayuf'• 
bhavanii Sutra, saying that longevity is not so fine.} 
as the entire emancipation from life and thus led 
him to believe in the Pwe Land. In the meantime 
Bodhi:ruci translated. the SukMvati-vyilhopadela 
(generally ca.lled the Treati.se on Going to be born in 
the Pure La11.d) and recommended V asubsndhu'a 
five ways of meditating on the Buddha. T'an Luan 
wrote e. commentary on the treatise and thereby 
greatly developed the teachings of this School. (Of. 
Tao-hsiian, op. cit. fasc. 4). · 

In the period of the South-and-North Dynasties 
theories of the critical classification of the Buddha's · 
teaching were quite prevalent. It was said that 
Bodhiruci had his own particular and penetrative 
view on this matter. Basing his arguments on the 
MaMparinirvii'I)Q Sutra he pronounced that the 
whole Buddhist canon could be divided into the 
hslf complete and the · fully complete doctrines. 
What the Buddha said within the twelve years 
immediately after his attaining Buddhahood 
belonged to the half complete doctrine while his 
teachings after the twelve yea.rs belonged to the 
complete one. (Of. Ohih-i's 0. 61, 7'he. Deep 
Meaning of the· Saddhai'mapu1J4a:rika Sutra 

o; 62, _fasc. 19) . . .  It was again said by 
some m�ters of meditation ' in the North tha� 
Bodhiruci pronounced a.ll teachings of the Buddha - _ · · 
to be of the ono-sound teaching, i.e. the totality or 
the Buddha's doctrine. This is quite in accordanc� · · 

with the Vi�J.:irtinirde8a Sutra which says that 
.the �achings of the Buddha. are uttered only with 
one sound and the same flavour ; but owing to the • 
different dispositions of sentient beings, their · 
apprehensions appear different. (Of.Fa-tsang's C. 63 
A treatise on the Distinction of the Doctrine of One- . .  
Vehicle of the Avata'TJ'8aka Sutra 0. 64, fasc. 1 ) .  
Wi�h regard to these traditional sayings attributed . 
to him, we do not now have any document from . · 
Bodhiruci's owii hand to bear witness. · 

L. O. 

BO))IIIRUCI (2) · . ( 0. 65 ), originally called 
Dhsrma.ruci, was e. native of South India. He be
longed to e. bra.hma.n family and his clan was 
Kasysps. When twelve years old, he left home 
under e. heretic!lol teacher, acquainted himslef with 
the doctrine of Sankhya and was well versed in · 

Ssb�a.vidya, magical arts, etc. Not until sixty 
. did he meet Y a.Sogh� e. master of· Sthaviravade. · 
and the Mahayana school. As a. result of his 
defeat in argument, he changed his persuasion and 
believed in Buddhism. He paid special attention to 
actual practice and within five years comprehended 

·� ' 
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the canonical literature of the Tripi�aka and thus 
enjoyed a. wide reputation. In 683 A. C. (the second 
year of Yung-chun reign) Emperor Kao-tsung of the 
T'ang dynasty sent a. messenger to India to invite 
him. Ten years la.ter, in 693 A.C. (the second year 
9f Ch'ang-shou reign of the Wu-chow dynasty) he 
arrived at Lo-yong, the eastern capital of China.. In 
tbis very year, Bodhiruci, living in Fo-shou-chi 
. monastery translated the Ratnarr.eghaSutra, (TaisM, 
No. 660) and at the end of the 1st chapter he added 
that the East Moonlight God had been predestined to 
become a woman to rule over China.. This pleased 
Empress Wu and therefore she changed his name into 
Bodhiruci (lit. Intelligence-loving). At this time, he 
also translated more than ten kinds of minor texts 
siloh as the Adhyardha satika-praji'Uiparamita SUtra 
(TaishO, No. 240), etc. Not long afterwards, 
·sik�ananda came to China. and began to translate 
the larger version of the At:ata,_nsaka SUtra (TaishO, 
No. 279). Bodhiruci then stopped his own 'Work 
and, together with I-ching, assisted him. Later · 
()D, when Emperor Chung-taung resU.med his throne, 
Bodhiruci went to the capital Chang-an and lived 
in Ch'ung-fu monastery. Fro� 706 A.C. onwards 
he once more devoted his time to translating the 
Mahamatli • tJiptda -vimiina -viJva-ruprat,�ehita-guhya 
parama-rashasya-kalparaja-dharatli (TaisM, · No. 
1006) and began .to edit and translate the MaMra
tnakUia Smra (TaisM, No. 310), which he finished in 
713 A. C. a labour lasting .seven years.. In the mean
time, interspersed • with these translations, some 
Tantrio scriptures such as . the Amogha-pijBa
kalparaja (TaisM, No. 1095) etc. were also rendl;lred 
·into Chinese. After finishing the translation of the 
MaMrat,nakt'lta Su.tra, he no longer did any work of 
the same kind and was espcia.lly diligent in practising 
meditation and contemplation. More than ten years 
later, i.e. in 727 A. C. (the fifteenth year ofKai-Yua.n 
reign) he died, it was said, at the age of 156, (Of. 
the Biographies of Eminent monks compiled during 
the Sung Synasty, C. 66, faao. 3.) 

According to the Oatalogut of Buddhist Sacred 
B09ks of the K'ai-yilan Period ( C. 67 ) faao. 9, 
his translations, besides the 12 shorter siitras, 12 
fasciculi, which have long been lost, amount to 43. 
works, 101 fasciculi, which are now still extant. Of 
these the m,ost important are, of course, the 26 sU.tras 
whiohform the main part of the MaMratnakilta Sfura 
They are :-1. 1st siitra, Trisaf!&vara:nirclda (re 
translated), 3 fasciculi. · 2. 2nd siitr� Ananta
mukha-viBodhana-nirdela, 3 f�ciculi. 3. 5th Slitra 
.Amitdbha-vyUha. (re-trsl.) 2 fasciculi. 4. 6th siitra. 
Akfobhya-tatMgatasya-vyilha. (re-trsl.), 2 fasciculi 
5; 7th siitra., Varma-vyilha-nirdeAa, 5 fasciculi 
6. lOth siitra, Samanta-mukha-parivarta. (re-trsl.) 

1 fascicle. 7. 11th siitra, Ra8mi-samanta-mukta
nirde8a, 5 fasciculi. 8. 13th siitra, Garbha-sthiti 
(re-trsl.), 1 fascicle 9. 20th siitra, Vidyutprapta-pari
PTCCha, 2 fasciculi. 10. 21st siitra, Bhaara-maya
kara-pariPrcch<i (re-trsl.), I fascicle. 1L  22nd 
siitra, Mahapratih<irya-nirde8a 2 fasciculi. 12. 24th 
Slitra, Upali-pariprccha (re-trsl.), 1 fa.scicule. 13. 25th 
siitra, AahyMaya-saiiC01ldana (re-trsl.), 2 fasciclui . . 14. 27th siitra, Surata�pari_prcch<i, 1 fascicle. 15. 
28th siitra, Viradatta-pariPTcchci, I fascicle. 16. 
29th siitra., Udayana-va.tsaraja-pariPrccM (re-trsl.), 
I fascicle. 17. 30th siitra, Sumati-darika-pari
prccM. (re-trsl.) together with the next forma 1 
fascicle. 18. 31st siitra, Gangottara-pa·riprccM, 
19. 34th siitra., Gunaratna-Baf!&kUBUmita pariprcchd 
together with the next forma I fascicle. 20. 35th 
siitra, Acintya-buddha-�aya-niri:le8a. (re-trsl.) 21. 
37th siitra., Si'Y(I-ha-pariPrccM. (re-trsl.) together 
with the following three siitras forms 1 fascicle 
22. 40th siitra., Darikti-vimalairad!J,M-pariprf,CM. 
23. · 42nd siitra, Maitreya-pariprccM-dhaf'mti#a. 
(ret-rat) 24. 45th . Blitra, Srimiil<i-IM[lhaniida 
(r.-trsl .), 1 fascicle. 26. 49th siitra., . VyasG-pari· 
PrCChii. (re-tra.sl.), l fascicle. 

The most praiseworthy achievement of Bodhiroci'a 
work was the compilation and translation of the · 
whole set of the MaMrat,na� SUtr.ain 120 fasciculi. 
Haiian-tsa.ng in the year before his death (663 A.C.), 
had attempted a few lines of the translation of this 
siitra, but, feelingthathis vitality wu exhausted, he 
gave it up. Thus the work had been put &Pide for 
M�vera.l decades and no o�e had dared to take it up.· · · 

As Bodhiruci bad brought to China. the new Sanskrit 
text of this siitra, it once more attracted the atten
tion of . those who cared for Buddhist teachings. 
After the Emperor Chung-tsung regained his throne, 
the organization of the translating institute was 
strengthened (me.ny Indians were invited to help · · 

in translation and in checking interpretations with 
the Sanskrit texts), and thus Bod.'IJ.iruci was e�bled 
to accomplish what Hsiia.n-tsang had left undone. 
He took advantage of the special structure of the 
Mahrira.tnalcil/a Sutra, which is a combination of 49 . 
siitraa, and nia.de suitable adjustments in compili.Dg 
and translating it. He checked and utilized the 
versions of scattered sutras which had already been . 
in existence, and, whenever he came serosa sU.tras of . 
which the old versions were imcomplete or when. 
there was no translation a.t a.ll, he then translated 
them anew. Of the forty-n.in,e siitraa of the whole, 
nearly one half retained the old vei'sions ; only 
twenty-six siitra.s were given a new translation. 
Even among them, there were severf!o} siitraa which. 
were merely imp�oved and corrected versions of the 
old ones and there were only eleven siitra.a entirelf 
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new (their titles have been given above). Owing to can be separated into two parts, bodhi and 6a#txJ '  · 
the fact that the translation institute was well or�a- bodhi, from the root bwlh, to be awake, means 
nized and the accumulated experience of translatibn ' awakening ' or ' enlightenment ' and sa#va 

was very · rich, · Bodhiruoi's translations Were of a derived fr sa , the resent partici le of the
high quality. Especially in the translation of root � · �  ·� means ' � or, lite y, 
stanzas, the old texts generally contained six or ' one who is ,-,. a sentient being. Hence, the term 

eight Chinese characters in one line. This usage was is taken to mean ' one whose essence is Enlighten
not quite suitable to the style of the Chinese poem or ment ' or ' enlightened knowledge '· By impli� 
song ; he retranslated them all with five or seven cation it means- a seeker after Enlightenment, a. 

characters and completely exhibited their original, Buddha-to-be. There is also a suggestion that the-
intricate and subtle meanings. Thus Haii :m Pall term may be derived from boclhi and satla, 

said in his comment on the version of the MaMral- (Skt. Sa.kta from sanj) ' one who is attached to or 
nakUia Siltra: "In the translations qf the sent..ences desires to gain Enlightenment '1• 
of those siiti'a.s which contain - the techings of In original _Pali Buddhism, the term bodhisa.tta.. 
Mabii.yana, all meanings are preserved and no subt-_ · is use_d mqre or less excll;lSivoly to designate Gota.ma 
letie� _in the diminutive siitra.s are left out. The Buddha prior to his EnliS.htenment. 

· work is perfeetly done. What fault can the Buddha 
himself find in it f" The concept of bodhisattva, along with that or 

Buddha and of ca.kra.va.rtin (worldlruler) was in 
Moreover, a part of Bodhiruci's translated works vogue in India even before the appearance of 

dealt with esoteric teachings. Most of them were Ga.utama Buddha. When . Siddhii.rtha, who later 
enlarged texts (e.g., the Amogha-pdAa-kalparaja was · became Gauta.ma. Buddha, took conception · in 
more in detail �d wider in scope than · the old MS.yii.'s womb, a seer predicted that Suddhodana'a. 
version), and were characterized by their special future son would be either a world-ruler (cakrava'""l 
emphasis on the method of contemplation which wa8 or a Buddha'. . Once, an.ewering a question by a. the distinctive feature of the Tantrism ·.of South · bra.lmum, the Buddha himself'. a.dmits that he is · 
India. · (Of. 8,. OD}ura, The. Development of Esoteric· · �either a god nor a yakkha, .but & Buddha, meaning 
Buddhism, C.  68, voL . ll). . · · ' : thereby one of a succes8ion of Buddhas (.A. II, p.38). 

: L. o; :· The well-known Pali sta.Dza. Sabbapcipassa akara�;, . - ··�· . 
BOD.HISAMMA1JAKA, an arahant thera. l:n a pre
vious birth he had · picktld up fallen leaves and 
cleaned the courtyard of a bodhi-tree ( q.v.) $!1d as a 
·result his reward was twentyfold. He enjoyed birth 
among tho deva.s, and among men he was born eit
her in a khattiya or in a brii.hman clan. Wherever he 
was reborn, he· was endowed with twenty ble8$ings. 
Some of these were that he had a golden complexion, 
he was free ffom all physical and mental affiicMono, 
he had no enemies and he was protected by celes
tial beings (Ap. IT, p. 457 ff.). He is probably to be 
identified with Tissa there. . of the · TheragatM 
A#llaaleatM. According to this account the courtyard 
that he swept was that of the bodhi-tree of Buddha 
Tissa (PhagA. I, p. Iii). 

. 

L.R.G. 

BODHISATTVA (Pali : Bodhisatta.), a being who 
aspires ·for Bodbi ( q. v.) or Enlighterunent. The 
concept of bodhisattva (meaning Buddha-to-be) is 
one . of the most important concepts in Buddhism, 
specially -in the Ma.hiyina. Etymologically the term 

· kusalassa · upasarrvpadli,. sacittapariyodapanaf!"-
e.tam budclMnasasanam (Dhp. v. 183 ; Nett. p. 43} 

states that the teaching it contains is not of a singl& 
Buddha but of all the Buddhas. · The· Amagandha · 
Sutta is similarly recorded as a discotirse not of 
Gotam& Buddha, but of a past Buddha, named 
Ka.ssa.pa '(Sn. oo. 239 ff.). Sammasambodhi or
Perl'ect-Enlightenment, is, a.s the later ::Ma.hli.yii.nists 
argued, an · impersonal universal phenomenon 
occurring in a particular context both in time and 
in space. In other words, a Buddha. is a person 
who re-discovers the Dhamma, which bud .b ecom& 
lost to the world, and proola.ims it anew (Pug. p. 29). · 
When Gota.m& Buddha. appeared, however, ha · 

himself as well as others used the term bodhisa.tta. 
to indicata his career fi'om the time of his renuncia.-- · 
tion upto the time of his Enlightenment. · Later� 
its use was · extended to denote the period from 
Gotama's conception to the Enlightenment and� 
thereafter, to all the Buddhas from their conception 

. to Buddhahood . . . By applying the . doctrine of 
karma and bf rebirth, which had general �p-

. �ce in pre-Budd¥st India, the use of the term · 

1 For a lengthy etymologleal discussion of the term bod.hi.Bsattva see Har Dayal,. Th6 Bodhilattva DOOtnM in Buddhilt 
.Samkrit Li.teratur�, London, 1932, pp. 4-9. . · 

2 J. I, 51. The,same prophecy waa made later when &be bodhisattva was only fl.ve days old, ibid. 56. 
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was further extended to refer to the past lives not 
only of GotllJI18., but also of those rare beings who 
aspire for Perfect Enlightenment. , . :.r. ,, ,,.;. . . . 

The oldest Therava.da tradition, as contained, for 
example, in the. Mahiipadana Suttanta (D. II, p 1 . )  
gives details of  six Buddhas, prior to  Gotama.. 
This discourse is attributed to the Buddha. himself, 
who gives the time, caste, family, length of life 
etc. of these predecessors of his. In the Buddha· 
va�a, 3 a. later work belonging to the Khwldaka
nikiiya, the number increases to twenty-five and 
this number remains fixed in Theravada literature. 

However, these enumerations by no means imply 
that they are exhaustive. In the Mahapadana 
Suttanta, the Buddha. st.a.rts the story of the six 
Buddhas merely by saying that ninety one kappas 
ago there was such and such a. Buddha., implying 
thereby that such beings were not limited in number. 
It was this concept that was fully developed in 
later Ma.M.yana.. From this, it follows that, it 
the Buddhas are innumerable, the bodhisa.ttva.s, 
too, must be innumerable. · 

When prince Siddha.rtha attained Enlightenment 
he did so as a. human being and lived and passed 
away a.s such. AB mentioned earlier, he himself 
admitted that he � a. Buddha. and not a deva or 
�y such supernatUl'al being. He was only the 
discoverer of a lost teaching. Hi� greatness was 
that he found out what his contemporaries could 
not discover at all or discovered only incompletely. · 
He was a genius by birth who achieved �he highest 
state possible for a. man. Both intellectually · and 
morally he was a great man, a superman 
(mahapuri.sa), . In aU the stages of his life, from 
conception onwards, something extraordinary was 
seen in him. 

In order to understand who a bodhisattva is, 
it would be useful to explain who a �uddha. is. 
The Buddha-concept in Therava.da. Buddhism is · 
not a personality cult ; neither is the Buddha an 
object · of glorified devotion. He is neither a 
theoratical metaphysician nor a materialist. He is 
not a religious teacher who demands unquestioned 
loyalty like a Messiah. He is a. man who has 
perfected himself by realising his 'self' to the highest 
degree poasible for man. Only a man can become 
a. Buddha.. There may be other supernatural 
beings inhabiting perhaps other planets in a given, 
solar system. But they are not capable of becoming 
fully Enlightened. Even if such beings are 

leading happier lives in their non-human spheres, 
still they are subject to the . lavvs of change and 
evolution (anicca or vaya-dhammq,), and .as such 
not free from birth and death and their. attendant. 
conflicts : hence they are not released from dulckha. 
A ·Buddha is a. hwnan being who has realised that 
there . is a. happier state than this world of condi
tioned phenomena. After a. persevering mental 
struggle, he realises this unconditioned state 
lasankhata) which is free from duality. This 
freedom from duality implies the absence of any 
conflict (dukkha). Therefore, this psychologica.l 
state is de8Cribed as free from both sorrow and 
happiness in the ordinary sense. It is the highest 
happiness (parama-BUlcha) in the transcendentQl 
ssnse. AB such it is not subject to change and 
is, therefore, imperishable (akiilika and amata). 
It is a state of changelessness (avyaya) and, therefore, 
permanent (dhuva). It is this that is described as 
Nirviit;UJ. The Buddha. is the person who rea.liaed 
this for the first time, by his own effort and, hen.oe, . 
he is the Teacher (satthii); Arha.ts are his disciples 
who .follow his teaching. Bodhisa.ttvas ,.are those · 
who aspire to be fully Enlightened ones, .Buddhas, 
in preference to merely becoming a.rhats . . ·, 

. 

The life of the Buddha. strictly commenced only 
from the . time of his Enlightenment and his life 
before this event was that of the bodhisa.tta .. "The 
Buddha himself used the term in · this sense and 
it is more than probable that Gotama Buddha 
occasionally referred to his preVious existences in .

. 

his discourses to the people in order to elucidate a · 

a particular doctrinal point. The JS.taka.s found . 
in: the Sutta Pi�Gka such as the M ahiigovinda 
Sutta (D. TI, p. 220 ff.), the MahiisudasBana S'IJlta. · 
D. IT, p. 169ft) and the Makhii<levf.J S'l.dt(s (M. IT, 
( 74ff) etc. bear out this vie�. Besides these, 
there seems to have been neither a JS.ta.ka. collection 
a.s such, nor the/developed oonoept of the bodhisa.tta. . 
practising p�amitii., until a much later period.• · 
Hence it would appear that the concept of the 
bodhisatta could be divided into two parts, the 
original concept and the concept developed by : 
later Buddhists. 

The division of Schools which began at the Second 
Council with the S3pa.ration of the Mahii.sii.ilghika.s 
also made its contribution to the development of 
the bodhisattva. cult in later literature. 

The earliest use of the term bodhisa.tta. in literature · 

seems to be when the Buddha refers to the days · 

prior to his Enlightenment, in such contexts as 

8 This text gives the biographies of each of the twenty-flve Buddhas. 
4 For some more instances see Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, pp, 87f. 
6 See N. Dutt, �'P� of Malui!lana and it• Relation to Htna11ana ,pp 3-4 

5. S.P.C . .  93B96 
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... in the days before my Enlightenment when as 
:yet I was only a bodhisatta " (M. I, pp. l l4, · 163 ; M. III, p .  1 19) :  Then, we have ·Lhe Pali 

· ·suttas referred to above, in which the Buddha 
. :recOunts a previous existence of his after the 
· fashion of the later jataka stories. In the Buddha
VfJ1!lSa and in the later commentaries we see how 
the concept has been extended not only in relation 
to Gotama's own previous lives, but also as a 
general concept. In the BuddhavarJtSa which 

: belongs to the Khuddaka-nikaya of the Pali canon; 
. are found the life-stories of twenty-fiv6 Buddhas 

of whom Gotama was the last. The names by 
which Gotama was known, during his " apprentice
ship " as bodhisatta. under each of the t.wenty.four 
Buddh88, are also given. The chronicle describes 
the ten pii.ramitii. (q.v.), the eight conditions 
necessary for the fulfilment of Buddha.hood a.nd 
the bodhisatta's decision to postpone his entry 
into Nibbana. The other early work that describes 
the bodhisattva's career is the Mahii.iJastu (circa lst 
or 2nd century B.C.), a Sanskrit work of the, . 

· Mahii.sa.Dghikaa. 
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to become a Buddha. He would perhaps have 
qualified his statement by saying that there 
are various classes of men whose intellectual 
capacity varies in _ accordance with their kamma 
a.nd as such he would have accepted the prevalence 
of several yiinas or " vehicles " for the purpose of 
release in keeping with each one's ability. 

Since the Buddha's teaching is not fatalistic but 
a course of mental training implying constant 
change until the realisation of the unconditioned 
state of Nirvii.J)a, everyone ha.� the ability not 
merely to attain release but also to be authoritative 
teachers (i.e. perfect Buddhas) as well. People with 
less ability may rest content with mere arhatship or 
by becoming Silent Buddhas (as Pratyeka 
Buddhas) : but even they by further training, could 
and should try to become Buddhas ' for the good 
of all beings; 

But, j'l¥Jt as the Theravadins. in course of time 
began to· lay greater stress on intellectual develop
ment than on religioua practice, those who advocat
ed the bodhisattva ide�l, as a protest against the 

While the Buddhava1[1.8a,· together with the theoretical teaching of others, went to the other 
· Cariyapitdka; · gives·.' t�e . .  earliest . enumeration. of . . 

extreme of making it too practical. The bodhi

tbe ten paramita, the Mahii:IXl8tU enumerates what sattva. came to be regarded hy them somewhat like 
a saViour 8.s e�einplified .by AvalokiteSyara. Everyare known' as the ten. · .bhfuni (q.v ). While · the 
one tries to -be a Buddha to save others while Pa.li. co.Dh-nentaries further , expanded . the doctriD.e · 

· . · of the bodhisatta., by analysing his character into passively believing in the saving grace of the 
. 
further details, there appeared a large number of bodhisattvas. 7 The pendulum swung from one 

Mahayana works, such as the DaJabhilmika SiUra eXtreme to the other ; Gotama's teaching of practical 

and the Bodhisattva-bhilmi, which generously psychology and that of the avoidance of extremes 

improved on the earlier concepts, so that in course of was forgotten. 

time new 4octrines began to evolve e.g., the doctrine In this evolution of thought the altruistic motives 
of piramiti and bhiimi, of prajM and upaya, the which had become more or less mere intellectu'Ul 
tantric siddhas etc. However, the essential differ
renee . between the two developments was that 
while in earlv Buddhism the bodhisa.tta · vow ·., . "' 

· was meant only for those rare beings who are 
specially gifted, the later theory was that everyone 
(lould and should aim at Supreme Enlightenment. 
H this latter statement had been made to the 

· concepts among the Theravadins began to be 
greatly emphasised. As a result, individual res
ponsibility, on which the Buddha has laid great 
stress, s began to be overlooked. This tendency was 
developed to its extreme, specially in the Far East, 
the results of which are to be seen in ·the concept of 
Buddha Amit8.bha3 and of the bodhisattva Avaloki-

Buddha himself . he would not have objected and teSvara as an embodiment of compassion, an all
would not have denied the possibility for everyone merciful divine father, whose sole aim is to deliver 

6 In the S!Jild/usrmaputl{larika, . for instance, the :Buddha says to Sariputra, who becomes msappointed for having satisfied . 
bimself with ara.bantship, that b� would be a future :Buddha named Padmaprabha. Sanputra feels happy after the declaration 
(Sdmp. pp. 66lf.) · 

. 7 E. · J. Thomas observes " They (1.13. bodhisattvas) are individualised as half-mythical beings who undertake to save the
. 

world and then the advantages of worshipping and winning the favour of these great beings is extolled rather than the gigantic 
labour of becoming su.::h a saviour." HiltorJI of Budd.hiBt Thought, London, 1933, p. 178. · 
· 8 The value of self-confidence Is constantly emphasised by the :Buddha : " :Be a lamp and refuge unto yourselves : seek no 
refuge elsewhere " D. II, p. 100 ; " oneself Is one's own leader, who else could be the leader ?" .Dhp.v. 160. In referring to 
the :Buddha's Enlightenment it is said " not done by the father, not by the mother, not by a brother, not by a sister . . . . . . . • " 

. etc. P1. I, p. 174. 
. 

0 In these concepts one can see the development of the cult of devotion (bhakti q.v.) as exemplified by the KJlva-concept of the 
Bitagm)ad-gftl. . 

. . , 
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all living beings from suffering.10 This development 
was the natmal result of the intrinsic human nature 
which seeks for external prote:�tion and consolation 
either in a male or a female divinity. Ib is an 
extension cf the father and mother concept and can 
be fou...'ld in any developed religious system. But 
Gotama fi.nnly believed that Buddhas are only path

finders and teachers who, out of compassion for all 
living beings, preach the doctrine of deliverance 
which has to be individually realised by the wise. 
As such, th.e idea of salvation, except through th9 
teaching which every person has to follow himself, 
is foreign to hi.m.11 This is why the Buddha's 
teaching is regarded as difficult of practice. 

It was shown earlier how by the application of 
the doctrines of kamma and rebirth the life of the 
bodhlsatta was ·extended backwards to an innumer
able number of existences. The doctrine of kamma 
implies th3t intellectual and moral greatness cannot 
be produced without great effort. The necessary 
training and discipline cannot be practised to per
fection in a single life-time. However, this did not 
mean that Enlightenment could not be attained in a 
given time. On the contrary, it was often asserted 
that such at.tainment is possible in this very life 

. (d#llle-oo dhamme) anQ. that every individual should 
attempt such achievement. 

This double implication of the doctrine of kam.ma 
was clear enough to the Buddha and his immediate 
di!roiples. His arahant-disciples were released from 
repeated birth and death just as the Buddha was. 
The Buddha was the discoverer of the Path by his 
own intelligence and as such he was the Teacher 
(satthii) .  Consequently, he had greater experience 
and w!s, therefore, able to pronounce judgment 
over human matters better than his disciples, even 
though they were arahants. The Buddha had 
accumulated his merits (pu?Jya.sambhiira) or, to put 
it more scientifically, had been building up his 
character during a number of lives and it was t.he 
reference to these in some of his discourses that 
paved the way for the compilation of the jataka 
tales. Even the chief disciples had to build up 
their characters by way of moral and intellectual 
development, in order to attain their eminent 
positions. This doctrine meant that the Buddha 

. himself, his chief disciples and other arahants as 
well, all had to qualify themselves by right effort 
(samma-vayama), not only in their last, but also in 
previous existences. In the case of the Buddha 

himself, a5 portrayed in some of the iatakas, it is 
clearly seen how the bodhisattva perfects various 
moral a.nd intellectual virtues. However, it is an 
important fact that the j ii.taka stories should not be 
always interpreted in a literal sense. Their general 
theme is to illustrate the selfless nature of the 
bodhisatta. Jataka stories may represent the 
bodhisatta either as the hero practising one of the 
paramita., or a minor character or even as a mere 
spectator. Whatever his role is in a particular 
story, the noteworthy fact is that he is more or less 
a ready-made charact.er, the chief featl.ire . of which 
is virtue or wisdom in some form or other. As most 
of these are folk-tales made into jii.takas by identify- . .  
ing a particular character with that of the bodhi
satta, they appear sometimes to have been invent.OO 
to make the bodhisatta behave in a pre-determined 
and unrealistic way. The stories could be inter .. 
preted allegorically, but often the bodhisatta ceases. 
to be a human being. On the other hand, there ar& 
many jatakas, like the Mahii-ummagga-jataka 
which are quite realistic and which contain much . 
practical psychology and ethics, depicting the 
bodbisatta as a man of rare practical wiSdom. 

It is of interest �o see how the conceph . of the 
bodhisattva has developed down the agdS. 'fhe· · 
historical facts about the Buddha are not difficult to 
determine. He began life as Siddh9.rtha,- �on of a . 
local rajah in north India in the 6th century B.C. 
At first he enjoyed sensual pleasures to the full, but; 
his attitude to such self-indulgence ·was quite 
differe�t from that of the ordinary man. E ven . 
while enjoying pleasure, he intuitively felt that true 
and lasting happiness could never be found by 
giveng in to each and every sensual attraction. That; 
would lead to moral and intellectual ruin, reaulting 
in becoming subject to more and more suffering. He 
wa.S sure of thiS. He married and begot a son and 
still he felt that that was not the ultima.!ie fulfilmant 
of human life. His inner urge could not stop at. 
anything short of full and complete self-realisation, 
not only for his own private release, but also for the · 
good of humanity as a whole. This made him · 
think. First he t.ook to a self-mortifying life, and 
when that failed, he, after ·· a tremendous mental 
struggle, achieved perfection by becoming a Buddha. 
and then a teacher. During the rest of his career, . · 
for forty-five years, he gave his findings to the rest . 
of humanity by oral preaching (dhamma-ckaanii), 
which was the best method of disseminating know- · 
legde in those days when Writing and reading of 

10 According to the MahAyanist view these bodhisattva& refuse to enter NirvAQ& · out of comp_assion for all living beings ; 
instead they aspire for perfect Enlightenment. This concept is to be traced to the story of D1pankara and Sumed.ha as 
recorded in Thervada literature. 

11 Ideas of Saving and of bhakti or devotion in late Mahayana are influenced by Brahmanical theology as well. 
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books was not common. 'there was nothing mystic 
.about the Buddha. He was a practical man, a 
;psychiatrist who, after realising the cause of man's 
troubles, was eager to convey these benefits of his 
realisation to the rest of humanity, which he did 
quite suceeesfully. 

There is no reason to doubt these simple facts of 
histoey. · But, in course of time� these facts became 
mixed up with muc� legend and the Buddha's 
teaching became a mysticai religion or a. devotional 
cult. I� rationalistic and practica.l nature was 
forgotten. The higher life (brahmacariya, q.v.) was 
thought of as somethingimpra.otieable and gradually 
Buddhism lost its pragmatic character. Coupled 
with these tendencies there wa.l the inborn human 
need for a father-figure or a mother-figure to fall . 
back upon. All these led to the creation of a 
Buddhology. For the artist, literary as well a.s 
plastic, the Buddha became an object of study and 
devotion. He was ana.lysed from every possible 
angle and v�ous theories regarding his career were 
evolved, .as, for instance, when the original triple 
�cation (of the path of release) sila (morality), 
Mlmddhi (mind-culture) and paibla · (wisdom) was 
resolved into . ten ·piramita. 'Pte · bodhisattva 

. �am0. a special :k4ld of god-like character, the like 
of whom could hardly .be an aetua.lity. It was as a 
part of ibis development that the. main events of 
tJie bodhisa.tta's life were · po$-ayed aB being 
�panied by miracles. 

· A bodhlsatta's career should start with his 
making a resolution before a Buddha (abhiniMra
karataa or mUlapratOOhQna) to becoJUe a Buddha for 
the welfare and liberation of all creatures. In 
later literature this abhinihtira is preceded by a 
period during which the bodhisattva .Practises 
mano:pra!li<lhi when he resolves in his mind to 
desire to become a Buddha Without declaring his 
intention to others (DPPN. ll, 322). According to 

· the Mahiyiinist theory this would be the production 
of ·the Thought of Enlightenment (bodhiciua. 
q.v.)� 
· · Even for the abhiniMra (q.v.) or the first resolve 
to become a Buddha to be effective eight conditions 
have to be fulfilled (Buv. p. 59). These are that the 
aspirant should be a human being, a male, au.ffi. 
ciently ·developed spiritually to become an a.rahant 
in that very life, a recluse at the time of the declara
tion, that he should make the resolution, personally, 
Wore a Buddha, that he shoUld possess the jhina.s 
and b6 prepared to sacrifice even his life. The 
resolution has ·to be absolutely. firm. There are 

. · eighteen inauspicious· states into which a; bodhisatta 
· is not born. He is never bom blind, d� insane, 

: .. . 

crippled, among savages, as a slave or as a heretic. 
He never ·changes his sex, is nE:wer guilty of the five 
heinous crimes which become immediately effective 
(anantarika�kamma : q.v.) and he never becomes a 
leper. Should he be bon>: a.s an a.Di:rna.l he is never 
hom bigger than an elephant or smaller than a 
quail. He is not born � a pets. or in Avici nor in 
the hells known as lokantarika; the chief feature of 
which is their complete darkness. He is not hom 
as a Mira nor as a Suddhii.vii.sa deva, nor in th� 
Formless (aropa) worlds, nor in another cakkava/d . 
(Sn.A. I, p. 50 ff. ) . According to J. VI, p. 552 all 
bodhisattas must make the five great sacrifices 
(maha-paricciiga) of giving up wife, children, 
kingdom, life and limp. 

The Buddha, before whom the abhinihara is made, 
looks into the future and, if satisfied, declare, the 
fulfilment of the wiSh, giving' all tile particulars of 
such fulfilment. This declaration is called veyya
kar�va (Skt. tWiikarapa) and is made also by all 
subsequent Budcihas whom the · bodhisatta meets 
during his career. From here onwards, till he . 
attains Enlightenment, aU his activities are 
directed towards the practice of the perfections � .... 
(pdramil<i). As mentioned earlier, these .Perfec
tions were laj;er enumerated, and there are sligh' 
differences beween the Pa.l(&nd the Sanskrit �. ·· . · 
However, their theme is the same, which is ethical . 

. perfection. Originally,· there ream to have beeG . 
only six piramita which w.ere later made into a 
group of ten. The earlj.er six, 8s given in Bliddhia 
Sanskrit works, are a8 follows : dana (liberality), lilG 
(morality), �anti (patience), virya (energy), dhyiiNJ 
(concentration) and pra}na (wisdom) .. The fotir 
supplementary pdramitii.: are updya or . '!1-paya
kau.Balyq. (skill in· means), pra!lidhana (resolution), 
!tala (strength) and jnana (knoiledge : Har Dayal. · 
The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhis' Sanskrii 
Ulerature, London, 1932 p. 168). In the Pall list . 
there is nekkhamma (renunciatiori.) instead of · . · 
dhyana while updya, bala and jnana are repiaced by . 
sacca (truthfulness), meua (loving-kindness) and 
upelcklui (equanimity). · 

The length of a b�tta's career varies : some 
practise the pdrami for at least four asanlcheyyal 
and one hundred thousand kapi.>as, others for at · 
leest eight asmik'Myyas and one hwidred ·thousand . 
kappas and.yet others for sixteen aaankheyyas and 
one hundred thouSand kappas. The first of these 
periods is the very least that is required and is . · · 
intended for those who excel in wisdom (paiitlci), 
The middle period is for those who excel in faith 
(aaddh<i) ;  the last and the lopgest for those whCise 
chief feature is perseverance (mriya : DPPN. II. 
324). 

' 

l ' 
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In Ma.hii.yfula there is also the important factor of 
bhfuni or stages in the spiritual progress of the 
bodhisattva. This c,oncept of bhfuni, which are 
ten in number and are found enumerated in · such 
Ma.hii.yfula works a.s the MahavaBtu, Bodhisattva
bhilmi, Da8abhU'7/lika Siitra ·ate., seems to be an 
�laboration of the four stages of spiritual progress 
(i.e. sotapaUi etc.} of early Buddhism. Generally 
speaking, the idea. of pii.ramitii. is brought into 
relationship with that of bhiimi by making the 
bodhisattva. cultivate one of the paramitii. in each 
bhfuni (stage}. AB the bodhisattva passes from one 
stage to another his glory and power gradually 
increase until in the .. tent�; stage he becomes almost 
equal to the Buddha, possessinJ various super
natural powers. Having becowe the cloud of the 
dharma. (dharma-meglui) he sends upon needy 
creatures the good rain which " lays the dust of the 
passions nnd causes the growth of the harvest of 
merits." The sta.nd�rd list of bhfuni is as followse: 
i PramudM( joyful}. ii. Vimald (immaculate). 

- ill. PrabMkari (luminous}. iv. Ar�mati (radiant}. 
v. Sudurjaya (invincible}. vi. Abhimukhi 
(being in front}. vii. Duran.gama (far-going). viii. 
Acala (immovable}. ix. Biilihumati (holy wisdom}. 
x. DharmamegM (cloud of dharma}. 

This concept of bhiimi provides us with an idea .of 
Ule gradation in the spiritual progress of a bodhi
•tiva. While the para.mitii. are · related to the 
practical side of spiritual life, the bhiimis indicate 
the stages of gradual progress. It also gives us 

. information on tqe ideal life to be pursued in the 
Mahii.�. AB the , bodhisattva gradually pro· 
gresses in respect of .certa.in··virtues, his transition 
from one stage (b.humi} to another takes place 
accordingly. For details see under BI!OMI. 

An illlporte.nt event in the bodhisatta's life 
occurs when he spends his penultimate life in the 
Tusita heaven and he has to decide to leave Tusita 
to be reborn as a ma.n. AB this moment arrives, 
there is much excitement (hakihala}, because of 
v&rious sigris appearing in the ten thousand world 
S'y&tems. All the"' �eve.s come together and request 
the bodhisa.tte. to seek birth a.s a human being, 
whereupon the bodhisa.tta makes the five great 
investigationS (patlca maM vilokana} regarding the 
time, the continent, the place of birth, his mother 
and the life bpan left to her. The time (kala) has 
to he investigated, because.Buddhas do not appear 
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.in the world when men live more than one hundred 
thousand years or less than one hundred. Buddhas 
u.re born only in Jambudvipa (north India) and only 
in the brahma1,1a or the khattiya clan. Once these 
investigations are made the bodhisa.tta proceeds to 
the Nanda.ne.ve.ne. where he formally disappears 
from among devas. 

The conception of the bodhisatta is attended by 
various mira.cles, Both in Pall and Sanskrit sources 
an attempt is made to show that at th� actual 
moment of conception there is no physica.l union of 
father and mother.u With regard to the general 
life of a bodhisatte. a.s given in the books the 
following account from the DPPN, (II, pp. 324-7} 
may be quoted a. " On the day of his conception, · 
the Bodhisa�'s mother takes the vows of fasting 
and celibacy at the conclusion of a. great festival, . 
and when she ha.s retired to rest she dreams that 
the Four Regent Gods take her with her bed, bathe 
her in the .Anotatta lake, clad her in divine garments, 
and place her in a golden peJaOO sUrrounded by all 

· kinds . of luxury. As she lies there the Bodhisatta 
in the form of a white elepha.D.t enters.her womb 
through her right side. The earth tremble& and aU 
the ten thoW!_and world-systems � ,,Jllled with 
re.die.noo. Immediately the four Re.gent God8 
assume guard over mother and child. Throughou• 
the period of pregnancy; which lasts for ten morithl · 
exactly, the mother remains free from aihilent and . · 
sees the child in her womb sitting cross-legged. At 
the end of the ten months she gives birth to the 
child, standing in a grove, never indoors. Buddha.- . 
vii.sa. bre.bmBs, free from a.1l passion, first �ive the 
child in a. golden net, and from them the Four 
Regent Gods take him on an antelope-Ekin and. 
present him to his mother. Though the bodhi· 
se.tte. is born free of the muooWJ otherwise present at 
birth, two showers of water one hot, the other cold, 
fall from the sky and bathe mother and child. The 
child then t-akes seven strides to the north, standing 
firmly on his feet, looks on a.1l sides, and seeing no . 
one> anywhere to equal him, a.nnounoes his supre· 
macy over the whole world and the fa.C� that this is 
his last birth. Seven days after birth his mother . 
dies. She dies because she must bear no other 
being. 

" The Bodhisatte.'s laSt birth is attended by 
miracles. SoothsayerR, being summoned, see on 
the child's body, the thirty-two _marks of a Great . 

12 The Vuaghri Jata.ka In which the bodhisattva jumps Into the mouth of a hungry tlgreas Ia the tl.rat story In the J� 
18 This seems to be what Ia meant by a " virgin birth ". See the .J.ochariva-abbhuta-dhamma-rutta (Sutta No. 128 In the 

Majjhim4-nik4ua and Mhw. II, p. 6 and Lal. pp. 29, 30) . . . 
Sometimes thelle'·detalls become wearisome. Most of hem are collected in the DPPN. articles oil Bodhiaatta, Buddha 

ana4aotama. Their Sanskrlt.ve�ons could be found In the Lalitavistiaara and
d

t�e
t
:�':tthe �tt:�r:�� � 

without a touch ofhumour, too. See, for Instance, Lal. p •• 87 where It recor e . 
with his retinue the teacher fell in a swoon on IMleiDI his splendour I 
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Man (mahapurisa) and declare that the child will 
become either a Ca.kkava.tti or a. Buddha. His 
father, desiring that his child shall be a Ca.kkava.tti 
rather than a Buddha, brings him up in great 
luxury, hiding from, him all sin and ugliness of the 
world. But the destiny of a Bodhisa.tta. asserts 
itself, and he becomes aware of the presence in the 
world of old age, disease, death and the freedom of 
mind to be found in the life of a Recluse. Urged by 
the desire to discover the chuse of suffering in the 
world and the way out of it, the Bodhisatta leaves 

The paramitii. and bhfunis referred to above are 
the chief factors in the bodhisattva's discipline. 
W'hile the jciiaka o-r1d the Avadana, both in Pali 
and in Sanskrit, are devoted to illustrate these, 
perfections, the Buddhat'arrtsa (II, p. 116  ff.), 
contains examples of the previous births of Gotama. 
in which ten such parami are practised to the· 
highest degree (BuvA p. 50 ; J. p. 44ff). In early 
Buddhist Sanskrit literature the two groups of six 
or ten pii.re.mi s.re frequently referred to (e.g. 
Lal. p. 340 ; Mhvu. III, p. 226). 

the world on the day of his son's birth. · · � · · Still later, when the concept. of bhiimi was deve-'-
" Having left the world, the Bodhisatta practises loped, each of the ten bhiimi was allotted a paraml. 

the austerities, the period of such practices varying These piira.mita and bhiimi, to which late Pali 
• . . . . . . . On the day the -Bodhisatta attains to.. and Buddhist Sanskrit literature has devoted so- . 

Budljlhahood, he receives a meal of milk-rice much attention, distinguish the bodhisattva.s. 
(pay!sa) from a .woman and a gift of kusa-grass, · from ara.hants and pacceka-buddha.s . .  These cons
generally from an A.jiva.ka, which· he spreads under titute the practical and· the dynamic side of the· 
the Bodhi tree for his seat. The size of thi3 seat bodhisattva's character in contrast with the 
varies . . . .  ; . Before the Enlightenment the Bodhi- theoretical and contemplative monastic life of the 
satta. has fi'\Te great· dreams (1) that the world is his Him�yii.na monk. At the same time we see them. 
couch with the Him8Ja.y8. a.s his pillow, his left hand · as a concession made to popular Buddhism where 
resting _O il. the eastern se&, his :fight on the western emotio:naJism is at work as, ror instance, in the
and ills feet on

. the southern ; (2) · that a blade of · worship of Buddhas like Amita.bha and bodhisattve.s. 
Uriya (kula) grass; grdWing from his navel touches like Avalokitesvara, while . in late Mahayana they 
the clouqs ; (3) that. white Worms with black heads .· . cease to haVe any difference at all. 
creep up froiil � feet, cove;rmg his·kfiees ; (4) that _ . . If the. bodhi�ttva · id�al of .the four birds of v.&ried hues fro� the four quartprs of 
the world fall at his feet and become white ; ( 11) that . 
he wa1ks to and fro on a heap of dung; by �hich he 

Mahii.yana b& · 
regarded a.s a protest against · the arahant ideal 
of the Hlnayana, there is an important fact that. · 

· needs clarification. This is the charge of selfishness. 
brought ·against the arahant. In this connection 
there is much misunderstanding. ·. The charge of . 
selfishness has to be levelled not against the a.rahants. 
but against the 'l'heravii.da monk9 who have portrayed 
arahantship as a selfish ideal by their own behaviour 
and writings and thereby made the higher religious 
life (brahmcariya or adhisila) �,�oppear as something: 
unpracticable. The Buddha has clearly shown� 
both by example and by precept, the value of 
working for the . welfare of others. The spirit of . 
his teaching is that one should m;tlighten oneself 
first and then try to h<;llp those that can be helped . 
as clearly expressed in the well-kriown words of · 
the Buddha when be addressed the first sixty 
arahants to devote themselves to the service of 
others (Vin. I, pp. 19-20). He alSo discouraged 
mere philosophy · and speculation if it had n(} 
pra::tical value. But, quite in contrast to this 
noble example of ·the Tea.cher, his later followers, 
instead of following by practice the religious life . · · 
he discovered and promulgated; began to make 
mere academic study thereof as an end in itself. 
They became speculators and philosophers, with 
very little practice. The Hinayana monk became 

remains unsoiled. 
" The next day the Bodhisatta sits cross-legged 

on his seat facing the east, determined not to rise 
till he has attained his goal. The gods of all the 
worlds assemble to do him honour, but Mii.ra (q.v.) 
comes with his mighty hosts and the gods flee. All . 
day, the fight continues between Mara and the 
Bodhisatta. ; the parami alone are present to lend 
their aid io the Bodhisatta, and when the moment 
comes, the goddess of the earth bears witness to 
his great sacrifices, while Mii.ra and his armies 
retire discomfited at the hour of sunset, the gods . 
then returning and singing a paaan of victory. 
Meanwhile the Bodhisatta. spends the night in deep 
concentration ; duririg the first watch he acquires 
knowlegde of past lives, during the second- watch he 
deveiops· the divine eye, while during the last watch 
he ponders over and comprehends the Paticca.sa� 
muppa® doctrine. Backwards and forwards lus 
mind travels over the cham of causation and twelve 
times the earth trembles. With sunrise, omniscience 
dawns on him, and he becomes the Supremely 
Awakened Buddha, uttering his udBna. of victory 
while the whole world rejoices with him. "  
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more or  less a fossilised antique living in a world of 
his own. The protest of the Mahayanist was 
ags.inst this fossilisation and resultant indolence, 

and not against the arahant ideal as such. The 
Buddha and the genuine arahants who, after 
achieving their release, helped mankind, have to be 
absolved of this charge of selfishness. Yet, on 
the other hand, when the bodhisattva ideal was 
advocated, the pendulum· swung to the other 
extremo of mere bodhisattva worship. The 
extreme intellectualism of the Hinayii.na was 
replaced by the extreme emotionalism of developed 
Mahayana. The true spirit of the Buddha's 
teaching lies in between, in a harmonious combi
nation of intellect and emotion, of head and heart, 
of theory and practice. This is the perfection 
of character as understood in Buddhism. See 
also ARAHANT. 

The Pali Canon shows - little interest either in 
philosophical speculation or in the personality of 
the bodhisattvas who are simply treated as " larval 
forms " of the Buddha. Gotama himself woUld · 
not have denied the possibility of becoming a 
Buddha to anyone who is intellectually and morally 
·mature. The significant fact is that it became 
quite incredible that a superior being such as a 
Buddha should be suddenly produced in a human 
family. He was not to be explained as an incar
nat�(m. Hence it was quite logical and. edifying 
to treat him as a product of a long evolution of 
vittue, extending over several existences of good 
deeds and noble aspirations, culminating in a being 
superior to both gods and men. Such a being 
remains in the Tusita heaven in his penultimate 
�xistence biding the appropriate time to be born 
among men. In this manner the Pali Canon, 
.quite logically, recognises the bodhisatta as a rare 
type of man appearing at a certain stage in time 
and space. It leaves the matter at that. But 
later works like the Buddhavarp,sa, Oariyapi,taka, 
the Pali commentaries and the Mahii.yfma siitras 
went . o� developing the bodhisattva-concept in 
such a way that he became an object of devotion 
and his human nature gradually disappeared. 
The Mahii.yanists, in trying to remedy the situation, 
�nded up by making him a saviour.15 

The Mahayanist ideas of the celestial Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas exemplify th5 development of 
the bodhisattva doctrine in another direction. 

According to the Hinayana view, the bodhisatta's 
penultimate life is spent in the Tusit.a heaven 
(e.g . A .  II, p .  30), where he enjoys the power and 
splendour of any Indian deity. But, as it did not 
admit more than one Buddha at a time, there was 
evidently also only one bodhisatta at a time in 
Tusita. In Mahayana, however, the multipli
cation of not only celestial Buddhas but also of 
celestial bodhisattvas becam3 such a popular 
theme that as time · went on they became 
innumerable. 

Round about the first century A.C. the luxuriant 
fancy of India began to invent and multiply 
divinities much in the fashion of the �gvedic · 
poets and the Buddhist theologians of the time 
were no exception. When the personalities of 
Siva and Vi�?r;tU were taking shape in Hinduism 
the figures of divine bodhisattvas were taking 
shape in Mahayana Buddhism. Whereas · the 
Hindu deyotees personified the creative · and 
destructive powers of Nature, the Buddhists laid 
greater emphasis on moral and spiritual qualities. 
In the two great bodhisattvas, Avalokitesvara and 
Maiiju.Srl are seen the p.3rsonifications of kindness 
and knowledge, respectively. They invite com
parison not only with the Hindu deities and the 
Zoroastrian Amesha Spentas, but also with the 
Christian archangels. With such developments in 
Buddhist theology it is natural that the number of 
bodhisattvas became endless. Important Mahii· . 
yana treatises, like th3 Saddharmapu1)4arika . or 
the A vata'T{IoSaka Sutra have . very long lists of 
such bodhisattva.s and when names cannot be given 
the writers merely refer to them in millionsl•. · In 
addition to A va.lokitesvara a.nd Ma.iiju.Srl, there are 
other impotrant figures like Maitreya17, Samanta
bhadra, Mahasthamaprapta and �itiga bha, who 
have become important in the Far East. . These 
six bodhisattavs, along with Akasagarbha. and 
Vajra.pij.�, make a group of eight-who have beJome 
more famous than the others. These and man.v 
others are worshipped both ic.onographically and 
in sadhanas, specially by the Mahayana Buddhist�. 

Within the development of the idea of these 
· other worldly bodhisattvas and Buddhas, there is a 
later phase in which five of them were fotmed 
into a pentad and described as Jinas or Dhyani
buddhas (q.v. ). According to the fully-developed 
form of this doctrine the five personages arepro· 
duced by contemplation from the A.dibuddha (q.v.) 

15 Texts like the Saddharmaput�(larika, Ki!.rat�(lavyilha and. the Ga'I}@V1/ilha portray the typical saviour bodhisattva, who is 
ready to undergo any suffering for the sake of others. Santideva's Bodhicaryilvati!.ra stands out as a poem in which the 
.qualities of the bodhisattva are sung with intense devotion. 

16 See, for instance, chapter xiv of the Saddharmaputl(larika Sutra. 

17 Pall : Metteyya, the future Buddha. He Is the only bodhisatta referred to in th . Pall Canon (D. ill, 76), excluding, of 
.:oUJ'IIe, the past lives of Gotama. 
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and they in turn produce various reflexes including 
bodhisattvas, human Buddhas and goddesses like 
Tara, all of whom constitute their families (kula).18 
In this manner the Buddhists, including the Tan-. . tries,. came to possess a profusion of bodhisattva 

· deities. When those celestial bodhisattvas were 
represented in art they were required to show 
their origin by holding on their head the miniature 
figure of their parental Dhyani-buddha. These 
Buddhas are supposed to be engaged in peaceful 

· · · · meditation and in that sense are inactive. 'rhus, the 
· art of creation is said to be the duty of the bodhi

sattvas who a're the active agents of the Buddhas. 
These developments are more or less Tantric and 
their details should be given when dealing 
with the Tantras. See further, DHY ANI
BODHISATI'V A. 

The bodhisattva-ideal, with its more practical 
attitude to life, emphasises the value of family 
life. Gotama's own life could be cited as an 
example. Renunciation of household life never 
meant running away from life. . Nirv� was to be 
sought n�t outside 88olJ1S9.ra but within it a. Gotama 
never reco:oimended a life of aloofness or perennial 
lieclusion. . · He • was . not : an escapist and mted 
no one tO _be so. · What he taught was that owing 
·to ignorance (a_vijjci), people do not see thing� as 
they leally are, and as such .they are given to their 
desires, which · in · turn prolong their mrlrering. 

· His method_ was to remove this veil of ignorance 
so that there would be light. . It is the removal 
of mental illusion, resulting in a psychological 

· revolution, which makes one free from the.trammels 
of ordinary birth, disease and death. This cannot 
be acliieved by running away from life. The 
problem has to be solved by faCing and ovi:lrcqming 
it, by changing the inner self, the mind where 
lies the cause of the problem. It is a change of 
attitude and outlook, resulting from the removal of 
ignorance. Such a person lives in the world, but 
is not of the world, a worthy example to be followed. 
If a person can become enlightened after leading a 

·. family liCe, as prince Siddhaliha himself did, ho 
would certairily be a more useful man than 
a sanctimonious ascetic living in the jungle. And 
it is this.kind of pure social life that· the bodhisattva 
ideal rightly recommends. The ancient emphasis 
on inward life is given a new application. The 

godly and efficient layma.n so envisaged is exempli· 
fied in the figure of Vimalakirti, described in the 
Vimalakirtinirdesa. This wealthy householder, who 
was residing at V aiM.li, lived " only for the sake of 
the necessary means of saving creatures ; abun
dantly rich, ever careful of the poor, pure in self
discipline, obedient to all precepts, removing all 
anger by the practice of ·patience, removing all 
sloth by the practice of diligence� removing all · 
distractions of mind by intent meditation, removing 
all ignorance by fulness of wisdom ; though he 
was but a simple layman, yet observing the pure 
monastic discipline ; though living at home, yet · 

never desirous of anything ; though possessing a 
wife and children, always exercising pure virtues , 
though surrounded by his family, holding aloof 
from worldly pleasures ; though using the jewelled 
ornaments of the world, yet adorned with spiritual 
splendour; .though eating and drinking, yet enjoying 

. the flavo1ll of the rapture of meditation ; though 
frequenting the. gambling house, yet leading the 
gamblers into the right path ; though coming in 

· contact with heresy, yet never letting his true 
faith be impaired ; though having a profound. 
knowledge of worldly learning, · yet ever finding 
pleasure in .the things of the spirit as taught by the· 

· Buddfia ; though profiting by all professions, ye• 
far above being absorbed by them' ; benefitting all · 
beings, going wheresoeve� he pleases ; ever teaching 
the young and ignorant, when -entering t-he hall of · 
leai-ning ; manifesting to all tha error. of passion 
when in the hours of debauchery ; persuading all 
to seek the higher things when at the shop of the · 
wine-dealer ; presching the l&w when among. 
wealthy people ; teaching the �triyas patience ;. 
removing arrogance · when among Brahmw ; 
teaching justice to the great ministertJ ; teaching . 
loyalty and filial piety to the princes ; teaching . 
hone�ty to the ladies of the court ; persuading t)le 
masses to .cheris� virtue " to 

The bodhisattva concept had its influence in the 
evolution of kingship in Ceylon, too. For, some · 
time between the fourth and eleventh centuriet, 
the kings of Ceylon began to be regarded not 11 . 
ordinary human beings but as bodhisattvas. The 
Jetavanii.rama slab-inscription of Mahinda IV -aDd. 
the Pritida.na.ka may;tQ&pa inscription of Nissa.Dka · Malla. The Oulavaf{&8a (Chp. 88, v. 35), the. 
Rajaratncikaraya (p. 47) and the Ntkciyaaa'f!l9"ahava . 

18 Thla Uleory of the five Jinaa Is ftrst clearly promulgated In the Gu.�!ltUatnaja Tanlra (Got. Vol. LIT), which Is geDelllll:; believed w be a work belonging to eire& 2nd century A. C. See B. Bhattacaryya, Introduction to Buddhilt E1otmm, Oxford · Unlv. Prell, 1982 p. 129. See also EflC!IB'rm. I, p. 479. · 
19 That saijlBlra and Nlrv�a are identical is one of the favourite themes or Tantric phi1osophers. See SneDgrove•1 

Introduction to bfa edition of the HBVajra. Ta.ntra. · 
20 Translated _by Prof. Hokel Iduml In TM Ealttm Buddhill, ill, 138-9 and quoted by James :Blsselt Pratt Jn bfa Tlw 

· Pilgrimage of Btuldllirm and .A Buddhill PilurifMI', HacmillAn &: Co. Ltd. London, 1928, pp. 232-S; 
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(ed. Kumaranatunga, p. 24) also bear evidence many resemblances between· the two books, a 
to this when they refer to one of the kings of this closer study reveals that it is not exactly so. 
period as Bodhi atta Vijayabiihu. Parakramabahu Equally iDSJ.ccurate is Max 1\'Ii.iller who, erroneously 
II says that he would become a Buddha. (Mhvu. quoting Mitra, says that the Bodhisattvavadana 
chp. 86, v. 7.)21 like the Jatakamalii, contains thirty-four storie� 

· Charles Eliot mentions that in China tnere is a (Speyer, op. cit, p. xvi). 
. . . 

system of admission into the Order consisting of According to Mitra, the Bodhisattvavadana 
three stages : admission (pabbaJja), higher ordinaiton ,:�>contains not thirty-four but thirty five to · , _ s r1es. 
{upasampada) and th� acceptance ofthe

.
bodbisattva }: In. fact, t4e very first jataka occurring in the 

vows
. 

(sh�u-pu-�a-ch�ch). The 
.
burnmg of t�e collection, namely the Subhiisa Jataka (q.v.), does 

ca�didate s heaa from three to eighteen places 1s not appear in the Jatakamala, nor in any other sa1� to be an essentia� p:rt of the ceremon! of the Sanskrit or Pali recension. Besides, with regard 
taking of the bod.hisautva-vows (Hmdu'Mm and to the titles of certain tales in the Bodhisattvavadana Buddhism, III, p. 328)22. See also Pratt, op. cit. too, there exist slight differences. The titles . of P· 222 such Jii.takaa a.s Sivi, Vi8varphara, Buddhabodhi 

The worship of bodhisattvas needed iconographi- and Ayo, occur in the Jii.takamalii, a.s Sibi, Vi8van8 · 
cal representation and this need has been more tara, OhwJ4habodhi and Ayogrha respectively. 
than fulfilled by the creation of an abundanee Moreover, in the Jatakamala th�re are two jatakas 
of bodhisattva images specially in those countries named Mahalcapi while the Bodhisattvavadana has 
that accepted Mahii.yii.na. Buddhist art became only one jataka by that name, the other being 
the richer through these artistic creations. In simply called Kapi Jii.taka. 
the subsequent phases of the bodhisattva-cult In the colophon of the Bodhisattvavadana are a 
these deified personages were given many forms few verses illustrating the merits .that can be iD order to symbolise their multifarious functions. o�tained by making offerings to the. Buddha and 
Sometimes they wor� given many heads and m�y also by reading out and listening to the works of 
arms which practice has sometime.> led to the dharma (:Mitra, op. cit. pp. 49-57). 
()reation of such figures · as exemplified by the · 

· thousand-armed AvalokiteSvara from Japan28• (see 
also Pis. XXIII-XXVTII) 

. For iconographical details about the yarioru 
bodhisattvas, see undar their individual names. 

A.G.S.K. 

BODHISATTVA AVADANA (var. Bodhisattva-
vadanamcila), a collection of legends, relating the 
religious exploits performed by the bodhisatva .. 
'.rhe bodhisattva himself is said to have narrated 
these stories, at Sravasti by the Anavatapta lake, 
in order to illustrate the means of obtaining deli
verance. These legends consist chiefly of merito
rious acts performed by the Buddha. in his previous' 
births (Hajendralal Mitra, The Samkrit Buddhist 
Literature of Nepal, Calcutta, 1882, p. 49). 

It is popularly believed that the bodhisattva• 
Avadana is only an appellation of the Jatakamala 
(cf. M. Wintornitz, A History of Indian Literature, 
Vol. II, Calcutta., 1933 ; J. S.  Speyer, J ii.takamala. 
tral. SBB. no. 1, 1895, p. XXII ; Jatakamala, 
ed. P. L. Va.idya, BST. 2 1, p.  viii) . Notwithstanding 

It is also interesting to note that one of the · 
a.vad�aa of the Bodhisattvavadana "'KalPazata 'bears

. 

the same title, (Bendall, p. 19). ,, · 
C. S. R. 

BODIDSATTVA-BHO'MI, (vars. !Jodhisattva-J>il.a· . 
ka-matrka, Maooyana-aangraha) a section of a 
larger work called· the y ogciciira-bhinni-Jcistra or 
Saptadaia-bhUmi..Jastra said to have been revealed to 
Asanga. by Maitreya. M. Winternitz (A History of . 
��ian Literature, II, p. 354) thinks that this is a 
work of Maitreyanii.tha., but for a different opinion 
see, EncyBsm. II, pp. 154 f.). 

.As the name suggests, the . Bodhisattva�bhihnl . 
deals with the bodhisattva doctrine, the. fifteenth 
stage of the sevente�n stages (see BHO'MI) dealt 
with in the Yogciciira-bhinni-8astra. It is the only . 
portion of the latter work extant in Sanskrit . . 

The Bodhisattva-bhUmi is a prose work in the style 
of Abhidha.rma. texts and belongs most probably to 
the 4th century A.C. However, it is doubtful 
whether a specific date could be assigned to the 

. 

whole _of the Bodhisattv';'·bhiimi,' for some scholars 

zl A similar belief was prevalent in Burma in the 18th century (Charles Eliot, Hinduilm and Buddhilm, ill, p. 63, note) 
'l'he prevalence of this belief in Siam too is recorded by Eliot, ibid. p. 84. 

22 This practice has to be treated as a sign of degeneration of Buddhism in that country, for this kind of self-torture does not 
find acceptance in Bu,ddhist practice. 

23 Great Mahayana thinkers like Asvagho�. Asaliga, Nagarjune and othera are often referred to u bodhlllaattvaa ; 1n such 
cases the term Ia used as an honortfic title. 
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suggest that certain chapters, for example, the faculties (�a4-ayatana-vi8e§a) and it is acquired in. 
chapters on vihiira and bhUmi are later in date than some previous birth. The samudanita-gotra is. 

the other parts of the treatise (see Har Dayal, The acquired in the present birth by the amplification of 
Bodhisattva Doctrine, London, 1932, p. 50). The former roots of merit (purva-kusala-mt"ila-abhyii.s<U). 

BodMsattva-bhumi is certainly later than the Da8a- In disclli!Bing this subject, the author takes the-. bhumilca Sfdra, a text dealing with the same subjeet. opportunity to declare that the career of a bodhi
Har Dayal (op. cit. p. 272) thinka that the former has · sattva. (bodhisattva-yiina) is_far superior to that of a. 
borrowed several ideas from the latter. Though disciple ( 8ravaka-yana) and the path of the pra tyeka.
the snbject-matter is basically the same, the author buddha. Thua, he says that a. bodhisattva who is 
of the B01lhisattva-bhumi has not dealt with it as endowed with the proper gotra is superior to both, for· 
systematically as it is found dealt with in the the gotra of the last two is free only from the obstacle 

· Da8abhUmika Sutra. The account in the Botlhisa- of depravity (kle8avara·!UJ) whereas the gotra of a 
ttro-bhUmi is complicated and· overlapping. A bodhisattva is free from both obstacle of depravity 
comparison of the texts, reveals that the two authors (klesavaratw) and the obstacle of intellect (jneya
are not of the same point of view, and this is pri- varatta). Besides, a. bodhisattva. who possesses the 
mari.Iy

.
due to the fact that they have adopted two proper gotra is superior to sravaka.s and pra.tyeka

different bases on which to formulate their theses. buddhas in four other respects, namely, in faculties 
The author of the Da8abhUmika Sutra has based his (indriya), in practice (pratipatti), in skill (kau8alya) 
treatise on the ten para.mita, whereas the author of and in result (phala) . . A bodhisattva endowed with 
the Bodhisattva-bhUmi appears to have based his the proper gotra becomes qualified to practise the· 
treatise on nimirm'.tta-bhavana .. · He seems to have six para.mita. Since the gotra in bodhisattvas is by 
attempted to divide the bodhisattva's career nature pure and good, it necessarily contributes to. . according to the triple formula.· of atlhi-Bila, adhi-citta the attainment of Buddhahood. As a bodhisattva. 
and ad�i-prajna. But, even· ·this· divisio)l. is not · . is ·e�dowed with these good qualities, the four depra
I!laiDtained , . thrQughout. Even · his attempt to vi ties. do not affect him. Even if depravities happen 
identify some of. the ··mhcir1J8 . (q.v.) detailed in his. to obstruct him, he .will not suffer for long like an .  
treatise, with the. bhfunis in· the Da8abhUmika Siirtra ordinary person devoid of the,gotra. . 
does not appe&: to be quite successfUl,. . Though it 
is not a thoroug:tlly systematic work when compared · A bodhisattva, even if he has· the proper gowa, . 

. with the Da8abhiimika Sutra, it is full of detailed may be precluded from the attainment of Enlighten

i.J;lforma.tion regarding the career of the bodhisattva. mr nt by one or more of the following four circums
tances : failure to find a good friend, failure to grasp-

The Bodhisatttoa-bhUmi . is divided · into three correctly and practise properly the bodhisattva . .  · 
sections, ca.lled (1) adhO,ra-yoga,stMna, (2) adhara- discipline, slackness in carrying out the teaching · · dharma or adharanudharma-yogasthana and (3) and, even when the pre-requisites are fulfilled, want 
n�ha-yoga8thana. · The· whole work consists of of maturity in faculties (aparipakvendriya}, want of . 
twenty-eight chapters (palala} of which eighteen are completeness in equipment (aparipil11UJ�sambhcira) 
in the adhiira-yogasthana. Among the eighteen chap- and a long-established want of mastery of principles. 
ter:J are the following : gotra-pafala, cittotpiida-po, conducive to Enlightenment. 
8Vaparartha-p0, balagotra-p0, cliina-p0, 8ila-p0, lqanti-
po, fiirya-po, dhyiina-po and prajna-p". Of these, the In the cittotpiida-patala the author elaborately 

first chapter is quite imporia.nt, since the conception discusses the various aspects of the first production. 

· of gotra (q.v.) as a pre-requisite for the deve!opment of the Thought of Enlightenment (prathama-cittot- . 
of the thought of Enlight�nment is not found . in· piida). He seems to divide t.he subject into seven 

earlier standard .works like the Da8abh umt'ka Suwa. s�tions in each of which he attempts to consider· 
.AhDost a.11 the other topics discussed in the first in sub-sections some aspects of the first engendering 
section are found also in the Da8abhlimika Qtdra, of the Thought of Enlightenment, its nature, origin. 
though not in great detail. or results. Thus, he describes the prathama-cittot-

The Bodhisattva-bhiimi clearly lays down that a piida in different ways. He calls it a good resolu- · 
person who is to become a bodhisattva and then tion (samyak-prattidhana} and an aepiration (priir- · 
attain Buddhahood must necessarily have· the thana). He says that it has as its scope the two 
proper gotta i.e., a pre-disposition, an inclination subjects mentioned above, and so on. Then again, 
or an aptitude. At the outset it divides the he enumerates a fourfold way of viewing the· 
gotra into two, as innate (pralcrti) and perfected or prathama-cittotpdda. He declares that it is two
attained (samucliinita�. The prakrti-gotra is charac- fold� being either conducive to deliverance (nairya
terised by some distinguished excellence in the six �ilea} or not so. He also gives tho four oecasiona,. 
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the four causes and forces that contribute to produce doctrine ; he should conduct himself according to 
the bodhicitta (q. v. ) ,  as well as the four causes that the doctrine ; he should receive good advice and 
force it to tum back. Finally he gives the three offer good advice to others ; his acts of body, speech 
pair$ of principles resulting in the generation ·· of'• ' ' and mind should be accompanied by proper means 
bodhicitta and the three pairs of results that take (upayasarhgrh:ita� . . . • .  kayavan-ma:tWs-karma). 
place when the bodhicitta is produced. 

Th xt · h 1 b 1 d Is · h th e ne s1x c apters e a orate y ea. mt e 
Chapters iii-vi deal with the Eeven aspects of the 

bodhisattva discipline (bodhisattva-carya). The 
third chapter elaborately discusses tho well-being of 
oneself and of others. The fourth chapter, dis
cussing reality (taUvartha), basically divides it into 
two categories as (i) truth (bhUtata), taking as a 
starting point the existence of things (dharma) 
as they are, and (ii) the totality of things (dharma!l-a� 
sarvata), taking as a starting point existence as far 
as it extends. Further, these are subdivided into 
four aspects, reality attested by common parlance 
(lokaprasiddha), reality known by proof (yukti
prasiddha), reality that comes within the sphere of 
knowledge which is free from the obstacle of depra
vity (kle8avara�-vi8uddhi-jnana gocara) and reality 
that comes within the sphere of knowledge which is 

· free from the obstacle of intellect (jneyavara!I-G· 
mauddhi-jnana-gocara). Further, it advocates the 

. concurrent �egation of the two views, viz. existence 
a.nd non-existence. To establish his viewpoint, 
the author cites the authority of such works as the 
Bhavasankranti Siltra and the Arthavargiya Siltra. 

The chapJ;er on the powers of a bodhisattva details 
the five particular powers, namely, the powers con· 
nected with the six kinds of higher knowledge 
(abhijna-prabh.iiva), the powers connected with six 
paramitii. connoted in the text as dharma-prabhiiva, 
the innate powers common to bodhisattvas, srii.va.kas 
.and pratyeka-buddhas and the powers which are 
peculiar to the bodhisattvas (siUMratudca 8ravaka· 
pratyeka-buddhair asiidh.iirat;UJSca taih). 

The paripaka-pa{alQ deals with the subject of 
bringing about maturity in the religious sense under 
five main headings which are further sub-divided 
into numerous other sections. Dealing with the 
subject of Enlightenment the next chapter says that 
Enlightenment consists of the destruction of the 
obstacles of. depravity (kleSiivara�) and intellect 
(jneyavara�) and also of the acquisition of the two
fold knowledge thereof. Further, it details one 
hundred and forty special attributes of Enlighten
ment ( catvarirriAad-ave!l-ika� buddha-dharmaiato.rp,), 

the seven supreme qualities (sapta-paramatii) of 
Enlightenment and so on. 

The next chapter details five important requisites 
of a bodhisattva. Thus he should ha.ve much 
aspiration ; he should learn as well as preach the 

six para.mita which the author extols as the "ocean 
of all virtues and auspicious principles and which 
confer prosperity and happiness on all." 

The next four chapters of the first section of the 
Bodhisattva-bhumi also discuss minutely the nume
rous other qualities and characteristic features that 
constitute the bodhisattva-discipline. Thus, they 
deal with the four articles of attraction (sangraha· 
rostu), such as pleasant speech (priyavcidita), with 
modesty and also with the principles which are 
conducive to Enlightenment. The first section of 
the Bodhisattva-bhUm-i ends with the bodhisattva. 
gu'{la-pa{ala which immensely glorifies the bodhisatt• 
va ideal. 

The second section of the text, i.e., the iidhiira

clharma or iidhiiranu-dharma-yogasthiina coilsists of 
four chapters, namely, bodhisattva-linga-pafala, 

pakr!Ja-p0, adhya8aya-p0, and viMra-p0• · These 
�ha.pters further discUSB the numerous factors and 
qualities of the bodhisattva-discipline and · also · 
describe the appropriate mental disposition e.n · 
aspirant should possess. These disc�io� are · 
very often overlapping and they merely reveal the 
trouble taken by the author of the Bodhisattva· • 
bhUm-i to treat the subject matter in minute detail. 
Of the four chapters the one on vih.iiras is of great 
importance with regard to the doctrine of the dif. 
ferent stages of bodhisattva's career. 

The third section, i.e., adh.iira-ni�eha-yogasthana 

has six chapters. Among them are the upapatti- . 

pa�ala, bMvmi-p0, and carya-p0• This section of the 
Bodhisattva-bhUmi deals with such aspects of the 
bodhiSattva's career as the numerous states of 
existence of a bodhisattva, his various properties · . 
(parigraha) which the author treats as being sixfold. 
In the carya-pa{ala he treats the subject under four 
heads : paramitii, bodhipak§a abhijna and eaUva· 

paripaka. 

The viMra-pa{ala of the second section and the 

bhUmi-palala of the third section of the Bodhisattva· · 

bhUmi are of special importance for the bodhisattva 
doctrine. This scheme is a special f.'eature in the 
work. The author speaks of thirteen vihiira which, 
according to him constitute the whole of the bodhi. 

· ., 

• I .. ' ': t 
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sattva discipline. He further details seven bhiimi 
which are described as corresponding to the t�n 
tJihiira. The ooheme is as follows : 

Vihiira 

1. Golra-mhiira 
2. Adhimulclkarya-tJihiira 

bhilmi 

1. Gotra-bhUmi 
2. Adhimukti

caryci-bhumi 
3. Suddhiilaya

bhilmi 

5. AdhieiUa-vihiira 4. Oarya-prati· 
'· .AdhUila-'!Jihiira } 

6-8. ..Adhiprajiia-vihiira patti-bhmni 
9. Babhoga-nimimitta..ffihara 

10. .Aniibhoga-nirnimitta-vhitira 5. Niyata-bhiwni 
11. Pratisa'l[lvid-vihiira 6. Niyata-carya

bhUmi 

The work is also found in Tibetan under the titl& 
Rnal-�byor apyod-pcV,Ii sas-las byan-chub-sums-dpal}.i
sa ( Yogiiciiryabhumau Bodhrisattvabhumi) and it is 
attributed to Praj:fiii.varma and Ye-ses sde (TM. 
No. 4037). 

The original Sanskrit text of the Bodhisattva
bhiimi was edited by Unrai W ogihara and published 
in Tokyo in 1930. Two chapters . of the text. 
namely the mhiira-patala and the bhumi-pa!<Jla a.r& 
found in the appendix to the Da8abhUmika Biltra 
edited by J. Ra.bder, Louvain, 1926. (See a.lso
BHUMI. 

S.K.N. 

BODlliSATTVA-BH'OMI, DOCTRINE OF. Se& 
BHUMI. 

12. Parama-tXMra ) 7 NiffMgamana-bhUmi 13. Tathiigata-vihiira 
' . BODHISATTVABH'OMI-VJ;lTTI, the. title of a text,. 

the Tibetan. translation of which occurs in th& 
Of these thirteen viMra the first two, a.a :Pointed Sems-t8am {Vijnanav8da) section of .the Tengyur in 

out earlier, are preliminary stages of the bodhisattva. the Sde-dge edition (TM. No. 4044) and in tlut 
discipline. The next ten vihiira i.e., 3-12 are Mclo-Mrel (sutra commentary) section in t1» 
supposed to oorrespop.d to the ten bhfunis. of the Peking edition (TT. Vol. 1 12, Nq. 5545). Cordier 
scheme put forward by the. Da8abhiwnika Biltra. also mentions this text (Oordier, m, p. 381, No. 5). 
B1,1t, a comparison of the two schemes makes it All the three editions give the same title : Byan-chub· 
quite clear that . .  they ·hardly correspond. The . se�,dpa�i-scV,Ii 'Mrel-pa. The authorship of tm. 
similarity of the names of Pramwlita-vihiira and the work is attributed to Yon-tan�l;lod (Gut;�.aprabha), 
Pramwlita-bhilm( which is · considered· to be its · · and the translators are known a.a Tshul-khrims 
COrTe$pOnding . stage in . the_ scheme of the. Da8abhU- rgye. \-ba ( J aya8ila) and Dipailkara8rijfi8.na. 
mi� Bfltra, is most probably a coincidence. The In this text the author's first salutation is scheme in tha Boclhisattva-blvilmi lacks many features . addressed to the Buddha : and to all the bodhiwhioh are the essenti8.1 char!¥lteriatics of the scheme 
in the Daiabhilmika Biika. The DaiabhUmika sattvas. and the second to }4aiiju.Srikumarabhuta· 

Bmra, for example, allots one paramits to each (Tib. l;ipnags-pa l;l.ja.in-dpa.l gshon-nur gyur-pa). 
The author says that all beings are fl:.ill of desire bhiimi. But, the scheme of tJihiira in the Boclhi-

IKJttva-bhilmi makes no such allotment. In the (Tib. �od-pa), the root of which should be destroyed 
h in order to overcome the transmigratory existence. allocation of satigrah.a-'IXUJtu, too, t e two schemes 

differ. The scheme in the Bodhisattva-bhUmi . is ThiS text is very long, containing nine chapters. 
complicated and incoherent. Despite these short. They are as follows :-
comings, the Bodhisattva-bhilmi, as it depicts another (1) Byan-chub-sems-dpa!l-i sa!l-i gshiM rnal !1-byor-gyl . stage in �e . development of the bodhisattva-doc- gnas-las, dan-po�i rim-par phye-ba (The method or 
trine, serves as an important aource of information the earliest ·step of meditation of the bodhi- . 
for the study of the gradual development of the sattvabhilmi). · 
bodhisittva-doctrine. (2) Byan-chub-sems-tlpa�i sa-las sems-bskyed-pa�i 

The Boclhwttva-bhUmi was rendered into Chinese l�u rim-par phye-ba .ate gnia-pa (The arising or 
as early as the 5th century. There are three the bodhicitta). 
Chinese versions. The earliest one, the P'u-sa-ti-

(3) Bdag dan gsh.an-gyi don-r-inl-par phye-ba ste. ch't'h-ching was by Dharmar� 414"21 A.C. 
gsum-pa (The advantages {thereof) for oneself This was followed by the translation· under the 
and for others). title P'u-8a-shan-chich-ching by GUt;�.ava.rma.n 431 

A.C., (see Nanjio, Nos. 1086� 1086 ; Taisho, Nos. (4) Byan-chub-sems-dpa�i sa�i gsM�i mal-flbyor-gyi 
1581, 1582). The other version is found incorpora- gnas-las, bshi-pa, de-kho-na rim-par ph-ye-bcJ 
ted in the Chinese version of Y ogacarya-bhilmi (The method of meditation of the bodhisattva-
Jastra (NanJW, No. 1170 ; TaisM, No. 1579). bAilmi). 

' 

J 
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(5) Byan-c}J!I,b-sema-dpa!;,i salJ,i gshi!;,i rnal-IJ,byor-gyi 
gnas-las, mthu�i le�u rim-par phye-ba ste l!!-a-pa 
(The power of m.:;ditation of tho bodhisattva 
bhilmi). 

(6) ----, yons-su smin-pa�i rim-par phye-ba 
drug-pa (The complete perfection of the medita
tion of the bodhisattva-bhUmi) . 

(7) . , byan-chub rim-par phye-ba ste-
bdun-pa (The method of meditation of the 
bodhisattva-bhilmi). 

(8) Brgyad rig.s rim-par phye-ba (The eightfold ways 
of meditation). ' 

(9) Spyin-pa rim-par phye-ba dgu-pa (The method 
of giving). 

I. K. 

BODHISATTVACARYA-(SANGRAHA-) PRADIPA
RATNAMALA NAMA, the title of a text, the 
Tibetan version of which occln's in the Dbu-ma 
(M8dhyamika section of the Tengyur according to 
the Sde-dge edition and Cordier (TM. No. 3936 ; 
Oordier. ill, p. 323, No. 31)  and in the Mdo-�il 
(Siitra commentary) section of the Tengyur, accord
ing to the Peking edition (TT. VoL 102, No. 5332j. 
The Tibetan version, Byan-chub-sems-dpal!i spoyd-pa 
bsdus-pa�i sgron-ma rin-po-cheM p7!ren-ba shes
. bya-ba, is tomnion to all these three works. The 
authorship of the work is attributed to Chos-ldan 
rab-l;lbyor dbyails (Dharmikasubhiitigho�). and it 
is· said to have been translated into Tibetan by 
Prajiiakara�n (Rin-chen bzan-po). 

The author begins the text with a salutation 
addressed to the Buddha and to all the bodhi. sattvas. 

A coll�tjon of practices that have to be put into 
practice by a bodhisattva forms the contents of t.hiS 
work. The author declare� that one must, first of 
all, bear in mmd to put an end to all defilements etc. 

I. K. 

BODHISATTVACARYAsnTRIK�TAVAVADA, the . 
name of a Sanskrit work, the Tibetan translation of 
whlch occurs tWice in the Mdo-�ril (Siitra com
mentary) section of the Tengyur under the title 
Byan-chub-sems-dpa�i spyod-pa rndo tsam gdama-nag 
W. byas-pa, in the Peking edition (TT. Vol. 103, Nos. 
6342, 5348), and in thEI Dbu-ma (M8dhyamika) 
section of the Sde-dge edition (TM. Nos. 3946, 4472). 
. Cordier mentions three texts under the same title 
(Oortlier, HI, p. 327, No. 8 ;  p. 328, No. 14 ; p. 337, 
No. 8). The authorship of this text is attributed to 
Mar-me-mdsad ye-�s {Sri Dipail.karaj:Mna). 

237 BODHISATTVACARYAVATARA 

The text contains a siitra preached by the great 
teacher Dipailkara (Tib. Mar-me mdsad) which is 
confirmed at the end of the text. Here, he gives 
advice on the practices of a bodhisattva. The 
two texts are identical and are short. 

I. K. 

BODHISATTVACARYAVATARA. Se� · BODffi
CARY AVATARA. 

B O D HISA TTVA C A R Y A V A T A RA-DURAVA, 
BODHA-(PADA) NIR:tfAYA-NAMA-GRANTHA, 
the title of a text, containing explanations of 
sections, considered as those difficult to be . under
stood (duravabodha), of the Bodhisattvacaryiivatiira 
which is identical with the Bodhicaryiivatiira of 
Santideva. · . 

Santideva's name is mentioned as Zi-bal;li lha.·in 
the introduction of this text, of which a Tibetan 
translation occiu-s in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) 
section of the Tengyur, under the title Byan-chub-. 
sems-dpa�i spyod-pa-la 1J,jug-pa�i rtogs�par dlca�ba�i 
gnas gtan-la-ilbab-pa shes-bya-ba�i gshun. . Knu,J.a-pa 
(K!wa.piid.a) is the author of the · wor�- while he 
himself and Chos-kyi ses-rab are stt:.ted to have . 
translated it into Tibetan (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5276 ; 
cf. TM. No: 3875\. This.. work is sometime$ . I . . 
referred to as . Duravaboclhan�ya (see Bpahkaryti-
vatiira ed. P. L� Vaidya, BST. XII. p. x. See also 
BODHICARYAVATARA. 

. . 
t; 

R� H. 

BODHISATTVACARYAVATARA-PANJIKA; . s 
commentary on all ten chapters of the· Bodhisattva
caryiivatiira. A Tibetan translation of it occurs in . 
the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika} section of the 'l'engyur 
under the title Byan-ch.ub-sema-dpa�i spyod-pa-la 
IJ,jug-pa�i dka�-�ril (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5277). The . 
colophon of this translation states that the monk · 
Vairocanar�ita of the Vikrama8ilii. monastery 
wrote the commentary. 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVAOARYAVATARA-PI:t!J;>ARTHA, a 
text giving an abridged vel'lllion of the Bodhisattva. 
caryavatiira a Tibets.n translation of which occurs in 
the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) section the Tengyur 
under the tit.le Byan-chub-sem<t-dpa�i spyod-pa-la 
?1-Jug-J>a�i don bsdus-pa. Chos-skyon (Dharmap.iila) 
of Gser-gliil (Suv�a.dvipa) is stated to haVfl com
posed the work a.t the request of KamS.lar�ta and 
Dipail.kara8rijfiana. Dipail.kara and Tshul--kr� 
rgyal-ba (Jaya8ila) are credited with the �tiOD 
(TT. VoL 100, No. 5281 ; TM. No. 3879). 
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The introductory stanzas of this text are the 
same as· those in Bodhisattvacaryavatiira-?a�tri1]18at

pi'(l4iirtha. . 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVACARYAVATARA - PRAJNAPARIC· 
CHEDA - PARI�AMANA - PANJIKA, a Sanskrit 
work available in its Tibetan translation entitled, 
Byan-chub-sems-dpa�i spyod-pa-la Mug-pal)i Be-3 rab- . 
lefi.u dmi bsno-baM dkafi.-l:ogrel. The author and the . 
translator are unknown. This is included in the 

. · Dbu-ma (Madhya.mika) section of Tengyur (TM. 
No. 3877). This text has not been included in the 
Peking Edition of the Tibetan Tripi�a.ka. edited by 

· Suzuki. The title suggests that the text deals with 
the chapter on prajniiparamita (that is the ninth 
chapter) of the Bodhisattvacaryavata.ra. A Pari
(l.amanapanjikii on the ninth chapter of the Bodhi
caryavatara is referred to by P. L. Va.idya on p x. 
{BST� XII) in the introduction to his edition of 
that text. 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVACARYAVATARA -VlV�TTl, the 
reconstructed . Sanskrit title of a text of unknown 
authorship, occurring in tho Dbu-m;-: {j}fadhyn.m:kB.) 
section of the Teng!/ur, unuE:r t.he titlt> Byan-ckub
sems-dpa�i spyod-pa-la Mug-pa�i rnam-par Mad-pa 
(TT. Vol. l OO, No. 5279). This text is a commentary 
on two chapters of the BodhisaUvacl1:f"'Jiivatdra., . 
viz. the one on the perfection of wisdom (prajtia para 
mita) and the. one containing the final blessing · 
(pariruimana). The commentator calls these the 
eighth and ninth chapters of the text commented on. 
They form the ninth and tenth chapters of the 
version of the Bodhisattvacaryavatiira ( =Bodhi
earyavatara), the Sanskrit text of which is available 
t.o us. However, see Bodhisattvacaryavatara-vivrtti
panjika for a version of the Bodhisattvacaryiivatara 
in which the second chapter of t.he extant Bodhi
caryavata.ra on 'The Confession of Sin' (papadesana) 
seems to hav{l been omitted. The difference in the 
numbering of chapters could be due to the commen
tator using that version. 

The two chapters commented on in this text 
are identical with the corresponding chapters of the . . · 
Boahisauvacaryavatqra-vivrui-paiijika. 

BODHISAT'l'VACARYAVATARA-SAf!ISKARA; t�� 
name of a comment�rial text on the. Eoahisattvaca",y. . . R.H. 

avatara. The author of the text · is. Dge;bal,ll :lha : B O DHISATTVA CA RYAVATARA - VIV�TTI (Kalyfu;ladevfl, or
. 

Subha.deva ). . Srikumii.ra · (Sri� PAN nKA, the reconstructed title of a commentari&l · kumara.) and Dge,bal).i blo-gros are stated to have te� on the Bodhisattvacaryavatara. · · The cominen-. translated the work into Tibetan. This translation tator's name is not known. · A Tibetan translation 
occurs in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) section of the of this work occurs in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) . .  
Tengyur (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5275 ; Tlt![. No. 3874). section of the Ten�Jyur under the title Byan-chtib-

The text has explanatory notes . on all ten sems-dpa�i spyod-pa-la �jug-paM-rnam-par b8ad-

ohapters of the· Bodhisattvacaryavatiira. pafi.i bkafi,i-lj,grel (TT. Vol. 100, No. 5274 ; TM. No .• 

R. H. 

BODmSATTVACARYAVATARA - �ATTRil'!J$AT· 
PI�J;)ARTHA, the name of ·a. text containing an 
abridged version of the Bodhisattvacaryavata.·ra. The 
Tibetan tran.qlation of the abridged text occurs in 
the Dbu-ma (Mii.dhye.mika) section of the Tengyur 

3873). 

The text contains explanations on nine of the ten 
chapters of the Bodhisattvacaryavatara. The chap
ter omitted is that entitled 'The Confession of Sin' 
{papadeSana)which forms the second chapter of the 
text commented on. 

. R.H. 

under the title Byan-chub-sems dpa�i spyod-pa-la BODHISATTVADIKARMIKA- MARGAVATARA· 
fljug-pal)i don . sum-cu rna-drug bsdus-J,a. The DEaANA, the title of a text, a Tibetan translation 
colophon states that the monk Chos-skyoti (Dha.r- of which occurs twice in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) 
mapala.} of Gser-gful(Suval'l,ladvipa) composed the section of the Tengyttr. Dpal Mal--me mdsa.d 

ye-8es (Sri Dipallka.r�jfiana) is the author of the · work atthe request of Kamala.rak�ita. and Dipallkara. . work. He is said to have translated it into Tibetan . DipaD.kara and Tshul-khrims rgyal-ba (Jaya8ila) are . 
said to have rendered the text into Tibetan (TT. 

with the assistance of Tshul-khrim.S rgyal-ba · · 
(TT. Vol. 103, Nos. 5349, 5390). 

. 
Vel. 100, No. 5280 ; TM. No. 3878). The intro-
ductory stanzas of this text are the same as those The text deals with the initial practices to be 
in the Bodhisattvacaryavata.ra-pituf,iirlha. followed by a bodhisattva embarking on the. Great 

R. H. 
Path to Buddhahood. He should approach a holy 
lama, take refuge in the Three Jewels, rouse the 
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BODHISATTVA�GOCARA BODHISA'l"fVAoJA1'AKASYA 
-----------·-----------------

Thought of Enlightenment (bodhicitta, (q. v.) in his 
mind) learn the code of conduct of a bodhisattva, 
determ ine that his deeds, speech and thoughts may 

not be fruitless, restrain his senses, make offerings of 
flowers a.t the statue of a Buddha, pay homage to 
all the Buddhas in the ten directions, confess 
his sins and make a firm resolve to attain Buddha
hood for the sake of ema-ncipating others. 

R.H. 

BODHISATTVA-GOCARA·PARISUDDHI-SOTRA
RTHA-SANGRAHA, the name of a Sanskrit text 
a Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Db1t-ma, 
(Madhyamika) section of the Tengyur under the 
title Byan-chub-sems-dpa�i spyod-yul ymis-w dag
pa�i mdobi don mdor-bsdus-pa. The author of the text 
is Sgra-gcan l)dzin (Ri.i.hulabhadra). The Tibetan 
translation is attributed to · Sakyasribhadra and 
Byams-pal)i dpal (Maitrisri). See TT. Vol. 103, 
No. 5360 ; TM. No. 3965. 

The title indicates that the text is a compendium 
of a work describing the pure conduct of a bodhi
sattva. (For the occurrence of a text called 
Gocara-pariSuddhi Bfi,tra, see Siks . . p. 350 ; cf. 
Mhvyut. No. 1376). 

The present �xt, which is � verse, gives ins
tructions on the procedure · to be adopted by 

· bodhiSattvas in · their daily activities, such as 
waking up in the morning, wearing the lower and 
upper garment�, putting on shoes, performing the 
morning ablutions, sweeping the surroundings, 

. paying homage at the places of worship, reading 
holy texts, having the daily baths, partaking of 
meals, taking constitutional v.alks, delivering 
religious discourses, making offerings of flowers, 
incense, flags, etc. and pronouncing the earnest 
wish {pra7Jidhi) for attaining Buddhahood. 

R. H. 

:BODHISATTVA-GOCAROPAYAVISAYA-VIKUR
VA�A-NIRDESA-NAMA-MAHAYANA-S OTRA 

· (Instructions on the transformations of the spheres 
of activity, the originations and the realms of bodhi
sattvas), a Sanskrit work found in its Tibetan 
translation, 1jl phags-pa byan-chub-sems-dpa�i spyod
yul-gyi thabs-kyi yul-la rnam-par-�phrul-ba bstan
pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-poly,i rndo. The author 
of tl:ris work is unknown, but the translators are 

. known as Prajfiavarma. and Ye-ses sde. This 
. work is incorporated in the Mao-aile (miscellaneous 
· siitra) section of the Tibetan Kangyur (TM. No. 146 ; 
TT. Vol. 32, No. 813). There are two Chinese 
translations of this work entitled P'u-sa-hsing- · 
Jang-pien-ching-chieh-shln-t'ung-pien-hua-ching and 

Ta-sa-che-ni-kan-tzu-shou-chi-ching. The first one 
was translated by Gu:r:tabhadra of the earlier 
Sung dynasty 420-7 9 A.C. and the lr.tter by 
Bodbiruci, 5 1 9  A.C. of the Northern Wei dynasty 
(Nanjio, p. 55, Nos. 178, 1 79).  

When Sakyamuni was residing at ij:phags-rgyal 
(Skt. Ujjayani) in a park belonging to king Gtilln
po-rab-snan (Ca1,1�apradyota) he gave, at the 
request of Ijjam-dpal (Maiijusri), several instruc
tions praising wisdom and good qualities. 

This work contains the history of Bden-smra 
(Satyaviidin), a brahman gymnosophist. Once 
king Gtum-po-rab-snan paid him a visit. During 
the course of a long conversation with him, the 
king listened to an exposition of the good qualities 
and the defects of people in general, and in parti
cular of some well known individuals, including 
himself. Thereupon, when the· king expressed 
a desire to meet a person without any fault, the 
ascetic said that there was but one such : Gautsma 
the Buddha. Then follows an enumeration of the 
many good qualities and the eighty signs of great
ness which the Buddha bears on his person and 
which are the characteristics of a great saint. 

Then, the king, accompanied by · the naked 
brahman and followed by his large retinue and many 
people, paid a visit to Sii.kyamuni. At this place 
a discourse is said to have taken place on the most
sublime principles of Buddhism and a conversatioru 
followed between the chief disciples of Sakyamuni 
and the brahman gymnosophist on the states of 
bondage and deliveran�e and on the way to become
a saint or a Buddha (AMG. IT, p. 251). In th& 
third chapter of this work Maiiju8ri praises the 
Bhagavat and the latter teaches the former the 
twelve virtues (gury,as) connected with dana-paramita. 
M:afijusri also questions the Bhagavat on th� Yon
tan-siiiri-po of the Buddha-k�etra (.(Jatalogue of the 
Tibetan rnanv..scripts from Tung-Huang in the 
I-ndia Office Library, Louis de la Vallee Poussixi; 
Oxford University Press, 1962, p. 52, No. 133). 
The entire work consists of ten chapters. ·. 

I. K. 

BODHISATTVA-JATAKASYA DHARMAGA�J)T,. 
the title of a text, the Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Skyes-rabs (Jataka) section of th� 
Tengyu-:. Dpal)-bo (Siira) is the author of the· 
work while Sa.kya-sri-bza.Ii-po (S8kya8ribha.dra) and! 
Byams-pal)i Dpal (MaitriSri) are said to hav& 
translated it into Tibetan (TT. Vol. 129, No. 56fi7 ; 

TM. No. 4157). 
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The text is in verse. Each stanza. refers in brief 
to the Jataka stories occuring in Arya8iira.'s Jataka
miila, in the order of their occun-ence in that text. A, 
refrain at the end of each stanza declares the 
intention of the author, which is to proelarm the 
sound of the bell of the doctrine of the Buddha., who . 
in his past births performed the great a.nd 
meritorious deeds alluded to in the stanza.. 

An alll:JBion t& the bodhisattva's gift of his body 
to a hungry tigress, who was on the point of de
vouring its own cubs occurs a.t the beginning of the 
text (cf. Vyaghtijataka, which forms the first story 
in the Jatakamala). The stories of ViBva.ntara, 
Sibi, Maitribala., etc. are alluded to in their proper 
p�. 

R. H. 

BODIDSATTVA � JBANA • SAMAYA • CANDRA- · 
VA.JRA, name of a Mahayana samadhi. In a.n esoteric 
siitra. entitled the Guhyaaamiija Tantra or TatMgata
guhyaka (ed. by Bhattacharyya, GOS., Vol. LIII> 
p. 46), the following description . is found 
" Hfup. ; he who by the enjoyment of uniting. with 
.Maiij�, achieves diamond-like \lDity of body, 
speech a.nd min�; he will became a true bodhisattva., 

. established in �he . 1 0 bhiimis. This is the. samidhi 
named BOdh�-j�:.S�ya.canclra-vajra. " 

· A simil� p�ge appears �o .� the classical 
Qhinese version of the above siitra (Tai8M, No. · 
855, Vol. 18,. p .. 479c). 

S. Mo. 

BODHISATTVAMA:tfYAVALI, the title of a Sans
krit text, a Tibetan translation of which occurs in 
the Dbu-ma (Midhyamika) section of the -'l'engyur 
under the title Byan-clwh-sema-cl�i nor-bu-M· 
phren-ba. The auther of the text, Dpal Mar-me 
mdsad ye-�s (Sri Dipailkara-jiiana) . is stated to 
nave translated it into Tibetan with the M8istance 
<lf Tshul-khrims rgyal-ba (TT. Vol. 103, Nos. 5347, 
�384 ; TM. Nos. 3951, 4471) • . · 

As its title indicates, the text enumerat-es a series 
.of jewels of virtue to be acquired by bodhisa.ttvas. 
Discarding doubt; the bodhisattvas should .exert 
themselves in accomplishin� good ; ridding them
selves of laziness, indolence and inertness, · they 
.should strive earnestly ; ·they should restrain their 
senses, acknowledge their own faults and refrain 

. froni procia.iJ:Irlng the faultS of . others ; wlillst 
acclaiming the virtues of otho�, they should be 
modest about their own ; they should discard love 
of gain, honour a.nd fame ; free of pride, they 
should· cultivate loving . kindness a.nd show com
passion ; intent on gaining Enlightenment, they 

shopld act with faith (8raddha), overcoming feelings 
of anger, arrogance, and love of earthly possessions ; 
they should adorn themselves with the seven noble 
treasures (cf. Pali ariyadhana) of faith (sraddloa), 
good conduct, (8ila), modesty (hri), bashfulness 
(apatrapya), learning (8ruta), charity (tyciga) and 
wisdom· (prajna) ; they should live in solitude ; they 
should respect monks ; they should contemplate on 
the voidness (8unyata) of all things ; shunning the 
company of evil friends, they should associate with 
good friends ; they should rid themselves of avarice, 
envy a.nd anger. Listed above are some of the 
bodhisattva virtues enumerated in the text. 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVA · MARGAKARMA • SANGRAHA, 
B.9Jlle of a text, a Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) section of · 
the Tmgyur, unc!ar the title Byan-chuh-sema-clpa�i 
lam-gyl rim-pa mdor-bsdus-pa (TT. Vol. 103, No. 
5372). Bakya.Bri bzan-po (Sii.kyaSribhadra) is the 
author of the work. He himself is said to have 
rendered it into Tibetan, with the assistance of 
Byams-pa�i clpal-ldan (MaitriSri). 

The author outlines the purpose of hi!;! composi
tion at the beginning of the work, which iS to . 
compile, &<)COrding. to his ability, a· compendium of ·. 
practices that constitute the path of a bodhisattva. 
He then sets out the . principlea to be followed by 
those desirous of being emancipated. Realising 
,that the path of karma a.nd its fruits are sorrowful 
by nature, these aspirants to Buddhahood should . 
follow the path of prajiiii a.nd ka��· They should 
overcome the eight obstacles to happiness, reflect 
on the impermanence of all phenomena, and under
stand the sorrowful nature of all component things. 
Being aware that evil leads to evil states, they 

. should avoid sins of body, speech and nrind, and 
cultivate good. They sho11ld reflect on 8unyatii, 

. the emptiness of all phenomena. · They ahould . 
practise the seven Factors of Enlightenment 
(bodhymiga), follow the eight-fold Aids to Enlighten
�ent (boclhipci�ka aharma). These a.nd· similar 
instructions·are given in this text to those burning 
with the fire of sorrow, so that they may strive to 
attain Buddhahood. 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVA·PRA'.UMOK�A, is a canonical, 
ncripture belonging to the Mahayana Vlnaya 
P#aka which records the rules of discipline for the 
bodliisa.ttva a.nd explains the precepts. It is the 
only basis on which a bodhisattva learns the· . 

. vinaya. 
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In the Chinese Tripit:aka there are four tra:n,a- institute in the Hung-fu monastery, Ch'ang-an, 
lations of this work. 

. 
starting from the 1 5th of the 5th month of the 

( 1 )  The P'u sa-chiel�-pen ( C. 69 ) in one 20th year of Chen-kuan, (646 A.C.) and ending on 
fascicle was translated by Dharmara.lcyi. in North the 15th of the 5th month of its 22nd year (648 A.C.). 
Liang. It is an excerpt taken .out from the fourth The last part of the 40th fascicle and the 41st 
fascicle of P'u-aa-ti-ch'ih-ching ( C. 70 ) , fascicle really foim ·the Bodhisattva-praamo�ci. 
the chapter on sila. Later it was called the On the 15th of the 7th month of the 23rd year of 
Ti-ch'ih-chieh-� ( C. n · ) in order to distin- Chen-kuan (649 A. C.) Hsiian-tsang again translated 
guish it from the P'u-aa-chieh-pen ' translated in Ta Tz'u-en monastery the Bodhi.mttva-karman 
in the T'ang dynasty). The original &<.mskrit text in one fascicle. On the 21st of the same month he 
was brought to China by Dharma.ra�a from Centr&l re-translated the Bodhisattva-pratilmo�a in one 
India.. He traversed the Western Regions and fascicle. In doing both translations P'u-kuang 
.arrived at Tun-huang where he stayed for several was responsible fer writing down the words. This 
years and translated the work into Ohinese. The forms the last rendering of the Bodhwttoo

year of his translation was probably earlier than the priitimo�a. · 
tenth year ofHsiian.-shih (421 A.C.)in which he went Of the four translations the contents of the 
to the oapitalofLiang, Ku-tsang. translation · without the translator's name 8.re 

(2) The P'u-sa-ahan�chieh-ching. (C. 72) in very zqpch similar to those of the Liang translation.· 
one fasoicle was tranSlated. by G�avarman in the If We compare th� number of items the� is only 

. Earlim: Sung dynasty. He arrived at Chien-k'ang one less. The original text of the Liang trans. 
{now Nanking) in the 8th yea.r of Yiian-chia. (431 lation was derived from the P'u-sa-R-ch'fh.rJKng 

A.C.); At the request of Hui-i, a monk in the 8nd that of the Sung translation the P'tHcwhan

Ch'i·yiiail monastery, h� translated the work into chieh-ching ; but both are variations of the T'ang 

Qhinese in 28 chapters. Later, his disciple in the version of the Bodhi8attva-bhilmi of the Y ogdcijm

Ting�lin monastery again translated for him two bhumi-saaira. Therefore, the foUl' · translations 
clui.pters, making a total of thirty. . This work in actually oome fro:rp. the same source. 
one fascicle is r6a.lly the translation of one of the The data forming . the Bodhiaattva-prdli�J:,t1 
two chapte� done by his disoip�e and copied out as a . are the permitted or ·prohibited activities spoken . . 
aepara� book. of by the Buddha in various Mahayina siitras, · 

(3) The first hair fascicle of the Yu-p'o-aai-wu- It is well said at the end of the Yu-chiG..ch� : 

�ieh�wei-ching (C. 73r .... .... ... . the tra.nslator is " hom <lllch matters which the bodhisattva should 
unk:nQwn (see A Colleclion of the Recorcla of endeavour to learn the Buddha has . talked about to · · 

Tmnalaliom of ihe TriP#(Jka, fasc. 4). The Collated men of different endowments in various siitras, 

Catalogue of Sii.tras of the Great Chow (C. 7 4) · viz. the precepts of disciplinary rituals, the pre

wrongly regarded it as a trailslation by Glll).avarma.n. eepts for imbibing good dharmas, the precepts 

(The ltreat Chow Catalogue says thi?.titis based on Pao for benefiting all sentient beings. Now in this 
Ch'ang's Catalogue, but the latter has long been Matrka of the Bodhisattva-p#aka all· his sayings 
lost, while the · earlier Record of the Triple Gem in ate gathered together.'' 

Succurive Dynasties by Fei Chang-fang (C. 75) From this we know that the Bodhisaltva-prcitl
did not say that it was translated by G�a.varman.; mo�a has summarized all the teachings of the 
eo �he statement in the Great Chow Catalogue is Buddha in Mahayina Siitras on the vinaya which · 

. inciedible.). a bodhisattva should learn. The · Chin� trans-
(') The P'u-aa-chieh-phl in one fascicle wa.S· lation attributes it to Bodhisattva Maitreya while 

translated by Hsiian·t�g ; it was taken from the the Tibetan translation attributes it to Asa:Dga; 
chapter on §ila in the Bodhisattva-bhimli in yoga- In fact the text was based on what the ·Buddha 
cd�bhUmi-Aaatra and is generally called the Bodhi- had said and compilEld by MBitreya and Asanga. 

-8attva-pratimo�a ; in order to distinguish it from the In the four different Chinese translations · oC .· 
Liang translation it is also called Y u-chia-chieh-pen this work there are differences in the structure. 
(C. 76). Hsiian.4s&ng had heard SDa.bha.dra'a But their chief contents all deal with the �pts, · 

· . lectures on: the · Y ogacara-bhUmi-8astra and including four important precepts and more than 
learnt the p�pts . of the bodhisattva when he forty minor ones. The precepts for the bodhi� 
studied in the Niland& monastery in India.. When . sattva are c�ed into tlu'ee sets : viz. the 
he returned to . China he translated Y ogacara· precepts of disciplinary rituals, precepts of imbibing 
bhtlmi..Ati8tra in 100 fascicles in 1  .the translation good dhamias and the precepts for �nefitiDg 

i 
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sentient beings. The precepts of disciplinary 
rituals are identical with the pratimok�a of the 

seven groups of disciples and the commandments 
for doing the ten good deeds. In conjtmction 
with the precepts of imbibing good dha.i'InaS 
leading t0 the six pii.ra.mita and the four sym
pathetic deeds (sarigraha-vastuni) of benefiting all 
sentient beings, they form the three sets ·of perfect, 
pure rules of conduct. As the priiti��a of the 
seven groups of disciples and the commandments 
for doing ten good deeds have been fully dealt 
with elsewhere, they are not enumerated in this 
work; About the four important precepts the 
Sanskrit text and , the Tibetan translation all 
say that they are " similar to piirajikii , " implying 
that they enlarge the ·four _important prohibitions 
of the 8ravaka.. The more-than-forty minor ones 
next mentioned belong separately to the precepts 
of imbibing good dhar.mas and those t)f bene
fiting sentient beings. 

Of the four translations, the T'ang version does 
not give any accoUnt of the formalities of 
confessmg of sin (po�adha) arid merely copies iri an 
abridged form the text of the phapter on sila of the 
Y ogciciira-bhilmi�etlstra. . (This ·. chapter· maiD.:Iy 
e:xi>lains the nine groups of Sila ; but this work 
copies a la.rge  part of it, J;>eginning from.the second 
group which is entitled .. the " over-a.ll sila- �'). · : Its 
contents may be divided into three parts : a general 
enumeration . .  of nille groups of sila, a detailed . 
account . of prohibitions and abstinences and 
advice tO learn. 

In the detailed . account of prohibitions and 
abstinences, the four. most important ones are first 
mentioned · by enumerating the four kinds of 
piiraj1r'hi-dhlirma of the bodhisattva : ( 1) greed for 
profit and reverence (the other three translations 
lack 'reverence'), to praise oneself and speak ill of 
others (the Sung translation mentions only the 
praise of oneself) ; (2) stinginess in giving to others, 
both in wealth and teaching ; (3) to resent others 
and not to. be exhorted and not to accept others' 

· apology.; (4) to calumniate Ma.hayB.nism and 
preach similar but false gospeis (the nameless 
translation only mentions calumniating the dharma, 
the Sung version says : On hearing others slander
ing the· dharma you ought not to praise). Next, 
the work goes on to· explain that if one has com
mitted any one of the foln- grievous sins, · one 
cannot aCcumulate the nu�ents of bodhi in thiS 
very life ; neither can one attain the first stage 
(bhUmi) of the bodhisattva. This is the reason why 
they are ca.lled parajika (conquered by others). 

· Next, it explains the forsaking ot not forsaking· of 
the prohibitions : if one has committed the sin of the 
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prohibitions of piirajika through entanglements of 
the highest order, one is said to have forsaken the 
rules of prohibition ; on the contrary if the entangle
ments are of the lowest or middle order one cannot 
be regarded a.s having forsaken them because one 
can still be purged by confession, There are four 
kinds of entanglements and they are divided into 
three orders. The four kinds of entanglements are :  
(I) torments repeatedly active (2) entire lack of 
shame lllld modesty, (3) showing a great delight in 
them, (4) even regarding them as merits. To have 
all of them forms the highest order ; only to regard 
them as merits and not have the. whole of the other 
three, the middle order ; not to regard them as 
merits and have more or less of the other three
kinds of entanglements, the lowest order. When 
a bodhisattva has committed a grievous sin and 
thus forsaken the commandments, he might be re
ordained in this very life. So he is qui_te different 
from the b� who may have -committed th& 
fundamental, grievous sin agQ.inst pratimo� but 
can:i:10t be re-ordained. 

Next, the work proceeds to talk about the minor 
. precepts and says that in order to understand them 
one must first know what is meant by.being guilty 

.of malpractice (i.e. · d�Jcrta). And,· then, it enu• 
merates 43 malpractices : (I) not to make offerings · 
to, and. not to praise and believe in the Triple Gem, . 
{2) never-satisfied greed for profit and reverence 
(the other three translations . only mention profit) 
(3) not to respect elders and not to ansWer questions 
(4) not to accept others' invitation, (5) not to 
receive gifts, (6) not to give instructions when . 
requested, (7) to forsake sentient beings who haV'f\
violated the discipline (the other three translations 
put it s.s not to preach and educate others ; the 
violation of the above seven minor precepts hinders 
charity), (8) with regard to some prohibited sins, 
whether to share them with sravakas or not (one 
ought to share. them if prompted by the motive of 
protecting others ; one should not share them, if 
engaged in some light work), (9) in order to benefit 
others, either to permit the se\"en intrinsic sins or · 
not· (not mentioned hi the other three translations), · 
(10) not to abandon the vicious way of earning a 
livelihood (the Sung translation puts it as to keep · 
silence when praised), (11) no quietude in maimers, 
( 12) not to take delight in NirvB.J;ta, (13) not to pro- · . · 
teet against ill-fame and not to wipe it out, (14) to . .  
aid others to indulge themselves in sorrows and 
worries and not to curtail them (the above seven . 
minor sins hinder morality)� (15) to take revenge by 
getting angry, beating, scolding and ridiculing 
others, (16) to offend others without confessing and 
apologizing, (17) not to accept others' confessing 

) ! 
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.and apologizing (the Sung translation combines the 
-above two items into one), ( 18) to hate others per
·l:!Istently (the above four minor sins hinder patience), 
( 19) to accept pupils with interested i:litehtio1ls, 
(20) to be strongly inclined to sleep and reclining, 
(21) to be strongly inclined to talk meaningless 
-words and to kill , time idling (the above three 
hinder energy), (22) not to seek instruction, (23) . 
not to remove the five coverings, (24) to take 
delight in mundane dhyii.na (the nameless transla
tion puts it as attachment to the merits of dbyana ; 
in the Sung version this item it not there; the above 
three hinder meditation), (2'5) to show contempt to 
the smvak& vehicle, (26) to give up the bodhi
sattva's pilaka and learn excll.lBively the srii.vaka'a 
pilaka, (27) to study heretical treatises before one 
is well versed in the Buddhist teachings, (28) to 
ta.k� delight in heretical treatises (the Sung version 
combines the above two items into one), (29) to 
slander the profound meanings of the bodhi
sattva's pitaka, (30) to harbour love and hate, to 
praise oneself and defame others, (31) not to hear 
the preaching of the right Law, (32) to show con
tempt to the preacher (this item is not found in the 
n8.meless translation ; the above eight hinder 
'Wisdom; the above 32 items belong to the precepts 
in connection with the performance of good deeds), 
(33) nqt to b� p. helpful companion to others, (34) 

· not·to look after othe� in sickiJ.esses (the above two 
hinder collaborat.ion), · (35) on seeing others doing 
wrong not to talk with them about the right (this 
hinders kindly talk), (36) not to require benevo
lence, (37) not to console ihose in sorrow and 
worry, (38) not to give charity when asked for, (39) 
not to use wealth and teachings to attract pupils 
{the above four hinder charity), (40) not to follow 
others' ideas and intentions (not found in the Sung 
translation), (41) not to praise those who really 
have virtues, ( 42) not to subdue those who are 
doing wha.t is unlawful, (43} not to show super
normal powers to effect attraction and subjugation 
(the above four hinder beneficial. conduct; the above 
eleven items belong to the precepts of . benefiting 

. others). According to Tao-lun'a Commentary on 
Y ogacara-bhUmi-Bastra, the eighth item can bo 
divided into two and the 29th item can also be 
divided into the two items of dis-belief and slander, 
making a. total of 45. 

The above 43 minor precepts, whenever violated, 
fall under the category of malpractices. 

Malpractices are also classified into three orders ; 
the highest, middle and lowdst. The differences 
between ther.�e minor sins can be summed thus : if 
they are prompted by heretical view, impure 
affection, unbelief, shamelessness, non-bashfulness, 
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enmity, affiiction, parsimony, envy, etc., they are 

called tainted violations. If they are committed 

through forgetfulness, indolence, etc., they are 

called untainted violations. If they are com· 
mitted with proper reasons and conditions they 
cannot be regarded as violations. If they are 

committed owing to insanity, great, oppressing 
pain or as a. result of having received no pure dis� 
cipline, they are not violations. After the bodbi· 
sattva ha.s received ordination, he should observe 
the three sets of precepts willingly and guard 
against committing these si.n.a. · If he violates the 
precdpts, he shoald make confession according to 
the presc1 ibed formalities. 

Of the four translatioris, the Liang translatiC?n 
begins with four stanzas by way of salutations to 
V airocana. and others and expl8ining the purpose 
of the work. The main part gives a defailed 
account of the disciplinary precepts, recording the 
four major and forty-two ininor precepts of the 
chapter on sila of the P'u-aa-ti-ch'ih-ching. In the 
end it explains the function of the precepts, the . 
essentials of how to guard the mind from evil ten
dencies and the benefit of observing the precepts. 
With the exception of the precepts which · are . 
quoted from the Ti-ch'ih-ching, the rest of the text · 
is added by . the translator-compiler. · Of the 
several translations only this contains· the texts of 
re.citations used during the time of. making con
fessions. 

The main part of the Sung translation comes from 
the last half of the chapter on sila of the P'u-sa

ehan-chieh-ching coming after the advice of culti
vating oneself and learning according to the pre
cepts. The very beginning of this work contains a 

detailed account of . the rituals of receiving the 
ordination and this is not found in the other three 
translatio�. Next, it enumerates the precepts and . 

its structure is similar to that of the T'ang trsns
lation. But, there is add� the ste.tement that the 
bodhisattva's precepts might be transgressed under 
two special conditions and his ails cannot . be 
frustrated through re-births . . As regards the rules 
of discipline, they are quite different from those of 
the other translations. To the four major precepts 
of the bodhisattva are added the four fundamental · 
precepts of the bhik{ru pratimo� and thus the · 
major prohibitions have become eight in number. 
'rhis is not found in the other translations. Com· : 
pared with the T'ang version there are four items of 
minor sins missing and two items which are com
binations of other items. Again, after the item 
corresponding to the third item of the T'ang 
version, there is added the item 11 for the sake ot 
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finding fault, listen to the BodhisaUva pratimolc§a ;'' 
after the: item corresponding to the 18th item of the 
samtl ve11sion, there is added the precept, " to walk 
together with lustful desire with a bh�¢; to 
receive food from an unacquainted bhik�.u;U when 
one has: not yet made up one's mind for Enlighten
ment." After the ·35th item, there are added two 
items to prohibit " to keep the clothes and things of 
a laymaa " and " to receive food in silver and gold 
bowls. " .After the 39th item, there is added the 
item to forbid " sitting on a high bedstead.'? So, 
altogether there are added six items. The total 
number of minor precepts is still 43. 

· In the beginning of the nameless translation 
there are six sta.nza.s. saluting_the .Buddha and ex
horting the reader to learn. In the ma.in part of 
the work are enumerated four major precepts .and 
forty-one minor one!J (compared with the Li8.ng 
translation it lacks the item prohibiting " showing 
contempt toward the preacher "). At the end, 
there are three stanzM praising the merits of the 
Bodhisattva-pratirnok�a, of turning towards the great 
Enlightenment and ta.king vows. It contains a 
brief account of the formalities of making ; con- . 

· ·. fessiorui .but i� is not, so fulL as that of the Liang 
· · tranidation. · · 

Of the four transiations, With. the e�ception of the 
T'ang· .transla;tion,. there . is no item. giving per· 

· · mission to the intrinsic sin� This is a precept in the 
bodhisattva-pratimokt�a which gives rise to doubt :and· 
dispute.. In the T'ang translation, the . conflict 
between t·he guarding against prohibited sin and tlie 
doing of a bodhisattva's deeds are theoretically re
conciled in the 8th item ; as to the conflict between 
guarding against intrinsic sin and the doing of a 
bodhiSattva's deed, it is theoretically solved ]n this 
item. The T'ang translation gives a detailed ex
planation of the conditions nnder which seven in
trinsic sins are permitted ; for example�- killing , 

· takitlg things which. are not given, having illicit 
sexual. satisfaction, and telliD.g a lie are all allowed 
if they will save, and will be profitS:ble to a large 
number of sentient beings. It should also be known 
that they are only permissible to a bodhisattva who 
is a householder. Therefore, some of the intrinsic 
sins 'permitted in the T'ang version are not in con
flict with the fundamental rules of prii#mok�a, such 
ae the taking of things which are not given. and the 
telling of a lie, and some are only confined to a 
bodhisattva who is a householder such 8s the per
mitting of illi�t sexual satisfaction. Some in· trinsio sins, though they infringe the fundamental 
precepts, have to be permitted when the conse
quences of their commission or non.commission are 

weighed. But, according to the various commen
taries on the Tibetan translation, some say t.ha.t the 
bodhisattva who is allowed to kill must ha.ve 
attained the bhiimi, while others say that he must 
have cultivated expedients in many kalpas and 
attained great compassion. In the comment�y 
Wl'itten by Jinaputra and some ot·hers, it is stated 
that killing " can be done by a bodhisattva who has 
disinterestedly acquired a free and pure will and not 
by one who has little endowment of goodness, lacks 
wisdom and is greedy for self-interest and who takes 
the words of the siitra a.t their face-value.'' In 
ancient times, as the permission of the intrinsic sins 
was in conflict with the interests of the rules; the 
translators in the Liang and Sung kingdoms did not 
transla.te the items concerning them so as to avoid 
8U8picion. But without this item. the contradiction 
which may possibly arise between the bodhisattva's 
and the 8rii.vaka's prdtimoTc,a or between the pre
cepts of disciplinary rituals and those of imbibing 
good dhQmlas and benefiting all sentient beings 
cannot be reconciled. The T'ang translation sup
plies the deficient item ; it forms the most complete 
and clear. version in contents and expres8ions a.nd · 
therefore is -generally adopt-ed. · 

This work discusses problems as to how on!;} can : . · 
· proceed froiil the 8rii.vaka's '!yehicle to the bodhi-· 

attv&'s · ve¥cle for the 'benefit of the bodhisattvas who either are still hoUseholders or have already · 
left home. It not only comprehends six paramiti. 
and four sympathetic deeds but each item of it 
again contains many details. For example, under 
the item " not t� be helpful comps.nions to others , " 
there are eight sub-items, and thus all relevant 
restrictions are included in an exhaustive way. Th& 

. work is organised according to the plan of the three 
sets of precepts, six pii.ramitii. and four sympatheti" 
deeds and Wider each item there are several sub
items. For example, . under. the item of seven · 
minor sins which hinder charity are aubsumed 

. hindrances which interfere · with wealth, dharma 
and fearleas charities. So its structure is _syste. 
matic and clear. As the whole book not only con
tains the expedient ways of applying the Vinaya 
P#alca, but, in explaining the reasons for per
mitting or prohibiting, co�tting or gua.rdlng · 
against sins, concretely expresses the infinite sub- · . 

. · tleties with which the bodhisattva benefits others • .  • 
under varying circumstances, so it is the most im
portant and excellent sariptt.tre of the bodhisattva. 
V inaya P#aka. 

So far as the propagation of the bodhisattva's 
pratimo�a in China is concerned it may be said that 
in the time before KUIDirajiva the rules of dis· 
oipline brought over were confined to the m-ava.kaa 
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vehicle. Since Dharme.mkE}a, Mahayana pratim{)�a 
began to prevail in the north of China. ; its promul
gation in the south started with GU.Qa':'armat;t. 
After Dharma.rakE}a had translated at TUri-hUa.ng 
the Boclhisattva-prcitimo�a there was a 8rama� at 
Chang-yi named Tao-chin who, on hearing of this 
information, went there and requested him to ad
miniSter ' to him the Bodhisattva's ordination. 

· Later, a famous monk of Liang-chou, Tao-lang, 
voluntarily lessened his rules of discipline and re
ceived the bodhisattva's ordination from Tao-chin. 
For a time there were other people who did the same 
thing. In the meantime Emperor Wen of the 
Ea.riler Sung dynasty also wished to accept the 
bodhisattva's ordination from Gtu;�a.varman but 
failed to realize his intention. When H.siia.n-tsa.ng 
had translated the Boclhisattva-pratimo�a, in the 
:first month of the second year of Yung-whei (651 
A.C.), when the Tz'u-shih, (the highest censor of a 
prefecture) of Ying, P'u Ku, and Hang prefectures 
came to the court, they simultaneously received the 
bodhisattva's ordination from · Hsiia.n-tsa.ng and 
heard lectures on the bodhisattva's deeds 
(see the Biagraphy of the Master of Tripilaka of 
Tzu-€n Monastery, (C. 77) faso. 7). Most of his 
groat discipleS observe4 rules of Mahii.yB.na dis• 
cipline and were called Maha.yB.nist so-and-so, e.g. 
K'uei-ohi was oalled '·' MahayB.nist Chi. " K'uei-chi 
even made it a daily lesson . to recite the whole 
BodhiSattva - pratimo� before · · the image of 
Maitreya.. From this ;we can know how highly 
the BoclhiBattva-pratimo�a was esteemed at that 
time. In Hui-chao's Collection of Exhortations to 
Ma� Up thi Mind Jar Boclhi (C. 78) he marshals 
out. the methods of receiviQg the bodhisa.�tva's 
ordination handed down from Siiabhsdra. 
From this we can also know that the disciples 
coming after the Master of the Tzu-en monastery 
still continued the tradition · of receiving the Ma.ha· 
ya.nistic discipline according to the Y u-chia-chieh-
pen. 

. 

Though the Yu-chia-chieh-pen was very much· 
in vogue for a time, the Fan-wang-ching (C, 79) 

was even more popular, because in the latter work 
the sta.�ment that filial piety is a kind of dis
cipline is quite compatible with the ethical idea 
prevalent in Chinese society. Compared with the 
out..standing characteristic of the Y u-chia-chieh-pen 
which' permits the committing of intrinsic sin, it is 

easier to be accepted. Therefore, not long after the 
promulgation of the Yu-chia-chieh-pen, when the 
Vijfia.ptimatra. School was on the decline and 
Hua-yen and T'ien-t'ai schools were on their 
ascendancy those bhiqus who received all the 

precepts and at the same time accepted the bodbi
eattvs's ordination all used the Fa.n-wang-ching as 
their norm. Hence the latter siitra enjoyed much 

superiority among those people who left home and 
its sphere of influence was much greater than that 
of the Y u-chia-chieh-pen. 

Commentaries on the Bodhisattva-priitimo�a in 
Chinese which have been preserved down to th& 
present day are very few, compared with those on 
the Fan-wang-ching. There are only four com� 
mentaries now extant :..:...... 

(1) Tao-lun (the T'ang dynasty)--Oom
. mentary on Yogiiciirahhilmi Siistra (C. 80), 

10 fa.sc. 
(2) K'uei-chi (the T'ang dynasty)-- A Brief 

Oompilaticm on Y ogiiciirabhUmi Saatra (C. 81) 
1 1  fasc. 

(3) Hui-yiian (the Suei dynasty)-----Recorcl8 of 
· Meanings in P'u-sa-ti�ch'ih-cMng (C. 82) 2nd 

part of 3 fasc. 

(4) Chih-hsU· (the Ming dynasty)--�Eaa•ntiak 
· of tM BoclM8attva-pratimo�a (C. 83). 1 fasc. 

Of the above four, .t he first and second works ex
plain the text of the chapter on sila in the y ogiiciira- . 
bhilmi Aiistra ; the third book explains the text of the · 
chapter on sila. of the P'u-8a-ti-ch'ih-ching ; . the 
fourth explains the Liang translation of the Boclhi
sattva-pratimo�a. Besides, there is the Japanee& 
Gy�shO's (C. 84) Explanations of the BoclhiBattva
prcitimo�a (C. 85) in three fascicles which is also 
written in Chinese to annotate the T'angtra.nslation· 

In · .the Tibetan Bstan-'Qgyur there are several 
translations from the Indian. language about the 
Bodhisattva-prcitimolws as follows :-

(1) Rnal-fWhor spyod-pa�i sa-la8 byan-chu.b setns
dpa�i sa�i rnam-par bBad-pa, · written by · 
Rgya-mtsho sprin, translatf.ld by Bywi-chub 
})od, Santibha.dra and Tshul-khrim.s rgya.l-ba. · 
(Derge editio� tome yi, pp. 1-338) ; 

(2) Byan-chub sems-dpa?li tshul-k'hrims-kyi �u · 
· Mad-pa, written by Yon-tan 'Qod, translated 
by Prajfiavarman, Ye-ses ade, etc. (tome J.ri, 
pp. 182a-191a) ; 

(3) Byan-chub sema-dpa�i tshul-khrims-kyi �u?li 
rgya-cMr Wt"el-pa, written by Rgyal-ba.J.ri 
sra.s, translated by Jina.mitra., Prajnavan:Wm,. 
Ye-8es sde, etc. (tome l}i, pp. 19la-22la) ; 

(4) Byan chub sems-dpa'[!.i sdom-pa ni-Su-pa, 
written by Candra.gomin (tome l;li, pp. · 166b-
167a) ; 
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(5) Sclom-pa ni-8u-pafi.i l}grel-pa, written by 
SB.ntar�ita, translated by Vidya.kara.sirpha. 
and Ma.iiju8riva.rma.n (tome l;li, pp.l 67a-184b) ; 

(6) Byan-ch·ub sema-clpa�i sdom-pa ni-8u-pa�i 
clka�-1}grel, written by Byan-chub bzail-pa, 
translated by �maga.gana and Bya.Ii-chub 
8es-rab (tome l;U, pp. 184b-217b ). 

Of all the Tibetan commentaries that of Tsoil
kha-pa on the Bodhisattva-pratinw�a is the most 
comprehensive. It ha.s been translated into Chi
nese · by iramatuJ Fa-tsii:o. . Besides ancient 
commentators on the Fan-wang-ching such as 
Fa-tsa:og, !-chi, Fa-hsien, Sheng-chi.iang and 
others, all gave explanations by comparing it with 
the Y u-chia-chieh-pen and their works can also be 
used as re rerences. See also BODHISATTVA. · 

L. L. 

J;[jigs-med l;lbyun-gnas sba.s-pa (Abhayaka.ra.gupta) 
is the author of the work. Sakya.Sribhadra and 
Dgra-bcom ·are tho translators. 

A descript.ion of the manner of taking upon one
Self the discipline (sa�vara) of a bodhisattva forms 
the subject-matter of the text. The aspirant to 
Buddhahood should approach a monk who bas 
already taken the vow of a bodhisattva and ob
serve some religious practices in his presence. For 
instance, he should take refuge in the Three Jewels, 
namely, the Buddha, Dharma. and Sa.Iigha, under
take to observe the five precepts firstly, and then 
the eight precepts. He should make offerings at· a 
statue of the Buddha, and pay homage to the 
Buddha and bodhisattvas in all directions. He 
should then request the monk to confer on him the 
bodhisattva vow. He should also confess his sins, 
ask for forgiveness, and declare the ultimate purpose 
of his desire to attain Buddhahood, Viz., the 
emancipation of those in the ocean of sa.IJlBMa. 

R. H. 
BODBISA TTVA-PRATIMOK�A-OATU�KA - NIR· 
HARA-BAMA-MAHAYANA-80TRA, a text ofun. 
known authorship, the l'ibetan translation of which · 
occurs in the Mdo-sde (miscellane()us· sU.tra):' aectio;n BODHISATTVA-BAMVARA-VIDHI, the title of a 

. of the Tibetan .Kangyur, .under the .title Byan-cl.ub- text, the Tibetan translation of .which occurs twice 
sems-apa�i so-aor-thar-pa ChQB-bshi 11grUb-pa · chen· in the Dbu-ma (Me.dhyamike.) section of the Tengyur, 
po�i mdo. This translation · iS· credited to Dipli.n· · �der the title By�n-chub-sem��·dpa�i sdom·pa�i 
karaSrijnana, Sa.k'ya blo-gros and Dge-b$ blo-gros· : · I:M-ga (TT. Vol. 103, Nos. 53�2, · 5404). Byan-chuQ 
(TT • . Vol. 36, No. · 914). o '  · bzan-po (Bodhibba4ra) is the · author of the text, 

The text enumerates in �oups of four certain pre- . while Da.r-ma grags (Dharmakirti) and Punya.Sri· 
cepts .to be observed by a bodhlsattva. The venue mitra are the translators. 
of the exposition is stated to �ve been the The text describes the procedure of taking upon 
Gfdbrakii� mountain in Rajagrha. The Buddha oneself the obligatory duties of a bodhisattva, for 
was residfu.g there With a group of monks, when · the welfare of all beings. The aspirant to Buddha. 
Sariputra asked the Buddha to · expound ·the qua- hood should, in the first instance, make a vow in the 
lities that would lead to the attainment of Buddha· manner described in the text, and then make 
hood. The Bud� said that tho8e desirous · of offeringS to the Buddhas of the past, present and 
Enlightenment should poasess endeavour, elU"Ilest· future. He should then remain silent a moment 
ness, (correct) perception and generosity. Free of and wish that he hiiDself may acquire the immea· attachment, anger and ignqra.nce, they should work 

surable and incomparable treasure of Buddhahood. for the welfare of a.ll beings. 
He should make further vows, which a.re described 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVASAMUOOAYA, name of a goddess, 
oooorring in the Buvarrwprabhcisoltama �iUra, to 
whom the Buddha explains various points of ethics 
and philosophy. (St�Tt�-. pp. 1, 45, 167, 172, 199, 
247.) 

BODRISATTV A-8A¥V A RA-G RAHAJJ A· VIDHI, 
the title of a text, the Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Dbv-ma (Madhyamike.) section of the 
f'engyur, under the title, Byan-chub-sems-clpa�i 
ltlom-pa lnuti-ba{l$ cho-ga (TT. Vol. 103, No. 5365). 

in the text, confess his sinS, seek refuge in the Three 
Jewels, arouse in himself the thought of Enlighten· 
ment (boclMcitta q.v.) and practise the six perfections 

. (parami). 
R. H. 

BODIDSATTVA-SAI!IVARA-VIMSAKA, a metrical 
text. cf twenty stanzas, by Ca.ndragomin, on the 
manner of taking upon the disciplinary vow of a 
bodhisattva. The Tibetan version of the ten 
occars in the Sems-tsam section of the Tengyur, 
under the title Byan-chub-sems-clpafi,i sdom-pa ili
Au-pa (TT. Vol. 1 14, No. 5582). 

:� 
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The text states that he who intends taking the 
vow of a bodhisattva should pay obeisance to the 
Buddha and his disciples, !l.nd find a preceptor who 
already observes the vows of a bodhisattva and is 
therefore a treasura of virtue. The aspirant should 
then cultivate kind thoughts and lead ·a righteous 
life, and thus prepare himself for receiving the vow. 
The type of life he should lead is set out in the text. 
He should practise what is good for himself and 
others, even though this may not always be easy, 
and avoid what is. not useful even though that 
might be the more pleasing path. Uninfluenced by 
love of gain and honour, he should not be subject to 
avarice, anger and so forth. Renouncing the path 
of the srii.vaka.s he should resort to the higher path 
(of the bodhisB.ttvas} through compassion for all 
beings. 

R. H. 

I 
BODHISATTVA-SAltlVARA-VIl'!ISAKA-PARJIKA, 
the name of a lengthy commenta.rY on Candra
gomin's Bodhi8attva-8a'l[lvara-·aka. The Tibetan 
version of the commentary occurs in the Sems-tsam 
section of the Tengyur under the title Byan-chub
aems-clpa�i sdom-pa m-Au-paM d!cal)-!nrei (TT. Vol. 
114, No. 5584}. · Bya.il-chub-ses-rab (Bodhiprajiia} 
and �lakagana (�magagana ace. to TM. 
No. 4083} are the translators. 

R. H. 

I 
. JODHISATTVASILA-PARIVARTA-BHA�YA, the 
reconstructed title in Sanskrit of a text occurring 
in the Sems-tsam section of the Tibetan Tengyur, 
under the title Byan-chub-sems-dpa�i tshul-khrims
kyi l.e�u-M-bAad-pa (TT. Vol: 112, No. 554:6). Yon
tan hod (Gw;taprabha} is the author of this text and . 
Prajii.avarman and Ye-ses-sde are the translators. 

The introductory sentence in this b�a (com-
. mentary) indicates that the text commented on had 

as its theme a discussion of the nature of the moral 
conduct (8ila} of bodhisattva.s and the four-fold 
merits of their conduct. 

A complete Tibetan translation of the b�a 
text has also been found among the Tibetan manus
cripts from Tun-huang which Sir Aurel Stein 
brought backfrom his second expedition to Central 
Asia of 1906-8. Parts of this manuscript havo been 
edited (Section 632 in the Catalogue of Tibetan 

. manuscripts from Tu11.-huang in the India Offtce 
Library. L. de la Vallee Poussin Oxford Univ., 
Press 1962}. Section 675, of. the catalogue con
tains the Tibetan text and an English translation of . . 

the fragment of a treatise of unknown title, on the 
same. topics, i.e., the morality (sila) and the disci
pline (sa1ftvara) of bodhisattvas. 

R. H. 

I . 
BODHISATTVA-SILA-PARIVARTA-TIKA, the re-
constructed title of a commentarial text, the 
Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Sema
tsam section of the Tengyur, under the .title Byan . 
ch·ub-sema-dpafy,i tshul-khrim�-kyi le�u-hirgya-cher 
�grel-pa (TT. Vol. 1 12, No. 554:7). Rgyal-baQi 
eras (Jinaputra} is the author of the work. 
Jinaputra, Prajiiii.varman and Y e-ses-sde are the · 
translators. 

The text commented on, the Bodhisattva-sila
parivarta, appears . to have dealt with the per
fections (Jxiramitii). 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVAVADANA-KALPALATA, the title 
of a Sanskrit text . by K�emendra, also known as · 
the Avadanakalpalata (q.v.) . 

A Tibetan translation by · two schoia.rs, La� 
mikara and Son-ston, is included in the Skyes-rabs 
(jataka) section of the Tengyur, under the title 
Byan-chub-sems-dpafii rtoga-pa brjod-pa�i dpag,bsam- . 
gyi �khri-Biri (TT. Vola. 128-129, �o. 5655). 
This Tibetan text has been printed with the oorres- . 
ponding Sanskrit text in S . . C. Das's edition . of 
Avadanakalpalata, · in two volumes, in the Biblio
theca Indica series at .Calcutta. in 1888 and 1913. 

R. H. 

BODHISATTVAVADANAMALA, which may be 
literally translated as 'the Garland of stories of the 
aspirant to Buddhshood', is a. treatise comprising 
thirty-four legendary tales dealing with the p!!.St · 
e:ristences of Gauta.ma bodhisattva. The title is a 
synoriym for the J atakamala compiled by Arya.Siira. · 
The Bodhisattvavadiinamala closely . resembles the 
Kalpanamawitika (q.v.} in style and literary . 
technique. The main purpose of the text is to 
express and exemplify the efficacy of the perfections 
(paramita) for the attainment of Enlightenment 
(bodhi). See JATAK.AMALA.. 

W. S. Ktl: 

BODHISATTVAYANA, the 'Vehicle of the bodhi
sa.ttvas', is synonymous with Mahayana or the 
Great Vehicle as contrasted with Hina.yana, the 
Small Vehicle. Yana here means vehicle to 
salvation and, by adding the term bodhisattva, 
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specifically meant the method or 'the means 
nagga in early Buddhism) of salvation as taught in 
he bodhisattva. ideal of the Mahayana as distin
uished from the other two methods of salvation, 
a.lled Srii.vakayi.na (salvation as disciples) and 
'ratyeka-buddhayii.na (salvation as pacceka
·uddha.s). 

Historically, with the developing rigidity of the 
Iinayii.na monk as an intellectual recluse, the 
luddhb.ii writers, the authors and compilers of 
la.hayii.na siitras began to emphasise the J>odhi
&ttva ideal more and more. As a result of this, 
b.e bodhisattva method of salvation was very often 
eferred to as the only means of salvation, the 
7kayana, which was identified with the Buddha

ana, as the bodhisattva ideal aimed at Perfect 
:nlightenment for everyone. With this may be 
ompared the statement attributed to the Buddha 
1 the Saddharma�rika SUtra (p. 37) where 
e addressess Siriputra. and says " Sariputra, 

(C. 86 or C. 87) in Chinese of which the Chinese 
translation was Chiieh-chiin (C 88). In Japan · 
he was well-known a.s Baramon Sojo (high priest 
of the brahmar.1a class), Bodai SojO or Bodai. 
Once Bodhisena left for China where he visited · 

preach my doctrine for the sake of only one . 
ehicle and that is this Buddhayii.na and there is 
o second or a third vehicle . . " For details see 
IODIDSATTVA andMAHAYANA. 

· Wu-ta.i shan in order to adore the bodhisattva 
there. On his voyage to the east, he met 
by chance Phat-triet (C. 89) or Buttetsu who 
was shipwrecked on the sea off Lin-i (C. 90) 
and arrived in China with him. At that time, 
Hironari Tajibi-no-rnahito, a Japanese envoy to 
China in the Tung dynasty, and Rikyo, .a govern. 
ment student sent abroad to study Buddhism, 
happened to meet Bodhisena �d implored him to 
go to Japan with them . . In October, 735 (or in 
December, 730) Bodhisena, with Pha.t-triefl and 
a Chinese priest Taci�hsiia.n (C. 91)  or DOsen, 
sailed for Japan and arrived at Dazaifu ih Kyiishii 
after having suffered considerable hardship. That. 
was in May of the eighth year of TempyO in the 
reign of Emperor SMmu in 736 (or 746 or 747). 

' There were on the same ship with him the 
notorious · GenbO and several . other interesting 
passengers� including DOsen, who introduced the 
Kegon-shii sect into Japan, and Kibi-no-Makibi, . 
who is said to have brought back with him the arts · 
of embroidery, of playing the lyre, and. the game of · 
1o (a kind of draughts) . . . Kibi is· also said to have. 

A.G.S.K� 

I 
:ODHISATTV A· YOG!OAR.\-CATUVSATAKA· 
'IKA, the title of a commenta.ria.l' text, occurring 
l the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika)' section of the 
'engyur, · under the title, Byati-chub-aems-dpa�i 

raal-'!Wyor apy{!d-pa bahi-brgya-pa�i rgya-cher �grel-pa 
l'.T�.Vo1. 98, No. 5266). The commentator's name is 
iven as Zla-ba gra.gs-pa (Candrakirti). The trans
'tors are S�jana (S�jana) a.nd Ni-ma 
rags (Sliryakirti). 
An introductory sentence in the commentary 

1dicates that the work commented on, viz., the 
'odhiBattoo-yogacara-catu/)Jalaka, is the work ·Of a . 
'laCher called. Aryadeva . (Tib. }Jphags-pa lhe.). 
ixteen chapters of this work have been commented 

. . nvented the Kata-� syllabarY� . �d, if this is 
true, he may have learned something of the Sans
krit alphabet from Bodhisena and made use of that 
laiowledge.' (C. Eliot, Japamae Bwldhism, 
London, 1959, p. 225). · . · . . 

.The party Went to Settsu Province in August 
that year. The emperor ordered .one hundred · 
priests headed by GyOgi . to be 8ent to welcome 
them and entertain them at Naniwa (the modem 
Osa.ka). Bodhisena was warmly �ived by 
Gyogi and they exchanged the dh&rat;Uand Japanese 
songs in token of their· friendship. Gyogi brought 
him to Nara, the capital of Japan, and presented 
him to the emperor. Bodhisena and Phat-triet 
were treated with great honour and lod� 
in 

. 
the temple called Daian-ji, where they · 

taught Sanskrit. Bodhisena used to chant the 
Avata7!1-8Clka Siitra and the mantras and 

. 
he is 

11 in the phi under consideration. The titles of these 
l&pters indicate . that the original work contained 
tstructions on the method of getting rid of mistaken 
ltions of ·the· permanence · and · attractiveness 
;f worldly objects) ; of ideas of the purity of 
1pure objects ; of egotism and attachment to 
nsual objects ; and an exposition of meditationa.l 
"&Ctices leading to the cessation of all false views. 

· specially said to have J+tastered esoteric magic. 
In April, 751 (or 750) he Wa.s awarded a clerio 
degree, Sojo. On the reCommendation of GyOgi 
and others, he was appointed the highest officiating 
priest in the celebration of the newly made Daibutsu �Great 

.
Buddha's Ima�) in TOdai-ji Temple, Nara 

m April, 752. As a result of this, he was later 
called one of the four founders of TOdai-ji Temple 

R.H. 

1>DHISEKA, a monk (703-60 . A.C.). He was . 
tm in a brii.bmal;la family in South India (or in 
��opilavastu, Central India). Following its s�krit 
maliteration he was called P;u-t'i-hsien-na 
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along with the Emperor SMmu, GyOgi and BODID SUTTA enumerates the seven limbs of 
ROben. In Febntary, 754, when. Ganjin (C. 92, wisdom (aatta bojjhanga) among things tha.t do not 
Chien-Chen) ca.me to Nara from China, Bodhisena cause decline (aparihaniya dhammii,: A.  IV, p.  23). 

· went to Todai-ji Temple in order to entertam'liim. BODHITISSA a chieftain of king Aggabodhi IV, 
With ROben and Gyogi, he founded, at the request 667-83 A. C., probably in the Malaya region of 
of the emperor, the Ishiyama-dera temple at Omi. Ceylon. He built the Bodhitissa-viha.ra, so-called 
During his last days be retreated to the RyOzen-ji a.fte r him. (Mhv. :xlvi, v. 30). 
temple which wa.a named by him after Grdhrakii�, 
because of the similarity of the surroundings. BOD HI-TREE. The generio na.Iil,e of the tree under 

which aBuddhaattains Enlightenment (bodhi q.v.). 
On the twenty-fifth of February 760, be passed Aoccirding to the Jatakanidanalcatha (J. I, pp. 29ff.) 

away at the age of fifty-seven. Prior to his death different Buddhas attained Enlightenment seated 
he gave his last discourse to his disciples suoh as under different trees of their choice and each of them 

· Shunnen, Shiiei, and others, · and invoked Amida cotild be. described as tho " bodhi�tree " of the parti
:Suddha. His grave lies in the Ryozen-ji temple at cular Buddha during his dispensation. Thus, for 
Nara. His friend, Phat-triet, was responsible for Dipa.Dkara and Gotama a pipphala ; for Ko:r;u;la.iiiia 
Buddhist musio at the ceremony of Da.ibutsu as the a aiilalcalyat;�-i ; for Mailgala, Sumans, Revata. and 
head musician, and taught Vietnamese inusic, Sobhita a naga ; for Anomadassi an ajjuna ; for 
ealled Rinyii-hachiraku, at the Imperial Institute of Psduma a s� ; for N&.rsda a mahlia� ; for Padu� 
Musio, while teaching Sanskrit to Japanese priests. mutta.ra and V essabbii a aala ; for Sumedha a mahii; 

K. HA. · �ipa,: for Sujata a mahavelu; for Piysdassi apiyatlgu.-
for �tthadsssl a campaka ; for Dhammadassi a 

BODHISI:RCAKA (var. Bodhlsafi.ilaka), an rattakuravaka or bimbijala ; for Siddhatths a kat"i- · 
arahant. Ninety-one kappas ago; during th� time of kara ; for Tissa an aaana ;  for PblW!a an amalaka ; 
Vipassi Buddha, when a festival was being held in · for y'ipassi a pdlali ; for Sikhi 6 put;l1.4�ka; for Kaku
honour of that Buddha�s bodhi-tree, be sprinkled sandha a mahiiairisa ;  for KoJ}.agama.na an udumbara 

· ecented water over the bodhi-tree, with great and for Kassapa a nigroclha,l (See Pis. XXIX- · 
devotion. Thirty-three kappas ago be became a XX.X:ill) 

. world ruler {cakka?X:JU�) eight times by the name of . . . 
Uda.kiisecana. During ninety-omi ka.ppa.S from the The' site of the bodhi-tree is th� . same for all 
day he sprinkled scented water on B�ddba Vipassi's · Buddhas (Bu.A. p. 247) anditfotms the navel (oentre) . 

. bod.hi-tree untii he attained ara.hantship in the 'time . of .the earth (J. IV, p. 233). No other place can 
support the weight of the Buddha's attainment . of Gota.ma Buddha., he never experienced birth in · 
(ibidl p, 229). When no bodhi-tree grows, the grol.md a bad state (Ap. 1, p. 131). , 
round the bodhi-tree (boclhimatl{la q.v.), for a dis-W.G.W. 

BODHISIRI, an upii.siki who . constructed an 
apsidrJ temple for the Sinhala monks from Ceylon 
at NagB.rjunakoJ].<;la (circa 2-3rd oent. A.O.). This 
shrine was complete with the special features of 
Ceylon viharas, suoh as a bodhi-tree (q.v .). In 
her inscription, she has associated be:c good works 
. with many members of her family. The particular 
fraternity of monks was resident in Oiila-Dham
magiri monastery. The site of her nonastery has 
been named 'Siripavata '. In . addition to this 
foundation, she built a Kula-vih&.ra and . a pillared 
pavilion of stone at the east gate of the great 
ca.itya of :K.a.J].t;aka.sola (EI. XX, p. I ff.; XXXIII, 
p. 247 ff.). 

D.T.D. 

tance of one royal karisa, is c;le�oid of all plants and 
is quite smooth, spread with sand, like a silver 
plate. Not even Sakka, the king of gods, can 
trav�l in the air immediately above it. (J. IV, p • . 
232f.) .. 

At preaent only the bodhi-tree of Gota.ma Buddha 
is reverenced py the Buddhists. The bodhi-tree of 
Gota.ma Buddha, whioh is said to have spnmg on 
th6 day .be was born and hence referred to as a 
�hajata (DA. II, p. 425, Bu.A. p. 248) is in Buddha
gay&; (q.v.) in India, and a branch of it, brought to 
Ceylon bt Sailghamitte. theri and planted in Anura
dha-pura, exists to the present day. 

The pipphals tree,' under which Gotama Buddha 
obtained Enlightenment, is also called aaaattha in 
Pali (from Skt. alvattha, derived from cdva-slha · 

l At BMrhut Cunninldlam has identified the bodhi-trees of six different Buddhas, namely Vipuyi, ViAvabhft, Krslro.c
. cbanda, Kanakamuni, Kaiyapa and SAkyamunt (Cunningham, Stupa of BMrhut, p. 101). 

2 The Pipphala tree appears to have been regarded as a sacred tree long before the time of the Buddha. The Soma veaseJJ 
and the sacred flre-drill were made out of the wood of this tree. In the .Atharva-wda it l8 said that the gods of the third 
heaven are seated under the Ahattha, and this may also be the tree referred to In the �g-veda as the tree with fair foliage. 

· under which Yama and the blessed are said to pass their time (for details see M. 8. Randhawa, Th CuU of Tru� aftli Tl# . 
toorlhi.P in Budtlhilt-Hindu Sculpturu, Delhi, 1064). . . 
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horses' stand). From the name pipphala is evi
dently derived the term peepul-tree. The name 
pipal or pipli in the Nepali language is also from tho 
same word. In Bengali and Punjabi it is called 
pippa! and in Hindustani pipal. In Ceylon it is 
popularly known as bo or bo-gaha, 'bo' being a 
shorter form of bodhi, which in English is the bo
tree. Sometimes, generally, in the written lan
guage, the name 8sl$l, from a8vs.ttha, is also used. 
In J apa.n it is called bodaiju. Its botanical name is 
.It'icua religioaa. 

Ficus religiosa belongs to the family of Moraceae. 
It is a glabrous tree, usually, an epiphytic: The 
colour of the bark is grey and ;nearly half an inch 
thick. Th� colour of the wood is greyish�whi� �cl_ .  
moderately hard; having narrow bands of soft tisslic 
which alternate with broader bands of firmer sub
stance. The leaf is coriaceous. The upper surface 
is shiny and the lower-side is minutely tuberculated 
when it is dry. It has a long petiole. The shape of 
the leaf is ovate-rotund, :and narrowed" upwards. The 
apex produces a linear lanceolate tail. The edges of 
the leaf are · _entire and undulate. This tree pro
duces berries in· axillary pairs. The colour of the 
berries is dark p�le. The tree grow8 to a height 

. of about 1 oo· foot, and the leaves suspended on" their 
Ion� flexible petioles rustle. in the aligh�t breeze. 

As pointed out E)arlier the Vinaya-P#aka records 
that the Buddha spent the first seven days after 
Enlightenment at the foot of the bodhi-tree. Tha 
Jatakanidiinakathii, while maintaining this position, 
adds that the Buddha spent the second week in 
front of the bodhi-tree with unblinking eyes gazing 
at it as a mark of gratitude (J. I, p. 77). A shrine was 
later erected on the spot where he so stood, and was 
called Animisa.cetiya (See ANIMISALOCANA). In 
addition to this the Jatakanidanakatha also records 
that the Buddha himself sanctioned the use of the 
bodhi-tree as an object of veneration, as a symbol 
of the Buddha himself. It is said that the people of 
Savatthi who went to the J etavana monastery when 
the Buddha was away had no object of veneration 
to -which to offer the garfands and perfumes they had 
brought with them. Hence, A.nanda, at the request 
of .Anii.thapi1,1�lika, consult;t;d the Buddha and got 
his sanction to plant in front of the gateway of 
Jetavana, a seed from the bodhi-tree at Gayi . . For 
this purpose Moggallana took a fruit from the tree 
at Gsyi as it dropped from ita stalk and before it 
reached th� ground. It was planted in a golden jar 
by .Anii.thapiJ,lc;iika With great pomp and ceremony. 
A sapling . immediately sprouted forlh fifty cubits 
high· and in order to consecrate it the Buddha _spent 
one night under it, rapt in meditation. This tree, 
because it was planted under the direction of 
Ananda, came to be knoWn as the Ananda-bodhi 
(q.v.; see EncyB'sm, I, Pl. XLV. J. IV, 22Sff. Mhbv. 
p. 68ff). Thereafter, pilgrims went to Jetavana with 
offering of garlands and flowers for the bodhi-tree. 

The earliest suttas that refer to the Enlighten
ment of Gotama Buddha do not menti9n & bodhi
t�. Thus, the Ariyapariyesana Butta,· one of the 
earliest suttas in .this connection, describes how the 
bodhisattva arriving at the lovely woodland gl-ove 
in Uruveli (now identified with Btiddha-gayi) and · 

being pleased with. its environment sat down there 
thinking that it was a suitable place for striving (M. 
I, p. l67). InPaliBuddhistliteraturetheearliestre
ference to the bodhi-tree of Gota.ma Buddha is pro·
bably in the Vinaya-P#aka ( Vin. I,p. l ). Therein 
is described how the Buddha, shortly after attaining 
Enlightenment, sat croaa-legged for seven days at 
the foot of the bodhi-tree experiencing the bliss of 
frOOdolU • . The Jatakanidanakatha also refers to the 
bodhi-tree, This contains an account of how the 
bodhisattva having selected an auspicious spot 
under the bodhi-tree spread the handful of grass he 
had received from the grass-cutter Sotthiya and se,t 
there facing east, resolving not to rise until he 
attained Enlightenme�t. Besides this account, it 
also descn"bee graphically the war waged by Mara to 
capture the seat under the bodhi-tree which legiti� 
mately belonged to the bodhisatta and how the 
earth bore witness to the bodhisatta'a · claim 
(J. I� p. 71ft'.). 

Neither the Mahavagga of the Vinaya-P#aka nor 
the Jatakanidanakathii is as old as certain suttas of 
the Nikayas. But, undoubtedly, these sources in
corporate an early tradition which had gained accep
tance by the time these texts came to be composed 
snd as such it could be surmised that the tradition 
recorded in them belongs to an early period. This 
literBry tradition il! corroborated by sculptural 
evidence. Bharhut sculptural remains · show that 
. the bodhi-tree was not merely held as an object of · 
veneration but was also regarded as a symbolic rep
reSentation of the Buddha (seo EncyB'am. I, Pl. 
XXXV). Thus, some of the earliest representations 
of the Buddha were done by the substitution of 
the bodhi-tree. At Sii.fici where the Enlightenment 
of the Buddha is illustrated, the bodhi-tree is 
substituted in place of the Buddha. One of the 
sculptural remains at Gandhara depict-s the 
bodhisattva approaching the · _ .bodhi-tree (Pl. 
XXIX ; another from Barabudur . depicts the 
bodhisattva receiving a sheaf of gr888 from Sotthiya 
(Skt. Svaatika). Very often, when Mars's attack 
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and temptation are depicted, the Buddha is repre
sented as being seated under the bodhi-tree.3 

Even after the time of the Buddha, the bodhi
tree was considered a sacred object. The account 
given by Hsiian-tsang (7th century A.C.) about the 
sacred bodhi-tree atGaya is interesting in detail and 
important historically. He says : " Going South
West of Mount Pragbodhi about 14 or I5 li 
we come to the Bodhi-tree. It is surrounded by a 
brick wall (a wall of piled bricks) of considerable 
height, steep and strong. It is long from east to 
west, and short from north to south. It is about 
50 paces round. . . . . . . . . . . . The principal gate 
opens to the east, opposiw the Nairanjana river. 
The southern gate adjoins a great flowery bank. The 
western side is blocked up and difficult of access 
(steep · and strong). The northern gate opens into 
the great sangharama. . . . . . . . The kings, princes 
and great personages throughout all Jambudvipa 
who have accepted the bequeathed teaching as 
handed down · to them, have erected these monu
ments as memorials." He adds " The Bodhi-tree 
above the diamond throne is the same as the Pip
phala tree. In old days, when the Buddha was 
alive, it was several hundred feet high. Although 
it has been injured by cutting, it still is 40 or 50 ft. 
in height . , . . . . . .  On · this day (of the Nirvii.Q.a) 
the princes of different countries .and the religious 
multitude. from . different quarters assemble by 
thousands and ten thousands unbidden, and bathe 
(the roots) with scented water and perfumed milk ;  
whilst they raise the sounds of music and scatter 
flowers and perfumes, and whilst the light of the day 
is continued by burning torches, they offer their 
religious gifts. (S . Beal, Ohinese Account8 of India, 
India, 1958, m, pp. 3441!.). 

The same source (p. 346) records that Asoka, 
before his conversion, personally brought an army 
and destroyed the bodhi-tree. · After cutting down 
the tree he ordered a brahman to burn the wood in 
a sacrificial · fire. But, when the smoke cleared 
away, the tree sprang from the flaming fire, wid as 
the leaves and the branches were shining like 
feathers it w� called the 'ashes bodhi-tree'. A�oka 
being struck with wonder, ordered the tree to be 
bathed in milk, and on the following day the tree 

3 See, The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India, 1956, plate 73. 
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appeared as it was before. Asoka paid homage to 
the tree so earnestly that his queen Tissii.rakkha 
(Skt. Ti�yarak�ita) was filled with envy and had the 
tree ddstroyed secretly. But again it was revived 
by Asoka as before.' Asoka is said to have built 
round the tree a brick wall over I 0 ft. in height 
which existed even when Hsiian-tsang visited 
the place (see EncyB'sm. II, pl. xv) . In the 6th 
century, king Sa.Sii.Iika cut do'\VD& the tree and 
even dug up its roots, though he was unable to 
get to the very bottom of it. But sometime 
later, king Piirvavarma of Magadha poured the 
milk of a thonsand cows and made it sprout again. 
This time within .one night it rose to the height of 
10 ft. King Piirvava.rma also built a wall about 
24 ft. in height and its remains were about 20 feet 
in height, when Hsiian-tsang visited it.8 This res
toration seems to . have taken place somewhere in · · 
600-620 A.C. Cunningham surmises that the tree 
planted by Piirvavarma may have · lasted down to 
the times of the Buddhist dynasty of Pals kings 
(813 A.C., A. Cunningham, Mahabodhi, p. 30ff ; 
ASIAR. 1871-72, Vol. ill, p. 79ff.). Cunningham 
thinks that king Mihira.kula, too, may have des
troyed the bodhi-tree. 

According to the Burmese tradition king Pasenadi 
� said to have surrounded the bodhi-tree with a 
double wall and Dha.rmasoka added a. third wall. 
On this point Cunningham says th�t there may have 
�n a double pallisade of wood and concludes that 
it would have been removed when Asoka huilt his 
great temple immediately to the east of the bodhi
tree. (Cunningham, op. cit. p. 31). 

The bodhi-tree that stands in Buddha-gayS. at 
present is not the original tree. Cunningham ob� 
serves that, as the bodhi-tree is a quickgrowingand 
short-lived tree,? there must have been a large suc
cession, perhaps as many as twenty, fr�m the time 
of .Asoka down to tha present day. Buchanan who 
visited the site in ISH saw the tree in full vigour and 
estimated its age as 100 years (Eastern India, I, p. 
76). Cunningham who visited the site in 1861 and 
1871 found that during the 10 years the principal 
branches had disappeared �d the stem was de
caying fast. In I876 during a storm the :remaining 
parts of the bodhi tree fell over the wall and there 

4 This account Is corroborated by a raference in the Mh'o. :u, w. 3tf. 
· 5 Cunningham thinks that the two pieces of the old bodhitree, one 6! inches and the other 4 inches, which he dug out a 
short.distance west of the Yajr§.sana could be the fragments of the bodhi-tree cut down by SaMiika (Cunningham, MaMbodhi, 
loc. cit.). 

6 Both Hegler and Cunningham agree that the surrounding of the tree with this high wall refer to the placing of the new 
tree on the terrace of the temple which is about 30 ft. above the original ground level (Cunningham, Mahiibodhi or the fkel!Uit 
Buddhist temple under the Bodhi-tree at Buddhaqaya, India, p. 30f.) 

7 But this observation does not appear to be quite correct when the age of the sacred bodhi-tr�e at Anuradhapura (Ceylon 
is taken into consideration. 
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lre young sprouts to take the place of the dead From the earliest times ceremonies were insti
�. and thus came into being the bodhi-tree at tuted in honour of tho bodhi-tree. The supervision 
tddha-gay8 that exists at present. of these ceremonies was assigned to the Bodhahii.ra.
According to the Ceylon chronicles branches from kula., at the head of which were the eight envoys 
e bodhi-trees of al1 the Buddhas hom during this of Asoks led by Bodhigutta and Sumitta. (Mhv. 

1pps were planted in Ceylon, on the spot where the P• 165f. ). King Devii.na.mpiyatissa himself per
cred bodhi-tree stands today at Anur8dhapura. formed ceremonies with great pomp. The MaM

lhv. xv, w. 7� 1 12. 147). The br�ch of vatp.Ba says that since the planting of the bodhi
a.kusandha Buddha's bodhi-tree was brought by tree the rulers of Ceylon held in every twelfth year 
�uni Ruc8nand8, Konagamana's by Kantha- (o£ their reign) s festival for the bodhi-tree, How
mand8, and Kassapa's by Sudhamm8. The same ever, when describing the reign of each king the. 
urce records that the Buddha on his death-bed chronicle does not corroborate this statement (Mhv. 

Ld resolved five things, one being that the south xxxviii, v. 57). Kings Du��hagB.mru;li (111-
·anch of his bodhi-tree which was to be taken to 137 B.C.) and Bh8tikar8ja (19 B.C.-9 A.C.) per
)ylon should detach itself (Mhv. xv, v. 34; xvii, formed great ceremonies in honour of the bodhi-
46f.). 

· tree. Abhaya (236-244 A.C.) is said to have set up 

The Manavarpsa records that king Devii.na.mpiya-
a vedi (a platform) round the bodhi-tree. King 

osa decided to send for the bodhi-tree and bhik-
Sirin8gs (244-246 A.C.) restored the wall round it. 

luni Sailghamitti on the suggestion of M8hinda 
King Go�h8bhaya (2Ci3-66 A.C.) set up a vedi o£ 

1era (Mht7 34) F . stone and an arohdd gateway at the northern 
.s 

nept.-
· ��u1..: or thiS purpose he sent · entrance.

. 
Jettlu.tissa (266-276 A.C.) is said to 

uow "� Asoka readily agreed to h buil 
Imply with this request, The chronicle records in 

. av:e t three gateways to the temple of the 

3tail how the · southem branch of the bodhi-tree 
. bodhi�tree. King Dh&tusena (459-477 A.C.) per· 

1vered iteelf and the miraculous happenings that 
formed a bathing festival similar to that performed 

Jeompanied this event. Asoka despatched the during· the time· of Devii.na.mpiyatissa. ·ne is also 
ranch of the bodhi-tree togeth� lrlth. different . said to have erooted a splendid house for the bodhi· 
asses of artisans to p6rlorm the va.rio.us �rvi�es tree (boclhi"ghara q.v.). King Si1Bk8la (522-535 
� io.r the bodhi-tree . . Theri Swighlimitta. A.C.) paid homage to the bodhi-tree daily • .  Mah8-
·as m oharge of the sacred object. With Arit�ha nii.ga (/573-575 A.C.) is said to have put up a roof. 
t the head of the mission they embarked at T8ma.: over the bodhi-ghara. Aggabodhi ll (608-618 A. C.) 
pti (Ta.mralipti). Mahinda · thera. and the king had a well dug in the vicinity of the bodhi-tree • . 
'ho had gone to Jambukola received the bodhi- Moggall8na (618-623 A.C�) �d Silamegha� 
:ee with great reverence. The bodhi-tree was placed (623-632 A. C.), too, performed great ceremonies for 
1 a pavilion at �e sea-shore and homage was paid the bodhi-tree. Aggabodhi VII, (772-777 A.C.) 
>r three days, �e king himself acting as the door- built the ruined temple anew. Mahinda ll (777-
eeper. From there the bodhi-tree was taken to 8 797. A.C.) made a great offering to the bodhi-tree. . 
)Ot where the P8o.inir8ma in NaSa.wpa was later Sena II (853-887 A.C.) dammed up the irrigation 
ltablished. In a few day!J the bodhi-tree was trench, first dug by Ma.h8nii.ga, and also held a 

rought to Anura.dhapura. Enterllig the . city · 
. feStival. Kassapa IV (898-914 A.C.) amidst cele

lr<>ugh the northern gate the aacred objoot was bration had the soil about the bodhi-tree increased. 

Uten throUgh the southern gate to th. e selected . 
See . further BODHIGHARA, BODHI-P"OJA and 
SRl-MAHABODHL )Qt. 

. 
Nobles of Kijara.g8ma, Candan8g8ma and of 

1e village of bribman Tivakka assisted the king at 
te oere�y ·of· planting of the bodhi-tree. A 
my that grew on the eastern branch of the bodhi. 
�ee was p�ted by the kfug at a spot called Maha- . 
1Bn8, Prom this sprang eight saplings. These 
ere planted respectively at J ambukols, in the 
illage of br8hman Tivak.ka, at Th�p&.rima, at IS&r�� in the court of Pa�hamaoetiya, 
l KaJaragama, and in Candana.g8ma.. Thirty 
;her saplings from four other berries were planted 
�re and there in the vihii.ras . at a distance of one 
>jana. . 

K. Hi and S. K. N. 

BODHIUPATTHAYAKA, an arahant. He was born 
in Rami:navati and was named Muraja. Ii:e was 
a regular attendant on the bodhi-tree (q.v). On 
aooount of this good deed he never experienced 

. any evil state during a long period of eighteen · 
hundred kappas. Fifteen hundred kappas ago 
;he was a world ruler by name Damatha (.Ap. 1. 
p. 194). 

W. G. W. 
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BoD HI-UPPALAVA,,A-KASSAPAGIRI, the name 
of two viharas built by king Kassapa I (Ceylon) 
in the 5th cent. A. C., ·one in Anuradhapura, 
the traditional capital, and the other in his own 
capital, Sihagiri (modern Sigiriya). The name is a 
compound of the names of his bwo daughters and 
of himself (.Mhv. xxxjx, vv. 10-16). 

The vihiira. in Anuradhapura was offered to the 
Mahavihara community who were not disposed to 
accept it, " fearing the reproach of the people, 
because it was the work of a parricide "--the 
-chronicles agree as to his grave crime. Thereupon 
·the king " presented it to the image of the Buddha ". 
Evidently he courted even their lukewarm acquies
·cence in his position (he was not oorn of a consec
rated queen) and the fraternity, their conscience 
eased, finally accepted it as it had been vicariouslv 
offered to the Buddha himself. 

The statement in the .Mhv. regarding the site of 
this viha.ra is fairly confirmed by the eviden.ce of ll 
lOth cent. inscription (EZ. I, p. 29ff.) 8.s being near 
the ancient Issarasamat;tB.rii.ma (modern Vessagiriya). 
An appurtenant cave in the vihii.T.a group shows 
the remains of murals :iii the definite style of the 
Sigiriya frescoes ; they are believed to have been the 
work of the artist of Sigiriya (ASOAi{ for 1907, 
p.6---<la.ves 9 & 10). 

The · establishment was evidently referred to; 
briefly, as Kassapagiri-vihara. and Ka.ssapa-vihara. 
The .Mahiivaf!'Ba (xliv, v. 98 ; xlv, v. 27) mentions 
that king JeHha Tissa ill ( 628 A. C.) gave the village 
Ambilapika to the Kassapagiri (-vihB.ra) for the 
supply of food� and that king Da�hopatissa II 

. (659-67 A.C.) dedicated the village of Senamagama. 
to the KBBE!apa-vihara. The Mahiivaf!'Ba Commen· 
tary (pp. 407, 652) has, in addition to Kassapagiri, 
also Ka.cchapagiri, but Malalasekera (DPPN. I, 
553) considers the latter a wrong reading of the 
former. He also gives (op. cit. p. 543) Ka.ssalregiri 
as another variation of Kassapagiri. 

The vihara at Sihagiri itself, equipped with the 
four necessaries and, with the additional endowment 

of a garden to its north, was presented to the 

Dhammaruci fratenity. Being regarded as heter· 

odox, they showed no reluctance in accepting it. 
Us location ha.'l not been traced. 

D.T.D. 

I 
BODHIVAKA-NIRDESA (var. Bodhiva�o-maif.-
jtdri-nirdesa Sutra) known in Chinese as the 
(C. 93) (Fa-ahuo) ta-aheng-ahan-chie-n-pien-hua· 
wen-ahu-ahih-li-wbt-fa-ching (Buddhab�ta-maM
yana-awlarsanavikriya - mafidu8ri • dharrr. apariprcxM 

SUtra) occurs in the SiUra-P·i/aka' of the Chinese 
Tripitaka and was translated by Thien-si-tsai 
(98_0-1001 A. C.) of the later Sung dynasty 960-1127 
A.C. 

This slitra agrees with the Tibetan Byan-clw.b
kyi-phyoga-batan-pa, Bodhipa�a-nirdeBa-maMyana 
Sutra, (Ni:Jmjio, No. 792, OM. No. 845). 

S.K.N; 

BODHIVA�SA. See MAHABODHIVAI'!fSA. 

BODHIVANDAKA, an arahant thera.. In a. pre. 
vious birth� ninety-one kappas ago, he pa.id homage 
to the pMali-bodhi-tree of Buddha. Vipassi �· · 
though he was worshipping the Buddha himself. 
In consequence of this good deed. he escaped. birth 
in the states of woe in la.te!.' lives (Ap. I, 290}. 

BODHIYASAS, mune of a translator who, together . 
with Gw;tabhadra, rendered into Chinese, Vasu. 
mitra's Sarvii.stivada Abhidharma. text, the Praka
rat)apiida, which in its Chinese rendering is kno� · 
as Ohung-ahih-fbt-a-p'i-t'an-lun-- · (Abhidharma
prakarat;Wpiida) (Jastra) . (C. 94) •. . He belongs tO . .  
the earlier Sung dynasty (420-479 A.C.) a.nd this · 
particular t�ation was m.ade in the period 
between 435-443 A.C. (Nanjio, , .N.o . 1292 ; A. C. 
Banerjee, Sarviistiviida Literature, · C�cutta, 
1957 p. 62). 

S.K;N. 

BODHNATH (var. Bodhinath), a. stiipa. in Nepal 
situated about three and a half miles east . from 

. 

Katmandu, the capital of Nepal . 

Although the founding of the great Bodhnath 
· stiipa is of great antiquity, some ha.ve ascribed it to 
king Manadeva of the sixth century A.C., � also 
to a. Tibetan Lama, named Khii.ss. of later date 
(L A. Wa.ddel, Lamaism, pp. 315-317 ; see n1so 
S. Levi, Le Nepal, Annals du Musk Guimel, 
Bibliotheque de Etude, Tome XVII, p. 151 ; 
D. Wright, Hiat&ry of Nepal, Culcutta, 1958, 
p. 100, plate IX ;  Oldfield, SketchBB from Nepal, 
Vol. II, p. 260). 

Bodhnath, like many other Nepalese stiipas and 
Buddhist monUiilants, is important for the study of 
the evolution of Buddhist stiipa architecture in · . . 
India. While India and many other Buddhist 
countries have lost most of the early Buddhist · 
architectural designs, due to extraneous influences, · 
Nepal, being well protected by natural barriers, 

has preserved up to the present day many traces 
of the cultural movements, in the religious monu. 
ments, especially those of the Buddhists. Scholars 
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think that ' Nepal is still an authentic replica· of an 
India that has disappeared' (Percy Brown, Indian 
Architecture, Buddhist and Hindu, Bombay 1959, 

p. 163 ; A. H. Longhurst, The Story of the Stupa, 
Colombo, 1936,, p. 46). 

early Ceylonese stiipa.s the faces of the harmikff 

are decorated with solar and lunar symbols (Sea S. 
Para.na.vitana, TheStupa in Ceylon, Colombo, 1 946 
pp. 31 ff), which too suggest the eyes of 

The Bodhnath stiipa had undergone periodical 
repairs a.nd l!eStolations but it has not lost its 
early characteristics which a.re common to the 
earliest phase of stiipa construction in India a.nd 
Ceylon, in the pre.(.,1uistia.n · era (J. Fergusson•s 
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, edited 
by J: Burgess a.nd R.·P. Spiers, London, 1910, I, p. 
219).  �he stiipa. is solid a.nd brick-built. . The 
dome, which in hemispherical, like that of the 
stiipa.s of Sanci, -Amaravati and Ceylon, stands on 
_three successive tiers of elevated platforms or 
terraces, about .4 5 ft. in height, the dome being 90 ft. 
in diameter a.nd about 45 ft. in height. Above the 
dome is a square platform (harmika) over which 
stands the square-pyramidal brick spire, which again · 
is surmounted by a· ·large finial of unusilal design 
and imaginativ� treatment. The pyramidal spire 
whichs�ests the chaUravali or the conventionalised 

. . . umbrella of early stiipas, is in thirteen diminishing 
tiers, which so�e scholars think is symbolic of the 
thirteen -BuddlU.stheavens (P. Brown, op�cit. p. 162). 

�t is th� demgn or' the 'cubical base' supporting 
this pyramidal spire, corresponding to the harmikci 
(or muddha-vedi, hataraskatuva. in Sinhalese) in the 
Indian examples, that presents the most striking 

.. .. �J.>�ance. For, on each of its four gilded sides 
is embossed a face in metal and ivory with a large 
pair of human eyes. (When Sylvain Levi, photo
graphed the stiipa in the previo� century the eyes 
on the cubical base above the stiipa were missing, . 
probably removed for repair. See S; Levi, op. cit, 
P. 151). Such a.n innovation produces a startling 
and almost mesmeric effect, the eyes following the 
course of the pilgrim in a mysterious manner as he 
circumambulates at the base of the sacred monu
ment. Percy Brown thinks that this device is 
:()roba.bly meant to suggest the outward sign of the 
" All Seeing One " the · Buddha (cp. th!l epithet 
samantacakkhu ; P. Brown, op. cit. p. 162; ·see also 
Plate CXLll). Some have attributed this device 
to. a certain aspect of sun-worship recalling the 
motif known as the " suraj mukh ", or " Sun-face ". 
As remai'ked above, this is a.n example of a Nepalese 
tradition preserving a.n ·old architectural device · 
common to stiipa builders (see Pl. XXXIV.) In 

heaven.1 
The prada�iniipatha or the lower paved terraces 

(circumambulatory paths) ; the hemispherical do�e, 
which is the earliest type until Gandhara Buddhists 
iptroduced large domical tower-like superstructures ; 
the square platform above the dome, the conven
tionalised spire above the harmika resembling the 
chattraval� of early stiipas ; all these are explicit in 
the Bodhn8.th stiipa . 

The Bodhnath has every. appearance of having 
been thoroughly restored, with� modern times, 
but nonetheless, such conservation is of a convin
cing nature, suggesting that the old forms have 
been retained and tha.� the building as a whole is 
not far removed from its original design (J. Fer
gusson, op. cit. p. 279 ; :r. Brown, op. cit. p. 162). 

It is recorded that in the third cen,tury B.C:• 
Emperor Asoka of India. made a pilgrimage. into 
Nepal, and commemorated this event by the 
foundation of . a. number . of stiipas. It is now 

·. believed th�t the Bodhnat� · stiipa is one · of those 
original stiipa.s founded by Asoka. but that it . had 

. considerably crumged during the passage of two 
- thousand years (P. Brown, op. cit, p. 162). 

A.D.T .. E.P. 

BODHYA.KARA-PRA:t;IDHlNA, the title of a. 
-text ascribed to Klu-sgrub (Nagii.rjuna), the Tibetan 
version of which occurs in the No- mtshar Bstan

bcos (18carya-8cistra) section of the Tengyur, under
the title Byan-chub · �un-baQ,i smon-lam (TT. 

Vol. 150, No. 5930). 
The text describes the procedure of taking upon 

oneself the vow of Enlightenment, which has to 
be done in the presence of a holy monk. 

The devotee is e:xho�d to take delight in the 
. meritOrious deeds of the Buddhas, pra.tyeka.buddhas, 

the Sangha. a.nd the bodhisattvaa, and seek refuge 
in the Buddha., Dharma and Sangha before taking· 
upon this vow. 

A fragment · of a manuscript from the 
Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts from Tun
hUang in t�e Indian Office Librm·y, L. de la. Vallee 
Poussin, Oxford University Press; 1962, No. 244, 3 
refers to the t.hree-fold refuge of a householder 

1. Thla may be a Mahl.yi!.nlc Introduction to et�pa building. The earliest type of atiipa has a simple railed enclosure as In Salici. Unlike the earliest Bimple relic mound, the later stlipas were constructed to symbolise various aspects of Mahil.yi!.na worship. The early features in the etiipa were modifted for this purpose, The harmikcf discussed here too, had undergone this modification. In Ce;y-lonese stiipae a novel feature known ae 'dm:ltilko&um' (dm:ltilkofibi the chamber
'
of gods) was Introduced aa a part of the Aarmik4 in later centuries. · ' 
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bodhisattva, while another fragment (ibid. 

No. 245) has sara'!!iigamana as part of 
pra!!idhiina. cf. BODHICITTOTPADA-VIDHI. 

R. H. 

BODHYANGA, collective name in Sanskrit for the 
seven Factors of Enlightenment. See BOJJHANGA. 

BODHYAN'GAVATI, name of a Mahayana 
samadhi. Its literal meaning is " possessor of the 

Factors of Enlightenment". According to the 
Satasahasrilcaprajnaparamita (p. 1422, I .  

9_ ff) i t  is by concentrating on the Bodhyailgavati 
samadhi that one obtains the seven Factors of I 
Enlightenment (sapta-bodhymigani). The same 
description is found in a classical Chinese version 
of the Pancavi�atisahasrika - prajnapiiramitii 
(TaishO, No. 223, Vol. 8, p. 252c) and also in the 
calssical Chinese version oftheMahiiprajnaparamitii 
aaatra (Taish.O, No. 1509, Vol. 25, p. 398a ; 
Mhvyut. No. 586). 

S.Mo. 

BOD:t1YAN'GAYU$YA, a group of Buddhas who 
will appear in the world in a future kalpa called 
Ptl§'!lakara (Ssp. I, 323). -

BODBYAPATTI-DESANA-VJ.tTTI, a commentarial 
text occurring in the Mdo-t8hogs li-grel-pa 
(Sutranta--vrtti) section of the Tengyur under 
the title Byan-chub-kyi ltun-ba bsags-pali-i ?tgrel-pa. 
The authorship of the work is attributed to 
Ipu-sgrub (Nii.garjuna). The Tibetan transla
tion is attributed to Sii.ntar�ita (Santira�ita), 
mid Devagho�a (TT. Vol. 105, No. 5506). 

R. H. 

BODBYAPATTt - DESAl�A • VJ.tTTI - BODHI 
SATTVA-8IK$A - KRAMA - NAMA, a text, the 
Tibetan version of which occurs in the Mdo-t8hog8 
·?tgrel-pa (Sutranta-vrlti) section of the Tenyyur 
' under the title Byan-chub-kyi Otun-ba bsags-pali-i 
?tgrel-pa byan-chub-sems-dpali-i bslab-pali-i rim-pa 
shes-bya-ba. Its authorship is ascribed to J aitii.ri 
(Jetari) and Dgra-las rnam-par rgyal-ba. The 
translation is attributed to Bal-po pal)<;lit and Chag 
Lo-tsii.ba (TT. ed. Suzuki, Vol. 105, No. 5507). 

The text contains explanations of various steps in 
· the procedure of taking the vow of Enlightenment, 
e.g., taking refuge in the Buddha, Dhamma and 
Sangha., confession of sin, rejoicing in the merits of 
others, etc. 

In explaiiling the step of taking refuge in the 
Triratna, the three kayus of the Buddha, the fore
most of the Three Jewels, are specified. 'I'he 

epithets of the Buddha, such as Bhagavan, . 

Tathiigata and Arhat are explained. 
The sins to be confessed are categorised as those 

incurred through body, speech and mind. The 
ten akusalakarrncl are explained. 

The practice of the ten parami, the four 
anuamrti, the five bala, the ten bodhya?iga, the 
Noble Eight-fold Path and the Four Noble Truths 
etc. constitute merit, in which the devotee should. 
rejoice. 

BOD�KYI YUL-DU OBOS-DAN OBOS-SMRA-BA 
JI-LTRA BYUN�BAJ;II RIM-PA DEB-THER 
SN ON-PO, " the stagas of the Appearance of the 
Doctrine and Preachers in the Land of Tibet · 
called the Blue Annals." These are constantly . 
quoted under the title Deb-t1�-er, meaning · the 
Annals, and contain the historical chl'onicles of . · 
Tibet. See DEB-THER. 

BOD·RlE I;I�AN'S DAN BTSUN·RNAMs·LA 
SPRlN·YIG, see BOD-RJE. ij:BANS-LA 
BRDSANS-PAI;II J;[PHRIN-YIG. 

B O D · RJ E I;I B A :A S - L A  B R D S A .N S - P AI;II . 
ijPBRIN-YIG, · the title of a text found in the 
Gtam-yig section of · the Teitgyur. Bho/aB1Jiimi- · 
diisa-lekha has been suggested as the corresponding 
Sanskrit title (TT. Vol. 129, No. 5693). The 
Sde-dge edition has a slightly varying title, \'iz., 
Bod-rje f!hana dan bt8un-rna1118-la aprin-yig, the 
Sanskrit equivalent of which has been surmised as 
BhofasViimidiisa (guru) leklw. The author of the 
work is Saila-rgyas gsail-ba (Buddhaguhya). 

As the title indicates, the text contains the 
message of the ' dharma ' sent to the king of Tibet 
and his subjects. Judging from B�ddhaguhya's 
introduction to the text, the king referred to appears 
to be. Khri-srod-lde bta&n, who sent messengerS to 
India, to bring back the light of the ' dharma ' to· 
destroy the darkness (of ignorance), that was then 
prevalent in Tibet. For Khri-srod-lde-btsan being 
the sponsor of a Buddhist mission to Tibet cf. L. A. 
Waddell, The Buddhaim of Tibet, p. 24. 

R. H. . 

BODY, THE. I Development of Medical VIew of 
Body In Buddhism: The Buddhist view of the 
body can be considered from various stand• 
points, but what forms its basic idea is the 
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medical knowledge 
. 

ancient Buddhists poBB- records the stories of the Buddha permitting 
eBBed regarding the body. Buddhist medicine his Sailgha'to use medicines and medical apparatus, 
is the succession and the synthesis of systems of and of a physician named Akasagotta who per
medicine in ancient India. and China., and ;what formed an operation for piles with a knife. We 
the Buddhists added to them are merely me� know much of the �tivity of Jiva.ka, who, being 
physical and dogmatical interpretations. In Vedic the court physician of king BimbisB.ra., also attended 
India, it is said that there were hundredS of wander- on the Buddha and his Sangha. Jivaka is said to 
ing physicians who knew about numerous kinds have �n a student of A treya of Taxila, but yet 
of mediCal herbs1 They dissected animals, and as a· it remains a matter of controversy whe_ther or not 
result they obtained knowledge of important bones this .A.treya was the same person as A.treya
and organs of the human being, as well a8 of :tl;le · punarvasu, a teacher in the lineage of the Ca.ra.ka 
cow. Indian medicine had reached a remarkably : medical .school. Opinions of scholars again differ 
developed stage by the time of the composition of much :as to whether the Subuta and the Oaraka 
the Oaraka and Subuta 8af!"'hita8. which Sarphitas formed separate schools from the beginning, 
followed the tradition of .Ayurvedic medicine. or whether they formerly followed one and the same 
Compared with ancient Chinese medicine, which tradition of the · Ayurvedlc medicine. But so far 
consisted mainly of acupuncture and moxibustion, as Buddhist medicine is concerned, we are wrong 
decoctions and massage, the characteristic· feature if we think that the Buddhists followed a particular 
of Indian medicine was that ·it developed surgery system from among the medical schools of ancient 
from early times. The Sulruta, e.g., enumerates India. For, as to the number of bones in the· 
and comments: on 20 kinds of sharp surgical in.sirU- • human body, which forms one of the important . 
menta of iron or bronze and 101 different kindS of . topics of the problem, the Oaraka counts 360, and 
apparatus. The Chinese had. a fairly develb� : the Sulruta 300, while the Buddhist books are ·not 
system of therapeutics as early as the Ch'un-ch'iu · in agreement as to the number. The Maharatna
period, and had fwmed a m�� system from the · . kUla. StUra (Chinese version 55, 56) counts 200 big 
Hsien-ch'iJ?. to th� -B� d�t�es. : .About ' the bones · OJ;ni.tting �all ones, while Vol. 96 of the 
beginning of tl'le ·Chriati&.li .era, they dissected Uving same �tra and the · Aitguttara-nilcaya give · the 
human bodies and obtairied bo�lt}dge of the . i five number · as 360; and th!f . H8iu-hhng-tao-ti-ching 
visCera and six bowels' . (wu�tsang liu-fu� (C. 95), (C. 9� Yogacaryiibhiimi Sii.tra) give8 the number 
which, being combined with. the · theory' of tl;te . . as 300. Buddhaghosa · in his ViBuddhimagu,a 
' two cosmical prmciples imd five primary elements , 

. 
counts 300, excluding 32 teeth, in which exclusion 

(yin-yan wu-hsing, . C. 96), had �ven birlh he is not in agreement with the Su8ruta (Vi8m: 
to the ChiJl,ese medicine of acupuncture �d . p. 209; . cf. DhpA. Iii, p. 109; Su8ruta, m, 5). 
moxibostiori. With the trAnsmisSion of Bud� ·. Th�refore, we . hava to conclude that the 
to China, Indian medicme wa.S also introduc� , Buddhists · introduced medical theories into their 
along with it and had influence upon Chine8e · literature without any bias for a particulo.r school. 
medicine. At the same time these two systems of The most systematic view of the body among 
medicine were synthesized into one by �ese various theories found · m Buddhist literature ia 
Buddhists. The syncretism . of . Buddhism : and what is 1mown as the ' thirty six components 
medicine, or the dogmatic interpretation of medicine, of the human body • (san-shih-liu--wu, c. 99), 
was a conspicuous characteristic of �terio · though. the number varies between · 32 and 39 
Budd.hisni. Both the Tibetan physiology of the according to diverse texts. In the Pall literature 
Anuttara-yoga-tantra and the Chinese theory of the .wh�t is equivalent to . these ' thirty six 
' M��a of :five viscera ' (wu-tsa.ng man-t'o-lo, components ' are called the ' thirty two aspects ' 
C. 97) tried to combine Indian or Chinese medicine (cltlatif]lBalcara), the thirty two being as follows : 
:with esoteric metaphysics and the method; Qf ' hair of ·the head, hair of the body, nails, teeth, 
religious training, and came to· believe in · 

skin, flesh, sinew, bone, marrow, kidney, heart, 
parallelism between the human body and the liver, pl.eura, spleen, lung, intestine, mesentery, . 
n;l8Cl'ocosm. undigested food . in the · stomach, dung, bile, 

Buddhist literature presents valuable data for 
the study of the medical history of ancient India. 
Many siitras, such as the MaM-prajMpijramita 
(Chinese version 53), the MaM8atipaUhana Butta, 
etc., tell us of the existence of profeBBional dis
sectors of the cow in ancient India. The Mahavagga 

phlegm, brain, pus,. blood, sweat, fat, tear, grease 
ssliva, Jl88!1.1 mucus, synovia and urine (A. ill, 323). 

The Vlsuddhimagga, in particular, minutely 
comments on these. thirty two aspects or com
ponents, describillg them from the standpoint of 
colour, fo�; direction, place and limitation, counting 
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precise nuinbers of bones, muscles, tendons, etc.; 
and concretely e:Xplaiiling the aspects of organa. 
(Vism. chp. viii). However, besides the fact that 
his explanations may seem inaccurate viewed in the 
light of modem science, Buddhaghosa's comments 
are not built into a system and lack the precision 
that is found in the texts of Indian medical schools. 
It is due to the fact that the Buddhists propose 
their theory not for the sake of scientific knowledge, 
but · for the purpose of the ' contemplation of im
purity ' {a.mbhcisanna), and that the medical theory 
which wasjntroduced into Buddhism at the beginn
ing had never been revised till a. much later time. 
But, it is noteworthy that a. particularly Buddhistic 
theory is found in the statement that the colour of 
the blood differs from red to black as man's defiling 
elements and knowledge differ. 

Other various kinds of knowledge of Indian 
medicine were absorbed into Buddhist literature. 
Candrakirti, . relying on the Salistamba Siitra 
explains that the foetus is formed by the co-ordina
tion of consciousness and the five elements t>iz., 
eS.rth, water; fire, air, a.nd ether which a.ra given by 
the union of father and mother. (.lrya Salistamba 

· . • Siitra, ed • .  N. Aiyaswaini Sastri, Adyar Library, 
1950, p. 5). Consciousness (vijnana) just referred 

· · to was developed by the Sa.rvastivii.dins · into the 
intermediate e�tence betw�n death and regenera
tion (antariibhava, q.v.)- to which we shall refer 
later on. These · etplanations correspond to .the 
theories of the subtle body and foetus found in the 
medical texts of India. · The famous theory of 
Indian medicine regarding. the ' three humours of 
air, phlegm and bile ' (soinetimes . blood is added 
to forn;1 the four element theory) is found, too, in. 
Buddhist literature like the Saddharmapur.uJ,r;�-rika 
Smra. One hundred and seven marmam or vulner-. 
able points of body reckoned in Indian medidne 
exist also in Buddhist texts, and are known 
as ss1l-hsiieh (C. 100) or mo-mo (0. 101) in 
Chin$6. The theory of the ' five visce:::a and six 
bowels' of Chinese medicine, on the other hand, 
reg&rds five viscera; viz., heart, liver, spleen, lung, 
and kidney to be ' yin ' and Six bowels, viz., gall, 
· stomach, large and small intestines, three chiao 
and bladder to be ' yan , • The three chiao, 

. though sometimeiiJ said to be nominal and formless, 
are the upper chiao below the heart in charge of 
digestion, the middle chiao inside the stomach in 

. charge of nutrition, and the lower · chiao below the 
�vei in charge of excretion. · The measure and 
form of each organ are :minutely described in Chl,nese 
medical texts. AB referred to earlier, this theory 
was introduced into Buddirlsin, a.nd played an 
ilnportant role especially m Chinese· esoterism. 

7. S.P.C. 93896 

1I Character.is.tics ot Buddhist · View ot the Body : 
( I )  Teleological : Of the peculiar characteristics 

of the Buddhist view of the body, we notice first 
that it is teleological. Although we find in the 
M ahiivagga the Buddha making 1I.Se of medical 
knowledge with a. rational attidude quite e:J:ceptional 
with ancient Indians, to whom religious :faith was 
superior to medical science, and who did not know 
how · to use medicine separately from religion,
it does not necessarily mean that the Buddha. dealt 
with medicine as a scientific study. He used· 
medicine for curing disease which was a.n obstacle 
to individual pursuit of the truth and th� disciplin()· 
of the Sangha, Buddhism is a religion whose 
object i& self-awakening and, accordingly, medicine 
was adopted as helping that object, but not studied 
as an independent subject. Later, howe�er. 
mo9.icine came to be regarded as one of the five 
subjects which had to be studied by monks. In 
fact, Buddhism in its early stages was not so much 
interested in science as Bra.hma.nism which de· 
veloped many separate branches of scientific study. 
The ' thirty two aspects ' or the ' thirty six compo· 
nents ' was nothing but a kind of meditation which 
simed at the restraining of passions which were 
impediments to religious enlightenment, and did not . 

· 
constitute a theory of the body. 

(2) Sincere and · negative :. The body is .  regarded · 
as the origin of disgust, pain and evil, and emanci
pation from the body is the ideal. We are 
impressed by this serious view of the body as soon · 
as we open any book of Buddhist literature.. The 
truth of pain, · one of the four Noble Truths, forms 
the core of Buddhist doctrine. The slib-diviBions 
of pain, sometimes as four and sometimes as eight, 
are also enumerated as suffering in hum!l<n life in its . 
bodily existence. Body is a.n aggregate of sores, a · 
nest of p�ina and qualms, easy to be destroyed, and 
it finishes in death just as a. king's cart, no :matter . 
how beautifully adorned, goes to decay at last. 
Lust, anger and ignorance originate .on A.ccount of 
body, and disgust, doubt and pain, arising from · 
body, trouble the mind of man: just as naughty . · 
children tease a crow. Ema.nicipation means 
finding out what makes body, that is, finding the 
cause of the oU'cle of birth and cleath, so as to escape 
completely and ultimately from body. We are 
familiar with the story of Prince Siddhartha, who, 
having seen an old man, a sick man, and a dead 
man on ea.ch occasion on which he went on his 
state drive, deeply pondered over the sufferings of 
human life, and the story of Y asa who was ordained 
as a monk after having been disgustei;l with the 
sight of female dancers .and �ii;lgers sleeping at night 
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dishevelled hair and open mouths. Most of of Buddhism in general , and picked up its contem- . 
luddhists renounced the world or took refuge porary myths, legends, medical theories and other 
.e religion out of disgust and doubt, which, sciences, especially for the purpose of scientific and 
;h e.roused by a particular experience, was rational explanation of the doctrine of metem
med into· the :p.egation of life itself. Even psychosis. Conscious beings are divided into five 

the body is theoretically disclosed as the (or six) kinds, viz., dwellers in hell, hungry ghosts, 
• of pain and eyil, we always find religious or animals, fighting demons, human beings and celestial 
1-mundane· worries. and qualms which cannot beings, and their way of birth is divided into four, 
lved by any worldly method. viz., birth from mother's womb, from egg, from 
Continuous relation between mind and body : moisture and as spontaneous appearance. Here 

mpermanent, soulless view of body, however, it should be noted that an individual assumes 
n Buddhism led neither to disparity of mind these forms of existence as a result of the good and 
body, nor to dualism. Indian thought in evil done in his previous lives, and that man is not 
·al does not think of mind and body as two necessarily reborn as man. 
3ing principles. Buddhism in pa�icular advo- A cycle of metempsychosis is_ again divided. into 
the doctrine of non-ego, and denies the spiri- four, viz., the first moment of birth (upapattibhava), 

?rinciple which, being eternal, unique, and free, the existence of a. lifetime (pilrvakiilabhava), the 
ies over individual life like a lord. Mind, momerit of death (maratuzbhava), and the period 
'ding to Buddhism; is merely one of the ele- between death and next rebirth (antariibhava). 
s which together form human existence. At The human antariibhava is compared to a. child of · 
;ime of the Buddha, when Brahmanism was five or six; it has six cognitive organs, but it is 
dy advocating union of the atman (individual invisible to ordinary people because it is made up of 
and the Brahm.Bil (universal self), Indian thou- extremely refined materials. It lives on " fragrance " 
lad left far behind the ·primitive view of non- for seven to forty-nine' days, between the mara�- . 
�ence of body �nd n:Und. · .Buddhism, however, · bhava · and the next upapattibhava. The pilrvakd� . 
ed from the standpoint which refuses a;riy· ideal labhava, ··which is the period between the moment . 

dation, and, therefore, denied. the :iitril® as a when the an�riibhava has just entered irito the 
;ual · entity. · On the · contrary; ,mind is· recog� mother's womb and the mo'inent of death, has 'five · stages outsidethe.womb as well as iliside the womb'. · l as a mental orga.n · almost on the same le:vel 
le other perceptual orga.D.s like the eyes, ears The five stages . inside the womb are ¥ follows : 

;o on. When the thoory of the 'five aggregates ' . {1) kalala : the existence in the first seven days after 
the mother's conception is the Stage in which ·the cakkandha) explil.i.:.ns that ' all things ' such �s · · - four elements, i.e., earth, water, fire, · and· air; have · 

·idual existence and its environment are formed congealed like milk-curd ; (2) arbuda : in the second · 
,f matter and mental action, neither the idealis- sev�n days the Jcaiala is covered by tnui skin, whi�h 
or the materialistic principle is a<bnitted ; nor stage is called arbuda ; (3) peM : flesh and blood are 
dualism any opportunity · to creep in. 'All produced in the third week, and this stage is named ;a '  or the-wo!ld as the environment of indivi- peM ; (4) ghana : the flesh becomes hard in .the existence cannot be any principle. Therefore, 

fourth weak, which period is called ghOna : (5) l and body (or matter) never oppose each other, 
;ogether form the world of birth and death. It pra8alcha : thereafter in the thirty eight weeks till 
18 tbat not only body, but also mind, which is the child is born, bones and limbs are developed ; 
larably connootOO with body, ' is to be denied. this is the stage called pra8alcha. The five st�es . 
l and body are thought to be interdependently . outside the womb are babyhood till the age of 6, 
kind of continuous relation. This tendency · boyhood between 7 and i5, youth between 16 and 

>een maintained in its essence even in idealistic · · 30, manhood between 31 and 40 and old age, the 

' 
!.llism as in the Vijiianavii.da, in the Tath8.ga- rest. 
�bha. thought and In some sects of Chinese · The theory of the ·' twelvefo_Jd chain of causation' lhism. 

letempsyehosls and the Body : Abhi
rna philosophy presents the most abundant 
rial for the Study of the Buddhist view of the 
. · It adopted a scientific and scholastic stand
' perhaps opposing the intuitive standpoint 

(dviida8angapratityaaamutpijda} was in early Bud
dhism a sequel to the logical ground of suffering in • 
conscious existence and. of emancipation from: such . 
suffering. It was not directly combined with the 
doctrine of metempsychosis. · Abhidharma philo
sophy, however, assigned the twelve links to. the 

·r 

I 
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three periods, and interpreted the theory in close 
connection with metempsychosis, making use of the 
embryological theory of Indian medicine. 
(1) Ignorance (avidyii) is equivalent to the period 
between the appearance of various defiling passiGns 
in the past life and appearance of consciousness 
in the · present life at the last moment of 
antariibhava. (2) Volitional actions (sa1J18kiira} 
are good and evil deeds done in the past. 
These two links belong to the past life. {3) 
Consciousness (vijfi.iina or pratisandhicitta) is 
exactly the same as the upapattibhava, the name 
trijniina being due to the pre-eminence at this mom
ent of the consciousness which carried over from the 
past. (4) Name-form (niimarU.pa) is the stage of 
pre-natal growth, and is equivalent to . the first 
four of the ' five stages inside the womb'. (5) The 
six cognitive organs (§aijayatana) again exactly 
corresponds to the last of the five stages inside the 
womb, in which all cognitive organs are completed. 
(6) Contact (sparaa) corresponds to the first two or 
three years after birth, in which sensation works 

· most aetively. (7) :Perception (vedanii) is the name· 
given to the stage in which the boy, before the age of 
14 or 15, has not yet developed carnal desires, though 
he unde�tands the causes of sensations. (8) 
Craving (tr�) is eqUivalent to the period before 
the age of 17 or 18, in which sexual desire and 
c�vetousnoss are develpoed. (9) Clinging (upii. 

dana) corresponds to the third of the five stages 
outside the womb, in which the desires are streng
thened to the highest degree. ( 10) Existence 

. (bhava) is synonymous with action (karma), and 
covers the period in which accumulation of actiotl.s 
goes on to form the future result. · 'l'ho above eight 
links from vijnana to bhava belong to the present 
life. (11) Birth (janma) is the first moment of the 
future life, corresponding to the vijniina of the pre
sent life. ( 12) Decay and death (jaramaratta) is 
the name of the span from birth to death in the 
future life. Out . of thase twelve . links, 1 and 2 
i.e., ignorance and volitional SC?tion, are the two 
causes, in the past ; 3 to 7 are the present sufferings . 
as the result of the past causes ; 8 to 10 are the pre
sent ignorance and volitional actions which provide 
the cs.uses ; and 1 1  and 12 are the future sufferings 
as their results. Thus, the process contains the 
double causations during the three periods of exis
tence. 

The above is 8 resume of the theory of the twelve 
nidanaa as given by the Sarvastiviidins, I!Jld it goes 
without saying that there are divergences of opinion 
among the Sravak:yina(Hinayii.na) Buddhist achools. 

Nevertheless, all of them have the common ten. 
dency to give a rational interpretation to metem
psychosis by means of the theory of karma, postu
lating antarii1Jhava, pratisandhit•ijniina etc., which 
mediate between one life and another. 

IV Religious Training and the Body : (1) Physical 
conditions for monkhood : All religious people are 
accepted into the Sangha without any discrimination 
of their status and class, with the exception of th9se 
who, not being qualified for t.he monEU3tic life, are 
likely to give trouble to the Sangha, or whose 
motive to enter the Sangha. is not religious but 
just utilitarian. Now, moat of these qualifications 
or conditions are physical. A boy under twenty 
cannot stand physical difficulties like cold and 
heat, hunger and thirst, disease, harm by insects 
etc., and mental sufferings such as illsult and the 
like. This is the reason why the Buddha 
prohibited admission into the Sangha of 6 boy under 
15 as 6 novice and a peraon under 20 as a fully. 
fledged monk. Again, a. boy tmder 7 . without · 
rational understanding and an old man over 70, 
who, due to physical decay, is almost m the same 
condition as the boy, are not permitted to enter the 
Sangha, as both of them need to be looked after and 
thus would disturb others' religious study. Apart 
from age, physical deficiency, such as d�formity 
in limbs, abnormality in ears, nose, fingers, .$lews, 
etc., being a. hunchback or a. dwarf, having wen on. 
the neck or on the hands, blindness in one eye or 'in · 
both, dumbness, deafness, deformity in sex, hem-

. iplegia., infirmity due to old age, elephantiasis and 
other virulent diseases are among the conditions of 
non-admission into the Sangha. A man with any · 
of these deformities and diseases �ot pursue 
hard study and training, is apt to transgress the 
rules and discipline of the Sangha, and give trouble 
to his colleagues. This is one reason why he is not . 
admitted. But another reason Wf.\8 to protect _ 
the Ss.ngha. from the infiltration of criminals who . 
were once punished and as a result were deformed. 
As to utilitarian motives, some people, who did: 
not have the �eans to pay for medical treatment 
wanted to enter the Sangha, simply because they 
would be looked after by the royal physician who. 
attended on the Sangha. Naturally, the Buddha 
did not accept them. As for sexual defects, the 
Buddhists had the theory of ' five (or six) kinds of _ 
sexual defects'. The .Abhidharmako8a itself, how· 
ever, classifies sexual defects only into three, viz., 
�a1J4ha, one who has no sexual organ, pa�, 
one who is impotent, and dvidhiiJcrti (or ubhaya
viyaiijana), a hermaphrodite. Those who are defi. 
oient in sex are, on the one hand, generally termed as . 
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pati{iaka or,as:HMng:.men(C. 'lO�h and,onthe othet., 
they are-classified iQto five or six 'lcinds, on various 
bases. . The. 1VlaM?Jagga describes- a hermaphrodite 
who� at'ter·.enter.ing . .the.&.ng� committed sexual 
intercourse anti let . othe't'S commit the . Sa.me. · Tha 
abnormal desire of the par;4akas was very harmful to 
the disoipline of the 'Sangha and this was the reason 
why0the - Buddha prevented them from .jouung the 
Order. 

(2) Med-itation and the Body : As mEmtioned in 
Sectio�di, the Buddhist view of the body is closely 
connected With the . contemplation of impmity. and 
so also its purpose with disgust ·and non-attachment 
tq the body . . We firid various theories and descrip� 
tions of the' contemplation of body m many branches 
of Buddhist literature. It is incorpo�ated in. the 
v;ell-built Abhidharmic system of study and training. 
The Sarviistivadin. sehool Bas � different system 
from that of the Ther�vMin, and includes the 
coD.teJiiplation of body' in the 'contemplation of 
i,mpur.itY' (aJubha bhiivana) arid the ' four objects 'of 
meditation' (catv��i smriyuj:xlsthanani). But th�k 
implications ar� co�on _t� both scho�ls� Accor
ding to the Theravadin.� the ·body .is . enumerated as 
a topi9 · (lcammaf;!hi.ina) 6f samathci' ·te., ·meditation 
for restraining worldiy passioil.s and desires which 
are . obstael� tri emfi.ncip�tion .

. 
The object �f 

m_editation .. belonging to the .corporeal (ropavaeara) 
and incorporeal' ( arupiivacarc:,J) worlds is classified 
ip.io seven di�ions, a�ong W:hich the ; ten stages or' 
� 'dead body' .(asubha), ' death' and _'body', te·., two· 
out. of the 'ten objects for reflection' (anussati), · and 
the ··four essential_elements of the body' (!XJtUdhi.itu· 
oovaflliiina) . are to be considered here. .Tlie ten 
stages of a dead 'body from de�omposition to ske�
eton, t>n 'which ·an. aseetio meditates with careful 
observation, are a8 f�ll�wa· :· Prdisgtl!3tin:g swellli;lg 
of ·the dead body ; (2)

- the. flesh tumiilg blue ; (3j 
.. 

· pus flo� out of the broken parts of body·; (4)-
th� body cut iri.to two at the middle ; (5) the body · 

bitten · and eaten by anima1s ; . (6) hands; legs. and 
head disJ}ersed here and- -there ; (7) all body and 
mnh8 ·mutilated . and scattered in fragments i:· 
{8) blood shed arou·'\d the body ; (9) worms Wriggling . 
en the bOdy ; (10) - the skeleton. -Th e -reflection on 
d�ath .(maratta-sati), the . eighth of the ten 
reflections, is 8 meditation on inevitable· death from 
various standpoints, e.g., • however vigorous and 
strong, :ma.u decays at the end'; 'no - matter how 
great' a· man is, he is morta1, too'�- 'I am also to die as 
I am the same as others -so far. as my physical 
conditioils are concerned', 'life is limited 'i and liiO ·.on. 
In the 'reflection on· ·the· body' (kayagalii-sati), an 
ascetic precisely observes and meditates . on all 
parts of the human b6dyi ·that is the thirty� 

parts or: Sllpects, "tVhich hav:e already ·been described; 
i!.nd , tealise� the true na,ture of the body. This 
kind of contemplation on. the,_body occurs often in 
Budd:Q.i.st siitras and . siistras of_ Mahayana schools; 
though it may not. be .as well systematised aa.in the 
Theravada· Abhidharma. The .meditation· on. the. 
'four essential elements of the body' · meanS tO. 
understand the body as composed o� earth, -wateri 
fire and . air :and to observe eaeh of the thirty two 
pe,rts. as classified into one or more: of these four 
elem�nts: The Abhidharmio .sy8�m of meditation 

· is so well built that a p�icular object is a.SSigned to 
a particular stage of meditation by a person o( a 
particular character and inclination. For instance, 
the ' :ten stages .of a dead l?ody ' and the ' r�flectiori 
on the body' are said to . be fit for a yogi who · is 
coveto'!IS, .the·:�:efiection on death is fi.tfor a rational 
person, ap.r:i the 'four elements' _are f� . all without 
discrimination ; all of these art} · objects of the first 
dhyana anti its _I>reparatory stage. 

· 
· (3) Emancipation an4 thf, Body _: Emancipati� 
or NirVana for which all Buddhists strive. is attained . . � . . . . . 
by the total destruction of defiling element�;� and 
by obt�g knowledge of the absolute truth, while .the defil.iD.g elements �rigina.te from, and depend 
upon the body. It means ·that emancipation and_ 
bodily existence· are in contradictory relation, · 
which problem all Buddhist schools have tried to 

· solve · by· various interpretatioris; Sravakayii.na 
Buddhism has the theory of two· kinds of Nirviil;la,: 
according to which, even if one attains to the highest . 
sa.inthood, arhatship, he still .-rel)lains . only jn the · 
�-�irvii.1,1a with some residual . substratum ' 
(sopadhi8�anirviit;ta). . He has the effects , of past 
craviDg to a sinall d�� 'Qlltil his body ill completely' 
destroy�� �ut if, on attammg a.rhai&iiip 811 
re�ts of past actionS are 'oU.tlrvea· SJid'"deiltructi'ou 
�f body takes place _w ithout a.Iiy trace of -ph�ical· 
existence, it is c8.lled nirupadhi8�cmirvafta. 
Therefore, the 8upreme ideal of Sravaka.yana. 
Buddhism is completely reeliBed on the destruction 
of- the causes that make rebirth; This idea, how� 
ever, is not nece8sari.ly common: to all schools of 
Buddhism, for Bodhisattvayii.na Buddhism has . · 
eome pesitiveiy to ·approve the body in particular 
ways. The Prajiiapara.IPita or · Miidhyamika · 
philosophy does not recognize any

. 
essential indi

ViduBlity and �ga.rds . all thlDgs . il.s equai in their 
. emptiness (AUrigaw) • .  The�fore, the body, which 
is origiiuilly · nothing, is not · to be: &rinihila;ted or 
denied. The Tathi.igatagarbha (Buddha-matriX) 
pruiosophy, which -'origin8lly developed in · India, 
has hat fa great influence upon Chinese BuddhiSm • . 
This philosophy . believes. in identity between the 
utUvtnaJ ·body . (dlu:irnsakaya)- �- the. absplute 
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kuth and the Buddhahood-existing within indiVidual 
beings. Therefore, the actUal is not thought: 'tO 
oppose the. ideal, but to have the potency of tha 
ideal, which is itself the reality and the ground o_f 
the . . actual; Furthermore; . the ·theory of · mete:m-: 
psychosis has not had as much weight .in -Chin&!e. 
tho\tght 88 in Indian. The . Chinese were . more 
interested ·in. self-awakening in this life. All 
theae thoughts were cotnbined together to matetta... 
lize the possibility of:emanicipat16n � this wotld: 
The·.Siddharmapur;Uf,arika .stara tells a story of a 
dragon king's ·daughter at the age of eight who is 
Sa.id to have atta,ined Buddhahood instantaneously; · 
ThiEl story was combined by the . T'ien-t'ai school 
with the theory of .'  essential identity of defilement 
and· Enlightenment ' to· form the . theory of ' attain� 
ment of Buddhahood in . the present lifa ! . The 
Hua-yen . philosophy, too, came to proola.im 
•·insta.neol.ts Enlightenment !, .the Chen"yen stresSed 
tlie possibility cf staining Enlighteiunent without 
giving up the flesh ; and finally Ze� Buddhism:said 
that all is perfected by �ealization of self�a'\takeilln:g, 
the self behtg nothing ;but the Buddha. Pure-lli.Iid 
BudQhism, as one 6f-the Bodhisattvayanic branches,. 
regards reflection on evils of. human being a:s the
R�ary Qld . intrinsic element. of its faith� . and
advocates salvation by the-Other Power or .Ainitabha. 
Buddha, cohdei:Dning the · .possibility of attaining 

· Enlightenment . by- means of 'self-exertion. · Their 
View: :of:.the body, .acco��gly, . is pesshpistic and' . . 
Mgative. . l'f evertheleSS) . . some ·masters, like: 
Shinran, estimated the jp.triiisic . .  value .of' acqUire� 

· ment of faith in Ainitabba. .:Buddha as highly a.S the 
•ery rebirth in the PUre. 

Land, which fact ·shom 
t:tie· itnplicit, _ but essential similarity' o{ sb.i.IiXM:t•a 
�o:Ught to ihe � th�ory ·of ·attaining Bu�dilahood 
m ·the· p�esent:; life \ We can conclude" from · .l!ll 
these BodhiSattvaya.nic thoughts that the sCientific 
arid· practicai view of co�crete body 'in : .  the 
Sravakayana thought was almost iost m Bodlii� 
Sa.ttvayina; which tended to idealize the body -te a 
greater ·ol' smaller extent. 

V . The Ideal Body: Lastly,. mention should be 
bri&fty. made of t}1.e . ideal . body: conceived oy the 
Buddhists,; and for tQis purpose the idea · of ,the 
lx>dy of the Buddha,.-.,;.-who is· 8uperi.Or to .ap arhat; 
the practroat ideai ·of the Sr&.vBkayana·BuddhistiJ� 
and of. the boqhlsattvas; whq are· reborn 41 tha ;Pure. 
Land; should be stated. . The Bttddhe; was:a sort: of 
superman who bad.- awtlkened:fu the Truth. · He· is 
believed, acaording�·to the ,theorie!'l of. :metempsyi.o 
�hOsis and karma, to .have -accmnUiated. ll, : great 
deal' of merit and religious . praCtices :as m .. :.foil 
libillgbtenment,- 1'he;.merits:in hiS past hadrgiven 

the Buddha ;particular physical marks different 
�om those of the ordinary il;larr. The Buddha was 
thought to share-the thirty two physical characteris .. 
tics or marks with . the universal ruler, cakravartin. 
The Buddhists tried to explain · respectively · each 
<?f. �he moral merits - and· religio� . practices whic;h 
(lnabled - the Buddha to acqui�e these. thirty. ·two 
bodily . · characteristics. The . thirty .two 

. 
marks, 

with varying differ�nces .aecor�g .to .the diffei-13� 
literatUres, �re as_ ,follows : (1)  � �i�a or 1}eshy 
protuberance on the crown ; (2) head.ha.ir. curling 
to the right .side.; (3) brQad and flat forehe&ci. ; · 
(4) white cml between the eyebrows ;. (5) ey� 
deep-blue and {lye-IMhes like those of a royal bull :. 
(6) 40 teeth ; (7) evenly placed teeth ; (8) teeth· 
9lose to each other ; (9) teeth purely . white ; 
(10) saliva improving the taste of all food_; (11) lion
jawed ; (12) tongue long and slender ; ( 13) voice 
deep· and resonant like the voice ofBrahma ; (14} full 
11J1d �ound shoulders ; (15). seven parts .of the. body 
i.e., two· soles, two pe.ims, two �oulders :and crown 
well-rounded· ;. (16) �low the �pits weU�fillec:J. ; 
(17) . skin ·. smooth . and ·· golden�hued r (18) hail� 

· reaching below ·the knees ; ( 19) lion-shaped upper 
body'; (20) heighf �d �trooh · of � , eqwu>; 
(21) body hair curling to the right side ;  (2�) $])4 
growirig upwards ; (23} :"'ell-retracted male :organ ; 
(24) roupd thighs ; (25) roulid iW.d' �. :ankleej 
(26} soft · bauds . and feet ; (27} ,toes • and. fingenl _· 
iiilely webbed ; (28) long, slender fiilgera ; (29) whee� 

. signs on hands anci feet ; (30) lev(ll foot ; {31) broad 
heels '; (32) legS: like those of a r�,>yai stag. . . . . . 

. EMh Buddha baa hls · o:Wn Land 8Iid -its he�� . 
radiantly beautiful compare4 wi�h our .actuai worlru 
The . beings' _ .iii A.mita.bha Bud.cll.i�'s .ta.D.d, . for 

. l'lX!Ullpl�, present. the ideal image. of the. P<>dy; 
Since there are> no three di.Smal• destihi� · in the 
Ptira· ian.i( :Orily_ hwn�. an.� .c�J�ial · beings ·are 
found, whose bodies are hard and strong like· those 
of wre�tlers; faces ar� .noble. as weU as plE!B.:!l ; _therE) · 
are no, distinctions of prettfu.ess .and 'uglin� Bi:nol)g 
them; They �ave no !JUft'e�g nor �sse; iW.d 
always enjoy all-kind.a of pleasure�. Their life-.�pan 
ha8 no liniitation, though a bodhiSattva cati lirirlt · · 
it.:. by. his .own will ·womei:l are· not •folm'd-in' ihe 
Pure. Land. . Alf beings are · free from defiling. 
passions and possess various magiCal . powem1 · 
Howe:Ver, eide:by.side with 8Jl these ide8.1 ·oha.Fa-9tet
istics .of;body; we findrthe contr�ctory' d�ription 
that.t ho·se; .. whose:abod& is the··Ptir� Land� ate 15om 

neither from mother' at- w.omb, . nor from eggs; :nQ! 
&om , moisture, ' but 'they ·appe� 

. 
sudderily, ba.vt 

incorporeal and�ubil).uitoll!l ·bodies I;Llld ·zieecfnot�eat 
i:ii:· ·spite:of'the abund�mce o(food. · · These. two:con� 
ifadictoty .descriptiona show tli�t the: Putie-:· � 
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which is depicted concretely as an ideal Buddha 
Land, is at the same time regarded as the purely 
spiritual world. 

In Buddhist metaphysics, the Buddha's body is 
sometimes divided into two viz., dharmakiiya and 
nirmatwkaya,. or three, viz., dharmakiiya, sambho· 
gaTcaya and· nirmatwkaya. In the theory of karma 
bodily action is. one of the three actions, the other 
two being mental and verbal. Kayaindriya or 
bodily organ bas skin as the tactual organ, which, 
together with visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory 
organs, :forms the five organs ; kaya-vijnana or 
bodily cognition means the . tactual perception. 
There are many other concepts related to ' body ', 
but these have been omitted from this · article 
which . is meant only for the explanation of the 
Buddhist view of the physical body. 

Y. kj, 

Bmi.oG1W'JIY: Section I.-For Indian and Chinese medicine: 
J. 1!'illlozat : La doctrine cla11ique de la medici116 indienne ; 
Dasgupta, A HiMortf of Indian Philo1oph11, Vol. II ;  Nih011 
l1higaku Zulhi (Journal of the Japanese Society of Medical 
lllatory) Vol.. VII, Nos. 1-3 Special number for 
atudy on the model of the human viscera in the cavity of 
Sikiamuni's statue in Saga SMryOji Temple ; ·ERE • . Igaku •. 
For Tibetan Medicine : S. Y oshimtira : Ryudai Saiiki · 

. Shif1fo-chu no Ohibelto Ig!Jku· BunJ:en no Zan11o (Fragmen� of · 
Tibetan Medical . Books in the Library ofRyftkoku Unlver· 

· alty), Journal of Indian and 1Juddliilt Studiu, Vol. V, No. 1, 
19�7, p. 200 ; G.M. ·Nagao; Moko Gakumon-ji (Mongolillon · 
Lam&��ery), Chap. I, Sec. 3 ;  S. Sakal, Ohibelto Mikkua kl/ori 
M Kmkr/11. (A study . of . Tibetan E1!9teric Doctrine). For 
Medical theories found in.Buddhiat literature : A. Ishihara's 
article in Nibon Illligaku Zalshi, op. cit. ; · MaMvagga .vi ; 
Yiludhimmagga, esp. the section oli Kll11aga.ta 1ati. 

Section ll.-ERB s.v. Body (Buddhism). 
Section m.-For the doctrine of the SarvAstlvadln : S• 

Fukaura, Kushagaku Gairon (outline of the .J.bhidharmako8a); 
H. Ui: Bukqo Hanron . (outllne of Buddhism), Vol. ll. For 
the doctrine of the TheravAda : Interpretations of the 'twelve 
� of casuallty' in Yiluddhimagga ,and A.bhidhammatta· 
1arigaha ; J. Xashyap : The A.bhidhamma PhiloaophJI. 

Section IV.-For 'contemplation alid body' : same books as 
mentioned in ill., esp. Yiiuddhimagga. For phyalcal conditons 
for monkhood : MaMfXJ{Iga ii 39-50, 71, etc. 

S®tfon V.-B. Matsumoto, Gokuraku ·Jodo-ron (A Study of 
the Pure land) ; D. Suzuki, Jooo-Ui Shiio-ron (A study of the 
Pure-land thought). 

BOERSCHMANN, ERNEST (1873-1949), a German 
Sinologist .. whose pioneer explorations opened up a. 
new vista in the field of Buddhist architectural 
. studies in. China . . . 

He was born on the 18th of February 1873 in an 
. old east�Prussian family. He.received his secondary 
education a.t the Grammer school at Memel and in 
1891 entered the Technical University in Berlin to 
follow a course in architecture. After obtaining his 
tirst degree, he joined the Government service as sn 
at'Chi�t. · In 1902, be was posted to a brigade 
in China as an inspector of military buildings. He 
was so deeply impressed by Chinese architecture that 
be resolved to embark upon a comprehensive research 
project in that field. After his return to Germany 

in 1904, he persuaded the German Gov:e.rnment fio. 
finance his project. Hevisited;Chinaagainin 1906 u 
a. counsellor of the German Embassy in Peking H& 
spent the next three years exploring the architec
tural remains of most of the eighteen provinces of the. 
old Chinese empire and· on his return, be wrote a. 
book entitled Die BaukuMt und religii)Be Kultuf' 

der Ohinesen, in which he attempted to trace the. 
development of Chinese architecture. In 1911 
and 1914 appeared the first two volumes under the· 
titles, P'u T'o Shan ' and Gediichtnt".stempef 
respectively. The former dealt with the famous. 
shrine which the Buddhists called Kusan Yui 
in Chusan-Archipelago, while the latter dealt. 
with a number of monumental pagodas. 
(Gedachtnistempol). These two works bring 
out his notion that the expression of religious. 
sentiments and the mode of living of the-

. Chinese are unmistakably depicted in their
classical architecture. · In 1923 appeared his. 
book, BaukuMt und Landschaft in Ohina, in which. 
he threw . light upon the close affinity between: 
Chinese architecture and landscape. In this work 

· he attempts to elucidate, with exaniples, the intui
tive· feeling· for nature the Chinese had exhibit�d in. · 
selecting picturesque settings for their buildings. 
The highlight of his career was; the publication, in. . . · two· vol�es, of his work, Ohf,nesiache Architek:t'Uf" 

· . (Berlin, 1926). · This work, illustrated with many 
excellent photographs, purports to be a display or . 
pure forms of Chinese Art. In twenty chapters b& 
deals with i.,mportant groups of architectural 

. structures and their different adjunct& . 
Whenever possible, the · author attempts �· 
throw new light Qn the national characteristics 
of the Chinese, their philosophy of life, their 
way of thinking, their concept of beauty and. 
art and their aesthetics. A supplement to this • 
work was published in 1927 under the title, OhineBi-

. 

Bchen Baukeramik. 

In 1924 Bo�rschmann was .appointed Honorary · 
Professor in the Berlin Charlottenburg Technical 
University, where he was at the same time called 
upon to lecture on Chinese architecture. During . 
the following years, he actively promoted German
Chinese cultural relationship, which be. cherished 
as the goal of his life. He also delivered lectures 
and organised exhibitions of Chinese architecture 
in ot.her places and prepared for publication in 
three volumes, a work on Chinese Buddhist sculp
ture entitled, Der BaulcunBt und religiosen Kuli'Uf" 
der Ohinesen (Vol. I, Berlin, 1911 ; Vol. ll, 
Leipzig, 1914 ; Vol. ill, Leipzig. 1931). He 
strongly advocated the idea of the need to keep 
in touch with the culture. of China, where radical 
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changes of cultural and social nature were taking 
place quite frequently. Accordingly, in 1933 he 
travelled to China for the third time and brought 
some valuable material on architecture. His total 
collection, made at his own expense, he donated to 
the Department of Chinese in the University of 
Berlin. In 1943, he shifted to Bad Pyrmont and 
in 1945, he incorporated his collection in the De
partment of Chinese in the University of Hamburg, 
where he became the Professor Chil].ese. He died 
on the 30th April 1949 in Bad Pyrmont. 

(?--1261), the founder of . the above-mentioned 
Jizo�in sub-school and from DOkyO { 1 19S-1236), a 
junior fellow-pupil of Jinken. In November of 
1312, his master gave him some other articles which 
had been tl'ailBillitted from master to disciple and 
which hnd been. kept in the South KyOzO (South 
store-house for Buddhist scriptures) of the Ji.zO-in 
(temple). His succession to his master in the 
Dharma was completed with thiS transmission, and . 
he stayed in ShOjyoko-in (temple)·in the grounds of 
the Daigo-ji iii order to preach the Dharma. · H& 
later stayed in the Ishin-in. (temple) in Kamakura� 
the actual capital of those days imd died in October 
1351 , leaving a disciple named Shinne as his succea.
sor (Moe. Vol. 5, p. 4589, b & c, ete.). 

S. Mo. 

Apart from his books, he also contributed articles 
to journals of repute on subjects relating to Chinese 
architecture, such as D'ber da.s Studien der chinesis
chen Baukunst (Kolnische Volkszeitung, no. 124, 
1905), Architektur and Kulturstudien in China. 
(Zeitschrijt fur Ethnologie, 1910, pp. 390-426), 
' Einige Beispiele fi.ir die Gegenseitige Durchdrigung BOJJHA. An eminent female lay-disciple (u¢· 
der drei chinesiachen Religionen ' (Ibid. 1911, sika) of Gota.ma Buddha.. She once · visitOO the 
pp. 425-35), ' Baukunst and Landachaft in China ' Buddha · at Jetavana in the · .Anathap�Qikarlun� 
(Zentralblatt der Baukunst, 1924, no. 1, pp. 1-4 ; The Buddha preached to her the BojjM Butta 
no. 2, pp. 1�12) Eisen-und Bronzepagoden in China' · · (q.v.) on uposatha and the advantages ·of keeping 
{Jahrbuch der- asiatischen Kunst, 1924, PP• 223-35), the -fast (A. IV, 259, 347), BojjM means Wisdom. 
• Pagoden der Sui-und friihen T'angzeit ' (Osta.tia-
tische Zeitschrift, Vol. XI, 1930, pp. 195-221), ' Die BOJIHANGA (skt. bbdhyatiga), factor. or-�nstituent 

Pai t'.a von Suif:iian, .eine Nebenform der T'iennig- of bodhi, i.e. Supreme · Wisdom or Enllghtmunent.1 · 

pe.goderi ' (Ostqsiatilcb.e , Zeitschrift, Vol.. XXIV, There are severi. such factors,namely, (i) mindfulneSs · · 

1939, pp. 18�208), • ;pagoden in nordlichen China (sati-sambojJhcniga), · (ii) investigation :of Dhamma 
· unter fremden Dynastien ' (Der Orient in Deutscher . (ahammavicaya-so), (iii) energy Viriya-8°); (iv) zest 
Forschung, Liepzig, 1944, pp. 182-204). (piti--so), (v) tranquillity · (pasaadclhi-aQ), (vi) · 

concentration (samoohi-s0)and · · (vii) equanimity Boerschmsnn also showed a penchant for poetey (upekkM-so) • .  They are also included in the aggre- . · and his translations appeared in various journals gate of . thirty-seven Factors of Enlightenment 
.under such titles as,_ ' �esische Gedichte ' (Sinica, (aattati1['8a-bodhipakkhiya dhamma)1, the cultivation Vol. ll, 1932, PP· 235-40), and ' Zur Fre.ge

. 
der and development of which is said to result in �h� 

'Obertra�g Chinesischer Gedichte ' (Oatasiatiache realization o.f bodhi. � f�t, it . is said that. one . 
Zeitschrift, Vol. XVill, 1932, PP· 3°3·37)· enlightened by . �be harmony of these �even cons· 

tituent states (d_hammasamaggi), thereby atta� a . 
" ris�g " from the slumber of the continuum of 
the lower nature

. 
(kilesa-8anta�-niddaya U#hahati), . 

or a penetration of the Noble Truths (caU<iri tXi 
ariya-sacccini palivijjhati) or the realization. or 
Nibbaoo (nibbcioom eva tXi sacchikaroti)1• Bodhl 
or Supreme Wisdom, therefore, has to be realiZed 
by the cultivation and development . of the seven 
bojjhangas. Hence, the Sarjlyutta-nikaya · defines . 
them as factors that contribute to the realization 
of Enlightenment (bOdhaya aamvattantiti bojjhanga)'. 
In fact, in the Vibhangq, the technical term bodhi . .  
pakkhiya-dhammci (q.v.), Factors of Enlightenment, 

C.S.R. 

BOGE}f, a Jap�nese esoteric priest (? -- 1351). 
His home and year . of birth are not known. 
He was . a disciple of Shingeu ( t  --1322), 
a chief. priest of the JizO-in (temple) which 
is the headquarters of a sub-school, of the 
same name, which is located in the grounds of 
the Daigoji (temple) in KyOto, the headquarters OJ 

the Daigo-ji school of the Shingon (Esoteric) sect in 
Jap�m. 

In April of 1307, Bogen received his initiation 
(abh�eka) and was granted by his master some 
valuable sacred books transmitted from Jinken 

l Frequently also called Sambojjhanga. 
2 See Vbh. pp. 244, 249 Nett. p. 31 ; Vilm. p. 678. etc. 
3 S.A.. ill, p. 138 
4 s. v. p, 72. 

is exclusively applied to the category of seven · 
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®jjhatiga.B6• The -Baratthappaldi8ini detffies --the� 
as . Fa.ctors of Wisdom or of one who has attai.i1ed 
Wisdom · (bojjhanga.ti bodhciya bodhi8aa vii" · anga)6; 

From th� data furnished from the Buddhist texts, 
iJ? �mas .abundantly clear ·tha.t the -seven b.Ojj· 
h.angat form . . the. comer-stone of the Buddliist' 
systein. of ethiCal training. 

coincident with sati and is usually employed in the 
Nikayas aa a twin word {aati-sampajanna). As 
defined in the V i8uddhimagga; aati has the 
characteristic of establishing (upez#ha"'rialakkhatw)• 
Its -funobion is to eliminate obliviousness 
{asamm:us11ana-rasa) and it is manifested as the 
abandoning of 'Wrong mindfulness (micchiisati• 
ppahciria-Pfl@'pa#hita) 11. 

�ess. (sati-sa.mbojjh{l.nga) :. The term · :Mindfulness, thua, appears to be the coi'IieNtori& 
I(Jti (Sanskrit ;, smrti) is deri�ed froll). the· root smr.. of the Buddhist system of ethics. The ethical 
to rexpember, and it_ has, theref<>re, b.oo.:n genera.Uy desirability of sati, as the instrument most effica· 
:i;{l.iieq)�eted as · m.e.mory\ · But, thjs: "etJD?-ologiciU. cious in self-mastery, has been repeatedly empha.Sis-
meaning ·is  not adequate enoug}l . to explain sati· 
GIJ . a ponsti�ent of EnlighteDiilent.. Anussati , ed in the Buddhist scriptures. Buddhist works'. 

which means fE)itera� �ecollectio:t;�- aii_d," patl8$ati.& 
Without distinction oflanguage and age, emphasiZe 

which- th,rows emph�is on vivid reinstatement are the necessity of_ cultivating, safaguarcli.ng and de

the · Piili equivalents for memory. Although aati veloping it. Its importance in the realm of Budd� 
and. 'lllemory- are closely allied, -the former is· best hist philQSOphy may be gauged by the circumstance 
:fendered by. " mmdfulness ". Its .cl,laract.-eristic that it is included in several of those overlapping 
features are- alf;lrtnesa and lucidity of mind. · Some; numerical formula fo\md in tb,e Buddhist scrip
times, -it is. described as the lucid retention of both tures. Thus, it is reckoned as the seventh of the 
the past, and the present. In the oommentarie& eight items in the Eightfold :Path. It- is alao on� · . it .ap� ·under.the metSphor of..a.ilinw�d �entor;, · _ of the Five :rowers (paiica balani) _and the Fiv& 
desCrimiDa.i� bet�een good and bad and prompt- Moral Faculti� (paiicindriyafli) a:nd is in jts widest . 

· . �. c�qice � . . .. In the Dhammqscmgani,_it is ,defined: . ' � reoollootmg . (anu88at:i)j · _calling b��k. · to . 
�!1· serise one of those -�ntal faetors · inseparably. 

{paliu(m)i remeJ:Pberilig (Ba�attattl)., -�aring in �d . asSo_oisted with 8ll kamucally' �holesome (kusala) 

(��),;the opposi�. of sup�rficia.lity _and _.of. 
· and ka.n:ila.-prQduced pure_ -(Bobhana} oonsciousnelia. 

9b�viousness (api!cipanata, ·aaammu�aarwta) 1�. It . It thus appears four times in the liSt· of the Thirtf· 
· th� 

· · · 1!6-ven Factors of Enlightenment; 13, · ��.ore;. as Mrs· Rhys Dayids .· opines, " e. 
qU$1ity_' rath�· than a spec.ific . �t{on. of _con� In Buddhist ·Sanskrit literature, too, a 'centta.l 

. · 
scio�-. ·�n: It exp� that h�<iful� thoughtf1.4 position is attached to lllindfulness. Smrti" :or 

a.wa.reness _ _ which.is the opposite· of mental distrac.t;. :rniildfulne8s is spoken of as the entrance t'o th& 
edDeas, and the -�ntia.l prel.iuiin!ir.y. to .deliberate Light .of the Fa.ith.u One of the qUalities . of a 

boncentdtion:ofri:rlnd. It 1s often aSsociated Witli 'bo�ttva is that he does not .pay attention to 
&nether quality, · namely, ·· aampisjaniia (S8.nskri�·! 

anything that is ad.-veri:te or prejudicial ·to. smrtt.n 
· A Perfect -Buddha is described as one whose mind� Jtunpmjanya) whlch' mea.Ds " sustaiD.ed cogruzin� · · fulne.as never · falters or disapnARl'A-Ilm•,,;Jn. 

deliWta�ess. se_·lf-aw�liess,· Qelf·p· oii._a· .:W.io� • .-"li 
r--- - '"Y-

.,....,.,.... smrti� 11• It is one of the eighteen special Char8ct· 
n denotes" mental . il�ess . . -� - " If. . . r . ' d 
- . . .. . . . an'�" se contto · an eristio attributea of a ;B�dha.u It is the chief 

e:mpha.aitq W,e mte}Iectua.( factora �plied ···� Su9h instnunen:t w:\i(h. wlUoh the . se�: which me flelf-�· Their .close .. . connection . is. _ b�:o�t :�;t&tut.lilly in a state of �t. are-div.erted from the 
to light by -tbe fa.ct.tba.t s_a1.pplijai£'f'ks �-more.. or-Ie� obj�� by which t�y .. ar.e attrae.ted. u · 

. .  ,.:. ·�·p. 249: 
f: 'Sit� -p; ·'ISS:- · 

. • ,. ,a. ijl;:.P;;�J: v .. ·P.• 3.29.- . 
8 . .8tt, ;v.�:283. : . .QA,.A. l!. l4.'l. : 

.. iJ · . 1J�� (ed,lt� :br 'V en : �4ra) 11· 1S2 
1,i), · :DA;,p;ll 

. . . . . . . . ' . 
· il . �;Pqc.AOloW;.cp, :90; . 

. �J �bid,:p� l!l 
1� v••.P- �3 .. 
1,- Lii. p."'ft . 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. pp. 484 
17 Mlwu. I, p. 160 . 
18 &vfldarananda KO.Vf/a .Jill, v. SO. 
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It· is, . in brief, the very fCJt�Pdation of all · moral 
1Jrogress and ethica,l perfection. Hence the Vib1Uui
'ga,thakatha says that oati-sambojjhanga has the 
�haracteristic function of serving as the· basis · for 
.all - other · bojjhanga.. ( upaUJiana-lakkhatw. sati� 
:.sambOjjhango).IP It is also re:Qlarked that mind� 
'fulness as a Constituent of Enligh�ment is · given 
,Priority be�use it serves the six other bojjhangas 
'(sabbeaa� bojjhangana� upakaratta sati�sambojj
_hiJ,ftgo palhama� vutto)so. In the BojjhtJiJ,ga ·�arfl• 
yutta of the Sa'f[ty-Utto.-nikJi,ya two; types of sati;. 

. '8ambojjhanga are mentioned, namely, (i) mindful
ness as to one's own personal conditionS (ajjhatta� 
-dhammeau sati) a.nd (ii) mindfulneSIJ 8s to external 
.eonditions (bahiddhii dltammesu sa#)"1• Here the 
.term " condition " (dhammaJ, acMrdiiig to the 
:$aratthappakii.sini refers to sankhard-:-fol'inations or 
-synergiesn. This two-fold divisiontof sati-iambojj
hanga, therefore, refers to the de\reloptnent ·of'mind� 
fu1n� in regard to sankhara, both .internal (ajjhat
tika) and external (bahiddM). 

Investigation or Dham�a (Phammavicdya-samboj• 
jhanga) .; Th� . term vicaya of ·the compoUn:d 
dhammavieaya has th� �ea.ning of'(j e:j;ainiliation; 
reaearch, . investigation, study ; n In the 
Dhammasaitgani, it is explahled as "' research 
:(parlcay�), discemmepli ( sallakkhattii},_ discriririilati�p 
·JupalGkkhattfi), differentiation (�ilpalakkha!W), 
-criticl8m .(vebhavyii) reflection {�f.ita); �Y� 
.{upaparikkha).IS . Thus, it 

. 
refers .to th� type of 

.fuve8tigation that is characterised by-intensity, force 
and thormtghn�. 

The other -term in "-the ,·compound; ;i;e. :dkamtna; 
'\>resents · so�e · difficulties as · iii ·lends:. itself. to · a 
variety of interpretations. It can refer either to 
the Doctrine ( dhammo) or · to general phenomena 
(dhamma). But, the constant occurrence of the 
plural form of dhamma in the Pali literature 11 
makes it clear that here the term refers to what are 
called phenomena or " things ". Buddhaghosa, on 

19 Ybh.A. p. 338 
20 Ibid. 
21 sv. p. 110. 
22 S.A. p. 170. 
23 Dh1. p. 62. 
24 s. v. p. 110. 
25 Dhi.A. (Edited by Ven. Ratanmlfra) p. 158. 

the other hand, in· his commentary to the· D'ham'fM
.earl.gani.opin�s that dhammaviw,ya means the exattii
nati'on or investigation o( the four cardiiuil truths of 
Buddhism ( catu-sacca:dhamme viciniititi dhamma
vicayo)15·. According to this interpretation, dhamm.'J 
represents the core of the Buddha's · teachiDg; In 
.Some of the Buddhist 'Sanskrit works,•• .the ten:nB 
:dharma and dhaitna-pravacanat7 (eXposition of the 
doctrine) are iaentical. . .As dharma-pravacana referit 
to the twelve sectio:ris of the Buddha's entire teach
ings, d�r� in this context means all· that has;b�� 
.tJttteted and: t.a:ught by the Buddlia ... According!� 
dhammaviCcvya -.would. meru;t the ipyestigation of th� 
.t�achings of the Buddha. It is c�early seen,· there· 
·fore, that in som�. of the Buddhist R�krit works, 
_an attempt !las beep ma4e to give a wi�er content of · 
Ple�g to dhammatliCaya, 
. As a constituent factor of - Enlightenment it .fa.lls 
into two categories, namely, dhamma-vicaya, <in.. t!!e 
sense., .of s�ohing (paricinati), scrutinizing (p!lri-c . . tlima'f!k'ati). and 'in�estigating . (Pa�ra#). jnto i, 
one's own 'condiiloD.s . (ajiha#a�-dhatr��)- and ll, 
.jnio exteJ.:I!,hl conditions . (bahi#litidham�).•• 
Accor4ing · to the -S"ar.�fiPakasini, the term 
" coJ?,ditro� " refers 1iO sa�khara:-forma�ions .o�: 
Syn.ergies.•• These two aapeot8 . of .the · Dhamma
vicayasambojj'hanga, therefore, throw . emphasi.ii . on 
the Understanding of both internal-and' exterilal 
,;Gn·kiiara m ·their true perspective. . . . 

Energy (Viriya�sambojJhatiga) : Viriga or energy 
. iS 8.n: impoft&nt category in Buddhist . philosopliy 

and . . . reiigioo: -Literally ·it means· '·'virility"; · 
� 'mail1iness " and referi!· to·such qualities 8s eiltlrgy 
and �roi.sril. ·.In the DAamina8angani it is'described 
as .u the-mental, incepti011 of energy (cetasikO'·mriyi 
r(lmbho ), the striving and the onward ·effort ·(nikka. 
mo, parakkatnQ), th�. exertio� �4 .endeavotir (niy'ii.: 
mo, vayamo), -tlie ··zear "and . &raour ( wsafw, us-ofhi) . .  
the vigour and fortitude (thiimo, dhiti), the st{l.te pf 
unfaltering effort (asithila-parakkamatii), the state . 
of sustained desire fiiftiklchitta-chandatii)� ·the state 

26 Lal. p. 34 ; MaM11ilna-Siltrlflankllra, 144. . 
27 Dharma-pravacana is the collective name given to the twelve categories of Buddhis� Btrlll�e, ylz •. - 1  S(Ura (dis 

courses), 11 'Ge11a (mixed verse and prose), ill Y11llkaratw (expositorY answe��� tv: GatM (P<M!rii!Y;- '� •tltlliM'· �Solemn · utter · 
ances), vi Iti/Ukta (quatations), vil .Avaddna (edifying stories), vi11 Jlft4J:a (blrUI-storie�), 1x Yatpul11a (exten<led .. �tieaea), . x 
.Adbhuta-dharma (tales of wonder), xi Upadda (treatises on esterin ritual) and :di Nid4na (discourses on causatlODt, · 

28 8. v, p. 111. 
. 29 S.A. p. 170. 
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of unflinching endeavour (anikkhitta-dhurata), the item in the N oble Eightfold Path. As a Constituent 
solid grip of the burden (dhura-sampaggaho) and . of Enlightenment, it is constantly. extolled by the 
energy (viriyarp-).30 Buddhaghosa defines it as the Mahayli.'list writers, tvo, and its fundamental 
state of an energetic man. (virassa bhat•o viriyarp,) importance is indicated in unequivocal terms : 
and as the action of the energetic (virana� vii kam· " Enlightenment depends entirely on mnya, 
tnafJa) l1• It is that which should be effected and where there is viriya there is bodhi/' U  "It is tha 
carried out by method or suitable means (vidhina va foremost and paramount cause of all the wholesome 
nayena upiiyena irayitabba� paoottay1tabbam).11 It principles that are conducive to· Enlightenment"• 
is said to be characterised by supporting (upattham· (bodhi-karakanam Tcu8aladharmanam pradhanaf'!' 
bhana-lakkha��), grasping at (paggahana-lakkha· karatw?Jl).41 " It p1·omotea a bodhisattva's material 
�rp,) and exerting (ussahana-lakkha�rp-).33 Its Bnd spiritual well-being."48 "It ensures success and 
main function · is to strengthen the co-existent protection and counteracts all fears and evil pro· 
wholesome states, (sahajiitanarp, upatthambhana- clivities."" "It is far better to live only for a day 
rasat]t-)." The Mahayiinasiitralankara, <?n the other with uilswerving energy and unmitigated persevere· 
hand, gives 8 fanciful-etymology : .varena yojayatiti nee than to vegetate Without energy even during a 

(it unites one to thatwhic� is excellent-hence it is · period of hundred years."43 "Gautama Buddha. 

so-called). a& In Buddhist Sanskrit literature viriya himself was a great vira (hero) and his unique victory· 
over the. forces of Mara was chiefly due to his un· is tiSUally defined as " energy in the purs. uit of the. flinching energy."" 

good " or "vigo� in well-doing " !(ku8alotsaha).1' 
The Bodhisattva-bhUmi defines it as the . 1• great As a Constituent of Enlightenment it is of two 
energy or vigo:ur of the mip.d in the accumulation of kinds : (i) bodily energy (kayika'f!l vinyarp,) and 
meritorious pl'ii:i.ciples " (�atyutsaha� kuaalad- (ii) mental ener� (cetasikarp, viriya1fl)11• Kayika 

. haN� satigrahe).n The words <JPP(Imadaaa meaning . viriya, according to the Siiratthappakiisini is "the 
vigilance, . alertness, . or . wati:bfulness . and clhUi a� · energy which comes to one who practises walking up 
meaning fortitQ.de, . or steadfast:ilesa : alSo denote �d down" (cankamarp, Qdhit{�hantassa uppan�
Certa.in aspoots o{1Jiriya. . . . . . . . . viriya�)•a. Oetasika-viriy� is de�eti as the energy 

Its ethical .d�abUitx, .. �qqr4fug t9 .· Buddbag� . . _of one 'who determines thus ; " I  will not abandon 
hosa, lies iii. the fact tho.t .all moral states when: thla sitting,posture till my �d be absolved from 

·. mengthened by energy do not fall away (viriyupat.' the depravities without grasping (natiiv' aha7J1 � 
lhambhita sabbe kusalii dhammii. na hayanti, ' na · palianka'l'fl bhindissami yiiva · me na anupiidiiya 
parihiiyanti).'0 In view, therefore, Of this fact it ii.savehi cittarp, mmuccissatiti evam kay�ppayoga� 
occupies a central place . in the field of Buddhist · vina uppannam viriyarp,).u The Lalitavisiara, too, 
ethics. This is evident ¥om the fact that it forms speaks of viriya sambojjhanga as of two kinds :-i� 
one ofthe Five Powers (paiica baliini) and the Five the energy of.preparation and initiative (sannaha
Moral FacultieS (paika indriyani) and the fifth viryarp,, Le. putting on the armour) and ii, the energy 

. SO Dill. p. 12. 
S1 DIIIA. (Edited by Ven. Ratamulra) p. 131, 
82 Ibid. 

. . . 
ss Ibid. 

M Ibid. 

85 MaMrtJM Siltr4lanklra p., 102. 
86 BodlricarJitJ'IIGttJra vii, 2. 
S7 �lnlmi p. 80. 
sS See pp; 1, 13 ; ill, SO ; M. 1, p. 477 ; A. 1, 16 etc. 
89 See S. I, pp. 122, 215 ; Sn. 188 ; J. 1, pp. 266, 280 etc. 
40 Dlu.A. (Edited by Ven. Ratanatilra) p, 131. 
41 Bodhicarllil�at4ra vii, 1. 
42 Bodhilattva-Mumi p, iu. 
48 MaMrtJna Sawlarikiira, p. 114. 
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�5 M�.m. 11• 436. 
16 .LaL p. 854 ; Di!IJ. p. 892. 
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of practice and activity (prayoga-viryaTfl-).60 The 
former is similar to the cetasika-viriya which is not 
.associated with bodily movement (kiiyappayoga'Y(l
vina) . The latter represents ktiyika-viriya, which, 
as observed earlier, finds mention in the Saratthap
pakii.Bini. The Dharmaaangraha speaks of a third 
-category, named paran�thi.i-viryaT[l- or parin�thii
virya'Y(l-. 61 This is not clearly intelligible, but may 
:signify viriya that le6ds to the Supreme End. 

Zest (piti-sambo,ijhmiga) : The term piti, derived 
from the root pri means emotion of joy, delight, 
zest, exuberance. It is defined as zest (piti), joy 
(pamojjam), rejoicing at (amodanii), rejoicing over 
·(pamodanii), mirth (hiiso ), merriment (pahiiso ), felicity 
(vitti), ex��ation ( oclagyaT[l- ) and elation of mind 
(attamanata)."2 As distingiushed from sukhaTfl- (ease), 
piti is explicitly exculded from the aggreagate of 
feeling (vedaniikkhandha) and is referred to the 
composite psychoses of the aggregate of formations 
or synergies (sankhiirakkhandha). As Mrs. Rhys 
Davids opines, "it connotes emotion as distinct from 
bare feeling". 53 Piti, therefore, is a complex psychi
-cal phenomenon. 

In the commentarial literature it is very often 
spoken of as five-fold (pancat•at�-tui piti), viz. i, 
slight sense of interest or the thrill of joy (khuddi
kiipiti); " just causing the flesh to creep"; ii, the 

· flash of joy (khat�-ika-piti) like lightning; iii, the flood 
· of joy or oscillating interest (okkantika-piti) like 
the breakers on a seashore; iv, ecstasy or thrilling 

. ·emotion or transport in which.the subject could float 
·in the air (ubbega-piti); and v, overwhelming suffus
ing joy or. interest amounting to raptlire (pharatui 
piti)64• The differences in these five species of pit{ 
lie in the degree of intensity of zest. 

Piti as a state ofmental experience has satisfaction 
.as its chracteristic (sampiyayc;na-lakkJw:r;.a) ; the 
thrilling of body and mind (or suffusion) as its 
function (lcaya-citta-pinana-rasa) and elation as ita 

.manifestation (odagya-paccupallhiina)55• As a Con
stitutent of Enlightenment it is of two types :
i, zest that is accompanied by thought, directed 

50 LaZ. p. 354. 

51 Dharrrnuanoraha, Section 108. 

52 Diu. p. 21. 

53 A Buddhist Manual of P811chological Ethic&, p. 9, 

54 DluA. (Edited by Yen. Ratana&iira) p. 127. 

55 Ibid. 

56 s. v. p. 111. 

57 Dh1. p. 14. 

58 s. v.�p. 111. 

59 SA. p. 170. 

60 Dh1. p. 139. 

61 Ibid. 

and sustained (savitakka-savicara-piti) and ii, zest 
unaccompanied by thought, directed and sustained 
(avitakka-avicar<i-piti)56• Here the ph rase 
�avitakka - saviciira refers to the restless; 
discursive work of int-ellect which seeks likenesses 
and differences ; zest accompanied by such 
discursive activities of the mind belongs to 
the first jhana. That which is unaccompanied 
by such mental activities is one of the factors 
of the second jhiina. The second state of piti is of 8 
higher plune and as such represents a more develop
ed and more purified form of zest. 

Tranquility (passaddhi-sambojjhanga) · Derived 
fror.a the root 8rambh to calm down, rassaddhi, in the 
terminology of Buddhist philosophy and ethics, 

· signifiies calmness, tranquillity, repose and serenity. 
It is described as a state free from pain where pain 
is allayed and auppreaaed, where tremor or unquiet is 
replaced by coolness-the oppoai te to the states called 
depravities (kilesas). In the Dhammasangani 
it is defined as serenity (passaddhi), composure 
(pa#ppassaddhi), calming (pati8ambhitatta7p), tran
quillising (patisambkJnii) and tranquillity (pa#isamb
hitattaT[l-) 57. 

Passaddhi as a bojjhanga ia always spoken of as 
two-fdld : i, tranquillity of body (kiiya-passaddM) 
and ii, t;ranquillity of mind (citta-passizddhi)s•. The 
former refers to the tranquillity of the three aggre
gates of feeling (vedaniikkhandha), perception (saniJ _ 
akkhandha) and formations or synergies (sankhii
rakkhanda). The latter, on the other hand, refers to 
the tranquillity of the aggregate of . consciousness 
(vinri.a�kkhandha)61• These two states, in common, · 

. possess the characteristic of pacifying the suffering 
of both consciousness-concomitants and conscioUs-
ness (kayacitta-claratha-'VUpasamana-lakkha'I)Q).•o · 
Their function is to crush the suffering 8B8ociated 
with the aggregates of feeling, perception 
formations or synergies and consciousness. They . 
manifest themselves as an unwavering and cool state 
of consciousness and ita concomitants (kayacittiina1J' 
apanapphanda-sitibhava-paccupa!!hiinii).81 And their 
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et!Uca.J:disiFabi.ijty_lies·in. the: fact thl),ot :they.-elim.i.ttatt;� 
all -fol'Illl3 of distprbance and disti'action that 
perturb consciousness .11nd its .associated 
pl;lenomena. 

Con�entr��on (�dM-aamb.ojjhanga) : Derived 
from . Bam.+a+dM, to :Place· well, the_ term 
Bami.idhi ht .the. phraseology of Budqhist philosop)ly 
means Concentration

. 
qr a ·conceiltrated, iielf-coileot_; 

ed,· int��t· state of .. mind and ·medlt�tion . . Ii(s 
!)tl).ical desirability for the. system. of Buddhist self� 
c
.
ulture.iies in the fact that� concomitant With rig}l� 

living, it is an essential condition for the attainment 
of higher �dom and e�"Cip�tipn;· It is \18\lally 
defined as . s�bility (�hiti) solidity · (sat�thiti), and 
"bsor.J;>e<l st;e�astness (aJ)at[.hiti) of thought which 
�s the .. �bsence of _.distraction (qvisaharo), balance 
(avik�hepo), 'Unperturbed menW procedure (avisa� 
ha#a·mdnaaata)· .and . quiet (Bamatho).•� .All thea� 
synonyms· bring out clearly the thoroughness and 
intensity of .self-col)ectedne� which characterise 
sam8dhi · .  
· Buddhaghosa defines same.dhi as the profitable 
Unification .of the . tnind (ku8ala-cittas8ekaggata)81• 
· Here . the term cittas��kaggata is only a �on yin 
_for sami<lhi and it _specifically- refers to the agr�
ment or harmQny of consciousness _and its con • 
. .Oonrl�ts. He :further remarks ·· that· it i.q the 
�entering (t:idMna) of consciousn� · and conscious
p.�-concomita.nts evenly (aama�) and · rightly 
.(�am�) on _a single object." Non-distraction 
� its 'main characteristic (avikkhepa;lal;Jc'M.tw) ; 

-.cc h the king in battle goes wherever the army is 
giving way, and the army wlterever he has gone 
becomes reinforced and-the hostile army being 
�roken-folloW!J the king, so concentratioJ!., .fr.o� 
not allowing. the wholesome co-existent states to 
pe.thrown·out and scatte�d. has non-distr�ti9n sa 
its characteristic. "86 

" He who is concentrated sees things as they really . 
are ". •• ThO!!e: wor$ indicate not only the e8!3enc� 
of san:iadhi, ,but also th.9 natUre of the relation bet� 

· ween ·s&madhi and pSiiDA, i.e., wisdom. It is thus 
a pre-reqUisite· for the realization of Nibbii.na, for 
only a concentrated mind can have the vision of 
truth and reality. · It, therefore, is not an end in 
itself but a mew to an end. That end is Supreme 
Wisdom or Enlightenment, the seeing of things as 
they are in truth and reality. 

62 Dhl. p. 11. 
63 Vilm. p. 68. 
64 Ibid. 
65. E,;poritor, l, 156. 
66 s. m, nil, s. 
67 Compendium of Bwldhilt Philo1opllv., p. 230. 
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Eqllanimity (upelckM-samb.oj;'haiiga) : Derived 
·from the root · i�, to see, the term upe.,�kM 
literally means " looking on ". But in the phraaeo
Jogy of Buddhist. philosophy it :·a.SSumes different 
.shades· of meaning in· different . contexts. It con• 
yeys, .therefore, such · a variety of mea.ilings. � 
ll.edonic neutrality, indifference, disinterestedn� 
�qlijmimity, zero-point between joy and sorrow. 
neutral feeling, feeling which is neither pain nor 
pJeas:ure, ·neutral middle .term between friendliness 
(a�unaya) and repugn8.11-ce· {paJigha) and impartia
.lity. 

Three principal types of upekkM can be distin.� 
gtiiShed. The first is the .upekkoo of sensation or . . 
.physical sensibility (anubhava-upekkha). This state 
j;B doscri}?ed ·as the neutral feeling or zero-poin� · 

· between bodily pain and pleasure', (kaiJika-dukkha� 
sukha). The second type is the indriyapPablieOO� 
;upekkha which refers to the. neutrill _ middle- terin 
-between joy (somanassa) .and grief (dqmanassa). In 
other words, it is 'upekkha of merita.l pleasure and 
pain. Of these, the former .is ��ensational while the 
latter iS emotional. But both are hedonic . in 
character. The third type· of upekkhii is usually 
referred to as tatramajjhattaia--balanqe of mind or . 
. m�tai equipose . . · As Shwe Zan Aung renla.rks, ' "  J.t. ia jntelleotual and not hedonic · and. appeara &t a 
riu:imce in . coJl!30ious experience, when ·the objoot is . of a higher kind than those which evoke 'the hedonio . 
up�kkhii. "•7 . ThiS type of · equanimity iS to · be 
foUnd in the sankharupekkhii, pr indifference w the . 
world and brahmacariyupekkhii or religious eq� . 
�ty. ' This feeling of indifference is fostered by 
b�ance of mind or _equanilnity (tatramajJhattata) 
ana is different from the neutral. aspect of feeling� Q� 
zero-point between pain and pleasure_, joy and 
sorrow. It is, in other words, a mental attitude of 
ll' more exalted nature. It is this third type of 
equanimity which, when ·dev-eloped to perfootion� 
constitutes upekkha as a Constituent of Enlighten� 
Iiient. 
· · These bojjhangas, seven in all, constitute one of 
the moat importait items in the system of Buddhist 
ethics. Their ethical· desirability lies in the f�t 
that, when cultivated �d- made much of, they 
conduce to full comp�ehEmsion� to �do� and to 
Nibbfu:).a. . .In faot, as obs�-rved earlier, -Supreme 
Wisdom is .defir,._e� as the :Q�;U'm9ny of these seven 
constituent states of bodhi. Both in Hinayana 
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and Mahayana scriptures, -_therefote, t.h.eir funda" 
mental importance is inc;licated- in tmeqtrivoca.l 
terms. They are said to be the seven conditions of 
welfate____,.,aparihaniya dhamma.6� They cause vi
sion, - kiwwledga and growth of. inSight ; they 
consort not with pain and conduce to the Supreme
Goal.88 They constitute the way for crushing 
�8.ra's forces (mara.senappamaddana-maggo).10 
When cultivated and made much of, they complete. 
release by knowledge ( vijjavimutti1[1. paripii.r�nti).n 
Whatsoever rachises or brii.hinians do_ abM.don 
the three types of conceit,_ all of them 
do so by the fact of cultivating and making 
much of the seven Constituents of Enlightenment. 72 
By whomsoever the seven limbs of wisdom are 
neglected, by them is. neglected the Eightfold 
Path for the utter destruction _of ill. 78 As one 
cultivates them, one frees one's heart from the 
passions of sensuality, becoming and nescience. 
The knowledge comes to him : " Freed I am 
by being free " ; so that he fully knows : " cut 
off is rebirth, -lived is the holy life, done is the task,: 
there is no more of being here for me."" 
Methods of Development : The Bojjhaitga-Sarp,
yutta of the · Sa'Tjlyutta-nikiiya and the 
Pathavikaaina-Niddesa of _the Visuddhimagga 
e:Xplain in · detail the manner in whicq 
the seven bojjhanga.s ' are to be developed. 
Mmdfulriess, in this connection, is given priority 
Sin�e it -iS said to he profitable on all occasions 

- (sabbatthika'T!i ), 7i whereas the other six bojjhatigas are 
to be developed on spoo.ific occasions. Thus, it is 
specifically said that dhammavicaya, viriya and piti 
ought to be cultivated and developed when the 
mind is slugghish (lina111- citta111-) while the remaining 
three ought to be cultivated and developed when 
tha mind is elated (uddhata111- citta1?!-).18 

As observed earlier, mindfulness is described as 
sabbatth,ika-profitable on all occasions. The 
Sar�happakasini 11 likens it to a salt-spicing, i.e� 

68 D. II p. 79. 
69 8. V: p. 97. 

70 Ibid. p. 99. 
71 Ibid. p. 73. 
72 Ibid. p. '98. 
78 Ibid. p. 82. 
74 Ibid. p. llO. 
75 Ibid, p. 115. 
76 Ibid. p. 112£ 

'17 p. 171. 

78 Ibid. 
79 8A. p. 1U. 

80 8. v, p. 104. 
81 SA. p. 155. 

m;i'ongest-a.Inong all fiavoutings ( lottadhUJXi-na1?!- -viyti 
aabba�?Jyaiijaneau). It is again compar�d- to ·ari 
" all-round " royal minister who can also fight 01' 
counsel or do special service. .equally well. Thus;
the ·presence of mindfulness' is indispeilSable : either· 
in · exerting a. sluggish _ mind _or - in restraining 8J)) 
elated mind ( uddhatassa Cittaasa · niggahanarp, 
linasaa paggahananti &abba� eta� saJiya ijjhati)�" 
Fo� the development of this bojjhanga, certain con
ditions . called sati-sainbojjhaiigQ#haniya :dhammii 
are necessary. According to ·B�ddhaghosa., they 
refer · to the objects of mindfulness, pamely the 
thirty-seven Factors of Englihtenment (sattati�a
badhipakkhiya dhamma) and the nine Supra., · 
mundane States (navalolcuttara-dhamma).7• . Syste
matic attention towards them is said to. be the food 
(aharo) for the arising or" mindfulness.ao Four 
other preliminary conditions are mentioned as 
leading to the arising of Mindfulness aa a Constituent 
of Enlightenme�t n�mely, i, mindfulness �d self;> 
possession (sati-aampajaii�), _ii, avoid�ce__ of 
pe�s(lns . not po_ssessed- .with mmdfulness (mf4;ihas. 
Batipuggaia-parivajjanata) m. association of persons 
endowed with mindfulness . (uppatf�-itassatipugg� 
sevanata) and iv, resoluteneSs. ,up<?n sati�samboJ--
jhanga (tad-adhimuttata).Bl 

-

As already observed, dharimiavicaya; along with. 
viriya and piti ought to be developed when tl}&: 
mind is sluggiSh. · Thus, when· one's mind is slack 
With over-laxity; then one should pay one•s- atten• 
tion . to the afore-said three factors, for; it is· em
phatically said . that a. slack mind can well be
roused by those states (lina111- bhikkhave citta'Tjl ta'Tjl 
etehi dhammehi suaamuffhapaya1?1- hoti)., - In  speaking, 
of the states that conduce to . dhamma-tticayil-. 
sambojjhanga the Buddha. says : " Bhikkhus, there . 
are profitable and unprofitable states, reprehensibl& 
and blameless states, inferior and superior states� 
dark and brigh� states--the counterpart of each 
other. Wise attention much practised therein is 
the nutriment for the arising of the unarisen 
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dhamma-tncaya-sambojjhanga or leads to the growth, 
fulfilment,. development and perfection of the 
arisen dhammavicaya-sambojjhanga."B2 This parti
cular bojjhanga, therefore, requires for its develop
ment a _critical analysis and thorough-going dis
crimination of ethically good and bad states. For 
the abandonment of unwholesome states and the 
cultivation of wholesome states a correct valuation 
of all states is essential. Knowledge must needs 
precede action. It is on this fact that this parti
cular bojj'hanga lays emphatic stress. 

nikkhaniatta tato balavatararp,). Parakkama-dhiitu, 
too, refers to the same, still stronger as it drawg 
nearer and nearer to the goal (para7!1- para'T!I-
1hiina7[1· akkamanato tato pi balavatara'T!I-).85 'l'hese 
three, therefore� represent three stages of energy 
distinguished only by degrees · of intensity and 
thoroughness. 

Besides these, Buddhaghosa mentions an aggre
gate of eleven conditions for the effective arising of 
viriya-sambojjhanga. It includes, i, reviewing the 
fearfulness of the states of loss (apayadi-bhaya

There are, besides, seven prelimi�ary condition& paCc.avekkhanatii) � ii, seeing benefit in obtaining the 
that lead to its arising, namely, i, askillg questions mundane and supra-mundane distinctions depen
(paripucchalcata) ii, making the basis clean (vatthu- dent on energy (viriyayatta-lokiya-lokuttara-01 
ui8ada-lciriyatii) iii, balancing the faculties (indriya- visesadhigamanisa7!1-sadassita) ; iii, reviewing the 
samatta-pa#piidanii) iv, avoidance of persons. devoid course of the journey thus : the path taken by the 
of wisdom (duppaii.iiapuggala-parivojjanata) v, · Buddhas, Pacceka-buddhas and the great disciples 
association with persons possessing wisdom (panna- bas to be taken by me and it cannot be taken by an 
vanta-puggala-sevanii) vi, reviewing the field for the idler (Buddha-paccekabuddha-mahiisavakehi gala
exercise of .profound knowledge (gambhira-naiw- maiJgo maya gantabbo, so ca na sakka kusitena 
gocara-paccavekkhatui) and vii, resoluteness upon gantunti eva7!' gamana-vithi-paccavekkhat;Ultii) ;  iv, 
dhammavicaya.81 Here, the first one, i.e. pari- being a credit to those who provide alms by 
pucchakatii, refers to questions pertaining to producing greo.t fruit for the · givers (dayakana7!' 
aggregates, elements, · spheres, faculties, powers, mahapphalabhiiva:kara� pir.UJ,apacayanatii) ; v, re
factOrs of Wisdom, tranquillity and ip.Sigbt (khandha- · 

_
vieWing. the · greatness o{ th� Master thlis :_ My 

dhatu-ay(llana-indriya-bala-bojjhanpa-samatha-vipas- · Master praises tbe. energetic and .. this linsurpassable 
aaniina,l : aUlu:isannisiita parijnu:cha). : The· second · · Dispensation� thaf i11 so helpful to us� is honoured in · 
refers to the cle8Dlines8 of one's own body' and one's . the practice, not otherWise, vi, revieWing the great
environs, · " Balancing the faculties " indicates the · ne8s of the lleritage (dayajjamahatta-paccavekkha· · 
necessity of development of such faculties (indriyani) twa) ; vii, eschewing stiffness and torpor by attention 
as faith, Wisdom and concentration. They ought to to perception of light (!lloka-sanna), change of 
be harmoniously blended so that there may be that · postures (iriyapatha-parivattana) and frequenting 
mental composure · which is indispensable for the the open air (abbhokiisa-sevana); viii, avoidance of idle 
development of higher states of mind. The sixth persons (kusita-pugga.la-parivajjanatii) ; ix, associa
condition refers to the :O:ecessity of exercising one's tion with energetic persons (araddha-viriya-puggala

insigbt in more profound aspects. of the teaching. acvanata) ; x, reviewing the right endeavoUrs 
Tad-adhimtdtatii _ lays stress on the necessity of (sammappadhana) andxi;resolutenessuponenergy.s• 
consistent and persistent attention thereto� These conditions enumerated in the V�hi-

. V iriya-sambojjhanga requires for its arieing and · magga relate more t() the preliminary preparation 
development systematic attention towards the than to the immediate causes. They refer; in the 
element of putting forth energy (aram�hadhiitu), the main, to the ways and means of checking all forms 
element of exertion (nikkamadhiitu) and the element of inertia and mactivity which might impede the 
of striving (parakkama-dhiitu). This is said to be · spiritual progress· of the disciple. Faithful ob
the nutrimen,.t (aMro) fo-i the arising Of energy: not · servance and constant practice of them serve- to 
yet arisen, or for the cultivation and fulfilment enhance and intensify energy until it gradually 
thereof, if already arisen. e• A.rambha-dhiitu, accord- becomes a Constituent of Enlightenment. 
ing to Buddhagbosa, is the initial effort of striving The contributory factors of piti are known as the 
(palhama-viriya1!')· Nikkama-dhiitu, is the same, pitisamb.ojjhanga#haniyii dhamma which, according 
grown stronger by casting off sloth (kosajiato to Buddhaghosa refer to the recollections (anussati) : 

82 s. v., p. 104. 

83 SA. p. 156. 

84 s. v. p. 104. 

85 SA. p. 156. 

66 SA.. p. 158. 
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i, of the Buddha ( buddhii-nWisati) , ii, of the Dhamma 

(dhammanW/sati) ; iii, {)f the Sangha (sanghiinWisati) ; 

iv, of the virtues (s�liin'Ussati) ; v, of generosity 
. (cagiinussati) and vi, of deities (devat.anWisati) . 81 The 
special qualities of the Buddha, the efficacy of the 
Dhamma and the virtues of the Sangha form the 
objects of recollection in the first three a.nW/satis. 
Silanussati refers to the reflection on the faithful 
observance of the Four Precepts of Purity (catu

piirisuddhi-sila) in the case of a monk, and the Five 
or Ten Precepts (panca-sila or dasa-sila) in the case 
of . a · layman. Recollection of generosity, says 

· Buddhaghosa, must be practised by one who is 
naturally devoted to liberality and the constant 
practice of giving and sharing.88 These objects of 
recollection, it is said, are capable of evoking zest 
which, when brought to perfection, forms a Con
stituent of Enlightenment. 

The cultiva�ion of the last three bojjhangas, as 
observed earlier, serves to restrain an agitated mind. 
In view, therefore, of this specific quality, it is 
specifically laid down in the suttas that they ought 
to be cultivated when the mind is agitated, for, an 
agitated mind is easily calmed by such .conditions. 89 
· The first of these, i.e., passaddhi-sambojjhanga 

includes two types of ttanquillity-i, kiiya-passaddhi 
and ii, citta-passaddhi. The former refers to the 

. tranquillity of distress (daratha) of feeling (vedana), 

perception (safhw) and formations (sankhiira). The 
latter, on the other hand, refers to the calming down 
of distress associated with consciousness. Syste-

. matic attention thereto, if made much of, is spoken 
of 88 the food ( ahiiro) for passaddhi�sambojjhanga. 
Besides these, mention is made· of seven other 
factors contributing ot its realization : i, using 
superior fo�d (pat�-ita-bhojana-8evaruita) ; ii, living in 
a goqd climate (utu-sukha-sevanata) ; iii, maintaining 
a pleasant posture (iriyapatha-sukha-sevanata) ; iv, 
keeping to the middle path (majjhatta-payogatii) ; v 
avoidance of violent persons (saraddha-puggala
parivajjanatii) ; vi, cultivation of persons tranquil in 
bqdy (passaddha-kiiya-puggala-sevanata) ; .and vii, 

. resoluteness upon tranquillity (tad-adhimuttata).90 

Constant and systematic reflection with calm 
(samatha) and non-dissipation (avyagga) as its 
objects is said to result in samadhi.81 In this con-

87 SA. p. 161. 

88 Ibid . 
. 89 8. v. p. 105. 

90 SA. p. 162 • 
. 91 s. v. p. 105. 

92 SA. p. 163 • 
. liS S. V. p. 105. 

94 S.A. p. 141. 

nection, Buddhaghosa enumerates eleven factors as 
. contributing to its effective realisation. They are:
i, making the basis clean (vatthu-visada-kiriyata) ; ii, 
skill in the sign (nimitta-kusalata) ; iii, balancing the 
faculties (indriya-samatha-pa#piidanata) ; iv, res
training the mind on proper occasions (samaye. 
cittassa niggahat�-a) ; v, exerting the mind on proper . 
occ88ions (aamaye cittassa paggaha?Jalij); vi, encourag
ing the listless mind by means of faith and a sense 
of urgency (nirassiidassa cittassa saddhii-sa1}1-vega- · 
vasena sampaha1]1-Banata) ; vii, looking on with equa
nimity at what is occurring rightly (samma-pavattassa 
ajjhu-pekkha�) ; viii, �voidance of nnconcentrated . 

persons (asamahita-puggala-parivajjanata) , ix, 
association with conc�ntrated persona (samahita
puggala-sevanata) ; x, reviewing of the jhii.nas and 
liberations (jhana-vimokkha-paccavekkharwta) and 
xi, resoluteness upon concentration (tad-adhi
muttata). 91 

Among these factors, what is called " skill in the 
sign " refera to the ability to bring about the nnifi-· 
cation of mental phenomena through the objects of· 
meditation. " Balancing the faculties " . points to 
�he necessity of establishing harmony and equili
brium in. regard to the faculties (indriyani) ·such 88 
faith, energy, · etc. . The third and fourth · factors . 
stress the desirability of restraining the mind when 
it is agitated through ovet-energeticness and· exert
ing the mind · when it is .alack with over� laxity of 
energy. The fifth emphasises the need . to en
colirage the mind when it is dull and insipid through 
the recollection of . the suffering associated wjth 
z:eiterated existence and by recalling to mind the: 
special qualities of the Buddha, Dl�amma and 
Sangha. These objects of recollection serve as a. 
source of inspiration for one whose mind i�;� not 
concentrated and is dissipated. 

The factors that. bring about upekkhii-samboj-: 
jhanga are called in the Sa1}1-yutta-nikaya18 

the upekkhii-sambojjhangat[.hiiniya-dhamma, which, . 
according to the COI;nmentary, 9' are the 88IIle as the 
majjhattakara dhamma : factors that bring about 
balance of mind. According to Buddhaghoaa, 
there are five such factors, viz. · i, maintenance of 
neutrality towards living beings (satta-majjhattata) ;· 

ii, maintenance of neutrality towards formations 
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tsanlcMra-majjhattata)·; ·.iii, · avoidence of persprui who 
adopt a discrimiiiative attitude .towar� beings and 
fPrmations ( satta-sankhiira-keliiyana-puggal(vparivaj � 
anatii) ;  iv, association with p�rsol).S who . maintain 
:neutrality: towards �eings· .. and . .formations (Satta· 
8ankhiira-majjha#a-puggala-sevanata) · and v, 
resoluteness upon equanimity. (ta4,-adhimuttatii).'5 

Wisdoin or Enl@l�hmenk-which implies a rising 
�om the slumb.er of cohtinuum of lower nature, or 
the penetration of theN oble Truths orthe realization 
of Nibbana.99 

Y. KR. 

B011AN'GAJ{OSALLA SUTTA; name _given in 
the Sammohavinodani. ( VibhA. p. 229) . to :the Aggi 
Butta: (S. V, p. 11.2) in quoting a section of th� same. 

The fust; i.e .. saUamajjliir.ttatii comes about by two 
W&js::·by reviewing the fact that one ia hek to orie's 

· OWn k�a (ka�massakata1]' pacca�kkoormta) and · 
secondly; by considering that from the point of view 

. of w�oo truth (FQr�ni(iuhato} the� is no living· 
be!ng · to �ak: of' (ni8satta-paccavekkha�). 11 
Conviction of these iaets, if is said, does not give' 
rise to. any :rorm. of diScthnination towar� living
J:>eingB. Sankhara�maiih<itt<ita � ··or neutrality · to
l!&fda. formations too comes about by two ways : 

JIOIJHA8GAS!KACCA, name of the sixth 
�hapw,r (vagga) . of- the Bojjhanga S�fT'Y�tta. of the 
SafT'yutta.-nikaya (V, p. 102). It contains the follow:: 
ing six su.ttas : m - Ahara, (2) Pariy�ya, (3) Aggi; 
(4) Metta, (5) Sa?igarava, (6) Abhaya. For each 

. sutta, see the relevant headword . . 

The first is called assamikabhilvalp(Jccav�lckhis�a 
or the reflection on the fact that in truth:'none can' 
claim. ownerilhip for any· object. The· 'things one 
poSSesses, it is said,· do not behave aecording to the. 

The· name is .probably suggested by the contents 
of the first sutta which deals with perseverance in 
tlle ·" limbs . of wisdom " . 

B. J. 

aictates of the owner, but they follow the inexorable · B011HANGA . . SA¥YUTTA, the second section 
· laws of decay: and d�ction. The second is call� (the forty-sixth sa�yutta) of the MahiJvagga· of the 

.the; lamkalika·bhaoo-paccavekkhit� o�; meditation . . S . . - · v . : . . · · 
. 0 th f: · t that _n h b th hi--1 

· d. afT'yidta-mkaya ( , pp. 61-140), contammg seve• 
· n e ac li1l p enomen� o psyc uw an . . · . . . . 

Ph · ·ca1 · · · . ta
"'" 

f tant fl e7 
T · 

ral suttas · dealing · 'Wlth .problems connecwd With YBJ.. , are . m a s w o . cons ux. . o . · 
understand· things dn. their true p�rsp�tive is ;.hat· .��n�.Fac�rs of Enligh�nment · (b�jjha?iga)1• It 

is. emphasised here . . , .Such :kriowledge, says. Buddha.: . . . 18 diVlded mto. the · follo�g··vaggas, m the numeri� 

· gh0$a, eliminates all. foims' of egotism . and· brings · � . order g�ven (1) Pabbata.o, (2) Gi/ii,na0, 
about · an . attitUde of neutrality towards all (3) Uap,yio; (4) Nivara�o, · · (5} OakkavatW, 

· phenomEm8. (6} Bojjha?igasakawl0, (7) '  .lnapana", . (8) Nii-o-
. These seven ethical qualities of mindfulness, ahao, (9}', Ga?igapeyyala, (10) Appamadao; (11� Ba.;· 

. investi�tion of .the i>hamma, 'energy, zest/ tr&t- la�ra�:'ao, 
_
(12)

. E�na-o, (13) Oghao, . (14) Gail-
. · · . .  · · · · gapeyyala (Ragamnay01 · (15) A mada0 (R-quilliij, concentration · imd equanimity, when · . · . 1' · . ppa . ' agg-

dev8Ioped .to p.erfection, .form.wha.t in-a c8ued Cons· �nayao}, : . (16) Balakarat�-iyao (Ragavinaya0); 
titUents of :Enlightenm��t. · .And 

. E
�ghwlunent . (�7) E.S:na-o . · (Ragavinayao), (18) Oghao (Raga� 

itself is defined as the 'liarmoziy Of these seven oons� �maya ). 
�ituent states (dha;;.fnci-sa�gi) cmd. as bOmg For suttas under . . each vagga, see relevant: 
·oppo«fed· to the vaiic;>tls perilS of_ �ental' COIJ.ttactiort · tJO.gga. 
ad �ootij)n (zmwahacca); fiXity @_ci restlesaness 
·(paliHhan4��>� �ciuigen9e in -�� :pi�ures · 
8:J1d. de�otion.· � · s&if-mortific.atiQn . '(ka�hatta-. 
�n�y�) ,.�a &d�cti�n t.o i��-���i�� 
Qf .. .  nibiJisni .and . . e.teriuwsm (��sC&ssOiablii- . t. ·. . . ' . . . . . .. . · . ·!l�).�� It . is. .ibis. ha.niwny ·o1 , �;J�s; . . at j;he. 

. . . .  ' \. . . . . .. �....... . . .  ' . . . -... . . . . . . " 
moment when transcendental . state arises (wkut-

· . .tar.maggakkha!'6) that is called bod.hi-8upreme 

.05 8.A. p. let, 
. 06 1bld. . 

97 1bld. 
98 Ibid. 188. 

119 Rzpolitor, ll, p. 29,, 

.B. J. 

BQI;HA�G " SUTTA (1), B sutta . m the 
· AtigtUtiJra-nikaya 1II, p. 236 f.), in which the Buddha 
tells tlie bhikkhus that; of the four kindS of deeds · 
� .. e., m -the dark deed with the d&rk result. (2) 
tlie bright de� · with · tlie 'biiglit. 1·esult, {3) the 
both dark and bright deed with the · dark and.· 

� Bo;;luulge Ia tranelated by Woodward (K,tldrfll Saving•, V, p. 5) aa 'Limbs of Wladom'. 
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J;>right result, (4) . the neither dark nor bright 
deed · with the neither :dark nor bright: result),  

the bojjhangas fall into the fourth category, leading 
to neither dark nor bright results, being con

'
du

,cive to the waning qf deeds. 

B. J. 

llOJJHA�GA SUTTA (2), a sutta. in the 
Sarr-yutta-n�ka�a (V. ,p.  312  f.), p_reaclied by the 
Buddha to the bhikkhus at Sava.tthi. It describes 
how . conoe;ntration on in-breathing and out-brea • 

. thing (anapana) can be utilised to develop the 
seven Factore of Enlightenment (bojjhanga).  

B. J. 

BOJJHANGA SUTTA (3), a sutta u;_ the first 
vagga of the Asci?ikhata Sarp,yutta (S. IV, p. 361), 
preache� by · the Buddha to the bhikkhus. It is 
-one of several suttas in this Sarp,yutta in which 
the Buddha deals with the subject of the Uncom
pounded .(asmikhata) and the path 1eading t�reto. 

:This sutta ·a.tates that the seven. Factors of Enligh
tenment; (bojjhanga) lead to the . Uncompoui:tded, 
.as iri the other sutta.s the Buddha mentiona 
min:dtulnes� reh1.tirig to the body (kayagata sati), 
calm and ineight (samatha-vipassanrl), etc. The 
names of these sutta.s are derived from the parti
cti.lar quality mentioned in . them as leading to 
;the Uncompounded, whence Bojjhanga Sutta. 

B. J. 

]JQJJliA SUTTA, a · sutta in the Anguttara
nikaya (A. IV, p. 259) which the Buddha delivered 
�t. Sii.vatthi to the lay-disciple, Bhojja, from whom 
it. derivO!! .its name. The cop.tents of this s)ltta. 
�ecur in .several other discom$es given to laymen 
.and .mo:riks (e.g.; ibid. pp. 248, 255), and deal with . . I . 
the advantages of keeping the obseryance day 
(uposatha) with the eight qualificatione. Powe� 
-over the sixteen republica (mahajanapada, here 
mention.ed by. their IJBoDla�) is of li�tle W9rth 
as compared with these observances, im.d celestial 
happiness is · presented as · superior to human 
·rule and human power. q Mean is the rule of 
mail "� sajs the Buddha. here; " compared with 
celestial:· happiness ". It ·].& · then shown that · a  
<i&yjn .the 'l}.eavens is many t�es that of. $ day· 
. limo;ng ��d; · the "}>roportione incre�ing-as .we 
��ntl- fi,"<>IJl · �he �ea.ven of · the Four Re�nts 
·Omumm.qh,(irajjk�oottq the heaven of the Br�a.s.:: 

8. S.P.C. 93896 
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At . the end of the sU;tt&, the observances- · a:r;e 
summed up in a recurrent gatha; concluding with 
the insistent line5 : 

" Wh�refore the virtuous wo�an, moral man, 

·�O keep the observance day..in these eight w�ys-, 
Mlike merit-yielding happiness, and come 
BJameles8, unto the blissful heaven-world. " 
(tr&l. Hare, Book of Gradual Sayings, IV, p. 1 7  4.) . 

· . B. J. 

BOKY-Esm (d. 104), a classical Japanease work 
by JyUkaku Jishnn ( 1295-1360) in 10 fascicles. 

The . literal meanillg of boki is ' to yearn 
after returning to NirVGiiJa ', and ·that of eshi, 
I picture Story ', 

This is a.n . illustrated biography of . Shiisho 
Kakunyo (1270-1�51) wh� was the third chief 
priest of the Hongan-ji (temple), the headquarters 
of the Shin-shii (Pure-land) sect in Japan� This 
biography· is formed with 26  chapters • · The 
first . chapte;r , contains the introdud.ion and· the 

: facts of his birth : the next 23 chapters have his 
chronologi�al · personal history and ' his poems ·i · 

· and in the · last 2 chapters appear .the titles of 
his works, the names of his disciples �d the des• ·• 
9ription about his death in January, 13i51.  · 

This work was written in October of 1351 · by · 
Jyukaku, the eecond son o( ShiishO, in compliance 
with the request of Gy�sen, one of the disciples of . 
Shiisho. 

An old manuscript of this work, which has boon 
kept in the Hongan:ji · itself, is now designated 
as a national treasure. · The work was fust printed 
in 1 673, and it is now collected in .the Shin-8hil 
Hoyo, the Shin-shu Kana Seikyo etc., {Moe. 
Vol: ·5, p. ·4656o ff. · ;  Vol. 3, p. 2277 ·b, c, eto. ). · 

S. Mo. · 
�OMMOKAISHONSHO-NICIDJUSHO, (Fan-wang
cliieh-pen-shudih-chu-ch'ao, c·. 105 ; TaisM, 
No. ' 2247, Vol. 62, pp� �262), a. work iD. cl8si3ical 
Chinese produced in Japan. It . is. a coxmnen�· 
mitten by GyOnen (i240:...l32ik0.), . a f8mous 
Kagon-priest of' the Toda.i-ji (temple), on the 
FC!n-wang (:ching·f'U·Sa)-�hieh-p€-n-shu or Borm'nO . 
(-kyo;b(jsatsu)-kaiho1lsho ' (Ta:t8M, No. 1813·)- in ·  6' · 
fasci�les.. The Fan-wang-chieh-pen-shu, written' . 
by ·'Fa;-tSang (643-712A.O.), the 3rd patriarch of the 
J;Iua,yen or Kego�se.ctj n  .Ohinll!, is.o� of the three
most imporlan�. COplmentanesc .on . tbe.' . Iater: . h�i£: 
Qf . . the Fan-wang,c;M�,J�ai'Si}o;l:fo. 14�). inwhiQ�· 
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a Mahayana-vina.ya text named the Fan-wang
p'u-sa-chieh is mentioned. This work, therefore, 
is considered to be a sub-commentary of the above 
vinaya-8Utra. Although the present text of the 

· sub-commentary· in the TaisM Tripilaka �onsti
tutes 50 fascicles of which the 14th and 23rd are 
missing, it, is reported that the work was originally 
composed of SO fascicles in all (Moe. Vol. I, p, 614c). 
Accordingi tG the colophons which are found a.t 
the end of ahnost all fascicles, the following may 

· be said regarding the formation of the sub
commentary : Originally Gyonen wrote the first 
45 fascicles at the Ka.ida.n-in, in the grounds of 
the TOdai-ji (temple) in Nara., the headquarters 
of the Kegon sect, from June of 1276 to the follo
wing. April. Later on, he reVised the first twenty 
f8scicles at the same place between May and Octo
ber of 1283 ; and the 2oth to the 45th chapters· 
between March and July of 1286. But, the re
examination of the 4oth and 41st is not stated in . 
their colophons. In March of 1318, he again 

· revised the 43rd and 44th at the Kaidan-in, above.
mentioned, and the 45th at the TOshOdai-ji. In 
this temple, he . originally added-the 46th to the 
5oth· fascicles, t�e last 5 fascicles of the present 
teXt, in the · following April and May._ · In June 

. of the .same .year,
. 
he revised the 40th at the 

Kaidrui�in, . the 41st at the AzO-in, attached. to the · 

· . DaishO-gyorin-ji, and the '42nd at the .Chikurin-ji. 
_Thus he completed his writing. 

The present text in the · TaisM Trip#aka is 
based on a manuscript kept in the TOdai-ji, which 
was transcribed by several copyists between May 
and October, 1706. 

S. Mo. 

BODOKYO, Japanese pronunciation for a 
Chincse,work. See FAN-WANG-CHING. 

BOD0KY0-KAIDAI (Fan-wang-chinu-k'ai-ti, 
· 0. 106 ; TaisM, No. 2246, Vol. 62 pp. 1-3), a work 

priest nor shrine. Its followers, known as Bon-pa. 
largely indulged in fonns of demonic propitiation 
which used to demand even human sacrifices. 

When Buddhism was finally established, the 
Bon-pa lost ground, but not completely. In the 
I oth cent., for instance, they nearly ousted their 
powerful rivals. In some paz:t;s, mainly the central 
and eastern provinces, Bon practices were · fairly 
extensive among the settled agricultural tribes. 
These received support from China whose rulers 
were induced by political considerations to further 
their cause. The nomads, however, followed 

. Bud� ; perhaps they, too, thought it politically 
expedient to be in favour with the central Lhasa. 
authority. 

Little is known of Bon scriptures (if any) but, 
as is to be expected, it is known that in some ways 
they have distorted the rites and symbols of their 
Buddhist neighbours, to use them in their own 
way. One of their oldest signs, the svastika, 
points in an anti-clockwise direction opposite to the 
Buddhist svastika; . they turn . the prayer-wheels 
likewise in the direction opposed to the Buddhists, . 
and are equally contrary in their ritual of c�cumam
bulating shrines. ; they repeat, in reverse order, 

_ . the Om ma?Ji. paame H � I of their rivals ; many 
· of their deities and demons :are those taken from 
Bud� and shown in diff�rent garb and na.:ine ; 
and so forth. 
. . On the other hand the Buddhist Red-hat sect. 

has alSo borrowed from Bon ritiual. This sect, 
known to be the primitive Buddhist group, haa 
particularly taken over their necromantic and 
astrologic rites, divinations, devices to propitiate 
and expel the demons of maladies. 

The Bon-pa. existed more or le8s as a. submerged 
cult in a land of strong IamaiSni where they were 

more in demand for the powerli of witchcraft 
they were assumed to possess. They received no 
honourable place in the land, but themselves 
were bitter against Buddhins. 

D. T. D. 

· in classical Chinese compiled in Japan. It is an 
introductory commentary in 1 . fascicle on the 
Fan-wang-ching ( -lu-she-na1u-shuo-p'u-sa-hsin-ti-p' 
in) or BommakyO. (-rwhanabutsu-bosatau) 8'U8hinj!
�thon� (TaisM, No. 1484) which is '\vall known for 
its statement of an important Ma.bayana-vjnaya 
text, �ed the Fan�Wf:srtg.ghieh or Bomm6kai. The 
commentator is KobOdaishi Kiika.i (774-835A.C.), 
the founder of the . Shingon (esoteric) sect in · 
Jap&J:t. . 

. BUILIOGRA.PHY : JlUS. for 1880, 1891 ; J.ASB. for 1881·2! 
Sit Charles Bell, TM Religion of Tikt, . Oxford, 1931 ; Tlw · 
Peopu of Tibet, Oxford, 1928 ; G. Tucci, To Lhala cm4 
Beyond ; L. A. Waddell, T'M Bvtldhilm of Tibet, Lhala t�fld 
itl Myateriu, London 1905. 

S. Mo. 

BOB (1), the indigenous cult practised in Tibet before 
the mtroduction of Buddhism to the country 
circa 6th cent. A:C• At first the cult had neither 

BON (2) DeOnltlon : The Bon Ceremony is a. sort of 
Buddhist memorial service held for several daya 
before and after the loth of July, usually for four 
days from the · 13th to 16th, under the belief' · 
that the souls of the departed will call at the 
homes of their descendants during that period. 
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In Japan the Bon ceremeny is commonly called 
•• Obon ", " Tama-matsuri '', or " Shoryo-matsuri" 
�memorial service for the spirits of the dead), but 
it should, strictly speaking, be called " Ura-bon-e ". 
'The name " Bon-e " is an abbreviation. 
Further, a.s for the common name " Obon ", 
the suffix "e" meanin� " memorial .service " or 
... ceremony " is omitted and, instead, the prefix 
"0" is added as a term of respect. The name 
" Ta.ma.-ma.tsuri " or "Shoryo-matsuri" is generally 
used by the Japanese to denote the significance 
-of the ceremony. 

Generally speaking, " Ura-bon " is said to be 
the translation of the Sanskrit " ullambana ", · 
.and this is recognized in academic circles. The 
·Sanskrit word " ull�bana. " is said to be a corrup
·tion from the word " avalambana " meaning ·c c  hanging ". (The Cbineae translation of the word is 
" ta.o-hsiian " signifying " hanging upside down " 

-or " so great pain "J . . Ura-bon-e, accordingly, can 
·be taken a.s a Buddhist service held to save the 
·departed from the great pain of being hung upside 
·down and to put them under easy circumstances. 

Thus, the Bon ceremony is a Buddhist form of 
-ancestor worship. In some countries where people 
believe in a posthumous world, they imagine 
that the souls of their ancestors live therein just 
-as they did in this world, and have contact, cons
tantly or durfug a special period, with those on 
-earth. With such people that ceremony has 
·developed into a typical religious function of 
ancestor worship, along with the spread of 
Buddhism. This is best illustrated in the case of 

.Japan. 

Other d�nnttons : The definition given above is 
based upon the 13th volume of ' Hs1lan-ying-yin-i ' 
·(25 vols.) which a Chinese monk, Hsiian-ying by 
name, wrote to explain the meaning of the sounds 

-of the words used in. the scriptures and discourses, 

-totalling 449 volumes. 'l'here he explained that," The 
·word ura-bon (ytl-lan-pen) is a corruption. Formally, . 
· J.t should be termed 'ulla.mbana', which can be 
·translated into ' ta.o-hsiian ' (hanging upside 
down). But, in opposition to that view, another 
-ohineae monk, named Kuei-feng Tsung-mi, set · 
up a different theory and wrote a commentary 
-on the Ullambana SiltYa ( y u-lan-pen-ching) in 
which ··he said, ' ulla.m is of the Central Asian 
:.atock and can be translated a.s ta.o-hsftan, while 
' bana ' is the Chinese word standing for saving 

;a vessel, Therefore, if the word ' ulla.mbana ' 
is translated into Chinese, it means ' saving a 
-tray (vessel) hanging upside down ". In his 

.-· .. 

opinon, only " ullam " is the transliteration of 
the Sanskrit word, and " bana " is not a transliter . 
ation but a free translation. 

Now, the Ullambana Sutra is the scripture that 
gives a full explanation of the origin and method 
of the Bon ceremony. In that scripture, . there 
are the lines, " Filling the tray with delicious 
drinks and eatables on earth . . ", " Serving various · 
kinds of spiced or seasoned · things . . . . " etc. 
Further, the Ta-pen-ching-t'u-ching quoted in 
Vol. - 62 of Fa-yilan-chu-lin (a 1 00-volumed book, 
compiled by a Chinese monk, Tao-shih by name, 
who classified the doctrines of the scriptures and 

· discourses and systematized them), is said to be a 
diflerent scripture ·of the UUambana 8-iUra, in 
which also can be found the following passage ; 
" Cloisonned trays and bowls full of good things 
to eat and drink are offered to the Buddha and 
monks ". According to those scriptures, therefore, 
the main object of the Bon ceremony is to offer 
trays and bowls full of various dainties to the 
souls of the dead and to entertain many priests 
with them. Thus, Tsung-mi probably . opined 
that the suffix " bon " i!J not the transliteration of 
lihe Sanskrit word but the free translation of the 
Chinese word " pen " (bon) meaning a vessel or 
bowl to hold food and drink. Among th08e that -
· support 'l'sung-mi's opinion are records such as 
1' Y u-lan-pen-chiWJ-shu-cM-chuflfl-Bhu ", " Y 11-
lan-pen-ching-liao-shu, " " Fan-i-ming-i-chi " • 
(Vol. 9), " Shih-shih-yao-lan " (2nd Volume}, and 
others. 

So far as the definition of " ulla.mbana " is 
concerned, as above-mentioned, there was a dift'erence 
in views be_tween Hsiian-ying and Tsung-mi, 
both Chinese priests living in the Tang Dynasty. 
Since there · is the established theory that 
" ullambana " is the Sanskrit word corresponding ·. 
to the Chinese word " yii-lan-pen, '' it can be 
said that the former's view is right, and this is · 
the ree.son why his theory has been regarded so · 
far as authentic. Nevertheless the latter's theory . 
cannot be. _ lightly dismissed. _In this connection, 
it follows that both views have been taken up, 
as occasion demands. 

The Bon Ceremony ln India : The Bon ceremony, . 
as has been already pointed out, is observed . · 
with a view to saving the dead from their �t 
pain of being hung upside down in the other 
world. Such a practice however, . did not arise 
from the original dogma of Buddhism but from 
the beliefs and customs of ancient Indians. 
They had believed that those dying without heirs 
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would·.be born·in·.helLafter their death, because the 
extinction; of their lineages would cause them to 
neglect the memorial service for their ancestors. 
.Anciep� .. fu.�,· therefore, including brahman 
priests .and Jaymen, after completing the prescriood 
course of· �aining, used to get married and beget 
sons. .in order . to preserVe their f�y lines. 
Thus �one would they be able to lead a peaceful 
life in a posthumous world. The Buddha's disciples, 
too, bad, been brought up in the midst of such old 

. customs. _But, instead of getting married and 
having heirs� they looked for an alternative method 
to flee the�lves from the pain of " hanging " 
after death. It waa under these circumstances 
that. the Bon ceremony, as a memorial service, 
c�e into being. 

A WI expia.Dation of the origin and· function of 
the Bon ceremony . in Buddhism · is given. in the 
Ullambana Siikci. In that scripture, a tale is 

. told. about the bles8ed Mahiimaudgaiyayana· who, 
seeing his deceased mother su1fering in the world of 
pi-etas (hungry ghosts), asked Buddha to teach him 
how _tO relieve her of her anguish . and l}id as he 
was tOld, thereby s8.-ring his �other from the abyss. 

Thl:ls; the creation .of the Bon ceremony meant 
the 'victoey of :auddhism : owr olci Indian: beliefs 
and �ms. , .. ·. - . · 

. ' 
. .  · ·. . · . · 

ContentS or th., · Ullambana
. 
Siitra : The following_ 

is an· outline of the contents of . the UUambana. . 
�f!ttra. When the venerable Mahamaudgalyayana, 
one of Buddha's immediate disciples and the. 
chief person in qccult power, gained magic 

. power for the first time, he peeJ>Od into· the. · 
other world, .desirous of �ing his deceased 
parents and of tba.nking them for his upbringing. 
Wha.t ,lle found in it, however, was the haggard 
figure of his mothE!r. Overwhelmed with grief; 
he hastily served boiled rice in a bowl and set · it 
before her, but the moment she attempted to 
eat it, the nee turned into red fire which she could 
not eat at· all. He did everything in his power to 

. help· her, but it was beyond the power of his magic 
to relieve ·her of the agony� Crying for his mother, 
he c8ine rUnning · back to the Great Teacher anil 
asked him to teach him how ·to sa�e his mother. 
" Your mother was so sinful ", said Buddha to him,. 
H so Y'.)U can't expect to save her by' yourself. 
But if you get the help of many nionlm, you can 

· do that ; now, I'll tell you the ways and means. 
Do as I- ian you. On the 15th of July, when the 
monks seriously reflect upon th�elves, offer 
many tasty and beautiful things ip, the name of 
your suffering ancestors and · then: entertain the 
elders and mQnks with ·them u. He did as h� 

was told and sttccessfully· freed his mother 
from the world of pretas. This he. saw with his 
magic and was immeasurably pleased and contented. 
Expressing his deep gratitude to the Buddha, he 
asked· him if he might give .many suffering people 
Buddha's pre.cious teachings a.nd hand them do'Wn 
to posterity. His_ request was granted by the 
Master who· added, " Priests and prieste�s� 
kings and princes, state ministers and goveriunent 
officials, subjects and common people-whatever 
you ma.y be, try . to observe the Bon ceremony as 
formally as I have told you, and your forefathers 
:will be freed frE>m the wor.ld .of pretas to be bqm 
in the blessed realms of human and heavenly 
beings ". Such is the gist of the Ullambaoo 

Siitra. 

. The . . Ullambana Sutra is considered to have 
been written in India and later tran.Shlted into 
Chinese. But, judging from t}le personality of 
its · translator appearing in the · list of scripture.s 
and from the analysis of its contents and from 
checking the siitra with other siitras; there . is · 
reason to ask if that siitra is a spurious scripture 
produced · in China. Looking at the Ullambana 

. Sfi,tra· from the scripture list�,' the oldest mention 
of it is in the Oh'.u-san-ta'ailg-chi-chi (445-5i8 
A.C.), of · which Vol. 4 has· a ·. note, " Its trans· 

· · �tor is unidentified, " while the ·. Li-tai-san�pao-cM 
and its following scripture lists say that · it w� 
translated by Dha.rmar�a. of Hsi-chin (China). 
_And.the latter view is taken for granted· even today� .· 
but the fact remains that where8.s the oldest scrip� 
ture list, made in the age nearest· to Dha.rmar�� · 
says· " Translator unknown ,; , the later o�es identify 
the translator with Dha.rmarak�. 

' 

Further; judging from· the contents of the UUam· 
bima Sutra, while· one . can understand that the 
word " ullamba.na " was tra.ilsliterated i.Iito " yti-la.Ii 
p8n ", no one can tell why the . suffix " ·ba.Ua " 
was freely translated into " bowl " . or " ves�el ". · 

. A different translation of the Ullambana BiUra · 
is the Pao-en-feng-p'tn-ching (alias, . th� Pao-haiang� · 
�ng-to�ching, . one volume), but its tr811Slator 
remains unidentified. Further, . there is another 
scripture entitled Ta-pen-ching-t'u-ching which 
appears in Vol. 62 of the Fa-yuan-chu-lin. It is 
conjectured however the,t this might be a different . 
book of the Pao-en-ieng-p'€n-chir.g. 

· 

· Now, in compariDg· the . Uli¢abana SUtra: with 
the Pao-en-feng·p'8n-ching, the contents of the 
latter end with a passage in which Mahiimaudgalyii.� 
yana, who had been: taught by Buddha the way of 
saving his'deceased mother and other fellow-monks 
were all very pleased to do 8.$. they we� told, But 
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the fu.r.,wer has- a furph�I;, portion oorreaponding-�Q 
about one, third of; the 

.. 
whole volume, where it ia 

said that w,hen the ye�erable one asked permission 
to hand the method of relief down to posterity, 
he was not only permitted to do so by Buddha 
b(lt .·also �as give;n .. further instructions. This 
portion- is obviovsly ··� later addition and it se!3ms;to 
hay� Qe�n supple�ented in China. 

·ThlS.is why the Ullambana Sutra iB regarded as a 
apui'jous· scriptnre produced ih China. But the 
idea ·of hangmg, as . aiready poin.ted out, is an 
old belief of the Indians, and it would be premature, 
therefore, to conclude that ·the scripture is utterly 
counterfeit. Rather, as is commonly believed; 
it is preferable to accept that the part of the 
Ulkimbana Siltra, corresponding to that of the 
PcJo-en-feng-p'en-ching, was written in India, and 
that only the appendix to that siitra wa:s supple� 
mented in China: · 

The origin of the Bon ceremony in Buddhism is 
due to the historical fact. that t,he said venerable 
monk . had freed' his mother from the world. of 
pretas, but to what extent it became popular in 
India is quite Unknown. In the Ta-pen-ching-t'u

ching, however; it is noted that king Bimbisara, 
. tpe devotee Sudatta, Mal}.ikii., queen of Prasenajit� 
and others, follo�g the Bon doctrine of ·Msha.ma-

. udgalyii.yana, each had five huiidred gold trays made 
and offered them tO Buddha and the monks iii 
order to eipia.te the sins · of · their ancestors. 
That siitra however 'is regarded as a different 
veraiOn of the Ullambana Siltra and it iS conjectured 
that it · was a counterfeit produced in China. 
There exists no other record than this to say that 
the Bon ceremony was held in India. As far as 
the existing valid data are · concerned, it cannot 
be concluded that the ceremony in India was 
performed according to the rules laid down in the 
Ullambana Siltra. 

Bon Ceremony in China : The oldest Chinese .record 
on the Bon ceremony is the one appearing in the 
.Fo-tsu-:t'ung�chi in .which there are these fues : 
" In  the fourth year of Ta-t'ung (538 A.C.), when 
Wu-ti of Liang paid a visit to the T'ung-t'ai-s� 
Temple, the Emperor had the Bon ceremony 
performed for the first time ". But, as there 
is no record of that ceremony having been 
annually performed since . that year, it cannot 

·
. be coruiidered that the service had becom� 

popularized in those days. It was not until the 
· appearance of the book entitled the Shih-shih-chi. 
ku-lmh that . the function came to · be annually 
observed.. In Vol. ..3 of that book, OCCUII3 the 

· folloWing note : " In  July of the first of Ta-li 

(766 A.C;), �ror Tai-tsung of Tang observed 
the Bon ·ceremony at oour.t. The Emperor, having 
seven memorial tablets made for his seven deceased 

fmefathers. including :I{ao-tsu, Ta-tsu and five 
others and having .hoisted so many large baz;mers
the title o{ each deceased emperor was. written 
.on each--...sent'llis chamberlains to the mausoleum 
for theni and �nshrined them in the hall. 0� 
that �y, the Emi>eror seni ' his cqurtiers . to th� 
Ku&Ilg-shun Gate for the procession. After that; 
it became an imm,ml function. " This, howevert 
W83 th.e case with the Imperial Court, but there 
Was to be· a good space of tinle before the ceremony . 
became popular among. the · people. But, because 
of the coincidence of the period of the Bon ceremony .· :wJth the Chung-yi.l.an holiday,, as will be mentioned 
later, the spread of' tb.S.t function . over th� greater 
part of the cciiiliilwi.ity was comparatively smooth 
and speedy. 

The Bon Ceremony and· the Chung-yiian Holiday ·: 
On the 15th of July when the Bon ceremony is 
observed, people ca.ll. on their relatives to Siv& 
presents or to inquire after their health. Such a. . .  

· c1Ist.om is called " Chung-yiian " · (in Japanese, · 

Chiigen) and is very pqpular in Japan today1 . 
though originally introduced there from China. , . 

·The Chung-ylian arose from Taoism in China· · · · 
It is said· tO . h&ve. originated about the time of . 
Emperor ·wu:ti of Liang (at the beginning of the 
sixth century). In the opinion of Taoists, Shang
yiiail is set for January 15, Chung-yiian for July . · · 
15 and Hsia-ylian for October 15. Of these, the 
Chung-yiian, falling just in the middle of the year, is 
the clay of division of the first half of the yeil.r, when 
the hottest period of !lUIQUl.er tmd the slack farming 
season set in. So, various kinds of functions are 
held on this occasion� In addition, with the holiday 
corresponding . to the Bon memorial day, thoSE) · 
twofold ceremonies have . become popular, as · · 
we see today . 

Bon Ceremony in Iapan : The first Japanese 
record of the Bon ceremony is in· the _ 30-volume 
book . Nihon-shoki (compiled m 720 A.C.). 
In Vol. 22, recording the events in April of 
the 14th year of the reign of Empress Suiko 
(666 A.C.), there is a passage : " For the first 
time this year, every temple was instructed to · 

observe the ceremonies on April S and July 15 ". 
April 8 is the birthday of Sa.kyamuni and July 15 
is the day of self-reflection by priests. The latter, 
therefore, can be considere.d as signifying tho 
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Bon ceremony, while it can be seen also that the 
function in Japan originated at the beginning of 
the seventh century. 

annual functions for the repose of ancestors' souls, 
it has given the people the holidays of leisure and 
amusement, along with the social customs of 
Chugen. The first J apaneee historical book carrying the 

word " Bon ceremony " is the above-mentioned 
N•"lwn-shoki, of which Vol. 26, dealing with the Japanese Old Bellef and the Bon Ceremony : In 
events in July of the third year of the reign of Japan, too, as shown in many sorts of popular 

Emperor SaimyO (6G'Z A.C.), has the lines : " The beliefs, there has been an old belief that a dead 
model of Mt. Sumeru was set up on the west side person's soul would cgl1 at th� home of his des

of the Asuka-dera Temple and the Bon ceremony cendants at a certain time. Some Japanese 

was observed thereat. " Further, in the same scholars are of opinion that this happens five 
volume, recording the events in the fifth year of the times a year, in January, February, July, Sep-

tember and December. Further, it is a commonsame period (659 A.C.), there are the lines : " Several 
sense view that the word " Obon " is the abbreviatemples in the capital of Kyoto were instructed 

to ch·ant the Ullambana Siltra for the repose of the tion of the Buddhist term " ullambana," but recently 
ancestors' souls , , while V pl. 22 of Genko-sha- some authorities on folk-lore, rejecting the com-

mon view, have stated that the name of Obon kusho, . noting down the events in July of the 
ftfth year of Tempyo (733 A.C.) under the reign .of . was corrupted . from the word "- boni " that had 
Emperor ShOmu, carries the lines : " The Bon been used in ancient Japan. Passing over the 

ceremony was performed at court and instructions origin of its name, it must be pointed out that 
_were given to th� temples· throughout the country the Bon ceremony in Jap� though following 
to .make it � annual . function , � Furthermore, the doctrine of the Ullambana Smra, is not so 
.in the book �ntitled Kuji�kongen, there is a faithful .to the ult�ate purpo� of the scripture, 
p� : " For the first tim� , in July of the fifth because it still contains r.aany elements of Shams
year of. TeinpyO� the· B�au of IIDperial Cuisine niam. Perhaps, those . elements �ht be the 
was furnished with tabl�ware.for the Bon. ceremony."

. , 
-remnant�

. 
of the old be��� of t��t nation, �d �h! 

Judging from these literary ·sources; it would sooni . .  · phr81?6 · Tama-matsun, · or �Mryo-ms��. 
that it was ·not until the year 657· A. C. that according < used as anot

.
her name of Obon,_ IDight be the nght 

. to the Ullambana Siltra, the Bon . ceremony was example to illustrate the fact. 
observed for the first time in Japan sild that it was . The Japanese people · of modem times believe. 
not until the year 733 A.d. that it was �e an that the spirit of the dead will come back to the 
annual function at . court. But, in those days · home of .their descendants once a year, ' but until 
the function was only held by the Imperial about the 14th century their ancestors had believed · 
Court and . by noblemen, because the common that their souls woUld be back twice a year or 
people still adhered to the old and traditional during the Bon period and on New Year's Eve. 
functions. · It was not until the arrival of the Thus, the frequency of the memorial service that 
Muromschi period (from the 14th century to the had been performed five times a year in ancient . . · 
15th century) that the ceremony c8.me to be observed Japan was reduced to twice a year about the 14th . 
by the people at large . . With the political and century and later finally to once a yosr. Various . 
ooonomica.l development of farm yillages in that reasoll.\3 for this Ca.n be considt�red. Until the 
age, their · local culture . also suddenly advanced l Oth century, as has already been pointed out, 
and their . annual ceremonies, including various the Bud!U,llst functions including the Bon caremo�y 
Buddhist ones, were. established. Later, at · the had been observed only by the Imperial Hpuse
begiruling of the Edo period, corresponding to the hold and by the gentlefolks, while the memorial 
17th century, when the Tokugawa. Government service for the spirit of the dead had been con
enforced its anti-Christian policy through the ducted several times a year, not as a Buddhist 
Buddhlat registration and family-altar inspection function but as a sort of folk-custom. � 
system, the authorities forced the people to observe · that century, however, with the �vancement . 
the Buddhist ceremonies which, accordingly, in mission work by the Buddhist circles, the dogma 
became very P9pular. In this manner, the Bon and functions of Buddhism came to ov'errule 
ceremony and its -contents, · which had been estsb- · the· old-fashioned belief and functions of the people, 
lished during that period, have been handed resulting in the absorption of that memorial ear
down up io now. What must be especiaijy men- vice in the Bon ceremony • . And, _ it was through 
tioned about the Bon ceremony, however, is that the Buddhist registration system enforced bf 
while, having been observed as one of the civil the said Government that such a trend was muola 
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expedited. In this way, the Bon ceremony was 
established as one of the annual functions and 

' there arose a religious custom whereby during 
·the Bon period, monks visit their supporting 
devotees from house to bowie and chant the scrip· 
tures in front of the specially-decorated altar. 
It is the custom as can be seen even in today's 
Japan. 

It was about the middle of the seventh century 
that, according to the doctrine of the Ullambana 
Siitra, the Bon ceremony was held for the fiist 
time in Japan. That ceremony in those days, 
88 above-mentioned, used to be performed in a. 
simple way by the Imperial Family and noble· 
men. And it is unknown what temples used to 
reeelve the offerings granted by the Imperial 
Family, but according to the Kojin Code compiled 
early in the ninth ·century, it is mentioned that 
those offerings were presented to seven temples, 
namely To-ji, Sai-ji, S!ilii-ji, Yasa.ka.-ji, Hoju-ji, 
Izumo-ji and Shojin-ji. Further, the Engi Code, 
oompiled early in the l Oth century, ·also carries 
the same information. · Judging from these sources, 
it would appear that until the I Oth century, the 
Imperial Bo� ceremony had been solemnized 
in a simple way, i.e., to make offerings, to per
form a brief religious service and to entertain 
the monks . at some special temples in Kyot�· with 
the offerings, and the ceremony by the upper 
olMSes also . had · been in like II18.DJ,le:r. Among . 
the lower classes, on the other hand, that ceremony 
had not been popularized at all, with the time
honoured memorial service for the spirits of the 
dead still prevailing in those days. 

It was far later or during the Edo period' that 
the Bon ceremony became popular with the common 
people. To · have a. look at one or two works 
of literature compiled in that period, N enju-koji
yogen (Outline of Annual Functions, produced 
in 1800 A.C.) there occur the lines, " July 15 is 
called Ura-bon and is the day for holding a 
Buddhist service for the souls of the departed. 
People, believing that those souls will call at their 
homes on the night of July 13, are ready to receive 
them by making offerings with a bowl of rice, 
melons, egg-apples, red-bean and other fruits 
of the season", while the book Ryori-saiji-ki (Out
line of Rural Annual Functions) (compiled in 
J.780's A. C.) has the lines : 11 Today (July 15), 
people, after 8weeping their houses, set up a new 
shelf with leafy bamboos standing at four comers 
and with a rush-mat laid on it and enshrine the 
memorial tablets of their ancestors and various 
Buddha-images thereon. The shelf . is called 

, Bon-dana. , or I ShO-ryo-dana'. Articles of food, 
such as cowpea, potatoes, noodles, etc., are offered 
in front, and beside them are placed images of 
cattle made of melons and egg-apples and with · 
four legs made of chopst-icks. Further, lotus 
leaves are laid on the shelf and a vessel of water ' 
wherein a spray of bush-clove'ri s soaked, is offered. 
Incense is burned, flowers are offered and a. lantern 
is lit. In the evening, dumplings and tea are 
offered. Besides, in some cases, lotus leaves0 

· are laid tmder the shelf to put articles of food 
on them, and those articles are the offerings for 
the good of the deceased without any surviving 
deace.nda.nta who could conduct religious services . 
for them. This function, though childish in 
some points, is observed by nearly every house." 
In this manner, since the Edo period, the Bon 
ceremony has been the religious function of every 
family in J a. pan. 

Present d�y Bon Ceremony : The Bon ceremony · 
�ow carried on in J apa.n, follows, for the 
moat part, the customs of the . Edo period. 
According to them, around July · I Oth, there is 
held a fair, called "Bon-ichi" or . �'Kw;a-ichi," at > 
the street-comer where many booths stand selling 
various articles of Bon function such as flowers, 
lanterns, offerings, etc. People buy:. what things 
they need, and ofl:'er them on the Bon' shelf on July 
13th. But recently, such a. system of fairs has been 
nearly abolished, because those articles can now 
be bought readily at the green-grocer's, at the 
florist's and at other shops . .  Further, the Bon 
shelf that has been me:Qtioned in the preceding 
section is hardly made use of except in the country, 
bec�use the family altar is now generally substi
tuted for that shelf. People, believing that the 
spirits of the dead will call at the houses of their 
dec9�dants on July 13th, make a. sacred fire, called · 
·"Muka.e-bi" (Welcome fire), at the front door of 
their houses on the evening of that day, iu order to·· 
receive the souls. In some parts of the country, 
there are the customs that on the evening of the 13th 
the master of a. house goes to the graveyard to 

receive the souls of his forefathers and comes home, 
showing them the way by torch-light. Under the 
belief that those spirits will stay indoors for two 
days (July 14: and 15), people offer them various. 
articles and invite the priests of their family 
temples to make them chant the siitra.s. This 
siitra.-chanting is 'called "Ta.nagyO". Further; 
believing that those souls will leave this world on 
the night of July 16th, people make another· sacred 
fire called "Okuri-bi" (Send-off fire), at the front 
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door to send them· . off. 1'n the 'above-mentioned 
districts, the head of the family accompanies them, 
by torch-light, to the graveyard. 

'I'� us; the Bon cer�mony be_gi:.M when a wplcome 
flre is lit on the e:'rening of "JUly .13th and ends when 
� send-off fire :is made on the �yeriiirg of thf,l 1 6th: 
During that period, where that function is splendidly 
observed, people )eave off work a:nd spend the night� 
·a.nd �ays ·at "the ceremony> With . regai-d �o the 
:cere�ony, .t:P.era are given yarious kinds of ·�nter� 
tainments, typical · of which is the Bon . dance. 
(See Pl. XXXV) Usua.lly; 

.
ori the nighy ofthe i6th� 

crowds ·of �ople, irrespective of age or sex, 
gather . ." together · k the precincts· . of · temp}eR or 
shrines and dance in a ring to the ac�ompaniment 
Qf festival music. Another Jl1ain . ·entertainment 
is a. �antern-d.isplay · on the ·. water.. In addition, 
the · Bon · ctemony, corte�:ncimg :to the setting i1i 
of a slack farming season, gives theo a; 
good chance_ to �ecover themsleves £roPl the 
tiredne� from their krd lab�ur· since

. 
the spring 

time, 'and is, therefo..r�. one of" the most important 
�nnual functions for'the farmers. - . . 
. · ln�identally, it �ust bEl ad.ded .that in some parts of 
the c�ll!ltcy where the <Bo� ··ooremony. that, ' a 
bereaved - f�ily observes for · the . first time after 
the death of" any of its family �em�rs, is' call�d 
"Nii-bonl' (New Bon) ;. t�ey have the customs that 
people COJ1cern!"d.with t4e_dece�ed gather t?gethe� 
at the home,· offer things to the Bon shelf and 
.burn incense. . 

. 
Furthermore, in many parts of J span a memorial 

service called "Segaki�e" (mass for · the dead) is 
customarily held during the Bon period. That is a 
Buddhist servicf,l held on the basis of the Fo-ahuo, 
chiu-pa-yen-k'ou-o-kuei-t'o-lo-hi-ching, but it has no 
direct connection with the Bon cremony. In Japan, 

· however,: as the phrase "Ura.bon SegaJd-e" goes, 
'this memorial service is observ:ed for the aead during 
that· period,· while among various special services 
held during the holidays � the "Segaki-e" for the 
rep<)se . of the deceased without any relatives ·who 
cdnduct religious services for themselves. Typical 
of the kind are ·the . "�wa;.Sege.ki" and 1'Umi
Segaki" (bot� services for the rapo�e o( tl:te drowned) 
and Qthm:·servic;eaheld in memory of those who were 
{'CcidentiJJJ.y . kUled . in nat��� - c��olami_ties .. 

B.M. 

-�.01 ·-Bi\KVJfl<lBIRAt..DATO..:.SHlKI (F.an-fu.- ji/l., 
l<o�t'f>-�14·��SU�cP.i, .TawM.;· No,-2232, Vpl. 61, pp. /S90.b
iS.Olb}a-11, cl�i�al.Qh4l.ese wQrkin .I -fascicle complied· 
tll: :Jiloplin. T.l». �liW.r&l JtlJlafling nf thQ title is. 
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'private note on .Va,jra�dhat?i.': This is a. work oii. 
the Diamond-world (vajra-dli.atu) which is an a.spoot 
of esoteric teachings representing the wisdom 
(prajiiii) of Mahii.vairoeruia; The work was written 
by . .  Shing1Y the founder of the Kojima-ryu or 
·Tsubosaka:.i.'yii, one' of the-· aa sub-schools of the 
·Toj! esoteric-schools in Japan. According to the 
colophon of the text, it was completed at the 
;Kozan-ji (Pempl&) on the 25_th . of.. February- in· the 
Jit:P. ye?tr of Tangen (982A.C.). 

BON-BP"l;ll GD08�CAN-MAI;Ii SGRUB:_THABS; 
a trahBlatiori into Tibetan from: � Sa�t· text 
.which is presumably lost. See KHARAMUKHI..;. 
SAD HAN A. 
BONDAGE. See . SAW"OJANA. 

.B:ONGAKU.-SIDNRYO . (Fa-hsilen-chin-�iang; a 
work compiled in J apim � clasSiCal · Chinese, . fu 
about 1,000 fascicles. · The literal meaning of 
' ?ongaku ' is ' Sanskrit · studies �. and that of 
'.shinryo' is ' bridge across· a ferey ' and, further, 
' introduction ' or ' initiation ' : the whole meaning 
of �he t!tle is thus ·' initia.tioninto Sanskrit stUdies;·� 
. · '!'his _wqrk �as compiled ·by Onko · Ji� (0: 107 
l7l8-l804) ·with tlie �timce of his· dis� 
ciples iiogo, Teiju and 9omyo as an exbausti� 
compila.tibn of Sanskrit studies. -.Jiun :beli:m'ged to 

. 

the Shin�on (esoteric) sect. He was not . only an 
e�ceUent esoteric priest, but also an e:Kpert in 
·sanskrit studies and in the Vinajra. As a �ans.
krit scholar, he left his vc,luminous work tO posterity, 
while as a Vinayadhar(S, he advocated a new Viriaya 
.named ShObO-ritau. (C. 108). 

Although modern · Sanskrit studies, which had 
been originated by Europeans,. were ·iut�oduced · 
into Japan after the . Meili Restoration oi 

.
186S 

when Japan _started he.i �ode�ation, .there had 
been i.p. that �ountry the �raditionai S�it studies 
called " SiddhaiJl " (q. v). Sidd.baql . .  studies; 
which .had begun in · �cient . · China, b� on 
�a.nskrit �tudies in�rocluced fr�m. : ��e�t. :Jn� 
together with Budqhism, . :we;re �lso broqg4t t9 
Japan, first in the 8th century; and. developed, 
late:r on. 

Siddha.-qi. studies beiora Jiun's day& were some• 
wfuit,pa.riial : that -is to say, �they-were·-mainly ·oOD
cerned With phQnology; such as .the. exegetic81 
explanation of. ,the · �vocal. sound of aach· character 
•nd the prol>lOIJ:I. .of how t9. w:riU;! ��:Sid� �pt.� 
A:.lit:tae �ofti .. hil! pa.ri9!i, how&�J:. there· .. �p,�.a 
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new t'rend of stuclies which took a serious view of 
Sanskrit studies in general in order to make sure of 

the originals. This tendency was shown in such 
writings as the Bonkan-taihon of Jogan, the Bonbun-' 
�irei and :the Bongo-zoshu of Dorizo, the Bongo� 
meiku- ko of Daijaku and the Kikitsu-yakudoshu of 
Eko. 

Following the new drift-, the Bongaku�ehinryo 
appeared as a . work of authority. There is no 
doubt that'this work is most valuable and important 
in the history of the Siddhrup. stuclies in Japan, for 
the following reasons: 

( 1 )  It contains entirely and exhaustively ·all the 
documents of this field · available in Japan at th.e 
time of its compilation. 

· (2) As a comprehensive work, it includes even 
grammar and a dictiona.ry. 

(3) It went a etep further from tl;J.e previous na.r
row Siddham .to 8. new research of the original texts. 

The Bongaku-shinryo eonsists of the following. 7 
parts : :Part. !, F!.onsen : Tbis is .a. collection. ofmany 
old. S!J.nskrit manuscript�;� such as the 42-fascicle
collection brought from . China. by KobQ-daishi ol', 
Kiikai (774-835 A.C. ), the founder of the . �hipgon 
(esoteric). sect in Japan ; the 86 works reproduced 
from the 1Iakke-hirokU 1 ; the 9 sheets of . th.e 
preciolli! · palm�lea£2 presel'Ved · in · the . l!oijii-ji 
(temple), the kairyii-o-ji; the · Seeyo-ji, the 
Zillsen-ji, the Koki-ji, and the Raigo-ji ; arid about 

· io other works. · · 
Pait II, Massen : Thi� consists of translations, 

6o:�:nmentaries, and exp_lwtio:ris of the texts in
cluded . m Part I. It · ·cotits.ins vanous cl88Sic8.1 
Chmese versions of 3 8 · Sanskrit W:orks ; compa.ta.tive· 
researches . mto them, and the commentaries and' 
explanations of 34 othel' texts. 

Part ill, Tsii.sen .: . This is a. collection of Sanskrit 
grammars· 4tclu<llng 19. worko, among which the 
H8i-t'an-tzu-chi of Chih-kuang (Tai8M, No.' 2132) 
is the most iinporta.nt. 

Part IV, .8ess.en. : This is a collection of 29 works 
which comprehends almoat all the essential Writin� 
jn the history of SiddhiU!l ·studies in Ohix!a. and, 
Japan. 'T4ey ar& the F.an-yu�ch'�n-tzu-w¢n ·Q.f 
I-ching (TaishO, .N.o. 2 133A), a. different · manuscript 
of the .sai;D.e title :and .autb6r a8 above. (Taiah.O, No. 
-2133B); the Fan·yfi�t6a-ming. of Li-yen (TaiaM, No· • . 

t135), · the Eq,n1an-yU of PaocCh'ang (TaishO,. No. 
2130), the T'ien-chu-tu1-yuan of Wei-ching, the. 
Fan-fang-y:u of Ch'uan-chen (same as the T'ang� 

fan-wen-tzu, Taishi5, No. 2 1 34), the Fan,i-mi:n,rJ-i-. 
chi, the. Sittan-zo of Annen (TaishO, No. 2702); the 
Kikitzu-yakudoshu of.Eko, and so on. 

Part V, Ryakusen : 'l'his. consists of 
3 .clictionaries, that is to say, the Bongo-ji-i in: 10� 
fascicles, the Bongo-shayo in 5, and the Bongo
yoshO in 5. 

Part VI, Kosen : This is also a kind of clictionary ;· 

the vocabularies included in Part V are here classi
fied with explanations into 16 items, such a.s the 
name of Budhhas, the grade of the wise and of 
saints, the sphe�es of existence (gati), the distinction · 
Of phenomena (dharmd-), the class of deities and 
demooo, the names of hell�, grasses, trees and 
so on. 

Part VII, Zosen : This is a supplement to the 
6tl).er parts and. 8 compilB.tion of soine useful books. 
which are not directly connected with Sa.Dskrit 
st-uclies. For ex�ple, they are the Mong?lia.n 
script, the script used by the Dutch, the T� 
f!Cript, the F�-koo��MofFa-h8ien (taiSM, :No. 2085),, 
the Hsitan-tsang }l'aisM, · No.  2087), the Nan-hai· 
chi-kuei-ch'ua,n. of I-�hing (TaisM, No. 212�), and 
so o;n. ;Mo�eovet:, so�e of Jjtm's o� writings are · 
also included here. 

The time of the completion of the Bongaku- .· 
shinryo ia not exactly known. However, in the 

Bon'ga�u;shinryo-so�'inO'huroku (g�neral in� ex ·· of· t� 
work, Taish.O, No: 2711, Vol; 84, p. 812 c.); the fol
lowing statement is · found :· " This w'� ·preached 
after the Qpavasatha on tpa last da.y of July iii tM 
3rd year of.Meiwa (i766,.A.C.) 11 •. Acoordii:ig to the. 
above p�sage, therefore; by' Ju1y of 1 766, at lea.St 
the �ubstant:e or' the wor� is Supposed to lia.ve 

been com.pi�ted� 
The original manuSQript of this text. i� now·9WP..ed. 

hy.:tlie Koki�ji (temple) in K�w(\chi ·(pres.ent. Osa.k� 
Prefecture) ill. �hich. J.iun. �If s�yed fqr fi!O�� 
yea.rs. froi:n 1796, and ·whicb :became ·the headquar• 

ters :of. his Blwoo-ritsu Vino.y� school. 
Among· th� faSciCles of the work, the· N a'TI.djii.lcyiil 

aharyaku in the 7th part -waa independently· pub� 
lished in 1772, and the 5-fa.csiole -Nanajukyu

ryakuaM in the 3rd part in 1800. 

. . 1 T� is �e comprehl)nsive tiMe qf th� .:writjngs . . of 8 famous ;r�p�ese mQD]pl .of .lh!l S�n.and the Ten�
D

BI)cq � .tfr . 
8th 'and '9th ·certt., who studied in 'China · esoterio ·Buddhism ·a:nd iiltrbdu'ed it -futo -their 1l0Ulltr1 .  They · Jare · ,. . eChlshngyo:i.�� 
SA!Qh?, Ko!>o-d!'olBhi ::S::ii1r!li, ·Jikaltu�aisbi Ennfu. ::&llgyo·of.tlnl Re�n. lilu'li of -th� .A.n$..�l1· ��- . Ogyu_, · . "'"""""' 
Enchin, and S:Oei of the :Enkaku-.!1. · z·some or them are the ofilest extant today. They are certllhily pte!niilied -t,o li'elblig � sbm& Wli� ·tlnnl tlwr tlill !!th 
cent. (TM Bongo-butten no Shobunken or Docu1Mnta of &*krit Buddhilt Te:rtl by R. Yamada, p. � 
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Although the J·iun-sonja ZensM (C. 109), the 
complete works of Jiun in 19 volumes, was published 
from 1922 to 1926 by the Koki-ji, the Bongaku
sM.nryO itself is not included there, but only 
its general index above-mentioned. This index 
in 1 fascicle is also brought out in the Tai8M 
Tripilalca (No. 2711, Vol. 84, p. SlOe. ff.) which was 
published between 1924: and 34:. (Moe. Vol. 5, 
pp. 4677c-4678a. ; the Shin-butten-kaidai-jiten �r 
A New Explanatory Bibliography of Buddhi8� Text, 
pp. 308 b-309a etc.). 

S.Mo. 

BOBGAKU-8HINRY0-s0MOKUROKU (Fan-Mileh
chin-liang-taung�mu-lu, C. 1 10  TaisM, No. 2711, 
Vol. ·84, pp . . 810o ff.); a work compiled in Japan in 
1 fascicle .in . cla.ssicsl Chinese. It is the 
general- index · (s6mokuroku) of the Bongaku
shinryo or Fan-hsi'Jeh-ching-liang, which is an 
authentic work in about 1,000 fascicles of the 
�iddhalp (traditional Sanskrit) studies in Japan, 
Compiled by OnkO jiun (1718-1804: A.C.) with the 

. assistance of some of his disciples. 
This inde� itself wa8 . also written by Jiun, 

perhaps in abput 1776 .A.c. It' was included in the 

The corresponding Siamese terms for 'bonze' are : 
phra meaning. great, chao thai, lord, phikhu (Pall 
bhikkhu) and phisu(Skt. bhik§u). The term 'bon:te' or 
'talapoins' were used by early. European travellers. 
Counting more than 100,000 in number and dwelling 
in over 2(),000 monasteries scattered throughout 
the count.ry, the bonze, in his dull, faded garment 
presents a striking contrast to the large· number of 
novices in their bright, golden raiment. For the 
latter is not a fully ordained monk and is at liberty 
to return to civil life at any moment, whereas the 
bonze devotes his entire life to meditation and 
learning of the Dhrunma. 

Every Siamese boy in big early teens enters the 
temple as an acolyte, and is instructed by the aged 
bonze in the languges. After twenty he receives 
ordination as a bhik�u, the period varying from six 
to twelve months. This is. a custom observed by 
one and all alike, and the kin� is no exception to it. 
It is during this period that the initiate is taught the 
Law and the sacred texts, including monastic rituals 
and observances. After this period of training the 
majority return to civil life, whilst those who develop 
a taste for monastic life remain permanently in the 
Order 88 bonzes. 

· .Jiun-8onja Z�flu�. the · .  complete works of Jiun . ·  The ecclesiastical Order in Siam,· in which the 
in 19 volUmes· published frnm . 19�2 � 1926, and ., bonze� ��c�py a prominent positio�, is founded on also in the TauM-Tripilaka. See· BONGAKU- the absolute authority of the king who stands as the· SHINRYO ; SIDDHA.M. head of religion and as the supporter· of the Doctrine 

B. Mo. and of monastic life. He appoints all ecclesiastical 

BOBn-BIDTTABJUJO-(HEI)-5HAKUGI . (Fan-tziJ,
hsi-t'an-tzit-mu-(ping)-shih-i, C. 111  Tai8M, 
No. 2701, Vol. 84, pp. 361-4:), a cl88Sical Chinese 
work in one fascicle 'written in Japan. This is a 
text which shows · the so · called " Siddha!!l 
characters, " the alpbabet .o f a certain kind of 
ancient Indian scripj;s transmitted· · into . Japan · 

through China. . It contains . an introductorjr 
description, the pronounciation of the chlll'act{ll'S 
and some explanation of the esoteric meaning 
of each letter of · the alphabet. This work was· 
written by Kiikai KObO-daishi (774-835 4.C.), 
the founder of the Shingon esoteric sect in Japan. 
The present text ·in the Tais�-Tripitaka is 
composed. of two · manuscripts which are almost 
identicaL See also SIDDHAM . . 

S. :Mo. 

BONZES, name given t-o Buddhist monks chiefly of 
Siam and Cambodia. Their origin may be traced 
as far back 8s the introduction of Buddhism into 
these two countries in 422 A.C. and the 7th century, 
respectively. 

dignitaries who are governed by a particular 
ministry in �tters pertaining to temporal affairs. 
First in order are the Somdet Chao Rajagarv.s (Para- · 
mount ptonks) conside�ed as �eads of the assembliei · 
of monks. From am()ng these four dignitaries, is app
ointed the Somdel Phra Sangaroja or the Sankharal 
(Skt. Sangharaja) vested with ecclesiastical authority 
over the. whole clergy. The kingdom is divided 
e.mong these four dignitaries. Next in order are 
the four abbots or chief monks (Somdet Chao) of the 

. royal monasteries, and next to them the four 
dignitaries. The guf'UII or teachers are also appoint
ed 88 heads of temples. The bonzea, though con
stituting a lower rank officially, are nevertheless 
held in high respect by the entire public. The men 
or some-men (Pali, Bcimatlera novices), form the 
lowest in the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Unlike the 
bonzes who follow 27 rules, the novices observe only 
light precepts. Bonzes adhere strictly. to the rules 
of poverty, chastity, self restraint, etc. and lead a . 
somewhat rigorous and virtuous life ; they also 
officiate in ceremonies, like �having of the forelock 
etc. 
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The Cambodian bonzes are called lokson 'lords of 
the &Bilembly' or sruigha ; they are also known as 
phik, (Pali, bhikkhu, Skt.bhiqu, 'mendicant' or 
'monk'� , The primary duty of a. bonze is to teach thll 
young, from six to eight years. At the age of twleve 
the pupil receives lower ordination aa a BCJ7!1.ne 
(Pall aamar.era) and becomes a novice wearing the 
yellow robe. 

Above the bonze, as in Siam, are the heads of 
monasteries or abbots, (me vat) who are elected 
either by Somdac phrah Somghrac (Skt. Sanghara,ja) 

or the l'ok pra'h sokon. 'Lord Bishop'. The latter 
nominates superiors for the monasteries en the 
'left', whilst the former appoints superiors to 
monasteries on the 'right'. The Sangharii.ja tesides 
at the monastery Unnalom, at Phnom Penh, the 
capita.! of Cambodia. All monasteries under the 
authority of the Sruigha.rii.ja constitute the Maha 

N ikii,ya as distinguished from the Dhamma-yuttika 
Nikii,ya which was introduced into Cambodia in 
1864. 

As ln Siam, great privileges a.re enjoyed by the 
bonzes in Cambodia. They are exempted from 
public work, taxes, and all civic duties and social 
obligations. In cases of serious offences, the offend
ers are handed 9ver to secular authorities. 

Bonzes subsist on . alms begged from the public 
and lead their lives in cqnstant meditation and 
prayer, in addition to teaching the young. Like 
Biame8e bonzes they take only two meals a day, one 

- at sun-rise, the other at mid-day. 'Pley hold tb:e 
same prominen� position in religion as virtuous 
monks as do the bonzes in Siam. Distinguished from 
baku or pram (brahmatw) who are descendants of 
ancient, Brahmanism which prevailed in Cambodia 
for a long time, the bonzes also perform religious 
ceremonies and officiate in various household 
observances and . functions. See also LAOS, 
VIETNAM. 

N. G. 

BORDER-LAND (Hen-ji), a name for Amids.'s 
Transformed Land, in which are reborn those 
who practise nembutsu (q.v.) without faith but 
for the purpose of acquiring power. Here 
they have to pass a certain period of time 
without seeing the true Buddha or hearing tht' 

· right Dhamma, until they fine.lly repent the 
sin of doubt and advance to the true Land of 

. Reward, or the Pure Land. ·Other spheres in 
this purgatory are the Land of Sloth and Pride 
(l:eman), the Castle of Doubt (gijo) and the 
Womb-palace (taigu). 

Donran commenting on the term Henji, says 
in his Ryakuroa Anraku J odo Gi that those born 
in the Border-Land neither see nor hear the three 
Treasures for 500 years (SMn&hU SMgyo Zenaho, I, 
p. 370, Tanni SM, trsl. by R. Fujiwara, Kyoto, 

1962 .• p. 95). 

H. G. A. v. Z. 

BORNEO, the second largest island in the world, 
sftuated in southeast Asia, between two other 
islands Sumatra and Celebes, . and lying across 
the equator. · It has sn a.rea. of 290,000 square 
miles and a comparatively low population (Oweri 
�utter, ' British North Borneo, London, 1922 
P· ix). 

Borneo is one of the many islands in southeast 
Asia which came under Buddhist influence in the 
early centuries of the Christian era. This was the 
result of Indian emigrations to these regions as is 
evidenced by early Indian literature and stray 
epigraphic&l material. 

It has boon sui-mised that of the -Indians who 
emigrated t<> these regions the earliest were traders 
whose main attraction was gold. . Borneo served · 
as a port of call in times of hostile winds in the 
Sea. journey from India via the straits -of Malacca 
to ChinB.. These traders, it is surmised, were . 
subsequently accompanied by scholars, pri�ts · 
and artisans, some of whom settled down in their 
homes. The emigrations seem to have occurred · 
mainly from three centres at three different times, · 
viz., first from the region around Amarii.vati in 
south-eastern India about the second century 
A.C., when Ama.rii.vati had become a gre11ot centre of 
Buddhist influence in the outside world, secondly, 
from .the region around Bengal, about the fifth 

century A. C. when the Pa.Ia rulers there had cultural 
relations with southeast Asia, and fine.lly, from 
Kii.ii.cipuram in south fudia about the 7th century 
A.C., where the Pallavas, as a dominant power · 
spread their influence in southeast Asia (The . 
Indo-Asian Culture. IV� 302 ff. ; Vlli, 140 ff • . 
Cady, Southeast Asia, Its History and DetJJopment, 

U.S.A., 1964, p. 60 f.; .Arl and Letters, xx:m:, 
p. 3 f. See map on p. 356). 

The Indians, who thus settled down along the 
Mahakam river in east Borneo and the Kapuas 
river in west Borneo and founded trading centres, . 
were evidently regarded by the natives as superior 
to themselves, which enabled thein gradually to 
form separate areas of Indian rule. In these 
centres have boon discovered a few scUlptural 
and epigraphical remains ·which speak of the 

. ·: 

' .. . ·' 
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Brahnlanical !and· Buddhiilt: religioi.is -.and cultural 
fiiHuence in :&meo (RC. Majumdar) llinail. Colonitd

m the Far East,' Calcutta, 1 944, ·25f.) . 

the Bud<nllst images here, $e&ted :on-Stone pedest8.Is, 
sculptured in the .form- ef.a-:I(U;u.s ctUihion; reptes6n�· 
female dei&ies whose identity . has not · yet �een 

. _:Buddhist i:niuence m Borneo waa felt indirectly, satisfactorily established. One. of -the male figures 
too, when the rulers of Borneo h:ad to·eupui.it.to �h� has been identified a&' representing Vajrap8.l,rl. Ita 
vigorous rul& of the Indianized Sailendiil.s of·Java: right band- is in tiarada-mWra and. thE�-lefi -lu4ld' i8 
The· M�y� form of Buddhism which these holding- a lotus surnioi.mted by a. wjra; Another 
Sailendras professed and their architecture and four-armed male figure having a. fly-whisk (camara), 

�ulpture began. to show their influence in about a di� ·{cakra) and � lotus stem ii;J. .three of .the .four 
�he . eigh� century (The Indo-Asian Culture�· hands as its attributes and the other · hand. -in 
m,- 177�. 

. �arada-r��rd, 
. 
and ;eakg armlet� • . 

-b�gle�, 
It.must be confessed, however, that the.Buddhist 

findS fu .Born�. are comparatively meagre, probably 
indicating that Buddhimn was not as 'Widespread .iD. 
Borneo a.s in neighbouring countries, like Java and 
Cambodia.: · 1'he fact that no · powerful dynasty, 
Jike th9se in Java and Cambodia; ever ruled

. 
in 

BorJ?.eo and tha.� the Indian e;migrants, too, ab�d
on�d Borneo in. later times bec�u.Se �f the distant: 
difficult sea,route were probably the_ mimi causes 
of that situation '(cp. Cady, ioo, cit.; H� G. Q. Wal�, 
The ¥aking of Greater I,.;aia, · 'London, 1951, . PI>· sa ff.). 

· 

necklaces, g!rdles, heavy · It� · ol,;mmen�s, _ s�;Wred 
cord, and seated on. a 4ouble-l�tus <:usl.llon, is· said. 

· to represent .a c;lhyan.i bodhisattva. 
. Nearly �11 the Buddhisj;·fi�s in:this �ollection. 
have four . arms,. carrying attributes in .them._ 
They wear stiipa-sha.ped tiaras. . Ma.ny of th�t 
attributes co®ected with several of these ·figurea 
are very much different from th� oftheir .

. 
eountet::. 

parts it!. oj;her countries. This baa led:w the �.0. 
that either a new combination of forms evolvod. iq 
�orn,eo, ·or that jhe . sculpto:t has wr,ongly JQixed 
thE!m. · . · 

. . 
No vestig� of a temple ·or· any oih�r BuddhlSt · It � .. been P�Bumed that .the cafe.jn whio� 

sanctuary has 8o Ofar come to light in B6rneo� · : Th.� . , t}J.61!5 · unages. were found was net · ·the.ir original 
. Buddhist remaiil( fu. this·· island are · lin::iited to . a , .' ._location, hut 'that they. were hidden .there for .. .safety 
lew sculptural fragriients and 8. set of r�ck insenp�. 'D;o� som� . ��ty. · � . is . ��sted . �y. the . 
tiona (JASB�. Thttd Series, I, p. 37). . : · 

· · - .: fact �hat many ·of them .lla.d .P� Ull�e� _thejr . 

Of the 
. 
Buddhist sculptures discovered one pe.d�s�ls in orde:t: tp_ b(l_�ed iAto nic1les. Qri,gil¥.illr 

9f the earlieat specimeris was the beautiful these .would hav.e:been ... placed: ip: the:niches. of one · 
bronze s�tue of the Buddh& round. ·at ·Kota- or ·more iemples,-tlie eia.ct�Sites of whioh-:ha.v.e .no� 
Bangum in the· district . of Koti in sou�ast . . yet · been determined. The ·valley Of the Mah4ka.m: 
Borneo. This statue, which 'laW.r perished in a fire �ver in east ··Borneo · ]u�· ·been suggested - as the 
at- 'the ·P� Exl_u'bition. fu 1931, was in s�ding p�obable;. Si� .. (�. · o·. Majumd�� Hindu · OolontU 
posture �th· ·the right knee slightly bent ·forward. in:l� 'Far Jiksit;· p.· ·�5).. · · · · 

The robe is transparent and is· worn-mih the rigM · . . 

Shoul�er bare. . There is no urna but . the umiaa �� SC�}l��s � -the. Kombeng. cave ·see� . . to 
is unusua.lly high. There see� � have bee� � belong . tq:. diffe.reP:t �o.d.s aiui �erent . .  schools: 

Um.b,rella over the hood. A monk's bowl is placed The four-armed statues eVidently -�ole:Qg . ·tQ I . 
on the left palm and the· right· hand which is . in the the Mahii.yana school. Many of the� diSplay a. ' 

�rlca-m1UW: ·has several signs: engraved· .on its-
fairly high standard of art (R. C. Majumdar, 

palm! The height of the statue is 25 
.
iuches. As Ancient Indian Colonies in the Far East, pp. 334 ff.; 

a work ofart thiB sta�e occupies a.. very significant tl.A'BB;. Third. Series; !): P.� �7- :If.).. 
Place among southeaSt· . .A,si8n sculptures· for it In west. Born�, : ·t.oo, hav� · . .  been . discov-ered 

displays an: admirable ·expresSion · of ·supernatt1ral �ong t�e · :coUecti�n .
. 
of objeQts found a-t Sanb'�; 

grace and pious benevolence� The ' figure is- .ih tw� , s�d.ing figure� ·of the Buddha· iif· Gupta styl� 
Gup� style, and Shows a .clo� reseJilb.lance to the (H. G. ·Q. Wales,· cp. cit., p: 86:) 

. 

Buddh':'. :fig1ires of BarabuQur (R.· Q.�-.}t:{�j�dar� The ·set of rock in.Scriptiona �eniioned before ·1s 
Ancient {Mian Oolonie8 in the Far:_]Qqsl,· -:P�Gas: · mcised oi a rock iii weet'Bonieo situated t�lo� to 
19.37 .U, - ·p. 336 .. f.; ln�ian Arl . and �r�. :ln,- . th_e  sp�gs· of 'Soerige· 1 Te�� a� lJaiOe Pe.liat; · 1 p� 9_8), . . 

. 
'l'he .face· . of �thiS -':rook ·,is· -cdmplet61y · cove�· 'With 

· 

A ��ber of: stone images, rollnd ��p) n· .. ,a Qavf) sctilpttires. of.aeve:zi:st� in<low relie� . .. A :yettJc&llj' 
at .Goenwng·.Kombeng·.in;..eASt . . llotn�Q-,·.J?elQPg;.�g xai.Sed:band'� thEl .iniddla .pro� space ,;�or.:.� 
b.cith .;Bu� and: llrl\h'Qw'liQ.al. -faitb!J.. ¥9st.Qf main inscriptions. There are. ·�gl!t. �otjppi6.Il!l .• 

. � .. . -... , � ·· I  • . . . � 

. . . 

' .... . 
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all, and the other -s6Ven inscriptions are. incised in 
the space in the body. of each of the stiipas. Each 
of tho seven epigraphs incised in the body of 
these stiipas contains a verse in Sanskrit. · · Really 
speaking, there are only two verl:lesj . ona· being. 
repeated in four inscriptions and the other in three. 
The first is the well-kn:own Buddhist stanza begin
ning , with Y e dharma. The other beginS with 
.Ajif.anacciyate. Within these verses are a few 
additional words which perhaps give the names of 
some devotees. The main inScription. seems · to be. 
dated and makes the purport of the record clear; 
namt�ly, the dedication of .a well or. a· . cistern 
(udapana) .to the Buddha, constructed; probably, 
by enclosing one of the natural springs close by, 
with stone slabs. The reference to some caityas 
in this record may be either to the carvings .on the 
rock or to some other crutyas that existed in the 
viciriity (B. Ch. Chlui.bra, J ASB. · Third Series, 
i, p. 4l ff). 

. 

It is noteworthy that· these two ·verses also a.ppear 
in Buddhist epigraphs in:. the Mala.y peninsula a.ri,d 
in other regions, in the Pallava GrQntha characters 
of south India ·and are assigned, pala.eogJ"Bphically, 
to the sixth century A. C. Inscriptions of the 
Brahmanical faith assigned to the fourth century 
A; . C. have been discovered in e8st . Borneo, 
indicating an earlier · period of Brabmanica.l 
influence (B. Ch. Chhabra., · op. cit; p. ·as ff. ; H. G. 
Q. Wales, loc. cit.). 
· It is not certain whether it was·Brahmanimn or 

Buddhism that reached Bo'rneo first. Probably· 
both religions began to show their influence siinul. 
tan�usly� and like· in Kambuja and other· countries 
in southeast Asia, Buddhisin a;nd Brahnia.nisin in 
Borneo· seem to have existed side by side (N. Ray, 
Sanakrit Buddhism in Burma, Calcutta, 1936, 
p. 7): As regards the fol'Dl. of Buddhism� it . has 
been suggested (cp. Ray, op. cit., p. 7f.) that 
j.ust a.s ill other countries of. southeast Asia, . in 

· Borneo, too, it wa.S probably the Stha.vitavada 
whi.ch first penetrated into the country _$lld that; 
� �as l�ter replaced by Sarv�ivad,a and · the 
Ma.bayana. Th.e l�guage of the inscriptions . dis. 
cussed above contains, ·according to Ray (loc. cit.), 
g�pses of the Sarvastivada form. 

The Buddhist remains so fa.r discovered in 
Borneo . evidently ar� , not . sufficient . to . conclude 
that Buddhism was ever. in a tlourishfug· state in. this. 

· · island. But that Buddhism existed in both eastern 
and W.e$tE1rn Borneo during th� -early centlU'ies -of 
the

. 
Christian era is established bey�nd doubt. · . . . . . . . . . . · . . . .  

. H.<'R. ·P�. 

BOROMADilATU. The oldest and most impo�t 
Buddhist mon,.a.stery· in southern Thailand, its full 
name being W at Pra. Boromadbatu (Parama.-
4-hii.tu, " Supreme Relic ' 1), at Nakon. Sri Dha.rma
�aj. A -city in thiB �ea, near tho sea.; was known .to 
Indian. traders, i,400 years ago, as Tiimparlingam •. 
Possibly thi.s te:tnple was established early in ·the 
period of the Srivijaya. empire (757-1293 .A.C.t 
(See Ency B'�m. �l, Pl. LII) 

There iS a. traditio:t:t that a prince, Phya Sri 
Dharmasokaraj, founded the city at its present si� 
and built Wat.Ma.h�tu. It is believed that the 
original stiipa .wa;s ·of .the Mahayana style, common 
ip. Indonesia at that; perlod, Later, - it was &!tared 
to conform. to the Thera.vada style of Ceylon, liaving 
a square base, . a broad circular portion sh&ped like 
an inverted bowl, and above that' a square " throne" 
surmounted by a. tapering spire. Theraviida monk.s-, 
invited to . ·Sukhodaya · by king RiimakamMii, 
moved the Buddha Sihing (Ceylon) image from Sri 
Dhamaraj to Sukhodaya. It is held to be of great 
sarictity, and is identified With a well-kil.own,image 
in Bangkok. 

In the periods when Nakon Sri Db.armarSj waa . 
wholly or pai-tly autonomous, its king was the pai-a.- · 
mount rule� of. twelve neighbouring principalities. -
Wat Pra Boron:v1dhatu, then the chief or roy&! 
temple, received numerous gift& of- gold and silver. · 
in the form of tribute-trees, and personal ornaments 
sueh as gold rings, bracelets and belts. These may 
be seen in the znuseum on the temple �punds. 

After the destruction of the Thai capital . of . 
Ayudhya by the Burmese army in 1767, king _Taksin 
of Dhoriburi sent envoys to Sr\ DhSfiD.ariij to ask for · 
volumes of the ·Tripijaka 'in order to l'nake. c�pies for: 
the depleted . libraries li.t the new capital. · · 

The dominant structure at W at Pra Boromadh8tu · 

is .the cetiya which is 6eventy-seven m�tres high.and 
�ade of brlck and stucco. ]'or a height of � 
metres the top of the spire is .covered with gol� 
weighing 216 . kilogrammetl, Midway up the cetiya 
is a · portico between whose columns a.ppew the 
figures of eight of the :Budgha's disQi.ples.: . Aiifii· 
koJ;tQa.iifia, Kassapa, Sa.riputta, UpAli, Aiumda, 
G:aiampati; Moggallana e.nd R�ula. They encircle. 
the cetiya 88 if walking in. single tile, each . with. his. · 
right shoulder toward.the 9entre. 

In 1885 NB.i Boonsa.kdi of Pak Pan�� -� th.e 
base (9r terrace) of the cetiya repaired, and to this 
he added an iron

.
fence, bells and 8mall stiipa.s. To 

reach the .terrace the Visitor must· . .en tel'·. the Pra 
Mah� :Phineka�a.hr�sn. Vihiira (�'Horae vibin!.1,J · 
and oli.m.l> a 'ft@ltco£· twenty-�wo ateps. � of 
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nagas, garu<;las and other creatures guard the stair
way ; bas-reliefs on the wall depict Siddha.rtha. 
leaving the palace on horseback and riding over the 
city walls. Tradition has it that tl>is vihara. was 
built with funds from a king . of Ceylon, a gift that 
arrived a&r the cetiya had been constructed. The 
money, therefore, Was deposited in the building. 
[See PI� XXXVI) 

A lege!ld, in variant fon:D.s, says that a tooth-relic 
of the Buddha was brought a,ahore here from a sink· 
ing ves8el, carried in the hair (top-knot) of a 
woman survivor. A version of the legend was in· 
corporated in the great cetiya. The relic is said to 
rest now iri a golden bowl which floats �n a square, 
stone-lined pool beneath the ceitya. The land here 
being but little -a�ve·��a ie�l, it.is �aaible thB.t 

in two fascicles compiled in Japan in classical 
Chinese. · This is a commentary on certain. 
selected passages of a Chinese classical work in 
one fascicle named the BosatsukaiMnahU.yo or 
P'u-sa-chieh-pen-taung-yao (Tai8M, No. 1906� 
which was written by Taigen or T'ai-bsien in the. 
8th cent. of the Silla dynasty in Korea. and which is. 
a treatise on a Mahayana vinaya text, called the. 
BosatBulcai or Precepts of a bodhisattva. Th& 

· commentary itself was written by Eizon ofJapan. 
(1201-90 A.C.), who was a prominent exponent of 
the Vinaya in those days. According to th& 
oolopheln of the text, he completed it on the 6th of 
February in the 8th year of Koan (1285 A.C.). 

S. Mo. 

such a pool woul� remain' full of water. BOSATSUKAIHONSB'OY0-Z0BUNSB'O (P'u-sa-
The spacious monastery grounds lying between chieh-pen-taung-yao-tsa-wen-chi, C. 114: ; 2.'a·isM, 

�o converging roads contain a complex ofbuildings. No. 2352, Vol. 74, pp. 4:0b-4:8a), a work of on& 
The royal vihara (which is an uposatha hall) dates fascicle in classical Chinese compiled in Japan. 
from the 13th century, but has undergone numerous This is a commentary on certain selected paaaa.ges. 
restorations. A cloister and a wall form a court of a Chinese classical work also in one fascicle; · 
around the main cetiya and the doiens of lesser named the Bosatsukaihoruhilyo or P'u-sa-chieh-pen
IJtiipas that cluster about it. · Other structures are teung-yao (TaiahO, No. 1906) which we.s. writ�n by 
the library, .the m.�w:n • . sma.ll ,�aras containing . Taigen or . . . T'a.i-hsien in the 8th cent. of · the: 
images of the Buddha, . ornate _gateways ··and dwell. . . Billa . . dJnast;y in Korea and, whiQb Is. a ·  treatis3· 
ings for monks . . .  At, the, .b ig fes�ivala of Ma.gh& . o�: a lfubay�-vinaya· textt" called .the Bosataulcai 
Piija (q.v.) and .Vise.kha Piij:S, (q.v;) visitors come . . . o� Precepts of a. bodhisattva� · The ·commentai-y· 
t'rom as far as.Malaya;· · itself is one of the works of KakujO (1194-1249 A�C.); · 

K.E.W. 

BmLIOGBJ.PHY : Wal ·prts BorOmadMtu (In Thai) prepared lly Nal Wichlen Bam..nmgphol (for the Department of Religious Mairs, Mlniatry of Education.) . 

BOSATSU-E.NDOlf-lUKAIKANJO-KI (P'u-sayiJ.an· 
lun-s/wu-chieh-han-ting-cM, Tai8M, No. 2383, Vol. 
74, pp. 787a-798b), a work in one fascicle compiled 
in Japan in classical Chiilese. This was written by a. 
Pure Land priest, Yuiken. of the HOshO-ji (temple) 
vho completed ·the precept called the H08M-ji
yil-enkai. In thiS work, he describes his viewa 
1n tho precept of the bodhisattva for perfect 
md immediate Enlightenment (Bosatsu-endonkai), 
md explains how to perform the administr:ation 
>f the precept with the form of an ab�ka. (julcai
wnjo). According to the colophon of the te:i:t, 
.t was completed at the Endon-hOkai-ji (temple) 
n Sa.gami Province (present Kanagawa Prefecture) 
Ill the 21st of February in the 3rd year of Joti 
1364 A.C.). · . 

B. Mo. 

aOSATSUKAIHONSB0Y0-HOK0BUNSH0 (P'u· 
ra-chkh-pen-taung-yao1u-hsing-wen-chi; Taisho, 
�o. 2356, Vol. 74, pp. 63c.,81a), a work 

conoorz:ring the Mahayana-vinaya. Ka.kujo 'of the. 
. SMda•ji · (temple) m Nara is considered to be th& 
restorer of the Ritsu or Vinaya 8ect in Japan. · 
According to the colophon of the text, the author· 
completed it on the 21st of December in the 2nd 
year of Antei (1228 A.C.). 

S. Mo. 

. BOSATSUKAI-KOYOSBO, P'u-sa-chieh-lcang-yao-
. ch'a<i, C. 115 ;  _TaiahO, No. 2358B, Vol. 74, . 
pp. 98.l-107b), a cla.8sical Chinese vt0rk on the 
Vinaya in one fascicle written in Japan. Neither 
the author of this work nor the time and place of 
writing is known today. · But, as it quotes a 
work of Gyonen (1240-1320) of the Kegon sect, the 
work seems to have appeared posthumously, that 
is to say, after the early period· of .the 14th century 
(the BUBBho-Kaisel8u-daijiten or Great Explanatory 
Dictionary of Buddhist Texts, Vol. 9, p. 388). 

According to the contents of the work given in 
ita first · part, it is composed of the following ten 
chapters :·-:-

(1) History of Buddhism (mainly of the Vinaya) 
in India, China and J a. pan ; (2) General statement of 
the precepts ; (3) Detailed explanation of tha 
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precepts ; (4) Mode of receiving the common and 
the respective commandments for the seven divi. 
sions of the Buddhist community ; (5) On keeping 

. �ll precepts ; (6) On practising all virtuous deeds ; 
(7) On granting mercy to all sentient beings ; (8) 
Explanation of the respective precepts ; (9) Mode 
Qf confession of one's transgressions against the 
�ommon and the respective precepts ; (10) Some 
-questions and answers. 

But out of these ten chapters, the present text in 
the TaishO Trip#aka contains only the first two. 

S. Mo. 

. BOSATSUKAIMONDO-T0GISH0 (P'u-sa-chieh-wen
�-tung-i,ch'co, C. 1 16 ; TaishO, No. 2358A, Vol. 74, 
pp. 87a-98a), a classical Chinese work written 
in Japan . in one fascicle, by a Vinaya priest 
named Eishin NyokU, who belonged to the Saidai- . 
ji (temple) in Nara. In this work the author states, 
.in the form of questions and answers, his views on 
·the bodhisattva precepts, based on those of Kakujo 
{1194-1249 A.C.) and Eizon (1201-1290 A.C.), each 
Qf whom is considered among the most eminent 
V'maya priests in the Ka.ma.kura period of Japan. 

· Nyokii also criticised, in the work, the contempo
rary views, on the same subject, of some other sects 
:such as the Shingon esoteric, the Pure�Ia.nd, the 
'Tendai 8Jld. the Zen. 

According to the colophon of the text, it was 
eompleted in the 3rd year of Tok.uji (1308 A.C.) at 
iibe ZenkO-ji (temple) in Esshu (present HokUQku 
District). · 

S; Mo. 

BOSATSUKAI-'i'S'OBETSU-NIJUSHO (P'u-sa-chieh 
"'ung-pieh-erh-shoU-ch'ao, C. 1 1 7  Taisho, No. 2354, 
Vol. 74, pp. 53b-58c), a work in Cine fascicle 
-compiled in Japan in classical Chinese. This 
is one of the writings of Kakujo (1194-1249 
.A.C.) on a Mnhiiy&na-vinaya text, named 
the Bosatsukai or Precepts of a bodhisattva. 
Kakujo of the SMdai�ji (temple) in Nara is .  
eonsidered . to be the restorer of the Ritsu o 
Vianaya-sect in Japan. In this work, the author 
insisted as follows : although the three ideals of a 
bodbisa.ttvil.-(1) keeping all precepts, (2) practising 
all virtuous deeds, and (3) granting mercy to all 
sentient beings-should be observed by all the seven 

· divisions of the Buddhist community as the 
eoncrete content of the first ideals, different 
commandments should be prescribed to each of the 
�ven divisions. That is to say, as only the 10 
principal and · 48 minor commandrilentS which are 

based on a text of the Ma.hiiyiina-bodbisattva
vinaya, were usually observed even by the bhikl;!us 
in his days in Japan, he opposed this practice . 
According to the colophon of the text, the writer 
completed it in September of the 4th year of Katei . 
(1238 A�C.). 

S. Mo 

BOSATSUKAI-TS'OJU-KENGISHO (P'u-sa-chieh
t'ung-shou-ch'hien-i-ch'ao, C. 1 18  TaishO, No-. 2353, 
Vol. 74, pp. 48a-53b), a work in one fascicle 
compiled in Japan in classical Chinese· This is 
one of the writings of Kakujo (1194-1249A.C.)· 
on a Mahayana vina.ya text named the Bosatsukai or 
Precepts of a bodhisattva. Kakujo of the Sbodai-ji 
(temple) in Nara is considered to be the restorer of 
the Ritsu or Vinaya-sect in Japan. In this work, . 
the author raised objection to the common tendency · 

in his days, that the b�us did not usually observe 
the 250 commandments (the 348 for the b�), 
of the full itpasampada, but that they observed only 
the 10 principal and 48 minor commandmenta, 
ba.Sed on a view cf the Ma.hayiina-b?�bisattva
vinaya. According to the colophon of ,�be text, it 
was completed on the 11th of November in tbt 
4th year of Kangen (1246 A.C.). 

S. Mo. · 

BOSATSUZ0TONKY0-ICIDJ0KAIGI-YOKETSU 
P'u-sa-ts' ang-tun-chiao-ch' eng-hai-i-yao-chileh C. 119 
TaisM, No. 2631, Vol. 83, pp. 479a-488c), a classical 
(.,'1Unese work in one fascicle written in Japan. This 
is one of the writings of a Pure Land priest, Ken-i 
(1239-1304 A.C.). In this work, the author mentions 
his views on the Pure Land teachings. According 
to the colophon of the text, it was completed i,n 
March, 1268 A.C. 

S. Mo • 

BOT, in Thailand, a Buddhist temple architectural 
device, within the temple ensemble, Wat. It is • 
generally accepted that the most important building 
within the compound Wat is the Bot, the sacred 
temple. 

The Bot, which is always preceded by a porch, 
as a rule stands opposite the east entrance of the .· • 
enclosure. The principal feattm) in the Bot is the .
great altar carrying a gilded statue of the Buddha 
which is always pl.aoed in the central aisle jn the 
last bay but one (J. Fergusson, ..4. History of Indtt. . 
and Eastern Architecture, edited by J. Burgee� 
and R. P. Spiers, London, 1910, part II, p. 407 f). 
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WI. "th the royal ·family. · (See Ency B!sm II,. . .  The Bot i.<! usrililly the first structure to ·be built 
within the . . wat. It is rectang-Ular in plan and is· Pl. LI) 
-divided into central and side aisles by columns 

It was fomided about 1 827 by prince SP.kcli, 
in stone, carrying npen .timber roofs covered with (the " Prince of the Pala.ce to the Front ") who Wa& 
glai.zed .tiles itt bright colours (ibid. p. 406, Fig. 473. a.n uncle of king Raina ill. There is a tradition 
for a sectional illustration or the Bot of the Wat that the uposa.tha :hall occupies the site of the· .Jai- e.t Sukhodaya). Tho roofs over the side aisles cremation pyre of the mother of princess Dii.riivadi,._ 
are at a lower level than that of the central aisle, who wa.S Sa.kdi's first. wife and a niece of Rii.ma I. leaving. space for a · clerest()J:y, which consists- of The first and largest image iri the uposaths hall was 
pierced terra•c;otte. slabs. Similar perforated b�ought (about 1825) from Wat Satapan in Pejburi. �n.s- are built in between the outer columns Four years later, SB.kdi brought the Jinasiha 
of the aisles. In important temples the Bot h� Buddha, companion image of the Jinarii.j Buddha • 

. double aisles· on each side.t (See .Pl.· XXX.Vll); from Pisnulok. The Jinasiha image, which ia · · d ··th about four metres high, was so venerated that in . 
The stone columns are sometimes crowne Wl 

capitals carved With lotuS'de�igilS and tho wooden 1838 it was. seated in front of the larger image from 
beams of the roof above are tenoned into the · Pejburi. 
columris.i The · main bea.'mS · . and plStes resting . King Rii.ma ill did not appoint another prince 
on the top of the capitals, the transverse _beams to this ·office upon the death of Sakdi in 1832. 
across tb� aisles and the beams ·carrying the cleres- However, he bestowed patronage �pon this temple 
tory are tenoned into coltunrui. The vihii.n (vili�a, (then known, as . the " New Wat ") and re-erected 
Ceylon ) · e.nd· KambUriens, other annexes in a three-storeyed residence, the . 'Pra �anya, . to 
the compl_ete ·wat, 11Je similar in d_ esign to t_he which he moved from the Wang Na palace grounds. 

He then invited his ."half-brother, Pra Mahii.:Vajir�-· :llQt but· of sinaller· diril.ensions (see M. t. FouriJ.e·- · · · · · · · · nan. a. (prince Mo_illrut; later to · become .. king � · ·mu,· Atl� du · .Muaee au.imet, ·r:t:ome · XX:VII; · Rii.nili : IV) · to preside over it. When · Mo:rilrut-parl i, tome, ··Xxir, part 2 ;  aJ?:< f �ls:o L_e Biq_m ' _arrived at New Wat (on 1 1th Ja�uarr, 1837) some Ancien, 1905). . 
of the buildings were ·Unfinished ; only_':five·· monks . 

. One of the largest examples of the Bot in Siam were in residence. The king urged the new incum• 
is at Phr��Prang �mple in Ayuthia •. measuring bent to take from Sakdi's · pa.la.ce whatever he 
nearly 228 ft; by 49· ft. (Fergusson op. cit. p. · 409).- Wished for his monastic quarterS.. The monastery. 
In the Watr-Phu�ta.i; also in Ayuthis, the- Bot· is was then re�ed . Wat Bovo11aJ!ives-vihii.r& 
transferred ·to the. rear or the west side, with a (" Excellent Residence "), resembling in part th� 
western entrance. In Wat-na-Phrar-That; .at · officiBI name of the residence of the " Prince of the 
J.,opbur.i. the gr_ound plan .being more compli:· PaJOOe to the Front ". All this suggests that the 
C:Qted, the Bot -is united -to �he main shrine 

.
by � incwnbent thera was to have the at!ltus, if not "the 

Quter -anci inner · gallaried col.!rl (ibid,. pl. XL VIII); title,. of a. ":PriJ:lce of- th� Front Pa.la.ce. ". 
A. D. '.r. E. P. Moilkut was iri. the prime· of life-studious, 

BIBLIOGRAPHY : K. Doehring, IJer Bot (Haiipttempel) brilliant, energetic, . and of higher birth than even in deft Siamuil!:hen Tempelanlaqen, Berlin, 1944 ; R. Le May, 
d Buddlrirt Artin Siam, Cambridge, 1938 : G. Coedes, Making of the king. It was not long before he enhance ·&1ulll� .Alia. London, 1962, p. 163, n. 22. the prestige ·of the .-nionastecy, surrol.J.Ilding himself 

BOVOBAIUVES (Pavara.ni:veaa). 'l'his royal with ·a grO\�p of 150 mon,ks who were known for 
monastery,.situa.ted a �hort diStance north-east of their discipline, learning and ability for publiC} of-the Royal P� {�_Bangko�, Thailand), is the spee,king. He initiated a series of reforms .in hesdqua.rl4l�. of the. Dha.mmayuttika . Nikay:a . . religious services_ and m.onastic rules. The monks (q.v:). Iii.Stor1ca.lly it has closely a.Ssoci��d in this and other templse who followed these refon:nS 

LA· �el!Sm · 'l'1th the Burmese •·Tlielrr ' ,.or the ordination hall (upo&af/la-ghai'a) M.s. been cofijectured by _certain-scholar's (J. F�Jl, !)P.!, ci1;. part ll, P.· 406, Fqot�of,e 1), �;hich is. not :very.unlikely . .  �ot �. �!so so�e affinity t:9 .t�e '.Bn!Jugc_ (the Image holl86 in· ceylon temples) and·· 1s very· likely a structural remnant· of the anment Cet1yagharas (DAge m Smhalesc} ()f -w:,b!ch �plea ·� found in.. the .famous rock�c.utapsi�l ca.ve- temples .in· India,. which W!lre originally mea1;1t to ho� a stu� .. and Ia.ter �e Bud�. unage. The Bo� preserves most of the architectural" and · f11,11ctional concep� of these Qa veabr:loea · which speak OC . strut.:" ural prototypes. Th� apsidal �ve temple!!<:are ·:_rectangular:: in . form with a nave · and two ·side , �es ·dlV\ded by a. �w. O.(,])ijlars, enshrining_ a .stupa o� ·a ,Buddha image at the apse. · . · . · _ 2 ,  The . te!JO�ed or .m��ced -�pJtals. .of,:the ca�uinns �ble. t�e�-��Y. An�ilha�ur& (Ce:y,lon) monolithic _ pilla�<ro�d itnrofural-1116riuments -like -the · V:a�dage eg1 ·-LallkAmma,· Thuparama; where the· pilliil.'- capttals- ��th tenons were meant . .to: �pport the . ')':�n.·.beam.s. which ·held the. fr�IM,work .. of the, domlcal roof. Thoug]l.. struct:nrally · with. less re&emblan�, 'the �-.YaladJile ' �lb CeY!On) could b"e !lli!ction.ally a prot9£ype orthe Bot (see s. Paranavitana. TM Stupa iii Ctvllm; Colombo � 946, :pp. �5 !f�]'jg:·l�k .The Ya�c;JaiW.llP�ISQ anothex:..v.ersiozi or the..:Rock;eut Ceti�gha.ral!; (see .JU.NN:A;&}: · · · ··· 
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became known 8S the Dhammayuttika · Nikii.ya 
(" Adherence to the Dharma " school). By its 
emphasis upon learning, this reform movement 
influenced the entire Sangha. Despite efforts to 
absorb them the strict adherents to the new rules 
remained, though, but 8 minority within the 
Sangha.. 1 

The energetic head of Bovoranives, however, 
strove ceaselessly in a. delli�ted cause ; his efforts 
were varied and achieved t'ermanent success. 
For instance, in 1840 he sent five of his disciples 
to Ceylon to return the visit to Bovoranives of 
five monks from that country. The Thai monks 
returned in 1843 with forty volumes of the 
Tripi1;aka. which they had borrowed. In the next 

,Y,f38r seven more disciples were despatched to return 
the borrowed books, but when they came back they 
had brought thirty other volumes. They were also 
accompanied by forty monh. ..,d laymen who were 
honc;>.ured guests at Bovoranives, where they shared 
the �Ieli.rning and the traditions of the high prelate. 

During his fourteen years as head of the monastery 
he added to and improved many of the buildings. 
He erected the forty-eight metre cetiya behind 
the uposatha. hall; as well as numerous pavilions and 
residences for monks. He re-consecrated the T · 
shaped uposatha hall and enlarged t�e sacred area 
around it. In 1838 he moved the bronze Jinasiha 
Buddha from the vihii.ra into the . uposatha hall. 
Later, when king as Rii.ma IV, he removed, from 
Wa.t Sudasana to this monastery, the Pra Sii.sda 

· image iri: order that it and the Jinasiha Buddha, 
which had both been cast in Pisnulok, may again 
be together in one temple. In the vihii.ra he placed 
the Pra Sayya Buddha, a reclining stone image 
which came from Wat Pra Bai Luan ;Sukhodaya) 
and which he may have found in his travels In 1833. 
Just after the close of his reign (in 1 868) a cutting 
from the Bodhi-tree at Buddha-Gayii. (q.v.) was 
planted near the west wall of the monastery. 
In a pavilion beside this wall is a large flat stone 
bearing the Buddha's footprint. · This dates fro.m 
1426 A. C. and had come from Sukhodaya. 

In 1905, an adjoining monastery on the east, 
Wat Ra.xpsisuddhii.vasa, was united to Wat 
Bovora.nives. In 1914, a two-storeyed classroom 
building in Gothic style was erected on this newly 
acquired land. In 1956 a three-storeyed classroom 
building was erected on the south side of this 
property for Buddhist university classes. In 1912 
a. bell-tower just east of the uposatha hall was 

· remodelled to shelter two ancient stone images of 
that Buddha.. The standing image of the Dvaravati 

period (5th to l Oth centuries A.C.) came from 
Wat Phya Ok (Lopbliri) � the smaller image (also 
from Lopburi) is of the Buddha seated on a coiled 
serpent. A similar bell-tower, west of the bally 
likewise contains two stone images, both seated, 
the one facing north being of the Srivijaya school. . 

Moilkut left this monastery to ascend the throne 
in 1851. A. C. His successor at Wat Bovoranives · 
was (prince) Riksa, who was better known by his 
later title of Somdec Krom Phya Pavares. :a:e was a · 
son of (second king) Mahii.senii.moraksa ( l 8 09-
l 8 17.A.C.) Pavares adopted Mo:Dkut's reforms and · 
until his death in 1 892 continued to be in charge of 
this temple. During and after his lifetime most of · 

the young princes . served their novitiate in this 
monastery. Among these were prince (later, king) 
Chiilalongkorn and all of his sons, and two Cambo· 
dian princes (Norodom and Sisowat) who later 
ascended the throne of their country. Rams VI 
(prince Vajiravudh in 1 904), and Rii.ma VII 
(prince Prajii.dhipok in 1 9 1 7), entered the Sangha. 

. for a period in Bovoranives. · 

During the latter years of prince Pavares's long 
incumbency the leading position in }he Dhamma
yuttika Ni:kaya passed to personalities residing 
in other monasteries. He himself, however, received · 
increasing veneration and, dw:ing · the last two 
years of his life (1 89 1-1892, A. C.) · occupied the 
highest post, that of " Prince Patriarch of the 
Monastic Order. " 

Prince Vajiranfu,lavarorasa, a son of Moilkut, was . .  
the third head of . Bovoranives ( 1 892-1 921. A.C.) 
Very quickly he restored to this temple the position 
it originally held in the Dhammayuttika group. 
He was made " Prince Patriarch " (5th November, 
1910), with the rank of Somdec Krom Phya. 

In October . 1893, a school of higher Buddhistic 
studies was founded in memory of king Moilkut 
at Wat Bovoranives. Named Mahii.makutaraja. 
Vidyii.!aya, it was given university status (1 946) . 
and undertook the task of training bhi:kkhus for 
teaching positions in monastic schools. 

In 1916 a figure of prince Pavares, the second 
incumbent, was placed at the foot of the Jinasiha 
Buddha, to the left ; later, one of the third incum
bent was also placed, to the right. In 1892 . 
Vajiraiial)a, the third incumbent, ordained 
Momrii.jawongs (" Royal Prince ") Chune in this 
monastery. Later, this bhi:kkhu was elevated 
to the rank and title of Krom Luan Vajiraii8.I,la· . 
vamsa and served as " Patriarch " ( 1 945-1958). 
In October, 1 956 he became the upajjhaya of kiJ?g 

1 By �959 �1-numbered 15,391 monks and novices, who together occupied 819 monasteries. 

9. S.P.C. 93896 

. ,. 
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Bhumibol Adulyooej� the present king, who resided· 
in tllis monastery as a monk for two weeks in 
obserVance of the Buddha. J a.ya.nti, the Buddhist 
year- .2';500. 

K. E. W. 

B.ll!I.LI09RAPflY: " History ofWat Pavaraniveca "by :&. Lingat 
in JSS; x.xvr. pt. 1 .  

Bnwt. ·See PATTA-DHA.Tll 

BBABAqHATTA JATAKA . (No. 336) preached 
by- -th� Buddha at the jetava.na n:10na.stery with 
�fe�e ,to a fraudulent (kuhaka) monk. 

·QDc'e "thebodhisattsW88the minister and chaplain 
of Brahmadatta, king of Bar8J;ul.si. . Brabmadatta 
ooptured the · �dom of Kosala and, leaving a 
�resentative to rule the country, returned to 
B�l taking with �· all the wealth he could 
cqll�. This' wealth was buried in a park. Chatta, 
the aon of the kiDg of K;osala, escaped, went to 
Takka�ils, learnt various arts and crafts, joined a 
band of asceties and became himself the teacher of 
a· group ofpupilS, 

.Reaching B�i, later, he won over the king · 
'lfith his · learning ·and deportment, and the king 

. built hou� · for·· the .. _88(letics in ,the ,. royal . p�k, 
where the plundered· wealth of the king of .Ko� 
wa8 buried. Chatta knew· a charm ·by which he 
could get at burjed treasures 8nd, knowing that 
his· father's wealth was buried in that park, he 
dUg. the earth in the night and, removing the wealth 
from the pots, filled them with straw and escaped 
to Kosala. where he subdued the repreSentative of 
the king of Barfu;tasl and .took posseasion of his 
father's kingdom. 

When the king of Barfu;lasi came to kn�w what 
had happened, he was struck ·with grief and ran 
about .�e a mad man, shouting ' grass ', ' grass , . 
�obody could co�ole him. When the bodhisatta 
came to �ow this, he consoled the king saying that 
the wealth had been taken away by its legitimate 
oWn.er; Thenceforth the king ruled his kingdom 
righteously. 

Chatta was identified with the fraudulent monk 
w. m, PP· n5-s). 

1 ;fl#. li, 28.1. 2 :{fg. v, 43. 12. 8 · .flg. x, 90. 
4 e.g. .flg. ll, 27.8. 

· .6 Satapat/uJ BrclilmGtJG xU, 8.2�. 

W. G. W. 

BRAHMA. In Pre-Buddhistie Thought : The word 
Brahman (neuter) is met with as early ss the · �g-vHia, but it is there employed to . mean (to use 
the words of Martin Haug) 'a magical force which 
is derived from the orderly co-operation of the 
hymns, the chants and the sacrificial · gifts'. 
Brahman (masculine) is also found in the J.lg-vedls 
but it is used to denote a distinct caste or cla.ss, the 
caste or class of those who undertake one or other of 
the priestly offices. Brahms (masculine) as a god 
is not known to the Vedic hymns and the mascu
line personal god, whose name has phonic connec
tions with the word and who is referred to in these 
hymns. is Brahma.1_1aspati (also called Brhaspati), 
the lord of Brahman, of spell and prayer. Charac· 
terised as the paramount domestic priest of the 
gods, he is, in one J.lg-veda passage, 1 referred to sa · 
gattiinam garwpati--a god, in fact, of learning. He 
is, therefore, the· teacher of the gods, a divine per
sonification of the earthly teacher-class, the · 
brii.hma.ns (See Pl. XXXIX). Occurring mo.
·frequently with the god Indra (Sakka), especially in 
the myth of the release of the cows, he is also closely · 
associated with Vac (Speech), the deSignation 
Vacaspati �eing used as a synonym for him. In 
another passage of the J.lg-Ved�,' he is exhorted 8a 

. the _ golden:coloured . one, · the . shining one, and,· 
although luminosity wa.a an attribute of all the 
gods, this particular passage seems to suggest it · 
as a distinctive characteristic of this particular 
deity. It appears that some kind of magical power . 
was also associated with him. Nowhere, however, 
_is the �gvedic Brhaspati or Brab.mm;laspati 
presented as a creator-god, the orgin of things being 
linked in the J.lg-veda with the primeval giant of the 
celebrated Pur�a-at'ilcta,3 or with the god Pra.jspati 
who, in the late hymns, is expressly referred to aa . the creator-god, 'the chief and father of the gods'•, 
an epit]!et eariier applied to Bra.hina.l_laspati. 

It is in the Safupatha Briihmat;ta5 that we come 
across the first identification of Brhaspati With 
Brahms, and in the Siitras we have the identifies-. · · 
tion of Prajspati, the Vedic creator-god, With . · 
Brahms. Between the identification ·  of Brhaspati 
first with Brahms. and then, Prajspati with 
Brahms, a transitional period of fermentation ob- · 
vio�ly existed. A similar period of fermentation . 
undoubtedly prevailed between the identification of .. 
Brhaspati-Brahms with Prajspati, and the final 
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evolution of the well-defined single creator-god 
Brahmii.. The Brahma in early Buddhism is 
drawn, it appears, from the conceptions of this 
transitional stage. Apparently, by the time of the 
Buddha, the god Brhaspati had been forgotten' 
though, naturally, his characteristics persisted in the 
deity with whom he had been identified. In the 
early Buddhist texts, Brhaspati is nowhere men
tioned. His name, on the .other hand, survives in 
contemporaneous brii.hmanical mythology as the 
designation of a sage and teacher of the gods. 

Contemporaneous Brahman Conception : Praja
pati and Brahma, along with . a number of other 
Vedic gods, are mentioned as being invoked by 
brii.hmans as 'eternal',8 but Prajapati is not any
where mentioned as creator, while it is quite clear 
that Brahmii. was so considered. Frequently 
Pra.jspati and Br�mii. occur side by side ; in such 
instances Prajii.pati practically always receives pre
cedence.7 Sometimes the two names occur with a 
few other Vedic gods; riaiilely, Indra, Soma, Val111).a 
and . !Sana. Seemingly, the epithets Brahma and 
Pra.jspa.ti, as, . perhaps, also those of a number 
of other Vedic gods, were for· a long time being 
appJied indiscriminately to each other as the 
occasion demanded-all these facts indicating that 
'henotheistic' tendencies, of invoking alternately 
individual gods as the highest �cording to the need 
of the moment of invocation, had not. completely 
died do:wn in the strat.um of thought from which the 
Brahmii. in Buddhism was born. Indeed, strong 
tr8c�s of a current henotheism are e:Vident i� the 
Buddhist theology of this early period. 

It is irreleva;nt here that Max Muller's theory of 
henot?-eism as a description of the phase of religious 
beliefs in the time of the JJ,g-veda is open to criticism 
on the ground . that the �gvedic hymns constitute 
exaggerative praise, and, . therefore, unrepresen
tative of the general or popular belief of the 
period. . The point of interest in our context is the 
connection the Buddhist conception of Brahmii. 
bears to the preceding theology be it priestly or 
popular. There was undoubtable· acquaintance on 
the part of the Buddhists with the general notions, 
if not the details, of the first three Vedas-a conclu
sion supported also by a tradition that t.he Buddha 
was Master of the three Vedas. We may, therefore, 
justly seek in the Vedic scriptures themselves the 
tendencies which influenced the Buddhist concept. 
---------

6 M. I, p. 2. 
7 e.g. D. I, p. 244 ; M. I, p. 2 ; p. 327. 
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The above criticism does not deny the henotheism 
of the Vedic scriptures. It only denies that it is 
fully representative of the thought of the time, and,· 
it is quite conceivable that the exaggerated views . . 
regarding the gods contained in the JJ,g-veda in-. 
fluenced the theology of Buddhism, if not mor& 
than, at least as much as the popula� belief of the 
time. 

As much as we may conclude that the �gvedic 
worshipper invoked each particular god at any one 
particular moment as the supreme deity, we may 
also infer that, as the various guardian deities 
of families and clans and va.rious cults 
became integrated or mixed with the mix
ing up of the races, there came to exist gentes or . 
gotras which invoked as the highest a particular 
deity whom they considered as their ancestor. · lt 
is obviously to such gotras that the Buddha. refers . 
in a recurring passage in the Nikayas and Vinay��o 
where he says ".  . . . . . the brii.hmans of today. . 
chant over again and repeat, intoning or recit�ing 
exactly as has beeri inton�d or recited-to wit, 
AHhaka., Vsmaka, Vii.madeva, Vessamitta, )"a.ma
taggi, Angirasa, Bharadvaja, Vasettha, Kassapa . . 
and Bhagu ".a 

It is clear from an examination of the.Qg-veda that· 
" Bhagu, · Angirasa, Bhsrad.vsja, Kassapa, Vessa.� 
mitta, Vii.mad.eva and Vasettha. '' were. ancient 811og61f 
who had attained divine status amon-g descendent; · 
gotras of these names. It is possible 
that semi-divine seers and sagely ancestors, 
the heroes of the Vedic and early Brii.hmanical age, 
were after their death, and with the passage of 
time, elevated to the heavens when the idea. of afu;r. 
life and of rebirth began to weigh upon the Indian 
mind. In an age when Brahms attained to pre
eminence, the practice probably existed among the ·. 
gentes of elevating their ancestors to the heaven of 
Brahmii., the highest, to the company of Brahma1 
the much-cherished Brahmaloka. As a result, pro
bably the practice also prevailed of applying 
" Brahma " as a laudatory epithet to the gods ofth& 
clan or tribe. Incidentally, it may be significant . 
that the word " Brahms. " is �ed in the early 
Buddhist literature in compounds, to mean " the 
highest " or 'the perfect' as in Brahmajilla' or 
Brahmacakka,10 or Brahmacariya. The heroes were 
eulogistically considered, no doubt, to have been 
born in the Brahma-world, become Brahms, or en· 

8 D. I, pp. 104 238 ; M. II, p. 170 ; A. ill, p. 220 ; IV, p. 61 ; Vin. I, p, 245. 
9 D. I, p. 46. 

10 e.;. M. I, p. 70 ; S. IT, p. 27. 
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"4;ered 'the retinue of Brahma. It is likely that tha 
gods already had 'Brahma' as an honorific epithet 

. . for their names and were now being considered as 

· Brabmas or Brahmadevas. Hence, it may_ be sur
. mised, the . pre-eminence of the gods .V.;ied from 
region to region and from clan to clan as much as.it 
varied from prayer to prayer of a. single worshipper. 
The regional variablity of the pre-eminence of- the · 
gods assumes some importance by the fact that 
the� is considerable evidence to show that the 
(lradle of Buddhism was far removed from the home 
of the Vedic and Brahmanical literature. The 
whole picture of deification of the sages and their 
posthumous elevat.ion to the Brahma-world, as 
Brahma Sa.nailkumara is discussed bolow. 

erring brahmans of the day, as in the Temjja 
Sutta.u It maY be taken, therefore, that the 
Brahma thereby designated is the same as the com• . 
pom1d Brhaspati-Prajapati-Brahma of the post
vedic period, tba.t is, the personal god recognised by 
contemporaneous Brahmanism (see Pl. XXXVlll). 

Though thus the compoWld, while still in the pro_. 
cess of formation, was conveniently accepted, it· 
would appear that the early Buddhists adopted a 
dual attitude to the two component elements. The 
element of the creator, Prajspa.ti, is decidedly and . 
decisively rejected. The Brha.Spati element, the 
teacher and. the chief of the gods, is sympa.theti
caily and even respectfully accepted and, trans
formed into an attendant and disciple of the 

In Early Canonical Literature : In early Buddha, and, in the characteristic manner of early. 
Buddhism the word " Brahmii. " is used to denote a. Buddhism, purified into a sagely being, possessed of 
member of a species of deities inhabiting one of the the ideal virtues of Love, Pity, Joy and Equanimity, 
sixteen high heavens of the Riipa world. of the that is, the brahma-viMras(q.v.), which most modem 
.Buddhist cosmography. But it is also used to desig- scholars consider to be exclusively Buddhist. · 

il�te any one of their chiefs who are, however, Brahms, in other words, is converted to Bud� • . 
tl8U8lly referred to as Maha Brahmas. Bra.hmas ap- The then;ourrent concept of the creator-god 

. pear to_ live in groups or companies, .and there are · : · appeSl'!J to . have been fully explicit to the mind of 
many Mah� Bra.hmas, . tho11gh it is not quit�· clear · those· Buddhists who rejected it. References� are 

· whether the multiplicity of Maha Brahmas was the ·· frequent iii the early Buddhist-literature, �a.inly' the . . 
. · earliest and original conception. Whatever may be · lfl.gkal1 an4 Majjhima-nikiiyaats, to Bra.hma held 88 . 

the date of this conception, from that date, eMh. w!J8 · creator-god and Supreme Being by the Brahman ·· 
· 

. Yisu!ilized, perhaps, as the chief of a. group of -Brah- contemporaries oL the Buddha; and; as remarked -
mas, the denizen.B of the Brahma-world. It is seen above, BrahmS. is frequently mentioned along with . 
from the Mahaaamaya Sutta and. 

Kevfl#ha Sutta Prajspati, the creator-god, before the amalgamation. · · 
. that there had been a belief among the Buddhists in In the Brahmajiila Sutta, Brahms is revealed as . .  

a 'chief of all'11 who is in the formerl2 referred to as · considering himself and being considered by othe� · 
Brahms, the great BrahmS. or Mahii. Brahms, ·and Brahmas and by brahmans of the day as the 
in the latterl3 implied to be the highest of the -gods. " Great :Brahms, the Supreme One, the Mighty, the. · 
Nevertheless, · there appears to be no consistent Great, All-Seeing, Ruler, the Lord of All, the Con
usage by which the 'chief of all' was referred �. troller, the Creator; the Chief of All, the Ancient of 
More than one different Maha Brahms is described Days, appointing to each his place, the fat-her of all · 
as · 'the suzerain of the thousand world-system' (see �nat are and are to be." This 1s_ & stock descrip-
below) or as 'lokadhipati', ruler of the worid,u so tion18 found in· the repeated versions of the origin-
that the chief of the world may not be distinguished story, but also foWld in other suttas (e.g., Ketia- · 
at all, though that titie is often and persistently if4ha). The Mulapariyiiya Sutta lays special · 
mentioned as an attribute, illusorily claimed, by the emphasis on one aspect of this d('lscription. . It in- · 
creator-god Brahms, as 1n the Brahmajala Sutta,t& dicates that contemporaneous belief held Bra.hm� 
or by the Bra.hma whose company is aspired to by and according to these early Buddhists, erroneously 

11 See. also .A.. V, p. 57. 
12 D. Jl, p. 20. 
13 _D. I, p. 11. 
14 S. I, p. 180 and Comy • .  
15 D. I, p. 1. 
16 D. I, p. 13. 
17 e.g. D. I, p. 1 ;  D. I, p. 11 ; D. III, p. 24. 

· 18 e.g. M. I, p. 328 
19 D. I, p. 18 ; D. I, p. 222 ; D. III, pp. 29-30 ; M. I, p. 327 ; .A.. IV, p, 88 ; It. p. 15 ; see also .A.. IT, p. 24 ; .A.. ill, p. 201; .ll 
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-as Eternal and Unchangeable20, while the Patika 
Sutta expressly asserts that " there are brah�ans 
who declare that Brahma created the world, but 
when I (i.e., the Buddha} asked them; they could 
go no further than to admit that they declare so. "21 

There also appears to be enough evidence to show 
that the Brahmii. who is the object of criticism 
in the A!}gaiiiia Sutta22, is the same god to whom. the 
brii.hmans attributed the origin of the brahman 
caste ; and even the detail of the theory of the 
origin of the four castes from the mouth, feet, etc., 
of Brahma's body appears to have been fully 
known to the Buddhists as being the prevalent 
belief of the brahmans.23 The Nikii.yas constantly 
refer to the brii.hmans as considering themselves to · 
be " Brahmii.-created, Brahmii.-born, born from his 
mouth, heirs of Brahmii. "2'. The purpose of the 
.AggaiHla Sutta appears, in fact, to be the falsification 
of this view. 

It may also be judged from the Nikii.ya literature 
that its authors were aware of a. belief in the. V �aa 
aa having been · inspired by Brahmii,-at least the 
authors of the Amba#ha Sutta,16 and probably, the 
Pevijja Sutta, if not the whole of the Digha-n·ikaya. 

Moreover, the Tevijja S'UiJ,a, as also the Maha
govinda Sutta,•• contains evidence that rebirth in or 
attainm:ent to, the company of Brahma, or to that 
of his retinue or his ministry, was considered by the 
brahmsns as one of their highest aspiratioD.s. . It 
cannot be said with certainty whether this 
is a remote view of the Upani�adic theory 
of " uD.ion with," or " becoming one with," 
Brahman, or a. misConception or Buddhist 
adaptation of it, or, as is quite likely, a view 
actuslly prevalent at the time, which later 
developed Into the doctrine, of union with Bra.hmari.. 
Vague allusions, however, are found that the 
Buddha. was " Brahms-become "21-(brahmabhuto}, 
that a brii.hman may become barhma-like,28 that 
there were bhikkhus in the Order who had 

20 M. I, p. 1 lf. 
21 D. III, p. 28. 

22 D III, p. 80 f. 

" attained to Brahmii. ".29 The commentaries ox
plain these allusions as references to the brahma
viharas, or to excellence. Regardless of the 
correctness or otherwise of this explanation, neither 
the exalted aspiration of abiding in Brahma, nor the 
etymology of the word " brahma-vihara " provides 
sufficient evidence for such a conclusion, since 
" brahma-becoming ", " brahms-abiding ", etc., 
are, more often than not, the fruits of the after-life. 

A mistranslation of the word " brahmasaha
vyata " in the Tevijja Sutta, as " union with 
Brahma " once gave rise to the observation of a 
specious semblance to the Upani�?adic doctrine, but 
the words as taken to mean " companionship with 
Brahmii. " had enabled the rejection of this view, 
and made superfluous the suggested explanation of 
Rhys Davids that this Suttanta may have been · 
deliberately inserted here as a. Buddhist answer to 
the Up�adic theoryao. Neither textual · evi
dence nor the opinion of scholars supports the inter
pretation that the Tevijja Sutta refers in any way to . 
the Up�adic doctrine. Scholars now hold tha.t 
the neuter Brahman is never . mentioned by the 
early Buddhists and that the Up�adio doctrine. 
of attaining to union with Brahman,, or, of becoming 
identified with Brahman, is not ever discussed by 
them. 

The neuter Brahman and the relation of Bud
dhism with · Briihinanism will be found discussed 
elsewhere, but in the light of what was said above, . 
we may conclude for our purpose here that it iS not 
a plausible theory to regard the personal god 
Brahmii. of the Buddhists as a hypostatized verRion 
of the neuter brahman of the old Upani�ads. Rhys · 
Davids' contention that the neuter Brahman is en
tirely unknown in the Nikil.yas, and that " the 
Buddha's idea of Brahma in the masculine differs 
widely "81 may safely be assumed to be cnrroot. 

There is a passage in the Satapatha Brahmar&a 
which represents the neuter Brahman as active 
creator, but the Buddhist texts unquestioningly 
assume that Brahmii. is not in poss&asion of wives, 11 

23 M. II, p. 84 ; see also D. I, p. 90 and M. I, p.· 334 ; S. IV, p. 117. 

24 e.g. D. III, p. 82 ; M. p, p. 148. 

25 D. I, p. 3. 

26 D. n, p. 19. 

27 D. ITI, p. 84. 

28 e.g . .A. ill, p. 223 ; Sn. v 508 (brahma-sama). 

29 e.g . .A. p. 183 ; see also M. I, p. 368, M. II, p. 76, 
SO Dialogues of the Buddha, Part I, p. 298. 
81 loo. cit. 
82 e.g. D. I, p. 247. 
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1r as in ono instance, that he has wives.33 Similies ' 
md roe1;apbors actually refer to the body of 
3rahroa. 3' That he was believed to be corporeal 
md masculine is beyond doubt. 

It is clear, therefore, that the Brahmii. known to 
he Buddhb--ts, as held by contemporaneous schools, 
�a8 one �vho was considered to be Creator, Eternal, 
•rimordiw, Oniniscient, Powerful, if not All-

matter of mortality is this subjection. For BrahmS.. 
too there is change and reverse, 39 and he, like other· 
mortals, is by no means perfect, but susceptible to
evil, to Mara. Mara creates self-deception in 
Brahmii.. He says to his attendants regarding 
Brahma and his following of gods : 

" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Come on, 

fighty ood Supreme� And the Buddhist reaction And seize me these, let all be bound 
o this conception was a decided attempt to deny By lust !"-.4° 
1veryone of these· attributes. The Buddhist atti- In the Brahmajiila Butta, the Buddha is shown ude to the gods was similar to that of Epicurus:- . engaged in the refutatio� of the creator.role and ' The gods, are, indeed, but they are not as many . 
1elieved them to be." There is no denial of the omniscience of Brahmii., by a theory of origins which 

is fully discussed also in the Aggaii.iia Sutta and leBE!L 1xistonce of �raJunii., al}d, .) � with many of the 
'ther 'Veclic gods, most of the assumptions of the delicately in the P'afika Sutta. The great Brahmii. 
1receeding age are tacitly admitted and often is the first to be born after a new world-cycle, a. 

•laboratetl upon to make them consistent with the viewwhich is simiJarto that ofBrahmii.asPrathamaja. 
loctrinal viowpoint of these early Buddhists. (first-born) held in the Satapatha Briihmat;ta. At. 

the diSsolution �f the world, beings are reborn in th& It is not srirprising that the early Buddhists, who 
vith such mthless consistency with their doctrine of . Abhassara deva·loka (q.v.), but when this world- · 

ransiency, made Death itself mortal, (for e.g., the system .begins to re·evolve, there is born from that. 
lliiratajjaniya Sutta" speaks of the rebirth of Mara . world into t he empty Palace of Btahmii., which baa 
)usin as Moggallana) saw Brahmii., too, as mortal. now appeared, a ben1g who has exhausted his merit· 
:n k�opin.g ·with the doctrine: that the· source of. · ·or his span of years there.. Feedi.Dg on· rapture, be 
vr�ng views is ignorance (avijja), the psychogenetic . existS for a long time but, being lonely, dissatil
:a:u.ee 9f attributing eternity to the Brahma·creator factim:'i:' and· desire for company arise in. him, and be . 
3 shoWn in the IJrahmajiiJa . Sutta .to be a .hastily · wishes that. tpere were other beings with him. 
oi:mecl- opinion based on an inaccurate, empirical Simultaneously with his wish, as also coincidentally, 
bservation. Now, with . profound emphasis, the . other beings who have exhausted their merit ar& 
!lOrtality of Bra.hmii. is reasserted in the Brahmani� reborn . there. Mistaking this coincidence for th& 
wntatl·ika Sutta31 where the Buddha is represented immediate fulfilment of his wishes, Md working' 
s .addressing Mara " ·  · · · whoever, all are in your under the delusion that it was the mystical potency 
rasp. , all are in your pow�r." Already in the of his thought tha t brought these other beings into. 
>igha-nilciiya, the author of the Mahii.samaya Sutta existence, he im agines himself to be god (Issara)� 
as, with the hand of an artist, gathered all the gods the . great Brahm&, the Creator of the other beings� 
:>gather. in a great concourse before the Buddha the y anquisher;the Overlord n eto. " I  ·a.m Bra.lu:Dii.� ·ho declares :- . 

the Great B rahmii. " he thinks, just in the :manD.er-
To all of them thus. hither come, theso · gods that brahmans� in the Brf.adiirawaka Upan�ad� 
!arshalled around the Lord and Great Bis.hma, declared · him to be thinking-" I am Bra.hma.,'• 
he hps� of Mara cometh up . . . . . .  "37 (aham Brahmii a.smi)." By virtue of his earlier· 
Th� subjectio� to universal · law thus declared, birth, the fi rst Brahms is longer-lived, himdsomer 
eehoed in the Aitguttara·nikiiya : " Chief of those and more powerful than those beings born after 
ho have lordship is Mara r ,aa But not only in.�he him, a logio which is undertsandable only in terms 

33 J. IV� P· 378. 
34 Wh!!ne:ver Brahma appears before the Buddha he · is shown as removing his robe from his shoulder, bending hi� 
ee and claeplng his hands in worship. He is also described as beautiful in appearance. 
35 M. I, p. 333. 
36 M. I, p. 327. 
17 D. II, p. 262. 
18 A. II,.p. 16. 
l9 A. V, p. 57. 
10 D. II, p. 263. 
�� loc. eft. 
12 Br�aka Upanifad, 1, 4, 10. 
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of the ataristic belief of ancient times that the 
olden times were also the golden times, when men 
lived longer. 

. 

Brahma.'s longevity gives rise to the illusion ill 
the minds of the later Brahmas that the first is the 
Creator, the Supreme, the All-powerful and Eternal. 
The theory .goes further to trace the origin of the 
belief in Brahm& by bra.hmans. A being from the 
Brahma-world, being reborn, goes out into the life 
of a recluse, and engaged in meditation intuits his 
former birth, but being unable to recollect any 
further, comes to believe that the Being he knew, 
that mighty and powerful Being, is the first of 
beinge, the Supreme Being. 

The rejection of the Creator-Brahms, is, thus, not 
attempted by a naive substitution of an alternate 
theory of origins . It iS an attempt to work into 
already existent beliefs, regarding a God-Creator, 
the doctrinal principles ofBuddhism. The Satapathv
Brahma1J-a43 and Brhadarm;tyaka Upani§ad 44 de
cla�ed that " the One Being · was not happy 
being alone, He wished for a second. 
He caused his own nature to fall in twain, 
and thus became husband and wife. He approached 
her and thus were human beings produced." The 
Buddhists modified this on the lines of their own 
thoug�t. This was a failure to see the Gontinuity of 
life, they thought. This first recognition of a duality 

. in the divine unity is the result of an inability to see . 
the plurality arid multiplicity · inherent in change
fulness. The belief in a First Cause is a dangerous 
illusion, they · said. If the Buddhist theory of 
origins is a theory of the origins, ·it. is a theory of 
the origin of a myth, an illusion, a ·hallucination. 
There is no attempt to trace the beginnings. Only 
an effort to show that the principle of becoming 
operates, but that a weakness in thought attempts 
deduction from insufficient empirical data. It is 
the want of memory of past births, of the continuity 
of life, that leads to error. It is an attempt to 
make use of the convenience of thinking in concrete, 
sizable concepts of a Beginning, and an eternal 
being, that a first-born Brahmii. is conceived, when 
in a.ctualitf . he had himself been born many times 
before. 

Contradicting thus the conception of Brahmii. as 
Eternal anp. as Creator, the Nikii.yas represent it as 
an illusion on a par with many other illusions'which 
it is possiple to have, and which they thought their 

43 Satapatha Briihma'Qa, x, 10, 4, 24, &c. 

· 44 BrhadO.ra'QYaka Upanilad, 1, 3. 

45 e.g. M. Ilpp. 1-2 . 
. 46 S. I, p. 1 4 ; S. I, p. 146. 

47 S. I, p. 1 4. 
� S. I, p. 2 6. 

contemporaries had, such as the consideration of 
extension as extension, cohesion as cohesion, beings 
as beings, dev.11s as devas, Pajapati as Pajapati, 
&c., &c.4s 

The l;tgvedic gods, who had gained immortality 
by drinking the soma juice and had created the 
universe by sacrifice, were thus reduced to mere 
mortals whose idea of creation by mental exertion 
and psychical power were but pure hallucinations. 
The Baka Brahm& (q.v.) of the Majjhima-nikaya, 
and several other Maha. Brahmas in the Sarp,yutta
nikaya 48 are shown JlS having been subject to haJlu. 
cinations in their own sphere, Mahii. Brahmii. in one 
instance thinking that no recluse or brahman may 
come to his world, only to be shown that . .for the 
Buddha or his disciples, this is no difficult task." 
This challange to the omniscience of Brahmii. hinted 
at in the Brahmajala, Agganna and Pa#ka Sutta8 
is, with subtle ir�ny and sly humour, brought out in 
the Keva.#ha Sutta. There, a certain bhikkhu 
rises by psychical power (iddhi) from heaven to 
heaven of the Buddhist cosmos in search of an 
answer to the question on the fate ofthe elementS, · 
until he is finally directed by the belieVing followeJ'I 
of Bra.hma, to the Great Brahma lli:riiself, only to be 
told that he does not know, but that he would not 
have his followers become �ware of his ignorance, 
and that the only competent person <to·answer the 
bhikkhu's question is the Buddha. · ·· 
. The. mortality and transitoriness of Brahm& thus 

estab].41hed by the assertion of the cyclic evolution 
of the universe brought With this subjection of " the 
Supreme One :• to the power of Mara, a challenge · 
also to his All-Powerfulness. Coupled with the 
motive of degrading its rivals' gods, Buddhism re
asserted the limited character of the powers of 
Brahmii. by showing him to be incapable of harming 
the Buddha. In the Sa'T{I,yutta-nikaya, the Buddha. 
tells Suciloma, the Y akkha, who has threa.t�ned to 
split his heart and derange his mind, that whether 
he _be Mii.ra or Brahmii., no one can do these things 
to him. 48 The superior power of the Buddha, even 
physically, is suggGsted in the Buddha's prohibition 
of Cunda's meal being of partaken of by anyone, in· 
eluding Brahmas. It was only digestible by one who 
had attained to the powers of a Buddha. Baka 
Brahma, infatuated by his illusion of All-Mighty 
Power, is described as being spellbound, unable to 
carry out, in the presence of the Buddha's own 
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psychical powers, the feat he had challenged the 
Buddha to perform. Several other passages are 
found in the Nikii.yas where the Buddha is rep
resent-ed as owning powers, psychically and morally 
superior to those of Maha Brahma.49 

All-Mightiness is not the only concept associated 
with the current views regarding Brahmii. that is 
dismissed by the theory of genesis of the Brahmajala 
and other Suttas. The AggaiHi.a Butta goes further 
to develop a theory of social evolution tl?l meet the 
" erroneous " view held by the brii.hmans regarding 
the origin of the castes from Brahmii.'s body, and 
ultimately points to the observable faet of brah
manees as disproof of the brahman theory of divine 
origin. 51 · To the Buddha the brahman contentions 
appear to be an insult to the concept of Brahma, a· 
sheer travesty. There is no doubt that . the es.rly 
Buddhists considered the origin · theory of ·· the 
brii.tunans as having been due to the pure ill-gotten 
conceit of that .class. Later Buddhists expressed 
this cynically by stating that the conceited race of 
Dhii.nanjani brihmans were born, not from the 
mouth of Brahms, but from his split head.61 

In the Nikii.yas, the ·B!gument against the Creator
God is baaed on the transitoriness of all beings 
(�niccata). K�;�omma operates on �. and, like his 
fellow mortals, he is fallible and imperfect. The 
world's sUffering as an argument if.at all, is merely . 
suggested. But t��, particular credit for making 
explicit the argument against the Creator-God in
herent in the Buddha's principle of the disorder of 
the universe, its unsatisfactoriness, its dukkha, 
accrues to the author of the lines in the Bhuriddatta · 
Jiitaka :51-

" He who has eyes can see the sickening sight, 
Why does not Briilimii. set his creatures right ? 
H his wide powers no limits can restrain, 
Why is his hand so rarely spread to bless ? 
Why are his Qreatures all condemned to pain ! 
Why does he not to all give happiness ? 
Why do fraud, lies and ignorap.ce prev&il ? 
Why triumphs falsehood, truth and justice fail ? 
I count you Brahm� one the unjust among, 
Who made a world in which to shelter wrong." 

(Trans. P.T.S.) 

49 e.g. D •. ll, p. 150 ; S. I, p. 188. 
50 D. ill, p. 82. 
51 S. I, p. 160 and Comy. 
52 J. No. 543, 
53 Vilm. §., vii . . 
54 D. I, pp. 1, 55. 
55 Dialoguu of the Buddha, Part I, p. 24n. 
56 S. I, p. 165. 
57 e.g. J. I, p. 49 (No. 144). 
68 .Kindred &Jvingl, I, p. 208. n.4. 

Later, Buddhaghosa, with remarkable 
philosophical insig, htlinks the argument against. 
the Creator-God to the Pa�icca-Samuppiida. 
He takes the denial of his existence as the logical 
implication of " doerlessness " (anattata) ; the world 
is without a "  doer," a "  soul ", a "  person ". " The 
wheel of becomi,ng is without known beginning, 
lacking both Maker (karako) such as Brahmii. . • . • • •  
and percipient (vadako). For, each consequent pro
ceeds by reason of its antecedent."51 The univers& 
is merely a phase in the chain of the Dependent 
Origination of conditioned things. 

The early Buddhist texts refer occasionally to the 
worship of Brahmii.. A sutta in the Digha-nikaya"' 
lists · among a series of practices which are un
desirable . and fruitless, the. worship of the Sun,. 
Moon, Sri a_.nd. the Great One. Buddhaghosa ex
plains " Great One " as Mahs BrahmS., but Rhys 
Davids55 doubts this on the ground that there was 
no ceremonial cult of Brahms, and little or none of . . 
Brahmii., and that it is difficult to b.elieve that the 
Buddhists put Brahmii. worship into a. list ·or 
sorceries. . He considers, on the other hand. 

. Burnouf's and Neuman's gueBSes on the phrase, 'lm· 

happy, and suggests that the wotship of Mother 
Earth may here be meant . . H, ho�ever, Buddha
ghosa's explanation is accep�d, :we may conclude : 
that the Buddhists conside�ed Br�ii.-worship as a; 
·fruitless activity. In the Brahma Suttas of the 
. Sarp,yutta-nikaya, sa two brii.hmans are seen per-
forming fir�-sacrifices, which, according to the com- . 
mentary of Buddhaghosa., were to Ma.hii. Brahman t 
though less frequently than those to Agni. 

Mrs. Rhys Davids explains the Sarp,yutta com
mentarial references : " so obsolete was · Aglii 
worship in Buddhaghosa's day, or even in that of 
his authorities, that he ·sees only 'the Great BrahmS.• 
as the object of these rites '58• This does not however 
explain the references in the Jatakas (which were 
obviously earlier than the commentaries) to both 
Brahmii.-worship and Agni worship. The close 

· asspciation in the :Qg-veda of Brahru�aspati with 
Agni · may, however, provide a clue. to an ex
planation. 
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That invocations to Brahma existed as a part of 
the brahman life of the times is beyond doubt. They 
are mentioned, as noted before, along with invo
cations to other Vedic gods like Iridra, · Soma, 
VaruJ,la, Isana. Brahma also receives sacrifices, the 
oblation sometimes being rice-concoctions.58 On 
the whole, the Buddhists do not seem to have an 
-intimate knowledge of the sacrifice or the sacrificial 
ritual of the brahmans. Yet, however imperfect 
their comprehensi.on of the detail of the prevailing 
ritualism, the authors of the Buddhist texts were 
concerned, on principle, to protest against it as a 
.fruitless activity, and against the practice of the 
austerities associated therewith. This they do, not 
by complete destruction, but by their �W!l C!"!')ed, 
Il'.etaphorically, by implanting their own values on 
the sacrificial altar. A brahmanee, preparing a rice
sacrifice to Brahma is advised by Brahma, 
.Sahampati (see below) to offer it rather to a bhikkhu, 
a seeker after virtue and truth.80 True austerities 
are the practices of compassion, love, sympathy and 
equanimity. The 'straight path' to Brahmii. was 
the practice of the brahma-vihiiras. The Buddhist 
-twist given to current doctrine is best exemplified in 
the Tevijja Butta where the right way to companion· 

· . . ship with Brahma is the culture of the noble emo
tionS known as the brahma-vihiiras, the qualities 
t�at the brahmans claimed Brahms possessed. The 
Buddha looks at the whole search for fellowship 
with Brahms from an empirical standpoint and sees 
it, not so much as a vain search, but as. a misguided 
one. The brahmans have not t�uched nor felt 
Brahmii., nor seen him face to face, but they only 
declared him to be possessed of perfect quali�ies. 
The Buddha claims that the correct way to com-

. panionship with Brahms is to be like him whom 
they admire and invoke. 

Brahmii. having been denuded of Creator-attri· 
butes, the Buddhists converted the remaining per
sonal god into a disciple of the Buddha. Here, 
.indeed, there is no degradation of a god, and Brahms 
is held in respect above all other ordinary beings, 
though it is not clear whether the Brahms now 
spoken of was considered to be the same as appears 

. in the Brahmajala, Tevijja, Kevaq,tjha, Agganiia and 
Pa�ika Suttas. 

Baka Brahma : The only Brabma, specifically 
named in Buddhism, who bears the characteristic of 
the Brahma of' the Brahmajala Sutta, etc., and who 

59 S. I, p. 139 ; p. 165, and Comy. 
60 S. I, p. 139. 
61 M. I, p. 230. 
62 S. I, p. 142. 
63 J. III, p, 141. 
·64 Ru. I, 62, 7. 

considers himself, or is considered by others, as the 
Eternal Creator is Baka. Brahmii.. In the lr!ajjhima
nikaya61 he is shown as an example of the Maha. 
Brahma (or one of the Mahii. Brahmii.s of an aeon) 
who in the Brahmajala Butta comes to hold the illu· 
sion of being Creator, Overlord, First-born, Eternal 
and Supreme. The Buddha is seen to admit him as 
exercising sway over the thousand world-system 

. and as being of great splendour, majesty and psy· 
chical power. But, it is Mii.ra, the Evil One, who 
tries to depict him as the Eternal-Creator to his cre· 
dulous following of Bra.hmas. Here Mii.ra attempts 
to convince Buddha that Brahms's word is to be 
respected and feared and that by challenging it he is 
courting the danger of being born in the lowest Hell. · 
By praise and devotion to him and by belief in his 
eternity, one qualifies to be born in his company. 
The degradation, here, if at all, is carried out by 
placing self-knowledge, " knowledge of the pas- . 
sionate and dispassionate", higher in the scale of 
value than fame, splendour and psychical power. 
Further elaboration of the story of Baka-Brahina'a 
meeting with the Buddha is found in the 
Sar['yutta-ntJcaya u where he is made to confess-

" We seventy-two, Gotama, from our. good works . 
Rule over the world, birth· and old age trims. 

cending 
This is our last Veda-won life as Brahmas, 
Many the folk off'ring us prayers and praises." . 

(Trans. PTS) • . 

The seventy-two ref�rred to are obviously other 
chiefs or MBha-Brahmas. Here, in the Brakma 
Suttas, the theme is expanded and Buddha's know· 
ledge of his former births is suggested. Mere hints 
given here appear to have caught the fancy of the 
authors of the Jataka8 who worked out in detail the 
former births of Baka Brahms and explained �he . .  
merits which have earned him his place, (J. No. 405). 
In one instance88 he is shown to have been born as · 
Kesava and, by the merit of having been the teacher 
of the Bodhisatva in that birth, won his right to · 
his present position. 

It is interesting to note the close semblance of the 
word · Baka in Buddhism to the name of the god of 
fortune, Bhaga, of the IJg-veda, who is there at times · 
referred to as the supreme god. 81 Bhaga in the 
IJg-veda is noted for his sffiuence and influence, and . 
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it may be thought that the allusion.s to his Sahampati's invitation takes the form of poetry, 
1 d (Mahidd•ka) ma.J·esty (maha-nubha-vo) a recognised form of ability in ancient India. This sp en our • , 

stanza of his is often repeated in the Buddhist and power (mahe8akko) in the Buddhist works are 
texts.sD Also, it is to Sahampati that· the Buddha. references to these qualities. h speaks his first words after Buddhahood, with whic 

Baka BrahmS says in the Brahma Stdta8 : "Many he makes the declaration :-" Open for ye are the 
the folk offering us prayers and praises " and doors of the Deathless, Ye who have ears, shake off 
equally cas� allusions to invocation of Bhaga are your blind faith. "70 In the Mahiipadiina Sutta, . 
found in the J;lg-mla. The fact that these allusions Brahms also invites the Buddha to send forth his 
are casual and not deliberate, gives strength to the monks as missionaries, promising himself to appear 
possiblity of a connection between these two names. for the Patimokkha.11 The part which Mahii. 
It may, therefore, be not too far stretched to Brahms plays in the life of the Buddha is said to be 

· ·suggest that the Buddhista are referring to Bha.ga. ·of something which took place in the life of each pre
the bre.hma.n.s, who, according to the henotheistic ceding Buddha, and �his may explain the fact that. 

the Great Brahms of the Mahapadiina Sutta is no� tendencies� -of the times,- - has- assumed · some im- speeifically named, for this Sutta sets out to show portance in the �gion in which Buddhism had its the inevitable event.s in the life of any Buddha,. 
ear1y growth. beginning from Buddha Vipassi. 

The two other Great Brahmas specifically named The other important event (�cording to the 
play an important role in the life of the Buddha. Digha-nikaya 11) in w:hich Brahms Sahampati ap-

Brahlili Sahampail : One of them is Br8hms pears, is the occliBion of the Buddha'a passing away. 
s8.hampati. In the Mahiipadiina Sutta•G of. the In the form of poetry,-the stanza again being often. 

· · repea.ted7•--four individuals .make observations on. Digha-nikaya . .  · there . _is m_ ention only of .Mahs his death; · namely Brahm8. Sahampati, Sa.kka,. Brahms who bids the Buddha. not to withhold -Anuruddha and Ananda. It may ,be observed that: fro� preaehing·: .the Dhamma' (s� Pl. xxxvn). ·:the "four are representative of the learned person, th& Rhys Davids .. considerS the· name 17 �·Sahampati"- powerful ruler, the· arahant Sn.d ·th e loyal disciple,. 
�ded in ·· the Vi�ya and ]t!ajjhif'!Kl · versions .. · respectively; �he ·verse . recited . by BrahmS., in. 
of the story, t6. be a. �tar gloss. . Chaliners notes comparison with that rehite<l by Sakka, is learned 
that this is on the Slipposition that Majjhima and philosophical in content. In fact, in a. later
and Vinaya versions were later than the Nikii.ya,?' Brahms is shown to correct Saklm on the
Digha. The · name Sahampati is, however, not manner in which the praises of the Buddhas should absent elsewhere in the Digha. " Mahs Brahms" be sung. of the Mahiipadana Butta, who in the Majjhima and 
Vinaya versions ·and the later Nikay8.s is ealled We have already remarked on the absence of the-
Brahmi Saha.mpati, · appears when the ·B uddha name Sahampati in the MaMpadana Sutta, and on 
proposes to refrain from preaching the doctrine ; he · the occurrence of the name in the M ahiipci,i-inibbiina. 
appears before him in order to persuade him to do · Sutta of the Digha and elsewhere. If, however, as. 
sci because there are at least a few whose vision is Rhys Davids suggests, the name Saham.pati is a. 
but slightly covered with the dust of ignora.nce, and later addition, it iS likely that it is a descriptive
the. world would perish if he did not teach. He is epithet ; but the etymoiogy of the word ·is obscure,. 
thus shqwn to be full of sympathy for worldlings, as and no positive conclusion appears to be possible at. 

· though they were &11 in his care, an idea emphasised . present. · The word Sahaaaa .has been used to desin the later versions of the story in the Sa1'['yutta- cribe the Mahs Brahms of the thousand worldnikiiya. 11 systems, as in the Majjhima.11 . This agrees with 
65 D. ll p. 14. 
66 Fwthlr DitJlogtur, p. 118n. 
67 �. Part n, p. so, n. 4. 
68 S. I, p. 186, vi, 11. . 
69 D. ll, p. 89, 'I ;  M. I, p. 168f. S. I, pp. 186 ; 233. 
7o D. n, p. 39. 
71 D. n, p. 89. 
72 D II, p. 151. 
7S e. g. S. I, p. 154. 
74 S. I, p. 238. 
75 M. m, p. 101. 
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tho suggestion that Brahma, the chief of the pre
ceding theology, is himself made to invite the 
Buddha to teach his doctrine in order to give · 
prestige to Buddhism. The epithet Sahi:Ui thay 
also be taken into consideration, as, occasionally, 
Brahma is described as Overcomer, Conqueror ; the 
word also has the meaning of " enduring ' ' .  Another 
word of possible connexion is Sahaya which means, 
in the Digha-nikaya, " companion " or " friend ", 
Brahmii., by being drawn in to entreat the Buddha 
here, is in reality being called into alliance with 
Buddhism against the prevailing creed which had, 
as it was believed, the patronage of Brahma. 

It may be noted that Sakka is addressed as 
.Sujampati {see . SAKKA) from the name of his 
-daughter, (or wife ?) Sujata. A useful comparison 
may also be drawn from the word Sanankumiira ' 
i.e., the Ever Young, derived from the word 
.Saniitana, and used to designate the Brahma of that 
name. 

If Sahampati is taken to be descriptive of this 
Maha Brahma's suzerainty over the thousand
·world-system, then we have another Maha B�ahma, 
who, besidea Baka, is admitted to be " chief of all". 
Except for this possibility, there is no other re
ference in the early Nikayas to Brahma S ·;.h�mpati 
.as the suzerain of the thousand worlds. Bdt there 
is · a singular .reference to him as the lord ,�f the · 
world in the Buddhava??tSa and this in spite of fhe fact 
that in the later Nik�yas the occasions of blk visits 
beco�e more frequent and more varied76. in the 
Oiit·umii Sutta77 of the Majjhima, he effectS a re
conciliation between Buddha and . some bhikkhus 
who have offended him by their indiscipline, an 
- event referred to also in the Sa�yutta-n�kaya.1s 
Again, the Ariyapariyesana Sutta79 attributes to 
him the first use of the word " Tathiigata " in 
addressing the Buddha. The enGreaty to preach is 
again and again referred to in the later Nikayas and 
the first lines of the Buddhava�s,a open with that 
story. 

In the Sutta-nipiita, the Sa�yutta and Ar,Juttara
nikiiyas, S�;J.hampati is also associated with the 
death of the Kokalikan bhikkhu and reportJl'to the 

!i 
76 Bvu. p. l .  

7 7  M .  I, p .  455. 

78 S. III, p. 90. 

· 79 M. I, p. 168. 

80 S. I, p. 149 ; A. V, p. 172 ; Sn. p. 122. 

81 s. v. p. 232. 

82 S. V, p. 167. 

83 S. I, p. 153 ; see also .A. II, p. 20 ; S. 1, p. 138. 

84 S. I, p. 153. 

85 S. I, p. 233. 

86 s. v. p. 23. 

Buddha .the place of birth. of this monk who had 
made an accusation against the chief disciples, Sari
putta and Moggailana. 80 He, unlike Baka Brahma, 
appears to have been able to see-

" the becoming thus, the becoming otherwise, 
the coming and the going of beings ". 

He is even able to see that the Kokii.likan bhikkhu 
is reborn in the Paduma Hell. This recognition of 
a power. in Brahma Sahampati to see the place of 
rebirth of beings is accompanied by a recognition of 
a similar capacity to see previous births, which is an 
implication of the fact that he relates in the 
Sa�yutta si. hiR previous birth as Sahaka. 

Both contentions seem to be a development from 
the ascription to him of a capacity of seeing in his 
own mind the mind of the Buddha when the latter 
decides not to preach the Dhamma 'too difficult for 
men'. In the later Nikayas, the event of his ap· 
pearance to entreat the Buddha to preach is re
captured in different versions, with more elaborate 
description an4 details of time of day and place of 
meeting-the Ajapala Nigrodha,s� .&o. . Again, 
visiting him at Andhakavinda,83 Brahma Saham
pati bids the Buddha live, serving �he Dhamma, aa 
there is no superior being to whom he can pay . 
homage. On one occasion, · he comments i.il verae 
o� Devadatt·a,8' and on another� h� .. p.ppears with . 
Sakka to ask a question of the Buddha s5. They 

. both await the Buddha, leaning on the door-pos� . 
a position of . servitude and humility in orientai 
tradition. He · teaches Sakka the correct way to 
praise the Buddha, and discourses at Uruvela ss on 
the five controlling faculties-an example of his 
learning as contrasted with Sakka. 

Brahma Sahampati remains throughout an 
anthropomorphic · god, offering homage to the 
Buddha in traditional oriental manner, uncovering 
the robe from his shoulder before saluting the 
Buddha as a single-headed, two-armed, and there
fore obviously, a corporeal deity. 

Brahma Sanalikumara : The distinction between 
Brahmii. · Sahampati and Brahma Sana.ilkumara is 
quite clear-cut. But there are a few characteristics 
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common to both of them. Saha.mpa.ti's power to read 
the t.houghts of others is also found in Sanan
kumira. In one Sutta, the Jatter is shown to be 
reading the mind of another deity, Vessava.na.87 
There is greater emphasis on the psychical powers of 
Sanailkum8.ra as he performs the miraculous act of 
rising up into the air and sitting cross-legged in the 
siy io the amazement and wonder even of the 
thirty. three Gods .•• 

Sana.Dkum§.ra, too, speaks poetry and performs the 
. teacher-role. In the Dighas•, in fact, it is Sanan

kumira, and not Sahampati, whose function as 
teacher receives emphasis. fu the .Amba#ha Sutta 
and the .Aggc;iina Butta the Buddha quotes him as 
the author of a stanza. (discussed below) in which the 
�triya is declared to be superior to · all the other 
castes, and the virtuous man to all beings. Later 
Nikiyas give an account of the occasion on which 
Brabmi Sanailkumara appears before the Buddha 
to J::ecite it. to In these Nikii.yas the import of the 
� is brought out in various versions, in one 
instance the Buddha quoting the verse without any 

�reference to the Brahms n. · 
· 

sane.Iikuixiare. is noted not only for his poetic 
abilitiee, but also . for -� · vo�ee; the Brahinii. voice, 

. . which is . " fluent, intelligible; s"Weet, ··a.udible, con
. .  tinuous; distin6t, deep� �son.B.nt .ti, that is, eight- · 

fold in itS cli.araeteri.Stics:aa . .  This is the voiCe in 
which he preache8 w· the thirty-three gods, and it. is 

- to this voice that the various similies', Sl1Ch as the 
Buddha being Brahma-voiced, refer.11 - . - -

A fact for note is that it is Sana.ilkumara who 
conveys to the thirty-three gods the Buddha's dec· · 
laration : " Open for ye are the doors of the 

87 D. n, p. 219. 
BB D. n, pp. 211, 2so. . 
89 Ii. n, pp. 18, 19. 
90 l'l.g. . .  S. I, p. 150. 
01 s. n, p. 284. 
92· D. n, p. 211 • 

. . 93 e.g. VimcJ� IV, 6 (44). 
01 _D. n, p. 211. 
95 .D. n. p. s1. · 
96 .D. ll, p. 210. 
97 D. n, p. 240. 
98 D. n, p. 261. 
99 D. IT, p. 261 (Trans • .Dialogu" oj theBuddha, ll). 

• Then, Tlssa, the Eternal Youth, and with 

Him ParaDfatta and Subrahml, sons 
Or the Potent One, came to the congre!IS-Wood. 

· Great :Brahml, IJ1lZ6raJn or the thousand worlds 
lD :Brahma-heaven, has tither been reborn, 
Hlghty in power, and in shape awesome 
And vast, or great renown. Ten or his lords. 
Each regnant o'er a :Brahma-world, are come, 
And in their midst wit all his suite comes Harita. 

Deathless "8C-a stanza, which according to another 
sutta., was recited, as noted earlier, by the Buddha. 

to Bra.hma Sahampati immediately after En
lightenment. 

Sanailkumars. is depicted as handsome and beauti
ful in appearance and may be the source of such 
literary metaphors and similies as " a body like that. 
of Maha Brahms ", " like Brahms divinely 
straight ", " Brahms-colour ", etc., Brahms was be
lieved to 1'm fair in complexion. " Brahmans are the- · 
brahma-colour," it is said, " the other colour is . 
dark."85-Sanailkumii.ra's body was supposed to 
have been, normally, not sufficiently materialised 
for the vision even of the thirty-three gods, but he 
had a capacity to assume a more visible form 88• 
His appearance when he reveals himself to Mil.hii.
govinda, however, strikes awe in the mind or' the
la.tter.87 

Mahii.govinda also · speaks reverentially 1or 
" Brahms's word." To Go�da. it is associated 
with authority and finality, and he decides to go 
into the hermit-life because BrahmS. himself has. 
bidden him to do so.88 

In the early Nikayas, Sa.nailkumara appears only 
on one occasion before the Buddha., there with th& 
gr�at" c�n�o�. of gods. Th�·. verse -which refers. 
to this incident is ambigtious :- · 

" Subrahmii Paramatto ca puttii idclhimato saM. 
Sanankumaro Tisso ca so p'iiga samitim vanam 
Sahassa-Brahmalolcanam MaM.-Briihma 'bhitiHhati,. 

Upapanno jutimanto· · bhismaka.yo yasassi so. 
Das'ettha issarii iigu paccekavaaavattino, Tesai'C. . 
ca majjhato iiga Hiirito pariviirito, 81 " and it is. 
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not clear whether Sanarikumara is identical 
with Tissa or with Maha-Brahma, or whether he is 
one of the sons of Maha-Bra.hma, the Potent One, 
just a.s Subrahma is; If he is identical with Maha 
Brahma, he is the leader of the divine host who pay 
homage to the Buddha, and is also one of the Maha 
Brahma's referred to by proper name and con
sidered suzerain of the thousand worlds. He is 
certainly presented a.s being held in awe and re
verence by the thirty-three gods in the Janavasabha 
Sutta.1oo Sakka hails him in the Mahi'igovinda 
Sulia a.s " Brahma, the Great Brahmii. "101, and de-

. clares the portents of his manifestation a.s " a light 
that appeareth and a glory that shineth "102• 

If, on the other hand, Sanarikumara. is the son of 
Mahii. Brahma, he becomes the brother of Sub
rahma and Paramatta and brings himself into . a 
possible relation with the Kumii.ra. creation (see 
below) which is referred to in the Brahmanical 
texts. In the later Nikayas 103, Tissa appears to 
have been taken as a different individual, and, 
along with Subrahmii., is recognised as a Pacceka 
Brahmii. . . 

The stanza attributed by the Buddha to · Brahmii. 
Sanaxi.kumara, already referred to, is a favourite one 
in the Nikay�. By quoting this verse, the inde
pendent authority of Brahma Sanailkumii.ra, one of 
their own semi-divine sages, is brought by the 
Buddha on his side in the controversy: regarding. the · 

· superiority of the kf?Rtriyas over the brahm:ans. 
With the increase of hostility between Buddhism 
and Brahmanism, it is quite understandable that 
this stanza became popular among the 'Buddhist 
literati. 

In JleCent · times this stanza, for quite other 
reasons, has created an interest among the critical 
scholars of Buddhism. It has been noticed that the 
name Sana.ilkumii.ra appears in numerous Brahma
nical texts in connection with a similar context. The 
oldest reference to Sanailkumii.ra is in the Ohiin
dogya Upanitjad 104 where he is accepted as a semi
divine sage who teaches a typical brahman about the 
highest truth. Instructing Narada, he declares, 
ttlost obviously referring to the · brahman's Vedic 

100 D. II, l8 ; see.alllo D. II, p. 288. 

· 101 D. II, p •. 229. 

102 D. II, p. 209 ; D. II, p. 225, 

103 ,A. III, p. 329. 

10-t OMndOwa Upanifad, 7, 1, S. 
105 Ibid. 5. 3. 7. 

learning, <(. all that you have studied is merely 
name." From the Buddhist texts, it is quite cleaf. 
that the Buddha's own attitude was a protest 
against Vedic and Brahmanical knowledge. The
Buddha. himself wa.s a kfilatriya who had gone forth 
from home to the homeless life in search of the 
Truth, which he had failed to find in Vedic learning, 
and then revolt against the Bra.hmanical creed: 
Besides, froin the pre-Buddhistic · OMndogya� 
Brhadiira7Jyaka and Kautitaki Upanitjads it is evi
dent that the controversy regarding the right ofth& 
k�atriyas to teach, and the .problem of which of the 
two castes, the �atriyas or the brahmaris, . as 
superior, wa.'! in t.he air. Numerous cases are found 
ef k�atriyas instructing brii.hmans, and in most in� 
stances the right to teach is challenged by th& 
brahmans, or is asserted by the k�?atriyas. Th& 
most interesting of these is that where the leadiDg 
text of the doctrine of the soul's transmigration 
(�tnd which is extant in three different recensions) is 
propounded in the .form. of instruction given to 
A.rw}.i, the brAhman, by the �atriya king Pra
vahana.: " Because, . as . you have told me. 0 
Ga,utam�, this doctrine.haa never up to the present 
time . been in circulation among the brabma.ns,. 
therefore, in � the worlds the government has re� 
mained in the hands of the warrior caste. "105 A 
passage of similar . import is folind iii the Brhada� 
rat),yaJcG Upi:ui�ad 1oe. There can be no doubt of 
the affinity to the same intellectual o.nd politic8J 
climate, of Sanatk.umii.ra's stanBza. :-

" The khattiya. 1s best among this folk 
Who put their trust in lineage, 
'But one in wisdom and in virtue clothed 
Is best of all 'among spirits and men." 107 

There has undoubtedly been a tradition regarding 
the sage San�tkumii.ra. (Piili : Sanmikumii.ra.) as i� 
�vident from post-Buddhistic works. · The Ma.hii.:
bharata toe has a. legend according to which Sana.t
kumii.ra stands up for kfilatriya supremacy, declaring 
the king to be the best among men and equal unro 
the gods. In mediaeva.l lite!'ature, he is one of th& 
four, five or seven, mind-hom sons of Brahme:� 
H. H. Wilson in a. note to his V�u Pura7Ja u• 

106 Brhaddra'(lflalra Upani1ad, 6, 28, see also, D. I. p. 99 ; S. I, p. 153 ; II, p. 284. 

107 D. I, p. 121 ; M. I, p. 858 ; S. I, p. 153. 

108 MaMbMraw. m, eh. 1, 85. 
109 Vift&u Put'�Jtaa (1840), p. 88, note U. 
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'States, " 'J.'he Kaumiira creation of Rudra or Nilo- legend known to the Founder or the early Bud. 
hits, a form of Siva by Brahma, and of certain dhist authors, and that it is also possible to assum& 
other mind-born wns of Brahma, of whose birth the that the gatha is a Buddhist composition which 
V�u PuriituJ gives no further account. - They are briefly summarises Brahma Sanatkumara's views. 
elsewhere termed Sanatkumara, Sananda, Sanaka Chalmers,112 too, has expressed the view that the 
and Sanii.tana, with sometimes a fifth, Ribhu added. verse can hardly be a concoction of the Buddhists. 
These, declining to create progeny, remained, a.S He believes that with the growing pretensions of the 
the name implies, ever-boys, Kaumaras, i.e., ever- briihmans such an utterance might have easily 
pure and innocent ; whence their creation is called dropped out of the Briihmanical texts. 
the Kaumara creation. . . . . . And the Liitga has Biihler m gives as reason for the legend in the 
'Being ever as ·he was born, he is here called a youth Sa1'fl-yulta-nikaya,m where Brahm&. Sanankumara 
and bene� his name_ is well-known as Sanatku- appeared to the Buddha on the bank of the Sappini 
mii.ra.' - This authority makes Sanatkumara aiid river to reveal the gathii., that it_ was an attempt to 
Ribhu the first-born of all, while the text of the veil the fact that it is a quotation from a Brahma
Hariva1'fl-8a, limits the primogeniture to Sanat- nical sour1:e. His explanation, however, overlooks 
kumii.ra. Sanatkumara and his brethren are always a more likely alternative reason. In the embellish
described in the Saiva Puriit�-aa as ' Yogis who ac- ment and elaboration that is seen in the later 
quired entire exemption from passion' and the Nikii.yas, we observe numerous efforts to concretise 
Hariva7'fl-8a although rather V�ava than Saiva, events. casually and vaguely referred to in the 
observes �hat the " Yogis celebrate these six along earlier Nikayas, to introduce into them the flavour 
with Ka.pila in the Yoga works." of realism by addition of detail, as seen, also in the 

On the supposition that the ambiguous verse of case of Brahm&. Sahampati's entreaty to the 
- the Mahiipadiina Sutta,-referring to tho sons of the Buddha, where even the place and time of the event 

Potent One, has taken Sa.natkuma.i-a also as one of is given. It is very possible that this is a similar 
those,- there is reason to belieye . that the referenc� attempt at elaboration. -
there -is to the same p�r�on described_in the Brah� - Pacceka Brahmas : In the later Nikii.yas, · the - maniCal literatm� �. �. teacher of the Yog� Biiatra - - Brahinas who are mentioned by name increased and -

- -and � id��tiCal wl.tli :Ska.nda.. The names of the are sometimes differentiated from Maha Brahmas by 
-five, or the sev�p,110 it will be noted, do not, how- the designation Paeceka Brahm&.. We hear in the 
ever� tally with any of the names of the t4ree others Sa1'ftyutla-nikaya of the two Pacceka Brahlnas, 
in the :Mahiisamqya Sutta, namely, StibrahmB,.Tissa, Subrahma and Suddhavasa,115 and of Tudu who 
and Paramatta. . appears to the Kokii.lia.n bhikkhu.ll8 A Brahm& by 

· Geotge Biihler 111 observes that the parallels show 
that the Buddha's approval of Brahm&. Sa.nat
kumii.ra is not unfounded. He notes that the sage's 
decision �bout the king holding the -first place on - -
earth, agrees with various passages of the Smrti an,d· 
the Srmi, " which contrary to the · habitual self
exaltation of the brii.hmans in their school literature, 
admit the facts as they existed in the normal Hindu 
-states." He believes that the verse is not original 
and thinks it �ely that a Buddhist forger would 
.attribute his . own sentiment to a not-very-pro� 
min�nt demi-god or sage like Sa.natkumii.rs. He is 
inclined to conclude that an equivalent to the giitha 
may actually have occurred in some recension of the 

110 Refer Garbe's Samlchya-Philoaophie, p. 35. 

111 JIUS. (1897) p. 585. 

112 JIUS. (1894), p. 344. 

113 JRAS. (1897) p. 588. 

114 S. I, p. 150. 

115 S. I, p. 146, 

116 S. I, p. 148. 

117 .A. m, p. 329. 

the name of Tissa is · also mentioned 111 who - is, 
actually a monk known by that name, and later 
reborn as a Brahma by virtue of his deeds. 

The general concept of BrahmS. that emerges 
from all this is not Widely different from the Brah
mSI)aspati of the Vedaa. The association of the . .  
Brahma of the Buddhists with speech and poetry . 

. and that of Brahm8J.1aspati with Vii.c are as sug
gestive as is the teacher-role played by the various 
Brahmas, especially Brahma Sana.ilkumii.ra, who is 
also noted for iddhi or magical - powers. The fre. 
quent occurrance in ·the Buddhist texts of Brahm8. 
with Sa.kka, and that of Brahma�aspati with Indi-a 
is also noteworthy . . .  So is the light that heralds the 
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The Manusmrti describes two different types o 
brahmaciirins or followers of the way of brahma
carya, who are referred to as nai�?hika and upa
kurvii'(ta.3 The former is life-long studentship 
which was divorced from social obligations and had 
as its goal the attainment of Brahman, Thus, 
as a way of life, it could not be displaced completely 
with tho inauguration of the .A8rama Dharma. 
The latter, upakurvii'(ta, which shows more con
formity with the A8rama Dharma was a limited 
period of studenthisp whereby initiation into 
true brahmanhood was effected through the mastery 
of the saered learning. Buddhist texts refer to  this 
Brahmanic inst.itution as komiirabrahmacariya, 
and speak of it as extending over 48 years.' Herein 
the Buddhist tradition agrees with Baudhayana 
who alone states that the term of studentship 
covers 4B years,5 while Manu gives it as 36 years. 

Some of the early Upanieads use brahmacarya 
as a vital part of religious life on to which are 
gru.fted moral and ethical c.onsiderations such 8.$ 

BRAHMACARIYA. The term brahmacariya U1 tmth, austarity and correct knowledge as a me� 
Indian literature stands for the life of discipline of .reaching the At.man.8 The importance of the 
ordained for the aspirant to spiritual awakening· observance ofbrahmacarya in the sphere of religiouS 

manifestation of Brahm a in the Buddhist Su ttas and 
the luminosity attached to Brahma!_laspati, sug

gestive . There is no doubt that to the Buddhists 
the deity was a being of learning, . a . gq'(ti;ir.iim 
garz.apati. It is as the concept develops and be
comes more defined that a disparity emerges, and 
the history of this development is the history of the 
degradation of Brahmii. until he comes to be trampl
ed under the foot of the bodhisatta as depicted in 
Mahayana Buddhist sculptures. The concept of 
Brahmii spread also into Mahayana Buddhist 
countries . Thus, in Japan he is called Bonten 
and given a minor place in the Buddhist 
pantheon (see PI. XXXIX fa) . Concurrent with 
and consBquent to this degradation is the multipli
,cation of Brahmii in order to reduce the importance 
of the single deity. This will be clear from the 
treatment of Brahma m Buddhist commentarial 
literature and Art. 

B. J. 

· The fact that the Buddha-aspirant (bodhisatta) l.:.fe has been very keenly recogniF�d jn the Upa
himself chose to live the life of brahmacariya und:e" n�ada. The Ohandogya says that only thos6 
Alara Kalama and other teachers implies its pre- who find the Brahma-world through brahmacarya 

possess the Brahms-world 7• TheJfommentators Buddhist origin. The Ohiirulogya U pan�ad refers 
simplify this idea ofbrahm.acarya in the Upan�ad• to brahmacarya as one of the ' three dharma- by identifying it with the .first stage of the Oatur 

ikandhas' each of which is regarded as capable of .AB.ramq, Dharma They associate the following 
leading the adherent to a state of spiritual edifica- ideas with the institution of brahma.carya: 
tion or a world of bliss-Putt.yaloka.1 . This couid · 

(a) That one lives the life· of brahmacarya..under a · be considered one of the earliest references to the teacher for the purpose of religious educatipn .. 8 
institution of brahmacarya, perhaps as complete Saiikara reaffirms the importance of br�- . 
· in itself or as a part of religious life in the brii.hmanic carya for the acquisition of sacred knowledge 
tradition. However, it is still neither the religious in his comment on Brhadaratt.yalca 5.2.:.,.:. 
initiation nor the stepping-stone to social upliftment whore he points out that brahma.ca.lya Is 
among the bra.hmans as it did happen at a later the basis of studentship. 
date.1 This old briihmanic institution of brahma- (b) That the practice of celibacy and the renun-
carya., which evidently was the choico of a s&lect ciation of all desire for . women constitute 
few, underwent a process of popularisation in the the hall-mark of this institution of brahms-
formulation of the Oatur .A8rama Dharma, whereby, carya. Commenting on Ohrindogya 8.4.3. 
it was brought into the life of every brahman or in Sa.Iikara says that brahmacarya is the 
fact of every member of the three principal castes renunciation of desire for women. At 
as the first stage of the Oatur .Asrama Dharma. Mury!,aka 3.1.5. he defines bra.hmacarya 

1 OMnd. Up . 2. 23. 1. 

2 Bali.kara on Chlind. 6. 1. 1. 

3 MedMtithi·BMwa on Manu. 3. 1. 

4 Sn. v. 289. 

6 T.'le Law& of Manu, trs. G. Bilhler, SBE. XXV, p. 74. See note on 111, 1. 
6 Mund. Up. 3.1.5. 

7 OMnd Up 8.4.3. 

8 Ibid. 4. 4. 1. 
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e.s the negation of the enjoyment of the 
company ef women. In the wa,ke of this 
negative virtue comes the acquisition of 
instruction from one's teacher. Rii.manuja 

·. puts · this effectively as instruction and 
guidance• from the teacher is preceded by 
the lif& o( brahmacarya, which in turn is 
characterised: by the renunciation of desire 
for women. 

(c) That brahmacarya is the initiation into 
true bra.hmanhood through which every 
brahman must pass. It is clearly brought 
out in Sruikara's comment on the Ohiindogya, 
6.3. 

The pattern of brahmacarya in the U pan�ad.<J 
does not seem to be identifiable with that for
mulated in Buddhism. The life of brahmacarya 
is undortaken in Buddhism, as will be shown 
below, for the purpose of eliminating raga, . dosa 
and moha by a gradual process of development. 
Their elimination is given as the goal of braiuna
carya.i. The disciples of the Buddha are thus 
guided: through braluxui.c�a to.wards 

_
this end.lo . 

. · ' The •. Atharva-v� which . lies . outside . the 
· · brruun:anio .· trBJition ·ofthe t�ee V eaa8, presents to 
. tis at II.5. a :verY. . different. ch!U:acter in the person 
of the bra.hmaCarin. . '·Here a · brahms disciplO
brahmacirin-in the full glory of his holy functions 
and monastic habits irr treated as an incarnation . 
of the brl,lhms ; from him the brahms . springs, . 
and in his holy life (brahmatwm), the brahms is · 
glorified.'ll According to thjs . Atharvan hymn the 
bre.hmacirin is· . infinitely powerful and controls 
the universe and the gods therein. ' He hath 
established firmly earth and heaven . .  Stirring 
both worlds the brahmacari moveth12 '. He takes 
precedence over brahms too, and all this power . 
he derives through tapas. His power of tapas 
is repeatedly mentione(i. He ia the most potent 
factor in the universe. He is the source from 
which the highest brllhms · . · sprang, and 
all the; gods owe their origin to him. From him 

9 s. v. llll· 8, 16, 26. 

10 S;IV; p. 195, 
11 Bloomfield, Th6 .At/larva-veda, p. 89., 

12 Grlillth, The B11mns of the .Atharva·veda, vo!. II, XI, V, l 

1S _ Ibid. XI, V, 52. 

14 Ibid, XI, V, 22. 

15 Vi"- I, ll· 36. 

16 Ibtd. 1, p. sg. 

17 M. li, ll· 155. 

18 M. I, ll· 514 f. 

19 . lbtd. J). 77. 

sprang the heavenly lore, the highest brahms, 
and all the gods, with life that lasts for everP 

In him lay the ultimate guardianship of all. ' The 
brahma that i& stored wit.hin the brahruacarl 
guards them all •.u The contents of this hymn 
seems to indicate that the brahmacarin of the 
Atharva-veda belongs to a different tradition. 
Religioualy, he may be regarded as being more 
primitive in character, deriving his power mainly 
through tapas· and yaiiia. Nevertheless, it shows 
the wide acceptance and unchallenged importance 
which the institution of brahmMarya had acquired. 

The term brahmacarya. was also used by othor 
contemporary religious organizations to mean the 
ideal life prescribed by each. The bodhisa.tta 
himself refers to the religious life he chose to live 
under Alara Kalama. and U ddaka Ramaputta as 
brahmacariya.15 The· _Mahavagga of the Vinaya 
Pit-aka refers to the religious life of the JatiJas, who 
were contemporaries of · the Buddha, as bra.hma
cariya.18 It is also said t:Qa.t Sariputta and Moggal
lana, prior to their conversion to Buddhism, lived 
the life of brahmacariya-of the Paribbii.jakas under 

. the Paribbajii.ka chief, Sa:iijaya1"i. In the AaaalayaM 
· . Sutta, it is associated with ��e· seven briihman sage. 

of yore18• · The Sarul,aka Sutta mentions eight such 
: courses, which when judged by ; the criteria of the . . 

Buddhists, fall below standard. Hence they are 
termed . abrahmacariJJavasa-D.o real abodes of 
bra.hmacariy�r · ana.asaaikabrahmacariya-the 
rewardless life of brahmacariya.18 Under the four 
abrahmacariyavasa the doctrines of Ajita Kesa
kamba.li, Piira.I).a Kassapa, Makkha.li Gosii.J.a �md 
Pa.lrudha Kaccayana -are critically examined and 
the verdict is given that no brahmacariya life 
could be lived under them� The four anasaiieika
brahmacariya refer to the following and dismissed : 
(1)' The teacher who claims oinniscience� (2) The 

• traditionalist. (3) The rationalist. (4' The 
sceptic. 

In the Mahaiihaniida Sutta, the Buddha himself 
tells the venerable Sariputta of another form of 
brahmacariya which he is said to have practised 
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as the bodhisa.tts, which also no doubt stand 
outside the pale of Buddhism. It was a form of 
.severe asceticism characterised by the fourfold 
austerities such as abstemious pa.rtakiiig bf"fo�d� 
seeking the solitude of forest retreats, etc.2o 
Buddha.ghosa gives us the following different appli
-cations of. the term brahmacariya which, though 
not necessarily Buddhist, meant virtuous living. 
But the concept and magnitude of virtue apparently 
varied. 

(I) dcina : charity, (2) veyyavacca : rendering a 
service · or dedication · to cause, (3) paii
casilckhiipadasila : observance of the five 
precepts, ( 4) appamctii iia : practice of brahma
viharas, (5) methu1i.avirati : celibacy, (6) sadara
santosa : conjugal fidelity, (7) viriya : striving, 
(8) uposathanga • observance of the day of the 
fast, (9) priyamagga : the noble path, ( 10) 
s£iaana : the complete Buddhiat way of life.21 

In Buddhism, the life of bra.hmacariya has as its 
. g� release, from dukkha or ills of BBJllBaric existence 
which, in other words, is expressed as the attainment 
of Nibbi\na. The .proclamation of this way · of life 
is in fact regarded as the major mission of the . 
Buddha's life 11 This is. clear from the recurring 
statement in the texts which is ascribed to the 
Buddha : ' Come , 0 monk, live the life of bra.hma
cariya in order that you may make an end of suffer
ing' II, This new orientation in Buddhism is due to 
the·fact that the bodhisatts�e search for Enlighten
ment derived its urge from his anxiety to discover 
the root cause of the phenomenon of · dukkha and 
the way to ita extinction." As Buddha he makes 
this pomt ·crystal clear in more than one place. 
� One thing do I teach : suffering and the deliverance 
from suffering.'35 At this stage it should be 
.abundantly clear that Buddhism uses the term 
brahmacariya to refer to its ideal religious life 
without auy reference t.o or associations with the 
.con_cept of Brahnian, personal or impersonal, as 

.20 Ibid. p. 163 • 
. 21 D.A •. I, p. 177. 

�. D. I, p. 62 ; M. I, pp. l79, 297. 

23 Vin. I, p. 12. 

24 S. II, p. 10 f. 

25 S. IV, p. 384 ; M. I, p. 140. 

26 M. I, p. 111 ; III, pp. 195, 224 ; S. IV, p. 94. 

27 Ibid. M. II, p. 55 f. 
28 M. I, pp. 40, 127, 477. 

29 Sn. vv. 405, 406. 

$0 s. v, pp. 27-30. 

81 M. I, p. 197. 
as a. II, p. �t-25. 

I 0. S.P.C. 93896 

contemplated in the Brii.hmanio tradition. Here 
the term brahma, as in brahmam:Mra and brahma
bhuta, meaiJB the highest, noble, worthy and 
virtuous.2e 

This higher religious · life of brahmacariya is 
often identified �th the life of religious mendicancy 
or pabbajjii All those who chose to be disciples 
of the Buddha invariably declare that this perfect 
and pure religious life cannot easily be lived while 
leading the life of a householder.37 Hence they . 
go from household life to homelesaneas, with faith 
in the way of life laid down by the Buddha, for 
the purpose of perfecting this life of brahmacariya.u 
The Pabbajjii Sutta deacribeEi on very similar linea 
the motive which prompted the Bodhisatt8. to . 
renounce the household life.21 It is at this point 
of emphasis on complete renunciation that bra.hma.
cariya and the life of pabbajjii seem almost to 
converge, · 

The termination of the ills of existence being 
the primary motive for the practice of the life of 
brahmacariya, the following items also come to be 
,included as motives for the same. In other words, 
bra.hmacariya is practised for the 'purpose of · . ·. 
removing all the factors which contribute to the 
continuance of · existence. They are : .elimination 
of lust (riigaviraga), removal· of fetters of existence 
(sa7{lyojanapahiina), destruction of predispositions 
(anWJaya;samugghiita); extinction of defilements . 
(asaviina1]l kh.aya), realiaasion of the fruits o£ · · 
release through wisdom (vijjavimutti-phalaaac
chikiriya), realisation of knowledge · and . insight 
(iiiitwdassanaj, and complete liberation from 
the process of existence (anupadii parinwbana.)1' 
The Maha Asaapura Sutta �tates that the one · 
concern of brahmacariya is the attainment .to · · 
that poise and feedom of the mind which is . 
Nibbana31• Through the practice of brahmacariya, 
says the Sa'T[tyutta, re-birth is ended and thereby 
one is fteed from aU consequent ills.31 Every 
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arhant, on the attainment of Enlig:Qtenment, 
claims that lle will not be re-born and that he 
has perfected the life of brahmacariya. 3S 

Brahmacarirs, described as a mode of life 
which is perfeet �d wholly pure ( ekantapariputttwm 
ekantapariauddham saiiJchalikhitam) admits of no 
compromises.K It -.is also a. life-long institution 
(yavajivam ii¢taako#ka�) and stands in. marked 
contrast to the brahmacariya life of limited periods 

. (pariyantavatirp. brahmacariyam) pra.otised by some 
of the contemporaries of the Buddha86• The 
brahmacarya iUrama, for example, would fall 
into this latter category. The Commentaries 

of the household. Thus, brahmacar(ya is undoub
tedly the ideal religious life in Buddhism which is 
recommended and pra.otised for the attainment 
of the final goal. 

J. D. D. 

BBAHMACARIYA SUTTA. Threesuttas occur under 
this title, one in the Atiguttara-nikdya (IT, p. 26), 
and two in the Sa�yutta-nikdya (V, p. 26). In the 
first of these the Buddha tells the monks that th& 
purpose of leading the noble religious life (brahma· 
cariya) is not to deceive the masses (janakuhanaU
ha7!•) and receive gain (labha) honour, etO., but to 
discipline the self for detachment (virciga), for 
renunciation and for final liberation (nirodha). In 
the second and the third sutta.s· the Buddha tells 
the monks that following the Noble Eight-fold 
Path (ariya-aUhmigika-magga) is what is meant by 
leading the noble religiotis life (brahmacariya). 

W.G.W. 

· on the Buddhist texts say that ther� should be no 
erring even for a. single day and that the life of 
br�acariya is so called because it is the noblest 
way of life or the way of life of those who have · 
reached the highest state of perfection. ae The 
arhant is described as one who has perfected the 
life of brahmacariya (bralmiacariyassa kevali)17 
On the other hand, those disciples who . miss the 

BRAHMADAfl)A (1), a. kind of punishmen' real goal of brahmacaiiya and rest content with the involving a. boycott, the higheat penalty imposed oa · 
preliminary at�ents, _ like -sila, eamaahi and a. monk. . . na�daBM,�na, are described . as· g&thering the be.rk 
and ·soft w�od : 6f the tree. of . brahma.c&riya. and. . Shortly before . th�: Buddha's parinibbtiM, be 
miSsing_ its heMi�woo�· (ep_ ea7p -iJggahesi �rna.. instructecl Animda to inip<ise brahmad<itula on th& 

. moDk Ch8.nna. (q;v.). - A.nanda was evidently not 
· . «Jriyaasa .P· heggum {Jggah� brahJnacariy�sa: M l� aware of such a. punishment, for he asked . .  ib&· 

pp� 192-197). ·As 
_
the complete way to salvation, Buddha' for details. " Let · Channa. Sa.y · whatever · 

it is also said to embrace all three phases of Bikkhji, he likes ", said t�e Buddha, " the monks should 
of self-culture in Buddhism, namely morBiity, neither speak to him nor exhort. him nor admonish 
tranquility of mind and wisdom (sila, sam4dhi him ". This penalty, virtually declin-ing a. person 
and panna). 18 As the way to sraha.ntship brahi:na.- . . a. social out-caste, was &fterwe.rds inflicted U.P<>n: 
ca.riya. is also identified with the Noble Path. at Channa. with the happy result that he felt remorse,. · · 
However, there also seems_ to be in the Buddhist mended ·his ways and before IonS attained 

. 

texts a veey narrow definition of the term brahJ;na. arahantship (D. p. IT, 154 ; Mhps� p. 284 ; Yin. 
cariya which seems to equate it, more or less, to IT, p. 290 ; Dhp:A. IT, p. 112). 

· the vow of celiba.oy.10 This identification of an 
aspect of brakmacarya. Mrama : of the brahmans 
� discussed earleir. It should aiso be noted 

. that the term brahmac8.ri is at ti,mes used in 
Buddhism with. reference to white clad lay house
holders (gihi odiitavasana brahmacarino).u They are 
sa-called to the extent that, while remaining in the 
household, they have eschewed thp worldlyplessure3 

33 M. I, pp. 23, 38 ; S. I 240. 
· 34 M. n, p. 120. 

36 Ibid. 

86 DA. I, p. 179 ; M.A. ll,-p. 204-205. 
87 .4. I, p. 162 ; '!'hag. o. 679. 

38 DA. I, p. 179. 
89 8. V, p. 26. 

40 D. I, p. 63 ; M. ll; p. 181 ; ill, SS. 
U M. J, p, 492. 

U.K. 

BRAJIMADA:tf:t>A (2), na.me of a mountain men
tioned in the Maoomayuri (BiiS. s.v.). 

I 
BBAIDIADA:t{:t)A J.,OKESVARA, enumerated 
among the 108 forms of the bodhisattva AvalokiteS· 
vara. At the :Maccha.nda.r Va.h&J. (the temple of · 
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inatsyepdra.nitha) in Ka�hm8J;u;Iu in Nepal is found · 

a pain�d icon of the bodhisattva on a woode� 
panel in colour with an ins�ription for the pw:pose 
otidentification. . . · · · · ·. 

opposit�on. Encouraged by this he de�anded the 
same from other provincial rulers and when they 
s�ught Bralu:nada.tta's advice, he asked them to · 
surrender thei.r towns �d settle down in his own 
capital. Ult�tely, this king de�ded t�t 
:arabmadatta should surrender pjs own capital, too. 
.At this, �4e J;D.inisters discussed the situation and 
l'equested. Br!Wmaclstta. to give his co�nt to fight 

AvaloldteSvara is rep�sented as one,..faced :and 
four-arm�.. Posing in the lalita-mtidrii, on 

· 
8 

lotus seat he aocompani.�s his 8akti,who sits 
on. his lap. According to B. Bha.tt��a 

. · (T�..ffllliiln Buifd'M81 lcOtJ<Jgraphy, Calcut�, 1958, 

. p. 397) his i i  two right �da show the Tridllndi 
and· the Vimt;da po�. while the two left show the 
Ratnabl� (v68861 ccmte.ining jewels) .�nd a mudrii. 
with the index and ,tJ;le )itt}!) fi.ngers pointing 
�n�ds. The 8a.kli dispiRys the V arada pose in 

· tJu,.right �d �d the' A:b�y8 in . . the .left," (For 
� lill8 <hawing of the bodhi$a�tva 800 ibid, p. 407, 
ng., 2.7)· . ' ' . . 

C.S.R. 

-�B�DA'l"l'A (1), a .Buddha, belonging to 
th� gimlp pf '' Thirty-five Buddh�.of Qonfession " 
{$lq. p; 169). · See .tUlOGHADARSIN, . 

. . 

· :JUHtuliATl'A . (2), name of 8 pacceb-bud.db&. 
· lie �,Quiwed �he . W.arid ·. in the dis�I1S8tion ·or 

K.asE!apa. ·Bud� and, having lived. &s 
. 
8 forest-

. .a� hermit (araft�). pa.Ssed away and wa� 
·i><>m amollg th� �vacara aWa (god$ ofthe sense. 
.sphere); He � �ter �om e.S son to �he kfug o� 
.Bilw,iasi. At the age of sixteen he was appointed. 

·. .� �der th� name BraliJn:a.rui.tta. · While per- · 
· fo�g his d.uties ·as kiilg be p�ti�d meditation 
· w devel�ped the fiv:efold lmowiedge and won the 

. :eigh\ . attainments; One 'day he was very b11odly .· 

dis.illr� ' while . listeping t� some dispute . and, 
:oeQ�deririg that !JUCh ·disturbances : w0re h.8.rmfui to 

.epiritQal �ttainment, he �tiredto the upper terrace 
. ·olthe MJ&ce to medita� ip order to enjoy the bliss 

· ·of $Jliritual attaimrients� But, he, wB.a not succe�fuJ, 

· the ene�y, Brahmadatta co�nWd with · the . 
· greatest rtllqotanoe only when lle was 8S8Ul'6d that 
the. �qemy ·.would pe captured alive without �my 
bloodahed, · This was done. The c�ptured king ·. 
w!l.!l l:lroqght before Brahmade.tta, .and ·when he 

. 

confessed his guilt 'sa;yirig tl,at he was led to such 
. actio1l. br the Vicious counsel of the �r who 

· was planning to avenge )lis punishment, B� 
datta p&J;cloned him. 

. . 

Later, developing thoughts of loving �dn.ees, . 
Bt�tia ente� into a trance . and with this 
· as b�s for �her �editation, 'became a paOoeb. 
. buddha (8n4� I, pp. 58-63). 

w.o.w. 
BR�HMAD�'l"l'A (3), an ar�t. Hj) � ·a ao� . · 

· of tb� king. of Kosala. O�e day he saw the majesty 
of the · Buddha �t .Jeta� a:pd, gainil1g p.t . 
faitll in hi!Jl, renoUnced the world '$.nd before 
.long re.�sed arah4m�p. :Whei:!. he went Qn �· 
alms:-ro®d on,e .clay, a bra.h$n .abus� hiJn, but 
:Jlra.hma.da.tta was �disturbed. The brilu:Qan 
abused him Illore and mo�, b�t Br�tta � · 
unmoved and the peOple were �tly astonished · 
at }}i!f �harviour. ;a.rahmada�� . then p�� 
to . the peop� a.saembled there the virtue . Qf not 
getting · angry (�kkodh<J), and at the. tmd of �e 
sermon the br� W8S lemQrseful and begge!l. for ' 
fqrgiveness. Later he renounced the wQrld mi� · · 
Br&lqn�att;a (Thag. vv. "1·6 ; ThagA.� U, p. 185), 

w. o. w. 
· P1 hia attempts, So he transferred the kingshJp to his . 

·chief �i$ter and · eJ;ljoyed the bfu!s of spiritual · 
--��nta �y med.ita�ing · iil seclusion. . The 

. mil:lmer d�Vl'lo� an iiJ,timacy with �he chief BRAHMADATTA (4), ' given by Bra.Juna ·� .. This 
: qu!lC)n, �d wll.eP thiS was discovered he was bani- . word is -uSed 8S the personal Jl8.IU& of several kings 

· �. as the lting <,lid JlQt.'want to mete out any worse . : who are said tQ haw lived in the d.i.stant past. 
p�ent. · . . · 

. · The Vinaya (I, p. 242) and the DharnmqpadaHhakaiM 
Tqe �s�r wept tQ another· country and. in time. . 

(I, p. 56). contains descriptions of a king by this name . 

. beca.nle chiet ·�ter there . . . One day he told the of Kiisi who captured K;osala and m�eled it. 
· · .king �ere t}U.t �atta'� wealth could be king Dighiti and his wife, but who lq.ter � ·. 

:,plunil�� �y � Btahniadatta. w� too pious to the kingdom of Kosals to l>iahivu, don of Dighiti, 

:fight: . �Virig : tested l3�M.tts's pi�ty . by . . a.ild gave his daugh�r aa wife to Dighivu. 

.aending . yarlous mep to comni:it ·. acts c,>f plun4er ·. One of the friend$ . of �u, who was appointed 

· bl his �om, �h� king d�m�ded that .a town. be · king of the �as whe:B Mabigovinda divided. 
· · ��red w Jrlm. · 'J;his was done without ·any J�budipr. into HV•D . eq� portion.e · for &\lu 
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and his six friend�, was
. 
also kno'wn by the name of asking . for various m�terials to put up dw�lling 

Brahrr1adatta. · · Potana was tlie capital �f his places. The Buddha censured . them for their 
kingdom w: II, p. 235f. ) . unseemly behaviour and related this story to show 
. Th� Mahii�:Stu �efers 'to , several. kings of Kasi that a virtuous man would not ask for anything 

�ho were kno� by this name. One of them was even when everything was offered to hiin; · 
v;ery fond of h�ti.ng a�d d�ily entered the fm·est Once wl�en the king of Paiicala was ruling in the 
ior. this sport, but later ·gave up hunting wheri the Uttarapaiicala country, the bodhiBatta was born 
kfug of the he�d-iin.dertook to· send daily a.ri animal in · a brS:imian family m a· r�mote village. When 
to I othb' royal kitChen to 

. 
be' ·. slaughtered for the he grew up he went to Takkas1la and later renc>1mced 

ki'rig's table. · Later, the king deClared as � sanctuary the �orld as an asceti� and lived in the Himalayan 
the 'forest 'Where the' deer lived, a8 he was greatly country. Once he · happened to come to the 
iinptCsaed• · by the 'conduct of the )eader of the Uttarapaiicala town. Putting up for the� night 
herd: (Mhvu; r; p. 359). Another king by this name in the royal park, he went to the royal household 
had no . children though he had a big harem,.· and in search of alms the following morning. · The 
hE) .bro�g}J.t . up . .  three . . birds wliq grew up· to be . king� was 'greatly pleased with . his manners arid 
· e;x;�r�:r:p.t;Jly wis13. . a,nd. virtuous a:nd who could talk deportment arid, having fed· bini with the choicest 
like human beings. These three. birds advised food, took an assurance from him that he would 
the· king on how to rul� the ki�gdom righteou�ly live in the royal park. At the end _of the rainy 

- (M��. t;· p: 271): :Bralrina.yu setve'd as the cbapl!i.in season the ascetic decided to go back to the Hima
to·anotlier king of Kasi by the nanie of Brahlnadatta. layas, but- -he did not have the sandals and the 
(:Jfiivu·:n, p·. 77-): · Apart from these, several other . Umbrella, the minimum needs .for such a journey, 
stories of the M ahiivastu · and the J ataka refer· to and . he ·thought · of aSking the king for them. 
kin� of .l{ii.si ,by the name of Bra.hmadatta. The Again he thought it was not proper � make. such a. 

·Di.Pa��� (ill, v •. l8) and the . Va:rp.s�tthappakasim . �equest in public and decided to do it privately. 
l¥��4· p. 127J stat,(( f.��Br.��da��. :W� t?� �st; : , '.1 Wl!e:R. the ··kirig · c��.me- th�- . .f�Uo�g 'day, h� ofJ��. drnas�Y. · of . t�irty-_Six 1pngs �ho · rpled. a� ;..[called the �g to a side ·but. lie :cocld riot ,make his . · ���hi.J?�a: , . (} . . P:<rtf�lalas�ke�a (D..PP� .Jl, P· 33:), : ,re.qu�st' t�ough mode.sty, a�(h1 this way t;welv& 

. �� .�f ��e ppm10� that B�ab.J.nada�ta, w,as _tli� ��astl� . years pass-�d. The king . was surprised at the 
. 
n�� of a ��ne� ?.f.:k,ings ��o, rule_d. at Bar�t, behaYiour : of the asc�tic and . thought that the 
P.�opa�b]: basJl1g ,hi�-��en� on t�e>�eferences m ascetic. was in need of soinething,o but _did not 
theJJiP<Jya7!l��- and V�a:tthcfppa�anm_. . . 3peak because . of fear.. .The king, . there�pon, 

,The :ilame. . Brahmadatta is nios�ly used in the. requested the ascetic to ask for anything whatsoever. 
Jata�1 : In · m01·e · than riinety"five per cent · of -�ven the kingdom. The ascetic asked the' king 
th&':· stories, ·the opening ·sentence reads : "In the · for only a pair ofstraw·simdais· and a leaf-umbrella� 
di'Starit past. · · wh�ri Brhlunadatta was ruling in · The ascetic was identified with the · Bu'd.� 
B��si,'bnrl���dha: asprr;mt vias. born as. : . ·: . : " (J. m, pp·. 78-81). 
ek: : 'Thls state�i:mt has no beaTing on 'th� incidents 
uD..der r disCussion in tM ·Jataka : other than to 
indicate th� 'period in which the in�idents mentioned 
a:e ,�PP��d to · have taken place in the very 
distarit past. The statement was probably a 
�$1�-yentiozmt :form of ll:J.dicating � lo�g forgotten 

·w. a. w; 

ast. 
. . . P., .  ,.· .. 

• , · W. G. W. 

B:Q:A.HMAD.ATTA (5) a brij.hman, father ofKassapa 
BJ.Id• and the husb.a11d of Dhanavati (J.. I,-.p. 43 ; 
1J'I.4-t1• XXV, .t1. 34). 

BRABMAD4TTA J'AT.f\KA, (No . . 323) preached 
by �e Buddha with re��r�nce to a rule of discipline 
re�ardirig the coris�ction ·:··of . 9ottages. It was 
brought :.to· · the notice of the· Budd.h that 
some moliks' . of Alavi 'were pesteruig the ·pe�ple, . 

; _ : : . 
BRAHMADATTA··PARIP�CCHA-NAl\IA-MAHA.:. 
YANA·StlTRA (var. .J,.Ya�br0), the title of i ·a: 
work of wikno-wn authorship, ·a Tibetan translation 
of which occurs in the: ·Mdo (siUra) · section of ·the 
Kanyur under the title $phags-pa. tsrcaits·-p�:byin- · 

· gyis shWJ·pa. shea-bya-ba. theg·pa. c'hen-jio�i mdo. · The
colophon · mentions· · · the !iltmes • :Stirendi-abodhi. 
Prajiiavarma, and Y e-ses-sde as those of the trans-. 

· lators (TT. Vol. 33, No. 826) . . . 
The text contains a sermon preached by the 

Buddha to king Brahmadatta to e:xplairi. a certain 
incident·narrated in the ·preamble of-the text. 

The Bu.ddha was at Jefuvan�, in Bravaati in the · . . ' . . . . . . monastery donated . by AnathapiJ;iQada, in the 
company of e. · large retiriu'e of �onb ··an:d bodhi
sattvas. · A bodhisattva called · MthOn-ba .d'on ·yod 
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(Amogluuiar8ana) came with five hundred others 
and paid respect to the Buddha. Brahmadatta, 
full of delight on hearing that the bodhisattva had 
arrived in his kingdom, went to hinkwith . his 
retinue, worshipped. him and sat on a side. The 
bodhisattva explained to him the five qualities which 
lend distinction to a king and discoursed on their 
�eneficial effects culminating in the attainment of 
Enlightenment. On hearing him, the king and a. 
l�ge number · present ther.e, took upon themselves 
the bodhisattva. vow. Further, the king invited the 
bodhisattva and his following to spend the rainy 
season in his kingdom. The bodhisattva agreed . . 

'At that time, there · lived ·in that kingdom sixty 
monks, proud, arrogant; and unassiduous in leadmg 
a. religious life. They spoke ill of the bodhisattva 
saying that

. 
he. did �ot lead a righteous life. A 

bra.hinan spread this false report amorig the 
citizens. An unpleasant situation thus arose. 
However, the �odhisattva did not in(orm the king 
of thjs turn of events, and spent the rainy season, 
th�ugh not too happily. At the · end of . the 
season, he . �ent -� Sr�vasti, to the Anatha.pil;lt;l,a
darama at Jeta.vana, to worship the Buddh� . . � 
the meantime, Brahmada.tta1 having heard that the 

. bOdhisattva had departed on account of the dis-
. ple�e-cau86d to hi.Ip. by ·the lnOnks, alSo went 

tO the Buddha and infon:i:J.ed him of the sudden de
parture of'the bodhisattva. ·. -� gave the occasion 
for the Buddh� to preach ��� .l�J;tg sermon set out in 
the text. · 

· 
· · · · · · 

The Buddha �d tha.t his disciples do not delight 
u;_ residing. in .pl�es wh�e pe9ple ·are malicious, full 
of envy and �ligi�us" He enumerated ten causes 
for l.�k,t:>f .dilig,mce, and explained each of them. 
]':urther, h.El liste.d t}Venty-five reasons on account of 
�hich the Path .of. Enlightenment is impaired. He 
�Poke �f. virtues. whlch the sixty monks in Brahma
d�tta.'s . ki.I).gq�m h!Mi not cultivated, to tho detri- . 
ment 

. 
of themselves . and others. Further, the 

Buddha. predicted that these monks would be born 
in eVil states, for a very lo:J?-g period, under un
fortunate circumstances which are detailed in tho 
text. Thereafter, they would be born in Sukhiivati 
heaven. But, though they would hear the doctrine 
preached by the B�ddha. there, they would not 
understand it ; they woul� see the lustre of the 
Eud�� . but ·not see bini. in per�on ; they . would 
collti.n"\la.lly fall at the Jee� of bodhisattvas, who 
��ble : there _three times during the day and 

. thr� times at night, wi�h the hope of attaining 
purification ; they would confess their sins and then 
they would at last see the Buddha �d understand 
his· doctrine� 

Continuing the sermon the Buddha spoke of f<>\li.' . . . pitfalls (Tib. gyans, Skt. prapata) which stand,in the 
way of a monk, viz., disrespect of Buddhas, 'rejecting 
the holy doctrine, being hostile to !;bose who preach 
the doctrine and lack of endeavour. At the end of 
the sermon a large number. of thos�- asse.lllbl� ·�oo� 
upon themselves the bodhisattva vow;, The . .  king 

became an aniiglimin and many others bimefitep. in 
various ways. / " . . ' . • '  : 1.: :' • .. 

The .Buddha then . smiled, where.upon .a lustre . . . . . · 

· · . � . I , . , . : �: · · · . · -1 .• : arose. This lustre spreap. �lu'o�gh the . w,9d�; 
sy�?tems and reached brahmaloka . . . 'l'he bodhisa.ttva . . . . · . . 
Amoghadarsana ,asked th� : Bl,l.ddh�:!< . the. re�on ·fqr 
his . smile. The Buddha then predicted the cer
tainty of Brahrhadatta attaihillg Ei:ilightenment_ 
Being extremely happy, the king fell at the feet 'of 
the bodhisattva and asked: that :he: be forgiven: for 
what happened in his kingdoir1 . .

. 
The' bodrusaitvil. 

did so readily. , . · , ;  ;�. 1.;, .:; : .: ;y 
: ' : ' B.·.·If· · :  

BRAHMADEVA (1), name :.:of '! '-�·:: :J:>o(}pil!fl.�t.Y�· 
M,aya tells Sudhana.. that ahe .. was once thelmo.ther 
of this bodhisattva (Gvyu. p. 443). ·· . · . ' · > . · ; . 

BRAHMADEVA (2}, one . of the two chief.'d.iS<Jip1e8 ·. 
.of Buddha. Revata., the other bei.Iig'Y &rw)a; ' (Buv . . 
p. 26 ; J. I, p. 35). · ,· . : - : · - �  · · 

BRAHMADEVA (8), one ·of the two· chief.di8ciples 
of Tissa Buddha,· the other being Uda.ya. (Buv. p.49). 
Brah.madeva was the son of the king .ofHmp.savati. 

· 

Tissa. Buddha preached to him his first serri:top. 
at the deer park in the to� Y �ayp.ti� . 4� �e 
end of the iliscourse :Brahi:nade-:.,.a w� · conv6&� 
and joined the Order. Subsequently, he becat;n� 
one of the two chief disciples of Tissa Btiddh�� ·. . . . . , . . : . : .  : · , 1 . 

. . , , w.q.wr- . 

BRAHMADEVA (4), o:rie of t�e two .chi,�f ilis�iples 
of the future Buddha ·Metteyy�. the oth�r · be�g · 

.ASoka {Aniigv. v. 97). 

BRAHMADEVA . (5) th.e sqn·�f e; l?ralipmn:�:�n 
of Savatthi. He l�ft household life and beca.me· an . . . . . . . . . · · · · .  
ara.�t. One day whil� going . .  on his �,roun,d 
he came to the ho�e. of his niothe�. )�� 'Y.!'S b� . 
tending the 

. sacred fire. Brahnili. Sahampati . 
saw this incident, and ln order .to r�-veru:· the futilitY 
of that praetice . and th� adva;ntages of treatuig' ·a_ 
virtuous Ii:l.ail such a.S ·Brahlnadeva, ma:dehlS;appeat
ance in the briihman. woman's hotise'and coriviitc'ed 
her of the futility of tending the' sacred fue. . Tl:i& 
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hri.hman woman was plessed at the end of th�;� co�· 
verse.tion and beStowed the delicaeies prepared for 
the oblation on her son (S. I, p. 140). 

The Buddha begins ·hls disoourae by -�viaiJ;Is · 
the monks . that in the faoe . of both ·praise ab.d . 

. 
blame they shoUld · respond · with equanimity, · 

· lest emotion should hinder · their own self unders-
. W.G�W. 

. 
�ding. He then ad� that • the unoon�tte4 

· BBAIDI�DEVA BUTTA occtu'S .in the first chapter 
-Q[ the Braltma · 8a1[lyUtta of the Sd1fltJtdt4·nikdya 
{I, p. 140). It records the stoty of Brahmadeva 
thera and his mother. 

· 

BBAIIiiADHVAJA, one of the two Buddhas (tho 
-other being lndiadhvaja) who live in . the . south
western tegion and pl'Mch the dpetrln� io i.Dimmer- · 
able bodhisattvas and disciples� · � (Samp. p. 164) . . 

_B�iiADHV ApAi>EVA, a former Buddha,. 
· 

meJltioned in a liSt of form�r Buddh� under. whom 
Sakyamuni, while· res�ding � . the·. ·ninth bhWni, 
acqhlred merit (Mhw. I, P· 139). 

man ,  when praising the Buddha,· praises , ·ffim. 
Solely for the . possessiOn Of' :iriete. . . morality I 1 . 
. and lists thereafter · vario� praciices by oertain 
contempotahtlous recluses atid · bi'ib1nan'e,· · f'tOm . .  
which the Buddlunoebined. · M list is ·dividecl 
into three sections : ciua (uililor), maj;l� (medium) · 
and mahd (high,er) . These practices ·begin fioom 
the taklng of life . and range up to the praotioe . ot 
'medicine as a means of liveii)lood. Having conclu-
ded thi.s enormous list; he says : 

. . . 

• Thei'e are, bretli�rn, other things; p�owid; 
difficult to. realise, hard to. und.e�d, · �qW.lli
sing, 8Weet, not ·to be' grasped by m• JOgio, · 

· subtle, · comprehensibl� only by the wise. · '.rh� 
tbiligs the Tatbagata, having himself rean.ed �-

BBA.IiMAGRO$A (1), Il8.IIl.e · of two. Buddhas, . and seen them face to face,. hath set forth, arld it ia .a� in. a list. of former Buddhas ·(Svyij. p:. 5). · of them that' they who would. rightly praise· the .  · 
'l'athagai& in �rd3noe With ·the truth, · should·

· · 
iliABIIAGBO$A (2)� name of � Buddha �Urring' ' 
in a liBt. o( BuqdhtJ.s·w:hO live

. in the highest quti.rter 
-of the.univeM (uparifi!.Oyc$in.di8i : Svyu . . p. 94). ; · · · 

BJWUIAGHO$A. (8), : a bodhisaitv� Jiie�tioned · • 
in a &i of' bodhisattva.s residing With the Buddha, . 
in Jt�tavana (Gvjnl. p. 3). · · · 

· BBABiiAGUPTA, a former Buddh& . mentioned 
iD. a. list of former Buddhas, under whom Sa.kyamttni. 
.acquhoed merit, while residing in the :eighth' bhiimi 
{MAw. I, p. i.�7). 

sPeak ". . . 
. 

· .A large amount 9l. infol'lll&�ion �. then ��n, · 
in polemic fashioh� ot _the ·ve.no\Ja .beretical philo-. : 
sophies . prevalent, · o( · '\:fhil)h · · SpeCuJationi ·the · . · 
;Bud!Uia clSims to be rred;· and ·by virtUe of .l;ticli · 
freedom he considem :�i£ �orlhf io � p� · 
' Now,_· of these ($p8Culatio�)� I he says, ' the · . 
'l'�thagata · · knoW'S that . · these sPecwal:ioiis .thus· . . 
·arrived at, · ihti$ itiSisted o� · will �ve . SUch · and 
such a result,' such and sueh -� 8fteot on � future 

. 

condition of those .who trUst ii1 them. · That d� · 
he krio'W, and he kno'WB also other things far..llefoJid. :  BB4RMAiALA-8tlTRA, The title of a Sanskrit · (fat bat�r than these - �ulatioli.s), and havin$ : . ten, the Tibetan. translation of which oeours·4J, the·. · that knowledge, he is not puffed >up, and thtia · . Mdo�-t8hogB section of th� Kanjur 'in . t.Jie . tintarnished, he has .in his own hean �lised . the: .· ·· . 

. Tibetan 'i'ripita.ka., under the title · . Tahan8·pahi' way of escape from tliom, has 1md�. � 'they . .  · 
dm-boht mdo (TT Vol. 40, No. 1021). · The ,

. 
really a.ro; il).e a. risiilg .up and passing aw .. y ot sen. · 

content of this siitra e.ppea.ts . to .be . �he same . . sations, th�ir Sweet tast-e� their' danger, hoW thi:iy 
.as that ot the Brahmajdld Butta · (g. v.) · canriot be relied on ; ·and not graSping aftet . any · 

(of those things men are eager for} he, the Tathigata. 
is quite set free. There� · brethieil, ·are th� 

. · . . · .. · . . . · other things, profo�d etc; by which iM Tat� . BBASKAllLA SUTTA. This, the . £rst �utta_of the . qualifies 'for the pi'8is6 of the wise. ; · . · .  . .Digha-nikdya (D. I, p.1) 1was preached b;y.the Buddha· : . . · . · . . . . . . . · . . 
� •-'L-1- •":1.� to th _..__ .f. 'L::- ) d h . . 'l'bere Js a grea.t deeJ ofdetall 4Uid WscUS310n ofthe · a.. nuuHUah.uuu. e mo.l.lAit o UJlS · (· r er w en · , · . . · · . . · . .. · · 

. . ·. . . . . . . . . . numerous · current schools of t&lching which &nj 
. they . were discussmg a .con-versatlOn between cla.ssified into ·sixty two in. all •. · .,; There are none · 
Suppiy&; 

. 
a • follo�r �� B�fijay� Bela���.utta, besides "1 tile Bttddha sa;Ys. (Bee'MIOCHA.-i>r;t1m). · 

and SuppJYa s pupil, Btabmadatta. · .Supply& had He then goes on to explain : . • that· ·opinibu. of 
been speaking in dispraise of the . Buddha 'While theirs is based only ··on the pei'Bonal sensaiio� 

· Brabmadatta had spoken well of him, and this had on th9 worry and writbirig conseq�n� thereon, · given rise to some discUSsion among the moD.ks. of those venerable recluSes and brihmAns, who 

·! . � l 
J 1 

· 1 
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know not, neither perceive, and are subject to. all 
kinds of craving. These opinions of theirs are, 
therefore, based upon contact (through the senses). 
That they should experience these e�nsations 
without contact, such a condition of things could 
not be '. 

' They, all of them (i.e., these heretical thinkers), 
receive t:qese sensations through continual contact 
in the spheres of touch. To them, on account of 
sensations, arises craving, on accotmt of craving 
arises the fuel (i.e. the nec�ry condition, the 
food, the basis of future lives), from the fuel results 
becoming, from the tendency to become arises 
rebirth, and from rebirth come death and grief, 
lamentation, pain, sorrow and despair. ' 

·Thus, the Buddha analyses the causes of these 
sixty-two ' false views ' in which he considers 
these speculators entrapped as in a net. Whence 
the name of this sutta. At the end of the discom'88, 
asked by Ananda by what name this sutta should be 
remembered, . he Ba.3'"B it should be remembered 
as the Net of Advantage (Atthijiila), the Net of 
Truth (Dhammajiila), the Supreme Net (Bt·ahma
jalo) or the Net of Theories(Di#hijiila) or Glory in 
Battle (Sangriima-mjaya). 

The sutta reports that at the end of its delivery 
the thouaand fold world-system shook. 

B.J. 

. BRAHMA J'lTAKA. In the past the bodhisattva 
was bom in the Brahma-world by constant practice 
of meditation (dhyiina). In spite of enjoying 
bliss ·there, he was in the habit of surveying the 
world to benefit others for he had always practised 
compassion in his former exiStences. 

Once, as he surveyed the regions of sensuality 
(h'S�u),be saw .ADgadinna, kiiig ofVideha, err
iilg in the wilderness of unbeliaf, partly due to his 
a8sociation With eVil friends and partly in conse

. quence · o_f his miSccinceptions. 
O�t of compassion for him the bodhisattva visited 

the king in a lonely arbour, and revealed to him that 
he was a sage of the celestial class (devar,i), who had 
been bom in the Brahma-world by overcoming love 
and hatred. 

The king then inquired how ha had obtained his 
supernatural powers (rddhi). The bodhisattva ex
plained that it was the outcome of meditation, good 
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conduct (8ila) and restraint of the senses (indriya
aa'l!tvara). The king asked him whether there exists: 
another world after death, to which the bodhi
sattva answered in the affirmative. The king,. 
nevertheless, was reluctant to believe him. There
upon, the bodhisattva. related at length various 
proofs (pramaroa) to substantiate his revelation (cf. 
Jm. p. 193 f. ). 

Despite all his attempts, the bodhisattva. could 
not convince the king. The · king challenged the
bodhisattva, that if the latter wanted him to. 
believe in the next world, to lend him five hundred 
nU,kaa (gold coins), so that he would return him a 
thousand in his next existence. The bodhisat.tva 
retorted that since a. loan given to a. wicked person 

. would only lead to his ruin no one would lend money 
to such a. person. On the contrary, a. loan given .to 
a. virtuous person would certainly be augmented. 
The bodhisattva. then described in a graphic way. · 

the torments suffered by sinners in diverse hells 
(cf. ibid. pp. 195-98). 

The king became alarmed, gave up . his wrong be· 
.liefs and accepted the view concernirig the existence-

. of the world after death. Afterwa.tds he confessed. 
his sins to the bodhisattva. and beseeched him for 
guidance. The bodhisattva. · admonished him to 
tread the path followed by previous Kings, who dis
played their charity, self-restraint, etc., and also. · 
practiced compassion for their subjects. He further 
exhorted the king to consider his body to be a. 
chariot (yiina), self-retra.int and charity as its two 
wheels, etc., and to strive for the benefit of others 
(pariitmartham),1 so that he would never be hom 
in a hell. The king, thenceforth, . reigned 
righteously. 

This Jata.ka. which occurs in the Jiitakamiilii (Jm. 
pp . .192-200), does not appear in the Pali receilsion or 
in other texts of the Northern Buddhists .. It isin
teresting to note· the example set by the bodhi
sattva. in his endeavour to benefit. others by placing 
them above his own self, the emphasis laid on th& 
importance of faith (baddhd) in the path of one's. 
deliverance, and the use of the simile yi.ina (chariot), 
etc., occurring in .this Jii.taka. thus manifesting 
Ma.hayii.na tendencies. 

C. S. R. . d ed th term parlUm4rtha (probably confusing it with para�ml} 1 Speyer (tr&!- J�l , B�B. Vol. I, P· 2SOk��n (� · ibfd. Colombo, 19U, p. 92) who based her translation on 
u Ule Hlgbea\ tman • Marle ¥uaaeua g��� t b th these readings seem incorrect, for parlUmlrtlla connotes 

S�er'• .... �u · ��ered fit ... aa �I:�"h H�gbft�1 �or B:be 0 • Highest Goal •. !Speyer's reading, in fact, auggesta an �7 t:f�'b: co�t Md!:tng of parlUmlrtluJ (para-ltmli-aitlra- ' for the benefit of others ' I'DIIIe&t. 
Uie JfabiJIDa .,, whloh aaree• wlUl the context; 
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BRAHMAJYOTIRVIKRII)ITABHIJNA, a. Buddha. 
who belongs to the group of " Thirty-five Buddhas 
of Confession " (.�ik�. p. 169). See A.lv.t:OGHA
DARSIN. 

BRAHMA-KAYIKA DEVA, literally meaning 
' deities bearing Brahma.-bodies ', a . group of 
<:elestial beings inhabiting the Brahmaloka. The 
term is u...CIEld a.s. a generic name in the Anguttara
nilciiya (I, f.'· 210) where it is mentioned seventh in 
a. list of eight classes of deities who are called to 
mind by t};te Ariyan disciple in observing the 
uposatha, · the others being, in ascending order : 
{1 )  CatilDllllaMrajikii, (2) Tsvatil!lBa, (3) Yama, 
(4) Tusita, (5) Nimmanarati (6) Paranimmita
va.savatti, and (8) those beyond or superior to the 
Brahma.kayikS. · The result of calling those devas 
to mind is that the mind of him who does so is 
�ed, delight arises in him, and the defilement of 
his mind is abandoned. Thus, one of their generic 

· characteristics . seems to be · their high ethical 
-quality. This is confirmed by the Buddhava7]WJ 

· commentary (BuvA. p. 10) definition of the word 
• brahma ' as brilhito tehi tehi gutuJvisesahi, i.e., pos

. sessed of special qUalities a.s virtues. 
Ano.ther ge.�erio characteristic seems to be the 

. . long duration of life . they enjoy. An example . . 
is · the MaMbrahina.. · · of · the Samantapasadika 
(I. p. 131) who lives f�r 1600 kappas. 

· 

These deva.s seem also to have been considered 
a.s possessing great beauty and many. of them are 
described as coming doWn to earth " shedding 
radiance with their effulgent beauty · " and 
" standing fu the air ". 

Several Bra.hma.kayikB-deva are mentioned in 
literature. Some . �f them are MaMbralnna.s. 
Narada of the Maluiniirada Kassapa Jata!ca (J. VI, 
220) is mentioned a.s a bra.hmil who came down to 

. . earth and frightened Ailgati by revealing to him . 
the horrors of. hell. Gha�ikara. is also . known a.s 
a MaMbr&hma who, originally a potter, was reb.orn 
.in the A viM Brahma-loka and, in that e�tence, 
visited the Buddha. Gha�ikara mentions, on this 
visit, the n�es of se�en others �f his own status 
who had been born and dwell in the Aviha Brahma
loka, namely Upaka, PhalagaJJ.<Ja, Pukkusati, 
Bhaddiya., Kh��.JJ.<Jadeva, Bahuraggi and Piil.giya. 
Sa.na.Dkum8.ra. and Saha.mpa.ti, (of whom further 
under . BRAHMA) a.lso · are Ma.h8brahmas who 
ca.nie down to earth and figured in important 
-events in the Buddha's life. Ba.ka (see s.v. 
BRAHMA) is .also a Mahii.bra.hma and is depicted 
as being infatuated with the idea. that he was the 
supreme creator of the world. 

The other class of Brahma.kiiyikii-deva are the 
Pacceka-brahmas, such as Tudu, ·who appeared 
to the KokiUikan bhikkhu and Subrahma and 
Suddhavasa "rho visited the Buddha, but finding 
him in noon-day meditation, went to ·a. bra.hma 
who was infatuated with his own importance 
(probably Baka is meant) and enlightened him as 
to the greater power and goodness of the Buddha. 

The brahmas thus named are all born as Brahms.. 
kayika-deva by reason of virtues practised in their 
previous lives, and, in some cMes, such as that 
of Ghatikara., their preVious life is retold in · the 
manner of the Jata.kas. 

BRAHMAKETU {1), name of a. former Buddha 
mentioned in a list of Buddhas in the Sukhiivativyuha 
(p. 6). 

BRAHMAKETU (2)� a bodhisattva, mentioned � a 
list of bodhisat�vas, residing with the Buddha in 
Jetavana. (Gvyu • .  P· 3). 

BRAHMAKIRTI, a former Buddha,. mentioned m· i. 
list of former Buddhas, wider whom Sakyamwii 
acquired merit while in the eighth bhiinii (Mhtiu. J; 
p. 136). 

BRABMAK�ETRA, uBuddha-la.nd ', a. name for a. 
Buddhist monastery, i.e., a place of purity (DOBT • . . 
p. 353, s.v.). 

BRAHM ALI, an arahant thera. · During Vip88Bi 
Buddha's time he Was born � a. �oble fiun.iiy: ' On� 
day he saw tlJ.e Buddha doi.J;lg his alms-round, and 
offered him a vara fruit. Alii a. result he. was born 
among gods and men and, during the present Bud
dha-period, he was born in a brahmaJ1 hoU.se}lold in · 

Kosala and was named Brahmali� Later, he re· 
nounced the world and, meditating intensively, deve� · 
loped the .six-fold higher knowledge (Tha.g. · tN. · 

205�6 ; ThagA. II pp. 71-.2). He is probably identical 
with the Paraphaliya·dayaka them of th� Apaddna. 

W.G.W. 

BRAHMALOKA, the highest of the celestial worlds 
in the Buddhist cosmio system, the abode of the . 
brahmas whose generio name seems to be Br�a
kayika-devii. (A. I, p. 210 ; IV, p. 76 f.). It is consti- . 
tuted of nine ordinary Brahma. worlds, fi.w 
Suddhavaaa. (q�v.) the .Asa.ii:iiasatta (q.v.) · and 
Vehapphala (q.v.) worlds, (all belonghtg to the 
broader division of Riipaloka) �nd four Ariipa.loka 
(q.v.), these subdivisions totalling twenty in all . . 
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All the Nikaya.s refer frequently (e.g., D. I, p. 220 ; 
M. I, p. 326 ; A. I, p. 227 ; IV, p. 76 ; S. V, p. 282) 
to the Brahma world. The K"evaq,rj,ha Suttanta of the 
Digha,nikiiya, however, gives us the clea.re�t1early· 
picture of the place given .by the, Buddhists. This 
sutta gives the location which it was supposed to 
have in the hierarchy of Buddhist heavens, quite 
p�ecisflly. Keva.99}la., ascending to the upper 
worlds, passes from the lowest r.ea.lm of the Catum
ma.hii.r&jika . devii., through Tava.tiiJlsa, Yams, 
Tusita., Nimrojj.na,rati to. the Para.nimmita-vasa.vatti 
deva-loka. before he finally arrives in Brahma.loka. 
It is evident that the Brahmaloka wa.s assumed to be 
horizontally above . the devaloka. This sutta 
however, does not give any subdivisions of the 
Brahmaloka., but, on the other hand, states that 
the way to this world wa.s made clear to Keva.�9ha. 
after he had become absorbed in self-concent.ra.tion, a 
faet ree.ffirnied in the Majjhima�nikaya (II, p. 194 f.), 
which states that attainment to the association 
with BralunB, is possible only by cultivation . of the 
virtues possessed by him. 

TheDigha-ni�ya (e.g., I, p� 17) refers to one of the 
Br&Juna wodda, A.bha.ssa.ra.J a.s the original abode of' 
the inhabitants of tpe earth. Details of this geneais 
ltory . are given ·in the Agganfta Suttanta and the 
Piilil«J �uttant<J. which are further fully discussed 
under CREATION. 

The .Majjhima-nikaya (1, p. 326) refers to the 
Br�a. world a.s being visited by the Buddha and 
his �iple·s. ·The Brahrrmnimantat&ika Stitta (M: I, :P. 326) mentions one · of these visits, · where the 
Buddha meets the conceited Ba.ka who ruled over 
orie of the Brahms worlds. According . to the 
Sa;r{lyutta-nikaya (8. V, 282 f.) the Buddha could 
go there bodily in a form. created by concentration 
of mind. 

· 

The Sa·rp,yutta-nikiiya (I, p. 35.) also menti�ns, the 
Brahms world a.s an abode where those anagii.mil;Ls, 
who die before their attainment of ara.ha.nthood, 

· attain their final release. This Brahms. world is 
known a.s �he Suddhav�a. (q.v.) .. 

The Jii.taka.s; · too, are frequent in their reference 
to the Brahms· world in which the heroes of these 
tales, the ·bodhisatta.s, are reborn as a result of their 
meritorious deeds. There is, however, a. shade of 
difference bet'ween these statements of the Jataka.s 
and those of the early Nikii.ya.s, where merit is 
rewarded with birth in the company of BrahmS.. 

Information on the Bra.hma world is, in fact, 
sea.nty e�en in the comm�ntarial literature where 
elaboration may be expected. Moro detail, however, 
is found of the Bra.hma-k�yika..devii. (q.v.), several of 
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whom are mentioned by their names. information 
as to the nature of the Brahma. world ma.y perhaps: 
be gleaned from the descriptions of the power8 a.nd 
characteristics of these individual bra.bma.s. 

See further AGGA��A SUTTA, BRAJIM!. 
BRAHMA-KA. YIKA.-DEV A., COSMOLOGY. 

B.J. 

BRAHM:AMATI, name of a son of Mii.ra., mentioned 
in the LaUtavistara (p. 313 ; BHS� s.v.). He w� 
unfavoura.bly disposed towards the Buddha. 

BRAHMAN ( 1), a Buddha. who belongs to the group 
of " Thirty.five Buddhas of Confession , (SiTe,. p. 
169). . See AMOGHADARSIN. 

BRAHMAN (2), name of a nags king, referred to in 
the Mahiimiiyuri (�46. BHS. s.v.). 

BRAHMA�A, a term denoting a member of th& 
brihml\l)al oa.ste, e,nd �. Buddhist terminology 
� � for a man leading a pure, virtuous lif& 
and often eve� synonymous wi�h &rahant. 

The earliest recorded. evidence about the origiD 
of the briihml\l)a cle.ss is found in th;;'Pu�Sti.klo 
of the l;lg-veda wherein is desCribed· how the fourfold 
order ·sprang from the mouth, arms, thighs and fee� 
respectively . of the Primordial Man ·· (Pu� : 
iJg-veda, X, 90). In the time of the Buddha, 
i.e; in the 6th enttlry B.C., Indla.xi ' society was 
divided into four broad divisions, namely; br�ml\l)a,· 
�tnya, vaiSya . and �ftdra . . It is, perhaps, . not 
. wrong to a8Sume that. the fourfold division was not 
as rigidly fixed in the social orga.Iiization of eastern 
India., where Buddhisi:i:i arose: a8 it waR in th& 
western regions where Br8.hmani£im(q.v.) helds way. 
Whatever the' degree of rigidity might ·havi been', 
the existence of this foUrfold divisiOn, dUring th& 
time of the Buddha, is very clear from Buddhist 
Wrlual references. · Numerous brii.hma.lia.s ofvaried 
social standing �� referred to in Buda:hist texts. 
These records e.r.e proof of the high social esteem 

. in which' the brihml\l)s . 'were held at the time. 
The Buddha's selection of the term brihTJl8.l}a as a 
title of liono.ur for the best ·of men is also proof · 
of the rB.ct that the tA:lrm conveyed to the mind 
of the BuddhiSt an ex8.Ited meaniDg, a cozi.notation 
of real veneration and respect. · 

From very early tinles, it came to be aooopted 
that there were speCific hereditary occupatiOil$ 
(karma) suitable for people born into different 
social grades, and since they needed specie.l apti
tudes (gutw) it wa.s the specifiec duty (avadharma} 
and obligation of the members of these social grade8 
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to perform their assigned occupation and no other. inspiring trust, gifted with great beaut;Y' of com
The Bhagavadgita says : The fourfold order ·was plexion, fair in colour, fine in presence and stately 
created by me (i.e. God) according t� the divisions to behold ; he is virtuous, increased in virtue, gifted 
of quality and work (The Bhagavadgita, London, with virtue ; he is learned and wise, the first. or it 
1948, ed.- Radhakrishnan, p. 160). According to :may be the second, among those \vho hold out the 
this acceptan.ee, the br8Juna1;1a we.s assigned _the ladle '. This app00rs to be an elaboration of th� 
task of attending to religious affairs such a8 the Satapa�ha Brahmat;uJ account which gives the old · 
perfonbanee of sa.crifice. _ _ conception of - what constitutes a. brihmava. 

With. the development of the sacrificial cult Therein are laid_ down tbe four duties to be acconi
the position of the br8.hma.J;le.s �e.s co�lidated · plished by a true br81mie.I)a. He should safeguard 
and their social status rose far above those of th_e the purity of the lineage (branma�ye), perform · 
other divisions. The bralnnai;las were considered appropriate tasks· (pralirilpa-caryci) strive to gain 
to b_e goda in human form and even kings were reputation (ya8a) and - accomplish wordly reWard 
obliged to place them8elves at their aervice. " The (loka-pakti ; - cp. _also Sn. vv. 284 ff. SnA. p. 312 ff). 
gods " says the Aitareya Bralmw� do not eat the Most of these ate- obviously only ide�l qualities _ · 
food offered by a king who has no house-prie�t- whe_reas the p�ity of birth; which is given pride of 
(Aitareya Briihma�, trsl. by - M. Haug, Bombay, place in the lists, was the inost essential quality. 
1863, II, p. 528f.) - It was accepted that there are The life of an- orlhodo�- br�aJ.l& was divided 
two kinds of gods, the devas and the brabmaQBS, into four _stages (ci8rama8). .The first stage was that 
the latter being deities among ' men (ERE. ' VI, of the s�udent_ (brahmacarin); when a briJunaJ;la 
P· - 692). The Manusmrti states that ' by - his child reached the age of �i�ht ha_ received ini�iation birth_ 8lone a brihma.J:ta is a deity even for the gods, · (upanayana) and learned th" veda under a brihand his teaching is authoritative for men 'because ma�a teacher. �r. - completing his' student-ship · _the Veda is the foundation for that, (Mantumrti, he.-entered m'to the e6cond stage namely-, the stage · ·xi, SO). .Again, it is _ said that - a br��a. of 8 householder (grhastha). This wAs an im-. whet-her he is ignorant or learned, isagreatdivinity, porta_ nt s�e in_. 

· life_ (jyeatMArcimo gthi) where he : j1l8t as the fire, whether carried forth or not carried 
. ·forth,- is . a gteat,_ divinity ., (ibid, ._ ix, .- 317)., The.-

-
.: 

had. to Jierfortn an the duties of a householder Slich . ' . 

. briihJ])fLl)as ' were regarded. with S) much of vene- ' 8s perfo�ce- of the five great sa.crifices and aoou- ' 
ration that .they were considered n�t liable for mule.tion of wealth, bringing up of children and 

any sort- _of punisluilent even if they happen:ed to leading a . virtuous, - chari�ble life. When the 
commit the gravest of crimes (J.H. Hutton, Caste_ householder sa.w wrinkles on hi,S skin, greyn� in 
in India : Its' Nature, �unction and Origins, Ca.mb- his hair and also when -he hf!,dgrandsons, he entered 
bridge Univ. Press. 1946, p. 81.) · . · · the stage of a forest-dweller (oonciP,.astha). His 

. 
Though-the brabml\l}as derived

.
the4' pow'er from _ duty to the world at thiS stage was to help it by 

the efficacy of the sacrifiCe, in_ the tit:ne of the prayer -and sacrifice. This simple ascetic life lOad - · 
Buddha all bre.bmar)as were not _necessarily sa.cri- to the next stage where be- resigned all ·worldly -

ficial priests, for they seem to have followed all sorts - affairs · and became a wnnydsin. He no loD.ger 
of occupations. . But, the baSic qualification to be a 

offu�d sacrifices but completely deyoted his life to _ 
""'" · meditation. · 

- _ u.L-ihm&Qa appears to have been .his birth. The 
��tlfla s_utia (D. I, p. 1 1 1  ff) gives � list of the · 
essential characteristics o£ a br\ilim!U)a e.s it was 

- accepted e.t that time. Thus z • a brahmlll]a is 'Well 
bom on both sides, on the mother'� side and on the 
f'.ather's --aid�, of pure descent back through �ven
genera�ions, with no slur put upon him, and. no 
reproach, in respect of birt� ; -he is a preacher of the 
sacred words, knowing the mystic ve�ses by heart, 
one who has ine.stered the three Vedas, with indices, 
the ritual, the phonology, the ·exegesis and the 
legends, learned in phrases and grammar, verse� m 

· Lokiiyata sophistry, and in the signs on the body _of 
a 8reat man ; he is �dsome, pleasant to look upon, 

Because of their: suppOsed high birth, and - the 
virtuous, systei:natio and wall-disciplined life they 

. were expeCted to lead, bmrn&J}as ole.im6d. special · 
prerogatives not only in religious affairs but a1sQ in 

' e.ffair8 of day tO day- life. -This claim was iili'eady 
being attacked within by a'�tion of the briihme.J:las 
themselves. . This vein of criticism i� seen in thf) 
story. of Asita Devale. detaile� in the Assfilayana 
Butta (M. ·n, p. 156 ff). Asita Devale., himself a 
Well"known brabmat)a priest, but scorned because 
of his dark complexion by the other priests, ex- _ 
amines,- and _cross-questions them about their pre
tensions regarding their lineage, thus forcing them 

· to give up their claims to superiority. By snob 

--· 
. · .· j 
j 
1 
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criticiSms; the briibma.va.S' c�im to superiority. was Again, in the AmbaUha Sutta the Buddha exposes 
gradually being weakened. ·This process was ex- the myth of the purity of brS.hmar;Jas by tracing 
pedited by the rational arguments put forward by their lineage to an offspring of one of the slave 
the Buddha. · .' · ., girls of 1.' Sakyan (D. I, p. 88 ff.). On another 

· At the outset the Buddha attempted to ref\Ite acc48l.on the Buddha gives an evolutionary account 
t4e brahzne.l:las' claiin t:o diVine · origm . . The of society s.rtd ·shows that the fourfold order arose 
brShmSJ.la Assalaya.ria appraoches tlie Buddha and . frotn the division of f"lritctions in society (D. m. · · 
says : " . .  , oniy br�J;las are sons· of Brahnls, · P· 80 ff.). According to the Buddha the hriUunaJ)-8$> 

. _ born of : his mouth, born of ·Brahm&., · formed by claim . to superiority is a mere propagandist cry · 
Brahm&., heirs· to Brahms. What does the good (gh08a : M. I, p. 89). The Buddha also pointed out 
Gotama- say about this 1 ". To this the Buddha that superiority often depended not on one's high 

ruiswers, " But, A.ssa.J.syana, .])rB.hlnaJ;ia wives 0£ birth but on the wealth that one possessed. A 
hr8.lmi.anaa are knwon to have their seasons and to sildra who could, afford to spend enough money 
conce!�� and · to · gi�e birth �d to give suck. Yet coulti have a hrahmaJ,ta or a k�atriya as his servant 
those brahniSJ).as, born of woman like evezjo:O:e . (M. ii; ·P� 85). With a deep tinge of irony, th& 
eae, speak tlius : . • . . . oniy br�8s form· the · Buddha :Pointed out the fall�y of the brihm8.J;laa• 
b ·. ; ·4· view that rne�bers of the fourfold order are obliged est caste . .  , heJ.rB to Brahms . '  (M. II, p. I Sf.), · · to perfol1ll specific tasks assigned to them (M. IT,. The Blipramacy of the bre.hmal).as was alSo coin- . . . . . p. 151', 152) . . bm&d with the dogma of the . efficacy of sacrifice. . . . 

. So the _Buddha also directed. his att&<ik on . the • The· hrahin�a even regarded salvation as their 
brahmanical sacrtiicia.l cu1t _and gives. the Buddhist prerogative . .  :i)ut, the Buddha pointed out th& _ 
view of what a right sacrifice should be. Similarly, error of this claim imd atat{ld that all alike had the 
austere ascetic practices �ed out by . _the _ Oapacity to attairi salvation, and that there was ne> 
bri.hinSJ).aS, too, were completely ridiculed �d dill'erence in regard to the quality of salvation 
den · d (M I 387 ff D · III · 6 f . · AA ; · attain_' &d. (M_. ll; pp. I29, I30, 147).- . . ounce • , p. . ; · • . · , p._ , P· -. J.. 
8,. IV, p. 338). Br8bmru;t8s . believed th$t their sinS .As :tJlentioned earli�r, the Buddha upheld the fact . 
could be washed away by bath.Uig themselves with . . thahnan �longs t6 a single species. · 

These_ argu:. 
water. Tile sarcastic remark of Pt$.1& theri, shows .m�nts against the brihmar.u�s' claim, to 811penority 

. �e · Buddhist attitude to . such futile purificatory 
. 
were however .not meant to place ., the · :q&triyaa · 

rites.· She sB.y!! : abOve br&hl'Ml}as, but to esta,blish the fact that all · · men are oil an equal footing (samiJ8ama) with regard· . " Nay now, who ignorant to the ignorant, to their capabilities� The Buddha equs.lly denounc- • 
· Itath t.Old thee thit5. : that water• baptism ed the �triya and vaisya claims fot superiority. 

From evil karma can avail to free ! · . The Buddha etnpbatic8ny. pointed out the fact that • 
Why then the fishes and the tortOises it is not one's birth, but on&'s actions and conduc.t . . , The frogs, the water snakes; the crQ:Cod.iles that. �ake one a br�a or a siidra (Sn. w. 

. Andlall tha� haunt the wate_· r straigh_t to:hea.ven 
. 

a ·- I· 42 al J IV s· o·I ff:.. ) l l v-' ; cp; so . . , p. . . 
. Will go • .  ; . . • .  ; . .. " (Thig . . w. 24Q-241). . In contrast to the old brihmanic conception of what 

The Buddha strimsed the f�t that biologically constitutes a · b�a, the l3uddha lays down 
inan is of one apeciea; · On this ground, too, he the tWo qut.Iitie� virtue (lila) and wisdom (panna) • . 
rej�ted the brihmal).a claim t� su�riority and a8 �derstood by the Buddhist, to be · the most . . 
special privileges. The Buddha pointed out that, •· important characteristies · of a true bralmw;u� 
whei:eas in the ciase of the plants and animal king· (SotJadatl{la SuUa� D. I, P• I.24f.). In the · 
d�ms there wero . many spooies and marks by whch Amba#hd Sutti:J, too, the Buddha says that h& 
they could he disti.i:lguished, in the case. of man there �ho. is perfect .in Wisdom and·_ Virtue is . the best 
were no iluch spooies and no such markS . (M. ll, among gods �11 men (D. I, p. 99). 
p. I96 f; Sn. tiV. 600 ff.) • . As . Chalmers says: Tb al' f all · t d Is b th ... Herein Gota.ma was in accord with the oonch.tsion e eqll Ity 0 men IS 8 teBSe a . 0 Y .• & 

· l!!.tet · Buddhis� philosophers: ThU.s, .A.BvaghO\'& 
of the modem biologists, that the anthropidae . . in his Vajrarici says, " Al• that 1 have said abOut 
� repr�nted by the single genus and �ieBt brs�as is appUcable to qatriyas ; the doctrine 
Man 11 (JRAS. I994, . p. 396). · According � the of. the fourfold order is altogether false. All men 

. Buddha the apparent divisiollB' among :ine!l. are not a're of one grade. .(On Asvaghosa's observations 
due to baslo biological factors but are only conven- see H. H. Wilson; lfl(lian Oa8U, London, 1877, 

onal (siimaibla). · p. 202 ft.). 
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In spite of the Buddha's denunciation of brii.h
mans cl�ims,. many of his eminent brii.hmal).a. 
contemporaries became his disciples or ardent 
supporters. Aaaa.layana, Kiitadanta., Sol).adal).�a. 
are a few of such converts. In later centuries; too, 
among those who · helped in the propagation of 
Buddhism were great · brii.h�a. scholars such -as 
.ASvagh� Nigarjuna, Aryadeva, Aaanga., V asu
b�dhu, A.ryasiira and Sii.ntideva. See. also CASTE, 
JATI. · · · 

' . 
E. K.; R. Nk.; S. K. N. 

BHAii:aiA,ADHAMMIKA SUTTA (var� Brah-: 
�dhimnniya). ·once many wealthy old brim
� frOm KoSa.la visited the Buddha at Jeta.vana 
and aSked hun whether the brahmans . o{ their 
own time· qbserv� the practices of the brahmans 
of old. The Buddha's reply was in the negative. 
At their. request the Buddha describes in detail 
the virtuow life the ancient br8hmans led. _In . . . . . · .  - -
.several-verses. ,he sings their praises. Theirs was a 
life of auaterity. They .owned no gold or cattl.e. 
Their wealth.was,the sacred lore. The rich bestowe4 
offerings on these· }loly �en. They lived a life of 

· . celibacy_ for f�rty-eight years. (The commentary 
. 4dds t�t the ,re8so� why t}fey took .a wjfe therafter 

waa because they. believed that if they died. without 
· progeny through · whom their lineage could . be 

maintained, they--would be reborn: in purgatory
. SnA. I,j>. 31 7). Fo� their sacrifices they asked for 
rice, ghee imd oil� but never cattle. However, 
. gradwi.ny . _corruptiori set . in when they b�e 
a�ted by the �g·� splend�ur, gaily &domed 
women and : n��rou8 . worldly po�ssions. It 
�as in the time of� okkika that animal sacrifices 
began. The brabmans requested Okkii.ka t9 make 
sacrifices of_ ho�� 'h� bein� -and co� and 
they themselves ,recei� from him_ varioUs costly . 
gifts. · An4., thus hundre<;1f3 . of harmless cows came 
to be Slati.ghtered for the sacrifice. Whiie.mimkind. 
fared well 'vhe:D. there �as righ�o�e�, with 
eorruption there came disease and

. 
discord� 

. . 
. . . . . 

· · Those aged �d . wealthy : brii.hmans were so 
impressed with the Buddha's discourse that they 
411 became his disciples ($n. pp. 50-5 ; SnA. I, 
p. 3·12. ff.). 

. . 

. L.R.G . . 

BllADA:tfAGRAMA VA ftiSA. The family (grama or 
.t1a'1181J) to which the Ma.l;lii.thera. Vedeha, �he great 
scholar monk from Sa.bargamuwa (Ceylqn) belonged 

· (Vedeha was the author of three tre�tises, the 

Rasavahini (q.v.) the SamantakUtatlttanii (q.v.) 
and the Sirp.hala Sabdala�atlaya, a treatise on 
Sinhala grammar). 

Brahmary,agramavarp.sa could be traced back to 
· very early times and could probably have been an 
important family or kula (caste) in the social order 
in ancient Ceylon. (See Rasavahin·i,. ed. Kirialle 
Giiii.na.vima.la.. thera, in Sinha.la script, Colombo, 
1961, Introduction, p. VI. f.). 

Members of this particular 00'7'f"SIJ could be traced · 
back to the earliest times o.f society in Ceylon. 
They were especially connected with such activities 
as imparting knowledge, regarding various sciences, 
to the princes and the members of the royal family, 
acting as the offioiatiiig priests during the coronation 
c�remony of the kings; and being the chief advisers, · 
(purol£ita) to the kiri.g. The brii.hman PBI).cJ_ula of 
the Pai,lQukii.bhaya (q.v.) legend in the Ma1ulva1]18CJ 
could . be an early representative· of this family in 
Ceylon. 

Several erudite scholars have hailed from this 
family. One was Sii.riputta Mahii.thera (q.v.) who 
lived during the reign of Pa.rii.kra.mabahu I, and was · 
gi�en ihe . honorary tiile SagaramatJ on account 
of his great schoiarship. Ana.vama.darSi Sa.Jigharii.ja · 
(Pa.Ii �onuidassi) w8s yet another, famous _also 
for ·his Sa.nBkrit leB.rning, (ibid.).' · · 

. .  A.D.T.E.P. 

BRAHMA:tfA JATAKA. Once the bodhisattva wY . 
born in a btihman family • .  When he, grew up he 
was sent to a celebrated brii.hman teacher to study 
the Veda. 

Since the bodhisattva was exceptionally clever 
and obedient, the teacher derived great pleasure 
in teaching hi.I'n arid became quite attacihed'to him. 

To test the morals of his students, sometimes �e 
teacher used to complain to them about his poverty. 
The faithful student.s tried to relieve him by 
bringing hiin food from their daily begging round. · 
Yet they could not 8atisfy their teacher who com· 
plamed t:bat poverty;s .pain could be relieved only 
·b y  wealth. · The pupils became helpless for they 
coUld not deViSe · any means to obta.iii. wealth. 
Thereupon, the brahman propmted them that there 
were still other means of obtainiilg wealth. 

He disclosed that even theft is approved in times . 
of distress (apciddharme) ·in the la.w-p�epts. It was 
no sin since the brii.hmans are the owners of the 
whole world. But old age and debility prevented 
him from · putting such a mode · into practice. 
Further, he exhorted them: that it would not be wrong 

· if they stole secretly. 

:·!·· 

. , 

' · 
. !1 
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Although thestudentswere rather silrprised, all of 
them, except the bodhisattva; accepted the sugges� · 
tion as a duty and departed in search of wealth. 

The bodhisattva remained silel}t and the teacher, 
wishing to test him asked him if he was not able to 
undertake that pledge like the other student-s, or 
was his love for him less than that of the others. 
''!'hereupon, the bodhisattva bowed low .and de<ilared 
there was no lonely spot where one could commit an 
·evil action secretly, for at �east one's own 'self 
(conscience) would witness it. It would bE:l better; 

·therefore, to be satisfied with the offerings of the 
people than to transgress righteousness, even if one 

-attained the lordship of the devas (8urendrata). 

The teacher . was overwhelmed with joy, em
braced his pupil affectionately and praised him for 

·comprehending fully the sacred texts (BTuta'J?'L) and 
:following them faithfully. 

In the colophon of the Jataka its motif is thus 
-emphasized : 'It is the very sense of shame of the 
.self (atmalajjaya) within their hearts that. prevents 
the ' virtlious from transgressing good behaviour., 

·This Jataka oceurs in the Jatakcmala (Jm; pp: 
77-80). · Although the Pali recension does not c9n

_ · tain a Jataka by that name, the Silavima�cma 
.Jatalca (J. m, pp. 18-20), embodi�s the same motif. 
It should be n�ted that the teacher's trial of his dis
ciples is better illustrated in the Pali Jataka than in 
its paral}el in the Jatakamala . . Speyer . observes 
that the ,Brahmatta . Jiitaka 'has the appearanc!} . of 
being the clun:;asy invention of some monk engaged 

· in giving · lessons of morality �nd in want of some 
<Story to illustrate the sinfulness of theft.' He is of 
· opinion that this : Jataka is not from the old stock 
··of traditional tales and folklore (cf. Jiitakamiila, 
· trsl. London, 1895, p. 1 14). See further, SILA• 
ViMA.l\fSANA JA'l'.AKA. 

C. S. R. 

BRAHMANANA;. name of two former Buddh&s 
quoted in the same list (lines 1 1  and 23) in the 
·samiid.hiraj� Siltra (p. 57 ; BHS. s.v.). 
BRAHMA�A,RAMA, an unidentified ancient.monas
tery m Ceylon, wh'Olre a man named Sumaria entered 

·the Order under the name of Tambasumana thera 
during the time of the BrahmaJ;�.atissa famine 
and became an arahant. A deity dwelt on a tree 
near the monastery and atteneded upon the monk 
{Rasv. chp. VI, p. 128 ; Swu. p. 41 ). 

H; R. P. 

BR!HMANA-SA!fYUTTA, a group of twenty-two 
discourse!! delivered by the Buddha, when he was 
residing in places like Rajagaha, Sii.vatthi, Kosala 
and Maga.dha.· (S. I, 160�84). This Sa�yutta is 
divided into two va.ggas the Arahanta V agga and 
the Upiisaka Vagga. While the former consists 
of the first ten sutta.s, the rest of the suttas belong 
to the _ latter. Except for the eighth and the 
eleventh sutta of the Updaaka Vagga all. the other 
suttas ar� named after various brii.hmans. · 

The first sutta of the Arahanta V agga was preached 
to the· leader of the Bbaradvaja· clan who bad · n:o 
faith in ·. the lluddha, Dha.mma !md Sangha. · The 
Buddha . was· ab�e to convert· him by e.nsWering 
his question . as to what one should destroy in 
order to lead a happy life. When the Buddha 
sa.id that one should put ail end to anger, in order 
to attain that happy state, he became very pleased 
and attained ar8.hantship. The next three suttas 
are devoted to explaining the method by which · 
the Buddha was successful in converting the 
three Bha.radvaja · briih:mails who abused and_ 
rebuked, him for converting ' their leader. The 
fifth sutta was addressed 'to the brahman AhiJPsak&, 
to whom the Buddha expl8.ined the significance of 
his name. · In the next sutta the Buddha tellS. the 
brahman Jat;a-Bha-radvaja; that virtuous people� 
the bhikkhus who are Wise and full of 'endeavour, 
and the arahants are ' the 'only people . who. are 
abie · to unravel · the tangles of lire: .Although 
there is variation in · detail, the next three sutta.s� · 
addressed · to the . brahmans: Suddhika, Aggika 
arid SWtda.rika, empha.si&e the fact that a person 
can be regarded- a , br8.hm.an not becaqse of hilJ 
birth, nor because he could utter multitudes of 
run:es, but according to his action. In the last 
sutta . of this yagga, the Buddha made the ·bra.lu:na,U . _ 
Bahudhiti underst&n,d that the best way to attain 
happiness _is to be �etached frqm worldly things. 

The- first sutta of the Upiisaka Vagga, is addressed 
to the brahman Kasi, who asks the Buddha whether • 
the Buddha himself had dono · any kind of sowing 
and harvesting. The Buddha Said that what hedid 

· sow was the seed of faith and that his plou:ghshaie 
was mindfulness. The next sutta shows the 
brahman Udaya that thore is rebirth till such 
time as one gains insight. ;rn the thll:d sutta, 
the Buddha tells the brahman Devahita that, 
if one's offering is to be made fruitful, it should be · 
given to a sage who is endowed with intuitive · 
wisdom . ·(abhinM)� who could remember his p&st · 
exiStences and who could see heaven and hell. 
The next sutta is . addressed to bre.hnian Msh8s8.18. 
who was ill-treated by his sons. The Buddha 
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taught :Qim SOlJ18 verses to be recited in their 
presence, after listening to which they all st8.rted 
to treat him well. 

In the Miinatlhaddha. SutJa, the ·Bud<fila subdues 
the pride of 'the br8hmail Minatthaddha, and says 
that one should show respect to one's own parents, 
eldest brother and one's teachers. lp . the wtta 
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of chariots, :S:e goes to the Buddha and, a.�-r 
reporting the matter, asks him if one can point out 
the best of " chariots " in the dispensation of the 
Buddha. The Buddha says that the Noble Eight
fold Path can be described as the best pf " .chariots,, 
becausp if cultivated, it puts an .end to lust, malice 
�d delusion (8. V, pp, 4-6). 

preached to the bralunan Pac�i'ka who _visited In the second sutta, a brihmari visits the Buddha 
the Bud� to argue With him, the Buddha refuses at Jetavana and l!8ks the circumstances Un.der which 
to preach the Dhanima to him, saying that he the doctrine of the Budc;lha. would not last long, and 
'W'Ould do so .only to those who could give up enmity · those under which it would last lop.g, after the pass· 
and who could appreciate what was soundly ing away of ths-·Buddha. It is owing to not culti� 
spoken. Thj:� next Butta reports that when the ' '  vating the· four. bases of mindfulness (satipaWwnQ) ; 
brihmat\ Navakammika. asked the 'Buddha what that the doctrine would not last long, says the Bud
pleasure he had-found in his contemplatioJlS; the dha, and it is owing to their .cultivation that the · 
Buddha �id that he had found freedom. ' In the . reverse WO,uld happen (8. v, p. 174). 
eighth sutta the Buddha tells the· pupils of the · · The third sutta describes a visit by the brapJD&l} 
Bhira.dvija -brji.bma.ns, who had come to gather U�bha. to � _11.t the Ghositarim.& and �- · 

. �wood, that he had atta.ine<l EnllghtellDlent. question about why the higher life is liVe4 unde�·the 
after putting an .end to all desires. The Buddha . Buddha. ·The life of a recluse Jw, for its object the 
de.vote<l . . the next sutta to tell _the br� abandoDtn!lnt of deail-e, says Anand&, and that is . · 
Mituposaka that he who :inaintain$ · .his parenw ·. brqugbt· about by tPe l)ultivation of the four b�s 

· in righteousness·.would, be praised in. this-: world . pf psychic power. (iddhip{idd). That would :�e a. 
an.d �uld be rebo� i,n heaven -ld'ter -.death • .  In : · _t$!k

. 
without e�d •. . inte�_up�· Uwibha. ; A�nda 

the next sutta the Budd,ha. explains to. the b�- . · .says that o�oe. ihe ptirpos� is accomplished; there 
Bhikkba.k"' . the �ties of a . . men�cant, > The· '· re� nothing m.ore · to do. · tr�A.bha · accept(� 
eleventh sut� is ad�� to �be brihman:6¥gi· _: :�da·as his ·�her (S. V, pp. 271·3). 
rava who �lieved-m' purificatton by water.· . The . · · · · · . · . . . · 
B ·d.u · - ·told 1.. : .... .- tha .. t uld . · ·4-iw ·h. · lf · . ·. _In, another $utta·_py this name the Buddha ex:-u w.ua . .J.LlU4 . . one QO . pur••.r qnse . . . . . . . . . . _ 
b · t• · th. virt · Th. 1 t . ��- f ·this. · . pla.ms to monks haw the teachings of br�ans y pJ"&C lBlllg e ues. e .as $U.,_ o . . difii . fr h' · · h · 1 __ .:�:_, · 
V · · ds th ·B ddha' · •t t Kh. · -A...1 .. "". · er om 18 on t e pract1ce tmWllg to proapenty, . agg_a recor e · u . !3 VlSl o . . o ...... \4-....,.,.. · • . : . ·• • . . • . . where the brihmans bad gathered on some bQ.Sine$. the diffe�nce bemg t�t the ��ngs o_f the brih· ' 
Th B · ddha told tb · tb t 't " U , .lll&IlS are. not conduct� to N1bbana, whereas the e u em .a. 1 � no co� . . . , · . . .. . _ . . . 
1..--- th · · od · ...1 · 1..�.. teaching of the Buddha lB. The brihma.na mstruct �use ere weN no . go m.en, an� .,.,vqUSe . . . . . . · · , 
they did not obServe the rules of debate. thell' disciples to :nse up early an� gQ .facJ,Dg· east, · 

l. l{. 
not nvoi�g a village-pool or .cess-pit till they meet 
with . their death whereby they will be reborn in 

BaADA'A . S'OTRA, name of a sfttra quoted iri . . heaven. The Buddha's teac�g· is the practice of · 

. the Krsrmavibharigopade8(l (p. 15�.) which c(tes an . . Uhwavering faith in the Bud�a, the · Dhamma. 
e'Xtraot froin it, ag'to'ha.m M brah11UJtu� lre§lho ·'zoke _wet the Saiigba (8. V, pp. 361-362). 
(verily,_ pr&hman, I 8.Jn th�- fm:emo$t and the :best

. 
The

. 
A�ra.�jkdya hl!s. a sutta 'by thls pame · 

in .tlui world).
. 

S • . Levi tdentifies . � with 
.
the · W"here the ·Buddha, in answer to a question by a 

V�ilp (�) Butta (A. IV; p, 172 ·1f.), which bmhm&n, sais that by giving up lust, malice and 
contains a ·similar l�e; aham hi bnihmavo iel{hO. ·cM)lSioli, one does not plan for one's own destruction 
8eflho loka88a (ibid. p. 176 ; see also BHS. s.v.). _ or tb&t ·of othe�· and d�s ·not · undergo · mentai 

. . Suffering .ati.d dejection. To this j:l$nt,_ the · DhamJD&. i.S seen in this· life
. 
{sandiUhiko), it is a 

BRAHIIA{fA SUTI'A� There � seven ·suttaa . by thing ·nQt ' involyiDg time . (akaliko), inviting: one to 
this name :  four in the Saf!'yutks-nikd�a,' tw� in the · coine and · � (eh�passiko), leading · .onwards . 
.4�mJm,p and one in the ItttJUUaJ:a • . . . · . . ·(opanatl'lo ), ·. � be re8li.sed. · for ·· . t.heniselves .. 

S.K.}f. 

. In 0� of these Ananda, the pe�nal a��t ' . int:Uvid�y; by ' tb� . .  "t!Vis6 {paccattaf!' .
. 
f1e4itabbo 

of the Buddha, sees Jinussoi;li's white chariot mfi_fltlhi).' 'ne brihman,·plea.sed Wit� the e:xplana
drawn by four white mares and the people crowding tio� e�resses ·. his fait� in the Buddha (A. I, 
round it, describi.ng it as.the best aDd most beautiful · ·pp. US6. �). 

. '� 

. \  

., I 
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Another sqtt,. in the same NiJtaya describes how 
two bra.hmans visited the Buddha and had a discus
sion with him. They said : " According to P·iirana 
Ka.ssapa, the world is finite . while ,�cording · to 
Niga.I,l�ha. Natha.putta, it is infinite, bu� �oth teachers 
claim omniscience. How can one know which · 
teaching is true? " The Buddha dismisses their 
question and · teache� them tlui.t the five sense
desjres are the world and the end of this could be 
�bed not �Y walkjng, but by unde;rsta.nding the 

· five sense-desires, and attaining to the nine Jha.nas 
(.A. IV, P· 428 f). 

In each sutta by this name, a brahman is involved, 
. hence the name. 

In the seventh sutta, the Buddha calls himself 
a brahmat;�a, hence the name of the sntta. He is the 
incomparable physician and surgeon ; he beara his 
last body, is ever clean-handed, a.nd one from whom 
to ask a favour. The mcnks are his sons, born of · 
his mouth, born of the Dham:rpa, created by · 
Dhanime. - his spiritual heirs; not cai-na.I heirs. · 
, Of the two gifts, the cama.l and the spiritual, the 

spiritual is pre.-eminent ; of the two kinds of�g 
together, the carnal and the spirit-ual; the la�ter is 
·pre-eminent ; of the two acts of kindneas, the carnal 

. and. the spiritual, the latter is pre-eminent, �d o( 
. the two sacrifices, the. cai'nal and the spiritual, the 

latter is pre-eminent. 
· He who has made the spiritual offer� is ·tlie 

�t of qevas and men ; all �ings honour him as one 
who has transcended becoming (II. pp. 101-2) • . 

U.K. 

sevenDamilas (Mhv. v. xxxiii, 37ff. ; Mhv.A. p. 613). 
The king probably wanted to weaken the two 
enemies by allowing them to fight between them
selves. 

According to the MaM.vat[I-Ba (Miw. xxxiii, tJ, 41), 
Br8hm8.t;la 'l'issa was conquered by the sevenDamilas, 
five of whom ruled subsequently for fourteen years. 
But the Pe.li commentaries (e.g., Vbh.A� p. 445), which 
were written sometime before the Mahiiva1p8tJ, eay 
that Tissa held sway over the country for fourteen 

· years before the accession of king Va��imal;ti 
Abhaya, which period they characterise .a& one of 
great misery to the land and most disastrous to the 
religion. Taking both these records into account. 

. 

S. Paranavi� (University of Ceylon : H� of · 
Ceylon, Vol . I, Ceylon,. Univ. Press, 1960 :P· 167) 

_· concludes · that Tissa (Tiya) could probabiy have 
been accepted by the Damil� invaders as the titular. 
ruler while they themseJves actually weilded 
a�thority. · · · 

TPe fact that Tissa had probably been very power
ful is seen from the Icing's reluctanQe to meet him in 
open battle (Mhv. xxxili, tJ. 40f.). According to the · 
V ibhanga COI!llDen:tary ( V�hA. p.445), when Tissa was 
plundering th!'l districts, the monkS · discl11!88d th� . 
matter. and 8ent eight monks to Sakka, th� )dng of 
the g�, requetrt;ing him to w8rd off the rebel. Even · 

· Sakka W84 unable to do so. iie advised the monks 
to go al;>road promising to protect them while on the 
sea. The monks looked upon Tiss&' with such con
tempt that· they _even named him Ca:l;t98la1 Tissa 
. (A.A. I, p. 92). 

All the Qommentarial literature 88 well as non· . 

comment� works, like the Sihalavatthu, Sahaua· 
BRAHMA:�A-TISSA, (var. Briihmatw·ti!Ja : Sinhala v¢thu and the Ra8aviihini, make men:tion of a great 
BamD:Utiyii); a young bre.Iunan of N�anaga.ra 1 in 
Roha.I,ta. in the southern part of Ceylon, who bec�e · fear (bhaya) called the Brlihnmf,Q.tissa (tiya)-cora· 

a rebel against .king Va�iagama.I,li· Abhaya (q.v.) in bhaya in their references to the rebel. The Sa�BfJ-

the fifth month of his reign before his exile in 103 vatthu (S811U. p, 33)� in addition, elaborates 1,1pon it, · 

· B.C. He one day heard the prophesy of another saying that there was a fourfold fear, nqmaly, fear 
brabman who tmnotinced that if any one were to act of bringands (cora), weapons (avudha), pestilence · 
under a certain cOmbination of planets he would be · (roga) and hunger (cMlaka), which were ca� by 
able to -defeat, the king and · become ruler himself. the 

. 
�abitants of the city of Br8hma�a Tissa.· 

�ccordingly, Br&lm:l�a Tissa gathered an army and · Almo�t QJ1 th� refe�nces emphasise the fact that 
sent a m�e to the king askiDg him to hand over . , . there was a severe famine (duhbhikkha) at this .tPn,e, . the kingdom. At the same · time seven Damilas while according to the .A1igut4Jra _ commentary (.A.A. · 
(Tamils) landed at Mahatittha with.their troops and . I,p,92) and the V ibhanga commentary ( Vbh.A. p. 445) . 
sent the same message to the king. In reply to the there was no rain �ither. It is, therefore, thoright 
message of Bre.Iun&t;�a Tissa the king infol'Illed him that · the :plisery: to the land and destruction to 
that he could have the kingdom if he conquered the . the reUgion caused by the activities of Br8lunal}.a 

1 Geiger, (Mh�. tr8I. I, p. 28� n. 5) calls this Kulanagara and lde�tlfles lt with Mah!glma. But 8. Paranavltana (University 
of Ceylon : Hiltorrl of Cevlort. 1, 165) calls lt Nakulanagara which C. W. Nicholas (JCBRAS. l959, Special Number, p. 52) 
ldenUfles with the area extending oveJ the bllly region northward of VIllavlya(Wellawaya). · 

· ! A e&\l�lla ls a man of the lowest caste: It ls a · great dlsho11our for a brlhman to be calle<l eo, for the bribmane are 
. coDildered to belong to tbe hlgbeat eute. . · · · 
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1'issa wtJe mrensified by natural calamities, which 
brought about a severe famine for twelve long years 
(University of Ceylon : History of Ceylon, Vol. I, 
p. 166 ; E. W. Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism 

in Ceylon, Colombo, 1953 p. 74:.). This famine 
itoolt was .called Brallfna:rj.a-ti-Bsa-dv)Jbhikkha. 

During the time the Brahma!us-tiBsa-ci>ra-bhaya 
prevailed, monks·from aJl parts of the island aSsem
bled at Jambukola-pa�tana in Nii.gadipa to cross 
over to India ( VbhA. p. 446 ; SBW. p; 41). The monks 
who remained behlnd were compelled to subsist on . 

. lotus-stalks, fruit-rinds, leaves of trees and the like. 
They sometimeS had to starve for weeks. Thou• 

MahaniddeBa which was known only by one monk 
at that time was one such text ( VinA. III, p.  65). 

The political, social and religious unrest of the 
time when Brahmru;ta-Tissa was in power is con.
sidered to be ·amj:mg the causes that led to one of the 
most momentou8 events in the history of Buddhism 
in Ceylon · when. Vattagama¢ Abhaya regained 
power, �ely, the committing,' of the Texts to 
writing (E. W. Adikarani : Early Hislor".J of Budd
hism in Ceylon, p. 79 ; W. Rahula : History of 
Buddhis'ln in Ceylon, Colombo, 1956 p. 82.). 

H. R. P. 

sands of monks living at the Cittalapabbata-vihara BRAHMA�A VAGGA, two groups of suttas in the 
and the Tissa.-maha-viham left the two viharas, Anguttara-nikaya, the sixth chapter of the Tika 
either party hoping to go to the other to obtam Nipata (I, pp. 155-173) a.n,d the twentieth chapter 
food� but meeting ori the way and hearing that all the Pancaka Nipata (A. III, pp. 221-46). Each 

the · crop8 in their ·barrui were ea.t�n by rats, all of group contains ten suttas. 
them went to a forest an:d died there; Thousands of The Brahmatta Vagga of the Tika Nipata ·has no 
monks died of starvation in this manner. The uddana at the end . of the chapter and hence the 
Mahavihara at •. Ailuradhapura . was deserted and names of the euttas are not found in the text. 
castor plants had groWn -in the courtyard of th� But Ma.lalasekara (DPPN�) names. them as follows. 
Mahac�tiya. ·There were bushes all around it and 1 and 2, JitttuJ ;  3, Brahmatta ; �. ParibbiJ,jaka ; 
the cetiya itself ·:was . covered with moss (VbhA • . 5, Nibbana ; 6; Mahasala ; 7; . vcW.chagotta ; 8, 
p.446 1f.)i Mo�t .of .the laymen left their homes _a.nd, . . .'Tikatttta ;  9, Jiin?J-Bson{ a.p.d,, 1_0, Sangar��
went tO the hill�country . (Silahav�hu, pp. 166f.) . . The cha.pt.er is_ named .�rah'l'fl!l-tta V agg�. pro,bably . 
The famine hl!.li at; one til:ne grow.P SO. acute thl;lt the ·, . because au . the ten suttas ther.ein are preached to 
people even . ate :hUIIian flesh� · . An aged: JP.Onk wl).o , . · braJun� who are said to have vi�ited the Btiddha. 
was travelling with his pupil fro.m plaee to place · and questioned him on some points' .. of . doctrinal 
living on.most:sca.nty food fell a prey to some people · U:nportance. Eaeli sutta contains an explanatory 
who were maddened by hunger ( VhbA,. 449-451). ansW-er to ·. the question . . · '!Jle·. Brahmatta Vagga 
As a rflSUlt of starvation, people lost even their · of the Pancaka Nipata' consists of the following 
sexual desires, and the birth of a child was such a . ten suttas, as named in the uddana at the end of the 
rare. occ�nce that the whole c�m;_try

. 
reJ· oiced �ver h t 1 S 2 D 3 S · -c ap er. , · atta ;  , atta ; , angarava ; 

srich 8.n averit (S:A. II, p. 1 i I). · . . 4, Kara:rtfLpCUi , .5, Pingiyani ; 6� Supi?'/4 ; 7, V assa ; 
During the fa.min� the monks guar4ed the doc- 8, V aca ; 9, Kul,a and 10, . Nissara�iya. Of the�;�e 

trine wiihgreat difficqlty ( VinA. i;p. ,26�; iii, p.695). ten, only the first five have direct reference to 
Even though they had to .live witl3out food, :qiost bra.hma.ns, and of these only the second and the 
monks .:kept the precepts and were �luctani to thi,rd, auttas are preached to them. The sixth. 
break th� rules of the Vin�ya (Sihaiavatthu; lop. Cit.): has only an indirect reference to them, while the 

"When: Brab�a-Tissa died and the famin� carrie 
to an:· �nd, Va��imn:1t, who had been in hiding �U 
these Ye&n!, 8scended the throne again. m 89 B.C. 
and thingi:i took a better turn for the country and the 
religion CVbhA . p. 4.48). The m�nks who had gone to 
India imd the hill-country returned to their monas
teries. They compared the texts which were in 
their possession and, it is said, that ihe versions of 
the two parties agreed word for word (AA. I, p. 92). 
Many bhikkhunis alsO recited the Vinaya (Dpv. 
xviii, vv. 27-35). 

As a result of the activities of Brahm&;la-Tissa 
and the hardships caused by the famine, some of the 
texts of the canon were in danger of being lost. The 

· last four have no reference at . all. The chapt.er 
is named Brahrnatta V agga probably owing t.o the 
�aferenee to the brahmans in its first five suttas. 

The tength section of the . Majjhima-nilcaya 
(II; p. 133- ff.) containing ten suttas, nos. 91-100 
is also called · Brahmatta V agga. The ten siitt.a.s 

. are named . as -follows :-Brahmayu Sutta, Sela 
so, Assalayaila . S0, . Ghotamulcha so, Canlci so, 
Esulcari SO, Dhiinanjar�i SP, VaseUlv.J SP, Subha S0; 
They will be dealt with sepaia.tely. 

There is another Brahmatta V agga, the 26th 
aection of the Dhammap�da (p. 55 ff.). It con�ins 
forty-one stanzas, uttered by the Buddha.on forty
one · different occasions. � The statlza.s are about 
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brihmans, hence the title. The Dharnm<Jpada 
commentary (IV, p. 138 ff.) contains the stories 
and explanatory notee in connection with the 
stanzas of the Vagga. 

BR1HMA,IDAK$1¥1MB1YAI - DUJ;IKHA 
VIA.qA-IURDlmA-NAIIA, the reconstructed Sans
krit title of a Tibetan text, the Llw za-mo taihans
dbyaial-la sdug-banal-gyi bye-brag batan-pa ahu
bya-ba, incorporated in the Sprin-yig (lekha) section 
of the Tibetan Tengyur (TM. No. 4193). The 
authorship of the work is attributed to Kamalaaila. 
This is not included in the Peking edition of the 
Tibetan Tripifaka. 

I. K. 

BRAH:MABIMANTAlfiKA SUTTA, the forty-ninth 
sutta of the Majjhima-nikaya (I, pp. 326-31). The 
three chief oha.racters in the sutta. are the Buddha, 
.Bab Brahrui . and Mara, the Evil One. The 
oonoluding sentence of the sutta. explains its title 
by saying that it contains an invitation (nimantana) 
to Bnihmi and a conversation with Mara.. The 

. purport of the sutta seems to be to refute the idea 
of a creator and a creation, and also to prove that a 
Buddha is much superior to a Brahm& in point of 
knowledge and power. 

The Buddha says that once he visited Baka 
. Brabmi.to dispel a wrong noti�n he had about his

_ own position and splendour. Baka Brahm& 
' · harboured the notion that. he was without a 

Wnning. or 8n end and that all his might and 
splendour . was eternal and unchallenged . .  The 
Buddha shows that these conclusions were because of 
limited observations by the Brahm& and that the 
Brabmi had forgotten his origin au his span of 
life had been quit-e a long one. The ohimge that 
had come over him had been 80 gradual and spread 
ov&r such a long period, · that the Brahm& had 
oonoluded that he was changeless and eternal. 
The · Buddha also gives, as another reason, that 

· the Brahmi did not have the power of knowing 
hiS past birthS. The Buddha tells him how be had 
been bom among various gods before his present 
birth, and how he fell away from those realms of 
the higher deities. The Buddha. thus convincingly 
proves the falslty of the Brahmii.'s views and makes 
him' realise that he was also subject to birth, deoe.y 
and . death, like all other beings. Though the 

· BritJuni aoo6pta this position he yet maintained 

1 See HRII. Vol. D, a.v, BRIHMANISM. 
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his claim to superiority by saying that he was 
unique with regard to psychic power. The Buddha 
challenges this too, and ultimately proves himself 
superior to the Brahmii. in that respect, perform.fug a 
feat beyond the power of the Brah.m&. 

Mii.ra. plays the role of the eternal friend and 
champion of untruth in the world. He is introduced 
into the picture several times and is made to do 
his best to prevent the Buddha from dispelling 
wrong views that had taken position in the Brahmii.'s 
mind. Mara pleads with the Buddha to accept 
the superiority of the Brahmii., saying that formerly 
too, there were recluses who behaved in the manner 
of tha Buddha and suffered evil consequences. 

W.G.W. 

BBAHMA.NISM, Definition and Scope : The word 
Brahmanism is used by different scholars with 
varied connotations. It seems originally tO .have 
been used, and popUlarly still to be understood, 
to denote the religion of those inhabitants of 
India who adored Brahm& as their supreme Gxl 
in contradistinction to those . who professed · 
Buddhism, �d, in more recent times, Muhameda· · . 
nism,J Some use this word as a 'synonym for 
Hinduism.• In this article the word is used to 
denote the religion, customs, rites and practiCeS 
which were prevalent in India during . the time of 
th& Buddha and which were based on the teachings 
promulgated mainly in the V edaa and the' 
Brahmatw·' Here the word is also soniewhat 
extended to include the more · philosophically 
bent views retlected in the Upani,ad8. When 
ta.ken in this wider sense, Brahmanism could be 
described as the religion whose main characteris
tics were the acknowledgement of the. v eda.t as 
highly sacrosanct and divine revelatio11s · and 
the acceptance of the pre-eminence of the sacri&e 
as the moat effective means of gaining happiness · 
and proSperity in this life and, perhaps, in the :next. 
At a later stago of development, Bra.bmanism · 

accepted also :asceticism as an effective· means of 
attaining salvation. But, this later form of 
BJi.hmanism did not beoome as popular as the 
earlier which sti'el!sed ritualism and sacerdotalism. 

Orlg!n and Development. The origin and develop
ment of Brahmanism spread ovor a. long period 
of time and ·took place in different stages. It · 
could, therefore, be categorised as early and later 
as well as popular and intellectual� the early 

I A.X. OoomaraswaiD7, HWJui!m and Buddhilm, Philosophical Library, New York, p, S ;  S. Radhakrislman, Ifllliatt 
. .  P�Ar. London ct New York, Vol. I, p. 608. · · 

a ru rellaion which waa · practised and preached by brl.hme.na was also professed by qatrlyaa and the vallyu, 

I I. S.P.C. 93896 

. \  ... . 
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Bri.bma.nism, being the religion reflected in the meant to praise and appease the gods gave place 
latt� porti<:>n of the Jlg-veda and the other two to mutterings of mantras or sacred formulae. · 
Vtdas namely Yajur-veda and Sama-veda, and the The words beca,me artificial, meaningless sounds, 
later form being that which is promulgated in credited with occult power. On\Y the priests 
the Briihmat�-as, and to some extent in the were able .to understand the mysteries of all this, 
U�ada. Popular Brahmanism has ritualism and consequently their position became -more 
and . sacerdote.liam as its main features while and more collSOiida�. Sacrifice · rose to pre• 
it6 more intellectual counterpart, the . oth« form eminence and came to be regarded as the only 
emphasised inner purification through asceticism. means of a.tta� one's desired objects and 
· · Perhaps, the earliest traces of the origin oi ends, whether they be wordly happin� or . 
Bribmanism are to be found in the ·systematic happiness here-after, a state of existence which 

·. ·anangement of the hymns of the :{lg-veda • . _A is not clearly defined in the BriiJJma'!UJB. All . 

further development is seen in . the appea.ranee· of wore said to be subject to the influence of sacrifice. 
· the two other v edas. The I;lg-wda, which is Without _sacrifice th� sun would not rise ; the 

recognised as the oldest of the Ved<u, is a. collection rain would not fall and the world would ce8se to 
of metrical hymns which are mainly invocations be.- Martin He.ug sums up the sacrifice 
of gods, and often meant to �ompany the promulgated in the BrahmatwJB thus : '' The sacrifice · 

Biuiple fire sacrifice in which Soma juice and melted is regard6<1 as the means for obtaining power 
butt.er were used as oblations. But, the other over this and the other world, over visible as well 

two Veda� are solely meant for sacrificial purposes. e.s invisible beings, animate as well as inanimate · 

1n the· y ajur-veda� material from the l;lg·t?eda is creatures. He who knows itS proper applications, 

freel1 adapted without · regard tO its original and has it duly perfornied, is in ·fact iooked. upon 
pazpoee and. ord� of . Cl)mposition. It- .reflects as the real maSter of the world ; for any desira 

. t1ae exceeding growth· of ritwllism, The earlier . he may entertain, if it be even the most ambitious,· 
· · :. object of· �otion ·.to_· god.!! gives place to �ce can be gratified ; imy object he has in view can be 

ad the spirit of. the_ .simple religion reflected in obtained by maims
. 

_of it; 
. 
Th� yajna (�rifice) 

. tbe Qg-w.da recedes to the · background. . The - taken as a whole JS conce1ved . to be ·a kind of 
-.ipJe Soma-sacrifice· assumed an elaborate and ,.: . . machinery, in which every piece must tally. with 
�plicated form in the sama:-waa� which iS the other, or a sort of great. chain in which no link 
also composed of hymns borrowed . from the is allow!Ml to be wanting ; or a staircase, by which 

· Jj.g-wM. Simultaneously with these developments one mAy ascend to heaveJJ. ; or . as : a personage 
the br&hmans or priests, too, gained in importance. endowed with all . the characteristics of· a human �y· � tm:n formula.� still more

. 
elaborate body. .It exists from eterility and proceeded ntuall- m which abstraot1on and symbolism played from the Suprema Being (Pra.japa.ti or Brab:mi) 

a very important role. These developments are along with the Praividyii, i.e., the three.fold 
ole&rly- reflected in the BrahmatwJB, which are sacred science (the Bik ve�, the .Silman�, or 
text-books intended to �de priests, through the chants, and the Yajus or sacrificial formulas). 
09DJ.Plicated details of sacrificial . ceremonies.' . The creation of the world itself was even reg� . ;Besides laying emph8sis on the importanca of aa the fruit of a. .saarifice performed by tha Supreme 
� saorif!.ce and the S�mctitY of the Veda8, the Being. Th� Yajna exists as an invisible thing at · 13� also reflect some important changes in all times ; it is like the latent power of electricity · 
social: and religious evolution. The observance in an electric machine requiring only the opemtion 
of the· rigid caste system and the promulgation of a suitable apparatus in. order to be elicited. · It · of the institution of the Airama-clharma (stages is supposed to extend, when. unrolled, from the 
of life) are two of the salient innovations of this Ahavaniya, or sacrifioiaJ ike, into · which all 
period. A development in mythology is also oblations are thrown, to heaven, forming thus a 
seen during this period. Divinities, who were bridge or ladder, by means of which the sacrificer 
not important in earlier periods, shot into can communicate · with the world of gods and prominence, eg • . V�u, Rudra. and Bmb�as- . spirit-s, and even ascend alive to their abodes. pati. Agni, too, · rose in importe.nce� The simple The term for beginning the sa.cri1ioial operations 
religion of worship of deified physical phenomena, is '' to spread the sacrifice " ; this means that the 
as :reilected in earlier periods, became purely formal invisible thing, representing the ideal sacrifice 
in the Brahma{l-as. The simple. poetic hymns which was lying dormant, as it were, is set in 

. ' Two of the moet important Briihma{I(U in t.bfs OODDeet.ion are the .d.Uarqo and the SalalJatha. 

. . . . 
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motion, in consequence of which its several parts 
or limbs unfold themselves, and thus the whole. 
becomes extended. This ideal sacrifice stands 
in the closest relationship with all the sacrificial · 
i,Diplements, the sacrificial place, and all the sacred 
verses and words spoken during its actual perfor
mance. The sacrifice being often represented as 
a kind of being with a body like that of men, 
certain ceremonies form his head, others his neck, 
others his eyes, eto. The most important element 
in a sacrifice is that all its several parts should 
tally, and that consequently there should be 
nothing in excess, and nothing deficient in it. 
Thls harmony of the several parts of the sacrifice 
constitutes its rilpa, i.e. form. The proper form 
is obtained, when the mantras which are repeated 

· · are in strictest accordance with the ceremony 
for which they. are repeated, or (if the sacrifice 
lasts for several or many days) when they have 
the characteristics of the respective days. H 
the form be vitiated, the whole sacrifice is lost. 
Mistakes being unavoidable on account of the 

· extremely complicated ritual, the sacrificer was 
to be e,ttended by a physician in the person of the 
Brahma priest. Each mistake must be made 
. good by a prayalchitta, i.e. penance, or propitiatory 
offering " (M� Haug, Aitareya Brahma1J.a, 
Bombay� 1863, p. 73f.). Though the sacrifice 
was also regarded as the means of gaining happiness 
in the next life, the sacrificer's main intention was to 
obtain earthly gain . . 

As the sacrifice rose in importance, the gods 
receded illto the background and they themselves 
were made subject to· the influence . of sacrifice. 
Even Indra himself could be deposed from his 
throne in heaven if one were to perlorm a hwidred 
Horse--sacrifices (Aivamedha). The complicated 
nature of various sacrifices demanded special 
t�g £or those who conducted them. Since the 
preeervation of the v edas, which were regarded as 
divirie revelation (Aitareya Brahma1J.a, vii, 9), 
was aocepted as being of the utmost importance, , 
there came into being a hereditary, professional 
priestly class. They became the accredited inter� 
mediaries between gods and inen and also dispensers 
of divine grace. They were gods on earth (Satapatha 
Brahma1J.a, ii, 2, 2, 6 ;  4, 3, 14). Once they became 
tkmly established as the highest among men, they 
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promulgated and rigidly observed a caste-system 
with themselves at the head, followed by �atriyas, 
vaisyas and siidras in order of precedence ( See 
also BRAHMA�A and CASTE). To this innovation 
they themselves gave divine sanction. Along with 
this division came into being another institution 
called the V arniiJrama-dharma or A8rama-dharma 
(see below) which divided an individual's life into 
four stages. Consequently, numerous rites, rituals, 
that are to be performed at different stages in life 
came into being. 

It is evident from the above account how the · 

simple religion of the early phase of Briihms.mism 
consisting of faith in gods was displaced by elaborate 
rituals and sacerdotalism. A further step is seen in 
the attempts made at moralising the early religion 
without disturbing its form. As already pointed 
out, the · BrAhmanism reflected in the Brahmarw 
was concerned with searching for those cosmioal, 
physical and psychical phenomena and forces 
which, it was thought, were symbolized in the rites 
and appurtenances of the sacrifice. This was taken . 
a step further in the early .Ara'!'yalcas and 
Upan¥ad8. Several attempts at systematic arrange
ment of these items are seen in these� texts. Items 
were arrange<J.· according to their dependence on· 
one another till what is supposed to be the ultimate 
source of everything is reached. Thus, there are 
indentifications such &a speech = me ; eyes = sun ; 
breath = ·wind (vayu) ; ear =  the quarters etc • . 
The thinkers of this period searched further for a . 
subtle principle which they ultimately postulated . 
and called Brahman. 1 This Brahman, the cosmio 
principle, was regarded as being infinite, unchange
able, eternal, absolute reality on which all that 
exists depends. A further development in this 
respect is seen in the shifting of the centre from 

. the outer to the inner world, al�oat a protest 
against the �xterna.lism of the religious beliefs 
promulgated in the Vedas and the Brahma'{WI. 

This shifting of the centre from extroversion into 

inti:ovel'Bion resulted in the appearance of the 
A�man, the psychical principle, the counter-part 
of Brahman which is the cosmic principle. These 
two principles mark the greatest height reached 
by the religious speculation of pre-Buddhistic 
times. 

· . · · t' Modern scholars have made numerous attempts to trace 1 BI'Cihm4n is a very complex principle, beyond verbal d�cnp IOn. hat it is derived from the root brh to swell, to grow. ita origin and development. S.ome hold that it mea.ns �ra�
t
er

d
ard 

t�e gods then It cam'.l to mean a sacred formula and then According to B.Qth, Brahman is the first force of Will drrec e o 
e� led with many gods and mysterious forces capable the Absolute. Oldenberg thinks that In Vedic times 

rfwhen the wor�g 'iua:Jci!e man, who weilded the magic spell and produced of producing happiness and misery, the most powc ul man was e 
urin the time of the Brdhmanas it referred to the sacred whatever effects was d�d. Then Brahman meant a magic spell. D 
d J spells for producing mag'tcal effects. The word was . hymns 118ed in the sacnflces. Perhaps some of these hymns wthere useld (ref. 8 Radhakrishnan op. cit, p. 163 foot note 1 · gradually transferred to the central energy which produces e wor · · • • • 

tee alao ERE. Vol II, s.v. BRAHMAN). 

\}.'. ' 
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These developments brought about a. change in people and become closely connected with their 
the ideal for which people strove. Earlier, the main day to day life through numerous rites and care
aim was to obtain ea..."'ihly ga.in, though in a few monies. 

Bre.hmanica.l passages one finds references to the The three supreme gods of later Hinduism were higher ideal of' the perfection of oolf. But such already fast gaining popularity and impo�ce. 
attempts were rare. In the Upan�ad.7 t�e id�al Brahmi, also known as Prajspati, Pit8maha, 
postulated is the realisation of the absolute Identity and Hira.Qya.garbha, was held in very high esteem 
between Brahman and A.tman. To achieve this, as the creator of the world. The unimportant 
asceticism, denoted by such terms as yoga and Vedic god VU,Qu gradually comes into prom.iilenoo. 
tapa�, was stated to be the best means. The religion In the Brahmanas he is identified with the sa.orifioe 
postulated in the Upan�ada insists on a transforms.- itself, an hono� he shares with B�·Prajspati. 
tion of the whole nature of man, and suggests In fa.ot, VU,1;1u was already usurping the plaoe of 
three . stages of development namely, 8ravava Brahms-Pra.jii.pati by acquiring some of the traits 
(listening), manana (reflecting) and.nidhiddhy�na of the latter. Rudra., to whom no distinct oosmioal 
(contemplative· meditation) which help � brmg function is attributed in the J.lg-veda, rises into 
about this transformation. Though dunng the prominenoe. AsRudra-Sivahe becomes the object of 
time of the Buddha these teachings were fast love as well as of fear. Sometimes he is even referied 
gainfug ground, yet they were not. as widely preva. to as the highest god (Svetai1XItara Upan�ad iii, 4). 
lent as popular Bra.bmanism in which ritualism 

Besides these there . are other supernatural and sacerdotalism were pre.eminent. 
beings such as the Asuras, .Daityas an4 Dinavas Idytholon : The mythology of Br&bma.niBm is not who are generally regarded as enemies of the gods. the same 88 that found in the Qg-wda. Some of There are still others who rank even below AsurU. 

. . the deities .who playe.d important: roles ·. in the · Nagas or the serpent-gods � a class . of such 
Qg-tJeda were forgotten, ·and mmiY. of those. who beinge. (See N!GA(5).). TheGandharvas,tha oelestial were retained genera.lly lost much of their forlner· · musicians, and .theil: consorts the Apsarasas, though glory. Only a few retamed their ' old positions and not wo�pped, are �pulaf characters iJi mytho • . 

· fewer still were raised to·� higher 'pedestals • . Jn ; . logy. y&qas, GuhyakaS, · Kiniiaraa ai1d · . VidyB-. ' Sddition a fair nw:nl>6r of ne\v deities �d· supsr· 
dharaa are super-human beings who are harmful h� 1beinge · made . their appearance. . Deities to huma.n beings, and, therefore, had to. be propi· like Mitra, U1!88, Ma.tariSva.n, Apam-ria.pst were tiated by various offerings and 'rituals. � . gradually forgotten. Vartll}a, a very impo�t 
are very malicious in oharacter. So were the Pretas, Vedic deity, though retained, lost' much of his Vetilas Pi88cas, generally, and people dreaded former glory and became a mere ocea.n·god. The · ihe� and performed ceremonieS . to. appease them .ASvins, the . famous. twin-gods, too, lost their and ward off any harm that may oome from them. 

former importance and appeared 1Ulder new Some of the ancient nis, too, were deified and 
names as N&satya and Dasra, which were originally included in · mythology. �vimitra, Aga.stya, 
mere epithets applied to them. Brbaspati is made Va8i!J�ha are examples of such J1i8. They, too, 
the celestial teacher (guru), while Agni, the house- were considered to be super-�uma.n and at· times 
hold priest (purohita) of gods, gains in prominence. considered as being eve� superor tO ·g ods. 
He is called the leader of the gods, the omniscient Cosmology aod Cosmogony : The oosmologioal and 
god, the . representative of bra.bmanhood. Ya.ma, . cosmogonical theories found ·in Brihmanism are 
too,. remains and is made. the dreaded ruler of the those found in the V edal, Brahma't)GB and · 
nether world. He . is alSo called Mrtyu, KiJa, · Upanifads. Speculations · regarding the structure 
K:rtinta and Antaka. In:dra, who in Buddhist · and the evolution of the world occupied the minds 

mythology becomes Sa.kr& (:Pali Sakka), 88Sumes of Indians from very early times. The Qg-veda 
itself contains numerous and, often conflicting, the · role of the ruler of heaven, and represents 
theories regarding the origin and the structure the kllatriya class. Siirya, the sun-god, becomes a of-the world. The world was regarded 88 consisting popular deity genera.lly worshipped by the masses. of earth, air and sky. The idea. of ' universe • Among the new gOds are Kuma.ra, the war-god w811 generally expressed by the term ' heaven (also called Skanda., Kirttikeya), Kubera or and earth • which were regarded as the v aiSvil;lara, the lord of treuures, L�mi or Sri, parents of gods or 88 the creations of the gods 

the · goddess of properity and also Sara.svati� themselves. The act of creation W88 metaphori�y 
t.ae goddess of lea.rnUlg. ',l'hey are the gods of the expressed as building, saori1ioing or weaving, 
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The most widely prevalent belief was that the 
world was created by the gods. Occasional attempts 
were made to give a philosophical interpretation 
to . this act of creation. One such theory regards · 
water as the primary source and says th�t · the 
highest god originated in the primeval waters as 
the Golden Germ (Hira?Jya-garbha : I,lg-veda, 
x, 190). _The Niisadiya-Sukta (lJg-veda, x, 129), 
giving a more complicated interpretation perhaps, 
suggests that absolute reality which is at the root 
of everything cannot be called either existent or 
non-exiStent. 

· 

During the period of the Brahma7Jae the idea of 
divine creation gained ground and generally 
Prajapat1 was regarded as the Supreme Creator. 
Again, in the Upan�ads a fresh attempt was made 
to give a philosophical interpretation to this, 
and to recognise Brahman or Atmsn as the first 
principle from which everything else originated. I 
Eschatology : The J,lg-veda had no I dev�loped 
doctrine. about life after death. It acc:epted that 
departed ones dwelt in heaven with Y a.ma. The 
joys of heaven are the same as those found on 
earth, but in a. more elaborate fon:il. Heaven was 

. for the_good, while evil-doers were cast into a deep, 
dark, abyss from which they never returned. 

Though there are faint traces which border uppn 
the idea. of rebirth, there is nothing to prove that 
there was any ·clear-cut notion about it. The 
Briihma')(ls, too; do not give any one specific view 
regarding life after death. They discuss about 
two pathS. taken by the dead, one being the way 
of the fathers (pitr-yiina) and the other the way of 
the. gods (deva-yana : Satapatha Brahma?Ja, viii, 1, 4, 
10). Those who went along the pitr-yana ultimately 
retul'ned to earth; while those who followed 
the deva-yana enjoyed eternal heavenly bliss. 
The greatest aspiration was to attain iLunortality 
and this was possible only through sacrifice. Those 

. who rightly understood and performed sacrifice 
obtained inuriortality or, at least, longevity, while 
those who did not, departed before their time to 
the next world where their lives were weighed 
in a balance and received good and evil retribution 
according to their own deeds. 

Though the Brahma7Ja8 contain suggestions 
leading to a theory of rebirth it was really in the 

. Upan�ads that this . theory developed. While 
the Briihma1JGB seem to a&<lUIIle birth and death 
only in. the next world, the Upan�ads quite expli
citly state rebirth in this world itself ( Ohandogya
Upan�ad, v, 3, 10 ; Bfhadara7Jyaka Upan�ad, vi, 
2). The Upani�adic ideal was to become one with 

Brahman and this was regarded as th� highest 
ki�d of immortality. Beings are s�id to b� born 
again and again till this union is achieved. The 
kind of birth one gl:lts is in . accordance with one'� 
actions. Those whose conduct has been good will 
attain some good birth, as either a brahman; 
k�atriya. or vaiSya. But those whose conduct has 
�een bad will certainly attain an eVil bii-th as a 
hog, dog, or a cru;t<}.ii.la (Ohii"ooogya Upani�ad, 
v, 10. 7.) .  This idea of rebirth by the rill�ation of . 

the soul into animal bodies came into prqminence 
in the Upani§ade (see also Brhailara'f}yaka, iii� 
2, 13). Besides the generally accepted two paths 
above mentioned; a. trurd path is also mentioned 
which leads evil-doers into the joyless region 
(Kcztha Upani§ad, i, 3 ;  Brhadiira7Jyaka; iv, 1 1). 

. 

Sacrifice : As noted above, sacrifice (yajfla, karma] 
is the most salient feature in Brahmanism. One's 
:whole life . is rega,rded as , � sacrifice. Besides 
numerous elaborate and complicated sacrifices 

. such as A8vamedha, Rajaeuya, Vajapey�, which 
:W�re performed by �gs and nobles on SPecial 
occasions, there are five important sacrifices, namely 
i. Brahma-yaj_na or Veda-yajna ; ii: _ :Det�a-yajna ; 
iii. Pitr-yajna ; iv. BhUta-yajiia and 'V: _Mantqya- . · · 

-yajita. These are to be performed da.iiy by every 
householder. The Brahma-yajna or V wa-yajna is: 
the study and teaching of the Vedas. Every house
holder was expected to devote some tune every day . 
for this purpose. Deva-yajna is the homa-s8crifioo · 
in which clarified butter is poured into the fire 
(Agni) and offered to the gods. The pitrs are manes . · 
and in Pitr-yajna oblations such as sweetmeats 
ar..d water are offered to them. The bhutas or spirits, 
too, are offered food in a. specific sacrifioo 
meant for them called Bhilta-yajna. The Mantqya
yajna means the feeding of guests ·and those worthy 
of respect. Besides . these there seem to have been 
numerous other minor sarifices, such as the seven . 
piika-yajna, seven havir-yajna and seven eoma
yajna which became widely prevalent in later times. 

Worship : Besides sacrjfice there were various , 
forms of religious worship generally known by 
the term paja. Popular ;Brahmanism gives- an · 

important place to this type of religious observance. 
Deities, sacred objects, trees, holy places, serpents 
(niigae) and numerous other suprenatura.l beings 
were worshipped by the mss8es. Often images 
representing numerous deities were used as objects · 
of veneration. Flowers, incense and even ·food 
formed the items used in paja perf01med in their 
honour. Buddhist literature itself alludes to · the 

prevaleDoe of this type of worship (J. I, pp. 53, 127, 
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253, 311 ; IV 282). There were also shrines dedicated prove that ethics and morality were disregarded 
to the deities at which the people performed and overlooked completely. The ostentations 
religious rites (Lal. p. 83f.) and hypocrisy of unscrupulous priests were nGt 

of condoned by all. . A good bre.hman was expected Yoga ad ·Bbaktl : With the development 
to shun all worl<Uy desires. A brahman unlearned -eschatological doctrines and the shifting 0

1.t
f 

in the v edas is extinguished in an instant like interest from extroversion into introversion dry grass on fire. Even the Satapat1v.J. BriihmatuJ came to be· �pted that the outer sacrifice of teaches the sacrifice of all things (aarva.medha) wealth was of less significance than the inner as a means to the attainment of spiritual freedom sacrifice of virtues. The ideal for which . men 
(vii, 7, 1,  1) .  Adultery is condemned and confesstrove shifted_ its centre from acquisition of wealth 

d h 't f guilt sion is supposed to re uce t e grav1 y o and enjoyment of pleasures of life (art1v.J. and 
(ibid. ii, 5, 2, 2p) . By tho time of the Upan�ach kama) to attainment .of -release (mok§a) through 
the standard of ethics and morality rose to un-the realiSation of the identity of' Brahman and 
precedented heights. The ideal set forili in the .Atman. Instead of sacrifice (yajna or karma) . Upani§ada is inner purification, and to obtam yoga and tapas came to be regarded 8.s more fruitful 
this ideal one had to overcome the obstacles of means of attaining this end. Thus came into 
lust, passion, desires, ambition and such other be'ing various austere ascetic ' practices which 
depravities. Outer conformity to rites etc. was were considered as being capable of bringing 
displaced by inner purity. Good conduct was about self purification (see also ASCETICISM 
greatly emphasised and much importance waa a�d ASCETIC PRACTICES). Devotional faith 
attached to the motive of conduct. Conduct or bhakti is not SO marked at this stage. Though was evaluated OR the amount of sacrifice involved hymns �dressed to Val'Ul)a in the J:lg-veda abound and _ the motive behind . it. Selfishness was 

in ideas akin to bhakti it did not come into· promi· completely denounced. Emphasis was on nence in B.aniSJii of this period, though it detachment from self and attachment to . � 
. · became vecy imporlruit. in HinduiSm. · (V arwja, · .Virtuous q�alitie� such . as restraint, liberality, 

Vas��ha, and B�kti (by R. N, Dandekar in Anjali, . .  · comp�ion, non-injury to life, meditation. were· 0. H. De A'. . w tjeaekera Felicitation ' Volume; . . reg�ded as_ very e�ntiaJ for the pUrification of self. 
Colombo, 1970, p·. :·bf.). 

Oaate (vartta) and the Four Staqea in Life · 

Ethles : It is generally considered. that ethics (varttabama-dharma) : The institutions of caste · and mqrality do not find an important place in and the four stP.ges in life . helped to maintain 
· Bre.hma.nism. However, a �ful scrutiny shows and raise the standard of ethics and morality. · 

that this . is not so. The significance attached to The caste system was most probably an innovation 
ethics tmd morality is seen from the importance of the br8Junans themselves and the first reference 
of such concepts aa rta and V �. the .cosmic to it is found in the Pu�a-Sulcta of the J;lg-vedci 
order and its guardian, respectively. These two (x, 90). Later, this was regarded as a c:reation of 
symbolise the ideal standard of morality and BrahmS. himself. When it came to be accepted 
conduCt. Consistency is the key-note of the that there are specific hereditary occupations . · 

. good life and consistent conduct was cslled vrata. suitable for members of each caste, this institution · 
. . V�; the upholder of consist.ent conduct, is became more stratified and a code of ethics and 

.thus called Dbrtavrata. Gambling, · �uction, conduct became fixed. The briihmans attained 
sorcery, witch-craft were all denounced. Disobe· supremacy, and behind them wero pla.ced . dience to law is also · denounced. Charity was k�triya.s and vaiSyas in order of ore�ence. . 
highly praised (J:lg-veda i, 2, 6 ; v, ss, 7 ; vii, 104, Brii.hmans were the priests, the intermediaries 
8 ff ;  viii, 6, 5). It is a fact that with the rise of a between men and gods, the dispensers of divine 
professional priestly class and with sacrifice coming grace. The �atriyas were the rulers while vaiByas 
to be regarded as the most effective means of consisted of farmers and traders. The siidras 
attaining one's desires and wishes, standards of were the outcast�s and they had to ·perform all · 

. ethics and morality declined. V ai'UJ;l.a and rta menial work and were deprived of all privileges · lost their significance. V arul)a was reduced to and rights enjoyed by the rest of socie�y (see 
the level of an ocean-god while rta became a BR�A .and CASTE). Howevt>". it is 
synonym for · sacrifice. Unscrupulous priests, evident that there was a strong vein of criticistn 
disregarding ethics and morality, evolved various against the caste system, e8pecially . against the 
devices to fulfil their own �ims and to establish supremacy of the br8.hnians. The episode 
their supremacy. Yet, there is no evidence to connected with Satyakii.ma Jabiila amply proves 

' · 

· ' j 

. · · ,, 

l l 
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this (Ohiindogya, iv, 4, I, 4). It came to be regar
ded that brahmanhood does not depend on birth 
but on one's character. The Upani�·ads clearly · . . show a softening of the early, very rigid attitude 
towards the caste system. 

the ceremony of the investiture of the sacred 
thread , x, Ke8anta, cutting of the hair at the age of 
sixteen years ; xi, Samavartana the ceremony per
formed when a student returns from his teacher's 
place. and xii, Vivaha, the marriage ceremony. 
There were other customary minior ceremo
nies performed on behalf of the departed ones. Those 
are generally called Sriiddha and were performed 
for the benefit of the dead. This is more or less an 

The V arniibama-dharma is an essential feature 
of Brahmanism. It greatly helped to raise the 
standard of ethics and morality and to bring 
about order and consistency into the daily life of the 
individual. The life-span was divided into four 
stages (asrama) ; the first stage is that of the 
student (brahmacarin). A child at the age of 
eight years had to commence the study of the 
Veda under a teacher and during this period of 
st\}dy . he had to observe strict celibacy. Mter 
completing his studentship he enters the stage 
of a householder (grhastha) where he has to per-

. form all tlie duties of a householder such as 
bringing . up children, performing the five daily 
sacrifices, accumulation of wealth and. so on. 
When he beeomes old he enters the stage of the 
forest-dweller (vanaprastha) and devotes his life 

. to prayer and sacrifice. This. leads to the 
Bannyasin stage in ·. which he makes himself 
detached from all worldly things and fully devotes 

. himself to a life of meditation. 
· · Customs a-nd • · Rites : These two · iiistitutiona · 

n�itated the practice of numerous cnstoms 
and rites on different occasions and stages in life. . 
BraJnno.nism . promulgated numerous such rites 
which were closely connected with the day to 
day life of the individual. Some of these rites 
were called sa1[1skaras or purificatory-rites, since 
they were regarded as being capable of purifying 
one from the taints of sin contracted in the womb. 
There were twelve such important sa1[18karas• 
very commanly practised. They are 1, 
Garbhiidhiina, impregnation-rite, a ceremony per-

. formed before conception or after menstruation 
to ensure conception ; ii, Pu1(1Sa1Jana, male-produc
tion-rite, · a ceremony performed in the third 
month of gestation ; iii, Simantonnayana, the 
parting of the mother's hair, a kind of protective 
rite performed in the fourth, sixth or eighth months 
of pregnancy ; iv, Jatakarman, birth-ceremony, 
performed to welcome the child and wish it 
longevity, wisdom and other kinds of prosperity ; 

: v, Namakarat;ta, naming-ceremony, at which an 
appropriate name is given to the child ; vi, 

act of reverential homage to them and is supposed 
to provide them with nutriment for their sustenance. 

There were numerous other rites and rituals 
that w�e performed in order to purify o�eself, to 
absolve oneself · of sins accrued by evil deeds. 
Bathing at holy places, sprinkling oneself with 
sacred water and such other rites were considered 
to be capable of washing away guilt. 

Brahmanism and Buddhism : Brahmanism was 
the major form of religion prevalent in India at . 
the time of the rise of Buddhism, and Buddhism 
seems to be more or less a cmmter-movement · 
against certain important doctrines of Brahmanism. 

. In some aspects Buddhism· differe4 .. , completely 
from Briihmanism and even went to the extent of 
refutmg and denouncing several of · its major · 
tenets. 

As already pointed out, the pre-eminence of the · 
authority of the Veda and the power of sacrifice . 
were two of the cardiilal doctrines of Brahmanism . 
Buddhism criticised and denounced both these 
doctriD.es and showed them to be of no value. 
Buddhism also condemned the elaborate sacrifices 
of the time as wasteful and immoral, since they . 
involved waste of effort and valuable resources 
as well as injury to life. The J{u�adanta Sutta 
(D. I, p. 129 ff.) clearly shows the Buddhist attitude 
to Brahmanic sacrifice and points out what the 
ideal sacrifice should be. The Buddha describes 
the sacrifices held in the days of yore, wherein no 
living thing is injured ; all labour is voluntary . 
and the sacrifice is offered, not only on behalf of 
the . king, but on behalf of all. The Buddha then · 
proceeds to explain other forms of sacrifices more 
potent- than the gift of material things. Bud� 
clearly discarded outward and cruel forms of sacrifice 
and also widened its sphere by changing its partici
pants, its objets as well as the means and ways of 
offering it. 

· Niekramana ceremony performed when taking 
th� child 

.
for the first time out of the house ; vii, 

· . Annaprasana, ceremony of first feeding ; viii, 
Ofl4ijkarman, ceremony of tonsure ; ix, Upanayana, 

The doctrine of ahi1J18ii (q.v.), too, was in direct . . 
opposition to sacrifice. Though this doctrine of 
ahimsa is known to the Upan4ads, therein it had 
its 

.
own limitations. In the Ohandogya Upan4ad 

• Th� number of saf11Bkaras increased· and some later texts enumerate fifty two of them. 
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it is described as a p�t of the gift (dak�il).a) to be 
given to the teacher (iii, 17, of ERE. I, p. 230). 

It also declares that ahi-YJ"'sii towards all beings 
should be : observed at pla.Ces other than sacred 
spots (anyatrii tirthebhya�), thus sanctioning killing 
of animals 

·
at sacrifices (ibid, viii, 15 ; of. R. C. 

Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upan�ads, 2nd ed. 

OU.p., 1958, p. 274:, note 1). The Buddhist doctrine : of ahirp,sii made no such exceptions. It implied 8 
positive notion of loving kindness (kartitti:i, muditii) 
towards all living beings. ·The Jatakas are full of 

passages referring to the ineffectiveness and cruelty 
of· Bralunanic sacrifices (J. III, p. 518 ff.; VI. 
p. 211 f). Buddhism interpreted sacrifice (yanna) 

to mean the highest religious life (Sn. v. 307ff. 

D.I, pp. 142, 143, 147). However, Buddhism seems 

to have approved simple sacrifices wherein no . 

killing of animals was .involved (Sn. v. 245 ; A.  II, 

p. 43 ; S. I, p. 76). 

To deny the sacrifice was to deny the authority 

of the . Veda itself. In fact, the Buddha criticised, 

"b.oth directly and indirtlctly, the brahmans'· claim 

. that the Vedas are divine revelations . and that 
· they are the final authority. The Tevijja Sutta 
· -oontaiiis an indirect criticism of this claim. '!'here, 
· it is ·said that none of the teachers of the Vedic 

traditions have had direct k.r{owJedge . or visj.qn of 

Bra.hma who is said fu be the re�eale� �f the Vedas .. . 
The Buddha says : Vii.se��ha., just as when a string 

. of blind men clinging to one another, neither 

ean th� foremost seP., nor can the. middle see, nor . 
Can. the hinde�ost see ; just so is the

_ 
talk of 

br6hman11, mere blind talk (D. I, p. 238 ff.) .  The 

Oiinki Sutta of the Majjhima-n·ikiiya (II, p. 164ff) 

contains a. more direct criticism of this claim. 

To a brahman who wished to know the Buddha's 

views on the claim of the brahma.ilS who cBme to 
the conclusion that what is sanctioned by ancient 
scrip�al statements (poriit�am rnantapadam) is . 

· true and all else is false, the Buddha points out 
that none of those brii.hmans who hold such a. 
view claim direct, perso;na.I knowledge of the 
truth 

·
of their statements saying, ' I know this ; 

I see this ; this alone is true ; all else is false, and 
as such it was just blind tra.ditipn (andhavettu) 
to hold the Vedas a.a the only true authority. 

Buddhism ridiculed numerous purificatory rites 
which t�e brahmans considered capable of washing · 
away Blns. · The Brahmans believed that their 
sins could be got rid of by bathing themselves 

· in the water of sacred rivers. The pungent remark 
of PuJ.U.13 theri, who says that if water had such 
purificatory powers, the fishes, frogs, tortoises, 
erocodiles, water-snakes and all such. acquatic 
animals would go straight to heaven, completely 
shatters this brahma.nic belief (Thig. vv. 240 
241 ; see also PURIFICATION); 

Cosmological theories found in Brahmanism, 
too, were questioned, and new theories were put 
forward. Buddhism directly opposed the idea. of 
a Creator God. It explained away Brahma, th� 
supposed creator, as an individual who appeared 
first at the beginning of a. new cycle and imagined 
tha.t he had created the rest who came after. Besides, 
Buddhism invented a creation legend of its own · 
which depicts the whole process as a. mere re- · 
evolution. The universe is shown to be a nebulous 
mass, ready to appear in a. liquid state from whiclr. 
earth emerges. Thim the earth is visited with life 
from the Abhassara (q:v.) world. Aft-er this, as 
the result of various gradual processes, numerous 
other things such as edible earth, the sun, the moon, 
vegeba.tion, and bisexuality appear. Consequently 
greed, violence, sex, customs and rites, too, come 
into being (D. I, p .  17f ; III, p. 27ff ; 80 ff. See 
AGGANNA SUTTA, COSMOLOGY). 

. 

A clear doctrine oflife after death was enunciated 
by further develoing the Upani�ic doctrine of 
re.birth. Five possible fnrms of existence for those 
who pass away (peta) were expounded. Buddhism 
teacheS that the state of a being born after death 
is determined by the death-consiciousness (eta•· 
citta) of a dying person. Consequently, the doctrine 
of karma came to the forefront. This doctrine, too 
was a. modification of the Upani�adic doctrine of · 
karma. Buddhism taught that the ethical character 

· of an action depended upon -the thought behind it 
and n.o.t . upon mere exte�l .. perfo�a.nce. Thi� . .  
teaching,' too, went. against tJte Brahmanic teach· . · 
ing of the pre-eminence of the .sacrifice. The oorrela.
tion

'
between good character in this lilfe and a. happy · .

. 

state after death, and a. bad character in this life 
and an unhappy state after death was highly · 

emphasised. This resulted in the rise of ethical 
and moral standards. 

The doctrine of Atman, the cardinal tea.Ching 
of the Upani§ads, was a.lilo refuted. In the firSt 
place "the Buddha takes various aspects of the 
personality and argues that none of these can be 
identified with the Atman as promulgated in the 
Upani§ads. He also points out that the belief. 
in a. perm�nent soul would . negate the usefulness 
of the moral life. According to Budd.hisni a 
belief in a pArmanent soul is a. form of grasping; 
a. hindrance to final liberation (D. ill, p. 230). 
The Buddha categorically denounced the clinging 
to either of the two extremes of belief i.e. .that 
everything iS, and nothing is, and taught the 
middle way (S. II, p. 77 ; See ANATTA). 

The Buddhist ideal was the attainment of 
tranquillity (upasama), the deathless (amata) state 
of peace (santi) and supreme bliss (parama-aukha) 
by the extinction of defilement (iiaava) such as 
desire, ignorance, craving. Early Brahmanism 
aimed a.t obtaining material gain through sacrifice 
while the Upani�dic doctrine aimed at the 
attainment of liberation through the realisation 
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of the identity of Atman and Brahman. Ascet
cism was considered to bs of great importance to 
attain this ideal. Thus, the Upani9ar!_s., t�tug.ht 
severe forms of asceticism. But, Buddhism did 
not place much importance on this. Asceticism 
was adopted with modifications. Severe ascetic 
practices · were declared to be of no value.· In 
his very first sermon, the Buddha pointed 
out that the two extremes, of self-indulgence 

· (Jcamasukhallikiinuyoga) and self-mortification 
(attakilamathiinuyoga), are ignoble and not 
conducive to good. However, the Buddha did 
not denounce all forms of asceticism. Instead 
here, too, he adopted the middle path (8. IV, 
p. 330 ff. See ASCETIC, ASCETIC PRACTICES, 
DHUTANGA). 

Buddhism denied the brahmans' claim to 
superiority over the rest. The Buddha at the 
very outset emphatically refuted their claim to 
divine origin (M. II, p. 148 ff ;  D. I, p. 80 ff. III 
p. 80 :ff.). As their claim to superiority was 
combined with the dogma of the efficacy of sacrifice 
all the attacks dllected against sacrifice were 
also attacks against brahmans' claim to superiority 
(D. I, p . . 127 :ff.). The Buddha stressed the fact 
that, biologically, man is of one species, and on 

. this groi.md, too, he rejected the brRhmans' claim 
(M. II, p; 196 ff; 8n. v. 600 :ff). 
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various stages in one's lite were adopted after 
suitably modifying them to conform to the ideals 
of Buddhism. See ulso HINDUISM. 

S.K.N. 
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BRAHMA:B:RA SUTTA. There are three suttas by 
this name, aU in the Sa'T{lyutta-nikaya. One sutta . 
explains the highest life (b�ahmaihla) as the Noble 
Eightfold Path and the fruits thereof (brahmanna� 
phaliini) as the four stages of holiness, i.e. the 
fruit of stream-winning, qf once-returning, of 
not-returning and, of arahantship (8. V, pp. 25-6)� 
The other sutta also explains the · ·highest life as . 
the N�ble Eightfold Path, but the ·aim thereof 
(brahmaiiiiattha) is the destruction of lust, malice 
and delusio:q (8. V, p, 26). The last sutta says that . 
few are those who reverence brii.hmans (brahmanila) 
and numerou.S those who reverence ·:non�brahmans · 
(abrahmaiiiia ; 8. V, p. 468). ' · · 

U. K .  

BRAHMAPARIP,COHA - .NAMA - MAHAYABA. 
SCTRA (var . .  .Arya-brO), the title of a text, the 
Tibetan translation of which occurs · in the Mdo 
(siitra)' section of the Kangyur, under the title . 
!Jphaga-pa tahana-pa8 shUB•pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa · 

chen-po�i mdo. The Tibetan translation is attri· 
buted to Jinamitra and Ye-ses-sde (TT. Vol. 33, 
No. 825). 

Buddhism adopted certain features from the 
mythology of Bra.hma.nism, and also some of its 
popular rites and customs. Many of the gods and 
superhuman beings were given a place in the 
Buddhist pantheon. For example, lndra attained 
prominence in the form of Se.kka. Vil;!J}.u was 
was presented in · a Buddhist garb. Brahm&s, 
too, were incorporated and brought into association 
with numerous epidodes of the Buddha's life. 
Popular deities, such as Sri, Siirya, too, were 
given Buddhist forms and incorporated in the 
Buddhist pantheon. Yams became the ruler 
of the world of departed beings. Yalq!as, Rii.�asas 
and Asuras were also given a place in the mythology 
of Buddhism. Nii.gas, Kinllaras, Gandharvas 
and such other supernatural beings, too, were 
incorporated into the Buddhist pantheon. The 
worship of trees, deities, shrines and images became 
an important feature in popular Buddhism. 

The text contains a sermon preached by the 
Buddha in response to a question asked by Brahmi. 

Numerous rites and customs prevalent among 
brahmans, too, were adopted by the Buddhists 
by modifying them to suit the teachings of their 
religion. Thus, in place of numerous sacrifices, 
offered to the departed, there came into being 
such rites as anumodana (q.v.), alms-giving to 
monks (diina) etc..  Popular rites performed at 

The Buddha was once residing in V ais8li, in the · · 
Kiitii.gara in the. Great Grove, with a multitude of 
monks and bodhisattvas. Once, in the · hour of 
midnight, the · Buddha sat cross-legged, engaged in . 
meditation. Then, as he looked for·someone whom 
he could disc\pline by preaching a sermon, a clear · 
and distinct iight appeared. Brahms Sahampati · 
saw this light and the Buddha resplendent with the 

. · 
thirty-two characteristic mark& of the super-man. 
Then he left the Brahma world, and knelt in front 
of th9 Buddha. Appreciating the fact that 
opportunities to approach the Buddha were rare, 
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ldld realising that it was inopportune to disturb 
him by making sounds such as clearing one's 

. throat etc., he saluted the Buddha and sang his 
praises inst-ead. 

Thus aroused from his meditation, the Buddha 
.· gave Brahm& :permission to ask any question. 
Thereupon Brahmii. asked the Buddha what qualities 
(clAarma) a bodhisattva should possess for attaining 
BUpreme Enlightenment. In reply, the Buddha 

_.said that one single quality would suffice for a 
bodhisattva to attain· Buddhahood. This quality, 
he said, was mindfulriess regarding the body (BHS. 
'kdyagatiinmmrti, or Pall kiiyagatii sati). 

BRAHMAPRABHA {2), a previous incarnation of 
Sakyamun.i. Born in a bhahman family, Brahma
prabha renounced the world when he was young and 

practised austerities (tapas) in- a forest. Seeing s 
tigress trying, out of hunger, to eat her own two 
cubs, he threw himself 88 prey to her. But she 
hesitated to touch him. because of his noble 
qualities. Then he cut off his head and fell in 
front of her, aspiring to win Enlightenment in the 
future (Di��y. pp. 476-481). See RDP AVATI A VA
DANA. 

U. K. 

BRAHMAPRABHA {3), meaning 'the lustre of 
The Buddha further said that in practising this Brahma, • is a name of a ka.lpa, a.n aeon, mentioned 

quality, a bodhisattva should look upon his body as in the Ga'l)-�avuyuha (Gvyu. p. 256), in the legend of 
something filthy, fickle, iinpermanent, illusory, Sudhana Sre��hiputra, {Sudhana, the millionaire's 
liable to change mid decay, devoid of substance and son). The legend enumerates the names of several 
so forth. Realising the frailties of the body, ha Buddhas, preceded by Ratnameru, who were said to · 
should give up desire for life. Having no regard be- born i� this kalpa, and to have expounded to . 

· for life, he would give up desires for all worldly Sudhana the Mahiiyiina doctrines pertinent to 
possessioiis. bodhisattva discipline (bodhisattvacaryii). The en- · · 

. Having this view of the body, a bodhisattva · tire legend is given the finest touch of Indian mytho· 
· lhould avoid s� deeds like killing, theft, mis- ·poetry, _and the. direct influ�nce of the Sanskrit 
· conduct and practice good deeds. · He s�ollid be my�4ologists m�y �e perceiv�d, especially in the 
· gen��us in: ord�r to overcome avarice ; he should despription and enumeration of the kalpas and the · 
pr&c.tise liia ,to discipline his mind i he should not muitiplication of the names of Buddhas, in which 
cotmpit sins of body, speech or inind ; he should not respect it bears much resemblance to the Pur8.J:Uo praise his own conduct and look down upon that of £ 
others ; he should practise meditation and acquire 
supreme wisdom. 

The Buddha summed up the sermon by reciting 
aowe stanzas. . Delighted with the sermon, Brahmii. 
offered divine maildiirava flowers to the Buddha, 
circumambulated him three times and left for the 
Brahms world. 

At daybreak, the Buddha went to the assembly 
of monks and rel�ted the incident · of Br�a's 

· visit. He also repeated his sermon. Ananda 
praised the sannon and asked for a. name with 
which to remember it. . The Buddha suggested 
BraAmapariptccha as one of the names by which it 
could be called. And thus has it been named. 

R. H. 

BUBMAPRABBA {1), a Buddha mentioned 
among many others 88 being propitiated by the 
night-goddess Samantasa.ttva-trru;wjaQ.Sri while she 
Was striving to gain the bodhisattva-salvation 
_(Bodlai8attva-vimo�a ), called Sa.rvalokabhimukha
jagadvinayanidar8ana (Gvy-U. 285) • .  

T. R. 

legends, wherein the mytho-pootic description o . . 
kalpas is one of the favorite topics. 

W. S. l{t. 

BRAHMAPUROHITA, a class of gods mentioned in 
the . Pali texts ail inhabithlg · the plane of the first 
trance (jhiina) in the rilpadhiitu heavens. Litera.lJy, 
their name means 'ministers of Brahmii..' They 
wel"J apparently considered to be attendant on the · 
Mahii. Brahmas or subordinate to them.. They 
were held to be superior to the Brahmaparisajjii.. 
See also BRAHMALOKA, COSMOLOGY. 

B. J. 

BRAHMAPUTRI-SARASVATY Al.l - STOTRE.tf A 
SIDDHI-V AK-PRABHA�.trAMA, {var. Brahma
purtri-sarasvati. stotra-siddhiviikya-prabhii-niimui, vide ·. · 
TM. No. 3698), the title of a. text, the Tibetan • 
translation of which occurs in the Rgyud-?&grel · 
(tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur. The 
authorship of the work is ascribed to Phur-bu. The 
translator is known as Dar-ma Yon-tan (TT. Vol. 
81, No. 4521 ; TM. No. 3698). 



BRAHMARAGIRI 

The text contains stanzas in praise of the goddess 
Brahmaputri Sarasvati, who is described as a 
single-faced, two-armed deity, emanating a white 
lustre. She wears a garland of white flowers on 
her plaited hair, and a necklace round her throat. 
Her hands and feet are decked with garlands of 
jewels. She has a smiling countenance. The 
author praises this deity and solicits her favour. 

R. H. 
'BRAHMARAGIRI (var. Bhramaragiri) referred to 
by Hsiian-tsang as Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li in Chinese, a 
monestary built by king Sadvaha for Nagiirjuna on 
the mountain known by the same name, three 
hundred li south· west of Kosa.la. According tQ 
Hstian-tsang this monastey had long corridors 
with eavea for walking under and also high towers. 
The storeyed building reached to the height of five 
stages, each stage with fow· halls and vihiiras er. . 
closed. In each vihara was a life.size statue of the 
Buddha, cast in gold, wrought with consummate 
art and singularly adorned and specially ornamen
ted with gold and precious stones. Streamlets 
descending from the high peak of the mountain 
flowed through the different storeys, like small 
eascades, winding . round the side galleries. 
Scattered light-holes illuminated the inner 
chambers. 

It is said that when king Sadvaha was con. 
structing this monastery he finished all his wealth 
before the work was complete and the king was 
deeply distressed. Nagiirjuna consoled him and, 
because of the king's sincerity and by the power of 
Nii.gii.rjuna, large blocks of stone turned into gold 
which the king used for the work. A thousand 
monks dwelt there and a vast collection of sacred 
books was placed in it. Brahmans occupied cne 
storey. 

Mter some time the Buddhist monks raised a 
quarrel over some question regarding wo:.:ds and 
the brahmans, taking advantage of it, destroy !ld the 
monastery and kept the monks out. From that 
time no Buddhist monks dwelt there (Beal : 
Buddhist Records of the Weatern World, p. 418 f. ;  
DOBT. 391). 

:{3eal (op. cit. p. 419, n. 82) comments that Hsiian-
. tsang's description of the rock-monastery is quite 

similar to tlil.t of Fa-hsien (pp. 139, 140, Beal's ed.) 
and that neither Fa-hsien nor Hsiian-tsang per
sonally visited the spot. It seems to have been 
utterly deserted .even in Fa-hsien's time. He also 
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adds that this supports the record of its early con
struction in the time of Nii.gii.rjuna, about the first 
century B.C. 

H. R. P. 

BRAHMA SA�YUTTA, sixth section (sa1Jlyufta) 
of the Sa1ftyutf.a-nikaya. It contains two chapters 
(vaggas). The first consisting of ten suttas is not 
named ; it is just called the first chapter (pa�h.ama · 
vagga). The ten suttas are Ayacana, Garava, 
Brahm.adeva, Baka-brahma, Apara dif.lhi, Pamiida, 
Kokalika, Tissaka, Tudu-brahma, and again Koka
lika. The second chapter has five suttas, hence its 
name the . Chapter of Five (Paiicaka vagga). The 
five suttas are Sanankumara, Deva.Iatta, Afldha
kaviflda, Aru�vati and Parinibban<« . 

. In each of the fifteen suttas of the Brahma 
Sa'f!l-yutla, one of the following Brahmas : Sahampati, 

· Ba.ka, S11.brahmii., Suddhaviisa., Tudu and Sanan
kumiira, plays some part ; hence the name Brah.ma
SaT{!y'utta (S. I, pp. 136-159). 

U. K. 

BRAHMASPASA, name of a former Buddha men• 
tioned in the Samadhiraja Sutra (BHS. s.v.). 

. BRAHMA-SRI-VYlKARAI,fA-NlMA-:MAHl- . 
YAlfA-S'OTRA (var. Arya-br0·), the title of a 
Sanskrit text, the Tibetan version of which . occurs 
in the Mdo (aiitra) section of the Kangyur, under 
the title l;Iphag8-pa tsh.ans-pafl.i dpal lun-bstan-pa 
8hes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-pofl,i mdo. The author's 
name is not recorded in the texK ViSuddha.sirpha 
and Dge-dpal are said to have translated · · · 

the text into Tibetan while Vidyakarashpha and 
Devacandra. are stated to have reviood it 
(TT. V�l. 34, No. 856). 

The events leading to a prophecy concerning 
Brahma.Sri forms .the theme of the work. 

Once when the Buddha was residing at Srav�i, . .  
in the monastery of Anathapil,l�a in the Jeta 
Grove, he set out one morning for alms, bowl in hand. 
In the outskirts of the city, some boys were at play, 
building houses with sand and earth. Seeing the · · 
Buddha at a distance, they were delighted and 
happy. Through compBBI!ion for . them, · .the 
Buddha arrived at the spot where they were playing 
and asked them what they were doing. They told 
him that they were making houses of sand and 
earth, for fun. Then, one of the. boys, BrahmaSri . 
requested the Buddha to accept one of the houses. 
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The Buddha, being aware of his good intention, 
accepted it. 1.'hen, in amoment, the house ofsand and 
earth changed rapidly. In its place stood a magni
ficient palace made of seven kinds of jewels. There 
were 84,000 pillars of gold in the 'eastern side of the 
palace,, and 84,060· pillars of silver, lapis-lazuli and 
crysW -in the southern, western and northern 
sections of the palace, respectively. The boy, 
BrahmaSri, seeing this miracle was exceedingly 
delighted. He gave utterance to his joy in a 
formula, expressive of his amazement and delight at 
the compassion of the Buddha. Further, he made 
·a solemn vow that he too might attain Buddhahood · 
and perform similar miracles. 

Thereup()n, the · Buddha smiled and from his 
·mouth there radiated an array of colours, blue, 
yellow.-,red, white, crystal and silver. This radiance 
spread as far as the Brahms world, came back to 
the Buddha, circumambulated him three times, and 
settled on the crown of his head. Ananda ask!ld the 
Buddlla the reason for his smile. The Buddha 
asked him whether he saw the boy Brahma8ri. 
When Ananda replied in the affirmative, · the 
Buddha prophesied that Brahma.Sri, through the . 

. power of his virtuous, act would not be born: in eVil · . 
states and that he would cultivate bodhicitta and . · 
.attain Buddhahood. · Further, he extolled . the 

· ·merit of respecting the Buddha, J)ha.rma · and · 
Sailgha, by doing evim seemingly insignificant acts 
of faith'. · 

Ananda and Brahma8ri were delighted to hear the 
· sermcm and praised it. 

R. H. 

BR.A:BIIASUDDBA, name of a. former Buddha, the 
successor of Tathagata Samantaca.k�s, referred to 
in the Gaf)fj.avyUha (Gvy'U. p. 104) in connection with 
the story of Sudha.na Sre�thiputra. 

complete overcoming of sorrow and grief, to the 
utter dissolution of conflict and suffering, to the 
attainment of the truth (naya) and the realisation of 
Nibbana, nameiy, the fourfold application of mind
fulness (cattaro satipa(thiina). It is awareness that 
the body is just the body (kaye kayanupassi). 
feelings are just feeli�gs (vedaniisu vedanan,upassi), 
mind is just thought ( citte cittanupassi) and mental 
states are just mental phenomena (dhammesu 
dhammanupa��si). The theme is here only outlined, 
but is. later worked out in detail in the Satipa{{Juina. 
Butta (M. I, pp. 55-63). 

In the second sutta the Budaha's reflections are
mentioned as being directed to the five controlling: 
faculties .(indriya) which, if they .B.re cultivated and 
pra.Ctised make one dive into the stream of death
lessnesS (amatogaaha). The five are :  confidenco
(saddhii), . energy (viriya), mindfulness {sati), con
centraticil\ .(samadhi) and insight (panna); Here
too, Brahma Sahampa.ti confirms the Buddha's 
reflections, and recalls how in some previous life he 
had been a monk, named Sl!ha.ka, during the time of 
Kassapa Bud<J?a. I� was due · to his. cultivating 
these five controlling faculties at that tinle that he 
was reborn in the happy spheres of Brahma.loka and 
beca.nie imo� as Briiliina Sahampati; · . -

. . 

ArioUler iirahm� St,dta, thus n�ed in the udaana 
(conten� of the chapter, in verse), is found � th& 
Itivuttaka (pp. 109-II, sutta 106), which isidentical 
with the fust 8utta. of the DevadiUa Vagga (A. I, · 
p. 132) and, apart from a slight variation, also with . . · 
the third sutta of the Pattakamma . Vagga · (A. IT, . 
p. 70). 

Families where mother and father are respected 
in the home are reckoned like unto Brahm&.. · Such 
families are ranked with the teachers of old ; .they 
are iildeed worthy of offerings. Parents are called · 
Bru.hma, it is said in, the concluding gatha., because 

BRABKA SUTTA, There are two suttas by this of their compassion unto their tribe of children. 
name. both occuring in the Sarp,yutta-nikaya (V, pp. Wise people worship them, give them all honours 
167-8 and 232-3). Both werE' rtelivered under the due, serve them with food and drink, clothing and 

. Goathsrd�s banyan-tree near Uruvela on the bank 
. . · lodging ; they anoint their bodies, bath� and wash 

of the river Nera.i'ijara, just after the Buddha's . their feet. And, for such service one may expect 

Enlightenment, while he was meditating in solitude. reward of joy in heaven. 

The title in both cases is derived from the fact that The gatha. is part of the poem occurring in the 
Brahini Sahampati appears on the scene

. 
and .Sona-Nanda-Jataka (J. V. p. 313ff.). 

· confums the thoughts of the Buddha.. 
· 

The difference of the suttas lies in the. �fferent · 
contents of the Buddha's thoughts. 

In, the first sutta the Buddha's reflection was as 
follows : This is the only way (ekayano 'yam maggo) 
that leads to the purification of beings, to tbe 

F. L. Woodward in his translation Minor Antho-
wgiea of the Pali Canon (p. 192, note 3) mentions a. 

· quotation in part by Nft.gal'juna (Friendly Epistle, 
JPTS. 1886, o. 8) and refers also to the Taittiriya 

. Upani�ad (1 ,  I I, 1). 
H. G. A. v. Z. 

' ., 

1 

_, 
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BRAHMASVARA, name of a former Buddha men
tioned in the Bahubuddha Sittra of the Mahavii,gtu 
(III, p. 231) in a list of names of former Buddhas 
enumerated by Tathagata Sakyamuni to A.nanda. 
Brahmaavara belonged to the royal city of Indrata
pans and was preceded by Tathagata Viraja and 
succeeded by Thatagata Sirasahvayo.. 

W. S. Kt. 

BRAHMASVARANADABHINANDITA, name of a 
former Buddha, mentioned in the Sukhavativyuha 
(BHS. s.v.). 

BRAHMATEJAS, name of a forJPer Buddha, men
tioned in the Lalitavistara (Lal. p. 4 ;  BHS. s.v.). 

BRAHMAVADDHANA, son of the future Metteyya 
Buddha before his renunciation (Aniigv. v. 48). 

BRAHMAVALI, a kiud of script, listed in the 
Lipi.Saladacianaparivarta of the Lal. p. 88, as one of 
the sixty-four scripts, which the bodhisattva 
Gauta.ma desired to study at the writing-school 
(lipiSiilii) under the aegis of his preceptor, Vi.Svs
mitra. The Mahavastu (I, p. 135) adopts a variant 
form, Bra.hmavaJ?.i, and records it to be one of the 
styles of writing introduced by the bodhisattva. The 
variant forms Brahmaciiri, Brahmariiri (BHS. 404•), 
and Brahmavalli (Lal. p. ·s8, footnote 6) also occur. 

The etymology of the term in question is obscure, 
and may be compared with asuralipi (q.v.), mystic 
·script. 

W. S. Kt. 

BRAHMAVATI, name of a city mentioned in the 
Mahiimayuri (BHS. s.v.) .  

BRAHMAVATI, a brBhmaJ;li, mother of the future 
Metteyya Buddha ( Vism. p. 367 ; DhsA. p. 415 ; 
Divy. p. 60 ; Aniigv. v, 96). 

BRAHMA - VEDA - SARANGA - DHARA CAKRA 
NAMA, the title of e. text, the Tibetan translation 
of which occurs in the N o-mtshra-bstan-bcos 

(ascarya-sastra) section of the Tengyu,r. The author 
is stated to be Kun-phan bdud-rtsi byin Sarvahitam
rtadatta ; TT. VOL. 148 No. 5881). The trans
lator is said to be Tshe-l;ti rig-byed l;tdzin-pa (.Ayur
vedadhara) of Mat,hura (TM. No. 4440). 

The text is a medical treatise dealing with the 
method of examination of diseases, their diagnosis 
and cure. The symptoms and the time of occur
rence etc. of diseases caused by an exc_ess of each 

of the three humours �ile, phJegm and wind, 
or a combination of all three are specified. Reme
dies aro prescribed for counteracting these diseases. 

R.H. 

BRAHMAVIHARA, divine states, also called 
appamiitui and appamaii.iia, infinitudes, is a name 
for the four practices of mental development, 
namelyr benevolence (metta), compassion (karutul), 
sympathetic joy (muditii) and poise (upekkha). The 
classical formula. given in the Pa.li Nikayas in ex
planation of the four divine states runs as follows : 
" Herein a monk lets his mind pervade one quarter 
of the world with thoughts of benevolence, com-
passion, sympathetic joy and poise . . . . . .  and so the 
second, the third and the fourth quarter ; and �bus
the whole world, above, below, around and every 
where does he continue to pervade with heart free 
from anger and ill-will (D. I, p. 250f. ; Ill, p. 223f. ; 
M. I, pp. 38, 297 ; II, pp. 76, 195, 207 ; ill, p. 146 ; 
S. IV, p. 296 ; A.V, pp. 299, 344). 

A detailed explanation of th� , .divine states is 
lacking in the Pali Nikayas, but the Pa.Ii Abhi· 
dhamma Pitaka gives a brief account. The Dham
masangatt-i analyses the mental and physical pheno
mena (dhammii) on the basis of skilled states (ktuald 

. dhamma), unskilled states (akusalq dhammii) and 
the states that are neither skilied nor unskilled 
(avyiikatii dhammii). It has a section on the four 
mental absorptioris (jhana) connected with the · 
divine states under the states that are skilled. In 
order to attain the sphere of form (riipiipapattiyii) 
one cultivates the way thereto and enters and 
abides in the four mental absorptions successively. 
The first three absorptions are accompanied only 
by the first three divine states ; only in the fourth 
mental absorption are found all the four divine 
states, because poise comes only in the fourth . · 
absorption (Dhs. pp. 53-55}. The Appamanna Vib
hanga of the Vibhaitgappakaratw explains the four 
infinitudes by a threefold method : as is explained in 
the suttas (suttantabhiijaniya), as is explained in t.he . · · 
abhidhamma (abhidhammabhiijaniya) and in the 
catechism (paiihiipucchaka) method. In the Panhii

pucchaka is explained how skilled states· and states 
that are neither skilled nor unskilled are found in 
each of the four infnitudes. ( Vbh. pp. 272-84). . 

The commentator on the Dhammasa1iga�1i refers. · 
the reader to the V isuddhimagga and explains the . 
four as follows : 

Benevolence means : one loves ; it signifies : one 
wishes well. Or, benevolence is so-called because it 
goes on concerning a lovud .. me, or because of the 
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state of being a loved one. It has the characteristic They are to be understood as divine (brahma) in 
of being a procedure of modes of benificence, the the sense of best, and by their faultless nature. For, 
function or property of being good ; the manifests- these states are best as constituting a superlative 
tion or effect of taking hatred away ; the proximate mode of conduct towards others. As brahmas live 

· cause of being the lovableness of beings. · Its con- with fearless thoughts, so the aspirant associated 
summation is the quieting of ill-will ; its defect is with these four states lives like the bra.hmiis. 
the production of lust. Because all of them arise in a.n immeasurable. 

That which makes the heart of others quiver a.t field, they are called infinitudes (appamanna). For,. 
the pain of others- is compassion. O:r, it crushes, beings without limit constitute their field ; without 
destroys the pain of others ; thus, it is compassion. making any limit they evolve by way of thorough
Or, it is compassion because it is scattered over the going diffusion. They are also called infinitudes as. 
affiicted, stretched out over them by diffusion. It they arise with respect to an immeasurable field of 
has the characteristic of evolving the mode of re- objects (DhSA. pp. 192-7 ; Vism. pp. 263-70). 
moving pain ; the property ofnot being able to bear Buddhaghosa in his Visuddhamagga gives a. de
others suffer ; the manifestation of �dness ; t.he tailed account of · how these four states may be 
proximate cause of seeing the need of those over· developed. These . are only four of the forty 
come by pain. Its consummation is the quieting of subjects of meditation (kamma{lhiima, q.v.) enume-
cruelty ; ita defect is the production of sorrow. · rated in the Visu4dhimagga. ( Vism. pp. 244-70). 

Sympathetic joy m�ans those, endowed there- He who wants to cultivate benevolence should · 
with or with the co-exis�nt states, rejoice or one's begin with developing love towards himself, doing·jt. 
self rejoices or just rejoicing. It has the charac- repeatedly thus : " May I be happy and free from teristic of gladness ; its property is the absence of 
envying

.
; ita manifestation is the destruction of dis- suffering," or " may I keep myself free from · en

mity·, a.ftiiction ·and a.nx. iety, and live . happily:•• ·affection ; ita proximate cause is seeing the pros-
. parous 'state of other �ings. . Its consumme.iion is Then taking himself as an example he shoulc;l deve� 

the. quieting ·of dislijte ; its defect is the production' · lop it in this way : '"' I am already happy ; just as I . 
. . of derision. · · · · w8.nt to be happy and dre� pain, as ·I wS:Ut to liv& 

'May they .Qe without enmity'.:....thus, by the re- . and not to die,. so do other. beings, .t oo." . In order · 

niova.l of iii-Will, one contemplates with disinte- . . to proceed easily, he can recollect such gifts, kind 
restedness by attaining to a condition of centrality words, etc., a.s inspire love and endearment ; such. · · 
-this is PQise. It has the characteristic of evolving virtue, lea.rniiig, etc., as inspire respect and reve-

. the mode of centrality as regards beings. It!! renee met with in a. teacher or his equivalent, in a. 
function is the' appreciation of others ; its ma.nifes- . .  preceptor or his equivalent. Developing love 
tatio� is quieting of both aversion and sycophancy ; towards him with such a. person as his object, h& 
ita proximate cause is seeing the heritage of the a.ttaiDs mental absorption. Then he. can widen his 
occurring �amma as : " Beings are the property of horizon and develop love towards a. friend, a. neutral 
their kamma. By its influence they will attain to one as a. friend, 8 hostile person a.s a. neutral. Then 

· pleasure, or be free from pain, or not fa.ll from the he should break down the barriers by practising. 
prosperity already acquired." Its consummation love, or benevolence, over and over again, accom- · 
is . the quieting of aversion and sycophancy ; its plishing mental impartiality towards the_ four 
defect is the production of a profane and unintelli- . persons, i.e., himself, the dear person, the neutral 

. gent indifference. · person and the hostile person. 
These .four divine states h�ve the bliss of insight He who wants to develop compassion should and the attainment of 8 happy existence as their first direct his mind towards a.· wretched man; un· common result. Their .several results are the de- · 

lucky, urifortun8te, .in every way, .a fit obJ'ect for· struction of ill-will, of Cl1lelty, of dislike and oflu,st, compassion, reduced to utter misery. Compassion . 
Of all these four divine states, will (will,to-do) is should be felt for him in this way : " This being has. 

the beginning, the discarding of the hindrances is indeed been reduced to �isery ; if only he could be 
the middle, esctasy is the end. The poise is the freed from · this suffering." In the absence of such 
result of the first t�e divine states. Wjthout the a person, he can arouse compassion for a.n evil
third absorption obtainable in the first three .doing person, even though he is happy, · by com
divine states, it is not possible to develop the fourth paring bini to one a.bc:mt to be executed. Having 
state. aroused compassion for that person in that way, h& 
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·should next arouse compassion for a dear person, a 
neutral person and a hostile person, successively, in 
the same way. 

Sympathetic joy can be aroused on -���i�g· · or 
bearing about a dear person being happy, cheerful 
.and glad ; he can extend this joy to a neutral and a 
hostile person afterwards. He should break down 
:the barriers by means of mental impartiality to
wards the former. 

One who wants to develop poise must have al
·ready obtained the triple or quadruple state of 
mental absorption. He should emerge from the 
third absorption (in tho fourfold reckoning) and see 
danger in the first three divine states because they 
.are linked with attention given to beings' enjoy
ment and because the joy associated with them is 

,gross. He should also see the advantage in poise 
because it is peaceful. Then he should arouse 
.poise by looking on with poise at a person who is 
normally neutral ; after that at a dear person, etc: 
So he should break down barriers in each case bet
ween the three people, that is, the dear person, the 
companion, the hostile person , and lastly, himself 
( Vism. pp. 244-63). 

Buddhaghosa gives a very appropriate simile in 
illustration of the four divine states : One abic]fug in 
the four divine states should practise them like a 
mother with four sons, namely, a child, an invalid, 

· one in the flush of youth, and one busy with his o� 
affairs : for, she wants the child to grow up, wan,ts 
the invaliJ to get well, wants the one in the flush of 
youth to enjoy for long the benefits of youth, and is 
not at all bothered about the one who is busy with 
his own affairs. Benevolence has the promotion of 
the aspect of welfare as its characteristic, like the 
mother's attitude towards the child ; compassion 
has the promotion of the aspect of the removal of 
suffering as its characteristic, like the mother's atti
tude towards the invalid son ; goodwill has tho act 
of gladdening as its characteristic, like the mother's 
attitude towards the son in the flush of his youth, 
and poise has the pro�otion of the aspect of neU:
trality as its characteristic, like the mother's atti
tude to the son busy with his owri affairs (ibid.).  

There is evidence in the Pali Nikayas to suggest 

. that the practice of the brahmavihiiras is pre
Buddhistic in origin. Thus, king Makhadeva and 
kinO' Sudassana who cultivated the ' . practice of . 0 
brahmaviharas were born in the world of the 
Brahmas after death (M. II, p. 76 ; D. II, p. 196). 
Mahkiideva and Sudassana were bodhisattas who 
appeared in the world long before the Buddha. The 
practice was prevalent among the other religious 
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sects even during the time of the Buddha. Wan
derers (paribbiijakii) of other religious sects, accord
ing to t-he Sa7(1-yutta-nikiiya, go through a whole ex
position of the four brahmavihiiras (S. V, 155ff.) 
Their practice results, after death, in union with 
Brahma (D. I, p. 250 ; M. II, pp. 195, 207) . 

These four bra.hmaviharas also, called appama�ii., 
are, sometimes, connected with cetovimutti, freedom 
of mind, to read appamii�tcwimutti, freedom 
of mind through . infinitudes. Each of the four 
brahmaviharas or appamiittM is severally connected· · 
with ceto-vimutti and is termed metta-cetcwimuttyy 
freedom of mind through benevolence, etc. (D. ill, 
p.248, lvf. I, pp. 297, 298 ; III, p. 146 ; · S. IV, 
p.296) . 

The powers attributed to the practice of brahms- · 
vihar�s seem to have changed when cetovimutti was 
incorporated into the Brahmavihiira teaching, 
thereby giving Buddhist colour to brahmavihara 
which was · not originally Buddhistic. The wan
derers who questioned the monks about the practice 
of the brahma.vihiiras never mentioned ceto-vimutti 
in this connection. The Buddha, in telling his dis
ciples what to reply to the wander�_rs' query ss to 
whether be (the Buddha) teaches the bra.hma
viharas in the same way as .t hey (the wanderers) do, 
or in a different way, begins by s�ying" to t.hem : . 

" You should ask them, how is fr�dom of mind · 
through benevolence made to become 1 What _ · 
does it lead to 1 What is its excellence 1 · What · 
its fruits 7 What its goal 7 " and he continues with · 

the o�her brahmaviharas. Here a word, cetwi
mutti, is appended to each of the four beadings, 
while it is conspicuously absent from the wanderers' . 
talk (S. V, p. 1 15ff.). Herein lies the difference be� . 
ween the brahmaviharas, practised by the non
Buddhists, a.nd that practised by the Buddhists. 
The practice of the brahmaviharas results in re
birth in the brahma-wor!d.ox: in union with Brahmii 
(brahma·sah.avyatii), whereas the cultivation of ceto- -
mmutti through brahmavihiiras results in attain
ment of the state of ;never-returner (anagiimi) the 
third stage on the way to arahantship (A. Y, p. 300). 

Freedom of mind through benevolence has beauty 
(subh.a), as its highest limit ; freedom of mind • 
through compassion has infinity of space (akManan- . 
ciiyatana) as its highest ; freedom of mind through 
sympathetic joy bas infinity of consciousness 
(vinnarwncayatana) as its highest ; and the freedom 
of mind through poise bas as its highest the sphere 
of nothingness (akincannayatana : S. V, p. ll5ff. ; 
see CETOVIMUTTI). 
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Eleven advantages are given as r�ulting from 
development of the freedom of mind of four brahma
viharas through any one of the mental absorptions. 
He .who practices them sleeps in comfort ; wakes up 
in comfort ; dreams no evil ·dreams ; is dear to 
human beings ; is deer to non-human beings ; 
deities guard him ; fire, poison and weapons do not 
affect him ; his mind is easily concentrated ; the 
expression of his face is serene· ; he dies unconfused ; 
and, if he penetrates no higher, he reappears in the 
brabma-}Vorld after death (A. V, p. 342, Vism. 
p. 258ft'.). 

· . In the Buddhist Sanskrit. literature, we find these 
four brabmaviharas or appramii{Ul8 mentioned in 
different contexts. The Mahiivastu, a non-Mah& 
yina Sanskrit work, for example,' extolls the 

· brahmavih&ras to such ail extent that it promises 
Nirv� to the person who cultivates these sublime 
states (III, p. 421). 

In the Mah&yii.na, the cultivation · of these four 
feelings are connected with the career of a bodhi
sattva. A b�ttva. cultivates these feelings 
when practising the perf�tion of m�ntal concen
tration . (dhyiina-piiramitli). The . Sataciihasrikii-

. · prajila-piiramitii · places the cultivation of . them 
betw.een the Jour riipaVacara-dhyanaa .and the four· 

· arilpiJtxJ�mtJ-�is in · an...ofi-repeated.list of a · 
· b�va's ciuties (Ssp. p; . ll7�). · · 

" A  bodhisattva abides p�r\Tading the whole uni
.verse with his mind accompanied by maitri, bene
volence, with vast, great, lllidivided, unlimited and 
universal freedom from hatred, riv&lry, narrow-

. mindedness and .harmfulness " (DalabhUmika 
Stura, p. 34). ·This same ·formula is applied to the 
other three brahmaviharas, too, namely, compas
sion, (karu!W), sympathetic, joy (mudi: 'ii) and poise 
(upekfii). · 

. 

U. K. 

liRAHIIA - VISE$ACINTI - PARIP�CCHA -NAMA
MABlYllfA-B'OTRA (va.r.. Arya-br0-) the title of a 
text, the Tibetan version of which ooc� in the Mdo 
(siitra) section of the Kangyur, under the title 
l{Iphag1-pa taharis-pa khyad-par-Bem�t-lcyia BhUB·pa 
Bhu·-bya-ba tf.eg-pa chen-po-,_,;, mdo. The names of 
the translators are given as Sa.kyaprabha, Dha.rma
prua, Jinamitra, Dharmatasila, DevEmdrara.k�ita · 
and KtunB.ra.r�ta (TT. Suzuki, Vol. 33, No. 827) .. 

The text contains an exposition of the doctrine by 
. Buddha Se.kyamuni in response to a request by the 

bodhisattva Brahma ViS�aointi. The events lead
ing to the request are narrated in the preamble. 

The Buddha was residing at Veluvana in th& 
Ka.lantaka-nivii.pa, at Rii.jagrha, with a large
retinue of monks, gods, nagas, rakf?asas, gandharvas 
and others. Then the bodhisattva Dra-ba--can-gyi 
})od (Ja.lat8.Ip8u), adjusted his robes, knelt down and 
saluted the Buddha.. Thereupon a large number of 
world-regiorui trembled and the residents of thea& 
world-regions saw this phenomenon. The Bodhi
sattva Dra-ba-can-gyi })od then requested per
mission for a question. The Buddha. gave per
mission and said that he would preach the doctrine
in response to his question. 

Thereupon, the Bodhisattva praised the Buddha's 
body, by looking at which, he said, he found no 
conten�ment, and the lustre of his body which h& 
said surpassed that of a myriad suns. He further 
stated that the chance he had of seeing the Buddha's 
body was a cause for wonder and was d1,1e to the
power of the Buddha; The Buddha, agreeing that. 
it was indeed so, said that no one could have a. View 
of the Buddha's body unless the Buddha himself 
provided an opportunity. He then listed the· 
na.Ines of several other Buddhas who had provided 
such opportunitieS and enuinerated the boundless 
benefits of being · touched by the · rays of · the· 

• Buddhas. Th& · Bodhisattva Dra.-ba-can-gyi :f:lod . 
eulogised the Buddha's' exposition of the limit.le8S 
splendour of the bodies of the Buddhas and his skill 
in expedients (upaya-kau.Balya),  Further, he re
quested the' Buddha to explain how this lustre-

. affected the bodhisattvas of other Buddha spheres,. 
which bodhisattvas came to the Sahalokadhii.tu. 
. where Sii.kyamuni preached, what questions they 
asked a.D.d what sermons ensued. Then the Buddha. 
emanated' a ray that illumined countless world
regions. Now, to the east of the Sahalokadhii.tu, a. 
very long distance away, there was a world-region 
called Yons-su dag-pa (ViSuddhi). A Buddha 
called Zla-bahi })od (Candraprabha) resid9d there. 
As soon as the ray that emanated fro:rr. the body of 
Sii.kyamuni illumined that world-region, a bodhi
sattva, Brahma Vise�cinti by name, approached 

. that Buddha, saluted him and asked him the reason 
for the illumination of the world-region. The
Buddha Candraprabha said that Sii.kyamuni, who 
was preaching in the Sahalokadhatu, had emanated 
a ray of light to summon bodhisattvas. Then the 
bodhisattva Brahma ViSe�acinti expressed a desire · 
to go there. The Buddha Candraprabha approved 
of his wish and advised him to resort to ten excellent 
thoughts which he listed. Then a large number of 
bodhisattvas approached -Brahms Vlse�inti and 
expressed their wish to accompany him. They 
saluted the Buddha Candraprabha, disappeared 
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from that world-region and appeared in the pre
sence of Buddha Sakyamuni. They paid obeisance 
to Sakyamuni, eulogised him by reciting a large 
number of stanzas, requested him to preach the flX
cellent path of the bodhisattvas and raised some 
relevant questions. The Buddha acceded to their 
equest, and a long sermon ensued. 

According to Nanjio; there are three editions of 
this work translated into Chinese. The first edi
tion Sheng-szu-wei-fan-t'ien-so-wcn-ching was trans
lated by Bodhiruci in 518 A.C. in six fascicles which 
fully agree . with the Tibetan translation. The 
second one, Szu-i-jan-t'ien-so-wen-ching, was trans
lated by Kumarajiva in 402 A.C. in four fascicles 
containing twenty-four chapters. The third, Ohih
Min-jan-t'ien-so-wen-ching, was translated by Dhar
marakf?a (Ku fa-hu) in 286 A.C. in four fascicles 
con�ii.ining eighteen chapters (Nanjio, Nos. 1 89, 190, 
197 ; TaishO, Nos. 587, 586, 585, respectively). 

R. H. 

BRAHMAYU, (1) the household priest (purohita) of 
king Brahmadatta and father of the bodhisattva 
Dharmapala. He is described as master . of the 
three Vedas, the indexes, the ritual and traditional 
lore as the fifth branch of study, and perfect in 

. phonology, etymology and grammar. As a teacher 
\ he was an expert in the Brahmarws, the Vedas and 

the Sastras. He was generous and charitable, and 
lived in aecordance with the path of the ten mora
li ties (Mhvu. II, p. 77). See DHARMAPALA 
JA.TAKA. 

U. K. 

BRAHM! YU (2), a brahman who became a disciple 
of the Buddha (Kvbh. pp. 157 ; M. II, pp. 133-146). 
In the Mahakarmavibhanga his name occurs in a 
list of brahmal)as who were converted by the 
Buddha ·; in the Majjhima-nikaya, there is a whole 
sutta by the name of Brahmayu giving a detailed 
account of his conversion. 

He was a brahman foremost in Mithilii. in his 
knowledge of the Vedas. On hearing of the Buddha 
at the age of one hundred and twenty, he sent his 
pupil Uttara to discover if the Buddha had on his 
body the marks of a superman (mahaptwisa). Uttara, 
therefore, visited the Buddha and, having seen the 

· thirty-two marks, resolved to observe the Buddha 
in his every posture, and to this end, followed him 
for seyen months. He then returned to Brahmayu 
and told him of the result of his investigations. 
Brahmayu folded his palms reverently and uttered 
the praises of the Buddha. Soon after, the Buddha 

12 S.P.C. 93896 
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came to Mithila and took up his residence in  the 
1\fakhadeva-mango-grovc. Brahmii.yu first sent a 
messenger to azmo Lmce his anival and then visited 
the Buddha. It is saiu that all those present rose 
to greet him, but Brahmayu signed to them to be 
seated. He satisfied any remaining doubts he had 
as to the marks on the Buddha's body and then 
proceeded to ask him questions on various topics. 
At the end of the discussion he fell at the Buddha's 
feet, stroking them and proclaiming his name. The 
Buddh a asked him to compose himself, and preached 
to him a gracluated discourse. Brahmayu invited 
the Buddha and the monks to his house where he · 
entertained them for a week. His death occurred 
not long after, and the Buddha, when told of it, . 
said that Brahmii.yu had become an anii.gami (M. 
II, pp. 133-146). See also BRAHMAYU SUTTA. 

U. K. 

BRAHMAYU(S), brahman chaplain of a future king 
called Sailkha. (Divy. p. 60). See SANKHA . . 

BRAHMAYU SUTTA, occws in tl!e majjMma
pat�-�uisa of the Majjhima-nikaya (JI, pp. 133-46). · 
The sutta. contains a description of how Brahmayu 
(q.v.) a. powerful brahman, highly respected for his 
wisdom and traditional learning, was converted to . . . 
the teaching of the Buddha.. 

When Brahmayu visit-ed the Buddha and saw on 
his person the marks of a great man (mahiipurisa) · 

he was very happy. But in the course of their dis
cussion the Buddha made it clear that though he 
possessed all the signs of a great man, they did not 
constitute his omniscience. He had known that 
which was to be known, he had cultivat-ed that 
which was to be cultivated, and abandoned that 
which was to be abandoned,-hence his omniscience. 
Brahmayu then questions the Buddha as to how one 
becomes a brahman, a vedagft (a knower of Vedas), 
a tevijja (one possessed of the three-fold knowledge), 
etc. The Buddha gives an interpretation to the!)e 
terms which is of an ethical nature, though the 
terms in the brahman teachings mean something · · 
else : · " One who knows previous existence, 
heaven and hell ; one who has reached the end 
of birth and decay and is free from attachment 

· whatsoever, an adept in the noble life and has gone . . 
beyond all things (paragu)-such a being is a brah• 
man, he is a vedagu and tevijja." 

W. G. W. 

BRAHMENDRACtlJ;>A, a bodhisattva mentioned in 
a list of bodhisattvas residing with the Buddha. in 

Jetavana (Gvyu. p. 3.). 
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BRAHME1fDRARAJA, a bodhisattva mentioned in 
a list of bodhisattvu.s residing with the Buddha in 
Jetavana (G1Jy·u. p. '.1) .  

BRAHMESVARA, name of two former Buddhas 
· blentioned in the Samadhiriija 8-Utra (BHS. p. 404). 
One of them is perhaps identical with Brahmesvara 
mentioned in the Mahiivastu (III, p. 231 ; BHS. 
p. 404). 

BRAHM! (1 ), epithet of a ralc§M�, occurring in the 
. Mahiimay-Uri, '(BHS. s.v:). 

BRAHMI (2). The Brahmi script was a system of 
writing used in India and some adjacent countries 
in ancient times. According to Indian tradition 
this script was an invention of Br�an, the 
Creator, hence its name. When it :first came into 
use has not been ascertained yet, but scholars are 
generally inclined to believe that it was in vogue in 
India in the time of the Buddha, and that it :first 
came into use about two centuries earlier. The 
earliest extant specimens of writing in Bmhm.i 
characters are the inscriptions of . the Indian 

· . · . · E_m�ror �oka, (268-231 B.C.). 
.· 'l'h� BriiJuni syllabary, as known from the earliest 

docUinen�. consists of five basic vowels, twenty-five 
consoruints, five semi-vo�els, _·three sibilants, 

.
the 

· aspirate !'lign ha and the sign for cerebral [,a, besides 
a few conjunct-consonants. The medial vowels are 

· indicated by one or two short strokes placed in 
specific positions in relation to and combined with 
the main consonant sign. The medial vowel signs · 
a and il, however can be combined with the initial 
vowel signs a and u respectively to form the initial 
vowel signs a and u. 

There has been considerable discussion regarding 
the origin of the Brahmi script. General Cunnin
gham, one of . the pioneers of Indian Archaeology 
and Epigraphy, believed that the Brahroi oyllabary 

·_ was of Indian origin, and attempted to show that 
the Brahmi characters w:ere constructed on · the 
principle of acrophony, with Sanskrit as basis, while 
Biihler sought the .origin of this script in the �lpha
bet of the ancient Phoenicians. Mter the discovery 
of the inscribed seals of Mohenjodaro and Harappa 
in the In_dus Valley, an attempt has boon made by 
S.  Langdon to derive the Brahmi characters from _ 

· the still .. undeciphered signs in the Indus Valley 
seals. G. R. Htmter thinks that Langdon is right 
in deriving the Brahroi script from the script of the 
Indus Valley seals and explains that some of the 
similarities that Biihler noted between the Phoeni• 
cian and the Brahmi scripts may be . due to a 

possible derivation of the Phoenician characters in 
question from the Proto-Indian script of the Indus 
Valley seals. A. H. Dani believes that whatever 
may have been the particular source of inspiration 
for the origin of Brahm!, it was a creation of Indian 
pandits. In the present state of our knowledge it 
may perhaps be stated that the Bra.hmi syllabary 
has borrowed elements from several sources includ
ing the Phoenician and the Indus Valley script in 
the creation of a set of syllabic signs designed to 
suit the needs of the languag6s and dialects used in 
India . at the time the new script made its 
appearance. 

Ai3 is demonstrated by the large number of 
Brahmi inscriptions scattered throughout the 
Indian sub-continent, this .script was very widely 
used in India giving rise to a; number of provincial 
scripts such as Tamil, Bengali, Telugu and the 
several varieties of Nagari. It was introduced to 
Ceylon about the third century B.C. and in about 
the eighth century transformed itself into what be· 
came the Sinhala script. From the close of � · 
fifth or the beginning of the sixth c�ntmj· onwardl 

. the Bra.hini script found its way · to :most of the 
regions of South-e�t ABia as far as Borneo snd·also 
to Burma and Tibet. Ai3 a result of commercial 
and cultural contacts, the Brahmi script migrated 
as far afield as Central Asia, �here it remained in 
use till probably the close of the sixth or the 
seventh century. 

The Brab,mi script has been used in the records 
found at many Buddhist sites in ancient India. _ In 
the Bharhiit Stiipa, the incidents and jataka stories 
depicted in the bas-reliefs are described in short 
inscriptions in Brahroi characters, while at Sii.iici 
are to be found numerous donative records in
scribed in the same characters on pillars and railings · . · 
in the more llb.portant stiipo.s. Similar records, 
so-me of the-m of considerable length, have been 
found at other Buddhist sites in India such as 

AjBI,ltii., · Amaravati _ and . NagiirjUJ;liko:r;H;la. . Large 
numbers of Bralu:rii inscriptions have · also been 
found in Ceylon on the drip-ledges of rock caves, 
which had been occupied in ancient times by Bud 
dhist -monks. Donations to Buddhist monasteries 
have also been similarly recorded on rocks and . . 
dressed slabs of stone. 

P . E. E. F. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY : J. G. Bilhler, ' Indian Paleography,' Engllsh 
trsl. by J. F. Fleet in I .A. Vol. xxxill, 1904 ; A. H. · Danl. 
Indian Paleography, Oxford, 1963. 
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BRAHMOTTAMA ( 1), name of a former Buddha 
occurring in the Mahiivastu ( III, p. 235 l ) , in a l ist  of 
former Buddhas, in connection with a successipn of 
proclamations related by the Tathagata to ���1da. 
According to this it was the Buddha Utpala who 
proclaimed Brahmottama as his successor. When 
Brahmottama had become a Buddha himself, he 
proclaimed Sudarsana as the next Buddha. 

W. G. W. 

BRAHMOTTAMA (2), a thera, one of the sixty 
monks who followed Sii.riputra when he went to see 
Mafiju8ri who left J etavana in all the splendour of a 
bodhisattva and reached the southern territory. He 
is described as one who had served former Buddhas, 
one in whom the roots of merit were implanted, one 
who had resolved, quite long ago, to become a 
Buddha, one whose eye of faith was purified, who 
always harboured magnanimous thoughts, was 
capable of looking at the proper direction of the 
Buddha and one whose wisdom was brought to 
maturity for the welfare of ot.hers ( Gvyu. p. 47.) 

W. G. W. 

BRAHMOTTARA (1 ), a purohita (chaplain) among 
the gods (Lal. p. 31) .  

BRAHMOTTARA (2) ,  one of the cities the bodhi
sattva Maitrakanyaka visited during his tour in the 
Deccan (Divy. p. 602). The Avadiinasataka calls it 
a mansion (Avs. p. 91). 

BRAIN, as a constituent pai·t of the human body' 
occurs in a list of 32 such component parts, given in 
explaining mellitation on the body (k(;yagatiisati), 
which is the first of the four aatipa!thanas (q.v.) .  In 
this list of 32 constituents of the body (dvattirp,
eakara) which are described as impure (asuci), the 
brain (matthalu'liga) occurs as the last item. It is 
interesting that although these 32 parts are collec
tively referred to as the dvattirp,sii.kiira the brain is 

. often omitted from the list (e.g., M. III, p. 90 ; 1). III, 
pp. 104�. 105, etc.) .  The entire list is found in the 
Dvattirp,siikiira Sutta (Khp. p. 3), but here, too, the 
commentary omits matthalunga. The Visuddhi
magga (viii, § 44), however, explains this omission 
when it says that the brain is included in the bone-

. marrow (a!!himinja). In giving a physiological ex-
. planation of the brain (ibid. § 126) it is said that it 

consists of the lumps of marrow (minjarii.si) to be 
found inside the skull (sisaka!ii,ha). It is explained 
as white in colour, like the flesh of the toadstool, or 
milk just before it becomes curd. Its shape is that 

· .Jf the skull and it belongs to the upper secion of 
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the body. It is found inside the skull like four 
lumps of dough (pi!r,hapi'!t¢a) put together, corres
}JOnding to the four sutured sections (sibbanimagga) 
of the skull and is bounded by the inner lining of the 
skull. Buddhaghosa gives the same explanation at · 
VibhA. p. 243 in explaining the brain, but here, too, 
the text ( V ibh. p . 193) omits matthalunga from the 
list. 

In describing snot (singhiinikii), another item in 
the list, it is said ( Vism. viii, §§ 109, 136) that this is 
impurity that oozes from the brain. Here it is _ 
further said that, due to wrong food or temperature, 
when the elements of the body are perturbed, this 
dough-like brain-matter inside the skull turns into 
stale phlegm (pii.tiaemha) .  Then, this liquid comes . 
out through the nostn�.'! as snot. The same th�g 
happens when beings weep, too. A simile is given . 
to explain this process· whep. it . is said that this 
oozing is like what happens if a man were to pac];c 
up curd in a lotus leaf and prick the leaf underneath 
with a thorn so that through tl1is puncture the curd 
will leak out. At J?vuA. p. 80 als�, sif!oghiinikii is ex� 
plained as th� impurity that trickles: out from the 
brain through the nose. 

In the allocation o( the. constit-uent parts of the 
body into the four elements, the brain is included ii;t 
the earth-element ( Viam. xi, §§ 34 and 68). S� 
also BHDTA. 

At Vism. xi, § 68, the brain is further explained as 
a component of the body devoid of thought, ill
determinate, void, not. a living being and belonging 
to the solid earth-eleJdmt (�cetano, abyakato, sunno, 

niasatto, thaddo pathavidhiitu). The absence of any 
mutual feeling between the skull and the brain is 
here compared to an old gourd rind filled with 
dough, wherein the two mat�rial things are ignorant; . 
by way of feeling, of their presence, although touch- · 
ing each other. In the same way the brain and its . 
receptacle, the skull, are devoid of any mutual 
concern. The same description of the brain reclll'B 
at VibhA. p. 63, and here, too, the text ( Vibh. p. 82) 
has only 3 1  items, omitting matthalunga, which, 
however, is explained in the commentary. 

Bone-marrow (at!himinja), in which the brain i!J· _ 
included, is explained as white in colour and to be 
found inside the bones ·in the shape of a cane-shoot 
moistened and inserted into a bamboo-tube (V

viii § 109). 
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It is interesting that atSi�. p. 209, in an explana
tion of the cont.orfli)lation on the impurities of the 

body (asubhabhiivana), brain (mastakalunga) occurs 
88 the 35th item in a list of 36 parts of the body as 
against 'the usual 32. 

In Tantric Buddhism the brain is treated 88 one 
of the psychic centres (cakra) of the human body. 

A. G. S. K.-

BRAM-ZE-MO DPAL-LDAM-MAS SHUS-PA 
SHES-BYA-BA THEG-PA CHEN-POIJI MDO, a 

translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which 
. is, presumably, lost. See SRiMATi-BRAl!MAL�i 
PARIP�CCHA-NAMA-MAHAYANA-SDTRA. 

BRAN DAN BZAJ.{ MI GDON-GYIS GTSES-PA 
BSRUlr-BAIJI CHO-GA CHEN-MO SHES-BYA
BA) a traxisiation from a Sanskrit text. See 
GRAHOP ADRUTA-BHJ;tTY-AJ AMP ATl-MAHA � 
RAKf;IA-VIDin-NA.lld:A. 

. BRDA 8'ES-J;IAR· GZUt-BA,. a translation into Tl-

yogic exercise according to various traditions of 
Hindu and Mahiiyana schools. 

As a " recollection," it is mindfulness of inhaling 
and exhaling (an.apiina-sati, q.v.), awareness of the 
duration of a breath, i.e., a mere observation of the 
process, . whereby th� flow of thoughts becomes 
unified and concent:rated. It is entirely introspec
tive and no physical or mental interference is 
intended. " During in a long breath, one knows : 
this is a long breath" (M. I, p. 56). Here, therefore, 
breathing is an object of concentration, whereby to 
bring the mind to one�pointedness (ekaggatii) • 

In Tibetan Buddhism (cp. Lama Anagarika 
Govinda, Foundations of Tibetan Mysticiafri, 
London, 1959, p; 152ff.) " breathing " has become 
a technique in which the regulation of the physio
logical p�ocess leads to control over the vital forces 
(prattayama, q.v.). 

H. G. A. v. Z . 

. batao from a Sanskrit text . .  See S�KETA- · BRE-BRAG-TU RTOGS-PAR�BYED-PA, a transla· 
· NlRDiiARA:?jA. · tion into Tibetan froni a Sanskrit text which is, pre· 

BRDA SPROD-PA DBYAR'S-CAN, a. translation into 
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, · 
lost . . See SARASVATA-VYAKARA�A. 

BRDA-SPROD-PA . DBYANS-CAN-�YI MDO, a 
translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. 
which is, presumably, lost. See SARASVATI
VYAKARA�A-SUTRA. 

BRDA-SPROD-PAI;II BSTAN-BCOS CHEN-PO 
. DBYABS-CAN BYA-KA-RA-�Am I;IGREL-PA 
. RA�-TU-BYA-BA GSAL-LDAN SHES-BY A-BA, · a. 

. :translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which 
is, presumably, lost. See VYAKARA:?jA-MAHA
:SASTRA-SARASVAT1-VYAKAR� A-VJ;tTTI
.PRAKRIY A-CATURA-NAM.A. 

BRDA-5PROD,-PA PA-�1-NIHI MDO, a transla
tion into ',l'ibetan 'from a Sanskrit te:xi( which is, pre

: sumably, lost. See PA�INI-VYAKAR�A
. S'OTRA. 

BREATHING is one of the forty subjects of medi
tation and is grouped among the ten- recollections 
�anussati) according to Pali sources, wherj:l88 it is a 

stunably, lost. . See VYUTPATTI. 

BRGYAD BRGYAD DRUG-CU · RTSA·BSHIJ;II . 
RNAL-I;IBYOR-MA RNAMS-KYI : GTOR-MAI;II · 

CHO-GA SHES-BY A-BA, a translation into Tibetan 
from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. 
·see A!;l'f.A�'fAKENA-CATUI.I�Af;ITHI-YOGINI. 
BALIVIDill-NAMA. 

BRGYA LS'A-BCU-P.I\ SHES-BYA-BAIJI BSTOD
PA, a translation into Tibetan from a. Sanskrit. text . 
which is, presumably, lost. Se� SATAP ANCA • 
SATKA-NAMA-STOTRA . 

BRGYA-LNA-BCU-PA SHES·BYA-BAIJI . BSnOD 
PAIJI :{IGREL-PA, a. translation into Tibetan from 
a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. See 
SA TAP A:&CASATKA-NAMA�STOTRA-TIKA. 

BRGYUD-PA SNIN-GI SGRON-MA, a translation 
into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, pre· 
sumably, lost� See AMNA.YASi\RA-PRADIPA • . 

B\lHADRATHA, name of a ya.�a. referred to in the 
Mahiimay-Uri (v. 22) 8.a a resident of Kaliilga. In · 
the quasi-historical a.ccQunts of the Hindus, 88 pre-
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served in the Epic traditions, the term Brhadratha. 
<>ccui's as an epithet of Dui:yodhana. 

BJ;lHASPATI, ( 1 )  name of a king, descendant of 
ASoka. (Divy. p. 433) .  

BJ;lHASPATI,(2) name of a ya�a mentioned in the 
Maha;may'ii.ri (BHS. II, p. 402). 

BJ;lHASPATIGUPTA, a former Buddha 
_ mentioned in a list of former Buddhas under whom 
Sakyamuni acquired merit while in the eighth 
bhfuni (Mhvu. I, p. 138). 

Bl;lHATPHALA, meaning 'having great fruition', 
the name of a class of gods in the fourth jha.na plane 
of the rilpadlu'Uu heavens, according to Euddhist 
Sanskrit literature. There they are referred to as 
of the third grade in that plane, although their Pali 
correspondents are held, in 'l'heravii.da literature, to 
be the first of these classes, the Asa.iiftasatta and 
Suddhaviiaa gods being superior. See further 
VEHAPPliALA. 

B. J. 

BRITAIN, · BU))DHISM IN. Buddhism was born in 
North·East . India in the 6th Century B.C. Before 
long 1he Teaching reached North-West India, where 
there were contacts with Europe. In the 3rd Cen
tury B.C. the Emperor Asoka. became the ruler of all 
India, and as a converted Buddhist became the 
world 1s - greatest Buddhist king. It is on record 
that he sent emissaries North-West to the dominions 
of Antiochus, which have been identified as includ
ing Syria, Egypt, Macednoia, Cyrena and the 
Epirus, but there is no satisfactory evidsnce that 
such emissaries left any record of their stay. But 
trade l'outes existed through Bactria to Europe, and 
stories, to be later found in Aesop and La Fontaine, 
percolated from East to West at an early date. 

Little more was heard of Buddhism in Europe 
until a successi�n of self-dedicated western scho
lars working in the East began to translate scrip
tures, Buddhist as well as Hindu, into some Euro- . 
pean tongues, from which in due course translations 
were made into English. One of the first of such 
scholars was the Hungarian Csoma de Koros ( 1784-
1842) who spent most of his life in North India and 
gave us our first knowledge of the Tibetan scrip
tures with a Tibetan-English grammar and die-

tionary. About the same time Brian Hodgson, who 
served t.he British Government twenty years in 
Nepal, made an enormous cullection of Sanskrit 

palm-leaf manuscripts, and presenLed them for 

translation to various of the world's libraries. His 
Sketr;h of Buddhism from the Buddha ScriptureB of 
Nepal appeared in the J oumal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society for 1830. Amongst those who worked on 
Hodgson's l\ISS was the Frenchman, Eugene · 
Burnouf, whose L'Introduction a l'Histoire du 

Bouddhisme I ndien was one of the ·first and finest 
text-books on the subject. 

In 1850 appeared Spence Hardy's Eastern Mona
chism, the first detailed account of the Buddhist 

- Sangha or brotherhood, and in 1 853 his Manual of 
Buddhism, translated from the Sinhalese. 

In 1855 appeared at Copenhagen, Fausboll's ver
sion of the Dhammapada in Pali, with a Latin 
translation, the first complete Pali work to be pub· 
lished in the West. In 1871 Samuel Beal's Catena 
of Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese laid open _ 
Chinese Buddhism to Western inspection, and in 
1878 W. W. Rockhill published the first life of the . 

_ Buddha in English, this from Tibetan sources. · By 
this date there was sufficient material for popular . 
text-books to be compiled and three appeared 
within three years. In 1 878 was published Prof. 
T. W. Rhys David's Buddhism, being " A Sketch of · 
the Life and Teachings of Gautama, the Buddha ". 
This, like so many early works on Buddhism, was . · 
published by a Christian organisation; and indeed 
mauy of those who first made Buddhism known to 
the West were missionaries anxious to understand 
the religions to whose adherents they were bringing 
the younger message of Christianity. On the heels 
of this, still one of the best text-books of Bud
dhism in print, came the most popular of sll, Sir 
Edwin Arnold's The Light of Asia. Composed, as 
the author said, " in the brief intervals of days 
without leisure ", it was based on the Lalita- · 
vistara; a 5th Century work, which was influenced 
by both the major schools of Buddhism. It has 
probably interested more English-speaking people 
in Buddhism than any oth13r work yet written� In 
1881 came the first edition of H. S. Olcott's The 
Buddhist Catechism, compiled in the first place to · 
prov ide the children of Ceylon with their own 

- · 
religion in compendious form. The work of _ 
Colonel Olcott, founding President of the Theos9-
phica1 Society, for the revival of Buddhism in 
Ceylon is beyond the ambit of this article, but this 
Catechism has sold in enormous quantities in the 
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West as in the East, and ranks with Rhys David's 
B-udtlhism and The Light of Asia as a formr.tive 
influence on Buddhism in the Brit,ish Isles. 

In 1875 appeared A Dictionary of the Pali 

Language by R. C. Childers. This, a y01mg man's 
work signle-handed, helped to inspire T. W. Rhys 
Davids to found in 1881 the Pali Text Society, 
which, carried on after his death by his widow 
Caroline Rhys Davids and after her by its present 
P.resident, (Dr. Miss} I. B .  Horner, has made avail
able in English the

. 
vast Canon of the Theravada 

School, and it is noteworthy that .this was accom
plished before any of the countries adhering to that 
School bad made the Canon kn·own to their own 
people in their own tongue. Abont the same time 
Frederich Max . Muller began his ' Sacerd Books 

of the East ' series, the . last and forty-ninth 
volume of which was published in 1894. Of 

· these, ten are · on Buddhism; and they were 
followed by 'The Sacred Books of the 
Buddhists', whic)l include the well-known Dialogues 
of _the Budd�. At the turn cif the century the 
Americans entered the fil=M with .the Harvard. · 
Oriental S�r�, edited· by C. R:_ Lanman, the most 
famous of whic�. is

·
:Buddhism · in Traft.9lati0ns by · 

H. C. W atren, the first and still the largest digest or 
compendiUm of the Pali scriptures in English. 

By 1900, then, the scene was set in England for 
the appearance of Buddhism as a way of lifA for a 
thinking Englishman. Two non-Buddhist organi
sations helped to prepare the English mind for this 
phenomenon. The first was the- Theosophical 
movement, founded in New York in 1875 by H. P. 
Blavatsky. Trained in Tibet, this great teacher 
and writer published at the request· of those who 
taught her an outline of what was described as " The 
accumulat-ed wisdom of tho" ages ", the Wisdom of 
which all religions and other forms of spiritual 
teaching are partial expositions given to mankind 

· as and when the world has "need of them. Herself 
trained as a Buddhist� she publicly took Paiuril in 
Ceylon in 1880 with Colonel Olcott. Her later 
writings, notably The Secret Doctrine, are full of the 
deeper teachings of Buddhism, while The Voice of 
the Silence consistB of collated fragments translated 
from The Book of the Golden Precepts which is 
studied in the esoteric schools of Tibet. These two 
w.orks, the one a. vast treatise on cosmogenesis and 
anthropogenesis, and the other provided for 'the 
few real mystics in the The�sophical Society',' have 
influenced English religious thought, and thfl nu-

merous Lodges of the Society have not only. taught 
Buddhist principles but welcomed Buddhist 
speakE-rs and books on the subject as part of their 
study. But if this movement was a seed-carrier, 
the Rationist-Et.hical movement helped to break up 
the hard soil of Victorian . scientific and religious 
dogma. By opening the field of religion to rational 
analysis, and that of science to human morality, the 
double movement prepared the way for Buddhist 
teaching, which is scientific and rational while at the 
same time proclaiming the highest ethics without 
the need of the personal and yet immortal God. 

The scene being set, the principal actor appeared. 
Allan Bennett was born in London in 1872. In 
1890 he read The Light of Asia and was immediately 

. converted to its principles. · He studied the Bud
dhist Scriptures deeply and when, in 1898, he· 
needed a warm climate ·for his health he went to 
· Ceylon, and there continued his studies at the feet 
of a Buddhist teacher. He formed the idea. of 
eading a. Buddhist Mission to England, and with 
thi.'3 end in view went to Burma, where on the Full . 
Moon of May, 1902, he took the robe as a bhikkhu, 
and assumed the name of Ananda Maitr�:>ya, which 
he later changed to the Pali form, Ananda Metteyya. 
He formed an International Buddhist · Society in 
Rangoon, . with himself as .Secretary-General, and 
founded as its organ the illustrated . quarterly, 
Buddhism, which for size and quality has never been 
surpassed among Buddhist journals. One of the
first to read the first issue in England was-J. F. M. 
Kechnie, a Scotsman who promptly joined the new
bhikkhu in Rangoon and later took the robe as the 
Bhikkhu Sila.cara. 

:Meanwhile, in 1905, 'England's first Buddhist',. 
R. J. Jackson, also read The Light of Asia, and with 
a friend began to speak on Buddhism at open-air
meetings in Regent's Park. Hearing of the pro
posed visit of Ananda. Mette:yya, the two men 
opened a Buddhist Bookshop near the British 
Museum, where lectures were given at the back of 
the shop. Meanwhile a Society was bemg formed 
to prepare the way for the Mission. It was called 
the Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 
wit.h Professor Rhys Davids as first President, and. 
held its first meeting in London on November 3rd 
1907. A Oonstitutipn was drafted; modelled on the · 
Rangoon Society of which it was officially a Branch, 
and accommodation arranged near London for the 
bhikkhu. On April 23rd, 1908, the ship carrying 
the Mission, consisting of Mrs. ID� Oung, who was 
paying the expenses, her son, Mr. �a. IDa Oung and 
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JUs wife, and the Venerable Ananda Mett-eyya, 
berthed in the London Docks. 

The bhik.khu was thirty-six, graceful and dignified 
.and the yellow robe of the Sangha gave him that 
.air of the exotic which has always fascinated the 
Londoner. But the robe had its disadvantages, 
for the rules laid down for the Order proved a grave 
inconvenience in Western life. A bhik.khu must 
1ive in a house with no women, eat but one meal a 
day and that before noon, and not handle money. 
More. serious, however, was the English bhik.khu's 
poor health. He was a chronic asthmatic, and in 
those days only drugs could enable him to carry on 
.his work. · And for all his burning zeal and fine 
knowledge of the Dhamma he was not a good 
·speaker, most of his speeches being read. But in 
the six months allotted to the Mission a good deal 
was done. Friends were made, enquiries answered, 
and, literature prepared and distributed. Then the · 
bhikkhu left again for Burma .with his good friend 
.Dr. Ernest Rost. The Society was left to carry on. 

Its major work was in its publications, notably 
The Buddhist Review, a qUarterly which r!m from 
January, 1909 to January, 1922. The numbers of 
persons ·who hear a message at lectures is small 
compared with those who may . be reached by 
literature, and the power today of the Buddhist 
Society, the successor of the first Society, is largely 
in its publications, and in particular in its· Journal, 
The Middle Way. A high quality of authorship was 
maintained throughout the life of The Buddhist 
Review, contributors including, besides Ananda 

.Metteyya, Captain Ellam, its first Editor, Dr. Rhys 
Davids and Mrs. Rhys Davids, Francis Payne, 
Howell Smith, later Editor, Professor Edmund Mills 
F.R.S., the Vice President, and from abroad, 
Dr. D. T. Suzuki, Mme David-Nee!, and Anagarika 
Dharmapala and D. B. (later Sir Don Baron) Jaya
tilaka. The membership of the Society was . 
strengthened by the patronage of the King of Siam ; 
the Maharajah of Sikkim and the Earl of Max
borough became additional Vice-Presidents, and 
substantial help was given throughout its life by 
Dr. W. A. de Silva of Ceylon. 

Then came the first world war. Ananda Met
teyya returned from Burma in time to spend it in 
England, but he was a very sick man. In 1917, 
when the fortunes of the movement were at a low 
ebb, he roused the dormant Society to fresh activity, 
and so enabled it to survive the war, but when it 

· ended many of its original members had died or left 

London, and in 1922 the end of the effort was in 
sight. In 1923 Kegan Paul published The Wisdom 
of the Aryas, Ananda Metteyp1's only major work, 
and in March 1923 he died. 

From this date onwards I can speak from personal 
observation. In 1 918 at the age of ' 17, I read 
Ananda Coomaraswamy's Buddha and the GoBpel of 
Buddhism, and thereafter accepted Buddhism as 
my Way of life, In 1920 I joined the Theosophical 
Society, and have remained .a close student of the 
works of H. P. Blavatsky and the writings of those . 
who taught her. I waa not surprised, therefore, to 
learn that · the revival of Buddhism in Ceylon, the 
directed energies of the Anagii.rika Dharmapa.Ia, 
founder of the Maha Bodhi Society, and the active 
Buddhist movement in England, were alike to a 
large extent the product of Theosophy. 

Mter the collapse of the first Society the move
merit. was· saved by a long series of lectures on Bud
dhism at the Essex Hall, Strand, by Francis Payne. 
I attended some of them, and got to know the 
lecturer. who, from the regular att_enda.nts in the 
audience, founded the London . Buddhist League. 
On November 19th, 1924, the Buddhist Lodge of the 
Theosophical Society waa born, with :myself as Pre- · 
sident and Miss Aileen Faulkner, later my wifo, as . 
Hon. Secretary. A founding member was A. 0; . 
March, the founder in 1926 of Buddhism in Engla"nd, · 
which was in 1943 renamed The Middle Way. A 
Shrine Room was opened to the public in Lancaster· 
Gate, not far from Marble Arch, and widely used. 
Literature was printed, and on the Full Moon of 
May, 1925, the festival of Wesak was. celebrated by 
the London Buddhist League and the Buddhist 
Lodge, some 150 persons being present. 

On September 27th, 1925, the Anagarika Dharma
pals of Ceylon, one of the greatest figures in modem 
.Buddhism, arrived in London to form a branch of 
the Maha Bodhi Society, which he had founded in · 
Calcutta in 1891. This branch, first with a house at 
Ealing and later in a large building near Regents 
Park, continued with lectures, classes and its own 
publication, The Briti.sh Buddhist, later The Wheel, 
until 1939, and, working harmoniously with the 
Buddhist Lodge, later the Buddhist Society, did ·· · 
much to further the work of the movement m 
England. 

J;n 1926 the Lodge seceded from the Theosophical 
Society on the grounds that its then leaders were no 
longer faithful to the Theosophy as given to the 
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world by H. P. Blavatsky, and under the same im
pulse of independence the Society prodnced its own 
Buddhist text-book, What is Bu.dclhism ? which was 
published by the Society in 1928. This, as its suc
cessor, Concentration and Med·itation, sold steadily 
for twenty-five years, and the latter is on sale today. 

In 1928 tln:ee bhikkhus from Ceylon arrived at 
the British Maha Bodhi Society, the leader of whom, 

· · the Ven. Parawabii.ra V ajira;fiii.J.la, remained to take 
. his Ph. D. at Cambridge University. 

In September, 1934, the first European Buddhist 
Congress was held for two days at the Mission, 
organised hy Dn.ya Hcwavitaranr., the nephew of 
the Anagarika Dharmapa.la. Those who attended 
from abroad included Professor Edmund Privat, the 
great Esperantist, Miss Bertha Dahlke from 
Germany and Miss Lounsbery from France. . In 
1935, the Society published .A Buddhist Biblio
graphy, compiled over many years by A. C. March. 
It contained over 2,000 books and articles on Bud
dhism in English, and with five annual supplements 
must be the basis of any further attempts at such a. 
task. Thereafter, Mr. March handed over Bud
dhism in England, soon to beoome The Middle Way, 
to Alan Watts, then just twenty, whose firs_t work,. 
1.7he Spirit of Zen, was written when he was 
ninet�en. 

So far the Buddhism of London was thatthe of 
Thera.v:�a, with Ceylon tl8 it-s dominant influence. 
Then suddenly the complementary influence of the 
Mahayana. or Northern School of Buddhism arrived, 
in the written works of Dr. D. T. Suzuki on Zen 
Buddhism and in the �ersonality ·of the Ven. Tai '!'he year 1936 was eventful for the World Con-

Hsii of China. Dr. · Suzuki's Essay� in Zen Bud- gress of Faiths, the first of its kind to be held :;�inca-
the Parliament of ·Religions in Chicago in 1891. · Sir· 

dhism (First Series), was soon followe_d_ by many Francis Younghusband was in the Chair, and Bud-more, �d these wo�ks, strangely enough, were dhist speakers included Professor D. T. Suzuki, 
almost the first indication to the general publi� of Dr. G. P. Malalasekera, who had spoken a.t Wesak 

· the existence of the Mahayii.na, whose range, in Meetmgs in the twenties, and Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, 
subj�t and geographical area, is so much : larger newly elected to the Spalding Ch�ir of Eastern Reli-

. than that of the older school. The Ven. Tai Hsii, · gions and Ethics. at Oxford University. Many or 
the greatest figure in· Chinese Buddhism of modem: these attended the Society, as · well as Miss Louns- . 
timei!, �e· to Europe on· only ,a short visit, but bery, Count

. 
Wachtmeister, who the next year pro� during it asked the Society to form a London Com- duced his Buddhist Opera, Prince Siddharlha, Ch'u mittee of his International Buddhist Union. This 

Ta-Kao, t.hen at work on our next publication, the· was done, though little came of it, and no success 
first translation of the Tao Te Ching by a Chinesa has attended any such effort to found an · inter-

national body until the formation in 1950, by into English, and the Ven. Dr. P. Vajiraiiii.I).a. who, 
· Dr. G. P. Mal8lasekera. and others, of the World on attaining his Doctorate, returned to Ceylon and 

Fellowship of Buddhists. But this great man was · became one of the leading figures in Sinhales& 
instrumental in founding in Paris in January, 1929, Buddhism. 
Les Amis du Bouddhisme, under the leadership of 
Miss Constant Lounshary. Then came the second world war. The Mission. 

closed down ; the Society carried on although, when 
The nineteen thirties was a period . of quiet ex- the· bombing of London was at its height, no meet-

. pansion for the work of the two existing societies, . ings -were held in the evenings. With the increase 
the British Maba. Bodhi Society at 41, Gloucester ·. · of suffering more men t�cd to the Dhamma which · 
Road, N.W. I, and . the Buddhist Society a.t the = ejq>lains its caus� and cri.re,, and the Wesak meeting 
home of my wife and myself', first at St. George's on the Full Moon of May, 1940, was one of the largest 
Road in Westminister, where we lived when marri�d ever held in London. The Bhikkhu U Thittila or 
in 1927, and then at 37 South Eaton Place, near Burma made his first appearance, and in the years 
Victoria Station. The leaders of the J\olission, as the to come became the Librarian of the Society and its. 
former was called, included Francis Payne, B. L. · principal speaker. Mr. C. Jinarajadasa, President . 
Broughton and Capt. H. M. N. Hardy D.S.O. who of the Theosophical Society, who · had given the · 
later became a leader of Buddhism in Switzerland. Buddhist Lodge its Charter. in 1924, attended, and 
Two Indian-born but Ceylon-trained bhikkhus the speakers included MiBB Clare Cameron, who waa 
came to the Mission for a while in 1932, the Ven. Editor of The .Middle Way from 1938 to 1948. In 
Rihula Ssilkrityii.yims and the Ven. Anands December, 1940, the premises of C. Arthur Sanders, 
Kau8alyana. printers for the Society for seventeen years, were 

. i 
l j 

. �) 
. · · :l ' '; 
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completely destroyed by fire, and with them all 
stocks of our publications, and in April, 1 941,  the 
then home of the Society in South Eaton Place was 
heavily damaged by a land-mine and···thc 'Shrine 
Room wrecked. But W esak was celebrated on 
May 12th with a large attendance, including two 
well known Buddhist writers, Sir Hari Singh Gour 
and John Blofeld, later to provide the Society with 
translations of Chinese classics for its publishing 
department. 

In 1943, we were already planning for the post-war 
period. For the first time we took premises for the 
Society, . at 101 Great Russell Street, near the 
British Museum. The Society became The Bud
dhist Society ; Buddhism in England became The 
Middle Way ; The Library, gathered from many 
sources including books sent for r�view, was en
t4'ely reorganised with a new book-plate, and mem
bership steadily increased. By now the position of 
the Society in London life was firmly established. · 
Kept rigidly free from politics of any kind, it had 
the confidence of the Government as a source of 
Buddhist information ; kept as rigidly free of all 
sectarianism, it belonged to no one school, IIDd was 
open to all interested in the study and practice of 
Buddhism ; and as the oldest and largest· Buddhist 
organisation in Europe it was the meeting place, as 
it is today, for Buddhists passing tlu:ough London. 
But the war had disrupted communications, and it 
was most fortunate that early in 1 946 I was asked to 
attend the War Trials in Japan. In my jou.-.fiey 
round the world I was able to pick up a great many 
pre-war contacts and to make many more, as well as 
collecting a large sum of money in Burma for Bud· 
dhist publications by the Society. In the course of 
the journey I presented to many organisations in 
Buddhist countries 'Twelve Principles of Buddhism' 
which had been compiled by the Society in 1945 for 
the use of the casual enquirer. This document 
attempts to compress into a single sheet of paper 
the principles common to all schools of Buddhisii), 
and has appeared in sixteen l�nguages. Approved 
by many with disapproval as to detail by some, it at 
least provides the basis for international adoption 
for the future, particularly for the use of the World 
Fellowship of Buddhists. 

On my return from the East I used the capital 
given me in Burma to publish many new works and , 
reprints of old ones. These included a new version 
of The Diamond SiUra by Arnold Price, the Huang 
Po Doctrine of Universal Mind, translated by John 
Bloefld, and the Essence of Buddhism by Dr. Suzuki, 
being the substance of two lectures delivered to the 

1 3. S.P.C. 93896 . 

Emperor of Japan in 1946. The Society was again! 
reorganised, with a professional General Secretary · 
in Miss Joan Pope, and an annually elected Council· 
of twelve. 

As already explained, the Society has always. 
maintained 'a Middle Way' between the various. 
schools, and it had fr6m its earliest days worked for · 
the foundation in London of a. Vihara. or permanent. 
centre for members of the Sangha of any school. 
But in 1 948 Mrs. A. Rant thought it right to found 
a new organisation, the Buddhist Vihara Society in. 

· England, to further this end, and partly due to its: 
efforts a V.ihara at 10 Ovington Gardens was. 
opened in 1954. By this date, nearly thirty years 
after the arrival of .banda. M:etteyya, the tinle was. 
ripe for great expansion and it was achieved in an 
unexpected way • . In 1951 Penguin Books Ltd. · 
published the first forty thousand copies of BiuJ. 
dhism, a. book which I had been commissioned to 
write for the Pelican series by A. S. M. Glover, a. 
Director who -was also a member of the Society. 
The success ofthis work !iurprised the publishers as · 

much as the Society, and its sale to date of 350,000 
copies is a. measure of the growing interest · in 
England in Buddhism. At the same time new 
Buddhist Groups were founded, Cambridge, Brigh
ton and Edinburgh, and although some· soon becam& 
moribund, the work of the English Bhikkhu Ka.pila- · 
vaddho, who worked with the Society in founding 
many of these units, was not in vain. A Buddhist. 
Summer School was held in Oxford \n 1952 or" 
ganised by the Manchester Society, and this gather
ing, organised from London, has now become an · 
annual eve:O.t, with a hundred and fifty members 
attending from all over Europe. 

In 1 956 the Buddhist Society acquired its own 
premises, a long lease of a. lf.ld'ge, well-built bouse at 58-
Eccleston Square, near Victoria station, and sub-let . 
part of it to provide a. substantial income; . Its own 
premises include a large Lecture Hall, a. Library in . 
which classes are held in the evening, office accommo· 
dation, and a. shrine room for silent meditation. 

In the midst of the move all London Buddhists 
celebrated Buddha J ayanti, beginning with an 
}ljstoric meeting at Ceylon House where the rep· · 
resentatives in London of all Buddhist countries 
met and were photographed. A special article in 
The Times, a talk on the B.B.C., the showing of 
Buddhist films and a. crowded W esak Meeting, to. 
gether with an Exhibition of Tibetan Art and & 
special issue of The Middle Way, with a most dis-

.. 
. i.; 
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·tinguished list of contributors, were together pre· 
'lude to the largest Summer School yet held, a 
·series of public meetings at the Caxton Hall, and 
· the departure for Nepal and India of five delegates 
from the Sooiety to the 7th Conference of the 
·world Fellowship of Buddhists in Katmandu. At 
India's celebration of Buddha Jayanti, which 
followed, our members were guests of the Indian 
<Government. 

In the autumn, Dr. Suz�i paid his laat visit to 
London and the Society made the most of it. In 
-the same year Dr. Shinichi.,Hisamatsu, but one of 

. ·many Zen Roshis � visit England, p�;�Ssed through 
London, and Professor Sohaku Ogata of Kyoto 
:arrived on a long visit as a ·guest of the Society. He 
:attended the Summer Schools and later reorgnised 
the Zen Class of the Society to accord with the pro· 

cedure in a Rinzai school Zen-do. It has often 
lle.ppened that visitors should come in this way, a 
number from Ceylon or Thailand or Japan or Tibet, 
·always adding by their visit sometrung of the rich 
complexity of our �derstanding of the vast· field of 
Buddhism. 

Suice 1908 the need has been felt in England of a 
Buddhist Vibara, in the sense of a. house where 
Buddhist monks would Eve and keep the Rules, and 
teach both doctrine and meditation to aU who 
wished to attend. The first Vihara. was that in 
connection with the British Maha Bodhi Society, 
founded by the Anaga.rika Dharmapa.Ia in Hamp
stead in 1928. This was closed at the outbreak of 
war in 1939. In 1954 a Vihii.ra. was opened by 
monks from Ceylon in Knightsbridge, later moving 
to Chiswick, and in 1966 the King of Thailand 
opened the Buddhapadadipa Vihii.ra at East Sheen. 

Meanwhile, in 1954 an Englishman took the robe 
in Bangkok as the Bhikkhu Kapilavaddho, and back 
in London founded in 1956 the English Sangha 
Association. He soon after left the Order, and it 
was not until l963 that premises were bought by the. 
English Sangha Trust at 129 and 131 Haverstock 
Hill, N.W. 3. No. 131 was opened on 28th October, 
1962, ·as the Hampstead Buddhist VihB.ra, the house 
ne� door, divided into :B.ats, providing a sub
stantial income. 

· · · ' For many years there was difficulty in finding the 
Such an infiux �f infiuence came after the Chinese · right Englishman· to act as Incum�ent, but now the 

invasi9n of Tibet in. 1959, which drove the �alaj .Bhikkhti Kapilavaddho, who re-entered the Order, 
Lama .and some 75,000 Tibetans ' into e4ile, for ·it .: . working in close ·conjunction With the Buddhapa· 
·released a number of · high-ranking Lamas whose dadipa Viha.ra at East Sheen, has bi.rilt up a group of 
-scholarship and experience in Buddhist meditation Bhikkhus able to give full ordination to others, and 
'beCa.me for the first time available to all. This if this can be maintained so will the English branch 
bappy side to the deliberate destruction of Bud- of the Sangha . . 
·dhism in Tibet was reflected in London in the 
'formation of the Tibet Society, �on to be found 
.premises in our own headquarters, and many mem

. 'bers of the Buddhist Society immediately joined it. 
'The presence in London of the German-born Lama 
·Govhida and· his book, Foundations of Tibetan 
Mysticism helped to maintain interest, coinciding as 
it did with Helm.utt Ho�'s The Religion of 
'Tibet. Two years later the Dalai Lama agreed to 
become the Society's Patron, an honour not ac
corded to any Buddhist organisation other than his 
-own. In 1962 I made a tour of Tibetan centres in 
India at his request, ending up with a visit to his 
.home in Dharmassla to make my report on what I 
found. 

It seems clear that a branch of the Tibetan Order 
will soon be established in the &itish Isles, for the 
'Tibetan Vih&.ra at Se.mye Ling in Scotland will soon 
be capable of producing fully-fledged Gelong, the 
-equivalent rank of bhikkhu, and a Longdon head-
-quarters is envisaged. 

As the fortieth anniveniary of the Society drew 
near there was a sudden increase in the number of 
Buddhist groups in the provinces, and there are now 
some twenty-five, collectively strong enough to hold 
provincial conferences of their own. Group Con· 

· ferences are held periodically in London and at the 
Summar School. 

The fortieth anniversary of the Buddhist. Society 
was. celebrated with due publicity, and a wide 
appeal, organised by Mrs. Carlo Robins, then Edltor 
of the Middle Way, raised sufficient funds to release 
it from debt and to place it on a sound financial 

· . footing. 100 Treasures of the Buddhist Society was 
published to form a catalogue of one of the best 
collectiolll;i of Buddhist art in private ·hands in 
England. Visitors included the Queen of Bhutan 
and the Ven. Sangharakshita Sthavira, newly re
turned from India, where he had taken the Robe in 
1950 and founded a. Vihii.ra. in Kalimpong. 

. ·� 

,. . ' 
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Back in London the sthavira was appointed In
cumbent of the Hampstead Vibara, and on leaving 
this appointment in 1 967 founded 'The Friends of 
the Western Sangha'. Its spe�ia.l aim was to create 
the nucleus of a Western Buddhist Order which 
would include laymen and laywomen who had 
taken the Upasaka ordination or its equivalent in 
other branches of the Order. 

During his four years stay in London as High 
Commissioner for Ceylon Dr. G. P. Malalasekera ' 
Founder of the World Fellowship of Buddhists, did 
all in his power to foster the cause of the Dhamma 
lecturing at a large number of Buddhist organise.� 
tiona and acting as the spokesman for Buddhism in 
high places. When he left in December 1966 to re
organise the Universities of Ceylon, a party given 
him by London Buddhists expressed their apprecia· 
tion of their collective loss. In the same year, how
ever, we had our most distinguished visitors. On 
the 14th September we had the privilege of enter- · 
taining at the Society's headquarters the King and 
Q�een of Thailand. This was the climax of nearly 
sixty years of friendship between the Buddhists of 
Thailand and England, and their Majesties, after a 
photograph to mark this unique event, seemed loath 
to le�ve. 

As the Diamond Jubilee, or sixtieth anniversary 
of Buddhism in England di-ew near, attempts were 
made to assess the position of the movement in the 
cultural life of the country, and the present writer's 
is only one such attempt. Both position and trend 
are difficult to gauge. All schools are now pre
sented, and none dominates the field. The Bud
dhist Society is the largest and oldest association, 
and there were two vihii.ra.s, There are in addition 
some twenty-five Buddhist Groups of various per
suasion in London and the provinces. But the 

. English public will never confine itself to any one 
school nor to any one organisation. N�r can it be . 

. said with certainty what school of Buddhism, if any, 
will take the lead. There will always be those who 
favour the Theravii.da, aa practised today in Ceylon, 
Burma and Thailand. Its practical, ethical and 
somewhat puritan flavour suits a. corresponding 
need in the English character, and there will always 
be those entirely content with it. But many will 
favour the warm and more expansive range of the 
Mahayana, which has been the inspiration of some 
of the world's greatest art and poetry, and appeals 

· to the complementary facets of the English mind. 
Yet others, and they are rapidly increasing in 
numbers, prefer Zen Buddhism. Ever since the 
writings of Dr. D. T. Suzuki began to flow into 

London in 1927 there have been those to whom its 
direct, immediate approach to Enlightenment, with 
the minimum use of Scripture, ritual or any other 
aid, has made immediate appeal. 

Tibetan Buddhism, now organised for the first 
time in the hands of Tibetan scholars from Tibet, 
is acquiring its own devotees, and there is a slowly 
growing body of scholars and practising Buddhists 
interested in what is sometimes called 'Indian 
Buddhism' of the Prsjiiapii.rsmita literature, which. 
does not lend itself to the organisation of any school. 

But the Western mind is eclectic, picking from 
the vast array of Buddhist principles those which it 
likes, and although there will always be groups of 
students attached to one or more of the various 
schools, it is the behaviour of the thinking public as 
a whole which will largely determine the future of 
Buddhism in England. This blurring of distinc· 

· tiona and blending of principles has always been in
creased by the fact that the spread of Buddhism in 

·\he West has from the start been made by literature. 
While meetings interest hundreds, books are read by 
th()usa.nds. FeW public libraries are not now well 
provided with works on Buddhism, and the sale of 
literat'!ll"e i$·shown by the number of new works re
viewed in each issue in the Mid.dk. .. Way, and the 
very rapid rise in the sale of books st. sit Buddhist 
Societies. 

· 

From time to time the press demand to know the · 
number of Buddhists in England, and the answer is 
ever the same, that no one knows and no one ever 
will know. Buddhism in the West is a. way of indi
vidual life rather than a matter of collective activity, 
ana many a man.who treads the Way does not tell 
his dearest friend of his private interest. It is 
enough to say that Buddhism is now established as 
a formative principle, though of immea.sursble im
portance, in the Western collective thought. How 
it develops in the futUre will depend partly on the 
action taken by the leaders of the new generation, 
and partly on the use made by · the collective 
Western mind of the truths and values which Bud
dhism makes available to those in need of them. It 
has become a platitude to say that Western thought . 
is in the melting pot, and that religion, science, psy
chology and what may vaguely be called social 
science are alike changing rapidly, in themselves 
and in relation to each other. Into this cauldron of 
ideas the basic principles of the Buddhs-Dhsmma 
in their wide variety but common essence are being 
daily added. Three factors, if one interprets the 
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present trend correctly, may help to influence ine 
IJ,ew relationship. First, Buddhist teaching makes 
for synthesis. However its various schools may 
differ on emphasis, Buddhism is a whole, and the 
departments for human endeavour so widely divided 
in the West, such as metaphysics, philosophy, psy
chology, mysticism and morality are ill: the East 
regarded totally, and as so many facets of one 
Tntth. ThiS is a recent tendency in the West, when 

. the truths discovered in physics, astronomy, philo
sophy arid religion . are more and more regarded as 
the same truths in different clothing. Secondly, 
Buddhist teaching makes for the most complete 
tolerance known in the history of human thought. 
Never ill the long history of Btiddhim.n has_ any man 
been persecuted, mu:ch less killed for unorthodox 
beliefs, and in the absence of any authority for what · 
is and what is not Buddhism, each. and every man is 
encouraged · to seek the truth within. Buddhism 

BRTAN;.PAI;II I;IKHOR-LOI;II S GRUB-PA I;II 
THABS, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 

· text which is, presumably, lost. See STHIRA-' 
OAKRA-SADHANA. 

. 

BRTAN-PAi;lf J,IKHOR-LO SGRUB-THABS, a 
translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which 
is, presumably, lost. See STHIRA-CA.KRA
SADHANA . 

BSAD-PA BDUD-RTSII;II GSO-BA SHES-BYA-BA, 
a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text 
which is, presumably, lost. See MARA�ARYA
M�TA-NAMA. 

B�AGS-PAJ,II BSTOD-PA, a translation into Tibe. 
tan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost; 
See DESANAsTAVA. 

knows no Saviour, and even 'Buddhas do but point B�AGS-PA�I BSTOD-PA�I J:IGRE�PA:,, a trans
the w'ay' .  Such tolerance is alien to the Weste� lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, 
mmd, and makes a. great impression on all who re8.d. presumably, lost. See DESANAsTAVA-VJ;tTTI. · 
it. 'Thirdly, as Buddhism lays stress qn the indi . . . · 
vjdual, it �nds .to .attr�t all those who rega.rd.a8 ]lSAM-GTAJf-GYI . CHOS DRUG RNAM-PAR 

evil the :�ttempts of. the State. or �ny. organi�tion . . 
GSBAG-PA, a trimslstion into Tibetan from a 

within it to shackle the minds of its members with ; Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. See · · 
dogma �f any·kind; As auch, �Buddhi�m. ·may. ·yet ·. DffYi\ij:A-SADDHAR�fA-vYAVASTB:A.NA. 
have a part to play in the future of Western thought. · 

If not comparable with that played in the East it BSAM�GTAN-GYI CHOS DRUG RNAM-PAR 
GSHAG-PAl;U I;IGREL-PA; a translation into Ttbe- ' may, of all extant religions, the most easily blend 

with the present trends of science, psychology and 
sociology and form the basis of the new "religion " 

-for the future. 

T. C. H. 

BRJED-BYED-KYI GDON-LAS THAR-BAR-BYED
PAI;II MAN-NAG, a translation into Tibetan from 
a Sw;tSkrit text which is, presumably, lost. See 
APASMARAGRAHA-NIRMOCAKOPADESA. 

BRTAG CIN GTAN-LA-I;IBEBS-PAI;II RAB�TU
DBYE-BA. a Tibetan text refe�ed to in TM. 
No. 4437, as . occUrring in the S�-t._qhogs 
(miscellaneous workS) section of the Tengy'ur. The 
text does not appear .in the TT. collection. The 
authorship of the work is attributed to Sbyin-pal).i 
dbaii-po (Danen,dra). 

. I. K. 

BRTAN-PAI;II J:IKHOR-LOI;II CHO-GA, a trans-· 
lation into ·Tibetan from a Sanskrit · text which is' 
presumably, lost. See STHIRA-CAKRA-BHA· 
VANA. 

tan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost, 
See DHYANA-SADDHARMA-VYAVASTHANA- . 
V�TTI. 

BSAM-GTAN-GYI PHYI-MA RIM-PAR-PHYE-BA. · 
a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text 
which is, presumably, lost. See DRY ANOTTARA
PA'fALA.KRAMA. 

BSAM-GTAN-GYI SGRON-MA SHES-BYA-BAI;II · 
MAN-:&AG, a translation into Tibetan from a Sans
krit text which is, presumably, lost. �e DRY A. · · 
NADIPA-NAMA-UPADESA. 

BSAM-GTAN-i.A I:IJUG-PA BSDUS-PA, a tran&la
tion into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, pre
sumably, lost. · See DHYANA-PRAVESA-SAN
GRAHA. 

BSAM-GTAN PHYI-MA . RIM-PAR-PHYE-BA . 
RGYA-CHER B�AD-PA, a translation into Tibetan 
from a Sanskrit text which is, .presumably, lost. 
See DHYANOTTARA-PA'fALA-'flKA. 

I ' 
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BSAM-GYIS MI-KHYAB-PA BSGOM-PA SHES
BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 
text ''"hich is, presHmably, lost.. See ACINTYA
PARIBHAVAN A-NAMA. 

BSAM-GYIS-MI-KHYAB-PA BSTAN-PA, a tran.-la
tion into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, 
presumably, lost. See ACTh"TYA-BUDDHA VI
SAYA-NIRDESA. 

BSATd-GYJS MI-KHYAB-PAJ:II MAN-NAG Sfi:ES
BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 
text which is, presumably, lost.. See ACINTYA
KRA!IWPADESA. 

BSAM-GYIS MI-KHYAB-PAI.II MCHOD-PAI.II 
CHO-GA, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 
text which is, presumably, lost. See ACINTYA
PDJ.Av�DHI. 

BSAM-GYIS-MI-KHYAB-PAJ:II RGYAL-PO SHES
BYA-BAJ:II MDO, a translation into Tibetan from a 
Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost See 
ACINJ'YARAJA - SOTRA-NAMA-MAHAYANA
SUTRA. 

BSAM-GYISH-MI-KHYAB-PAR BSTOD-PA, a 
translation int.o Tibetap. from a Sanskrit text whinh 
is, pre;;umably, lost. See ACI�"TYA-STA VA. 

BSAM-PA ·THAMS-CAD YONS-SU RDSOGS-PAR
BYED-PA SHES-BYA-BA YONS-SU BSNO-BA, a 
Tibetan text referred �o in TM. No. 285, as occurr
ing in the Mdo-sde (miscellaneous siitra) section of 
the Kangyur. The text does not appear in the TT. 
collection. The author and the translator are 
unknown. 

I. K. 

BSAM YAS, a monastery, its full title in Tibetan 
being Dpal iugs:gsum bsam-yas mi-l)gyur lhun
gyis grub-pal)i gtsug-lag-khan, and in Sanskrit 
Sri-trinaya-acintya-niyii.ma-anabhoga-vihara. It is 
located at Del-than on the northern bank of the 
Ya-ru-gtsait-po river about fifty kilometres to 
the south-east of Lhasa. Since its establishment, 
this monastel"J has suffered from conflagrations 
on several occasions, but a part of its original 
buildings is still iii existence, in which live the 
lamas of the Ri'iiit-ma sect. 

The dat.e of the construction of the Bsam-yas 
monastery varies widely according to Tibetan 
traditions, as there are different calculations 
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about its founder of Khri-sroit lde-btsan. Among 
the various traditions, Sans-rgyas rgya-mtsho 
( 1 653-1 705) held that that Tibetan king was 
born in the Iron-horse year and died in the Earth .. 
dragon year at the age of fifty-nine, corresponding 
to 730 to 788 A.C. (Sum-pa also held that he 
was born in the Iron-horse year, but he miscal
culated one cyclic period of sixty years and wrongly 
fixed the year on 790 A.C.) According to Bu- · 
ston rin-po-che's opinion, this king was born 
in the Earth-horse year and died in the Fire-tiger 
year at the age of sixty-nine, corresponding to 
718 to 786 A.C., and l;Ijam-dbyaits bshad-pa was 
of the same opinion. (But Bu-ston also suggested 
that Khri-sroit lde-btsau ascended the throne 
in 730 A.C., and if that be the case he must have 
reigned for a period of fifty-seven years. )  If we 
compare the above presumptions about the lite- · 
time of Khri-sroit lde-btsan with the records 
concerning T'u-fan in the Chinese H1:story oj !!M 
T'ang dynasty (such as The Chron-icle of Emperor 
Hsiian-tsung and. the Records of T'u-fan), it ma.y 
be said that Saits-rgyas rgya-mt.sho's opinion that . 
this Tibetan king was born in 730 A.C., and that 
Bu-ston's view about his age of 'sixty-nine, are 
the neir!'lst to · historical facts. The above-men
tioned authorities all agree that . Khri-sron Ide- ·. 
btsan, who was the son of Princess Chin-ch'eng 
ascended the throne at the · age of · 
thirteen nfter his mother's death, and that the 
construction of the Bsam-yas monastery was 
completed twelve years after his enthronement. 
Princess Chin-ch'eng went to Tibet in the first · 
month of 710 A.C. and died in 739 A.C. Now, 
the supposition that Khri-sroit lde-btsan was 
born in 730 A.C. and ascended the throne in 742 
A. C. agrees with the historical facts accepted by 
all scholars. According to the Records of T'u
fan in the History of the T'ang Dynasty, Khri
sroil lde-btsan died in 797 A.C. (i.e., sixty-eight 
years after 730 A.C.) and his eldest son succeeded 
him. But it is recorded in the Sb� bs.W that 
when Khri-sroit lde-btsan's son Mu-ne btsan-po. 
succeeded to the throne, his father was still alive. 
If Khr.i-sron lde-btsan died in the following year 
after Mu-ne btsan-po ascended the thi-one, then 
he had lived exactly to the age of sixty-nine. 
This date coincides with the record in the 97th · 
chapter of the Padma bka�-than, composed by • · · 
Khri-sro:it lde-ptsan's queen Bkhar-chen bza.l) 
mtsho-rgyal. 

According to the above calculation, this Tibetan 
king must have ascended the throne in 742 A.C. 
All the diverse theories concerning the date o f  
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the construction of the Bsam-yas monastery 
have one point in common, namely, that it was 
completed twelve years after the enthronement 
of this 'Tibetan king. · According to the comput
tation of Sruis-rgyas rgya-mtsho, Padmasambhava 
entered Tibet in 749 A.C., then the construction 
of the Bsam-yas monastery should have started 
in 751 and been completed in 754 A.C. Among 
various other opinions, Bu-ston considered that 
the monastery was constructed during the period 
between 727 and 739 A.C. But he also held 
that this Tibetan king ascended the throne In 730 
A.C. ; the construction of this monastery would 
have· been started four years before his ascension. 
This is apparently contrary to historical facts. 
Gshon-nu dpal, the author of the Blue Annals, 
.advocated that the Bsam-yas monastery was 
1Jonstructed between 763 and 767 A.C., while 
the . Fifth Dalai Lama maintained that it was 
constructed between 762 and 766 A.C. there beiiJ.g 
a difference of only one year between . the two 
theories. The latter one has been adopted in 
the Record of the Bsam-yas Monastery and, is quite 
popular. But. both of them were based on the 
record in .the HistOT'!! of the T'ang Dynasty ·that .·· 

· . Khri-sron lde-btsan,aacel}ded the th,rone i!l 755 A.C.. ; • -• •  J .  

According . to .the reeord · in . the History · of the
. 

T'ang Dynasty, in 741 A.C., two years after the 
death of PrinceBB Chin-ch'eng, . an ·envoy ari-ived 
from Tibet to report the news of her death as well 
as to negotiate peace,. but Emperor Hsuan-tsung 
did not consent. In the sixth month of the same 
year the .war· betw:een. the court of T'ang and 

· Tibet st�d again, and in the ensuing years a 
nu.mber of briiliant generals, such as Huangfu 
Woi-ming (C. 1 20, 742-5), Wang Chung-sze 
{C. 1 2 1 ,  . . 74�7) · Ke-shu Han (C. 1 22, 
748-755), etc., . wer� successively sent to fight 
the · ribetaris. No envoys were exchanged 
between the court of T'ang and Tibet for 
more than ten years, until 755 A.C. when 
Tibet again sent hllr envoy to the court of T'ang. 

. Therefore, the record in the. History of ·the T'ang 
Dynaaty tha� Khri-sroii lde-btsan ascended the 
throne in 755 A.C., might have been a mistake 

. arising from the assumption that the enthronement 
of the new Tibetan king took place in the same year 
when the Tibetan eJ'lvoy arrived at the court of 
T'ang. In e; recently published work containing the 
histerical data of Tibet (Documents de Towm
Horuang relatifa a l'histoire du Tibet, Paris, 1940-46, 
Annals and chronicle), in the year corresponding to 
742 A.C., there is a passage : "Btsan-po sron lde
btsan Brag-mar-dul;l. bltam." The French trans-

lator, J. Bacot, interpreted the Tibetan word, 
" hltam " as " b irth ", and hence fixed the date of 
Khri-sroil lde-ht.san 's birth in 7<12 A. C. 0:1 the 
ground of this interpretation, H. E�1Richardson re
pudiated Khri-sron lde-btsan's being the s.on of 
Princess Chin-cb'eng, and advocat-ed that the 
Bsam-yas monastery was constructed in 763 A.C. 

Still another date was suggested by G. Tucci who 
put. the last year cf the construction work in 791 
A.C. But from the records concerning the two 
reigns of Khri l;ldur-sron and Khri lde-gtsug-brtsan 

· in the Annals which were found amidst the historical 
discoveries of Tun ':luang, and from the materials 
pertaining to the same age in tho History of the 
T' ang Dynasty and in the Tzu Chih T' ung Chien 
(C. 1 23), The Mirror of Governance), we know 
that the Tibetan word " bltam " is a substitute foe 
" gtam(s) ", meaning " to succeed ".  Thus, thir 
very passage in the chronological tables of Tun
huang quoted above is just an evide�ce that Khri- . 
sron lde-btsan ascended the throne in 742 A.C. 
.Moreover, in the Chronicle of the Tun-huang 
historical materials, it is stated that Khri-sron lde
btsan occupied the capital of the T'ang empire in 
763 A.C. after the construction of the Bsam-yas 
monastery. · This, too, may serve to prove that this 
mon!IStery was built before ·763 A:C. 

7'he_ cause for the construction of the Bsam-yas 
monastery was this. At · first, Sii.ntar�ita, a . 
master of the Svatantra sect of the Madhyamika . 
School, came to Tibet in 746 A.C. when Khri-sron 
lde-btsan was seventeen years old. As he did not 
succeed in building a monastery, he recommended 
Padmasarnbhava, an acarya of the Odantapuri 
monastery, to the Tibetan king·. Padmasambhav11. 
came to Tibet in 750 A.C. when the Tibetan king 
was at the age of twenty-one,. and in the following 
;ear (751 )  he selected a site for building the Bsam
yas monastery. It was constructed after the 
fashion and pattern of the Odantapuri monastery in 
India, consisting of three pavilions (abu-rt.se rigs
gsum), the two islets (glin) of the sun and moon, 
four great islands, eight smaller ones, four caityas at 
the four corners, as well as the continents of Tshan
man ke-ru glin, D.ag-byed khrus-khan glin, Mthu
rtsal klu-dban glin, Mchod-rten Qhar-ma, etc. One 
hundred and eight stupas after the style of Rdo-

. rjeQi hgros-can were constructed around the monas
tery, and stone inscriptions and banners erected on 
the four sides. Each of the king's three wives also 
had an isle (glin, or monastery) built near by. In: 
the construction of this monastery, the architectural 
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styles and techniqu
_
es of India, Tibet and China 

proper were absorbed, .and masons and artisans 
from these three nations employed . Thus, it is 

knovm as Lugs-gsum ( the combinatibn of three 
distinctive styles), an expressive epithet for this 
crystallization of three cultures. In one word, 
the grandeur and magnificence of this monsatery is 

unprecendented in Tibet. 

The construction of this monastery had important 
bearings in the development of Buddhism in Tibet. 

Although it is recorded in various historical works 
of Tibet that Buddhism had been introduced into 
Tibet from India and China proper before the cons
truction of the Bsam-yas monastery, it was only 
followed by the kings and a few other individuals, 

without much influence upon society in general. 
In his Travel to the Five Indias (C. 124) 
incomplete now), Hui-ch'oa (C. 125) who 
returned to China in 727 A.C., said that in Tu-fan 
"there is no monastery at all and the people know 
nothing · about Buddhism."  This shows that 
before the time of Khri-sro:ri-lde-btsan, there was no 
Buddhist establishment of a definitely monastic 
nature in Tibet. After the establishn;lent of the 
Bsam-yas monastery, the Tibetan king selected 
seven intelligent young men from among his subjects · 
and sent them to become Buddhist monks under the 
tutorship of Santarak�?ita. They were the first 
bllikl?us of the Tibetan people, and after that, three 
hundered men .renounced their home at different 
times, of whom the best ones were chosen and sent to 
India to study sabdauidya and translation. In the 

Bsam-yas monastery a special hall was built for the 

purpose of translating Buddhist scriptures, and 

Vimalamitra, Kha-che Ananda, Vairocana, Sii.nti

garbha, Ye-ses sde, Cog-ro Klul,J.i rgyal-mtshan, 

Ka-ba dpal brU;egs, Giiags Kumii.ra and a number of 

others, were invited to translate the Tripit.aka. 

This was the beginning of systematic translations of 

Buddhist scriptures on a. large scale in Tibet. 

It is said that in 767 A.C. twelve bhikl?US of the 

Sarvastivii.da school were invited from the Vikra.ma

Sila monastery in India. to establish the Sangha in 
Tibet. Later, Dharmakirti, an ii.carya of the 
Tantric school, was also invited to Tibet to 
transmit the teachings of the Vajradhii.tu. (This 
Dharmak;:rti might be the same person who, in 
about 774 A.C. transmitted the teachings of the 
Vajradhii.tu to Pra.jiiii. of Kapisii. in the monastery 
of the king of Udra). In 781 A.C. the Tibetan king 
requested Emperor Te-tsung of the T'ang empire to 
send to Tibet some Buddhist monks who were well 
qualified in preaching the Buddhist teachings, 

whereupon the emperor appointed Liang.hsiu: 

and Wen-su (C. 1 26) to fulfil the mission. After 

their recall new preachers were sent, and thence this 

became a rule once a year. (See the Records of 

the Lineage of Buddha and Patriarchs ( C. 127) 
Vol. XXXXI. ) .  It was most probably at this 
time, as is recorded in Tibetan histories, that 
a. Chinese monk by the name of H va-sa:ri 

Mahayana came to Tibet and propounded 
the doctrine that "Buddhahood cannot be 

achieved by good deed in actions and speeches, 
but by the enlightened mind free from thoughts". 
This doctrine caused confusion among the Bud
dhists of Tibet, and thus the Tibetan king, acting in 
accordance with the will of Sii.ntarakl?ita, invited . 
his disciple Kamala8ila to Tibet to carry on a debate 
with H va-sail. Mahayana, in which the Chinese monk 

. was defeated and consequently banished. Thence 
forward, the teachings of Mii.dhyamika, which were 
introduced from India, became the orthodox 
teachings in Tibet. 

The construction of the Bsam.yas monastery 
took place immediately followi,ng the establishment 
of the Ods.ntapuri and the Vikrama8ila monasteries 

in India. (Padmasambhava's teacher Buddha
jii.ii.iiapada was the first ii.c&rya. ·of the Vikra.ma8ila 
monstery. )  It was one of the three earliest strong
holds of the Tantric school that flourished in India 
and Tibet. In its combination of the excellences. 
of the Chinese, Indian and Tibetan technology, this 
monastery may be considered as a rare specimen of 
architectural engineering in the world (see PI, XL.). 
Particularly, its establishment marked the beignning 

of a new epoch for the full development of Buddhism 
in Tibet. A great part of the script.ures conta.med 
in the BkaJ:t-l;lgyur and Bstan-l;lygur sections of the 
Tibetan Tripitaka was translated during the period 
of more than eighty years (754-838 A.C.) after the 
establishement of the Bsam-yas monastery. :Few 
Monasteries have played such an important role in 

the dissemination of Buddhism as the Bsam-yas 

mono.stery. 

K.Yu. 

BIOBLIOGRAPHY.-A Record of the Bsam-yas monsterv 
(Rab-l,lbymas dag-pal)i shm-gi yon-tan kun-tshan dpal lugs
gsum mi-l)gyur lhum-gyis grub-pal,li gtsug-lag-khali rten dan 
brten-par bcas-pa legs-gso!).i sri-shu j!-ltar bsgrub-pahi-ttfhul
gyi khyad-par brjod-pabi dkar-chag skal-bzan dad-pa),li sgo
l)byed no-tshar rgya-mtshol,li idel,lu-mlg.). 
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BSDUS-PAHI RGYUD-KYI RGYAL-PO DUS-KYI 
J,IKHOR-LOJ.II l,IGREL-BAAD RTSA-BAI;I� 
RGYUD-KYI RJES-SU-ijJUG-PA STON-PHRAGI 
BCU-GNIS-PA DRI-MA MED-PAij:I I;IOD CES
BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 
text which is,. presumably, lost. See VIMALA
PRABHA-NAMA-MuLATANT R ANU SAR I:tji
DVADASA-SAHAsRIKA-LAGHUKALACAKRA
Tfi""TRARAJ A'flKA. 

352 BSLAB-PA L�AI.H PHAN 
BSGRUB-BYA RENS-PAI;II LAS SNA-TSHOGS-PA 
BSTAN-PA RLUN-Gl SHAGS-PA SHES-BY A-BA, a 
translation into Tib�tan from a Sanskrit text. >::lee 
VISYA-SADHYA-STAMBHANA-KARMOPA· 
DESA ANILAP ASA-N�. 

. . 

BSGRUB-BYA SI{RAG-PA1;1I LAS CHU THIGS 
SHES-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a 
Sanskrit text. See SADHYA-RAUDRA-KAR-
1\-IA...l'f JALABINDU-NAMA . 

. BSDUS-PAl,II RIM-PAI,II DKAIJ-l,IGREL, a trans- .BSHI-PAI,II DON RNAM-PAR-NES-PAI;II MAN-
lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text whieh is, NAG CES-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from 
presumably, lost. See SAMUCCAYA-KRAMA- a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. See 
PANJIKA-TRIP ADA CATURARTHA-SAiJBHAVOPADESA-NAMA. 
BSDUS-PA LAS-KYI SBYOR-KA, a Tibetan text BSHI-PA SGRUB-PA SHES-BYA-BA THEG-PA 
referred to in TJ.lf. No. 2 181,  as occurring in the CHEN-POl,II MDO, a translation into Tibetan from 
Rgyud (tantra) sect.ion of the Tengyur. The text a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. See 
does. not appear in the TT. collection. The author's CATU�KA-NIRIIARA-NAMA-MAHAYANA-
and the translator's names are given as Bhava-pa SOTRA. 
and Gshun-nu Tshul-khrims respectively. 

BSIL-BAI;II TSHAL CHEN-MOI;II SGRUB-THABS, 
BBES-PAl,II SPRIN-YIG, a translation into 1'ibetan a translation in'to ·Tibetan from a Sanskrit text 
from a Sanskrit text . which is, presumably, lost, 

. which is, presumably, lost. See MAHA-SITAVATI� 
Se3 SU�LLEKHA. SADHANA. · 
BaES-PAI;II SPRIH-YIG-GI RGYA-CHER BD�A· BSIL-BAJ,II TSHAL CHEN-PO.I;I I MD9, a transla
PA TSHIG GSAL-BA, a . tranSlation · into Ti�et!tn . 

tion int'o Tibetan from a .Sanskrit text which is, pre- · 
from a San�l¢t tC�t whlch is, presumably, loot. · · · aumably, lost. . See MAHA�Sl'.i'AV ANA-S"OTRA • . 

. See VYAKTA..'T}ADA.SUHJ;tLLEKHA-'flKA. 

BSGOM-PAJ,Ir RIM-PA, a translation into Tibetan 
from � Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. 
See BHA.VANA.-KRAMA� 

. 

·BSKAL-BA BZAN-PO SHES-BYA·BA THEG-PA 
CHEN-POl,ll MDO, a translation into Tibetan from 
!i Sanskrit text . which · is, presumably, lost. See 

. BHADRAKALPIKA-NAMA-MAHAYANASOTRA 

BSGOM-PAijl RIM-PA MDO KUN-LAS BDUS-PA, . 
a translation into Tibetan from 8 Sanskrit text iJSLAB-PA BCUI;II CHO-GA, a translation into 

A A Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, which is, presu:rnably, lost. See BH VAN 
. lost. See DASASIK�A-VIDHI . . . KRAMA-S OTRA-SAMUCCAYA. 

BSGOM RIM DRUG-PA SHES-BYA-BA, a transla- · BSLAB-PA GSUM-GYI MDO, a translation into 
t. · t T'b t fr S kr't t t 1 · h · Til>.:Jtan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, 1011 m o 1 e an om a sns 1 ex w uc 1s, 

·bl · 1 S BHA- VANA- rrRAMA . lost. See SIK�ATRAYA-NAMA-S"OTRA. presuma y, ost. ee · ).. · 
. �A'fKA-NA:MA. 

BSGRUB-BYA GZAHI · · BYED-DU GSHU-PAHI . . . 
l;IKHOR-LO-CAN. a Tibetan text referred to in TM. 
No� 2969, as occurring in the Rgyud (tantra) section 
of the Tenyyur. The text does not appear in the 
TT. collection. The author's name is mentioned as 
Mar-me-mdsad hzan-po. 

BSGRUB-BYA KLU RNAMS-KYI BYAD-DU 
· GSHUG-PAI;II · CHO-GA SROG-GCOD-KYI SPU
. GRI SHES�BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from 
a Sanskrit text. See SADHYA,SARVANAGA
BIIICARA-SANKALPA-VIDHI PRA�ACCHE-

. DANA-KSURA-NAMA. 

BSLAB-PA KUN-LAS-BDUS-PAI;II M80N-PAR
RTOGS-PA SHES-BYA-BA, a translation into 

· Tibetan frozn a Sanskrit text which is, p�esumably, 
· lost. See SIK�ASAMUCCAYA-ABIDSAMAYA

NAl1fA . . 

BSLA,B-PA KUN-LAS-BTUS-PA, a translation into 
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, 
lost. See SIK�A.SAMUCCAYA. 

BSLAB-PA LffAI;II PHAN-YON-GYI MDO, a trans
lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is 
presumably, lost. See PANCASIK�ANUSAl'rfSA 
S"OTRA. 
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BSLAB-PA ME-TOG SNE-MA SHES-BYA-BA, a 
translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which 
is. presumably, lost. See SIK$A-KUSUMA-i\L\.N- · 
.JARI-NAMA. 

BSNO-BA NOR-BUl,ll SGRON-MA SHES-BYA-BA, 
a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text 
which is, presumably, lost. See MA�YALOKA

PARI�AMANA-NAMA. 

BSNO-BA SIN-TU BSDUS-PA, a translation into 
Tibetan from a Ba.nskrit text which is, presumably, 
lost. See PARI�AMANA-SANGRAHA. 

,BSOD-NAI'YIS l,IPHEL-BRA-BYED-PAI;II DPAL 
YE-SES-KYI PHREN-BA SHES-BYA-BA, a trans
lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text. See 
PU�YAV ARDHANI-SRIJNANAMALA-NAMA. 
BSOD-NAMS-KYI STOBS-KYI RTOGS-PA-BRJOD
PA, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text 

which is, presumably, lost. See PU�YA-BALA
VADANA . . 

BSOD-NAMS THAMS-CAD BSDUS-PAI;ll TIN-NE
I;IDSIN SHES-BYA-BA THEG-PA CHEN-POl;II 
MDO, a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit 
·text which is, presumably, lost.. See SARVA
PU�YA-SAMUCCAYA-SAMADHI-NAMA-MAHA 
YANA-SOTRA. 

BSRUN-BAI;II CHO-GA LAS THAMS-CAD-PA 
SHES-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a 
;Sanskrit t Jxt. which is, presumably, lost. See 
.RAKJ�AVIDHI-SARVAKARMA,NAMA. 
BSRUN-BAI;II I;IKHOR-LO, a Tibetan text referred 
to in T M. No. 3086, as occurring in the R(!Yud 
(tantra) section of the Tengyur. The text does not · 
;appear in the TT. collection. The author's name 
is mentioned as Chandragomin. 

· 

.BSRUN-BA LNAI;II CHO-GA, a translation into 
. ·Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, 
Jost. See PANCA-RAK$AVIDHI. 

BSRU.R-BA UlAij:I MCHOD-PAI;II CHO-GA, a 
translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which 
is, presumably, lo:!t. See PANCARAK$ARCANA
VIDID. 
BSTAN-BCOS BSHI-BRGYA�PA SHES-BYA-BAI;II 
TSHIG-LEI;IUR-BYAS-PA, a translation into Tibe
tan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. 
See CATUI;ISATAKA-SASTRA-KARIKA-NAMA. 

BSTAN-BCOS TSHIGS-SU-BCAD-PA BSDUS-PA 
. SHES-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from a 

Sanskrit text which is, presumably, lost. See 
GA.THA-SANGRAHA-SASTRA-NAMA. 

BSTAN-I;IGYUR, the second division of the Tibetan 
Buddhist canon,usually referred to in its simplified 
spelling as Tengyur. In a toto! of 224 volumes, 
containing 3626 texts, according to the Peking edi
tion, the Bstan-�gyur consists of three sections : the 
collection of stotras, the Bstod-tshogs ; the com
mentaries on the tantra section of the Kangyur, the 
Rgyud-�grel ; and the commentaries on the siitra
section, the Mdo-�grel. 

The Bstod-tshogs is comprised in only one volume, 
containing 64 short texts, some of which are com· 
mentaries of others. There are translations of one 
hymn of Asanga and another of Vasubandhu, 
6ighteen hymns of Nagii.rjuna, among which are the 
Dharmadhatu-stotra, . Oatul),stava, Kayatraya-stotra 
and Prajnaparamita-atotra, six of Matrceta, two of 
ASvagho�a and two of Sriha�a. Several commen
taries are ascribed to Dharmakirti and Santar�ita. 

The Rgyud-�grel or the section of the Tantra com
mentaries comprises 3055 texts in 86 volumes. It 
opens with 50 texts from the Kii.lacakra. school, 
headed by the Vimalaprabhli or the Laghu-kala
cakra-tantraraja-�ika. The commentaries · of the 
Paramiirthii-nama-sa'ligiti, the first among the R(!Yud 
of the Bka�-}y;yur, are placed here after those of the 
Kii.lacakra. Then follow commentaries on the 
great tantras of the Bha�-}y;yu·r (Kangyur) and con- · 
ri�ted literature. In general, texts referr�g to the 
same deities, Sazp.vara, Hevajra, etc., are grouped 
in homogenous series. Next, one finds a host of 
minor texts relating to rituals and particular realisa
tionS (aiidhana) through images and mental crea� 
tiona, aspects of Buddhas, bodhisattvas and <).eities. 
Mingled with them are atotra& which were not men
tioned in the first section although of an analogous 
character and refquently a�tributed to the same · 
author; Tho Rgyucl-l)grel, therefore, is far from a 
collection of commentaries on definite texts ; it pre
J3ents more generally a literature of illustrations of 
data. provided by the tantras. Even original texts · 
entirely independent of the tantras are found here ; 
examples are two stotras �tttributed to Kalidii.sa, the 
Sarasvati-sototra, and the Mmiga�!aka the transla- · 
tion of which later work, together with the Sanskrit 
text in Tibetan script, forms the concluding volume 
of this collection. 

The Mdo-l;lgrel section contains mianly siitra. · · 
commentaries, but mdo (aUtra) has the much wider 
connotation of authoritative texts, and not merely 
of texts contained in Mdo-section of the Kangyur 
and representing the word of the Buddha. More
over, the authoritative texts which are translated in 
the Mdo-l;lgrel are far from being all commentaries, 
and some are not even Buddhistic. 
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The collection comprises 137 volumes of 567 texts 
some of which are not found in the Peking odition. 
'It opens with the commentaries of the ]>mjnapara
mita, which occupy 16  volumes. These are followed 
by works fundamental to the Madhyamika school, 
compiled by Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Bhavya, Candra
kirti and others, and conclude with the Madhyama
kiivatiira-{ika by J ayananda of Ka8mir. After two 
volumes devoted to the Bodhicaryavatara by Santi
deva and · his commentators, further works on the 
Madhyamika appear by Santarakf}ita. Volume 29 
contains divers works by Nagamitra, Jiianacandra, 
Srigupta, Abhaya.karagupta and others. . In 
volume 30 are among others the translations of t.he 
Bhavanakrama by Nagarjuna and of wo!,ks by 
.Asvagho�a. In volume 3 i.are found more works by 

. Sii.ntidevs, among which is the Sik�iisamuccaya (also · . 
reproduced in Vol. 33). Further are incorporated 
Nagarjuna.'s letters to a friend (Suhrl-lekha), 
Candragomin's letters to a. pupil (S�ya-lekha), 
Matrce�a's letters to the great :king · Kanif}ka 
(Mahariija-kan�ka-lekha), a series of ritualistic 

Subsequent volumes 91 to 94 comprise literary 
works such as the Jatakamala with commentaries,. 

t.he dramatised Buddhist stories Lokiinanda by 

Candfagomin and Nagananda by Harl?adeva, the· 
Buddhacarita by A.Svagho�?a, various discourses 
(katha and nirde8a) and epistles (lekha), some of 
them · repetitions of those given earlier. This 
series terminates with two works on the history of 

. Khotan, viz. the Prophesy of the arahants Sangha-
vardhana and the Prophesy on the country of 
Khotan (Li�i yul-gyi lun-bstan-pa) which includes the. 
the Annals of the country of Khotan (Li-yu.l-gyi 
lo-rgyus) .  These annals are without doubt compiled 
in original Tibetan and contain useful data not. 
only on the history ofKhotan but also on the history 
of early Budhism in India . 

The final section of the Tengyur is dedicated to 
treatises dealing with technique, logic (Diimaga and 
others, Vol. .  95-115), grammar (CandragomiB. : 
Kiitantra, Vol. 1 16), lexicography and Sanskrit 
poetry (A'?larakosa and commentaries, KiivyadarJa. 
by DBJ;l<;lin, Ohandoratnakara together with the 
Swkrit text, . Meghaduta by Kii.lidiisa, Vol. 1 17),. 

' texts such as Matl4ala-vidhi, . texts on Yoga and 
several other works by .Nii.garjuna, such as the 
Bhavasankranti. Volume. 34 opens -with· A.sailg's . . medicine · ( Y oga8atakam. AIJ�iingahr4aya and com-
�ommentary o� the Satidhi-nirmocana SUtra, other . . . me�taries; e�.' vol. 1 18-122), chemistry a..'ld other· 
commentaries of. which 1,\re inserted . in subsequ�nt .· .subJ!'lCts particularly related to the arts, to svarodaya. 
volumes. Fro� volume 36 onward appear more 0:. special . technique of regulating air through 
prominently works by, Vasubandhu and Maitreya.- · the nostrils, ·to Nitisiistra or political ethics, etc�. 
natha (A.sailga) and literature belonging mainly to (Vol. 123). This volume also contains the Maha--
the y ogii.cara s�hool. · vyutpatti, a Sanskrit-Tibetan dictionary compiled 

. towards the end of the 9th century; comprising. 
The collection of Mahayana works ends -with 
Volume 62. What follows is dedicated to works be� 
longing to early schools and to texts of a technical 

· nature. The relative positions ofMa.hayana works 
and works of early schools are, therefore, the same 
as in the Kangyur, the Mahayana ones leading. 

The works belonging to the early schools begin · 
with · the Abhidharmakosa by V asubandhu and its . 
exegetic literature which comprise volumes 63 to 
70. A translation of the U diimamrga. of the Ka'M!jur 
is reproduced in the beginning of volume 71 
followed by an extensive commentary by Prajiiii.
va.nnan from Bengal of the Sarviistivii.dins. This is 
followed by a short work of Nii.giirjuna, two Gatha-

. sanghara-sastra by Vasubandhu, a series of com
mentaries on the Pratimok�a and the Vinaya of the 
Mii.la8a�tiviidins, some treatises on moral disci
pline and some related to schims by V asumitra, 
Bhavya and Vinitadeva. The series terminates 
with treatises for lay-devotees, bir.th-stories 
(avadana) and one concerning the retreat during the 
monsoon season (volumes 75 to 90). 

words and expressions found in Sanskrit texts and 
their Tibetan translations, and classified according 
to subject-matter. 

With this work begins a series of books of great. 
vo.riety in contents, ancient Tibetan works or more 
recent translations. Here are found Tibetan. 
grammars by Thon-mi Sarp.bho�a (7th r�ent'ury). · 
commentaries on the ·Sandhinirmocai�a SUtra,. 
several Prajiiiiparamita of the Kalacakra schvol, 
& · work on veterinary treatment of diseases of 
horses (Siilihotriya), grammatical · tre�tises (Saraa· · 
svat.a-vyakarat�a by Panini; etc.), translated in the 
17th century under the fifth Dalai-lama. Volume 
137 is devoted to Tibetan, Mongolian, Manchurian 
and Chinese indexes, of which the 1'ibetan one 
provides valuable information as regards the- · 
method of classification of the translations in t.his 
collection. 

J. F. 

BSTAN-PAI;U GTAD-RABS, a. translation into
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably .. 
lost. See SAsANA-P ARAMP ARA. 

. . � 
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BSTAN-PA�I NOR THAMS-CAD-PA SHES-BYA 
BA�I SGRUB-PA�I THABS, a translation into 
Tibet-an from a Sanskrit text which is, presumabiy, 
lost. See SASANA-SARVASVAKA-SADHANA- · 

NAMA. 

BSTOD-PA�I GZUNS, a Tibetan text referred to in 
TM. No. 1 070, as occurring in the Gzu1is-�dus 

·(Dhii.rai,J.i) section of the Tengyur. The text does 
not appear in the TT. collection. The author of 
the work is unknown. 
BSTOD-PA�I PHAN-YON, a translation into 
Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, presumably, 
lost. See STUTYANUSA:tyiSA. 

BSTOD-PA-LAS J:IDAS-PAR BSTOD-PA, a trans
lation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text which is, 
presumably, lost. See STUTYATiTASTA VA. 

BSTON-KHA-PA., name of a Tibetan priest. See 
'TSON-KHA-PA. 

BTSUN-PA ZLA-BA�I SMON-LAM SHES-BY A-BA, 
a translation into Tibetan from a Sanskrit text 
which is, presumably, lost. See CANDRAGOMI
PR�IDHANA-NAMA. 
BUAN (C. 1 32) a Japanese priest of the Ritsu or 
Yinaya-sect. With reference · to hill birth and 
family, it is only known that he was born in 764 in . 
+'tfikawa Province {present . Aichi Prefecture).  

While very young, he became a monk at the 
Tosh5dai-ji, the headquarters of the Ritsu sect. He 
followed the lead of Nyoh6 and was thoroughly 
acquainted with the Tripitaka. When NyohO died 
in 815, Buan succeeded his master and was appointed 
as the 5th chief priest of the above temple. The ex
·emperor Heijo invited Buan in order to be granted 
the bodhisattva-oommandmcnts by him ; many 
·court nobles and ladies copied this example of the 
·ex-emperor. In May of 816, Buan was appointed 
Risshi (master of vinaya) and always had more 
than 800 disciples under him . As he was gifted 

with a rare order of eloquence, all people listening 
·to his sermon were struck with admiration. He 
made ponds for freeing fish from captivity in 
various places, and taught people the Buddhist 
:spirit of compassion. The ex-emperor donated 
him some land with people and consolidated the 
buildings and so on of his temple. Jn May of 827, 
he was promoted to ShO-sozu. In 830 (Taisho, Vol. 
74, p. 4c), he wrote the Kairitsudenra-i-sMishimon

-doki (C. 133)  in 3 far.c:des, of _which only the 1st 
fascicle remains today with the title of Kairitsu
·denraiki (TaishO, No. 2347), and which is one of the 

· .so-caYled Rokuhonshushos (C. 1 34). They are the 6 
introductory books on each doctrine of the 6 main 
sects of the days, which were presented to the 

court by imperial order. In January of 832, Buan 
discussed Buddhism with 1 9  other eminent p riests 
in the presence of the emperor Junn[L and was 
donated a set of the emperor 's own clothes. 
In March. of 835, the priest was again advanced 
to Dai-som and in J uue he completed the 
ShOdaihongenryuki (C. 1 35) in 3 1ascicles. In 
September of 830, he died at the age of 76. He was 
posthumously conferred the rank of Sojo by the 
court in the following ye ar. . 

Dojo, Ensh6, Eion and others are considered to 
have been the successors to Buan in Dharma, while 
the disciples who were given the precepts by him 
amounted to tens of thousands and his lay followers · 
seem to have been beyond count (MOO., voL 5, 
p. 4373b & c ;  p. 5077a & b). 

S. Mo. 
BUCCHO. See U�!:l"i�A 

BUCCHO-RY'O .  (C'. 1 3 6) ,name of a school-
. 

This is one of the 13  Taimitsu (C. 1 37) esowricisms 
which were founded by Saicho, Ennin and Enchin, 
and which are transmitted and developed around 
the Enryaku-j i (temple) and the Onjo-ji of the 
Tendai sect in Japan. 

The Bucch5-ryii was originateu by Gyogon · 
(C. 138) of the lOth century, whose additional name 
is Bucch5-b0 from which the title of his school is 

derived., ·· Gyogon was taught t-he basic Tendai
studies by Raish5 Sogen-bO at Mt. Hiei, the centre 
of his sect. He was also led by Kakuhan Chisen-b6 
and ChOhan· on sorri� other important doctrines and 

practices of the 8ect. Later on he was rec�gnised� 
together with Kakuhan, the founder of Chisen-ryu 
(school), as the two greatest authorities under 
Raish6. Under Gyogon there appeared an eminent 
priest called Sh0sh5 . Daiji-bO who originated the ·. 
Anafu-ryii (school). However, SMshO succeeded 
Gyogon in Dharma on the other hand, he learned 
the esotericism of the Chisen-ryu from InsM, a dis
ciple of Kakuhan. His Anafu-ryii, . therefore, is · 

considered to be a mixture of ma1nly the �wo · 
schools above-mentioned. But, as the Anafu-ryii · . 
extensi�ely mtroduced into itself not only the above . .  
two but also some other schools in the sect and . 

bec�me very popular in later ages, the BuccM-ryii 
was sometimes regarded as identical with the Anafu- . 
ryii, losing its own independence (MOC. voL 5, p. _· 
4474 a & b ;  etc.) .  · 

S. Mo. _ 
BUDALAVITTHI, the site (unidentified) of five . . · 
large residences for the Sangha built by king Vijay�
bii.hu I (of Ceylon, 1 1 th cent. A.C.) where his 
parent:>' bodies were cremated (Mhv. lx, v. 57). 
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BODHIDHARMA 

Fig. 2:_A rortrait of Bodhidharma,. hanging scroll, Dept. 
of Eastern Art, Staatliche Museen, Berlin. rhere is a 
legend which says that once when Bodhidharma was in a 
deep trance his.·eYes closed in sleep ; thereupon he angrily 
cut off h's eyelids an i tluew them to the ground and from 
there sproute tea shrubs. Perhaps the penetrating 
expression captured in thia portra t has some connection 
to this legend. 

From, D. Seckel, .Art of Buddhism, Art of the World 
aeries. 

14. S.P.C. 93896 

PLATE XVJJI 

Fig. 1-Dodhidharma by the Zen master Hakuin (1685-1768 A.C.). 

From, Sohaku Ogata, Zen for the West, 1959, Rider & Co. ·London. 



BODBJGHARA PLATE XIX 
·.·. 
• . ... · .. 

The house of the bodhi-tree (bodhif/hara), discovered at Nillakgama, Ceylon. This illustration shows :11so the inner
upper platform or· terrace on which the bodhl-tree appears to have stood. The lower terrace Is enclosed by a parapet 
wall. The stone piOars near the parapet " e.Jl appear to have supported a wooden roof. 

By courtesy of the Archaeological Dept. of Ceylon 



BODHIMA�l;>A 
PLATE XX 

An early sculptural , ;representation · 
o{ .· the • Bodhimat;ltl� ::ri�m · n pillar in th� 
western . .  'gate.w.�y of. Sane!, showing the - .. · 
ground around the bodhi-tree (bodhimat;l'!a) 
as �eii:as tht�� a�m�i)tirie'k�t <�jrdtana): 
seated. on which the bodhisattn nttained ·. 
'Enlightenment. Th;. >s�t . L'\ being 

1\'orshlpped by devotees both divine and . 
- human. -

From, J. Marshall and A; Foucher · 
Monumentr of Sailci, II, pl. 65 f. 

.. ·�, 
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A later representation of the Vajrii&ana in thl) ooahimal)f/,a (in later tradition the term Vajr.S.C.11a. was used to denote bodhimaf}if,a) dlscoveredlfrom Buddhagayil .  

lfrom. A. K. Coomaraswamy, Le. Sculpture De·Bodhgaya, Paris, 1935. 
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The grotwd around the bodhi-tree (bodhimat)�) and the adamantlDe 11eat (t>GjrolaGnG) as seen at Buddhagayii.. 

From, A. K. Coomaraswamy, Le Sculpture De Bo-thgaya, Paris, 1935. 
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BODHISATTVA 

·. · • ·.· .  
! : 1 . .  

PLATE XXII I 

; . 

.A statue from ?olonnaruwa, Ceylon, depicting the bo:lhls.'\ttYa .in
. 
princely attirr, 3howinl! the grace ·and charm of his · 

personality and also the elegance and sup . leness of his body. 
· 

By eourtesy of the .Archaeoi .Jgical Th'pt. of Ceylon 
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BODHISATTVA 

Fig. 2-A stone torso of a bodhisattva, grasping a 
water bottle nnd · showing intricately de�igned jewelry 
and s•:arply- p!eated shoulder scarves. From Wan-fo-�su, 
Ch'eng-tu .·,zechwan. 

From, East a11d West Ns. Vol. 17, Nos. 1-2 �rarch
.rune L9iii. 

PLATE XXIV -

Fig. 1-A bodhisattva figure cverlaid with trappings medals, 
buckle, p�ndants, scarves. and drapery. Limestore, height 

39i inches .Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, (Haveneyer 
beque5t). 

From, East and West, Ns. Vol. 17, Nos. 1-2, March-June, 1967 

t '  



BODHISATTVA PLATE XXV 

The bodhlaattV. In pensive mood. Stone, 5th 6th Century A. C. from China. · Museum of Fine Arta, :Boston. · 
From An II De Silva -Yigler, The Life of the Buddha, Phaidon Press, London; 1955. 
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BODHISATTVA 

A 7th century fresco from Bagh, India showing the benignity and gracefulness of the bodhisattva • 
.From, Anll De SUva-Vlgler, The Life of the Buddha, Phaidon Press, London ·  1955. 

15. S.P.C. 93896 

PLATE XXVI 



BODHISATTVA PLATE XXVll 

A bust of a bOdhisattva from Horyu-ji, Nara, Japan. Wood, lacquered and gilt, 7th-8th century A. C. 

!!'rom, Anil De Silva-,- Ylgi.er, .The Lif� of the BuddluJ, Phaldon Press, London, 1955. 



BODIDSATTVA PLATH XXVID 

A bodhisattva decked in royal attire and seat.ej on a throne, from Ri-bo-kang monastery, Lhasa, Tibet. Bronze, gilt, 
about 8 metres in height. 

}'rom L. Jisl, Y. Sis, .T . Vanig, T·ibetisc.he Kunst, Artia, Prag, 1058. 
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BOD HI-TREE PLATE XXIX 

. . . . : ,  • • I ,  . ; ' . I • •  - .  . . . 
l'ig. 1-Tbe' bOdhlaattva 'ap� the .bodhl·tree seated .nndei which he attained Enlightenment. . 

·
. 
Jio�.::,T� :��:·:o; -� -�:..'��. 'or -� -i�56; · · ··:·�:: . ·· 
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Fig. 2-The bodhl�tree of Krakucchanda (Pnll Kakusaildha) nmlilha, the first of the five Buddhas of the present aeon, 
Bhirhut, 150 B.C-100 B.C. 

. . . 

From, The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India, 193�. 



BOD HI-TREE 

Fig. 2-The bodhi-tree of 
Kanakamimi (Pali Ko�;�agamana) 
Buddha the second of the five 
Buddhas of the present aeon. 
being worshipped and offered 
with garlands, Bhiirhut, 150 
B.Q-100 B.C. 

From The W av cf the Buddha, 

Govt. of India. i956. 

PLATE XXX 

Fig. 1-Worsblppers paying 
homage to the bojhi-tree of 
Vlsvabhii (Pali Yessabhii) 
Buddha, the twenty-first of the 
twenty-four Buddhas, Bbarhut, 
150 B.c--100 B.C. 

From, TM Way of the Buddha. 
Govt. of !ndia. 1956. 
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. BOD.HI•TRE_E PLATE XXXl 

The bodhi-tree of Ki\Syapa (Pall Kassapa) Buddha, the third of the five Buddhas of the present aeon, being 
worshipped and offered ·with garlands by devotees, Bharhut, 150 B.C-100 B.C. 

From, The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of lndia, 1 956. 



BODHI•TREE PLATE . XXXll 

Devotees paying homage to the bodhi-tree of Vlpa5yin (Pall Vipassi) Buddha, the nineteenth of the twenty-four Buddhas, 
Bharhut, 150 B.C-100 B.C. 

From, The Wa11 of the Buddha, Govt. of !ndia, 1956. 

. .  •· 



BODHI-TREE PLATE XXXill 

The bodhi-tree of 9Akyamunl Buddha being worshipped and honoured by celestial beings, Bbirhut, 160 B.c-100 B.C • 

. From, Till Wall of the Buddha, Govt. of lndia, 1956. 



BODHI-TREE 

The Bodhnath-stiipa. �n each side 

of tho square platform (harmikti) is 
embossed a face with a pair .of large eyes, · 

perhaps depictirt'g. the ,; all seeing " 
(samantacakkhu) �spect of the Buddh8, 
These eyes follow the devotees as they 
circumambulate the stupa aud P,ro�uce 
a mesmeric effect on them · · ·;' '.;;1?!: ,  '� . • ... �:tf.=!·:·;�·;>�: ·�r .. � 

From, The Wa11 of the -B�:�at�< . 
of India, 1 956. :· , -'.�;;J).t:I��]:�J����lP -

"i .... ��;.t:.: 

16. S.P.C. 93896 

PLATE XXXIV 

o) 

The liodhi-tree rising over a throne and devotees 
· . worshlpping it. 
· .. . . From, A. K. Coomaraswamy, Catalogue of the India 

Collection in the Mmeum of Fine .J.rl8, Boston, 1923. 

:::.::(�f ''{· 
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BON PLAT:fif . XXXV 

Hundreds of dancers particlpl\ting in, the Bon festivlll dance of Tokushlma city in Shikoko, Japan. 

·By Courtesy of the EmbasSY of Japan in Ceylon. 



BOROMADH..ATU PLATE XXXVI 

0 

The Caltya in the Boromadhiltu monastery, the only one in ari-Vijaya style known to have survive.d. 

From, Louis Frederic, The Temples and $culpturu of &t.UJI.Btut Aria London, 1965. 



BOT PLATE XXXVII 

A typlcal l8th �ntury:co��ction.
. 
;; ,Thls·la durerent frO� the �ller ones because ofit.s Windows. and elaborate 

ornaments. 
. . 

From, Louis Frederic, The Temples and Sculptures of Soulh-Ecul Aria, ;London, 1965: 

BRAHMA 

Brahma, perhaps Sahampatl, worshipping the 
Buddha ; a line drawing from BarabuQ.ur. 

From, A. K. Coomaraswamy, Yak�a. publ. by 
Smithsonian Institutiol!, Washington, 1"928. 

, . .  



BRAHMA PLATE XXXVIII 

An unique statue of Brahm! from A vukana, Ceylon. This representat.ion has four faces and four hands. Of the pair of 
right hands one holds a rosary and the other a staff (da�;u�a). Of the pair of left hands one carries an object whi<".b may be 
ldentill.ed as a sncrill.cial ladle (sruva) and the other a quoit which is not found In other images of Brahm!. Brahm 
is standing on a tortoise. 

By courtesy of the Archaeological Dept. of Ceylon. 

17. S.P.C. 93896 



BSAM-YAS 

Fig. 1-The �lack chllrten (caitya) of the Bsam·Yas mona.�tery. 

Fi'om, D . . L: SJ!eligrove, B1iddhist Himalaya; Q�ford, 1057. . . ·-. . �- ,.,  . . •: ·' . - . 
. ... - . :  · · .::. 
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A view of the .Bsam-yas monastery. 

$ATE XL 

· - . .  

From, D .  L. Snellgrove, Buddhist Himalaya, Oxford, 1057. 
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The main temple of the Bsam-Yas monastery. From, Helmut Hoffmann, The Reliuions of Tibet, London, l U t H .  
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BUDDHA 

Modern gilt bronze seated Buddha image from the ancient Kii.b!fi-vihara, Sri Lanka (Ceylon) . 
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BUDDHA, a generic name, an appellative-but nut 
a proper nama--given to one who has attained 
Enlightenment1 (bodhi q.v.) ; i.e., one . F._ho . ·.l:\!J.s 
realised the Truth. The word is the p��i��.:·p�' �t 
participle derived from the root budh (to wake, 
to we.ke up, to perceive, to learn, to understand) . 
It is the same in form in both Pali and Sanskrit; 
in Chinese the usual form is Fo (C. 139) and in 
Jape.nt-ile Butsu, Butsuda, or Hotoku. But, 
often, it is rendered into Chinese · as Chiao-eM 

(C. l40), the Awakened One or as Ohih-cM 
(C. 141), the Learned One ; in Ti,beta.n as Sait8-
Rgyas, the One Who Woke-up; in European 
Lmgu�ges as the Awakened, the Enlightened One, 
der Erwachter, der Erleuchteter, Eveille', etc. 

H..owever, the use of the word ' Buddha. ' in its 
Buddhist sense began with its �pplication to 
Gota.ma (Skt. Gauta.ma.), known to his contempora· 
ries also as Siiky�muni (q.v;}, the fowider of what 
came to be known as Buddhism. Gota.nia was 
born j.n Noi'thern In�, in what �s n�w Nepal, 
more than 2500 years ago, attained Enlightenment: 
taught the Truth (Pali. Dham;ma ; Skt. ])harma), 
which he had rE>a.Iised and died at the age of eighty.1 
At the beginlting, when Gotam.a att,a,ined Enlighten
ment $Ild ste.rted to preach his doctrine, . the . 
Dhamma, be generally called himself the Tathiigata 
(q.v.), while biB followers called him Bhagavat 
(Bbaga.va), tbe Bless6d One. Others spoke of him 
as Gotama or Siikyamuni .  But later, he is stated 
as saying " I am the one who is worthy of being 
revered in this world ; I am the Supreme Teacher ; 
I · 8.m. the only one who has attained the · most 
perfect Enlightenment." (aha� hi arahii . lake, 
aham . sattha an-tittaro; eko'mhi sammasambuddho : 

Vin: I, p. 8) ; and still iater : " I  am not indeed a 
deva, nor a giindharva, no:r a yak�a, nor a manu�ya 
(a human). Know. ye that I am the Buddha " 
(�kho ahat[l de11o bhavissami, na kho aharp. gandhabbo 

. bhavissami . • • . yakkho . . . • manWJSO • • • • . buddha 
li ma� dharehi : A. II, pp. 38-9). It was evidently 
the . appellation of ' Buddha ' more than anything 
else that inspired those that heard it, with wonder 
and filled them with awe and high esteem. Thus, 
Sudatta, a rich merchant of Savatthi who had come 
to R.ajagaha for trade and wes at his relative's 
house, when at night he happened to hear his host 

mentioning the word ' Buddha, ' was so surprised 
that he asked him three times, " The Buddha 

. did you say ? " When he was told " yes, " 
Sudatta exclaimed, " The word ' Buddha ' is very 
rare indeed to be heared in this world " (ghoso p; 
kho e8o dullabho lolcasmi� yad ida� buddho). 
Gladdened at heart he went in search of the Buddha 
even before daybreak (SA. I, p. 312).3 

Although in the early texts the word Buddha, was 
often used as the appellative name of Gota.ma, 
Gotama himself never claimed to be the only Buddha 
or the origfual founder of the Dhamma. His 
teaching, be declared emphatically, was •· the Way 
trodden by ancient Buddhas." In the psst before 
him there had been many Buddhas, and in the 
future, too, after him, there will be many more who 
will attain Enlightenment Ly treading the same 
Way. The word ' Buddha ' thus becomes an 
appellative of all Enlightened Ones. With various 
meanings and interpretations in the later 
Abhidhamma and in the Mahayana the word went · 

through many developments till its d�notation 
gave way to its connotation. 

KINDS OF BUDD'HAS 
The IW'lier texts mention t�o kinds of Buddh8s, . .;. 

viz:, paccekabuddhas, q.v., (Buddhas who · attain 
complete enlightenment, but do not p�h the way .. 
of deliverance to the world) and Samniasambuddhaa 
(Buddhas who are omniscient and are teachers of 
the way of deliverance). The Pall commentaries 
(e.g., SA. I, p. 25 ; AA. I, p. 1 15), however, mention 
four classos of Buddhas : Sabbaii.iiubudqha, . 
Pa.ccekabuddha, Catusa.ccebuddha. and BahUB8Uta
buddhas: All learned men i.l.re called BahUBSUta• 
buddha.S nnd all arahants (khi!t<isaoo) C&tuSacca· 
buddhas, those who lui.ve realized the Four Truths. 
A paccekabuddha pre.ctises the . ten perfections 
(piiramita : q:v.) which lead to Enlightenment for 
two asanlcheyyas and one hundred thousand kappa8.· 
A SabbaiiD.ubuddha practises them for one hundred 
thousand kappas and four or eight or sixteen 
asankheyyas, as the cas.e may be.' 

In the latest . stages of the l'rlahiiyiina other 
Buddhas are mentioned, e.g., Dhyii.nibuddhas 
(trem;cendent Buddhas) together with Adibuddha, 

. . .  1 Na. m6tar4 kala'T', na pitarti kala� • • •  17imokkhantika11' etatTJ buddhffnam bhagavaptilnam bodhiy4 miik • • • • • •  paiiiititii 
art 1,-VoJ, II, p. 458 ; P1. i. p. 174) • 
.. :a.� ;Jl'.or;, �naJ· details of Gotama or . the Sakyamuni, see s.v. GOTAMA. 

-Ji,�;�:�s�· �p; ,102-12 for die 'Story of Bela Brabmpl ; and TAag.A. II, pp� 2SO tr: for the story. of Mahlkapplna. 

;-.:l 'A.')iiid1i!Bat�.'!luuixcelaln panM can. attain Buddhahood In four ar•llkh�Wa ; one who excels In laddh.4, In ellht, � ,0Jl8 ·Ji7boee. tnnya Is the chJef factor, m sixteen (SnA . I, P.P· 4.7 f.). 



BUDDHA 

the first Buddha or the Buddha-principle or the 
first ' iutollectual essence.' (Seo ADI-BUDDHA 
and DHYA:N1-BUDDHA). 

EPITHETS· OF THE BUDDHA 

The Buddha is described by varied and numerous 
epithets. These epithets have their origin in those 
given to Gotama, a,nd were later applied to all 
Buddhas. It is interesting to note that with the 
introduction of· the concept of paccekabuddha.s, 
the prefix · sam � (or intensively, sammci-8am, 
samyak.sam) was added to the word Buddha, 
which then means the. Perfectly Enlightened One, 
in order to . distinguish Gotama. from Pacceka
buddhas, and when Sambuddha became synonymous 
with Buddha in general, Gotama W£\8 sometimes 
called Buddhasse��ha or Buddha,vira or Buddha
na-gs, meaning the best or the most excellent 
Buddha. 

BUDDHA 

ignor�ce. He has completed the process of 
. Awakening, hence Buddha. The Maha Prajfia. 

paramita Sutra says Buddha means ono who 
knows, because under the Tree of Awakening he 
came to know all the Essences, past, present and 
futm·e ; animate and ina�ate (sattvasatta), 
permanent and impermanent. 

In some Ma.h8.y8.na texts, it is stated that at the 
beginning of a period, which is not precise, there 
were 10,000 appellatives for the Buddha but, as 
beings became more �btuse, there were no more 
than 1,000, as in the case of Sakra Devendra, who 
was called Saha.9ra-niima (one with a thousand 
names). Among the gods in heaven, 100 names 
are used by them in reference to the Buddha. 
Thus, Maha Vairocana, who reached Enlightenment 
among the gods, has 108 appellatives. But, 
Sakyamuni, who reached Enlightenment among· 
men, has on1y ten. ·The Jist of these ten vary in 
the texts. According to some he is called Tathagata 

The epithets applied to the Buddha in general (one who attained to the Truth), Arahant (worthy 
ar� mainly those concerned with his intellectual 

d; · th' 1 · 
S bb � � (Skt of offering or destroye_ r of enemies); Samyakasam- . 

an e 1ca emmence, . e.g., a annu, . buddha (completely and perfectly ·awakened), . Sarvajiia, : (the Omniscient) and Alcutobhaya (the VulyiiJara·!'48ampanna (full of knowledge and ;Fearless), respectively. Again, the fact that the practices), Sugata (Well-gone); . Lokavida (who Buddha is rega.i'ded as superior to all other being�.. , knows the world), PurfA�adamya8iirathi (Trainer of 
both human and divhie, has' ·resulted in -�Y · · · �enable m . . en).;...this i� compow:{ded with anuttara, epith�ts exptesaive · of · �this ' f�_t, . e.g.; · Anup� 

. withoiit superior, SaRtr aevamanUMJanarfl ('reacher· (the Jilcomparable). · Epithets coin� in relation to · · · · of gods and men),· Buddha · (Awakened) . . Other the Bud�'s . teaching are also of . frequent 
occurrence, e.g., D�rmakara (the Mine of the texts have Lokajet!ha and Bhagava among the 

Dha.mma) a.nd 4:dv!!-y_av{Uin {the_ Teacher. of !!On-"" epithets: Still other epithets are found, like 
duality). 

· Sa8ima1)4ala (Full Moon), Sirpha•'ncidin (Lion. 
voiced), M(JMr§i (Great Seer), Mahii Sramatta The Nirvat;ta Sutra says be is the Awakened One, (Great Recluse), Jina (Conqueror),Nayalca (Leader). because he has awakened both himself &nd others. · 
The TatMgataaya paryayaniitnans, are mostly epithets. He }).as completely . destroyed .all opoourity 

( ste. ; · ) H h · d th ld fr - like Advyavadir£, · Nirbhaya, Aniipama, Nirmala,. 
my nes . . e as rescue e wor om the 

Mahabhik�u, Bhavantaktt, Dharmasvamin, Maml_·r_e of transmiO'NI._ tion. For these two reasons "'·- Mtman, V iraj, . · Gu1)a8agara, Subhadharmakara, · he is called Bhagavat. The Buddhabhiimi Sutra 
says ho is · called Buddha, because ·he possesses etc. 

omniscience . 
(sarvajiiata and · sarvcikarajiiata) and · With the development of the bodhisattva

doctrine most of the ep�thets of the Buddha cam& 
to be used as names qf bodhi9attvas. The most 

is free from the obstructions of the passions. He is 
awake himself· and awakes other beings to �he 
knowledge of all the Essences· and ail the Characters 
lik& on& who awakes from a dream or a lotus 
opening out. The Vibhasa says he is a,wake in two 
senses.: (I) he recognises the obstructions of the 
passions, lik& someone who recognises thieves or 
evil-doers. When thieves are recognised, they 
cannot do any harm. (2) He is awake, like one 
awaking from sleep ; he is awake from the sleep of 

· commonly used· epithets of the Buddha, viz., 
TathO-gata (q.v.) and Bhagavii (the Blessed Ono)· 
are pre-buddhistic. · 

THE BUDDHA LEGEND 
The legend of the Buddhas came into being with 

the life of Gotama, the historical Buddha, as . its 
prototype (See GOTAMA). In the early texts,' 

. . 
5 D. II, p. 5f. ; S. II, pp; 5 f. ; pp. Thag. p. 61 ; J. II, p. 147 ; they are also mentioned at Vin. II, p. 110, in an old 

form�a for ·curing snake-bites. Beal (.A Oatena D/ Buddhist Scriptures from Ohinm, Trubner, 1871, p. 159) says that they 
are given in the Chinese Pitimokkha. They are also found in the Svayambh·u Purii(la (Mitra, Sanskrit Buddhiat Literature
of Nepal, Calcutta, 1882, p. 2'9). 

. i 
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seven Buddhas are mentioned with Gotama as the . 
last, namely, Vipassi, Sikhi, Ve!:isabhu, Kakusandha, 
Ko1,1ii.gama, Kassapa and Gott�.rua. The Maha. 

padana Sutta (D. II, pp. 5 f.) gives particulars of 
each of these seven Buddhas under eleven heads 
(pariccheda)-the aeon (kappa) in which he is born, 
his social rank (jati), his family (gotta), his length 
of life (ciyu) in that aeon, the tree under which he 
attains Enlightenment (bodhi), the names of his two 
chief disciples (sa!Jakayuga), the numbers of arahants 

. present at the assemblies held by him (savakasanni· 
pdta), the name of the monk who was his personal 
attendant (upa!Pu1ka-bhikkhu,) the names of his 
father and mother and of his place of birth. The 
commentary (DA. II, pp. · 422 :ff.) gives further 
pafticulars, viz., the names of his son and his 
wife before his renunciation, the conveyance in 
which he leaves the world, the monastery in which 
his gandhaku!i (personal residence) was situated, 
the amount of money paid for the . purchase of the 
site of that monastery, and the name of his chief 
lay-patron. 

· As the particulars regarding these Buddhas 
increased (in later texts), the number of Buddhas 
also increased. The Buddhav�a contains detailed 
particulm'!l o! �enty-five Buddhas, including the 
last, Gotama, the first twenty-four being those who 
prophesied Gotama's appearance in the world 
and gave him that aSsurance (vivara(la). These 
twenty-five Buddhas iue Dipafikara, Kol).Qafiiia, 

· :Mailgala, Sumana, Revata, Sobhita, Anomadassi, 
Paduma, Narada, Padumuttara, Sumedha, Sujata, 
Piyadassi, Attha.dassi, Dhammo.dassi, Siddhattha, 
Tissa., Phussa, Vipassi and the rest mentioned 
earlier. The Buddhava'T[ISa, in its twenty-seventh 
chapter, mentions three other Buddhas, namely, 
Tal}hailkara, Medha.ilkara and SarSl)ailkara, who 
appeared in the world before Dipo.ilkara.8 The 
Buddhava'T[ISa Oorrvmentary mentions (BuvA. pp. 2f.) 
that in the Buddhava1'{1sa itself particulars of each 
Buddha are given under twenty-two heads, the 
additional particulars being details of the first 
sermon, the numbers of those who attained realiza
tion of the Truth (abhisam.aya) at each assembly, 
the names of the two chief women disciples, the 
extent of the aura of the Buddha's body, the 
Buddha's height, the name of the bodhisatta (who 
was later to become Gotama Buddha), the prophecy 
concerning him, his exertion8, (padhiina) and the 

. details · of each Buddha's passing away. The 
Commentary also says that . mention should be 
made of the time each Buddha lived as a householder, 

the names of the palaces he occupied, the number 
of his dancing women, the names of his chief wife, 

and his son, his conveya_nce, his renunciation, 
his practice of austerities, his patrons and his 
monastery. 

In the Lalitavistara, the number of BuddhB.s . is .
increased to fifty-four while in the MaMvastu it is 
increased to more than a hundred and then · their 
number is stated to be countless (Mhvu • . l, p. 243). 
Here, Gautama is mentioned as saying that from 
the time that he made his vow to attain Buddha
hood, there have been immeasurable, incalculable 

. 

kalpas and that he had honoured countless Buddhas 
during this period. He had worshipped three 
ko[.is (crores) of Buddhas by tbe name of Pu�pa, 
three hundred kotis by the name of Sakyamuni, 
eight hundred by the name of Dipail.kara, five 
hundred by the name ofPadmottara, eight thousand 
by the name of Pradyota, eighteen thousand by 
the name of Maradhv"Uja, ninety thousand by the 
name of Kasyapa, fifteen thousand by the name of 
Pratapa, two thousand by the name of Kalll).Qinya, 
one thou..�nd by the name of JIU)lbudhvaja, eighty 
four thousand by the name .of Indra,dhyaja, fifteen 
thousand. by the name of .Aditya, sixty by the 
name ?f Anyonya, sixty-four by the name of 
Sa.mitavin and many others. · · 

The Saddharmij[,ankiiraya (ad. Pal).Qita · KiriiUie 
Nru,tavimala, Colombo, 1954:, pp. 3,2-60), a b�ok 
belonging to the Polonnaruva perioci (104:4:-1235 
A. C.)  of Sinha.la literature, divides the whole 
duration - of · the bodhisat;tva-career of Gautama, 
which is said to be twenty ' incalculable ' periods 
(asankheyya). into three sections, viz., l .  mano
prav-idMna, mental aspiration, 2. vaciprav-idhana, 
verbal · aspiration, and 3. mahapra?Jidhiin�, the 
great aspiration. The manoprav-idhana period 
consists of seven ' incalculable ' periods, namely, . . 
Nanda, Sunanda, Pa�vi, Mal)Qa, Dharal,li, Sara . 
and PU:J).c;larika. During the first of these ·periods · 
five thousand Buddhas appeared, nine thousand . · · 
during the second, ten thousand during the third, 
eleven thousand during the fourth, twenty thousand 
during the fifth, thirty thousand during the siXth . 
and forty thousand during the seventh. The 
vacipra1J1ahana period has nine ' incalculable ' 
periods, namely Sarvabhadra, Sa.rvaphulla, Sarva. 
ratna, Usabha.kkhandha., MaQibhaddha, Paduma, 
Usabha, Khandhatta and Sarva.Saila. Fifty 

thousand Buddhas appeared during the first of 
these nine periods, eighty thousand during the 

I 
6 It Is only in the .Apadifna In the Pall canon. Ula$ more than thirty-five former Buddhas are mentioned · 

(�p. I, p. 6). 
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second, ninety thousand during the third, seventy 

thousand during the fourth, sixty thousand during 

the fifth, twenty thousand during the sixth, ten 

thousand during the seventh, five thousand during 

the eighth and two thousand during the ninth. 

The rnahapra'{lidhiina period consists of four 

• incalculable ' periods during which time only 

twenty-eight· Buddhas appeared. 

Ono Buddha would be sufficient to serve the needs 
of a.ll beings of a single universe. Also, respect 
for a single Buddha would be greater than for-
several of them. 

· 

Mahayana has simplified the problem by reducing 
all the Buddhas to a unity. Tendai and Jodo hav& 
specially developed this doctrine {On this see later). 

The Buddhas of the past were multiplied in this Further Particulars Regarding Buddhas 
manner much before the development of the 

There are eight particulars in which the Buddhas M&bayina bodhisattva ideal, i.e., that all have the 
differ from eti.ch other (a!Pha vemdti!ini). These 

. potentiality to become Buddhas and that all should . . •J . . . 
are : 1 .  the length of life in the epoch in whicli e� aspire to be Buddhas. 
is born, 2. · the height of his body, 3. his social 

The Oakkat:atti Sihaniida Butta (D. m, ·pp . 75 ff.) rank (some are born as khattiyaa and other� as 

gi�es pa.rticulars Qf Mettyya Buddha (q.v.) . w:ho brii.hmans), 4. the length ofhis practice of austerities. 

will be born in this world during the present kalpa. 5. the a\rra of his body (thus, in the case ofMangala., 

.The A��va�a gives a detailed account of hlm. his aura spread throughout the ten thousand 

And some manqscripts _of this work (JPTS. 1886, world" systems, while that of Got� extend_ed 

p, 3"1) men�ion the names of ten future Buddhas, 
. 
only one fathom ; · however, a Buddha · can spread 

all of whom had met Gotama- and. received his his aura at will : BuvA. p. 131), 6. the con"\l'eyance 

assurance that they would . attain Buddhahood. in which he makes his renunciation, 7. the tree 

They are Metteyy�; _ Utta:tna; · Rama, Pasenadi under which he atta� Enlightenment, and 8. the 
size of hiS ·seat · (pallanka) under the bodhi- iru· Kosala, . Abhibhii, : · DighasoJ.li, . Sailkacea, · Subha, 

Todayya and Na.}Sgirlpalale)rya. 
(BuvA. PP· 296 f.)_. 

· In the Mahiivaatu, Gauta.ma p�edicts .the future : In the case of ·all Buddhas, there are four· fixed · 

attainment 9f Buddhahood by ;his devo�d diSciples, · spots· (avijahita!!haniini).' These are : I. the site of 
the Seat under the bodhi-tre 

.
. e (�--�h:_,...,n",.! �-""), . -;,bile in the · :.Avadana8ataka,- ' a complete chapter IJVI.t v-�rtlli(l 

(.Atli. Ch. i), is ,devoted to such predictions. . 2. the Deer Park at Isipatana where · the first 

Naturally; the- number, of Buddhas of the future sermon is preac�ed, 3. the spot where .the Buddha 

beccml.es c_ountless with the development of the first steps on the ground at Sai:tkMs& on his descent 

i9.ea that every one has �  become a BudcUla before from Tusita (Tii.va.tilpsa), and 4. the � marked by 

attaining N�ii.J;la. 
the four posts of the bed in-the Buddha's Gandha-
ku�i :in Jetava,na in which the Buddhas live. · The· 

ThtlS, the number of Buddhas before and after monastery may vary in size·,. the' site of the city 
Gotama increased gradually ; · a.nd - · in the · later in ·which it stands may also vary, but·not the site· 

. . stages of Mahayii.na the . concept of the ' Myriad of the· bed. Sometimes it is to . the · east of the 
Buddhas ' was formulated. vihara, someti:iDes to the north (D.A. II, p. '424 ; . 

Therav�a speaks but of -one Buddha appearing 
BuvA. p. 297). 

. 

a� a time. It does not . admit the existence of . Thirty facts {dhammat<i)7 are mentioned as being 
several simultaneous B1.1ddhas in the world. The true of. all Buddh.as. These are : 1 . . in his last life 
question here arises whether the phrase ., in the .every bodhise.tta is conscious at the moment of his 
world ' is ·the triple great_ Chiliocosm or �e. entire conception, 2. in his mother's _womb he rem� 
UDiverse. Some, like the Sarvii.stivii.dins, maintain cross-legged with his face turned outwards, 3. · his 

. that other Buddhas are certainly not born simulta- mother. gives birth to him in a standing posture, 
neously, in other worlds. Others, like the Maha- 4. the birth takes place in a forest grove (4roiiiia), 
s8ilghikaa, say that other Buddhas can appear 5. immediately after birth he takes seven steps to 
simultaneously, _but each one in a different universe. · the north and 6. roars the . ' lion's roar, ' 7. he 
It is not convenient that there should e,ppear in the makes his renunciation after seeing the four omens 
same universe, at the same time, more than one and after a son is born to him, 8. he has to practise 
Buddha. But, there is no reason why they should austerities . for at least seven days after donnizlg 
not appear simultaneously in different universes. the yellow robe, 9. he has a meal of milk-rice on the-

7 DlliJrJnGU (q.v,) Ja not � equivalent of this dhllmmall. 

� -
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day of his Enlightenment, 10. he attains Enlighten 
ment seated on a carpet of grass, 1 1 .  he practises 
coneen tration in breathing, 1 2 .  he defeats Mii.ra's 
forces, 1 3. he attains supreme perfecti�� ' in . �ll 
knowledge and virtue at the foot of the bodhi-tree, 
1 4. Maha Braluna requests him to preach the 
Dhamma, 15.  he praches his first sermon in the 
Deer Park at Isipatana, 16. he recites the pati
mokkha to the four-fold assembly on the full-moon 
day of Magha., I 7. ho resides · chiefly in J etavana, 
18. he performs the ' Twin  Miracle ' in Savatthi, 
19. he preaches the abhidhamma in •ravathpsa, 
20. he descends from there at the gate of Siuikassa, 
21.  he constantly lives in the bliss of phalasama
patti, 22. he investigates the possibility of conyerting 
others during two jhiinas, 23. he lays down the 
precepts only whetl occasion arises for them, 
24. he relates jiitakas when suitable occasions occur , 
25. he recites the Buddhava7!1.Sa in the �mbly of 
his kinsmen, 26. he always greets . courteously 
monks' wl10 visit him, 27. he never leaves the place 
where he has spent the rainy season without bidding 
farewell to his hosts, 28. each day he has specific 
duties before and after his meai and during the 
.three watches of the night, 29. he eats a ·.meal 
CQn�hllng flesh (�f!lBarajabhojana) mediately 
before his death, . 30. M,-d just before his death he 
enterS mto - twenty-four crores and ODd huridrep 
thousand aamiipi:dti. 

There are four dangers .from which all Buddhas 
are immune : 1. no misfortune can befall the four · 

requisites Intended for a Buddha, 2. no one can 
enc.ompass his death, . 3. no injury can befall any 
of ' his thirty�two maMpu:risalakkha1:tas or eighty 
anubyaiijanas, 4. nothing Can obstruct his aura 
from sPreading (Buv.A. p. 299). 

As stated earlier, &ccording to Therave.da, a 
Buddha is born only in this cakkatKila out of the ·ten 
thousand cakkavalas which constitute the jatikkheUa 
(AA.II, p; 9·; DA. m, p. 897). There can appear 
only one Bucki"-' in the . world at a time (D. II, 
p. 225 ; ill p. 897).8 No Buddha can arise until the 
acisana of the previous Buddha has completely 
�ppeared from the world. This happens only 
frith the dhiituparinibbana, when all bodily relics 

of the Buddha disappear. When a bodhia&tta 
takes conception in his mother's womb in hiS last 
. life, after leaving Tu�ita, there is manifested 
throughout the world a. wonderful radiance, and 
the ten thousand world-systems tremble. • The 

MahapadGna Sut!a (D. II, .pp. 1 2-l 5) and th& 

Acchariyabbhutadhamma Sutta (.M. III, pp. i 1 9-1 24) 
contain accow1ts of other miracles which attend the 

conception and birth of a Buddha. 

Later texts, e.g., the Ja.taka (I. p. · 73) < haw 
greatly enlarged these accounts. · They deScribe 
how the bodhisatta, having practised the thirty 
param� (q.v.) and made the five great gifts · (panca· 
mahapariccaga), and thus reached 'the pinri.acTe of 
the thiee.-fold cai'�'lja : q.v.), namely, iia1atthacariya, 
lokatthacariya · and buddhicariya, gives the seven 
mahddana,as in the ca.seofVe8santara (q.v.), making 
the earth tremble seven times, and is born a� · 
death in T�ita. The bodhisatta can remain in . · 
Tu�ita for the whole permissible period there, 
e.g., Vipassi Buddha remained in Tu�?ita. for fifty 
seven crores and sixty thousand · years. . But, 
most bodhisattas leave Tu�?ita .before compl�ting 
th!' full span .of life there. · )hve signs �PP�!M' . . to. 
wa,.rn the devap!.Uta that his end .is near ; ,the 

.
gods 

?f t�e ten. thousand worlds gather .rotmd hiht, · 
beseechj.ng him to be born on e�rtl;l, tl:uit he �y 
be?o�e the · Buddha. The bo!fhi8atta thereupon 
makes the five investigations (pai£ca-niq,hiivil<i7difia� 
see below). · · � · · ' !. . . 

::� , 
__  -

.. ..  

In an aeon (Jca.ppa), sometimes only ono Buddha is . 
born, such an aeon being �a1l�d . . . Siirf!kam , 
sometiples tw:o, .. Mar:ufakappa ;  . �ometimes · �. · 
Varakappa ; somet�es four, �ijramaruf,akappa ; · 
and rru;ely, five, BhGddakappa (BuvA, ·p. 19(1). 
No ]3uddba is b�m in th� early .i>eriod �f a� ae�n 
whe� men live longer than �'n� hundred th�u.s&nd 
years . and are thus. not able � rec�� th� �� 
of old age and death, and cannot, therefore, �n�Jit 
by his preaching. When the . life of m�h . ·1; �() 
short, there is no time for. exhortation and meri. are 
full of kileaa • .  The suitable .age for ll Buddha to.be 
born, therefo!"e� i:s whsn man live not less t�an one 
hundred years and not. more · than ten .. .tho:Q!Iand. · 

Wh�n the time is suitable for the. Buddha'.s birth 
in thi.s world, the bodhisatta ;mus.t.1itst c::onsider.:�be 
continent and the country of birth� . Bud� � ·. 
born only inJambudipa (India), and th��. too, only 
m the Ma.jjhimadesa (Middie Qountry). :He fu� 
then conaider the fsmily ; Budcllias are born only

.
in .  

breJuUa.n .or khattiya fai:nilies, �bichever . lS more 
esteemed during that particUlar age. · Then ·he · 
must think of his mother ; she must be wise' . and . 
virtuous and her life must be deatined to end seven 
days after the Buddha's birth. 

8 The reasous for this are given in detail in Miln. p. 236 and quoted in DA. ill, p. 900 f. 
. . 

. . 
9 Simllar earth-qoakes appear when he is born, when he att3ins Enlightenment; · when he · preaches the llrlt &elllloii., 

when he decldea to die, when he finally passes away (D. ll, p. 108 f.; Cp. DA. ill, p. 897). 
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Having made these decisions, the bodhiS&tta. 
goe!) to Na.nda.navana in 'l'u�?ito., and while wandering 
about there he ' falls away ' from Tu�ita and takes 
conception. He is a.ware of his death but unaware 
of his cuticitta or dying thought. The comment· 
ators - to have differed in their views as to 
whether there is awareness of conception. When 
the bodhisatta is conceived, his mother has no 
further wish for indulgence in sexual pleasure. 
For seven days previously she observes tlie 
uposatha vows, but there is no mention of Ill virgin 
birth ; the l)irth might_ be called parthenogenetic 
{See 2-'liln. p. 123) . 

On the day of the actual conception, the mother, 
having bathed in scented water after the celebration 
of the Asa!ha festival, and having eaten choice 
food; takes upon herself the uposatha vows and 

retires t<> the. adorned state-bed chamber. As she 
sleeps, she dreams that the F_?ur Regent Gods 
(Citumm�a.ri.jika. deya..:-q:V.) · raise her with ·her 
�- and, having ta.ken her to the Himalaya, bathe 
her in the Anotatta lake, robe her in divine clothes, 
anouit her witli perfu�es ·and deck her . with . 
h•venly fl.owers.10 Not far a�ay is a silver moun
taan and on it ·a -golden ·m:ansion. · There they lay · 
her·· with her head ·to :the �. . The bo�tta.; ' 
.aesuming the form of a white elephant, enters her 
J'OOII), and

· after circling rigbtwise three times 
rourid her bed, smites h�r right side with _!Us trunk 
and elite� 4er womb. She awakes and tells her 
·husban4 of her dream. Soothsayers are consulted, 
and· they prophesy ·the birth of a Ca.kkavatti or of 
a Buddha. 

The Maluipadcina - Sutta (D. ll, pp. 12-15) and 
the .Acchariyabbhuladha� Butta (M. IIi, pp. 
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while a white canopy is held over his head, looks 
round und utters in fearless voice the ' lion's 
roar ' :  

Aggo 'ham asmi"'lokassa, 
je!!ho'ham asmi lolcassa, 
set�lw'ham asmi loka,.ssa, 
ayam antima jati, Mtthi'dani punabbhavo 

(D. II, p. 15). 

(In the world I am the best, the highest and the 
noblest. This is my last birth, there is no farther . 
birth now) . 

Later texts, · e.g., the Dighanikaya Oummentary 
(DA. II, p. 439) give symbolical meaning not only 
to these acts of the bodhisatta but also to every 
item of the mirade3 accompanying his birtb.ll 
Again, there seems to have been a. difference of 
opinion among the Elders of the Sangha as to what 
happened when the bodhisatta took his seven 
strides northwards. Did he walk on the earth or 
travel through the air ? Did people see him go ? 
W 8.s he clothed ? Did he look an infant or an 
adult 7 Tipi�aka Ciilii.bhaya, pre&ehing on the 
firs� storey of the Lohapasa.da., settled the question 
by sugge�t�g a comm.·o�se : tbe bodhisatta w�lk�d 
on earth, b1�t the. onlookers felt he was travelling · 
through ·the .air ; he was naked, but the onlookers 
felt be was gaily adorned ; be was an infant, but 
looked sixteeri years old ; and after his roar he 

· reverted to infancy (DA. IT, .p .  442). 

After 'birth, the bodbisa.tta. is presented to the 
soothsayers for · their prognostications and they 
reassert that two courses alone are open to him
to be either · a Cakkavatti or a Buddha. They 
also discover on his body. the thirty-two marks of 
the Great Man (Mahiipurisa lakkharw : q.v.; D. IT, 
pp. 17---19 ! M. TI, pp. 136 f.). The bodhisa.tta has 

· also the eighty seconda.ry.sigQS (asiti anubya.njana),. · · 

such as copper-coloured nails, glossy and prominent 
sinewa which are bidden and without knots, etc, 
(Lal. p. 75). The Brahmfiyu Sutt.a (M. II, pp. 137 f.) 
gives other particulars about Gota:na, which are 
evidently characteristic of all Buddhas. Thus, 
in walking be always starts with the right foot, his 

· 1 19-124) speak of the circumstances obtaining 
·during the time spent by the child in his mother's 
womb. It is said (DA; IT, p. 437) that the bodhi. 
satta is born when his mother. is in the last third 
of her mi<4lle age. . This is iti order that the birth 
uy be _easy for both mother and child. various 
llliracles attend the birth of the bodhisatta. The 
oom:m:enta.ries expound, at great length, the accounts 
of these_ miracles given in the suttas. Imm�tely 

. .after birth, the bodhisa.tta stands firmly on his · 
feet and, having taken seven strides•to the north, 

· steps are neither too long nor too short, only his 
lower limbs move ; when he .gazes on anything, be 
turns right round to do so like an elephant (naga
vilokana). When entering· a house be never bends 
his body, the entrance is unobstructed (DhpA. n, 

10 Accor�lng � the Nidiinal:alha (J. I, p. 50), it is their queens who do these things. · 11 Thus, standing on the earth means the attaining of th · fi id · "" · 
· · · 

of multitudes ; the seven strides are the !¥lven bo .. h . , e our dh:pw .. a� ;  facmg north Implies the splrttulll conquest 
denotes the inevocable turning of the Wheel of tfil �as_ • the canopy ts the umbr�lla of unveiled kno�Jedgc ; fearlASSness thll llfe, etc. 

e w • the mention of the la3t butb, the arahantahip be will att \in_ in 

., 
., 1 j .1 l·' ·� 

f 
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p. 136) ; when sitting down, accepting water to 
wash his bowl, eating, washing his hands after 
eating,  or returning thanks, he sits with the greatest 
propriety, dignity and thoroughness. When 
preaching, he neither flatters nor denounces his 
audience but merely instmcts them, rousing, 
enlightening and heartening them (M. II, p. 139). 
His voice possesses eight qualities : it is frank, 
clear, melodious, pleasant, full, . carrying, deep and 
resonant ; it does not travel beyond his audience 
(DA. II, pp. 452 f ;  MA. III, pp. 382 f.) . A passage 
in the Anguttara-nikiiya (A. IV p. 308) says that 
a Buddha preaches in the eight assemblies -of 
nobles, brahmins, householders, recluses, devas of 
the Catummahara,jika world, and of Tavatirpsa; of 
Mara.S and of Brahmas. In these assemblies he 
becomes one of the - members of the assembly and 
their language becomes his. 

The Buddha's Career 

The typical career of a Buddha. is illustrated 
in the life of Gotama. He renounces the world 
only after the birth of 3. son. This, the commentary 
explains (DA. II, p .  422}, is to prevent him from 
being taken for . other than a. human being. He 
sees the four omens before ,his renunciation : an. 
old man, a sick n:i.D.n, a. dead man and a recluse. 

· Some Buddhas see all four on the same day, others, 
like Vipassi, at long intervals (DA. · ir, P• 457). 
On the night before the Enlightenment, bhe bodhi
sa.tta dreams five dreams (A. ill, p. 240) • .  After . 
his Enlightenment . the Buddha does not preach _ _ 
till as�ed to do so by Mahii. Brahma. This is 
in order that the world ma.y pay greater attention 
to the Buddha and his teachirig (DA. II, p. 467). 
A Buddha generally travels from the bodhl-tree to · 
Isipatana for his first sermon, through the a.ir, but 
Gota.ma went on foot because he wished to m�t 

his cell ; these are the pure-bhattakic-eani (forenoon 
activities) .  

Having washed his feet, he  would emerge from 

his cell, talk · to the monks and admonish them. 
To those who ask for subject·s of r.:.editation, he 
would give them according to their tempera.ment. 
He would then retire to his cell and, if he so desires, 
sleep for a while. After that, he looks around th; 
world with his di\•ine eye (See B'UDDHA-CAKKHU) 
seeking whom he ma.y serve, and would theii preach 
to those who come to him for instruction. One 
of the Buddha's most striking characteristics, 
mentioned over and over again, is his love of quiet 
(e.g., D. I, p. 179). When he is in retirement, it is 
usually aktila- (not proper) for visiting him (D. II, 
p. 270). When the Buddha is seated in some spot, 
no one has the power of going through the air 
above him (SnA.. I. p .  222) . He is also fond of 
solit-ude (pa[.isalliina- : D. II. p. 70 ; A. IV pp. 438 f.; 
S. V. pp. 320 f.) .  For this very love of solitude, 
the Buddha's rivals would blame him saying that 
his insight was ruined by the habit of seclusion. 
By intercourse �ith whom, they would ask, does 
he atto.in htcidity in wisdom ? & fs ·n.ot at: 
ease, they declared, U! · eenc!ueting : 8.x1 assembly, 
not teady in conversation, he is occupied only with 

. the fringe of things. " He is like � on6-eyed _co., . 
walking m ·a: _circle It (D. ·m. P· _38). In . the
evenirig he would bathe, and then, dl,ll'ing the firit ' 
watch, attetid to monks seeking · his advice. The . 
middle watch is ' spent with devas and others who 
visit him to question hiril. The last wa.tch is 
divided lnto three paris : the · first part is spent in 
walking about. for exei'cise imd meditation ; the 
second . is devoted . to sleep ; · and the · third . to 
contemplation, dtiring which those who are capable · 
of benefitting by the Buddha's teaching, through 
good deeds done by them in the pa.st, coi:J1e into his 
vision. Only 'Qeings that are veneyya (capable of · Upa.ka on the way (DA. II, p. 471).  

· benefitting · by instruction) · and who po896ss. · 
The Buddha's day is divided into periods, each 

of which has its distinct duties (DA. I, pp. 45 f.; 
SnA. I, pp. 131 f.). He rises early, and having 
attended to his bodily functions, sits in solitude 
till the time arrives for the a,Ims-round. He then · 

puts on his outer robe and goes for alms, some
times alone, sometimes with a large following of 
monks. When he wishes to go a.lone, he keeps the 
door of his cell shut, which . eign is understood by 
the monks. Occasionally, he goes long distances 
for alms, travelling through the air, and then only 
khitaiisavas (arl\ha.nts) are allowed to accompany 
him (ThagA. I, p. 69). Sometimes, he goes in the 
ordinary way (pakatiya), sometimes accompanied 
by many miracles. After the meal, he returns to 

· upani88aya (capability), appear before the Buddha'� 
divine eye (DA. II, p. 470).' The Buddh&t gives his . 
visitors permission to ask whatever they wish. 
This is caUed sabbannupatXirat�Q, and only � 
Buddha. is capable of �olding to this promise to 
answer any question (SnA. I, P· 229). ' 'Except 
during the rains. the Buddha spends his time in 
wandering fro� place to place, gladdening men and • 
inciting them to lead the good life. This wandering. · 
is ca.lled ciirikii and is of two kinds--turila and 
aturita. · The first is used for a long journey 
accomplished by him in a very short time, for the 

· benefit of some particular person. Thus, Gotam& 
· travelled three .· giivuku to. meet Me.M Kassape., 
thirty yojanas to see A.la.ve.ke. and Ailgulimi,la, 
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and, appearing · before him in this ray of light, 
preach to him. Stanzas so preached are called 
obhii8agi'itha (SnA. I, p-p. 16, 265). 

forty-five yojaMif to see Pukkusati, and so on. 
In the case of aturita ciirikii progress is slow. The 
range of a. Buddha's carika varies from year to year. 
Sometimes he would tour the Mahamaruf,ala of 
nine hundred- yoja11a8, sometimes the Majjl�W}a- Every · Buddha_ founds an Order ; the first 
ma!14ala of nine hundred yojanas, sometimes _oDly patimokkhuddeaagatha (�:egulations for confession 
the .A� of six hundred yojanas. . }i.. tour by members of the Order) of every Buddha is the 
of the Mahdm61)4ala occupies n�e months, that of same (DA.. II, p. 479). Every Buddha holds a 
�he MajjhimomatuJ,ala eight, and that of trnr. · Mah&amaya (Great Assembly), and only a Buddha . 
AntomaMala f'rom one to four months. 1 2  is capable of preaching a series of suttas to suit the 

When the Buddha walks, he would leave his 
foot-pnnt, deScribed In the books as the padacetiya, 

but it could be seen· onlv: when the Buddha so 
desires it. When once h� �i:Shes it to be visible, 
no one can erase it. He can so will that only one 
particular person shall see it (DhpA. Ill, l>· 194:). 

The Buddha G8 Teacher 

different temperaments of the mighty assembly 
gathered there (D. II, p. 255 ; DA. TI, pp. 682 f.). 
The attainment l)f a.rahantship is always the aim 
of the Buddha's instr�ction (DA. II, p. 732). 
Beings ca.n obtain the four abhinna (higher know• 

/iedge : q.v.) only during the lif�time of a Buddha 
(AA. I, p. 376) . 

Th� Buddha is . onlniscient, not il), the sense 
that he knows evecythingt but that he eould know 
anything Bho�ld he 8o .desire 

. 
(Nid. I; pp. 178'£ ; 

see· ai8o NidA. ·vol. II, pp. 316 f.; SnA. Voi. 'I, 
p. ia). His ;ia� is one . of the four illimi:tables. 13 

'the ;Bud�� C9nv�rts �ople in one of tbfee wajs : 
by exhibition oflriira�Q�S pOlferS (iddhipa#¥_fiya), 
by reading. their ·thoughts . {adesanaJ>Gii!Wriya), 9r 
t.eaching·tliem �ha� is b6ri�fici&l �o th� B!)Coroing 
tc) .th�� ch&ra.cter ,and - temperament (anu8a8ani
�riya). It . ·is th&, · last · �ethod . . which the 
Buddha most 0� Use8.1& Though the Buddha's 

. ��n& ¥t �!eve! �Y :!� o� th� IiSte�er, he 
99metimes prea.c�es knowing that it .will be of no 

· immediat-e ��efi.t (e.g., the · U(lumbari�ihanada 
Sutta : D. ;rn; p. 57). It is Se.id that wherever a. 
J'rtQnk dwells during . �e Buddh!].'s time, in t;he 
�icinity of the .Buddha, . he . would aiways . have ready a sj,ecial . seat .for the Buddha beCS:use i� 
was ·possible �h�t the Buddha wo.Uld: pay bini a 
�nal visit ·(D.A. I, p; 48). Sq�etimes . the · . , . . . · · Buddha would send. a �y of light from his ga1l:dMI-
Jd4i . . 

to encourage a monk engaged in meditation 

The Budclha'a SpeciaL Powers 
. A Buddha has ten powers (balani) which· co�t 

of · his perfect comprehension ·in: ten fields of 
knowledge, 1& and physical strength . equal to that 

. of one · hundred thousand crores of elephants 
(BuvA. pp. 42 f.). He alone can digest the food 
of the ·deva8 · or food which contains the Oja put 
into it by the deva.S. · No one else can eat with 
impUnity the food which has been set ap�ri "for the 
Buddha (SnA . Y<il. I, p: · 154). · Besides these 
e::tcellences; a Buddha, posses8es the four assurances 
(veaarajjari.i : · M . . Vol.- I, pp. 71f.), the eighteen 
atlertika�dh.amma,1• and . the sixteen . a:riutiariyas
(D. Vol. Ill, pp. 102 ff.). The remembrance of 
former births a Buddha shares with sii classes of 
purified beings, only' in · a higher degree. This 
faculty is possesSed iil ascending scale by titthiyii., 
pa.kati.sii.vakii., mahasavaka, agga.sii.vaka, pacceka-
buddha and Buddha ( Vism. p. 411) .  · 

A Buddha is .nct completely immune from disease . 
Every Buddha has the power of living f9r-one whole 
kaPW,11 but no Bu.ddha does . so, his term qf. life · . 

· 12 Detaila . Or the ciirika and the reasons for them, are given at length in JJA. I, pp. 239-43. When the Buddba cannot 
go on a journey himself, he sends his c4ief disciples (SnA. II, p. 474). The Buddha announces his intention of nndertaking · 
a journey wo weeks before he starts, so that the monks may get ready (D/1sA. ll, p. 167). . 
. 13 Neither Can the Buddha's body be measured for purposes of comparisOn with .other bodies (M.A. m, p. 41-9}. 

14 BU?IA. p. �.· The Bu4dha's opponents say thatj_he has the power of fascination (avaUaniyamaya) · but this is untrue as som&tJmes (e.g., in the case of the Kosambi monks) · be could not mnke even _his own disciples obey him. Some bein ' howeve�,- can be . cQnverted only �Y a :Buddha. They are c;llled budd�·venewa (_SnA. I, p. 331). Somtl are pleased by .ft:e Buddha. s appearance, others by h1s voice and words, yet others by hiS austerltlCs, such as the we:ninrr of simple robi}S . e_te. : and finaUy, those whose standard of judgi!lent i.S goodness, rellect that he is without a peer (DhpA. m, pp. 113 f.): · . 
. _15 A. V, _pp. 32 f.; M. I,p. 69 etc . .A t  S.. II, pp. 27f., ten similar powP.rs nro given as ronsiilting of his knowledge of the · PnlitCIUaJltuppiida. The powell! of a disciple are distinct from those of a Buddha (llvu. p. 228). Titey are seven (see e g D · · III, 11. 283). · · . . · ' . . • 
. 1 6  . Described at Lat. pp. 132-33 and 2-[9. Budll�gho� !1lso �ivr.s (nt DA. HI, p. 99-�) a list of eighteen btt.ddhadl�am1M . · bltt they are all concerned with the abs<mce of cluccarila in the t=IIS!l of the Uud:lha. ' 

. 17 Th.c com�ent-�1ry cxplahis · (D.J.: ll; Pll. 55� f.). that kappa . hero me:lns ilyukappf1. •. thc fnll sp:m of a man's life durin 
thl!-t part;leUI:lr ngr:. l:lorne, like .Mahilsiva.thcra, m:�mtamed that if tne �Ut!tlha could ha•m Jived ti>r ttln montfu, overcoming th

g 
PIUD8 of neath, he. <·ould as well have commuctl to live to the end of tlul! b,11d<!tlkrJ.l>Pa. llut, a Hnildha does not uo iiO becaW:: · 
he wishes to die before his body is overcome by the fufirmitles of old age. 

• j  

.·< 
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being shortened by reason of climate and the food 
he takes (DA . II, p.  413). No Buddha, however, 
dies till the siisana is firmly established (D. III, 
p. 122). There are three parinibbiina (complete 

. passing away) in the case of 8. Buddha : kilesa
parinibbana, kha.ndha-parinibbana, . and · dhatu
parinibbiina (extinction of lusts, etc.). The first 
takes place under the bodhi-tree, the second at the 
moment of the Buddha's physical death, the third 
long afterwards . (DA. III, pp. 899 f.). Some 
Buddha!J live longer than others ; those that are 
dighiiyuka (long-lived) have only sammukha-siivaka8 
(disciples who hesr th� dhamma from the Buddha. 
himself), and o.t their death their relics are not 
scattered, only a single thUpa being erected over 
them (SnA . pp. 194 f.). Short-lived Buddhas 
hold the uposatha once a. fortnight ; others (e.g., 
Kassapa Buddha) may have it once in six months ; 
yet others (e.g., Vipassi Buddha.) only once in six 
years (Thaf]A. I, p. 65). · 

Buddha. legend was formula'ted with the · story of 
Gotama as its prototype. The -story of Gotama 
is not a compilation of known fa.c£s . preserved in 
the form of detailed records of his life, but a. looso 
connection of fragmentS.ry records of eve.nts, 
a:p.ecdotes and episodes of his life, which had been 
handed down by tradition among. early Bu�dhists. 
The legend of the Buddha, .produced in this man:p.er, · 
was later tinged with mythology, in the process of 
transforming Gotama into . 8. superhuman being 
(See BUDDHOLOGY). But, later, probably a.fte� 
the age of A.sanga and Vasubandu, eight steps or 
stages were selected as impo�ant and it came to be · 
believed that whenever a Buddha. comes into this 
world, he

. 
always goes through these eight st8.ges, 

namely, 1 . coming down frpm the Tu5ita heav:en, 
2. entrance mto the mothe�'s womb, 3 . . remaining . 
in the womb, 4 • .  birth, 5. renolincing worldly life, 
6. attaining Enlightenment, 7. the frrat sermon, and 8� 
entering into PARiNIRVA�A (See Pls,. XLV:� 
XLVIII). Sometimes the stage of remaining in the 
womb · is omitted and · t�e co�quest of Mira � 
added .befo� attaiil,ing Enligh�enm:��t: . �e l&t� 
enumeration seems to }:la.ye begi;Ul. 8.fte.r Buddhiim. · 
was introduced into China. 

· ·  · 

· After the Buddha's death, his Dhamma. (teaching) 
is graduiilly lost. The first pi/aka t<> be lost is the 
Abhidhamma, beginning with the Pa#hiina and 
ending :  with the Dha,mmasanga1�i. · · Then, the 
Ailguttara-nikiiya of the Sutta-piJaka� from the 
eleventh to the first nipata ; next the Sa'f!lyutla· 
nikiiya from the OakkapeyyoJa to the Oghataratu� ; 
then the Majjhima-nikaya, from the Indriyabhiivar;tli 
Sutta to the Mulapariyliya Sutta, ·and then the 
Digha-Nikiiya, from the Da..mttara Sittta to the 
Brahmajiila Sutta. Scattered gathii like the 
Sabhiyapucclui, and the .Alavakapuechci last. much 
longer, but they cannot maintain the· siisana. 
The last piJaka to disappear is the Vinaya, the last 
port.ion being the miitikii of the Ubhatovi/)hatiga 
(JlibhA.. p. 432). 

. A�IBUT�S OF .THE BUDDHA . . 

When a. Buddh� dies, his body · receives the 
honours due to a. king (D; II, pp. 141 f.).  It is 
said (D. II, p. 134),u that on the night in which a 

Buddha attains Enlightenment; and on the night 
during which he dies, the colour of his skin becomes 
exceedingly bright. At all times, where a. Buddha . 
is present, no other light can shine (SnA. II, p. 525). 
The Buddha. never asks for praise but if someone 

. �tters his praise in his presence, he takes no 
offence (ThagA. ill, pp. 45 f.). 

Developmbnt · of the Buddha Legend 
The story of every Buddha (or Buddha. in general) 

is no more than the reproduction ofthat of G otama. 
. · It clearly shows a. process through which the . 

· ·By Budd.h& iS m�'!lt one who· ha.s · · attailied 
wisdom (Pa.li. panna, Skt. prajoo).an4,compuaion 
(karuttii}'. It is througll wisdom that the Buddha. 
can perceive the whole world �md dispel the darknei!lll 
of · ignorance (Pali. avijja.; · Skt. avidya). , � . 
wisdoni is explained in the Pali texts as the rel:'liza
tion of the truth of the law of ·causality �icca
samuppiida : .M. l, p. l67 ; Vin. I, pp .. 4-5), which · 
is further · elaborated . as · the . acquisition · .of the · 
three-fold knowledge. 

The throe-fold · knowledge (Pali. tivijjii, Skt. 
trividyii) consists of: l. Knowled�e · of one's ·own 
former births (Prui. pubbenivasanussati�MtuJ, Skt· . 

. pilrvani1Xiaanuamrti-jMtUi), 2; · KnoWledge of the ·. . 
disappearance and reappearance · of . other beings . · · 
(PalL cutupapiit<i·Mrw, Skt·. cyutyiipapiida-;Mno) 
and 3. Knowledge that achieves the total eradica
tion of passions (Pa.li. .asavakk!l<'ya�MtuJ, �kt. . 
asravak�ya-jiiiina). This three-fold . knowledgE> is . 
further extended into the six-fold psyb}:lic-}mowledge 
(Pali. chcd.abhiiiii?i, Skt. �hijiiii) which CQn.sists : 
of : 1-3. the above-mentioned three-fold knowledge . 

and 4. psychic power (Pa.li. · iddhi-tridhi, Skt. 
rddhi-�ya), 5. divine ear· (Pa.li. dibba-sota, Skt. 

18 Here, w have the beginning of a legend which later grew into an account of an ac,u(l.l •transfl�ation' � &be , 
Buddha. 
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.ai,'Ya-8rotra), 6. penetration into the thoughts of 
othe1'3 (Pali. cetopariya-iiiiry.t. or paraciUa-vijiinana

. :iiii�, Skt. paraccta-jnana). 

This six-fold psychic knowledge pos..<�essed by the 
· Buddha is' gained through the · constant practice 
of contemplation. It is considered that except 
for the ' knowledge for eradication of passions,' 
&he other five kinds of psychic knowledge were 
known before the time of Gotama and were later 
introduced into Buddhism. In Ma.bii.yii.na, these 

_ fivE! kinds . of psychic knowledge are regarded as 
being possessed by.Buddh8.s as we11 as bodbisa.ttvas 
(including pratyekabuddhas and ara.bants) while the · 

· _ ' knowledge for eradication of passions ' is regarded 
as knowledge ·peculiar to Buddhas. · But in Pali 
texts the three-fold knowledge and the six.fold 
psychic kno'\vledge are well known attributes of 
a.rabanta, too (See also ABHift&A). Late.r texts 

-- mention ten powers (dasabalani), possessed · by 
Buddhas as a result of their .kxiowledges. These 

. powers are :  1.  knowledge of what . is causal 
(reasona.ble) and what is n�t (Pali. thiiriii#hii:na-nii1)(J, 

- .Skt. sthiina.,ehiina-jfi!ina), · 2. knowledge of actioris · 
. -and- their results (Pali. kamma-vipaka-na1)(J, Skt; 

· · - ·.- kt:J.rmO-ttipaka-jnaria); 3. knowledge of the couise . 
that leadS to aU bo\u:ns (Pali,' aabbatthG-gamini-

. · paMJada-n�t�¥J. Skt. sarvciird�ifamini-prdtipaj-jM1ia),' ·' 
4. knowledge of the 

. 
world with i� · various �d 

-diverse · elements ( aner.adhiitu-nanad/i.iitu-na1)(J), 
IS: kno_wledge of the · diverse characters of beings 

3. confidence in his exposition of the hindrances of 
the Path (Pali. antarayik;;,dhamminar( "  yathabhutii
niccita-vyakarw�a-v<', Skt. antarayika.dharmdna
nyathatvli-niscita-vyrikarat�-a-v0), and 4. confidenc3 
in the Path he has shown to attain the ' All 
Completeness ' (Pali. aabba.sampadadh·igamaya 
nesaggika-pa{ipada-tathii bhitta·V0, Skt. sarva
sampadadhigamaya miryat�-ika-pra.tipattathatva·V0). 

According to the earliest Buddhist scriptures, 
as evident from early Pali suttas, the three-fold 
knowledge, the six-fold psychic knowledge, the ten
fold . knowledge-power and the four-fold self
confidence, all these . are pos:oessed by ara.hants, 
too. Thus, tht:J four self-confidences are a special 
attribute of the Buddha. In later texts, as evident 
from Buddhist Sanskrit texts, of the four self
confidence, 1 and 2 represent the Buddha's suprema 
faculty for profiting others. Of the first two, 
· item 1 represents the faculty of knowing the whole 
truth, while item 2 represents the faculty of fresing 
himself from all kinds of defilement. Of the latter 
two, item 3 represents tho faculty of making all 
being� ·. fre_e . from all .kinds of defilement, while . 
item 4 represents the faculty of ma.'t(ing all beings 
know aU .the Truth. According to the Sarvasti- _ 
vad,in8, . there are forty kinds · of self-confidence 
as e¥h of. the. four kinda of self-confidence contain;:; 
ten varieties of knowledg�-power. But, according 
to �he Abhidh.armakosa (ch. 8), the four kinds of 
self-confidence are just four of the ten knowledge
powers. 

The Buddha's Wisdom 

· (Pali. naniidhim.uttik(Uii-natuJ, Skt. niiniidhimukti
j�na), 6. kn-owledge of- the . spi.J;itual nature . of 
· beings (Pali. indriyaparopariyatta-nana1 Skt. 
·indriyapariipara-jiiiina), 7. knowledge of · aU The wisdom of the Buddha is ex:plained in 
forins of · contemplation and meditation (Pali. various ways, in later 1\fa.bii.yana texts. For 

jhiina-vimokkha-samadhi-aamapattina� sa·�kilesa'f!l_ instance, as in ·the . Ta-chih-to-lun (C. 142), his �f!l vutthiinaf!!> · natw, Skt. sarvadhyana- wisdom is consider�d to be the eleventh kind of 
· . vimolc� • samiidhi • samapatti · sarjl.kileaa�vyavadii.na- . knowledge which should be added tO the generally 

t>ytltthiina-jnana); and �10, the three-fold know- - accepted ten-fold knowledge, viz : 1 .  knowledge 
ledge.(mentioned earlier), It is often sta.wd that the · regarding . conventional things ·(aal?�vrti-jnana), 
ten-fold knowledge-power was developed from the 2 . . regarding the kama-clhcitu, the sphere of lust 
three-fold . knowledge, and tha,t later this was (clharma-l), 3. regarding. the rii.pa and arupa 
further developed. Thus, accqrding to the Sa.rv�ti- ahiitu, · the spheres of for� and formlessness 
vidins, there are forty such powers as each of the (anvaya-j0), 4. knowledge of evil (dukkha-p), 
ten powers contains four kinds . of self-confidence 5. of the cause of evil (samudaya-l), 6. of . the 
{See also BALA [IJ). annihilation of evil (nirodh.a-l), 7. of the way to 

This four-fold self-confidence (Pa.li. catu-vuarajja, 
. Skt. OCJtur-t1aiJaradya) consists of : 1 .  confidence in 
the · perfection of the Buddha'� Enllghtenment 
(Pali. aabbadhammcibhisambodhi-vesarajja, Skt. 
�f't1adharmabhi8amboahi-vai8ar¢ya), 2. confidence 
in his total eradication of passions (Pali. sabbci
.savalckh11tJMt&Q·tl0, Skt. aaroci8ravalc�ayajnana-v0 ), 

annihilate evil (marg-l), 8. of others' thoughts 
(paracitta-l), 9 .  of the eradication of defilements 
(�aya-l), 10. of ceasing the uprising of defilements 
( anutpada-l) and 1 1 .  of seeking into . things as · 
they are (yathabhiUa�j0). This last knowledge 
which surpasses the other ren is peculiar to the 
Buddhas. 

; · l 

, , . . • 
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In the Ta-p'i-p'o-sha-lun (C. 143) the wisdom of 
the Buddha is considered to be the four-fold 
knowledge , viz. knowledge by which o.ro mi!'de 
clear, l .  the cause of Dharma, 2. the time;' s: · the 
features of Dharma. and 4. what is to be taught and 
what is not to be taught. 

.Again, in the same text, the wisdom of the Buddha. . 
is considered to have four characteristics, viz. the · 

characteristics 1 .  of no attachment, 2. of not being 
hindered, 3. of not falling into fallacies, a.Iid 4. of 
not being retrograded. 

In the Ta-p'in-pan-jo-ching (C. 144), the wisdom 
of the Buddha. is described as the sarvatMi-jncima, 
i.e., the wisdom which enables the Buddha 
to a.tt&in knowledge of the essential nature of 
all dharma.s, phenomenal as well as . transcend
ental. The W'isdom · of lriivakas and pra.tyeka
buddhas is sarvajiiata, the wisdom which enables 
them to understand the manifestations only of a.ll 
the dha.r:z;nas, whereas the wisdom of bodhisa.ttvas 
ia margiikara-jMna, the wisdom ena.bl,ing them to 

.· a.ttaiit knowledge of a.ll aspects of the sacred . way 
through which all sentient beings are to be led to 
Nirv&;la. 

The AbhidharmakoSil says that the wisdom of the 
Buddha is free from all. kinds of ignorance, defiled 
(kli�ta) and undefiled (akli�ta), while the wisdom of 
Jriivakas and pratyeka.buddhas is free froni the 
ignorance of the defiled kind. 

In the MahiiyiimaBa1MJraha, the wisdom of t�e 
Budc:)Jla is given as being four-fold, viz : knowledge 
I .  of Reflection (adarsa-jnana, . (e., knowledge, 
like e. �r, reflecting all things as they are, 
2. of Equality (samatii-j0),  i.e., knowledge of 
Oneness' of self and others so as to be in harmony 
with ' Great C�mpa.ssion,' 3. of Observation 

(pratyavek§anii-j0), i.e., knowledge of observing 
all sentient beings so as to remove their doubt�; with 
eloqtient speech that knows no obstruction, and 
4:. of Achievement (krtyiinu{llhlina-l), i.e., know
ledge of achieving mystic power, so as to benefit. 
all sentient beings in various ways. 

· 

In the Ta�wu-liang-shou-ching (C. 145 [Voi. 2] ), 
the wisdom of the Buddha is given under 
five beads, viz : 1 .  Buddha wisdom, 2. Inconceiv
able wisdom, 3. Incalculable wisdom, 4. General 
Mahayana wisdom, · 5. Supreme incomparable, 
unsurpa.ssable wisdom. 

. Both in Theravii.da and in Mahayana, the greatest 
quality ·attributed to ih.e Buddha is wisdom ; and 
to elaborate its greatness further qualities are 
e.ttributeJ to the Buddha., according to the needs of 

society. With this wisdom as an attribute of the 
Buddha, he is always thought of in terms of a. person, 
even when the idea of the Buddha developed into a. 
Cosmic Principle. The personality of the Buddha.. 
is to be considered in that light. The thirty-two . 
major physical characteristics (See rtiAHA-PURISA
LAKKHA�A) and the eighty minor physical 
characteristics (See ANUVYANJANA) not only 
manifest the bodily excellences of the Buddha btit. 
also make him a superman. There was in ancient 
India the idea. of these physical characteristics as 
belonging to great saints and sacred kings . . This 
idea was introduced into Buddhism and the- . 
characteristics were attributed to Buddhas and to 
Cakravartins or Universal kings (D. I, pp. 88. f.; 
III, pp: 142 ff.). These physical cha.ractaristics < 
were acquired by the Buddha not as a. result of 

attaining Enlightenment. but, at birth, as a result 
of the merits he h� performed in his previous 
lives. In Mahayana. texts, the thirty-two me.jo� 
physical chSra.cteristics are said to be peculiar to. 
Buddhas and Ca.kravartins while . the eighty minor :. 

physical ch.$racteristics were pecUlia.� .to Buddhas 
rmd bodhisa.ttv�. 

, . .  , 
The self-confidence of the Buddha is explained 

as being four-fold 8.nd his sUperhuman power& by , . 
att�ibuting to him the six-fold psychic knowledge· 
and the te�:f�ld kn�wiedge-powe�. ,_ The · super 
excellences, peculiar to the Buddha 'are explained · 
as consisting of various qualities, e.g., The Five
Eyes : I .  The Physical Eye (Eye of Flesh : · ma� · · 
cakkhu) which is enough to see the distance of & 
league, 2. The Divine Eye (dibba-cakkh:u) by which 
he sees the disappearance and re-appearance of 

beings, 3. The Eye of Wisdom (panM-cakkhu} 
which he attains as the discoverer of the Path. 
4. The Buddha Eye (Buddha-cakkhit) by which 
he knows the nature and thoughts of beings, 5. 
The All-seeing Eye (samanta-cakkhu) which is identi
fied with omniscience (sabbannuta�MtuJ : Nd. I. 
pp. 355-60 ; Ps. I, p. 133). 

In Buddhist Sanskrit texts, the five ·· eyes ar& · · 
enumerated in a different way. For instance, in 
the Mahiivastu (I, pp. 158-60) the Five Eyes are : 

. 
1. mamsa-cak�u, 2. divya-e0, 3. prajM-c0, 
4. dha'nna-c0, and 5. Buddha-c0• Here, the first 
two Eyes are more or less the same as their. : 
Pali counterparts. The Eye of Wisdom is inter
preted as the Eye that each of the eight kinds of 
.Aryans (lrya-pudgala) possess. The . d�T1114..C0 

replaces the samanta-c0 of the Pab bat. A 
dhamma-c0 is mentioned in Pali texts, too, and 
it is identified with the knowledge of the causal 
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Then there are thirty-two kimh of Great 
Compassion. There. is no comparison between tho· 

la\v. But, the dhai'nza-c0 IS identified ,;vith the 
ten-fold knowledge-power. The Buddha-cak�Ju is 
eonsidered a.8 const-ituted of the Eighteen Special 
Qu&lities of the Buddha (a§f�JeJ)iro-buddha· 
dharma � .lltht·u. J, p .. ' 160 ; Siitral. pp. 187 f.). 
See s. v. _BUDDHA-CAJ{KHU. 

F;lpteen. Special Qualities 

In Pali texts, t.here is no reference to a list of 
.such Eighteen Special Qualities apart from the 
late list in the Jiniila?ik�_ra. · In Buddhist Sanskrit 
tflxts; e.g., t.be Mahat:yutpatti (BE. XIII, p. 3) and 
t-he fO.hiiv�tu. (1, pp; 1'60-8) , · and

. 
in Chinese 

.Agamaa there occur many such hsts; mostly 
different from one another in t-heir enumeration. 

. •Great compassion of the Buddha· · (rna.hakaruroa) 
n.nd the compassion ·or Sr1i�akaa. This is one of the <. 
four states of mind called the ' Four lnfinites ' . 

(aprama�ti), i.e., pity, compB'ssion, sympathetic 
joy and · equanimity. According to the Ta-chih/ 
to-lun (C. 148 · [Vol, 40]), the Oreat Coinpsss�o'n 
of the Buddha . is the 1 compassion . without 

· .object ' which 11urpa.sses 1 compassion . tqwa.rds · 
beings ' and the ' compassion towarrls objects.' 
1 Compassion towa�ds beings ' is that which .· is 

In 8ome· Schools, e.g. , '  the · Satvastivada., the 
Eighteen Special _ Quali�ies are· enumerated iri a 
dift'tltent way. · Accor�ng to· their · entimeration, 
they co�ist of the Ten-Jold· Knowledge�p(>wer, t-he 
Four-fold Self-confidence, t.he Three-fol� Even-· 
�ess (�rtYuPa�thiina)l• a�d : the G�·eat 

. . Comp&ssion (maM-karittuJ). · · 
. ' 

· iJesideil th� : elgh��. there are the Forty. 
Special Qualities of the'-B.�qdha. �e�tioned ' in the 
Sh�'� P.'i p'o��Jia-iu.n. (O; i46 [Voi. i4]); the .Forty:· · 
four

.
mentio�ed in the Shih-chu-p'ip'�-aha.l�n (C . 147 

(V o1:1 i ]) apd the One Hundred and Forty m�ntioned 
in. _t.be -Bodhisa:U·va-bll.itmi (pp. 88 ff. and . 375 ff.).· 

. - · · 1300 afso !VE'NlKA DHARMA.. · · . . --
. . 

&sides these, t.here aie other categories of quali
tie!' mentioned in the te�ts, e.g. ,Fourteen itema of · 
.Buddha-kn.Qtt.oledge, i.e., .l-4. The ]four _Noble Truths 
(a�-8aCca),  _&-8. The ¥our kinds of ant'lytical 
lmowl�ge (pa#.mmbhida), 9. Knowledge of the 
�gher and lower states of �he spiritual faculties of 
beings (indriyaparopariyaf.ta-il.iitta), 10. Knowledge 
of views and incli�ations of beings (asayiinu.saya
M�). l l .  Knowledg� of the Twin Miracle. · . 
(YOJ!laka-pa#hira-iiii�). 12: Knowledge of the 
attainment · to ·great . compassion (mahiikaruJ)ii
.w.miapaUi-iiiiJ)a), i'3. Omn�ience ("aabbannuta-naJ)Q) 
and 14. Knowledge · which is . unobstructed 
(anmXiraJ)a·fliir.a) _ 

These fourteen kinds of knowledge of the Buddha 
(Bt¢dha-MJ)Q) are �id to ·constitute the lamanta
uW� the fifth eye of the Buddha. However, . 
of these fourteen, it is sai� that the first eight are 
shared by araha,nts, too, whil� the latter si� are 
peculiar to the Buddha (Pa. I, p. 133) . 

10 · Three-fold Evenomlnded�eea : See a.v. BIDCITTAT�. 

· felt by ordinary perspns, and it is directed towards 
individual beings. It is inferior (hina) compassion·. 
I Compassion towards objects ' is that . which is 
felt by arahants and other sages who realise the 
truth of analman (selflessness). It is directed 
towards all kinds of existence, both sentient and 
non-sentient. · This is 1 medium ' complliision� · 
• Compassion with�ut object ' is that which·· is 
felt by. the Buddha.. it is extended throughout 
·the . tinive� without .discrimmatio� of sentiei,lt 
and noQ-sentient . . Thia is Great (�ha) Compassion. 

The .Abhidhatmako8a (ch. 8) enumerates five 
reasons for .the Buddha's compassion being called . 
' Great. Oomp&ssion ' · �d. eight points of differen� . 
between compas8io� (karutvi) and G�t Compassion .· 
(mahd-�ruJ)li). · The five reasons are � 1 .  sambMra · 
(the store of merits) in Great Cpmpassion is great. 
The merits accumula.ted in. order to gain Great 
Coinpassion are greater than the �er!ts accumula.ted 
to gain compassion. · 2. tikiira (fo�) is· great. 
W.llile compaSsion works in the limited . field of 
sorrow, Great Co�passion works in the field of 
happiness 88 well 88 that of sorr6w, for happiness 
so-called is also a kind of sorrow since it 1s imperma
nent. · 3. alambana (the object) is great. While 
·compassion exercises · its influence only in kama
df.atu, GrMt Compassion 9Xerciaes its influence on 
kama-dhiitu, rupa-dhcitu and arupya-dMtu. 4. In . 
comp8ssion aamattva . (the feEiling of . oneneSs) is 
great. In Great Compassion there is no partiality, 
all are equally . regarded. s; In compassjon 
adhimcitra (excellence) is .great. The excellence of 
Great Compassion is far suPerior to that of 
compassion. 

The eight points of differences ar� : 1 .  Difference 
in . nature : compassion is the . annih�tion of 
resen.tment (adv�a), while g�at · compassion is the 
annihila_tion of ignor&nce (amoha) . . 2. *-ifferenee in 
form (ak(jra} 88 explained above. 3. Difference in 
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object (alambana) as explained above. 4. Differ
ence in base (bMirni) : compassion is based on every 
stage of contemplation (dhyiina) from the first to 

the fourth, while Great Compassion is based on the 
fourth stage of contemplation. 5.  Difference in 
personality (a1raya) : compassion is exercised by 

8ravakos or pratyekabuddhas while Great Compas
sion is exercised by Buddhas only . 6. Difference · 
in attainn:ient : compfl.llsion is the result of attain
ment in which the defilements (klda) of the kama-

. dlliitu are destroyed while Great. Compassion is tho 
result of attainment in which the defilements of the 
bhaViigra, the highest of ·. the ariipya-dhiitu, me · 
destroyed. 7 .  Difference in the degree of libera�iim: · 
compassion only wishes for . liberation while · Gre�t 
Compassion brings about liberation. 8. Difference 
in the extent of feeling (karurtiiyana) : the feeling 
engendered by compassion is c!)nfined to the 
kama-dhatu while the feeling engendered by Great 
Compassion is extended over all spheres, the kama, · 
rupa and aropya. 

1'hus, ' Great Compassion ' is peculiar to Buddhas · 
only. And it is classified into thirty-two kinds in 
Pao-yu-ching, . (C. 149 [Vol. 5]) . For details see 
article on MA.HA.KAR�A.. · 

The · Buddh' is .p ossessed with three kind.s · of 
bodies (kaya), namely, dharmaMya, sa'fTl,bhogakaya . and nirmiirtakaya : 1 .  I)harmaktiya : The Buddha's 
invisible existence is dharmakiiya, the real nature 
of the Buddha. It is identified with tathata, t.he 

· abeolute reality. 2. Sambhogakiiya : The 
Buddha's reflection of dharmakiiya in the empirical . 
world. in a corporeal form. The Buddha manifests · 
himself among bodhisattvas in the form · of · 
,,ambhogakiiya. H�re the Buddha is endowed with · 
physical beauty and excellence. 3. Nirmartakiiya : · 
The Buddha's manifestation in the empirical world 
as G.autama or other past or future Buddha is the 
nirmii'!K"kaya, the body &asumed by the Buddha in • 
fulfilment of his resolve to enlighten · all sentient 
beings. For details see TRIKAYA. 

Categories of Attribules 

As the attributes of the Buddha increased in 
niany ways, they are also classified in various 
ways. For example, the Satasahasrikaprajna
paramita gives a list of one hundred attributes of 
the Buddha in eighteen categories : 1. the four 
applications of mindfulness (smrt?Jupasthrin(l), 2 .  the 
four-fold correct exertions (samyakprahana), 3. the 
four bases of psychic powe�; (rddhipada), 4. the 

five spiritual faculties (indriya), 5, · the five spiritual · 
powers (bala) ,  6. the seven constituents of Enlighten� 
ment (bodhyanga) ,  7. the Eight-fold Noble Path 
(arya-a�tiingika:marga), 8 .  the Four Noble Truths · 
(iirya-satya), 9. the eight kinds of deliverance 
(vimok�a), 10�· the nine kinds of gradual attainment 
and dwelling ( amtpijrva-vihiira-samapatti), 1 1 .  the 
three kinds of mental concentration (samiidhi), . 
12. the entrance to all dharartis (sarvadhwa�i
mukha), 13. the ten intellectual powers (tathiigata
bala), 14. the four-fold self-confidence (vaisaradya), 
15 .  the four-fold analytical knowledge (prati8af!'vid), 
16. the Great Benevolence (malui-maitrij, 17. the 
Great Compassion (mahii-karu¢.) . �nd 18. the · 
eighteen unique attributes (avet�-ika-dharma : B11P • .  
pp, 1262-63). 

Again, the M ahayana-sUtriilankara of Asaliga 
has a list of . sixty attributes in addition . to. the 
thirty-two major and eighty .minor characteristics 
of the Buddha. The , sixty attributes .include, 
in additipn to the thirty-seven attributes covered 
by 'Nos. 13, 14, If), 17 and 18  above, twenty-three ·. 
more qualities, namely, L tho four immeasurablee ·. · 
(apramarta); 2. complete freedom from aU .obstaeJM 
of passions ·. 1'-nd ignorance . (vimok�<J), 3. m�ry 
river the whole universe (abhibhvayatana), , 4, toW · · · 
k�owledgt} ·of what is to be known (krts!uiylll.analf . .. 
5. iP,e .compas,siori that proiJ!pts him t.o work for . 
the eradication of passion in. all beings (ara!IIJ- · · 
viB�a); · 

6. the . �solution (pra�idhana), . 7. ��e 
six,fold super,knowledge (abhijna), 8! the four-fQld ·· 
purity (par�i), 9. the thrOO-fold protection 
du� to the arising of three-fold zillldfulness 
(arakl}a·smrtyupasthiina) and 10. omniscience . 
(sa�uaki!.r�jnata : Sutrdl. pp. 184 ff�).20 

Seven SuparioriUes 

The Buddha is superior to all other pain� in 
seven matters, namely, 1 .  body, . 2. living, · 
;l. wisdom, 4. virtue, 5. ·practice, 6. mystery and 
7. dE)liverance. 1 .  Superiority iii body means t .b&t 
the Buddha is possessed with thirty-two iilajor . 
characteristics and · eighty minor characteristics 
of a great being. 2. Superioirty in living means 
that the Buddha lives a righteous and peaCeful 
life, according to the Dhanna. · · $. Superiority · in 
wisdom means that the Buddha is endowed With 
excellent wisdom of various kinds. 4. Superiority · 
in virtue means that the Buddlia is equipped with 
the virtues of training himself right, of living himself 
right, of e.Cting himself right and, of seeing right. · 

5. Superiority in practice means that the Buddha · · 

20 HOl!t of tl)ese qualities may be traced also in the Pall literature. Some of them are common ·to the Buddha &nd 
· the arabants. Some are peculiar to the :Buddha only. 
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practises excellent contemplations · (dhyana) and 
meditations, (samiidhi). 6 .  Superiority in mystery 

. IQeans that the Buddha is possessed with six kinds 
of psychic-knowledge (abhijiia). 7. Superior�ty in 
deliverance- means that the Buddha is delivered 
from tl'te two ¥ndrances, namely, kldavaratw and 
jneyamra�a,. 

THE BUDDHA CONCEPT 
The concept of ' Buddha ' was formed with 

Gotama (Skt. Gautama),  the historical Buddha 
as its nucleus. (For . the life of the historical 

· Buddha see GOTAMA (1] ; and for the personality 
of the Buddha in its transition from that of a 
human being to the position of the ultimate reality 
of the world see also BUDDHOLOGY) . . 

--- · ---- . -----------

" I, this Tathiigata, have never thought of leading the 
bhikkhusmigha, nor have I thought of the bhikkhu

Ba?igha as relying upon me " (tathiigatassa lcho 
na eva� rr,0ti ' aha·lrt bhikkhu,sa)igham pariharissii·rniti 

t�t:i ma1Jl udde.siko bhikkhusmigho ' ti 'l.'a : D. II, 
p. 100) . . In his owrr eyes, he was only a pioncet 
and, as such, he teaches those who follow h i..."!l to 
walk on the path of bodhi by their own efforts 
and not to be neglectful nor be dependent · upon 
others. " There is a. ma.n," Gota� says, " who 
enters a. forest and discovel'3 a trace of the p�th 
trodden by the ancients. He ·will follow it and 
discover the city dwelt in by the. ancients a.nd will 
make it known to peqple. And by doing so, he 
will bring that city into its old glory. In like 
manner, I have discovered the path trodden by the 

. Sa.mmii.-sambuddha.s of the past, followed it, and 
The question is not so much, ' Who is Buddhe- ?'  finally found the city of Nibbima, which now I 

but ra.the.r � What is meant ·by the tenn .Buddha ?'  show to you, 0 bhikkhus. Do\you, 0 bhikkh�. 
Du� the life�ime of Gotama the. question was not : pr�tise . as I have taught you ·. and follow the 
· 'What  is m:eant by Buddha ? ' but ' .Who is path trodden by ancient Buddhas, and reach . the 

· Gotama Buddha ! '· This is ·eVident from what cit yof Nibbana. " .(ibid.) .  This, indeed, is the 
Gotama said t.o. _Upska (who · asked him " Wh� . . Buddha's attitude towards his disciples : • · Be ye 
are you ? ") almost immediately after his Enlighten- · refuges unto yourselves, dependent upon yomselves, · 

. . ment : ", I sm. the conqueror (jina) and the knower . not relying upon othera " · (atta dipa vilw.ratha . 
· of all (80bbavidu}." · This declarllotion' indicates · auasarat�-a anafina-sarat�-<i. : ibid.). Even on his 
that the Buddha : is . a pe�on who has · a�sol�te · death-bed, Gotama a_dmonishes his .followers : 

. wisdom and absolute ability . and thereby has " w��k . out your salvation' with diligence " 
perfectly completed his cluu'acter. To show this · · (appamddena sarnpiidetha .: D. II, p. 1 56). 

calib1'8 of the Buddha, · the -earliest Buddhist Yet, in spite of this attitude on the part of . · 
scrip�, i.e., the early

. Pali suttas, attributed ··aota.ma.; . the. people who wero deeply influenced 
to him the-three-fold knowledge (tiVijJa), tl;e six-foid . by him gathered round him desiring to be instructed . . 
psychic-_knowledge (chalabhiiina), the ten:fold . To tbeJXl the Buddha. was .not a. mere fore- runner, kno\\-ledge-powor (oasabala) and the four-fold solf- nor ·a. mere leader. He was the most exc.ellent 
confidence (catuvesiirajja). However, these attri- teacher and master.. He was the object of absolute 
butes do not ta.l•e the Buddha away from the huma.n devotion. And thus, he came finally to be looked 
nature o� life, a.nd in the Nikayas it is ::;een that the up to a.S a super-human being standing. all alone. 
Buddha is subject to the normal laws of life, decav The various qualities attributed to tho Buddha 
and death (jati-jarq.maratta). 

. 
(e.g., the thirty-two major and the eighty minor 

To define ' Buddha, ' in a negative form, it is 
possible to sta� that the Buddha. is neither a . 
bra.'mla, J;tor a deva, nor a yalckha : (yak�d), nor a. 
ga� (gandharva), nor � manueea (man�a : 
A. U, pp. 3&-9). In e. positive fonn the Buddha is 
the· one revered in this world (arahant), the supreme 
teacher (anuUara.saUht.i), and the one perfectly 
enlighten� (samma-11ambuddha : Vin. I, p. 8). 
It- is-stated that his followers could attain arahe.nt
ehip (M. fli, p. 8 ;  8. III, pp. 6-5-6) whi!e pacceka
buddhas attain Enlightellll)ent (Pug. pp. l4 ff.). Thus, . 
it is in. the quality of being the supr.eme teacher, · 
that the. Buddha differs from all other beings. 
But, although a great teacher, the Buddha never 
rionsidered himself to be the leader of his followers : 

characteristics, tho Five Eyes and the fourteen 
kinds of Buddha-knowledge mentioned in the 
scholastic works of the Pa.li canon, and the Eighteen 
Special Qualities including the Great Compassion · 
mentioned in the Mahii.yii.na texts) are evidence 
of this fact. The thirty-two major characteristics 
show tho physical characteristics of the Buddha 
(among them are some that cannot be thought of 
from biological standards) while the Eighteen Special _ 
Qualities · show his mental and spiritual . · 
cna racuel'lBtlOS. 

In view of the qualities attributed to the Buddha, 
his deification seems to have originated in the Pali 
canon itself and developed through the Pali 
commentaries. It became fully developed in the 
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1."dahavastu and we.s established in the Lalitavistara 
and the Divyiivadiina. Thus, th� Budd'ha was 
deified long before :tv1ahayana became a separate 
system. 

Gotama's birth was never regarded as an accid�nt. 
Still more, it could not be thought that a i3uper
human being like the Buddha had appeared all of 
a sudden in this world even from the standpoint 
of the law of cause and effect which is the most 
fm\damental doctrine of Buddhism. Therefore, 
it came to be believed that the Buddha had gone 
through many past lives. The story of the 
Buddha's past lives is a manifestation of this 
belief. Moreover, tradition says that the stories 
of hi& past lives were told by the. Buddha himself. 
Again, concerning the birth and the death of the 
Buddha, it was thought that the Buddha controlled 
these acts himself, through his own volition, for 
the salvation of all beings. Consequently, it came 
to be increasingly considered that the Buddha. was 
a transcendental being who was above the historical 
scene. 

Now, if the historical Buddha, Gotama, was 
horn in this "orld by the strength of his desire 

· to save all sentient beings, it could be assumed 
· that a super-historical, fundamental and underlying 

Buddha. exiSted as . the basis of the hiatorica.l 
Buddha.. The historical Buddha · is a provisional 
(avatara}, phenomenal (rnpakaya) Buddha. while 
the basic Buddha is t.he , Buddha of Truth and 
Essen�e, i.e., the Dharma. . The Dhamma, of 
which Bhagavat (the Blessed One) is the cause; 
and �f which he is the teacher, and of which 
Bhagavat is indeed the depended-is the old path 
irodden by ancient Buddhas. It was indeed the 
immutable truth abiding for ever. Therefore, 
Gotama said, " What does it  mean to you, this 
foul little body of :ri.1ine which you see before your 
eyes 1 The one who sees the Dhamma is the one 
who sees mo, and he who sees roB sees the Dhamma " 
(ala1J1 kirp, te imina piltikayena · dit(hena. yo kho 

· dhammarp, passati so rnarp, passati, yo marp, passati 
so clha1n11marp, passati : S. III, p. 120). It is indeed 
through the :realiz.ation of this Dharma that the 
Buddhas of the past, present and future attain 
Enlightenment. Consequently, the Dharma is the 
original Buddha. and the Buddha is the Dharma 
personified. In other words, the Dharma is revealed 
through the personal form of a human Buddha. 
It was the very fact of the Buddha's Nirvii.J.la 

· that gave an impetus to such a theoretical considera-
tion of the Buddha and of the Buddha-body 
(See also BUDDHA-KA.YA). After Gotama's 

· PARINIRV !NA,his followers cherished his me:xn.ory 

deep in their heart, idealized him, conceived him as 
super-human and came to believe that although 
he had pa3sed away, the Dharma which made him 
t.ho Buddha would never pass away. Thus arose 
ti1e idea of the permanence of Dharma, and the 
Buddha was identffied with this ultimate reality 
(Cp. M. I, p. 190-91 �nd S. I, p. 136). 

The Buddha, identified with Dharma (the ultimate 
reality} ,  in other words the wisdom that is subjective 
and the truth that is objective combined to become 
a perfectly harmonised unit which is the basic 
non-particularising wisdom, i.e. , the Buddha him
self, is called the Dharma-kaya. The Dharma-kaya 
is the basic wisdom which is received by the Buddha · 
for his personal enjoyment, because it is completely 
limited to tho world of the Buddha himself ; and 
also at the same time it is an altruistic wisdom 
that i� being received by all beings because it is 
working on all sentient beings and tries to reveal 
itself to them. The former is the fundamental 
basic wisdom and the latter is the later-attained 
detailed wisdom. 'l'his detailed wisdom is an 
altruistic wisdom exclusively for the. salvation of 
all beings, and when the Buddha is �egarded from 
this standpoint, ho is called the Sambhoga-kiiya · 

and Nirm{i,"((-a-kiiya. Only those who have followed 
and practised the path (marga) and have attained 
some degree of proficiency (phala) can understand 
the teaching of the Sambhoga-kaya, because this 
body (kaya) is the working of the essential wisdom 
itself. · For others, including beings other than · 
human, the Buddha who appears for the sake of · 
their salvation is called the Nirmijr;a-kiiya. Again, 
in viewing the doctrine of the three-fold body 
(Trikaya) in another interpretation, the Dharma-
kaya is a body of principle which has neither colour 
nor form, the Sambhoga-kdya is the wisdom attained 
only by Buddhas, and the Nirmijrw-kdya is the · 
wisdom that is received by all beings for their use. 
This interpretation is a development in the theory 
of the Trikoya (q.v). Likewise, the ' ten-body' 
theory of the AvatalpSSka School (hua-yen-t.mng) · 
and the ' many-body ' theory of the MBI.l�ale. • .  
are also developed forms of the Trikiiya theory. 
In fact, with the introduction of the Dharma-kiiytJ 

theory, the concept of Buddha developed in 
conformity with the philosophically developed 
considerations of the Buddha-body. 

It is a fundamental doctrine of Buddhism that 
everything is the chain of causation and thereby · 

all things are related with one another and are 
mutually inter-connected and mutually inter
dependent. Therefore, the three-fold bodies of the 
-15uddha, too,

. 
are mutually inter-twined with one 
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another : and it can be said that everything is 
. Dharm<f-kilya or Samhhoga-lcaya or NimUi·l}a-kiiya. 

Thus, �vhen the Buddha is identified with the 
Dharma-kaya, the ultimate reality, all things cannot 

. be anything but the Buddha. In other words, 
t.bere is inherent in every specific beil:\g and in all 
concrete matter the potential ability to become 
Buddhas. See also BUDDHA-NATURE. 

The concept of the Buddha in terms of Buddha
nature characteristically developed · in ,Japan. · 
Although there is an interpretation in China that 
all things are each of them nothing but the Buddha, 
this idea is mainly b&sed on the theory of Dharma-

. kaya. On the contrary, Japanese Buddhism 
does not look at phenomen11. from th_.e angle of the 
ideal-body (Dharma-kaya) idealistically, but is 
based on the theory that each item of concrete 
matter and each specific bei.llg are just as they are, 
at once, Buddhas. The development of the 

beings. Hence, all beings can be born in his 
Pure Land (Sukhiivati) after death and become 
one in essence with Amita hy mel'ely reciting tho 
' Buddha-name ' (Nembutsu) ' Namu Arnida Butsu' 
and having faith ill him . 

Jn the Zen sect, the original n11.ture of the mind, · 
just as it is, is the Buddha-nature and also the 
Tathii.gata-garbha {matrix of Tathagata : q.v.). 
When freed from the conflicting ideas of subject 
and object, the true nature of t.he mind ia.personally 
realised to see the Buddha and to become the 
Buddha itself. Tho basic na ture of the mind is not 
a conjecture that there is an original basic ' body • 
in the depth of all phenomena, but a realization that 
the mind itself in daily life, jb.st as it is, is none . 
other than the- working of the mind:s original 
nature. This is the eternal . Buddha-mind as 
declared by Bankei Zenji {1622-93 A.C.). How
ever, in Zen, Sakyamuni (Gautama) is regarded as 
their principal image. · · _ Buddha concept can be seen in the major Buddhist 

sects in Japan. 
Thus, by . Buddha wa.s meant at first a great 

· Thus; in the .Shingon sect, .the prmcipal image is . teacher. Then . he was treated as a. super·m�n 
. ·. the Buddha Mahii.vairocr.na. fJ�:�.p. Dainichi-Nyora.i). and raised to the levef of a super-hum'l.n, tr�nscend· · 
· When the · meaning of the name is:· looked into, · 'ental being. The next step of development was to 

it· is said that the. light o.f the wisdom- of the Buddha
. 

rega�d Buddha._ as a. ' �rinciple,' the UltiJriate 
illlmiiriates the entire. unive�� _as .the light· of the Reality (i.e.; D.�rma-lcaya( Th�n it ·wa.s. believed · 
sun illuriiiriates the- entir�· world. This. light : of ·that the Buddha., the Ultii:iia.te Reality, is not 
wisdom stirs in all beings aspiration for Enlighten" so�ething external that has to be achieved or 

· · · me:itt. This means that the :auddha Mahavairocana .. . at tamed, but . a potential ability, called Buddha
is considered .from two aspects: na�ely, the nature, that has to be awakened {i .e., to ba realised) . . Principle-body and the Wisdom-body. From the .And this Buddha-nature is inherent not only in 
concept of the Principle-body, everything has its human beings but also in every specific baing and 
�is in Mahii.va.irocana. ; and . from the concept of in every concrete matter · (For details · soo 
the Wisdom,body, each one of all things will awa,ken BUDDHOLOGY, BUDDHA-KAY A . and 
to aspire towards Enlightenment by 1\Iahii.vairocana. 

· In the former ease, the complicated and detailed 
· workings of the mind in daily life ,  just as they are, · 

are .Ma.hii.vairocana ; and in the latter, the aspira.tion 
. towards Enlightenment which i;; awakened in each 

one is Mahii.vairocaPa. In each case, what is 
indicated , is that each little thing in this world is 

· the Buddha. M�avairocana, and at the same time 
the whole world is the Buddhs Mahavairocana. 

In the JOd'o sect, the principal image is Amita 
Buddha. Here, Amita. Buddha is a completely 
personified Buddha. The bodhisattva Dharmakara, 
in the far dista"nt past, before his attainment of 
Buddhahood, practised and completed all- kinds of 
virtue · for endless long periods of time, attained 
his great aim of saving all beings and became Amita 
Buddha. The power of this great vow of the 
Bud<:llm fills the whole universe iii time &nd space. 
Therefore, it permeates the defiled mind of all 

BUDDHA-NATURE respectively). 

In the Pali canon, it has baen clearly stated that 
Buddhas appeared in the past and will aho appear . 
in the future, and that these past and future 

. 

Buddhas are nia.ny in number, and also that Buddha 
· Gota.m& {Skt. Gautama) is no more than one of these 

' Myriad Buddhas. '  In l\IaMyii.na,_ it has· boon . 
emphatically maintained that besides. Buddha . 
Sii.kyamuni (Gautama), a multitude of Buddhas 
exist in the presen� age, too, and that they live 
i n  thsir own worlds situated in ' Other Quarl;ers ' . and differentiated from this world of sahii.loka.. · . · 
These Buddhas assiduously work, �ch in his own 
way, to enlighten all sentient lfein,gs. Thus, the 
Mahayana SchooL� not only belie-cle i� the infinity of 
Buddhas but also advocate the simultaneous 
existence of numerous Buddhas, while the ' Hina
yana ' Schools, though they believe in the . plurality 
o · Buddhas, admit the appear1nce of only one 

. -� 

.:� 
i 
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Buddha at a given period. For Mahiiyiinists 
each Buddha is an ' accommodated-body ' 
emanating from the .Dharma-kiiya and, t,hcrefore, 
must be necessarily different, because the Sambhoga
kaya (or the Nirmii:ry.a-kaya) is the way of• altruism 
that benefits all beings corresponding with various 
practices of sentient beings. However, as it has 
been admitted in the Pali canon that, with the 
view of confirming the universal validity of 
Gotama's D.harma, Buddhas of the past, present 
(Gotama) and future would realise and preach the 
same Dha.rma. Likewise in Mahayana Schools too., 
with the same view of confirming Sakyamu ni'S. 
(Gautamr..'s) Dharma in its universal validity, 
it is asserted that the Buddhas of the present, 
living in , the worlds of every quarter, realise and · 
preach th� sa,n1e Dharma. 

Thus, the plurality of the Buddhas of the present 
resulted in the concept of the Buddha in Buddha
worlds (Bu4dhak�etra : q.v ). At first, as stated in 
the opening chapter of the Suvarry.aprabha.sa-8utra, 
it was believed that there were four Buddhas in .the 
four quarters : Ak�obhya in the east, Ratna�etu 
in t.he south, Amitabha in the west, and Dundubhi
svara in the north. Later texts mention five 
Buddhas by adding the centre to the four quarters : 
�obhya in the east, Ratnasambhava in the 
south, Amitabha in the west, Amoghasiddhi in 

· the north, and Vairocana in the centre. This 
number was increased to six by adding the upper 
and the lower . to the four quarters. Then came 
eight, the Buddhas of the four quarters and the . 
four intermediate quarters. Then the number 
rose to ten by adding the upper and the . lower 

. to the eight quarL.:;rs. Then the number of Buddhas 
�xisting in each of the ten quarters also increased; 
LTl Oh'eng-yang-chu-fo-kung-te-ching (C. 150 ), it is 
said that 53 Buddhas exist in the east, 39 in 
the south, 3 in the west, 6 in the north and 27 
in the centre. In the Smaller Sttkhii.vativyti.ha 

sutra, it is said that there are Ak�obhya and four 
other Buddhas in the east, Candrasiiryapradipa 
and four others in the south, Amitayus and six 
others in the west, Maharuciskandha and four 
others in the north, Siqlha. and five other Buddhas 
in the lower quarter, and Brahmagho�a. and ten 
others in the upper. In the Ta-p'in-pan-jo-ching 
(C. 151)  it is said that one thousand 
bLtddhas exist in each of the ten quarters. This 
figure was increased to hundreds of millions 
of nayuta8 of Buddhas existing in each of the ten 
quarters. It is also interesting to note tha� 
in the Ta-jang-teng-to-chi-ching (C. 152), it is said 
that · numerous Buddhas dwell in each of the 

four lands lying around Mount Sumeru : eighty 
thousand Buddhas in Pfu:vavideha, hundreds of 
thousands in  Uttarakuru, fifty thousand in the 
Avaragodaniya and two hundred and fifty thousand 
Buddhas in Jambudvipa. All these ' Myriad 
Buddhas ' bave realised and preach t.he same 
Dharma that SB.kyamuni (Gautama) realised and 
preached. The common object of these ' Myriad 
Buddhas ' and the Buddha SB.kyaniuni is to make 
all sentient beings attain Buddha-Wisdom. And 
if these various Buddhas are reduced to their 
original body, each one stems from the sanie 
Dharma-kaya and is none other than the Ultin,la.te 
Reality, the Buddha, identified with Dharmakriya, .· 
tathata, Sftnyata, .Adi-Buddha, e�. It should be 
noted here that by the theory of the Buddha-lands 
(Buddhakl}etra : q.v ), the universality of Dharm111 
came to be accepted more firmly ai).d emphasized 
more strongly. 

ATTAI��ENT OF BUDDHAHOOD 
The ' attainment of Buddl..Ahood ' means 

becoming the Buddha. by obtaining bodhi (q.v ), i.e.� 
Enlightenm�nt (See also BOJJHANGA). Therefore, 
Buddhahood comprises the knowledge attained at 
the Enlightenment and the way by which one 
becomes . Buddha. The former refers to Buddhist 
doctrine and the latter to Buddhist practice. Here, · 
the doctrine and the practice are directed to one 
and the same goal, i.e . ,  the attainment of Buddha·· 
hood. The doctrine is made clear as a result of 
practice, and . the practice is made p3rfect when 
carried out according to doctrine. When cne has 
perfected practice and has made the doctrine 
indubitably clear, than one has obtained bodhi, 
has attained Buddhahood. 

Buddhist doctrine was studied and put into shape 
in the different Schools, and with time developed 
itself into such concepts as the ' Non-existence ' o 
the 1\lii.dhyamika School, the ' Idealism ' · of the 
Vijiianavii.dins, the ' Buddha:nature ' of the 
Nieh-p'an sect, the ' Three Thou..<>and Worlds in . 
One Thought ' of the T'ien-t'ai sect, and the ' Ten
fold Profound Hannony of Dependent Origination' 
of the Hua-yen sect. The practice, in the meantime, 
developed itself also, supported by these doctrines, 
and centering on the problem of the attainment of 
Buddhahood. It may be said that in the long · 
history of Buddhism its chief concern has been the 
attainment of Budd.hahood. 

Gotama's attainment of the unsurpassed bodhl 
(anuttara-sarnma-sambodhi) was at once the relea._qe 
from suffering ; it was an eternal peace of mind. 
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namely, · Nibbiina (NirVal).a). In him bodili and 
Release were one. ; bodhi, Release and Nibbana 
were one. 

}Wlease frqm suffering doe� not _mean cessation of 
life. lt me&nS . acquirement of that wisdom in 
which one could be free from suffering, . in the 
midst of the _sufferings -·� life and death. Nibbana 
is th� peace of �d resulting from .the acquireme�t 
of this wisdom. The Release or Nibbana attained 
by ·the Buddha In this world and sustained . .by 
unsurpassed wisdom, was really full of life. 

In the Theravada, the disciple of the Buddha 
(Bdvakas) regarded the Buddh� ·fro� a distance, at 
so great a distance indeed that Buddh�hood was 
considered to be beyond the reach of the devotee. 
Their goal was now arahatship. In the original 
sense of the word, arahatship was not essentially 
different from Buddhahood, as is seen from the 
fact that ' arahat ' is one of the tet:J. �pithets 
of the Buddha. But, when the disciples made 
arahatship their goal, there was a line draWn between 
the Buddha and the arahat. Gotama was the only 
Buddha ; for the rest, the goal was arahatship. 
When arahatship is referred to in later days, it 

. usUally· meant arapatship in this latter sense, 
i.e., of the Theravada, · See also .AJ!,AHANT 8.nd 
NIBBA.NA. : 

Attainment of liuddhahood in general 
Gota.ma_, ��vil_!g ?ecome BE<!c!ha, ta_�ght for � 

period of forty-five years and, when he was eighty 
years old, passed into complete NirvB.I).a ( Pari- · 
nirval).a).  Then as time went on, the historicity 

· of his personality became fainter in the minds of 
People and idealisa.tton: began, till at last Gota.ma 
W$8 regarded as a superhuman being. This 
idealization· consisted of two points. Firstly, the . 
early Buddhists, abiding by the law of cause and 
effect, traced the cause of Gotama's attainment of 
Buddhahood far into the past, beyond his life in this 
world. . The superiority of Gota.ma Buddha, 
they speculated, must be the result not on:ly of his 
excellent practices ·in this world but also of the 
merits he accumulated in previous existences. This 

· belief, when combined with the legends that had 
long been handed down in Central India, went to 
the making of the Jatakas, the tales of the Buddha 
in previous existences. S�ondly, they emphasised 
the greatness of the .Buddha in body and_ mind. 

From ancient times the people of India had awaited 
the arrival of a Cakravartin (q.v.), a world-ruler 
who was to have thirty-two excellent physical 
characteristics. Now, this id(,'la was somehow 
annexed to the Buddha. . They came to believe 
that the Buddha had these thirty-two excellent 
characteristics. And, in mind, the Buddha. was 
considered to have had such supreme faculties as 
were enumerated among the Eighteen Special · 
Qualities (ave�ika-dharma). Thus, laid on the 
greatness of the Buddha., his deification developed. 
" Gota.ma. Buddha was a. special being " declared 
the faithful, " for he was the seventh Buddha . 
counting from th�:� most ancient Buddha., Vipassi. " 
The concept of six former Buddhas was thus born. 
They a.re represented after the pattern of Gotam& 
Buddha in that they attain Buddha.hood under a 
tree and that in Enlightenment they think over the 
twelve link;�- of Dependent Origination forwards 
and backwards. 

A Buddha equally great was to appear in the 
future· also, and thus the belief in the future Buddha 
Metteyya (Maitreya) arose. Metteyya. is re
presented after the pattern of Gotama Buddha in 
that he attairi.s Buddho.hood under a dragon-flower. 
tree (nJga-tirk�a) . 

Then, the six futtire Buddhas took form parallel 
. with the six former Buddhas,. · as fotu1d in the 

. .  �kottar� .lgama. Later, there c�e into . being, 
. as found in the Mahayanist Bhadrakalpika Sidra, 

three _thousand Buddhas over three kalpas, cont· 
prising one thousand Buddhas of the former 
' Glorious Kalpa. ' a.nd another thousand Buddhas 
of the forthcoming ' Constellations Kalpa. ' More-
over, M�ilyana referred to the existence of " 
cow1tloss number of Buddhas in the three periods11 
and in the ten qua.rt�rs of the world. And, in tha · 
description of how the various Buddhas attained . 
Buddhahood, the sutra. followed the pa.tt.em . of 
Gota.ma.'s attainment. . · 

Attainment of Buddhahood by bodhlsittvas 
Bodhisattva (lit. a man who strives after perfect. 

wisdom) is a name attached to the Buddha in his 
formative status. ' Buddha. ' and ' bodhisatt-va.·' 
have mad ... a. correlative development in the history 
of Buddhism. Originally, the appellation bodhi- · · 
sa.tta meant Gotama in his stage of striving, that is, · 
Gotama in the period after his departure from home ' 

· 21 Amltl!.bha way be mentioned as an example of a present Buddha. He was Dharml!.kara, . a king In his formative 
state. Dhannilkar'l wanted to become ·Buddha to save all beings, and made forty-eight aspiring vows. He accumulated 
linmeasurabie merits and became Buddha AmitAbha. · He now ·resides in the Pure Land, In the western · quarter (SIIi:AcJMtivt;'iUia). In his leaving the throne to become a mook, it Ia apparent that the pattern of Gotama was followed and 1D hJa forty-eight vows. the Buddha's Infinite love is reHected. . 
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and before the attainment of Buddhahood. In 
time, the name was also applied to Gotama before 
his departure from home. When the Jatakas 

came to be related, ' bodhisatta ' represented 
Gota.zna in his previous. existences. And, when 
faith came to conceive of former Buddhas, future 
Buddhas, present Buddhas and Buddh8.s in the 
ten quarters of the world, it naturally followed 
that there was a tremendous number of bodhi
sattvas. See s. v. BODHISATTV 4· 

It was only natural that strivers should sincerely 
wish to attain Buddhahood as quickly as possible, 
and this practice of ' gradual ' attainment was 
expedited. There was an advance, sustained by 
philosophy, from ' gradual ' attainment to 
' immediate ' attainment. In the practice of 
' gradual ' attainment, one was required to :Pass 
such stages as the ' seven grades of virtue,' ' seven 
developments of holiness,' ' fifty-two positions ill 
progress ' and • three asankheyyas and one hundred 

kalpas. But in the practice of ' immediate ' 
attainment, such degrees and stretches of time 
became less important and a quick attainment was 
guar�nteed. The way of the arahant in the 

These bodhisatt.vas all make the resolve to attain 
bodhi (See also BODHICITTA and BODHI}, set 
up their vows (prartidhana), practise the six 
paramitii.9 ��:nd, by proceeding through various 
stages of purification, are to become Buddhas. 
The vows constitute their aspiration, while the 
practice of the paramitas constitute their conduct 
for the realisation of the ideal. For details see 
s. v. BODHISATTVA. 

Attainment of Buddhood by sentient beings 
Gotama's attainment of Budd.hahood was the 

baSis on which the idea of attainment of various 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas was conceived. The 
process indicates how the idea of Buddhahood was 
deepened and made universal. It was . a develop
.ment from the ' personal ' Buddha to i;he ' ideal ' 
Buddha to . what was philosophically called 
DharmacJcii,ya� ta.thapi, etc. This ' iqeal ' Buddha 
is Reality itself. It is the basis on which Gotam.a 
Buddha. stood and it is also the basis on which 

· all bemgs stand, unaware. It is not Gotama alone 
who should be able . to become Buddha. All 
beings should be able to attain Buddhahood. 

In early orthodox Buddhism, it was not explicit 
that anyone but Gota.ma and Metteyya should be 
able to attain Buddhahood. The ultimate status 
to hope for was arahantship. The Mahayana, 
howe·ver, declares that the true nature of the Buddha 
is the Dharma itself, that the Buddha-nature is 
universal. Ever since the Mahayanist Mahii
parinirvii!UJ Siitra expounded that Buddha-na�ure 
resides in all beings without exception, this became 
an important theme in Mahayana teaching. Wards 
like tathiigatagarbha and tathata were frequently 
in use to mean Buddha-nature. " Buddha-nature 
is inherent in all beings " says the doctrine, 
" therefore, it is not Gotama alone that attains 
Buddhahood. Anyone who believes in this inner 
Buddha-nature a,nd carries out holy practices for 
its reaHzation is a bodhisattva : he is able to attain 
Buddhahood after going through various stages." 

' Hinayana ' and the way of the bodhisattva ill 
the early Mahayana represent ' gradual ' attain
ment, whereas the 'l"ien-tai, Hua-yen, Shingon, · 
Nichiren, Pure Land, and Zen stand for ' immediate ' . 
ettainment. (See also ABRUPT DOCTRINE). 

Attainment of Bw:ldhahood by Women 

The original Buddhist community consisted of 
monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen. The monks 
and nuns heid a more important position than the 
laity, and the monks, in turn, held a more important 
position than the nuns. In old scriptures, such as . · 
the Dakkhitta-vibhanga Sutta and the Mahisasaka- . 
vinaya, it is said that women have · the · dra.wbacka 
of ' Five Impediments ' and ' Three Obediences;' 
The Five Impediments are that women cannot . 
become any of the following five : Bra.�m.l., Sakra-. 
devendra, Mara, Cakravartin and Buddha. . The 
Three Obediences are that vvomen hiwe to obey in 
childhood their parents, in �womanhood. their 
husbands, and in old age their children. It means 
that women . are bound in so many ways both at 
home and abroad that it is difficult for them to 
devote themselves to religious practices. · Hence, 
probably the customary sayi�g that woman is 
unable to obtain bodhi s.nd become Buddha,, and . 
that no woman is found in the Pure Land. 

But, according to Mahayana teachings women, · 
too, can attain Buddhahood. The Saddharma. · 

pur:z4a,rika Siitra tells of an eight year old Nags-girl 
who; changing herself into a man, attained 
Buddhahood . The Greater Sukhiivativyiiha has 
it that A..-nitabha Buddha in the thirty-fifth of · 
his original vows declares that women shall cast 

away their female form in aspiring to boclhi. 
Inasmuch as Mahayana holds that Buddha-nature 
is universal, it follows inevitably that women 
should be . able to attlj.in Buddhahoo_d. . In these 
siitras women are obliged to become men to attain 
Buddhahood, probably, to reconcile the two 
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conflicting · ideas that ' all are able to become 
Buddhas ' and that ' women are unable to become 
Buddhas ' or that · no woman is found in the 
Pur6 Land.' 

· But. with the doctrine of lunyata, which declares 
that all i,s empty (Sii.nya), the distinction between 
man and woman is also made empty. Where all 
discriminations are made ' empty,' there appears 
the true affirmative . . Again, 1n the Vimalakirti 
.Siitra, a woman of heaven is introduced to destroy 
the prejudice of making a distinction between 
man and woman. In the Srirn.iilii.si"!lhanada 
Siitra, a Mahayana text composed after the 
assimilation of thef?e ideas, a householder, a. woman 
called -Srimalii., preaches the ultimate doctrine of 
the Mahii.yii.na quite in the manner of the Buddha. 
.She declares that all living beings could attain 
Buddhahood, if their Buddha-nature could be 
made to manifest itself, and she goes on to say 
that she would exert herself to extend this doctrine 
from home to the people of the state. Here is 
complete freedom from the prejudice of discrimi
nation . . Women are assured of being a.])le to attain 
Buddhahood without forsaking their female form. 

all beings. The sutra further declares that even 
the non-believing ir;chant·ikn has tho chance of 
attaining Buddhahood by meeting the Tathagata.. 

Thus, according to the Lankavatara, the only 
being completely unable to attain Buddhahood 
is the icchantika of Ma.hii.karUJ;lii. (Great Compassion). 
This particular icchantika, however, is the symbol 
of the Mahayanist practice of altruism. His 
activities are of Great Love a.nd Great Wisdom, 
sustained by the Supreme Wisdom of the Tathiigata.. 
Thus, the Laiikava.tara, which classifies all beings 
into five kinds, including a<nong them the icchan
tikas, declares, in effect, that a ll five kinds of beings 
are essentially able to attain Buddhahood. 

Attainment of Buddhahood by Plants, Lands, and 
all non-sentient Objects 

All non-sentient objects, i.e., objects not 
endowed with minds, such as plants and lands, . 
also attain Buddhahood. Fa-tsang, in his · 

T'an-hMlan (VoL XVI) says, from the Kegon point 
of view that plants attain Buddhahood as all . 
things are the manifestation of tathata. Tan-jan 
(7 11-82) of . the· T'ien-t'ai sect enumerates in his 
Ohih-kuan-fu-hsing(I,ii), ten reasons for non-sentient 

Attainment of Buddhahood by Icchantikas , objects attaining Buddhahood, • in qrder to show 
· · · · In the original meaning of the word, an icchantika that everything; even coloilr or fragrance, is identical 

· is one who is full of desires, namely, a hedonist. · · with the Mean (see below). From the T'ien-t'ai 
· ·In Buddhism, the word means one who does not (q. v.) point of view, everything is possessed of the 

believe in Dharma and; thus, lacks the means of ' three thousand worlds' and the ' triple truths in 
attainment· of Buddhahood, . or one in · whom perfect harmony' and, therefore, the non-sentient, 
Buddha-nature is missing. The difficulty of an . too, are of Buddha-nature. In the Shingon (q. v.) 
1cchantika attaining Buddhahood is compared to sect, as Kiikai .sta.tes in the ' Doctrine on th'O' Reality · 
the impossibility of giving sight .to a man born of Voice and Letters (i.e., sound and symbols)' and 
blind. the ' Doctrine on the Bodily Attainment of Bud�ha- · 

The sutra. that treats of the problem of icchantikas 
most eiaborately is the MahaparinirvatuJ . . The 
chapter on Tath8.gata-na.ture found in . the first · 

. half of this sutra says that icchantikas are unable 
to · attain BuCldhahood. But, · the chapter on 
Mahii.kii.Syapa., found in the second half of the same 

· siitra, explains that the Buddha-nature is eternal 
and universal and goes on to affirm that the 
1cchantika, too, being endowed with Buddha
nature, is capable of attaining Buddhahood. 
Vasubandhu, in his Buddhagotra-tastra (Fo-h.sing-

. lun) �s with this latter view. 
In the Lankavatara Sutra, icchantikas are 

classified into two groups. The first is the icchamika 

who does not believe in the Dharma and thus lacks 
the cause · for the attainment of Buddha.hood. 
The second is the icchantika of Mahii.karwtii., who, 
like the bodhisattva K�itigarbha, will not attain 
Buddhahood because of his determination to save 

hood,' non-sentient objects, such as mountains, 
rivers, trees and even . words, letters and voice are 
said to attain Buddhahood as they are also the · 
outcome of the six elements. Further, since accor
ding to the doctrines of the Mahayana, ' one is all 
and all ara one, ' it can be established that 'in the 
perfection of one, all are perfected.' Among this ' aU ' · 
that are perfepted, even the non-sentient objects 
are included. Finally, for the people in the East, 
Nature is not something antagonistic, nor is it 
something to be subjugated for . man's purposes • 
For them nature is something to hold communion 
with for the wholesome . purpose of spiritual 

· enhancement. 

Development of views on Attainment of Buddhahood 
According to tradition, when Gotama became 

Buddha, it was the truth of Dependent Origination 
(paticca-samuppiida : See CAUSALITY) that he 
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·came to know. This ' knowing ' do�s ,no�,�e_lil-� 
knowing anything objectively. Knowing the 
truth of Dopendent Origination means getting above 
the world of Dependent Origination, i.e., obtaining 
releas� from suffering. But release from suffering 
does not mean cessation of life. It means the acquire
-ment of that wisdom in which one could be free 
from suffering in the midst of the sufferings of life 
and death. And, Nibbana is the peace of mind 
•resulting from the acquirement of this wisdom. 

In the Theravada, although Buddhahood was 
not the goal of the disciple, the way to attain 
Buddhahood solely by one's practice of the 
Noble Path was preached but that all sentient 
beings are bo� with Buddha-nature, a priory 
was not stated. However, with the idea of 
bodhiciUa (q.v.), it would seem that some Schools 
of Theravada Buddhism began to endorse the 
·existence of this nature. This idea developed 
later into the · principle - that all sentient 
'beings are born with Buddha-nature, a principle 
which is preached in the Mahayana siitra.s. This 
principle was further developed to extend Buddha
.na.ture to non-sentient objects, too. Finally, the 
idea of the bodily attainment of Buddhahood was 
·expounded. - _ In the Mahayana, the different 
·schools, which came into being during its historiCal 
·development, held _ various views regarding the · 
.attainment of Buddhahood, a.s well r.s the ultimate 
goal of Buddhist practice. In these different views, 
- they . seems to have influenced each other. But, 
-there are certain features in their teaching which 
-are common to all Schools. ·For instance, emphasis 
is laid on sympathetic love (karu�a), as another 
.aspect of wisdom or prajna. , This love is directed 

- to the salvation of all beings and not confined to 
-one's own attainment of Buddhahood. 

·The Prajna School 

The Pr�jnaparamita-siltra is the earliest work of 
·early M�hayana, and the doctrine and practice �f 
Bilnya which this siitra expounded formed the basli:J 
·character of the various Mahayana siitras that 
;followed. According to this siitra, ' all is runya, 
void,' i.e., all things are without any inherent 
·property of their own. Passions {klesa) �re sunya 
in themselves, so is Enlightenment (bodh�). When 
-one has attained to this realisation, one is prajna 
·{wisdom) itself. But this prajna as well as Buddha
hood are themselves 6Unya_. Thero) is. I;J.O birth and 
·death to be avoided, nor is there any bodhi to strive 
,after. This state of complete freedom from discri
:minatjve thought in Enlightenment, The Prajna. 
piiramita-sUtra lays great stress on prajnaamongthe 

six paramitii$ or the means of practice prescribed for 
attaining Buddhahood. The other paramitii8 are 
sustained hy the Pmjfiaparami!a, says this siitra. 

The Virnalakirti-siltra is a work in which the 
essential thought of the Prajiiaparamita-siltra is 
given a dramatic representation. In this siitra, 
all discriminative thoughts are denied conclusion. 
It teaches that ego and . non-ego, ignorance and 
Enlightenment, Sarp.siira and Nirv.1t,la, right and 
wrong are not two but one (aclvaya). 

The thought that appeared in these early Maha
yana siitras called forth the philosophy of Nagarjuna 
{q.v.). In his Miidhyamaka-karika he says in effect: 
' 'If things have their own inherent property, the:r;J. 
it should follow that they are eternal, unchanging 
and self-contained. Then they could not stand in 
Dependent Origination. Therefore, things have to 
be without any inherent property (ni�bhava), 
i.e., they have to be Bilnya. But, where there is 
complete voidness, Dependent Origination cannot 
establish itself ·either. Therefore, things are 
neither positive nor negative b�� . fundamentally 
void. " Nagarjuna denies · every · contra-position,. 
and by this logic of absolute :tiegatibn he di8c9uised ' 
the 'Mean.' "Just be��use there is no fixed existel}ce,_ 
just beca�e · h��� . being� are without inhert;�nt 
property of therr own, attainment· of Buddhahood 
is possible. , To contrapose com�lef;Ej attainment 
and incomplete attainment would 'be just another 
delusion. When nihsvabhava-8Unya is realised, 
that is no · other 

.
thim the attainment of 

Buddhahood." With this fundamental · view 
J:-iagarjuna says in the Mahaprajnaparamita-8astra 
that the six paramitas will be completed only when 
they are sustained by sunya, voidness. ' 

:i'he A vata�aka School 

If the Avata1[1o8aka-8":1tra, the DasabhUmika {the 
chapter on the Ten Stages) and the Ga'J)(/,avyU,ha 
(the Chapter on Entering the Realm of Law) were 
the first to be composed, then gradually additions 
and extensions went on until the sutra grew to be 
the Mahiivaipulya-buddhavatarp,saka. In · the 
Avatamsalca-sittra, the doctrine is preached by bodhi- . 
sattva� and not by the Buddha. According to 
this siitra, bodhisattvas serve the Buddha when 
they serve sentient beings and when t�ey se�;ve the 
Buddha, they serve sentient beings. A typical 
example of the Ma.hiiyiina. bodhisattva is given · 
in the story of Sudhana (q.v.). In the Da8abhiimika 
of this siitra, the progressive course of b�dhisatt�a
practice is shown in ten stages. The bas1Q doctnne 
of the Avata�aka-sittra is that 'one is all and all 
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are one ;' and on this basis it is declared that " the in a Moment of Thought.' In practising such medi
completion of the ten stages of faith is no other tation, the aspirant is brought to higher stages of 
than attainment of Buddhahood " and · that · " the mind. 
moment one aspires, perfect . Enlightenment is 
attained}' The Sukhiivati School 

A sect based on the .Avataf118aka was found in 

China- the Hua-yen Tsung. The most prominent 
figure of the Hua-yen sect was its third patriarch 
Fa-tsaDg. HiS greatest achievement was that 
be, synthesising the two great thoughts transmitted 
from India (Bu.nyatii and bhava), formed a unique 
system of philosophy. He produces such philoso
phical principles as the ' Ten Profound Dependent 
Originations ' and the 'Six Phases � Perfect Har· 
mony, which lead to the world of 'All Phenomena 
Interpermeating without Hindrance. ' This is a world 
in the vision·of .one who has at.tained Enlightenment 
and become Buddha. Defilements and passions, 
in the very state of their being defiled and passionate, 
shine in the ligM of wiSdom. To contemplate on, 
and attain such truth in one's person is the attain
ment of Buddhahood. In this �. contemplation . 
(i.e., practice) is no ·other than the doctrine itself. . . . . 

. 

The· philosophy of the Hua-yen sect de�loped 
further in Japru:i under the n�e of ' Kegon .' From 
the Kegon_ point of. view,. all· :�uigs are essentially . 
in Buddhahood ; and : these . essential Buddhas 
begin to aspire, carry ·out practices, and awaken to 

. the faet· tlu!,t they are Buddhas. Therefore, 
.
each 

stage �f mi��- is_. !lo. o�ber than the attainment of 
Buddhahood. One is in peace, stage_by stage, and 
at each. stage attains Buddhahood. One lives as 
the Buddha · eta� by stage, and at each stage 
shows oneself to be of that stage. At every moment 
the &V...ainm.ent of Buddhahood is immediate and 
yet one goes on in the course of gradual attai.nruent. 

There are various siitms describing this Ptire-Land .. 
e.g., the Tlll;!ita heaven of Maitreya., the Crystal 
Realm of Bha.i�ajyaguru, the Land of Wonderful 
Joy of Ak�obhya, and the Pure-Land of Amitabha. 
The Pure-Land of Amitabha Buddha. and birth in · 
that land are expounded principally in the following 
three siitra.s : the Greater Sukhavati'IJ"Y'ilha, the Amitd� . · 
yur dhyana and the Lesser Sukhavativyuha. Nagar- . 
juna taught this doctrine in hisDa8abhUmilcavibhiisa-
8ii.stra, and V asubandhu wrote the AmitdyU8-
sutropade8a, commonly ,called ' A Treatise on the.· 
Pure-Land,' with its ' giithas of aspiration to be · 
born in the Pure-Land. ' · .

. 

In Japan, the JOdo sect was founded on the basis : 
ofthe above three siitras. :a:onen ( 1133-1212 A. C), . .  
the founder of the JOdo sect, had lost hope in the 
way of the saints. He believed in the 'original vow or · 
Amida Buddha,' and advocated the pure Nembutsu 
(invocation of the · Nam�) as the right method or · 
being born in the Pure-Land. · .One of his disciples, 
Shinran (1173-i262 A.C.), the founder of the JOdo- 
Shin sect, considered that man is by nature evil, . 

· and Bl!-id, "For us mortals, true faith or practice is . 
an utterly impossible thing. Whatever faith or· 
O!' practic_:e of o_ur� them.,is, · is a blessing that comes . . · 
from Amide. Buddha. " To him ' 'to be born in tbe · · 
Pure-Land is the attainment of Buddha.hood. " · 
Here, no distinction is made between birth in the · 
Pure-Land and the attainment of Buddhahood,. 
on the ground that .the Buddha's body (Buddha�
kaya) and his land (Buddhak�etra) are one. On 
this point, the tenet of the Shin sect is different
f-rom that of Honan's JMo sect accOI'ding to which· 
birth in tha Pure-Land is but an assurance that : · 
one will finally attain Buddhahood after performing 
practices in that land. 

The early .Mahayii.na siitras · refuted the way of 
orthodox Buddhism ; but the SaddharmapuruJ,arika-

8iUro brought the oldBuddhismtoahighersynthesis · 
of wisdom and great compassion. This sutra 
formulated' the doctrine of ' One Vehicle ' ( ekayona) 

The Y ogacara School 

and the ' Eternal Buddha. ' In China, the T'ien-'tai The Yogacii.m School, sometimes known as the · . sect was founded ·with this siit!1' as its authority. Vijiiii.I)Bvada, held the Samiidhinirmocana-.sUtra. 
The founder was Chi-i. In Japan this.sect is known (q.v.) as its canon. This School was established 
as the 'lendai sect. In the Tendai sect it is stated virtually by three 8astra-writers, n�UDely, Ma.itreya, · 
'that all things in the phenomenal wo�ld are in . Asanga and Vasubandhu. The SamiidhinirmocaM
themselves reality. This is a vision, so to speak, siitra contains two ideas which exercised great: 
obtained by one who b8.s accomplished Buddhahood. i nfluence on later Buddhist thought- the teaching 
As to practice, therefore, instruction is given on the of Ala.yavijnay;ta and Trisvabhii.va (q.v.). The· 
basis of that view, that the aspirant should carry Yogacii.ra divides mortals into five kinds : th&o 
ont a meditation like the ' Three Thousand Worlds Definite Sravakas, the Definite pratyekabuddhas.. 
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the Definite bodhisattvas, the Indefinites and the ' . vairocana-siitra took form in the west of India and 
the Vajrasekhara in the south. The former is 
closely related to the Madhyamika and the latter 
to the Y ogii.cara. 

Beings Devoid of Nature. Of these, the Definite 
bodhisattvas and the Indefmites are said to becable 
to attain Buddhahood, but .the othel'S are without 
promise. },or details .see s.v. YOGACARA. 

'The Tathiigatagarbha School 

The Tathiigatagarbha School is based on the Mahii.
parinirva�ta-siltra. This siitra. states that the 
Dharmakaya is permanent, that the Buddha-nature 
·exists in all beings and that icclv.lntika.' .can attain 
·Buddhahood. Where the Dharmakiiya flows out 
in transmigration, there sentient beings take form. 
'Therefore, the Buddha-nature is in all beings, and 
even the icchantikas attain Buddhabo.od. This 
idea, aco�pting the Dharmakaya in all beings and 
.tathata in sa1J1ovrti (phenomenal existences), means; 
in philosophical terms, that the absolute does not 
·eXist except in the relative- the relative is the 
·revelation of the absolute. The Dharmakaya or 
·the t<;Uhata thus under cover of the klela8 is also 
·ca.Ued Buddha-nature and tathcigatagarbha. The 
.Sr�malci-sit]'ha� siltra, writtel! about the same 
·perioq, contains similar ideas. 

· All amalgamation of this idea. of tathagatagarbha 
-wit}l that of the Yogiicii.ra resulted in the M_aMya. 

· nabaddhotpdda-sastra. According to this 8astra, 
·the quintessence of the sentient mind is tathata. 
. Essentially, tathata is neither created nor annihilated 
.a.np is beyond expla.nation by speech ; non-essen
tially, it has appeared in this worid of creation and 
:annihilation. The essentiality, which in spite of 
its appearance in creation and annihilation, does 
not lose its own Banya-nature, is called the tatl�iigala· 
.garbha ; the non-essentiality is called the 'Mind, 
-created and annihilated.' The faculty that functions 
from creation-annihilation to the tathiigatagarbha · 

=and from the tathiigatagarbha to creation-annihilation 
is termed iilayavifnatkJ. 

As a means of practice, this Iastra encourages 
alms-giving, good conduct, . patience, untiring 
.effort and meditation. 'Calling upon the ria.me of 
:Buddha' is also among the exhortations. To deny 
-creation and annihilation by means of these practices 
. and turn back to the essential 'one mind' of tathata 
:is the attainment of Buddhahood. 

·The Esoteric School 

In the last period qf Buddhism in India, what 
·proved to be the dominant religious influence was 
Esotericism that had arisen about the middle of the 
:seventh century. It developed around the MaM
eairocana-8Utra and Vajra8ekhara-8Utra. The Ma.W 

Esotericism developed around its Buddha, Mah�
vairocana . and popular creeds of the preceding ages. 
It set forth the truth in symbols and maintained 
that it Was possible to realise in one's personality 
a secret identification of the actual and the id�, · 
thus obtaining the ultimate bodhi and attaining 
Buddhahood. 

Esoteric Rnddhism travelled from India to Tibet 
and China, and from China. to Japan. It was 
Kiikai (774-835 A.C.) of Japan, who not only comp· 
letely linited the thought of the MaMvairocana-
8Utra and that of the Vajralekhara-8i1tra which had 
affected each other, but also brought the doctrines • 
and practices of Esoteric Buddhism to a. higher 
synthesis. · He maintained that if one should 
deliberately look into the meaning of the truth 
that Buddhahood and sentient beings are one and 
equal, · form one's hands in the mudr-1, which is 
the symbol of the Buddha's vow, open one's mouth · 
in the utterance of the mantra, which is the Buddha's . 
words, and keep one's mind in aamadhi, which is 
the Buddha's mind, theri one is. sure to roolise 
Buddha's D�rmaf.:iiya in·�·one's personality, i.e. 
attain Buddhahood. bodily • . 

. In harmo.qising theory and practice, in being 
free from the body-despising tendency to whioh 
Buddhists are often liable, and declaring that 
mortals can attain Buddhahood with . the body 
they are born with, Kiikai's teaching had a particular 
significance in Buddhism • 

The Zen School 

In the fifth century, Bodhidhanna, coming from 
India. to China., introduced · Zen and became tho 
first patriarch of the School which was to come . 
into being much later. He set forth what he 
called 'Pi-kuan'-Wa.ll Meditation, which means 
steady meditation- as the right way of pacifying 
the mind, i.e., attailling Buddha.hood. This prao
tice of Zen was based on the Lankcivatara-ftitra • 

Zen maintains that the inner witness of satori . 
(bodhi : En1ightenment) is not communicable by · · 
letters or words, but knowable only by direct 
experience. 

In the early days of Zen, the way of praotice. 
was to keep the mind calm by sitting in the zaun 
position and through a deeper training of it attain · 
Buddhahood. After Zen became an independen' 
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sect, several devices were invented to expedite 
practice. One of them was the emphasis laid on 

. the sitting itself. Another device is the Kun-an 
(pronounced Koan in Japanese), giving a theme or 
problem to be solved by the disciple in meditation. 22 

. Zen was introduced from China to. Japan, where 
the 83to sect maintains the tradition of emphasizing 
zazen, while the Rinza.i sect holds the tradition of 
resorting to the means of Ki5an as well as zazen to 
attain Buddhaliood. The following four lines 
explain the characteristic spirit of Zen : 

Apart· from doctrine, a special communication ; 
No use of books or phrases either. 
It points straight to the heart of man : 
I Soo own nat.ure I One attains Buddha.hood. 

(See also Pls. XLII·XLIV; XLIX-Lll). 

G.P.M.* 

BUDDHA (2), a previous birth, as a king, of Vaccha· 
p�la (Fayasa.da.yaka) thera. See VACCHAP ALA. 

prompted by a remark made by some Ceylon monkS! 
to Thai pilgrims to t.he effect that one of the Buddha's·. 
footprints was to be fowtd. in Siam. In support of " 
this statement they cited the Punnovada S1.dta which' 
told of a bhikkhu of SaMapa.ndh (Pali. Sa.ccabaddha: 
q.v.) hill who persuaded the Buddha to leave his 
footprint at that place. This hill was thought to· 
be in Siam. 

The story goes that upon hearing this, king: 

Sondharm ordered a search to be made, whereupon· 
Nai Boon, a hunter, · reported finding a footprint. 
that contained healing water. The king camo from· 
the nearby capital of Ayudhya, examined the foot
print and, accepting it as authentic, established the 
immediate area covering one hundred square· 
miles as a religious sanctuary. He built a square · 
matt4apa over the footprint, constructed an · uposa
tha hall, a · vihara, a lecture-hall, · dwellings for· 
monks and a residence for himself. 

The temple r.eceived royal support from succee-· 
ding kings of the Ayudhya dynasty, such as Prasat. 
Tong, Pra Narai; Siia, Tii.i Sra. and Pra Boromakos. 
Royal visits to this shrine wero in the nature of' .

. · BU�DHA; sister cif Upendi-adatta of Ujjain and of annual military exercises conducted by river and by 
Him�atta, and t�e donor Qf a railing-pillar to the · land. · New building� were added

. 
f�o� time to. 

Ssiicl · stiipa I, as mentioned· in a · .. third , centlu'y · time ·and old b�ldings repaired and improved. Iri . . B.C . . inscription on that pi]Jm: ' {A. Cunningham, · . the 1900's a· narro� gauge �ailway was built to the · 
The Bhilaa Topes, London, 1854, pp. 2�5, 271).- shrine, later 8 highway ; these brought · thousands .. · 
BUDDHA-AVATAI'tlSAKA-NAMA-MAHAVAIPUL
YA�SOTRA, name

. 
of a Sansltrit text ·- which 1s 

of pilgrims to the annual temple festival-fairs held: · 
in February and March. 

J!reserved · in its Tibetan translation, under the The footprint is now covered with gold leaf� 
title Sana-rgyaa phal-po-che shea-bya-ba sin-tu rgyaa- · likewise the ornate canopy .above it� The floor is . 
pa-chen- pofli mdo� The author of ·this work is .. covered with a woven mat of silver. The four 
unknown. The translators are .known as Jinamitr�, dool'S of the ma1J4apa are decorated with scenes. 
Surendrabodhi and Ye-ses-sde. This work. has been from the Rama.kien, by means of mother-of-pearl 
revised by Vairocana. (TM. No. 44 ; Nanjio, N�s. 87, inlay. They were made during the reign .of R�ma-
88). See·alsc AVAT�SAKA-S"O'TRA. · kien, (R8m11 I :  1781-1809) �cording to a design· 

I. K. 

BUDDHABAD. Wat Pra Buddhaba.d (Buddha·Ps
de.), famed for its footprint ·of the Buddha, is a 

· royal temple of the . highest class, and is situated 
about· twenty kilometres south of Lopburi in Thai
land (See Pl. LTII). Here among pict'uresque hills 
is � rocky slope containing the .footprint; a depr�ion 
five feet long, twenty-one inches wide, a.nd eleven 
inches deep. Its discovery in 1620 A. C. was 

dating from the reign of Boroma.kos (circa 1740) •. 
'fhe roof of the mat;�4apa is of great beauty, an 
�ntricate seven"tiered crown of 'meru-stone' rising to· 
a slender finial and umbrella.. ·Because of disastrous. 
fires in past years, the new roof is of feri'o-concrete ... 
coloured, and trimme� with gold. It was dedicated: 
on 9 March 1952 by king Bhumibol Adulyadej. 

. 

The main approach to the central ma#apa is by
a long staircase flanked by five-headed bronze niigM 
which date from the time of Boromakos. At the· . 

22 In the Nichiren sect is set forth �he ja'ji-jObulBu (attainment �f Buddhahood by receiving and upholding), It ts. maintained that when one believes In the title of the Saddharmapufl4arikiHiUra and keeps reciting • Namu-myoho-re71'!e·kvo •· (My trust In the SaddharmapUI}.!,l.arika) one attains Buddhahood by virtue of all the excellent merits contained m this. recitation of the title. · . 
• In the preparation of thla article, use 'hal' been m<1d llnC¥clo1118dla of Buddhism. Tbolr · aselstanoo Ill gratefullv 

atlon supplied by various contributors to th& 
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_,ground level are two brick and stucco �uildings ; 
.one of them, a former palace used by the king on 
.royal visits, is now a museum. · This thick-walled 
building is a good example of the old-style construe· 
tion. At a higher level is the ' treasury vihara,' 
originally built by Sondharm to house valuable 
_gifts to the temple. Now it is a sanctuary much 
frequented by Chinese worshippers. A bronze 
-.statue of this king was erected in a pavilion near 
the mat�<tapa and dedicated on 6 June 1960. The 

.large temple area established by the same king now 
-covers several acres and contains a complex of 
.cetiyas, viharas, bell·towers, caves and pools, 
.and a. village of shop-keepers. 

K.E.W. 

-:BUDDHA-BALAVARDHANA-PRATIHARYA - VI· 
KURVA�A-NIRDESA-NAMA-MAHAYANA S'OTRA 
<(or A.rya B0), the title as given in the Sde-dge 
-edition (TM. No. l86) of a text, the Tibetan transla· 
-tion of which oc�urs in the Mdo (sU.tra) section of the 
Ka.ngjur under the ti.tle f!phags-pa sa:ns-rygas-lcyi 
-8tobs bskyed�pa"J;,i cho-"J;,phrul rnam-par . J;,phrul-ba 
�stan-pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-poM mdo. The 
-Sanskrit title as qi10ted in the Peking edition (TT. 

. .. Vol. 34 , No. 853 is .A.rya-buddhabaliidhiiita-pratihii
rya. The' name of the author and translator are 
-not given in either edition. 

The text describes a miraculous display of the 
.POWer of the Buddha. 

The Buddha, it is said, was once residing on the 
'banks of the river Neraiijars, in the company of 
bodhis�ttv� like A valokitesvara · and V ajrapfu:J.i 
.Snd Aravakas like Kssyapa, Ssriputra·and Maudgal· 
-yii.yana.. Gods, kings, lninisters and householders 
. assembled there on that occasion. The Buddha 
preached a. religious sermon, exhorted them and 
caused them great delight. · Theh · he went to 
Benares·along With his retinue, by his magic power. 
He arrived a.t the AtnrapSli grove, whtm there 
.appeared instantly an exquisite throne ronde of 
-seven kinds of precious things. The Buddha sat 

. on it in meditation and Sddressed the bodhisattvas, 
,A valokitesvara and V a.jrapii.r;ri. 

He asked them to exercise their great magical 
·.power and the power of meditation, go to the Sahii.
llokadhatu and the world-systems of the ten direc
tions, and cause all the sinful and evil-�ded people, 
who had not seen the light (of the Dharma.), who 
did not know righteous behaviour an:d who had no 
-faith in the Triratna, to assemble at that grove. As 
soon as they heard this, the_two bodhisattvas ente
'l'ed into a state of meditation f�'�s.mii.dhi), whereupon 

miracles, like earthquakes, occurred. A radiance 
emanating from the bodies of the bodhisattvas 
illuminated the world-systems. A divine voice 
announced the presence of the Buddha in Amra.prui· 
vano., praised him and exhorted the residents of the 
world-systems to worship him. As soon as they 
heard this voice, the residents of the world-systems 
became rid of their sins. Desirous of listening to 
the doctrine, they arrived at Amrapalivana and 
paid obeisance to the Buddha.. A large multitude 
assembled there on that occasion; 

· 

The bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara and Vajra.pii.l;U 
rose from their samii.dhi, approached the Buddha. 
arid circumambulated him three times. They spoke 
in praise of the many skilful methods of the Buddha 
and announced that a large number of people bad 
assembled, of whom many had reached:the maturi�y . 
of mind required for emanCipation. The B'uddha 
said that it was indeed true' that the Buddha possesed 
many skilful methods. He further said th�t the 
Buddha. preaches tlie doctrine knowing the inclma- · 

tions and potentialities of his audiences. He d�� 
cribed the manifold methods through which 
people could be disciplined. He dwelt at length 
on the extraordinary powers of . Buddhas. There · 
is not-bing that the Buddhas do not know, see or 

hear. They kno.; the past; the present and - the · 
future. They see.the behaviour of all pe�ple. They 

· can cure beings of all their ailments. KnoWing the 
different· aptitudes of various people, they promote 
their ·salvation iii different ways. They make them 
transgress their evil deeds.· They refresh them··with 
thO shower of the doctrine and make· them attain 
Enlightenment • 

At that moment, a doubt arose in the mind of a 
god of little intelligence. The bodhisattva Ma.iiju
arikumsra.bhiita . knew his mind, spoke � praise 
of the skilful methods of the Buddha and dispelled 
his doubt. The bodhisattva spoke at length on 
the good effects of making offerings of flowers and 
the like to the Buddha. He said that people wouid : .  
get rid of all sorrow by doing so. The gods impressed 
by the wisdom of Ma.iiju8ri thought that · he too 
would become a Buddha in the future and �eliver 
others from sorrow. Knowing their minds, MaiijuAri . 
said that it indeed was so. '!'he gods and all the . 
others who were present at that assembly made 
offerings to the Buddha and recited stanzas "in 
praise of him. They reached various ·stages of 
spiritual atta.�ent and benefitted immensely. · 

King Prasena.jit then sought permission from the · 
bodhisattva. Ma.iiju8ri to ask a question. . Thia 
being readily granted, he asked �ow peoplE! in· the 
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world-systems escaped from sufferings in hells, 
the animal worlds etc., as soon as they beard the 

· name of the Buddha, worshipped him and honoured 
him. 

In reply, Maiiju8ri enumerated the names of a 
large number of world-systems and the Buddhas 
who lived in them. He explained that anyone 
who offered obeisance to .the relics, images, etc., 
of these Buddhas, even after their demise, by 
offering flowers, lights and the like, were saved from 
evil existences and born in good existences. This, 
)le said, was due to the virtues of the Buddhas and 
their teaching. He admonished the king on the 
benefit of worshipping the Buddha and 
his teaching. The assembly praised his speech. 

A bodhisattva in that assembly then asked the 
Buddha what merit a person acquired by learning 
the doctrine or expounding it. The . Buddha 
described at length the numerous benefits of doing 
10 and auinmed them up in several stanzas. The , . . 
ueembly gave their applause at the end of the . 
·eermon. 

R.H • . . 

Yeh-hsien of Shantung Province) of Ch'ing-chou. 
Having heard that Kumarajiva was then in Ch'ang
an (q .v) thoy went there to get ncqua.int.ed with 
him. This was in the fourth year of I-hsi (0.154) of' 
the Tsin dynasty (408). Budd.habhadra. took his 
abodein the Palace monastery (also ca.lled Ch'i-Kung. 
monastery) . At first he and Kumara.jiva. were on, 
very friendly terms. In intellectual pursuits they 
often had discussions together and mutually 
explored some of the abstruse implications of cano
nica.l texts. But later they breathed different. · 
intellectual atmosphere as their scholastic lineages. 
apparently derived from separate origins. Kumii.
rajiva devoted hirilself to disseminating the teachings. 
of siit.ras, particularly the Mahayana doctrine of 
N�garjuna, and 'Yas favourably recognised by 
Ya.o-hsing (C. 155), the ruler of Ya.o-ch'in dynasty. 
He and his disciples, more than two thousand in. 
number, could freely go in and out of the palaoe8. . 
and courts . . On the other hand, Budd.habhadra. · 
strictly adhered to the modes of teaching of th& 
Sect of Elders (Sthavh'avii.da) of the Srii.vakayina,. · 

cultivati:il.g meditation and concentration; living a. 
plain and simple life without any <Usplay or show .. 
Among his hundreds of disciples, Chili-yen Pao-yuen. 
(C. 156), l!ui-kuan (C. �57), etc., are some oft;he best 

BUDDHABBADBA( · C • . 15.2 ; · , 395 - 42� A.C:), �qw . . ot course, Ku,Dlarajiva also . taught men- . 
a native of North !I).dia • . " His' family belonged · thods of' contemplation ; but he recommended. 
to the Sikya clan dee00nded from king -..Amrtodana only some easentials of dhyiina of the old masters · · 
and Jived in Kapilavastu. · As · his grandfathe� of the Sect of Elders without giving them an orderly 
carried on business over the regions in North In� and systematic formulation. Budd.habha.<ha's me-· 
he removed his abode there from his original thods, however, were those handed down from : · · 
place. When Buddhabha.dra. was five years old master _to disciple· for generations and therefor'& 
hia parents died in succession and he was brought kept their purity intact. With. regard to. Buddha· 
up in his uncle's home. He left home and became bha.dra's scholastic lineage se ng-yu( C. 158) kept. 
a monk in his seventeenth year ; then: he showed 

a record (See in The collection of the Record8 of tmna- . 
eXtraordinary cleverness and capacity in reciting 

latitm6·of the Trip#aka, [C. 159] fa.scicle 12). Owing the Scriptures� often finishing one month's lessons to such divergencies, gra.dua.lly there arose· in a. single day� After receiving the ordination of a .. · discord between the disciples of the two ID88ter&. 
bhiqu, he was even more diligent. He had 8 In the seventh year ofthe I-hsi reign (4ll)� Buddha-

. comprehensive understanding of canonical
. 

texts bhadr&'s casual · remark that he seemed to hav• · 
and was particularly famous for his cultivation of some supernormal power immediately strirred up a . dhyina and Vinaya. Later, he went to K88mira· big storm. The disciples of Kumii.rajiva. such as. . 
. end devoted more strenuous effortsunderthein.struc- �ng.liao (Cd60) ·Tao-beng (C. 16�) and others, all 
tion of Dud�a, a great master of dhyii.rui. at blamed him as being guilty of telling a lie -thus that time. It was there that he met the Chinese breaking a fundamental commandment-and relying . monk·. Chih-yen( C. 153). The latter asked him to upon the support of the masse$. This compelled 
go. to China to propagate Buddhism ; as this was him to leave Ch'a.ng-an. · His 1 pupils suddenly · 
jud -what he had long wished for.. he immediately threatened by such unfavourable conditions, almoet 

· . . .complie<L In their journey to China ·the two of all dispersed. Only Hui-kua.n �d a little mor& · 
them were beec;t with many difficulties ; . at first than forty adherents followed bim southward to 
they proposed to go along the road over the Pamirs ; Lu Mountain. At that time, the monk Hui-yiian 
but afterwards they cbanged·their idea and decided (C.l62) was living there, who had heard or . 
to travel by the sea route. After meandering for Buddhabhadra.'s fame. On meeting Buddhabhad· 
· ·three JearB tbe)r :ieached Tung-lai · district (now ra, he w8s greatly delighted. Being · of the view 

' y 
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-that it was unfair to drive away the Indian monk, 
:Hui-yiian wrote a special letter to Yao-hsing and 
the monks in the capital, intervening on his behalf 

· .and asking them to revoke the sentence of pronoun
cing him guilty of breaking the commandment. 

During his residence at Lu Mo�tain, Buddhabhad
:ra at Hui-Yiian's request, translated the special 
work on dhyana, Y ogacaryii-bhumi-ailtra, 2 fascicles 
(TaishO. No. 618) and thus gave him very great 
help in his meditation and contemplation. But 
the Indian monk's wish was to go to different places 

_ to  propagate the Buddha's teaching ; one year lat.er 
in the autumn of the eighth year of I-hsi period 
(412), he left Lu Mountain and went westward to 
Ching-chou where he was greatly honoured by the 

· T'ai-wei (the highest military officer), Liu Yii (C.163), 
who was staying there temporarily. In the next 
spring he followedLiu Yii to Yang-tu (now Nanking) 
and stayed in Tao-ch'ang monastery also called 

· Tou-ch'ang monastery, outside the Chung-hua 
gate of Nanking. As it was built l{y the donation 
o( Ssti-k'ung, one of the highest civil officers, 
Hsieh Shih (CJ64), it was later also named Hsi�h 
Seii-k'ung ·mona.stery. His plain manners and 

· · refined airs eerned him the respect of all the local 
monks. 

After his arrival at Yarig tu, �uddhabha.dra, as of 
· old, still taught his methods of dhyana ; his residence, 

Tao-ch'ang monastery, for a time became known a.s 
' the cave of Masters of dhyana. ' Not long after, 
Fa-hsien came back from his travels in India. 

· Then they began to co-operate in doing 
translation work. From the ·twelfth to the 
fourteenth year of the I-hsi perio

.
d (416-18) they 

translated the Sanskrit manuscripts brought back 
by Fa-hsien, viz . . Mahiiparinirvatta-siltra, 6 fasciles 
(TaiBM, No. 376), Mahiisa''!�ghika Vinaya, 10 
fascicles (TaisM, No. 1425), Mahlisa1MJhika 

· Bhik�Pratimok§a-siJ.tra, fascicle, (TaishO, No. 1426), 
Mahiisa'Y{lghika Bhi�utti Pratimok�a-siltra, 1 
fascicle (TaishO, No. 1427) and K�udro.ka-siJ.tra, 

· 1 fascicle (TaishO, No. 745). Havjng accumulated 
a great deal of experience in tranSlation, Buddha
bhadra accepted in 418, the request of Meng I 

· (C.165) and Ch'u Shu-tu (C.166), and worked to
gether with more than one hu...'ldred 8-ramattas 
including Fa-yeh (C.l67), Hui-yen (C.168) and others. 
In the courae of three years he completed the trans
lationofBuddhavata'Y{l8aka·niimamahiivaipulya-8Utra, 
50 fascicleS (later it wa.s re-divided into 60 fascicles 
and called Sixty Hua-yen [C. 169] TaisM, No. 278). 

· The Sanskrit text of this great siitra, containing 
36,000 slokas, was brought back from Khotan by 
the lramatw Chih Fa-ling (C.170) of the Tsin 

dynasty and left untranslated. Only when Buddha
bhadra organized the power of a group of men and 
partially adopted Kumarajiva's style of translation 
did he accomplish this great task (Kumarajiva 
had translated the chapter on ' Ten Stages ' of 
Avata'Y{l8aka-siJ.tra and Buddhabhadra used this 
entire translation ; the other chapters were well 
articulated with it and were of course also influenced 
by his style). Buddhabhadra wa.s very careful in 
the choice of words and in the interpretation of 
meanings and thus made the version coincident 
with the origine.l text. As this siitra later exerted 
a. very great influence on the development of 
Buddhist teaching in China, the plaee where the 
translation was done was called ' Hua.'fen 
(Avatazp.saka) Hall' in memory of .this great 

undertaking. Buddhabhadra died in the sixth year 
of the Yu�chia reign of Liu-Sung dynasty 
( 429) at the age of seventy one. 

Besides the seven worb ah:ee.dy mentioned, his 
other translations now extant are : 

1. Anantamukhanihara-dhiiratti, 1 
(TaishO, No. 1012) 

fascicle 

2. Tathagatagarbhd-sUtra, · 1 fascicle (TaiiM, 
No. 666) 

3. Samantabhadracari-prattidhana, . 1 . fascicle 
(TaiaM, No. 296) 

4. Buddhadhyana-aamiidhisligara-siJ.tra, 8, fasci
cles (TaishO, No. 643) 

5. The Pure Six Paramita Sutra, 1 fascicle, was 
also translated by him. 

So the total translations were 12 works-
compnsmg 113 fasicles. The estimate 
given in The Biographi� of Eminenl 
Monks (C. 171) is erroneous. Again, 
according to theK'ai-Yuan Oatalogus (C.172), 
among Buddhabha.dra.'s translations are 
included New Amitabhavyuha, 2 fascicles, and 
Upayacitta-8astra, 1 fascicle·;  but the former 
is a. duplicated entry of Pao-yuen's trans
lation while the latter is a misnomer for the 
Yoga-caryii-bhUmi. As to the Sidra of file 
cause and effect of the past, 1 fascicle. it is not 
taken into account because its origin is 
rather doubtful. 

Though Buddhabhadta.'s translations touched 
upon different aspects of Buddhism, his special . 
attention was concentrated on the· methods o( 
meditative contemplation. According to the Pre
face to the Dhyana-siJ.tra (viz., Yogacarya-bhami) 
written by Hui-Yiian, he had translated the works 
of both Dharmatrii.ta and Buddha.sena on the 
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methods of dhyana. But the Dhyiima-siltra now 
extant only gives an account of the methods of 
graded cultivat ion of Buddhasena . It begins wit.h · the two methods of the 'ambrosial truths,' i.e., 
the counting . of breath and meditation on the · impurity of the body ; it then proceeds to the 
contemplation of the four immeasurables, the five 
sfcandha8, the twelve ayatanas and the eighteen 
dhiitus, in order to realize the principle of dependent 
origination, and finally to attaiu dhyana and 
samadhi, reaching to the ultimate, beyond emotion 
or thinking. ·AB to the details of Dharmatrata.'s 
Jri.ethod of con�mplation we lmow practically 
nothing. (But people still regard Buddhabhadra.'s 
�lation as the Dhyana-8iltra of Dharmatrii.ta).  
The 11tages of contemplation as taught by Buddha
sana had originally belonged to the · Y ogacara

bhiimi of the Sect of Elders and were introduced to 
China since the time of An Shih-kao (0. 173). 
Buddhasena went a step further. He • selected 

· and collected ·the essentials from the siitras .and 
. �couraged the learners to aspire to Mahayana ' 
· and therefore brought . them close to .. that of the 
· Y ogacii.ra School. Thus, Buddhabhadra's trans· 

. . ·. ·lations have Une:iq>ectedly become the precursor of 
the east flowering of the Yogii.cii.ra doctrines of 

. Mahaya.ria and this has its .porper significance·in the 
history of Chinese Bu_ddhism. 

L. C. 

· BmuooRAl'HY : 

Chih-shllng (C.174 ; T'ang dynasty) : A Catalogue of 
Buddhist Sacred Books of the K'ai- Ytlan Period, 
rase. 3, TaisM.· No. 2154 ; Fa-tsang (0.175; T'ang 
.dynasty ) : Some Recorda on Hua-yen-ching (C. 176), 
r.scicle I, TaishO, No. 2073 ; Hui-chiao (C.177; 
Liang dyna.Siy) : Biographies of Eminent Monks .• · 
fasciCles 2 and 3, TaishO. No. 2059 ; Seng-yu (C. 178; Liang dynasty): A Collection of the ·R ecords of 
Tranaiations · of the Tripilaka, fBSciclea, · 2, 8, 9, 12, 
14 and 15, TaiahO. No. 2145 ; Tang Yung-tung 
(C. 179. ; . Contemporary) : A HistOf""!J of 
Bt«lt:fMam from the Han down to the Southern 
and Northern Dynasties ( c·. 1 80) chaps 10 and 12, 
Sbangllai, 1955'. 

BUDD·BABHAGAVAD-A$TASATA ·NAMA-DHA
RA'I, the title of a text containing ·a magic formula. 

.. The Tibetan version of the text occurs .twice in· the 
Rgyud 1;lbum (100,000 tantra)sectionoftheKangyur 
&ccording to the Sde-dge edition (TM.Nos. 532, 873; 
Bee also TT. Vol. 6, -No. 161). The Tibetan title is 
as follows : Sans-rgyas bcom-ldan-lulas-kyi mtshan 
brgya • rtsa brgyud-pa gzuna siaags dan bcaa-pa. 

384 BUDDHA-BHA�ITA 
The dhilra?Ji in this text is a formula which is 

probably addressed to the Pravara (Tib. Thub-pa!li 
mchos) Budclh::t. It is said to have been recited by 

a number of most ex�ellent bodhisattvas of the past, 
one hundred and eight times (presumably the nama. 
of the dhilra?Ji, A§tasata, owes its origin to this fact). 
Excerpts from the dhara?Ji are quoted below : 

� bho ha'f!l hil'f!l ha'f!l hu'f!l ha'f!l hii.'f!l hi hi Siva
Siva !anti santi sam sam 8ai ? ma pa ya Tathiigata. 
anugata svabhiiva abhava samudatiiya asamabala 
. . . . . .  birala bala amrta bala atibala ghru'T{l ghru� 
. . . . bhedu bhedu hii ha hi hi bhagavantaka ura. 
tabhoga maha liantikara papa . . . . ki . . . . Bina . sa. 
ga svahii. o 

Having begrin the text with a salutation addressed 
to all the teachers (Buddhas), the author gives a full 
description of Pravara Buddha. The Compassiona
te Buddha, he says, whose body . is smeared with 
sandalwood (Skt. candana, Tib. tsan-dan) is · 
handsome and possess6d of a bright and a healthy 
complexion. His face is like a full-blown lotus and 
his feet ' are like lotuses. The teeth are white and · 

. well-set. He is t,he benefactor of all beings in .th& . .  

. entire world and is capable of destroying all evil 
(Tib. ifes-pa). Further, �he .author declares · that· 

· this Tat.bagata. is endowed with the ten kinds of 
strength (Skt. da8abala, TiL. · atoba-bcu). and the 
secondary marks of perfootion (Skt. anuvyaiijana, · .· 
Tib. dge-byad). 

Having given the instructions as to how the magic · . 
circle should be . prepared and the ceremony- _ 
C!p'l'ied out, the author mentions the benefits that 
one would enjoy after performing the ceremony. 
According . to him, one would become wise �d 
would attain the third stage of the bodhisattva per
fection. He would also be devoid of lust and all · 
miseries. All his moral evils (Skt. papa, Tib. 
sdig-pa) would be destroyed �nd he would be 
posse!l8ed of the three blessings (Skt. trisampanna. 

Tib. phun-gsum-tshoga), namely, grace, glory a.nll 
wealth. 

I. K. 

BUDDHA-BHA�ITA, 'spoken by the Buddha. , In 
the Chinese titles of many Buddhist texts these 
words (Fc-shuo or Fu-shuo : C. 181 )  form a v�ry 
C()mmon prefix, which although retained, by Nanjio. : 
is. rightly omitted in the Taisho catalogue. For . 
practiQa1 reasons the. P!'efix has been omitted also • 
in this Encyclopaedia and the relative texts will be 
dealt with under their proper title. Thus, th& 
siitra. as spoken by the Buddha .on sixty-two 

. l'.l . , 5 . 

. . -' 

.� 
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views of the net of Brahma (Fo-shuo-jang-wang-liu· 
shih-erh-chien-ching) will be found under BRAHMA
JALA SUTRA, instead of Buddhabhfi9ita-bra.hmf!t· 

jii.la Sii.tra, with a cross-reference under FAN. 
W ANG-LIU-SHIH-ERH-CHIEN-CHING� omit
ting the prefix Fo-.9h�w- (Buddha-bhii.�ta). 

BUDDHABHA�ITA-SAMANTAJVALAMALA
VISUDDHASPHUTIK�TA CINTAMA�IMUDRA
H�DAYAPARAJITA - DHARANI - PRATISARA 
MAHAVIDYARAJA, the restored Sanskrit form of 
the Chinese Pu' -pien-kuang-ming-(yen-man-) ch'ing
ching-ch'ih-sheng-ju-i-pao- yin-hsin-wu-neng - sheng
ta-ming · wcmg - ta - sui - ch'i t'o - lo·ni . ching (C . 182) 
which is a translation of a Sanskrit text believed to 
to be of Buddha origin. This work is also referred 
to a.s Mahapratisara-dharat).i and Mahiipratisara
vidyiirajni, and is included in the siitra section of 
the Chinese Tripi taka. Amoghavaj�a ( 746-7 1 A.C.) 
of the T'ang dynasty (618-907 A.C.) is mentioned 
a.s the Chinese translator of the Sanskrit text 
(Nanjio, No. 1042 ; TaishO, No. 1 153). 

The Tibetan version of the text, a translation 
attributed to Jinamitra, Dii.nasila and Ye-ses sde 
revised by Gshun-nu <lpal, occurs in the Rgyud 
bbum (10Q,OOO Tantra) section of the Ka.ngyur under 
the title IJphags-pa rig-paf!,i rgyal-mo so-sor f!.bratJ.-ba 
ehtn-mo, the corresponding Sanskrit title of the 
text quoted therein being Arya-Mahiipratisaravidyii.
r4jiii (TT. Vol. 7, No. 179 ; TM. No. 561). 

E. H. P. 

BUDDHABHI�EKA-NAMA-STOTRA, the title of 
a Sanskrit text, the Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Bstod-tshogs (stotra) section of the 
Tibetan Tengyur, under the title Sans-rgyaa dban� 
bskur-ba shes-by�-ba�i bstod-pa. The translator of 
this work is known a.s Rin-chen bzan-po (Ratna
bhadra), but the author is uiL�nown (TM. No. 1 161;  

Cordier. Ii, p. 1 1, No 50 ; II Vol. 46, No. 2050). 

The author begins this text with a salutation 
addressed to the All-knowing One · (Buddha, Tib. 
Thams�cad-m!o,hyen-pa). The entire text is devoted 
to a description of the birth of Gotama the Buddha. 
and the manner of his anointment (Tib. dban-bskur
ba, Skt. ahhi8eka) by the gods. 

The great gods, travelling in a :golden mansion, 
approached the Buddha, who is said to ha.va cross· 
ed over to the other aide (Tib. pha-rol-phyin) of 
sa1p8(ira, praised him and requested him to preach 

. the noble doctrine. On listening to his teaching, 
the gods worshipped him with clasped hands · fo:r 

three flays, and offered him pearl garlands, baskets 
filled w ith diamonds, and nectar (Ti b .  bdud-rtsi, 
SJ.:t. p'iyusa). 

Thereupon, the Buddha departed from the deva
world and took conception in the womb of the noble· 
l_ady, M:ii.yii. (Tib. Sgyu-�phrul), the queen of king· 
Suddhodana (Tib. Ba-yi-bdag-po-zas) of the Chandra-. 
vaJ11sa (iii-ma�i-rigs). It is mentioned that Maya was 
dressed like the ,..,�ife of Indra (king of the gods), 
the only difference being that the former moved her· 
eye-lashes (in winking). Maya, whose splendour 
is compared to that of the moon-beams, entered 
the Lumbini grove with her female attendants (Tib. 
slas, Skt.. sanacari) and gave birth to the Buddha 
under the branch of a. tree at an auspiciouS hour. 
Seven lotuses emerged from the earth at that time, 
and the little prince trod on them and uttered 
words to the effect that he had put an end to trans
migratory exi�>tence etc:;. Then, he surveyed all 
the directions of the world. . With the lustre of 
the prince's body J�mbudvipa wa.s illuminated. At 
that moment, two streams of hot and cold water 
flowed down from the sky. When;·the prince sat 
on a high seat, decked with a variety of jewels, the 
gods anoint.ed .him with .a golden va.Se full of water . 
from the celestial river. The echo of the various 
musical insttuments penetrated through the entire · 
area, and masses of Mandara flowers rained from 
the sky; The entire place was covered with camphor 
(Tib. ga:bur, Skt. karpur) and sandalwood .powder. 
The mountains and the oceans moved like the attire 
of. a dancer and e8,ftb-qua)!es occured in the six : 
directions of the earth. There wa.s prosperity (Tib. 
bkra-sis, Skt, ma�gala) everywhere. The blind 
regained their sight, the dumb started to talk, the 
deaf gained the power of their hearing and the sick 
recovered from their illnesses. Poisonous serpents 
moved to and fro without harming anyone. 

At the conclusion of the text; the author menti()ns .  
that all those who wish to acquire merit by anointing 
the Buddha, would obtain the three blessings.: grace, 
glory and wealth (Tib. phun·8Um-tshogs.) Further; 
�e says, su?h people would live long without 
any illness, be without enemies and become famous 
in the world. 

. I. K. 

BUDDHABH'OMI-NAMA-MAHAYANA·S'OTRA(var. · 
A.rya-B0), the name of a. text, the Tibetan version . 
of which occurs in the Mdo (siitra) section of the 
Kangyur under the title IJphags-pa saM-rgyas-kyi 

sa shes-bya-ba · theg-pa chen-po�i mdo. Jinamitra,. 
Silendrabodhi and Prajiiii.vari;Ja are �id to hav& 
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translated the work into Tibetan (TT. Vol. _ 37, 
No. 941). 

The Chinese version of the taxt, a translation 
attributed to Hstian-tsang (645 A.C.) of the T'ang 
dynasty (6>18-907 A. C.), occurs in the siitra section 
of the Chinese Tripi�a.ks under the title Fo-ti-ching 
(0. 183, TaishO. No; 680 ; Nanjio. No. 502). 

The text contains a sermon on five types of wisdom 
said to be characteristic of a buddhabbiimi. The 
venue of t.be sermon is described at the outset of the 
work. The Buddha, it is said, was residing in a 
palace made of seven kinds of jewels, which emanaled 
a radiance that filled the world-systems. Whilst 
there, he gladqened, through his sermons, the bodhi·-

_ 
sattvas, monks, gods, nagas, rak�. a.suras and. 
�1 other beings assembled there. 

· On one occasion, he addressed the bodhisattva 
ain-tu l;tdus and spoke of five types of wisdom, viz-:, 
the wisdom of the sphere of religion ( drama-dhiitu-· 
Jllana ), the �irror-like knowledge ( iidarsa-jnana), the · knowledge to be.acquri9d through equality (samatci
jAana), the wisdom acquired through reflection 
(protyavekfa!W-jfiana), · and - the wisdom acquired 
thtough consideration · (karyakar!J-jnana). 

The text -contains 8 detailed description of each · 
of these types of jnana • . 

R. H. 

BUDDHA-BHO'MI. · See .TATHAGATA-BHOMI. 

BUDDHABHO'MI-81JTRA-SASTRA (TaisM, No; 
1530), in seven fascicles, composed by Bandhuprabha 
(0.184) and others, an.d translated into Chinese 
by Hsiian-tsarig of -:the T'ang dyn�ty. � the 
Bstan-l}gyur section of the Tibetan Tripi taka, there 
is a work by Silabhadra known as the Aryabuddha-. 
bhUmi-vyakhyana (or the lJphags-pa sana-rgyas-A:yi 
10M mam-par-bBad-pa in Tibetan), which is similar 
'o this Biiatra in its fundamental parts. 

After_ his arrival at Ch'ang-an on the 2�th day of 
the first month in the 19th year of CMn-kuan 
(645 A.O.), Hsuan-tsa.ng started his tranSlation on 
the 2nd day of the fifth inonth. At first be ·tra.nsla- · 
ted the BodhUattva-pilaka-rilra in twenty fascicles, 
and _on the· 15th day of the seventh month he trans
lated the BuddhabhUmi-siltra in one fascicle(which 
was written down by Pien-ohia : 0.185 ). It is 
eVident that be took these two siitras as the guiding
linea of the practices and the training of a bodhisatt
va. Afterwards; he translated the PralcarataiJrya. 
t1Clca, the Bamyulctalaf!l{Jiti, the · Y ogacarya-bhtlmi, . 
thf) MaM1J4na·�t�'l'fl"aha; the Hetut1idya, the Bodhi· 
�oJ:,a, - the Triqaftka-vijnaptikariia� 

the "Vi)nana-kaya-pada and some other 8tistras.
After having completed the translation of these 
wqrks in the eighth month of the 23rd year of 
Chen-kuan (649 A.C.), he started t.o translate the 
BuddhabhUmi-ailtra-8astra (which was written 
down by Ta-cbeng-kuang (C. l86), between the 
2nd day and the 24th day of the twelfth month in 
the same yoar). From this it is evident that 
Hsiian-tsa.ng took this 8datra to be a conclusive 
work of the theories of the Y ogacara school. 

· The exposition of the Buddha fruit (Buddhaphala) 
in this siiatra is an elucidation of the theory of the 
three bodias (trikiiya). Although the theory of the 
three bodies had 6merged quite early in Mahiiyiinn_ 
Buddhism, the state of the Buddha-fruit became 
clear only after the publication of this siistra ; and 
with the explanation of the doctrine of ' transfor
ming the dependence ' (tiBraya-parivrtti), the realiza
tion of the Buddha-fruit appeared to be more 
substantial and concrete. 

The sta� o_f the Buddha-fruit is analysed in 
detail in this · 86stra, and the five dharmas are 
employed to comprehend the . Buddha-stage . 
(Buddha�bhUmi). In the works of Maitreya and . 
Asa.nga, the so-called Buddha'-fruit is comprehend· 
ed under two categories : the fruit of cutting off 
the results of former karma and the fruit of wisdom; . 
But in this 8iiatra · the · pure Dharmadhatu is 
considered to be the fruit of such cutting ; it" · 
included . the non-active (asa1!1slcrta) merits in the· · · · 
Buddha-bhiimi and the _pure Dharmadhii.tu is but · 
another name for tathata. In the siitra there 
are ten · parables of space (akci-Sa) to explain · _ 
tlle subtle teachings and in the siiatra an 
extensive elucidation is given accordingly. Further
_more, the fruit of wisdom is divided into four parts 
to ·include the active (saTMJcrta) merits in Buddha
bhiimi. The first is the Great Round Mirror Wis
dom .(tidar8a-jniina), which is transformed from the 
·eighth consciousness (vijniina) and is capable· of _ . . 
sustaining all the merits in Buddha-bhiimi, without 
discontinuance in the endless future. The parable . 
of ten round mirrors is used to manifest its meaning •. 
The second is the Wisdom of Equality (aamatij. 
jnana). It is transformed -from the seventh con
sciousness and is always in conformation with 
great mercy (mahcimaitri) and great pity (mahcika· _ · 
rutw)· The non-abiding Nirv8J;ta is es•ablished · · · 
upon this wisdom� and·the phenomena of the Sam. 
bhogaktiya and its realm are also manifested by it. · 
It is the exclusive basis of the Wisdom of Profound 
Insight (pratyave�a!W-jnana), and the ten aspects 
can be perfectly achieved only through the practi�s 
of the ten stages. The third part deals with the . 
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Wisdom of Profound Insight, which is transformed 
from the sixth cons0ionsncs>l and i s  ?ttpatJle of 
sust aining all the gaks of dhi'i.m nis :1nd the g a l es of 
sa.madhis, and i t  enablos o n c  to prea.eh t.he lJhn.rma 
and to solve doubts in a great assembly. There are 
given ten causes to discr iminate its characteristics. 
·rhe fourth part is the wisdom of performing 
one's duty (krtyiinu�{.Mma-jiiana), which is 
derived from the first five consciousnesses and is 
able to manifest the incamations of a Buddha 
according to t.he circumstances in all worlds in 
order to . benefit, all sentient beings. The :Nirmii�ta
kO.ya of a Tathagata is formed by tho funct.ions of 
this wisdom, and there are ten transformations to 
explain its chi:u;aeteristics. 

At the beginning of this sa�lra, it is explained that 
a possessor of the supreme Enl ightenment is a 
Buddha, who possesses the thre-efold kaya (body), 
namely, the Dharmakiiya, the Sm!�-bhogakciya and 
the Nirmii:r;.akaya, and that the Buddha-bhiimi is 
the state on which the Buddha-body depends, which 
is included in it and in which the Buddha-body acts. · 
When all the merits of t.he Buddha-bhumi are 
included in the five dharmas and explained in this 
iastra, the meaning of the three bodies of a Buddha . 
is naturally fixed. This is · a great theoretical 
development, as · compared with the simple literal 
explanations of the. Buddha-body in old writings 
which are empty e�positions. 

In fascicle VII of this sastra there are two different 
explanations about · the interrelation�;�hip of the 
�ve Dharmas with the three bodies, as are shown 
in the following tables : 

-· 
. Expla�ation I.  

_ , ' 

The Dharmakaya -the pure Dharmadhatu 
-the Great Round Mirror 

Wisdom. 
The Sa'T{Ibkogakaya -the Wisdom of Equality 

-the Wisdom of Profound 
Jnsight. 

The Nirmal).aHya -the Wisdom of Performing 
One's Duty. 

Explanation II. 

The Dharrnakaya -the pure Dharmadbatu. 
The Sa'T{Ibhogakiiya-the Sa'I'{Lbhogakaya for a 

Buddha's own use. 
-the Sa'I'{Lbhogo.kaya for the 

spiritual benefit of others. 
(The nature of the four 

Wisdoms are latent in 
both these forms of SaT!'· 
bhogakaya, which are 

partially shown to a 
bodhisattva who is above 
the in i t. in,l stage of a 
bodhisattva's develop
ment) .  

The NirrMi�wkOya -t.his form of body is 
partially and briefly 
shown to a bodhisattva 
before he enters into the 
bodhisattva-bhiimi. 

The -fact that there were divergent theories 
concern ing the interrelationship between the three 
bod ies and the five dharmas show that the 
doctrines of the Buddhabhumi-sutra-sastra had 
already been highly developed among the teachings 
of t.he Yogacara School in India, before the sixth 
century A.C., or even earliG;:o, and had given 
rise to different explanaf -s among scholars. 
Bandhuprabha, the author ,_,f this sastra, having 
access to the results of thl?se researches, composed 
this work and explained the merits of a Buddha 
in his stage of fruition to such perfection as had not 
been understood before. This is tlie' most promi· 
nent feature of this work. Afterwards, more 
perfect elucidations about the problems of the 
Buddha-land are found in the writings of K'nei.chi 
(C. l87), who was a di�;�ciple of Hsiian-tsa.ng. 

At the end of the sutra there are four stanzas 
summarising the teachings contained in it, and in 
the sastra one fascicle is devoted to the exposition 
of these stanz'as in detail. . There are many 
excellent explanations in it, and such dubious 
the�ries as those concerning tathata, th" two 
hindrances, the cutting off of delusions, the Buddha's 
way of transformation, the differences of the three 
bodies, the shapes and dimensions of the three 
bodies, the similarities or dissimilarities of the three 
bodies of a Tathaga.ta, the similarities or 
dissimilarities of the edifications of a Tathii.gata, 
etc., which were obscure and caused much 
controversy in the past, are clarified in this 
sastra. As for the four stanzas, their texts are 
also found in the tenth chapter on bodhi in the 
M ahiiyanasittrala·�kara. 

From a comparative study of the Vijnaptimiit

ratasiddhisastra and the Tibetan version of the 
A.rya-buddhabhUmivyakhyana, we may infer that the 
doctrines contained in this .Sastra were initiated by 
Dharmapala, completed by Silabha.dra and exten
sively developed by Bandhuprabha. According 
to the development of Buddhism in India., Mahayana 
Buddhism was a unitary teaching without variant 
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theories for several hundred years from the time of 
Nagarjuna to that of Dignaga, and this s!istra is 
a mature work concerning the problem of the 
Buddha-fruit which prevailed during that period. 
Afoor Hauan-tsang tra.nslawd this 8cistra into 
Chinese, Cbing-mai (0. 188) of the T'ang dynasty 
composed a commentary on it . in six fascicles, of 
�hich a copied 

.
edition still E!xists. There were 

also a commentary by Chih-jen (0. 189) in fourt..een 
fascicles, and another by Sben-t.'ai (0. 190) in four 
fascicles, but both are now lost. 

K. Yu. 

BUDDHABHOMI-VYAKHYANA, a Sanskrit wxt 
extant in Til,>etan. See BUDDHABifOm.S"OTRA 
SAsTRA. 

BUDDHABODHISAMADHI VI�AGHATADIPA
lfAltlA, the restored Sans]ajt title of the terl, 
Sa-M-rgyaa-kyi byan-chub baam.gtan-gyi dug Bel· 
bar-byed-�i mar-me . ahea�bya�ba, fotind in the 
Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur (T M. 
·No. 2101 ;. Cordier, II, p. 190, No. 10 ; TT. Vol. 67, 
No. 2952). The text, which begins with a salutation 
addressed:.to ?4aiiju8ri� · deQ.].s with a disoussion on · 
meditation. It discusseS in detail the wonderful 
�eQts of destroymg . the poison C?f misery (Skt • . 
dtm.kha, Tib . . ldug-batiai), · ignorance : (Skt. !i11'idya, . 
Tib. ma-rig-pa), and excessive deaire· (Tib. gdun-ba). 
It is also mentioned· liere that · whosoever 
destroys . desire and: ignorance by :the practice of 
mec:titation would gain Wisdom- and become the 
wisest of all, namely, he would attain Buddhahood. 

I. K. 

BUDDHA-cAKKHU, the Buddha-eye, the Buddha's . 
vision eSpeCially into the nature of other beings. 
It is by this ' eye ' that " the Buddha see& beings 
whose minds · are little defiled (apparajakkha), 
or much defiled (maharajakhha), bein�· whose 
f'aeulti� such as faith ·are blunt (mudindriya) or 
shSrp (tikkhindriya), beings of gcod disposiii�n 
(�kara). at;id of evil disposition (dvakara), beings 
who can be ea.sily convinced(8Uvinfkipaya) and those 
who can be co�vinced only with �culty (duvinfia. 
paya : D. II, pp. 38-9 ; M. I, p. 169 ;· S. I, p. 138 ; 
Vin. I, p. 6). 
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the wrm being treawd in a scholastic manner. 
Thus, in the Niddesa-, the Buddha.cakkhu constitutes 
one of the five 'eyes' possessed by the Buddha. 

In explaining the word vi�a-cakkhu (Sn. v. 921), 
meaning the one whose vision is �obstructed, i.e,. 
the Buddha, the Paramatthajotika says that ihe 
Buddha is endowed with five eyes (SnA. II, p. 563). 
The Mahaniddeaa, explaining the same word, givea 
the list of five eyes and explains them in detail 
(Nd. I, pp. 354-6tl). Similarly, in explaining the word 
cakkhuma (Sn. v. 992), meaning the one who has 
eyes, i.e., the Buddha, the Oulla-niddeaa adopts the 
same method of treatment (Nd. II, pp. 133-40). 

The N iddesa, afwr giving the same explanation 
of the Buddha-cakkhu, as is found in the early 
suttas and in the Vinaya Mahaoogga, adds that the 
Buddha by his Buddha-eye recognises people by · 
their nature : lie realises whether a particular 
person is of a-greedy nature (riiga-caf;ita), of a hateful 
nature .(doBa•C0), of a dull nature (moha-c0), of a 
ruminating ne.ture (vitakka-c0), ·of a faithf).Jl nat\lre 
(Raddhi..:c0) or of an intelligentna.ture· (MtuJ·C0 : Nd. 
I, pp. 359-60 ; Nd. II, pp. 137-8). 

The. Saddhammapajjotika which identifies the 
Buddha-cakkhu with the two tYi>es of knowledge 
'of the Buddha, namely, the indriyaparoisriyatta- . 
n(itu� · and the iiaayanmaya·Mtu� says that the · 
Buddha. by this eye distinguishes between· the folir 
"types. of persons classified according to their ability. 
to . acquire insight, namely, (1) uggha#alinnu, \)D8 
who during a given explanation of the Dhamma 
comes to penetrate the truth, (2) mpQci,tannu, one 
who realises the truth after:a detailed explanation 
of the Dhamma, (3) ileyya, one who, . through 
advi9e and questioning, wise consideration and 
frequenting noble-minded friendS, comes to pene-

. trate the truth and (4) paaaparama, one who, 
though having learned much, speaking much and · 
knowing ma.ny things by heart, does not realise the . 
truth in that life (Nd.A. II, pp. 383 ff.). 

· We thus find these three descriptions of persona given in explaining the Buddha-calckhu, namely, 
(1) beings of little defilements etc. (in the early 
suttas), (2) beings of the six-fold nature (in the 
Niddeaa) and (3) persons of four types (in the 
SaddlWmmapajjotika). All these descriptions are 
�t�mpts, from different standpoints, at explaining It is clear from this description that the term 

Buddho�kh� has b�n emp�oyed in the early 
tex�. of the P� canon in a very simple way to 
denoie a special .knowledge posseased by the Buddha. 
But, when.the monks started developing the studies 
into the nat� of the Bud�a's knowledge, we find· 

· the various characters, and the different types of 
�atu,re, of �tient beings. The Buddha-cakkhu is 
a .particular kind of knowledge possessed by the 
Buddha by which he understands the nature and 
the abilitiet of people. This knowledge is very 
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useful because it helps him distinguish between 
.<fifferent types of persons and instruct them accor
dingly. 

As far as the identification of the Buddha.-cakkhu 

with the indriyaparopariyatta-1w:(La and the asaya· 
nusaya-na'l).a is concerned, it is clear that the 
latter two kinds of knowledge are those given in the 
P�iBambhida-magga (pp. 121  ff.). As these two 
kinds of knowledge are mentioned under the single 
name of indriyaparopariyatta- ·na�ta in the V ibhaliga 
(p. 340), the Buddha-cakkhu of the Saddhamma
pajjotika (Nd.A. II, p. 383) is identical with the 
indriyaparopariyatta-iiii'l).a of the Vibhanga which 
constitutes one of the ten powers of the Buddha 
(da8a-bala). 

u. K. 

B'ODDHACARITA, a biography of the Buddha 
written in Sanskrit by Asvagho�a (q. v.) about the 
second century A. C. The extant text consists of 
seventeen cantos and ends with the Buddha's visit 
to Lwnbini in his native country. Of these 
seventeen only thriteen are claimed to be by Asva
gho�, the last four .�antos . being an attempt, in 
1830 A.C., by a.. 'Nepalese author named . Amrta.
nanda to supply the lo8s of the original. Also a 
manuscript discovered by :S:araprasa.da Sastri goes 
a8 far as the middle of the fourte�nth canto (JASB. 
New Series, Vol. V, pp. 47 ff.). 

But, as the Chinese and Tibetan translations of 
the Buddhacarita contain twenty-eight cantos, we 
may conclude that the original Sanskrit Buddha
carita consisted of twenty-eight cantos and that 
the extant Sanskrit text consisting of seventeen 
{or thirteen to be . exact) cantos is only a torso. 
This conclusion is irre�sitible also in view of the 
fact that the seventeenth, i.e., the last, canto of the 
extant text ends, not with the Buddha's pari
nibbiina, as one might expect it to end, but with his 
visit to Lwnbini in the early years of his Enlighten. 
.ment. 

However, even in the torso which has come down 
to us, we have for the first time an actual epic of the 

.Buddha created by a poet who, filled with intense 
love and reverence for the exalted figure of the 
Buddha, and deeply imbued with the truth of his 
teachings, was able to present the life and doctrine 
of the Buddha in a language that is noble and 
artistic and not artificial. 

The first canto of the text describes the birth of 
the bodhisattva while his childhood, education, 
youthful life and marriage are related in the second 
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canto. The next two cantos describe how he became 
disgusted with the pleasures of thB senses, on seeing 
n. sick man, an old man and a dead man. Tho 
cantos five and six describe how, on seeing an 
ascetic, he renounced the world, in search of true 
happiness. In the next canto, Suddhodana, his 
father, sends out councillors to trace the bodhisattva 
and persuade him to come back. The bodhisattva 
tells the councillors who meet him that he would not 
go back until and unless he attains Enlightenment, 
the only means to true happiness. This is told in 
the ninth canto. The next canto relates that he 
visited Rii.jagrha, the capital of Magadba; that he 
met the king of Magadha, and that the hitter 
requested him to st.ay with him. The bodhisattva 
refused to grant his request and went forth in search 
of truth ; this is told in the eleventh canto. The 
twelfth canto describes how he met Arii.<;lha Kalama 
and Udraka and how, on leaving them, undertook 
self-mortification as a means to Enlightenment. 
It also says that after six years, he gave up self. 
mortification realising that it is not the path to 
Enlightenment, and finally went to an a8vattha tree, 
with a firm resolution. The next canto deals with 
his struggle with and final victory over the hosts of . 
Mara, the evil one. His attainment of Buddhahood . 
is described in the foUr.teenth canto. J;il the next 
canto, the two merchants named: Ttapusa. and 
Bha.llika visit him and pay their homage, after 
which the Brabma visits him and invites him to 
preach the · doctrine he discovered. He accepts 
the invitation and proceeds towards Varii.�a.si. 
The sixteenth chapter records his first sermon, the 
famous Dharma-cakra�pravartana-siUra. And in the 
last, seventeenth chapter the . Buddha went to 
Lumbini, meeting and converting on the way the 
famous Kii.Syapas at Uruvilvii.. 

The Buddhacarita calls itself a mahakavya, a 
great poem, i.e., ornate epic poem in the technical 
s�nse, and it is composed in the so-called Kavya style, 
the beginnings of which are found in the Riimiiyana • 

Asvagho�a is not only moderate in language and · 

style, but he also uses restraint in the presentation · 

of miracles in the Buddha-legend. He always 
keeps himself far removed from such exaggerationS 
as we find, for instance, in the Lalitavistara. In 
contrast with the chaotic disorder in texts lik6 the .. 
Mahavastu or the Lalitavistara, we find in the 
Buddhacarita a well-planned, artistic arrange�ent · 
of the material. Although the poet is quite familier 
with the older texts, he nevertheless 88Bumes a 
certain amount of freedom in his attitude towards 
them .. 
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I-tsing, speaking of the Buddhacarita, says that it 
was a voluminous poem which recounted the life 
and work of the Buddha from t.he time when he was 
still living in the royal palace till his last hour in the 
park of the sala-trees. " It is extensively read in all 
the five parts of India and in the countries of the 
south sea.. The author clothed manifold notions 
and ideas in a few words which so delighted the 
heart of his reader that he never wearied of perusing 

. the poem. Moreover, it was regarded as a virtue 
to read it inasmuch as it contained the noble 
doctrine in a neat and compact form " (A Rewrd of 

the Buddhist religion as practised in J ndia and the . 

Malay Archepelago, the English translation of 
1-tsing's Rewrds, by Takakusu, Oxford, 1 896, pp. 
1 65 ff.). 
. Most probably, the Buddhacarita which I-tsing 

came across, was its Chinese translation by Dharma
pak�a between 414 and 42I A.C. This Chinese 
version called Fo-so-hsing-tsang-ching (C. 191)  
has been translated into English .by Samuel. Baal 
_and published in the SBE. as volume XIX: . 

and Liu-P'ing (C. 1 95) helped in the translation 
work. There was originally a. preface by Yen-tsung 
(C. 1 96), but it is lost now. 

This · siitra is a. comprehensive work on the life 
of the Buddha., chiefly based on the. tradition of the 
Dha.rma.gupta. School, a.s well as those of the Mahii
sa.�pghika, the Sarvastivada., the Kii4yapiya. and the 
Mahisii.sa.ka Schools and the different legends of the 
Avadana.s, and its title has been borrowed from · 
the Buddha.ca.rita. of the Dharma.gupta. School. Thus, 
it is known as Buddhacarita-satMraha-sii.tra. It 
was prob�bly in Udyana. and its neighbouring 
regions in ancient India that the five Vina.ya Schools 
of Dharmagupta, etc., were propagated contempora
neously (vide The Record of the lt"e.stern Regions : 
(C. 1 97), fasc. iii. and The Record.� of the Inner Law 
sent back from the South Seas (0. I98) fasc. i . ) .  
Therefore, it  is  possible that this work, consisting 
of the legends of the five Vinaya. Schools, was 
compiled at that place. The . Sanskrit text of this 
book has not yet been 'found, and its original name 
was probably Buddhacarlta-Ba1Mfaha. 

· This sutra, with si:x;ty chapters, is the · most. 
The · Tibetan translation ·by . Sa-�ban-bzan-po ; elaborate of all the works about the life of the 

(Bhfunih<4'a.bhadra.) and Blo-gros rgyal-po is found · Buddha. It m�y be roughly divided into two parts. 

·. under ; t�e title sa1ia-rgyas-ky_i 8pyod-pa (Buddha- · ·Th�e �rst part consists of three chapters, from the 

carita-nama-mahiikavya) included In the skyes-rab� · 'Chapter on Cherishing the Mind to Make Offerings' 

(Jiitaka) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. Its to the 'Chapter on the Royal Lines of the Bhadra.
author's name is given as Rta-dbyruis (Suvan;J.a- kalpa,' in which the two· genealogical lines of ·. 
�iputra, another name of Asvagho�a, meaning 'the Sa.kyamuni Buddha are narrated ·: ( 1 )  the · religious · 
soii. o( Suvanj�i'-, Suvarl).ak�i oeing tlie riame of" . genealogy ofthe Buddhas and (2) the royal genea.logy 
Asvagho�a's mother : TM. No. 4156 ; Cordier, III, of worldly kings. The second part consists of fift:y
P· 42I, No. I)� It is also published in WZKM. as ·seven chapters. From the 'Chapter on the Ascen
volume VII, pp. 193 fT. 

. 
sion to T�ita. Heaven' to the 'Chapter on the 

The extant Sanskrit text comprising seventeen 
cantos has been edited and published in the Anec
dota Oxonie'Mia, Aryan series, as volume I, Oxford, 
1893 ; and translated into English and published 

· in the SBE. as volume XLIX, pp. 1-201 .  Both 
the edition and the translation are by E .  B. Cowell. 

. . The Chines� and Tibetan translation . of cantos 
xv-xxviii and their English translation by H. H. 
J oimston have been published in the Acta Orientalia 
as volume XI. 

U. K. 

BUDDHA - CARITA • SA�GRAHA - SO'TRA, the 
_Chinese version of Buddhacarita-Ba'T{lgraha-B'Utra 
(C. 192 : TaisM. No. 190), 60 fascicles, was trans
lated by J:ii.anagupta. between the· 7th year and the 
11th year of K'a.i-hua.ng (587-91 A. 0.) of the Sui 
dynasty. Seng-t'an (C. 1 93), Fei Chang-fa.ng (C. 194), 

Nidanas of Ananda' are depicted the deeds of 
Sakyamuni Buddha during his life up to the sixth 
year of his career after attaining Enlightenment as 

· well as some stories of his past lives, and ·the events 
o_f his disciples who;m he had converted during the 
six years �md the causes of their conversion, are also 

. narra. ted· therein . 

In the religious genealogy of the first part there 
are four different systems. ( I )  Beginning from the 
group of thirty ko(i Buddhas, a.ll of whom were 
�own as Siikyamuni, and ending with the group 
With 

_
only on� Buddha named Prii.tiharya-dhva.ja 

Tathagata, Without counting the 88,000 ko�i prat
yeka.buddhas, there were sixteen groups_ of ;Buddhas, 
most of whom Sii.kyampni Buddha had met and to 
whom he had made offerings when he was a. Oa.kra· 
va.rtiriija. in one of his previous lives. To some of 
�he� Ma.i�ya. bodhisattva had also made offerings 
lll hit past lives. This system was revealed at the 
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.request of Maudgalyayana, and it is quite similar 
to that of the Sarva-buddha Sutra (C. 1 9 9 : TaishO. 
No. 439) ,  transle,ted by Dii.napiila of the Sung 
dynasty, only with some variations in the numbers 
and names of the previous Buddhas. It was not 
without reason that Chih-shiu (C. 200) of the Ming 
dynasty said that the Sarva-buddha Sutra and the 
first chapter of the Buddhacarita-sangraha-sil�ra 
were translated from the same original text (vide 
Guide to the Trip#aka : [C. 201] fasc. xxix). This 

. system is also seen in the Mahavastu, fasc. i .  

preached the Dharma and saved 68 koti and a 
hundred thousand people, with whom he stayed in 
the world to edify all li\-ing being:J. The legends 
told by the three Schools are not the same . 

( 4) The fourth system consists of an account of 
Sakyamuni Buddha in his previous birth when he 
was named the 'Cloud Youth ' relatinCThow he made ' . t> 
offerings to and obtained prediction from Dipa111kara 
Tathagata. He also made offerings to and obtained 
predictions from a succession of fifteen Buddhas, 

(2) The second system contains the religious beginning from Dipa!Jlkara to Kasyapa (the names 
.genealogy of ninety-nine groups of Buddhas with of these fifteen Buddhas vary slightly as they appear 
their successive predictions, beginning from Indra- in different places of the translated text of this siitra). 
dhavja Tathagata and ending with Vijayi Tathiigata. -� The fifteen Buddhas include the first three · of the 
Among these groups, except t-hat of Kau!f�inya, four Buddhas of the Bhadra-kalpa (Krakucchanda, 
which had one hundred Buddhas, that of Sikhi, Kanaka-muni and Kasyapa), and they are identical 
which had sixty-two Buddhas, and that of Jinendra, in the main with the 24 Buddhas in the tradition 
which had three hundred Buddhas, each of the of Southern Buddhism (vide the Pali Buddhava'f!Ma, 
remaining groups had only one Buddha. This Mahava'f!Ma, etc.). Mter that, the siitra also. men· 
system was · given in answer of the question of tions the offerings made to Maitreya bodhisattva. 
Ananda, and· it is also contained in the M ahavastu, . Thus, the fifteen Buddhas of the past, the Sakyamuni 
fasc. iii. · Buddha of the present and the Maitreya Buddha 

(3) The thir� system relates how Sakyamuni 
Buddha saw with his power of clairvoyance the 
way in which �he bodbisattvas of the Buddha-lands 
in the ten quarters first cherished the mind of bodhi, 

· received their respective predictions, attained 
. Enlightenment and converted beings. Here an 
-episode is especially introduced ·about the career 
·of Dipa�pkara bodhisattva, how he made offerings 
to Ratnangi Tathagata, obtained the prediction of 
Prabhiikara Tathiigata, attained Enlightenment, 

· preached the Dharma, taught beings, etc. The 
story is based upon the account of the Dipa7[tkara
.bodhisattva-carita-siltra. The origin of Dipa!1lkara 
Buddha is also recorded in the Mahavastu, but in 
.a, shorter form. In this section of the siitra there 
are . also mentioned the different versions of the 
.Dipaqikara legend of various Schools. For instance, 
the Kasyapiyas said that on the first day of his 
preaching the I:>harma., Dipa:rpkara Buddha con
-verted 600 koti of people and on the seventh day 
50 koti, all of whom attained arhantship. In the 
.second seven days, he edified I 00 koti, and in th� 
third seven days, 75 koti. This Diparpkara Buddha 

'lived in the world for one kalpa, and together with 
the 8ravakas he did beneficial things for worldlings. 
·The Mahasrupghikas said that Dipa111kara Buddha 
lived in the world for one kalpa, from the time 
when he first planted the good root of bodhi till he 

.Yotated the Wheel of Dharma., to edify living beings. 
1'he Mahisii.sakas said that Dipal)lkara Buddha 

of the future are all linked together. 
· · · . 

The portion on the royal genealogy in the first 
part "begins with an enumeration of the thirty 
generations of cakravartins froin Mahasammata 
to Mahisumeru ; thence it goes on to relate the . 
seventeen groups of minor Cakravartins, from the 
first group of 101 minor Cakravar.tins who were the 
progenies of Mahasumeru to the last group of 84,000 
minor Cakravartins who � ere the descendants of 
Mahesvara. Mter that it relates the thirty-six 
generations from Kalyii!fa to MahiikuSa among the 
numerous cakravartins. The line of the MahiikuSa.s 
continued for 108 generations. · The last MahiikuS& 
had no son, and the legend tells us that, after he 
became a monk, he was attacked by an assassin, 
and that from the drops of his blood which fell ou 
the ground there grew up a sugar-cane which brought 
from its inside a . child, later known as the King 
Ik!?viiku (meaning sugar-cane). The legend further 
relates the story of the banishment of the four 
princes caused by the intrigue of Ik�viiku's second 
queen, and hence the origin 11f the Sii.kya cia�. The 
fifth generation of the fourth prince was Siikyamuni 
Buddha. This royal genealogy also appears in a 
number of more or less similar forms in the Ta-lou-t' 
an-ching (C. 202, Taish6. No. 23, fasc. vi.), the Oh't· 
shih-ching (C.203, Ta£sh6. No. 24, fasc. x), · 
the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya (Taisho. No. 1428, fasc. 
:xxxi), the Sangha-bhedakavastu (Tai..sho. No. 1450, 
fasc. i-ii), the MahMammata-aiitra (TaisM. No. 191, 
fasc. i-ii) and some other literature. 
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The secqnd part ·.of this siitra relates: the events 
of Sii.kyamuni Buddha's l i fe and their causes in his 
past lives-his entering into his mother's womb, 
his birth and education, his contests to secure his 
queen, his renunciation and ascetic practices, his 
triumph over the Maras and his. attainment of 
Enlightenment, the turning of the Wheel of Dharma. 
at the request of the devas, as well as his preaching 
a.ctivities during a period of six years and the con· 
�ersio� of his disciples, such as, Y a8oda, Piin)ama.i· 
trii.yaniputra., Nii.la.da, Sa.bhiya, the three Kii.Syapa 
brothers, U pasena,Ma.hii.kii.Syapa, Bh�qra, Sii.riputra, 
Maudga.lyayana, the five hundr�d blii�us, Udii.yin, 
Up§.Ii, Rahula., Nanda, Bhadrika, Ma:Q.ir�ddha., and 
Ananda.. The events related in this siitra genera.liy . 
agree with those in other works about the life of 
the. Buddha, but in this siitra the different traditions 
of the various Schools are also mentioned and the 
original stories, e.g., the stories of previous Jives of 
the Buddha and �is disciples, are also narrated in 
detail. This may be considered a salient feature 
of this Biitra. · · · · 

In mentjoning the different traditions . of . the 
various Schools; this siitra particularly points out 

· tb&t about the life :of the. Bqddha e�h of the five 
Schools .h� its own scriptute Qearing � special title. 
The. Mah-�hikas called.' i� th� MaM,va8tu� .the 
Sarvastiv� �he Mahavyilha, th� KMyapiyas the 
j<UaTcanidiintU, the MahiSii.sa.kas the Vinayap#aka· · 
mUla, and the · Dharmaguptas the S(Lkyamuni· 

. B��� _ (vid� . this ��ra, _f�. )?>.)· _ T!ti� · 
t�eory is attested by the extant Sanskrit text of 
the Mahavaatu in which it is explicitly referred to 
as a work of the Lokott�ravMm School, which was 
a branch of the Mah8.sa.Ipg�ika School. Moreover, 
the T'ang translation of the Vaipulyamahavyuha 
Satra, nam�l;v, the �litaviot<ira (T�isho. No. 187), 
�ill bears unmistakable tinges of the Sarvastivii.da. 
School. From this evidence the siatement quoted 
above appears to be true beyond doubt. As regards 
�e variances in the . traditions of different Schools; · 

there are mentioned 12 items of the Mah��hikas: 
1 ite� of the Sarvastiv�a . (this School did not . 
hav& many variations, probably beca�e . its 
tradition waa similar to that of the Dharmagupta 
School; . which constituted the fundamental . part 
of this_ siitra), I I  items of the Kasyapiyas, 5 ite .. ns 
of ihe Mahisasaka8, and 5 items which the fou.z: 
Schoo� held in common._ The tra4ition of the 
Dbarmagupt.M. �emselves althol,lgh not plainly; 
staWd, can be discerned from the above variations. 

The differences obse�ed among these traditions 
chiefly concern the following events : (I) Excep� 
the Sarvastivada, the other four Schools held that 

after the birth .of the prince, Mahii.mii.ya could 
enjoy no more the protection of the devas and the 
bliss which she experienced while the princG was 
in her womb, and so she became emaciat�d and 
died. Some others said that she died because the 
span of her life ended on the seventh day after the 
prince's birth. The Sarvastivadas were of the 
opinion that the bodhisattva's mother was so 
happy to see the good features of her son that she 
died of a fit of overjoy (fasc. xi). (2) It is said 
that after jumping over the city-wall the Buddha 
rode on a horse and went speedily to the village of 

. Rama, and from mid-night to the appearance of . .  
the star Venus, he travelled two yojanas. The 
Mahasaxpghikas said that he travelled twelve 
yojanas ; some others said that it was one hundred 
yojanas (fasc. xvii.). (3) After attaining Buddha
hood the Buddha sat under the bodhi-tree for seven 
days and then received the food offered to him by 
two merchants of North India. The Mahasaqtghikas 
put the event on the seventh seventh-day after 
his Enlightenment. ·Some others put it on the 
second seventh-day or the third seventh-day·, f!ond 
still others put it in the fourth seventh-day (fasc. 
xxxii). (4) .After receiving his food from Uruvilva- · 

Kasyapa, the. Buddha went to the forest of �ir�k�. · · 

where he stayed sp'endiiig his time in walking about. . 
The MahiSasakas said that t�e ' Buddha. knew but 
too well that Uruvilv�-Kii.Syapa did not wish � 
to manifest supernatural powe� at the sacrifice 
lest he might take away part of the offerings made 

-by the · worshippers, -and therefore he rose in the. 
air and went to Uttarakuru to beg for his food. 
The Mahasarpghikas said that · Uruvilvii.-KMyapa 
fearing that the people attracted by the sight of 
the Buddha, would neglect preparing food for him . 
and his followers, advised the Buddl;la to take up 
his abode at soine lonely place away from the noisy 
multitude. The other Schools held that for severs} · . 
nights when the devaa came to pay homage to the 
Buddha their radiance lit up the . wh_ole fo •• 
Although .Uruvilva-KMyapa had learned of the 
event from- the Buddha, still he doubted the 
Buddha's arahantship. The Mah�Jpghikas. said 
that the Buddha showed Uruvilva-K88yapa and his 
followers five hundred kinds of supernatural powex:s.
�ut they refused to . believe that the BuddPa bad 
attained arahantship (fa.sc. xli & xlii). (5) The Ma.hi· 
�asakas said that king Bimbisara offered the Bamboo . . 
Grov� to the Buddha and the. Saxpgha. of the four 
quarters, but the Kasyapiyas said that tt was · 
' . . 
offered by the elder Kalandaka (fasc. xliv & ::dv). 
(6) Concerning the birthplace of Maha.-KMyapa. 
one of the Schools said that not far from nor near 
to Rii.jagrha there was a \rillage named Maha.ti� 

) I 
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while the Mahii.satpghikas said that in the city of 
Rajagrha there was a place called Mahft9thila, and 

at that place there was a brahman village �ea;ing 

the same name (fasc. xlv). (7) The Mahasatpghikas 
said that Upasena. went to Rajag:rha to beg for 
food and that he was the best in demeanour, but the 
other Schools said that it was A.Svajit (fasc. xlviii). 
(8) The .Mahiisa1pghikas said that A.Svajit told 
Upadesa : "The Master has taught the Dharma of 
causes and conditions and the path of liberation. 
Such Dharma the Master has said in a pada." The 
Kasyapiyas said that Asvajit related his Master's 
teaching thus : "All Dharmas arise from causes, and 
they will disappear with the disappearance of the 
causes. Such arising and disappearance of all Dhar
mas is what I have heard from the MahasramaJ.la." 
The other Schools said that it was, "All Dharmas 
that arise from causes will disappear with the dis
appearance of the causes. The disS.ppearance of 
the causes and conditions is the Pat.h, and such 
is taught by the Master , (fasc. xlviii). (9) The 
Mahae&Ipghikas said that, after having con
verted Sariputra and Maudgalyiiyana, the Buddha 
travelled from Magadha, and passing . through 
various villages and towns he finally returned to 
Raja.grha. · The KiiSY.apiyas said that the Tathiigata 
travelled to the moUntainous regions in the south 
and after visiting various places . he returned to 
Rajagrha (fasc.xlix). ( 10) The Kasyapiyas said 
that king Suddhodana offered food to Udiiyi, who 
in tlll'li offered the food to the · World-honoured . -
One. The . Mahii.sa:rpghikas said that the king, 
following the advice of Udiiyi, prepared pure and 
delicious food and requested tho latter to offer it 
to the World-honoured One (fasc. Iii ) .  ( 1 1 )  Con· 
cerning the conversion of Riihula, this siitra, basing 
itself on the tradition of the Dharmagupta and 
other Schools, said that he was born six years after 
the Buddha's renunciation. Thus, when the Buddha 
came back, Riihu1a was bid to leave home at the 
age of six. The Mahiisazp.ghikas so,id that Riihula . 
was the best in. observing the Vinaya rules. The 
Kasyapiyas said that Riihula became a srii.maQera 

. at the age of fifteen. Furthermore, one of the five 
Schools (which of the five is unknown) Raid that the 
bodhisattva renounced his home two years after 
Rii.hula was born and that he attained Enlighten
ment after six years of ascetic practice. Another 
seven yeara later he returned to Kapilavastu. (In 
this case Ra.hu1a must have left home at the age of 
fifteen). Borne other Schools held that the World
honoured One returned to Kapilavastu twelve 
years after he bad attained SupremeBodhi (fasc. lv.). 

This siitra. preserves a number of variant traditions 
about the life of the Buddha from the Vinaya 
scriptures of different Schools. It is very useful 
for making con1parative studies of those extant 
works of unascertained sectarian origin on this 
subject. For instance,in A.Svagho�a's Buddhacarita
kavya (TaishO. No. 192) it is said that Mahamii.ya 
died of over-joy on seeing that her son was as 
handsome as a heavenly boy, and she was reborn in 
the heavens (fasc. i ) .  This is similar to the tradition 
of the Sarvastivadas as mentioned in this siitra, 
and probably it was a tradition of the Sarvastivii.da 
School. In the Atitapratyutpanna-hetuphala-s'ii.tra 
(Taisho. No. 189) it is said that the Buddha knew 
the mind of Uruvilva-Kii.Syapa and went to Uttara· 
kuru in the north where he stayed for seven days 
and nights without making his appearance, and 
that king Bimbisii.ra offered the Bamboo Grove to 
the Buddha (fasc. iv}. Both theSI:l agree with the 
tradition of the Mahisii.sa.kas, and thus they might 
have been ,derived from this School: Similarly, 
as the tradition in the Madhyama-ityukta-IJ'iUra 
(TaishO. No. 196) that Karanda offered the Bamboo 
Grove to the Buddha. agrees with the tradition 
of the Kasyapiyas, it might .have been derived 
from the KMyapiya. School. These few instances 
may 13erve to illustrate the usefuln�ss of .th(l 13iitra 
in this respect. 

. · 

L. A. · 

BUDDHACCHAMBHITA -VYOHA-VIKRAMA.;.VIJ
l;tMBHITA, name of a Mahayana samadhi; · In 
the Ga'IJ4avyuha-8Utra (p. 37) this is mentioned as 
the 7th of the 100 bodhisattva-samii.dhis. The 
same . statement is found in the classical Chinese 
versions of the siitra, though their equivalents and 
the number of the samii.dhis ·do not agree always. 
They difler in some details from the above and from 
each other as well (TaishO. No. 287, Vol, 9, p. 684b ; 
No. 279, Vol. 10, P• 328a ; No. 293, Vol. lO; p. 672a). 

S • .Mo. · 

BUDDHAQAKINI, name of a yogm1 m Tantric 
Buddhism, closely associated with the deity Heruka 
and sometimes regarded as his consort. In her 
four hands she bears the same weapons as Heruka, 
viz., a skull · (kapala), an arrow; a staff with a · 

skull at its top (kha�vii1iga) and a bow. Her Jace 
is described as being of red, yellow, white and 
green in colour. When represented as embracing 
Heruka, they are surrounded by four goddesses. 
Oblations are offered to her. She is said to spring 
from the germ-letter (bijak�ara) Au7p (aurJtkarod· 
bhavaya Buddha4akinya). 
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She is sometimes referred to as Vajrayogini. In 
this form she is repi:esented as having four hands and 
holding her hea-d, which had been severed by herself, 
in her left hand and also as carrying a knife in the 
right. Of' tile other two hands, the left is raised up 
.and the right one bent down. The right leg is 
thrown forward and the left drawn back. The 
drops of blood oozing from her severed head is shown 
dropping into her mouth. She is naked (viisa?t sunya) 
.and is attended by two goddesses, named Vajravar
�ani and Vajravairocani. 

Sometimes the name Sarvabuddha�B.kini is also 
given to her. The term J;>akini is used, in Buddhist 
·Tantras, to mean any goddess who may be associa
ted with the male god in embrace (yuganaddha) . . 
Thus, she is called SurvabuddhaQii.kini because she 
-embraces Heruka; who is considered to be the 
-embodiment of the five Dhyanibuddhas, . the group 
that ·is technically known as Sarvabuddha. (Sadh. 
II, pp. 455, 460, 461, · 462, 483, 48�, and 486 ; B. 
�hsttacharyya, Buddhist Esotericism, Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1932, see Index under Buddha<;Hikini, 
:Vajrayogini and Sarva.buddha9akini). 

. . . . 
S. K. N. 

1lUDDHAJ;>AKINI-sADHANA, the restored Sanskrit 
:title of the text, the Dpal-sa�-rgyas mkha� ?tgro
ma�i sgrub-thabs, found in the Rgyud-�grel (tantra 

·commentary) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. 
'The-a,Uthorship of the work is attributed to Nag-po 
(Skt. �r;ta. ; var. Nag-po spyod-pa.-ba) and the 
translators. are Ka.�il.va.jra. ·and Gshon-nu tsbul
. kbrims. (TT. Vol. 57, No. 2507 ; TM. No. 1635). 

'I'be text, the ppening SS:luta.tion of which is 
3ddressed to Avalokitesva.ra., describes the proce
dure ofpropitiatuig one ofthe five kinds of goddesses 
·of wisdom (Tib. ye-ses kyi mkha.� �gro-ma.), namely 
l3ud�8Jrini (q.v.) whose form is described, 
the other forms being, VajraQakini, Ratna<;lakini 
PadmaQa.kini and . Kannagakinl (Saratchandra 
Das, Tibetan · Engli.sh . Dictionary, Darjeeling, 
1915, p. 180). . 

The warshipper is enjoined to acquire the thought 
()f Enlightenn;aent(Skt. bodhicitta, Tib. byan-chub-tu 
"'em" 68/eyed-pa), pay reverence to all the lamas, the 
Buddhas and the bOdbisattvaa, take refuge in the 
Triple Gem (Skt. Triratna, Tib. dlcon-mchog gaum), 
meditate on the voidness (Skt. IUnyatd, Tib. ston-pa
oftid) of all phenomena while chanting the formula, 
Om Aiinyatajna{&ll-tJajra-8tKibhiivatmako'MJ,,.,and then 

propitiate BuddhaQakini (q.v. ) .  The mantras to be 

chanted in propitiating this goddess are quoted 
in the text. 

I. K. 

BUDDHADASA, king of Ceylon, famed in history 
as a very skilful surgeon and physician. His 
reputation for the practice of medical science is 
unequalled in the country's annals. Cures which 
have a blend of the miraculous are recorded of him 
in the M ahavarr.sa. Aside frllm su0h extraneous 
matter there are cures described which are within 
the experiences of modern medical men. Once the 
king applied the principle of an emetic when ha 
ma.do a bhikkhu patient bring out imp-are milk. Ha 
showed knowledge of prenatal care of expectant 
mothers when, in the case of a pregnant. woman, he 
corrected the abnormal presentation of the . foetus. 
An ill-tempered leper patient he treated by what we 
now call psychot.herapy� These instances of a 
king's medical pracLice, though ovt>r a millenium ago, 
cannot but be real. 

Buddhadiisa practised his knowledge under the 
. inspiration of Buddhism. He provided in awry 
village · refuges for the sick� . the crippled and the 
l;>lind, physicians for them. and for soldiers ; for 

· elephants and horses he had a veterinary service. 
lie wrote " a summary of the essential content of 
all the medical text-books (Saratthasangaha) and 
charged one physician with the care of twice five 
villages ·and gave the physicians the produce of . 
ten fields as livelihood " (Mhv. xxxvii, v. 146). 

He was responsible for purely religious works, too . 
In the Mabavihii.ra (q.v.) he built the Morapa.riveJ;l& 
and gave it an endowment of two villages. In 
like. manner he assigned revenues and servants to · 
bhikkhus who preached in public. He built vihii.ras · 
and pa.rive1;ui.s and endowed them with the four · 
re.

quisites for bhikkhus ; reservoirs ari.d alms-halls 
were also provided for their convenience. He set 
up images and in the well-known stone image of the 
Buddha. in Abhayagiri-vihara, he placed an eye
·jewel. it was in this king's reign that Mabadham- · 
makathin translated the suttas into Sinhala, the 
language of the countr�. 

King B uddhadii.sa is dated B.E. 880-908 (337-65 
A.C.), in the chronology revised by S.  Pa.ranavitana 
(EZ. Vol. V, Pt. 1, p. 109). On this reckoning, Mahi
dha.mmakathin cannot be identified with Ta-mo-chin 
who was living in the countcy when Fa-Hsien 
visited it. 

· 

D.T.D. 

' . ·, 

�-
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BUDDHADATTA, famous author and commentator. 
He is one of the foremost sch(,Jiasts after the pre
eminent Buddhnghosa who contri buted tO\yarcls 
Pali commentarial li terature. Unlike most ot-hers 
of his day, he has left behind some information 
about himself in the colophons to his works. He 
was a South Indian by birth and spent most of his 
time in South India. He was, however, a celebrity 
of the Mahavihara in Anuradhapura in Ceylon, 
where he spent some time. 

Buddhadatta is the author oi che four manuals
Abhidhammavatara, Rupar-Upavibhiiga, V inaya-vinic
chaya and Uttaravinicchaya and the MoAihurattlw,
vilasini, the commentary on the Buddhava'f!bSa. 
In the colophons to the Abhidhammavatara, the 
. Vinaya.vinicchaya and Uttaravinicchaya he describes 
himself as a native of U ragapura. We are told that 
he compiled the Abhidhammavatara and the Madhu
ratthavilasin'i, while residing in the great monastery 
situated in the Kii.veripattana and built by Kal_lha
dii.sa (var. Khandhadii.sa}. Additjonal information 
is contained in the Vinayavinicchaya. He hailed 
from Tambapal)l)i (this is also mentioned in the 
Uttaravinicchaya} and he composed that work in the 
monastery built by Vel)hudii.sa (var. Pii)Q.idii.sa} 
in Bhiitamangala, on the bank of the Kaveri, in the 
central part of the Cola kingdom, during the reign 
of;'th'e Kalamba or Kalabbha king Accutavikkanta 
or Accutavikkama. ·Although Tai:nbapal)l)i was a 
name for Ceylon in ancient times, here it· would 
refer_ tQ. the ���� .Qf t�� '!'�m�p�r!li . r!v:e!' il!. 1'!nne: 
velly(See V. A. Smith, The Oxford History of India, 

· Clarendon Press, 1928, p. 143 ; BM. II, p. ix}. 
Ul'agapura has been identified with modern Uraiyyur 
situated on the southern bank of the Kii.veri, near 
.T.ir.uchirapalli (Trichinopoli), arid referred to as 

Orthoura, the· Co!a capital, by Ptolemy (D:�· . 
Bhandarkar, Asoka, University of Calcutta, 1925, 
p. 38). 

. Thus, Buddhadatta was a native of Uraiy� 
yur and an inhabitant of the Coja kingdom, situated 
on the Kii.veri. Kii.vefipattana has been identified 
with Puhar also known as Pukai- and Kaveripad
dinam . at the mouth of the Kii.veri (V. A. Smith, 

. op. cit. p. 144). Bhiitamangala has been identified 
with the modem viHage of Pa.Ilivrtti Bhiita
mangalam . in the Mannarguc;Ii division in the 
Tanjavur (Tanjore} District, situated on the bank of 
tho Vennar, a tributary of the Kii.veri (C. Minakshi 
in Current Science, Feb. 1938, p. 401 ; A. P. Buddha
datta, ' The Great Author of Summaries, Contem
porary of Buddha.ghosa' in UOR • . Yol. III, April� 
1945, .p. 38) •. .B� M. Barua has expressed the view, 
on the other hand, that the references appear to 

be to the same monastry aml Mailgala-Bhutia
mailgala was the same as Kaveripa�ta.na or a 
suburb of the same ' (Budtlhadatta and Buddha
ghosa ; Their Contemporaneity and Age ' in UOR. 
Vol. III, Nov, 1945, p. 78} . Not.hing is known of 
Vel)hudii.sa or Kar_1hadii.sa, the ;..milder of the 
monastery. But, in this connection Barua draws 
our attention to the tradition preserved in the 
Skanda Purar;ta of an unnamed prosperous king 
of Cola, ruling from Kii.iicipura, during whose reign 
Vi!?I}udasa, a pious Vai!?l)ava. sa.int, stood against the 
perform�ce ?f cruel Brahmanical sacrifices (B. M. 
Barua, hp. Cit., p. 82 ; B. C. Law, Buddhaghosa, 
JBRA!S. Monograph Series, pp. 24 f.). 

Kl�g Accuta, or Accuta-vikkanta (Acyuta· 
vikfanta} or Acc�ta-vikkama. (Acyuta-vikrama) of 
the Kalabhra or Kadamba dyans.ty remains un
identified. No contemporary king of this name has 
so far been traced of either the Kalabhra or Kad-. 
amba dynasty. However, the Kalabhras are 
known to have held sway over . the Cola territory 
before they were defeated by the P�llaya . king, 
SiJ!lhavi�J;�U ,. in . late . sixth century ·A. C. But it . 
cannot be established bey()nd doubt that the king 
referred to was a Kalabhra, in view of the tradition 
of the Acyuta.rayas. maintained by the Kadambas 
up till a late period (B. M. Barua, op. cit. p. 77). . . '· .l . 
The . identification of the king would have enabled 
us to give a definite date to Buddh�datta and th� 
valuable information has b.een missed. Buddha-· 
datta- has-not-mentiened-where he-wrote the Uttara- -
vinicchaya. It may be possible that he wrote it 
in Ceylon, as it was written at the request ofSaD.gha
pala Mahii.thera of the Mahavihii.ra, unless it can be 
shown that Sanghapii.la himself spent -smne tune in 
South -India. Buddhadatt.a, a native of Uraiyyur 
B.P.d. a .citizen of tM Cola kingdom, came to Ceylon . 
and was ordained at the Mahavihiira in Anuradha
pura and thus belonged to the Mahii.vihara 
fraternity. 

It has generally been accepted that Buddhadatta · 
ap.d Buddhaghosa were contemporaries and that . · 
Buddhadatta was the elder of the two. . · · 

In the Buddhaghosuppatti (q.v.) the tradition ·is 
recorded that Buddhadatta. had visited Ceylon and 
on his return voyage to India he met in mid-ocean 
Buddhaghosa who was proceeding. to Ceylon • . · 
When Buddhadatta hears of Buddhaghosa's mission : 
to translate into Pali the Sinhalese COIDII!!lntaries 
(erroneously r(lferred to as texts in the Buddhagho
suppatti), he informs Buddhaghosa that he, too, had 
been deputed to translate the commentaries, but 
that he could not obtain them and · he had been 
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.able to compile only the Jiniilarilciira, Dantava�a, Reference to Buddhadatta's works has already 
Dhatuva�!l and the Bodhivaf!t8a. He encourages been made. He wrote two manuals on the 
Buddhaghosa in his mission and rE'Iquests him to Abhidhamma-the Abhidhammavatara and the 

. �xecute it thoroughly as he himself would not live Rupar-Upavibhiiga, two manuals on the Vinaya-the 
· long. ltr is said that Buddhadatta died shortly Vinayamnicchaya and the Uuaramnicchaya 
.after his. return to India (Bup. chap. iv). There and the commentary on the Buddhava�a-the 
may have been some basis for the nucleus of this Madhuratthaml48ini. The Gandhava1p�a,mentioning 
.story but the details in this legendary account him after Buddhaghosa attributes to him 
'fJallDO� be accepted. As far as we know, Buddha. three of these works, omitting the 
-datta wrote none of the works mentioned here. Ruparilpavibhaga (JPTS. 1886, pp. 69 f.). But, 

· · This same meeting in mid-ocean with slight differ. elsewhere, it includes the Jiniilankara also among 
�nces is . recorded in the Vinayamnicchaya fikii. his works (ibid. p. 69). The Siisanava�a (p. 33) 

· AccordiDg to this, Buddhadatta parted with the hRB ascribed to him the Abhidhammavatara, the 
request to Buddhaghosa to send him his translation RuparUpavibhaga, tha Vinayamnicchaya and the 

· of the commentaries so that he (Buddhadatta) may Buddhavaf!'Ba commentary, leaving . out the 
8UJillllBrise his labours. The likci continues to say Uttaravinicchaya. Gray, who has edited the 
that Buddhaghosa complied with this request and Jiniilankiira, has attributed this work to 
Buddhadatta summarised the coiDIPentaries on the Buddharakkhita and a tika on it to Buddhadatta, 
Abhidbamma in the Abhidhammavatara and those on f�llowing a post-script attached to the ,ilea. 
the Vinaya in the Vinayavinicchaya (BM. I. pp. "But both the Jiniilankara and its tikti are to 
xiii f.)." The details here too; do not ap� to be reli· be dated much later than the time of Buddhadatta 
able, for it is noteworthy that neither ,Buddhaghosa and it is impossible that they could have . been 
nor· Buddhadattamentions each other in their works. written by him (G. P. MBialasekera, The PaU Littf'G. 
if Buddh$datta had summarised Buddhaghosa's •urs of OsylOn, Colombo, 1958, pp. 110 f.; see also 

· Yorks he would have acknowledged this. Although Bup. Introduction, pp. 19 f.} . 

. it · is true that · the Vinayavinicchaya �p�ars . to It has already been observed that Buddhadatta 
·tollowtheSamamapa.tiidikii, and the·Abhidhamnm!XJ� and Buddhaghosa: drew material for their worb 

. MN and· the· V.Nuddhimagga' have . some . points' ill . from a common source--the Sinhala commentaries. 
OOIDIJl"9n, it is difficult to. believe that Buddh�tta · The statement in the Vinayamnicchaya fikii that 

· Yould have lived long enough after his return to Buddhadatta summarised the works of · Buddha- · 
India to compile these works after Buddhaghosa ghosa, is not borne out by a scrutiny of their 

-- -- -.h�lf-returnea--to-Iffilia with-lilil -ti&ns1it1ons� -works.--A comparison -of the conulientaries on the 
.The more plausible explanation is that Buddhadatta Abhidhamma with ·the Abhidbammavatara and 
eame to Ceylo:n before Buddhaghosa· studied the those of the ·vinaya with the Yinayavinicchaya 
Sinhalese commentaries and summarised them in would reveal that there is no conimon order or 
Pali. The similarity in the contents of their works similarity in the treatment of the subjects. 
-could thus be explained by the fact that they drew Buddhadatta bas rather summarised the 

- theirmaterialfr9m the same sources (BM. II, pp.vii, commentaries on the texts, He has written in 
.xi). However, the fact ·of their contemporane. elegant and easy prose and verse, mostly in verse, 
ity can be 68tablished from evidence in· their own probably for easier memorising · (A.P. Buddhadatta, 
works. Buddhadatta has stated that he wrote the 'The Great Author of Summaries, Contemporary of . · 
UUaramnicchaya at the request of Sailghapiila • . Buddhaghosa, in UOR. Vol. m, April, 1946, p. 31i). 

"Buddhaghosa has written t·he V isuddhimagga also · Of Buddhadatta Mrs. Rhys Davids has remarked : 
at the ·request of SailghapiJa. But, there is a ·u According to the legend Buddhadatta recast in 
�erence in the manner they refer to him. While a condensed aha� that which Buddhaghosa handed . 
Buddhadatta's reference is to a revered fellow elder, · on, in Pali, from the Sinhalese commentaries. But 

· Buddhaghosa's reference is to a most venerable the psychology and philosophy are presented . �ez. This would indicate that Budihadatta through the prism of a second vigorous intellect. · 
was the ·aenior contemporary of the two (B. M; under fresh aspects in a style often less discUrSive � op. cit. p. 79 i B. C. Law, Buddhaghosa, and more graphic than that of the great commenta
JBRAB Monograph Series, pp. .24 ff.). tor, and with a strikingly rich vocabulary, as 
Buddhaghosa lived during the first half of the fifth is revealed by the dimensions of the Index '' 
oentury A.C. and thus Buddhadatta is to be dated (BM. · I, q.v). Elsewhere she says : " In ·one 
earlier� about .the same period. respect at least he represents, �rhaps better thall 
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Buddhaghosa, the earlier type of the classification 
• . . . .  Thus, whereas Buddhaghosa expounds his 

· psychology in terms of the five aggregate divi�i�m, 
Buddhadatta opens hia scheme with the fourfold 
division of the Compendium viz., mind, mental 
properties, material quality, Nibbane. . . . .  It · is 
probably right to conclude that they both were 
but handing on an analytical formula, which had 
evolved between their own time and that of 
the ·final closing of the Abhidhamina Pif,aka" 
(C. A. F. Rhys Davida, Buddhiat Paychology, London, 
1924, pp. 1 74 f., 179). Like Buddhaghosa, Buddha
datta too has made use of the simile of ·the blind 
and the lame helping each other to walk, to explain 
the relation between nama and rilpa (BM. I, p. 1 15). 
Buddhadatta's division of terms into samuha and 
asamuha (ibid. p. 83) shows an advance on the older 
classification found in the Puggala Paifiiatti com
mentary (Pug. p; 173 ; B. C. Law, Buddhaglwsa, 
JBRAS. Monograph Series, pp. 60 ff.). His second 
manual . on the Abhidha.mma, the RuparilpafJibhiiga, 
although a very short . work, is important 
as being . the precursor of Anuruddha's 
.Abhidhammatthasaiz.gaha. S&ripiltta Sangharaja, 
m writing the Sinhala commentary on the 
.Abhidhammatthasmigaha, has· followed Buddha-

. datta's Abhidhammavatara in the treatment of 
aome subjects and has quoted verses from it 
(BM. I, p. xii.). 

Buddhe.datta has made a notable contribution 
. especially to the study of Abhidhamma. He was 
evidently held in high esteem for his scholarly attain
ments by those who came after him. The author of 
the V inayavinicchaya filca, Vacissara, pupil of 
S&riputta Sailgharaja, has referred to him as a 
great poet who had won the praises of the celebrated 
Buddliaghosa himself. He also quotes a statement 
made by . another author : " madiaapi kavi honti 
Buddhadatte diva?igate " (When Buddhe.datta has 
passed away we also shall be recognised as 
poets : loc cit.). 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHADATTA, AMBALANGODA POLVATTE, 
a reputed monk scholar of Ceylon. He was born at 
Polvatta, Ambalangoda, Ceylon, on 23rdJuly, 1887, 
youngest of a family of four childre�. Having 
entered the Order of monks at the age of eleven as a 

. pupil of Porambe Dharm&rama thera, he received 
his higher ordination (upasampadd) at the Konhat 
temple in Burma,in 1907. He received his early 
education in Burma under several reputed Abhid· 
dhamma teachers and in 1923 he was appointed as 
Pali teacher at· Ananda College, the leading Buddhist 

school in Ceylon at the time. In 1935 he was 
appointed as a lecturer in Pali at the Ceylon Univer
sity College. When VidyruaDkara Pirivena was 
elevated to the position of a University, he. was 
appointed Professor of Buddhist Philosophy. 
there, which post he held iill his death. 

He wrot� his first book in 1908 at the age of 
twenty-one and by the time he died in 1962, ag6d 
seventy-five, he had to his credit eighty-seven bo9)ts, 
in addition to about a hundred and fifteen articie�t 
he contributed to various journals in Sinhala and 
English. 

He was associated with the Pali Text Society for 
over fifty years, during which time he �i� for 
that Society (1)  Namarilpapariccheda, l2) .Abhi
dhammaootara, (3) RupiirilpafJibhaga, (4) Vinaya
vinicchaya, (5) Uttrsra-vinicchaya, (6) · Samino
hamnodani (commentary to the · ·vwha?iga), · (7) 
Saddhammapajjotika (commentary to the · MaM 
Niddua and Oulla Niddua), all in Roman script. 
He also prepared an English-Pali Dictionary for 
that Society . 

Some of his . other outstanding . works are : an 
edition of the ViBUddhimagga, Kalyat�atJQf'[lftl
Nikaya (a history in three parts), Kalyiitli Silalipi 
(a collection of documents), Kalyatli Scuanavaf1'80ya 
(a hist,ory), Hatlan-tlang bhramatui- :vrttantaya (& . 
translation), Bhiiratiya bauddhiiciiryayo (biographical 
sketches of leading Buddhist teachers of India), 
Samipiititayel!i bauddhaciiryayo (Buddhist teachEi�. 
of the recent past), Aluvaparik�atu� hG atuva 
Tcathavatthu (a comparative and critical analysis of 
Pali . commentaries), Samantaki11avatltwni.i (an edi
tion), Sri Buddhadatta caritaya (an autobiography), 
CorrectiOn to Geiger'• Mahiioo�a, ltiiparatli Sif[lhala 
bat�Qlcatha (an edition), Sihalavatthu (an edition). 
Sahassavaithu (an edition), Therava.di bauddhii
caryayo (Theravida. teachers), Thtmvada bauddha 
darianaya (Theravada doctrines), .Abhidhammattha
vikiisini (an edition), Piili sanduavali &nd Piili 
aahityaya (History of Pali literature, in two parts). 

His New Pali Course for beginners desel'Ve8' 
speCial mention. Commenting on this work E. J. 
Thomas says : " I consider it the best grammar in 
existence for beginners who wish to learn Pali 
through the medium of the Roman alphabet . 
.Yt is thoroughly praQtical as well as grammatically 
sound and up to date. " To help the student ofPali · 
further, he wrot.e Piili patMvali (a selection of Pali
pa.ssages for translation), PaU vakya vivecanayCJ. 
(a critical examination of Pali sentences) and Pdli 
vakyaracanava M parivartanapancaya (aids to Pali 
composition and translation). 
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_ Last, but not least, mention must be made of his 
Tripilalca 8Uciya. It is an invaluable index to all 
the auttas (discourses) and gii.thas (verses) included 

: in the Pali canon. 

He was one of the leading monks in the delegation 
fl'om Ceylon to the sixth Buddhist convocation hold 
in Burma, and he presided over several of its sessions. 

He was the Maha Nii.yaka (the chief prelate) of 
. . the Kalyarwva1J&Sa Nikaya from 1955-62. 

In recognition of his services in the field of 
literature he was awarded the title of Aggamahii
patl4ita by the government of Burma, the title of 
Putl4it by . the Priicina bha�opakii.'-ra samitiya, 

· Ceylon, the Sahityasitr� degree (Ph.D) by · the 
Vidyodaya Uni versity, Ceylon, and . the Sahitya 

cakravartin degree (D. Litt.) .by the Vidyalsilkaril. 
University, Ceylon. 

H� was also a member of the Advisory Board. of 
the Encyclopcv..dia of Buddhism. 

. . . . . . 
W.G.W. 

BUDDHADEVA, a monk belonging to the MahiJP- . 
sisaka :se�t. He .Was one of the three theras-'-the 
others .·being ·· Att'J?.a.dassi and · Buddhamitt�!J.t: 
whose . request · the· J�kalehakathii was' �ritten (J.t p. 1). 

BVDPl!.\-PIJft.RMAQIN.TYA�lURDESA · (or .Arya
_BO), the name of a Sanskrit work 'ofunknoWii author- · 
ship, the Tibetan version of 'vhich occurs' in the 
Mdo (siitra) section of the Kangyur under the ti'tle . lJ phags-pa sans-rgyas-T.:yi chos bsam-gyis mi khyab-pa 
batan-pa (TT. Vol. 34, No. 854). 

The. text contains an e�position of the ' in
comprehensible qualities ' of the Buddha. 

On one <;>ccasion, at an ·assembly �f bodhisattvas, 
some bodhisattvas are said to have reflected on the 
inc;lomprehensible nature �f some of the Buddha
k�tras, the previous vows of some of the Buddhas, 
the lineage of others, the.bodies (kiiya), the voices, 
the wisdom, the miraculous powers, the unattached 
behaviour and so forth of yet others. Knowing 
the thoughts of these bodhisattvas, the Buddha., 
exercising his magical power, bestowed upon the 
bodhisattva Utpa.lagarbha the wisdom of a Buddha.. 
Thereupon Utpalagarbha shone like a Buddha. 
Being endowed with the qualities of a Buddha, he 
then addressed the bodhisattva Padmagarbha and 

. spoke at length on the various excellent qualities 
of the Buddha, the qualities that di�tinguish his 

BUDDBA-GADYA 

teaching and wisdom etc. Most of the qualities 
so described are listed in this text in groups of ten. 

R.H. 

BUDDHAnGADYA, the title, popularly accepted 
by the oriental scholars of Ceylon, of a poetical 
tract in eulogy of Buddha Gotama. The text 
describes itself as· dharmarajasya gadyam, Dharma
raja or . Lord of Dharma being an epithet of the 
Buddha. The Sanskrit word gadya (Pali gajja) .. 
from �he point. of view of derivation, means an 
' utterance ' or ' something articulately spoken ,'  
and, in the terminology of literature, is widely used . 
and accepted in the sense of a prose composition 
(Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 
Oxfol'd, 1899, p. 344 .b & c).  Therefore, it seems 
st,range that the present title of the work, composed 
in verse as it is, came into vogue and was readily 

· accepted ��� scholare, who, perhaps riot to be unfair 
by the author and his labour.s, strained the meaning 
of the word gadya to justify the title to indicate 
' utterances in praise of the Buddha.' E .  Hardy 
( ' On Some Stanzas in Eulogy of .the Buddha; ' 
JPTU. 1897-1901, pp. 43-54) revised gaddyam• 

and gardyarni,
· found in the manuscript available to . 

bin 1, into grdhyami, which too, is hardly explicabl� 
in the present context. 

The name of the author is not mentioned in the 
text nnd even literary tradition is .silent on the 
subject. Hardy (op. cit. p. 43) says that the work 
was ' probably composed by a pious member of tho · 
Orde1·.' 

The date of composition of the Buddha-gadya is 
traditionally assigned to the Polonnaru period 
(1017-1215 A.Q.), when the study of the Sanskrit 

language and its literature exerted a great influence 
on the writers of the day and days to come. . But, 
as pointed o�t by 0. H. de A. Wijesekers., there is no 
conclusive evidence to establish ·this (University of 
Ceylon, His tory of Ceylon, Vol. I, part ii, CQlombo, . 
1960, p. 589) . 

Analysing the . text, as edited and revised .uy 
·himself, Hardy (loc. cit.) infers that the language is 
a strange mixture of a corrupted Sanskrit with 
Pali forms. But, a subsequent edition in Sinha.la 
characters with a Sinhala paraphrase by. To�a
gamu we Vimalaiianatissa thera (Sudarsana Presa, 
Colombo, 1922) amends the text as a. poem, entirely 
in Sanskrit. The technique of singing the praises 
of the Buddha is closely akin to that adopted by 
Jayadeva in his classic lyric, the Gitagovinda. 
The general style of the poem, mainly in the use of 
elaborately contrived epithets to describe the 
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Buddha, is reminiscent of the Sanskrit sti:Jtraa 
(eulogia), found in abundance in t.he Pura7Jaa. 

Composed in fourteen different metres, the poem 
consists of forty-one stanzas which are full of 
alliteration and assonance, almost all of which have 
syllabic rhyme at the end of every foot. The 
Buddhagadya, along with several other works of its 
cl888, like the A nuruddhasataka and the N amii#a · 
8ataka had been used for several centuries in ' . . 
Buddhist temples of Ceylon as a Sanskrit reader for 
beginners (Dehigaspe Paiiiiasara, Sanskrit Literature, 
published by W. D. Hewavita.rane, Colombo, 1958, 
pp. 171 ff.). 

K.D.S. 

BUDDHAGAMA VIH.ARA, a monastery in Ceylon, 
enriched by king Sena II, 853-87 A. C., with the 
grant of a village for its mairitenance(Mhv. li, v. 74). 
Buddhagama, mentioned in the Mahavar[Lsa (lviii, 
v. 43; lxvi, v. 19 ;  lxix v. 9 ; lxx, v. 3ll ; lxxii, v. 178) 
as a strong-hold ofVijayabahu I-(1055-1 1 10 A. C.), 
and also of Parakramabahu 1 ( 1 153�86 A.C.), was 
probably the region where the monastery was 
situated and it is also probable that it survived 
their reigns. Among the Sigiri graffiti is a verse 
insCribed by the chief administrator · of the 
Bqdgamu vehera (Buddhagamq. vihii.ra) and another 
inScribed by a resident of Budgamiya (S. Parana- . 
vita.na, Sigiri. Graffiti, II, University Press, 1 956, · 
Noa. 49, 551). A fragmentary inscription of the 9th 
or lOth cen�ury discovered at a site of an ancient 
mo.p.astary at Ma�ikdepa ·in the Matale district 
recording the grant of paddy fields and gold to 
Budgam �ehera by a resident of; Kobayateliya has 
led to the identification of this site as that of the 
ancient Buddhagama vihara (ASOAR. 1908, pp. 13 
ff.). No reference to the original foundation of the 
Buddhagama vihara has come to light . See also 
M�IKDENA. 

H.R.P. 

BUDDHAGAY.A (var. Bodhgayii), present name of 
the place where · the Buddha attained Supreme 
Wisdom (sambodhi). Buddhagayii. lies six miles to 
the north of the ancient town of Gayii., which 
presently is also the site of a Hindu pilgrimage 
known as Brahmagaya. Hindus have probably 
added' Brahms' to their site to distinguish it from 
Buddhagayii. (S. Beal, Ohine�e Accounts of India, 
Si-yu·ki, Indian edition, Calcutta, 1 958, Vol. III, 
p. 343, n. 61 ; T; Bolch, 'Notes on Bodh Gayii.,' 
ASIAR. for 1908-09 p. 139, n. 1). 

. 

Buddhagayii. is now a thriving village bounded 
on the north by Haripur, on the east by Mastipur. 
Dhol}�[owa, Bhalua and Turi, on the south by 
Rampur and on the east by river Lilajan which is. 
a. corruption for the old Pali: Veraiija, Neraiij&.. 
(Sanskrit.: Nairaiijo.na ; see Rajendralii.la Mitra� 
Buddhagaya, Calcutta, 1878, p. 2). 

The word Buddhagayii. does not occur in the early 
Buddhist texts. . But terms like Bodhima�<;lala,. 
Bodhirukkha, Gayii., Gayasisa are found in the· 
early Buddhist texts when reference is made to th& 
place where the Buddha attained Enlightenment. 
( Vin. I. pp. l, 8, 34 f.; A. IV, pp. 302 ff�; S. IV, pp. 
19 ff.; J. I. p. 182; Mhv. xvii, v. 47; xx, v. 1 ;. 
xxix, v. 41). It only occurs for the first time ·i.n. 
the apocryphal inscription of Amaradeva. · 

It is probable that earlier terms used to refer to
the sacred Bodhi tree ,for example, Bodhima�<;la etc.,. 
had influenced the coinage of names like Buddhaga
yii., Bodhigaya, Bodhgayii. (See. N. K. Sa.hu, Bud: 
dhism in Orissa, Uktal, 1958, p. 5). The Ana
gii.rika · Dharmapii.la (q.v.), the great Buddhist· 
revivalist of Ceylon, who fought to regain Buddha
gaya for t.he Buddhist.s from the Hindu Mahant baa 
left a noteworthy explanation of this, in his account. 
of the sacred site. "Bodhima�<;la was the term·. 

used by the ancient Buddhist�, and according to. ·· 
the Mahava�a the site was then called Gaya. In 
the •Visuadhi Marga' the place is named Gayi. 
Fa-Hsien, c�lled it Buddha Gaya, but Buddha.gbosa 
who visited Cf,lylon in 4 12 A. C., in the reign or. 
Maha��ma, called it Gay a. The term Briilimayoni 
for Gayii. Sirsa was. in vogue in Fa-Hsien's time� 
for he has used that term in his 'travels.' Possibly . 
the term came into use about the second century A. C. · 
The Buddhist term Bodhima�<;la \Vas too equivocal 
for universal use, so the torm Buddhaga.yii. must. 
have been adopted " (A. Guruge, Ret�rn to Righteo

usness, Ceylon, 1965, p. 587). 

The fame of Buddhagayii. as the ea.cred site where · 
the Buddha l).ttained _sambodhi goes back to very 
early times. Apart. from Buddhiat.ca.nonical refe
rences, archaeological evidence takes the history or 
Buddhagaya to the pre-Christian era. Of these 
the foremost are the Rock Edicts of emperor Asoka. 
In Rock Edict VIII, Asoka mentions hi� pilgrimage 
to the sacred site at 'Sambodhi, ' i.e. Buddhagayii. :. · · · 

(B. M. Barua, Inscriptions of Asoka, University of • 
Calcutta, 1943, p. 186; R. Basak, Asoka lnscriptionl, · 
Calcutta, 1 959, p. 42).1 

- ·· 47) a d by the Chinese Buddhfd pUarlma 1 This incident is also referred to. in the llfaMv�'i18a (chap. xvu, v. ' Saiici the bottom lintel. of the eu&enl Fa-Hsleu and Hsi\an-tsang (S. Beal, op. c1t.Vol. I, P· 411, Vd
ol.T

I!.l..Pf- 3j6,.{�hite;t�tr� 0j !Iidia London, 1958, Pl. 11; gateway d epicts Asoka's visit tG th.c ,,odhl-tre�> (11 11 o 1f an , �� .., r a1 r · • . . 
· 

EnC!IBrm. Vol. II. Pl. XV). 
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Although Fa-Hsien states that the city of Gayi 
•as desolate, his reference to that site of the Bodhi 
{Peito):,, indicates that it was crowded with towers 
(stiipas�.. He further states that there wore three 
&.tighirimas wherein resided Buddhist monks who 
acrupulo�y observed the rules of Vinaya (Beal, 
op. cit-. p. 19). 

Hsiian�taang (cir. 629 A. C.) has left us·a more 
graphic record on Buddhagaya which gives clear · 
evicienceo of the past splendour of this sacred site. 

·· Ris record is important as it tallies closely with the 
-excavations executed at the site by A. Cunningham 

· . in the last century. 

Having mentioned the remains of the town of 

and finally collapsed. This may not be the original 
tree .under which the Buddha attained sambodhi, 
but .undoubtedly an offshoot of the same (See PL 
LVII : Cunningham, Mahabodhi, London, 1892, pp. 
30 ff. ; Eastern India, I, p. 76; see BODHI-TREE). 

With the extension of the dimensions of the 
origin&! shirne built by emperor Asoka, the position 
of the Bod.hi-tree, too, could have ;been shifted. 
Moreover, there are references to the destruction 
of the original Bodhi-tree by Asoka himself and 
subsequently by his queen and still later by 
king Sasanka of eastern India (Cunningham, loo. 
cit.; S. Beal, op cit. Vol. III, p. 546).1 

II. The Shrine built by Asoka 

Gaya, Hsiian-tsang speaks of the sacred Bodhi_-tree. The principal. objects_ of worship at Buddhagaya 
It is surrounded by. a brick wall of considerable being the sacred Bodhi-tree, it was natural to find 
height, steep and strong. It is long from east to it surrounded by a wall. Hsiian-tsang mentions 

. west and short from north to south. The principal . the building of the Bodhi Shrine by Asoka. Although 
·gate opens to the east, opposite the Nairaiijana no vestiges of such a shirne are now visible, it is 
. river. The southern gate adjoins a great flowery possible to visualise what type of a �e Asoka 
bank. · ·The western side is blocked up and difficult had built · through the representation of the 

· of acceaa. The northern gate opens into th� great. Bodhi-tree shrine in the Bbarhut stlipa· sculpture& 
Saiighe.rima. (See Vol. III, Pl, XXXIII and also Pis. XX & LIV: 

s. v. B�HUT; A. Cunningham, The Stupa_ of . 
In �he middle of the enclosure surrounding the· Bha�hut,- new edition, Indi�,. 1962, Pl. XXX; 

Bodhi�tree, is the Vajr8.sarui. (diamond'· throne·: A. K. Coomaraawamy, IA ScUlpture de BOdhgayC., 
'See Vol. iii, PL XXI). ThenHSiian-tsang, proceeds Paris,· 1935, Pl. LX). Here· the inscription · ill -
·to record the other 'edifices hi the Buddhagsya Bri-hmi helps to identify the shrine aa that o£ the 
oeompound, beginning with the· great Mabiibodhi Sakyamuni Buddha's Bodhi-tree. The Bhirhut · 
'Temple, the Buddha's Sacred Promenade (canka- sculptures depict a structural edifice built round· _ma�),_ .the_ p_ond _where _ _  he -bathed, the . place - the-Bodhi-tree with-the-entrance· from the side of -'. 
where he accepted Sujatii.'s milk rice, and various . the 'Vajr8.sa.na.' This type of edifices built round · · 
<>ther sacred spots (op. cit. pp. 350 ff.). He further bodhi.trees are not uncommon in Buddhi� lands' 
recordsth&Great Monastery (see bolow) outside the (A. K. Coo�araswamy, History of Indian. and. 

northern wall of the Buddhagaya Temple complex Indonesian Arl, New York; 1965, p. 33, figs. 46, 55; 
�S. Beal, op. cit. Vol. ill. pp. 343-60).1 70). 

I. The Bodhi-tree 
The sacred Bodhi-tree (FiCus religiosa), ·the 

eentral point of attl'a()tion at Buddhagayi, existed 
till the end of the 19th century when it .withered 

While carrying. out repairs to the. floor of the 
present temple, Cunningham discovered beneath 
the foundation of the later structure the remains 
of old walls, and a se:rili-cironlar stone slab at the 
entrance.' This. could be nothing other than the 

S A.pan. from . the recorda of li'a-Halen and Hatlan-taang, lus�rlptlonal evidence makes It clear that the site waa a . >COmJDon destination of pilgrims from Ceylon, Chlna1. etc., from a very remote period, probably f rom the pre-Christian •1;&1 (..tSlAll1908-09; pp. 15511'.; JR.d.S. (New Ser ee), 1880-81, ·pp. '552f.). Fnr ther recorda In ln8.crlptiona are found, wmch provel the vlalta of pUgrlma at subsequent periods to the site from various places outside India (Barna, Ga111J and · 
BllddM Qllr11, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 186 II'. ; Beat, op. cit. pp. 358 f. ; A.. Cunningham, op. cit, pp, 5.8f.; Fleet, CII. III. pp. mn. · 

8 While carrying out excavations, Cunningham dlacqvered two large pieces of an old plpal tree belpw the la.ter add!- . tiona to ihe: Rud�gayA temple. Theae plecea ho- beUevee to be p_,t of· the t ree destroyed by SasADka·rAja, king of Gau�a (Canniqham, op, cit. p. $1). · · · 
' . Bot�Mflatlra (q. Y .) Ia the term used for auch lbrlnee Ill early texts. The MaMDtJfllltJ mentions a Bodhighara that hoaaed the .J&Cred Bodhl·tree at .t.naridhapura (:MAll. :axvl, "" 103, 126), This la probably lillmitatlon of such an oedl4ce originally built at Buddhagayl. .Although traces .of arch!tectural and eplgraphlcal evidences are found (UCR. · Vol. XVI, 1958, pP. J-5) for the existence of Bodhlgharaa, the only example of a Bodhlghara with moat of the archlteciurald�lrnalntact, dating trom the early Jlerlod (6th or 7th century A.. C.) is found at Nlllakgama (Ceylon), which could 

· be considered aa the only. surviving example or such a monument today (.d.SC.d.R. 1954, pp, 25.11': Hilt0f11 of Ceulon, 'University of Ceylon publication, Vol. I, part I, Pl. XVII•). 
6 Thll eould be taJ[en aa the world's earliest extant �epresentatlon of the 'Saddak�apahanat' the architectural clevl"" 11laborated In early A.nurldhapura shrines, from the orliUlal stepping stone at the entrance to Buadhiat Bhrinea. 

· -. 

). 
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old foundation of the original edifice of" Asoka. 
This was further corroborated by the discovery of 
two stone seats, one of polished sandston�, ,.with 
four short pilasters in front, (exactly as depicted 
in the Bhii.rhut bas-relief) beneo.th the present floor. 
Cunningham believes that the polished sa.�d-stone 
slab could be the original V ajriisa.na Throne ofthe 
Buddha. (See Vol. III, Pl. XXI). Whether it was the 
original throne or a later casing, there is no doubt 

. that Cunningham has discovered the exact place 
where once stood the original shrine of Asoka which 
was built round the original Bodhi-tree and sheltered 
the �ajrasana Throne (for details see, Cunningham, 
op. cit. pp. 4 f., _Fl. II). 

lli. The Vajrcisana Throne 

The Vajrasana presently found behind the western 
we.ll of the great Mahii.bodhi temple is now con
sidered to be a stylised stone-facing of the original 
Vajrasana found inside the cella of the shrine. 
This is of grey sand-stone 7ft .. 10 inches by 4 ft. 7! 
inches broad and about 6 inches thick.The surface 
of this was carved with geometric designes, ·all the 

. four.?uter faces too are richly carved (See Cunning
ham, op. eit. pp. 19f.). The diacovery of the foun
dation of a very ancient edifice ben�th the preaent 

. fioor of the great temple, t0gether with two stone 
slabs, which occupied the central position of this 
early edifice, makes it poSsible to believe that the 
decorated stone slab, with its brick platform, was 
place(f in its:-pres(;nt -position many years later, 
after the construction of the Mababodhi temple, 
during the post Christian centuries, by a ruler c;>f 
the Kusana roval house (See A. Cunningham, 
op. cit. P·l. XIII; s. v. BODHIPARYANKA). 
'This was proved further by an inscription of the 
KuBa.na period, carved on the edges of this slab. 

IV. · Oanlcamana, the cloistered walk of the Buddha 
Hsiian-tsa.ng says that to the north of the Bodhi· 

tree was a spot where the Buddha walked after he 
had obtained Enlightenment. He walked there east 
and west fol' a distance of ten paces or so. Miracu· 
lous flowers sprang up under his foot-traces to the 
number of eighteen. Afterwards this space was 
covered in by a brick wall about three feet high 
(S. Beal, op� cit. Vol. ill, p. 350). 

Cunningham, when he visited Buddha.gaya in 
1879, found the remains of the cloistered-walk 
(promenade) with its 22 pillared bases still in situ. 

This Cankamana-cetiya; or the Shrine of the Clois
tered Walk, was to the north of the Bodhi-tree 
.shrine. With the construction of the Great Mahii
bodh.i temple which totally covered .the origiDal 
J3odhi-tree shri,ne of Asoka, the Carikama.na-cet.iya 
too, was partly hidden. behind the northern wall · 
of the great edifice. The promenade �as �· 
.this situation, when Cunningham obse�ed ita 
partial a.ppe�ance with the southern �ow of pillar: 
bases, partly hidden under the bs.aement of the 
grea� tem�le, . w�ch had been built over them, 
on a slightly different alignment (Cunningham, 
op. cit. pp. 8 f).' 

V. Railing 

Of the structural remains at Buddha.gayii. th088 

of a. stone railing antedates all others (See �1. LV, 
Fig. �). In all probability it does not occupy i� ·. 
c;>riginal position today. The railing, it .is believed 
by most scholars, had once enclosed the original 
shrine of.Asoka round the Vajrasana and the· sacred 

Bodhi-tree. With the disappearance' of the origiul .. 
Bodhi-tree, the railing too was shined from its original 

position; and it now lies with additions and alter· · · · 
ations at a place g1ven to it either by the builder ol 
the Mahe.bodhi temple or its later renovato�. · 
.. The pillars and cross-bars ·of the re,iling depict . 
iich carvings of the earliest phase �r· BuddhiSt art 
(See Pl. LV, Fig. 2)'.· Amongst the pillar ��
the two �ost import�t �r; the �n� depicting Indra 
in· the .guis6 of Bl'ahmin S�ti and tha other the 

.l:'epresentat!on of the sun god in. a horse driV81l 
. chariot (B.Rowland, The Art and Archikclure · 
of India, London, 1953, Pl. 19 ; A. K. Coomara
swamy, The History of Indian and Indonuian A.rl, 

op. cit. figs. 40 and 61). Among the sme.ller reliefB . 
in medallions or ·half-medallions, are found the 
illustrations of Yakkhi Assai:riukhi, the Jetavaua 
purchase scene, the Indrasala guba., the OhaddanlG 

J ataka, the M atupoaalca. J atakl the PadaktllaltJ. ·· 
manava J ataka, and . several cJther unidentified 
scenes, mingled with erotic mithuna couples, the 
Gajal�mi motif and the stiipa with Triratnamotifa 
(See Pl. LVI ; A. K. Coomaraswamy, La 8� · 
de Bodhgaya� PBris, 1935, Pis. XLVI to LVI; 

Cunningham, loc. cit.). Along with these archaiO 

sculptural remains, the · great antiquity or tblt 
railings is proved by the' fragmentary inscriptions 
found carved on the coping and pillan . 

e Cunningham's euppoaltlon that the Cankamana eetlya is represented In a Bhlrhut carving Ia 'feQ' probable 
(CllDIIfDaham, op. cit. p. 8, Pl. V.Id. Bhilrhul lltlpa. Pl. XXXI. 4), 
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cunnin�ham, op. cit. pp. 14 f.; T. Bolch, 'Notes 
on Bcdhgayii.,' ASIAR. 1908-09, pp. 147 f).7 

VI .. The Great M ahiibodhi temple. 

The most important monument at Buddhaga.yii. 
to-day, is unquestionably the Great Mahabodhi 
temple. Next ·to the remains of the Asoka period 
(the stone railing), it is the oldest edifice at Buddha
gay& (Rajendralala Mitra, op. cit. p. 234 ; A. K. 
Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian 

Art, pp. 33 ff.; Cunningham, op. cit. pp. 17f.). 

The reference made by Fa-Hsien to.· towers cons
tructed at the site, and the recent discoveries of 
similar types of monument.s (e.g., the stupas disco
vered at Peshawar and other Gandhii.ra sites,Nalan
dii. stupas, the Bodhgaya plaque found at the 

· Kumrahii.r site, Patnii.), show that temples of this 
kind might very well have been built as early as 
the 2nd century A. C. It has already been sugges
ted that the great monument that e-xists today is a 
later structure built on the spot where once existed 
the Bodhi. shrine .of Sakyamuni Buddha blillt by 

. Asoka. 
. . · 

· . · .'11le great ·temple has been renovated several 
times fu1d=most recently by the B'Ql'Illese,zniasion in · 

·the final decades: o(th� previo'us century, sent by· 
king Kyanzitha of Burma (R. le May, A. Concise 

Himwy of Buddhist A.rt in Siam, Cambridge Univer
sity Press,-1938, p. 100). From the description.of. 
Ha��-�g,_ it_ 3\'.Qllld app�r t}lat t.h!.l _ te.JP�le, _ 
essentia!tif in its present shape and appearance, 
existed already in the seventh centUry A.C. As it 
now stands, it is approximately 170 ft. high and, 
consists of a straight pyramidal tower of nine storeys 
(See PI. LVIII). The main structure is surmounted 
by a stiipa-shaped dome and at the base of the 
main tower there rises. a turret at each of the four 
corners, a miniature replica .of the main edifice. 
Niches are carved into the body of the entire 
edifice for· the placing of Buddha images and 
othor cult images of the Mahayana . pa.ntheon 

· (B. Rowland, op. cit. Pl. 52 ; A. Raj�ndrala.la 
Mitra, op. cit.· p. 76 ; Cunningham, op. cit. 
pp. 17 ff.; A, K. Coomara.swamy, op. cit. p. 81; La 

Sculpture de Bodhgaya, pp. 11-12).8 In subsequent. 
centuries the Great Mahabodhi temple has been 
considered as the ideal prototype for Buddhist 
temple-architecture by several countries outside
India (A. Griswold,' The Holy Land Transported; 
Parana.vitana Felicitation Volume, ed. by N. A. 
Jayawickra.ma., Colombo , 1965, pp. 173 ff.). 

VII. Monuments .in the temple courtyard 

Within the rectangular temple compound of 
the Mahii.bodhi shrine lie innumerable architect.ural 

remains, beautiful sculptures and richly decorated 
votive stupas scattered all around . it; still. 
continue to attract the admiring gaze of pilgrims. 
To quote Hsi.:ian-tsang '' within the surrounding 
wall the sacred traces touch one another in all 
directions, here and there are stupas, in another
place viharas. The kings, princes. and . great 
personages, . throughout all Jambudvipa., who 
have accepted the bequethed teaching as 

handed down to them, have erected these 
memorials " . (S. Beal, op. cit. p. 345).' A unique· 
discovery in this compound by Cunningham 
Rre the broken pieces of . a tora!Ul gateway now 
restored, (Pl. LV, Fig. l ; see Cunningham, op. cit. 
Pl. XVII, for the present position of the recons
trqcted t6ra!Ul)· . It stands nearly 17ft. high and is · 
dated in the 4th· arid 5th ·centuries A.C.· Another· 
important find is a plaque depicting the Buddh�. 
with an attendant figure on . either side· 
(Cunningham, op. cit. Pl. XXVI a). Cunningham. 
eqoneou�y_idEl_!J.�ifi�§!_t]lLs � the �1g<P:!a, Dh!!-IJUila. 
and Sangha and ·calls it a Triratna symbol. It is: 
posaible to take this plaque (PLLVI; Plaque No; 2) 
to be a represent.ation of Mahayana. symbolism 
depicting the Buddha · flanked by e,ttendant 
bodhisattvas. Hsiian-tsang refers to figures of 
bodhisattava A valokitesvara placed within the 
premises of the Mahabodhi Temple complex 1°· 
(S. Bea.l, op. cit. Vol. III, p, 345). 

VIII. The Sangharama 

The earliest literary evidence for the existence of 
the great Monastery (Sa.ilgharama) �t Buddha.gaya · 

is found in the records of Fa-Hsien who mentions 
the existance of three Sa.ilgharamas, in all of which · 

7 However, there are a few exceptions in the. pillar carvings, where later reconstructions and additions, probably after· the .(}upta.era, distinguish the archaic form of early art from that of the· sophisti.cated Mahayana art. The railing . · 
presupposes a wooden prototype and, apart from the restorations mentioned above, there are still lat.er futile attempts to 
superimpose carvings, which are traceable in shallow reliefs, ·probably by the tantric believers after the Pala period of Bengal art-and· also by Hindus who later appropriated the site (A. K. CoomarasiYamy, op. cit. Pls, VI, Face· lnterleure, s, ·Face exterieure). , · 

8 For a detailed account see MAHABODHI TEMPLE. 
9 The votive stiipas ·and other rel>licas as found In the courtyard ·today would be a good guide to a study of the-

6volutlon of the stiipa In various Buddhist countries from the early Christian era to mediaevv.l times (See A. Cunningham, op. clt. Pis. XVIII, XIX). . · 
'10 · M¢e•Tberese De. Mallmann has identified the two figures fl.anking the Buddha as those .of A valoki ·.e�vara on toright and Tara on to left (M. T. De Mallmann, Introduction aLtitude D'.Avalolciteavara, Paris, 1948, pp. 133 f.). 
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were found bhikl,hus who scrupulously observed 
the Vinaya (S. Beal, op. cit. Vol. I. p. 39). It is 
again the recorda of Hslian-ts11ng which give a 
correct and a trustworthy picture of the Sa.ilghii.rii.ma. 
"Outside the northern gate of the wall of the Bodhi
tree is the Mahabodhi Sanghii.rii,ma. It was built 
by a former king of Si�ala (Ceylon). This edifice 
has six halls with towers of observation of ·three 
storeys. It is surrounded by a wall, thirty or forty 
feet high. The utmost skill of the artist has been 
�mployed, the ornamentation is in the richest 
-colours" (S. Beal, op. cit. III. pp. 357 ff.; Watters, 
Si-yu-ki of Hiuene-taiang, Vol. II, London, 1905, 
p. 121). 

Although the great Monastery is no more ther� . its 
fo�dation and other remains of the base�ent 
have been discove�ed by Cunningham in 1885 
{Cunningham, op. cit. pp. 43 f.) a:nd these remains 
well tally with the descriptions available in other 
xecords (T. Bolch,. ASIAR. op cit. p. 155).11 

The ColliJtruction of the monastery was attributed 
to a king of Ceylon. Two Sanskrit inscriptions tell 
us about one :Mahii.nii.ma (a bhikkhu) from Ceylon 
who offered an image of the Buddha and constructed 

·a storeyed building (pra8aaa) at this place (J. F. 
Fleet, Oil. III. pp. 274-278; IA. Vol. XV, pp.356-
.357). Hsiian-tsang too gives a record of the ins
-cription by the Sinhala' Bhikkhu (S. Beal, op.cit. 
Vol. III. p. 357). This agrees with the text �f the 

· .rediscovered inscription of Mahii.nii.ma and helps to 
prove the identity of the greatMonastery an!l at . 
the same time the .trustworthiness of the records of 
the Chinese pilgrim. 

In the Chinese source Hing•tchoan of Wang. 

Hiuen-tse, it is related that two bhikkhus sent by 
Chi-mi"kia-po-ma (Sirimeghavanna, cir. 301 A.C.), 
king of! Ceylon on a pilgrimage to the sacred Bodhi
tree reported to the king on their retmn the great 
inconvenience they had to undergo owing to the 
lack of suitable accomodatiori in the vicinity. There
upon, the king is said to have sent an embasHy to the 
court of the Gupta emperor Samudragupta, with 
presents, asking for permission to build a monas
tery there. This request was granted and at the 
time Wa.ng-Hiuen-tse visited the place the monas
tery was the abode of many pilgrims. ((JGBRAS. 

XXIV; Bhikkhu D. Sumaitgala, 'A Sinha.la Monas· 
. +Ary at Buddhagayii.,' The Buddhist, Vol. XLII, no. 2 

for 1971, pp. 95f; Univerttity History of Ceylon, 

Vol. I, pt, I, Colombo, 19;'>9 p p. 288).12 

Buddhagayii. which thrived as a centre of attrac7 
t.ion to Buddhists all over the world till the thirteen· 
th century A. C. was destroyed and pillaged by the 
Moslem invaders who caused destruction to all th� 
centres of worship in India, both

,,
Buddhist arid 

Hindu. For centtiries Buddhaga.yii. remained neg
lected, when in the eighteenth century, the place 
came under the custody of Saivite Mahan�s (A. 
Guruge, op. cit. pp.617 .ff.). 

When Cwmingham discovered th� site in the 19th 
century it was in a much deteriora.ted condition. 
He initiated restoration work at the site. 

About the year 1 885, Sir Edwin 1\rnold, the author 
of The Light of Attia, wrote a number of articles in 
'The Telegraph,' the London periodical of which 
he was the editor, and drew attention to the neglec
ted state of the temple at Buddhagayii. and its/ 
surroundings. These articles caught the eye of 
Anagii.rika Dharmapii.la who was deeply moved by 
them and had launched the struggle to regain Bud· 
dhagaya to the Buddhists. He dedicated his life tQ . 
the restoration of the Mahii.bo� temple. In 
pursuance of his resolve A.nagii.rika Dharmapala · 
set forth for India and paid his first visit to Bud�- . 
gaya in January 189L He was heart broken at 
what he saw of t-he temple and the condition Qf the 
Buddha image in it•. He returned to Ceylon arid 
in May 1891, founded .the Mahii. Bodhi Society in· 
Colombo. Under the auspices of this So-ciety &n 
international conference was held at Bllddhagaya. 
The object of this was to draw the attention of the 
Buddhist world to the state of affairs at Buddhaga
ya, as it was realised that the movement for the 
restoration of the. temple started by the Mahii. 
Bodhi Society could not succeed without the supp·. 

ort and co-operation of Buddhists thr�ughout the 
world (P. V. Bapat,_ op. cit. pp. 472 ff.; A. Guruge, 
op. cit, pp. 593 .ff.). 

A new chapter opened for Buddhagayii. with the 
dawn of freedom in India. The interminable liti- . 
gation with the Mahant in which the Mahii. Bodhi · 
Society was involved had produced no result.· Now 
the Government of Bihar came forward with legis
lation for the management of the temple and had 
the Buddhagayii. Temple Act, 1949, passed .. Under 
this Act, a. committee called the Buddhagaya 
Temple Management Committee, consisting of 4 
Buddhists and 4 Hindus, was constituted. The 
oommittee is entrusted with the management and 

11 The description as given by Cunningham of the rediscovered monastery plan and that of Hs�an-tsang cool� well be 
compared with the monastic structures at Anuradhapura and also with the Gandhiira field monasteries, as at Tax1la. 

12 In his Allahabad pillar inscription Samudrag
.
upta mentions the Saimhala people among his allies, probably an 

indication of his alliance with the Sinhala monarch of Ceylon (Cll. III. p. 8). 
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control of the temple. Thus, after sixty years of 
hard ·struggle, the Ma.bii. Bodhi Society has partly 
succeeded in one of its main objectives-the 
restoration of the temple to Buddhists. 

Buddbsgayi to-day is a. place of attraction of the 
entire Buddhist world and groups of pilgrims come 
to visit it all the year round. ,As if by a. miracle, 
Buddhagayi,. erstwhile an· insignificant village, 
was transformed overnight. It now hums with life 
and. bids fair to be the centre of the Buddhist:world 
onee·more (Bee also A. Guruge, op. cit. chaps 70, 

. 71, 72; P. V. Bapat, op. cit. pp. 472 ff.). 

A.D.T.E.P. 

was a. useful career. He lived long to see his 
labours rewarded and to enjoy the wide fame he so
wen deserved. 

According to the Burmese tradition Buddhaghosa. 
was hom in northern India in the 5th century 
A. D.1 Not far from the great Bo-tree at Gay& waa: 
.a v'illage named Ghosa. or G�osa.gama, because-it. 
was inhabited by a large number of cowherds. A . 

. king ruled at that time and had a brahmin cba.plaiJ) 
named Kesi. Kesi's wife was named Kesini." 
Buddhaghosa. was their son. · His name was Gbosa. 
At that time it was difficult to understand the
teachings of the Buddha as they were written in, · 
Sinhalese. It is said that when Ghosa was seven 
years old, be acquired mastery ov.er the three- · 

BUDDHAGHOSA w a s  t h e  mos t famous Vedas.a Kesi used to give instruction in the Vedas. 
commentator of ·the Theravada · School of One day be went to the king with his son and while. 
Buddhism. Born in India, he was brought up in tlie instructing the king, he came· across a. passage ill. 
Brahmanic tradition. He was well acquainted with which some knotty points were involved. He · 
Indi:a.n literature and, was co1;1versant with the could not make ·out their meaning and returned. 
grammatical system ofPiit:UID. Before he embraced home with the Iring's permission. Ghosa helped. 
the Buddhist faith, he. was a follower of the system · him in finding out the meaning of those points and 
of Pa.tafijali. Not only the Yoga but_ the S_iir{lkhya ·. Kearwas· greatly pleased .. 
syatem was also· knoWJ;l to him. He thoroughly 
lt'lldied Abhidb�a . literature ... He .. enriched Ghosa. requestec:la �at thera (elder) to recite th& 
Buddhist ,literature bY- draWing new materials from . thr�e. V �daB. :He was. charmed by his recitation 
other sources. . He ·ably studi6d ·the literature . of.-· and wanteilto-lmow hili cult. The Ma.bathe.ra then.. 

Ceylon and was mie of the,. wea.�Bt. �lebrities of. . · rectted. the . cmitents. of the .Abhidhamma, with 
the Mahavihara 

. 
at Anure.dhapn,ra; · He · st�died special reference to kusaladhamma, akusaladhamma 

Buddhism deeply and was one of its·great exponents. and abyiikatcihcmma. He. also explained som& 
Mahayana· Buddhism was known to him 88 Vedalf•· difficult problems of Buddhist philosop�y. Whil& 
viida ol!- V etullaviida and be was ac·quamted With its listening to the exposition of the Buddha's teachings,. 
main philosophy as the doctripe of. the great void Ghoaa was greatly pleased and informed his parents 
(mahiilufhiataOOda). In his commentaries Buddha- of his intention to renounce the world. He said, 

. �bQsa. has introduced an imporlant.mass of legends "I shall take ordination from the Ma.bathera, learn. 
and fables, folk-tales and · tr��io�, histery and the cult of the Buddha, and then I shall come back 
biesraphy, beSides verbal glosses and philological home, having disorbed." Gbosa was ordained and 
discussions. His coJD.mentaries may be regarded was given the tacakammat{hana.' He meditated 
as a huge store-heuse from w�icb the .historian of . thereon and became est:ahlished in the three Refuges. 
ancient Indian sociology can draw without end. Later,he practised the ten precepts, having acquired 

Mrs. Rhys Davids sa.ys that Buddhagho� appa
rently resembled the European philosophers prior 
to Hume .and Hartley, so. far a8 ihe problems of 
repr.esentative cognition or of the association of 
itleas is concerned. As long as Buddhism remains a. 
living faith alnong manlcind, Bud!lhagho� will be 
remembered with reverence and gratitude. He did 
fer the Pali Trip#a.ka :what Sayans did for Vedic 
literature or Sil�a for the Jaina Agama. His 

1 Hackmann, Buddlrilm a a rdifion,Probsthain,l910,p.86, 
2 &llv.p.29. 
3 (bicL, 

a firm faith in the teaching of the Lord. According · 
to the Saddhammasatigaha, it was Revata who gave- . 
him ordination, after.he had embraced Buddhism.'.· . · 

G�osa. had wandered through J ambudipa and 
defeated ·everybody by _answering questions put 
to him. He then came to a monastery which was 
an al>ode of many monks ; of these the tbera 
Ravata wo.s the foremost. Gbosa. was one day 
chanting the mantraa and the tbera. listened to his 

. recitation and said, " who is this braying like an 

4 I' means meditation on hair,· nails, teeth, and skin : ibid., pp. 42-45. 
JPTS. 1890, pp. 51-52. 
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ass ? " Ghosa replied, " Oh monk, do you know 
the meaning involved in the braying of an ass ? " 
The thera said, " Yes, I know." He was thereupon 
asked knotty questions concerning the three l'edas, 
the Itihiisas, etc. The thera answered them 
correctly. The thera put a question to Ghosa 
from the Oittayamaka in the book of the Y amaka. 
Ghosa was unable to answer it and asked. for ordi
nation. The thera ordained him and accepted 
him as a novice. Once a thought arose in the mind 
of Ghosa about the superiority of his knowledge as 
compared with that of his preceptor. The pre
ceptor read his thoughts and'said to him, "If you 
think like that, it is unworthy of you." Ghosa 
begged his pardon. The preceptor replied, " I will 
pardon you, if you go to Ceylon, and render the 
teaching of the Lord into the Magadhi language 
from the language of Ceylon. "6 Ghosa agreed to go 
to Ceylon, after he had removed the false belief of 
his father. He went to his father who enquired 
whether he would be a householder now. He 
remained silent trying to fmd means to make his 
father give up his false belief. He was successful . 
in that and his father gave up his false beliefs and 
became a follower of the Buddha. 7 

After having established his father in the fruition 
of the first stage of sanctiectJ.tion (sotapatti-phala 
Ghosa returned to his preceptor. As. soon as· he 
received permission from his preceptor, he sailed for 
Ceylon. On his way he met Buddho.datta (q.v.) 
who was then returning to J ambudipa from Lanka. 
O�s way to Ceylon; before he met Buddhadatta, 
Ghosa reached Nii.gapattana.8 Having reached 
Lailkii., he met the Sangharii.ja Mahii.thera, saluted 
him and sat on one side just behind the monks who 
were learning Abhidhamma and Vinaya.9 One day 
the chief of the congregation could not make clear 
the meaning of a knotty point. Ghosa knew all 
about it and wrote out on a blackboard its meaning. 
The Sangharii.ja was deeply impressed and. after 
making inquiries asked him to tee.ch the three 
P#akas to the monks. Ghosa refused and told him 
the purpose of his coming to the island. The 
Sailgharaja thereupon asked him to write an 

6 Siisv. p. 29. 

7 Bup. pp, 17-48; cf. Siisv. p, 20. 

exposition on the significance of a stanza uttered 
by the Buddha with reference to the three Pitakas. 
Ghosa agreed and it is said that he saying, 
' All right , ' completed the V isuddhimagg� in a 
siHgle afternoon. After writing it he fell asleep. 
Sakka, tho chief of the gods, stole -it. Ghosa wxote. 
it out again, by lamplight .. It was stolen by Sakka 
for the second time. Ghosa not finding it wrote 
it a third time and fell asleep, having tied the 
manuscript to the garment he wore. Sakka then 
left the two books, stolen by him, on his head.10 
Ghosa was delighted to see his books and showed 
all three copie::� to the chief of the congregation of 
monks11 (See Pl.LI:X:). The three books were 
then recited.12 It was found that all three wer6 · 
exact copies of each other in every detail.13 The 
chief was very pleased and gave him permission to 
render the teaching of the Buddha from Sinhalese 
into Magadhi. He spoke highly of the merits 
of Ghosa and from that time he became famous as 
Buddhaghosa among the inhabitants of Ceylon.u 

While in Ceylon Buddhaghosa lived in the lower 
floor of a seven-storeyed building where he was en
gaged in daily translating the teachings of . the 
Buddha. According to Spence Hardy, Buddha
ghosa dwelt in the secluded Ganthakara. vih&ra, . · · 
occupied with the work of translating, according to 

. the grammatical rules of Mii.gadhi, · w:Wch is the 
root of all languages (mii.labhiisa), the whole of the . 
Sinhalese at(kakathas. into Pali.16 While he was 
in Ceylon he went out for alms every mormng and 
collected fallen palm-leaves for the purpose of  
writing on them. This was noticed by a toddy
seller, who actually saw him engaged in writing OJ). . 
them. One day the toddy-seller took a potful of 
food and presented it to Buddhaghosa who asked 
him to go upstairs and present it to a superior 
thera living there. The toddy-seller did so and 
met the thera on the upper flat who said, ''Bud
dhaghosa is worthier than we are. Daily he trans-· 
lates the teachings of the Buddha into Magadhl. 
Give the food to him. '' This was done. Buddha
ghosa's task of translating was finished, it is said, in 
three months. The chief of the congregation praised 
him much and seli fire to all the works written by 

� JPTS. 1890, p, 53 ;Law, A Manua.l of Buddhist Historical Traditions, Calcutta University publicll.tlon, 1941, p. 'ZS. 
9 Sti.sv. p. 31. 

10 JPTS. 1890, p, 53.· 

11 Cf. Sasv. p. 30. 

12 JPTS.loc. cit. 

13 JPTS. 1890, pp, 53-54. 

H ibid., pp. 52-53-"Tatopa.ftJWya so lihikkhu Buddhaooosatthero niimtitiloke piikato ahoai." 
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Me.binda in Sinhalese. Buddhaghosa asked the 
congregation for permission to go back home and 
see hia parents. When he was about to leave, the 
Sinhalese monks spoke ill of him, saying that he did 
not know S�t� In the midst of the congrega. 
tion he ascended the pulpit to display his knowledge 
of Smiskrit.1" Since then the monks had no doubts 
as-to his knowledge of SSDBkrit. 

One day two maid-servants of two brahmins fell 
out with each other. Buddhaghosa was the only 
person who saw them quarrelling. The matter 
was referred to the tribunal and the king decided 
the case, relying on the written evidence of Buddha
gho� . Th�_.kmg praised him r.ema.rking that he. 
was a man of quick wisdom,l7 On his return from 
Ceylon, Buddhaghosa went to his preceptor in 
Ja.mbudipa and informed him that he had written 
the Pariy�tti. He then went to his parents who 
gave J.)..inl·_�cellent food.u . . . . . .  · 

. .Som�· that after having completed his work in 
�ylon, Buddhaghosa went to Blirma to propagate 
Buddhism there.1• The Burmans ascribe the new 
era in their religion to the time when the great com" . 
mentator reached their country from Ceylon. He .. 

. . ia said to have brought over from Ceylon to Btirma. 
. a copy of: K.aceiyana's Pall gra.puna.r, _which he 
translated into Brin:De� .and also wrote a coiDiilen." 

· taiy on· it. ThiS is not mentioned by Moggalliiria. 
nor by the Pra.krit grammarians, Hemacandra and 
others, and it must be reckoned amongst the works . 

· wrongly·· a.ttrib�ted to Buddhaghosa. 20 A · volume 
of parables in the Burmese l�guage is also attri· 
buted to him. . The Burmese code of Manu is said 
to have. been introduced into Burma from Ceylon 
by Buddhaghosa. Although the chronicles of 
Ceylon and the Burmese .inscriptions of the 5th 
century A. C. are silent on· this point, yet his own . . 
works, the Atthasiilini · and tbo Visuddhimagga, 
were well known to the Bu. rinans, and held in big�\ 
esteem by them from a very early time. Even now, 
Buddha.ghosa is s6 great!y adored and worshipped 
by the Burmans that he might well have actually 
lived among them. 

. 

Dhammakitti, a Ceylonese monk, while giving an 
account of the reign of king Mahii.namo., who was 
king; of Ceylon in the �arly y�e.rs of the 5th century 

16 Bup. p, 61, 

17 ibid., pp.53-64. 

18 ibid., p. 63. 
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A. C., narrates the story of the life and labours of 
Buddhaghosa.21 In this he is described as a 
brahmin youth born in the neighbourhood of the 
the great Bo-tre.e in Magadha, who acquired the 
knowledge of the three vedas and possessed great· 
aptitude in loa.rning. Hs was indefatigable as a 
schismatic disputant and became a schismatic 
wanderer in J a.mbudipa.. He was in the habit of 
repeating at night the views of Pataiijali. Later, . 
he caxne in contact with the great thera named 
Reva.to. who converted him to Buddhism. He was 
profound in his eloquence like the Buddha himself. 
While he was in the Jambudipa he composed the 
� anodaya and wr 1te the Atthaaalini, the commentary 
on the-Dhammasatigani. He was desirous of trans
lating the A!!hakatha into Magadhi. When his 
ability was tested by giving him two gathiis, he was 
successful in the test and later composed the 
Vi8uddhimagga. He wrote a Paritt<J commentary, 
meaning either a commentary on the Paritta or, 
more probably, a concise commentary on the 
P#akaa. 

The name Revata does not occ� in any of the per
sonal references in Buddhaghosa�s writin�. From 
these references it is cl�a.r that ,Buddhag�osa dwelt · 
at Kii.ilcipura and other places in ·south India before . 
he went to Ceylon. The . nigamanaa (colophons) do : 
not �uggest Bodh-Gay& as his birth-place. ·. In the 
V iauddhimagga,.Pii.�iputta is twice referred to, but 
Buddhaghosa's knowledge about it was not very 
definite.•• 

According to Dha.mmakitti's account, the Atiha84-
lini preceded the V isuddhimagga, while the introduc
tory verses of the Atthasfilini clearly presuppose 
the text of the Viat..tddhimagga.Buddhaghosa•a 
colophon to the Visuddhimagga amply corroborates 
the account which· associates Buddhaghosa with 
Satighapala, the then leading thera� of the Mahii.vihi
ra. The Cillavaf!18a (PTB_.tr. Pt. II, intro. p.xi) is . 
very definite about Buddhaghosa's staying in .Ceylon 
at the time of king Mahanama (A.C. 409-421). 
But, there is no epigraphic evidence to establish. 
this synchronism. In the oos� of Buddha.datta, 
the reference is to an equal in rank who courteously 
and lovingly (sakkacca aildarat]'l) asked him to write 
the Vinaya manual. If this common reference be 

19 Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhim, Strassburg, 1896, p. 125. 

20 I.A. Voi •. XIX, 1890, April, p. 119. 

· 21 Ed. G. Tumour, Maliii1JG1111o, Ceylon, 1837, pp. 25G-53; Mho. Chap. 37, oo. 2llt46 ; cf. Dines Anderson, A Pail Read8r . 
Copenbagen, l910. pp. 118-1� 

22 Vilvddllimagga, I, p. 312 ; ibid,, ll, 403, 

.D 
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taken as a sound basis of contemporaneity of the 
two Pali scholiasts, Buddhadatta will have to be 
regarded as the elder cont&mporary. There ie no 
other direct evidence as yet to connect the two 
chronologically. But Buddhadatta and Buddha
ghosa are certainly represented as contemporaries. 
The former belongs to Uragapura (Ura.iyur) near 
modern Trichinopoly. He himself speaks patrio
tically of the kingdom of Cola, and associates his 
literary activity with the reign of Accutavikkanta 
or Accutavikkama of the Kalabbha or Kalamba 
(Kadamba) dynasty. 

Dhammakitti'a ·account of Buddhaghosa's profici
�cy in the vedas and other branches of Brahma.nical 
le-arning is substantially correct. Buddhaghosa 
makes mention of the four Vedas, namely, irubbeda 
(Rigveda), yajubbeda ( Yajurveda), aamaveda and 
athabbat�<Jveda in his Sumangalavilasini(I, p. 247). 
He also shows his acquaintance with the details of 
vedic sacrifices. According to him, y#tha is . called 
the great sacrifice (mahiiyaga) and huta is hospitality 
offered to persons attending the sacrifice. He 
refers to aggiJwmaa:! which derives its name from the 

· fact that it is performed by burning sacrificial 
things in fire produced by wood. Dabbilwma is a 
kind of aggihoma and is so-called. because this 
sacJ;ifice is performed by putting husks into the 
fire by mea.nS of a wooden spoon. Muklialmna is 
a kind of sacrifice in which mustard seeds are 
thrown into the fire from the sacrificer's mo\lth. 
The lohitcilwma is described as a kind of sacrifice. · 
Tradition speaks of his familiarity with the system 
of Pataii.jali (Patanjalimata) which means the 
Sii.�khya-yoga doctrine. This is corroborated by 
his discussion of the position of avijjii. in Buddhism 
as compared with pakati (prakriti) of the pakativada 
meaning the S8.Ip.khya philcsophy." The term 
aamuna, . in his commentaries,:& reminds us Of his 
indebtedness to the YogasiUra (ill, p. 44) ofPataii.ja.li 
and Vyasa's comment thereon. 

Buddhaghosa's Mquaintance with the Nyii.ya 
system is evident from the distinction in meanillg 
made by him between the term hetu as employed in 
Theravada Buddhism and the . same term ss 
commonly understood in the sense of the major 
premise in syllogistic reasoning. zs 

23 D.A. I, p. 93. 
24 Visuddhimaqga, II ,p. 525. 
25 Dhsa. p. 71 ; D.A. I pp. 167. 

Buddhaghosa.'s prose style is in many respects 
like that of Pataiijali. He has occasionally cited 
in Pali the grammatical sutras of Pih;ini. Buddha
ghosa's explanation of the word indriya in the 
Visuddhimagga (pp. 491-92) shows his indebtedness 
to Pal,lini.17 Pavini bas no objection to apatti in 
the sense of prapti. In this very sense iipatti is 
sought to be explained in the Samantapiiaiid�kii. 
Buddha.ghosa's anatomical description of the 
thirty two parts of the human body, as given by him 
in the Viauddhimagga (P11S. l , pp. 249-65 ; pp. 353-
363),28 shows his acquaintance with the science of 
medicine. Buddhaghosa's knowledge of the Upa
n�ada is nowhere mentioned in his writings. The 
two great Sanskrit epics, the Ramayana and the 
M ahiibhiirata are nowhere referred to by him in 
his works. His reference to the Bhii.ratayuddha and 
Sitii.hara'I)(J in his Suma'Jigalaviliiaini (I, p. 84) is 
foimd in . connection with his explanation of the 
word akkMnarp. 

As -regards his career in South India, Buddhe.gho
sa while there acquired sufficient proficiency in the 
three · Pifakas. His change of. religion and 
ordination as a monk helped him greatly to write 
a treatise by the name of Flii:l)odaya·or •the Awake
ning of Knowledge,' before going to Ceylon. He 
made it a supplement to the Dhammaaanga!'i, 
which is the ·fiist book of the Abhidhammap#aka. 

· He wrote the AUhaaalini, which is a concise conimen� 
tary on the Dhammaaa'Jigapi. · He was then advised . 
and persuaded to go to Ceylon by his teacher, 
Revata. His career immediately before biB ri:rission 
to Ceylon was· confined to the Cola or Dami}a 
country iil the Deccan. He resided at Kii.iicipura 
and other places with J otipii.la, at whose instance be 
undertook to write the Sarattha:{Jpalciisini and. the · 
Manorathapilra'(l.i. He visited the Me.yiirasuttapa�· 
�ana or Mayiirarupapattana. (probably identified 
with Mayaveram) on a middle distributary of the 
Kaveri. Here Buddhamitta asked Buddhaghosa 
to write - the Papancaaildan(91 Buddhaghosa's . 
works remind us of the .Andakas (Andhras) and . 
Dami!as (Dravi<;las) who were · regarded · as non7 . · 
Aryan peoples.8o In his Vibhanga-CJ#hakathii. (pp. 
387-88). Buddhaghosa refers to eigbteerinon-Aryan 
languages (mikzkkhabhiisa), such aa O<;l<;la, ,Kirata, 

26 Viluddhimagga, (PTS) II, p. 532 ; cf, Kvu.A . pp. 153 1f., 158, 16H7, 181, 184, 198-99. 
27 Vide PiiJJ.).ni's siitra v. 2, 93 ; cf. jpps, 1906-07, pp, 172-73. 
28 Cf. Khp.A., pp. 41-58 ; Sammoh4trinodani, (SHB), pp, '9-63. 
29 M.A. V, p. 109. 
30 Vb.U. pp. 887-88 ; Yin.A. Vol. I, p. 255. 
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Andhaka, Yo�a and Dami!abhaaa. In the 
.Samontapasiidikii, the non-Aryan languages are 
typified by the Andhaka and Damila,bbasa . 

· After finishing the 1V iitwdaya and his career in 
South India, Buddhaghosa. went to Ceylon which 
was known to him as Sihala. as well as Tambapai,u;ri. 
The language of Sihala is counted in the Suttanipata 

commentary among the non-Aryan languages 
(milakkhaliliiwpariyapa1J�). n 

Dhammakitti's account points out that Buddha
ghosa left for Ceylon after being instructed by his 
preceptor, the thera. Revata. From the epilogue 
to his Manorathapurat;�i we learn that ha stayed 
with JotipBla not only at KBficipura and other 
·ple.cee in the Cola or Draviga country but also at 
the Mahivihara in the island of · TambapBI;ll)L 32 
This statement of Buddha.ghosa., if ·it is authentic, 
may mean that J otipala did not remain content 

. . with urging him. to go to Ceylon but himself . 
took him there. Sa.IighapBla there. was then the 
head of 'the Ma.hii.vihara. It . is . probably . an 
exaggeration tO · say that Buddhaghoaa · was not . 
allowed to . . USI) .the Ceylonese . commentaries 

. before his meri� was te&ti'ld, . that . is . to .say, 
· before he succeeded iii producing the . V i.tuddhi- .. 
magga • .  A preiiuiiiliU'y test of ltiB. 

·erudition · �d 
mtelleotual �pacity . might have . been held as a 
ina.tter of ®urae. It is possible that be was given 
two stanzas frOm the Sa�yutta Nikaya to be 
expl&ined, bu� it does not mean that the production 
of a masterly treatiM like the V isuddhimagga was · 
the immediate result. The internal evidence of 
the work proves that he wrote it out after . having 
an ample opportunity to study the Ceylonese 
commentaries and to acquaint himself with the 
correct views of teachers atta.hced to the MaM· 
vihara. The librm-y of the Ma.hii.vihara was 

· probably known as the Ganthii.kara, or perhaps 
Ganthi-gara. 

The four works he wrote immediately after his 
Viiuddhimagga were the commentaries on the first 
four Nikayas; which appear to have been followed 
by his commentaries on the seven books of the 
Abhidhamm&. The V isuddhimagga was under� 
taken at the, request of Sruighapii.la. Anlong the 
four NilciJya commentaries, the SumangalaviW.sini 
\Was written at the request of Dii.�hanaga of the 

. SUI1181lgalavihBra,the PapancaaiUani at the instance 
of Buddhamitta of MayiirasuttapaHana and the 
Sii.raJthappakiisini and the Manorathapilrani at the 

31 Sn.A. Vol; II, p. 397. 
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instance of Jotipii.la. The Abhidhamma commen· 
taries are said to have been written at the request of 
Bhikkhu Buddhaghosa, who is now identified with 
the Culla Buddhaghosa of the Garulhavarp.sa and 
regarded as the author of the Paramatthajotika, a 
serial commentary on the four books of the Khudda
kanikaya. Budd.'l}aghosa's literary career in Ceylon 
ended with .the writing of the Abhidhamma com
mentaries. 

A critical study of the Buddhaghosuppatti (q.v.) 
does not holp us much in elucidating the history of 
Buddhaghosa. The author had very littlo authentic 
knowledge at his command. He simply collected 
the legends which centred round Buddhaghosa. 
From a. historical standpoint those legends . are . 
mostly valueless. The accounts contained in the 
Buddhaghosuppatti about the birth, early life, 
conversion etc., of Buddhaghosa, bear a striking 
similarity with those of Milinda and Moggaliputta 
Tissa·. In the interview that took place between 
Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta, the latter is said. 
to. have told Buddhaghosa thus : " I went before 
you to .Ceylon to · compile the Buddha's word, . 
I a.m old, I have not long to live and shall not there-

. fore be able to accomplish the task. You carry out 
the

: 
work satisfactorily., 

· . ;rn. th� sixth chapter of the BuddhaghoBUppatti, we 
find· that. Buddhaghosa rendered the Buddhist · 
scriptures into Magadhi, and in the seventh chapter . · 
it is written that when after three months he com
pleted his task the works of Ma.hinda. were piled 
up and burnt. The author has made a mistake in 
the sixth chapter. Buddhaghosa transiated the 

Sinhalese comment�ries into Magadhi and not the 
texts themselves. Had it been so, there would not 
have been any occasion for burning the works of 
Mahinda.. It is distinctly stated in tha 0Ulavat[l8a 
that only the Pali canonical texts existed in Jam· 
budipa and Buddhaghosa was . sent to Ceylon to 
translate the Sinhalese commentaries into Pali. 

Both Buddhaghosa and Nii.gasena(q.v.) showed 
wonderfql signs of intelligence in their boyhood. 
Both of them mastered .the V edaa within a very 
short time. Both were converted at an early age. 
After conversion, the incidents connected with the · 
lives of both these celebrities are similar. After 
ordination Nagasena thought that his teacher must 
be a fool inasmuch as he instructed him first in the 
Abhidhammc excluding the other teachings of the _ 
Buddha. His teacher came to know what was 

32 .lJI&ito IUmntinll therena Bhadama JolipcUena K4ilc.i purddiau may/i pubbe saddhilll vasantena vara-TambapattJiliilf 
MaluiviMre ro�anaktfle pi. 
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passf!lg in his mind and rebuked him. Niigasena 
apologised. Buddhaghosa also thought thus, "Am 
I or my preceptor more advanced in the words of 
the Buddha ?" His teacher knowing his mind, 
.rebuked him. Thereupon, he apologised. 

'Ihe account of the conversion of Bu�dhaO"hosa . "' 
also tallies with that of 1\loggaliputta. Tissa. as 
recorded in the Mah(it·mp,sa {Chapter v).' The seat 
of Tissa was offered to a thera who used to pay 
his daily vwit to his father's house. Tissa grew 
angry, seeing the the:ra sitting on his ov."ll seat. 
Tissa asked the thera to explain Home knotty points 
in the Vedas which the thera explained. He was 
�ked a question from the Oittayamaka which 
bewildered him. He asked the thera what that 
mantra was. When be came to know that it was 
Buddhamantra, he requested the thera to impart it 
to him. The thera. said, " I impart it only to one 

· who wears our robe." According to the Buddha
ghosuppatli, Buddhaghosa became angry, when he 
saw a brahmin on his seat in the hoi.ISe of his father ' 
Kesi. When t-he thera finished his meal he asked ' ' 
him, "Do you know the Vedas or are you acquainted 
with any other mantra ! " The tbera replied, " I 

know not only the . Vedas but another mantra." 

And then he rehearsed the three V edaa. Buddha
ghosa requested him to repeat his m,antra. The 

. then� . r�cited some portions of the Abhidhamma

p#aka. · When Bu<;ldhaghosa came to know from the 
·tbera that it was Buddhamantra, he desired to ba.v� 
a. knowledge of it. He then had his head shaven 
with the permission of his parents .and became a 

. monk: . · 

Buddhaghosa, after finishing all his duties in 
Ceylon, returned to Ja.mbudipa. to worship the 
great Bo-tree. The last days of his life he spent in 
·retirement from his · literary activity, observing 
the precepts. He spent the remaining days of his 
life at Bodh-Ga.yii. where he breathed his last. . He 
passed away peacefully and was reborn in heaven. 

The exact time of his death was known to him 
. and he thought thus, " Death is of three kinds, 
samuccheda, klui?Jika and sammuti. Of these the 
first one is the death of a taintless person, the second 
is the momentary cessation of thought-production, 
-and the last is the ordinary death of all beings. Of 

these am I to die the common death ? " Even at 
the last moml:lnt of his life he was in the habit of 
philosophising. Bearing in mind the precepts to 

be observed he expired and was reborn in the 
Tusita heaven. His commentaries are silent as to 
the place where he breathed his last. as The inhabi
tants of Cambodia think that Buddhaghosa died in 
their country in a great monastery called Buddha
ghosavihara. After his dead body was cremated, 
brahmins a.nd other persons took the relics, buried 
them in sacred spots near tho Bodhi-tree and erected 
stiipas oYer them. 34 

Predecessors and Successors 

Buddhaghosa speaks of Poriit�asor PoratyakathertUJ 
in connection with those who learn the Dhamms 
from their teachers and maintain the views of 
their teachers. They do not entertaiD. any dogmatic 
view of thier own. 35 According to the GandhavarM-:J 

thay were the theras who took part in the 
proceedings of the first three Buddhist Councils and 
were evidently the earliest known commentators. 

The Pora?Jijcariya is another name for the At{ha.. 

lcathacariya. 36 We cannot agree 'Y,i� Mrs. Rh� 
Davids that the Poriit�as represented a consistent 
School of philosophic thought. in t�e name of the . 

Poriit�as, some traditional sayings _ppegendary or 
doctrinal character are cited by; J��ddhaghosa. 
The only saying which finds its place.. in a late 
ca.nonical text like the Parivara, is one regarding the 
line of Vinaya. · teachers traced from the thera 
Mahi,nda. and his four companions. 37 · This state
ment may be regarded as the prototype of those in 
the Dipava�sa. According to the Ancients, the 
theras named Ma.hinda., IHhiya., Uttiya, Sa.mbala 
and Dhaddasii.la came to Ceylon from India and 
taught the Vinaya, the. five Nikayas constituting 
the Suttap#aka, and also . the seven books of the 
Abhidhammapitaka. Buddha.ghosa . quotes · the 
authority of the Ancients while explaining the 
doctrine of Dependent Origination (paticca-aamup

pada). One peculiarity about the Pora�a citations · 
is that they are all in the form of verse, the proto
type of which may be traced in the giithiiil attributed 
to the ancient theras and theris.88 The Porii!UJ8 

said " Morality is the ornament . of a mendicant, it 
decorates him ; being bedecked with morality the 

3S Hackmann, BuddhiBm tU a religim, Probstbaili, 1910, liP· 6&-66. 

84 Bup. p. 66. 
35 Viluddhimaoga (PTS), I, p. 09. 
36 . JPTS. 1886, pp. 58 ff. 
37 Vin. V, p. 3. 
38 Vide, Law, BuddhaQhcsa; Calcutta, 1923, p. 45, 
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mendicant becomes prominent. "31 A careful study 
of Buddhaghosa'a commentaries will help us to 
be aware of citations of th.e Pora7Jaa.40 

· · The Bhii1}Qka8 used to preserve and transmit the 
· cauonic31 text.a by an oral tradition. These 
texts were handed down from teacher to teacher 
(cicariyoparampariiya), until they were committed 
to writing.in Ceylon during the reign of V at�gama.I,li 
and in India during the reign of Kal,li�ka. Buddha· 
· ghoaa, in the general introduction to his Sumangala
�i, connects the origin of the different Schools 
of the Bhataaka8 with the first Buddhist Council. 
As soon BB the Vina.ya texts were recited by Upii.li, 
its president, Maha.kassapa, entrusted him with 
the task of preserving them by ch�ting among 
his companions. The chanting of the Dighanikaya 
was · . similarly entrusted to !nanda and his 
oom�ona while that of the Majjhimanikaya was 
entrusted to the. ' School ' of · Sariputta. The 
!)banting of . the A��.ara was entrusted to the 
companions of 4Jluruddha, while that . of the 
Saflt1111lta was kept in Maha.kassapa 'a own custody. u 

. · The monk donora are expressly represented as being 
·, the Bhiif}akaa m many of the votive inscriptions on 
the outer . railings of . the: stiii>as of Bha.rhut �nd 
Banet It may· 'be e8sily i:Dferred 'that there .w�re 
the Bhiit&aka,·or �itera of the 1ive ·Nikayaa whil� 

·. ihe.Milinda (341 pp. ff.) includes the Digha, Majjhi
ma, Satpyutla, Anguttara, Khuddaka, · and ·Jiitaka

·Bha�.u The Atthasiilini (p. iS) mentions the 
Dhammapada-Bhataaka8. The V isudclhimagga refer8 
to three classes of reciters who "Were adepts in 
explaining higher knowledge · and subjects for 
recollect.ion.u Then came the AU<Jkathaeariyaa, 
who were a class of teachers; literally, the • com
mentary teachers ' whose views were considered 
authoritative . in the interpretation of doctrinal 
points, as for exa.mple, " the individual · and the 
work by an individual are mutu�y settled according 
to them. A bodily act is called an act done by body. 
The body and the bodily act are mutua.lly settled., .. 

Some views are ascribed to them in the Baratthap
� (lll, pp. 13, 138)." 

S� DA. I.p. 55, . 

The AUhakathiicariya is apparently a general 
t.erm for referring agreed opinions {iieariyarv;r,� 
samanatthakatha) indefinitely t.o the theraa, con
nected with the commentary tradition of Ceylon. 
In other words, the tradition of this class of teachers 
is really the tradition of the earlier commentaries 
in Sinhalese, which Buddhaghosa undertook to 
present in a critical Pali garb. 

The earlier At�hakathiis are listed by Mrs. Rhys 
Davids as six in number : ( 1) the commentary of 
the dwellers in tho North Minster-the Uttara
vihara at Anuradhapura ; (2) Mula or Maha
attha.katha or simply the .Affhakatha of the dwellers 
in the Great Minster-the Mahavihara, also at 
Anuri'i.dhapura ; {3) the Andha-atthakatha, handed 
down at Kancipura in South India ; (4) the MaM
paccari or Great Raft, so-called because it was com
posed on a. raft somewhere in Ceylon ; (5) the 
K uru?J4a·at�hakatha; so called because , it . was 
composed at KuruY;u;la.velu Vih8.ra in Ceylon ; (6) 
Sankhepa-a-tthakatha or Short Commentary which. 
as being mentioned together with the Andha com· 
mentary, may possibly be also South Indian.'5 The 
Mahapaccari, Mahakuru1)4iya . mid. Andhaka-a#ha· 
kathiis are quoted by name and discussed in th& . 

'samantap�iidika, the Vina.ya commentary (PTK 

Vol. V, pp. 1098-99). It . may be : reasonably. · 
presumed that they were chiefly concerned with the' 
interpretation of the Vinaya rules. The VisuddlK· 
magga referes to an earlier Vinaya AUhalcatha · .iD 
Sinhalese. But from this fact alone it cannot be 
concluded that the Mahakuru1J4,iya and MaM
paccari comm�ntaries, quoted and discussed in 
Sinhalese, were then in existence. The Agama
atthakatha, on which Buddha.ghosa'a commentaries 
on the first four NikiiyaB were baaed, and the . 
Porar;Ml-fl#hakatha, on which the commentaries on . 
the Abhidhaquna books, the Jiitalca, Buddhava'1!'8<J. 
Oariya�aka and Apadiina were built up, were parts . 
of the MaM-attahkathii. As an adherent of the · 
Mahii-vihara, Buddhaghosa strictly followed th& · 
commentary tradition of the Great Minster and 
refuted or discarded the Views of the teachers of th& 

'0 VIde Yituddhif!IIJilg� I, p 270 ; cf. M.A. p. 248 ; Yi.mddhimagga, (PTS) I, p . .275 ; ibid., II, p. 522, pp. 595-96, p. 618. pp. 63?-38 ; D.A. l,.p. 61 ; Ibid., !, 34 ; cf. YiltlddhinwgJla, (PTS), I, p. 209 ; Yin.A. p. 62 ; B.A. 11, p. 43 ibid., II, p • .oo , Ibid., m, pp. 13, 50, etc . . 
. 41 . DA. I, pp, 18, 15. 

. 

U VIde .B� and Sinha, Barhul lmcriptionl, University of Calcutta, 1923 ; s.v. BH,Ui'AKA. · 
4S Yiluddhimagga, (PTS) p. 431 : ibid pp. 275, 285 : for further details vide Vuuddhimagga, (PTS), pp. 86, 95-97, 818, etc. 
44 Dlu.A, p. 85. 
45 MA. I. p, 59 : DA. pp, .Sl-82. 
48 lll'B • . Rb71 Davids, A BuddhW Manual of Pfvchclog�al Bthiu, (RAS), 1923, p. xxvil. · 
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Abhayagiri School. The Digha-atthakatha, Majjhi
ma-a?thakatha, Sa'f(!yHtta-a�thalcathii and Anguttara
at?hakatha were the four main divisions of �hs 
Agama-a??hakatha. The Jataka-atthakatha was in
cluded in the Porii'f}.a-affhakathii. The same remark 
applies with equal force to Buddhaghosa's com
mentaries on the Abhidhamma books, excepting the 
Atthasiilini. It is quite possible that the Para�
atthakatha was another name for Maha-a{thakatha 
as a whole. It could appear that this earlier 

· Sinhalese atthakathii did not contain commentaries 
on all the books of the Khudclakanikiiya. 

The views quoted by Buddhaghosa in his works 
in the name of Na.gasena, are. really the views 
contained in the Milindapail,ha. The discussions 
held between Nii.ga.sena and king Milinda (Menander) 
as reported in the Milindapanha, are said to have 
taken place five centuries after the death of the 
Buddha, i.o., in the first century A. D. These 
discussions clearly presuppose the controversies in 
th� Kathavatthu, the date of which is a.Ssigned to the 

· eighteenth year of the reign of Asoka and to 236 B.C. 

Mahakaccana was :the puta.�ive author of two 
companion treatises, N etti and Petakc;padesa, on the 
textual . and exegetical methodology, which was 
developed in Theravada Buddhism, side by side 
with the Tantrayuktiin Kau�ilya's Arthasiistra, the 
Su�uta-sa'T{Ihita and other bra.hmanical works. 
Mahakaccana was but a namesake of the great 
thera Mahakaccana. Of the two W()rks, the 
Petakopadesa is quoted by the name of Petaka in 
the Samantapiisiidikii.. Dhammapala wrote .com
mentaries on them. The historical connection 
between the two works and the Milinda is obscure. 
Buddho.ghosa has not cited the authority of the 
two .works in the name of Mahii.kaccana. These 
two works stand in the same relation to the Thera
vii.da canon as Yii.ska's Nirukta to the Vedas, and 
their methodology seems to have developed mainly 
on the lines of the Niddesas or Vibhangas attempted 
by the great thera Mahakaccana. 

The need for an accurate interpretation of the 
Buddha's words was felt from the very first even 
while the Master was living. There was at that 
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time the advantage of referring a disputed question 
for solution to the Master himself and herein we 
meet with the first stage in the origin of tho Buddhist 
commentaries. All available evidences point to the 
fact that within a few years of the Buddha's Enlight
enment Buddhist. headquarters were established 
in places adjoining many cities and towns. At each 
of these places sprang up a community of monks 
under the leadership and guidance of one or other 
of the famous disciples of the Buddha. Following . 
the rule of the wandering ascetics and teachers they 
used to spend the rainy season in a royal pleasure
gBJ"den or a monastery. Friendly interviews 
among themselves and occasional calls on contem
porBJ"y sophists were not unknown. Among the 
various leaders of the monks some ranked foremost 
in Doctrine, some in Discipline, some in analytical · 
exposition, some in a.s0etic praetices, some in 
preaching, some in philosophy, some in poetry and 
so on.47 Among the immediate disciples of the . 
Buddha there were persons who came of the br� 
families and who had mastered the,..:f� and the 
whole of vedic literature. .. �J :I'f_ , · 

The itinerant teachers of the time · wandered 
· about in the country; engaging themselves wherever 
they · stopped in serious discussionS · on matters 
relating to religion, philosophy, ethics; morals and 
polity.'8 Whenever an interested sophist spoke · 
vehemently iri many ways in dispraise of the Buddha, · 

of the Doctrine and of the Order, n whenever �other · 
such sophist misinterpreted the Buddha's opinion,60 
whenever a heated discussion broke out in any 
contemporary brotherhood,61 or whenever a monk · 
behaved improperly, the monks were exhorted by 
the Buddha or by his· disciples to safeguard their . 
interests.61 

A complete catechism of important .terms and . 
tlassages of exegetical nature is ascribed to Sii.ri
putta and is familiarly known as .the Sangiti- . 
suttanta53 of which a Buddhist Sanskrit version 
exists in Tibetan and Chinese translations under the 
name of the Sa'ligitiparyiiya afi.tra. The method of 
grouping various topics under nurilerical heads and 
of explaining by means of simple enumeration 

47 .A. I, pp, 23 If. ; Mhv. ch. iii. ., " ., . .  
48 Law, Historical GleaningB, Calcutta, 1922, ch. i i ; Rhys Davids,Buddhist India, London, 1963, p. 141. 
49 D. I, p. 1. 
50 M. III, pp, 207-8. 
51 ibid., II, pp. 243-44. 
52 ibid., ill, pp. 202-6 ; Nett. p. 182 ; Vbh. pp. 285-92 ;. Dha.A. pp, 64 If. 
63 D. ill, pp, 207 If. ; JPTS. 1905, p. 67. 
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followed by Siriputta, characterises two of the 
older collections, the Sarp,yutta and the Atiguttara 

and some books of the Abhidhammap#aka, notably 
the Puggalapannatti. 5' Sariputta does not exhaust 
the list. Thel'e were other renowned and profoundly 
learned disciples of the Buddha.· �ong whom some 
were women, who in their own way helped the 
process. of the development of the commentaries. 
Take, for example, the case of there. Ma.ha.kaccana. 
who seldom indulges in mechanical enumeration 
and coining oftechnical terms as Siriputta did. He 
confined himself. to bring out the inner ·significance 
and ·true philosophical bearing of the Buddha's 

·first principles. He was considered as a great 
· authority on Pa#sarp,bhida or methodology of the 

Buddh&'s analytical system. In the Majjhima

nikaya {Vol. I, p. 292), we meet with his disquisition 
on the characteristic marks or specific differences 
of current abstra.ot terms. The first part of Maha.
ko��ta's explanation may be said to be the 
historical foundation of the Lakkh�ahira in the 
� eUippalcaraf')Q, of some passages of · the M ilinda

pa. · (p. 62) · �d some statements in the �om
.meil.taries of Buddhagbose.. 11 . Mogge.lliina, !nanda; 
Dharnmadjnni and Khein& ·. made· similar contri-
butions. . .  . . .. ' ' ' . 

"The canoriical texts contafuing the prose exegeses 
or word for word commentaries are -broadly classed 
as ·t16!1!1akara�." · The Abhidhamma boo� with 
·the single exception of the Kathavatthu come 
within the definition of such veyyakara't)as. The 
Kalhiivauhu, which · is e. book of Buddhist contro
versies, connected with the time of Asoka, follows a 
line .of development quite peculiar of its own. 
Through the controversies one can watch with 

· interest a critical method of interpretation of 
various knotty and important points of- Buddhism. 
The textual and exegetical . methodology deve
loped in the N etti and P$kopadesa may be regarded 

· . as a further step from the canonical stages of the 
NidduM .or Vibhatigas, so the discussions in the 
Milinda may be rightly held as a further step from 
the controversies in the Kathavatthu. These t�o 
tines of the early commentary process were found 
at last in tho AUhakathii8. 

Buddbadatta, Culla-Buddba.ghosa, Buddhaghosa 
ID, Dhammapa.Ia, Upasena and Mahiinama were 

the noteworthy succesaors of Buddhe.ghose. (for 
particulars see a.vv.). 

Works 

There is much divergence of views regarding 
works whose authorship is attributed to Buddha· 
ghose.. Among those works; about which there-
is general agreement, may be mentioned the 
following : Na1)odaya (written before going to 
Ceylon), the Samantapii.sad-iM. (commentary on. 
the five books of the Vine.ya Pi�aka), the Kankhiivi
tarani (on th('l Patimokkha), the Visuddhimagga, 
and, among commentaries on books of the Sutta 
Pit;aka, the Sumangalaviliisini (on thelfl.,ghaNikaya), 
the Papaii.ca8Mani (on the Majjhima Nikaya), 
·the Sciratthappakaaini · (on the Sarp.yutta Nilcaya)� 
the Manorathapura�i (on .the A'liguttara Nikaya)· 
and of books in the Khuddaka Nikaya, commenta
ries on the Khuddhakap{#ha and on the Suttan� 
(both called Paramatthajotikd). He ·alSo · wrote 
commentaries on the Abhldhamma Pif;ake. : the
Atthasii.lini (on the Dhamma Sangani), the Sam• · 
mohavinodani (on the Vibflanga) and the Paflcap-· . 
pakara�thakathii on the remaining five boob. · 

(the DMtukatha, the Puggalapannatti, the KatM!XJ. . 

. · tthu, the Yamaka snd the PtJ#MnaJ. It is generally 
·agreed. that ·the .commentary' on the Dham�apaaa_· · 
· wail veey probably w'rit.ten · by Buddhaghose., but · 
not the Jataka#hakathii on the Jataka, though the· 

. colophon definitely ascribes the .work to the great · 
c.ommentator. Particulars on those works are to- : 
be found else,vhere under their respective names. · 

Philosophy 

Buddhaghosa studied ·the Pall Tripi�aka from the· · 
there. Re.vata. This aroused in him a burning· 
desire to know the l'eligion of the · Buddha, which 
eventually made him a devoted student of Buddhist 
philosophy. As already pointed out he has been· · 
an adherent of the system of Pata.iijali ; throughout · 
his writings he was against pakativada, i. e., the 
S8J:p.kbya and Yoga systems which believe in the 
dual principles of ·puf"i#a and prakrti. He always 
differentiates the Buddhist conception of avijja 
from the Pralqtiva.din's conception of prakrti as • · 
the root-cause of' things. 67 He distinguishes the 
Buddhist.conception of namarllpa from the :common 
idea of puMl§a and pralcrti. In his works, he shows . . 
his previous predilection for the Sii.tJlkbya and Yoga. · 

M B. C. Law, .A Duiqnalion of Human Tflpea, (:PTS. Tr Beries, No. 12). 
56 D.A. I, pp, 62-65, 

. 68 One of the arigcu of the Buddhist scriptures is veyylfkaratlll or exp�tion ; it contains the whole of the .AbllidMmmGJ)i�Gk, the ltltrcu having no g41Jiila and all the other words of the Buddha not included in the remaining eight ariga. (Childen PaH.Didiollllrr •. London, 1909, pp. 66i, 665). 
' 

�7 ViavddAimagga (PTS), n, p, 525 
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systems. He uses the very simile of the blind and 
the lame by which the concepts of purw;a, and 

prakrti are illustrated.58 Buddhaghosa no doubt 
based his conception on the authority of earlier 
Buddhist thinkers, notably Nagasena and Asvagho
�· We agree with Oltramare in maintaining that 
the Buddhist conception of niimarilpa was, from 
a certain date, steadily tending towards the Saqlkh
ya conception of puru�a and praJcrti. We can 
trace in Buddhaghosa's writings a characteristic 
trend of Buddhist thought which colours his philo
sophical outlook. His Abhidhamma treatise, Fl a�o· 
daya, or the Awakening ofKnowledgo, was a product 
of this Buddhist illfluence. The whole of Buddhist 
philosophy along with Buddhist religion rests on a 
psychological basis. Yet more marked is the 
psychological advance met with in the works of 
Buddhaghosa.5& Buddha.ghosa expounded his psy
chology in terms of the five aggregates (khandhas), 
these being material qualities, feeling, sense
perception, complexes of consciousness or co-efficien· 
ta and consciousness itself.u . . . 

It was Buddhaghosa who developed and perfect-ed 
the Buddhist syst.em of thought. The explanation 
of the sacred texts, literary and philosophical, is 
really the explap.ationgiven by Buddhaghosa and his 
School. It is difficult to find out his own personal 
c:cntribution to the ancient st6ck of knowledge, but, 
w}ttltev�r it is, we are grateful to the celebrated 
commentator whose invaluable laboUrs have sim,p
litied much of what was complex and rendered 
int�rugibie what was �-bstr

.
u5e and vague. :Bud

dhist philosophy might have owed its origin from 
the utterances of the Buddha and o. group of expon
nents and thinkers who followed him. But, Bud
dha.ghosa. gave it a perfect and final shape through 
his own comments and interpretationS. The 
philosophical ideas scattered in the Tripita.ka are to 

be found in a systematic form in his works. 

An attempt has been made here to give in brief 
Buddhaghosa.'s views about some philosophical 
concepts of Buddhism. As regards avijja, which is 

generally rendered as ignorance, Buddhghosa hu 
raised a very interesting point. Can it be treated u 
an uncaused root-principle like the mula.-prakrti of 
Sii:rpkhya. philosophy 1 Buddhaghosa admits that 
in some texts avijja may appear to be simiiar to the · 
mV.la-praJcrti of the Sii.tpkhya system. With the 
exponents of Buddhism, avijja is not conceived on 
the lines of the Sii.Ipkhya. prakrti.81 In the chain 
of causation avijja is the main. link of the cosmic 
process of birth and death. Keith points out that 
ignorance in the chain has a purely limited sense 
imd has no cosmic signiflcance similar to that of 
ignorance in the Vedanta, through which the 
absolute passes into the empirical. It is desire (.'r . 
thirst which produces ignorance, a.nd thirst in turn 
arises because the feelings which evoke it are per
meated by ignorance.82 The Buddha sought to 
account for the cosmic process of the cycle of 
births and deaths by mentioning two specific con· 
ditions of actions, . namely, ignorance and desire 
for existence.81 According to Buddhaghosa, avijjtl 
involves th.e obtaining of that which is not to bt 
obtained e.g., bodily sin and so on. I tis thus at the 
root of our existence in this world. it is the raiaina 
d'etre of all aankhii.ras in sensual life .. and· is at the 
back offormless existence (aropaaankhiiraa).81 The , · 
Buddha is represented as explaining to the monb . 
the chain of causation which b.e� with ignorance 
11nd ends with birth, old age, and death." In 

· the chain of causatic>n we find that the- six senses 

originate from name and form. 

A�cording to B�ddhaghosa� citta is that which 
cognises external objects. Its characteristic ia 
recognition B.nd it is pre-811pposed by every sense
conception. Whatever one sees through his eyes, 
hears through his ears, etc., all these he recogniseta 
by citta. es Mind is connected with emptineSs and 
absence of a living entity. After sense-perception, 
it recognises the objects and receives them and 
manifests the state of such reception. In the absen- . 
ce of mind there is no visual or other cognition." · · 
According to the commentator, consciousness, ·  . 
thought. and mind are the same in meaning (citta?ll • 

:5S cr. the passage quoted in Vyasa's commentary on Yoga $iltra, m, ed. V. G. Aptll Ananda Ashrama SanslaU 

Series, 1932, p. 44. . 
59 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology, Quest Series, London, 1914, p. vi ; Mrs. Rhys Davida, Buddhum, Gt. Britain, 

1926, p. 63. 

60 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhist P8ychology, Quest Series, London, 1914,p.40. 
61 S II, p 186. 
62 Buddhist Psycholo;1fJ, London, 1 914, p. 99. 
62 Law, Concepts of Buddhi8m, Lf-iden, 1937, p. 50. 
63 Vi.suddhimagga (PTS), pp 522 ff. 
64 S. Vol. II, pp. 1-33. 

ti5 DhsA. p. 112. 
66 ibid., p.263. 
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i# pi mano iti pi vinnana�).61 The variegated 
_nature of consciousness should be understood by 
many of the charactoristics of association, locality, 

. object, the three degrees of comparison and domi
nance.,"· ·In the KathavatthuppakaratJ-a-af�hakatM, 

. citta and cetaaika are used to denote the same thing, 
that is, mind. 69 According to the Visuddhimagga, 
� (thought) is the element of �nd-consciousness. 
Keith says that intelligence appears under diverse 

· aspects : aa citta it accumulates action, e.S mind it 
synthesises, as tJijfiiina it forms judgements, BS 
sense it has consciousness of objects.7o Mind is the 
�rdinating intellectual activity but the concep-

. tio.� of the relation of se�tion and mind is by no 
me&ns elear of confusion. 

Khandha is used in the sense of mass. It is called ' 
aggregate. It may also mean group. Its Sanskrit 
equivalent is body, as in the phrase dharmaskandha 

in the Chandogya Upani§ad. The first is rilpa 
which simply denotes matter or material quality. 
Then comes vedanii or feeling. Then comes aanna 
or perception. Then comes the aggregate of dispo
sitions (smikhara) and knowledge or intellect 
(viniidna). The aggregation of the five khand'IIM 
constitutes the Pudgala (Pali. Puggala). Riipakkhan
dha is of five kinds. It has two broad divisions,. 
namely, phenomenal matter (bhUtarilpa) and secon
dary forms or matters derived from primary 
elements (upadarilpa). 

Viniidna is consciousness which runs on and 
Acco�to the Viauddhimagga(Vol.II,pp.462-72) continues without break of identity.7$ It is cogni

thirty-six kinds ,of aa'T}khii.ras arise from kamavacara- sing. Viniidnakkhandha is consciousness as an 

pa#hama-kuaala ·and the same number arises fro� aggregate. Manoviniidnadhii.tu is called by three 
lamavacaradutiya-kmala. The sa�e number with- names :. mano (mind) in the sense of measuring, 

· out amoha arises_ from kamavacaratatiya-kuaala and vinnana (consciousness) in ·the sense of discrimina
so on. Seventeen kinds of B(lnkharaa- arise from tion, and dhii.tu (elements) in the philosophic8.1 
pa#lama-alcuaala ,· the · same number ·.arises from sense of ultimate reality or of absence of a. living 

· duttya-akuaala and .. the : sru.ne n�ber_ . with��t · · · entity." The difference between fue�e peroeption 

micchiidi#hi, (false view) .arises from tatiya-akuaala· and consciousness should thus be understood. · 
and so on. according to Bu�dhagohsa.. Thus, although percep-

. · . · · ·. · tion, consciousness or cognition and understanding 
Sankhiir.a _means aggregation_. Mia� Rhys ·DavidS · 

are the same. as regards. knowing, perception is the 
renders it as 'synergies.' 71 Sankhiiraa or coniecti- · 

· mere noting of objects. EmC:Q as bllle, green, yello� ;" 
ons of mind have the characteristic of composing, it cannot reach penet1·a.tion into characteristics 8S · 
the function of combining and the manifestation of· iinpermanent,· ill, selfless, and so on. Conscious-being busy. They are of three kinds, moral, homo- ness knows objects to be blue, .green, yellow a.nd. ral, and indeterminate. The vital point about a 
mnkkiira is t}lat it i.ei cetasika, being the work of mind. 

rea.:::hes penetration into characteristics. 77 Synony-

.AbhiaankMra is used as ·a synonym of aankhara.n 
mous with_vinnana, according to Buddhaghosa, are 

SmU:Aara-khandha has goodmany points in common · citta and, mana. There are eighty-nine classes of 

with those of Paeiccasamuppiida. Both are refer- consciousness in all, namely, moral, twenty-one ; · · 

_!'ad to mind. · Sankhara is synonymous with kamma hnmoral, twelve ; resulta.nt, thirty-six ; inoperative,. 
and is chiefily applied to cetana. The Vistuldh-i- twenty.'8 . A detailed account of the divisions and 

. maggo (Chap. xiv) refers to 5l -aankharaa,71 S. z. sub-divisions of terms connected with vinnana is .· 
Aung opines that aankharalckhandha means ' a group given in the V i8tJ#�imagga (PTS. Vol. II, pp. 
of volitions and other a.Ssociated factors.' 7i 452-60). · " 

67 S. Vol II, p� 95. 
68 Dhi.A. p. 64. 

69 !"'w, Th4 Dlbat.u Commentarv, (PTS), 1940, pp. 117- 118; JPTS. 1889, p. 95. 
70 Buddhist P171chologv, op. cit. p. 246. 
'11 Buddhul P81/Chol0gical Ethit1, 2nd Ed. p, xi; Maung Tin, Path of Purity, Pt. ill, Chap. xiv p, 540 f.n . . 
72 ChDdera' Pali .Diclionaru. . 

· ' ' 
73 Law, Li/1 and woru of Buddllaglw�a, Calcutta, 1923, p, 148 • . 
74 TilL B. Z • ..1ung, Compendium of Philo801'k11, London, 1910, p. 274. 
75 M. I, pp. 265 fr. 
711 Dhd. pp, 140 ff. 
77 · Yisuddhimagga, {PTS), p. 437. 
78 . ibid • .  pp. 462 ff. 

' ... 
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I 
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Ayatana has been rendered as sphere by Mrs. Rhys 
Davids. 79 Some translate it as organ of sense and 
object of sense.80 According to the Visuddhimagga 
(PTS. Vol. II, p. 481), ayatanas are twelve in number, 
tho six senses having six different qualities for enjoy. 
mont, namely eye, forni, ear, nose, smell, tongue, etc. 
The five sense-organs, e. g. eye, ear, nose, tongue and 
body, along with the mind, make up the sa1ayatanas. 

The twelve bases of mental action are tho five senses, 
the five sense-objects, the mind and ideas.s1 

Phassa (contact) is due to the six sense-organs 
and objects of sense (ayatana). Buddhaghosa
points out that the sense-organs are due to karnma 

· and it is kamma which differentiates them.81 A'lcor
ding to Buddhaghosa, phassa means contact. sa 
Its characteristic is touching, its function is to 
bring one in contact with an external object and its 

' effect is to bring together. The object which comes 
in its _way causes phassa. It is formless. . It exists 
by sticking to some object. The relation between 
phaaaa and its object is the relation between eye 
. and form, ear and sound, mind and object of tho· 
ught. 84 One of the aankharaa is phassa. It is 
stated in the Viauddhimagga (Chap. xvii) that 

· phaasa is due to six ayatanas. Ph.aaaa is of six kinds : 
eye-contact, ear-contact, nose-contact, tongue-con-

. . . 
. 

. . tact; body-contact and mind-contact. Con· 
tact has as its proximate cause an object that has 
entered the .avenue. of thought.85 Contact is a 
condition precedent to all action. It is the root· 
cause Of all sensations.86 

According to Buddh�,ghosa, vedana means what· 
ever has the characteristic of being felt ; it consists 
of three classes. according to origin-good, bad and 
indifferent (neither good nor bad), though these are 
of the same nature on account of being felt. Ac&or· 
ding to its nature, vedana is of seven kinds : eukha 

(happiness), dukkha (suffering), somanaaaa (delight), 
domanassa (despair), and upekkha (indifferonce).87 
Vedana means sensation or feeling, which is 
pl?asurable or painful. Frofll contact feeling 
arises. In the Atthasalini (pp. 109-lO)fooling is 
likened to the king, while the remaining associated 
sta.t�,Js are like the cook. As there are six kinds of 
contact, so there are six kinds of fooling. · As 
contact is the caUJ:�e of feeling, so feeling is the 
cause of desire.88 S. Z. Aung says that vedana 
includes such emotions as joy and grief. It covers 
all kinds of feeling, physical and mental. V eda·110 
is either kayika (bodily) or mqna.aika (mental). 
Under the aspect of feeling, vedana is either pleasure 
or pa.in or neither pain nor pleasure.s� 

All things having the characteristic of perception 
are termed sannakhandha which is of three kinds : 
ku8ala, akusala and avyakata. Sanna cannot exist 
without vinnana. Sanna is only perception of. 
external appearance of an object, while vinnaM 
means thorough knowledge of the thing.90 Sannafe. 
handha is the third khandha. It is , sub-divided 
into . six, cakkhu-aota-ghana-jivM-kiiiy'a and mano.� 
sampassajjii.sannii. Perception has '-:briefness a.s 
mani.t:eatation, like lightning, owing .to its �bility . 
to penetrate �to the object. at · Sanil,q, is the name qf . .  

a real thing (sabhiiva). Sanjanitatta� . shows �he · 
state of having perceived by noting.91 The three 
processes are so closely inten:ete.ied that in practice 
it is not possible to distinguish. one from the other 
by saying : ' This is perception, this is consciousness 
and this is understanding. '93 It has the object . 
conceived in the mind as the proximate cause." . 
Aung says that .sarina in Buddhist psychology 
means the awareness of the marks, real or imaginary, 
by which an object either of sense or thought is or 
may hereafter be recognised. 0' 

79 .A Buddhist ManualofPsychologicalEthics, London, 1923, p 27. 
80 Childers' Pali Dictiona.ry, p. 75. 

81 Abh1. (PTS), VII, p. 8. 
82 Visuddhimavga, pp. 444-45. . 
83 Dhs.A. p. 136-'yo ph!tsanakavasena uppanno so phassoti' 

84 Visuddhimagga, (PTS) p. 463. 

86 JJhs.A. p. 109. 
86 Law, Concepts of Bwldhism, Lelden, 1937, p. 45. 
87 Visuddhima;Jga (PTS),II, p. 460. 

88 ibid. p. 567. 

89 Compendium of Philosophy, p. 14. 

90 Visuddhimagga (PTS), II, p. 462. 
91 DhRA. p. 110. 
92 ibid. p. 140. 
93 Visuddhimn.uga (PTS), II, pp. 436 If • 

. 94 ibid. p. 462. 
95 Compemlium of Philosophy, pp. 15-16. 
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Kamma -is defined by Buddhaghosa as volition 
and quotes the Buddha (cctanifharon bh·ilckhavc 
kammam vacW.mi.)9" An action is no action until the 

· will is 0 manifested in conduct. Kamma means : conooiousness of good and bad, morit and demerit 
· (kcmma nama ku$aUlkusalacetana).97 The seven 

factors of wisdom, like mindfulneSIJ, etc., may be said 

kammana vattati paja).  According to the Katha
vatthu commentary, there is a relation between 

ciUa and kammao If mind. be distmcted, no ka.mma 
can be performed. When arahantship is attained, 
old kamma is destroyed and no new kamma is 
produced (kh'ir;arp. puraT}-o:rp, navarp. natthi sam

bhava1Jl). 

to be famma, which being neither iJ+lpure nor pure, 
. . The aggregation of the five khandhas constitute 

productive. of neither impurity nor purity, lead to 
the puggala (pu.dgala). Individuality means body, 

. the destruction of kamma.e8 BuddhSghosa says the five aggregates. This is the usual way of 
that volition which is morally indeterminate is speaking of individuals.l07 Buddhaghosa says 

· without moral result.u There .are four clo.sses of that on the existonce of khandhas such as ropa, etc. ,  · 
. kamma or action, namely, ( 1) action which produces there is the usage evarp.nama, eva'f!11}otta. Because 
resqlt in this life ; (2) action which produces result of this usage, common consent and name, there is 
in the next life ; (3) deedi:l which produce result the puggaia.1o8 The Budd�a declares that there 
from tune to time ; too and ( 4) past action. Kamma are four kinds of persons ; he who applies himself . 
divides beings into low and exa.lted.101 There is no to the good of another,not of the self, etc.109 It is 
originator of kamma, no sufferer of consequences ; · . clearly no adequate answer to argue, as Keith 
QD).y . phenomena continue (kammassa karako shows, that in such e�pressions the self is nothing notthi).1os Kamma has its oWn individuality, its but the thought (cittc), for tha.t is merely a question 
own inheritor ; one has to rea.p the fruits of his of phraseology. An individual is nothing but & 

. . tomma, be they good or ba.d.108 No a.otion passes combination of the- five constituent elements or the 
.· from the past life to the present nor from the present four primaries a.nd matters derived therefrom. 
' to thefu�.101 A; kamma is void of its consequence o The po41t may well be illustrated· by the simile of a · 
(v.ipaka) which comes through kamma.tos Buddha- chariot and its part;s.m 

. ghosa points out that some hold that'the six se:D.se
ipherea have ' arisen· through · the doing of past· 
actions and therefore they are the resultS. · Others . 

. hold on the contrary that the mind·sphere ma.y be . 
sileh a result but the rest are oDly transmitted by 
action and are not results.108 . Aocor�g to the · 
Atthasalini (p. 88), kamma is of three kinds, bodily 
action, ac�on due to speech, and action springing 
from niind. It is celana and t}le st.e.tes associated 
With· it. The doctrine of kamma is inse
parably bound up with that of renewed exis· 
tence. The world e�ists through kamma and 
people live through kamma (kammana tJatt.ati lcko, 

96 Dhi.A.. pp. 88 ff. 
97 Vi&uddhima,7ga (PTS), ll, p. 614. 
98. DhiA. pp. 88 ft'. 
99 Law, TlUJ Debates Commentary (PTS), 1940, IJ, 107. 
100 Vinuldlrimagga (PTS), II, p, 601. 
101 Dhi.A. p. 66. 
102 Vi3uddhi171a!1Ua (PTS), IJ, p. fi02 • 

. 103 ibid. p. 601. 
104 ibid. n. 6030 
105 Viluddhimagga (PTS), II, p, 603. 
106 Law, The Debales Oommenlal'1/, p, 183 

· 107 Viluddhimagga (PTS), I, p. 810. 
108 KwA. pp. 83-35. 
109 ibid. Po 8. 
110 Pug.A.. pp. 171 ff. 
1 11 Dhi.A. p. 52. 

In Namariipa (ne.me a.nd form),' n<ima refers to the . 
thi-ee &ggregates, beginning with feeling, because 
they ' bend ' towards objects. Matter is that 
which changes its state or condition due to foilr 
causes, heat or cold and the rest.111 The concept of 
name and form arises from the dual idea of mind . 
and matter. �upa or shape or form is so-called 
because it reveals itself. But nama being aul;>tle
ha.s to depend on a. name to make itself known. 
Name is fourfold : (1) name given on ·a special 
occasion, (2) name given by virtue of e. personal _ 
quality, (3) name given by acknowledgement and · 
and (4) names which arise of themselves or 
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spontaneously. us In the sense of causing to bend 
all four khandhas are ' name ' for they cause one 
another to bend on to the object.m Jacobi and 
Pischel think that the concept of name and form is 
similar to the idea of individuation of the �iirp.khya 
system. According to the Visuddhimagga (p. 443), 
whatever state has the characteristic of changing 
through cold, heat, hunger, thirst and so forth, all 
such states taken toget.her arc to be known as the 
aggregate (!f matter (riipa7!t). Whatever form 
there is, all such may be e�pla.ined in terms of the 
four great primaries and others derived from them. 
And so the explanation of name lies in the sense
organ of mind and the associated mental processes 
resulting therefrom. And this name and this 
form gives rise to t·he dual idea of name and form.1u 
Depending on name, form proceeds and; depending 
on form, name proceeds. Of the two, �ither is 
powerless and is unable to proceed by its own effort. 
Separ.ately they are unable to perform their various 
functions. 115 

Sila J:ne'ans habit or conduct. It is the foundation 
of all good qualities. Purity of conduct (sila

tMuddhi), purity of mind (cittcl-viswJdhi) and purity 
of knowledge · ( ita'IJ-(1-visuddhi) are of no avail 
unless they lead to emimcipatioii. In · the Attha- . 
Nlini (p. 77),

118 we find the folloWing classification 
of virtue namely, positive virtue (caritta-8ila), o.s 

. opposed to negative morality (varitta-sila). The 
Buddha asked his followers · to follow certain 
principles of conduct and to abstain from others.117 

· Conduct is of six kinds : conduct of lust., of hatred, 

of delusion, · of faith, of intelligence, and of applied 
thought. By way of mixing and grouping, four 
others are also made out oflust and an equal number 
ont of faith. Together with these eight we have 
fourteen types of conduct.118 For all practical 
PurPOSeS six broad divi&ions of conduct are generally 
recognised. In the Viauddhimagga (Vol. I, pp. 
56-58), we find Buddhaghosa recommending 
strict observance of the precepts (sUa) and enu
merating the eVil · 'effects resulting from violation 
thereof. Abstention from taking life, from false, 
abusive or idle speech, from theft and use of intoxi
cant.s, are the prohibitive injunctions, while sexual 
purity forms a positive rule of conduct. The end of 

112 ibid., p. 392. 

113 Viatuldhimaaaa (PTS), II, p. 590. 

114 Dhs.A.. p. 390. 

115 ibid. 595-96. 

116 Cf. Visuddhimll{Jga (PTS), I, p. 10. 

117 ibid. p. 11. 

118 ibid. pp. 101-102. 

l tll D. I. p. 124. 

man, as Keith points out in his Buddhist Philosophy 
(pp. 1 1 5 ff.) ,  is to free himself, if possible in t.his life, 
from the intoxicants, the lust of being born again 
in this world or in the world of subtle matter or in 
the world without matter, and �gnora.nce of the 
Four Noble Truths. His aim is to break the chain of 
causation and to free himself from desire, aversion, 
and dullness. There can be no extinction of desire • 
if ignorance prevails, and therefore the extinction of 
ignorance is necessary. Conduct (8ila), concentra
tion (samiidhi) and wisdom (paiina) are all essential. 
Concentration, pervaded by conduct, is fruitful ;: 
wisdom, pervaded by concentration is fruitful ;. 
and the self, pervaded by wisdom, is freed from th& 
corruption of desire, false views and ignorance. 
Concentration is attainable only through sila or 
conduct. Conduct and wisdom are treated ss ·an 
essential pair. 1 18 

See also CULLA BUDDHAGHOSA. 

· B .C.L • . 
BUDDHA GHO$A, a. house-holder whoile�gift of a 
railing-pillar to the Saiici stupa. I is recorded in a 
third century B.C. inscription on that pillar (A. 
Cunningham, The Bhilsa Topes, London; 1854, pp. 
239, 271)  . 

BUDDHAGHOSUPPATTl, also known as the 
Mahiihuddhaghosa11sa Nidii.navatthu, is a s�ort · 
work in Pali. It is written in prose and is divided 
into eight chapters. The author has given his 
name at the end of the work as Mahii.ma.ilga.la thera. 
The book has been edited with a lengthy intro· 
duction, notes and a translation by James Gray 
(London, 1892). The Pali text runs into 30 pages. 

As the title suggests, it is a biography of Buddhs
ghosn, t.he great commentator, and it is the longest · 

account of Buddhaghosa that has come down to us. 
But the work is not of much value from a historical 
point of view as the author has been more interested 
in recording the legends that had grown round the 
pre-eminent scholiast, rather than the authentio 
facts about him. What he has given us is a.n 
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interesting legend about Buddha.ghosa. The editor 
has aptly remarked that the work reads like 'an 
A.thurian romance.' 

his (Buddhaghosa's) seat when the thera visited 
Buddhaghosa's father's house lor alms, runs parallel 
to the account of the conversion ofMoggaliputt.atissa 
in the Mahii.va'f!l8a (Chap. v, vv. 137-53). 

It is written in easy language and simple style. 
At the beginning of the work is a. short introduction 
in verse. Of its eight chapters, the first deals with 
Buddhaghosa.'s boyhood, the second . . with liis · 
conversion to the teachings of the Buddha and his 
ordination, the third with the conversion of his 

The Buddhaghosuppatti relates several incidents 
�hich are fanciful and incredible, e.g., the conversion. 
of his father by locking him up in a room and opening 
the door only after he agreed to be a follower of t�e 
Buddha ; his picking dried palm leaves which had 
fallen under the trees, for his work of translating 
which he completed in J;hree months ; and the 
writing of the Visuddhimagga in a single day. 
Although the Sinhalese commentaries are not 
extant today,it is impossible to believe that Buddha.
ghosa caused a. bonfire to be made of them on the 
completion of his translation, as described . in this 
work. 

· father, a.nd the fourth with his arrival in Ceylon. 
· Tho fifth chapter describes him as being a witness 

to a quarrel between two slave women, the sixth 
. narrates the account of his getting permission to 
trim.slate the scriptures, the seventh deals with 
his achievements in Ceylon, and the last chapter 
describes his return to India and passing away there. 
The work ends with the author's aspiration, by 
reason of the merit of his work, to be born in the 
world of men endowed with wisdom, in the time of 
the future Buddha Metteyya, and to become one 
of his disciples. 

This work is later than the OiilavaT(Wia account of 
Buddhaghosa • . .  which · · is much · mo.re . reliable. 
Mahfu:naitgala appe� to have borrowed incidents 
in the .life stories of Nagasena and Moggaliputtatiasa 
froni the .. Milinda Panha and Mahiivarjlsa· · respectively, and incorporated them in his account 
of the· life of Buddhaghosa.. Thus, the description 
of Buddhaghosa's previous life as a deva in the 
Tavatirpsa heaven and his being reborn in the 
human world at the request of an arahant thera, 
for the purpose of · translating the scriptures into 
Pali, recalls to mind the story of the birth of 
Nagasena who, in his })revious life, was a deva in 
Tavatil!tsa. and sought rebirth as Nagasena. at the 
request of certain arahant theras, in order to refute 
the heretical views of Milinda. Nor does the 
similarity end here. The accounts of their childhood, 
conversion and ordination are very much alike. 
We are told that Buddha.ghosa. once thought that · 
he was more learned in the Buddha's doctrine 
than his· preceptor and when Buddhaghosa. asked 
for pardon for his unbecoming thought, his �her 
agreed to forgive him only if Buddhaghosa trans
lated the scriptures that were in Sinhala. into P�i. 

. This is an echo of the incident in the M ilinda Panha, 
where Nagasena hurts the feelings of his teacher 
who refuses to pardon him until he defeats Milinda 
in religious debates (M·iln. pp. 6-14). Similarly, 
the account of his conversion by the thera with 
whom he had first been annoyed for having sat on 

There is an error in the Buddha1Jhosuppatti. 
One is made to understand that Buddhaghosa : 
translated the canonical works from Sinhala into 

Pali whereas it was the commentaries that he thus 
translated. 

The Buddhagkosuppatti is a late. work and evi-
· -dently written at a time when a number' of legends 
had grown. round the celebrated ·figure of Buddha
ghosa . . H.Qwever, the popk i� to he dated before the 
sixteenth century as it is referred to in the Jinakala, 

. mali written m 1517 A.C. It is also quoted in the . 
Siisanava�a (pp. 30, 31).  

Very littie is known about .the author apart 
from his name. Gray is of opinion that �{ahii.
ma.Dgala might have been a Ceylonese and B. C. · 
Law is inclined to the same View. · A.P. Buddha
datta, howevet, prefers to think that he might 
have hailed from Thailand or Burma as the ·error 
that Buddhaghosa translated the canonical works 
is not to be expected of a person from Ceylon, where 
the tradition .of the translation of the commentaries 
was well known (A. P. Buddha.da.tta, Piili Sahityaya, . 
I, Amb.alangoda (Ceylon), 1960, pp. 158, 164-7 ; II� 
pp. 3'36-7 ; B. C. Law, Bw1dhagho8a, Calcutta, 1923, 
pp. 2, 13-5 ; A History of Pali Literature, London,' . .  
1933, II, pp. 558-60). 

. . 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHAGUBYA, one of the two Indian monks 
who were invited to Tibet by king Khri-ide gtsug· 
bstan mes Ag-ts' oms In the eighth century A.C., 
the other monk being Buddha.Santa (q.v.).  A letter 
from Buddhaguhya addressed to Ag-ts'oms' son, 
Khri-srong that appears in the Tengyur, Vel. XCIV, 
under the title, 'Epistle of the Master Bu :idhaguhya 
to the king of Tibet, Khri-srong Ide Btsan, to his 
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nobles and subjects' says, "You dispatched to 
India, Vairocana, Ska-ba-dpal br�scgs, Kluyi rgyal 
Mts'an, Ye shes sde, Armandju and others, to whom 
you entrusted much wealth of gold and silver, to 
get the Dharma, increase the little religion that was 
in your realm, and open the window which would 
let in the light on the darkness of Bod, and bring in 
its midst the life giving waters . . . . . . . " Buddha· 

guhya could not go to Tibet. He tells the king. 
" :My body is wrinkled and I have no strength;" 

but· wishing to serve him he gave the messengers 
this letter, in which he described the duties of a 
king, of his nobles and of the priesthood (Rockhill, 
Life of Buddha, London, 1884, pp. 220 f.). 

U.K. 

BUDDHAGUPTA ( I ), (Tibetan : Sai1s-rgyas sbas-pa), 
an Indian Buddhist monk of the 16th (fent., the 
teacher of Tii.ranaf.ha. He is regarded as the last 
great ' apostle ' of the Tibetans. He was a notable 
traveller and is presumed to have ranged over 

BUDDHAGUPTA (2) Mahanavika.. The great sea
captain Buddbagupta of the sixth century. 

The discovery of a lithic record on a pillar, which 
is supposed to be a part of an ancient Buddhist 
slu·ine, has brought to light the religious character 
of a. sea-farer who had identified himself in his 
record as Mahanavika Buddbagupta.. The disco
very wa.:; made by Col. Low in the early part of 
the 19th century, in the district of the Wellesley 
Province of the Malay Peninsula (JASB. Vol. XVII, 
for 1 848, pt. 2 pp. 64-72 ). The inscription 
is now preserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. 
(13. Ch. Cbbabra, Expansion of Indo-Aryan Culture,. 
New Delhi, 1965, p. 20).1 _ 

On comparative analysis a date in the sixth cen
tury A.C. has now been (approxima.tely) assigned 
to the inscription of Buddhagupta (B. Ch. Chha.bra, 
op. cit. p. 79 ; R. C. Majumdar, Hindu .Ool®ies in 

the Far East, Calcutta, 196�, p. 18).1 

wide expanses both by land and sea. It:J,his journeys . While proclaiming a salient tenet from the Dhar· 
to northern lands he covered some of the parts of rna that through ignorance . karma ill accumulated . 
the former North-West- Frontier (Indian}, Ladakh, and through perfect knowledge karma is reduced, · Nepal and BhUtan through which he entered Tibet. .he declares that by . the gradual process of 
In the south .he went as far as Ceylon; where be enlightened wisdom, ka1·ma and existence (jati). 
stayed for five years. Eastward he travelled by could be extinguished. The great sea�capta.m also 

. sea to parts of Siam and westward to some Mrican makes mentions of his identity . . Unfortunately islands, perhaps Zanzibru; and Madagascar. Thus, · · his place of origin mentioned in the Inscription be belonged to tho line of tho famous Buddhist 
monk-travellers who were profoundly interested in as Raktamrt#ka is difficult . to be traced, but 
the position of the religion of their time. tentatively it has · been identified with Ohih-tu, · 

knov.'Il from Chinese sources es a port on the 
Buddhagupta was born in south India, in Indrali- coast of the gulf of Siam (See RAKTAMJ;l.TTIKA. 

nga. near Rame�varam. His father was the rich Also see R. C. :Majumadar, loc. cit.). 
merchant K!·�a. The young man was initiated into 
yoga by the ascetic Tirthanatha and practised those Several other inscriptions with the same shallow 
special methods of prar,tayama as expounded in carving of a dedicatory stiipa were discovered in 
Hat.hayoga and the �:aiva-Buddhist tant.ras con - tho Malay Peninsula and other. regions in S.E. 
nected. with similar ideas, that is, of the Sahajg. Asia, but their authors were not mentioned unlike in 
siddhi category which so greatly inflw:mced the the case of Buddhagupta's inscription (B. Ch . .  
lamaist form of Buddhism in Tibet. His culture was ff )  
exclusively Tant.rist. For some time he also 

Chhabra, op. cit. pp. 53 . .  
pril.ctised the \r ajrayuna cult.. The full text and the trL\IlSlation of Mahiinii.vika 

From his account!:>, Mahayana, also in its sub-
Buddhagupta's lithic record is as follows :-

sects, was still being followed in ports of Burma, Ajfiiimac-ciyate karma-J anmanah karma kiira'l'j.a 

south India and in the African islands. He is best (m) ji'Ui,nam·na-ciyate-
remembered in Buddhist history as a travelling 

1 f B d .Karmma karmmiibhiivan-na jO.yate). pilgrim (G. Tucci, ' Sea and Land Tnve s o a u · ···· · 
dhist Sadhu in the sixteenth celltury ' IHQ. VII). 

D. T. D. 
Mahanavika-buddhaguptasya 

(tavyasya). 

raktamrttikavi4 

1 The script itself proves that the record b•�lonJ!s to the pfriou 6th to 8th century .A. C. and the tentative dato assigned . to the record could be considered correr t. 
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Sarvvena prakarena sarvvasmin sa1'1Jatha 

sa(r)vva . . . .  siddhayat(r)ii (h) santu. 

420 BUDDHAH�ADAYA-

vi�aya bahini hana hana sarvabuddhe hri phre 
ai sarva mahii pratibhiisampanne samante iilolce 
bttddha vi .. saye buddha-pratimatt#te bhagavate sara 

Translation- • sara prasara prasara visara visara prasara sarva 

. " Tlitough ignorance karma is accumulated, the �o�a avagate svahii. 
cause of birth is karma·; through knowledge karma This dharal).i appears to be a magical adaptation 
is not acouniulated, thrbugh abSence of karma one of the central philosophical doctrine of the Dharma
is not (re)born. · kaya, namely, reality considered to be both imma-

nent and transcendental. The psychology of' 
Qf the great sea-captain Buddhagupta, a resident religion undel'l:!tands the philosophic truth of 

of �a.Jdamrt� . . .  by all means, in all, in respects. . .  Dharmakiiya in terms of anthropormorphic sym-
. all . . .  be (they) successful in tlleir voyage." holism. Hence Dharmakaya transforms itself into 

A. D. T. E. P. the Buddhahrdaya. Interpreted thus · in religious · 
terms, the Buddhahrdaya lends itself easily to 

BUDDBAH�ADAYA - N.\MA··.DBARA�I-DHAR- magical manipulation. The docetio interpretation 
.MAPARY AYA or (Arya-Budclha0), the . name of a of the Buddha, utilized in magical practice, caters to 
=sanskrit .work, the Tibetan translation of which the popular need . for vicarious salvation. The 

occurS. twice in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the inclusion of the dharal).i in the Rgyud (tantra) 
Kangy\ir according to the Peking edition ·(TT. section of the Kangyur clearly explains its esoteric 
Vol. VI, No. 149 ; Vol. XI, No .. 479), and fo\11' character and magical function� 
times in the Rgy:ud�:Qbu:m (100,000 tantra) and Before reciting the magic formula, the Buddha ia Gzuiils-:Qdus (dharOJ:li) sections of the Kangyur said to :Qave spoken of the benefits of iearning the 
(TM . . No� 5-14, 515, 854, · 855) in the Sde-dge doctrine, the vastness of which he has compared 
edition and twice in the 'f.'aiahO (Nos. 918, 919). · to the sands· of the . valley . of the Ganges. The 
The .Tibetan · title . is . (F.lphaga-pa). sana rgyaa-lcyi · doctrine· that .he declares protects all beings from . 
snii&-po shes-bya-ba�i. gzuna-ky_ i choa_-kyi-rnam:gr�ns · · h� and. averts disease, etc. (siitra . Qf the dhar&¥ or the heart of :auddhas) . ..  
Although .the. author of this .text is unknown; the . On completion of the utterance of this magic 
translation �s attributed . to . Jinainitra, .Dana8ila formula by the Buddha, the grove!,! and the moun
an9. Ye-8es-�de.. tains are said to have bent in his direction as a mark 

The te:;;:t contains a magic formula called the 
Buddhahrdaya-nama-dhiirar)i, said to have been 
recited by the Buddha to a large number of bodhi
sattvas who visited: him. The dbfuoal,li, the first 
half of which mentions of the. Buddhas runs as . 
follows : Buddhe buddhe subuddhe mahabuddhe iha 
(7) · buddhe tantrabuddhe buddhe buddhe buddhamati 
buiid_he sat'vo.buddha ·anumate sa1'1Jabuddha anujnate 
buddhe. buddhe · buddha buddha buddha bu4dha 
buddha·buddha b·tUld,ha buddha. 

The Buddha is said to have declared that although 
there is no limit to the doctrine of the Buddha, it 
could be contemplated. upon briefly, and then he had 
uttered the latter part or'the magic foi'mula in the 
foll()wing m.enner. Buddhe BUJuddhe su8uddhe 8od
kani sa�odr.ani nirmale mala avagat� ga:ti . . . . .  krame 
sama Bare sarasara pari a8oke vi8oka 8olca.1amani 
Sante pra8ante avabhiise Bar1J!I ... .  parimatu!ite BaMia· 

· d1tQr:rna pratirootlllite hara hara mala hara tsar tsar 
· MJfll tsar teal taal sa7Jltaal kala maha yasa matala 
rina rina rina aur.ina rina maha lokadhare loka
dhtJmia. dhara dhara &ar Far rodha rodka maM 

of salutation, and one of the three world-systems 
namely, aton-gsum-gyi-ston-chen-polyi fi.jig-11en gyi 
khams (Skt. Trisahasramahiisahaaralokadhiitu) also 
paid homage. The great ocean and the abode of 
Mara are said to have trembled. All beings who 
witnessed the miraculous veneration, paid homage· 

to the Tll.thagata three tilnes. The gods · 
offered him celestial Mandara flowers. 

At the conclusion of the text, the Bu�dha is said 
to have instructed the bodhisattvas, always to bear · 
in mind the Dharma by remembering the mystic 
charm and to recite it softly innumerable times. 
The Buddha also declared that one must always 
recollect him (the Buddha) and practise meditations. 
Finally, be mentions that as a result of remembering 
this magic formula, one would be devoid of all one's 
mental and moral defilements (Skt. avaratu�) and . · 
would be able to enter into a deep meditation called 
the padma-rnam par�bkod-pa ( ?). Having listened 
to the Buddha's words, the bodhisattvas, the 
mahabavakaa (Tib. fiam-thos-chen-p0 ; those �ho . 
bear and understand the Dharma), the gods, the 
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human-beings, the asuras (non-gods) and the gand
harvas (Tib. dri-za ; celestial musicians ; o. class of 
demi-gods supposed to originate from the zone of 
scents in Gandhamadhana in the Himalaya), are 
said to have rejoiced greatly. 

The author begins the text with a. salutation 
addressed to the Buddhas and the bodhisattvas. 

A· Chinese translation of this text occm-s in the 
Chinese Tripi�aka, known in Chinese as Ohu jv-hsin
t'o-lo-ni-ching and translated by Hsuan-tsang of the 
T' ang dynasty (618-907 A.C) . There is a later 
tro.nsla.ton of this sutra., known by the same name 
which is also incorporated in the Siltra-p#aka 
(Nanjio. Nos. 489, 825 ; TM. No. 148). 

I. K. 

BUDDHA IMAGE PROCESSION. See PROCESSION 

BUDDHAIIVA, a. Kasmiri monk of the fifth century 
A. C.; credited with the translation of three .Sa.nskfit '· . 
works into Chinese (J. N. and P. N. Ga.nhar, Bud-
·dh� i� Kashmir and Ladakh, New Delhi, 1956, 
p. 73). The Mahi8iisaka-nikayG-pancavarga-vinaya 
(DOBT. p. 174) perhaps is one of them. Buddha
jiva. is Sa.id to have gone to China by sea from Kasmir 
or Kabul and reoohed Nankiil in 423 A.C. (DOBT. 
p. 229 b) • . 

H. R. P. 
BUDDHAKAPALA, a deity; representing a. form of 
Heruka, the most popular deity of the Vajrayana 
pantheon. 

He is described a.s wearing an ornament made of 
bones, a. garland of shaven heads (mu1)</,amalii) and 
a.lso a.s bearing the figure of Ak�obhya on his crown 
(makuta). He is said to have one face and four 
hands. In one of the right hands he carries a 
drum (q.a1rr.a.ru) and in the other a small sword 
(karttri, but the text reads karttri). Of the two 
left hands, one is described as carrying a bo�l made 
of a human skull (kapiila) and the other as holding a 
staff with a. skull a.t it.'l top (khatvanga) . The 
.complexion of his huge body is blue. He is also 
described as being in a half seated dancing posture, 
ever embracing the goddess Citrasenii., who is naked 
and whose hair is loosened (Siidh. II, pp. 501-2 in 
GOS. XLI. See Pl. LX, Fig. 1). 

BUDDHAKAPALA-MAHATANTRA R AJA-T IKA· 
ABHAYAPADDHATI-NAMA (or Sri B0), the title in 
full of a commentary called Abhayapaddhati on the 
Buddhakapala-tantra (See BUDDHAKAP ALA
NAMA-YOGIN1TANTRARAJA).  A Tibetan trans
ln.tion of this Mmmentary is found in the 
Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentarY) section of the 
Tengyur, under the title Dpal sans-rgyas thod-pa�i
rgyud-kyi rgyal-po chen-pol;.i rgya-cher-J;.grel-pa /}jigs
pa med-pal;.i gshun-J;.grel shes-lnja-ba. The colophon 
cites the name Abhayakaragupta a.s that of the 
commentator, and Blo-gros brtan-pa a.s that of the 
translator (TT. Vol. 58, No. 2526). 

R.IL 

BUDDHAKAPALA-MA:tf:PALA VIDHIKRA MA· 
PRADYOTANA-NAMA, a Sanskrit text, the Tibetan 
translation of which is found in the Rgyud (tantra) 
section (T M. No. 1657) and Rgyud-l)grel (tantra
commentary) section (TT. Vol. 58, No. 2529) of 
the ',l'ibetan Tengyur under the title Sans-rgya8 
thod-pa shes-bya-bal;.i dkyil-�khor-gyi cho-ga!i-i rirn-pa 
gsal-ba. . , , , . 

The work, which begins with a salutation 
addressed to Buddha.ka.pala., deals wit4 t1ie methods 
of performing the rites of the magic circle · in the 
name of Buddha.kapala. The author refers to 
Buddha.kapala as the king of a class· =of' terrifying 
deities. He �entions further, that :the·· Buddhas 
have declared in the past that a pupil .who is firm, · 
well dis�iplined, wiSe, forbe�ing, honest and pos
sessed of great mental abilities, would. be devoid of 
attachment. (Tib. chags-bral ; Skt. vitaraga) and 
ignorance (Tib. gti-mug). The author says that, 
in his opinion, to such students this magic per-

. formance should be explained fully, so that they 
would grasp it well. 

Thereupon the author deals at length with how 
this ceremony should be carried out. He declares 
that at first the magic circle should be prepared 
in a cemetB.ry and then the meditator should con
template · on all the Buddhas. 

Several incantations to be chanted during the 
ceremony are quoted. 

I.K. 

BUDDHAKAPALA-NAMA -YOGINITANTRARAlA 
(or ,gr:i SO), the name of a tantra text, the Tibetan 

Except for the absence of the figure 0f Citrasenii., ·· · translation of which is found in the Rgyud (tsntra) 
the image preserved in the Baroda. Museum tallies, section of the Kangyur under the title Dpal-Batl-8-
to a. great extent, witli the description above and1 rgyas thod-pa shes-bya-ba rnal-l;.byor-mal)i rgyud
therefore, can be identified with this deity (op. cit. kyi rgyal-po. The author of the text is not known. 

· pp. clixf.). The translation is attributed to Sri Gaya.dhara and 
S. K. N. Zla-bal;ri l)od-zer (TT. Vol. 3, No. 63). 
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The text consists of fourteen chapters. The 
first chapter gives the venue where the text was 
preached, outlines the main topics d�alt in it and 

relates the episode of the. appearance of the text 
from the skull of a. Buddha, presumably the reason 
for its being called the Buddhakapala-tantra. 

The Buddha. (Sii.kyamuni), it is said, was. once 
living in the company of other Tathagatas, yoginis, 
arshats and a large number ofbodhisattvas. At that 
time, a Buddha called Rdo-rje]:li tshig (Vajragir), 
the chief of all Buddhas/ passed away after ex
pounding all the tantras and mantras. Seeing 
this, all the bodhisattvas and the yoginis were 
astonished. They looked . at each other and 

expressed their grief. 

Then a bodhisattva., called Va.jrapii.l).i, addressed 
the yoginis and said that there was a method of 
elevating the · nature of those with little merit. 
He.said that there were a large number of yoga.tan
tras, yoginitantras, siitrantas and prajiiapii.rarillta 
texts which had been expounded by the noble sage. 
Further, he said that there could be no mastery. of 
tantras without the : u8e of magic formulae. The 
chanting of a large number .. of these spells, the . 
number to be chap ted :depending on the degree . of 
meri.t and . dispositio� ·of · each person, leads · to 
·(spiritual) . · accomplishment. : Hearing · . · this, . the . 
V ajrayoginis looked inquiJ;ingly at the face of the 
Buddha.. At this moment the hosts of Mara. were 
afraid and they became riubdued. Then, as soon . 

as the chief yogini looked · at the Buddha., the 
following mantra issued forth from his mouth: 
" 07[' Buddha siddhe 8U8iddhe amrte araje buddhaka
pak sphoeanipate yatra 8'/Ja'!fa� hUm no phae." Mira
culous events followed. ·A large number of nii.gas 
assembled there. At that tinle, the ·'skull of the 
Buddha burst forth and a.· book appeared. Voices 
were heard in the air requesting the gods and . 
goddesses to accept that .book which was a. great 
tantric text that would ·benefit all beings. The 
voice further announ.ced that the book would be 
called the Buddhakapala. · The book was handed 
to the bodhisattva Vajrapfu].i who accepted it. 

The second chapter of the text, the Snaga-kyi le�u 
. (mantraparivarta), contains a. large number of 
mantras like the following : " 0� bw:ldhakapalini 
ta� �aya 8a'l'tJa8ubhapradiiyini hii'T[l p�," to 
te chanted while making offerings of flowers, 
incense, etc. 

The· third chapter, entitled Lha-alcyed-pa dan 
dban-bskur-ba�i le�u, describeS the appearance of 
the deity Heruka and the ceremony of consecration. 
After giving some details. about the mal).Qala. of 

Heruka, the text describes his form. He is a single
faced, four-armed, bluo-complexioned god,� ori
ginv,ting from the mystic syllable hi£�. He displays 
a dancing attitude in· 8 semi-cross-legged position 
(ardhaparya1ika). He bears an angry expression. 
Cla.d in 8 tiger-skin, he wears a. fresh garland (cf. 
the description of Buddha.kapala. in · Sadhanamiila,. 
pp. 501-2). He is embraced by his consort, a red
complexioned goddess, who has a fearful grin on 
her face. The manner of propitiating Heruka !IDd 
his eight attendant yoginis and the consecration 
rites are detailed in t.his chapter. 

The fourth chapter, called . . M abyor-ba dan ch�i 
sbyor-bah,i le�u, cont&ins detailed instructions on. 
the preparation of offerings. Mantras to be chanted · 
at varioUs stages of the ritual are quoted. 

The fifth chapter, Sman-bzan-po dan dgons-pa 
b8ad-pa�i leyu,·contains diat:ussions on an efficacious. 
medicine and on meditation. 

The sixth chapter, Slob�ma dban-bakur.lxJ,ii le(&u� 
contains instructions on the ·manner of initiating 
the devotee. 

The seventh chapter, Dkyil-Mhor dan Heru� . 
baTCy¢-pG dan bagom.pa[l,i le�u, d�s with Ii:e�a 
and his mBI).Ijam ruld the manner of meditation on· 
him . . This chapter contains a description of Heruka. 
. similar to that given in chapter three. Twenty 
four goddesses who surround him. are named and 
described (cf. Sadhanamalii, loc. cit.) 

Chapter eight, the Sbyin-areg-gicho-gal)i · le�u, 
contains magic formulae that · are to be recited. 
while making offierings, while the ninth chapter,. 
the Spyod-pa�i le�u discusses the ritualistic 
procedure. 

The tenth chapter, · called Sman-chen-po khyad-. 
par can dan mo-8am-gyi khn£8-kyi. cho-gc;�i le�u, has 
instructions on the manner of preparing an excellent 
medicine that would prolong life and· a sprinkling 
·rite that makes a barren woman bear children. 

. 

. Chapter eleven, Rig pa ZuJzin-paQi sbyor-bal)i-man
nag dea-pal)i le�u, contains instructions on the 
manner of acquiring knowledge while the twelfth 
chapter, called Snaga-sna-til�ga-lcyi rab-tu sbyor-b�i · 
le�u, contains more magic formulae. 

Chapter thirteen, Bema rnam-par clag-pah,i �u, 
contains. rites to promote purity of mind. The last 
chapter, the fourteenth, describes the manner of · 
pronouncing spells and making requests from the 
goddeSB Prajiia. 

R. H. 

. � 
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BUDDHAKAPALA-s.ADHANA-NAMA or (Sri B0), 
the Sanskrit title of a stidhana text as quoted in its 
Tibetan translation, the (Dpal) sans-rgyas-thod-pal},i 
sgrub-(habs shes-bya-ba, found in the Rgyud {tantra) 
section of the Tibetan Tengyur. The Tibetan 
version attributes the authorship of the sadhana to 
Mahacii.rya. Sara.ba. and the translation to Ga.yadhara 
and Gyi-jo zla-ba.l;li l;lod-zer (TT. Vol. 58, No. 2527 ; 
TM. No. 1655 ; Oord�'er. II, p. 107, No. 7). 

The Tibetan version. of the text corresponds to 
that of the Sanskrit text ·9f the SiidltanamiUa (Siidh. 
II, No. 254) • . 

Mter paying obeisance to Buddhakapala., the 
author begins his work, which deals with 
the procedure of worship for the invocation of the 
deity Sa.ila-rgyas-thod-pa. (Buddhakapala.) who 
is a form of Heruka. The worshipper is enjoined to 
perform the preliminary rites at a chosen spot and 
then meditate on the voidness of all phenomena, 
utterring the mantra., 01{l 8unyatajnana vajraav.abM
tx'itmako'ham. Thereafter he is asked to meditate 
on Heruka, who is said' to rise from the syllable 
'hu�' in the centre of the magic circle of the Silrya. 
matl4aJa. Blue in colour, ho is single faced and 

. four-armed (For det�ils see BUDDHAKAP ALA). 

The meditator is ·then asked to think of himself 
as Buddhaka.pala, who is being embraced by his 
prajfiii. and surrounded by twenty-four goddesses, 
e.rranged in three circles. This nu,mb�r of goddesses 
tallies with that of the Tibetan version (TT.Vol. 58, 
p. 103). Although the Saruikrit sfidhana mentions 
the number as twenty-five, in actually naming the 
goddesses it mentions only twenty-four. The first 
CJrcle has the blue-complexioned Sumalini in the 
east, the yellow-complexioned Kapalini in the north, 
the green-complexioned Bhimii. fn the west, and the 
white-complexioned Duriyii. in . the south. The 
next circle has Subhamekhalii. in the east, Riipini 
in the north, Vidyii. in the we6t and Kauveri in the 
south, Kfu:nini in the north-east, Mahodadhi in the 
north-west, Ka.rini in the south-west and Marini in 
the the south-east. The outermost circle has 
Bhlmadacianii. in the east, Ajayii. in the north, 
Subhii. ifi the west, Ostar11-ki in the south, Surakt?ini 
in the north-east, Vikiilaratri in the north-west, 
Mahii.yasii. in the south-west, and Sundari in the 
south-east. Besides these, there are the four 
guardians of gates : Sunda.rii. in the east, Subhagii. in· 
the north, Priyadarsanii. in the west and N airatmyii. 
in the south. All the goddesses are of blue comple
xion and possessed of two hands, one face and orna
ment-s of bones and have brown hair. But they 
have no garlands of heads. They carry a skull 

(kapala) m their left hand and a short crooked 
sword (kartari) in their right hand. 

There are several magical formulas which are to 
be recited by the meditator in propitiating 
Buddhakapala. 

I. K. 

BUDDHAKAPALA - TANTRAPA&JIKA - JR"A:NA
VATI·NAMA (or Sri B0), the title in full of a 
commentary called Jiianavati on the tantra text, 
Buddhakapii.la {See BUDDHAKAP ALA- NAMA
YOGINITANTRARAJA). A Tibetan translation 
of this commentary is found in the Rgyud-l;lgrel 
(tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur, 
under the t.itle Dpal sans-rgyas thod-pa�i rgyUd-kyi 
dkal},-lyjrel ye-8es-Zdan-pa shes-bya-ba. The author
ship of the commentary is attributed to Sara.ba. 
Gayadhara and Zla-bal;li hod-zer {Chandraprabha) . .  

· a.re named as the translators (TT. Vol. 58, No� 2524). 

R. H. 

BUDDHAKAPALA-TANTRA-TATTVACANDRIKA . 
"PA&JIKA-NAMA, the htie of a commentary as 
quoted in the Sde-dg&,: edition of the Tibetan 
Tripitaka. (TM. No� 196�). A slightly varying form 
of the title is given in � the Peking edition (PT. 

Vol. 58., No. 2525) vizi Buddha'fapiila-tamraatJa
pafijika-tattvacandrika-n4ma, i.e., the commentary 
called Tattvacandrikii oti the BUddhakapiilatantru. 
(cf. Buddhakapala-nama-yoginitantraraja). The Ti
betan translation of this commentary occurs in the 
Rgyud-}fgrel {tantra• coinm.entary) section of the 
Tengjrur. Padma rdo-rje (P�avajra) is cited as 
the name of the commen�ator. 

R. H. 

BUDDHAKARAKADHAMMA, qualities (dhamma) 
that make (kiiraka) a Bqddha., a term used in the 
Pali commentaries as ' synonym of paramita. 
The other terms used i1;1 the same meaning are 
buddhakare-dhamme, buddhadhammii, bodhiparipa-· 
cana-dhammii, the qualities that cause wisdom to. 
mature, and bodhiparipa¢aniZ-buddhakarakadhamma 
{J. I, pp. 19, 20, 25 ; ApA. pp. 22, 23, 28). 
See PARAMITA. 

BUDDHA-KAYA (the Buddha-Body) . 
Origin of the theory Buddha-Body 

U. K. 

It is likely that the enquiry on the Buddha-body 
originated in the explanation of the personality of 
Siikyamuni who had at�a.�ned Buddhahood after 
the · years of religious austerities. Sakyamuni 
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w&a a.n ordinary human being, it is true, but, 
as he was a great personage, the Enlightened 
One, he was looked upon already in his lifetime bv ,) 
the members of his Order as a superhuman being 
with divine virtues. The texts tell \IS that . the 
Buddha-hodf is endowed with the thirty-two 
marks of the Supennan, and again that the Tatha
gata's body is made of diamonds a.nd has ten 
powers and the four-fold ' fearlessness ' (D. III, 
pp. 142 ff.). Thus his disciples put their absolute 
trust in Sakyamuni, and praised him with various 
appellatives (See s.v. BUDDHA). Sakya.rouni 

· himself said. that he was the All-knowing and 
the · Tathagata, and acknowledged his own super
human . nature as the Enlightened One. After 

. Sakyamuni's passing · a.way at the age· of eighty, · 
his superhuman nature wa.s greatly widened and 
enlarged, because, though his death showed his 
own human limitations subject to transiency, 
his devoted followers could not but look upon 
Sa.kyamuni . as an super-human personage. 
Passages such as the following, " Ananda, if the 
Ta.th�ta so wishes, he· can live for a kalpa or 
for the rest of the kalpa (Ana,;,a_a _

· 
Tathagata 

· lcappatp oo ti#heyya kappavasesa1JI. v� _: D. II, 
. p. 116) and, " The Buddha put his golde�_foot out 
from. the CC?ffin n may be regarded as the expressions 

of the confide"ttc;e of his followers 'who. estee��d . 
�amuni as an imperishable, su�rh�n per
sonality. Thus this superhuman nature of the 
Buddha was transmitted to later generations and 
e:nls.rged with the passage of time and . this 
led to the composition of Buddha legends like the 
Jalaka8. According to such literature the En
lightenment of the Buddha was attained not only 
by means of his practice of austerities for several 
years, but also by dint of the immeasurable good 
words in his previous lives, during numberless 
kalpa8 ; ru'ld Sa.kyamuni is described as a unique 
superhuman being who has the thirty-two signs 
of perfection and the eighty minor marks of ex
cellence, and eighteen exclusive properties. 

The view of the Buddha in early periods 
Such a view of the Buddha-body was 

c�aracteristic of the period of traditional Schoo's, 
· the Sthavirav8din and the Mahiisa.IJlghika. And 
the Schools developed further these- views. The 
Sarvastivadins, along with · the Stha.viravadins 
contendet'l that the .living-body of the Buddha. 

· contained impure elements, · while the Mahasam
ghika argued that the Buddha-body was fr�e 
from - imprire elements. According to the 
Samayabedoparacanacakra (lbushurinron, ed. Enga 

Tera.rooso and Tememosougn Hirana.tsu, pp. 4f.} 
the view that the living body of the Buddha is 
pure is a doctrine of the l\'Iahasa:rp.ghika, the Eka vya
vahii.rika, the Lokuttaravadin, and the Kurukulaka .. 
This is described as follows : 

( 1) The Buddha, the Blessed One tra.DSIJends all 

worlds, (2) the Tatha.gata has no worldy substances 
(Lattkikadharma), (3) all the words of the Tatha- . 
gata preach the Dharma., (4) the Ta.thiigate. ex
plians explicitly all things, (5) the Ta.thiiga.ta. teaches · 
all things as they are, (6) the Ta.thagata's physical 
form (rupa), (7) the Buddha's authority is un. ' 
limited, (8) the life of the Buddha-body is limitless,. 
(9) the Buddha is never tired of encouraging 
beings to develop faith, (1 0) the Buddha does· not 
sleep, ( 1 1 }  the Tathii.gata is above the need to 
ponder questions, ( 12) the. Buddha, being always. 
in meditation, utters no word (naman) ; neverthe
less,- he preaches the truth for all beings by means. · 
of words and explanations, ( 13) the Buddha under
stands all matters instantaneously, · ( 14) the Buddh& 
gains complete understanding with his wisdom equal 
within a single thought-moment. ( 15) the Buddhas, 
unceasingly produce wisdom regarding de�truction 
(of defilements : Jc?afia-jnana), and wisdom COD• 
earning non-origination · · (a'rlutpada-jnana) · until 
being reach Nirvii.'Qa. 

This assertion of the Maha.sa:rp.ghika.s .to - . .the
effect that the living Buddha-bOdy is · a; body 
without defilements and that . the Buddha is a 
purely superhuman. being, wa,s according � the · 
Abhidharma-mahavibhiisa8astra, Vol. 76, supported 
by a p{\Ssa� from the texts as follows : " Though 
the Tathii.gata remains in this world, he is super
mundane and ca,�ot be defiled by worldly 
elements. " A passage of the Agamaa which 
reads, " The life of our Sa.kyamuni Buddha is · 
extremeiy lon6,- bocause his Cosmic Body (Dharm:J
kaya) survives the decay of his physical body, " 
seems also to support the view held by the Ma.M- · 
saiJlghikas. According to this view, it is not . · 
the· Buddha's body which perished at the age of 
eighty years, but his superhuman character that 
is, his true body, because the former is the 
embodiment of the latter. Such a view may be 
regarded as.a doctrinal development of: the teaching . · 
of the superhuman nature of the · Buddha with · · · 
the thirty-two signs of perfection and the eighteen · 
exclusive properties. This theory ima.y have 
been a forerunner of the Ma.ha.yanistic view of 
the Buddha-body. The Mahavastu says : " There 
is nothing in the world tha.t would be equal to · 
the Buddha. Everything pertaining to Great 
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Sages transcends the world " ( na hi lci??wit samyalc
sambuddluinaTfl· lokena samam. Atha khalu sarva??J
cva ?nahar\linmn lokottaram). According to the 

Kathavatthu and its commentary by Buddhaghosa, 
the same opinion ws.s held by the Andhaka, Uttara
pathaka and Yet.ulya1:a Schools. Contrary to the 
above theory, the Sthavir�vadins and the Sarvasti
vadins emphasized that the Buddha's physical 
body contained defilements, i.e . that the Buddha's 
physical body wi�h defilements, which lasted for 
eighty years was his real body, while he attained 
the state of Nirval)a. and realized the Cosmic 
Body free from defilemQnts. In the opinion of 
the Sarvastivadins, although the Buddha has 
tJJ,e thirty-two signs of perfection and the eighteen 
exclusive properties, his · physical body is, like 
those of the ordinary people, a qualified a1id defiled 
body produced by karm;�. According to the 
Samayabhcdoparacanacakra, the Sarvastivadins say : 
;• Not all the words of the Tathii.gata preach the 

. . _ Dharm� ; the Tathagata dqes not explicitly explain 

---- -- --------

Mahii.sarpghikas cite, to support their theory of the 
absence of defilement in tho Buddha's physical body, 
a passage from tlv.� Agama.s : " Though tho Tathii.
gata remains in this world, he is supermunda,ne 
and cmmot be defiled by worldly elertients.' ' �But 
the Sarvii.stivadins interpret · the same passage to 
the effect that by tho Buddha's physical · body is 
mes.nt the Tathagata. remaining · · in this world 
and his Cosmic Body is designated by saying 
that he is supermundane and cannot ·be defiled 
(Abhidharama-mahiivibhiisa-sastra, VoL 76). Such 
an interpretation makes clear · the stand-point of 
the Sarvastivadins who distinguish in the a.bstl'act 
t.he Cosmic Body froril the physical body. The 
difference of views of the Buddha-body between 
the Mahasa�p.ghikas and · the Sarvastiviidhis seams 
to deri:ve from the fact that the former view the 
physical body of _the ·Buddha · idealistically- and 
tho latter _ regard it realistically . .  

The MaMyanistic view of the Buddlia's Body ' . .  · ·, _ all things ; the Tathagata, doe!J not make clear The viQw of the Buddha� body in . MahJ'i,y� 
all things as. they are ; all the scriptures a!'e not Buddhism, wruch succeeded to that or: . .  the oide� 
stated with explicit meanings " (de bshin gcegs Schools, developed rapidly and in �;�_:ripus '_w�ya. pa�i yaun thams cad ni choa kyi l}khor lo rjes su The consistent feature of the view of"the BuddhSbakor ba nw yin nofthama cad rdsas 8U mnon par body in Mah�yana BuddhiSm _lies in 'th� _the6ry of g�ns pa ma yin 'flj)-/et"hama cad don jilta ba bshin the two-fold Buddha-body, that is, "the Cosmi9 gaut).s p.1 ma yon nofemdo sde thams cad ties pa�i Body and the Body of Tra.nsformatioil ' (Nirma'!'wl
cian gyoa gau1is pa m.a yin no : Samayabhedo- kiiya). The former is  the true body of the Budaha, 
paraoonacakra, p. 1 2). which is the absolute truth (tathaia), voidness 

The Abhidharma-rtwhiivibM.sa-S{istra (Vol. 76) (Silnyatci) and · remains unchangeable .whether 
. says that '.' If the Buddha-body had been free Tathii.ge.tas appear . in trus world or not; while 

from deflJements, a woman . . named Anupe.ma the latter is the incarnation or expedient .form, 
would not have experienced e. carnal desire for an embodiment_ of . the former. � oth�r wo�. 
the Buddha's physical body, nor would A.Iiguli- the Mahayana finds the true bo_dy of the Buddha 
mala have vented his anger upon the Buddha. " in the unconditioned voidne�s, i,�e. �he Cosm,ic 
This is also the reason why they hold · that the :Sody which transcends even, the Buddha's .physical 
sin of breaking the unity of the Order is more body. It also believes that the Cosmip Body or 
felonious than that of spilling tho blood of the the unconditioned voidness reveals itselr . . as a 
Buddha, since " the Cosmic Body is more important temporary physical body with the merciful intention 
than the Bud<iha'a physical body " (Abhi- of view conveying the truth to beings. · Such a view 
dharma-mahavibhasa-siistra, Vol. 1 16): In other may have been .derived from the idealistic . view 
words, for the Sarvastivi.idin, the Buddha's undefiled of the MahiisaT?ghikas who consider . the physical . 
Cosmic Body transcends his physical body and is, body of the Buddha as superhum!Ul• However, 
so to speak; an abstract, universal truth, while the characteristic of the doctrine of Mahayana. 
fot the Ma.hasmpghika, the physical body is an consists in the fact that the Mahii.yana finds the 
incarnated body, an embodiment of the super- true body of the Buddha in voidness or absolute 
human, undefiled body itself. Tho Sarviistivadins truth, without being limited to the idea of the 
assert that the Cosmic Body is a blissful result of transcendental undifiled Cosmic Body as the true · 
the accomplishment of morality, contempl1i.tion, 

. 
body of the Buddha . a.dvoca�d b� th� -!Jilha· . 

wisdom, emancipation and insight into emancipa· sarpghika. In the Vajrachchedika which . says, 
tion, and the Cosmic Body is nothing but an " Those who want to see me by virtue of form 
abstr�t. static and theoretical Buddha which and seeks me by means of voice make erronoous 
forms the .basis of his physical body. The exertions, and cannot see me " (ye md1ra nlP� 
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ad1'iikl}ur ye mA17[1- gho§e'l)a anvayul},/milhyaprahar:w- . 
parasrifa. na ma7J• darlc.manti te )anii!y,) and in the 
A��aiJ•'ihasrikii-praj fiiiparamita which says, "Indeed, 
the Tathagata. cannot be seen as a physical body, 

:· the Cosmie Body is the Tathagata. " (na hi tatha. 

galo nipa-kiiyato dra§lauyah dharmakayiis tathii

galha),. and in the SaddharmapuruJ,arikas'Utra which 
says, , .. Tathii.gata. is the eternal imperishable 
Buddha, wit> has immeasurable life, and displays 
extinctiolll only as an expedience,., is shown the 
Mahii.yii.nistic view of the Buddha-bddy that the 

BUDDHAKICCA, actions of the Buddha, programme 
of the Buddha's daily activities, the daily time 
table of the Buddha. It is divided into five parts 
on the basis of time, namely, (1)  actions before the 
midday meal (purebhatta1cicca), (2) actions after the 
midday meal (p�kabhatta1cicca), (3) actions in the 
first watch of the night (purimayamalcicca), (4) 

actiqns in the middle watch of the night (majjhima- . 

yamakicca) and (5) the actions' in the last watch 
of the night (pacchimayamakicca). 

Buddha is identified with absolute truth or voidness. The actions before the midday meal includo -the 
As. mentioned above " Those who perceive the following ; first, the Buddha rises early in the 
Dharma, perceive me " said Sii.kya.muni to his morning and attends to his bodily functions such 

· discip�es, and now in Mahayana the Dharma is as washing. Properly dressed, he goes for alms, 
identified with voidness, absolute trutP, the wisdom sometimes alone, sometimes with monks ; sometimes 

. of the · imperceptible voidness or prajnaparamitii. there are miracles when he g?es out for alms. It is 
And, in Mahii.yiin� Buddhism it has emphasized said that Nature makes the path even a.nd clear. 
that the Cosmic Body or the unlimited and .im· As he steps out of his chamber, rays of six colours 
perishable substance of Enlightenment which is radiate from his body and spread in all directions ; 
absolute truth and voidness, transcending the elephants and birds make pleasant sounds-; so do 

. physical body of the Buddha, is identified With the · musical instruments and the jewellery }Vorn by 'the 
blissful or matured body ( Vipaka-kaya, Niwarida- people. These sig0s make people aware that t.he . 
kaya) which is the result of . the perfection · of his _Buddha is on his way for alms, and they, properly 
vows and p�ticds in ·previous lives! ·. This theory <Jre�d, come out to the · streets with :flow'3rs and 

. comes froni the· ' BudcihB. : legends iri. which , the , .. scents in_ their hands; and extend · invitations 
· superhuman . �tW.e · of Sakya.muni' i� give� . . · In · io him· for food. The Buddha accepts one of the . 
· the sutta.s of vari()us Buddhas, such as the larger · · invitations, goes to the house of'his host and takes . 

. 
· 

· Sukhiivativyilh.a, tl!e Ak§obhyatathiigatasya-vyuh.a, his meal there. He preaches to the householders 
· -AmitAbha, Akl;!obhya and other Buddhas are and returns to the vihara, where he waits in the 
· descri�d as the Cosmic Body, but with the matl4alamala (q.v.) till the monks finish their meals. 
· obar·acteristics of the Blissful Body which · has Then he enters his gandhakuti (q.v.). 
fo� and virtue, coming from the perfection of 
its vows and practices. Therefore, in Mahayana 
Buddhism there are several the.ories of the Buddha 
body; one is the theory of the two-fold body which 
assumes the Cosmic Body with which the Blissful 

. Body · is combined, (the . Reward-Body), and 
. .  · In�ted Body ; the second is the theory . of 
· three-fold body which the Cosmic Body, the Blissful 

Body and the Incarnated Body and the third is the 
theory of the four-fold body based on the above
mentioned theories, and eo forth. 

For further developments of the subject of 
Buddha-body see s.v. TRI-KAYA. 

E. 0. 

B-UD DHAKA. YAVAR�A-PARINI�PATTYABHINIR
BARA, name of a. dharatti .mentioned in the list 
of Bodhi8attvadhnratti8 (Mhvyul. No. 758 ; See BHS. 

s.v.). 

Actions after the midday meal begin with 
instructions to monks assembled in the gandhakf4i. 
The Buddha answers questions put to him by the 
monks and gives subjeclis of meditation to monks io 
!mit their tempera.mant. When the m�nks take 
leave of him, he retires for a rest, if it is felt nece
SDal'y. P..fter a little while he gets up and preaches 
to · the people assembled in the · dhammasabM. 
With this the programme of the day is over. 

In the first watch of the night, he takes a bath, if 
considered desirable ; and, properly dressed, he 
returns to the gandhalcufi, waits in his seat for a. 
while in seclusion . Then the monks come to him 
to olea.r any doubts they have and tO .ask him for 
subjects of meditation; · With this the first watch o( 
the night is spe�t. 

The mid-watch of the night he spends with 
deities. They ask him various questions and he 
answers them . 

. , 
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Now it is the last watch of the night which he 
divides into three equal parts. The first part he 
spends walking about (cmikamana) to refresh his 
body. He sleeps in the second part, and in the 
third part, he wakes up and looks around the world 

-.-for people who have performed acta of merit 
during the time of fomier Buddhas, so that he 
could contact them (DA. pp. 45-48). 

Peking edition (TT. Vol. 37, No. 942). Both 
edi�ions give the same Tibetan title : (Hphag._-pa) 
Sans-rgycu; mi spm't-pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen-pol}i 
mdo · ':fhe author of the work is unknown, but the 
translators aro known as Jinamitra, Prajiiavarma 
and Ye-ses-sde. 

According to the above description, the Buddha 
. lived a settled life in an ariima. But we know . 
from the suttas such as the Mahiiparinibbana �utta 
and also from the Vinaya that' except during the 
rainy season he travelled far end wide in North 
India (See CARIKA); The account of the five-fold 

The author begins the text with :a salutation 
addressed to the Buddha and to all the bodhisattvas. 

. Once, when the Buddha was residina at the Vulture 
Hill of Magadha in Rajagrha, sea�d with two
thousand five-hundred and ten bhik�us and eight 
bodhisattvas, there cr.me to see the Buddha ten 
bodhisattvas, namely, Mya-Iian med (ASoka) ,  Mya
Iian-gyi-mun-pa thams-cad lies-par l;ljoms-pa; Ye- · 
8es-kyi-.Qod, Cha.ns-pa i-las byuii-ba .Qbrug-dbyaiia 
aprin-gyi Iia-ro, Yen-tan rin-po che.Qi me-tog kun-du 
rgyss-pal;li gzi-brjid lta-bu, Seii-gel;li yon-tan las 
byuii-ba .Qbrug-gi na-ros agro-ba, :aod-kyi gzi brijd 
rnam-par bsgrags-pa grags-pa, Ye-8es-kyi bkod-pa 
mthal)-yas-pabsgrub-pa la-sems-pa, Yon-tan rin-po
che . mthal_l�yas-pa}_li me-rtog-irun-du . rgyas-p$ 
rnam par bsgrugs-pa graga-pa and �ea-rab-kyi-ana.Ii
bas stobs-pa bstan-pal)i blo-gros. -Th�i:e�pon th�y 
circumambulated 'him and sat on ·'fr Side • .  Then 
they informed the Bu_ddha that. they had obtained 

. 
Buddhalcicca described above, therefore, applies ro 
him only when he was not on·tour. 

U. K. 

BUJ)DHAK�TYA, acta oi the Buddha. As enume
rated by Aaaiiga they are twe�e, namely, (I) the 
Buddha's existence as bo�ttva in the form of 
Svetaketu, (2) his descent from the abode of 

. �ta, (3) his entrance into the womb of Maya, (4) 
his birth, (5) acts of dexterity performed by him, 
(6) his life in the company of noble women, (7) his 
renunciation of the world, (8) his practiee of ssceti
oism, (9) his victory over the Evil One, (10) his · 

· · attainment of supreme Enlightenment, (11) his tur
ning of the Whoel of ihe Doctrine and finally . (12) 

his �arinirvay;ta. These acts are manifestations of 
the Buddha's apparitional body (Nirmii.ttakaya), 

. mere make-believe acta designed to create a sense 
of kinship wi�h . human beings (UUaratantra of 
Aaa.Iiga transl*ed from Tibetan into English by 
E. Obermiller--Reprint from Acta Orientalia, Vol. 
IX, pp. 254-5). A detailed account of these twelve 
acts are given in the History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, 
part II, pp. 7 ff. (translated from Tibetan into 
English by E. Obermiller). 

.. These twelve acts of the Buddha are to be found 
in biographies of the Buddha, written either in Pali 
or in Sanskrit. The only difference is that the 
Mahayana explains these as mere make-believe, not 
real, acts- a concept not found in the Pali tradition. 
In the Lalitavistara, they are called sports (lalita) of 
the Buddha on earth. See DOCETISM. 

U. K. 

BUDDHAKSEPA:t$A, the title of a text, theTibetS.n 
translation �f which occurs in the Mdo-sde (mis�ei� ' 
laneoua aiitra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur in 
the Sde-dge edition (TM. No. 276) and i:r:1 the Mdo

sna TshogR (miscellaneous works) sectiOn in the . 

a topic of meditation seven years age;) and were . 
unable to compose their minds to p��te�tineditation 
as a fesult of which they were feeli�g .dejected and 
unhappy. 

. , · • 

To them the Buddha preached this discourse, at 
the end of which tho� fearless bodhisattvas {tho 
ten of them), the bodhiaattvas who were in the 
company of the Buddha, the bhi�us, the gods, the 

. non-gods (asura), and the demi-gods (gandharva ; 

Tib. dri-za), all rejoiced. 
I. K. . · · 

BUDDHAK$ETRA, 'domain of the · Buddha. ' 
(Jap. Butaudo), a world-system in which a. particular 
Buddha. lives and operates. . This is one of the most 
significant Mahii.yana concepts. There is hardly a · 
Sansktit Buddhist work which does not mention it 
somewhere, It appears to be second only to 
Buddhahood in its importance in the future destiny . 
of the bodhisattva. Every Buddha has a domain of · 
his own, a universe under the rule of the Law prea
ched by him. · The significance of such a domain is 
proportionate �o the nobility of the deeds performed 
by its ruling Buddha during his probation as a 
bodhisattva. It is primarily a cosmological concept, 
because behind all the ethical and philosophical 
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interpretations and metaphorical elaborations, lie 
certain primary conceptions about a Buddha's 
relation to the world. 

The earliest notion of a Buddha's domain e,ppears 
to be �onnected not so . much with the limitations 
of his pow:ers as with the particular and peculiar 
province of his powers which are distinguished from 
tboee of the rest of mankind. 

The Thera.vadins had no clearly defiJ1ed concept 
· of this sort, but ideas leading up to such formulations 

seem to be implied in the use of terms · like gocara - . . . 

and lchetta. 
In the Pali Dhammapada (vv. 1 79, 180) the Buddha 

is called Anantagocara, one who has a domain . 
(gocara ) which· is infinite (ananta). This is one of 
the earliest suggestions of a. Buddha. having as 
domain, a range . of knowledge. The Buddhists 
began to di!!cuss.the topic of the Buddha's knowledge 
relatively early. -The Buddha is also called Saman
tacGUhu, one who soes an · (Sn. v. 346)., Babbavidu, 

. one who knows all, SabbabhibMl, all-conqueror 
· . (8ft. "· 211) and· Lolcavidu, one who knows the world 
· · (8. I, p. 62), though it is true that. the ·omniscience · 

(�nilUia : Pug. PP· 61� ioi ·; Netti. pp:. �l. 103) 
at;tribu� to �he Buddha is. not what· · the .Jams 

. claimed for their leader, the view _that : complete 
kD.owledge was continually· present The Buddha's 

.omniscience meant that the Buddha could so direct 
his attention that anything could come within the 

. . ' net of his knowledge ' ( iiatw-jala ), the range of his 
knowledge .(M. I, p. 482). 

The word khetta is more or less synon�ous with 
gocara and is given in the Dhammasanga��i as '·one 
of the metaphors for the sphere of vision. " This is 
the sight, the sphere of sight, the element of vision, 

· the faculty of vision ; that is a world, a door, an 
ocean, a field (khetta), a land " (Dha. §. 597). 

Buddhaghosa was the first TheravSdin who� 
basing · himself on the ideas mentioned above, 
.formulated a theory of tha Buddha's domain. 
He used the we>rd visaya in the s�n"c� of the 
Buddha's range of knowledge, representing perhaps 
the .first definite notion of his having· any sort of a 
Cosmic field. · The · term buddhakkhetta in the 
Vi�Juddhimagga covers three fields, · nam�lJ, the 
field of birth, limited by the ten thousand world
systems that quaked on the occ!\sion of the 
Buddha's birth, called jatiJclchetta, the field of 
authority limited by the hundred thousa.nd million 
world-systems where the paritta is effective, ciilled 

the anakhetta, and tho field of vision which is 
infinite and immeasurable, called the visayaklchetta 
Vism. p. 349, xii.i, § 31 )  ; as far as he wishes, the 

Buddha could kno� anything anyw.C.ere (A. I, p. 228). 

The basis of this theory of the Buddha's infinite 
visayakkhetta may be traced in the speculation 
.about his omniscience, about the infinite scope 
of h�s knowledge which made him a Buddha. 
By tho time of the A1iguttara Nikaya, ' thrice-a
thousand mighty thousand-world systems ' (ti8aha8-
simahasahassi-lokadhatu) seems to have become 
standard for the inclusive cosmos. A Buddha can 
make his voice heard throughout this area (A.I, 
pp. 227-8). It is this cosmos which is later consi
dered as the equivalent . ·of the buddhalc§etra in its 
numerical use. The cosmos described in the 
Mahavastu consists of sixty-one universes of ' thrice
a-thousand mighty- thousand world-systems.' . 
" While he was setting the Wheel of Dharma rolling, · · 

. the Buddha made his voice, as he sopke, resound 
through this area and the Buddha-fields beyond " · 
(Mhvu. ID, pp. 341-2). The Mahavastu and the 

· Mahayana · siitras consider that the n��r of · 
bUddha�etr� is infinite in every direction and the 
names of some of-those great universes are given in 
the Mahavastu (I, pp .. 123-4). 

· · ·._' The Kar:in:w1:m!l4arika explains the budd/iaqetr� 
as that by which one comes to understand that the 
sa'f!£8karas are like a dre�m. The Buddhas are the 

. ultimate basis ·or what is real in the universe. · 
This is tho profound meaning which is. implied in 

· the Karu'f)apu7J4arika in calling this great cosmos 
the domain of the Buddha. · ThiS belief involves . 
assumptions about the relation of a Buddha. to his 
universe which go far deeper into metaphysics than 
the Thei'a.viida. belief in the world as object of the 
Buddha. 's knowledge. J.n the Thora.vada, the Buddha 
was set over against the world e.s its. knower, 
whereas in the Ma.ha.yima the Buddhas are part of 
the fundamental. reality of ·t�e world itself. 

The Therave.da and Mahayana accounis of ihe 
various realms of existence · are more or · less in 
agreement up to the point _where the future of a 
person who has attained supreme and perfect 
Enlightenment (tathagala) is described. The Thera
vada and other :Wna.yana Schools describe him a8 
attaining Nibba.na, a state which is indescribable · · 
(amjakata : atthi tathiigato parammara'f)ii), while 
Ma.lia.yana suggested a place oa.lled �. · 
The development of this concept is the result of the 
development of the bhakti movement in the first 
place, and, secondly, of the development of mono
theism in Buddhism. 
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The faithful Buddhist wishes to dwell in the sight 
of the Buddha or to see Tathagatas. He believes 
that the Buddha is not really extinct, but that 
somewhere he is present and in existence. Devotion 
(bhakti) is incomplete without some persisting 
person as its support. The Mahasa:rp.ghikas came to 
the rescue of the devotional needs of the laity by 
fostering the belief that the Buddha, as a super· 
mundane being, had not quite passed away, but 
persisted after his ParinirViil).a. in some form or 
other. The Mahii.yii.na developed this idea and 
filled the entire universe to the utmost limits of 
space with Buddhas and bodhisattvas who were 
alive and who thus . could be loved and treasured. 
The majority of the faithful had obviously never . 
e�pected to obtain the highest goal of Nirvii.I).a 
in this very life. Instead, they could only hope to 
gain access to a plane of the universe which offered 
fewer obstacles to the attainment of full Enlighten
ment than the world of men. Rebirth in the 
heavens was . to them the immediate rewarcl of a 
holy life. All that Mahayana did · in . this 
respect was to replace the heavens of the old 
Hindu gods by the heavens of the Bud<ill¥ and 

· bodhisattva.s, and to increase the· opportunities 
of the average man by multiplying the paradiaes in . 
which he could }>e rebo�� Ev�n in the ibera.vada., 
the paradise of Metteyya. bad become increasingly. 
popUlar as a. place of future rebirth. . Metteyya., 
the next Bu:ddha., at present reigns and preaches 
in the Tu�ita. heaven. . The pious aspired, after 
death, to go to Metteyya.'s kingdom and tO' stay 
there until they would be with him in his fuial 
life on earth. 

These types of rebirth naturally appealed very 
strongly to the Ma.hayii.nists, and consequently we 
.find in many of their devotional writings the authors 
piously desirous that the merit they have acquired 
by instructing the world thorugh their written 
works may secure for them at death· rebirth in one 
ofthese buddhakl;etras. 

The basic idea of this belief seems to be that 
every person upon reaching Enlightenment acquires 
a spiritual realm (buddhak§etra) to which he repairs 
after death and in which he continues to instruct 
the bodhisattvas and other pious persons who 
may be born there, leading them to supreme 

· Enlightenment for themselves. 

Just as the Buddha Se.kyamuni appeared in this 
world-system, so other world-systems have their 
Buddhas also. In assigning different Buddhas to 
different world-systems, the Mahayana was not 

original. The Mahiisarp.ghikas and the Sa.utra.n. 
tikas had already done so. Tho originality of the 
Mahayana consisted in the develcpment of the 
notion. of a buddhakl;etra and in the diStinction 
they made between pure and impure buddhakl;etrCJI. 

Each Buddha has a. certain limited field of 
influence in which, with a. deep, sublime and 
wonderful voice, he teaches the Dharma to creatures 
and thereby helps them to win Enlightenment • . 
A buddhakl;etra is a kind of · mystical universe . 
inhabited by a Buddha and by the beings over 
whom he rules. According to Buddhaghosa, ·a 
Buddha. has a two-fold relation to his universe. 
He knows the entire universe as a field of his 
knowledge. He also exercises . authority and 
influence over a certain range of world-systems. 
The first relation is clearly developed in Theravida. 
literature. The second idea., that of a spatially 
limited, magical influence of the Buddha, of his 
sovereignty over a particUlar area, as distinct from 
his supreme eminence in it, · is almost completely 
absent from the Pa.li · Nikayaa a.Iid was probably . 
adopted by Buddhaghoaa.·from the Mahiyana. 

Many buddhaqetraa are identical with the na�ura.l 
and impure W.orld-systems which a.r& inhabited by 
creatures in all the siX destinies (gati, q.v.). Other 
buddhakl;etraa, lib that of the Buddha �tabha, 
for instance, are Pure Lands. Some Buddhae • 
oreate realms which are n�t natural, but ·ideal or 
tra.nscen�ent, in the sense that they stand outside · 

· the triple world of sense�desire (kiimalokG), of fol'i:J& 
(rUpalok.a) and . of fornil�ess (arapaloka),. devoid 
of women, animals, ghosts and the damned, 
inhabited only by bodliisattvas of great spiritual . 
perfection, either gods or men pure in word, deed 
and thought, come into being there by apparitional 

· ( opapatilca) birth. There one sees the radiant �ody 
of the Buddha., iistens to his preaching and under
goes further and further purification until Buddha:. 
hood is reached by all. This paradise is often 
described with much sensory imagery. Th& 
following description of the buddhaqetrCJB .is found 
in the SaddharmapurWarilca Smra (p. 210). 

" The Buddhas stationed in · the east in fifty 
hundred thousand myriads of ko{is. of worlds, equal 
to the sandS of the river Ganges, became all visible, 
and the buddhalc8etras there, consisting of crystel, 
became visible, variegated with jewel-trees, decors

. ted With strings of fine oloth, replete with many 
hundred thousands of bodbisattvas, covered with 
canopies, d�cked with a network of seven precious 
substances and gold. And in these buddhaqetrcw 
appeared the Lords, the Buddhas, teaching with 
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sweet and gentle voice, the law of creatures. Those 
buddha�etras seemed replete with hundreds of thou
eands- of bodhisattvt>.s. So, too, it was in tho south
east, so in the south, so in the south-west, so in the 
west, 80 in the north-west, so in the north, 80 in the 
north-east, so in the nadir and so in the zenith. It 
was sa in the ten directions of space ; in each direction 
were to be. sean many hundred thousand myriads 
of .'ko(ia of buddha�etras similar to the sands of the 
river Ganges . . . . . .  " " Beings who are born in these 
lands will never suffer untimely · death, will be 
abundantly rich, doers of good, truthful and sincere, 
tender in talk. Their families and relations will 

· never he ·scattered. They will be skilful in recon
ciling quarrels, ever benefitting others when speaking. 
They will never be ·envious or angry, but ever main
tain right principles . . . " 

and universal Buddha who included and overaha. 
dowed all the rest. Consequently, the buddha�<�etro 
of this Buddha., whoever he hap pend to be, came to 
be the goal of ordinary ambition. Historically we 
find two such monotheistic strains which finally 
resulted in two different Schools, in one of which the 
sUpreme being is known as V airocana and in the 
other, Amitabha.. Consequently we find two main 
lines of development in the buddha�etra theory. 

The followers of V airocana. were for the most part 
the esotericists and occultists, who were generally 
more concerned with the control of destinies in 
this life tha.n in the world to come, so that the 
paradise-doctrine of this School did not receive the 
same development as did the doctrine of the 
Amitabha.-paradise. Nevertheless, the buddha�etra 
idea was not wholly neglected by them. In certain 

All this is -popular religion. Great effo_rts are cases, ten or thirteen stages of bodhisa.ttvahood 
made to integrate these popular conceptions with were symbolised as material heavens, in th� highest 

· the basic principles of wisdom. It would go against of which dwelt Vairocana himself. Even more . 
the spirit of the doctrine of universal void (sunyatii) interesting a.i'e �he thirteen stages of the path- of 

· if one were to have these paradises as a kind of progress of the righteous who have departed, aa 
crnde actuality out there.- in space . . . As a. matter of taught in. �he esoteric Schools of China and Japan. 

. fact, they are produced by the �ds of the bo�t- They are : (1) Aca.la, where the ' soul ' remrurus tOr 
· · � . �d ;have , infinite . foJ,'PlS, · sometimes . p�, . the fust . w'eek aft-er death, (2) Sakyamuni, for the 

sometiines ,qefi.led . - They .are in' various cycles of second ·w�ek, (3) Maiijti.S'ri, for the third week, (4) 
enJoyment· or .suffering. · . � tlie bodhisattya Iearrui· · Samantabhf«::ra, for the fo�h week, ( 5) �itigarbha, . 

· . o( poople's . graspillg; gree4' aild .'riolence, . he mUst .. .for the fifth week, (6) Maitreya, for the sixth week; 
not say : . Aw.ay with . these people so • grasping and · (7) Bh�ajyaguru, for the. seventh week, (8) A Va.lo

. Violent ; B;Dd, on that account, be depressed and ki�vara, . for tho eighth week, (9) Mahasthama-
. turn his back on them. He .makes a vow to have a prapta, for �he ninth week, (10) Ami.tabha, for ·: 
'\'ery pure field in which ·the very name of such the tenth week, (11)  �obhya, for the eleventh . 

. persons shall not be heard. But, if the bodhisattva · week, (12) A.kii.Sa.garbha., for the twelfth week, and · 
turns his face away from .the welfare of all creatures, ( 13) V airocana, for ever. 
his field is not pure and his work not accomplished. 

. There is an appa.Tent inconsistency in the various 
accounts and· enumerations of these buddha�etras, 
since every buddha�etra is realiy so great and so 
large as to be co-e�ent with the universe, and · 

· yet at the same time there are as many buddha�etras 
· as there have been Buddhas. 

As a popular religion the Buddhism of faith 
teaches· a multiplicity of buddhak�etras. As an off� 
el;loot of the Buddhism of wisdom, this multiplicity 
is only pro.visionally true. uitimately all buddhak
�et1'a8 are one and the one is all. The natural and 
the ideal �etras are one and the s.ame. 

In the early days of Mah�yana, a man endeavou
red to be reborn in some budd�etra, no matter 
which, or preferably in the realm of the Buddha 

· who took his special fancy. As time went on, 
however, Me.hiyB.na. became more · monotheistic, 
and the belief grew that there was but one supreme 

The Amitiibha School is based almost exclusively 
on the belief in rebirth in paradise through self
renouncing adoration of Amitiibha, so that among 
the follower!:l of this School, the buddha�etradoctrine 
received very great development. Though .origi
nally it was only one out of many equally important 
re�, it came gradually to �e pre-eminence 
among all the paradises. This doctrine iR folind · 
mainly in three works, namely, the larger Sulcha
MtivYtlha, the smaller Sulchavativyilha and the 
Amitiiyuf'dhyarta Smra. 

· 

1'he larger SulchavativyUha teaches that those 
who accumulate a large pile of good work, who 
direct their thoughts to Enlightenment and think · 
of Amitabha in. the hour of death, go to· the blessed 
land called Sukhiivati, although those who · merely 
direct their thoughts to Amitabha and his buddM-

. k�etra (i. e., Sukhavati) may also possibly reach it. 
On . the otherhand, the smaller SukM� 
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teaches that the blessed land is not the reward for 
good work, but that anyone who merely hears the 
name of Amitayus and thinks of him in the hour 
of death will be born there. 

In the larger Sukhavativyuha, Sakyamuni appears 
in Riijagrha on the Grdhrakiita surrounded by 
thousands of monks, disciples and bodhisattvas. 
In conversation with Ananda he enumerates eighty
one Buddhas of the past. The last of these, named 
Lokesvararaja, instructs the monk Dharmakara 
regarding the perfectioAs of the buddl!ak�etras. It 
is this Dharmakara who, by prayers (prarJ-idhiina) 
in a former life and by faithfully practising the 
virtues of a bodhisattva through countless aeons, 
was reborn in the Sukhavati world, in the west, as 
Buddha Arnita.bha. There he radiates immeasura-

. ·ble light (hence, Amitiibha) and his span of life is 
immeasurable (therefore, Amita.yus). In his bu.ddha
qetra, the Sukhavati paradise, there is neither 
hell ·nor animal birth, no pretas nor asuras. This 
blessed land is :filled with infinitely sweet scent. 
Jewel-trees in IPaDY hundreds and thousands of 
colours grow there, also wonderful lotus blossoms. 
There are no hills there ; the land is as flat 88 an 
open hand. Delight�l rivers yield pleasant sweet 
w�ter and the rippling of the water is the most 
glorious music. · Beings who are born in Sukhii.vati 
are also endowed with the most be�utiful qualities, 
physical and mental, and enjoy all imaginable 
pleasures. There is no difference between men and 
gods. There is no question of day and night. 
There is no darkness. Here Aniitii.bha is continually 
praised. · Whoever thinks of this Buddha with awe, 
whoever pays heed·to the increase of his good deeds, 
whoever directs · his thoughts to Enlightenment, 
whoever prays reverently to be reborn in that world, 

to him Arnitii.bha appears in the hour of his death, 
and he is born in the blessed land. Indeed, even 
those who only think of Amitabhll with one single 
thought are born there. The beings in Sukhii.vati 
are not, however, born of women. They appear 
seated on lotus blossoms, if they have firmly belisved 
in Amitabba, or .resting in the cups of the lotus 
blossoms, if their faith had not been quite firm. 
The beings in that blessed world live in happiness 
and calmi in perfect wisdom and sinlessness. 

The Amita.yurdhyana Siltra which has come dowri 
only in the Chinese translation (SBE. Vol. 49) deals 
less with the description of the blessed land, but 
devotes more space to the recommendation of 
meditations (dhyana) on Amitayus by means of 
which one may reach that land. 

For centuries these three works on Sukhavati and 
Amitiiyus (SEE. Vol. 49) ha,ve formed the basis of 
the faith of the majority of Buddhists in China 
and Japan, who found consolation and comfort in 
their belief in Amida, as Amitii.yus is called in Japan, 
and in the hope of birth in the blessed land. This 
is especially t111e of the numerous adherents of the . 
two Japanese sects, JOdo-shu and Shin-shu. 

Just a.s the Sukhiivativyuha describes the blessed 
land of Amitii.bha, the Ak�obhyavyilha gives an · 
account of the land .of Buddha �obhya, (the text 
has only come down in the Chinese translo.ti�n : 

Nanjio. No. 28}, and in the same way the Karutta
'JYU'tfif,arika gives an account of the wonderland 
Padma of Buddha Padmottara, whose life lasted 
for thirty ages of the world (kalpaa). 

Apart from occasional mention elsewhere, two 
workers in the 8iistra literature of India deal more 
particularly with the doctrine of bwldhaqetra ; 
one is the Bodhisattvabhilmi and the other a commen
tary on the Sukhiivativyuha, called Amitayuraatro
padesa. In both works, the purely m�Y,rial side· 
of the paradise doctrine is retained, and �ta.bha 
is still but a single and semi·historical Buddha, and 
his paradise but a single, even if important, btJd. . · 
dhak§etra; 

Five methods are prescribed by which�'o�e may 
gain rebirth iD one of the lands of th� )ud� : . . 
( 1) One should load a pure life and cultivate the · 

desire to become like the Buddha ; (2) worship of · 
the Buddha as a mea.Iis of accumUlating merit
the worship comprises such acts as praising the 
Buddha's virtues, doing homage to ;his beauty, 
delighting in the thought of him, willing to be 
reborn one ·day as a perfect Buddha (pl'a�idMna), 
and making gifts to the Buddha. The · latter is a 
particular source · of merit. The merit to be 
obtained from a gift is the greater, the more exalted_ 
its recipient is. (3) One should think of the Buddha 
while repeatedly pronouncing his name. Since . 
the name contains the power oi the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas, its invocation is an act of thl' highest · 
virtue. The most famous of all is homage to the 
Buddha Amitabhs. While on the one hand the 
professionals surpassed themselves in the number 
of their repetitions of the holy name, it was conceded 
to the laymen that one single act of devotion, one 
single 'thought of the Buddha for one single moment 
will effect his salvation. (4) One should believe 
firmly that one's chosen Buddha or bodhisattva 
has made a vow to save all, and that, therefore, 
he is both willing and able to save one, and to take 
one to his paradise. A firm belief is recognised by 
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tJriee features : (a) it must be sincere, (b) one must 
be deeply convinced of one's o·wn wretchedness 

· and t1're po.wer of tho Bncldha's vow and (c) one must 

transfer or deflect one's merits to the paradise and 

form a vow to be reborn therein. Tho colla· 
boration ef compassion on the part of the Buddha 
and of faith on our part brings about the desired 
rebirth.. (5) One should concentrate in one's 
meditations on the perfection of a Q1tddhak§etra 
and one should train the visual imagination to see 

. the .Buddhas and bodhi�ttvas ; and also the 
eenses of sound, sight and smell to perceive the 
sensory beauty of the . buddha.lc§eiras . . 

Reference is also made to the upc:.k�etra in the 
MaM.vastu. It says, . "a buddlwk�etra is proved 
to be sixty-one systems of three thousand worlds ; 
and the upa�etra is to be understood as being 
four times this" (Mhvu: I, p. 121). The in:iplication 
see:ais to. be that the environs of the budtlha�"etra 
constitute the upal�etra. 

U. K. 

always �t their place thereafter, but the Buddha 
declined, saying that Buddhas would never take 
their meals regularl�f in the snmo place. Thereupon 

it was agreed, according to tho Sutta-nipiita 
commentary (SnA. II, p. 532), that the Buddha, 
aft-or going round for alms, should come to the 
briihman 's residence and partake of his meal there. 
The Dhammapada commentary (Dl•pA. III, pp. 
317 f. ), however, gives a different version, that the 
Buddha agreed to send all those who invit-ed him for 
IJ;leals to them, they supplied all that was necessary 
for the· :rrieal, and, · when there was no invitation, 
they fed the Buddha themselves. Before long, they 
attained arahantship and passed into Nibb8na. 
Great multitudes of people gathered together and, 
placi,ng both bodies on one hearse and, rendering 
high·honours, carried them to the burning.ground. 
The Buddha, too, went there with five hundred 
monks and preached the Jara Sutta (Sn. pp. 158 ff.) · 
'rwo Jatak"a stories by the name Saketa Jataka 
(J. I, p. 308 f. No. 68; II, pp. 234 f. No. 237), which 
also refer to the . meeting" and the entertainment 
of the Buddha by the old brahman, state that the 

· . B�LJOG.LU>HY : A�obilyaU!JUha ; ·. Amitayurdh
_
- · Jarii Sutta was preached. at the brB.luDan's residence yiina Siara ; .Amitayur8Utropade8a ; Avata·f(&3aka 

· · after the meal on which. occasion the brahman and · · . or Btlddh4vat!lt]1saka : Siltra· ,• .Bodliisattvabhumi ; · · · 
· hiS - wifi_ .• e . became ' 8akadiig_ii.min.s. · Karu!'(ipU�rika; M anjubibtuldhak�etragu'!'Ltvfiah(J� . 

. SukhiiviJt·ieyfma .(larger and smaller} a.Iid Vimaza:: ' �'he Anguttara·conime�t;ry (AA . . £ fpAOO f.) and . 

. . ilmnirde8a, L. · D. ' B�rnett, . .  Introduction 
.
in · "the Avad�M8ataka (AvA. ·p: l92) ala� refer to a. mrui 

'P�ofUg�' (trsl ofSantideva.'s Bodhicary�vata�a):· a.Iid a. woman, who had b�n the Buddha's father 
Friess, Belig?,on in the Variou8 Cultures ; Eastern . and mother and so on, in former births, and showed · 

· .Buddhiat, · Vola. VI, VII ; S. Hardy, Manool- of . him great affection when they met the Buddha . 
. Btitldh&Bm ; W. M. McGovern, Manual of .Buddhist But the dissimilarity of personal and place names 
Plrilotwphy ,· E. Conze; Buddhism ; .M. Winternitz, here makes . it improbable that they are identical 
A Hiswry of Indian Literature, Vol. II. . with the brahman of Saketa and his wife. 

BUDDBAKULA, name by which a certain brahman 
family of Saketa was popularly kiiown (SnA. II, 
pp. 531 ff.); The two heads ·of this family, the 
brihman and his wife, were known as Buddhapita 
and Buddhamatii., respectively, boc!"use they had 
been born as the Buddha's parents in five hundred 
previous births, · grand-parents in another five 
hundre<i and uncle and aunt in yet anoiher five . . 
hundred .. One day, in the time of the Buddha 
-Gotama, the �ld brahman saw the Buddha near 
Biketa and greeted him like his long-lost son. 

• Then he took the Buddha and the monks to his 
residence, to see the Buddha's mother, brothers 

· and sisters, referr..ng to the brii.hman's wife and 
-children.· They entertained the Buddha and the . 
monks" to a meal, at the end of which the Buddha. 
preached the doctrine to them. Both the brii.hman 
and his wife became salcQddgiimins (once-returners) . . 
They then requested the Buddha to take his me8Is 

· H.. R. P. 

BUDDHALANKARA, a Pali poem mentioned in 
the Sasanava'1fl8a (Sasv. p. 98) a.S havi.Iig been written 
by Silava.tp.Sa of Ava, in the fifteenth century, based 
on the Sumedha.-katha in the Nidanakathii. (Winter· 
nitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, Univer· 
sity of Calcutta, 1933, p. 225 ; Bode, The Pali . 
Litrature of Burma, RAS., London, 1966, p. 43}. 

H. R P. 

BUDDHALANKARADHinHITA, . name of a 
dharatti cited in the list of Bodhisa.ttvadharanis 
(Mhvyu. No. 756 ; BHS. s.v.). 

BUDDHALA.NKARAVT'OHA, . a aamcidhi or .coneen
tra.tion of mind mentioned in the Lazitavistara(p.3). 
When the Buddha attains to this samiidhi, rays 
spread from his body and rise up to Suddhaviisa 
abodes (loc. cit) . 
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BUDDHALOCANA ( I )  (var. -locani ; Jap. Butsu
gemmo; Tib . Sans rgyas kyi spyan) ,  the feminine 
personification of the Eye of the Buddha. Esoteric 
texts mention five Eyes as heing possessed by the 
Buddha, the fleshy (physical) Eye, the Divine Eye, 
the Eye of Wisdom, the Eye of the Law (Dhamma) 
and the Buddha Eye. The Buddha alone has all 
five Eyes. 

The Buddha Eye is perSonified in esoteric Bud
dhism. Its image is found in the ' Court of Omnis
cience ' and in the ' Co'!ll't of Sakya , ' of the 
Circle of the Plan of the Matrix. The personages o! 
the Plane of the Matrix are divided into 3 sections 
or kulas : the section of the Buddha, the section 
of the lotus and the section of the diamond (vajra). 

· In each of these sections, two personages .preside , 
one male and the other female. The male is called 
the Chief of the Section, the female, the Mother. 
The Buddha. Eyo is the Mother of the section of the 
Budqha. 

. The epithet 'Mother of the Buddha.' does not 
mean that it gives birth to Buddhas because, 
V all-ocana., for example, who is a Body of the Univer- . 
sal ( omnipresept) Essence, cannot· be produced from 

· otqers. . The epithet is given to the Buddha. Eye 
�use it allows the Buddha to discover the various · 

·. needs of beings who have to be saved, and according
ly, to produce, in the fashion of others, different · 
forms or manifestations appropriate to different 
categories of beings. 

The Buddha Eye (Butsugemmo) is found in the 
texis in three chief forms : (1) as transformation of 

. Yajrasattva (q.v.). In this transformation the 
Body stands on a large white lotus and emits white 
.rays like those of the moon ; it has smiling eyes ; 
its hands rest in the attitude of concentration 

.
. 
and from his limbs millions of Buddhas ar� born, as 
numerous as the sa.nds of the Ganges, who all pay 

· him their homage; (2) as transformation of Vairoca
.na (Dainichi). This is the form which is found in 
.the Court of Omniscience of the Circle of the Plan 
·Qf the Matrix and called Kokugen, 'the Eye of 
Emptiness ; ' (3) as tra.nsformation of Sii.kyamuni. 
This is the form found in the Court of Sii.kyamuni in 
the same circle. It is called Nojakumo 'Mother of 
.Sakyamuni ' · or Henchigen, 'the Eye of Omnia-

. <Cience . ' But in Japanese tradition as found in 
· ;paintings, this form is dalled Nyoraibo (Jewel of 
'Tathigatas : Skt. Sarva-tathagata-mat�-i), because 
it holds in its lt)ft he.nd a lottis surmounted by a 

· jewel. 

The figure of the Court of Omniscience in the 
Circle of the Plan of the Matrix has a body of golden 
hue and a robe of white silk. It is seated on a lotus 
and its hands are in the mudrii of concentration 
which is-also that of V airocana. It ia in this fonn 
that Butsugemmo is represented in the Speci81 . 

Circle, in the same way as the transformation cf 
V ajrasattva (Pl. XVIT in Hbg. ill, p.207). 

The figure in the Court of Sakyamuni is also · 
seated on a lotus and is of golden liue. It holds · 
in its left han� a lotus, surmounted by a trip�e 
jewel (cintiimatti} ; ita right hand, with palm raise.d 
forward, has its thumb and index finger stretched 
out, the middle and fourth fingers bent and the 
little finger slightly bent. The conventional symbol 
is a lotus surmo.unted by a cranial protuberance 

· with two eyes, surrounded by a nimbus (See Pl. LX. 
Fig. 2). 

. The most commonly used seal or mudra is the 

.mudrci of the 5 eyes. The middle fingers raised 
against each other, the palms hollowed, the index 
fingers bent with their ell.ds on the o.ut side. of the 
middle fingers, the thumbs raised with their-ends. 
touching the interior of the middle fingers. They . 

thus form openings, representing the five Eyes of 
the Buddha. The b.ija (mantra) is ga, the tiraf' 
syllable of the word gagana, �eaning sky or space. 

. 

The chief formula. of worship is N amo bhaga.fXJio 
�1)isa 01Jl rurU. sphuru jvala ti§�ha siddha locam . · · 
sarvartha sadhaniye 8viUui. 

For further details see, article on Butsugemmo in 
Hobogirin (Hbg. III, pp. 205 · ff.) from which the 
above information w� taken . 

G.P.M. 

BUDDHALOOANA (2), name of a. Buddhist goddess 
:mentioned in the Mahii.vyutpatti (BB. Xlll, 59). 

BUDDHAMAKU'fA-NAMA MAHAYANA-s'OTRA
MAHADHARMA PARYAYA (or A.rya B0), the . 

. title of a. Sanskrit text, the Tibetan version of · 
which is found in the Mdo (slitra) section ofthe 
Ke.ngyur under the title ]Jphaqs-pa satis-rgya�-l:yi 
dbu-rgyan shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen·po�i . mdo 
chos-kyi rnam-gran; chen-po. Sii.kyasirpha and 
Devendrara.k�ita are stated to have tre.nslated the 
work into Tibetan (TT. Vol. 37, No. 940; TM. 
No. 274). · 

Tho text contains a sermon preached by the . 
Buddha. to Maha.kasyapa at a large assembly of 

monks, bodhisattvas, gods, nii.gas, gandharvas, 
sages, etc., at the Grdhrakii�a in Rajagrha. The 
Buddha. declared that one should know of the 
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perfection of �uous deeds by the �ioneer bodhi
·aattvas. He sa1d he would explam these and 
admonished Kasyapa to listen carefully and bear 
the sermon in mind. 

The Buddha then spoke· of various Buddha-fields 
that Jay in various directions, enumerated the 
names of the Buddhas who resided in them and of 
bodhisattvas• who later became supremely enlight
ened. He further explained the nnmerous benefits 

· that the devotees who follow the path of Ma.hii,yana 

would obtain by the mere learning of their names. 
They would acquire such powers as the ability to 
recollect past births. The · merit they gain . will 
finally result in the attainment of Enlightenment. 

• 
A Chinese translation of this text called the 

( Fu-shou- )Ta:.SMng-ta-fang • kuang1o-kuan;ching, 
occurs in the Sutra Pitaka of the Chinese Canon. 
This �ation is attributed to Fa-hu (Dharma
r� ? 1004-58 A. C.) of the later Sung dynasty. 

R. H. 

BUDDHAMA TI, name of · � bwidha�etra mentioned 
ill the Gatl¢atJ11ilha Stitra ( Gvyij. 257 ). · 

Sinhalese temple architecture. One could surmise 
that this type of temple architecture had been 
borrowed from Ceylon, e.s it is held by scholars 

that rock-cut examples follow similar structural 

edifices. Thus, both Buddhamitra. and Buddha
rak::;;ita bad played a significant role in introducing 
to the mainland a novel feature of Buddhist temple 
architecture prevalent in the Sinhala kingdom 
(See JUNNAR ; see also, ASWI.V, No. 19, 
p. 96 ; EI. X, Apd . p. 133 ; M. D. Sankalia, 
Archaeology of G·ujimt, p: 229). 

A.D.T.E.P. 

. BUDDHAMITRA, a Buddhist nun of the time of . 
emperor Ka1,1i�ka. Her name appears as the donor, . 
in the dedicatory Bra.hmi legend, on a big sts.tue 
of a standing bodhisattva found in the ruins of 
ancient · Kosambi. Her offering is dated in the· 

. year 2 of the emperor. She was evidently somewhat 
famous, for her name appears in similar descriptiv� 
inscriptions elsewhere, too. She has been lauded 
as beirig well versed in the 'J'ripitaka, · a.nd has 
been &!so described as a pupil of the monk Bala, . 
himself a donor. of several well-known Buddhist : 
images (EI. VII; p. 176 ; �· Ph. Vogel, Catalogue 

BtiJ>DBAMITilA ' (I)� ·the riliith pairiju-ch ac��rding . · · �� the Museum of Archatolcgy ·at· Sariinath, Calcutta.; · 
� ·the · ·db·�· School · of. · ?4Bhay8.na Buddlllsm, I9i4, p. �5). · 
·�g. with · .  Mahakasyapa and . .AnB.nda. If 
. theil conte�poiwy Sii.Qakavasa is ad�ed as the 

· thitd patriarch, the T'ien-t'ai .School accords. to 
Buddhamitra also the poSition of the ninth patriarch 
in their line of succession. By birth �e was a 
ooi8ya in northern India. He is the · · author of 
the Paikadva'radhyana-BiUra-mahiirtha-dharma, on 
account of which he was also named Ma.hii.dhyana
guru (DOBP. 22, 200, 2�9). 

BUDDBAMITBA (2), a donor mentioned in an 
inscription of the. Siii.ci stupa II (A. Cunningham, 
The Bhilsa .Topu, London, 1854, p. 283). 

BUDDRAMITRA (3), one of two brothers from 
Ceylon (the other· being Buddha.ra�ita.), who 
bad C81JI!ed to be built two cave shrines at Junnar, 
the ancient site in western lndia, where a rock-cut 
temple o£ the earliest phase of Buddhist architecture 
ie to b8 found. The two brothers have been identi
fied as natives of Lanka {Ceylon). 

Their identification as ·residents of Ceylon is 
significant in the . fact that JWinSr claims the 
earliest extant e.xample of a rock-cut circUlar 
ehaityaghara, which is a common feature in early 

D. T. D • 

BUDDBAMITTA (1) (var. Buddha.vutta), a .thera. . 
He was a colleague -of Buddhaghosa and one of 
those who requested him to write the J iitakaf�ha
kathii (J. I, p. 1 ; Gv. p. 68). It is mentioned that 
Buddhaghosa wrote the Majjhima commentary· 
also at his request and that he lived with Buddha- · 
ghosa at Mayiirarupapattana (MA. V,p. 109). 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHA MITT A (2), a thern, at whose request . 
a thera named Ananda is Raid to have written the 
AbMdhamma M�ikii (q.v. G1J. p. 69). · However, · 
his name does not appear in the colophon to the 
book according to · which it was written at the · 
request of Dhammamitta. (See A. P. Buddhadatta,. · 
Piili Sahityaya, Part I, Amba.langoda. (Ceylon) ,  . 
1960, p. 267). 

C. S. R. 

BUDDHAMITTA (3), a.n elder under whom Bud�-· 
ghosa studied the Sinhalese commentaries, the· 
Mahii-AUhakatha, Mahiipaccariya and Kurundi. 
In the words of Buddhaghosa, Buddhamitta. was 
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"a wise thera., renowned, and well-versed in the 
Vinaya" ( VinA . VII, p.  1415). This Buddhamitta 
does not seem to be the same as Buddhamitta ( 1 ), 
for Buddhaghosa does not refer to the latter as a 
teacher but rather as a. fellow-bhikkhu. (For a 
suggestion made, identifying Buddhasiri at whose 
request Buddhaghosa wrote the Samantapasadika, 
with this Buddhamitta under discussion. See SBB. 
XXI, p. 95, n. 5). 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHANAGA, an elder, a pupil of Sariputta. 
of Ceylon and author of the V inayat?hamanjiisa, 
a tika (sub-commentary) on .tho Kailkhavitarar}/�. 
According to the colophon· at the end of the work, 
he wrote it at the request of an elder named 
Sumedha. Reference is made to Buddhanii.ga. 
and his work at Gv. pp. 61 f, 71 ; Saddhamma
sangaha, JPTS. 1890, p. 63, and Sasanava�adipa, 
1212. 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHA-NAMA-SAHASRAPANCASATA-CATUR· 
TRIPANCADASA, the name of a. text, the Tibetan 
translation of which is found in the Md,o (sutra) 
�ction of the Kangyur, l,Ulder the title Satis-rgyas
lcyi mtshan lna-ston-bshi-brgya-lna-bcu-rtsa-gsum-pa 
{PT. Vol. 36, No. 928). 

. 

The work contains formulae of salutation 
addressed to a large n�ber of Buddhru�, five 
thousand, four hundred and forty-five of them, 
j:udging by the title of the text. Several mantras to 
be used in the -rvorship of the Buddhas are quoted : 
e;g. Sante sante pra8amane svaha ; pilraya pii,raya 
sarvamanorathanii� svahii. ; gho§e gho�e Buddhagho§e 
avaha. 
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BUDDHANANDI o,f Kii.marU.pa, a descendant of the 
Gautama family, who became the eighth patriarch, 
according to the Ch'an School and the T'ien-t'ai 
School, if S�avii.sa (contemporary of Maha
kaf;yapa and Ananda.) is added as the third patriarch 
(DOBT. 22, 229). 

BUDDHA-NATURE · (Buddhata, Buddhab'Mva, 
Buddhatva, Budd�abhava ,· Jap. BussM), the 
potential ability inherent in all to achieve 
Enlightenment or to become Buddhas, as the 
Ma.hay8.niats would say. It is the intellectual basis 
of man, the nature or quality by the exiotence or 
which he can attain Buddhahood. This idea has 
been treated by the Mahayiinists as a separate 
concept. The fundamental teaching of Buddhist 
philosophy is the fact that complete liberation is 
possible from the boJ?-ds of existence. The con· 
fusion and darkness of saipSfu-io existence can be 
totally cleared and light obtained. This ability 
to achieve release arid illuniination is inherent in all 
beings. The possibility of its realisation may be 
remote and difficult but •its presence in everyone ia 
admitted. It is this potentiality which is called 
Buddha�na.ture as understood in �hayana work& 

· In Thera vade. works, too, the term8 Budtl'hChh®tJ 
(J. I. pp. I4, 147 ; DhpA. IV. p. 228), BwJdhata(DhpA.. . 
IV, p. 228) , BuddhaUa(J. !, p. l4 ; rrl, p. 363 ; Vimt • . 
vii, section 52) have been used in seyE)ral places, not, . 
however, in the sense of this potential ability to 
achieve Erilightenment but in the sense of the · 
stat.e of Enlightenment. of a B.uddha. For instance, · 
Sumedha's resolve (abhiniMra) for Enlightenment 
made at the feet of Dipatika.ra Buddha is refe� 
to as Buddhabhavaya abhiniharaf]'&· katva (J. I, p. l4). 
And the relationship between the ordinary human . 
individual and the Buddha is also here referred to 

The Buddha. is said to have·declared that he who as follows : " he who aspires for the state of En
learns these mantras, reads them,refiects on them, lightenment while remaining a.� a human being " 
bears them in mind or explains them to others, will (manuasabhavasmim yeva'hi �hatva buddhattaf!' pal-. 
hv,ve all his desires fulfilled. In response to a. themassa). Here a clear distinction is made · 
question by a bodhisattva as to how offerings should between the human being who aspires for Buddha- · 
be made to the Buddhas, the Buddha explained hood and the Enlightened One. This human being . 
how devotees should offer flowers, incense, perfume, becomes a bodhiaatta. from the time he makes this 
etc., remember their names and chant formulae resolve. The conditions that have to be satisfied 

of worship addressed to each Tn.thagata. .  before making the resolve for the realisation of 
Buddha-nature, we are told, are so difficult that 

A Chinese translation of the text, entitled only a rare person gets this opportunity. And 
(Fu-shou-) Wu-ch'ien-wu-pai-fo-ming-sMn-chou-chu- once the resolve is made the aspirant has to practise . 
cheng-mieh"tsin-ching is found in the Si'ttra .J?i�aka the perfections (paramita) for a very long time. 
of the Chinese Canon. Jiianagupta, Dharmagupta · Thus, in the Theravada tradition, a bodhiaatta. is a 
and some others of the Sui dynasty are said to have rare being whose potential Budd.hahood becomes 
done this translation in 593 A. C. (TaiiM.. No. 443 ; definite once the abhinihara (q.v.) is made. How· 
NanjW. No. 408). ever, this ability. 1\S Buddha-nature, is presen• 

R. H .  in all beingfi and this fact is never denied. 
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Thus, in the ca.se of the Theravii.din.s, Buddha
nature is treated as a separate concept only with 
reference to the bodhisatta career of Gautama 
Buddha. The idea that it is present in all is 
implied and accepted but not treated as a separate 
concept. With this restriction of Buddhahood to 
very rare individuals and the exaessive technicality 
connected with it, the opposite idea that all can 
become .Buddhas developed in the Mahayana, as a 
practical necessity. The concept · of Buddha
ngture, in the sense of potentia;} Buddhahood, being 
universally present came to be treated by followers 
of Mahayana as a separate topic, in keeping with 

· their dootrine of ekayli:na (one vehicle : i.e. Buddha
yana) and the unique altruism it implies. 

When Sumedha made his · resolve before 
Dipa.Dkara that he, too, would become a Buddha. in 
the future, it meant that the Buddha-nature 
inherent in the person of Sume�a would blossom 
forth in its fulness at the appoint.ed time once the 

. conditions were fulfilled. It is fro ttl this point of time 
that the Thera.'�adins accepted him as a fuJi-fledged 

· bodhisatta. Piior to that 'Sumedha was not a. 
�tta, but hls ability to· be a bocUliS&tta ·wa�l 
always·there. : This fact·is true of e.ll being�. ,. The . 
predo.nlinance ot the personality of Go�ma, b�th · �·.�· bodhiSatta. . . and · a. ·'Buddha, in ' Therav84a . literature ·,11M iended to form more or dealt a 

. per8o:D.8lity•cult aro\md him. · The emerg�nce 

. of the .Mahayana idea that the Buddha-nature is 
found in all · and that hence all are · potential 

. Buddhas, was . the natural consequence. The 
Mahaya.Dists ' universalised ' Buddha.hpod. 
· Buddhas are rare beings through whom this 
hidden Buddha·nature manifests itself in the 
phenomenal world. They are to be treated as a type of individual that make their appearance when 
the requisite conditions are fulfilled. Buddha
nature cannot be different in different individuals, 
since all Buddhas have the same nature. Once a 
particular person attains · Buddha.hood by deve� 
loping. the Buddha-nature inherent in him, he 
.�mes one with all his predecessors. This idea of 
the identity of all Buddhas in very clearly ex
pressed by Nagasena in the Milindapaiiha (p. 285) 
where he says : " Among all the Buddhas there is no 
distinction in physical beauty (ritpa), II)oral habit 
(sila), concentration (samridhi), wisdom (panna), 
freedom (vimutti), insight into the knowledge of 
freedom (vimuttinatuUJassana), the four confidences 
(vuarajja), the ten powers-of a Tathii.gatha (clasa
lalhcigatabala), the six special knowledges (chiiBa· 
dlaarataa-Mtw), · the fourteen knowledges of the 
Buddhaa(cuddasabuddha-Mtw), the eighteen Buddha 

Dha.mmas (a�lhiirasabwldhadhammii), -in short in 
the whole of the Buddha-nature (kevale ca Buddha
dh.amme), for all the Buddhas are the same as regards · 
their nature (dhamma) without any difference 
( vematta)." Thus, once Buddha-nature is realised, one 
becomes undifferentiated in every way-ethically,. 
intellectually and even physically (rupa). 

Buddhist texts mention thirty fact9 as being true· 
of all Buddhas (samati7Jl.8avidha-dhammata). AI-· . 
though their relevance balongs more properly under · 
developments in Buddbology, they, too, have some 
bearing on the nature of a Buddha. " In his last 
life svery bodhisatta is conscious at the moment of 
his conception ; i'1 his mother's womb be remains · 
cross-legged wit:.h his face turned outward ; his . 

. mother gives birth to him in standing posture ;: 
the birth takes place in a forest-grove (aranna) ; 

immediately after birth he takes seven steps to the· 
north and roars the lion's roar ; he makes his 
reuunc.iation after seeing the four omens and aft.er a. 
son is born to him ; he has to practise austerities 
for at least seven days after donning the yellow 
robe ; he has a meal of milk-rice on the day of his 
Enlightenment ; he attains omniscienQe seated on a 
�t of grass ; he ·practises concentration on . . 
breathil)g ; he defeats :Mara's forces ; he attains to· · 

. Supreme Perfection in all knowledge and virtue at . 

the foot of the bodhi-tree ; Ma.hii Brahma requests · 
him to preach the Dh9.llliD6 ; he preaches his. 
first. sermon in . the Deer Park at Isipata.na ; h� . 
recites the Ptitimokkha to the four-fold assembly 
on the full-moon day of Miigha ; he resides chiefly · 
in jetavana ; pe!forms the Twin Miracle at Savatthi; 
preaches the Abhidhamma in Tavatirpsa ; he 
descends from there at the gate of Sa.Iikassa ; h& 
eonstantly lives in the bliss of phalasamapatti ; 
investigates the possibility of converting others. 
during t�o jhanas : he lays down the precept9 only 
when occasion· arises for them ; he relates Jataka.s. 
when suitable occasions occur ; rooit.eo the Buddha

Va1JI-Sa in the assembly of his kinsmen i he always. 
greets courteously monks �ho visit hlm ; he never· 
leaves the place where he has spent the rainy season 
without bidding farewell to his hosts ; each day he· 
has prescribed duties before and .after his meal 
aiJ.d during the three watches of the night ; he· . 
eats a meal containing flesh immediately before 
his death ; and just before his death he enters blto· · 
twenty-four crores and one hundred thousand . 

samapatti " (DPPN. IT, p. 297) . 

The bodhi-tree, the Deer Park at Isipatana 
(the place where the first sermon is preached), the· 
spot where he first steps on the ground at Sa.Iikaas&. 
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on his descent .>rom Tii.vatiiJlsa and the spots 
marked by the four ?OSts of the bed in the Buddha's 

gandhakuti (Fragrant Chamber) at Jetavana-these 

four spots are fixed in ·the case of all Buddhas 

(ibid. p. 296). 

A primary characteristic of Buddha-nature is 
that its realisation has to be self-achieved (evayam. 

bhu). Once the urge for its realisation is there, the 
resolution (pra'!l-i<!Mna) is made for such realisation 
and the correct kind of exertion (sarnmappadhana) 

undertaken. Accordingly, it is described as " not 
done by mother, not done by father, end ending up 
in release. It is the manifestation of the blessed 
Buddha-nature at the foot of the bodhi-tree " 
(na matara kata'l]l na pitara katarp, vimokkhantika'T{l 

tla'Tfl buddhana'Tfl bhagavan:tar�a'T{l bodhiya mule . . .  

pat''iiiatti : Nd .. I, p. 458 ; Ps. I, p. 174). 

. This freedom (vimutti) is, first and foremost, 
freedom from worldly sUffering in itS diverse form, 

as understood by the comprehensive term dukkha, 
Consisting of the four major characteristics of birth, 
old age, illness and death. Thus, the urge for the 
!ealisa.:tion of Buddha-nature is the urge for the 
�hievement of complete freedom from all ills. It 
� �he urge towards light from the depths of darkness 
of th� hUil_lan mind. The followipg wqrds may be 
quoted here : "To detach himself from the worldly 
suffering on this side and to attain the ultimate 
peace on that side, the Buddha had reasoning 
pOwer, the light within man. This was called buddha

hla or jif.iina (wisdom). It corresponds to the logos 

or nous or sophia of the Greeks. The Buddha was 
confident of this e,nd by its unshadowed light he 
found the way from this side encumbered with the 
lust of flesh to that side blessed with Nirval).a " 

(A · Oomparat·ive Study of Buddhism and Ohristia
tl� by Fumio Masutari, Tokyq, 1957, p. 58). 

Buddha-na.ture is 'qualitatively' the same, whe
ther attained by a Buddha, an arhant or a pacceka
buddha. However, the Sa.mmasambuddhas are 
differentiated from all others in that they are self
inspired and attain to this state strictly by their 
own efforts. They are also capable of teaching it 
to others. Such Buddhas appear when the toaching 
is entirely lost to the world. Philosophically 
speaking, it is not incorrect to say that it is inherent 
.... Buddha.:nature that when the time comes for 
it to manifest itself to the world it does so through 
a Tathii.gata. The Tathii.gata is, therefore, desc
ribed as "the revealer of the path unrevealed, 
producer of the path unproduced, aDDouncer of 
the path unannounced, the knower� tbe upert, the 

specialist of the path '' (anuppannassa magga&is 
uppiideta asafi,iatassa mrtggassa sanjaneta anak· 
khatassa mciggassa akkhata, maggannu maggavidii, 
maggakavido : S. I.  p. 191). 

" If the doctrine_ of the Buddha had been just the 
saying of some person or individual, it would lack in . 

compelling authority. As a matter of fact, it emana
ted from the spiritual principle, from the Buddha
nature, which lay hidden in that individual, Siikya· 
muni, and which as we might say 'inspired ' him to 
understand and to teach the truth. When the Bud· 
dhists consider the Buddha as a spiritual principle, 
they call him the Tathii.gata, or speaker of his 
dharma-body " (Edward Conze, Buddhiem, 

Oxford, 1951, pp. 35-6). Thus, the Mahayinists 
hold,· that in the infinity of time and space, 
Buddhas are innumerable ' like aands on the 
banks of the Ganges • (Ganganadivalikasamclno). 
" As space is to be found everywhere throughoUt 
all the multitudinous variety of forms, 10 
Buddhahood is t� be found everywhere through
out the multitudinous variety of beings " saya 
.A&¢ga as quoted by Henri d�·· Lubae, in his 
Aspecta of Buddhism (London, ��w. York, 1953, 
p. 188). 

The universe has its periods of evolution (samfXJI· 
ta), and devolu_tion (vivaffa). �· phenomenon 
has given rise to the conception ,of aeons (kalpa) 
in Buddhist cosmology. Whatever ·happens to the 
world and its beings, Buddha-nature remains hidden 
always and everywhere awaiting manifestation 
through a Tathii.gata whose advent takes place 'at 
some time or other (lcadiici Tcarahaci : D. ll, p. 139 ; 
Mhvu. I. p.55), A Buddha is not born everywhere 
(na so sabbattha jayati : Dhp. v. 193} but his birth 
brings happiness to the whole world (ibid. v. 194). 
This periodical manifestation of Buddha-rui.ture 
through a Tathii.gata. is also, like other cosmio 
events, an integral part of the structure and the . 

operation of phenomenal existence. · However, it 
may be mentioned here that according to the 1calpa 
concept, there are certain kalpas in which no 
Buddha is born (s�ibia-kappa) while there are 
other kalpas in which a number of Buddhas (e.g. five 
in the present) lippear. 

It is owing to this unique nature of the Buddhas 
that the Buddha Gauta.ma calls himself a descendent . · 
of the lineage of Budi:lhas and not a god,a gandhab

ba, a yakkha or even an ordinary human being 
(A. II, pp. 38-9). On his visit to Kapilavatthu the 
Buddha dissociates himself from the royal lineage 
of his father and associates himself with the Buddha
lineage, when he says to his father : "Yours is the 
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royal lineage ; ours is the lineage of the Buddhas 
such as Dips.Dkara, Kondafiiia and others (rajavamso 
nama tava varp,so, amhakcirp, pana Bwidhava�o : 
J. I. p. 90). Thus, Buddhists, in their daily worship, 
refer to the Buddhas of the past, future, and the 
present (ys ea Buddha atua ca ye ca Buddha anagata 
paccuppanna ca ye Buddha. aha� vandami sabbada). 
The SamptJ800aniya $uttanta opens ·with the 
Buddha's. reference to the Buddhas of the three 
times (D. ill, pp. 99-100). 

It is the nature of Buddhas that their background .· 
is cosmological and the.ir perspective universal. 
They are one with the Absolute. In this connection 
Lama Anagarika Govinda says, " This universal 
background reveals one of the most profound ideas 
of Buddhism, which raises its teachings above the 
narrow concepts of dogmatic sectarianism, namely, 
the inescapable conclusion that the quality of 
Enlightenment is inhorent in the uni:verse, or more 
correctly, latent in every form of conciousness, and 
therefore, must come to maturity, according to · 
universal · Jaw, when(lyer. the conditionS are 
favoura�le. · That this law does not work �t� the 
mec�rulical regularity of clockwork proves it to 
be a living force and d:Xplains why every kalpa 
does not produce the same number of Buddhas .. 

". Thus the ·human life of a Buddha. must be seen 
in an entirely. different perspective : it becomes a 

. mere fraction of a far bigger and more important 
development, in which the human element i� essen- . 
tially the vehicle for the re-discovery of the universal 
(and in. this sense 'transcendental') character of 
mind or consciousness, which, according .to the 
PrajMpiiramita. Sutt·a is 'inconceivable' in its true 
nature " (Quoted from the Malui.bodhi JlYUrnal, 2498, 
by Bhik�u Sail.ghara.k�?ita, in his Survey of 
Buddhism, Bangalore, India, 1957, pp. 38-9). 

only one throughout. All the Buddhas proclaim 
the same eternal Dhanna. Each Buddha re-disco
vers it for himself and the world. And for the 
attainment of this state every Buddha has to practise 
the various perfections (paramita) for a long period 
of time, as bodhiSa.ttva. The resultant "Buddha
hood is the ultimate significance of his bodhisattva
ship. The human and historical biography of 
Gauta.ma Buddha is the story of the mystic marriage 
of the human and the divine, the individual and the 
universal, the terrestrial and the cosmic, the imma
nent urge and the transcendental ideal, " observes 
Bhik�u Sangharak�?ita (op. cit. pp. 39-40). Thus 
e.ll Buddhas are Spiritually united in Dharmakiiya. 
Being one�in essence they all loose their identities in 
Buddhata: The followers of Mahayana carried 
this theory further and made it possibl� for one 
Buddha to identify himself with another .

. 
Hence 

Gautama Buddha could say "I was the Buddha of 
. the past named Vipa.Syin," as quot-ed by Har 

Dayal from · the MaMyanasii.tralar\ktlra · '(The 
Bodhisattv.a . .Doctrine · in Buddhise SanslcrU 
Literature, London, 1932, p. 27). · 

The Buddha's teaching is not somet!t.ing outside 
him but his own verbal ·expression. · 'The Dhanim.a 
he pr�hes is the . eXpression of Buddha-nature 
·in its total revelation: It. is the Tathii.gatagarbha · 
of the Ma.hayiinist-s. · It is not an all-inclusive 
Abirolute in a pantheistic sense. As the Absolute 
free from all forms of duality, this super-individual 
statES of Buddha-nature is not to be confused .with 
pantheism. It is the infinity in all its 'desirable' . 
aspects (such as infinite life, lustre; happiness, etc.) 
which has found complete (parama) fulfilment 
(attha�gataasa na · pamaraamatthi : Sn. 1076). 
Hence ·it is not a. state of 'nothingness,' but the 
reverse of i�, which 'ingenious discovery' is 
described by Andre Barea.u as the most important 
contribution of Buddhism to universal metaphymcs 
(EncyBsm. Vol. I, Faa. I .  p. 150). 

T1te fact that Buddha-natur� is infinite in time 
and SPace is illustrated by the spiritual lineage of 

·Buddhas applicable to all three periods of (past, 
· present and future) time. And it is thiAimpersonal . The non-pantheistic and at the same .time non

character . of Buddha-nature that could be held . dual nature of Buddhatii does not imply that it is 

. responsible· for the lack of much recorded historical monistic either, for the inoment 'one' is established, · 

information about the human aspect of the Buddha. a 'two' is implied. It is because of this difficulty . 

Against this spiritual background, the historical that the Ma.dhyamika or the Central (madhyama

facts ara regarded as of little importance. pratipad} concept had an easy development in 
Buddhi1m1, with ita four-fold negation (cat�Tcoli : 

As the world's highest and the best person (uttama- ia, is not, both, not both : atthi, natth$, ubhayt�, 
or parama-punqa), the Buddha is the embodiment anubhaya). As it is indescribable by words · (tmi
of Dharma, the Dharmakiiya. Buddhata. is there- oocaniya), it is free from this four-fold possible 
fore equated with dhammata. But, . for dhammata. definition (e<a�Jcoeimnirmukta), a.nd hence beyond 
to be realised in practice, a Buddha has to appear argument (atakkavacara). Buddhatii is the reality 
in the world. . Since all the Buddhas illustrate the transcendental to thought and therefore its verbal 
one and the same Absolute state, Buddha-nature is formulation is limited. It is owing to this fact 
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that the Madhyamikas identify Buddha-nature 
with sunyata or the void. The Buddha himself 
has adopted this method of explanation in his 
reply to Vacchagotta, who was perplexed by 
the silence of the Buddha with regard to this kind 
of problem (M. I, pp. 483 ff.). 

The Milindapanha (p. 276) uses the term Buddha

dhamma in the sense of Buddha-nature and describes 
it as free from any kind of attachment (agedhatii, 

niriilayata, cago, pahiina1p1), not relapsing into 
worldliness (apunaravattita), extremely subtle 
(sukhumatd), great (mahantata), difficult to grasp 
{dtwanubodhatii), extremely rare (dullabhata) and 
unique (asadiaata). It is this idea of Buddhata 

and Dhammata that led to the development of 
the Dharmakaya concept which in tum led to the 
concept of other Tcayas as well in Mahayana meta
p�ysics. 

So long as Buddha-nature is not realised man 
goes on 'tenementing' himself � physical forms 
according to his kamma aud so long will his · mind 
remain· locked up in the cave of individuality 
(gu}aasaya). The individual has to feel intuitively 
the Bugdha-nature hidden in him and make the 
necessary effort to see it and know it (janati passati)· 

. When the egoistic individuali�y ceases to make its 
appearance, Buddha.-ni&ture becomt's revealed as. 
the only immutable reality. 

It is also worth noting that the term Brahms, 
which is of great metaphysical significance in Indian 

. philosophical thought as expressing the state of the 
Absolute (i.e. neuter Brahman), is also equalist:d in 
Buddhist works with this universal Buddha-nature 
as shown by the · folloWing recurrent sentence 
found therein : "The terms. 

dhammakiiya, brahma

kaya, dhammabhilta, brahmabhilta are synonyms 
for the TatbB.gat.ha " (D. Ill, p. 84 ; S. II, p. 221 ; 
M. II, p. 84, etc.).  And this state of Buddha
nature is not only the highest state (brahma) 

·but also the state of insight and wisdom, for the 
Tathiigata., having attained to it, " knowing knows, 
�eeing sees, having become sight, knowledge and 
dba.mma " (bhagava janarp, janati, passa� passati, 

cakkhubhuto, narw-bhuto, dhammabhuto : M. I, 
p. 111  ; III, pp. 195, 224). 

.Buddha-nature represents the invin9ipJ,� 
condition of the universe. Being free from every 
kind of differentiation, it cannot be conquered by 
anyone. Mara cannot see it. It is beyond his · 

influence ; 'he cannot even see the path along which 
the Tathii.gata has realised it ' ( na me maggaf!t pi· 

dakkhasi) says the Kassaka Sutta of the Sa1(byutta 

Nikfiya (I, pp. 1 14-6) .  It is the trackless stat.e 
(apada). None in the whole wide world would 

dare to set about to conquer him of infinite 

perception who has attained to this state 
(Dhp. p. 179). The nature of the Buddha is 
beyond perception (Buddhe� agocara/J, tattvaf[b : 
Be. ix, 2). 

The presence of Buddha-nature in different 
degrees in different individuals is expressed by the 
Buddha's own words when he was requested by 
Brahmii. Sahampati to, preach the newly-discovered 
doctrine. ( Vin. pp, 1, 6). Here the Buddha. says 
that in a pond of . lotuses there are some lotuses 
that are born in the water, grow in the water a�d 
remain totally immarsed without rising above the 
water : others reach the surface while a. few of 
�hem rise out of the water, undefiled by the water. 
In the same way there are people with much dirt 
(maharajakkha) in their eyes, with dull faculties 
(mw:lindriya), bad dispositions (dvakara), etc. ,  while 
theJ."e are others with acute facultie� (tikkhindriya), 

good dispositions (svalcara), etc. 

The fact that everyone possesses Buddha-nature 
is clearly implied here. As stated in the 26tl 
chapter of the M ahaparinirva� Siltra, "Buddha
nature in all beings dwells perm���t and un- · 
alterable, throughout all transmigrations, . ever 
ready to develop itself no sooner the opportunity 
presents itself " (See the article Bussho in Hbg. 

II, pp. 185 ff.). But in some people· it is. totally 
hidden and their chances of realising it are very 
remote like the lotuses that remain in darkness 
inside the waters. Their kamm.a is so heavy 
that they do not see that light is available 
somewhere. Hence, they are said to have 
much dust in their eyes (maharajakkha). 

It is this same . idea that has led Schools 
of the Abhidhammikas and the Sarvastivadins 
t.o r.lassify beings into three classes in relation to · 
the realisation of Buddha-nature :Hbg. II, p. 185). 
According to this classification, the first type do 
not possess Buddha-nature by resolution and hence · . 
never reach Nirvii.J).a and are called Icchantikes. 
The second type are unresolved as regards it a.nd 
hence have the possibility of attaining it by exer- · 
tion. The third t.ype comprise those who have it 
by resolution and hence they are the real aaints. 

In this sense, Buddha-nature is present in all the 
different realms of existence (gati) of sentient beings 
u ahown in s.n illustration (See Pl. LXI) by 
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Line Teong Aik in his A Glossary of Buddhist Tech
ntcoi Term8, Penang, Malaya, 1960, p. 16, wherein 
the human heart is given as e:Xperiencing all those 
realms of existence, in the form of an opened lotus 
blossom. The author divides the nature of the 
human mind into tb.rOO· constituents as good seeds, 
evil aeedit and Buddha seeds. The interesting point 

inorganic object, has Buddha-nature hidden in it. 
It was the Mahayanists who developed this idea to 
great lengths by calling everyone a Buddha. : 

"The Lord Buddha, on his lion throne 
Dwells in each particle of sand and atone ,. 

(Quoted by E. Conze in his Bwldhism, p. 149). 

he raisea here is that in the heavenly sphere (deva- It is this immanent Buddha-nature, the unrevea.
gati) there is no evil seed and the good seed predo- led Buddha, in advanced men that seeks Budclhatii 
mmatee, while the Buddha-seed is very meagre. and achieve their freedom in the end. Thus, in a 
The reason is that in such states people tend to very general sense, all are bOdhisattvas, or embroy
forget themselves in a statio condition of ease and onio Tathii.gatas. In this sense, Buddha-nature is 
happ� Although they are not :eVil-minded, sometimes referred to as the 'dMt·u! or element 
they do not develop their Buddha-nature because (cp. nibbiima-dhiitu), as the supremely real elem:ent, 
their sense of ease keeps it·covered. They are only the Buddha-element. "This pure and et.E!rnal factor 
enjoying the fruits of their former good deeds. In· · . is the basis of the entire world of appearance and · 
the asura-gati, it is worse. The good and the evil in the absence of any limitations it is th� omnipre
sre almost equally divided while the Buddha-seeds sent germ of Buddhahood which indwells all beings,. 
are present only nominally. lp human existence (Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, p. 229). This 
(manuua-gati) the three kinds of seeds are almost immanent nat'ure of the omnipresent Buddha-. equal. thus showing that man's poBBibilities and res- nature is well expressed in the following verses of · 
ponsi.bilitiea are tremendous. In the case of the the Maliayii.na work called Ratnagotravibhiiga as 
hungry ghosts (peta-gati) and the denizens of hell quoted : in. translation . :by Edward Conze in his 
(niraya-gati), evil seeds predominate. without any · Buddhist Texis, pp. 181--2 : 
good � but with a good amo\mt of Buddha-�. 
In the case of animals (tira8cina"gati), too, !the evil · " All beings are potentially Tathii.ga.taa. 

· leeds preponderate with a few goOd seeds but-with 27. Becau'se· the B�ddh�-cogDition is �on�fued in . • greater �oun� ,of nuddha-iieeds. . . the mass of beings�' 
·Thus,· even the. so-called IcolUmtikaa· are · not 

without Buddha-nature · although it is thickly 
oovered with defilemen� and its revelation is extre
mely difficult. Nevertheless, its presence is univer
eal extending .even ·up to inorganic matter. "It is 
the essence extremely profound and true. · ACcordi
ding to the Brimalil SfUra, it is the origin of the 
Tath8gata. . � . for V a.subandhu, all beings, 
whether Buddhist or non-Buddhist, possess, without 
exception, the undifferentiated Buddha-nature " 
(Hbg. loo. cit.). Thus according to the Tendai School 
of Japanese Buddhimn" • • • • • • . .  not only is aucb.ness 
(� the Buddha-nature, but it is the naturs of 
all beings, &nimate or inanimate, even as far as the · 
mioeral kingdom. If the nature of the Buddha is 
tbe very essence, there is, 1n effect, no distinction 
between animate and inanimate beings. It is an .l()t 
of ignorance to differentiate between them. In 
Buddha-nature there is no more· difference between 
the three seasons, t�e ten directions, etc" (Hbg. 

· loo. oit.). And as the state of the Absolute and · 
hence of non-duality, there is no difference between 
� microcosm and the macrocosm in the state of 
Buddha-nature. · Hence. any entity in the con
ditioned world, whether 88 a living being or 88 an 

Because it . is �oo�te and non-dual by 
nature, 

Because those who belong to 'the Buddha'a 
lineag6 go towards it· as their reward, 

Therefore all .animate beings have the germ of . 
· Buddhahood in them. 

. 28. ••The body of the perfect Buddha irradiatel 
everything. 

Its Suchness is undifferentiated, 
And the road to Buddhahood is open to all, 
At all times have ell living beings the germ of . 

Buddhshood in them. 

. 40. ''If the element of the Buddha did not 
exist (in everyone), 

There could be no disgust with sUffering, 
Nor could there be a wish for Nirvfu,la, 
Nor striving for it, nor a.resolve to win it. 

41. ''The suffering and the faults of.becoming . .  · 
The virtues and the happiness of Nirv� 
Are taken into account because this lineage 

e�, 
Those who are without the lineage cannot 

do so. 
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46. • '  As to its Suchness identical in common peo
ple, 

Saints and perfect Buddhas, 
Thus has the Jina's Germ been shown to be in 

beings, 
By those who have seen the true Reality. 

46. ' 'But the difference lies in that common people 
are perverted in their. views, 

Where� those who have seen the Truths lJ.ave 
undone this perversion ; 

The Tathagatas again are unperverted as to 
what truly is, 

And without intellectual impediments. 

47. ' 'It is impure in ordinary beings, 
Partly pure and partly impure in the Bodhisa.

ttvas, 
And perfectly pure in the Ta.thagatas. 

·49. ''Just as space, essentially indiscriminate, 
reaches everywhere, 

Just so the immaculate Element which in its 
essential nature is Thought, is present in all. 

.�f). "It pervades, as a. general mark, the vicious, 
the virtuous and the perfect ; 

Just as ether is in all visible forms, be they 
base, inf;eriJ?.ediate or superior. 

. • . • . . the Element of Ta.th6gathaliood, as 
It is present in all, is immutable, and cannot 
be affected by either cieti1ement or purifi
cation. 

·96. ' 'Like the Buddha. in a. faded lotus flower, like 
honey covered by a. swarm of bees, 

Like the k:rnelof a. fruit in the husk, like gold 
within impurities, . 

Like a treasure hidden in the soU,the fruit in a 
.small S{led, . 

An image of the ,J!na in ta.tterred garments, 

·�7. "The universal monarch in the vile belly 
'of a woman, 

And like a. precious statue covered with dust, 
So is this Element ootablished hi beings 
Who are covered with the stains of adventitious 

defilements. 

l19. 41So the Buddha's unattached eye. 
Having perceived even in animals the persona

lity of a Sugata, •. • r. . .; 
Though concealed by the taints of lnanifold 
defilements, 
Shows the means which allow its release. 

148. "Being immutable in its essential nature, 
lovely and pure, 

To a golden disk has this Sucbness been 
compared. " 

The miraculous transformation of the ordinary 
human being into this universal Buddhata is the 
aim of all religious endeavour in Buddhism. Once 
this great achievement is performed, the two oppo
sites of sa?JtBara and Nirva!)a merge in each other 
obviating all differences. What results is · true 
Enlightenment or Sambodhi as the total manifes
tation of the hidden light. 

Buddha-nature, even when unreveale�, . iS in 
operation all the time. In this sense it could be 
described as the absolute law that rules the universe. 
Only those who remove the veil of darkness that 
separates them from Buddha-nature will · see with 
their enlightened vision how this law works. Ordi
nary worldlings tind it difficult to .account for 
many of the happenings in life because the darkness 
of ignorance (avijja) covers their vision. The 
solution to this problem is the .· , realisation of 
Buddha-nature here and _now (d#lheva dhamme) 
thereby bridging the gap between,_ Buddhata and 
avijja. 

0 
Buddha-nature as the immutable and itlvi.IJible 

state hidden in things is quite fittmgly compared to . 
the diamond or vajra in Tantrio Buddhism. Just 
as the diamond is the result of a protracted process · 
of transformation of an ordinary piece of coal, the 
Buddha, as having realised Buddha-nature, is the 
result of a similar transformation of an ordinary 
individual. The po�ntial diamond is within the 
coal and the potential Buddha is within the ordinary 
man. It is this hidden adamantine state · of true 
reality' that is called Talhata in the :M:ahii.yana.. In 
the Upani�ds it is ca.lled tat (cp. tat tva1{' aai). And 
it is in this concept of unrevealed Buddha-nature 
that lies the mystio elements in Buddhism, 88 
conceived under the.term avyakaks. And accordingly 
the Buddha himself uses the term tatl;cigata -thm
gon&--, when referring to himself. In this regard 
the following words are worth quoting : · " Thusn689 
or suchness is the only term which can be used to 
express the ultimate indefinable, . the unknowable 
reality. It is otherwis& called the Matrix of Thus· 
come. Thus-come is · Buddha-nature hidden in 
ordinary human nature " (Takakusu, · The 

Euemial8 of Bw.lclhi8t Philosophy, p. 33). 

.i.Buddha.-nature can, in a way, be described 88 the 

innermost essence among the outward appea.mnoe 
of the phenomenal world, not as the ego, but 88 the 
unconditioned state. The following words may 
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be quoted here : "The world is a. phenomenon, 
impermanent, subject to flux and change. Since 
the reality pervades all, everything individual is 

the whole potentially, or, in religious language, 

every individual is a potential Buddha. The 
.Amta7[18aka S�ra ea.ys : "There is not even one 
living being that has not the wisdom of the Tatha
-gata. It is only because of the vain thoughts and 
aftbctions, that all beings are not conscious of this " 
(B. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, I. p. 494 ). 

. The same writer observes elsewhere ( ibid. p. 596 ) : 
"The quintesseooe of the Mahayana as pure being 
exists in all things, remains unchanged in the pure 
as well as in the defiled, is always one and the same 
(�amata), neither increases nor decreases, and iB 
void of distinctions." 

qualified persons to do service because they can. 
do it without t-he least taint of selfishness. In 
this sense, the 'desire' (which is quite .unselfish) 
of the Saints to serve others is conceived in Buddhi
sm under the term ' k.arutui' meaning compa...qgjon,. 
which term is very often prefixed with mahii 
(great) in order to emphasise the significance of the· 
concept. Ordinary worldlings cannot have Mahii

karu� because they have not overcome their 
egoism and passions. Therefvre, the Mahiilcaru� 
of the Buddhas is a unique characteristic of Buddha
nature in its efficiency e.nd efficacy in the perfor· 
mance of service. This was w.hy the Buddha
developed the Buddha-DI.I.ture first and then 
started his career of §ervice, thus becoming one of 
the most successful social workers in the history of 

When impermana.nce (anityata) is overcome, the humanity. And in this connection we cannot fail 

immutable state of BUddhata results. Thus to the to recollect his words to the first sixty arahants .  
when he said "I  am released, o bhikkhus, from all Buddhists the trne state of reality is the state 

without any specific nature (madhyamika). When the bonds, both human and divine : You, too, 

this view is negatively expressed it indicates the o bhikkhus, are released from all bonds, both · 
divine and human ; fare forth, o monks, on the true negation, the void (.funya) .  But, positively 

it is called Buddhatii-, D�madhcitu, DhGrmakaya, ·mission that is fol' the welfare of the many, for the 

Buddha8vabMva, TatMgata.garbha, Tathatd; etc. As good of the many, out of compassion for the world, - · 

void (8Unya) it is'· not nothingness but ·the· uncon- for the welfare, the good and the �ppiness of 

- ditioned. This- state of B-uddha-�ature, �ted - both gods and me�" (Vin. I, pp. 2o-1). 

in t4Jle �d � ,space, is . attainable by m,an: i!l the This non-sentimental kind of great compassion�. 
_·gteat. - meSsa.ge .. ·-of _Buddhism .- to · · the suffering is one of the most salient characteristics of Buddha

- humanity. 
. 

nature and the greatest value of Buddha-nature -

So far, wo have been discUS!!ing tl:.e metaphjsical 
nature of Buddhahood. Something has to be 
said about the value and significance of the reali
sation of . Buddha\. nature for the phenomenal 
world. What is its' practical significance ? Why 
do the Buddhas -want to realise this unconditioned 
state which is potentially -hi dden in all men ? 

to the practical affairs of-men lies in this important -

characteristic. _ It is in the degree of effort put _ . 
forth by \18 for the realisation of Buddha-nature,. 
that lies the possibility of spiritual regeneration 
of the world. This difficult but non-failing remedy 
is what B�ddhism has to offer as the solution to 
the problems of the world. 

In the first place, it is beeause they want to put The fact that Buddha-nature is present in all 
an end to the sufferings of worldly existence. The beings has Iod to the formulation of various theories
realisation of Buddha-nature is the panacea for 6IIlong the different Buddhist sects in China and 
all the worldly ills. Secondly, having made good Japan. The following account about such beliefs 
their freedom they want to guide others also along in those two countries is extracted (condensed) . 
the same . path of freedom. As shown earlier, from an article on Buddha-nature p�blished in the 
Buddhas are rare beings who reveal this path that Hobogirin, II, pp. 185-7 : "In China and Japan 
had been lying hidden for a long time (anuppanna88a those who admit Buddha-nature to exist in every . 
maggana uppiidetij:M. m, p. 15). It is the anr.ient being are regarded 88 Mahayanist and those who 
path that. had been traversed by t.he former Tatha- dispute it aa· HinayB.nist. The Mahayana belief: 
gataa � maggarp pura'!'Q.iijasarp pubhakehi is based on the Mahiiparinirvatta-8Utra which · 
3Gmrnii«mtbuddhehi · anuyiitarp : S. IT, p. 106) in expr-essely says that all beings including those
their journey towards this state of purity (brahma- regarded as destitute of Buddha-nature (i.e. 
cariya : ibid.) ·which too had been shut out from lcchailtikas) have Buddha-nature in them. It 
humanity like an apcient city(purclt�Qrprajadhani�: . exists in them permanently and unalterably, · ibid.) Thus Buddha-nature is latantinhumannature throughout all transmigrations ever-ready to develop
till a Tatbagata unravels it. The Buddhas and itself as soon 88 the [opportunity presents itself. 
their atahant disciples thut become the mOlt Buddha-nature iS present in all but only thoe&-
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-who perceive it and make the necessary effort 
Teach it, while the others remain enveloped in error. 
·whether manifest or unmanifest its intrinsic value 
remains unchanged. Another text which is impor
tant with regard to this Mahii.yanist view is the 
Avata1'fi'BakaeiUra according to which Buddha-na
ture is the essence extremely profound and true. 
It is free from all characteristics. According to 
the special treatise of Vasu.bandhu on this subject 
(Tai8h0. 1610), Buddha-nature is the original and 
real nature which is not subject to change. It i.s 
universally present in all hunian beings, whether 

they are Buddhist or non-Buddhist. But for the 
Schools of Abhidhamrnikas and Sarvastivadins, all 
beings do not possess Buddha-nature merely by 
their birth ; it has to. be developed. They cate
gorise beings into three classes as (i.) those who 
by determination (i.e. resolution) do J:)ot possess 
.Buddha-nature and hence never realising Nlrvat:Ja. ;  
(ii) those who are undetermined . (unresolved) 

.rega.rdi�g it and thus having the possibility of 
attaining it by exertion ; (iii) those who have it 

. by determination (resolution) and hence the real 
saints. Thus the Sarviistivadins deny the existence 

· · of [J'IJ.ddhata in all beings, thus admitting the 
existence of I cchantikas. 

"The various Schools of Japanese Buddhism have 
alight variations in this theory. The Tendai 
School holds not only that Suchness or the very 
essence is the nature of the Buddha but that all 
things, anilnate or inanimate, even as far as the 
mineral kingdom, have Buddha-nature in them. 
If Buddha-nature is the very essence, there is, in 
effect, no distinction between ariima.te and inanimate 
bc}ings. It is an act of ignorance to differentiate 
.between them: In Buddha-nature there ie no 
more difference than between the three seasons, 
the ten directions, etc. The Sanron School main
tains the Madhya.mika. characteristic of Buddha

.nature i.e. it is neither single nor dual; etc. The 
Kegcm School states that Buddha-nature is found 
only m animate things thus denying it to the 
inaniniate world. The Y ui8hiki School, too, does 
not adnlit that Buddha-nature is present in all. 
.According to the Shing011 School Buddha-nature 
is present in all beings. The J Odo School too 
admits that all beings have the capacity to acquire 
Buddha-nature." Elsewhere in the same work 
(p. 158) is found a short article on the subj�ct which 
says that "Buddha-nature is like a treasure hidden 
by the passions which beings discover in themselves 

· in the form of the Tathii.gata." All are thus 
:future Buddhas. One of the criticisms against 

· -the Rosso School of J a.panese Buddhism was against 

its principles by which it classifies men into fivo 
categories and designates one class as devoid of 
Buddha-nature. The Sanron School denounced 
this doctrine of the Hosso as 'demoniac,' strongly 
maintaining that the p�.nciple which establishes 
t.ha.t all beings are equally entitled to Buddhahood 
was the true intent of the Buddha's teaching. 
(See Shinsho Hanayama's A History of Japanese 
Buddhism, translated into English by Kosho 
Yamamoto, Tokyo, 1960, p. 22). Hence ih his 
discussion of 'Buddhism in China and Korea' 
Zenryu Tsukamoto observes : "All human beings 
have the Buddha-nature, which is also known as the · 
mind pure in its very nature. It may also be 

referred to as Tathiigatagarbha-the womb of 'him 
(the Buddha.) who has gone the same way a.S all. 
others who have attained Enlightenment.' Any 
human being, by perceiving this originally pure 
mind is, by t1:at fac �, a Buddha.. If we could but_ · 
perceive that the inner pure mind is one and the 
same with the Buddha., and that the Buddha and 
the common man are at bottom no different, 
we should be Buddhas ourselves and should have 

attained ourfreedom. It is liko water as calm as 8 
mirror (the pure mfud), which, when wind (ignorance) 
blows upon it, forms countless waves (the differen
tiated world), but which, when the wind stops, · 
returns to its origU:l.al mirror-like state" (Kenneth 
W. 'Morgan, The Path of the BudiJ.ha, New York, 
1956, p. 227). And the Tibetan writer Sgam. Po. 
Pa. observes " if . enlightenment can be won 
by bard work, it must be within out reach ; 
for in all beings like ourselves the Buddha-motive, 
Tathrigatagarblla, is present" (The Jewel Orna
ment of Liberation, translated into English from 
Tibetan by Herbert V. Guenther, Rider & Co., 
London, 1959, p. 2). 

Based oil a work called Uttaratantra, the above 

work divides all men into five families, both good 
and bad, and says that all are endowed with Buddha- · 
nature. " Beings are endowed with . Buddha- · 

nature since in the Tathata of Buddhas and 
of sentient beings the�e is no differentiation 
into good or bad, great or small, high . or low" 
(p.3). And further " since the Buddha is 
essentially Dharmakaya and Dha.rmakii.ya, 

sunyata and since this 8itnyata permeates all " 
. beings, the latter are endowed with Buddha-nature'' 

(ibid). Elsewhere it is said (p. 8) : "As silver is 
found in and may be refined from its ore, sesame oil 
pressed from its seed and butter churned from milk, 
so in all beings may Buddha.hood become a reality." 
The fact that all beings (i.e. in various realms or 
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�i) although possessed of Buddha-nature, are 
ineapable of realising it, is the theme of the second 
chapter of this work by Po. ·Pa. Human beings, 

· wjth their precious human bodies, are in possession 
of the . unique occasion for this great realisation. 
.And altnoogh all of us possess Buddha-nature our 

attachment to sense-pleasures and our self-com· 
plascency prevent us from realising it is the theme 
of the .4th chapter of this work. 

� the teachings of Zen Buddhism, too, this . 
�pta.nce of and belief in our original Buddha
nature is a noteworthy characteristic. And so 
is it ;,il Nichiren, where the aim is the development 
and improvement of the Buddha-nature, pos8essed 
by aJl beings: 

By completely awakening to the Buddha-nature, 
inherent in man, he can achieve complete self. 
realisation thereby becoming a Buddha, the truly 
illumined intellectual. 

A. G. S. K. 

BUDDIIANIBV�A-STOTRA, the reconstructed 
· . title of a Sanskrit ._text; the Tibetan . tran.ala.tion of 

BUDDHANNEHALA 

;First of all the author says that the Buddha is a. 
descendant of the Sakyan clan who has set the
Wheel of the doctrine rolling in Baral).asi and who 
a.ttained l'arinirva::-.a in the Sii.lavana (in India). 
He is described as being compassionate and. 
victorious and. one who has subdued all evil. This . 
worthy and beloved Leader of mankind is very 
pleasing and incomparable. He crossed over to 
the other side (of sarr.sara). His face is compared to 
the full-moon and his eyes to full-blown tapala 
(blue lotus) fl.ower8 and his body, which is endowed 
with all the characteristics of a Great Being, to a 
golden mountain. He is compared to a cool pond · 
of which the water is his doctrine. 

Towards the latter part of the text the author: 
· salutes the Buddha. six times, comparing him to the· 

waning moon (at the time. of his passing away) 
and also to the sun in the sky. The Buddha is alB<> 
referred to as the Founder of the Noble Path 
(Skt. aryamiirga, Tib. lfphags�lam) and one who. 
has overcome the darkness of ignorance. 

I.K. 

which entitlep Sana-rgyas · yons-au-�ya-nan-laa-. BUDDHANNEHJlLA, a rock-cut sanctuary of 
·�-pa-la bstod�pa, . � forind . iD. the ' BstOd-tSbog BuddhiSt monks in the Kuiicuti;a Korale of the . (stOtra.) section of the Tibetan' · T�ngyw.- · tT M. No. . north-cen� province of Ceylon about seven miles 

· ·· - 1f58·; TP. Vol. ·46, No.:2047): , AlthougJ! both. these north of Padaviya. . The site which consists of fi� • . editi� give the �e Tibetan title, .the Sii.n.skrlt caves and a stiipa was first discovered in 1891 by M.: _ title differs. The &Dskrit title as quoted in the De z. Wick:ra.masinghe of the . Ceylon Arohaeo-
Peking edition is Buddha-Parinirva'f)G SiUra· while . . logical Survey, while on ·an exploration tour. . the . S4e-dg� . edition .. gives it as BWiaanirvii'f)G· 
&ofra. The latter is a more accurate rendering of The remains at the site show evidence of a very · 
the-Tibetan . . This work .also occurs in the ' Oata• early monastic establishment. When it · wu. 
Iogue au Tanjur Mcmgal .lrr;prime ' (ed. Rintchen, discovered, there were also found remains of a 
New Delhi, 1964, No. 1208). The ,Chinese version mediaeval Hindu Kovil in one of the caves. Thia 
ia not available. points tO the fact that the establishment was later. 

The author of the work is .. DpaJ-ldan Chos-kyi 
grap.pa (Srimad D�i}. The translators 
are unknown, 

. The entire · text . deals with an eulogy of the 
· $ikyan Buddha.. The author begins the text with 

· · a ealut&tion addressed to Mafijuari�kumirabhiita 
·(fib. J;I�-dpa.l gShon-nur), a manifestation of 
lfaiijuSri. 

The author's lamentation about the passing away 
(Skt. 1Jarimrmt�a; Tib. mya-tian-?!das} of the Buddha 
il vividly · deScribed in :this text. While singing 
the praises of the Bud� the author uses the word 
· • alas ' ('l'ib. kyi-hud) after tl&Ch and fYVery sentence. 

appropriated by Hindu worshippers. 

The remains of the Hindu phallic cult objecte,. 
(linga . and yoni) discovered in this kovil indicste
that it was the Saiva sect that had prevailed. 

· The remains of a perforated stone block, identified.. 
as a y.antragala1 found in a pool clo�-by, is evidence . 
of the damage done to the stiipa of the monastery, · 
parts of whose brick foundation are still traCeable· . 

on the summit of the took. This ma.y also be the· 
·w�rk of treasure-hunters. 

The mostbn portant discovery at the site . was a 
stone pil,lar, used as a door-jamb in the Hindu 
kovil. This pillar contains an inscription, . and tlie · 

. 1 YantragaJa is a rectangular or square stone slab, divided Into square holes to receive valuable objects, If not reUcs .. 
mean' to be placed within the relic . chamber' ,-of .a atii.pa. The one discovered - here Is divided into flve aquar• Jaolea and Is _2 n. by 1 n. 7 Inches (EZ. I. p, 191 ; see also B. Paranavitana, Tbf Stupa in Oevlon, Colombo, 1946). · 
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:fact that it was instslled upside down, proves, that 
it does not belong to the place where it was found. 
'The Ia.ter kovil-builder had, probably, brought it 
from some other place, close-by after the original 
building to which it belonged was destroyed. 

The inscription is about a royal grant by the 
groot king, Maharaja Abba Salamevan, identified 
-88 Kassapa V (cir. 980-90 A.C.), to the bhikkhus 
·of Nagiriga.la in the district of Sagiri (Cetiyagiri). 

The inscription ( EZ. I, pp. 191-96 ), gives 
particulars of incumbency in the Buddhist monastio 
Order through pupilary succession (W. Rahula, 
Hvtcry of Bwldhi8m .� Ceylon, Colombo, 1956, p. 
135, note). It also indicates that the authority of 

·the Sagi!'i1 district 88 far a8 monMtio establishments 
·were concerned, extended towards further north, 
'UP to the Padaviya. area. 

It may · 8lso be probable that this monastic 
establishment waa, at 8 certain period, referred to 
.as Na.girigala vihara. The antiquity of the site 
could be tlStabliahed by such finds as a headless 
.atone Buddha-image of the earliest period, some 
terra.;cotta finds, eto. As the site has not yet been 
Jully eiplored, one cann:ot be exact about the 
·defiilite date of origin of the monastic establishment 
.here. 

A. D. T. E. P. 

BUDDHANUS.M�TI (1), ' Recollection of Buddha ,' 
. -8 . aharmaparyciya. BOO BUDDHANUSSATI. 

BUDDHAU.NSMIJ,TI (2) (.Arya-Buu), ·the title of a 
text, the Tibetan translation of which is found three 
· times · in the · Tibetan Tripitak8, under the title 
·(lJphags-pa) sans-rgyas rjes-su dran-pa, viz., in the 
Mdo (siitra) section of the Kangjur (II, Vol. 37, 
No. 945) ; in the Rgyud-l).grel (tantra. commentary) 
:section of the Tengyur (PT. Vol. 80, No. 3964), 
·where the translator's name is given aa Tshnl 
.khrims rgyal-mtshan (Siladhsvja) and in the Dbu
:ma (Madhyamika) section of the T�ngyur (TP. 

· Vol. 103, No. 5433), where the tronsla�ion is attri· 
buted to Prajnavarman and Ye-8ea-sde. 

· A fragment of the BuddMnusmrti, with � inter
linear commentary, has boon noted among the 
Tibetan manuscripts from Ton-huang {No. 129 in 
the Oatalo!11:8 of the Tibetan manuscripts from· Pun
huang in �he India Office Library, published for the 
Commonwealth Relations Office, Oxford University 
Press, 1952). This text appears to be the same as ' ;,.., 

that in the Peking edition of the Tibetan, Tripit;aka. 
The same collection of manuscripts contain�' the 
fragment of o. com.Tilentary, where Vasubandhu ia 
named as the author of the Buddhanusmrti (ibid. 
No. 303). 

As is indicated by the concluding .statement of the 
text, ly,di dag ni de-bshin-g8ega-pa�i . . . . yon-tan 
yin-no, Buddhiinusmrti contains an enumeration of 
the virtues of the Buddha. The text starts with the 
usual listing of the characteristics of the Buddha, 
expressed in his titles : tathiigata, arhat, samyaJc. 
sambuddha, vidyacara'!l&ampanna, sugata, lokavicl, 
anuttaral}-purm,adamyasarathih,, 8astadeviima1]1manu
§Yanii'rf) ca, bwidho and bhagavan. 

The Buddha is further described as the cause of 
virtue, the inexhaustible source of happiness, the 
foundation of the treasures of merit, 8 perscin of 
matchless appearance, invincible strength, imme· 
asurable wisdom and inconceivable courage, who, 
adorned with patience, is a source of d.elight to the 
pious devotee, 8 teacher to all beings, a father to 
bodhisattvas and . a leader .to aJl those aeeking 
Nirv�. 

R. li. . 

BUDDHANUSQTI�TlKA, the Sanskrit title of a 
work as quoted in · its Tibetan translation, the 
Sans-rgyas rje8·8'U dran-paM rgyfi.cher · �grel-pa, 
found in the Mdo-l,lgrel (siitra co:rm:ilentary) sectio!l 
of the Tengyur. The authorship of tho work is 
attributed to Dbyig-giien (V asubandhu). The 
translation was the work of Dii.na.Sila and Dpa
brtsega r�ita (Srikiitarak�ta : PP. Vol. 104, 
No. 5487 ; TM. No. 3987 ; Oordier. ill, p. 362). 

The text, the opening sa.lutatary formula of which 
is addressed to Ma.iiju.Srilrumiirabhiita, is the Sre&t 
(Tib. �rgya-cMr) commentary on the text Bv.ddha
nusmrti. The work describes in detail the method 
of remembering the Buddha (Skt. BuddMnU8mrti ; · 
Tib. Sans·rgyas rje8-su dran-pa) which is one of the 
six subjects of recollection. The other five are the 
recollection of the Dharma (Skt. Dharmiittusmrti ; . . 
Tib. Ohos-rje.s-su dran-pa), the remembrance of the 
Sangha (Skt. Sanghiinusmrti ; Tib. dge-lldun rju
dran-pa), the remembrance of religious duty (Skt. 
Silanusmrti ; Tib. tshul-khrims · rje8-BU dran-pa), . 
the recollection of the renunciation (Skt. Tyagii
nusmrti, Tib. gto?i-ba rje8·8U dran-pa) . and the 
remembrance of the gods (Skt. Deviinusmrli ; 
Tib. Zha-r}e8·su dran-pa). 

· 
2. Blglri is a nearly Blnhala equivalent to Cetlyagirl -Cetlyapabbata . This is the famous site where the thera 

)(abinda met the Slnh�a · monarch, Deviinamplyatlsaa, ln the 3rd century B. C. and consequently became the m01' 
ballowed place of Buddhist worahlp ln CeyloD. n wu alao known by other names aucb aa Mlssakapabbata, MihlAWt, ·(See DPPN.). 
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The author of this text, after describing the many 
virtues (Tib. yon-tan chen-po) of the Buddha, 

emphasises, at the end of the text, tho,t one should 

read . through this text several times and learn 

by heart so that he would be possessed of the three 
qualities (Tib. phun-sum-tshogs) 1 namely, grace, 

glory and wealth. 
I.K. 

. BUDDBAKUSMJ;tTI· VJ.tTTI, the name of a Sanskrit 
· · work, the Tibetan version of which is incorporated 
· . in the Mdo�l)grel (siitra eommentary) section of the 

Tibetan. Tengyur under the title sa7J8-rgyas rje 
. dran�i �grel-pa. The authorship of the work 

is attributed to Thogs-med (Asailga) and the 

Tibetan translation to Ajita.Sribhadra of India and 
Sikya l;lod (Sakya-prabha: PT. Vol. 104, No. 5482 ; 
TM.'No. 3982 ; Cordier. ill, p. 361). The names 
ofth& author and the translators are also mentioned 
at the end of the teXt. 

(Tib. 8es-rab �hal-ba), practising actions in accor-
dance with custom (Tib. tsht!l-bshin-ma-y·in-pa. 
yid-la byed-pa), irreverence (Tib. log-par mos-pa),. 
laughing aloud \Tib. rgod-pa), ignorance (Tib. 
ma-tig-pa) and immodesty (Tib. bag-med-po) •. 
Since he was able to subdue even the lustful god 
(Skt. kiimadeva, devaputramara ; Tib. ��i 
bdud), he was known as the teacher of gods and 
men. Because he possessed comprehensive intel
lectual power and was compa.asionate, he was . 
called the Bllddha. 

The title of the text suggests that tho work is a. 
commentary (Skt. vrtti ; Tib. Wt'el-pa) on ths· 
Buddf.iinusmrti, but the author himself refers to it. 
as BuddMnusmrti at the beginning of the work. 

I.K. 

BUDDHANUSM.ij.TYA...JWTTABA-BBAV ANA-lfA-· 
MA (var. 0 smrtyuttara0), the reconstructed Sanskrit. 

After paying obeisance to Maiijusrikumare.bhiita title of a Tibetan text Sana-rgya8 rju-au dran-pa: 
(Tib. I;Ijam-dpal gshon-nur), the author describes bla-M med-�i lgom-pa she8-bya-�, incorPorated · 

· the epithets of the Buddha, such as 'the victorious twice in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamika) section of the- .  
ewe' (Skt. bhagavan ; Tib. bcom-ldan), 'the one who 

Tengyur (�T. Vol. l02; No. 5318 ;-Vol. 1()3; No.5467; · 
has subdued his enemy' (Skt; arahan ,· · Tib.' dgra PM. Nos. 3923• 4543 ; Cordier. UJ, Nos. 319, 355). · 
kom-pa) •the au.blime ona': (Skt. samyalc samb¢dho; .. . TI,l.e authorshl,p of this work,is �ttributed to Jdahi- ' 

. Tlp. �¥u.,,p;;r ��ogs-pal)i,saiul�rgya8), :. •the 
'
well 

Il\ati (Bodhibhadra) and the translators are mentio-: . 
. · �ne o�. e ; . (Skt. 81igilta ; Tib. · bde-ba g�egs-pa), 'the 

ried as VinayacanQ.ra, Chos.�kyi 5es-rab (Dharma�-· e�- prajna). · · knower of the world' (Skt. ZOkavidu ; Tib. [l,jig-rjen 
. m�Ayen-pa), 'the chief of men' (Skt. a11uttaro ; 

· . Tib. bka�ma meCI�pa), 'the guide of tractable men' 
(Skt. puru§aqamya8arathi ,· Tib. skyes-bu 1)ul-b�i 
ltha-lo sgyur-ba), 'the teacher of gods and men' 
(Skt. sattM devamanU§Yiindm ; · 'l'ib. lha-dan mi 

. mams-kyi aton-pa), and 'thE) awakened one' (Skt. 
Biuldha ; Tib. aatis-rgya8). · Thereafter, the author 
describes these epithets at length and says that the 

Buddha :was called the victorious one, because he . 
" . was able to de�roy all the fetters (Tib. �in-ba). 

The epithet arahan was given to him because he has 
put an end to all the illisery (Skt. dul}kha ; Tib. 

· tlon-moris-pa) which in Buddhism is divided into 
two categories namely, the ten smaller causes and 
�n greater carises of moral misery. The ten 
smaller causes are :  wrath (Tib. khro-ba), spite 
(Tib. �lchon.fi.clsin), ostentation (Tib . . ston-pa), 
adherence · to what is contrary to Buddhism (Tib. 
{lcAig-pa), illusion (Tib. sgyu), deception (Tib. gyo), 

.·· jealousy (Tib. phrag-dog), covetousness (Tib. ser-sna), 
pride (Tib. · ria-rgyal), and arrogance .(Tib. lhag-pM,i. 

· M-rgyal}. The ten greater causes are : w8nt of 
· faith (Tib. ma-dad-pa), repentance (Tib. [l,gyod-pa), 
vacillating (Tip. brjed-nas-pa), inattention or -

cbariging the mind (Tib. gysna-pa), confusion 

TQe author begins the. text with � salutation add·· · · ressed to the Buddha and to all the bodhiaattvas .. 
The text is writt�n in poetic form and. tho aim of the, 
author is the realisation ofbliss through meditation 
on the idea of the Buddha. The author pays ·homage· 
to the Buddha, after describing him as one who is 
free from all the worldly obstacles. Thereafter the, · 
author says tha.t a person who reflects on the 
supreme Buddha should do the following : the· · 
meditator should get up early in the morning, 
attend to his ablutions and utter the following· 
magical formula three times: 01!l ttvabhava iuddho 
san.oa dharma svabkava Suddhe · M1fl• Thereafter he 
is instructed to contemplate on various parts. or 

. 

the body which does not exist as a permanent 
entity. On the completion of the medita.tion on · 
the body as a. non-entity, the meditator should. 
recite the formula, o,. Silnyatajnana vajrtuvabhava . . . 
at1na/coharp. I;re is also asked to contemplate on 
the Buddha in the morning and again during the· 
mid-day. The author mentions that a �i-son wJl9. 
is engaged in _ such meditation should not take
delight in companions, praise, · giory, prosperity,. 
etc., and if such a thought were to arise, he llhoald. 
overcome that thought and feel humble. 
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Then follows a description from the Lankiivatarasu
�tra which refers to the body of the Buddha (Skt. 
Buddhakaya) and the body of the Dhamma (Skt. 
Dharmakaya), and which further declares that 
whosoever wishe.s to obtain tranquility should 

.always meditate on the Buddha. 
I.K. 

BUDDHANUSSATI, recollection of the Buddha, a 
type of · meditation with the Buddha's special 

-qualities as its object ( Vism. vii, §§2-67, pp. I62-76 ; 
Vimuttimagga, trsl. The Path of Freedom, Colombo, 
1961, pp. 140-8). Those good •qualities of the 
Buddha which function as a topic for meditation 
(buddhagu'l)iiramma'(la) are enumerated frequently 
in the Pali texts, e.g., D. III, p.  76 ; M. I, p. 37 ; S. 
V, p. 197 ; A. III, p. 285 ; Sn. p. 132 ; while com
mentarial works explain them in full (SnA. p. 442 ; 
Vism. loo. cit.) . . They are nine : arahant, samma&a. 
mbuddha, vijja-cara'{la-sampanna, sugata, loka-vidu, 
amdtara purisadamma-sarathi, sattha deva·manussa· 
M'7!l, buddha, bhaga'Vant. 

Many are the explanations, in which Buddhaghosa 
· appears to revel, giving them sometimes an unde
served status, etymologically. But, as the purpose 
of this meditation is to bring about e. mental state 
of peaceful devotion, the value of his statements 

· should not be examined too critically. 

And, thus, the Blessed One is called (I) -arahant, 
literally, one who · deserves (arahati) honour, but 
with the acquired technical meaning, one who has 
. attained the goal of all striving, who has accomplished 
his task to perfection, who has achieved the supreme . 

. good of Nibbii.na., and has destroyed (hanati) the 
spokes (ara) of the wheel of rebirth (Vism. vii, 

· §§ 4, 22). 

(2) Sammiil!ambuddha, supremely enlightened, by 
. himself, which quality distinguishes the Buddha 
from his accomplished disciples who become enligh
tened arahants by their listening to and following 

· the teaching of the Buddl:ia. 

the Buddha is called sublime, but also su!Jlime in 
his teaching. 

(5) Loka-vidu, knower of the world, i.e., he knows 
�he world as regards its essence, its origination, 
Its_ cessation, and the method thereto, for "not by 
gomg can wor-ld's end be reached. For the world 
is in this body, a. fathom - long, with all its 
percepts and concepts . . . . . . . . .  And until this world's . 
end has been reached there cannot be a. cessation. 
of conflict" (S. I, P..· 62) . The world is of beings 
(sattaAoka) and that is known to the Buddha 
through their varying desires, habits, tendencies: 
temperaments, faculties, behavidurs and achieve
ments. The world is also of formations (sankhara- . 
loka), and that world is known to the Buddha. 
through sensations, mental - aggregates,. sense
organs a.tid bases, typea of consciousness, etc. 
A third type of world (not mentioned in the Vimut
timagga) is that of location (okasa-loka) ; it is the 
physical world in which the sun and moon 
rotate and shine their light in all directions ; and 
that world, too, is known by the Te.tha.gate. 
(Vis-ln. vii, 37, p. 169). ; ;:. · · . 

(6) Anuttara-purisa-damma-sara.thi, incomparable . 
trainer of men to be tamed, for the Buddha surpasses 
all in virtue and understanding, and hence he--

:
is 

matchless. He tames all wlio ·are fit tO· be tarried . ' 
i.e., he guides them with his discipline. · 

(7) Sattha devamanussiina'l!l, tde.cher of heavenly 
and human beings. Buddhaghose. stresses the 
point that the Buddha bestowed his teaching 
upon animals as well, but here only gods and men 
are referred to, as they are in general best capable 
of progress. This he illustrates with the story of the 
frog (mawuka) which was crushed to death while 
listening to the voice (sara) of the Buddha preaching 
to the people of Ca.mpii. ( V vu. p. 49) and was born in · 
heaven. 

(8) Buddha, the enlightened on�, because he has 
acquired ·the knowledge t�t belongs to the fruit of · 
deliverance (vimokkhanlika-nat)a) ; he discovered 
the four truths by himself (cattari saccani aUana pi · 

bujjhi) and brought Enlightenment io. others 
(anne pi satte bodhesi). 

(3) Vijja-cararuwampanna, endowed with true 
knowledge and virtuous conduct. This refers to the 
direct knowledge of insight (vipassana-natta) as 
well as to supernormal · psychic powers (abhinna), 

. and to the virtuous conduct of moral restraint (9) Bhagavant, deserving respect, a designation . 

(silasa1JW(lra}, guarding the sense-doors, acquiring the based on his rea.lisation (saoohika pan�i : Ps. i, 

· seven virtues and the four states of .mental absorp· P: 17� ; Nd. I, P· 14�). Buddhag�ose. goes �to J_WWY 

· tion in the sphere of form (rilpavacara-jhana : q�v.). , ". de��uled and analytical explanations of this epithet, 
· . · some of them based on the Mahci Niddesa (I, p. 142) 

(4) Sugala, literally, who has happily attained, and ita fanciful etymological exegesis. In Vedio 

and, therefore, one who will not return again to literature the term bhagaool oocurs also, frequently 
:SIU!lsirio existence. Excellent in this achievement., applied to gods, demigods and saints, with the 
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meaning : of glorious, illustrious, venerable, pros
perous, auspicious ; and that is indeed the basic 

meaning of the epithet as applied to the Buddha, 

usually translated as the Blessed One. 

does not reach full absorption, but remains as' 
access-concentration (upacara). Due to the pro
fundity of the object of meditation and to the 
variety of the Buddha's great qualities which are 
contemplated, one-pointedness of mind (ekaggata) 
is not attainsd. Also Upatissa's Vimuttimagga 
{op. cit. p. 148) agrees that one who meditates on 
the Buddha attains to access-concentration, and not 
to fixed mental absorption (jhana), owing to the 
abstruseness of the object of the Buddha's virtue 
and because one has to recollect not merely one. 
virtue. Even so it is admitted (loc. cit.) with 
reference to the Malui'l'�Ama Butta (A. ill, p. 285 ; 
cp. AA. III, p. 337) : " Again it is taught that from 
the recollection of the Buddha, the four meditations, 
jhar.aa arise." 

t 
Now, while the mind is concentrated on these 

varioua good qualities of the Buddha, there will be 
no occasion for the arising of greed, hate and delu
sion (A. Ill, p. 285). And further, when these 
mental obsessions (pariyuUhana) are thus prevented 

· from being effective, the hindrances (n�·qararoa) 

to spiritual advancement are suppressed (literally, 
paralysed, 11ikkhambhita : Vism. vii, § 66, p. 1 75), 
whereby is created the proper atmosphere for the 
arising of spiritual zest (piti) and . tranquillity 
(paasaddhi), culminating in that mental ease (Bu!.:ha) 

which is the 1,\bsence of conflict (dukkha). 

The following 13 benefits are mentioned in the 
Vimtl#imagga (loc. cit.), although it is said there 
that 18 benefits accrue : fulness of confidence, 

H.G.A.v.Z. 

BUDDHAPAD (var. Buddhavani, Buddhil.ni), in the 
Kr�a valley, an early site within the Buddhist 
empire of the Andhra Sii.tav8ha.tias. · abundance of mindfulness, completion of wisdom, 

reverence, plenty of merit, great joy, ability to 
end'ure hardship, · fearlessness, steadfastness in The relation of Buddhapa.d to the earliest phase 
the presence of evil, the state of living near the · ofBuddhist culture in the Vengi region couldbe seen 

· Teacher� enjoyment· of activity belong.mg to the , . �y itE! .  location within the circle of early Buddhist 
ground of the· Buddhas, (the happiness of) faring: . Sites like Amarii.vati, Jagga.yyapeta, Nii.gii.rjuni

well· and approaching . the · deathless . sta�e . . · The . r· �oi.lc;l�, · Guntupa�, Gundivada, Ghii.Qtasal& . and 
. list in . the . Viauddhi?nagga appears to be · more . B�attiprolu. Buddhapad _is situated about 20 

1 te h · •t adds Wh · miles westwards from the r1ght ba.nk of the v .. .,na. comp e w en 1 : en he encounters . . . � '� · 
nver, 15 miles west of Bhatt1prolu and about 25 · 

· an opportunity for transgression, he has awareness miles south of Amarii.va.ti. 
· 

of conscience and shame as vivid as thoug4 he were 
f&ce to face with the Master ; and even if he pene
trates no· hig�er, he is at .least headed for a happy 
destiny (trsl. Na.r;mmoli, Path of Pur-ification, 
Colombo, 1946, p. 230). 

Jn t�e suttas (e.g., Maluina?na Sutta: A. ill, p. 285) 
we are given another set of gains : And at whatever 
time a noble discipl� concentrates with mindfulness 
on the Tathii.gata, his mind will never be swamped 
·by lust, hate or delusion, but will be directed 
(uj'IJ{Iala) on to the Tathagata; ap.d thus straightened, 
he is filled with enthusiasm concerning the goal and 
the teaching (labhati attluweda'f!', labhati rihamma
lifdaf!l), from which arise joy (pamujja) and delight 
(piti), trai:i.qilillity (paasaddhi) and ease (BUkha) ; 
and thus the mind is concentrated (citla'Yfl samiidhi

yati). 
Here are outlined the various stages of mental 

absorption (jMM : q.v.), the principal goal of this 
type of m�tation. Yet, according. to Buddha

ghosa (Vi&m. vii, § 66, p. 1 75), these jhtina factors 
arise for a single moment only ( elcakkha'!f.e jhanangani 
uppajjanli) ; · and thus the state of concentratiqn 

Figures of the Buddha and other carvin,as in· 
bronze discovered at Buddhapad made the site 
important for the study of early Buddhist icono
graphy in metal. As revealed by a report published 
by J. Boswel, the discoveries were made as early 
as 1 870 (R. Sewell, 'Some Buddhist Bronzes and 
Relics of Buddha,' JRAS. 1895. pp. 61 7f.). 

An excerpt from Boswel's report, quoted by R. · 
Sewell (op. cit.) is as follows : " There are a number 
of copper Buddhil:;t image1l in the library atBez�ada . .  
These were found buried at Buddhavani in the 
Rapalle Taluqo . • . . . There are � number or 
images of the Buddhist saints varying in .sizo from 
one to two feet in height. . They are beautifully 
executed . . . . . .  Each figure formarly ·stood on a 
pedestal of its own, but I am informed that, as 
these pedestals bore ce:rtain characters, probably 
the names of the saints, they were sent to Madras · 
to be deciphere.li They have, however, never been 
returned. I presume they .are in the Gove�ent 
Central Museum. I would recommend bringing 
the figures and the pedestals together again .,. 
(ibid. pp. 617f.). 

j 
i 

.\ 
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In 1875, these bronzes, mostly broken into pieces 
through years of neglect, were found at a Govern
ment workshop building, by Robert Sewell, who took 
care of them and kept them in the Bezwada Museum 
library. Later, in 1882, some of the fragmentary 
remains were handed over to the India Office in 
London at the instance of the famous antiquary 
James Burgess (R. Sewell, op. cit, p. 619). 

Of these bronzes three small images of the Buddha 
stand unique, in roopect of their archaic features, · 
corresponding to other bronze Buddha images 
discovered from sites in t.he m:-f}.t:la valley and related 
sites in and outside India , {ibid). Two figmes 
show the Buddha in V arada mudra of the right 
hand, with the left holding one end of the robe. 
In one · figure the right · hand is shown in the 
Abhaya mudra. In all the three �ges the· right 
shoulder is left bare. The 1"lr?UJ mark is shown 

to produce a striking similarity to the bronze Budd·· 
�a images discovered at sites dating ba�k to the 
Andhra period of Kr!?!fa valley a.rt. 

The remnant of a. lotus ped�Rtal (JRAS. 1 895, 
Pl. IT, fig. 4}, Bhows faint traces of a stylised lotus. 
This type of lotus pedestal, commonly known 88 
padmiisana, is not uncommon in Buddhist art from 
its inception (For similar type. padmasanas a00, · 
T. N. Ramachandran, •Nagapattinam and other 
Buddhist Bronzes, Bulletin of the Madras Govt. 
Museum, New series, Vol. III, No. 1, Pis IT, m, 
V. VI, etc. ; B. Rowland, The Art and Architedure �� 
India, (Buddhist, Hindu and Jain), Penguin Book, · 
1956, Pl. 94B, from NaJanda, Pl. 137 A&B, from 
Ceylon, Dung · Duong (Vietnam) ; Pl. 163A. · 
from Ayudhya (Siam} ; Pis. 182B; 187, from Barabu
dU.r {Java} ; D. -T. ··Devendra, Classical Sinhaless 
Sculpture, London, 1958, Pl. 71). 

only in one figure while the tq�isa (cranial A miniature replica of a dagiiba in bronze from 
protuberance) is · shown in all three images. These · Buddhapiid (JHAS. 1895, Pl. 13, No. 5) represent. 

. bronze Buddha images are . now considered to be · the form of the earliest type of dagaba.s. The dome . 
of the dagaba is in the shape_ of a po_t_· .PtaCed on.�  

the products of the same school of art as the .one reeting pad, thus reminding us of the t�tional · that claims the bronze. images of the Kr�J}a g�akara (pot-shape) dagabas of the: early ca.no.
valley usually termed Amaravati bronze Buddhas 
· • · of architecture . (8if,pa8iistras ; see S. Paranavitana; · 
. and could be da� between the 2nd and the The Stapa in Oey!on, Colombo, l946, p. 27; Parker's . 
5th centuries A.C.1 A • a ,__ L 

. . . . . 

Two bronze heads of the Buddha . (JRAS. 1895,_ 
Pl. II, nos I & 2) expressing lively, serene features 
common to the early Buddha images in bronze and 
in other mat�rials, are noteworthy, as they depict 
the features seen in images from the same repertoire 
in· the Kr�l}a valley as well as from other 
places like · Ceylon, Java, Siam, etc. {A compa
rative study of the bronzes from these sites could be 
had in Mirella Levi Dancone's 'Amaravati, Ceylon 

· and three Imported Bronzes' in The Art Bvlletin, 

Vol. XXXIV, No. I for 1952). The faces of these 
two heads express a serene smile which is explicit 
in the entire region of the countenance, unlike in 
certain images of the period, where the smile is 
localised within the region of the lips . only. The 
stylised eyebrows, the narrow line of the forehead, 
the iirtta and the ��isa, the cutting edge of the nose, 
the snail shell pattern of the hair curls, all combine 

nncunt eyw1•• uza.c, 1909, p . . 337) • . � Th� base of 
the dome doe�J not rest vertically on, the platform, . 
but curves inwards as if to emphaai� its round . · 
appearance more.2 This type is found among the 
dagabas of the earliest phase in India, as seen in the 
bas-relief and in the structural forms, found at . 
Saiici, Bhi:i.rhut, . Bedsa, Karle, A)anta, etc. (A: K. . 
Coomaraswru.ny, History of Indian and lndQ.ne8ian 
Art, London, 1927, Pl. X, figs, 32, 34 from Bade& 
and Karle ; Pl. XII fig. 42 from SB.ii.oi ; Pl. XXXIV, 
146, from Amarii.vati). 

Another important find among the BuddhapSd · 
bronzes, is a. remarkably carved group with a central . 
Buddha figure in the Dhyani Mudra. Three acolytes 
are oeen on either side. · The entire piece is 
badly encrusted with dirt and decay, but traces of · · 
a stylised iisana (seat) with Makara projections at 
the back could still be seen (JRAS.1895, p. 625). 
The central Buddha image is placed on 

1 This date has been arrived at by bringing down a period of more than eight centuries beginning from tbe ftra� 
century of this era, to a more probable period of three centuries, on an analysis of studies made by several scholars, .· 
on both stylistic and epigraphic grounds (i.e. Mirella Levi-Dancone, op. cit. pp. 10 ff.; K. R. Subramanian, Buddhid · Rlmaim in Andhra, Madras, 1932, _ pp. 24, 138 ; Storv of Buddhism, publlahed by the Govemment, of Madras, 1960, 
edited by A. Ariyappan and P. R. Blrlnivasan, Ph VI, fig. 8, probably of the snme J>eriod as the Buddhapiid bronzee: 
T. N. Ramachandran, Nagapattinam and other Buddhist Bronzes Bulletin of the Madra� G()Vt. MUBeum, New Serlet, 
Vol. III, No. I • . pp. Sl, 47, 69, 77). 1 

Z Recent excavations at the Kirlvehera d!gaba at Kataragama in Ceylon, a site dating back to the pre-Chrlltlaa 
era, baa reveal&d such a curve Inwards at the base of the dome. The authorltlea who executed excavations ai l:lrhto· 
hera, iold the aut.hor that th18 �ype of dome Ia quite common to digiilaa of South CeJloD. See. 8. Paraoavl� Joe, 
cl&.; Parker, loo ,olt.). 

· 
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a lotus pedestal, and the attendant figures are shown 
in the attitude of worshipping the central figure. 
A stUpika (small stiipa) surmounts the entire sculp
ture with three protruding hoods (like umbreJ.J.aa 
above the bead of the Buddha. The figures at 
the base are much decayed. 

Ma.haka.ssapa., adjusting his tobes so as to leave one 
shoulder bare, went round the pyre three times, 

with clasped hands, and when the pyre opened, 
revealing the Buddha's feet, he reverentially bowed 
down his head at the feet of the Buddha.. The 
other five-hundred monks that were with him did 
likewise and then the funeral pyre ignited sponta-

Among the other finds are parts of bronze heads, neously. �owever, the above surmise of Cunnin
hands and a pedestal with a. Sauskrit inscription gham goes contrary to other literary evidence, 
(ibid. Pl. V; noe, 2a., 2b, and 2c.). acoording to which the Buddha, in his very lifetime, 

Deciphering the fragmentary inscription iit the left the impression of his f�t to be venerated by 
ped� Buhler has attempted to trace an indica.- faithful disciples. Of such impressions, the one on 
tion of a. dedica.tocy image to the goddess Jayama.ti the Snrriana.kiij;a. in Ceylon is the most venerated. 
(an aspect of the Ma.b.a.yana. goddess Tii.rii.). On According to the .J.l!ahava1Jlsa(Mhv. i, v. 77) the 
epigraphica.l grounds, Biihler suggests a. date around Buddha, on his third visit to the island of Lailkii., left 
the . 9th century A.C. or. a little earlier . (BUhler, the traces of his footsteps on the Suma.na.kiit;a., the 
The Imcription on the Pedestal from Bezwada, abode of the god Suma.na. The Mahava1'f'Sa com
JRAS. 1895, appendix, p. 635), This shO\'fS that · mentary (Mhv.A. p. 1 14), commenting on this state

the region continued to flourish as a Mahayana ment, says that the Buddha. left the impression of 
· his foot on the summit of SnDWJa.kii�a. in order to Buddhist centre after a lapse of several centunes 

from the final disappearance of the Imperial commemorate his three visits to the island and to 
. A.ndhra. Sata.v8hana8 of the :Jrmla.-VeDgi country, prepare the country to receive his Dha.mms. and 

whose favour and: patronage towards Buddhism also to show his own ma.jesty.1 Fa-hsien (Legge, 
was �etise (Vincent Sxriith,' A History of Fine Travels of Fa-Mien, Oxford, 1886, p. 102), who visitec:l 
Arl in India �- Ceylon;· Oxford� · 1930, p. · l27). the Isla.nd in the fifth century Ap., refers to the . 

This short period of Mahayana. survival could h!love foot-print on Suma.na.�j;a. and to Amother found to 
synchronised with the . P8Ja. dynasty. . of · Bengal. · �he no� of the �yal c1ty (An.pura). 

. �
c�r

Wh th · Chinese · ilgrim Hsilim-tsang· · visited · · mg to him (op. c1t. p. 29), there was a. tradit1on m 
· the

e
� 

e 
in the . 7�h century · ·A.C , Buddhist his time in �dia., to_o� that when the BJiddha �t 

establishments were· in ruins and d�sola,te. to north Ind.id. he VlSlted the country of Udya.na., 

The Buddhist kingdom in the KP?��-Vezigi region 
never rose after the Gupta.s. The Chinese accounts 
gives a. clear indication of this (S. Baal, Si-yu-ki, 

Ohiness AccountS of India, Indian Edition, Vol. IV, 
Calcutta, 1958, pp. 420ff.). · It is likely that the· 
P!U6 rulers · of Bengal had· attempted to tmprove 
the conditions of these once ma.gnificient sites of 

· the Andhras, but that too evidently did not have 
more effect than the spreading of certain Mahayana 
cult& . 

A.D.T.E.P. 

. BUDDHAPADA, foot-print of the Buddha, venera.
� and worshipPed by the Buddhists of almost all 
Buddhist countries; probably from a very early 
period. The practice of such veneration probably 
began, according to Cunningham (Stilpa of Bharhut, 
London, 1879, p. il�). in imitation of the reverence 

• · · shown by Ma.he.ka.ssa.pa. and other disciples to the 
actual feet of the Buddha. when his body was lying 
on the funeral pyre. As stated in the Mahaparinib
bana Butta of the Digha Nikaya (D.n, pp. 163 f.). 

just north of the Punjab, and left there a print of his 
foot, which would become long or short according 
to th� wish of the beholder. Spence Hardy (Manual 
of Buddhi:Jm, London, 1853, pp. 209 t'.) refers to a 
·tradition, which says that · the Buddha left an 
imprint of his foot on the bank of the river Narm8.
dii. in the midst of a. sandy desert, on a spot that is 
occa.siona.lly covered by the flooding waters. This 
impression, �ports Hardy, :may still be seen in the 
Yon (Yava.na) country, at a. pl.a.ce where the waves 
str..ke upon a sandhill �d then again retire. It is 
only when waves retire that the mark of �he foot can 
be seen. Ha.rdr suggests, as noted by. Cunningham .· 
(loc. cit.), that a toWn ria.med Srip8Ja., which plaoed 
by Ptolemy on the Narmada river, should probably 
be Sripa.da., meaning ' Illustrious Foot. ' This · 
tradition further says that from theriverthe Buddha 
went to a rock named Sacca.ba.ddha, upon the sum
mit of which. at the re�est of a. monk by the same 
name, he left the impression of his toot on o.la.y. 
From there the Buddha is said to have gone to 
Ceylon, wh�re he left two imprints of his foot, ·one 
in the bed of the river at Kalyii.�i, modern Kii.la.r,llya., 

1 The Hindus regard the foot print at Sumt�nakilta as that of Siva and the Musilms as that of Adam. Somr. Chrlstlan3 a&&.rlbute it to Satan or to St. Thomas. 

0 
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and the other <:n the summit of Sumanakuta. 
However, the story of the foot-print at Kalya!fi is 
not generally known in Ceylon. Monier-\Villiams 

(Buddhi8m, London, 1 889, p. 512) states that there 
is another legend, according to which the Buddha, 
standing on Sumanakiita on his left foot, crossed 
over to Siam in one stride and there lefb the print of 
his right foot. This foot-print called Phra Bat 
(q.v.) is held by the SiameBe in great reverence. 
The Samantaku�ava'(l-t�anii, (PTS. vv. 777 and 778) 
& Pali poem on the Sumanaklita, composed by 
Vedeha thera of Ceylon in the 13th century A.C., 
also mentions Nammada and Saccakabaddhasela 
as two of the places where the Buddha left imprints 
of his feet. It is this tradition that is also contained 
in a later Pali stanza, popularly known in Ceylon, 
viz. �; 

Y annammadaya nadiya puline ca tire 
Y a7!1 Saccabaddhugirike Sumaniicalagge 
Y a7!1 tattha Y o'(l-akapure munino ca pcidaTJl 

Ta7!1 padalcUicanam aha1!l Birasa namami2 

(I worship the footprint of the Buddha, on the san
dy bank of the Nammada river, on the Saccabaddha 
rock, on the Sumana. mountain, and in the city of 
the Yonakas) . 

Another early reference t9 a. foot-print left by the 
Buddha, not as an object of veneration, but for the 
observation and subsequent Enlightenmen·h of the 
brahman Magandiya. (q.v:. ) and his wife, is found in 
the Dhammapada commentary (DhpA. p. 200). 

A sutta in the Oatukka Nipata of the Anguttara 

Nikiiya (A. II, pp. 37ff.) also states that, on a. certain 
occasion, the Buddha was journeying along the 
highroad between Ukkatth� and Setabbya, and a 
brahmin named Do!fS., who also happened to be 
going along that road saw, on the footprints of the 
Buddha, the wheel-marks with their thousand 
spokes, with their rims and hubs ·and all their attri
butes complete. From these marks the brahmin 
concluded that the footprints were not of a human 
being. The commentary (AA. III. pp. 77 ff.) adds
Buddhiina� hi sukhumacchavitaya akkantatthiina'T[& 
tulapicuna patitthi�?hiina� viya hoti, padavalanjo 

na pannayati ; yathii ca balavato vatajavasindhavassa 
paduminipatte akkantatthiinarp, akkantamatta1� eva 

hoti, tattha padavalanjo na pannayati. Bu.ddhii.na'T[& 

ca anupada7!1 mahiijanakciyo gacchati. Tassa satthu pada?Jalanjarp, disva madditu1!f- avisaharlt<Msa gamana
vicchedc bhaveyya, tasma akkantakatthane vo i . .  v p ;a!avalanjo b�veyya so antaradhiiyateva, Do'(l-0 pana 
orahmar:o adh�eehanavasena passi. BhagafXihi yasaa 
padacet�ya7!1 dassetukamo hoti ta7!1 arabbha asuko 
niima passatu ti adh#thmi. Tasma Magandiyabriih
matw viya aya'T{& pi brahmatw tathagatassa adhit
tMnavasena aMasa-i.e., the soles of the feet of the 
Buddhas are soft, and when they tread, it would be 
as if cotton falls on the ground. Just as the foot
print of a swift Sindhava horse does not stay 
on a lotus leaf, likewise the footprint of the 
Buddhas does not become visible. Further. if the 
footprints of the Budd.ha.s become visibie, the 
multitudes which follow will not be able to tread 
on them, and, therefore, even when they become 
visible they soon disappear. In this particular 
instance the Buddha wished that the brahmin 
Do:Qa. should see them, as in the case of brahmin 
Mii.gandiya. 

The Lalclcha7J4 Sutta of the Digha Nilciiya (D. ill. · 
pp. 142ft'.) states that the Buddha once addressed 
the monks, w bile staying at the J etaVB.na. monastery, 
and enumerated to them the thirty . two special 
marks of the Superman (MaMpurisa) who becomes 
either a world-ruler or a. Buddha. Of these, several 
marks relate to the feet, viz., the feet ·have a level 
tread : ori the soles of the feet are the wheel-marks . 
with thousand spokes, tyre and hub ; the heels 
project out ; the toes are long ; the feet are soft 
and tender ; and they resemble a net Uiila
pado hoti). a . 

It has been observed (AnguttaraNikaya, trsl. p. 43, 
n. 4) ·that this idea of the Superman, expressed in 
the sutta., points to a later period when the Buddhe.'s 
quasi-divinity had become established. 

The MaMpadiina-sutta (D. II, p. 1 7) also gives 
an account similar to that of the Lakkhana-8Utta , 
but its commentary (DA. II, pp. 445ft'.) states that, 
besides the wheels, complete in themselves in 
every way, there are, on each sole, the marks of 
(1) satti, (2) sirivaccha, (3) Mndiya, (4) sovattika, 
{5} vata1?18aka, (6) vaq,rf,hamcinaka, (7) macchayu. 
gala, (8) bhaddapifha, (9) ankusaka, (10) pci8cida-, 

(11 }  tora?�a, ( 12) setacchatta, ( 13) khagga, (14) 

2 R. H. Prince Bldyalalikara\).a (JSS. XXVill.' pp; 111'.) quotes a dlffere:nt stanza which mentions three of the 
places of this stanza and two others as follows. 

Suvattttamiiliks Suvat�ttapabbats Sumanaklite Yor.akapura Nammadiiya nadivii Pf!-iicapadavaram oandiiml durato. 

s In the usual foot-.{lrlnta of the Buddha there are two parts, upper and lower. The five toes constitute the UJ1Pef 
part. Each toe Is divided Into tbree squares corresponding to the joints. Each square has one spiral or undul&t�q 
line. ThiB, ln fact, according to some scholars (eg. Henry Alabaster), Is what Ia meant by J4fallattllap4tla oC tbe.La.tJ'MliC 
Sutto. 
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talavatua (15) morahatthalca, (16) viilahijani, (17) 

unhi8a, ( 18) tna!l-i, (19) patta, (20) sumanadama, (21)  
niiuppala, (22) rattuppala, (23) setuppala, (24) 
padum,a, (25) pu!/4arilca, (26) PU!I-tta{lhaf,a, (27) 
�i, (28) aamudda, (29) Oakkavalaka, (30) 
Himatxi, (31) Sineru, (32) Ohandima, (33) Suriya, 
(34) nakkhattani, (35-38) the four great continents, 
surrounded by two thousand smaller ones, and 
(39, etc.) the whole retinue of a· Cakkavattiraja . 

1. Satti 
2. Sirivacchs 
3. Nandiyavatta 
4. Sovatthika 
5. Vataxpsska 
6. V aQ.Q.hamanaka 
7. Bhaddapi�� 
8 . .Ailkusa 
9. P888da 

10. To� 
11. 'Setacchatta 
12. Iqlagg& . . 
13. Talav�ta 
14 • . ?t:layurah8tth;& 

. 15. 08.Jna,ra 
16. Unhiss 

· 11. Patta 
· 18. ':Mm;U 
19. Snmanadams 
JO. NilupPeJa 
21. Rattuppala 
22. Rattapaduma 
23. Setapaduma 
24. PuJ)<;larika 
25. PnJ)J)akalasa 

. 26. Pw;u.lapatta 
27. · Samudda 
28. Cakkava}apabbat.a. 
29. Bimavantapabbata · 
30. Meru-pabbBta 
31. Sueyamm:u;1ala 
32. Ca.ndamaJ)Qala 
33. Nakkhatta 

Same as in I . 
Same aa·in I 

do. 
do. 
do. 

. V sQ.Q.bamina 
Same as in I 
Same as in I 

do. 
do. 
do. 
qo. 

'· do. 
Morapat:taiP 
Nil . . . . 
Same as in I 

do. 
do. 
do. 

Rattuppala 
Setuppala 
Niluppala 
Rattapw;t<;larika 
Setap'Q,J;l.Qarlka 
PuJ)J)agha� 
PUJ)J)apii.ti 
Same as in I 
Cakkav&,a 
Himava 
Meru 
Suriya 
Cand.ima 
Same as in I 

(like the hatthiratana). The lists in the JinQ. 
lankara-tika and the Ani'igatava1'Jf,8a-fl#hak.athi.i on 
the subject are moru lengthy, and, according to them 
t.here are 108 auspicious marks in all. The latter, 
however, is in respect of the future Buddha Met
teyya. The following is a list of the 108 marks 
mentioned in them, and their English equivalents, 
where possible, as given in the. Annual Report of 

eke Archaeolagical Survey of India (1930-4, pp. 324-6). 

English Equivalents where 
possible 

Spear 

An ear ornament 
A receptacle or cup for food 
A seat or table · 
A goad 

A palaoo 
An archway 
A white umbrella 
A· sword 
A talipot fan · 
Fan made of peacock's feathers 

. A fly�whisk 
A headdress 
A bowl 
A jewel 
A garland 

f . 
f Five kiilds oflotuses . 

L 
. 

A full vase 
A full cup 
An ocean 
The Universe 
The Himalayas 
Mt. Meru 
The sun 
The mqon 
Constellations 

34-37. Saparivara-catu mahadipa Caturmaha-dipaparittadipa The four great -continents 8111'· 
rounded by smaller ones. 

SS. Saparivii.ro ssttaratana-
samailgi Chakkavatti 

39. �va��ta saD.kha 
40. · Suv8J)J?:&IIl8CChayugalam 
41. Cakkavudhazp 
42-48. Sattamah8gailgi 

Sapariso Cakkavatti 

Same as in I 
do. 

Cakks · 

Samo as in I 

Ca.kka.vattin with attendants 

Right-voluted conch 
A pair of golden fish 
.A wheel or discus 
Seven great rivers 
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49--55. Sattaku)apabbata Sattv,mahaseli1 
66-62. Sattasidanta.sii.gara Sattamahiisara 
63. Suva.wahrupsa.raja(?) Supa�!farii.ja . 
64. SUJ!18umara Saq15umii.rako 

65. Dhajapataka Same as in I 
66. Suval,lJ;lasi vika Ratanapatariki 
67. Suva!f!favalabijani Same as in I 
68. Kelasapabbata do. 
69. Siharaja do, 
70. Byaggharaja do. 

71. Valahaka Assaraja Valiiho-assaraja 

Seven great rocks 
Seven great lakes 
I. (?)  II. Ga.ru<;la king 
A crocodile 
Flags 
Golden litter or jewelled litter 
Golden yak's tail 
Mt. Kailasa 
Lion king 
Tiger king 

V alwka, king of horses 
72. Uposathachaddantahatthiraja Uposathavii.ral,laraja Upoaatha. Chaddanta, king of · 

73. Vasukinagaraja. 
74. Hrupsaraja 
75. Usabharaja 
76. Erava.na.hattbiraja 
77. Suvrup;1amakara 

Basukiuragaraja 
Same as in I 

do. 
Eravanonii.garaja 
Same as in I 

elephants. II. omits Chaddanta 
Vasuki or Bii.suki, king of serpents 
King of swans 
Bull king 
Eravana, the elephant king 
Golden Makara 

78. Catumukhasuvar,u:tanavii. 
79. Savacchaka.dhenu 

Catumukhani auvawanava 
Savacchakagii.vi 

Golden boat with four bows 
Cow with a calf 

80. Kimpurisa 
81.  Kinnari 
82. Karaviko 
83. Mayiira..raja 

84. Konjaraja. 

Kizinaro 
Same as in I 

do. 
. do. 

Koficaraja 

A kinnar& 
A Kinnari 
An Indian cuckoo 
P�ock kmg 

85. Cakkavakarii.ja 
86. Jivaii.jivakaraja 
87-92. bhadeva.loka 
93-108. So'!ssabrahma.loka 

Same as in I 
Jivajivakaraja 
Chakamavacaradevaloka 
Same as in I 

·Heron king 
Ruddy g�ose king 
Pheasant king 

Six deva lokas or heavens 
Sixteen Brah.ma worlds. 

Other foot-prints of the Buddha, some said to be 
left by him and others carved by architects, could 
be found in various places throughout India, Burma, 
Siam, Tibet, Mongolia, China and Japan. Fa-hsien 
and Hslian-tsang, in their tours, had soen severr..l 
of them. In Ceylon, in a shrine near the Temple of 
the Tooth in Kandy, thers is a facsimile of the 

foot-print found on the Sumanakiita, meant to be 

venerated by those physically unable to toil up the 

mountain to bow down befor-e the sacred impression 

of the rock (Monier�Williams, op. cit. pp. 510 f.) .  
There is a similar object of worship in the temple 

at Kalar;tiya. near Colombo. It is very modern. 

The most celebrated foot-print in India was that 

seen by Fa-hsien, on a stone in Pata.liputta, near 

the stupa of Relics in the 5th oentury. Two centu

ries later Hsiian-tsang saw it and has left a detailed 

description of it (Watters, On H uan Tsang's Travelos 

in India, II, London, 1904, p .  92). It is said that 
the stone was luminous. It was on this stone, 

says Hsiia.n-tsang, that the Buddha, a little 

before his Parinibbiina, stopped to have his last 
look at Maga.dha, before going to Kusinagara. The 
Buddha told Anand a: ''This is the last imprint of my 
feet ." Asoka built a shelter over it. Later, several 
princes tried to take the stone away to their homee 
but their efforts were in vain. King Sasalika, foe of 
Buddhism, could not damage it either. 

Another famoWJ imprint was. that at the source 
of the Swat, left by the Buddha after the conversion . 
of Ajapala. Its dimensions vary according to the 
merits of those who saw it (Watters, op. cit. Vol. l 
p. 231 ; cp. Legge, Travels of Fa-hien, p;29). In 
U dyana, an imprint was left by the Buddha when he 
visited the monastery of Mahavana. Near Nagara
hara, in Gandhii.ra, was venerated a luminous imprint 

on a square atone. fu Tamasii.vana, Hsiian-tsang 
saw the foot-prints effour previous Buddhas. 

At Nagii.rjunikor;t�a, there is a Buddhapiida, 
bearing an undated inscription, near the monastery, 
Site 38, which states that the monastery lV&d 
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established by the Mahii.vihii.ravasins, a Ceylonese 
sect. It is not certain whether the apsidal shrine 
(chaitya.-grha.) of this monastery was meant to 

house this Buddhapada or a chaitya (Cp. N. Sarkar, 

Studie.J in Early l9uddhist Architecture of India, 

Delhi, 1966, pp, 77£.). 

In BUI"ID&. says U Mya (ASIAR. 1930-34, pp. 
320 ff.)r Buddhist children are taught to say at night 
before going to bed, a prayer ·in honour of · the 
Buddha's foot-prints. The belief in Burma is 
that there are three such foot-prints, one in Ceylon, 
and two in Burma.. The latter are placed at Shwe
zettaw in the Sagu township, '

in .. Minbu district. 
They bad been left there by the Buddha, as the 
legend says, at the request of ·a rishi and · a naga, 
by the side of a strem:1;1 called Nammadii., on the 
occasion of his visit to V anizagii.ma, now known as 
Legaing, a village in . the same district, in Sunii.pa
ranta, as told in the Pu!ltwVada Sutta of the Sarp,yut· 
ta Nikaya and its commentary. 

At least one .or two of the Buddha's foot:. prints 
can be seen in monasteries or pagoda platforms in 
Burma, either carved in stone slabs or rocks, or 
represented � paintings on the roofs of temples. 

. At Sbwezettaw, origirui.lly, there were two egg· 
shaped depressions, . Both · considered to . be the 
impressions of the Buddha's left foot. One was on · 
the top, and the other at the foot of a hill by the 
side of a s�ream. Each impresaion is about 5ft. 9 in. 
deep. T-Ie impression on the top was damaged in 
the course of an attempt to shift it by a certain 
monk and afterwards a stiipa has been built over it. 
The one below is covered with thin gold leave�, 
whic� pilgrimS stick on it annually, and tw? brass 
dragons encircle it. 

Though legends attribute these two footprints to 
the time of the Buddha, it is agreed that they were 
discovered in the reign of Thalurunindaya, king of 
Ava (1629-48 A.C.) by the principal monks of the 
time who were the Iring's preceptors. 

But., stone slabs bearing the impressions of the 
foot-print of the Buddha that have been discovered 
in Burma belong tO a period as far back as the 
eleventh century. The earliest of them was found 
on the platform of the LOk8.nanda. pagoda . built 
by king Ana.wra.bta.· (1044-7'7 A.C.) .a,nd is now 
preserved in the Museum, Pagan (See Pl. LXV, 
Fig. 1). Four other foot-prints, two from the 
platform of the Shwezigon pagoda (See Pl. LXV, 
Fig. 2) and the .other two in the west porch of the 
Ana.nda. temple can be attn'buted ·to the reign of 
Kya.nzittha. (1084-1112 A.C.). Since all these 
foot-prints contain marks already fully developed 

and follow very closely the lists as given in the 
Jiniilankara-tikii and the Aniigatava1{1-8a-atthakatht'i, 

which may, on stylistic grounds, be placed in the 

8th-lith cen., the hi�tory of sculptured foot-prints 
in Burma may belong to an even earlier period. 

The Lokananda foot-print represents an impres· 
sion of the left foot of the Buddha and measures 
4' 1• X 2' in its extreme length and breadth. The 
Shwezigon foot-print represents an impression of 
the right foot and measures 3' X 14• .  

The various ·auspicious marks in these foot-prints 
are carefully . delineated. They are elegant in 
style and finely modelled. These are considered 
to be the work of Indian artists at Pagan. 

The traditional number of 108 marks as given 
in the Jiniilankara and the Anagalavarp,sa-�thakathii 

and displayed in the Burmese foot-prints came into 
vogue about the 5th or the 6th century (ASI.AR. 
1930-34, pp. 320 ff.). 

In Siam there is a. well-known foot-print 'of the 
Buddha at a place . called the Phra. Bat (va.r. 
Buddhabii.d, q.v. ) in the district of Sa.ra.buri . 
to the south-east of Lopburi 8.nd north-east of · 
Ayudhya., on a .hill known . as Suvat;lJ:lB.pabba.ta 
(mentioned in the .Pali stanza in n. 2). This foot· 
print attracts numerous pilgrims and has been 
held in great · veneration from the time it was 
discovered or re-discovered. '!'here is also another 
imprint of both feet of the Buddha on a stone slab 
measuring 3.6 metres in length 2.17 meters in 
breadth Gild .. 20 metres in thickness at Vat V ang 
Na. in Bangkok. The slab was brought to Bangkok 
in 1834 from Vat Ja.i, Sukhoda.ya., under the care of . 
king Mongkut. 

M. Fournerau (.Le Siam Ancien, Vol. I, Paris, 
1895, pp. 242-54) has made an interesting study 
of this imprint. The stone slab slso be&111 a Pali 
inscription, in Siamese characters, dated 1970 
B. E. (i.e. 1426-27 A.C.). It is in two distinct. 
parts. The first in flowery prose gives the history 
of the monument and the second, ·in four an�lub 

slokas repeata briefly what has been said in prose 
and ends with the formulas of blessing fol' all 
mankind and for the sasana; This inscription 
states that the Sripadas were caused to be engraved 
on a stone slab which was brought to Sukhodaya · 
through the patronage of king Pa.rampala. 
Dhammarii.ja.. by Medhailkara.. Ma.hii.s8.mi and that. 
the two feet in dimensions as well as in form 

exactly resembled "the monument of the P.renious 
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Foot which was manifested by the Supreme Lord 
-of the World on the summit of the SamantakUta, 

the jewelled crown of the island of Lanka." 

This sculpture of the Buddha's feet at Sukhod.aya 
is according to Fournerau " a veritable work of 
art in composition as well as in the finish of its 
·execution." Paranavitana (JOBRAS. Vol. 32, 
No. 85, 1932, pp. 209 ff.) gives a translation of 
his. description of it, verbatum, as follows : 

"Framed by a rectangular double fillet, deeply 
.engraved, the two feet in juxtaposition are repre
sented in a cavity as if they were actually imprinted 
on a soft substance. Tho impression of the toes 
is represented in the same .fashion, that is to say, 
they have been hollowed afterwards so that they 
have a greater depth than that of the two feet. The 
latter show, in relief, the sacred symbol of the 
c.akra (wheel). in which are distributed by symme
trical radiation, the 108 other supremely propitious 
:signs indited in concentric circles. . . .  The part of 
the sole of the foot which is not covered by the · 
cakra is strewn with flowers which seem to resemble 
the iris ; the toes, till of equal size, are ora.nmented 
with the same emblems ; their extremity is covered 
w.itb an endless spiral. The two feet, we have . 
saic\, are framed in a rectangular double fillet in 
eo;nta.ct with the tips of the toes, the heels and the 
.exterior contours. The fillet itself is engraved 
with a band ornamented with a procession of theras. 
Those personages, standing upright, are draped in 
long mantles ; their hands are inclined towards the 
right shoulder and encircled in a nimbus. At 
f3very corner there is a figure in the same attitude, 
placed between two others of smaller size, apparently 
Tepresenting the Buddha between two bodhisattvas. 
Three lines of engraving encompass the whole ; but 
we have, veiy fortimately, in restoring them the 
Thai transcript at Vat Suthat engraved on a plaque 
<>f lll8.1'ble." The number of the theras represented 
on this stone is eighty and it is certain that they 
are intended for the eighty principal disciples of 
the Buddha (asiti 'Yil<11ta savaka). The names of 
these theras are contained in the inscription on the 
slab but this part of the inscription is too withered 
·making an accurate reading impossible. Fortuna
tely, the Thai transcript at Vat Sutha.t has a better 
preservation of the names, but there are several 
omissions, and the names do not always correspond · 
to the Pali. Probably, there has been a lot of 
corruption in copying the names from Pali to Thai. 

The description given above of the Buddhapii.da 
of Sukhodaya does not agree with that of the foot
print now to be seen on the summit of Sumanakii�a 
in Ceylon. If Medhallkara's statement t.ha.t this 
was an exact copy of the Ceylon foot-print be true, 
then it is obvious that the foot-print existing 
today on Sama.ntakii�a is not the same as was 
there five-hundred years ago. On · the other hand, 
it is also possible that Medhallkara, inspired by 
what he saw on Sumana.kiita, embellished his.work 
with additional ornamentation . 

The Buddha pads. of Sukhodaya · belongs to the 
category of gigantic padas found particularly in 
the countries of southern Buddhism, e.g. India and 
Indo-China, of which the Sripada on Suma.na.I..'ii� 
is a prototype.' 

From Angkor Vat of Cambodia comes a beautiful 
specimen of a foot-print, cir. 12th cen. A,.C., covered 
with the 109 sacred symbols with the wheel at the 
centre (The Unesco Oourie'r, Special Issue, June, 
1956, p • . 27 ; see Pl. XLIV). 

In Central Asia, near Kutcha, on a .  stone of 
yellow jade, is a large foot-print of the Buddha, 
which shines on holy days. In China, many spota 
are shown as containing foot-prints of the Buddha, 
but these are more or less late. In the. 7th century 
in the enviroils of the Te:tnple of · Asoka, near Nini 
Po, two of these "Were known, one a left foot, and . 
the other the right, 37 li apart. The firsb is yet 
visible ; it is a natural creVice in a rock (BEFEO. 
XIV. viiii. p. 49). ,. 

In 840 A. C., the Japanese pilgrim Ennin saw 
another foot-print in Won .t'ai Chan. On the h�l 
was engraved an inscription, according to which 
this inscription was the copy of an estampage from 
India., in a temple of Asoka, brought by a Chinese 
ambassador, who wa9 despatch�d to holy places 
between 627 and 650 A. C. . The inscription. gives the 
dimensions of the imprint and they correspond 
to the imprint of Pii.�aliputra, made famous in 
China by' accounts of pilgrhns. According to 
tradition all these imprints in China were copies 
of an imprint brought by Hsiian-tsang. 

In ,Japan, the oldest foot-prirtt is that carved 
on a stone, preserved at Yakushiji, near Nara. 
The ornamentation is identical . with that found 
in the sole of the left foot of the great statue of 
Bhai£?B.jyaguru in the same temple. This statue 
dates in the 7th century (68().-97 A.C.). It is 

' The Siamese foot-prints have been examined 1lrat by the Dutch traveller Baldaeus in 1654, secondly by Colonel 
Low, who, In the Tramactionl of the Jtoral Arialio 8�11. Vol. III. has given a list of fliUieB found on the Buddha's feet, 
.llllt thirdly by Alabaster (W/ud of tAl JAw, LondoD,l87l.pp.lOlff.). 
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surmounted by a stele on which are inscri� 21 
Japanese poems attributed to Empress Komyo. 

. These poems are considered among the oldest 
. �rds of the Japanese language. 

· The imprints themselves are decorated with the 
wheel, the double fish, a vase of flowers, a thunder
bolt (oojra), motifs in the shape

. 
of a sb�ll-fish, 

and, on the heel, an emblem which contams the 
bead-dress of BrahmS. . On the periphery of the 
stone is inscribed an inscription in Chinese which. 
says that the imprint was carved in 752 A.C. 
through the efforts of a Japanese nobleman, 

.
from a 

· copy which had been brought from � . by 
an smba.sse.dor. This copy was a reproauct10n, 
says the inscription, of a. model brought from Central 
India by Ogenseku (W a.ng Hinan ts' o ), a.nd preserved 
in Fukoji in China.. FukOji was the name of one 
of the. chief temples of ChOan (Tch'ang nga.n). 
It wae founded in 631 A.C. and was later known 

88 Chiikoji and Ryukoji. 

The .imprint . at y akUshnri· ji has been copied in 
n1unerous temples, four of them in Tokyo (See 
article on BUSSOKUSEKI in · Hbg.- ll . . pp • . 187ff.). 

During this Age, it is said, imitation,s in stone 
of the marks of wet feet and hands w�re made. 
These were fir�t made at fords, &'l.d afterwards on 
the top of mountains. Primitive people cross a 
river by swimming and dry their dripping bodies 
on some sun-lit rock. Meanwhile they peck 
away at one of the damp footsteps on the rock. 
Others, who notice what he has left tmdone, would 
finish it. The foot-print thus becomes a. permanent 
landmark. . Sol)le battle there in subsequent days 
would make it farpoUs and the deified hero would be 
propitiated by sacrifices. In this way could be 
seen the origin of the practice of veneration and 
worship of foot-prints. 

· The foot-prints of the B\lddha found at different 
· places differ in length, from . about five and half 
feet to two feet. The soles are represented as quite 
flat and all the toes are of equal length. The sole is 
frequently marked distinctly with one hundred 
and eight auspicious marks (ma?igala-lakkhazw), of 
which the principal is genera.lly the wheel (calera) 
while around it are grouped representations of 
animals, inhabitants of various worlds and. symbols 
of different kinds. A good spE!cimen of a foot from 
B1ll'Jll.& is preserved in the British Museum. Its sole 

. · · . Though th�re. are , seve� accounts that refe�· to is divided into compartments, each compSrtment · 
the f<>Q�print· .. �f the Buddha ' .bElQoming:an obJect . · con�g a marli: . There a.re five conch shells, 

. . . of �enera�ion in · his very lif�time, $ce even the one in each of the five toes. Among the other oldest of them belongs to a period later than the suspicious marks are the following :-a spear, trident 
&ccount in the Mahiiparinibb<ina Suita, Cunning- (tri-r�na), book, elephant-goad, Indra's elephant, 

· ham's surmiSe that the practice of venerating the dragon (makara), ocean, golden ship, water with foot-pl'Qlt be�an soon after the death of the Buddha, lotuses, four-faced BrShm8., umbrella, king of nii.gai, 
88 stated earlier, is worthy of consideration. Further • king of horses, of tigers, of biida, sun, moon, ten it is interesting to note, as Henry AlabMter (The mountains, .Peacock, flag of victory, deer, fish and W� oj the Law, London, 1871, P· 225) points out, 6 water-jar. Some of the marks vary in different that it is not improbable that the stories of the specimens. In .the list of marks on the Sia.niese Buddha. leaving the impression of his foot for foot-print, the wheel (cakra) does not occur, but in veneration originated somewhat later, · when ·two foot-prints discovered at Bharhut and one .at 
pilgrims frpm Ceylon, impressed by the desi� of Sanci only the wheel a.ppea.rs in the centM of the · foot-prints at the .ancient sites of Bharhut and sole, it being the principal mark. · In t:wo foot-prints 
Sii.fici and· also having heard some vague stories discovered at Ama.rii.vati, the wheel appears in the 
of actual foot-prints as stated above, on their centre of the sole and .above it i'l the tri-ratana 

··return home, gave incorrect accounts of what they emblem with a avastika symbol on either side. 
had seen, describing them not as sculpture but as The foot-prints discovered at Bharhut, Sanci 
actual foot-prints. · This may have led to someone and Amarii.vati are . of immense value as they are 
with vivid imagination, discovering on Sumanak:Uta. a good guide to the time when the foot-print 
an indentation, s0 much in accordance with floating came to be considered 8Jl object of veneration by rumours, that he bell�ved he had found a rtlal Buddhists and also as to when the ide� of the 
foot-print. The fo()t-print in Siam, too, may auspicious marks were incorporated into Buddhist · have thus been the discovery of some pilgrim who tradition (See Pls. LXIT & LXlli). . The two 
had 9e!m the impression on the summit of �uma.na· foot-prints among the Bharhut sculpture belong 
kiita. Alabaster also observes (op. cit. p. 261) to the second century B.C. and here they depict a 
that the idea of foot-prints on rocks belongs to the highly developed and systematised stage ofrepresen· stage of sculpture next to that of the flint tools and ta.tion. Hence Cunningham ( op. cit: p. 112) is of · rough carvings of the prehlstoric Stone Age. opinion that the foot-print of the Buddha becaoa8 
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an object of worship sometime before the construc
tion of the Bbarhut stiipa. In the two representa
tions at Bharhut, as mentioned above only the 

cakra appears but in the two representations at 
Ame.rii.vati, belonging to the second or third 
century A.O. (Monier-Williams, op. cit. p. 510), 
we find the tri-ratana emblem and the svastika sym
bol in addition to the cakra mark. This probably 
shows that in the second century B.C. when the 
Bhii.rhut foot-prints were sculptured only the cakra 
was considered an auspicious mark on the sole of 

. the Buddha and that during the next four centuries 
the tri-ratana emblem and the svastika symbol also 
eame to be included. The Mahapadana Sutta of the 
Digha N ikaya (D. II, p. 17) states as referred to above 
that the soles of a ' great being ' (mahiipurisa) 
are flat and that the wheels with a. thousand spokes 
rim and hub appear on the sole. The bee] projects 
backwards and all the toes which are longer than 
usual are of the same length. The Dhammapada 
commentary (loc. cit.) also states that the wife of the 
brilliman Mii.gandiya saw certain signs on the foot· 
print of the Buddha and concluded that it was not 
the foot-print of one wl:\o possessed the five lusts. 
But, here, the signs are not specifically mentioned. The 
8kanda-Puriirta and ihe Bhagavat-Puriitta give lists 
of marks found on the sole of the foot of Vi�Qu 
(Monier Williams; op. cit. pp. 513 f.).  Senart (Legend 
du Buddha, Paris, 1875, pp. 166-9, 423-9) says that 
the wheel ( cakra) with a. thousand spokes 18 found also 
in the feet of Vi�Qu. :Burnouf (Lotua. App. viii) 
says that in Indo-Chinese foot-prints there are at 
least 65 symbols which correspond to those given 
in Sinhalese lists. In ::;ome foot· print carvings 
are to be found the double-fish (also one of the 
matigala of Vi�Qu) and the Vajra (thunderbolt}. On 
the heel is found the head-dress of Brahms and on 
the extremities of the toes are vermiculi!tr designs 
or those like shell-fish. Some Mabaya:aa . .  siitras 
explain the merits which devotees can gain by 
looking at the feet of the Buddha or their represen
tations (Cp. Hbg. Vol. II, pp. 187 ff.) .  

Hemy Alabaster (op. cit. p .  254), in an attempt to 
trace the origin of the idea, states that the view 
that a very superior man should be distinguished 
by extra-ordinary physical characteristics, probably 
existed before tho Buddha was born. Further, the 
peculiar features and marks on the body, ascribed 
by ancient poets to their heroes, may have bee'ir� 
collected into lists, enumerating thirty-two chief 
characteristics, one hundred and eight marks, etc., 
when people helped their memory by classifying 
everything into numbered lists. It is the opinion 
o£ Alabaster that the mark of the simple wheel, 

engraved on the foot-print at Bharhut, Sanci and 
Amaril.vati, symbolised tho fleetness of the feet of 
tho Buddha, though in later times the discus or 
quoit, the radiant and most pow::Jrful weapon, 
replaced the simple wheel, thus representing the 
Dharma-cakra, exterminator of ignorance and sin. 

Prince Bidyalailkaral)a (JSS. XXVITI, pp. 1 ff.) 
however thinks that it is impossible to believe that 
there were really distinct pictures of the symbols 
on the soles of the feet of the Buddha. For instance, 
a raUuppala, i.e. a red lilly oould not have been a 
lilly coloured red, but a. line, or swelling somewhere 
on the solo of the foot, just as in palnrlstry · the 
'mount of the moon' does not mean a. pictw·e of a 
mountain or of the moon. It is possible, he thinks, 
that in ancient times there was a sjstem, like · 
present p�stry, for reading the foot-print. 

Literary evidence also shows that a. notion of 
miraculous powers attached to the foot�print of 
the Buddha prevailed from early times. It was 
mentioned earlier that Fa-hsien had heard of a 
tradition about a foot-print in Udy� which became 
long or short according to the wish of the beholder. 
Hardy's statement about the £oot-pr4lt in the Y:on 
country, referred to above, is a.ISo cUrious. Further, 
the Dhammapada commentary (loc. cit.) and the 
Angutta.ra commentary in the stories about Mii.ga.n. 

· diya. and the brahmin Do�1a. give�; accounts !lOme
what similar to that of Fa-hsien reg�rding the · fo�t- . 
print in Udyana: Here, it is stated that the root
print of a. Buddha appears only on a pia.ce that is 
trodden and not elsewhere, and only those, for · 
whose benefit it is established. can see it. Even if 
elephants and other wild animals tread ·upon it, 
violent storms pour forth rain f¥id roaring winds 
beat upon it none of these things could obliterate 
it. It is worth noting that both Fa-hsien's account 
and that in . the Dhammapada commentary belong 
to th& fifth century A. C. 

· · . 

One more poirit worth mentioning in regard to 
the early representations of the foot-prints of the 
Buddha, such as those at the ancient site ofBhii.rhut, 
is that here the foot-print symbolises and represents 
the Buddha. One of the foot-prints at Bhii.rhtit, 
observes Cunningham (op. cit. p� 1 12), .iS repre
sented as placed on a throne or an altar, canopied 
by an umbrella hung wit.h garlands, with a · 

' royal personage, kneeling before the altar, reveren
tially touching the foot-print with his hands. The 
other representation is in bas�relief, depicting the 
visit of Ajii.tasatru to the Buddha. Here, as in 
all other Bhii.thut sculptures, the Buddha does not 
appear in person, his presence being marked by the 
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two foot-prints. Benjamin Rowland observes in 
. his article on Gandhara (q.v.) that this practice was 
due to the early Buddhist concept that it was in
appropriate to represent the Buddha by anything 

. except symbols, and that his foot-print W88 one 
of the �ools most suitable for the purpose. 

Prince Bidyala.ilkara:r:ta (loc. cit.), on the other 
hand, thinks that the foot-print 88 a symbol repre
sented a certain aspect of the Buddha's life nB.mely, 
the propagation of his doctrine. Just as the seat 
symbolized Enlightenment, the wheel the first 
sermon and the st)ipa the J;>arinibbii.na, the foot
print, thinks prince Bidyii.lailka.ral)a, symbolized 

· the presence of the Buddha in that particular 
place or region and the preaching of his religion 
there. When it did not symbolize his visit, it at 
1east symbolized the spread of his religion. Prince 
Bidyii.lailkaraJ;l& further states that · when images 
replaced the symbols, the walking Buddha in Siam 
represented the foot-print. 

. . . . 
. The fact that the veneration of the foot-print is 

· not confined to BuddbiSrii, is· seen from the observa-
. .  tion of Monier-Willi� (op. cit. pp. 506 ff.) that the · 

V aishnavas� J airiaS and also the Christians engage 
· in this practice. · But their modes of vel}eration 
: diff�r. · . ... 

H.R.P. 

BUDDHAPALITA (3), a donor mentioned in an 
inscription of the Siiii.ci stiipa II (A. Cunningham, 
The Bhiisa Top�s, London, 1854, p. 283). 

BUDDHAPALITA, a Buddhist nun whose donation 
to the Sii.ii.ci stiipa I is recorded in an inscription on 
the southern gateway of the stiipa (A. Cunningham, 
The Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854, p. 263). 

BUDDHAPALlTA-M"OLAMADHYAMAKA - V-'>ITTl 

(var. 0piilita0), the reconstructed Sanskrit title of a 
Tibetan text, the Dbu-ma rtsa-ba?ti �grel-pa bw:ldha
pa-li-ta, incorporated in the Dbu-m:t (Madhyamika) 

section of the Tibetan Teugyur, The authorship 
of the work is attributed to Sails-rgyas hskyails . 
(Buddbapalita) and the translators are known as 
Jii.anagarbha of India and Cog-ro kull:ti rgyal
mtshan (Nii.gadhvaja ; TM. No. 3842 ; Cordier. 
III, p . .295 ; TT. Vol. 95, No. 5242). 

The author begins the text with a salutation 

addressed to the Buddha, Dhamma and the Sangha, 
Maii.jusrikumii.rabhiita (:I;Ijamdpal gshon-nur), Naga
rjUJ)a (Klu-sgrub-pa ; the expounder of the Madhya. 
mika School of Buddhist philosophy) and an eulogy . 
of himself. 

. . . . 
· . It could be assumed from the title of the text that 
it was named after the commentator himself. 

BUDD HAP ALITA (1), one of thrity-eight Buddhist . · The work is a commen�ry by Buddhapalita on· the 
teachers listed in. the Mahiivyutpatti ; the twentty. . text, Mulamiidhyamakakiirika of Nagarjuna which 
first in the list (BB. XITI, p. 51). He lived in the is extant in Sanskrit. There is another commentary . 
5th century A.C. Following Nogru"'J'uno and .. "' ........ on the same text by Chandrakirti which is also . 
Aryadeva, he maintained the priisangika position of 
the Madhyamika systeiQ, (i.e., the method of 
leading an opponent ad absurdum), by writing a 
commentary named Madhyamika Vrui on the 
. Miidhyamfka Sastra. The original is lost but is 

. available in Tibetan ; no other work of his � come 
· down to us. 

He takes the essence of the Mii.dhyamika method 
to .consist of the use of reductio ad absurdum argu. 
menta alone (pra8ail,gaviikya). The true Madhya· 
mika cannot uphold a position of his own ; he has, 
therefore, no need to construct syllogisms and 
adduce �rguments and examples. His sole en
deavour is to reduce to absurdity the arguments of 
his opponent on principles acceptable· to him. 

U.K. 

BUDDHAPALITA (2), a banker (8eUhi) of the Pal).�u 
race, mentioned as a donor in an inscription of the 
S8.iici stiipa II (A. Cunningham, The Bhil8a Topes, 
London, 1854, p. 281). 

available in Sanskrit. 

This philosophical treatise consists of ten sections 
containing twenty seven chapters. They are as . 
follows : 

I. {1) Rkyen brtag-pa rab-tu byed-pa (the thorough 
examination of conditions ; Tib. rkyen, Skt . . . 

pratyaya,. Pall. paccaya�. The four conditions 
ar�:�, the root.condition (Tib. rgyul)i rken, 
Skt. Hetu-pratyaya), the anterior-condition . 
(Tib. de-ma-thag-paf!,i rkyen, Skt. samananta. . 
pratyaya), the dominant condition (Tib. bdag 
-rkyen ,- Skt. adhipatiprW!]aya), and the object. 
condition (Tib. amiga-rkyen ; Skt. alambana 

pratyaya). (2) Son-ba dan ma son-ba dan · . 

bgom·pa (motion and stationariness, Skt. 
gatiigata). IT. (3) Skye-mchod (the sources and 
places of origin of the senses ; .Skt. ayatana), 
which are four in number. Tliey · are as 

follows : nam mkha� · mtha[l. yas ; akye-mchod 
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(the stage of the infinity of space, Skt. 
akoilimantyayatana, Pali. alcasanancayatana), 

rnam fes mtha� yas-skye-mchod (the stage · of 

infinity of conciousness; Skt. vijnanantyayatana, 

Pali. vinnananciiyatana),ci-ya'(l- med-pahi sk?.Je

mchod, (the stage of nothingness ; Skt. aki�
canyciyaksna, Pali. akir'f'Canii6.yatana), and 
?Jdu-?es-md �u ?es-med min skye-mchod 
(the stage of neither conciousness nor un
conciousness ; Skt. naivasa�j1ir'inasaT{I,jnaya
tana, Pal i. nevasaniirinasafi.Myatana), (4) 
phun-po (aggregate� ; Skt. skandha, · Pali. 
khandha), (5) Khams (elements ; Skt. dhatu), 
(6) [Jdod-chaga (attachment to passion ,· Skt. 
ragarakta) which in Buddhism are offour kiilds. 
They are, gzuga kyi-l,ulod-chags (bodily or 
physical wants), dbyi1is-kyi �dod-chags (the 
desires of the intellect), reg-paM �od-chags 
(sensual desires), and rnam-par grol-ba-ma-yin
pa{li Mod-chage (moral desires other than those 
for perfect emancfpation),(7) Skye-ba dan 
gnae-pa dan Mig-pa (nascence, persistence and 
essence ; Skt. utpada-elhiti-bhanga). m. (8) 
Byed-pa-po dan las . . . ..... (the doer of the deed; 
Skt. karmakaraka)- IV. (9) Ne-bar len-pa-pa 
dan ne-bar blan-ba (the criticism of the present 

- and the future, Skt. bhava-bhavi?Yatparik�a), 

BUDDHA-PI'fAKA-DUIJSILA-NIGRAHA (0-niima 
mahiiyana-sutra), a Sanskrit work preserved in ita 
Tibetan and Chinese translations. The Tibeta.n · 
translation was the work of Dbarmasriprabba and 
Dpal-gyi lhun-po and is incorporated in the Mdo-sde 
(miscellaneous sutra) section of the Tibete!l Kangyur 
under the title Smis-rgyas-kyi sde-enod tehul -khri'tM 
�har-ba tshar-gcod-pa ehea-bya-Qa theg-pa chen-po[ai 
mdo (TM. No. 220 ; TT. Vol. 35, No. 886). It was 
translated into Chinese by Kumarajiva of the later · 
Tsin dynasty, in 405 A.C. The Chinese translation 
bears the title Fo-tsang-ching and is included in 
the Vinaya Pi?aka (TaishO. No. 563 ; Nanjio. No. 
1095). 

The text contains a discourse of the Buddha 
condemning immorality (d�Sila) addressed to 
Ana.nda (Tib. Kun-dg}.l-bo), SB.riputra, Maudgali
putra, Mahasubhiiti (Tib. Cab-}.lbyor chen-po) and 
Mahak�syapa (Tib. Od-srwi chen-poi. The venue 
of the sermon was the monstery of Isipatana (Skt. 
��ipatana, Tib. dran-srmi lhwi-ba) 1n the deer
park at Bara:t;�-asi. The Buddha is said to have been 
resident there with a iarge retinue of bhik� who 
had attained arabantship . .  

This long text which the author begins with a · 
salutation to the Buddha 8.nd to all the bodhisattvBS, 
is composed of eight chapters. They a.ro as follows : 

. (1) Glen-gshi. (the cause which led to the prea
ching of the siitra., (2) Dran-pa bstan-pa (discourse 
on remembrance (Skt. anuemrti), (3) Dge-baM · · 
b8es-gnen (the acquaintance with good-conauct), 
(4) lJphaga-paf!,i dge-Qdun (the Order of the 
bhik�). (5) IJchal-pa.M tehul-khrima (immora
lity), (6) Yane-eu ma-dag-paf!.i choe bstan-pa 
(the teachings of all the hEl:retical views), (7) sn.on. 
gyi epyod-pa (the early practices), (8) De-bshin
g8ega.-pa-la bkur-eti byae-pa-dan bla-mar byes- dan . 
mchod-pa dan miies-par byae-pa (th� methods of 
paying homage to the Tathii.gata. and respecting · 
the lamas and the strangers with a happy mind. 

BUDDHAPPIYA {1), a tbera, one of those at whose 
request Buddhaghosa. wrote the JatakaUhakatf.a . 
(Gv. p. 68). However, his name does not occur in 
�he Jiitaka//hakatha introduction (J. I, p. I). 

· (10) me dan bud-Bin (the fire and the fuel ; 
Skt. agnindhana), {11) �khor-ba (tra.nsmi- · 
gration ; Skt. eaTfi,Siira). V. (12) sdug-bena
(misery ; Skt. d�kha, P. dukkha), (13) de-kho· 
na-nid (the void ; Skt. sunyata), (14) phrad-pa . 
(attachment ; Skt. ea1fl8arga), . ( 15) dnoe-po 
dan dnoa-po med-pa (reality and unreality ; 
Skt. evabh<iva). VI. (16) Bcine-pa dan thar-pa 
(bondage and salvation ; Skt bandhana-mok�a), 
(17) las dan �bras-bu (action and effect ; Skt. 
karma-phala). VIT. (18) Bdag dan choa {the 
doctrine of self ; Skt. at?nan), ( 19) due (time ; 
Skt. kala), (20) rgyu dan Qbras-bu (cause and 
effect ; Skt. elimagri). VID. (21) !Jbyun-ba dan 
�jig-pa (origin and destruction ; Skt. sambhava
t>ibhava), (22) de bshin-gaegs-pa (be who has 
gone or passed away as was dona by the other 
one ; Skt. Tathiigata) . IX. (23) Phyin-ci-log 
(that which is false or deceptive ; Skt. vipanJrisa) 
(24) �phags-pah.i bden-pa (Noble Truth ; Skt. 
iirya-sattya, Pali. ariya.-sacca), (25) mya-nan-las 
�das-pa (that which is devoid of suffering ; 
Skt. ni1"11ii'(l-a, Pali. nibbana). X. (26) Srid-pah.i 
yan-lag bcu-gnie (the twelve casual limbs ; 
Skt. dvcidasanga), . (27) lta-ba (views ; Skt. 
dr?li) . 

I. K. 

BUDDAPPIYA (2}, an author, also known as Dipail
kara. He bas been given the epithet Colly a as he 
was a native of the Cola country in south India. But, 
he belonged to the Vanavasi sect in Ceylon and was a 
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pupil of Ananda Vanaratana. He is the author of a 
Pali Grammar, the Rupasiddhi and a Pali poem, 
the Pajjamadhu. In the colophon to the Rupa.sid

dhi he describes himself thus : " This perfect Rupa
aiddhi .was composed by thera Buddhappiya who 
was also calle.U Dipa.ilkara and who was a pupil of 
thera Ananda, . the celebrated preceptor, who waa 
like a banner unto the island of Ceylon. He (Bud
dha.ppiya) was renowned like a lamp in the Damila 
country and was the resident superior of two monas-

. teries including the Baladicca, causing the religion 
to shine forth ;" According to the Sinhalese com
mentary to the Rupasiddhi, the other monastery 
was CiiQamal)ikarma-vihara, obviously to be identi-

. . fied with C\i�amaJ;riva.rma-vihara or Ciilamal)ivar
ma.-vibara ()f NagapaH;aria. In the colophon to the 
Pajjamaa,hu, lie giyes his name as Buddhappiya 
and that of his teacher as Ana.nda-arafuia.ratana, 
i.e • .  Ananda .Vanaratana..' 

These two workS were probably written in the 
Cola country where Buddhism WM flourishing at 

· thiS time. . Buddhappiya is lnentioned as the author 
·of these works in later books .too '(Sasanaviupsadip(J, 
w. 1239, 1260 ; the Pajjamadh:u is omitted at Sdms. 
p. 63 ; Gv. pp. 60, 70). A �ikii. on the . RUpasiddhi 
bas.B.lso .been ascribed to him. (Gv: loc . .'cit). ' . 

. Buddhappiya, 4e�ri,bed . by· Siddhattha, the: ail� 
thor of the Saraaangaha, as his teacher, probably 
refers to the same Buddha.ppiya.. ·• In the colophon, 
Siddha.ttha describes Buddhappiya. as being well� 
\Tersed in.the three Pif,akas and a.s the incumbent of 
the DakkbiQirama. 

Buddha.pp(ya occupies · an · imporlant place in 
the history of Thera.vooa Buddhism in south India. 
He was rel:lpoiisible for the reform of Thera.vada 
Buddhism at a time when heretical views crept in. 
The Vimativinodani, a �Yea on the Sa�antapa8iidika, 
written by the south Indian thera Kassapa, records 
that f8lse V1ewa, e.g. that it is an offence to dfin:k 
intoxicating liquor . only if it is taken intention8lly, 
had found their �ay into Tiieravada as a res�t of 
the efforts a heretical monk, lta.med Nagasena, at 
whose instigation the Tamil work Ku!!4alalcesi was 
written, incorporating these views. Buddhappiya 
is said to have re-established the ptire doct1;ine by 
quashing these heretical views ( l' imati'l--irwdani, ed. 
BeratuQuwe Dhammadhara Tissa, Colombo, 1935, 
pp. 99 f; S. Para.na.vitana., 'Nega.patam and Theravada 
Buddhism in South India.,' in JGIS. XI, pp. 17 ff.). 

There . is no agreement regarding the period in 
which Buddhappiya lived. His date is linked with 
that of his teacher, Ana.nda Vanara.tana regarding 

whose identity different views have been expressed. 
If Ananda Vanara.tana is to be identified with 
Anancla, the disciple of Udumbaragiri :Medhm1kara, 

who lived during the reign of Pal).�litaparakrama· 
babu, Buddha.ppiya is to be dated in the thirteenth 
century (Malalasekera, The Pali Literature of Ceylon, 
Colombo, 1958, pp. 211  ·r. and 220). It has been 
suggested that be was the pupil of an Ananda, who 
lived earlier·, and Buddhappiya has been accordingly 
dated a century earlier (S. Parana.vitana, loc. cit,). 
On the other band, if it can be established that 

. Buddhappiya's teacher, .Ananda Vanaratana, was 
the author oft.he Mulcztilca to which the commenta
tor Dhammapala wrote a sub-commentary, be will 
have to be dated before the end of the tenth century 
(A. P. Buddhadatta, Pali Sahityaya, II, Ambalan· 
gada. (Ceylon), 1957, pp. 399, 469). 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHAPBABHAMA:tft)LASRIPRADIPA, namo 
of a world system (lolcadMtu) mentioned in the 

. · GaruJavyuha Siltra .(p. 420)� 

BUDDHARAKKHITA� In Pali · literature four 
different bhikkhus are mentioned by this n,ame . . 
.· The first is said to have been very learned in the 
Vinaya and� as a teacher of the same ( V in. V, p. 3 ; 
V inA . I, p. 62). 

The second was a. bhikkbu of Ceylon who, eight . . 
years after bis.admiasion to the Order ofbhikkbus, 
while attending on Ma.ha Ro�gutta thera . e.t 
Therambatthala,. saw the king of the Supawas 

swooping down from the sky to seize the naga king 

who was offering riee-gruel to the thera. He 
immediately created a rock and, having seized the . . ' 
naga. king by his arm, pushed him inside it, thereby 
saving the naga's life ( Vism. pp. 125, 316). 

The third bhikkhu is supposed to have lived 
about 426 B.C., . on the w� coast of Coylon, as a 
leader of e. congregs.tion of .monks. In the intro· 
duction to the Jiniilaillciira, James Gray has attri
buted that work to the. bhikkhu Buddbarakkhita. . 
According to other works (e.g. the Gandhavarpaa, 
p. 72), Buddh!lil'e.kkhita is said to have written both, 
the Jinalankara and its tikii.. 

The fourth bbikkhu by this nam9 was also knowz. · 
as M!ili&-Buddha.ra.kkhita. · He was · a monk of 
Piyailgudipa, described as Y.onakaraja-putta 
(DPPN. II, p. 1360). 

I. K. 
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BUDDHARAK$ITA ( 1 ), name of a wealthy house
holder of Sravasti. He gave his son Sailgharakt;;itA. 
(q.v. ) to Sariputra to be ordained (Divy. pp. 330-1). 

BUDDHARAK$1TA (2), a. monk whose gift of a 
railing-pillar to the Saiici stupa I is recorded in a 
third cent.ury B.C. inscription on that pillar (A. 
Cunningham, The Bhilsa Topes, London, 1854, 
pp. 255, 271). 

BUDDHARAK$1TA (3), a sculptor of the Bhii.rhiit 
bas-reliefs, whose gift of a railing to the stiipa is 
reeorded in an inscription on that railing (A. Cun· 
Jlingham, The Stupa of Bharhut, I,ondon, 1879, p. 
141). 

BUDDHARAK�ITA (4) is supposed to have 
gone from Ceylon to India., where he, along with 
his brother, Buddhamitra ([3] s.v.) had caused to be 

· built two cave shrines at the site presently known 
6S Junnar (s.v.) in western India., famous for ita 

· remains of an early Buddhist vihara. of the rock· 
c.ut t;Ype. They had probably introduced there 
a. �ype of Buddhist t.emple architecture, novel to 

· India at that tiine, but q:uite common in Ceylon. 
This was the circular Blii.Pa·ghara, the ' vatadage ' 
ofceyJon. · 

A.D.T.E.P. · 

BUDDHARAK�ITA, a nun whose gift of a. railing 
pillar tO ' the stiipa of Bharhiit is recorded in an 
inscription on that pillar (A. Cunningham, · The 
Stii.pa of Bharhut, London, 1'879, p. 140). 

BUDDHA-RABMI (var; Buddha-ra7p8i), the rays 
issuiD.g from the Buddha's body imd reported to be 
of six hues, blue (nila), yellow (pita), red (lohita), 
white (odata), erimson (manjetlha)and sixthly, the 
. combination of the first five colours (pabha8sara). 
Hence, the radiance emitted by the Buddha. is 
generally referred to in literary works as ' the six
coloured Buddha-ray ' (Skt. �cu;lvar'{Ul-buddha-rasmi; 
P. chabbatttul·buddha-ra311li or chabbatttuzghana-bud
dha-rasmi). See also AURA. 

G. K. W. 

BUDDHASAMUDBAVABHAsA, nama of a 
Mahii.yana samadhi. The Gat;4avyilha-�ra (p. 297) 

· gives the following d6S(lription : " Then at the . 
very seat · of Enlightenment a Tatbagata. named 
0UJ;18SUIDerupmbhateja. was propitiated. As I saw 
him, I obtained the sa.m8dhi called Buddhatamudra· 
Nbhii8a. ,, 

461 BUDDHA-SANGITI-NAMA-

Almost the same passage appears also in the 
classical Chinese versions of the above siitra. 
(Taishi5. No. 27S, Vol. 9, p. 736 b ;  No. 279, Vol. 10, 
p. 386 b ;  No. 293, Vol. 10, p. 758 c). 

S. Mo. 

.tWDDHA-SANGITI-NAMA- MAHAYANA-SOTRA 
(or Arya-B0), the title of a. text, the Tibetan 
translation of which occurs in the Mdo (siitra) 
section of the Kangyur, under the title T;lproags-pa 
sans-rgyaa bgro-ba shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen.pof!.i .mdo 
(TT. Vol. 35, No. 894). The names of the author 
and translators are not known. 

The introduction of the text discusses the circum
stances that led to the preaching of the siitra and 
the·reason for its being ca.lled the Buddhasangiti. 

The Buddha, it is said, was once residing . in . 
Magadhade8a. with · a. large number of monks, 
bodhisattvas and gods. At that time, there arose 
five types of impurities in the ,world - impurities 
relating to religion, people, time, defilements and 
views. As a result, people did not; come regularly 
to listen to the doctrine. Even whe� they came, 
they were not attentive. They did Jibt:pa.y respect . 
to the Buddha. Tlwy were averse to following the 
doctnne. The Buddha observed ·this and thought 
that he would preach the discourse called Buddha
sangiti, to rouse in them the desire for the doctrine. 

At this time, people in other Buddha-fi�lcis,-too, 
were averse to listening to the doctrine. The 
Buddhas in those Buddha-fields, too, decided to 
preach the Buddha-sangiti-sii.tra to remedy the 
situation. 

All the Buddhas assembled in a Budd.h&-field 
called Kun-du snan-ba (Sa.rvalo�a.) in the East and 
discussed the doctrine. Renee · the name B:uddha- · · 
'sangiti. A number of themes, like the a.na.lysis .· · 
of the nature of all dharma.s and the generation of 
pure thoughts of bodhisattvas, are discussed in detail . 
in the text. A Chinese translation of the Buddha
sangiti is found ·in the Siitra-pitaka of the Chinese 
Canon under the title Ohu1o-yac-chi-ci\ing. Chu 
Fa.-hu (Dha.rmar�) of the Western TSin dynasty 
265-317 A.C. is said to be the transiator (TaishO. 

No. 810 ; Nanjio. No. 401). The Mahavyutpatti 

(BB. Xill, Section 65, No. 35) refers to the original 
Sanskrit work. 

For information about a Sa.rviistivii.din Abhi
dharma. book called the Sangitiparyaya, see JPTS. 

1904-5, PP· . 99 f. TWo fragments of tho . BangUi- . 
iiltra of the Dirgh8gama have been edited 
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translated and annotated by A. F. Rudolf Hoernle 
in Manwcript Remains of Buddhist Literature found 

in Easte1·n. Turkestan Vol. I, (Oxford, ] !) 1 6) . 
- · Further- fre.gments of . the Sang·iti:sutra of the 

Dirghagama have been printed in the Faksimile
Wiederga&n 1 on  Sanskrithandsch-riften aw den 
Be:rlitler Turfanfunden Indo-Iranian Facsimilu 
Series, Vol I (Hague, 1963). 

R. H. 

. .  BUDDHASANNAKA (1), an arahant thera. 
· Ninety-One kappas ago, in tbt. time of Buddha 
Vipassi, he was hom as an eart.h-bound _ deva. 

· At the passing away of tlle Buddha, the earth 
·quaked and-with it alSo the deva's abode. P..ealising 
tho Buddha's greatness, ho honoured the Buddha.. 
:Because of this good deed, he was delivered from 

. rebirth fu woeful states. Fourteen kappas ago 
he was hom as a ca.kkavatti (world-ruler), named 

having mastered all the accomplishments, was 
called Fu-t'o-shan-to (C . 204) which was a trans

literation from his Sanskrit name. He was also 

called Ohileh-t1'ng (C . 2 05), according to a derivation 
of the Sanskrit name. 

In 508, Buddha.Sii.nta translated the DasabhUmi
vyiikhyiina (Shih-ti-ching-lun: C. 206) in conjunc
tion with Bodhi:ruci (C. 207) tho founder of the 
Tin-lun Tsung sect, and Ratnamati (C. 208) at the 
emperor's court in Lcyang, on the order of the 
emperor Hsiian-wu-of the Pei-wei dynasty. They 
completed the work oftranslation in 51 1  A.C. Later, 
he lived in Pai-ma Ssu Temple (C. 209) and trans
lated the 'J-u-lai-shih-tzil.JJ.Ou-ching ' (C . 210) and 
ot-her works in 525. In 531, he translated the 
Mahiiyiina-aarp,graha (SM-ta-ch€ng-lun, C. 2l l ). 
Afterwards, he removed six siitras including the 
'Shih-fa-ching,' etc., to the Chin-bus Ssu temple 
(C. 212) at Yeb, the capital ofthe Tung-wei dy.nasty 
and there translated them in 539. About his last 
days there is no record. 

_ . Sa.mita. (Ap. l, pp. 151 f. ; ApA. p. 422). He was, 
terrestial �r death, in the deva. world and among 
men until_ in this Bud�age he was born in 8 
noble family. Renouncing w�rldly life, he entered 

The Pei-wei dynasty (386-534) took a. stand 
- against the Sung, Ch'i and Liang dyua.sties in South .' the &ng�a. and beca.m� an p.raha.nt.(ApA . pp. 422f.). Chi:p.a·, and the · development of Buddhisin was 

He .is probably identi�l with Meghiya thera of the · · -· · · · ·-· 
. - ' . . ' remarkable both in the former as well 8s the latter 

Ther
_
agathii . :  ,coiw:uenta.ry, . �ording; to.- -vvh\ch · · · · · · · - - ,' � . · - · - · - · ·_ periods. · .. In 446, the ptoaj>erity of Buddhism in · -account,' · ho:wever, in . �ht> .t�me of. Buddha . Vipa&>i, . 

· the Pei-wei dynasty resulted in a persecution started 
_he·was born a8 a man of goqd f�ily and not as an 
earth-bound deva (ToogA. I, p . l59 ; var. Buddha.-

by e�peror Shih-tsu (Wu-ti; C.  213). This was 

saiiftika). _because the emperor was afraid of the financial 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHASA:R:RAKA .(2), designation of an a.rahant 
thera. In a previous birth, ninety-four kappas a.go, 
he saw Buddha. Siddhattha and his heart was 
gla.ddenf'd. After death he wa� reborn in the deva 

- world (Ap. I, p. 252_ ; var. Buddl1a.saiifiika). 

BUDDKASA:R:RAKA (3), an arabant ther!\. In 
the time of Buddha Siddhattha, ninety-four kappas 
ago, he was a learned brahman ascetic. When 

· he heard from his pupils of the appearance of the 
Buddha in the world, he 'left his hermitage t.o meet 
the Buddha. But he fell ill while he still ha.d one 
&nd half leagues to go and he died thinking of the 
gre-atness of the Buddha (Ap. II, pp. 419 f.) .  Ile is 
to be identified with Vita'!oka them oi · the 
TheragatJuj A�hakatha (II, pp. 44 if.). 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHASANTA, 8 north lndiM, who went to 
China, and translated the Buddhist texts. He 
became proficient in Centra1 Asia-n languages and, 

exhaustion of the state owing to the increase in 

the number of temples and monks ; he was QJso 
indignant at the corruption and apo�tasy of the 
Sangha. Therefore, Buddhist activities were pro
hibited for six years. till the order for the revival of 
Buddhism .was issued by the emperor Wen-� 
(C. 214) who was persuaded by .T'an yao (C. 21�). 
Then, the construction of . cave temples �t -
Yiin-kang was begun _ under the . a.<:Jsistance of 
Wen-wu. 'Pte emperor Hsiao-wen (C . 2Hi, 471-99} 

who, in regard to his devotion to Buddhism, 
mi\<Y be compared with the emperor Wu-ti of the . 

· Liang dynasty, helped the revival of Buddhism 
and availed himself of the opportunity to study · 
Buddhism under the guidance of Tao-teng (C. 217) 
and Seng-yiian (C . 21 8). Hsiao :wen helped to build 
the great stone image of the Buddha. at Lung-mem. 
The emperor Hsiia.n-wu · {C. 219, 499-:515) 
asaisted the work of translation 'as -8 copyist, when 
the DalabhUr:ni-vytikhyana was translated by Bud
dhasanta and others and be lectured on the 
Vimalakirtinirdesa siitra to his subjects. At that 
time it was said that. there were nearly three 
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thousand monks who came from Central Asia. 
During the period of the Poi-wei dynasty, the work 
of translation flourished under the reign of his 
emperor. Among the famous translators of this 
time were Bodhiruci, Ratnama.ti, Prajiiaruci, T'an
yao, Chi-chia.-yeh (C. 220) and Buddha.Santa. 

The Da8abhilmi-vyakhyana written by V asubandhu 
is a commentary of the chapter entitled Dasabhumi 
of the A vatarp,saka SiUra. The Mahiiyanasa1MJraha 

written by .Asa.ilga,. who was an elder brother · of 
Vaauba.D.dhu, is an introduction to Mahayana 
Buddhism from the view point of th9 Y ogacare 
School as compared with the Miidhyamika-8iistra of 
the MMhyamika. School. Accordingly, it shoul!f be 
noted that the doctrines of .Asa.ilga and V a.subandhu 
had been introduced for the first time to China in 
531 and 511. At that time, the study of the 
Da,8abhilmivyakhyana was popularised and the 
Ti-lun Tsuna sect was thereby founded. On the 
other hand, since Cben-ti (C. 221) re-translated 
the MaMya:n.asarpgraha and also tra.nsla.ted 

. . Ya.subandhu's commentary to it in 564, studies on 
the Mahayanasa1MJ'f'aha were promoted and this 
resulted in the establishment of the Sbe-lun Tsung 
sect. · The position of Buddha.Santa in the history 

. of Chinese �ud,dhism is characterized by the fact 
that he was the first to introduce the doctrines of 
.Asa.ilge. and V asubandhu into China. 

Besides the above . mentioned translations, 
Buddha.Bant8. also translated the following . siitras : 
Yin-1�-nii�ching; Wu.wei-�-p'u-cMng, Ohuan-yu-chin, 
Wo-nan-mu-chii.-ni-M-li- t'o-lin-ni-ching (Ananta

mulchani'!'hara-namadhiirat�-i Smra ), Ohin-kang-sang· 

wei-t'o-lo-mi-ching ( Vajramantradharat�-i Siltra) and 
0M'fl{1-kung-ching-ching. 

K. H. 

BUDDHASENA, king of Maga.dha., at the beginning 
of the th.irtoonth century. 

BuddbaBena was a scion of the Sena royal family · 
and had witnessed th9 incursions of Muslim armies 
into his kingdom. According to the Tibetan pilgrim 
bh� Dha.rmasva.min (s.v.), he had his capital 
at the Vajrasana, the name given in the mediaeval 
centuries to the locality of Buddhagaya, where 
Buddha attained Supreme Enlightenment. 

The mighty Magadhan Empire was only 117 
ab&dow of its early glory, during this period, and 
had deteriorated further wh�n Buddhasena succeed
eel to the throne. It is probable that Buddhasena. 
lived in constant fear of Muslim attacks and would 
have preferred ·allegiance to the Muslim overlord. 

The eastern part of India was .. under the sway of 
Muslims by the end of the 12th century whon 

Ikbtiyar-Ud-din Muhammad conquered the Bengal 
region. 

Tii.ranii.tha, the historian of Kashmir, mentions 
Buddhasena as the ruler of Maga.dba, but adds 

that these scions of the Sell8 ruling house were 
subservient to their Muslim overlords. Buddhasena 
was probably the sole Buddhist ruler to patronise 
the ancient seats of learning in Bihar, like Nalanda, 
Vikrama.Sj]j, and Odantapuri, during these trouble. 
some periods. 

When Dharma.svii.min visited Buddhsgayii., the 
area was deserted as the inhabitants were anti
cipating a.n imminant a.t.tack by a Muslim regi.m'erit. 

· However, Dharmasvamin saw Buddhasena re. 
turning from a. jungle hide-out when the Muslim 
soldiers had left the place. 

It is reported by Dharmasvimin that Buddhasena · 
had great respect for Buddhist monkS. and that 
be had alighted from his state elephant aa soon 
sa he saw the Tibetan monk. 

·A.D.T.E.P. 

BUDDHASIBA, . an elder, and a. pupil of Buddha- . 
dstta, the commentator. According to the colophon 
to the Vinayavinicchaya, and the introduction in the 
Buddhavarp,sa commentary, it was a.t t�e request of 
Buddhasiha. that Buddhe.dstta wrote · these two 

. works. This is also mentioned in the Gandhava�a 
(p. 69). The statement in the Saddhammaaailgaha 
(i:x:, p. 30) tl"o..at Buddhasiha. himself was the author 
of phe V inayavinicchaya cannot. therefore, be correct. 

L. R. G. 

BUDDHASil!lHA. There are two Indian monks 
bearing this name. The first was the monk who went 
to Lo�yang about 310 A. C.; he was noted for his magic 
power ; in Chinese he is known as Fu-t'u-oh'eng . 
(DOBT. p. 226b). The other was e. disciple of · 
.Asailga. who lived about the fifth century A. C., and 
of whose esoteric practices, lofty talenta and final 
disappearance, a lengthy account is given in the 
Fan-i-ming-i (DOBT. p .  229b). 

U. K. 

BUDDHASIRI, e. monk of the Ma.havihil.ra in 
. Anuradhapu.ra, Ceylon, at whose request Buddba

ghosa wrote the Samantapasiidikii (VinA . I, p. 2). · 

BUDDHASOMA, a monk of Ceylon. He was a 
contemporary and a close friend of the author of 
the Saddhammopiiyana, which was comp<>aed to be 
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sent to Buddhasoma (JPTS. 1887, p. 36). Neville, 
in his manuscript catalogue, records a tradition 
which ascribes the authorship of the Saddammopa· 

· yana to V anaratana Ananda and says that this book 
was written in order to dissuade Buddhasoma from 
renouncing his life as a monk (Malalasekara, Pali 
�e of Ceylon, Colombo, 1958, p. 212). 

W. G. W. 

BUDDHASRIGARBHA, one of the bodbisattvas 
who accompa.nied the Buddha when the latter was 

. staying in the Para.nirmitavasa.varti-deva.-world, in 
the 9econd week after his Enlightenment (Dbhg.p.2). 

BuDDH�STAVADASA, a Sanskrit work, the 
Tibetan tmnslation of which is extant under the 
title, &ti8-tWaa-1Cyi bstod-pa bcu-pa, in the Bstod 
tshogs (stotra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. 
The work . was written by Nags-kyi rin-chen and 
translated into Tibetan by Da-ri dra-pa Rgya.
mtsh()l;U ,sde (PM. No • . U54). 

IUDDHASTOTRA, the name of a Sanskrit text, 
� Tt"betan translation of which is found in the 

· Betod���(stotra) .section of the Tibetan Tengyur, 
1111der the ,title $ana�rgf;aa_.-kyi-bstod-pa shes-bya-ba 
(TM. No. 1114 .; TT� , ;voi .. 46� .. No. 2006). The 
Chin� \'ersion . is not · ava.ile.ble but the Mongolian · · 
editioil is mentioned in the ' Catalogue du Tanjur 

Mongal 'lmprime ' (Dr. Rintchen, New Delhi, 1964, 
No. U67). The a�thorship of the work is attri
buted to Nor-rygun-ma. and the translators are 
known as Rgyal-ba.J;rl· bzan�po and Ni-ma rgyal
mtsban. 

The first salutation is adch-essed to Maiiju8ri
kumirabhiita. The text is a metrical coin position · 
in praise of the Buddha, who is described in lauda
tory terms. The ·text COnSists of eight verses, the 
last. line of whicll repeats ' I sha.ll worship the 
Buddha.' 

LK. 

BUDDHA BUTTA; the eighth sutta in the lddh{tpada 
&� of the Satpytdta Nilcaya (V. p. 257). 

The development of the four bases of j:>sychio · 
power i8 given as the reason that the Tathagata 
ia called an ai'alumt, a fully &Jilightened one. 

The tddiina(versified table of oontenta) at the end 
of this fJOgga gives this title, Buddha Sutta, in the 
P'l'S. edition. Two Sinhala manuscripts in Copen
hagen and Paris,however,give the name as .Araha7]J 
&114. 

BUDDHATMATIKA, the reconstructed title of a 
Sanskrit text, the Tibetan translation of which, 
entitled Sa-r1,ugya.s gtso-bol}i rgya-cher l,l,gre.l-pal, 
found in the Sna-tshogs (miscellaneous works) 
section of the Tibetan Tengyur. The author is 
named as Ye-ses-sde (Jiianasena), but the trans
lators are unknown (TM. No. 4361 ; TT. Vol. 145, 
No. 5848). 

At the beginning of the text the author pays his 
homage to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. 

This work ia a commentarial text, which deals 
with the five excellent (Tib. phun-sum·tshogs), 

aspects (of the Buddha). They are as follows : 

(1) Excellent cBUSe (Skt. hetu ,· Tib. rgyu-phun 
sum-tihogs-pa). (2) Excellent effect (Skt. phala ; 
Tib. �ras-bu phun-sum ts'hogs-pa). (3) Excellent 
natural disposition (Skt; BVabhava ; Tib. ran-btsin 
phun-sum-tshogs-pa). (4) Excellent interest in 
one's own-self (Skt. iitmii.rtha ; Tib. bdag-gi-dcm 
'phun-ium-tshogs-pa) . (5) Excellent intereSt in .· 
o�ers (Skt. parartha ; Tib. gshan-gyi-doo phur.
sum-tshogs-pa ). 

I.K. 

. BUDDHATRATA,
·
an Indi� teaohe� of the. s�.' 

tiya School who wrote· the Vinayadvavi1]JBati

piasanniirtluJ:8astra in the sixth century A.C� 
(Nar.jio. p. 251). Another tesoher by this name, a 
8ramat1a of Kubhu (Kabul or Kasmir : DOBT. 
pp. 229 f.) translated the . MaMvaipulya-pii.rT)a· 
buddha.-8Utra-prasanniirtha SiUra into Chinese in the 
seventh century A. C. (Nanjio. pp. 103, 438 f.). 

U.K. 

BUDDHAVACANA, words in which the Buddha 
proclaimed his doctrine and framed rules for the 
Ordel' of moDks. These words are preserved, in the 
different collections of the sacred scriptures of the . 
early Buddhist Schools, in the 

.
form of mles of 

discipline, speeches and sermons, dialogues and 
conversations, songs; ·sayings, and · narra.tives, 
definitions and classifications of physical lltld 
payahologioa.l phenomena, and their 8nalysis imd 
synthesis made on an ethical basis. · 

. The early disciples who collected and edited the 
Bi.uldhavacana in Councils (smigui) divided it into 
dhammatJinaya, trip#aka, paficanik.aya, navatiga. etc. 

U.K. 

BODDHAVAJRASArttDH!BA�ASA�DHl, name of 
a bodhisattva referred to in the Mahii.vyutpatii (731) 
in a list of names of bodhisattvas. 
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BUDDHAVAMMA, a merchant of Pa!;itliputta. 
He once offered grape juice and treacle (sakkara) 
to the bhikkhns hercded by the Buddha, whom he 

met while wandering in villages and hamlets along 
with other merchants. When they arrived at the 
desert called Mahii.vatta (Rsv. p. 23) or MahavaHa 
(Ssvu. p. 45), they ran short of water. When, 
in order to quench his thirst, Buddhava.mma 
examined the water vessels he found that they were 
o.ll filled with grape juice. Then, he realised that 
it was the result of his offering of fruit juice to the 
Buddha. and the bhikkhus. He then shared that 
drink with all present there, including the oxen. 
On his return to Pata,lipntta he invited the Buddha. 
and his ret,inue for alms. From· then onwards ha 
did various meritorious deeds and was born after 

. death in a deva world. Even there, he always 
received grape juice in golden vessels (Rsv. pp. 22-4; 
SBVU. 44-5). 

I.K. 

BUDDHAVA�SA, the fourteenth · book of the 
Khucldaka Nikiiya (DA. I, p. 17) . of the Pali Sutta 
P�, giving in verse the poetical legends of the 
twenty-four Buddhas who are supposed to have 
preceded the historical Gotama Buddha. After · an introductory chapter called the Gem Omikama 
eection (Ratana..cankama-kat14.a), . one chapter is 
dedicated to each of the twenty -four former Buddhas. 
In a somewhat dry manner, it is related in the case 

. of each Buddha, how he set the Wheel of Law (dham
macakka) in motion and how the principal events 
recorded in the life of Gotama Buddha were enacted 
in the life of each one of the former Buddhas. It 
is Gotama Buddha himself who gives the na.rra.tive. 
Speaking in the first person, he recounts who he 
himself was under each of the prece<lin.g Buddhas, 
how he worshipped such Buddha and how his own 
Buddhahood had been foretold by the Buddha of 
that time. The only part which is somewh&t more 
imaginative and poetical is the second chapter 
which deals with Dipailkara, the first Buddha of 
the series. It is a kind of preliminary hiStory to 
the autobiography which Gotama . Buddha later · 
gives in chapter 26, briefly summarising in twenty
nve verses the chief events of his last · existence on 
%1'1Ji. A list of the Buddhas up to Metteyya, the 
future Buddha, and an account of the distribution 
of the Buddha relics, form the conclusion of the book. 

The whole work is also divided into three . b;road · 
:sections (nidana). The life-history of the Buddha 
�xtending from the age in which the formal assuran�. 
that he would become a Buddha was given to tho 
great being (bodhisatta) at the foot of Dipa.Dka.ra 
Buddha, UJ) to the time he was reborn in the �ta 

heaven, is 01illed the section of 'remote history' 
(dure rd.dana). The history of events from the 
Tu9ita hea,ven up to the attainment of Enlightenment 
at the foot of the bodhi-tree is called ' avidure
nidana' (proximate history). And lastly the hiS�ry 
from the attainment of Enlightenment to the fiDal 
death (parinibbri.na) is included under 'contemporary ·. 
history' (santike nidana). · · 

The .Dighabhii:ruz,kaa excluded the Bw1dhava'f[l6a 
from their canon, but it was accepted by the · 
MajjhimabMruzk<is (DA. I, p. 15). 

The commentator of the Bw:ldhava.,!lBG says that . 
the work was recited by Gotama Buddha himself 

. at Sii.riputta's request at the Nigrodhii.r8m& in 
Kapilavatthu, after the Buddha himself had per- · 
formed tho miracle of the Ratana-Oankama, and 
was handed down by an uninterrupted line of 
theras to the time of the third Council, and again, 
since then, passed down by an uninterrupte<l line 
of teachers and pupils (BuvA. pp. 3 ff.). As the 
earlier texts of the Pali canon are familiar oDiy 
with six predooe8sors of Gotwna, theSe statoment. 
of the commentator are to be regarded with resene, 
and the Buddhava:rf'Sa can only be ·classed · amoui 
the latest productions of canonical Pali literature. . 
Moreover, the work is replete with that Buddh&- :· 

worship and Buddha-deification, which is foreiSn . · 
to the earliest texts of the Pali canon,. but is at ita 
height in Buddhist Sanskrit literature, especially 
that of the Mahayana. 

The Gandhava1?18a (pp. 60 f.) speaks of a Buddlaa
tJa1!l8a written by an author named Ka�pa. This 
is probably not the BUddM:va1!l8a �der reference� 

The co�entary on the BuddhavatJlBa (Buddha
oo7J18atthakatha) also called . Madhuratthat-ilalif_li, 
was written by Buddhadatta. The �ndhamf!UO 
(p. 60) alSo makes mention of a Buddhava�ila 
called ParamattMd·iJX&ni. 

U.K. 

BuDDHA-VAf!ISAK�AYA:-KOSA, name of a Mahi
yana samadhi. In the GatuJ<wyii.ha-Biitra (p. 177), 
this is mentioned as an example ofthe 10 gt"Qiips. 
each having 100,000 meditation-enttancee (dala- :J 

aamadhimukha-8atasahasra). Almost. the same . 
statement appears in two of the three olaesical 
Chinefe versions of the above siitra (TaisM. No. 278, . 
Vol. 9, p. 7llo ; No. 279, Vol. 10, p. 359b) . . But� 
in another version, the . name of this sa.midhi can 
not be found (Tais'M. No. 293, Vol. 10, p. 724&). _ 
See further AMOGHA-MM.il)ALA·�. 

8 . .Mo. 
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BUDDHAVANAGIRI, a mountain near Rajagaha, 
famous for its rock caverns in one of which Gotama. 
Buddha lived for some time (DOBT. p. 229b). 

BUDDHAVARMAN (Buddhava.rma.), Chinese Fou· 
t'o-po-mo, meaning Armour of Intelligence, said 
to have been a monk of the western, region, who, 
together with Ta.o-t'ai, translated the work called 
the Abhidharma-vibhii�ii-sii.Btra (A-p'i-t'an-p'i-p'o
sl.a-lun), attributed to Kityayaniputra. ThiS trans
lation· originally contained one hundred chapters, 
but forty chapters were lost at the destruction of 

. the Northern Liang dynasty in 439 A. C. (Nanjio. 
No. 1264 and . Appendix II, 69). 

Accordlllg to Beal, forty chapters -of thia book 
were lost a.t the end of Wei dynasty (Buddhillt Litera
ture in China, Trubrier, 1882, p. 21). 

S.K.N. 

BUDDHAVATA¥SAKA SO'TRA (va.r. Buaahava

ta�maMvaiptllya Sutra), an important Maha· 
yQne. �tra . exta.nt in its · Chinese translations . . 
The Buddha is said to have preached· this siitra at · 
eigh� , assemblies hold · in . seven- diffe�nt places, " 
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He was sent by his teacher from Mithila to Videha. 
to find out whether the Buddha bore the thirty-two· 
marks of the superman (mahii.purisalakkha'!W)
Ha.ving verified this, he dogged the Buddha's 
footsteps for seven months, in order to observe his 
carriage in his every posture. At the end of that 
period, he returned to Brahmii.yu and reported what 
he had seen (M. ll,pp. 134 ff. ; Sn.A. I, p. 37). 

U. K. 

BUDDHA-VI$AYALOKA, name of a Mahayana 
samadhi. In the Ga1J4a1?!JUha-Biitra (p. 204) this is. 
mentioned 8B one of the bodhisattva-sa.madhie 
which were taught to Sudhana by the female dis· 
ciple V asumitra.. The following description is found 
there : Whoever, only by shutting one's eyes. 
leaves affections and attains to detachment, obtains 
the bodhisattva-sa.mii.dhi named Budrlha-vi�ayiiloka. 

Some statements about the samiidhi appear also 
in _th� classical Chinese versions of the above stitra. 
t.hough they do not agree fully with the above or
iginal nor with each other (TaisM. No. 278, Vol.9. · · 
p. 717b ; .No. 279, Vol. 10, p. 365 o ff. ;  No. 293, 
Vol.10, p. 732). 

hence . . the IU.Uri.e, The. Seven;.Placf.!! af¥l, �ight. As- .. · . 
sembliei ·(Oh't.ch'u-hui : c'. 222).> nim.ea.rethrootrans-\ · · . · . · . 

S. Mo. · 

lations of this·siitra. The first t.ra.nSiation knowil as . . BUDDHAYANA, . another name for . Mahayana. 

Ta-Jcmg-�ng- fu-hua: (C. 22�) . is by GUJ)abhadra. Since the at�ent o� E�lightenment (boahi) as a 

The second translation is by Sik&ina.nda.. In this the . pratyeka-buddha. or a. disCiple of a Buddha ( 8ra·uaka) 
. . · . . . . . . was looked down upon as inferior (hina) to perfect 

SL'Cth assembly of the earlier vel'Slon IS diVIded mto Enl' hte t ( k bodh 
'
) 

· h 
· 

. 1g nmen samya -sam � , Wit the develop-
two. There 

.
are- also two pref�

. 
to_ this versi�n, ment of the bodhisattva ideal of the .Mahayana, 

C?ne by Chan-tsu, the 3rd sovere1gn of the Ming more and more !lmpr.a.sis began to be laid on the 
dynasty (1412 A.C.) and another by the Empress necessity of everyone becoming a Samyaksambud
Wu-Ts6-thien (684-705 A.C.), who not only took dha. Thus, corresponding to the three kinds of 
part in the translation; but also sent 1,' special envoy Qodhi (i .e., samyak-sambodh-i, pratyeka-bodhi and 
to Khotan. for the Sanskrit text of the stitra. The 8rO.vaka-bodhi), there are three ways (yana) leading 
third translation is by Prajiia (769-98 A.C.) of the to bodhi called Buddhayiina, PrcJ;yeka-buddhaya:rui 

T'an dynasty. This translation also contains a.nd Sravakayana. Thus, BUddhayiina is another 
sixty-two. verses of the Samantabluulr�pm?)idhana, . name for Mahayana (the Great Way) which iS also 
alSo called Bhadracari-pra'JidMna .and tallies with designated as Bodhisattvayana or Taihii.gatayiina, in · 

the &nskrit text meJ.ltioned in tha Catalogue. of the 
contrast to the Pratyekabuddhayiina and the . 

Hodgson Manmcripts (I, p. 33). The three works Sravakayii.na, which are referred to as the H'!.na.yiina 

are often distinguished by the number of fascicles (the Lower Way). In the Saddharmapurujarika 
contained -in each, as sixty, eighty and forty. See SUtra(pp. 37 ff. ), there is a recurring passage in which 

· further AV AT.AJriSAKA SUTRA. . · it is said that innumerable Buddhas in innumerable 

S. K. N. 

BUDDHA VlMA¥SAKA, pupil of Blalunayu ; .his 
actual name was Utta.ra. He was called Buddha
vimaipsaka on acCount of his close watch o�er the 
Buddha (MA, m, p. 371) . . 

worl<;l-systems (lokadhatu) preach only one yiina, . 
namely, the Buddhayiina. In page 37, the SB.kya- . 
muQi emphatically says that he preaches only one 
yiina, the Buddhayiina. Here, the Buddha 
completely denies a. second or a third yana (-na 
kiiicit S iiriputra dvitiyarp. vii trtiya'T{l vii yanat.n sa'T{lvid· 
yate). There is only o-ne yana and that is the 
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Budd'Jw,yana. In these pages (pp. 37 ff.), it is said 
that all t.hose beings who listen to sermons on the 
Buddhayana will become Samyak-sambuddhas. In 

page 39, the Buddha again says that nowhere does 
there exist a second yiin4, let alone a third. These 
ideas show the extent to which the bodhisattva 
ideal has been developed in the Saddh4rnw,pu!/4a· 
rika Sidra. 

A. G. S. K. 

BUDDHAYASA (S), named in Chinese Fou-t'o-yeh
sM, meaning ' Brightness of Intelligence . ' He was 
a monk either from Kasmir or Kabul and was also 
known as the Red-beard Vibha�a. He belonged 
to the Latter Ch'in dynasty, 384-417 A.C. Accor
ding to Nanjio he translated four works. Two of 
these, namely the .lkasagarbha-bodhisattva Sidra 
(C. 224 : Hsi�,-k'ung-tsang-p'u-sa-ching) and the 
Buddha-bhii§ita-dirghiigama Sidra (C. 225 : Po-shuo
chang-a-han-ching [cp. Digha. Nikaya]) are 
incorporated in the Sidra Pitaka of the Chinese 
Tripi�aka. This latter work he is said to have 
translated in 412-13 A.C., together with Chu-fo
nien of the same dynasty. 

The other two translations J>elong to the Vinaya 
Pitaka. Of these the Dharnw,gupta-vinaya or th� 
Cmurvarga-vinayapif,aka (C . 226 : Ssil-fen-LU-tsang) 

was translated by him together with Chu-Fo-nien 
iJi 405 ·A.C. This work consists of four divisions 
(rorgas) and twelve sections .(skandhas) and is very 
similar to the corresponding text in Tibetan. 

The other work is the Pratimok§a of the Dharrn.a
gupta-nikiiya or the Oaturvarga (vinaya) Priiti
mok§a (C. 227 : Ssil-fen-ch'iih-pen). This deals with 
such di�ciplina.ry matters as the four rules of 
excommunication {piirojika), thirteen: rules of 
suspension and penance (sanghiidisesa), etc. (Nanjio. 
Nos. 68, 545, 1 1 17, l l55 and also Appendix II, 61 ; 
S. Bea.l, A Catena of Bl,lddhist Scriptures from the 

Chi·nese, London, 1871, pp. 206-239). 
S.K.N. 

BU.ODHENI, the only daughter of a wealthy 
morchant (seUhi) of Pataliputta., who was very 
pious and led a virtuous life. All the wealth that 
she inherited from her parents who, according to the 
Rasavahini, died when she · was sever. years old, 
she spent on such meritorious activities as givin� , 

. 
Q!ms to bhikkhlis. One day, she received as gift 
from a merchant a horse that coulfl fly through the 
air and she made use of i\ to make regular 

pilgrimages to the Bodhi-tree, where she made 
various offerings such as golden garlands, etc. 
The people, who saw her, informed the king about 
her beauty and the king decided to make her his 
chief queen. When she did not give her consent, 
the king engaged some robbers to capture her, 
but she was able to escape with the help of her 
horse (Rsv. I, pp. l l-13). 

According to the Saha,ssavatthuppakara't14, the 
king is said ·to have sent a messenger to her parents, 
informing them about his wish to marry their 
daughter. Although the parents asked her to give 
her consent to the marriage, she did not agree 
(Ssvu. pp. 12-13). 

I.K. 

BUDDHI, intellect. In tho Lakkha'l}a Su#anla 
(D. III, No. 30) intellect (lnuidhi) is used in & stanza 
(p. 165) as synonymous with insight (panna), earlier 

in the text (p. 164) in an identical series, comprising 
also confidence (saddha), moral virtue (sUa), learning 
(suta), charity (caga) and righteo�ess (dhammo). 

But, in la.t.er works, e.g., Milindapa.nha (p. 93) the 
term b'Ullflhi is �en only in the se:nse of intellectual 
understanding, for · the eight conditions w�h 
promote the ripening of intellect (buddhi) are not 
essential requisites for the opening · up · of insight 
(panna) : the advance of years, growth of reputation, 
frequent questioning, sssociation with one's teacher, 
proper attention, converse with the wise, culti
vation of the loveable and . dwelling in a suitable 
district. Although T. W. Rhys Davids (Questiom 
of King Milinda, SBE. XXXV, part I, p. 141) 
translates butldhi by ' insight,' I. B. Horner 
(Milinda'a Questions, SBB. XXII, Vol. I, P· 130), 
is more accurate in her rendering of buddhi by 
'discretion.' 

Buddhaghosa, too, treats btt.ddhi as a characteristic · 
than an attainment. . According to his psychological · 
analysis, a prototype of behaviourism, . an 
individual's character is one of six types, six kmds 
of temperament ; greedy (raga-cariya), ha� 
(dosa-c0), deluded (moha-c0), faithful (saddha-c ), 
intelligent (buddhi-c0) and speculative (vittakka-ca):, 
Vi,�. iii, §74, p. 82), although, by means of comb1· 
nation manv more typJ:ls could be admitted. 
An in�elligent temperament, he says, is without 
affection (asittiJ1ha or nissineha) and does not 
covet its object (na aram17Ul�J-a1fl alliyati). It i� not 

. fault-finding but, like insight (panna), investigates 
principles (bMitam pariyesati) while avoiding com· 
plications ( sankMra-parivajjarvikiireoo). · · . 
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In many ways the intelligent tempemment is 
parallel to the hat�g temperament, and shows 
itself in its behaviour, assuming a. rigid posture 
while standing; keeping a firm grip on objects and 

· eating not so· much for taste � ou� of �ecessi�y. 
· An · intelligent person is selective m friendship, 

alert, devoted to duty, and so forth (ibid. § 95, 

PP· 86-7)� 
H.G.A .v.Z. 

BUDDBfJA (va.r. Vuc;IQhija.), the personal a.ttondent 
· of Buddha Ka.kusa.ndha (Buv. xxiii, p.20 ; J. I, 

· p. 42 ; D. II, p. 6 ;  Ap.A. p. 46). 

BUDDIDKA, name of a nags king mentioned in a 
list of names in the Mah.avyulpatti (BB. XIII, 49) 
and the Mahiimayilri (BHS. p. 401). 

· BUDDBJLA(1), a Sarvastivada. teacher whose 
name is inscribed on the lion capital in Ma.thurii. 
about the second ·ce ntuary A. C. (EI. 1907-8, Vol. 
IX, p. 146). . 

It is, however, necessary to realise clearly that, in 
studying Buddhist art we are studying works which 
aro not primarily intended for pure aesthetic enjoy
mont, but whose values of form and expression 
stand in the first instance in the service of s.n 
essentially other-worldly cult ; i.e., their purpose is 
to conduce to edification and, ultimately, salvation. 
While this applied with particular force to Buddhist 
art, it is a.I.so true of religious art in geneml, since 

. for the believer it is, to begin with, of little conse- · 
quence whether an image or other devotional object 
is 'artistic' or not. The earliest religious art, as we 
find it among primitive peoples, is at a stage before 
.the separation of 'religious' and 'aesthetic' · 
functions, and its form has primarily a magico
sjm.bolic significance. Gradually the 'beautiful' 
aspect gains in prominence-this is clearly observa
ble, e.g. in Greek sculpture-until, in the 'classical' 
creations of great religious art the two aspects, the 
religious and the aesthetic, are so intimately linked 
that they support and enhance each other .. . This 
is certr.inly true of Buddhist art in a v.ery high 
degree and in its finest manifestations the two . 
a8pects b.l'e inseparable. 

BUDDBILA(2); a donor mentioned in an �ption 
Buddh� was the first world religion known to · of the Sanci irtup& IT (�. CUnningham, ThiJ B�Us(f history. · ]j'rom.at least the time <?f .Asoka� Buddhist 

Topes, London, l854,'.p: 280). . 
. · · . · · ·: · . 

.
. 
. . Drlssionarie8 went out in various directions taking 

. . . with · them its unive�l 
. 
docttfue of salvation for · 

BUDDIDSM:. Since this entire Encyclopaedia is all men and all livmg beings, its · philosophy arid 
concerned with various aspects .of Buddhism; no ethics, its learning and, no+, lea.St, · its art. It special article appears under this heading. A resume bridged all the differences that existed, an4 still of the teBC'bings of the Buddha is given. under DOC- exist, between the cultures of India, Indo-China, TRINE ; a short account of the spread ofBU:ddhism Indonesia, China a.nd Japa.n, thus leading .to the and the development of Buddhist Thought will rise of a great spiritual and cultural community appear unde� IDSTORY, while . another article, which may justly be called 'the Buddhist oikoumene. • 
under the heading LITERATURE, will contain a It was possible for Buddhism to spread thus because review of the development of Buddhist text& it was not restricted in its appeal to cart&n peoples 

or groups. Instead of imposing limitat�ons, it 
· BUDDHIST ART. · I. Since Buddhism preaches burst the bonds imposed by the social structw.'es 
withdmwal from the attractions of the senses, it of th� various pE¥>ples it encountered, by their 

· might be questioned whether, strictly speaking, codes of behaviour and mythologies, and introduced 
there is room for such a thing as a t.rue Buddhist .them to new realms of thought, which in t� �e 

· an at all An.:J. · d�.:J 't · t that rists h possible a new sense of freedom and raiBOd thell' -- . . • ..., m � 1 IS rue . pu ave 
de dl hi h le el This ellcisted. and do eXist; who ado t this mdiCal stand� · - -culture to ... an . .. unprece nte Y g � • .. 

. . . P. · · applies not only to the peoples of SE. Asm, Korea pomt, which may be exemplified by the story or Japan, but also to the nomads of Centml Asia, . of the Elder Cittagutta {Vism. 38). who d�elt in who were destined to play an important part in the Great Cave at Kura.ndaka which col)ta.ined a its spreading. They adopted Buddhism so reOO.ily lovely painting of the Renunciation of the Seven because, having penetmted into areas . of more. Buddhas. · For sixty years he lived in this cave advanced civilization, they were unable to become · without ever ones raising his eyes and noticing the integrated into the well-established social and 
exi&OOnce of this picture. Yet the story itself religious systems of those areas, and were therefore 
presupposes the existence of that which Cittagutta not fettered by them. Typical was the decisive · ignored, namely •. art iJ;l the service of Buddhism. role played by the Kushan Empire in N. India. 
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in Buddhist religipn .and art, · and which produced 
the model Buddha image found in Gandhara and 
:Mathurii. Again, the Wei DynMt.y in N.  China, 
which was founded by the probably Turkic T'o-pa 

','fata.rs, played a major role in introducing Buddhist 
art into · China itself, a& well as, indirectly, into 
Korea and Japan. 

Oth,er factors contriputed to the success of 
Buddhism as. a upi.fying force. It had no centrally 
6:rg�iSed hierarchy, nor did it h�ve a consistent 
orthodox doctrine absolutely binding on all believers: 
It included 8 variety of Schools whose tenets and 
modes of religious life often showed wide divergences. 
Naturally, each School regarded its own teachings 
� the best and surest road to salvation, but genera.lly 
there was no attempt to persecute those who followed 
�thor roads. Even the Buddha himself, it was 
�rted by certain Schools of thought, revealed 
his doctrine only gradu�lly, according to the ability 
9f his disciples to grasp it. One of the most 
t'u.fi.da.mental Buddhist convictions was that it is 
not possible to express in words what is most real, 
sublime and ulti.ma:te ; for this reality radically 
t�n:scendS all e�pirical means of perception and 
eoinmunicatio� Therefore even the most lucid 
dootrine was always rega�ded as provisional and 

. non-real, as obscuring rather than . revealing the 
ttltimate truth at best ·as a limited aid to under
sta.xiding. Accordingly, tolerance is an essential 
feature of ·Buddhism, �ot simply a concession· to 
human nature. This fact enabled it to spread 
peacefully into vast areas with different cultural 
patterns. Wherever it went it ac�om:modated 

. itself to native beliefs, upon which it left a relatively 
strong imprint. In China. it absorbed Taoist 
elements ; in Japan· it adjusted itself to the Shinto 
myth ; in SE. Asia it fitted into the cult of the ruler. 
In its native India the . process was reversed. 
Buddhism · b6came absorbed by Hinduism and 
yirtually disappeared. But whera it prevailed, 
Buddhism did not merely adapt itself to other 
spiritual influences-it transferred them, bringing 
out their . latent possibilities and leading them to 
make a creative response. 

. Buddhism spread by way of the trade-routes. 
In SE. Asia commercis.l settlements W5re the first 
centres of Indian influence. and Buddhist commu
nities soon sprang up in them. Here it was Thera
. ·Sda which eventually prevailed, though Mahayana 

. influences were not lacking at first. Elsewhere 
it was the Mahii.ylma form which was of decisive 
importance in the spread of Buddhist cultural 
influences northwards and eastwards along the 
'silk roads' which ran from NW. India across the 

Pamirs arid Central · Asia. The oases &long· these 
routes were also religious centres, with huge Buddhist 
monast.eries which tiansmitte.:l India's religioUs 
and artistic heritage to the peoples of Central Asia 
a.nd the Far East. Pilgrims, especially Chinese 
monks, journeyed in large numbers to the sacred 
land of the Buddha, while others travelled to China 
as missionaries, and especially to help With 'the 
difficult task of translating BuddhiSt text& This 
t·ransmission of Mahayana texts proved most 
effective means of bJending Indian culture with 
that of Centrsl and ·E. Asia. Still more important 
for the historian of art is the fact that the monka 
brought works of art as well as texts. They included · 
copies of standard cult-images arid buildings in the 
shape of small figures, models, eto., also iconographic . 
drawings and instructions for the ritually · correct . 
representation of sa.cred figures. 

But many problems had to be solved. . to tt'Xpresa · 
in imagery the great variety of religious experience 
associated with Buddhism. For one thing, there 
was no single system of Buddhist ideas and artistio 
themes laid dowi by orthodox dootrine. . � 
primarily becau8o there were no obliga.tory dogmu 
from the very beginning, and because a 'contiriuoui 
dialogue occurred with other philosophies, Buddhism 
at an early date divided into a large number of 
Schools. The main trends only will be. briefly · 
characterised here, as far as is necesss.ryJ()r adopting 
the right approach to Buddhist art. Gotama's aim . · 
was, first, to liberate himself, and then others from 
the shackles of this world of mutability and illusioni 
Man must ft·ee himself from clinging to Sarps8.ra, 
the so-called ' objective world ' which is reallY only 
a constant succession of birth, death and re-bhtb; 
whether in higher or lower states, and therefore . 
full of pain (duklcha). Above all, he must liberate 
himslef from the delusive ego-belief which binds 
him to the wheel of karma and, by erl·inguishing 
the passions, enter the peace of Nirvfu;la which is 
like the still depths of the ocean, far . beneath the' 
storm-tossed surface. This is the highest reality 
and no mere annihilation, and the way to it is by · · 
the various stages of meditation leading to increasing 
detachment from the phenomenal world, tbroligh 
growing insight, culminating in supreme Enlighten� 
ment. J.n this form the teaching spread to Ceylon 
and SE. Asia as the Theravada. 

The implied contrast between .the Absolute of 
Nil.'val)a. and the sorrowful, illusory world of 
Sa.tpsii.ra which characterised the early Schools 
(designated Hinayana by their critics), w� 
countered by another view held by the Schools of 
Mahayana .·Buddhi&tn, whose origiM C81l·bo traced 
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with certainty to within a · few centuries ·of the 
Buddha's passing. This new view was formulated 
above all !Ii the ' Middle ' (Madhyamika) teaching 

· of Nagii.rjuna and his successors, and scholastically 
developed in E. Asia in. the Hua-yen (Kego;n}r 
T'ien-t'ai (Tendai) and Chen-yen (Shingon) Schools. 
Here the opposition gives way to a· relationship 
in ·which both aspects� the phenomenal and the 
tl'8ollSOO.ndental, · have· their value and their specific 
place in the Whole. Out of this concieption a 
c:.omprehensive philosophy · w&s evolved which yet, 
in a certain sense, agaiil admitted the concept of 

· an Absolute Reality. 

mutual interpenetration of the Absolute and the 
·'pnen�inenal and. their final identity in the ' true 
Buddha--nature. ' Both are but aspects of unity 
and are mirrored in each other ; thus the ultimate 
mystery can be found in the most insignificant 

· object. . The phenomenal world is thus at onoo 
admitted and sublimated, with results of decisive 
importance for art. The Chen-yen (Shingon) School 
(in China usually called Mi-tsung, corresponding to 
Japanese Mikkyo, ' Secret Teaching ') goes even 
furlliar. This School ia also called ' Esoteric 
Buddhism' and is the E. Asian form of Tantrism 
(Vajrayana), but without much emphasis on the_ · sexual aspects of the latter. It was brought to · Acciording to the _T'ien-t'ai Sohool, it is wrong to ,. · . . . · �a by �dian m_i�ionat:ies about 720 and taken 

believe in the real existence of this illusory world; thenc.e to Japan in 806 by Kiikai (744-835 ; posthu�ut it. is equall_ y wrong tQ. consider it of no conse-
q' \ience, for it has provisional existence and relative 

mous title KOM Daishi), who established it at Mt. 
Koya. Kiikai is one of the great figures iri Japanese 

value as an intimation of true Reality. It is also cultural history. This School brings with it a 
.wrong- to cssert only one. of these · views, for the revaluation of the. world, for "the world becomes a 
.Absolute manifests in the phenomenal and this is manifestation of the Dharma-body of the Buddha.". 
ultimawly not different ·from the Absoluta, which This insight is only gained by an ascent of i;Jl� &dept 
is described as the ' Suchness ' (tathatii) or the iri stages, the last of which is wrapt in mystery. At 
�:Buddha-nature ' 

.
. o. L �he world. · · · These, three ' the centre af all things is theA.di-Buddha, personified · tru� .tO�thet in ' p6J.'fect fusion .fo� the ' round - 8s Ma.hii-Vail'ocana (Tajih, Painf:chi : ' Great s\m ') :l'riple :J.!uqi. ' � t_qinga have t�� Buddha-nature. '·· · referred- -to in the Maha Vair�na Bilka. He ia · In- :the' efl9te#C tach,ing of T'�e1;1-t',a.i 1,\Il� espe.cially·. , , - · . · · · 

Qll�il-�ll, which_· iS: th,� )!: . .. .As1W -Jo�. of Tantrism, • ,  Bilrr<?ilt;lsied' �y four·:BuddhaS (��luding S�tmi. 
the : entrre ph�iiomeqai world possesses 'an abavlut-e _ · . th� . historical _ Buddha::-and. Amitabba) who .are · 
v�ue, to b& revealed to man only by special me� �igned to different points of the compass, and the. 

. by _mystic rites, words (mantra), ·.gestures (mudra), iii twn by v�ous bodhisattvas and ' Kings of · 
�bois. and pictures · (pratima) pointing to the Wisdom ' .(Vidyii.riijas, see V, 2). All are hypostases 
wt�te. in�ffable. . of the various fol'IDS of supreme W'J.Sdom and 

The . :T'ien�t'ai . School-so called _after its chief 
moiiaSteri iiea.r Ning-po_:__ grew out of the soil of 
:fu<i,ian 'Mahayana thought (especially the Saddhqr� 
r-M�ii4arika_ · Sfdra : Fa-huo..-chirig, Ii�kke-kyo) but 
wss fo1mded U1 China (ca. 580):_ In 804 it wa.<� brou
ght 'thence· by the JapaneSe monk SaichO (767:-822 : 
posthumous :nam.E f Derigyo Daishi)' �o Japan and 
establishoo _ at 'Mt: Hiei overlooking Kyoto. -It 
teaches a · synthesis . of all thim-known . Buddhist 
!d�--which it· ha.rmonises in � deffu.ite· order of the
'Five .Phosee ,. of iricreasing Q.ifficulty, which 'tli� 
B�dh& ta�t successively �rding 'to the caps� 
�jo/: of hla. bl'lQrel'!J.. Religious We was similarly 
<>�iSed- on a comJ>rehe�ive plan. The !nfluenee 
of this School-en E . .Asian ·B 11ddhlst art was riva.ll_ed 
�nly by, _first, the G'hen-yen teaching an� later, 
thougb'in completely different fashion, the 'Ch'an 
(Zen) .School· . . . 

Allied �  the T'ien-t'� doctrine is that of the Hua� 
JeD:(Ke-gon, Ava�a) School, found�d in China 
O;L_ 630, brought to Japan ca. 760, .w4_ich •b,es the 

Comp88Sion, but Vairocana is also embodied in all 
beings and all things. From him radiate innumera
ble Buddhas as saviours of countless worldS. · Sinoe 
Y airocana. manifested in all beings, he and all hiS 
avataraa could also be represented by local deities, 
in Japanese Shinto gods. · Thus the sun-goddess 
Amaterasu was identified with V ariocana, and thia
provided the poSsibility of ·reconciling Shinto - and 
Buddhism, which 'had originally been antagonistic. 
This development left its traces in art. · 

- The basic �ty, 'or -rather 'non-duality' ·(advayo) 
of the Absolute and the phenomen8l-not to b8 
misunderstood . as pantheism-made it pOssible -f-or 
Buddhist. art at least to represent the · abso'tute
tran.scendental and ' void!_ (8ii.nya} by - means- of 

· the. v.isible in all its manifeStations. Early Buddhist 
artin India,' had refrained from depicting the ·A� 
lute or the Buddha .hh;nSelf who :bad divested him..:· 
StBlf · of t�e(- pheriomenal;. - ilsing .inatead 8ymboJS 
such· � the. Bodhi Tree,.the .Wheel of the Law, the 
FQotpr�t-. or the- stiipa· as a symbol of the Bna;a. 
�ntry into NmQ&; . . . It.- is :only in . the 'lrtabAy�" . 
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that wo find, despite occasional limited attempts 
earlier, any works which really seek to embrace 
and display the Absolute in manifestation and oven 
to point to the ground of this manifestation in the 
Void. Without such a metaphysical revolution as 
took place in the Mahayana, such an art would 
have · been · unthinkable. Neither the anti-metli.
physioal, nor the anti-mythological position of 
early Buddhism was able to maintain itself. And 
althoJigh: according to the Mahayana there is a 

·highest level of insight at which both, metaphysics 0 • and mythology, are seen as temporary expeclients, 
nevertheloss the artistic representation of these 
expedients is legitimate as an indication, however 
inatiequate, of th� _Absolute, and from this source 
it draws no little strength of religious conviction and 
participation. 
· Further, Mahayana. Buddhism created for the 
religious consciousness personified mythical hyposta
ses of the Absolute and its forms of manifestation 
to. which the believer could turn with loving devotion 
(bhakli) at;�.d ritual homage (pilja), with which indeed 
(and here t�e visible image was of great assistance) 
he could identify himself in meditation, since he 

. too possessed the Buddha�nature which only needed 
to be realised. Thua, it was possible for Mahayana 
art to crea;te a vei'itabl_e 'pantheon' of figures hiemr
cbica.1iy �ged according to the degree of holiness 
or of participation in the . Absolute. The forms 
taken by these, Buddhas, bodhisa.ttvas, etc., are 
discUssed in section V below. 

Besides the Schools already mentioned, reference 
�ust be made to the two Schools which were destined 
. to be of great importance in later times in China and 
�specially Japan : the · Aruitabha cult and Ch'an . 

- .  {Zen). We may close this general L'ltroduction 
. with some reference to the fortunes of these Schools . 
. Th� ·c�lt of Amitabha Buddha, who created (mani
fested ) 8. ' Pure Land • in the West for . the recep
iion of those who repeated his. name with . faith; 
reached China about 400 A. C., and Bodhidharma is 
said to haw brought the Ch'an teaching to China 
&r6�d 500. It was, however, only several centuries 
later· that these two Schools became prolninent : in 
Chin& Inainly during the T'ang dynasty and, as far 
as the Ch'an School is concerned, again in the Sung 
dynasty, while in Japan the former reached its apex 
in the Fujiwara and Kamakura periods (12th-13th 

cent.) and the latter in the Kamakura and. esp?-�ially 
iii the .Ashikaga period (14th to 16th ceri.q, 

The cult of Amitiibha was at first and for long 
assooiated·with the T'ien-t'ai School, but eventually 
the .adherents of this form of devotion broke way 
in protest at the excessiveiy complicated ritual of 

T'ien-t'ai (Tendai), in particur under the leadership 
of Honen (l l 33-l2 12), who founded the Pure 
Land School (Jodo-shu) .  In this a.r..d in the 
Jodo-Shinshu founded by Honan's pupil Shinran, 
the emphasis wag placed on devotion to Amitii.bha 
(Amida), an attitude of bhakti which could make its 
appeal to the simplest soul. · Finally the mere 
calling on Amida's name sufficed to assure rebirth iri 
the Western Paradise. Religious and artistio 
fantasy adorned this land of the blessed with nume· 
rous bodhisattvas, especially A valokitesvara (Kuan· 
yin, Kannon : Soo EncyBsm. Vol . II, Pis. XXIX, 
XXXI & XXXVIII), Amida's foremost helper. A 
special type of picture was created, in which Aniida 
and his bodhisattvas appear to the· dying believer to 
welcome him into the Pure Land where he will be 
reborn in a lotus to await final Enlightenment and 
entry into Nirvii.1,1a. These pictures are filled with & 
fairy-like beauty, and it is no wonder that the 

· Amida cult was popular, and is indeed the moat 
widespread form of Buddhism in Japan to this day. 

This simple form of faith appealed to thB samura� 
in the Kama.kura period ( 1 185-1336), who Were 
opposed to the culture of th& decayirig court or 
Kyoto, and under their influence Karoakura 1Jecamti 
the greatest centre of Buddhist art in Ja,pan after 
Nara and Kyoto. But more than to this cult · of 
dependence on 'other power ' (tariici' i.e., the· power · . 
of Arnitabha), these knightly warriors were drawn 
to the cult of ' own power ' (jirik�), the Ch'an (Zen) 
School newly imported from China. Zen, with . its 
strict dis9ipline as a means of transcending .t he .. e&Q 
and thus overcoming the fear of death, and with 
itif! insistence on meditation the central e,ctivity, 
was opposed not only to the Amitabha cults but 
alSo to the older scho�tic and esoteric Buddhiszll 
of Tendai and Shingori. Zen eschewed all � 
pa:raphernaliB of the3e other Schools, regarding 
them as inessential compared with the liberating 
power of satori (wu) or Enlightenment, whjch might . 

be attained SJ.lddenly by one's own pow:er, as a.res.ub · 
of untiring meditation, intuitive pt�net:ration ot 
phenomena, and final relilisation of .the • :aud� 
nature. ' The art of Zen, which had matured U. 
China in the T'ang and Sung periods, fo�d Jta · 
finest expression in the ink-painting of the Southern . 
Sung Dynasty and of the Ashikaga or ?l{uromaobi 

peridd ( 1336-1573 A.C.). This was the last grea� 
upsurge of Buddhist art. After the 16th century 
the impulse lost its power, but the influence Of. Zen 
made its'elf felt throughout JapaneSe cultural life
m poetry; the tea-ceremony, architecture, gardening, 
flower-arrangement, . etc: thus finally bridging the 
gap between religious and secular art and-culture� 
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. .  .Although Bqddhist art was influenced by the 
creative genius of many peoples, it yet possesses, . 
amid all diversity, an underlying unity. The 
problem it seeks. to solve, and the forms it develops, 
have a certain constancy. These problems include : 
building religious edifices ; creating valid i.msges of 
the Buddha, bodhisa.ttvas, etc. ; representing 
' sacred history ; ' setting up a vocabulary of 
symbols to convey the main religious ideas ; and 
last but not least, devising convincing religious 
images of the world's metaphysical structure, and 
especially of the structure of the spheres lying 
beyond the limits of the empirical terrestrial world. 
Despite all differences, there are certain ideas 
e_ommon to Buddhists everywhere which remain 
essentially unchanging, making identical demands 
on all artists. Certain types of representation, 
first evolved in Indian art, became prototypes 
valid throughout the Buddhist world. The fact 
fJlat such a tradition existed, that each country · 
becaine acquainted with these models and conti
nually modified them, was made possible by the 
network of links that spanned the entire. Asian 
continent. _Thus the peculiaritie13 of each region · 
and period of history Caple .to. . � . imbued with 

. supra-hi8toric61 �d universal chara:cteristics. .The.r 
gene� Jniiuen�d . t�e parti�ular, and . .  �- vera� .. 
in an exchange that " was to tlie benefit of bot)l. . 

n. · From the Stilpa to the Pagoda 
We d? not know whether Buddhist art existed in 

any form during the first two centuries after the 
Parini.rva:Qa (ca. 483 B.C.). No traces of such art 
have survived, and its existence is unlikely. The 
�ther exclusive and very frugal body of bhikkhus 

of that time did not need temples or monasteries, 
since they 'did not worship images, and it was only 
during the rainy season that they sought temporary 
shelter. When, lat�r, simple buildings ware erected 
for ritual purposes, perishable materitils were used, 
of which no trace remains. There was no need (or 
images but probably memorial places existed for 
deceased members of the Sangha, and in the first 
placefortheBuddhahimaelt. These monuments were 
preeuma'bly in the form of a stupa-the type of 
monument that was to have such a great fut:ll'fJ 
throughout Asia. It was customary to walk 
round tb& stupa in reverence, as is still done today 
{Fadak,Sftd). . 

Stiipa originally meant ' top knot ; ' it came to 
mean ' vertex. ' then ' peak • and ,finally • mound. • 
Aa a sepulchral tumulns it dates back to prehistoric 
times. In its monumental form for the burial. of 
princes it was a large hemisphere. This developed 

early into a general commemorative monument and 
was adopted by Buddhism as one.�f it� �-I!�!!. .§Y�pols_ 
and the contre of religious buil.ding§. It could 
oo an actual sepulchre for the earthly remains 
(8arira) of t.he historical Buddha or for others: 
This is called saririka ( ' corporeal ') ; or it may house· 
objects left · by the Buddha, such as ·  his begging 
bowl (paribhogika). Again, it may be co:inmemora-· 
tive · (wldesika). Such stu pas are found at sites 
which played an important part in the Buddha's 
life. As a sepulchral or reliquary monument it 
symbolises Nirval).a. �soka is said to have erected · 
84,000 stu� over the. Buddha's relics, scattered 
throughout his empire. Though it was not strictly 
necessary for a stupa to house a relic, this was 
usual, the term ' relic ' being extended to include 
sacred texts (8Utras) and spoils (dharani) as well as 
statuary. Since the Buddha was deemed to be 
preRent, the stiipa early became an object of vene
ration (paja). 

Stupas were presumably the earliest Bu,ddhist 
sacred builcf,ings. Only later, with the rise of 
MaMyana, were proper buildings erected for ritual : . 
purpose's, adorned· With statuary. They .are first 
known from the .Asoka period;: The core of the 
Great ·Stcir)a at. Sru1ci pr�b]f dates frinn the 
3rd .. c�D.�uiy 

_
B:c; when� for prestige reasons, .· 

early stupas. were enlarged, the original monument 
was simply encased in a succession of stone coverings,: . 
Those at Sanci are, despite their lavish decoration, · .  
mainly s.till in their prinleval state. On the circUlar 
base (medhi) rises the massive doine (a�= '(cosmic) · 
egg ' or garbha=' womb ') ; on top of the dome is a 
square stone railing (vedika) ; from this there rises a 
short mast · supporting three · flattened Umbrellas 
(chattra). Elsewhere the square railing has the 

· form of a box (harmikci) topped by three or more 
· slabs. The number of umbrellas increa.'!les as t�e 
goes on. Round the dome is a narrow processional 
path (pradak#nii-palha) reached by flights of stairs� . 

The whole is enclosed, access being gained by four 
monumental gates (toratta), lavishly carved, facing 
the cardinal points. The nia.ssive drums of the 
stiipas often contained a system ofsupporting walla . 
representing, in ma?J4ala form, rays leading out 
from the centre. Though invisible from without, 
this was of crucial importance for the sacred 
structure. W:ithin, the relics-' seeds '  (bija) in the 
' womb ' (garbha) of the stiipa-were often kept in 
tiny receptacles of gold or precious rook-or.yste.J, · 
enclosed in turn in other containers of decreasing 
value, e.g. silver, bronze and finally stone or ceramic. 
These containers were fr�quently stlip�!o-shaped. 
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All other forms of stupa or pagocfu are derived di
rectly or indirectly from this basic t)rpe. · The first 
stage appears at Gandhara, Amaffiyf!t.i _.&nd_in. thfl 
cave-temples of W. India (Bedsa and Karli). First 
the circular base becomes cylindrical, thus raising 
the dome, and storeys are marked off by cornices. 
At Gandhara, under Helenistic inthmnce, these are 
articulated by means of pilasters, arcades and 
ruches. The rows of niches contain statues and 
narrative· reliefs. The superstructure became more 
attenuated, the number of umbrellas increased, and 
the. top gradually became a cone, squat or slender, 
consisting of a number of discs. The result is a 
fairly slender towerlike structure, highly articulated ; 
the original main part, the dome, has become of 
secondary importance. 

At Gandhara a new element was early added : 
the circular base was replaced by a square socle, 
later in several layers articulated with niches, etc. 
Flights of stairs lead up to the stiipa proper, which 
may be large or small. This type spread beyond 
the borders of India, e.g. to the Borobudur in Java 
and the non-Buddhist buildings in Cambodia, .but 
not to Amal'avati. The stiipas of Ceylon and SE. 
Asia, especially Thailand, did not share in the later 
metaxnorph9ses. Here, there is a tendency towards 
verticality : the outline characteristically flows 

· smoothly from top to base, producing an overall 
shape like a (European) bell; The pagodas of Nepal, 
Tibet and China (in so far � Lamaist) retain, too, · 
the characteristic& of the Indian stiipa, with empha.-
. sis on the dome See Pl. LXVI).  

A different type of monument in Ceylon and SE. 
Asia is the slender step tower formed of cubes · of 
decreasing size. In the wall-niches large Buddha 
figures are placed. This type .is found at Wat Phrs 
Pathom and Wat Kukut (Dvaravati) and, influenced 
by the latter, at Polonnaruwa, Ceylon (12th century). 
But the pagoda of E. Asia generally assumed quite 
different forms (the word pagoda . has not been 
satisfactorily explained). The pagoda form is a 
logical continuation · of one lin a of development : 
the vertical tendency was intensified by increasing 
the number of tiers, the cornices developing into 
roof projections, while the dome became progressive
ly dwrofed till it. was merely the base of the finial. 
Tho orientation to the cardi.D.al points remained, 
but eventually a polygonal form became popular, 
especially in Chins. 
. The 1\letamorphosis of the stiipa into a pagoda 
was perhaps influenced by another type of buildirig: 
the tower. There is some evidence for this in India 
from the 2nd century A.C. onwards. Reliefs at 

¥athurii. and Amaravati show towers with articula• 
tion of the base by means of comices and niches, 
but lacking the dome. This type appears in monu
mental form in the Mahabodhi Templo at Bodh 
Gaya (5th or 6th century), which has ho�ever been 
several times restored. Bat the E .  Asian pagoda 
seems to have been infl.uenced by two native building 
types : the watchtower and the multi-storeyed� 
polygonal pavilion. The watch�tower, known in 
representations and ceramic models from the Han 
period, was rectangular with roofs · projecting. far 
outwards, supported by brscket.-arms, with sme.1l 
galleries in each storey. Between the 5th &nd 8th 
centuries the Chinese pagoda became the model for 
those in Korea and Japan. There is also a basic 
affinity between this and the meru of Bali, �epa! 
and Burma : a slender tower symbolising the struc. 
ture of the wor)d, with tiers of projecting wooden 
roofs. 

The first identifiable Chinese pagoda type appears 
in reliefs at Yunkang �nd Lungmen (ca. 500). 
Striking features of later pagodas are a ploygonal 
ground-plan, a solid brick or stone structure, a 
wealth of sculpt-ured decoration, gaily coloured tiles 
and�specially in the S.-boldly curved roofs. There 
is a mast supporting several discs or rings ; chains 
with small bells often hang from the mast or roof. 
edges. In the centre there is sometimes a. massive .· 
·pillar surrounded by a staircase for "circuma.m.bu . · 
lation, or else there is a vertical shaft with a free • . 
standing Buddha. · figure ; in each storey narrow 
corridors radiate from the shaft to outer-windows . 
The Buddha statue within the body of the Buddha 
in the form of a relic, and the central pillar are 
interchangeable since they are identical in religious 
significance and ritual function. Many pagodas 
have numerous Buddha figures in relief on their 
outer walls See Pl. LXVII). 

In Korea there are two types of pagoda ; of stone 
and wood. While the stone pagoda developed on 
somewhat independent lines, the wooden type 
copied the- Chinese model (See Pl. LXIX). 
The Japanese pagoda followed first K:oresn, later 
Chinese models, but added features of its own. 
The Japanese selected tWo main types from the 
wide range available; but only one was commonly 
used : the square wooden pagoda with storeys 
(usually 5, but also 3,  7 or 9) and g�lleries See 
Pl. LXVIII) . It has roofs projecting far outwards, 
topped by a tall bronze finial with usually nine 
rings. The ground-plan was occssiona.lly polygonal. 
Fear of earthquakes was a. factor in the choif;S of 

<type, but Japanese notions of elegance played a part. 
The Japanese did not use polychrome titles bu,� 
painted the woodwork discreetly, mainly in red, 
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the walls being coated with white plaster and the 
roofs covered with silvery-grey tiles or brownish 
shingles. An extant specimen is the 7th century 
pagoda at HOryiiji near Nara, whose complex form 
1f&s never· surpassed. 'fhe most important struc
turaJ, featme or the Japanese pagoda is the central 
or :'heart •· pillar, found only in rudimentary form 
in China. It serves to support the very tall and 
heavy bronze finial, taking its weight off the . free
standing, finely articulated wooden structure. 
The upper storeys are not accessible : their interior 
consists of a tangle of structural members. On the 

· ground door is a · tiny chapel with four Buddha · 
figures, or groups of figures. The walls and pillars 
ofbm show a mattcf,ala or other painted figures. 
AB elsewhere, there is ' identity ' between building, 
relio and Buddha figure : in a depression in the 
foundation-stone are the relics, like seeds, housed in 
eeveral precious receptacles, one inside the other. 

with the cult images to form a mattcJala.. The 
octagonal radiation from the centre corresponds 
to the eight-petalled lotus or to the dharrnacakra. 
The pattern is continued in the vertical arrange. 
ment : the various tiers represent the planes of 
cosmic existence and also the bhftmi (stages in the 
bodhisattva pa�h) ; or they mark temporal stages 
on the path leading beyond time and space. Thus 
the whole represents Mount Sumeru, which is 
related to the image of the cosmic pillar-this 
again is ' identical ' with the Bodhi tree. 

The Borobndur in Java. (Sao EncyBsm. 
Vol. II, Pl . LIV) is undoubtedly �he finest 
example of such a building and its iconological 
symbolism. Its five square terraces are sharply 
gradated : on them rise three circular platforms 
enclosing a last and highest one : there are thus 
nine tiers. The surrounding ambulatories have 
high walls, several kilometres long, covered with 

In ·;Japan there is also-as once in China--a. reliefs and bearing numerous Buddha images. 
special type of pagoda called tahoto ('Pagoda On the open terraces risa 72 (32 + 24 + 16) bell
of Many Treasures '). This refers to the Buddha shaped stiipas ; in the centre is a larger stiipa with 
Prabhutaratna mentioned . in the . Saddharma- a slender .finial (now damaged). The combination 
pu!'4arika SiUra. Espe.cially. from the · 8th·-9th of two main parts-the square st.epped pyramid 
century onwards, ' this type plays ' an . �portant . facing the points Qf the �omp� • . and the circular 
part m the esoteric BtJddhism (n)ikkyo) of the Tenda.i . . super-structures-recalls Indian prototypes. . Thus, . 
and · Shingon sects, symbolising the e · Absolute · the Borobqdlir is t.oth cosmic mountain. and stiipa, 
WlSdom represented by the cosmic Buddha · V ai.ro· · · and also forms a · mat;l4ala. Each . of the first four · 

· eana (Dainichi). His �. surrounded by Buddhas square terraces has on each side an identical Buddha 
of the cardinal points, forms the centre. of such a. . figure : in the E. Ak�bhya. with the earth-touching 
pagoda, which is more like the :ancient stiipa than gesture (bhilmispar8a-mudra), in the S. Ratna· ·. . ' ' 
is the storeyed type. On the s_quare substructure sambhava wi�h the wish-granting gesture (varada), 
with . a roof rises a truncated hemisphere (a false i,o the W. Amitiibha with the meditation-gesture · 
®me). Ii has a round neck with a small false (dhyana), in the N. Amoghaaiddhi with the gesture 
gallery over which is a square upper jutting roof of fearlessness (abhaya). They are thus arranged, 
crowned by the usual mast. But the '·heart as in Vajrayana maru;lalaa, the main Buddha being · 
'pillar ' rises only from a. point above the chapel, V airocana ; he appears on aU sides of the fifth 
inside which stands the statue of Vairocana. on a terrace making on€1 of the teac'hing-gestures(vitarka)
aocle representing Mount. Sumt;�ru. Old drawings and being free of spatial limitations, he is not related 
miniature lahOtO omit the lower roof, so that the to any point of the compass. On the three circular . 
Indian model is even clearer. terraces he is also found inside sll the stiipa making 

The stiipa or pagoda · is heaVily laden with sym
bolism. · In the form of. a reliquary enclosing the 
very essence of the Enlightened One, it is the symbol 
of Nirvfu:l.a. In Mahii.yfma this concept is ma.nife�ted 
in the Buddha figure, which may form the centra of 
a pagoda-as ,.i:p. the. lahOtO-his body constituting 
the central pillar and denoting t'he centre of the 

· cosmos. This cosmic axis rises by numerous 
. gradations to the heights of· heaven. Leading 

off its centre are the four points of the compass, 
corresponding to various Buddhas. This arrange
ment reappears in the ma!l4ala. In Japanese 
pagodas we find wall-paintings which combine 

the ' wheel of the law • (dharrMCakra) gesture : · 
thua he occurs 72 times ip. all. 

The central stiipa has a solid wall, those of the 
72 similar ones being perforated so that the Buddhas · 
in them are semi-visible. This may eymbolise the 
transition from the phenomenal world to the im· 
perceptible Void. The pilgrim starts at the bottom 
in the terrestrial world and B.SC)ends to ever higher 
spiritual planes. The lowest terraces (later covered 
up) had 160 reliefs showing the world of deSire 
(kamadhiitu) and the sorrowful cycle of Sa:tp.sii.ra. 
The next, in 120 reliefs, shows the life of Sakyamuni 
and his way to Buddha.hood, . the Jataka8 and 
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Avadanas. The reliefs on the next terrace illustrate 
8Utra stories including that of Sudhana from the 

Gart¢avyuha. The choice of this theme and its 

continuation in the legendary biography of Asanga 
shows that the Boro!:mdur is a monument of the 
Vijnanavada. · Finally, the upper terraces and 
the central stiipa represent the Void ( sunyata) or 
Suchness (tatluztii) which can no longer be des
cribed or represented but. only intuited. The 
transition to a completely different sphere could 
scarcely be more dramatic : first, the reliefs treating 
legendary themes afford a feast for the eye ; then 
the Buddha figures become more spiritual ; finally 
they are only partly visible or not at all, hidden in 
the pure symbolism of the stiipas. The spiritual 
messago · is still more effectively conveyed :i.ti geo
metric form by the transition from square to circle. 
A square -occupies definite limits in space, sym
bolising the phenomenal world with its conditioned 
nature. The circle is all-embracing, lacking in 
direction and infinite ; thus · it symbolises the 
Absolute. Hence the Borobudur has been called a. 
psycho-physical pilgrim's path : the terraces lead 
through different cosmic spheres, levels of appre
hension and stages of redemption. It is an initiation 
course, executed in stone. 

ill. Monasteries and Temples 

The prototype of the Indian monastery is a cave or 
hut, in which a single monk lived, especially during 
the rainy season. Only gradually did groups of 
monks come to require accommodation in common. 
This was built round a. centre where rites were per� 
formed, usually a stiipa. : the basic element was the 
single cell, not a communal dormitory. Hence resulted 
the typical vihara. as at Taxila : a rectangular 
open court, the central stiipa surrounded by simple 
cells. These could be replaced by niches with 
smaller stiipas, or later, images. Sometimes a 
circular plan was adopted, and- in W. India the 
whole group was sometimes hewn out of the rock 
to form a. subterranean or cave-monastery. The 
stiipa-court and the cells may be separated and 
there may - also be fairly large assembly-halls and 
refectories. The walls may be adorned with murals 
as, most elaborately, at Ajanta. The great monas· 
teries thus evolved are important centres of ritual 
as well as places of pilgrimage and learning. A 
number of vihara.s are grouped loosely round the 
centre, which finally came to include a hall for the 
oult image. In the rock-hewn mona.steri!*! es
pecially there developed a monumental form 
caned the caitya-hall (See CETIYA). This has a 

stiipa in the _centre with an aisle for circuma.m· 
bulation. The type seems to be due to accretion : a 

circular stiipa-chapel with an assembly hall in front. 
The false vault was hollowed out of the rock and 
had trans7erse ribs of wood or stone. The front 

was embellished with huge doors and agee window& ; 
later, statues were added. Impo,..tant caitya-balla 
are Bhaja (ca. 50 B.C. : See EncyBsm. _ Vol. II. 
Pis. LXXI-LXXII), Bedsa (1st cent, A.C � 

See EncyBsm. Vol. II, Pis. LXII-LXV). 
Karli (ca. 120 A.C.), Ajanta (Cave X, 1st cent. 
B.C., Caves XIX, XXVI, ·6th cent. A.C. See 
EncyBsm. Vol. I, PlR. V -XXVII), Eliiri 
(8th cent. A.C.). In some we can clearly trace the 
evolution of the stupa down to the appearan� of 
the Buddha image on this originally a.nicoDio 
symbol. 

The two archetypes of the Indian sanctuary. 
the cave and the mountain, are represented by the 
cave-temple and the stiipa. Both developed inde. 
pende11tly, but are often combined : the cave
temple contains a stiipa (' mountain ') and the 
stiipa. the hollow (' cave ') for the relic. The tower
like temple which appeared later, first as a Buddhist 
and then, in India, as a predominantly Hindu 
building, combines these two types. Outside of 
India. there were important consequences. Just as 
the tower at Bodli Gaya was directly copied m 
Burma., Thailand, Nepal and eve� (J�ina, it also 
exerted a great influence on BUrma (Pagan) 
Cambodia. and-not least-Java, . ,where mauy · 
tjandis (q.v.) appeared on this pattern. · 

The vihii.ra type found in N. and NW. India did . 

not reach E. Asia. A far more important role W8l 
played by cave-temples. _ A long chain of theae 
runs through Bamiyan, Kucha, Turfan and Tan� 
huang to China, with offshoots even in Kei!ea fU}d 
Japan. Most Central Asian sa.nctuaries are of 
greater significance for their waH-paintings than for 
their architect.ure,but they show Indian featurea 
like the central stiipa, often repr'3sented by a 
pillar bearing cult images. At Bamiyan, Kyzyl, etc., _ 
a striking feature is the so-called lantern-roof, a . 

p!Ulel replacing the cupola., filled with squares laid 
diagonally across the comers and diminishing in 

size, denoting the ' Dome of Heaven. ' Thus the 

whoia sanctuary represents the cosmos. 

In China we can trace the route taken by Buddhism 
by the line of cave-temples. They date from the · 
Six Dynasties to the lateT'ang(about35G-900A.C.). 
From Tun-huang Buddhism spread first to N.E. 
China, then to the centre and some sa.:y: N. to the E. 
and finally to the B. W. One line branched off 
early to the S. �ve-temples are foW)d ohiefly in 
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the NE. and in the central area around the Huang 
IIo. They date mainly from the golden age of 
Buddhist sculpture (ca. 450-7 50), whose iconography 
and stylistic development can be traced uninter-

. ruptedly.. Numerous inscriptions give an idea of 
. the cha:ng�St m belief and the varying popularity 

of different. Buddhas and bodhisattvas. The caves 
often contain figures and ornaments carved from 
the living, rock. There is often no iconographical 
system, but the eye is caught by spectacular groups 

. or (Yiinkang, Lungmen) by colossal figures of the 
. Buddha seated, with standing attendants. This 

idea, a survival of the ancient notion of the all
embracing Buddha as cosmocrator, also inspired 
the production of colossi in India, Ceylon, Thailand, 
Burma and elsewhere. In Korea cave-temples of 

· this sort are represented by Sokkul-am where a 
�ge figure of Sakyamuni forms the centre of a 
circular chapel. . In Japan only unimportant cave 

. MDCtuaries were built, usually rather ffat niches · 
oontainjng groups of figures (as at Usuki, Kyiishii). 

. E. Asian monasteries and temples differ greatly 
· · from those of India. In both cases the nucleus 

These are supported' by intricate bracketing, struc
turally essential but also decorative. While 
Ch inese temples tend to be very ornate, Japanese 

Oiles are simpler a11J less ostentatious, but do not 
thereby lose in dignity. The hall is almost com· 
pletely filled by the platform with its Rtatues; 
frequently numerous and large. It is thus a shirne 
and a separate hall serves for sermons and disputa
tions. The main cult stat11e is usually a Buddha 
in a triad or larger group. The 'Golde.a Hall' is 
the centre of the entire temple and is lavishly em bel· 
lished : pillars �d beams are gilded, the ceiling 
represents heaven. Rich murals complete the 
iconographic programme, which is dominated by 
the statues. Unfortunately only a few remnants 
of such paintings survive. Together they usually 
served to form a terrestrial representation of a 
Buddha's blissful realm such, as the Sukhavati of 
Amitabha into which the believer was meant to 
feel transported. Or else the whole combined to 
form a. ma'!l4ala with the Buddha in his lotus-throne 
as the centre of the cosmos. 

. .  il a square �ourt, often with pagoda and image-hall. . . An into:esting
. 

special type . of tempi� hall �as 
But tlie concentric · arrangement is replaced by an: ·. prod�ced m Thalland. . Here the m�n�s dwellmg, . .  
uial one, this (usualJy N.-S:) axis gives the entire ·., area �s se�ar�te from th� sacred . b�Ild�ngs. T�ey 
complex a strict' Symnietry. . Passing through a··:.. contam ��hm surroun�g ambulatories . a stupa 
monumental gate-way; one walks up the ·� sacra _ �epr�ntm� the holy ofhohes, a

. 
hall for the Buddha 

to the ce�tre which is a pagoda; an image-h�1l, or Im�ge,. servmg as a place for the monks to per:orm 
both Th t.- ·ges . wh' h d b ··t· 600· their rites, and a. hall for the lay brethren, with a . . e Cut�n ; IC occure e ween · . . . _ · · 

d 800 b t .1 � ll d . J . A 
preaching-hall, hbrary and stu pas. Frequently 

an ,. can e mos easi y 10 owe m a pan. t . · , . . . . . . Q ...... th da d · tea-. 'Ind' ; fi  
· two rows of pillars divide the mtenor mto a. nave 

.I..W:III e pago pre omma an Ian eatur&-
d th B ddh h II · da . ·

It ds bet. . d and two aisles. In both points this resembles the an e u a a IS secon ry. stan 1•10 • • · • 
th . da 1 te b 'd · ·t . 1 d. old Incltan cmtya-hall. Another feature 1s the 

e pago , a r esi e )  as an equa partner an. · . . . 
4:--n "th · · · 1 1 . 1 d .  steep gable roof with the ends of the r1dge curvmg WJDUy, WI mcreasmg y comp ex ritua an . Imagery . 

· \..-·- · th · b ildi.. s· t• h . upwards ; the gables often overlap or telescope. 
u=t.�mes e mam u ng. orne 1mes t ere are . · 
twin pagodas whose role becomes more and more 

. . decorative. In E. Asian temples the main buildings 
· on the central axis are usually · surrounded by . an 

ambulatory, outside which the . other monastic 
buildings are grouped. . In layout and structure 
the chinese temple is based on · the indigenous 
homestead cpmpound, especially the palace of the 
Han period; This · model was followed in Korea 
and Japan, at first closely, later in modified form. 

. Few such buildings survive from the golden age in 
China and Korea, except pagodas. But Japan 

. still has many classical temple buildings-especially 
· at Nara, Kyoto and Kamakura-in almost their 
. original form, from all periods. · 

Temple architecture adopted the standard . 
wooden frame structur&-in China also of brick
with curved roofs projecting- in varying degree. · 

In Tibet we find Indian or Nepalese architectural 
models closely followed at first, while later C'hinese 
influence makes itself increasingly felt. . Tibetan 
monasteries vary greatly in size, the largest being 
enormous and housing large numbers of monks. An 
outer courtyard leads to an inner area with the 
main hall in the centre containing the images in 
elaborate iconographical arrangement. . In the 
Ruin-ma-pa monasteries ·Padmasambhava. occupies 
11. prominent place in the cop.figuration, while in 
those of the dGe-lugs-pa he is rep�ed by Tson-k'a-pa. 
Round the image•hall is an · ambulatory. The . 
monastery entrance faces S. or E. The Potala 
in Lhasa, residence of the ;Dalai Lams, is a vast 
17th century complex of palao.e and monastery of . 
several storeys. The walls are painted in symbolio 
colours, and the curving tiled roofs, here as e*-
where, betray Chinese influence, 

. 
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Thus wherever we look we find the same basic h 

elements ; stiipa (or pagoda.), monks' cells and halls 
w ere they a� repreeented anioonically by the 

for imo.goo and performance of ritual. Ground-
symbols of thetr respective Bodhi Trees (See Enq-
Bam. v_ ol. III, Pis. XXIX-XXXIV) . Later, d 

plans vary depending on the stage of reliuious a cJh -r 

d 1 
t>' , an ara. they appear in human ...furm. "-Tev+� eve opment or the SChool of Buddhism, rang:.ng th 1 

"""' "'"' 

O:om the simple and ascetic Theravada. vihara in 
ere evo ws the concept of an in.<:.nite number of 

h. 
Buddhas, all of them but manifestations of the O-

w tch the only cult object is th& abstract svmbol Ab 1 
,_ • so ute Buddha whose real essence is the Dha 

of the stiipa right up to the Vajrayana temple M.. ('bod 
1"mtJo 

d . ed 
,.,..

_
!!a • 

. 
Y of the Jaw ') ; this is revealed to th'""""' 811lgn for the service of a vast 'pantheon,' with h 

"""' 
Wit VlSJOn as. the Samblwgalcaya ('body· of bl:-1 a corresponding!� complicated liturgy and icono- d to h fini 

WSIS 

graphy, and requiring a number of lavishly decorated 
an t e te world as the Nirma�Tcaya ( 'body 

buildings. 
of transformation ' : see TRIKA y A). The Lalita-
vimra (q.v.) interprets the Buddha's earthly life as 

IV. The Buddha Image a mere 1 game, ' as the phantasmagoria of a super. 
The histocy of the Buddha image develops h�man beinsz adapted to man's limited understan. 

between tho two poles of the non-personal ding. In advanced Mahayana doctrine there is no 
symbol and a highly developed representational diffe�nce between the Absolute (Nirva�a.) e.nd the 
art. · The problem for the artist was in �latt:ve world of Sarp.sara. But they are not simply 

principle insoluble : "how to rnpresent in visual ldenttca.l : their relation is ('non-duality • :  adt�aya). 

fonn something entirely transcending human ;rru� reality (t�Uhom : ' suohness ') is 1 void ' (Jiinya), : 

vision. To sugge_st t�e transcendent nature of the l.e. It transcends all categories and limitations of 
Buddha, a form had to be evolwd visually impres- thought. All ideas and concepts, mcluding pictorial 
sive yet spiritualised to an extreme to transcend concepts, of the Buddha are merely an expedien� 
the finite world. •' No measure measures him who (upaya), which howevet" can help the individual to 

bas reached the . goal : py what measure is the at�n �nlightenment, to become a' , Buddha, by 
immeasurable measured t No words describe the �editatiOn (dhyana), fervent devotion::(bhakli) and. 

indes�ribable " 
'
(Sn. ·. �076, trans G. F. Allen). ntua.l veneration (p�jii) ; for the Absolute Buddha 

Therefore, the earliest Indie.n Buddhist art repres�n- is latent iil each living being and should find pute 
ted the Buddha. by.: symbols alone. These include : an

_
d ��ect . �iaation. Since ultimately every- , · 

t!Je Bodhi Tree, the clharmacakra. the throne, the thmg rs vo1d, so the realm of Salp£i'ara, and even · 

&me-encircled pillar, the foot-prints and the stiipa NirvilQS e.nd the Buddha, are all equally illusory : . 
(symboliSing Nirval,la). , These symbols may" com· but for that very reason they may be represented . 
bine to form an imaginary ' body ' :. e.g. a stool with pictorially even though such a representation 

footprints, an empty throne, a pillar as 'backbone' cannot attain true reality. 

and a wheel as head with .halo. Many of these The neW.. conoeption of the Buddha led to the 
symbols denote not only the Buddha but some parti- gtqwth of a mythology. Popular piety W88 ono of 
<rular events in his life : e8pecia.lly the Enlightenment, the strongest driving forces towards the production 
dooision to teach and parinirvarus (See Pl. LXX of cult images. 'fo the masses the Buddha became 

and also EncyBam. Vol. II, Pl. LXXVIII). a merciful redeemer to be turned to in need. .wh o  

When such a symbol is venerated, what at first would help believers to attain N.irvar;1a, or at least a 

was intended only as an act of homage to the living blesSed rebirth in his Pure Land. To make otferinga 

¥.�terturnsgradua.llyinto a ritu!!_act in.��A.Q.ur of & to him was highly meritorious. In many texte 

superior being. From this it ia but a step to repla- the Buddha himself is made to declare that the 

cing the symbol by an image of that being. There prQduction and venention of his im&ge is a merito

is thus a gradual shift in the centre of gravity from rious act which will bring its due reward. ·And 

symbol to image, from the austerity of an abstrac- through a special act of consecration, the 'eye

tion to the sensitive portrayal of a person, from the opening rite,' and the depositing of sacred objeote iii 

honour and respect sooorded to .a model human it, this image from being a mere artef�t acquires 

being to the veneration due to & superhunia.n power numinous vitality and miraculous power. 

of mercy. For th"e development of the Mahayana The need was felt to justify the portrayal fA 
· led to a completely new concept of the Buddha. the Buddha by linking his image direotly with hit 
Henceforth stress was laid on the idea that historical person, thus deriving later images from 
historical Buddha Sakya.muni was preeec.fed·· ·ur'' "one authentic archetype. In more recent teXtl 
earlier agee by other Buddhas, and would be he is said to have expressly pennitted his petiOil 
followed by Maitreva Buddha. We find these earlier to be represented and 'V&nerated, and many legeoda 
Buddba.a in the reliefs at 88Doi. and Bharhut arose ahout the First .Image. A .wuo. wi&ll ODit 
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IUCh JegeDd about its origin apparently existed in 
India, and was regarded throughout Asia. as the 
�thentio Buddha image. Hsi.lan-tSI!Jlg brought. a 
replic& �· China, where further copies ware ma.do. 

CbOnen took another copy to Japan in 987 A.C. 

U stands. today in SeiryOji near Kyoto, and served 
u a model for further repliC88. CMnen admitted 
tba� his> image was a copy of a Chinese copy, but 
gave it sanctity and poumoy by depositing ·in it 
relics, pictures, siitras, docu�nts, votive offerings 
and even imitations of inner organs made of silk . 
'DUa statue, which �s well documented and preserved, 
though the copy of a. copy, seems to come clo9e to · 
the legendary archetype. Despite aoine modifica. 
tiona the specific chf!.I'ecteristics of east.ern Asian art, 
e1p00ially in the quality of the plasticity, are less 
autieeable in this figure thi!Jl the a.rchaio austerity 
eriden� in the lines of the drapery, which points.back 
tO Central Asia and the later style of Gandhii.ra. 

the spiritual content of this type is purely Indian : 
the Apollinic air is due to superficial external 
influences which serve to give the Indian content a 
special cacMt. Tho idealised beauty in such figures 
of the Buddha re.isos him to a sphere beyond empiri· 
cal experience and the ugliness and suffering of 
Sarpsara. The same effoot is produced by the 
regular, even rhythm of the draperies and the way 
the artist's gentle hand instils a sense of tranquillity -
into the volumes composing the figure. This makee 
the face somewhat mask-like and reduces the 
tangible corporeality of the figure. A sacred formula · 
denoting majesty thus raises tho Buddha above 
the physic.o.l environment, making him the centre 
of the cosmos. In the course of time the figure . 
becomes increasingly spiritualised-i.e. abst�· 
and scheii18tic. The body losses its animated soft 
quality and acquires a. cool, hard smoothness and 
schematic regularity. Hair and drapery are nu 
longer, modelled but incised · almost graphically, 

As we know, the ·Buddha image appeared a.b�t appearing finally as geometric patterns of lines. Ill 
tlw 81UJ)e time at �athmj and GI!Jldbara. . The strange contrast is the starkly realistic Buddha. jaonograpbJ is at first larifJJ:Y Hina.yanist, but in image also produced a.t Gandh�ra., showing sa.k� GandbarA the ground js a.lJ'9!¥1y �in�: prepared for muni as an ascetic, wast-ed away to a skeleton. · Ye� tba. new, Mahiy8.nist concept. ion. The image · of . iuconsistently-or rather in anticipation of ultimate . the Buddha in sta_ _nding postu-re o_ we_ s something td a . • r triumph-the figure incorporates features of --thQ . Datave t� of figure, the yakM. I'he two share a_ . E 1. hte ed 0 · - ·d - - Th' t . . . . · . . · . • • . • . . . · . 11 1g n ne : �nt(ta · an ttr!Ja. IS ype 

· block-like compactness, a_bounding vigour, tautness
_
- · -..J t C t 1 · , · · ·II · · · (K , . .-a. - ) . . · · . · . . . , . . · . . spreuu o en -ra .�sian wa. -pamtmgs uuua 

m the treatment of plast10· forms and similarities m d · . - h t d d Ch . · an even, It.Uc one own, · ms. 
the athletic type .. Those features recur in the seated 
Buddha, stressed- by .·:the stable posture and the 
�mootb, close-fitting robes leaving much of the body 
bare. This type) seems to have been inspired by 
fiJUI'88 of the Jainist., Jina. Tho Buddha is shown 
.like -a lion ready to pounce, in a. heroic pose with the 
rigb� hand r&ised to afford protection· and the left 
resting firmly on the thigh, in the posture of a yogin 
no� absorbed ·in meditation· but abounding with the 
energy of the Awnlumed . One, ready to preach to a 
world in need. Incidenta.lly, seated figures in 
yogic posture occur much earlier. . They represent 
an Indian archetype occmTing on soe.ls of the 
Indue Valley culture (3rd or_ 2nd millonium B.C.). 

Iu tbe Gandhira_ type the Buddha figure is inter· 
preted· quite differently-more like the yogin dea
oribecl in the BhagcwadgUd ; in a stage of perfect 
equilibrium, free from all · desire, yes concGnt.-ated 
on a single point., completely still like a lamp burning 
witbou� Jliakering. Here 88 always there is a ten. 
dency to ahow the BUddha 88 the Teacher, but. 
with �hat det.aobed attitude of immunity to change 
wbioh makes him a personification of Stipl't!IM 
Bem, &bough the eclecmo art of Gandhiradoes no� 
alwayt achieve tbie e1l'eot, Japeing only too often into 
liteleelaea aDd yield.inc more rou&ine worlu. Ye� 

At 1\fathurii and Gr.ndhfiro iconographic features 
developed symbolising the Buddha's supra-human . . 
nature, _which remained standard throughout Asia. · 
Detailed description in the texts mention th\f.D · 
major and 80 minor marks (laksatla) of �he Buddha, 
but these cannot all be shown iii his iiMges. His 
geMral appearance charact�rises him partly as a 
noble human being and ideal ruler Ca.kra.va.rtin, ·. 
partly o.s supra·humi!Jl. His body is perfectly . 

proportioned ; the shoulders are broad, the hips 

na.rro;v ; the torso is like a lion's� the legs like . 
�hOf'O of a gazelle ; his arms reach down to the 
knees ; the eB.t-lobes are dist.euded ; his body · · 
emits a wondrous scent. On palms and soles he 
bears the dharmaculcra. Between the eyes is Ule 
uf1W, A white lock curled towards the right, from 
which emanates tho light of wisdom iJiumining the 
universe. Usually shown as a golden dot or .a� · . 
crystal bead, this is not to be taken for the Third . 
Eye which occurs only on some Vajrayina ftgurea · 
and is of Hindu origin. H.-<1 and body are 
enclosed in a halo ano aareoJe. The head has ao 
approximately hem.tSJ>herical 11levation, th� u.m{lo. 
II}'Jllbolising Enlightenment. This may raprea1t 
the Indiao hair-knot wom under the turban as a 
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sigc of princely status, but its explanation is robe. Thus the Mathur& Buddha is imbued with a 
controversial. There are severlJ.l variants. On spirit of aristocratic huma.mty and 8 harmony of 
Thai figures a lotus bud is mmally added to the form previously lacking. The coU11ter-lu1luenoe 
u�isa, or else a pointod flamE' shoots forth from it. of Mathurii. on the Gandhii.ra type is less readily 
The throne or seat (aaana) is also symbolic. Of the discemible. But by the synthesis of these two 
three main types, the first is the lion-throne aigni- types, Mathurii produced t.he classic Buddha figure 
fying the victorious power !lf the Dharma. The of thA Gupta period. Another important type 
second is the lotus, the main symbol of man's arose in the Amarii.vati &1'01\ in the 2nd and 3td 
Buddha-nature which remains immaculate,_ un- centuries. As the anicouic principle still obtained 
defiled by the filth of SaJpSiira., and also a.n ancient to a certain degree, the change to the later concep· 
cosmic symbol. The lotus throne first appears at tion is especially obvious. The Amarii.va.ti Buddha, 
Gandhara (3rd or 4th cent.) usually in figures of the standing or seated, is akin to the modified Mathuri 
preaching Buddha. The third type, especially type. This is evid.;mt in tho rather stout body and 
popular in E. Asia, consists of a platform projecting the smooth, regularly placed curves of. the long 
at top and bottom, with receding steps in the middle robe. Where the Buddha. is raising one or bot-h 
iD imitation of the cosmic mountain Sumeru with hanrlB, t.he robe hangs from the wrists in cl09ely
jts hour-glass shape. spaced vertical folds, while lower down, by the hem, 

it swirls out in a curve : a charact-eristic feature M&ny symbols are connected with events in the which oft.en leads to a.synunetry, especially where the 
Buddha's biography : e.g. the nine-headed snake- banging folds on the left contrast with the raised Icing Mucalinda on whose coiled body he is sooted, right hand and bare right shoulder. This � 
ita head reared to protect him from a st.orm, parti· w118 very influential in couiitries where Tl;lera.vlda 
cularly popular in SE. Asia. Other examples are 

prevailod--wvecja.!Jy in Oeflon (AnnrR.dhe.puia), the two gazelles or stags kneeling before the throne where it a;t.tains on austere monumerit.ality� BeD 
or flanking the dharmacakra : this refers to the its main effect was on early Btiddhist .a.rt. 
First Sermon in the Doer 'Park. But the very 

• posture of the seated Buddha, motionless in The mature Gupta period produced ono of the 
�tation, is an impressive symbol. · It demons- truly groo.t Buddha figures : a.ll earlier attemptl 
trstes the unshakahle nature of �bsolute Truth and seem epitomised and brought to maturity. AD 
\li>isdom whence emanates the Enlightenment that forme are ennobled, .refined and puri1ied to the 
le&<ls the world to salvation. (When the Buddha utmost. 'l.'ho body is soft and taut, its curvea 
appears .seated in 'European' posture, or standing, more rounded ; the face lacks the angularity or 
this suggests the abandoning of this · detached harshness of the earlier Mathura type. A sense 
attitude in favour of action and manifestation). of perfect tranquillity emanates from it giving an 
Clot!Sly linked to this &.ttitude of complt:te detach- . . 

f 6· htle ne 't ·s pact but unpress1on o w 1g as as ; 1 1 com , 
�nt is another, so to speak negative symbol : the 
abs6nco of all attributeS or ornaments. 'l.'his princivle the melodious linear curves of the robe give it 

8'oaolute har- m·ony. Another Gnpta tUN> is the is normally adhered to. Attributes and orne.- -=- � 

ments denote beings of leBSer status, bodhiaattvas seated preaching Buddha of Samith. Clad in 

or lower deities. The differences between the a. completely smooth garment, it attains maximum 
various Buddhas in Mahiiy8.ua, or the various refinement snd harmony owing to the observanoe' 

states or a.ctiollB (meditation, preaching, et.c.), of Elxa.ct rules of proportion and the strictly triangular . 
are mainly indi�ted by eymbolio gestures (mudrci) composition. A smooth rounded form withou� 

or by the posture. folds in the drapery is also typical of the standing . 
Siirnii.th Buddha. Here the wide hanging robe 

At fust the two different archetypal figures, of forms deep depressions ; the body is modelled in 
Mathurii. and Ga.ndhii.ra., are found independently great planes, clearly defined yet smoothly merging. 
but. soon they influenced �h other. From thn late The Amarii.vati, and still more the Gupta tYP:t, 
2nd cent. A.C. the bulky, athlet ic Mathura figure · are the starting-points for the Buddha-image ofSE. 
acquires a note of slender elegance and delicacy Asia, while Gandhii.re. provided the main stimulus 
88 at Gaodhira. · The close-fitting robe giVE;�S way for Central and E. Asia. Indonesia wu early 

. to a lOOfiOly draped monk'r hahit (Bt:Jrighcilij; f8lling··' ��posed to the influence of A.marivatl. Later. 

into a amooth casce.Ue of ripples oovering the body the Buddha image of the classical Central Javaoeee 

with an almost symmetrical paUern of linea. The period were closely linked to the Gupta and pan. 

body ahoWll through rlistinct.iy beneath the $bin Gupta �. but adapted in the direction of ye• 
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greater restraint and harmony. It is admirable 
h'>W the sculptors of the innumerable Borobudur 

. · figures succeedE:ld in avoiding superficiaiity IJ.nd 
: · · mechanical routine (See Pls. LXXI-LXXII). 

h SE� Asia the trend towards monumantal 
simplicity became more marked. 'l'he iconography, 
too..i& simplified with relatively few types of Buddha 
figure� :BrQadly, three main types are found : 
thclee of Dvarava.ti, Khmer and Siam. The typical 
Dviravati figure is a standing one which developed 
wv.l� late Gupta influence and prevailed from tho 

: late 6th. to the 12th century. Designed for frontal 
viewing, it is usually symmetrical : both hands 
USt!ally show the teaching gestu.re. The upper 
garment forms a spacious niche for the figure, from 
which. the smooth and rounded torso and legs pro
trude ; the hems hang down in an unbroken sweeping 
curve, but at the bottom are frequently angular 

· shapes projecting · slightly outwards. . Otherwise 
. th� figi.lre8 are smooth and lack ornamentation; 

the robe clings to the body, and there is marked 
·. angularity in the basic struct'Ql'e concealed beneath 
. the · rounded surface. The almost spherical head 

. 
. 
' ' . ,is dominated by . the horiz�ntal lliles of mout.h, 

eyes and espooi�ily eyebrows. " lt ' is . a fat cry from 
· · ·  · · the .delicate spirituality an!l 'el'3ganoo· of tho classic 

Gppta type • . · .  . . 

· The characteristic Khmer type emerges' in about 
the 8th; century. Based on early Cambod,ian art, 
it received a stimulus from late Gupta as well as 
Dvaravati. It predominated between the 1Oth 
and 13th centuries. Two types of Buddha image 
were popular : the �rtanding Dvarava.Li type a.nd 
the seated' Buddha on the coiled body of the snake

king Muca.linda whose seven heads form a protective 
· eanopy (Bee EncyBsm. Vol, II, Pl.LIX, Bayon : The 

Buddha).. The .Khmer type · is marked by rigid 
construction and accentuation of horizontal lines, 
especially in the face. The hair-line is often 
stressed. by a decorative band like a diadem. · 

· Early works·have a stem and rigid expression and 
staring eyes. There . is marked angularity in the 
modelling and · a fondness for engraved double 
eontour lines to denote lips and eyes, the elear-cut 

· details of hair and ornaments and the step-like 
layers of the Ufn�. But gradually� towards 1200, 
the treatment becomes s<>fter, the features more 

· delicate and the expression milder. Now we find 
that det8ched smile which is ·a faint reflexion of 
inDPr fieedom, and the eyes are only half open. 

· Bu� this type too become a cliche, and bodhisattva 
figures can be distinguished from Buddhas only 

. by their iconographic features (e.g. the small 

Amitabha figure on the head of Avalokitesvara). 
With tha coming of Theravada, the Dvare.vati type 
apP'-'f\ts, slightly modified. in C::'.mbodia. . 

The Thai figure proper is quite different from the 
other two typos. It became stereotyped in the 

14-15th centuries, the treatment being le.rgely 
conditioned by the material, normally bronze. 
There are several main versioJis. The commonest 
is · the seated Buddha with the earth-touching 

(bhUmiBparsa) gesture, in two · different postures 
and with two types of �n�, lotus-bud or flame. 
The standing Buddha is in an attitude familiar 
from Dvara.vati. The rec·:unbent Buddha (entering 
Parinirval)a) is a type very familiar in S. Aeia, 
but met with only in versions of little artistic 
significance. Thailand seems also to he.ve invest.ed 
the free-standing figure of the 'walking Buddha' 
(Seo Pl. LI, Fig. 2), probably by detaching the main 
figure from a scenic context (the Buddha's descent · 
from heaven) to form an independent cult image. 
Some high quality bronzes of this type are dated 
to 1426 A.C. : 

· The classical Thai Buddha figUre (See Pl. XLIII, 
. Fig. 3) is distinguished by the slender build, small 

hips and flowing curved outline. The ·head is oval 
� with a fine, thiti.lipped mouth, a long no� iuul 

eyebrows forming "a · clear . sweeping curve over 
the distended, almond�shaped eyes. The effect 
of length is increased by the high crowning of 
the �i�. The features are not Thai hut 
may derive, via Bunna, from Pala. art. The finest 
works are sustained by a powerful tension from 
within. In the . l6th century a new type appears in 
Thailand and Cambodia : the 'Buddha in princely 
attire ' (See Pl. LXXV). It spread from India alao 
to Burma, Nepal and Tibet. In E. Asia this figure 
is very popular and usually represents V airocana as 
the Adi -Buddha, with crown and jewelleey like that 
of bodhisa.ttvas. (See Pl. LXXIV) . . The type 
occurs in Thero.vada and in V ajrayiina areas-i.e. 
in completely different religious contexts-though 
it apparently contradicts the principle of showing 
the Buddha without adornment. The explanation · 
may be that, according to the Trikdya dootn.ne, he 
appears bejewelled and resplendent in his mani- · 
festation as Samblwgakaya ; his role e.s Cakravartin 
(later merged with that of Adi-Buddha) .also . 

entitles bini to wear princely jewellery. It is as ' 
Adi-Buddha that he appears thus in VajrayiDf., · 
notably as Vairocana, the central figure of the Two 
ma�(Seeooction V).HisabsolutenatureassoUl"'a · 
of all other Buddhas is also shown by the presence 
of the five so-called •Dhyani Buddhas.' ·�rrom a 
hist-orical viewpoint the types of Buddha figure in 
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· the Theravii.da. lands of S.E. Asia are largely based 

on Mahayana conceptions, including the fact that 
he is r0presonted at all. 

Tibetan art is based · on Pilla art. A really 
comprehensive account of Buddhist. sculpture 
in Tibet can probably now never be written. The 
iconography is that of the Vajrayii.na, and artists, 
whether painters or sculptors, had to work in 
accordance with the most minute instructions, 
governing every detail as well as the precise 
proportions of the whole. It was from Nii.Jandii. 

that Vajrayana elements found their way both, 

N. to Nepal and Tibet, and also to Java, si:1ce 
Indonesir..n students flocked to Nii.landii.. This 
explains the remarkable affinity found between 
Javanese and Nepalese.Tibetan figures and imple
ments. The Tibetans learnt the art of casting 
figures in bronze from the Nepalese, who used the 
eire-perdue technique. The bronzes we� after. 
wards gilded, the eyes and other parts being thari 
pa.inted (See Pl. LXXVIII). . 

. ·. . To turn to the second main current of Buddhist 
art, that of Central and E .  Asia, it was based on 
�t of Gandhii.ra, and only secondarily of India. 

· But in time something c.ompletely different arose, 
�y in China. The highly abstract schemati

. 'aation of late Gandh�a style appears in the two 
· colossal Buddha. figures at Bii.miyan (ca. 3rd-5th 
cent •. : See. EncyBsr�. Vol. II, Pl�:�. XLVII and 
XLIX). From Chinese accow1ts we know also of a 
colol>S81 Maitreya figure of gilded wood which stood 
at Dnrel on the upper Indus and may have been 
as old as the . 3rd century. Hsiian-tsang saw twl) 
huge statues at Kuch&. In China such colossi 
reach as far as Yiinka.ng and Lungmen. The 
Gandhara type spread E.  via Khota.n, Kuchii. and 
Khocho. This applies alike to Buddha., bodhi
sattva and other figures ; these models were sti]J 
followed in Central Asia after new types had arisen · 
in China. In the 5th century China was influenced 
from Central Asia but also, though in a lesser 
degree, from SE. Asia. In N .  China the development 
!8 most easily traced owing to the many splendid 
monuments lYiinka.ng, Lungmen, ek) ; here the 
ChinE>se 

. 
genius soon sh6ok . off all dependence 

on foreign models. The alien forms of Gandhii.ra 
were transformed. The so·called N. Wei style 
(1st half of 6th cent.) can be called archaic but not · 
naive or primitive. Tho body is virtually devoid of . 
plastic quality, just a block-shaped base on which 
is draped the garment, which conveys the formal 
expression. The head is stereometric and tho 
features carved with vigorous lines ; despite the 

hardness of the body the expression is spiritual 
a.nd withdrawn. The outline is angular with a 
rhythmic to-and-fro movement ; the folds of the 
garment, prossed flat, form an elegant pattern of 
lines. There is vigour and tension despite the 
rigidity, and a remote sublimity. 

Later developments were towards a soft plasticity, 
especially in the Sui and early T'a.ng periods 
(ca. 600 onwards). There was greater feeling for 
the organic structure of the body ; the garments. 
came to play an independent role. The result was 
an inner unity of natural structure and artistic 
representation, a perfect beauty and sense of har
mony and balance that made this art truly classical, 
like that of mature Gupta sculpture. The finest 
Buddha figures of this phase combine majesty, 
spirit.ua.l power and humanity. In the bodhisattvas 
the trend towards flowing movement can produoe a 
dance-like rhythm, while the warrior-deities are 
energetic and active. This style reaches its climax 
in t.he cave-sculptures cif T'ien-lung-shan, where the 
Gupta influence no longer seems alien. Development& 
in. Korea and Japan were parallel, . if .with regional 
variations. Korean Buddha fig11res arQ calm 
and res.t.rained, not fully reflecting, the change� 
o_f style in China (See Pl. . XLIV, Fig. , 4). 
Jap&nese works of the Asuka and Nara 
periods (ca. 600-800) follow �oughly the st.ages 
reached in China. Masterpieces of large bronZe 
sculpture are found only in the ancient templee · · 
around Nara (HOryiiji, Yakushiji, TosMda.iji, 
TOdaiji, KOfukuji, etc.). These must substitute 
for their lost Chinese models, while stone figures and 
B'llall bronzes are better represented in China. 
We must also look to Japan for clay and e�ia.lly 
for dry-lacquer \Vorks, few of which survive in 
China. Here the figure is built up from layera of 
coarse cloth soaked in lacquer upon which the 
finer details are then modelled. In Chin6ile and 
Japanese paintings which survive from these 
periods, similar changes appear. Mention must be · 
made of, first, the wall-paintings (destroyed by fire 
in 1949) in the Kondo of HOrjiiji near Nam (early 
8th cent.), which represented the mature T'ang 
style with its majesty, lyrical delicacy and perfec.t 
elegance ; and secondly, the huge number of pain
tings in Tun-huang which show the development 
from the Wei right to the T'ang style, and e\·en · 
further to the 13th century. 

· 
In China the classical T'ang Buddha image 

continued in a more or less imitative form with · 
relatively few modifications through the Sung and 
even into the Ming and C'hing periods, while the 
spiritual content steadily doolined ; but tb& 
bodhisattva figure, being less bound by conventiaa. 
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shows some development, and representations 
of Bl'bats (Lohan : See EncyBsrn.. Vol. ll, Frontis
piece, Pl. VI) reached a high level which 
Jaoted into th� Ming era. Till the end of the Nara 
period (ea. 800) developments in Japan reflected 
those in China, but later contact was interrupted 
and· Japa.nese artists went their own way. In the 
Jogan period (9th cent.) a block-like style of . 
e8rving arose, wood being now favoured more 
than bronze, lac.quer · or clay. Plumpish figures 

. appear draped in garments whose heavily curved 
folds show a. lively play of lines made most expressive 
by an abstract, dynamic rhythm. Later this hard, 
expressive style gave way to one softer, less 
expansive but delicate, . noble and restrained, 
typical of the Fujiwara period. The great master, 
JOchO (ca. 990-1()57 A.C.) brpught this Buddha 

moving works portraying a great religious figure 
anywhere in world art. Thus the development 
whereby the historical Buddha was 'degraded' 
to a relatively minor position as Nirmiinakii.ya of 
the Absolute Buddha (Dharmalcaya) was reversed 
in Zen. . The other Buddhas, Vairocana, Amitabha 
etc., sca_"'Oly occur in Zen works, and bodhisattvas, 
too, . are rare a.Iid not very prominent figures. 
Instead, Zen painting favours the arhat at the 
expense of the bodhisatt.va, 'in accordance with the 
preference given to the attainment of Enlighten
ment through one's own power instead of another's 
grace. 

V. The Hierarchy of Figures 

fi_gure, especially that of Amitabha, to perfection. 
. in a . building as its sacral centre. Only when 

m painting, too, many masterpieces survive which . 

I .  Ocnfigurations. A Buddha figure is Mldom 
found in isolation. At least it is ·incoroOrated 

· we grasp this uriity of image and . sa.ncl.uary show the utmost perfection of technique. About 
1200 the samurai culture of the K�ura period is its me_anin� revealed. But the :Rnildha 
began to replace the formalised Fujiwara style, and image also often forms part of a group of figures 

in the handS of artists like Unkei, the Buddha which all stand in relation to the building 

again appeared as a majestic figure with a forceful which houses them. Their presence creates a 
expression. The vigorous feeling for organic forms shrine or 'Buddha Land' which should present 
11 well as spiritual life · produced some· magnificent itself to the believing eye like a vision . . Originally, . 

portraits or" patriarchs ·and_ mo.nks, ,but· in the long . , of course. there ·wa_s only the one Buddha, fowlder 
rUn the conventionaL repi'esenta;#ons of the late of the . dootririe . and of the community of monb 

. 
Fujiwara style · prevailed and both painting and and laymen. · These, occasiona.ll} augmented by 

IOUlpture declined. · adoring deities, . � found · in early statuary at 

· Ne-W impulses arose froiD Ch'an (Zen) in China 
· in -�he late . Sung period ( 12th-13th cent.) and in 

Japan in the Ashikaga. period (14th-16th cent.). 
· 'though Ch'an temples contain cult images-usuaJly 
of a very �onventional kind - rites performed there 
are not the reaJ focus of religious life. The Buddha 
Ia conceived primarily not as a transcendental 
figu� symbolising the Absolute, but as tlie historical 
monk SSkya:nuni who strove for Enlightenment, 
pmed · it by meditation and transmitted to his 
diaciples tlie way to its attainment -less by sermons 
than by 'direct transmission from mind to mind.' 
To �e extent this represe.1;1ts a return to Buddhism 
in ita original form, while the ontological basis of 
Ch'an philOsophy is that of mature Mah&yiina. 

· In the well-knoWn picture by Liang K'ai (ca. 
1140-1210), Sa.kyamuni is shown as an ascetic. 
But this picture almost certainly represents not 
the . time when Sa.kyamuni left the wilderness in · 
deapair after the initiaJ failure of his austerities 
bu$ rather his return to the world after attaining 
Enli�tenment. But in any case the spirit of 
Zen here speaks to t4e beholder with unequivocal 
ad arresting pawer through one of the most 

Mathur& and in some reliefs from Gandh&.ra, : 
But even the Theravada knows of Buddha.S in the 
plural, and . with the Spread of Mahayana they 
multiply in perplexing fashion. First ·we fuld 
Sakyatnuni's historical predecessors and his destined 
successor, Maitreya. These appear in Gandhar& 
reliefs and even -in a.niconic symbols - at Siiilci, 
and often later. Next come the -innumerab� 
Buddhas of All Worlds and All Ages often depicted 
on _walls and ceilings i� rows of tiny figures. A pair . 
of .Buddhas (S�yamuni and Pra.bhiitaratna) 
occurs in the ·Saddha1'11UJ-pur:uJarika Smra (2nd .. 
cent. A. C. or earlier), while the Trikaya doctrine · 
led to a 'trinity' of various forms assumed by oM . 
Buddha. A somewhat similar idea is that of the 
Five Buddhas, composed of the central Adi-Buddha· 
V!foirocana and the four (wrongly) so-called 'Dhyani 
Buddhas' emanating from him and oriented tO the 
cardinal points. This plan occurs in coloSsal . 
architectonic form in the Borobudur (see above), 
and forms the centre of one of the two vast Vajra-
yiina mar:u/.aW8. · 

We also find hierarchically graded groups, the 
oldest and simplest being a triad of the Bud!lha 
with two attendants : these may be yak!}as, monks or 
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the transition from static cuit-ima.ge to the portrayal 
of an event in time a.nd space': the finite and ii:rlinite 
worlds are no longer opposed but linked : the Buddha. 
and the believer meet in mutual affection. 

bodhisattv68. The monks and arhats represent 
the Hina.yana, and the bodhisattvas, the Mahayana 
ideal. The triad of a. Buddha flanked by two 
bodhi�ttvas may be augmented by the addition 
of two monks, usually Ananda. and Kasyapa, rep- A very different . type of configuration is the resenting the Sangha. But the number of atten- mafJ4al,a. This is not a. representation in the same dant figures may be increased with, at the periphery, sense : it is an abstract, schematic diagram of the the Four Celestial Kings or Protectors of the World world. It is primarily a geometric system of li,nes, (Lokap8Jii.) a.s well 68 . �he two ' gate guardians ' 

circles and panels. The figures of holy persons, or (Dvarapala) of fearsome aspect, whose function it their symbols, which fill it, play a secondary role. is to ward off evil. . Above are ap..�aras or more It can even be expressed in architecture as in the bodhisattvas. Chinese Buddhist sculptures some 
Borobudur. The ma�la probably entered Bud• times add dragons protecting the group from above. dhism from Hinduism. The original · meaning is On the votive stelae before temples and graves we ' circle ' and, hence, ' sacred area.' In find relief panels with many types of representation ; 
Mahayana, and especially in Vajmyana., it the centre is usually occupied by a holy configura. 

t bl t d" ·d d · t · 1 d •�- I means a a e IVI e m o CirC es an reci.Q.Ug ea tion. The.se st�lae (mainly 6th-9th cent.) often 
representing the metaphysical structure of the bear inscriptions with exact dates and are thus 
world (outwards from the centre), designed as an extremely valuable to the art-historian. 
aid to meditation. G. Tucci has caUed it ' a  psycho-

Most configurations are based on sacred texts and cosmogram,' since no essential difference exists 
illustrate them, often almost literally. :Many of between the mind of the onlooker and the real 
them describe the 'Pure Land ' of a Buddha, and essence of the world. Its most fully-developed 
the typical confi.gumtions represent this · theme. form is double : ' the maMda of the 
Th�y are often found on temple-walls in the cardinal Two worlds'-an all-embracing cosmic diagram with 

. points con·esponding to the 'Pure Lands ' o� the hundreds of figures. The centre of each half is - in · 
most popular Buddhas · (SB.ky8muni, Maitreya,the accordance with · the doctrine of non-duality-the 
h�g Bu<Jdha., Bhailil&jyaguru and Amtabha. : See Adi-Buddha. Va.irocana., representing both the 
Pis. XLIX & L). Thus in th!3 Golden Ha.il (kondo) of Absolute and all individual phenomena. In the 
HOryU.ji the Pure La.Jld of Amitahlui. was emphasized 'Diamond World ' (vajradhatu) is represented t.he 
in the W., 68 also at Tun-huang and all over E. Asia. potential undisclosed aspect of the world to be 
In the centre of the wall-painting or hanging seroll realised by insight, while in the 'Womb-World' 
is a 18.rge configuration serving a.s ·cult-image. The .· ·· (garbhadhatu) the actual aspect of the world in 
faithful are shown blissfully reborn as children in �umemble manifestations appears-as the 'womb' 
lotus-blossoms. To the right and left are shown which bears the 'fruit' : the ability to perceive the 
the karmic causes leading to such rebirth. In Absolute and realise its ultimate identity with the 
contrast to the usual type, the picture here seems to phenomenal. 
be built :up according to the system of central All configurations share r.ertain formal charac
perspective ; actually it is the usual E. Asian cons- teristics as hieratic cult-images divorced from time 
truction of space with lines of depth (orthogonals) . and space. These are : symmetry, axiality, centrorunning parallel, but here com•erging symmetrically · lity and frontality. Of these, centrality implies 
on a medial axis . This means that the strictly the preponderance of the central figure, atta�ed . 
hieratic composition was meant t-o convey a non- by its dominating size and the hieratic scaling of the 
empirical, other-worldly ideal realm. The small other figures. Frontality implies an &l'l'aQgement in 
panels sometimes found at the lower margin show the two-cllinensiona.l plane ; the work is situated 
variations on the theme of Amitabha. with a host of via-a-vis the beholder, and at the same time beyond 
bodhisattvas soaring down from his realm to the the empirical three-dimensional world, for most 
dsath-bed of a. believer, to lead him to his glorious sacred £gures .are divorced from Satpsiira. This 
rebirth. This theme was treated independently type of configuration, then, is the antithesis of the 
in Japan and was popular under the . name of representation of narrative (see section VI), which is 

.Amida-Raigo. Gradually, Amitabha and his fol- bowided by time and space and located in Salpsara 

Jowers cease to be bound by the symmetry, their itself. 

movements become more dynamic till eventua.tiy 2. Individual Types-Below the Buddha is 
(13th cent.) they are seen soaring across the picture a numerous retinue, strictly graded in rank. This 
at an oblique angle-an interesting illustration of is specially · so in the Mahayana. Closest to the 

1 0.  �e) 93897 
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Buddha is the bodhisattva, who for the time being 
voluntarily renounces Buddhahood and Nirva� 

· to help redeem all beings. To this end he uses all 
possibl� expedients (up.iya). His compassion 
(� evokes the r>ious devotion (bhakti) of the 
believer, while with the non-believer it brings 
about his conversion. Thus the bodhlsa.ttva is 
contrasted with the arhat who has attained salva
tion by his own efforts. The monastic severity 
of early Buddhism is thus complemented by an 
element of loving devotion which gives Buddhi$ 
art a lyrical charm originally lacking. 

In· the Mahayana conception the bodhisattva 
mediates between Sarpsara and Nkva�, embodying 

· highest Enlightenment as well as the spirit of· 
compassion and self-sacrifice. The difficult task 
of conveying through one image this dual nature 
was early solved iil brilliant fashion, and a large 
number of masterpieces resulted. The bodhisattva. 
appears as a. sublime, superhuman being, raised 
above the finite world yet not, like the Buddha, 
wholly divorced from it. Thus he is depicted less 
abstractly : his figure · has vitality and suppleness· 
as well as kindliness and beauty. His . bodily 
tums and gest�s. allow him to penetrate into the 
third dimension more frOOly 'than the Buddha .. 

· ·A olla.racterlstic p()se: is the ' thrice-be�t ' (tribhllflga); · 
· superficia.� �scent of the · Greek · contrappoato. 

Tho bodhisattva wearS a rich folded ga.rm�ntcovering 
· the lower body only, a long 'shawl' and the - costly 
jewellery of a prince, including a. towering headdress. 
'l'hey mostly have some attribute : a lotus, necta.r
bottle, sword, scroll, etc. Many show the 'urtw 
and an aureole. In .appearance a bodhisattva is 
part mundane, part spiritual : ·this distinguishes 
him from a Buddha.. But the two figures are 
related : the bodhisattva is shown tmning towards 
�he Buddha in veneration. Yet he also has the 
sttitude of a mediator, turning outwards towards 
the world. ·Since its origins in GandhSra. the bodhi
sattva· fi� is shown_ as a young Indian prin.ce, 
but attempts are increasingly made to soften t� 
typically masculine features and impart an a...qpect 
both more engaging and more majestic. Hence 
tbe Westerner tends to regard the Indian type as 
somewhat feminine. But actually the artists 
managed increasingly to portray an esSential aspect 
of the bodhisattva., his asex\lBlity (or 'supraliexuality'), showing that he has transcended the 
dualities of Sa.tpsara (See EncyBBm. Vol. m, 
Pis. XXIII-XXVIII). 
= The basic bodhisattva type occurs mainly but 
not exclusively in Mahiyina. areas. In Gandhira 
it appears first as a figure attendant on the Buddha, 

but later as an independent cult-figure. The 
Mathur& bodhisattvas closely resemble the ancient 
yakl?a figures. The graceful princely type is con
tinued in modified form in Gupta art and in the 
Mahayana art of Central Java. The Gupta type 
and its la�r variant, the Pala type, seem to have 
influenced the T'ang sculpture of China as well as 
that of Tibet. Early texts know only one bodhi
sattva : Sa.kya.muni before his Enlightenment, 
including his previous existenCes in many forms 
recorded in the Jatakas. With the Mahayana. 
came a host of bodhisattva.s. Sa.kyamuni as a. 
bodhisattva is shown in princely attire. Sometimes 
he is represented. in meditation while still in the · 
royal · park · of Jiis father. Here, the right foot 
rests on the left knee, the right knee supports 
the right arm and the right hand touches the cheek. 
The pose is one of charming nonchalant peruiiveness . 
-not yet the unshakable attitude of the later, final 
meditation under the Bodhi Tree. This princely 
posture is also used for Ma.itreya, the next Buddha 
who still tarries in the Tu�ta· heaven awaiting the 
final birth. Maitreya· was probably the first 'new'. 
bo�ttva to develop. Appearing first in Gan
dhSra. art, he became the most popular bodhisattva, . 
especially ·during .the early period in E. Asia, from' 
whic� several .. U:Oages · surVi�e. · B:e is also shown 
in �he 'European' seated ·. posture, with crossed 
angles, but tlii.s type soon . disappeared. · From . 
500 A. C. ?tiaitreya is generally regarded 8s a Buddha 
with his own ' Pure Land ' (See Pl. LXXVI). · 

Of the numerous Mahayina. bodhisattvas, oruy .. 
the most important can be mentioned. The most 
famous of all is AvalokiteSvara. (q.v. : either 'the 
Lord who looks down (mercifully)' or 'Lord of · 
Resplendent Brilliance'), whose role · in Tibetan 
Buddhism under the name of Chen-re-zigs is very 
great, the Dalai Lama being held to be his NirmatJG
kdya. . In China he is ca.lled Kuan-shih-yin, in · 
Korean K(w)an-se-um, in Japanese K(w)an-ze-on. 
(Kfw)annon). He is the compassionate succourer 

· in distress. He may originate from Iranian religion 
like the Buddha Amitabha as whose attendant he · 
f4'st. appears. He has immense wisdom and 
miraculous powers, symbolised (as in the case· of 
Siva) by having several arms and heads. He could, 
too, assume . a fearsome aspect, or �brace Sakei 
in a mystical union, but these manifestations are_ 
confined to the Vajray8na, chiefly in Tibet. His . · 
main distinguishing-mark from an early date is a 
small figure of Amitabha Buddha on the ·front of 
his headdress. Further attributes, not exclus�ve 
to him, are a lotus and a nectar-bottle. But h8 
takes on innumerable disguises, having the power 

' 
i 
� 
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of unlimited transformation to help others. In 
late Tantric forms these ideas are strikingly brought 
out. There is, e.g. Cintamani-cakra-Avalokitesvara 

with a. 'wishing jewel' and dharmacalcra, whose six 

arms fulfil all wishes ; a similar meaning is attached 
to the Thousand-armed Avalokitesvara. The 
Eleven-faced Avalokitesvara carries on his head 
nine further bodhisattva heads and that of Amitabha. 
Buddha.. There are several explanations of this. 
We also find six manifestations of Avalokitesvars 
as helpers of the beings who suffer in the six realms 
(gati, q.v.). All too often, even in specialist literature, 
it is stated that in E.  Asia Avalokitesvars appears 
as a fem&le figure : that Kuanyin is a 'goddess of 
mercy,' or even 'the Madonna of the East,' since he 
is often shown with a child in his arms. Put thus, 
the view is quite wrong. No bodhisattva can be 
called a 'god,' still less a. 'goddess', and the idea of 
a feminine Kuanyin contradicts the notion that 
any bodhisattva. has transcended the difference 
between the sexes, like other dualities. It also. 
contradicts the visual evidence. Many Ava.loki
teSvara figures have a small moustache ; though 
they may display traits that could be taken for 
feminine ones, the real aim is to suggest the 
ab.sence of charQ9teristics of either sex. In so far 
as some late image!! of Kua.nyin imply a genuine 
trend towards feminity, this may be regarded 
as due to folkloristic popularisation, which took 
place mainly in China and Japan. 

An altogether different question is posed by the 
figure of Prajfiaparamita, Supreme Wisdom. This 
figure, originating in Tantri:;llll, developed from an 
abstract religio-philosophical concept into a sacred 
being : from nomen to numen. Partly owing to the 
Sanskrit grammatical gender, but also for deeper 
psychological �ea.sons, this figure appears in female 
guise, as the counterpart of the supreme Buddha. 
(she is not a bodhisattva). · She appeared in India. 
ca. 400 A.C. and wa.s popular in S. Asia., where the 
queen was held to be her incarnation, as · the king 
represented Lokesvara or Siva;. She also found 
a place in the Vajrayii.na. ma'!/4ala of E. Asia, her 
six arms representing the six paramitiis. She is 
referred to as the 'Mother of All Buddhas'-but 
this must ba taken mefuphorically. Another such 
hypostasis is the bodhisattva Akasaga.rbha ('Womb 
of Space,' i.e. sunyata, q.v.). The Adi-Buddha 
V a.irocana. also appears in V a.jrayana art . as. the 
bodhisattva Vajrasattva, sometimes depicted with 
five heads, corresponding to the five Buddhas in the 
centre of the matl4ala. Three other bodhisattvas 
are important in art, especially in E� Asia. Saman
tabhadra and Mafijul!ri are also representatives of 

supreme wisdom and ethical perfection. They 
appear in triads with Sii.kyamuni, the one seated 
on a white elephant with six tusks, the other on 8 
golden lion. In Tantrism Samantabhadra. is a 
manifestation of Vairocana. Maiiju�i has two 

attributes : the Book of 'l'ranscendenta.l Wisdom 
(Prajnaparamita) and the sword that cuts through . 
delusion (avidya). A special case is K�tigarbha 
('Woll'.b of Earth') the only bodhisattva to appear 
as a monk, but distinguished by the u�, by his 
nimbus and by the wish-jewel (cintam.at�-i). He is 
one of the most amiable figures of all and was 
widely venerated and represented, especially 
(as Jizo) in Japan. 

Vaj:::-ayana also includes the category of the 
'Kings of Wisdom' (Vidyarajas) ; Chin. Ming-wang ; 
Jap. Myo-o), who, like Prajfiaparamita, denote 
various aspects of the absolute Wisdom of V airo. 
!)ana. ; they are related to him and to the four 
Buddhas sprung from him : thus they are oriented 
to the four quarters. Whereas the bodhisattvas 
represent tne gentle and calm (sama) aspect of 
supreme Being, they represent the ·Wra.tbful (krodlaa) 
side. In Va.jrayaneo even the bodhisattva may 
manifest in either mild or wrathful guise : the 
latter is illustrated by the horse-headed Avalokite. 
svara. Here, we may have an alien'element drawn 
from Sivaism, from which source most of the 
�rrifying Buddhist figures origin.Ste, including the 
'Third-Eye'-e.n eye of natural shape placed 
vertically in the middle of the · fore-head. In 
Buddhist art it occurs only in these figures and 
must not be confused with the u�. The wrath 
of the Vidyarajas, their weapons and the blazing . 
fla.mes of their aureoles are directed against the 
darkness of avi&ya which prevents men from gaining. 
emancipation. They are therefore really beneficent. 

The chief Vidyaraja is Acala. (the 'Unshakable'), 
an emissary of Vairocana, whose figure is wid,ely 
found in China and Japan (Pu-tung ; Jap. FudO) • .. 

Tantrism developed widely in India, Nepal and 

Tibet, as well as in China (where few ancient works 

survive) and Japan (where they are frequent in 
the Shingon School). In all these countries from 
the middle of the first millennium A. C. on, a host 

of sacred figures appeared belonging to the cste- : 
gories of bodhisattvas and Vidyii.zijas. Some 
derive from Hindu deitiea ; others are due to a 
Tantric tendency towards differentiation and cl'lSSi
fication, resulting in an ordered diagram in large 
marulala.B described in detail in such comprehensive
v.·o;ks as the SM.ha;nmrW.lii. Many of these fifCUJ'811 
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have numerous heads, arms and legs as well as 
their attn"butes and colours, which symbolise 
omniscience, omnipresence and omnipotence. 

. · · · Deities (dmi) rank below the categories named so 
far, and are no longer of the transcendental sphere : 
they belong to the six realms (gati, q.v.) of Sarpsiira.. 
They dwell in celestial spheres (devaloka) situated 
one above the other, and vary in character and rank: 
some belong to the 'world of desire ' (kiimadhiitu), 

. .  others to the 'world of form' (r-Upa) or the •formless 
world' (artipa). Though far superior io men in 
life-span, state of bliss and freedom from 'earthly 

· reDl.llins' they are not immortal and certainly have 
. not entered Nirvai;la. Though the cult of the gods 

Wl#o'J regarded by early Buddhists 88 a low form of 
popular religiosity, it was not combated. Many 
ancient Indian gods thus entered Buddhism, espe
cially Indra and Brahms, found in Ga.ndhara reliefs . ' 
and in later Mahayana the gods regained a greater 

. degree of respectability. Several categories of . gods are found in art, especially in Japan : (i) The 
Twelve Gods : Brahm&; Indra and others, represen
ting nature and the elements. This type · includes Sri or Lak1,1mi (Jap. Kichijo�ten), goddes8 of good. 

. fo�e and beauty, often represented 88 an'.elegant · 
Chinese lady. The gar.IIJ.ents .and jew�llery ·Wol;'ll 

·. by . these figures �. distinguished fr9m tllos� of 
· bodhisattv88· by the� greater 'worldliness' and 
features of a definite period· or region. (ii) The 
Four Guardians of the world (Lokapiila) or. Celestial 
Kings (Devaraja) who protect the cardinal points 
corresponding to Buddha-realms : they probably 
derive ultimately from the . yak.,c:a.s. Related are 
the ' Twelve Divine Generals,' retainers of Buddha 
Bhai�jyagui'u (Jap. Yakushi), armoured .knights. 
Distinct from these are (iii) the Two .G ate Guardians 
(Dvarapala), half-naked, muscular athletes ready 
to ward off enemies from the sacred area. With 
these we have reached the realm of (iv) the inferior 
deities : numeroua divine, semi-divine or demonic beings who are alRo protectors and worshippers of 
· the Buddha's realm. They include dragon-kings, 
heaven-dwellers and monsters who, �der the benign 
and ennobling· influence of Buddhism, turn into 
�ble sUccourers of suffering mankind. Finally, 
m J�panese art we find (v') also the Shinto gods (kann), though thGSe are seldom portrayed, being 

. too m�rio� according to Shinto teaching ; but 
thtft 18 a kind of mar.ukJa which correlates the kami of a temple with the Buddhist figures whose 
Gti!Jt(ira.t they are (See PI. LXXX, Fig. 1). 

:Next below the gods come unenlightened human 
beings, for those who have attained Enlightenment 

. stand far above the gods. Thus, in configurations 

such beings occupy a superior place next to the 
Buddha. But, aceording to Mahayana doctrine, the 
a.rhats come after the bqdhisattvas, since they 
seek redemption only for thenwelves and not for 
others. Tho type of the monk is important as 
going back to the Buddha himself, who is normally 
shown as a monk, attended by his personal disciplea. 
These figures are distinguished from the Buddha 
by being less idealised ; in the Gandhii.ra reliefs . 
their heads recall Roman portraits. In the Maha
yana art of E. Asia. we find a group of the Ten 
Disciples, headed ((or represented) by KaByapa, the 
old man and Ananda. the youth. · In KOfukuji, 
Nara, there is a magnificent 8th century group· of 
the Ten Disciples which can serve 88 a substitute for 
lost Chinese works: The figure of the arhat 
(Chin. Lohan ; Jap. Rakan ; See EncyBsm. Vol. II, . 

Fa.sc. 1, Frontispiece) obtained a powerful 
impulse in · China from the 7th· century on, 
and in Japan it flourished from the 12th to the 
15th century. As we have seen, it was especia.lly 
favoured by Zen. Some pf these arhats were 
credited (perhaps under Taoist influence) .with 
magic powers and �opted a grotesque appearance 
in consequence .. There ·are groups of 16, 18 or 500 
arhats. · In · E. Asia. 'they were represented in all 
sorts of psychologic81 . types� �m&rkable ·for the 
arlistio imagination sh�wn in their expressive f�- . 
res. From the Sung period on painters depicted 
them in the setting of a landscape, adding benign 
attendarits in the shape of various animals • . 
Other figures on the h\urum level represent the great 
historical personages of various Buddhist Schools. 
They include the patriarchs Nii.girjuna, ASanga, 
V asubandhu and many othersr heads of Schools. · 
prominent teachers and abbots and, particularly in 
Japan, authentic portraits of -:lminent contempora
ries. The· patriarchs are often shown in groups. 
In most cases they are ideal portraits, 88 when the 
great sculptor Unkei attempted to visualise .A.saiiga. · 
(Muchaku), in the early 13th .century when pio'll8 
Buddhisij tried to represent holy persons 88 effoo� 
tively and as close to life 88 possible. . The result 
is a typically Japanese face witb·ra.� crudely-cut 
features which express in a most ingenious way the 
profoundly spiritllsl character of that philosopher 
(the fi� is in KOfuktiji, Nara : See EncyJ)sm • 
Vol. II, Pl. IX). In Japan, t.oo, from about 1200 . 

we have many authentic painted and .-sculptured : 
portraits (�eluding self· portraits) . :which are 
extraordinarily impressive. .Such portraits, of 
patriarchs or clerics, served as the focal point of 
rites in commemorating the . foundation of � 
particular sect or temple. There are also other, 1688 
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fo�l portrait-a such 88 the delightful one of Myoe 
Shomn (13th cent.) in K�zanji, Kyoto, showing the 
monk seated in meditation in a. tree (See also 
Pl. LXXX, Fig. 2). 

Such portraiture was particularly cultivated by 
adherents of the Ch'an (Zen) School which attached 
much importance to deeply religious personages, to 
contact between master and pupil and to the trans
mission •from mind to mind . ' In this case the
chain of tradition·  plays an enhanced role and is 
based entirely on personal relationships. Since the 
Ch'an �ch�ol to some extent returned to the early 
Buddhist Ideal of demanding that each individual 
should seek Enlightenment independently, its 
adherents took as their model the Buddha's earl 
disci I 

y 
P es and the way of the arhat. The main 

figure. of Ch'an,
_ 

Bodhidharma (Ta-mo, Daruma), 
occupies a promment place in Ch'an art. In ink
�tings he was depicted with tho greatest virtuos
ity, as an almost demonic figure with onormous 
compelling eyes, by the use of forceful, concentrated 
and expressive brushwork (Sea EncyBam. Vol. III, 
Pl. XVlli) . Scenes from Bodhidharma's legendary 
oareer are depicted : his crossing of the 
Yang-tse-kiang on a reed, his nine years meditation 
before a �k-face which resulted in the rotting 
away of his �ega, or the tale of the pupil (Hui-k'o), 
who cut off his arm to demonstrate his seriousness of 
purpose. Such scenes indicate the deadly earnest 
nature of Zen, an earnestness which is matched by 
the power with which great painters like Sesshii 
(1(2()...1506 A.C.) depicted such scenes from out of 
the depth of their own Zen experience. The element 
of the grotesque and comic in Zen painting should 
thus not be misuriderstood : it serves to symbolise 
the immediacy . of religious phenomena that are 
remote from everything 'normal,' conventional and 
hallowed by tradition. This led to fresh and out. 
rageously novel interpretations of traditional icono
graphy, and oven .the introduction of new figures like 
the pot-bellied mendicant Pu-tai (ca. 900), and the 
two vagabond-like characters Han-shan and Shih-to 
(7th can.), who do indeed possess a strange kind of 
superior wisdom and hence are sometimes regarded 
as incarnations of Mafijusri and Samantabhadm. 
Later Japanese painters like Hakuin (1685-1768) 
finaUy cast off all restraint in their brushwork so 
88 to free themselves from the conventions which 
had meanwhile sprung up even within Zen art. 

subject-matter, narrating a. story or illustrating a 
literary text, first of all to representations of the 
historico-legendary biography of Sii.kyamuni, or 
events from his earlier lives described in the J atalca8. 

Such works exist to leU a lale, and usually we have 
a. text that is illustrated more or less literally. 
The same applies to represento.ti�ns of tales from 
the siitras, like the experiences of Sudhana in the 
Avata�aka Sutra, or the senes from the VWaala
kirti Nirde8a. Even in the early period before the 
Buddha was depicted in person, such legendary· 
themes were used : they appear in the reliefs at 
Bha.rhut, Saiici and even Amar8.vati. Here the main 

figure, represented by a symbol, is surrounded by 
many persons in lively eotivity (See Pl . LXXTII) .  
In the JataTca representations, many ancient animal · 

legends are drawn on and so attain a higher, sacred 
meaning. The Ajantii. cave-paintings show a rich 
'·ariety of these (See EncyBsm. Vol. I, Pllt. VI, VIIT, 

XXI--XXV), unrestrained by rational principles 

of composition, thus very different from the regular· 

ly composed Gandhii.ra reliefs which are based on 
modelS taken from Antiquity, especially sarcopha

gi. Only occasionally here do weAind the clear 
dispOsition of forms overshadowC:ld;.�y a typically 
Indinn wealth of figures. From these numerous 

biographical scenes a complete . life-story of the 
Buddha can be reconstructed. 

Reliefs in Indi�n art were carved on panels of . 
different shapes : long and na.rrow "with friezes, 
rectangular or square, or round madellions. Depen· 
ding on the shape of the panel, the representation . · 
either moved on from one phase to another, or was 
concentrated into a. single evant. Often .the pro· ·· 
gramme imposed a restriction to the main events 
of the Buddha's life : his birth, Enlightenn:.ent, 
First Sermon and Pa.rinirval_la. These are then 
interpreted in a non-temporal sense. . This is 

pllrlicularly clear in renderings of his birth, which 
frequently depict, not the child but the Buddha in a. 

state of perfection with all his attributes. Or he 
is shown in the msditation posture in which he 
remained from conception to birth. As Mahayana 

teac�g always attaches more importanco to 

propa.gatipg the Dharms. tba.n to narrating history, 
the narrative pictures were increasingly treated in 
the manner, already indicated, of cult-images, or · 

were used as such (as. e.g., in Japan the picture of 
VI. Naratlve Works · . . the ParinirVaJ.lS, which serves as a cult image at the 

Most works we have so far considered 
'
we�e· �Jt�· t.,. ��ual ceremony commemorating the Buddha's 

images, i.e., metaphysical symbols of beings passing). But narrative scenes a.re also found att.• 
'outside time and space,' beyond the realm of ched to a oult image, e.g. to the base of a. stiipa or 

Saq�sO.ra. We now come to works with 'historical ' a Buddha statue. 
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Within the Indian .cultural sphere classical legends (especia.lly Jatakas). These colourful pain· 

Buddhist art reached its peak in the Borobudur in tings must have made a dazzling impression on thtt 
Java ; this also marks the climax of achievement pious visitor : they will have stimult=�,ted his religious 

. in the pictorial epic narrative and its translation imagination and made him feel as if transported 
into a solemn configuration (See En!)yBsm. Vol. into a visionary realm, inhabited by sa.cred beings. 
U, Pl. LV).. Indo-Chinese art can boast of The ceilings, too, often show representations of 
no corresponding achievements. The late Thai figures, celestia( beings or the Thousand Buddhas, 
paintings (17th-19th cent.)-wa.ll-painting:s, ban· and above all ornamented panels resembling carpets. 
ners, panels, etc.-though gay and charming, have At Tun-huang we cg.n gairi. a clear idea of the course 
no outstanding quality. Earlier examples of higher of stylistic development. In pictorial represent&· 
standing are nearly 8ll lost, but we possess recently tions from the early phase rN. or W. Wei Dynasty, 
discovered WBll-paintmgs in the closed crypt of the 368-556 A. C.) , the style was still archaic, abstl'l)ct, . 

. tower-like Wat Rajapuran& at Ayuthia (from 1424 linear and two-dimensional ; we can then trace a.ll . 
A.C.). The magnificent narrative friezes at Angkor right. up to the Sung period. Of special interest are 

· are mainly on· Hindu themes. In Central Asia the differences bet-ween the late T'ang style of 
(See Pl. LXXVll) historical narrative scenes are Tun-huang and the corresponding paintings at 
favoured at Kucba, less so · at Turfan where Turfan, which modify the style in several respects 
· pranidhi scenes showing Sakyamuni offering his and do not quite reach its standards in quality. 
vows to Buddhas of former ages are popular. There · There may he no outstanding masterpieces at Tun-

. is here a transition to the formal character of the · huang but the technical and artistic level is often 
oult-image. The Jataka scenes at Kyzyl (ca. 500 very high. There are some vast; yet exquisitely 

· A.C.)'are curiously divided up into rhomboid com· worked compositions which portray vividly the 
partments containing the various scenes, by flat religious ideas expressed and also contain a wealth 
hills suggestive of $CS!es; The Wa.ll·pamtings of Cave of delightful detail, combining lively draughtsma.n-
428 at Tun-huang (ca. 520-30A.C.) are different. Here : .. ship with brilliant but harmoniously . arranged · 
too the ·mountains ii.re · stylisad, but they' give · 8. · colotu"S . . Thu�;� Tun-huang art can in no circumstances · 
setting for the story; at once sep�ting and lil;lk4lg .. be . classed as provincial or . mediocre despite 
the phases of the ilarrative. These pictures are really:: the. grea� .distance· the.t se p.!U"Bted it from the main 
like band-scrolls •tr ansferred to . wall-painting. centres of Chinese .art. 

. 

The caves ri.t Tun-huang in particular show that 
the Chinese produced magnificent Buddhist pain· 
tings at an early date. In 366 Lo Tsun had a vision 
of the 'Thousand .Buddhas' appearing on the sum
mits of the mountains at Tun-huang, and subsequ_. 
ently one cave after another was pewn into the 
110ft sediment8.ry rock there : the total number of 
eaves found so far is 486. · The earliest preserved 
paintings date from soon after 450, and work went 

· on with interruptions till about 1300. Thus Tun· 
huang provides us with an 8Jmost complete collec· 
tion of Buddhist painting (and sculpture) for a 
period of eight centuries. In addition, its discove· 
rers, Sir Aurel Stein and P. Pelliot, found in a 
ohamber walled up about 1035, a vast number of 
paintings on silk or paper, in fairly good preservation, 
which throw a flood of light on the early develop
ment of Chinese pictorial art. From an architectu
ral point of view tl;\e Tun-�uang caves are mueh 
lees oomplex ·than others in Central Asia. . Almost 
the only embellishinent was in the form of paintings : 
the walls were divided into registers anil panels, 
80018 larger than others, on whiCh were painted, 
using a·tempeia technique on plaster, compositions 
ot many figures. Very populai- were countless 
'renbns of Buddha' and lengthy cycles of Buddhist 

The type of scroll-painting mentioned above . . 
flourished in E. Asia from the 5th. to the 13th. cent. 
But the only important specimen in this claiB 
preserved from its early period, is the Siltra of 
Cause and. Effect (Kako-Genzai-lnga-Kyo) which 
bas illustrations of the Buddha's life, in somewhat. 
primitive form, above the wntten text ; fragments ?f 
several Japanese scrolls survlve from ca. 730�70 . · 
A.C., reflecting an earlier Chinese style of Buddbist 
book illumination. We havs e; number cif highly · .  
important scroll-paintings from Japan, especially · 
from· the Fujiwara and Kamakura periods (ca. . 
1100-1350). The Japanese band-scrolls (emaki
mor.o) are frequently several metres long but only 
25-50 em. wide, and a complete work may consist · 
of three, ten or nearly fifty scrolls. The pictorial 
parts are usua.lly interspersed with texts in ·fine . 
calligraphy, and the soone can be gradually unfolded 
by unrolling the scroll. Besides Buddhist themes 
we find illustrations from history and of classics 
such as the Genji Monogatari. Buddhist themes 
are chiefly biographies of priests or temple chroni
cles. Important biographical scrolls deal, e.g., 
with HOnen SMnin (1133-1212 A.C.) and Ippen 
SMnin (1239-89 A.C.). All such themes are 
treated with a wealth of local colour and a keen 
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feeling for the life of the people, in an extensive 
setting of landscape depicted with loving care, 

which is unequalled in Buddhist art. 

some peculiar to it alone : tlie eentral position iS 
he

.
r� held by the vajra (Tib. dorje), which perhaps 

origmally denoted the trident or bundle of arrows 
of the celestial deity (i.e. lightning), but later was 
interpreted as a diamond, symbolising the indes· 
tructability and purity uf the Abso!ute. Its 
counterpart is the bell, suggesting the 'World of the 
Maternal Womb' (garbhako�adhiitu), i.e. Sa:rpsiira. 
Vajrayii.na also has mystical characters (siddham) 
which derive from an Indian script and represent 
mantras. They may replace the figures of beings 
in the matJ4a,la. 

Finally, Ch'an (Zen) art produced its own narra
tive pictures which arfl marked by the special 
Zen kind of unconventionality. We may instance 
the story of Hui-k'o (see above) as depicted by 
Sesshu. Especially characteristic of Zen are the 
pictorial parables, such as the monkey trying to 
<:atch the moon's refiexion in t.he water and missing 
the real moon above (which is of course not even 
shown ! ). Tho famous 'ox-herding' pictures may 
also be instanced. There are two series of these , The ma1)4ala itself is a central symbol representing 

the metaphysical structure of the world. We 
have seen that buildings may constitute such an 
image of the world : they may either form an sbstract 
diagram · resembling a ma?UJala or depict it 
visually-when, e.g., a temple and all its furnishings 
represent the Pure Land of Amitabha. Other 
forms of such symbols are the axial plan of a. sacred 
area, or the connexion between mountain and cave . 
previously alluded to (see section m): Artistic media 
that seem purely decorative, such .·as gold, also 
possess an ontological meaning : gold is frequently 
used to denote the 'absolute' colour of the Buddha, 
etc. But whereas V a.jrayana developed its symbo� 
lism into a rich scholastic and mystical system, 
Hinayana was mainly content with the few symbols 
originally connected with the person and life of the 
Buddha. Ch'a.n (Zen) Buddhists also renounce 
any fully-formed or binding system of symbols ; 
for them every insignificant object, flower or 
animal, can tell us something about true reality, and 
can express it wjt.h far more immediacy than is 
possible t��ugh a mass of symbols, necessarily 
fettered by tradition and . formalisa.tion. 

both by Sung painters, Ching-chu (Sei-kyo) and 
K'uo-an (Kaku-an). In the one series the ox, at 
first black, becomes progressively lighter and 
finally disappears (there is a Tibetan parallel to 
this with an elephant), while the other and better
known version leads through ten stages, of which 
the ninth, is an empty circle : in the final picture, 
however, the 'return to the world' is shown. But · 
the Ch'an attitude wa.s most clearly expressed in 
representations of nature. The most striking 
example is. a work by Mu�ch'i� a B.mall ink-painting 
of six kaki fruits� ·· It appears to be just a still-life 
but it is an ontological statement at the profoundest 
level. But the aim of the Zen artist iE ultimately 
to transcend all imagery. As long as it remains in 
the visual sphere, it finds · purest expression in 
an ab&tract symbol or a written character, e.g. the 
word wu, Jap. mu = ' not ' or ' nothing,' 
hinting at the inexpressible truth embraced by 
meditation. But taken to ultimate conclusions 
Zen art culminates in an empty picture, a ' formless 
form,' the 'thundering silence.' 

VII. Symbollsm and Ornamentation 

In Buddhist, especially Mahayana art, every .figure 
.embodies a religious idea and is thus a. symbol The processes of transmission in Buddhist art can 
capable of precise definition. . Certain features be traced especia.lly clearly in the case of oriuunenta
serve as distinguishing marks : the U?-ni§a and urru'i, tion. The vine-scroll, e.g., or the plametto had no · 
varioufl mudras, etc. The attributes of bodhiaattvas original connexion with Buddhism, . being derived 
and Vidyarajas may include specifically Buddhist from Classical Antiquity or the Near East. But 
symbols, current signs of good hick, or even weapons, just as they penetrated Islam and the early medieval 
which in Buddhist teaching a-re aimed at the West, so they entered Buddhism and/travelled 
arch-enemy avidyii. Many animal and other E. across Asia. This explains the surprising affinity 
symbols occur : the gazelles for the First Sermon, between, e.g., the friezes comprising leaves and 
and above all the lotus symbolising the Buddha- · . sorolls in Romanesque churches of C-entral Europe and 

. nature unpolluted by Sa.Iflsiira : it also serves as the those in the cave-temples of China. (Yiinkang). An · 
Buddhas throne and centre of the ma�t¢ala. Each important part is likewise played in Central and E. 
figure · has symbolic colours, and numbers too Asian art by Sassanid motifs (and some that derive · 
play an important role. Va.jrayana especially ultimately from Mesopotamia) ; these likewise found 
produced a highly .complex syst(,m of symbels, 1hei.r way into European art. 
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'VllT. Conclusion 

'In spite of the oecumeoica1 unity of Buddhist 
. .  art, we should not overlook the unique characte

. rlstica of works produced in different regions and 

·periods. Eac·h Buddhist land has it-s own individual 
style. This is based on the survival, along with 
Buddhist concepts, . of non-Buddhist ideas which 
could not be suppressed and which ,came to exert 
a; certain modifying influence on religious thought, 
and hence on art. We have seen this most clearly 

· in regard to Hinduism, but the same is true 
elsewhere. The specifically Chinese element in 
Chinese . Buddhist art has roots going back to 
the . second millennium B.C. And the speci-

. fiOOlly Japanese element in Japanese Buddhist 
, art goes back to pre-Buddhist Shint� origins. Yet 
despite all such differences the essential basic 
ideas, expreSSE'.d in certain types of figure, formal 
principles and symbols form a common basis 
. valid for all Buddhist �as. 

BUDDWYA, a name for Buddhija (q.v.): personal 
attendant of Kakusanda Buddha. 

BUDDHOLOGY 

I. Introductory : . 

The Buddha Gotamo. was the historical person 
who founded ill North India in the latter part of the 
sixth century B. C., a. system of philosophy and 
ethics which later on came to be known as Buddhism. · 
He was able to exercise considerable influence on 
the life and thought of the peoples of India of his 
time and left behind him a large number of ad
herents who continued the task of propagating his 
messa.ge after his death which took place about 
480 B.C. · These adherents considered hin1 to be a 
great teacher and, natu:i.'ally, superhuman qualities 
came to be attributed to him, not only after his 
death, but even while he was alive. These qualitieS
both intellectual and moral and even physical
sufficed to make him a deva in the eyes of his 

A work of Buddhist art has va.rinus purposes or followers. . Soon, the followers themselves were 
functions. It may nwte tQe sacred story or puzzled as to the real nature of their teacher's 
ill�t:e sacred text�. It rna� be a cult image personality. . Aild, even before the lapse of two 
con�g the sacred

_ .
substsnC:: of the ho!y person �undred and fifty years, i.e., during the reign of 

. 
portra.ye�, t.hus se

_
rvmg as an �ent . (ya�ra) .· Asoka the Maurya in the . third century B.C., . of salvat1�n, . ?r ·lt 

_
me.� be d:S1gn� to �� a , ;questions were being raised ._regarding . the rea1 · 

. sense of p1ety .m the believer, w.ho �·to tt mth . . ,., nature of the . Buddha's .pe.rsonali. 'ty Q ....4-' · · fi d. ..l- t' (b L _ r. • • · · . · • U<>a1110ns 
on twVO IOn . r�h ) .; tt may be the . basifl for . . . h . Wh t. h B d.dha· � w h. h

. 
nedi 

. . . . . . . . 
.
sue as :  o was e u 1 . as e a uman 

J tahon or VISionary expenenoo, or a medium · · 
being ? Or was he a deva ! (Kvu. Kv�tA. 18. . · used in initiation. Frequently it · ta.k£�s on .the · 

form of an orderly scheme representing the strUcture 1-4) were being asked. The Buddha himself had 
of the spiritual and material world. Thus a Buddhist declared that he was neither a manua.�a, nor a 
work of art �r the power contained in it _ can gandhabba, nor a yakkha, nor even a deva or a 
radiate btlnediction far and Wide. In order to Brahm&, but that he was .only a- Buddha (A. ll. 
evoke this effect, BuQ.dhist works of art � o.ffered pp. 38:-39 ; cf. Samiidkirajasmra, ed. P. L. Vaidya, 
8s votive gifts. The need for votive offeriilgs(puja) p. 145). Since this statement did not explain 
and for a large number of sacral objects (alaf!1kara, who the Buddha was; it lent itself to a variety of 
fl!'Uha ; J ap. shogon) was in fact everywhere one of interpretations. The Buddha-concept thus became 
the moe� fruitful stimuli for the production of one of the most important topics of discus.'iion in 

· Buddhist works of art. But in the last analysis, . the history of Buddhist . thought. While one 
·. eacb.of them. aims at tra.nscending inlagery as such, School of Buddhism adhered to the view that the 

and. its most .important funciton. is, by Jeadiug the Buddha was a human being, another School sdvo
beJiever beyond Sa!f1s8.ra ·to make itself unnecessa.ry. · ca.ted a doootic theory. This docetism found its 

final development i� later Schools which held that 
JJ.S. 

BUDDHIST ERA. See ERA. 

· BUDDBIVISPHURA�A, name of a particular 
Ba.midhi &.ttained by AvalokitcSva.ra. It 

. occurs in the list of samadhis, enumerated by the 
Buddha at the request of the bodhisattva Sa.rvani- .· 
v�vi�bhin (text reads - J;liv�). all of 
wbich are said to have been attained by Avalokites
Wl-a (Kvyu. p. 52). 

the Buddha was the ultimate reality of the world. · 

Buddhology constitutes · the study . of the 
personality of the Buddha in its transition from 
that of a human being to the poistion of the ultimate · 
. reality of the world . 

Buddha as a ·  human being 

The Buddha Gotama, according to the Pali 

Nikii.yas which may be considered the earliest extant 
scriptures of the Buddhists, was born in a Sikyan 
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aristocratic family in the Kosal& country in North 
India (Sn. p. 73). His father was Suddhodana and 
mother Mii.yii. {ibid . pp. l32-33 ; D. II, p. 51 ) .  The sage 
Asita visited the newly-born babe and wished him 
all success (Sn. p. 133). The babe was named Sid
dhattha (J. I. p. 56) and, as an infant, was taken to his 
father's paddy fields to witness ploughing and was 
kept under the cool shade of a rose-apple tree 
(M. I, p. 246). As a young prince Siddhattha enjoyed 
life in three palaces specially designed to suit the 
three seasons of the year (A. I, p. 145). He was 
·married to a princess named Bha.ddakaoo& and 
bad a son named Rabula (Buv. xxv, v. 15). 

Thus it is seen that the 'Pall Ni.kB.yas depict the 
-early life of Gota.mn as one which fits into the life
pattern of a normal layman of his time. 

Continuing to discuss his mature life the same 
sources describe Gotama as being confronted With 
the realities of life and its attendant miseries and 
-deciding to find a solution, a wa.y out of this universal 

. .  Suffering. At the age of twenty-nine (D. II. p. 151) 

he leaves the worldly life to become an ascetic in 
�h of this solution (Sn. p. 72 ; M. I, pp. 163, 

240). 

, in persuit of this goai the ascetic Go tam a w ..md�red 
.about the valley · of the Ganges, meeting famous 
religioUs teaehers like Alara KB.lama and U dda.ka 
Ramaputta, studying and following their systems 
.and techniques and submitting himself to rigorous 
ascetic practices (Sn. pp. 74 f.; M. I., pp. 77ff., 163 if., 
242 ff.). 

· Disillusioned with these teachers and their 

teachings he -abandoned all traditional religion and 
its methods and decided to depend on hhl own · 
resources� It was thereafter that one evening, 
soated under the bodhi-tree (aasaUha, fic'U8 r.eligioaa 
on the hank of the river Neraiijara (near Gays in 
modern Bihar), Gotama at the age of thirty-five, 
attained Enligh�nment (Sn. pp. 76ff. ; M. l pp. 
166 £(. ; 246 ff.) after which he came to be known 
as the Buddha, the Enlightened One. 

The term Buddha, which is tho past participle 
noun derived fro.m bujj.\ati, is an appellative one 
{Ps. I, p. 174) which lierally means ' realised '  or 
' understood .' Used with refE!rence to a person 
the term means one who has realised or understood .. 
The texts explain t:b.e· Buddha as one who i$8. 
realiSed the (Four Noble) Tru�hs (bhujjhitd aaccanui_ 

bvJdho : Ps. I, p. 174 ; Nd. L �. p. 457 ; f-ug. p. 14 ; 

Vi8m. p. 172) . 

After his Enlighterunent, Gotama;, the Bud�i 
delivered his first sarmon to a group of five sacetics, 
his old colleagues {M. I, p. 247), in the Deer Park at 
Isipa� ( Vin. I, pp. 8ff. ; modern Saranath, near 
Benares). From then on he toured the country. 
for fourty-five years, explsining to. people the truth 
he discovered. He won numerous followers-kings� 
ministers, brahmanas, and ordinary men &mong 
them and formed a community of disciples called 
the Sangha or salcyapuJJ,iya samatui, recluses, the
sons of the Sii.kyan sage. 

In the last days of his life he suffered pains of 
body (M. I, p. 354), and ha.d signs of old age and 
infirmity (D. II, p.100 ; M. I, p .  82, ; S. V,pp. 20f. etc.). · 
He felt thirst (D. II, p. 129) and was subject to fain· 
ting (D. II, pp. 134, 137) ; he fell sick (D. II,p. 1 28), 
became physically very weak (ibid. p. 129) and 
finally, passed away at Kusinara in the Malls ' 

country (modern Uttara Pradesh : D. II, p. 156). 
: 

Thi3 Nikaya picture retains the human nature of 
the lifa of Gota.ma Buddha even after his Enllgbten· 
ment ; he was subject to the normal laws of ljfe, 
decay and death (jarii-mara�). 

· · .  

Qualities of the Buddha 

I. Tsv-ijjii - The atta.iiunent of Enlightenment or 
Buddhahood is explained in the P8Ji texts as the . 
realisation of the truth · of the law of causality · 

(paeicca-samuppiida : M. I, p. 167; Vin. I, pp. 4-5) , 
and also l;loS the the attia.nment of Nibbana (M. I, 
p. 167). This is elaborated as the acquisition of 
the three-fold knowledge (tivijjii) which· consists 
of (I) remembering one's own former births (pubbe-. · 
nivasanussati-na't}a), the knowledge of the disappea
rance and reappearance of other beings (cu.tupapiita. 
oo�.a), which knowledge is the same as the divine 
eye (dibba�cakkl•u) and (3) the knowledge regarding 
the total eradication of passions (iisavalckhayanataa : 
M. I, 24.7). 

II . Ohalabhiiifia-There are other qualities : 
possessed by the Buddha. One group of such · 
qualities is called the si:z::-fold superknowledge 
(chaksbhinna) which consists, in addition to the 
three-fold knowledge, (4) psychio power-
(iddhividha), (5) the divine · ear (dibba-sota). 
and (6). ability to penetrate the minds of others 
(cetopariya-na't}a or paracitta-vijanana-na'T}a : M. I, 
p. 69). 

:itr. Daaabala-Then we find mention of ·the
ten intellentual powers (daaa-bala) of the Bud& 
They comprise ·the knowledge of ( I) wb&t , i&t· 
caUsa.l 'occasion and what iS not· (JMM/Mna.tla�), 
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(2) of actions and their results (kamma-vipaka-na�), 

(3) of the course that leads to· all bou�s 

- (aabbattha-giimini-patipada), (4) of the world w1th 

its various and diverse element (anekadhiitu-

. �loka), (5) of the divers characters 
of beings (saltanaf!' nanJdhimuttikata),. (6) of the 
higher or lower state of the spiritual faculties 
of beings (parasattiinaf!' indriyaparopariyatta), 
('7) of the · defilement and purification of 
and emergence from attainments in meditations, 
deliverances and concentration (jhana-virt}okkha

mmadhi-MJmiipattina7J1 8anki�am vodiina7J1 vuJthii· 

na�) and the three-fold knowledge (tivijja) 88 the 
last three (M. I, pp. -69-70 ; Dhs. p. 76 ; Vbh. pp. 

335-44, etc). 

IV. Oatu-t>esarajja. Another quality possessed 
by the Buddha is called the four-fold self-
88111ll'&Dce or self-confidence (catu-Vesiirajja), 

i.e., confidence (1) in the perfection of his 
Enlightenment : nobody could challenge the 
Buddha that certain things are not comprehended 
by him ; (2} in .his total eradication of p88Bion8 z 
nobody coUld cha.llenge � that certain· passions 

· remain undestroyed ht him ;  (3} in his definition 
of evil : nobody coUld challenge him.that the trungs · 

. . . sta� by him to be evil �; � fact, not e-..:il.and 
(4f iD the �th he preached :.nobody coUid clUillenge . 
him that the followers of his path would not attain 
the dASired goal (M. I, pp. 71-72). 

These are the qualities possesed by the Buddha. 88 
we find them in the earliest Buddhist scriptures, 
the Pa.li Nikiyas. 

As Teacher 
Of the. above qualities, with the sole 

exception of the four-fold self-confidence, all other 
qualities are possessed also by the arahants, his 
own disciples, . who have attained perfection. The 
three-fold knowledge and the six-fold super-know
ledgs are well kilown attributes of the ara.hants 88 is 
evident from snch terms as tevijjo, (possessor of the 
three-fold kliowledge), and cha/abhiiiiio, (possessor 
ofthesix-fold super kilowledge)', which are frequently 
used with reference to arahants. The term catu

t1e8Urajia-t1isarado, (self-confident in four ways}, is 

never used in reference to araha.nts ; it is a.: 
monopoly .of the Buddha. Although the term 
daaabalo, (possessor of ten intellectual powers), too, 
is never used with reference to arahants, yet we find 
Anuruddha., one of the Buddha's leading arahant 
disciples, who is declared to be foremost among 
those ara.ha.nts possessing the divine eye (dibba

cakkhu : A. I, p. 23), advancing claims to these ten 
intellectual powers 88 well (8. V, pp. 304-305).1 

Thus, the most essential qualities of the Buddha. 
are found to be poss6SS6d by arahants as well. 
The question now arises : ·Is there no difference· 
between the Budd.h.a and the a.ra.hants ? This
questio� was raised during the lifetime of the . 
Buddha. himself and the reply given was that there, 
is · a ·difference. The Buddha differs from the· · 
a.ra.ha.nts by being the discoverer and preacher of 
the · Path that le� to the� attainment of these 
quallties, whereas the a.rahants are the followers or 
the Path (M. IT, p. 8 ;8. ill, pp. 65-66). The Buddha 
is the teacher (sattM) whereas the a.rahants are· 
disciples (savaka). This fact is clearly brought 

·.out in the words of the formula to be used wh� 
meditating on the Buddha. : He is the lord (bhagava1,. 

the Perfected. One (arahaf!'), the perfectly Enligh
tened_ One · (sammasanibuddhQ), endowed with . 
knowledge and · conduct (vijja-carap.a-8ampanna) .. 
who has happily accomplished all (sugata}, the 
Knower of the entire world (lokavidu), the Supreme· 
Charioteer of men to be tamed (anuttaro_ �ri«J. 
hamma-sarathi), the Teacher o�gods and :r:nen (BCJ#hij. 
devamanU8siinam) and the Enlightened One
(buddh6 : D. I, p. 49, etc.). 

Except for the second term, · araha7J1, all other: 
terms are used with · reference to the Buddha. 
alone, and in using them, · we find the Buddha. 
simply described in a way which is sometimes. 
supposed to be a modern rationalised portrait. 

The difference between the Buddha and the· · 
pacceka.buddhas is that the former is both the· 
discoverer and the preacher of the Path whereas. 
the latter are only discoverers of the Path (Pug •. 
pp. 14 ff.). The latter cannot preach their discovery 
to others, most probably because they lack the skill. · 

1 on tile bull of the ten int6llectual powers being claimed by Anuruddha, the .&.ndhakas thought that there waa no. difieteDCe benveen the lluddba and t.be arahants (K1111., K1111.A, I. p. ill). This waa considered I!Y the TheravAdlns to be a hemy •. 
and tbe ruling given by them In t.be third council waa that, out of ten powers, daavakkhaJia·Mtaa is common to both, &he W�·Mtaa hi a monopolY of �he Buddha and the remaing eight powers, althongh po88e88ed by both, are· 
weak bi uahan&a but perfect in Ule Buddha (lric. cit). · · · 

Thia doea not seem to have aolved the problem,. since the indriyaparopariyalta-Mtaa is claimed by Anuruddba. TheIOlutlon ctven in the StJratthappa}anni is that the indriyaparopariyatta-Mtaa is possessed by arahants but, like the otheJ:; eight Ut�G�, � not aa complex aa that ofthe Buddha (S.A. m, p. 268), . -
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in expedients (upayakausalya). In order to dis
tinguish between the two, the former is called the 
Sammfisambuddha while the latter are called 
paccekabuddha (q.v.). 

More Attributes 

Besides the three-fold knowledge, the six-fold 
superknowledge, the ten intellectual powers and 
tho four-fold self-confidence, as described above, we 
find other qualities being attributed to him in 
the scholastic works of the Pali Sutta. Pi�aka.. 1 

I. The five ' Eyea.' The Niddesa, while commen• 
ting on the term vivflla-cakkhu, an epithet of 
the Buddha, maiming ' the open-eyed one, ' 
enumerates five types of ' Eyes ' possessed by 
the Buddha. They include (i) the eye of 
:flesh (maf!18a-cakkhu) which is keen enough 
to see the distance of a league, (ii) the divine 
eye (dibba-cakkhu) already mentioned as one consti
tuent of the three-fold knowledge, (ii:) the eye of 
wisdom (panna,cakkhu) which he possesses as the 
discoverer · o{ the Path; (iv) the Buddha-eye by 

· which he knows the hearts and intentions of in
dividuals, the sixth intellectual power and (v) the 
universal eye (samanta-cakkhu) which is identified 
'With omniscience (sabbilnnuta-na!I<J: Nd. l,pp. 355-60; 
P1. I, p. 133). 

IT. Omniscience. The Omniscience attributed to 
·the Buddha here and elsewhere (e.g. Kvu. p . . 228) 
is a quality never claimed by him. In fact, the 
question was asked of the Buddha himself 
whether he was ·omniscient and whether 
omniscience was present in him while he 
was awake or Saleep (M. I, p. 48). The reply given by 
him was in the negative. He is represented as 
denying that he claims such omnisciel,lce. What is 
.claimed by him in this context is the three-fold 
knowledge (M. I, pp. 48, 482). 

The type of �mniscience described in this 
·question was one that was claimed by the Jaina 
leader, Vardhamana. Mahavira. (Nigal)tha Nii.taputta. 
(M. I, pp. 92-93; IT, pp. 32ff.). This type of omniscience 
is ridiculed by the early Buddhists and the 'omniscie
-ent ' Jaina. leader is .described as being so ignorant 
that he goes for alms to · a house to find that it is 
.empty, or as having to a.sk his way to a. particular 
village (M. I, p. 519). 

But omniscience came to be attributed to the 
Buddha., though not in. the form adopted by , t�� 
Jainas. His omniscience was interpreted as a power 

within him by which he could so direct his attention 
on anything, anywhere and bring it within thG net of 
his knowledge (naruz-jala), the range of his vision 
(DhpA. I, p. 26 ; IT, p. 37 ; VvuA. p. 63). 

ill. Fcmrteen Buddha-7i.titta. Omniscience under· 
stood in this sense is . described in the Palisam
bhidamagga (I,p. 133) as one of the fourteen 
kinds of knowledge of the Buddha which 
constitute the ' Universal Eye ' (samat�a-cakkhu), 
the fifth ' Eye ' of the Buddha.. The fourteen 
kinds of knowledge consist of the knowledge of the 
Four Noble Tl".lths, the four-fold analytical know- .-. 
ledge (palisambhida) , (9) the knowledge of the higher 
and lower state of'"the spiritual faculties of beings 
(indriya-paropariyatta-na'(la), the sixth intelleci¥ 
power which constitutes a part of the· Buddha· 
cakkhu, the fourth ' Eye, ' (10) the knowledge of 
views and inclinations ofbeings (aaayanusay�-MtuJ), 
which constitutes the other part of the Buddha
cakkhu (Nd. II, p. 383), (11)  the knowledge of the 
Twin Miracle (yamaka-piilihira-Mr&a: q.v.), (12) the 
knowledge of the attainment of Great Compassion 
(mahakarurtii-samapatti-na!I<J), ( 13) Cniniscience (sa
bbGnnuta-f'.ci�). and ( 14) the knowledge which 
·is unobstructed (anavara�-iidt!G: Ps. I; pp. 133f.). 

Of these fourteen kinds ·Of knowledge, according 
to the text, the first eight are shared also by the 
arahants ; but the latter six are possessed only by 
the Buddha (loc. cit.). 

Omniscience, as defined in this context; embraces 
no less than forty six ita�. The 'unobstructed 
knowledge ' is not a. knowledge different from 
omniscience ; it is only a characteristic c! oro.niscie· 
nee. It means that the Buddha's ollUliscienoe 
cannot be obstructed by anybody or anything 
(Ps. I, p. 134 ; PsA. IT, pp. 249 ff. ; Nd. IT, p. 80 ; 
UclA. p. 144). 

How omniscience differs from the knowledge 
involved in the ten powers is discussed by Buddha
ghosa in commenting on the ten intellectual powers. 
The other Schools hold, he says, that the knowledge . 
of the ten powers is not something different from, 
but only a variety of, omniscience. He points out 
that such is not the case ; they are of two different 
types. The ten kinds of knowledge, involved in the 
ten intellectual powers, pertain severally and only · 

. to their ten kinds of relevant objects, while omnis
cience embraces these ten objects and everything · 
beyond them. The ten kinds of )mow ledge perform 
the ten kinds of actions involved in them ; but 

2 The Pall sutta pj�ka consists of �xts belonging to different st��· . Texts llko the .AU!uJka-:t;ga and the PilfJJIGft4-
11tlfgiJ belong to an earlier period whlle the Niddeaa and the PGJilambhiddmawtl belong to a later perf • 
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omniscience does not. Omniscience is not the 
knowledge that produces release ; by means of it 
one might know the trances or the psychic powers, 
and yet not be able to perform them ; one might 
know the Path, yet not be able thereby to get rid 
of the passions (MA. IT, p. 31 ; Nett. p. 235). 

These are the qualities of the Buddha as found 

in. the Pall canon. And, as we have already seen, 
some of these qualities were shared by arahants as 
weD. All types ofknowledge, including omniscience, 
is ordinary human wisdom, infinitely extended. The 
marvellous powers .the Buddha possessed, such as 
his ability to perform various miracles and his 

ability to live the full life-span if he wanted to, are 
derivedfrom the speCial q�ities, such as iddhividha, 

yomakapafihira-natu� and iddhipada (D. II, p. 103) 
which he possessed as a Buddha. 

This is not a humanised portrait of a divine being, 
but of a historical being, the belief in whic� view 
remained unchanged with the Therav8dins, in 
spite of the wonderful qualities that became attri
buted to him in the course of time. 

. - There .are two. more aspects to the Buddha- · 
. concept that are found in. the Pali canon. One is . 
the belief in the physical. attributes of the Buddhti. 
ari«l the other ilie belief in the·_plurality of Btiddhiis. 

Superman 
The Buddha is credited with the thirty·" 

two major and eighty minor physical charac
terisiics which make him a. superman (maMpuri8a, 
. q.v.). These are I)atal marks which he acquired 
·not 81J a result of his attaining Enlightenment at 
the bodhi-tree, but, at birth, as a result of the 
·�torious deeds he performed in his previo� 
lives. These marks, however, are noii a monopoly 
of the Buddha. ; even Cakkavattis or World-rulers 
are endowed with them(D. I, pp. 88f; III, pp. l42 ff.). 

PlunlltJ 

was later on increased to twenty seven in the 
Jatakanidana. As a part of the doctrine of succession 
of Buddhas arose the belief in a future Buddha, 
named Metteyya (D. III, p. 76). 

This is the extent to which the Buddha-concept 
is developed in the Pali canon. The later develop· 
menta found in the Pali commentaries of the Thera
vidins, i.e., a tendency towards · docetism, were 

- based on some Pali sutta passages which most 
likely belong to a different stratum. These wiD be 
dealt with. in their appropriate place . .  

But there are several other essential factors in 
the Buddha-concept as it is developed by the 
Sanskrit writers. 

The e.ttn'butes of the Buddha go on increasing, 
and. this development is modified by the rise of 
the bodhisattva ideal when we find the reorientation 
of the whole concept for 'the inspiration and edifi

cation of the bodhisattvas. A bodhisattva should 

know and comprehend the qualities and cho.rac- . 

teristics of the Buddha before he can appreciate 
the importance of striving for Buddhahood. The 
whole doctrine is 01ie of the development of, an 
individual from the ih.De he , Diakes the vow· and 
cul�iva.tes, for ages; all the qualitieS that · flnaiJy 
result in Buddhahood. 'It is in this spirit that the. ·. 
five 'Eyes' of the Buddha. are inte�reted in the · 

. 

MaMva8tu. It is said 'that the Buddha becam&. · 
gifted with five 'Eyes ' on his approach to the bodhi
troo;· before he attained supreme Enlightenment 
(Mhvu. I, p. 158). 

. 

The bodhisattva doctrine of the Mahii.v&na did 
not pley a significf!ollt role in the Therovada deVe
lopment of the Buddha-concept. The ilisigni. 
fica.nce of the bodhisattva doctrine for the Th81'6� 
vadina may be gathered from the foot that it is · 
prl,lCtically absent from their Abhidhs.mma. Even 
in the Pug�pannatti, which gives a cJ.assifica.tion 
of different types of individuals, ii is not included . . 

The .Dve 'Eyes' reinterpreted 

The doctrine that Buddhahood should · be 
the goal for everyone, i.e., the bodhisattva-ideal 
which is predo�t in Mahayana texts, never 
appears in the Pall canon, although the term 
bodbisatta: occurs there. But, there was a .b elief 
prevalent among the early .Buddhists, in the .exis. 
� of six Buddhas who preceded GotSma (D. ill, 
p. 2; III, J?p.I 95-96). Probably due to the influence of 
the Jaina theory of the �karas, who preceded 
Mah&vlra, the number of the Buddhas who preceded 
Got-ama and predicted his advent was soon increased 
to twenty four in the Buddluwa1p8a. This number 

We have. already noticed five kinds of 'Eyes' 
be�g attributed to the Buddha in the 
Mahiiniddesa. We also find a similar list . of · · 
five 'Eyea' being attributed to him in. the 
Mahavaatu (I, p. 158), a Sanskrit text belonging 
to the Lokottcavida sect · of the M..shiisa.itgb&a, 

· School. T�e fact to be emphasised here is tha� tbe 
Buddha becomes gifted with the five 'Eyes' even 
before he attains supreme Enlightenment (loc. cit) 
This is in keeping with the . bodhisattva doctrine, 
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the beginning of which is evident in the Mahiivaatu. 
The bodhisattva doctrine teaches the gradual deve
lopment of the individual in ten stages (dasa-bhumi) 
culminating in Buddhahood. 

The · five ' Eyes ' enumerated in the Mahiiva8tu 
consist of (1) the eye of flesh (ma�?�-8ci-cak�), (2) the 
divine eye (divya-cak�u), (3) the .eye of wisdom 
(prajiiii-cak�); (4) the dharma-cak�u and (5) the 
Buddha-cak�u (Mhvu. I, p. 158). 

The first two Eyes are more or less the same as 
their Pali counterpart.s. The Eye of wisdom is 

· here 'interpreted as the Eye that each of the eight 
kinds <'f Aryans (arya-pudgala) possess. The 
d�rma-cak�u replaces the samantacakkhu of the 
Pali list. ·There is a dhammacakkhu in Pali lite
rature, too ; and it is identified with the knowledge 
of the causal law. The dhammacakkhu of the Pali 
t.ens · may de identified with the Eye of wisdom 
(prajiici-cak§U) of the Mahiivastu list, where the 
dlaamaa-cak� is identified w:ith the ten intellectual 
powers (daiOOala : Mhvu. pp. 159-60). The Buddha: 
cak,u is here explsined as constituted of the eighteen 
special attnbutes of the Buddha (ave�ika-Buddha
dAarma : · Mht-u. I, p. 160 ; See also Siltral. 
pp. 187-88). 

. The · eighicen special attributes consists of the 
Buddha's infallible knowledge of and insight into (l) 
tb� past, (2) the future and (3) the present ; all 
his acts (4) of body, (5) of speech and (6) of thought 
are based on knowledge ; there is no falling off (7) 
in resolution, (8) in energy, (9) in mindfulness, 
(10) in· concentration, ( I I) in insight and (12) in 
ema.nc�pation ; there is (13) no faltering, (14) no 
impetuosity, ( 15) no forgetfulne88, ( 16) no disturbed 
mind, ( 17) no thoughtless indifference and ( 18) no 
pre-occupation with the multiplicity of pl;lenomena 
(Mhv". I, p. 168 ; Siitral. pp. 187-88). 

Increase of Attributes 

The Satasiihasriki.iprajtiii-paramita gives a 
list of one hundred attributes of the Buddha 
in eighteen categories. They are ( 1) the four 
applications of mindfulness (smrtyupasthiina), 
(2) t.he four-fold correct exertion (samyakprahiina), 
(3) the four bases of psychic power (rddhipiida), 
(4) the five spiritual faculties (indriya), (5) the five 
spiritual powers (bala), (6) the seven constituents of 

Enlightenment (bodhyatiga), (7) the Eight-fold Noble 
Path (arya-a#ail.gika-miirga), (8) the Four Noble 
Truths (satya), (9) the eight kinds of deliverance 
(oimok�a); (10). the nine kinds of gradual attainment 
and dwelling (anupil.rva-viMra-samapatti), (11) the 
tJuee kinds of mental concentration(samadhi), 
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(12} the entrance to all dMratif8 '(sartiai:IMratifmukha), (13) the· ten intellectti�l powel'!i (tdtM.gi:w�· 
bala), ( 14) the four-fold self-coiJ.fideiice (vai�aradyci), 
( 15) the four.fold analytical kl,lowledae (pratisamvid} . ( 16) the great benevole��e (�Mmaitri),' {!7} the �reat co�passi�n _ (maha.karu�) and (JS) . the eighteen umqu� attributes (atJet�.ika-dharma : · SsP. 1262--£3). 

· 
T�e Mlihiiyana-sfstriilankiira of .A.sa:nga lias a liSt · 

of �IXty attributes in addition tO · the 'thi:ny�two ·. 
maJor and eighty minor physical ' attributes of a superman. The sixty attributes include, in add� . · tion to the

. 
thi�ty-seven . attri�utea covered �y 

Nos. (13), (14), (10), 0(17) and (iS) of the previous 
list, twenty-three inore qualities, namely (1) four 
immeasurables (apramii!la), (2) complete freedom 
from all obstacies of passions and ignorance (vi�k- · · �a), (3) mastery over the whole univers!') (�hibhtJd. · 
yatana), (4) the total kn�wledge of what is to be 
known (krts'!!4yatana), (5) compaaaion that prompts . 
him to work for the eradication of passion in all , 
beings (aratt4-vi8e�a), (6) resolution , (pratMMna), 
(7) six-fold super-knowledge (abhinM), (8) four-fold · 
purity (pciriBuddhi), (9) the three-fold protection · 
due to the arising of three-fold mindfulness 
(arak�ciBmrtyupasthiina) and (H)) · omniscience 
(8arvlilcarajifata : Sutral. pp. 184 ff.). . 

. 

. Most of these qualities may be traced also in the 
Pali literature. Some of them are common to the · · . 
Buddha and the arahants. Some are' the monopoly · 
of the Buddha. 

· 

Special mention may, however, be made of one 
attribute, the great compassion. It is found in the 
Pali literature as Mahiikarutia-IJamapattinapa. 
The Mahayanists laid great stress on this quality of 
t.he Buddha because of the doubts expressed by 
some that the Buddha could not feel compassion as 
he was free from all passion (Kvu. pp. 561f.). 
Although the Theraviidins had rejected this view, ·. 
the Mahayw .ists still found it necessary to 
vigorously (; lmbat it because, without karu�� the 
bodhisattva- i � �S�.l which is one of the fundamental 
tenets I)� '-I o. l}ayii.na., could not stand. 

There is one more quality of the Buddha, essential-
ly Mahayana in character, which remain.B tO be· . 
mentioned. That is the Buddha's posse.Ssion of four· . · 
kinds of knowledge, namely, (1) iidarla-jiicipa, (2)' 
samata-jna�. (3) pratyavek�a�-jM'{ICJ and (4Y 
krtyanU#hiina jitci� (Sutral. pp. 46f.). These are· 
the particular types of knowledge that enable ·the' · 
Ruddha to make ·his appearance·· in two ·diftererit. 
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forms among different categories of beings. Since 
they involve the Trikilya doctrine it will be dealt 
with in the appropriate place. 

This collection of qualities gives us the accepted 
Makiiyiina definition of _the Buddha. Yet- a few 
farther steps remained to be taken before the 
Buddha-concept reached its final evolution. Before 
a comprehensive understanding of these final stages 
is arrived at, it may be useful to review in bnef some 
of the epithets of the Buddha which IU'6 frquently 
used in the texts. 

Epithets 

meaning which the- later Buddhists of the 
Mahayana Schools found in it. 

Many other laudatory epithets have been attri
buted to the Buddha by pious Buddhists. He is 
self existent, a phjsician, self-luminous, Lord of the 
universe, king of kings, peerless, all-beholder, · 
sinless, light-giver, superior to all beings, god of 
gods, etc., (Divy. pp. 126, 391 ; Lal. p. 312 ; 
Sutral. p. 184, etc.). 

Origins of DeUlcatlon 
Being the Teacher who W88 poBBessed of 

numerous qualities not common to ara.hants, 
The names and titles of the Buddha are the Buddha oolild not have been an ordinary numerous . . Many of these epithets are ba.Sed on the human being. In consideration of the qualities qualities he posseSsed, and some are merely poetical. 

The Abhidhiinappadipik!i (ed. by W. Subhiiti Thera, he poBBesBed, the service he rendered and the 
ceylon Government Press, Colombo, 1883) gives a position he held, he WS8 respected, adored and 

list of thirty-eight, while the MaMvyutpatti (section idealised. This tendency, on the part of his pious · 
1) has a iist �f eighty ·one. A few of these epithets adherents, to consider him to . be · above normal 
.refer to the historical Buddha Gotama,· and others human standards, culminated in the belief that the 
&<>·the Buddha iii general. The best known name of Buddha w88 not a human being, but a super
the historical Buddlla is S&.kyamuni or Sakyamuni, human being, a deva. The powers he exercise<! 
' the sage of the Sakyans . ' . His personal name by way of miracles aa also the mirades supposed io js Siddhatth&· or- Siddhartha, ' he ·whose aim is .- have taken place in connection with certain events .c�mplish�d ·' ·>The, ·word Gotsma or . Gautam& • . of his life, in addition to the marvellous qualities . is not .a personal'; name, but -the -name of his clan . he_

.
possessed, amply sufficed to make � a deva. : (Iotta 0� gotra), ·,and -prootjcally ,correspOnds >tO a ' 

The first B�ddhist School which held such a vi� �� . 
As· f9r ihe epithets in general, the title iised by 

were the Vaitwyak88 (Kvu. p. 559 ; xiii, §1) • . 
his · disciples �- Bhagavat, 'the Lord,' a term used . The origin of tendencies of this nature may be 
by JaiDas for their teachers, and by various Hindu · traced to tha Pa.li' sutta.s themselves. The 
sects for their special deity . . Jina, 'the conqueror,' Acchariyabbhutadhamma S'UttG of the Majj�ima 
is also used, but the Ja.inas have adopted it as a Nikuya and the MaMpadana Butta of the Digha 
special title for their own Ieaaers. The essential Nikaya maybe cited 88 examples: Accordmg to these 
name is Buddha, ' the Enlightened One.' The suttas, the bodhisatta . (the .Buddha-to-be) arose 

. term Tatbagata. occurs as an epithet by which the · in the Tusita. heaven and remained there, quite 
Buddha refers to . himself. The derivation of the . mindful and clearly concious. · He descended from 
term is not quite certain, for it might mean either that heaven · and entered his mother's (Maya's) . 'Thus-gone' (tatha-gata) or 'Thcs.come' (tatha- womb equally mindful and conscious (M. Ill, p. 119; 
iigata). 

. Buddhaghosa analyses the term in both D. II, p. 12). · He p�rformed these acts purposefully . 
ways and explains it as ' having come and gone ' and deliberately.· When issuing from his mother's 
like the former Buddh88, i.e.; having acquired the womb he was quite stainless, undefiled by watery 
same qualities llolld haVing performed the same matter, by mucous or blood or any impurity ; 
duties. Buddhaghosa continues and gives another he was clean and unstained (M. m. p. 122-23 ; D.II, . · meaning of tatha. If a thing is thus or so, it is p. 14). A number or miracles are reCorded to have 
·opposed to what is-not so, what is wrong, or perverse taken place on these occasions (Joe. cit}. (vilatha). Hence, the· adjective tatM has been 

· evolved to mean the Four Noble Truths. Starting 
from this, Buddhaghosa finds six oth�r meanings. 
(DA. L pp. 59ft'.). There is no doubt that, for the 
devout Buddhist, all the meanings are there. We · 
can, therefore, admit that the interpretation 
'be who h88 won . truth.' fairly .represents one 

He made his appearance in aSsemblies of different 
categories of beings, khattiya�, householders, 
reclu..<>eB, deva9, miira8 and brahtnas. When he was 
among men he appeared and spoke like a inan ;  
when he was among gods, he appeared a.nd spokEJ 
like a god (D. ll, p. 109). 
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As he had fully developed the four bases of 
t>sychic power (iddhipii.da), he claimed that he could 
live his full length of life (kappam} 3 if he so wished 
(D. II. pp. 103, 117 ; S. V. p. 259}. He could 

not be killed by anybody or by any device 
(Vin. II. p. 1 94 ; DA. II, p. 434). 

In the Pali commentaries of the Theravii.dins, 
the superhuman nature of the Buddha's personality 
is still more evident. According to the Jiifuka
nidana, the bodhisatta, while in Tusita heaven, 
decided to descend to earth at the request of other 
deities ; and made his choice of the place and time 
of his birth and his parents. He entered his 
mother's womb when she was observing celibacy ; 
�d, after ten months, came out of his mother's 
womb not only unstained, but stretching his hands 
and legs, just like a man descending a ladder (J. I, 
p. 53). His hair snd beard remained the saine length 

· since he cut them off on the day of his renunciation ; 
they never grew afterwards (ibid. I. p. 64}. During 
the seven weeks that followed his attainment of 
Buddhahood, he did not have to attend to his 
bodily requirements such as 8IlSWering the call 
of. nature (BuvA. p. 290). 

In . 
commenting on 

·
the Jara Butta (S. V. 

pp. 216-17), a dialogue between th,e Buddha and his 
·· personal attendant, Ananda, which leaves no doubt 

whatever as to Buddha's being subject to decay 
during old age, Buddhaghosa says that the bodies 
of the·Buddhas are not subject to decay. What led 
Ananda to make the remark that · the ·· Buddha's 
skin was wrinkled, was a solitary wrinkle between 
his shoulders. It vvas the size of a hair and was 
seen only by Ananda. (SA. Til, pp. 244-45). 

The Kathiivatthu records some docetic views 
held by other (not Thera.v&da) Schools and rejects 
them as heresies. Fortunstely, these Schools are 

identified in tho commentary to the Kathavatthu. 

The V aitulyakas, carelessly interpreting the 
sutta : "Born in the world, grew up in the world, 
dwelt having overcome tho world, but undefiled by 
the world" (A. IT, pp. 38-39}, held that the Buddha, 
when born in the Tusita heaven, dwelt there while 
visiting this world only in a shape specially created 

(Kvu., KvuA. xvii, §1 ). The created shape 
taught the doctrine to Ananda while the Buddha 
lived in the Tusita heaven (ibid. xviii, §2). ' 

'. i . : ,. 

The Ma.hiiaailghikas thought that a. Buddha 
exists in the four quarters of the fir.mament, above, 
below and around, changing his habitat from one 
sphere of beings to another. (Kvu., K v-.tA. xxi, §6). 

The Andhakas were of the opinion that the 
Buddha enters a womb, does penance under alien 
teachers, and so on, of his own accord and free will 
(Kvu. KvuA. xxiii, §3). 

· 

Some of the Andhakas and the Utta.rii.pa.thaka.s 
held that even the excreta of the Buddha excelled 
all fragrant things (Kvu. KvUA. xviii, §4). 

These are some of the docotic views held by the 
intermediary Schools that existed even before the 
time of Asoka in the third century B.C., and we 
saw that there were Pa.li passages . in the suttas 
which lent support to such views. We can see 
from the Kathiivatthu how · these views were vigo
rously combatted by the T.heravadins of the third 
century B.C. The official stand taken throughout 
by the Thera.vadins is that the Buddha is a human 
being, although there were tendencies among thf}JD.· 
towards deification of the Buddha..:'- . 

Deifed 
We find these docetic tendencies fully developed 

into a theory, best known in the Mahiivaalu, 
which expressly claims to be drawn from the 
Vinaya. of the Lokottaravadins, � branch of the 
Mah8Bailghikas (Mhvu. I, p. 2 ;  ill, p. 461). The 
ideas are also found in the Lalitaviatara and the 
Divyavadana. 

The chief principle is that the Buddha is supra
mundane (lokottara), above the laws snd conditions 
of normal human existence. · HenM his behaviour 
as a human being is merely a convention and an 
illusion. It should not even be said that he abode 
in the world of men, and taught the doctrine. 
It was only a. mind-formed body of him which 
appeared in this world. 

Nothing in tho fully enlightened Buddha, says the 
Mahiivastu, is comparable to anything in the world ; 
everything connected with him is supra.munda.ne 
(Mhtm. I, p. 159). When he is born from the side 
of his mother she is not injured, for his is a. mind 
formed body. He is, however, not really born 
from mother and father at all, but . arises a.s a.n 

S Kappa has been interoreted as 'full life span' (iivukappa) which was one hundred years at the time (D.A. II, pp. 554-55 ; 
B.A. m, pp. 251·52). A dlssident view held by a thera named Mahasiva was also recor�ed11 He thought that kappa meant 'this . 
great aeon' (mahabhaddakappa : Joe. cit.) in which one more Buddha, Metteyya, has yet to appear. . 

4. A similar view is found expressed wl.th regard to the preaching of the Abhidhamma. It is said that the Buddha Jet\ 
a phantom body in the Tavathpsa heaven and returned to the earth from time to time. That phantom body pJe&Ched 
the Abhldha.mma to the devas In the Buddha's absence (Did. pp llif.). 
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apperitioDBI being by .. �b.�Jorce. of his. own. qualities 
·(ibid. pp·. 145, 170). He. is �  from the five mental 
Wndrances (nivara�) whiJ.e he. was at Tu!jita 
heaven, even before he. is cpnc�ived in Maya's . 
w�mb (ibid. I, pp. 147-48)• He does not, therefore, 
indulge in 88lEU81  ::.cts. Rahula was not the result 
of his intercourse with Y a8odharB (i.e., Bhadda.-

. booini) ; be, like his supposed father, Siddhartha, 
d� of his own accord, into Y a8odhara's 
womb (ibid. · p. 153). The Buddha becomes fully . 
Conversant with all hUJI18J1 arts and craft.s a.t his 

· ·very birth ; there is no need for him to learn them 
from others (ibid.). He became · gifted with 
.the �ve ' Eyes ' on his approach to the bodhi-

. tree, but before attaining supreme Enlightenment 
(ibid. p. 158). But, he acts· like a human being 
just in order to conform to the customs of the 
worid (lokdnuvartana). It is for this reason that 
he allowed himself to be conceived in the womb 
of Miy&, and be hom a!'ter ten . months (ibid. 
pp. 167-70); He allowed himself, as an infant, to be 
taken to the temple, though he pointed out that h� 
had already been addressed 88 the god of all gods 
(devatideva : Lal. pp. 83, 93f.) • . When he first saw 
�e signs of old a.ge, sickness and death, . he asked 
his · ch8rioteer wha� they meant, although he. 

· . )a:lew them (loo. cit.), 
· 

'\Yhen a great spiritual teacher pa�es away, it is 
quite natural for his followers, paying little attention 
to the human aspect of his personality, to deify 
him. This they do as a result of their deep vene
ration to their leader. The process being a natural 
one, it is also possible that the Theravidin-attempt 
to give a divine colouring to the personality of the 
Buddha, 88 is evident from the Pali commentaries, 
came about without the direct influence of the 
Lokottaravida School which �as prevalent in 
India. 

The Lokottaravadins who W(!re still adherents of 
tht� ' Hinay&na ' went further and regBrded the 
Buddha not as a man but as a supernatural being 
who, out of compassion for all beings, descends to 
earth for a certain period in order to p!U'take of all 
human experience. . 

On the other hand, the Sarvaatividins, like the 
Theravidins, emphasised the human character of 
the Buddha. The Lalitavi8tara, although it contains 
passages pregnant with docetio views, says, in a 
passage which probably preserves the Sarviistivida 
view� that unbelievers will arise who Will refus& to 
believe in �he · Buddha's birth from a mother, 
but that it was not as a god that he · turned the 

· Wheel of Law (dharma-cakra), for, then human 
· The Buddh8 -� above all buiDan needs an<;! we&k. · beings. would .be discourageq, thinking : . 'l We are 

neeses. . His b'ody · knows no limits· or fatigue . ine� men and unable to reach th� state of a god ••· 

(.Mhw. I, p. 158). -ile eats, drinks and takes 
. 

(:Lal. P· 64). 
. . 

medicine. in illness only in order to conform to the 
ways of . the world, as he is really not subject to 
h�. �. disease, or any human n� �d · 
infirmities (ibid. I, pp. 167ff.). 

H� does. not sleep ·or . dream. He .replies to all 
questions immediately and spontaneously without 

. �e ·need for thinking over the matter even for 8 
. moment. Every word ut�red by him has a deep 
sPiritual significance, and is intended for the edifi. 
cation of the people. His speech is always rational 
and perfoot, and is understood by his hearers. 
He is always in a state of profound concentration 
. (l>Wy. pp. 48ff. ; 128, 203ft'.) • . 

The. 'Buddha had already been deified before the 
period at which �ahayina can be called 8 separ&te 
�-

. Tho-ugh the Buddha is described as 8 superhuman 
being in the Pali su� it is nevertheless his 
Buddhahood which first makes him a superman 
� �· passes away,, or enteJ'II into Nirv&t;t$ 
leaving behind him only his teachings-Dhamma 
and Vinaya-and his re�cs 88 objects of worship 

. (il'tt. 'Pi>� 166t'.). . . . 

In the Mahayana, on the contrary, the Buddha is 
not only a divine· being whose sojourn on 6Bl'th and . 
entry into Nirv8Q8 are purely and simply sportive, 
but, he is also the t_tltimate reality of the world. 

For this final stage to be arrived at, 'two more 
steps still remained to be taken ; one was the 
immortality and eter.nality of ·the Buddha and 
the . .  other, the. spiritualisation of the Buddha's 
personality. 

Immonallty 

Being a deva, the Buddha's appearance on earth ·  
or in any other. world is a delusion. .The rea1 · · 
Buddha is one who · is supramunda.ne · and 
immortal. This remarkable idea of immoi'tality: 
was developed wry gradually by the Buddhists. 

In the old Pali tradition the Buddha after his 
death ·was regarded 88 non-existent, rather than 
alive, although that was a question never categori
cally answered (avyakai.G). He could not be aeen by 

. men or gods or any other being ·(D. I, p. 46), and the· 
honour paid to him after his death had only 
apirit)l&l aiguificance. (D. n, p •. 142 ; Mttn. pp. -95f.). 
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T"ne twenty seven Buddhas of the past, mentioned 
in the Pali canon , were not supposed to be· living 
after their Parinibban11 . 

The length of life of various former Buddhas 
was different : Vipasai Buddha lived 80,000 year'S 
(D. II, p. 3) while Gota.ma Buddha lived only for 80 
years (D. II, p. 151), although he could have spent his 
full life (D. II, p. 1 17), which was 100 years at the 
time (D. II. p. 4). This difference in the length of 
life of different Buddhas was not due to a special 
quality possessed by a particular Buddha ; it was 
the length of life at the particular age. 

In the Buddhist Sanskrit texts the life-span of the 
Buddha is gradually lengthened until a stage was 
reached where the Buddha is credited with immor
tality. In fact, a supramundane and divine being 
with innumerable qualities and powers can never 
cease to exist ; he must be eternal. 

The Mahiivastu says that a Buddha can live for 
many an aeon (kalpa : Mhvu. III, p. 22), whereas the 
Saddharmapu!Uf.arika in its chapter named ' Tathii.
gatayU{J_prama1}a-parivarta '  (no. xv ;  pp. 268-78), 

like the Mahap�liina autta (D. II, pp. 3-4) and the 

Jataka Nidana., gives the specific length of life of 

�: �h Buddha ; they enter Nir.val).a, or pass away, 

at. the end of thB.t period. The text goes on to 
. glorify the Buddha and finally says that he lives for 
ever (aada athitaly, : Sdmp. p. 271). 

Here we find the first cloar hint of immortality of 
the Buddha. ·Further, the samo writer contradicts 
himself by bringing on the scene a Buddha, named 
Pra.bhiitaratna, who had really enteMd into Nirva:Q.a 
long ago, . but who suddenly appears as a living 
B�ddha in order to sing the praises of the Saddhar- . 
maput�-¢arika as a religiou..c; treatise (Sdmp. p. 241 ) .  
Thus, it is indicated that even Parinirval).a does not 
imply extinctio�. 

· The final doctrine on the immortality of the 
Buddha is elaborated by the author of the Suvan;ta· 
prabhasottama .Sutra; who declares that a Buddha's 

duration of life is unlimited and immensurable 
�Pathagathiiyupramarw,pari-t>a·rta, Svn. pp. 6-19). 

Thus, Gotama Buddha did · not really die after 

eight.y years' sojourn on earth. He can never die. 

He is immortal . His Parinirva.l).a is an illusion 

1Sdmp. p. 272). 

Spllltualisation 
If the Buddha is supramundane and iriu'noi-fal, 

his physical body cannot represent his real nature. 
He must, therefore, be essentially a spiritual being 

I I . ��� 93897 

who either assumes a human form as an incarnation 
(avatara) or shows an unreal physical body to the 
poople for their edification. His physical body 
(rupakaya) was illusory and unreal like the shapes . . cr·ciated by a magician. " The riipakciya is not the 

Buddha" (Samiidhiraja SiUra, ad. P. L. Vaidya, 
p. 143). The Tathii.gata is not to be recognised by· 

means of the marks on his body, for then, also the 
universal monarch would be a Tathagata ( V ajP. 

p. 56). It is a grave error to identify a Buddha 

with his mpakaya, as a Buddha has no form or other 

material attributes (BaP. p. 121 1) .  The Buddha 
creates many phantom bodies which visit worlds 
and preach the doctrine. The people see these 

bodies and believe that they are hom and, after 

living a life full of activities, finally die_. All this 
illusion is due to the Buddha's wisdom and skill in 
the choice of methods for converting the hearers 

(upiiyakausalya : Sdmp. p. 270 ; Sutral. p. 46). 

It is not easy to know the real nature of the 

Tathii.gata by external marks such as colours or by 

marks of a deva or a brahms : his ·T6al nature is. 
inconceivable (Samiidhiraja Sutra, 

_
ed. P.L. Vaidya, 

pp. 1 4:4 f.).  
.._ 

If a fragile and limited riipakaya is not the real 
Buddha, what is it, or who is he t Is :it Brahman or 
is it God ? 

In contradistinction to the physical body 
(rilpakaya), the Mahii.yanists speak of a Buddha's. 
spiritual and cosmic body and name it Dharmakiiya . 
( VajP. p. 43 ; A�P. p. 94 ; Samadhiraja Sutra, ed. 
P.L. Vaidya, pp. 143, 154). 

The Buddha is the embodiment of Dharma which 
is his real body (Divy. pp. 158, 396 ; SiTes. p. 159) .. 
'This spiritual aspect of the Buddha is called 
Saddharmaldiya or Bodhikaya (BaP. pp. 380, 1470 ; 
SutriJl. 36, 45, 1 89). It is full of good qualities and 
possesses the power to purify other beings (Biles • . 
p. 159).  

The identification of the Buddha with Dharma 
is not a new phenomenon ; the seeds of it, too, are . 
to be found in the early Pali suttas. Thus, in. 
the Aggai!.iia Sutta, the Tatbagata is identified with 
Dhammakiiya and Brahmakiiya and explained as 
•born of dhamma' and •born of brahma' (D. lll, p. 84) . . · 
The Sa1?lyutta Nikaya describes the Buddha as 
born of intuition, born of wisdom, born of Dhamma 
arid born of Brahma (S. IV, p. 94). In admonishing. 

. Vakkali, who was so attached to the person of thtt 
Buddha that he was unable to gain any spiritual 
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benefit, the Buddha SA.id : "Whoever does see the 
Dhamma sees me and whoever does see me, sees 
the Dharr.ma (S. III, pp. l l 9f.) .  

· · Cosmle Principle 
The Buddha's real body is not only a 

spiritu&l one ; it is a cosmic body as well, ·for 
DharmakiiYfJ is identified with all the constituents 
of the universe (Tathiigatatathatii---sarvadharma
tathatii' : .As:P. ed. P. L. Vaidya, p. 153). The 
Tathigata is essentially of the nature of the universe 
(Tathiigato yat BVabhavah, tat avabhiivam ida� jagat : 
MclhtJT •. 448). All beings live and move and have 

otheir being in the DharmakiiJI� (Sik,. 230, S?Uriil. 4o). 
It is, therefore, called the /Tathiigatagarbha (SiUriil. 

. 77). It is immutable and l!D.diffel'entiated (A,p. 
307), and is identical with the AbWlute Reality 
(tathata : A,P. 307,

. 
512). This cosmic aspect of 

the Dharmakiiya is also .called the natural body 
(Sviibhiivilcakaya : SsP. 380, . 1470 ; S?UriiJ. 36, 45, 

' 189). -

A wide variety of synonyms are used probably to 
explain its diverse and many aspects or qualities : 
Bodhikiiya, Bwldhakiiya, SviibhiJ:r,'ikakiiya (SaP. 
380, 1470 ; Sik:q, p. 230), Prajffiikiiya, Dharmalciiya, 
Tathiigatakiiya (SamiidhiriijasiUra, ed. P. L. V aidya, 
p. 143 ; sUe,. p. 230), tathata, tathiigalatathatii,. 
bhu.tako#, AUnyatii (A,P. ed. P. L. Vaidya, pp. 153, 
253) and dharmata (S?Uriil. pp. 36, 37, 45, 189) are 
some of them. 

Innumerabillty 

There is one more fact to be mentioned before 
we get a clear view of the Buddha-concept ag 
developed by Mahayana ; an:d that is th& 
�umerability of the Buddhas . 

We have already found twenty seven former 
Buddhas and one future Buddha mentioned in the 
Pali texts. The Buddhist Sanskrit writers, who . 
continued ·the process of multiplying Buddhas� . 
fina.lly arrived at the point where the number of 
Buddhas becomes infinite. 

The origins of this identification with absolute 
reality may also be traced in the early Pali sutta.s The LalitatMtara (p. 294) and the Saddharmap., . 

· themselves.. .As the Buddha was · identified with u�rika S?Ura (p. 325) speak of /t!4is (ten million) · 
the Dha.mma., so is he also ide.ntified with Absolute of Buddhas while the SukhavativyUha SiUra (p. 10}' · 

. .  Reality. In the former identifica.tioZ:, the· Dha.mma. · fixes their number at eighty-one million'-million. 

mayhavemea.nt the spiritualteacbing, the doctrine, · . nayutas (See �so Mhvu. I, P· 57 ; SsP. p. 73 and 
.· 

but iri thiS identifi&ltio:ti Dhafuma 
.
means the cauW . SiUriil. 48). The MahiiVaBeu (I, p. 61) refers to three- . 

Jaw (pa#cca'sam�pPada : M. r; pp. 19(}.:.9i) which is 
hundred II)illion BudclJla.s by the name of SiiJcya� . 

. . the Absolute . Reality that holds good irrespective . muni, sixty-thousand· Buddhas by the name of . 

of the appearance or otherwise of the TatMgata. Pra.dyota. and, in like manner, to a number of former 

(8 I 136) _Buddhas. Fina.ll.' y, they abandoned the ·piling' un.,· • , p. ' . '  , 
of numbers in this fashion and declared that the . 

All the three factors, i.e., Buddha, Dharma and 
pratitayasamutpiida, are mutually id�ntified in the 

·Siilistamba SiUra which says that whoever ·sees 
pratityasamutpiida sees Dharma and whoever sees 
Dharmaalsoseea the Buddha {SCU. ed. N. Aiyaswa.mi 
Sastri, p. 2). . . .  

· This spiritual cosmic body called Dharmakaya 
is devoid of all marks (nimitta) ; it is profound 
(gambhira), immeasurable (apramiitw). firm (acala), 
not based on anything (aprati�lhita) like space 
(��ma), invisible (adriya), inconceivable 
(aeamya), above · all duality (sarwprapa&asa
matikrcinta), permanent (nitya), pure and lummous 
( luddha, prabhasvara) and . is devoid oi variety 
(ncinatva :: Samiidhirajasii.tra, ed. P. L. Vaidya, · 
PP• 144-146); 

It neither is (na bhciva) nor is not (na abMm} : 
it neither is, because it is devoid of individual · 
(pudgala) or elements (dhamm) ; nor . is it not, 
�. it exists in it.ll nature as tathata (Stltral. 38). · 

. Buddhas were really w,Jnite in 11umber : the 
Buddhas are countless like the sands ori the banks 
of the Gimges (Lal. p. 273 ; Sdmp. p. 148 ; Lank •. 
p. 234, etc.). · 

Unlike the ' Hinayana ' Schools which believed 
in the plurality of the Buddhee but admitted the 
appearance of only one . Buddha at a given period, 
the Mahayana Schools not only �lieved in the' 
infinity of Buddhas but advocated the simultaneoua 
existence of numerous Buddhas. 

Plurality e1plalned 
If the Buddha is a spiritual cosmic principle 

which is non-dual, how is one to account .for
the ·appearance ·of innumerable Buddhas ? Tma . 
paradox of the oneness and plurality of the 
Buddha is explained .  by Mahayinists in their
TriJ:iiya doctrine which teaches that the Buddha is. 
possessed with three kinds of bodies (kaya), namely .. 
Dharma!W.ya, Sambhogakaya and NirmaatJMgc&. 
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A.sa.nga, in outlining the nature of the Buddha, 
gives six features as essential to him : ( I )  pure 
tathata as tho Absolute Realit.y is the essential nature 
(smbhliva) of the Buddha ; (2) be is the cause 
{hetu) that is instrumental. in edifying all the 
bOdhisattvas ; (3) the foremost position held by 
.Dim among all categories of beings is the fruit 
(phala) ; (4) his duty (karma) is to emancipate all 
beings ; (5) he is endowed (yoga) with unique 
-qualities which are endless. (6) The last character· 
ristic of the Buddha is his diverse manifestation 
(prabhedavrtti), i.e., he is seen in diverse worlds 
in the form of Nirmii'�JQkaya ; he manifests himself 
.among hosts of bodhisattvas in the form of Sambho· 
:gakaya ; and his invisible oxistence as Dharmakaya 
is his real nature (Sutral. pp. 188-89). 

Prajnakaya, which is identical with tathata, is taken 
as the matrix from which the Tathagatas spring 
(A sP. BI. p. 254). There is no limit as regards the 
number and form of Tathii.gatas. According to ne.eds 
and circumstances, Buddhas arise and manifest 
themselves. A personal god, in some sense, occupies 
a lower position in the hierarchy of the Real • 
The relation of the deity (Tathagata) to the Absolute 
(tathatii) is one-sided ; the former depends on 
the latter, and not vice versa. The Absolute is free 
and independent. Metaphysically, the TathB.gata 
is a principle of a lower order than tathatil. 
The position of Isvara in the Vedanta system is 
ana.loguous to this. Compare Brahman and· · 
Isvara with tathata and Tatba.gata. 

Buddhism has always laid stress on self-effort ; it · The appearance of the Buddha in the form of has even repudiated Isvara. It has been a religion 
Nirmii:r;takaya and Samblwgakaya is made possible of works rather than gf-�e. Simultaneous with by his possession of the four-fold knowledge (jnana) the revolution in Buddhism which changed it from . which has already been mentioned. Of the four radical pluralism (the theory of dharmaa) of the .kinds of knowledge, the adar8ana-jiiana is identinal 
with Dlwrmakiiya ; it is firm and immovable. The ' IDnayii.na ' to the Absolutism (tatootii) of the . 

-other three jnclna8 are dependent on it, or rather ���yii.na, there was felt the need fo
·
r

·
a mediating 

proceed from it. It is the aamata-jnana, th�/-1>nnc•ple between the p�enomenal �,mg �d the 

.seco�d knowledge, that enables the Buddha, � Absolute. The Buddha or Tathagata 18 that 
, is Dharmakaya, (which is full of maitri and karti"7]4), principle. In prajna, he is identical with the 

to p�oject himself for- the benefit. of all beings. It Absolute, but, as a h\unan being, subjecting himsel£ 
is pratyavek�q�a-jnana, the third knowledge, that to all the limitations, he. is at onoo . phenomenaL 
enableS . him to appear in full spiendour among The Buddha soon came to be deified. His Enligh�
bodhisattvas and others in the Buddhak�etras ; this ment was not s.n accident ; it was deliberately and 

. is Samblwgakaya. And, it is krtyanu#hiina-jnana, freely chosen. Gotama . the Buddha is just the fourth knowledge, that enables him to make oiLe of innumerable manifest acti�ns. Nor is he� his appearance among human beings, as SB.kyamuni, different from other beings. In essence they are Vipa.S;yi and others. This is ,Nirmii:r;uucaya (Siariil. 
identical with him ;  every being is a Buddha-in-the-

p_._A6). 

/ Although there are many and innumerable Bud· 
dhas in the form of Samblwgakaya and N irma�wkayii, 
all of them are spiritually and cosmically Wlited in 
Dharmakaya or the Absolute Reality, tathatli. "All 
Buddhas are one," declares the .Mahayana Sutralan; 
kara, " there cannot be many Bu.ddbas in Reality " 
·(SUtr!il. .PP· 48-49 & 83). Buddha.�ood, which 
belongs to the realm of freedom and perfection 
unites all the Buddhas, as they have one wisdom 
.and one aim (SsP. 1263). Gotamn. Buddho. could, 
therefore, rightly say : I was that Buddha of the 
past, named Vipa.Syin (Sittral. p. 83). 

Trlk!ya , · :  
We saw Dharmakaya or tathatii, being identified 

with the Buddha or Tathiigata. A difference is 
.sometimes made between tathatii,, the Absolute, and 
'ratbiigata, the personaJised aspect of the Absolute. 

making. 

The logical necessity to find a mediating prinoipl� 
between phenomena and the Absolute has given rise 
to the acceptance of a concept which is analogous to 
that of God in theistic religions, and to the religion of . 
the Mahii.yii.na Schools, the Madhya.mika and the 
y ogii.cii.ra. 

. 
V edii.nt.a has recolll'!!e to lsvara, apart · 

from Brahman, to account for the revelation of . 
Truth. In the Me.dhyamika and the Y ogii.cara 
Schools that ftinction is performed by the Tathii.gata. 
But, he was never considei-ed to be a creator or an 
omnipotent god, nor was his omniscience comparable 
to the omniscience of theistic religions. · 

Tathata does not need to be declared as tathata ; 
'the Real or the Truth is not constituted by our 

' knowing, or not knowing it as such. The Truth is 
impersonal, true for all, and for all times. It does . 
not sufier by not being.ta�ght or declared as Truth: 
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nor does it suffer by being taught either (ABp. BI., 
p. 196). It is not a. neceBBa.ry part of Truth that 
it would be known and declared as Truth. 

Dharmakiiya, despite the fact that it is identified 
with tathatii or aunyatii, is still 8 person and innu
merable merits are ascribed to this person (Abhisa
mayiilankiiriiloka, pp. 523 ff.). The Dha1'111a1ii.ya, 

though manifesting itself in the triple world, is 

free from impurities; It unfolds here, there and 
everywhere, responding to the call of karufl<l. It is 
not an individual reality ; it is not 8 false existence, 
but it is universal and true. It comes from nowhere, 
it does not assort itself, nor it is subject to annihila
tion. It is for �ver serene and eternal. .lt is the 
one devoid of all determinations. It has no boun· 
dary, no quarters, but is embodied in all beings. Its · 
freedom and spontaneity is incomprehensible 
(loc. cit.). 

A being confined to the phenomenal sphere cannot 
know the Absolute, all his experience being in and 
through the categories of thought which are conven
tional. The Absolute cannot know the· Truth ; 
it is itself the Truth. It. cannot declare the Truth; 
this requires, besides knowledge, adequate and· 
appropriate instruments of communication. Only 8 
being which enjoys a sort of dual existence, having 
one foot in phenomena. and the other in the Absolute, 
can possibly know the Absolut� and reveal it to 
others. A difference is, therefore, made between 
tathatii, the Real or the Absolute, and the Tathiigata 

who knows it. The Sambhogalcaya is the reflection of the cosmic 

The nature of the Absolute does not include the body (Dharmakaya) in the empirical world in a 

revelatory function that is invariably associated corporeal form. The Bud<Ula appears here a.s a 
with the Ta.th&gata. The Absolute is the impersonal supreme god in the Buddha.k�etra.s, surrounded by · 

hosts of bodhisattvas. He is endowed with physical :reality underlying all phenomena.· A Tathagata is beauty and excellence (ibid. p. 526). 
an exalted personality, a being free from limitations 
and endowed with e�cellence. Though the Absolute The Nirmiit�kaya, usually translated as appa.ri-
does not ilecoosarily imply the Tathii.gata, it does . tional body, is �y a body 88SUIDed by the Buddha . 

. not, l)qwe�er, )oae its nature by freely.: m!mifesting. · in fulfilment of his resolve to save all beings from 

. itaelf � person, a8 qeity. · I� is the na� ,of.' the . misery. Jrfani(esta.tion in ·.the empirical world ae · 
. GQod � o�rflow. : .· The Taphagata iS. �' �tion Got�a ; or. Sikyamuni ' or .; other previous or . 
· of the Ahsoluu;; ' · .. . · . . �cceeding . Buddhas is the· N'irma'{lakaya ·(ibid· · ' . ' 

Although . identical in essence with the Absolqte, P· 532)· 

the Tathii.gata is primarily a person. He is the 
object of worship and devotion. His real nature 
can be realised only in the appropriate religio'lis 
consciousness. 

This dual nature of the Tathii.gata, .as o:q.e with 
the Absolute and, a.t once, actively pursuing the 
'Welfare of beings, supplies the philosophical basis 
for the theological concept of the Trikaya of the 
Buddha. 

As Dharmakaya, the Buddha fully realises his 
identity with the Absolute, and unity with all beings. 
It is the oneness with the Absolute that enables the 
Buddha to intuit the Truth, while it is his sac.red 
fuDotion: to· reveal ·it to others. The Bambhogal&qya 
1e. the ooncrete manifestation to himself (81XWambho
ga) and to the elect (para-aambhoga) the power and 
splendour of .divinity. In furtherance of the great 
resolve to succour all beings, tb:e Buddha incarnates 
himself (Nimaapakaya) from time to time in forms 
beet calculated to achieve this end. 

It would be, however, not exactly correct to take 
the Dlw.rmakaya to be an abstract metaphifiioal 
oriociple that is latllaiiJ or lilnyata because the 

.... 
The advent of a Buddha on earth is not an aoci- ·· , 

dent, the lucky chance of a human being happening 
to attain Enlightenment. It is a deliberate c;ieecent . · 

of the Dhartrrakaya incarnating itself a.s a human 
being, his various acts from birth to death are make- · 
believe acts, designed to create a sense of kinship 
with human beings. Ga.uta.ma is one of the Buddlula 
and the bodhisattvas are the other forms chosen by 
the divinity to help man and other beings. As · 
Ilaribha.drs says : "When some living being requires 

· the explanation of the. doctrine or some other kind . · 
ofhelp, then the Lord, by force ofhispreviousvows, · 
fulfils the purpose of that living being, manifesting 
himself in this or that form" (Abhiaamayiilatikard-
loka, p. 525). 

Conclusion 
The Buddha."concept . has thus reached its · 

culmination in the Absolute Reality of the world. 
In the preceding sections, an attempt was made 
to trooe this development from its very beginning. . 
The process had its various stages, and, it should 
be mentioned that deification _ was the most · 
significant. 
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The Buddha Gota.ma. was first regarded as an 
arahant like any other arahant ( Vin. I, p. 14) ,  and 
he disclaimed omniscience (111. I, p. 482). But 
he was different from other a.rahants in that he 
W88 the person who discovered the way to ara.hant
ship and showed it to others (M. III, p. 15). 

There were other differences as well. He was a. 

superman (mahiipurisa) and was endowed with 
excellent physical beauty. · He was superhuman 
(uttarimanU8sa) and declared that he was neit.her 

·a man nor a deva, but a Buddha (A. II, pp. 38-39). 
He could work miracles ( Vin. pp. 16, 24, etc.), and 
a number of events in his life, such as his birth, 
were accompanied with miracles (D. II, p. 222, etc.). 
He could have lived much longer if he had wished to 
do so (D. II, p. 1 03). He promised rebirth in heaven 
(aagga) to those who should have faith in him · 
(M. I, p. 142). 

Such details show .that the process of deification 
began very early. The process was continued and 
intensijied by the Mah8.sa.ilghikas, the V aitulyakas 
*tld the Andhakas (Kvu. pp. 221 ff.). They forgot 
the historical nature of the Bud�a's personality 
to the extent they deified him. 

The Therav8dins and the Sarvaativadirui, in spite 
of the numerous. superhuman qualities that came to 
be attributed to the Buddha, adhered throughout 
*<> the historical person of Gotama. Buddha. 

The competition of the rival Indian religious 
sects and movements must have led the Buddhists to 
advance new claims on behalf of their Master. The 
Ja.inas taught that Mahii.vira survived death and 
existed as a spirit in beatitude. The S8.ilkhya 
philosophers promised an eternal future of unalloyed 
felicity � Pu�a. The Vedantists looked forward 
to identification with the · eterruil Brahman. The 

. Hindus deified KJ'f}Qa and prayed to their devas, 
V�I,lU and Siva. · It would have been impossible for 
the Buddhists to succeed in their ethical propaganda 
if they had adhered to the old doctrine that the 
state of the Tathii.gata after death was an unanswe

red (avyakata) question, or they had taught that 

an arahant perished cornpletRly on entering Parinib
bana.. They perhaps also thought and felt that so 
wise and virtuous a man as Gotama could not end 
in blank nothingness. They transformed him into a 
living, immortal, powerful and gracious deva and 
bestowed on him all the mystic attributes of the 
imperaonal Brahman of the Upsni�d. . His �llUJ1�· 
ty, his physical body, his death and everything 
connected with him were accordingly denied or 
thrown into the background. This is what we find 
in Mahayana. 

A thoroughgoing docetist such as Nagarjuna, the 
founder of the Miidhyamika system, did not deny 
the historicity of the Buddha's life, and thus was 
compelled to distinguish between the empirical 
and the transcendent.al standpoints in his Buddhol�
gy (The commentary on SsP. Nanjio. No. 1 169). 
He reproduces there faithfully the · anti-d<><letic 
arguments as found in the Kcithiivatthu, but his 
arguments run finally to the conclusion that all 
these earthly incidents belonged to the phenomena 
of tho Buddha's physical body (1'Upakaya) in contra
rast with his real substance, Dharmakaya (loc. cit.). 

The Y ogacfu:a School had nothing new to add to 
' 

the Buddha-concept but to systematise the Trikaya
doctrine that is already found in the Mahayana 
siitras---to suit its idealistic stand-point. 

Finally, it should bo mentioned that all these 
views held by different Schools found support from 
the suttas of the early Nikii.yas or .Agamas which 
do not belong to any particular School. See 
further .!DIBUDDHA, BODID, BODIDSA'ITV A, 
BUDDHAK�ETRA and TRIKAYA. · 

U. K. 

. BUDDHUPATTHAKA, an arahant. During VipU- · 
si Buddha's time he was a trumpeter who regularly · 
attended on the Buddha. On account of this good 
B.ction, he never experienced life in an evil state. 
Ninety-four kappas ago, he became a world-ruler 
sixteen time�:�, under the name MahBnigghosa, and he 
� regularly attended by sixty thousand musical 
t\mes (Ap. I, pp. 138-9). He is probably identical 
with Vimals thera of the Theragathii (v. 60 ;  
ThagA. r, p. 130) . 

. w. n. w. 

BUDDHtlPATTHAYAKA, H.u a.rahant. VeJ;ambari 

was his name thirty-one kappas ago, and he was 

dedicated by his father to the service of the Buddha. 
Twenty-three kappas ago, he became a world-ruler 
four times, under the name of Samaniipa.Hhaka 
(Ap. I, p. 242). 

BUDHA:DEVA, a nun whose name is associated 

with a fellow-nun, Pusahatini, aml soverc,l lay folk . 
in the donation of a bodhisattva image found in 
Mathurii and dated in the time of the KufinJ' 

king Huvi�ka. (.4SIAR. 1916-7, p. 13). 
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BUDBA-RAK$1TA, a., resident of Satupa.dana, 

wh� gift of a railing pillar to the stiipa of Bha.rhut 
is recorded in an inscription on that pillar (A. Cun-

. ningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 1879, p. 
138). 

BUDB LB!JA, a. group of Buddhist remains located 
at J'llDDir, in western India.. These remains, 
found in the Manmodi Hill, consist of a. single 
unfinished chaitya and a small set of . vihii.ras 

· (.Arl.A; VoL XXXI, 2/3, p. Hil). The chaitya is 
presently in a dilapidated state and some of its 
features suggest that it �longs to the period 
6G-70 A.C. 

The ' blind ' arch on the facade of the chaitya 
is described as a regional variation of uncertain 
Significance ; hence an unique feature. The f���e is 
embellished with a half-lotus which embodies 
among other designs, the Gajalak�i motif (See 
ibid. Pl. 3 Figs. 5 & 6). Engraved on the central 
Bat Bllrfa.ce of the half-lotus is an inscription 
dated ·around 5G-70 A.C., which ascribes . the 
donation of the t'acade to a Yavana. 

Adjoining the chaitya. ia the Vihii.ra, whose 
sculptural decorations· are fairly wall ·preserVed. 
-'�:A: rail-pattern band connects the. arches ?v_er 

. the doorways, and abOve this is a row ·of stii;pas. 
· end miniature �hes " (op ·cit. p. 152): P"nlike 
. the chaitya, its construction suggests · a finish. 
(Bee ibid. Pl. 2, Fig. 7). See further JUNNA.R. 

C. S. R. 

BUD-MED J.IGYUR-�A LUN BSTAN-PA SHES
BYA-BA . TBEG-PA OHEN;.POBI MDO, o. 
translation into Tibetan from the Sa.'nskrit text. See 
STRlVIVARTA-VYAKARAJiA-NAMA- MAHA-
YANA SOTRA. 

BUD-liED KYIS GRUB-PA THOB-PA (1;11-GTAM
BGYUD), a translation into Tibetan from the 
Sanskrit text. See NARlsiDDID-LABHAKYA.
NA. 

IUDUGU\flr.ANxARA YA, a Sinhalese poem of the 
mediaeval period composed by a Buddhist monk 
named Maitreya thera of Vidagama 1 in Ceylon, in 
the third year of the reign of king Buva.nekaMhu,: 
· 2016 years after the demise of the Buddha. As the 
�le indicates, the work is a compendium ()f the 
virtues of the Buddha (Budugu!kilari.karaya means 
• �en� of the virtUes of the Buddha ') and is 

· meant to be recited day and night (v. 5). The 
complete work contains 612 verses composed in 
simple but elegant. language. 

Unlike other mediaeval Sinhalese pooms, where 
the authors have taken Jii.ta.ka storia.� for their plots, 
here the author has taken a mere incident of the 
time of the Buddha ·aa his theme, namely, the 
circumstances that led to the preaching of the 
Ratana Sutta at Vesii.li (Sinh. Visala), the capital of 
the Licchavis. Vesii.li was onl'..e visited by a 
pestilence. The citizens, who could not endure its . 
ravages, complained to the · chief ruler who there
upon sought the advice of his ministers. They 
spoke of several ways of relieving the country of the 
calamity. Finally, · one minister spoke · of the 
virtues of the Buddha and convinced the ruler of 
the Buddha's capability to relieve the calamity. · 
Arrangements were made for the Buddha's visit. 
As the Buddha entered the king4om of Vesali 
with a following of monks, a .heavy shower fell and 
washed ·away all impurities. Subsequently the 
Buddha .a1ong with the other monks preached the 
Ratana Sutta for a week and the city's health was 
restored. 

It is · around this inciqeJ?:t that the author has 
compoSed an extensive poem with numerous vivid . 
descriptions, e.g., (i) the city of V esiili ; (ii) its chief · 
ruler ; (iii) · the· three-fold fear ; (iv) heretics, 
brii.hmans and gods ; (v) description of the Buddha; 
(vi) invl.tation t� the Buddha and· preparations . 
made for it and (vii) the Buddha's visit and the 
preaching of the Ratana Sutta. 

The Buduguttiilankiiraya is outstanding in many 
respects. Firstly, the author has shown great 
poetic talelit which has ma�e it � classical poem. 
Its simple language and the subject matter chosen 
add beauty . and elegance to the poem, and the 
long description · of the · Buddha (vv. 184--431) 
heightens the serene joy of the pious. Secqndly,. 
the poet has made a bold break-away from the 
traditional pattern, in that he does not glorify the 
Sinhalese king of his time or the various gods as has 
been done by other poets. Instead, he condemns · 
the gods, exposing their weaknesses. Even the 
glorification of the Licchavi ruler is probably an 
indirect · criticism of some bad ruler. In keeping 
with his condemnation of the gods, the poet does 
not worship the gods at the beginning of his poem 
as other poets of the day had done. These features 
of the Budugu¢ankilraya have led modem 

1 Two theraa by �he name are known In medl8eval Ceylon hJatory and this particular tliera is the latter or them. 
Z :Buvanebbihu VI as most critlca agree and the year of composition of the work is accepted as 14 72 A. C. 
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scholars to regard its author as a friend of the 
common folk who did not obtain any gratification 
from tht� king and who sympathized with the 
sufferings of the common people. 

. One Sinhalese prose work of an earlier period, the 
B�aratul (q.v.) has directly influenced Maitriys 
thera . in composing the Budugu'(lii1a,nkiiraya. 
eeveral prose passages of the Btdsaratul are seen 
bodily taken ovt�r and versified in the Budugu1JG
lankliraya. 

·Several editions of the BudugutuiJankafaya are 
available, some with paraphrases and notes.s 

H.R.P. 

BUDUMUTTAVA, au ancient site in Ceylon where 
once _stood a Buddhist shrine (EZ. Ill, p. 3l l). 
A Tamil inscription at the site shows that it was 
oncft�tronised by a .Tamil community in the area. 
It is · possible that the original Buddhist shrine 

· had been appropriated at a subsequent period by 
a· local Tamil community, probably in or after the 
temporary conquest by Tamils of these northern 
parts (See JOBRAS. Vol. XIII, New Series, 
1969, p. 56). In the nineteenth century, poet 
Midellava in his Tuarasanduaya sent a message 
!!0 the great. them who resided in the Budumuttii.va. 
teJpple. See CEYLON (Li�rature). 

A.D.'l'.E.P. 

BUDURUV.EGALA, situated four miles south-east 
of Wiillawii.ya in the 'Ova Province, Ceylon, some 
two miles off the trunk road to Ambalantot;a. It 
is an ancient site, best known for the largest con
centration of Maha.yii.nist sculptures found by local 
archaeologists. The original name of the sit.e has 
not been iraced. In the Sinhala. language the 
present name signifies the • Rock of Buddha Sculp� 
tures.' 

The figures a.re carved in high relief on the east 
face of a roek which is 305 ft. long and 70 ft. high, 
at its highest point (See Pl. LXXXll). The number 
of figures on this eastern face is seven ; except one, 
all are representations of males, and each one is of 
dimensions which can be considered colossal. The 
centre figure is that of the Buddha ; it is 42 ft. 
8 in. high and is the t.allest known sculpture 
in tho country (See Pl. LXXXill,.  Fig. 1). 

· This figure is flanked on either side by a gr�up 
C?f three each. On the proper right is, first Tara 
(2lft. 8 in. high), next·, AvalokiteSva.ra (24 ft. high) 
Mond, lastly, one who has been suggested as Sudhan· 
komira (20 ft. · a· in. high). Avalokitesvara is 

identifiable by the Dhyarubuddha in the head of 
ornamentation ; Tara is his salcti and stands on 

his left holding a pendent lotus b�d �r fruit in her 
left hand which follows the line of her body. She 
and Sudhankumii.ra are in the pose known as 
tribhanga (tivanka), with tht-ee flexions. 

The first in the trio to the Buddha's proper left 
holds a double vajra symbol vertically in its right 
hand and reaches a height of 20 ft. 7 in. The next, 
which is the central subject of that group, is 23 ft. 
6 in. It might represent Ma.itreya. The last is 
the shortest of all figures, but even eo measures 
19 ft. 7 in (See Pl. LXXXIII Fig. 2). 

Iconographically speaking, the right hand of the 
Buddha is in abhaya mudra., whilst the hands of 
several of the other figures are held palm outward 
and two of the middle fingers a.re bent inward. Such 
a group as this where the particular charact-eristic 
prevails is unknown elsewhere in Ceylon. Similarly, 
the double vajra shown here is also ·uniqua for 

Mahii.yii.nism in the country. 
· 

All th� Buduruvegala figures had .been pl�te�ed 
over and: painted ; this is evident from SUrviving 
traces. The. work is c'onsidered of high quality and 
its date, probably, not later than the ninth century 
A. C. 

D.T.D. 

BUHLER, JOHANN GEORG (1837-98), one of the 
foremost of European lndologists of the last century. 
His chief interests were the Sanskrit language, 
Indian history and ancient systems of law, and 
the Jain religion. These were the points of contact 
with Buddhist subjects of this outstanding scholar 
in the field of ancient Indian culture. 

Biihler was born in Borstel nea.r Nienberg (on the 
river Wieser), in the country of Hoya of the old 
kingdom of Hanover in Germany. After his early 
education at home, under his clerical father, and in 
the Hanover grammar school, he entered the Univer
sity of GOttingen to pursue a course of study in 
which (European) Classical as well as Orientai 
philosophy and antiquities were the principal 
branches. Three years later, in 1858, he obtained 
his doctorate. In a search for Vedic Mss. in libra.ries, 
he tra.ve11ed. three years later to Paris, London and 
Oxford. One result of these visits was that he . · 
made the acquaintance of such well-known lndo
logists as F. Max Miiller, with those mutual advan
tages which were to become apporent in the coming 
ye&rs of Indological research. For a short period 

a •.a .• edlUoDB by D. B. Jayatillaka, 1\lunldiaa Kumlra\latunga, Valine DhammAnanda. 
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he was the Assistant Librarian in Her Britannic 

MajflSty's Library in Windsor Castle. He returned 

to Germany in 1 862 as Assistant Librarian in 
GOttingen and was qualifying to be a University 

Lecturer, when he decided to go out to India,� It 
was this. country which was ultimately to bring 

him the greatest fame in the special field of his 
studies. 

He was offered the post ofProfessor in the Sans
. krit College of . Benares, the 'traditional house of 

Indian pa.ndits, in 1862, but accepted the 'Chair of 
Oriental Languages at Elphinstone College, Bombay, 

. in the following year.. His post in the educational 
aervice led to other · grades and also took him to 
different parts of the country. As the years 
progressed, he became Inspector of schools, Superin
tendent of SanSkrit Studies, University Examiner, 
and so on. These various posts enabled him� often 
on Government Commissions, to travel extensively 
in search of Mss. of which he brought a large collec
tion from time to time. Many of these were 
revealed for the first time to the large world of 
aoholarship and .considerably enlarged the extent 
of Indological investigations in which more ·and · 

. in�re people were engaging 'themselves. 
. 
.· . · ,  

In 1881, �asona of h�th' led him to·retire �froin 
India on a. pension· and· to· return to Europe where 

· he became Professor of Sanskrit . in Vienna. He 
was a leading personality at the different Congresses 
of Orientalists. His presence was more or less 
the focal point of Indological studies in Europe, 
and he was practically the liaison between the scho
Iars of that continent and· those of th"l Indian 
iluh-continent. 

He met with a tragic death which, although .the 
precise details were never known, was probably 
by drowning whilst boating on Lake Constance in 

· . Switzerland. 

· Biihler received a worthy share of honours as 
persOnal recognition of his work. ·. He was a 
Knight Commander of the Pru.Ssian Order of the 

· Clown (Class ill) ; Comth\lr of the Order of Franz
Josef and nominated K. H. Hofrath ; .a Companion 

of the Order of �he Indian Empire ; and an Hvn. 
. Doctor of Laws of Edinburgh University. J:Ie. 

also held varying grades of Membership in the 
learned Academie8· and other Institutes of. India, 

· Germany, Australia, Russia, France, England and 
Ameriea. 

His Writings, only a few of which were connected 
with BuddhisiU, appeafed in diverse places and 

. journals. The contributions to the Indian Antiquary 

alone ( 1872-98) numbered 85. One of his works 
was IndiBche Palaeographie--consulted even today 
for ref�mmco- ··in the opening p11ges of which he 
discussed the importance of tha evidence from the 
P#aka� in the study of the ancient languages. He 
was a founder of the Bombay Sanskrit Series and 
edited texts for it. Max Miiller had sent him an 
ancient MS. of the Prajiiiiparamita-hrdaya-Siitra 
(from the Roryiiji temple, Japan). His subs.tantial 
comments were valued by Max Miiller who incor-. 
porated them in the form of an Appendix to the 
edition of the famous Mahayana text in 
' Anecdota 0:-toniensa.' 

Bi.ihler's papers of Buddhist interest appeared 
mainly in the Epigraphia Indica (Vola. I-IV), the 
Indian Antiquary (selected years from 1872.-98),. 
the Vienna Journal and the Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Sbciety of Great Britain and Ireland. 
Among these, papers on the following subjects are of 

. particular value : •a new inscription of Tora.ni� 
Sh8ha reeording the grant of a vihara to the Mahi-

. sasaka Sangha' ; •the Taxila Plate ofPatika. referring 
to .the enshrinement of a · Buddha relic and the 
erection of a Saiigharii.ma at Chhema '; 'threa noi:t�ern 
Buddhist inscriptions from the Swat valley' ; 'Asoka 
Edicts : (Shii.hbhazgarhi , version of · the XIIth, . 

··slddapura, Pac;laria, · Nilgiva., Dauli, Janga�. 
Mirath, Allahabad, · Delhi, · Riipnath, 'Bairii.�)' ; 
' inscribed Gt:aeco-Buddhist pedestals' ; 'the Jagayya
petta stiipa inscriptions' ; 'the dates of the Pari
nirval)a and of the Gandhara art' ,  besides others 
of lesser interest. 

, Comparatively considered, Biihler was no great. 
contributor� to Buddhistic studies as such. Never
theless, his predilection for Indian · linguistics 
places him in his own niche where Buddhist language 
studies are contributory to elucidating problems 
that arise in matters pertaining to the religion. 
(For comprehensive details of biography and biblio
graphy 88 well 88 an estimate of the man and the 
scholar, see the numerous Obituary Notices provided 
by the leading Oriental scholars of Europe for . the . 
Indian Antiquary for Dec. 1898. They include both 
original articles and reproductions of those published · 
under the names of authors, in other jorunala .; 
also M. Winternitz, Hi.lJtory of Indian Literature, II, 
University of Calcutta, 1927-33) . . 

D.T.D. 

BUHOT, JEAN (1885-1952), a French orientalist and 
a painter well;known as an authority on the art. 
of Japan and China. Born on the 13th �f Au�, 
1885 in Paris, he died on the 5th of Sepoomber,.l9U. 

aged 67. 
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Jean Buhot came down from a family of artists. 
His father, Felix Buhot, was a clever painter and an 
etcher. His mother, too, descended from an English 
family, who loved art. He took to painting frorr, 
childhood under the guidance of his father. 
After his father's death he spent a good part of his 
life among artists. Having finished his secondary 
studies, he opened up a painting studio with the 
assistance .of a friend, Maurice Esmein. Later, he 
travelled widely and at the completion of his 
studies, obtained the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in 
English. In 1914, a ye�r after his mother's death, 

he married Therese Fournier, a daughter of a 

councillor of State. 

A few years later he was enlisted for military 
service and, despite the fact that he hated war, he 
earned the croix de guerre and a.ft�rwards served in 
the capacity of inter prater to the Canadian regiment. 
In 1920, mainly due to friends of his wife, Suzanne 
and Andree Karpeies, who fascinated him with their 
marvellous accounts about India, his curiosity for 
the East was aroused. They introduced him to 
the Guimet Musewn in Paris and also enabled him 
to get enlisted in I' Association Francaise des Amis 

· de l'Orient (The French Association of Friends of 
the East). Thenceforth he dedicated himself to the 
cause of building a sound understanding between 
the East and the West, and came into conta.ct with 
scholars like Seriart, Foucher, Pelliot, Ma.spero, 
Rackin, Grousset, Bacot and de M. S. Elisseeff. 

He learnt by himself Sanskrit, Chinese and 
· Japanese while continuing with his painting !\nd 

also engraving and lithography. 

For nearly ten years Buhot was l9ading two 
parallel lifes-the life of an artist and that of an . 
oriental student. In 1924, he became the General 
Secretary of the association, 'des Amis de !'Orient.' 
Prof. Elisseeff sought his help to improve his English 
and in return he coached him in Japanese. With 
the help of Tajima Ryiijun, he studied original 

Japanese works on religion, literature and art. 

In 1936 Buhot became the sub-editor of La 
Revue des .Arts AsiatiqUM. He delivered a series 

· of lectures at !'Ecole du Louvre, on the general 
history of Chinese and J a.panese art a.pd also on 
lesser known subjects such as Chinese engravings. 
He contributed greatly to. remove the barriers 

. which artificially separated the aesthetics of the 
East from those of the West. His teach4:\� . 
brought out the originality of his conceptions a.rld ·· 
infused new ideas about different techniques of art. 

In 1940, he succeeded M. Haguenauer to tho 
chair . of Japanese at l'Enlov. Apart from 
delivering lectures based on his research projects in 
J apanose and Chinese art, mainly of a Buddhistic 
nature, he brought to the limeligb+. many valuable 
facts through his publications, too. His published 
works include, L'Aaie Orientale des origines au XVe 
a. Jere per lea Empires (Histoire generale de Glotz), 
in collaboration with R. Grousset and J. Auboyer, 

Paris, 1941 ; Histoire des Arts du Japan, Paris, 
1949 ; Le8 .Arts de la Chine, Paris, 1951 ; Art 
Japonaia, Bruxelles, 1952 ; L'Art Ohinois et l'Art 
Japo71ais, Paris Ho also translated into French 
a few significant Buddhist works, including La 
Penaee du Bou.ddha (A. K. Coomaraswamy), Korea, 
1949. Such articles as those on La pluralite des 
Bouddhas et les principau:c personages du Pa·ntheon 
Bouddhique (Bulletin de 1' Association Francaise 
des Amis de !'Orient, No. 6, Dec. 1 923), corroborate 
the fact that his interest 'vas not confined to 
Buddhist art only, but revolved round the .religion 
as well. Later, Buhot came to be acclaimed as an 
authority ou oriental art, particularly Japanese and 
Chinese art of Buddhist origin/ so that he was 
entrusted with the task of reviewing a good part of 
celebrated works on art published during the last · 
two and half decades of his life-time. A vast 
number of his masterly reviews .. appeared mainly 
in Revue des Arts Asiatiquea. 

(Translated and adapted from the Obituary note . 
on Jean Buhot by V. gJiBSooff in AreA. XV, 
pp. 356-68). 

O.S.R. 

BUlO-n (C. 228), a Jnp8Ilese temple, also 
ca.lled the Daihi-z.a.n. Jigen-in or the Daihi-zan-ji 
located at Otagi-gun, Y amanashi Province (present 
KyOto City) and belonging 1 o  the Jimon School of 
the Tendai sect. 

) 
According to the Daihi-zan-ji Engi or •History of 

the Da!Jll·zan-ji' writ.ten by Shinzei, in February . 
of the second year of KyU.ju (1155), a priest, Sainen 
(also named Sanro or Kankii), built a hall at the 
centre of a cave there, enshrining in it a sandal
wood image, two feet high, of Avalokitesvara with a 
thousand hands. In obedience to a command 
of the ex-emperor Toba, in April of that year he 
also enshrined there the images of Acala (fifteen 
inches), of two boys (six inches) and of VaiSre.vEU;l&. 
In March of the next year, he constructed another 
hall, named GohOden, and dedicated in it the 
Incarnations ( Gongen) of the three Kumano Shrines· 
(Hongii, Shingii and Nachi), the A�t�ta. 
bhuja-vajra-dhara (KongO·zaO) of thf' Kinbu.aen-ji, 
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the • Great Bodhisattva ' (Daibosatsu) of Hachiman, 
the god of tho Kami Kamo Shrine, . the god and 

. goddess of the Shimo Kamo Shrine, the ' Great God ' 
(DaimyOjn) of Kifune, and the Boy of Kyochi. 

This plaee was already well-known, under the 
name of North Omine or Omine.dera, as a place of 
training of the ShugendO-practice together with 
Katusbitta and Omine. In the middle of the 12th 0., 
there eeem& to. have been enough lodging facilities 
for trainees � the Daihozan-ji Engi stateS that 
there were n!ne lodgings for trainees here and there 
in the mountains with twelve main peaks, w-hich 

. the trainees climbed for practice. 

After Sainen founded the halls mentioned above, 
this place became more and more famous a.s one of 
the centres of pilgrimage of Shugendoism. In 
September of the first year of Hogen (1156), Suket
sune Ogmna set up a hall for the Incarnation of the 
Hakusan Shrine and a bath-house. Yorimori Oe 

. also constructed two halls, Tori-i-dO and NyobOkyO

house belonging to the Kamakura Period ( 1192-
1333) are designated National Treasures. Among 
other tre.'lSures of the t.emple, the following are 
also presrved as such : a sitting image of Avaloki· 
teevara with eleven faces ; an image of Acala ; two 
standing images of a boy ; · a standing im.a.ge of 
V aisrava:r;m ; a similar image of Sakyamuni 
Tathagatha (all of which are made of wood) ; 
a receptacle for the Buddha's relics made of crystal 
with a document stating that it was donated on 
the 6th October, 1191 ; manuscripts of several 
siitras in Sarwkrit and Chinese, several writings to 
pray for good connection with the Buddha(Kechien
bun) and others. 

The Bujo-ji is situated in the mountains about 
2460 feet above sea-level. 'l'he place is· famous for 

· its scenic attractions, with green and thriving trees, 
soaring rocks, deep valleys and clear streams (MOO. 
Vol. V, pp. 4434 0-35c ; etc.). 

S.Mo • 
dO and founded the .AsSociationofJune(RokugalsU-e) BUKK0-11, (0. 229), a Japanese temple, located 
on the 6th June, 1 157. In May of the first year of at Shinkai-cM, Takakura-dori, ShimokyOku, 

· Heiji (1159), Kiyomciri of the Taira �Ian, the ruler . Kyi:\to. Its sango (mountain-title)) is Jiikokuzan. 
of the d8y, donated a piece . of the Budqba'� relic$ , It . is the headquart�r� of the BukkO· ji.ha, . 

. . and a liet of images of the sixteen arhants of bhma; . · one. o.f the ten S_chools .o f the Jodo-shin sect, which 
m October of the same year, SMze( bUilt it, great ha.s more than three hundred subordinate temple.� 

. gate and placed two images of guardian deities at throughout the country. 
both Sides of it. 

During the Jowa era (1345·50), · the . · buildings 
pf the temple were repaired. By the order of the 
ex-emperor Gosai-in, DOyii., who was the chief priest 
of the SMgo-in (temple), the headquarters of the 
Jinion School of -the Tendai sect, appointed � person 
named Genkai to be the head of BujO-ji : since 
·then it bas belonged to the SMgo-in. Although 
the · buildings �ere again repaired during the 
Jokyo era (1684-88), the living qua.rters of the 
temple were burnt down in 1832 ; · many valuable 
treasures and old documents and manuscripts were 
also destroyed. The buildings were reconstructed 
in 1842. After the Restoration of 1868, the temple 
declined in prosperity, but in 1933 it wa.s reconsti
tutedas atraining-centre of volunteersforShugendo
practice, after which it flourished once again._ 

· In the grounds ofthe �mple, there· are the main
hall named Kannon-kaku, the water-supply house, 
the main gate named Ni-o-mon, the Gyoja-do Hall, 
the· Gongen-d6 Hall enshrining the �ottaraS&ta
bhuja-vajra-dhara of Omine, the bell-tower with 
a bell founded in 1296, the living quarters and so on. 
Of these the main hall and the main gate, both of 
which .were built in 1350, and the water-supply 

About the origin of this temple, according to the . 
Shinshu-kojitau-denraishO-tsuika, there · are two 
legends, old and new. The old one says . that in 
September of 1212, .Shinran (1113-1262), the f01.mder 
of the JGdo-shin sect, who had just returned to · 
Kyoto, the capital of those days, from his place of 
exile, having received the emperor's pardon, built a 
temple at Yamanashi, Kyoto (or he transferred the 
building of the Keon-in temple from GojO . to that 
place). It wa..� the beginning of the BukkO-ji. 
Shinbutsu, one ot Shinran's disciples, wlio became 
the second chief priest of the temple, is recognized 
as the founder of the School. In 1218 the te�ple 
was given the name of Koryii.-shobO-ji (shortened 
to Kosbo-ji) by the emperor Juntoku� · Ryogen 
(1286-1333), who became the seventh chief priest in · 
1316, moved the temple to Shibuyu, Higashiyama, 
in the capital, in June, 1320 and enshrined there 
an image of Amitayus Tathii.gata and that of Prince 
Shotoku. Another tradition states that Takauji 
Ashikaga ( 1305-58), the ruler of the time, appointed 
it to be his temple for prayer in 1328 and had it 
removed to the above place ; he donated some 
land to the temple. As the principal image of 
Amitayus suddenly emitted an auspicious light 
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upon the emperor's palace in May, 1327, the emperor, 
Godaigo, granted the temple the title of Amidabu

kko-ji (Light of Amitayus Buddha, shortened into : 

Bukko-ji) and appointed it as the headquarters of 
the soot. The temple flourished thenceforth, but 
the murder of Ryogen, the seventh chief priest, 
brought a temporary decline. 

According to the new legend, on the other hand, 
the temple was founded by Ryogen himself, i.e., he 
originated a temple at Yamanashi, Kyoto. Kaku
nyo (1270-1351), the third chief priest of the 
Hongan-ji of the same sect, named it the KoshO-ji ; 
a"!ld Zonkaku ( 1290-1373), the eldest son of Kakun
yo, held the inauguration ceremony. In 1329 it wss 
removed to Shibuya and its name was changed 
to Bukko-ji. 

During. the . period of the thirteenth chief priest, 
Kokyo (1430-1503), son of the Dajo-daijin (prime 
minister of the day), Mochitomo, in March of 1465, 
the temple wss designated by the command of the 
emperor Gotsuchimikado as a Manzeki-ji. This is a 

· temple, the chief abbot of which is chosen frQm 
among priests born in the imperial or other noble 
families. (Another legend says that it was d�g 
the period of the fifteenth chief priest, Keiko. 
(1503--69), and not the thirteenth). In any case, 
it was the first designation of the Monzeki-ji in the 
JOdo-sbin sect; In 1469, the temple was destroyed 
by fire during the civil war of the Onin era. 

When Kyogo, a son of the twelfth chief priest 
SMzen, was abo:Ut to take the post of the fourteenth 
chief priest, this was opposed by some. Kyogo, 
therefore, yielded the position to his younger 
brother Kyoyo (1455-1512) in 1482. As leader of 
the forty-two branches and many subordinate 
temples of the BukkO-ji, he became a disciple to 
Rennyo (1414-99),the eighth chief priest - of the 
Hongan-ji. Kyogo was renamed Rengyo, and he 
founded a temple at Y amanashi, ca.lling it the 
KoshO-ji, the same as the former name of the 
BukkO-ji. Since then, these two temples have, 
coexisted with one another. . Owing to this 
schism of Kyogo's, the Bukko-ji declined much at 
that time, with the affiliation of only six branches 
and a few subordinate temples. But Kyoyo, the 
fourt�nth . chief priest, endeavoured to bring 
about 8 revival. 

Kyoko (1503--69), the fifteenth chief priest, who 
was the adopted son of NijO, the chief adviser of the 
emperor (Kanpaku), was raised to the rank of 
Sojo, which is the highest position among the three 
86g0, ranks. This was the .first award of the rank 

of Sojo to a chief priest of the Bukk<Hi. From 
that time on, the chief priests were usually granted 
the same rank. During the days of the sixteenth 
chief priest, Kyohan (1559-91), Hideyoshi Toyo
tomi, the ruler of the epoch, wished to construct a 
temple named the Hoko-ji, with a hall containing a 
great Buddha-image as its central figure, at Shibuya 
where the Bukko-ji was situated at that time, and 
he removed the temple to its present· location in 
October 1586, donat.ing some property to it. 

The temple suffered much from two fires in 

January, 1 788, the time of the twenty-second chief 
priest, Junnyo (1738-88), and in July, 1864, the 
time of the twenty-fifth Shintatsu (1844-66). 
But many buildings were reconstructed and . new 
additions made. The present structures of the 
temple are as follows : the founder's hall called 
the Miei-dO, the main hall called the Am.ida.do, 
the four meeting places (Shiikai-jo, Waga-sbo, 

Chasho and. Fujinkaikan), the three stores, the two 

administrative quarters, the four guest-halls (Haku
shoin, Koku-shoin, Minami-shoin 1md Shinden), , 
the ball-tower, the six gates, the main entrance hall, 
the library, the general .living quarters, the living 
quarters for the chief priest and his family, ·two 
independent lavatories and other buildings. 

The following twelve temples are present branches 
of the Bukko-}i : the Myoken-ji, the Shoryii-ji, . · 

the Koon-in, the Daizen-in, the CMsM-in, the .· 
Kuon-in, the ShOzo-in, the KyO-on-in, the KOrin- · 
an, the Saitoku-ji, the Daigyo-ji and the JOgy<l-ji . 

At Awataguchi�cho, Higashiyama, Kyoto, there . · 
is a 1Musoleum of the Bukk.O-ji which is ca.Jled the 
Mausoleum of Higashiyama. It was founded in · 
1272 by Genkai (1189-1278), the third chief priest. 

Of the many treasures of the Bukko-ji, 8 standing . 
w�odl3n image of Prince SMtoku, carved by Tanko, 
is designated as 8 National Treasure (Moe. Vol. V, 
pp. 4446c-48b ; The Bulcko-ji, etc.). 

· 
S. Mo. · 

BUKKOKU·H (C. 230), a Japanese temple of 

the Jodo sect, also called the Ryiikai-zan SsnmyO- · 
in. It is located at Mihonoseki-cM, Yatsuk8-guD, 
Izumo Province (presently in Matsue City, Shimane . . · 
Prefecture). 

According to the legend transmitted in the tempJ,e, 
the Bukkoku-ji was founded by Prince ShOto� 
(574-622). Gyogi (668-749), who was 8 well· 
known· priest of the Hossl} sect, especially for his 
social activities based on the spirit of a bodhisattva, 
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euabrined there the images of the seven Bhai!;!ajya
. guru Tath8gatas, carved by himself, in order to 

pray for t:he safety of sailors outside Mihonoseki. 
· Kiikai (774-835), the founder of the Shingon 

e&O'".eric sect, · .later enlarged the temple. 

· · It is also mentioned t.hat the emperor Gotoba 
rilited. the temple in July, 1224 and the emperor 
Godaigo, in March 13'32, on their way to the Island 
of Oki in that· area. . . 
. In t!le latter half of the 16th century, theBukkoku

. ji . was . laid' waete by a fire cssued during fighting, 
· : · owing to which many precious treasures and old 

. manuscripts and documents of the temple perished. 

Though the temple originally belonged .to the 
Bhingon esoteric sect, junkei Shoyo ( . -1655), 
who reconstructed its buildingS, changed the sect 
attached to it into tho Jbdo sect. 

In 1706,. the inain hall was again ret>..on.c;tructed. · The Dainicbi-do (Vairocana-hall) was built in 1822 
· and the liVing q�ters · in 1862. These three · 
bnilding8 remain to-day, _ together ." with . a five� 
etoreyed · pagoda, belonging to the Kamakura 

. . period (1192-�333). . .. '
. . 

. . 
. Out of �y valuable items . - in the templa, : a ' 

. . �iitting image . of Bhai�jyaguru . TathBg�t�, · a . . · . standing statue of . Bhai�jyaguru bodhisattva 
. and a standing figure of Arya A valokitesv&ra., all 
in wood, · are designated as National Treasures. 
These three are said to have been made late i� the 
8th century and they have characteristics similar 
to the Buddha-images of the Kiyomizu-dera �d . . , 
the Manpulm-ji, which are in the distinct local style of". th& lzumo area, where .a:U these temples 
are situated. In 1923, these wooden ,statues of the 
Bokkoku-ji were repaired at the eXpense of the 
State (MOO. Vol. V, p. 4449a., eto.). 

S.Mo. 

· JUKKOKOKUSID-GOROKU (F'u-kuang-kUQ-sstl
ytl-lu [C. 231], TaishO. No. 2549, Vol. 80, 
PP� 129s-249c), a classical Chinese work of 
Japan in ten fasCicles. It consists of analects· of 
Sogen or Tsu-yUa.n (1226-86), compiled by lssbm, 

called Bukko Emman-Kokushi, which is shortened 
by the editor of the TaishO-trip#aka · into ' BukkO· 
koknshi " in this text for convenience (TaishO. V�I. 
80, p. 129 n). This work has the following contents : 

(1) Preface written by GenyU. in March of 1726; 
(2) Analects at the CMn-ju-ch'an-ssu (temple) in . 
T'ai-chou of China, compiled by Jsshin and others ; 
(3) Analects at the Kencho-ji (temple) in Sagami 
Province of Japan, compiled by Tokuon and others; 
(4) Analects at the Engaku-)i in Sagami, compiled 
by Shinne and others ; (5) General sermons to all 
disciples (F'UBetsu) compiled by Tokuon and Ichigu ; 
(6) Special sermons to individuals (Hogo) ; (7) 
Verses in· Praise of the Buddha and patriarchs, and. 
other verses ; (8) Supplementary collection edited . 
by Koichi ; some special sermons, letters, verses on 
various persons, matters and occasions, verses on 
Sogen himself by various persons, a record of his 
personal history, the epitaph on him written by o. 
Chinese officer, and so on ; (9) Chronological perROnal 

history of Sogen and a commentary on the ·epithet 
above mentioned, written by HOei ; (10) Postscript 
wntten by SekiryU. and Jion: in May, 1926. 

. S.Mo • 
BUKKOKUZJ:NJI-GOROKU (F'u-kuo.-ch' an-shih· 
y�lu [C. 232], · TaisM. · No. 2551, Vol. ·so, 
pp. 257c�284b), a classical . Chinese work of Japan :· . . 
in two fascicles. · The literal moaning of the title is 
' Analecits of the Zen-master Bukkoku;' given for 
convenience by the editor of the TaishO-trip#aka. 
'Bukkoku-zenji' is the posthumous, title <?f · Ken
nichi KoM ( 1241-1312) of the . RiLza.i Zen-se.ct is 
Japan. This work contains the following : 

Fascicle I 
(1) Two prefaces written by the Chinese Zen· 

masters, Ju-chih Ling-shih in January, 326 and 
Cheng-ch'eng Ch'ing-cho in February of the same 
year ; (2) Contents of the work itself ; (3) Analects 
at the first lived Unang-ji (temple) in Shimo� . 
Province compiled by Myokan ; (4) Analects . .  · 
compiled by Gennin at the JOmyO-ji in Sagami 
Province where he first lived ; (5) Analects compiled 
by MyokO at the Jochi-ji in the same province; 
(6) �<\nalects compiled by Myojun and Myokan at the · · one of his best disciples and, · others: 

The meaning of ·the titie is ' Analects of the 
. National-master ·Bukko (Light of the Buddha).' · 

· But &'ogen's title of National-master, (Kokushi-go), 
granted after his death by a Japanese · Emperor, 
KOgen is Emman-joahO (Kokushi), while his title 
of Zen-masters (Zenji-go) is Bulcko Zenji · ('J!aiahO. 

· r��stayed J"ochi-ji ; . (7) Analects compilec;l by · 
Gentei snd MyOkan at· the KenchO-ji in the sanie . 
provir..ce . 

·Vol. 80, p. 1290a). · USually, he is respectfully 

Fascicle II 
( 1) General sermons to all his disciples (F'usel.tu) ; • 

(2) Special sermons to individuals (Hogo) ; (3J 
Verses in praise of the Buddha and patriarchs ; 
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(4) Verses in praise of Kennichi himself ; (5) Other 
verses ; (6) Questions and answers in Zen style 
between himself, his master Bukko-zenji and others 
edited by Eko (Kien-mondo) ; (7) A postscript 
written by a Chinese Zen-niaster Ch'ing-mao, in 
MBrch, 1326 ; (8) Kennichi's personal history 
recorded by Myoki in December of 1428 ; (9) Sup
plementary statement written in October of 1709. 

S . Mo. 

BU-LA SPIUN-BA,a transiation into Tibetan from 
the Sanskrit text. See SUTA LEKHA. 

BULl, name of a clan which occupied the country 
of . Allakappa, noar Magadha. According to the 
Dhammapada AHhakatha, their . �rritory was ten 
leagues in extent and its king wa!! .-�!! intimate 
terms of friendship with the king of Ve�hadip!!-
The two kings spent a great deal of their time 

- together, so that the two co:untries must have 
been near each other (DhpA. I, p. 161). The Bulis 
seem to have had a republican form of government, 
but its importance was not very great. When 
they heard of the death of the Buddha, they 

BUNS EM 

BUM-PA BZAN-PO-CAN-GYI SGRUB-THABS, a 
translation into Tibeto.n from t.he Sanskrit, text, 
Bhadra-kumbh-i-aadhana occurring in the Rgyud
l).grel (tantra-commentary) section of the Tibetan 
Tengyur. The work is ascribed to Ajitamitragupte.. 
'The translators are known as Srijaganmitrananda 
and Buddho.Srijfiii.na. This work has been revised 
by Gnubs Byams-pa (TT. Vol. 79, No. 3631 ; TM. 
No. 2810). 

The author begins the text with a salutation to 
the all-merciful Buddha, Bhadra-kumbhi. It is 
said that, if a poor person were to perform this . 
propitiating ceremony with great faith and lmder- . .  · 
standing, he would become prosperous. 

First of all, the meditator is asked to prepare a 
hermitage on a lonely mountain and be seated on a. 

bed marked with the figure of Bhadra-kumbhi .. 
He should be clad in beautiful garments and 
decked with various · ornaments. His hair and 
beard should be well �pomed. To the accom
paniment of music the meditator is expected to . 
disport himself with the sticks of Udumbara (wood
apple) tree, bearing _·flowers. 

The incantation addresSed tQ . Bhadra-kumbhi .� ' -sent messengers to the Malla.s asking for a portion ends with ratna ghata bhadra sampurtm . .8uaampuf1'tl 
of the relics, claiming that they, too,like the Buddha, ' kuru ye 8vaha. 
were khattiyas. Having obtained the relics they 

I. K. built a thii.pa over thf)m (D. II, pp. 16�7 ; 
But•. xxviii, v. 2). 

U.K. 

BU·MAN-PO RTON-PA SHES-BYA·BAI;II GZUNS, 
a translation into Tibetan fr6m the Sanskrit text. 
·See BAHUPUTRA-PRA'riSARA�A-NMIA-DHA
R�l. 

BU-MO BLO-GROS-BZAN-MOS SHUS-PA SHES
BYA·BA THEG-PA CHEN-POI;II MDO, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See SUMATI 
DARIKA-PARIP�CCIIA.-NA.MA-MAHA Y ANA 
S'OTRA. 

BU�MO RNAM�:pAG-DAD-PAS SHUS-PA SHES
BYA-BA Tl!EG-PA CHEN-POI;II MDO, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See DARIKA 
.VJMALA-SRADDIIA.-PARIPgCCHA-NAMA-

. MAHAYANA SOTRA. 

. BU-MO ZLA-MCHOG LuN-BSTAN-PA SHES-BY A
BA THEG�PA CHEN-POI;II MDO, a transla.tio:q 

. into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See CANDOT
TAR! :- DARiKA-VYAKAR�A-NAMA-MAHA
YANA-SU'TRA. 

· BUM PAIJI SGRUB-THABS SHES-BYA-BA, a 
translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See KALASA-S ADHANA-NAMA. 

BuN-BA l;IDOD-PAI;II SGRUB-THABS, a trans
lation into Tibetan from the· Sanskrit text. . See 
BHRAMAREWfA-SADHANA. 

BUN-BA MYOS-PAI;II SGRUB-TBABS, a trans
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. Seo · 
ALIMANMATHA-SADHANA. 

BUNSEN {c. 233), a Japanese priest, also called 

Kishin, Houitsu, Toka, Tory(}, Toryii, Ouson, · · 
Uka-an, Teihe.kushi, Keikyodonin, Shiriyaki-enjin 
and also by other names. 

· He was born on the 1st of July, 1761, in Edo, the 
actual capital of the day (present Tokyo), as the 
second son of Tada.mochi Sakai who was the feudal · 

· lord of Himeji (pr�ntly in the Hyogo Prefecture)• .. 

In 1797, at the age of thirty-six, Bunsen was 
adopted by Koki Bunnyo, . the eighteenth chief 
abbot of the (West) Honga.n-ji, the headquarters Of 
a School with the same name in the Jodo-abbl 
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sect. In October of that year, his ordination was . 
held at the branch of the headquarters at Tsukiji, 
Edo ; he was granted the rank of GondaisOzu. The 
following month ho left for Kyoto and returned to 
Edo a.ft�r throo years. In 1809 he built for himself 
a hermitage at Uguiauzuka, Shimo-negishi, Edo, 
·and n8med it the Ulm-an. 

Bunsen was fond of painting and excelled in it. 
At first he was led to it by his elder brother, Soga. 
Both in Edo and Kyoto, later on, he learnt the main 
styles of his day such as the Kano, the Ukiyoe, the 
Minga, the Toss., the Oky�, the Nanga., and the 
Korin from the best ma.sters of each School. He 
especia.lly respected Korin Ogata., the founder of 
the Korin-style of painting. In memory of0 the 
hundredth anniversary of Korin'� death, in 1815, 
he published the Kori·n Hyakuga or Hundred 
Picturee ofKorin in four volumes in which he copied 
Korin's paintings, and also the Korinryu Inpu in 
one volume. Moreover, he repaired the .tomb of 
Korin �t the Myoken-ji (temple) at Ogawa., Kyoto. 

The FujitA Raijin no· Zu and the Ugo Sogeesu no · · Z�, both of which are painted on folding screens, sre 
· . well� known today as his Ill&Sterpieces. . · . . . . .. . 

.·Bunsen was an artist ' W'ith various ·� ants·: . 
. . he was goOd at �alligraphy, s6me traditio� poetry 

such as Haiku and Kyoka, China-ware, criticism of 
artistic works and so on. 

On the 29th ofNovemhElr, 1828, he died at the age 
of sixty-seven. Among his writings, there remain 
the Ouaongaju, the Toryu no Waza, the Seiren Haru 
no .Akebono, the Edo Uguisu and othe:rs (MOO. 

· 
Vol. V, p. 4496 a-:.c ;  the NilumsM Jiten •.A 
Dictionary of Japanese Hi8tory,' pp. 19S-9 ; etc�). 

S.Mo • . 
BUN-YO (C. 234), a Japanese Pure · Land priest� 
also called S6kei and Muso. Ho was born in 1700 
at Kuwatagun, Tanba Province (present Kyoto 
Prefecture). Whila very young, he entered the priesthood: at the Gyokusen-ji (temple) �· · his 
.mve area. Going up to JI:yoto, the formal capital 
of the day, later on, he became a disciple of Seiyo at the Ryoren-ji there. Again, he went to Edo, 
(present TokyO), the· · actu&J, capital of the time, 
aJ)d studied not only Buddhism but also some non
Buddhist teachings. at the Dentsii-in {temple) there. 

· Bun-yii learnt the phonetics of the Chinese language from Jun Dazai, a well-known Confucian 
�olar. After coming back to Kyoto, he wrote the Mahi-inlcyo in two fas:cicles on this subject. This 

was highly appreciated by his master, Da.zai: 
himself, while he also made researches on the phone
tics of the Korean language. 

Bun-yii set his heart on the study of the 
teachings of Pure Land Buddhism� The following 
works sre some· fruits of his effort in this field : 
the Jodo-gegyo ShOka-shU and the Senzatsu-kento
hen, one fascicle each, and the Renmon-ruiji kyoseki

roku in two fascicles, which is a. revised and enlarged 
catalogue of the Jodoehyo KyororuihOshu Mokuroku 
in one fascicle, edited by Chosei. The latter is a 
catalogue of the siitras, commentaries and other 
works regarding the PurA Land doctrine. 

Although he became the chief priest of the Rgoren� 
ji mentioned earlier, succeeding his master Seiyo, 
he retired early in t.he 1750's to a. temple, named the 
Keirin-ji, where many pupils were willing to follow 
him. 

In May 1763, Bun-yii wen� on a journey to Awa. · 

and. ·  Sanuki Provinces (present Tokushima. and 
Kagawa Prefectures) in the Shikoku District� 
In September ·of the same year, after returning to 
Kyoto, he died at the age of sixty-three . . 

� writings, . other than th�se. mentioned abovo, 
. � -pl��ty : �the M�k.O-��ky6 x6hen in: f.ive ra.Scicles, 
the . J�gakuon in fo� fascicl�, the MakO-inkyO · · 
Yohen in three f8E:J(licles, the Waji-taikansM, tho . · 
San-on-seigi, the SogensM kOyo in two fascicles · 
each, and the Keishisogakuon, the I nlcyo-sitsusM, 
the Inkyo-shiyoroku, the HonsetBu-bakkalyen, the. 
Kur6ben, the Kokon-inkatsu, . tlie K6in:-jihu, the 
Hi-shutsujo-kOgo, tha . Renmon-gaku8oku, the Jooo
gen,ryij8M-sakuin, the Shari-kudoku8M, the Kon
goMkai-shingiben, in one fascicle each, and many 
others (MOO. Vol. V, p. 4503, etc.). 

S.Mo. 

BUOYANCY (lahuW) is a mental property (cetarika) 
common tr. all mental states that sre morally c� · 
(sobha!!Al-sadharatuJ). Its presence in every one of 
those fifty-nine � and its constant conjunction 
with other concomitants, snch as pliancy (mudutci), 
ti�ess (kammaitiiata), proficiency (pijguiliiatti), and 
rectitude (ujukata), do not give this property much 
individual character. Thus, it is not fo�d in 
corresponding lists of caitaailca8 or citl<HamjwayukttJ
aarpskara in the Sanskrit traditions of the Sarvisti- . 
viida, of the Sautrantika, or of �heY ogacara SchoolS.· 

Two kinds of lahutci are distinguished in later 
Theravada literature (e.g., Viwddhimaggr:., Attha
aiilini, .Abhidhammattha-aangaka), namely buoyancy 
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of the mental aggregates ( kaya-lahuta) and buoyancy 
of thought (citta-lahuta). Its function is to dispel, 
by its lightness, the instinctive sluggishness of the 
mental process. Therefore, this property assists 

the mind in ita process of thinking to effect quick 
alterations (Vism. xiv, §65, p. 379) ; and it manifests 
itself as non-sluggishness in its opposition to the 
defilements of sloth and torpor (thinamiddhiidikilesa: 
ibid. §145, p. 394). In this connection, the three 
mental aggregates of sensation (vedana), perception 
{sanna) and ideations (sankluira) are collectively 
·referred to as material (kiiya), though not physical 
{rUpa) ; they form the mental 'body' in the sense 
that they give shape to the mind. But they remain 
mental aggregates (ariipa-khandlul), throughout, 
.and are the mental object of the thought (citta). 
Lahutii of the mental 'body' and of thought is 
originated by consciousness (citta samuffhana : op. 
-cit. XX, § 32, p. 528). 

H.G.A.v.Z. 
:BUPAYA, a Buddhist monument in Bunna. 
Although tradition states it was built by the 
third king of Pagan in the third century, this 
pagoda, renovated and repaired by many sovereigns, 

· -certainly dates from the ninth or tenth century 
A.C. Erected on a SWilmit bordering the Irrawaddy 
where the rivet heads towards the south it was . , 
used as a landmark by navigators. The ground 
descends steeply toward the river and has been 
�d in concentric terraces bordered by crene
lated � The very shape of the pagoda, 
built on a low oo.i!agonal terrace b�rdered by 
pointed crenals, resembles that of Tibetan chortens, 

narrow at the base and swelling toward the top. 
An amalaka flattened like a cushion supports a 
very high point of concave lines on its summit, 

topped by a modern wrought-iron hti. · The 
structure is solid ; leaves or petals decorate the 

· summit of the bulb and the amalaka. In a modern 
wooden pagoda (Mondaing Nat), built alongside 
the Bupaya, a tempest nat (a . nature spirit) is 
venerated, which clea-rly indicates the designed 
role of this pagoda, a guide to navigators (Louis 
Fred�ric; 1:'he Temples and Sctdpture . of Southeast 
Aaia, London, 1965, p. 57) . .  

BURA, a female donor of a. railing-pillar to the 
· Ssnci atiipa. I, mentioned· in a. third century B. C. 

inscription on that pillar (A. Cunnirigham, TM Bhilsa 
Topes, London, 1854, pp. 251, 271). 

BURGESS, JAMES (1 832-1916), noted archaeolo
gist in India. He was born in :Kirkmahoe in Dum
fri�; Scotland, and received his education in 

Dumfries, Glasgow and Bdinburgh. He prepared 
himself for the life of B teacher, specialising in 
Mathematic3. In later years this suhject brought 
him a high award, the Kt�ith Medai of thE.\ Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in 1898. 

He was only 23 years old when he went to India 
as Professor of Mathematics in Doveton College, 
Calcutta. Six years later, he moved to western 
India. as the head of a. Parsee Foundation school 
in Bombay. The change of locality resulted in 
the creation of a new interest which brought him 
into eminence in Indian archaeology. For, his 
attention was aroused by the antiquities of the 
district, particularly the cave 'temples many of 
which were Buddhist. He commenced his studies 
with the caves of Kar,ilieri and Elepha.nta ; tbe first 
results of his researches were gi'ven in the form of \ small books on Satruiijaya (1869) and Elephants 
(1871). 

He then conceived a more comprehensive idea 
in the cause of Indian archaeology� The · result . 
was the Indian Antiq1tary, which he af.f:!,."fied in 1872. 
He bore practically all the costa of tW·journal for 
the first 13 years and then gave it to others who 
assured its continuance. This happened at the · 
end of 187 4. ,Jiia own penultimate contributions 
to the jo�l were a Scholarly survey of1dcCrindle'a 
translation of . Ptolemy's Geography of India_ a.nd 
South Asia. 

Burgess now received official recognition and 
the government appointed him (1874) to the post · 
of Archaeological Surveyor and Reporter for western 
India. He was sri. accomplished draughtaman and 
photographer. He also was able to obtain ·the 
support of others competent in fields with which 
he was not familiar, e.g., epigraphy. 

He wrote Reports on the antiquities as well as the 
operations connected' with well-known Buddhist 
sites (e.g., Aura.D.gii.bad caves) and also issued a 
highly informative, though provisional, list of 
architectural and archaeological remains in the 
area under his administration ( 1874). 

South India. was added to his responsibilities in 
1881 and here he engaged himself in studies of 
Dravidian culture. Similarly, he wrote on Muslim 
architecture. 

His fourth volume on western Indian sntiquities 
a.ppestred as a report on the Buddhist cave temples . 
and their inscriptions (1883). Though. not an · 
epigraphist himself, he' had familiarised himself 
sufficiently to revise and add to .those articles on . 

/ 
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the 10bject which had been earlier discu886d by 
Psndit Bbage.wanlal Indraji. · In the same year 
was published the fifth volume of the series, on 
Ell ora and the Brahmanical an <;I .T aina caves. In 
the preceding year he had collaborated with James 
Fergusson in the OatJe Temples of India which bad 
been issued under the joint authorship of the two 
scholars. 

Burgess rose to· the highest post in his service 
in 1886 upon the retirement of Sir Alexander 
Cunningham, the Director-General of the Indian 
Archaeological Surveys. As Qunninghs,m's successor 
he reorganised the Sdministratiot;�. in order to secure 
the speedier publication of research materia.!. He 
secured the services. of men who were themselves 
to add ustre to the archaeology of India, like 
Cousens, Res, Biihler; Hultzsch and FUhrer. His 
mathematical gifts enabled him to devise and 
put �to operation better techniques in the taking 
of esta.mpages. of inscriptions than those used up 
to that time which, scientifically, were not considered 

· the most desirable. 

He a13o turned his attention to a separate treat- · · 
ment of epigraphy� A dOOI;Lde earlier, Cunningham 

· bad planned a Corpus ,lnscriptionum Ind:icarum ; 
but it was w,kjng long to produce resultS on account. 

·
of ��hain'� p�*ular.-�tem of fh's� secui:ing 
a cbrOnoio�ceJ 

. 
as well aa a . dynastic framework. 

Burgess was of the opinion that the large number 
of collected epigraphs shoUld be published as 
quickly as possible in order to make them available 
for study With little loss of tim�. Thus, ho was 
enabled to coJ:Im}ence the Epigraphia 'Indica ,· its 
earlier numbers were issued as a supplement to the 
l11dian Antiquary. Schola.i:s such as Kielhom, 
Eggeling, Jacobi and Hultzsch gave him of their 
labours. · Two years before the first volume was 
completed (1891), he had alreooy left; India, but 
be continued. -to . be busy on it from his home in 
Edinburgh until 1894 when Hultzsch took charge . 
of it from the third volume. o 

When engaged on his 8outhem researoh, Burgess 
published his works on the· Buddhist stiipas of 
.Amarivati and Jagayyape� (1889). Back home 
appeared his work on the Buddhist Art of India 
(1901) ; it �  • t�tion of. A. G�wedel'swell
known booi, but much revised and enlarged. 
Beven years later, his article on Buddhist architecture · 
wu published in that year's edition of the ae:cond 
volume of the Imperial Gazeteer of India. He colla
borated with Phena Spiers to bring out the Hiatory 
oJ Inditm mad Eastern Architecture (1910). This 
work, by .James Fergusson, had l>een pu�lished in 

1896 and had to be brought up to date as well as 
revised in the light of subsequent research. Prac
tically the last paper of Burgess was on tho 'Chrono
logy of Modern India, 1494-1894.' : He was ailing 
for several years with heart tr.ouble .and in the last 
years was confined to his bed.' 

Burgess was a member of seveml l�med societies 
at home, in India, France, Russia and America . . 
Their interests were varied: architecture; arohaeology, 
philosophy, ethnology, and other arts and sciences. 
He was a Doct-or of Laws and Fellow of the Royal 
Society (both . of Edinburgh), Fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society and of the Bonibay University. 
He was awarded a Comp�..nionship of the Order of 
the India Empire (The larger part of . his works 
are listed in the Imperial Gazetteer of India. See 
also Obituary Notices in the· !A. Vol. XLVI and 
JRAS. for 191 7), 

D.T.D. 

BURIAL-See DEATH. 

BURLINGAME,. EUGENE WATSON, hom .at 
Albany (N.Y:.) in U.S.A. on 5th August, 1876, 
had � p:reparatory . education at . the Albany 
Academy �d graduated in 1898 from Yale Univer- · .  

· aity, wb,ere he also nl(ieived his.M.A. d�gree in 1�02. · . ., . 
Under Professor Lanman he w� engaged in · 

research in Sanskrit and Pali. After .two years as . 
Harrison Fellow in Sanskrit and comparative 
philology at the University . of Pennsylvania, he 
obtained there his Ph.D. in 1910. :During this time 
he also did research work in Indio philology a.t 
Harvard. The next four ye� of 4is teachilig 
work \vere at Haverford school, being concurrently 
Fellow at John Hopkins and Harrison Research 
Fellow in Indo-European philology at Pennsylv� . . 
.Afror spending two years as Johnston scho]e.r m' 
Sanskrit at· John Hopkms, he returned to Yale 8s 
lecturer in Pali in 1�17 and 191K From then until . 
his death (3 AUgust 1932) he was en.gagoo in original· 
investigations in Iiidic philology and Hindu fiction, 
together with independent literary work. . . 

He was the author of Act of Truth (1917) and of 
translations from the original Pali, Budd� 
Legends (3 volumes in the Harvard Oriental Series, . 
1921) ; Buddhist Parablu (1922) ; . Phe · Gratqul . 
Elephant and other Storie� . (1923) ; and. Parabole · 
Buddhista (1926). 

Burlingame was a Fellow of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences and a member of the 
American Oriental Society. 

· 
H. G. A. v. Z. 



BUDDHA PLATE XIJI 

' Fig. 1-Indla Fig. 2-Jfepal 

Courtesy of the Department of Archaeology, 
.Qovernmep t of lndia. 

. B. Rowland Jr., The Evotmiim ·oj the Buddha· 
Image, New York, 1963 • 

Fig. 3-1111et Fig. 4-lava 

W. E. Clark, Two Lamaistic Pantheons, B. Rowland Jr., The Evolution of the Buddha 
Harvard University Press, 1937. Image, New York, 1963, 

Buddha Image In Dltreren1 Oouniries 
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BUDDHA 

Fig. 1-0eylon 

Courtesy of the Archaeological Department of 
Ceylon. 

- · 

Fig. 3-Tballand 

Fig. 2-Burma 

ASIAR. 1930-4. 

Fig. 4-Cambodia 

PLATE XLin 

Madeleine Giteau, Khmer Sculpture. 
Thames and Hudson, London, 1965. 

Buddba Image In Different Countries 



BUDDHA 

Fig. 1-lndonesla 

Kempers, Ancient Indonesian Art, Am3terJam, 
1959. 

Fig. 3--Japan 

Anil de Silva-Vigi(\1', The L1je of the Buddhu. 
Phaidon Pres3, Lonc.lon, 1955. 

Fig. 2-Chlna 

Buddhists ill New China, Peking, 1956. 

Fig. 4-Ko�-ea 

U. SL"·kt·l, '/'he Art of Hwldltism, Art of t!Je 
\\'orld S•·ri•.•:-!, Lu111.lut•. 1 %�. 

Buddha Image In Different Countries 



BUDDHA :PLA'l't: XLV 

Fig. 1-Prior to the descent from the T�lta heaven at the invitation of the gods: a bas-relief from Barabudur, Jav11. 
The Way of the Buddha, Government of India, 1956. · 

Fig. 2-Entry into the mother's womb, a bas-relief from Barhut, India. 

The Way of the Buddha, Government of India, 1956. 

Eight Important Incidents In the L!fe of tlie Buddha. 

'·. 



BUDDHA 

Fi� • . 1-Bldh oJ.ibe BuddbJ, ·a bas-relief from Gandhara, Pakistan. 
Hallade,· The Ga�dhaian Style, Thames & Hudson, London, 1968. 

Fig. 2-Renunclatlon, a bas-relief from Sanci, India. 

The Way of the Buddha, Government of India, 1956. 

Eight Important Incidents In the Life of tbe Buddha 
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BUDDHA 

I, 

. · Fig. 1-The Conquest .of M�ra, .a painting from Aja9tii, India. 

· . Anil de Silva-Vigier, The Life of the Buddha, Phaidon Pres·s, London, 1955.] 

Fig. 2-The Enlightenment, 

. a bas-relief from Ama.ravati, India. 

Buddhut Sculptures and Monuments, 
Government of!ndia, 1950. 

Eight Important Incidents In the Life of the Buddha 

PNATE XLVII 



BUDDHA 

Fig. 1-The First Sermon, a- bas-rflliof from Gandhara, Pakistan. 
J. Marshll-11, BudflM8t .. Artof Grmdhara; Camb1·idge UnivNsity Press, London, 1960. . �. ·. .: i . . . . 

Fig. 2-The Parinibbana, <t lms-ndid from Gandhii.m. Pakistctrl. 
J. Marshall. Bwlrlhisl Art of Grmdhnra, CmniJridgo Univen;ity Pw,;:;, Lon doll, 1 !:Hifl. 

Eight Important Incidents in the Life of the Buddha 

PLATE XLVIIJ 
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BUDDHA PLATE XLIX 

Fig. 1-Vajradbara, the Adi Buddha. 

Fig. 2-Amltlbba, the Buddha of Infinite 
Light. 

A. K. Gordon, 'l'ibetan ReligiotM Art, Now York. 1963. 
Types or Buddhas 

· .Fig. 3- Aoiltlylis, the .. Buddha oC 
· · Infinite Life. -��. 



BUDDHA 

• !'. 

Fig. 1-Dipankara, Past. Bndrlha. 

Fig. 3-Maltreya, the Future Buddh&:- " '  

PJ,ATE L 

Fig. 2-Sakyamunl, the Historic Buddha. 

Fig. 4-Bha�ajyaguru, the Medicine 
Buddha. 

A. K. Gordon, Tibetan Religious Art, New York, 1963. 

Types of Buddhas 



Fig. !-Standing B·uddba Fig. !!-Walking Buddha 
Courtesy of t.be Archn.eologic.nl Dcpnrtme11t of Ceylou. 

Postures of the Buddha 
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BUDDHA PLATE LII 

· Fig; !-Seated Buddha 

Courtesy of the Archaeological Department of Ceylon. · 

. ':( 

Fig. 2-Recllnlng Buddha 

Buddhists in NP.w China, Peking, i956. 

Postures of the Buddha 



BUDDHABAD 
PLATE Llli 

., 

The sbrln.e of Pbra Buddhabad in the Sa.rn.puri Province, Thailand 



BUDDHAGAYA 

The Mababodhi Temple at Buddbagay& as depicted in a bas-relief at Amaraval·i, India. 

Louis Frederic, L'lnde sea Temples sea Sculpt·ures, Paris, 1959 • 

. ; ����·G.-:;: ;j!:"�:!.r!i.� i:��·�;� . 

PLATE LIV 
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BUDDHAGAYA 

Fig:·I�Mah
.
abodiu :Tempi&-Tha·iorsl).� ga�wsy .. 

• , • 
• • ' .;.· f' • • - .•'' • :_: 

A� C�ingham,'Mahabodhi; 1892.' ,. · · · ·. ·· · •\ , : 
· . . . 

Fig. 2-Mahibodhl Temple-Remains of the ancient sculptured railing. 

Ludwig, Early Indian &ulpture. 

PL.\TE LV 



BUDDHAGAYA 

Mababodhl Temple-Medallions on pillars. 

A. Cunningham, Mahiibodhi, 1892. 

nATE LV! 



Bo:lhi-Tree at tho Mo.habodhi Temple, Buddho.gayii, "-·ith railing and side-view of tho templo 

\Villiam .Macquitt.y, Buddha, London, 1969. 
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BUDDHAGAYA 

Mahibodbi Temple at Buddhagaya-the modern shrine. 

Louis Frooeric, L'Inde ses Temple ses Sculptures, Paris, 1959. 

PLATE LVIII 



BUDDHAGHOSA I'L!ITC ur 

Buddhagbosa submitting tht' Visucldhimaj!ga to tho Sai1gha at the :\fuh1ivihum, Amll'!idllapura : u tiHJdi·t·n 
painting at the Kiilani-vihiiTa, Ceylon. 

\Y. Rnhula History of Bm/rlhisllt in Ce.ylon, Colombo. Hliili. 



BUDDHAKAPALA 

Fig 2-Buddhalocana . 
W.E. Clark, TwoLamaisticPantheons, VoL II, 
Harvard University Press, 1937. 

PLATE LX. 

Fig. 1-Buddhakapala : -�:� _,. ,, . 
W.E. Clark, Two Lamaistic Panthe� ·n,q,, Vol. II, 

:Harvard University Pres.s, 1937 
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BUDDHA-NATURE 

1Buddha Nature present in all different realms of existence (gati) of sentient beings 
Lim Teon� Aik, A Glo8sary 'Jj Buddhist Terms, Penang, 1960. 

PLATE LXI 
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BUDDHAPADA PLATE LXII 
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BUDD HAP ADA 

':; 

l!'ig. 2-Nagarjunakol)�a 
ASIAR. 1930-4. 

· :� ·Fi
,
g."--I�s�fici · __ :_ . _; · · - · · · · 

_ Louis .Fr�derio, ,L' I Tule l!eB Tempt� 8e8: Sculpt'l,lrc�. 
··Paris;: 195-�. . . · 

· 

.... ' _.. .. 

· ··,: 

•.. · 

Fig. 3-Tlrat 
ASIMem. No. 42. 

Buddhapada In Early Indian Sculpture 

.� :�-' I. I • 
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PLATE LXlll 
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BUDDHAPADA 

Budcihapad3, a. stone sculpture from Angkor Vat, Cambodia., 12th · 
century, carved with the sacred symbols including the Wheel at 
the centre. 

The Unesco Courier, Special Issue, June, 1956 .. 

PLATE LXI\' 
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BUDDHBT ART PLATE LXVI 



BUDDHIST ART l'L.ATE LXVfl 

China-Pagoda. of T'ien-ning-ssu, 'Peking, circa. ilOO A. C. This octagonal building of thirteen · 

. storeys with a. sanctuary on the first floor is constructed of brick and decorated with stucco and 
· terracotta.. Roof-tiles are glazed yellow and green. Hei�ht 58 m. . . 

D. Seckel, The Art of Buddhism, Art.of the World Series, London, 1964. 



BUDDHIST ART PLATE LXVIII 

Japan-Five-storeyed Buddhist Pagoda. at Do.igoji Temple, Kyoto. This 22 meter high 
structure, originally built in A. D. 951, was completely restored fairly recently. This pagoda 
is a good example of the solid buildings of the religious orders in the early Heiau period. 

.< 

: . 
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orea-Kumsan-sa. Pagoda, south-western Korea. Stone. Height approximately 10m. The pagoda stands on a 
oad base anrl has five (or six) cubic Rtoreys, each of them with a projecting roof. On top is a hemisphnrical struc
re reminiscent of the dome of the Indian stiipa. 

Secke1, The Art of Buddh·ism, Art of the 'Vorld Series, London, 1964. 
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BUDDHIST ART 

. . .  ;, .;·· 

Fig. 2-Footprint · 

PLATE LXX 

Fig. 1-Bodhi Tree 

A. Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, Lo:Ddon. 
1R7P • 

A. Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut, London, 
1879. 

Symbols representing the Buddha in early Indian Sculpture. 

(See also EncyBsm. Vol. II. PL. LXXVIII) 



BUDDIDST ART 

J:Jg. 1-l!atluui 
The Way qf the Buddha,�Government of lnd1a, 1956 

PLATE LXXI 

Fig. 2 Saranath 

Anil de Silva-Vigier, The Life of 
the Buddha, Phaidon Press, London, 1955. 

Fig. a-;..oanclhlra 

D. Seckel, The Ar' of Buddkifm, Art of the 
World Series, London, 1964. 

Buddha Image - Dl!erent Indian Types 



BUDDIDST ART 

Fig. l-Buddhagaya Fig. 2-llilandi �· ··. 

PLATE LXXli 

T� Way of the Buddha, Government of 
India., 1956. · 

Fig. 3-Amarivatl Fig. 4-lfigarjunakol)�a 

The Way of the Buddha, Government of India, 1956. The WayoftheBuddha, Governmentofindia, 1956. 
Buddha Image - Dlfleren• Indian Types 
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Safiei, rear vit3w of the nilr·t.lw1·n gnte to t.he Great Stupa. The li'v�i� 
.
decorative appea1·ance of the ba�:�-rc:>liefs showing elephants adoring 

ttw Buddha symbolizc:>d by the tree, Mii.ra and his host, and the Vessantara Jiitaka is reminiscent of the golden period of early 
tndian·Buddhist sculptut·e. 

· · 
Hallado, 7'he Gandharan Style., Thames & Hudson; London, 1968·. 
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BUDDHIST ART 
PLATE LXXIV 

Head of a Crowned Buddha. Bronze, gilded. Thailand, Ayuthia. period, 15th-16th 
century A. C. Height 34.5 em. Museum fur Volkerkunde, Munich. 

D. Reckt'll, The Art o.f Buddhism, Art of the World SPries, London, 1964. 
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BUDDHIST ART 

. "\ 

; ' 

Buddha in princely attire� Bronze with green patina. Tha.ila.nd, Ayutbia 
style, 15th-16th centuries or later. 

D. Seckel, The Art of Buddhism. Art of the World Series, London, 1964. 

PLATE LXXV 



BUDDHIST ART PI.ATE LXXVI 

Fondukistan. Maitreya holding a blue lotus-detail of a. wall painting, circa 7th century. 
Kabul Museum. 

Hallade, The Gcmdharan Style, Thames & Hudson, London, 1968. 



, . .  

BUDDHIST ART · 
PLATE LXXVII 

Kyzyl. Seven jewels of the Universal King..,-waU-painting from the Cave of Pigeons, :Museum fur 
lndiBche Ku�. Berlin. · . .  · . . . · . . . . 

Hallade, The Gandharan .Style, Thames & Hudson, London, 1968. 



BUDDHIST ART PLATE LXXVHI 

Nepal. Maya holding a branch of the Asoka tree. Gilt bronzo incrusted with coloured 
stones, height 56 em. 18th century. · Muaee Guimet, Paris. 

Hallade, T/u> Gandharan Style, Thames & Hudson London, 1968 
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BUDDHIST ART 

Bodhisattva Padmapanl, fresco in the Na.ndamannya Temple, Pagan, Btll'ma. 

Swann, Lost Oities of Asia, 

PLATE LXXIX 



Celestial Spirits, in devotional attit.ude, fresco from Pagan, 
Burma. 

Swann,' Lost Cities of Asia .. 

,· . 

·:.' t" �> 

Monk. telling rosary beads, fresco in the Kya.nzittha Cave, Pagn.n, 
Burma. 

Swann, Lost Cities of Asia. 
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BUDDHIST ART l:'LA'l'E JXXXI 

Gold Reliquary, set with rubieR, from stiipa at Bimamn in Afghanistan. Probably latter 
h3lf of 2nd century or beginning of 3rd century A.C., British Museum. Height 

7 em� This work of Gandharan Buddhist art depicts the Buddha with u;,ct�i�a and in the 
abhaya-mudra. He is flanked by two gods, Indra and Brahmii., who are worshipping him. 

D. Seckel, The Art of Buhdhmn, Art of the World Series, L')ndon, 1964. 



Ji uduruvegala-Gener�l view of tl:l� east faoe of the rock, 305 ft. long �d io fto high at its highest point. 
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Dudurovegala-Colossal Buddha iu low relief (Height 42 ft. 8 ina.) Budurovegala-Relief of Trio to left of the B\14dha. 
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BURMA 

The country wlrich is officially known as the Union 
of Burma and mom popularly, us simply Burma, is 

inhabited mainl y by a people to whom scholars 

attribute affinities with the Tibetans. The word 

' Blil'ma.' itself is r.onupted from 'Mramma ', upper 
Burma. from where the Burmese as such developed 
in history above such other peoples as, for example, 
the Talaings of the ancient RBmaiiia country 
(lower Burma), or the Shans in the hill tracts. 

Burmese tradition invests the history of Buddhism 
in their land with au antiquity connecting it with 
the emperor A."0ka (3rd cent. B.C.) and even further 
l;.ack in time.1 This great emperor of India was 
inspired by 1\loggaliputtatissa thera to �end out 
members of the Sangha to different cmmtries on 
missionary work. Sol).S and U ttara., two of their 
number, were despatched to Suv8l).J,l8bhiimi (Golden 
Land). In this particular reference, this is t.he name 
most frequently used in general for Burma. ; more 
specifically to lower Burma, the Talaing region. 
The mission of these monks is not. noted in Burmese 
records but is found in the ancient.' chronicles of 
Ceylon (e.g., Dipava'f!k'a, viii, tl. 12; Mahavarp8a, 

xii, 'II. 44). Moreover, it is not known from any 
inscription of . Asoka himself. More than one 
region of South.east Asia were described as ' golden ' 
countries. However, Burma has definitely been 
stated. to be the ancient Suval).l).abhiimi, although 
it appears so only in tho 15th cent., in the Kaly�i 
inscriptions (of 1476 A.C.) where the Mon country 
ha.s been called by that name. The Sasanavarp8a, 

of a century ago (compiled from earlier material), 
applies the name more particularly to the city of 
Sudha.mma (Thaton), the Jl.llCient Talaing capital. 
Burmese Buddhists in general follow this identi
ficatio;n. 

Chin-ch'ep (Frontier of Gold), Buddhism wa<> known 
about 250 A. C. That was in Lin-Yang, which seems 
to have been old Prome or somewhere in contra! 
Burma. The suggestion is significant in the l ight 

of the Nagfu:junikol).<;ia inscription. 
From the small town of Hmaw1.a, possibly a 

capital city of the ancient Pyus, come the earliest 
verifiable traces of the existence of Buddhism in 
the country of the Burmese people. Hma.wza. is 
5 miles south of the well-known historical city of 
Prome and is. rich in Buddhist ruins. A colliiderable 
number of monuments, images, terracotta tablets 
(some inscribed), religious and other unmistakable 
signs of the religion have been found in and around 
Hmawza. A large part of these is unquesti.ona.bly 
related to the Theravii.da. school. It is clear 
that their language Pall, was known . and 
understood, that canonical texts were studied (even 
metaphysical topics) in Prome, the better known 
Pyus capital in history. Sanskrit forms of 
Buddhism are also known from the remains, so 
that the religion was evidently influenced by 
different streaqlS of thought .. Whilst the Pa.li form, 
to which the people have been most inclined for 
some thousand years, had originally been introduOOd 
from south-east India, the Sanskrit form or Maha
yana, with· its ramifications, probably .came from 
such. active Indian centres as Bihar and Bengal. 

Earlier than the Sanskrit stami• was that in
delibly �eft on Burmese traditio:g by the gl'Mt 
fifth century . exegete, Buddhaghosa. After his 
labours in Ceylon, he is consistently spoke!! of as 
having gone to the Talaing country. All Burmesa 
Buddhists look upon him with the same degree of 
grateful devotion which Ceylon Buddhists offer to 

· Mahinda thera. But here again, the known writings 
of Ceylon make no identifiable reference to Burro� 

These local traditions need not be summarily connection<:�-tbese are known only after the 11th 
rejected. On the contrary, they have a claim to be cantury. It sooms thus reasonable to assume that the 

regarded as semi-histo!'ical, on the implications earlier Buddhism of lower Burma. received no direct 
of an inscription of the third century A.C. This inspiration from Ceylon, in spite of the fact that. the 
particular inscription, found in the second apsidal form which was subsequently adopt.ed and which 
temple of th& ancient Bite of Nagarjunikol).<;ia prevails to the present time, is that introduced 

(El. XX, p p. 22-23, Inscrip. }'); mentions Buddhist from that island. 
enterprise among a people called the Cilatas. The Inscriptional evidence from some of the finds 
authorship of the inscription was attributed to the near Prome, when examined in the light. 
nionks of Ta.mbapal!llla, presumably in Pal).l;iya.1 of palaeography, makes it probable that religio.us 
Kirii.ta, the country of the Cilatas, has ��!lill;, ��g� j texts were known in the country not too long after . 
ted as Arakan and lower Burma. Fuitliermore� '! Buddha.ghosa's day. For instance, two gold plates, 

. according to some Chinese writers in Chin-lin or with writings closely akin to the Ks.dam.ba script, 

1 For traditions earlier still, connecting devout Burmese with the Buddha and Buddhist activities in the land from the 
time ofKiUasoka, see U Hla Maung in Pre8enu du Bouddhisme (Saigon, 1959), 'Ea>IY traditions &,Notices', pp. 829 If. 

2 Aa distinct from th� iBland of Tambapal)J)a, For the tribe see also D.R. lk'gmi, Ancient Nepal, Calcutta, 1960. 
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BURMA 517 BURMA 

(5/6th cent. A.C.) and in the'Pali language, have boon 
found in the hamlet of Mam1ggan which is close to 
Hmawza. Each of them begins with the ' Buddhist 
creed ' ( Y e dhamma hetuppabhava te8a7Jl hetu ........ ) . 
One of these plates may be described as summarizing 
the contents of the T'ibhmiga, as a sort of aid to 
memory. The other reflects sentiments and 
expressions found in portions of the Digha and 
.Ailgfdtara NikayiUI. Better than these, a book of 
twenty gold leaves 8Iso has come to light ; 
from their contents extracts from the different 
texts of the P#akaa have been identified. A third 
gold lear datable as far back, s.nd also containing 
the formula Ye dhammii etc., was found in Kyun� 
dawza villa.ge, near Hmawza. 

J 

Thus, the existence of Buddhism in lower Burma. 
at a time not too far removed from Buddhaghosa is 
admissible on inscriptional evidence alone. From 
the type of script in these plates, the Pa.li Buddhist 
influences are traceable to the Andhm region of the 
Deccan in south India. where were flourishing such 
well-known centres as Amarii.vati, N8garjunikoQ<;Ia, 
Ke.ii.cipura.m, Kii.veripaHana and Ura.ga.pura.. The 
ancient marine contacts between the two lands were 
no doubt the chief· medium 'of cultural exchange. 

The form of Buddhism (about the 7 /8th cent.), 
as sm:mi.Bed. from· Chinese. aecounts of the. 

T'arig 
period, besides ihe notes of I-tsing, seems to. have 
been Hinayana, which included the latter's ·sthavira 
Nikii.ya (Theravada). as well as. the Sarviistiviida; 
this latter was, more probably, Miila-Sarvastiva.da. 
The two apparently existed side by side. .Judged 
also from the discovery of the late-Gupta style of 
some Buddhist images, inscribed with Sanskrit· 
legendS in Gupta-Brii.hmi script, the Miila-Sarvii.sti
vida, the earlier of the two traces, seems to have 
been int�pired from the Magadha region of · east 
India. Probably, their position in Promo changed 
about the 9th century when the · Mahayana form 
appeared; That this could have been the situation 
Ui admissible from the pa.laeography of the later 
inscriptions. on terracotta tablets and the mani
festly Mahii.yana character of the ·gods and goddesses 
wh0t1e images have boon found. Ptome, the capital 
of the Pyus, was to lose its importance about the 
9th century to Thaton, the capital of the Talaiilgs. 
Here was developing a place of Theraviida, which 
in two centuries wa....� to be the boundless and sole 
religious spring that in the end nourished the entire 
Burmese people. 

In upper Burma, led by Pagan, there would 
appear to have been active centres of Mahayana 
m the fifth century. According to Taranii.tha, 
these were the results of the work of the pupils of 

Vasubandhu. The Ari (q.v.), who held sway from 
about the 6th cent., most probably developed from 
the tantric cult which stemmed from it-with ·its 
origin .in Bengl!l. Sanskrit legends on votive 
tablets, the mind behind the sensual paintings in 
Paya-thon-zu t¢d Nandamafifis temples, as well as 
the base practices of this community of so-called 
Buddhists, are strong indications from archaeology 
of this probability. The power of the Aris W88 
wrested, though the group was not wholly eliminated, 
by the strong king Anawrahta (q.v.) who stamped 
Theravii.da on his people (1057 A.C.) with the help 
of the Talaing, Shin Araban (Dhammadassi: 
see En.cyBsm. Vol. If, Pl. III.), the doctrinal 
works and theras torcibly obtained from 
the Talaings. In Taranii.tha's Koki country, 
(comprising Pagan, Arakan and Pegu), there would 
also appear to have been a. form of Mantrayiina. 
in the l()th century. It was this region which later 
on supplied such teachers as V anaratna to Tibet. 
Taranatha'Ei teacher, Buddhagupta, in his travel 
accounts, mentions .that traces of Mahii.yana were 
persisting in certain parts of lower Burma (e.g., 
Tennaserim), although this school had cea.sed to 
exist in Pagii.n by the 16th century. In Harpsavati, 
also in traditional Suvlllp).abhiimi with Sudhamm�
vati (Tha.ton), Buddhism was known in the 11th 
century. With Hinduism, whic.h was also followed 
therfl� sometimes arose differences of opinion and, 
�om traditional accounts, some kings (e:g., Tissa) 
were known to ha�e even persecuted Buddhists� 
their zeal for Hinduism. 
Royal Patrons : Tradition invests Thaton, too, with 
early Buddhism. The existence, however, of thA 
religion is historically borne out from 1 057 
A.C., the reign of Anawrahta, who is regarded 88 
the first notable sponsor of the faith in his own 
region. His instrument was Srun Araban, t.ho 
great Ta.laing monk of. Tha.ton. This in itself 
establishes the prior existence of Buddhism iii the 
ancient Rii.inafiiiadesa and its introduction to 
Anawrahta's kingdom ; . probably, there existed 
more than one fraternity of monks. It is also. 
evident from antiquarian remains that Buddhism 
was known earlier in the region. 

Ana.wrahta of Pagii.n was the patron par excellencs 
of Buddhism in any part of Burma. His semi
barbarous subjects received the softening cultUre 
of the religion and the benefits of a wort.hy civili
zation which arose with it. Thus resulted the 
pre-eminence of Pagii.n in the cultural history of 
early Burma.. The exertions of this king led to 
religious contacts with Ceylon from where was 
brought the version of the Tipi�aka, to be compared 
with that brought from Thaton. Shin Araban. 
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edit-ed it and it became the standard. Heterodo:o.: in order to draw his people's mind more strongly 
or heretical sects or beliefs were suppressed and the towards the religion. Monastic scholarship reached 
religion was set on a sure course of progress. Shrine�:\ great heights in his time. 
were built and relics deposited. The great Shwe- A more important event, however, was that tho 
zigon pagoda ·was begun by him ; it was to be com- Sihala ordination (from Ceylon) was introduced 
pleted by :bis son. Although Anawrahta was into the country (about ·us1 A.C.) by Chappajia. 
successful in breaking the unholy influence of the '!'his monk had gone to that island with 
evil .4.ri of his day, he could not totally obliterate Uttarajiva Mahathera, had been conferred the P.ither them or the Sanskrit (Mahiiyana) form of upasampada after a. stay of ten years, and had 
Bttddhism. This is evident from the finding of deeply studied the canon and commentaries: 
tcrracotta t-ablets with legends pertaining to the Coming homo with four monks from Ceylon, the 
lat.t.er's influence. group lost no time in introducing this now ordination 

Pagan's faith prospered no leSR tmder hi� son ·. from 1dand reputed as the home of the spiritual 
Kya�ittha, who completed· t.:be work ' ·on the successors to the 'apostle' }Iahinda. }'or this 
Shwezigon pagoda and built his O"'''-"'ll magnificent reason, the S!hala ordination received enthu
.-\iuinda pagoda (q.v.}: · The unrivalled scUlptures, siastic support. But, the new ordination was 
paintings and legends of the latter shrine are also regarded with unfriendly eyes by the indigenous. 
testimony of the fact that Thera vada. had taken Sangha, who claimed. their succession from So� 
firm root in less than two centuries. They also are · and Uttara ; they styled · themselves, 'purima! 
evidence that, towards the end of the 11th century. (older), and the others 'paceM! (later). But the 
the nidanakatha of the Jataka was familiar in lilng was inclined towards the later ga!IO; a_nd it was 
upper Burma. · . �Kyanzittha we.s a worthy patron that section which ultimately triumphed in the land. 
uf Buddhism,. the religion which brought lustre Differences, mainly in the interpretation of Vinaya · 
upon his .pe_ople, . His time was replete with erudite :rules, arose among tho leaders of the new Order 
mo�, -who 111ade importa.nt: _()()ntributjons to and ·each, in the end, set up its own following. 
Bud�t · studies. tn · thi13 · gW,a.Xy .,: t-he!e , were, But, . they: remained -consisten_t to the traditions
�des t�e.aged Shi� ·Arilban, l>ha�a.Se��pati, o;.Qeylo�:- These s.eparatio�_seem to have occured. 
:&�agB.m�hlm,. · M9gg�lh>�ttat�; : ;� · ��6dhs'� -� . aft�:.: C�appata.'s death. ,, The .lrist of these principal 
.Brahmapa4L.. Br�Sdiw, Sot)8, .· .�aiigh�na figiJI"es, Anand�; died .a'b�ui:·)246 A.c. · By that 
and �da Bodhi. It is recorded of this king tune, the ordlliation had wi�nessed rapid acceptance 
that be won over a Chola. 'rtiler to Budqbism, and had spread even in the Talaing country, from 
a story which shows in him an unusual exuberance �herE> Theravada bad first gone out to upper Burma 
of faith. In addition to building shrines, he is through Shin Araban. 

. 

kilown to have repaued ruined t-emples in Ara.kan In .t he days when Narapatit:Jithu was ruling in (q.v.). More memorable, however, was. his re· I>agan, Bl1ddhism · contioued to flourish jn ·the 
pairing of the Buddha Gaya shrine � Indi&. · Tala.ing country, particularly in the regions of Dala 

King Alaungsithu, the next, also devotedly 
followed hiS predecessors. He continued the work 
at the Mahiibodhi, particularly. at the v ajriisana 
which all Buddhi�,hold.in the d�Pest veneration. 
This work, he effected through· Prince u;tya. 
minnon whom he raised to the A.rakan throne. 
As the 16ading �hera, he bad the strong-charactered 
Pantbagu. · The king,, in his �ption at the 
Shwegugyi pagoda, shows himself as a· Buddhist· of 
rare brilliance. 

Nara��thu (ll71-1210), a supcessor, proved to 
� equally devoted to .the religion. In his reign, 
Panthagu, then a voluntary exile in Ceylon from 
a previous Unprincipled ruler, returned home to 
be respectfully received by the new king. Nara
patisithu set up large Buddha images and built 
sevoral temples, Gawdawpalin, SulamaJ;U, Dhamma
yazaka, Mimalungkyaung, the Chaukpala, eto., 

and Martaba11, where there was .a succession which 
claimed origin from the traJitional So� and Uttara. 
theras . . For, here was also introduced the Sinhalese 
Order when it he.d r.ome to upper Burma. Sariputta. 
of Dala was admitted to the new Order after a 
journey to . Pagan. He· was so deeply learned 
that Narapati conferred on him the title 

' Dhammavil&sa.' The older section of the regio� 
was known as the Krom .(Kamboja) fraternity, 
or Ariy&.rahanta-pakkha-bbikWlusailgha. 

By the close of the 13th cent., however, Buddhism 
was to suffer an eclipse in Pagan. It W£18 brought 
about by political causes and, altho1Jgh the Saiig&a 
would have continued to work on quietly, the 
days of spectacular royal patronage were drawing 
to a close. King Htilominle (1210-34 A.C.), 

: a son of Nara.patisithu, was devout and built the 
· temples of Sittana and Maha.bodhi (in imitation-
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of the famous shrine), besides one namod after 
him. He also put the finishing t-ouches to Ga.wdaw
palin and was appreciated as a benefactor of the 
religion. The next king, his brother Kyaswa 

(1234-50 A.C.), outshone the father, and the 
Sangha gave him the title 'Dhrunmaraja.' Both 
he and his daughter are reputed to have written 
a work each on Pnli grammar. A grandson. 
Nl;\l'Sthihapathe (1254-87 A.C.), the last of 
the line, was a tyrant. He, however, built tho 
Miilga.lazedi where he left an inscription, albeit 
revealing his vainglory. 
Pall Tradition : In the sphere of learning, both t·he 
Dhamma and the Pali language in particular, 
the Pagan tmdition was noteworthy. This was 
most evident· from: tne r�ign of Narapatisithu. 
The king's tutor, AggavaipSa, compiled the Saddani
ti, which was highly praised by the Sl:ligha in Ceylon. 
To Chappata (Saddhammajotipala) is ascribed t.hc 
authorship of a number of works. As akea.dv 
mimtio�ed, Bunnese theras made intensive studi� 
of the Pa.li language and the 8ii8anat'arpaa relates 
quaint Btories of lay people, even women, as equally 
888idnous . in the same brandt of etiudy. Among 
those who continued the work of predecessors 
the· best known· were Saddhamma.si;i, (Mall&-) 
V�abuddhi, · ·A ggapaQc;lita., Subhiitica.ndana, 
S�Bga.ra, U�t�nna, Uttara and Abhaya. This 
�ivity continued unabated in the succeeding 
reigns, in which may be noted such literary figures 
as King Kyaswa and his daughter and the thera 
(G1n;m-) S8gara who were pre;�minent. 

But, inexplicably enough, the Ta.laing country 
· lacks a record such as that of Pagan. There, the 

name of Sariputta Dhammaviliisa, the author of 
Dhammalat (Code of Laws), stands practica.lly 
alone. A most curious impression, gathered from 
t.he several works and their authors, whether of 
Pagan or Talaing, is that the studies emphasized 
above all others are those on the Pali language snd 
its construction. 1t has been suggested that the 
Burmese, Sangha or lay, were deeply influenced 
by the intricacies of the Vinaya, particularly 
after the introduction of the Sihala. ordination 
and that great Yalue was att.ached to the exact 
significance of words and phF.lSes. ·For this pllfPOse, 
a searching analysis of the content of the canonical 
language was regarded as indispensable. If thi.� 
had actually been the driving influenc-e in the 
literature of the time, it is also a notable result of 
the adoption of the ordination from C-eylon. . 

·., 

· The evidence from archaeology is no less 

conclusive, more particularly for the wido prevalence 
of Ther'aYooa up to the thirtoonth century, bot.h in 

Talaing and Pagan. Sculptures and paintings in a 
number of temple9, terracotta plaques and ins
criptions serve to add considerably to the volume 
of t.his evidence. The stories of the Buddha, both 
in his last life and in legend (Jatakas), are freely 
depicted in the temples and these are testimony 
enough of a wide dissemination of the Pa.li tradition 
in these two regions of the country. 

This is not to deny the influences of primitive 
cults or of l\fahayanism (in its different divisions), 

which are indicated in various archaeological 
discoveries. In Pagan, especially, the deference 
paid to the ancestral nata (spirits) was tolerated, 
there being even fanes for this purpose, e.g., tha 
Nat-hlaung-kyaung in Myinpagan city. Similarly, 
there was a tolerance of Brahmanism, and there 
were devotees of the gods allied to it, e.g., a temple 
to Vi�.l).u-Dasavatara in the same city. These 
survivals were possibly from an Indian community . 
in the region. But, it may also be remarked that 
in Ceylon and Siam, two sister Themviida countries, 
the situation of the occasional cults, foreign to the 
prevailing religion, was much the same as in Burma, 
to a lesser or greater extent. The> policy of the 
propagandists of Buddhism WI!.'! not· to make them
selves off.ensive towards those who oould not be. 
wholly absorbed into their religion ; nor was it one . 
of exclusive aloofness and offensive intolerance. 

The trouble in Pagan culminated. iri''.i287 A.O. in' 

the fall of the city, before the Tatar (Tartar) armies 
of Khubilai . Khan. The aggressors were hoping to 
re-establish the old dynasty on the throne, but were 
soon outdone by the northern Shans who quickly 
swept through practica.l]y all of the land. Their . 
chiefs P..stablished different centres of power, at 
Pinya (Vijayapura), Ava (Ratnapura) and Pegu. 
In the last-named place, Wareru (1287-96 A.C.), 
an erstwhile pedlar, entrenched himself in power. 
He proved himself to be a patron of the religion · 

for which others of his martial and predatory . 
race of. the time had paid scant respect or: . 
attention. He actively interested himself in 

Buddhism. He encouraged monastic. scholarship 
and is reputed in the land as the author of Dhamma

tat, the earliest surviving code of laws. The 
tradition of scholarship in Pagan was, however; 

·not destroyed. For, in the succeeding century 
there were great monk-scholars who wrote notable . 
books which posterity remembers. Among these 
men of learning may be mentioned Saddhamma
iaJ,la, who was well versod in both Pali and Sanskrit, 
Mailgala, Sirisaddhammavilasa and Saddhamma
pii.la (Siisv.: Saddhammaguru). The trend of their 
best work was more towards Pali grammar than the 
doctrines. As events progressed, a change of heart 
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,became e:vident in the Shan rulers. The Shan 

'Plihathu (1312-24: A.C.), who ha.d ·supplanted 
Narathihapate's successor, Kyawswa (1287-98 A.C.) 

of Pagan, was a Buddhist (probab�y along with his 
�o elder brothers}, who not only built temples 
but.� �ed instiVction from -a monk. His 
capital of Pinya shone with monasteries in which 
resided thom!8Ilds of monks. Literary activities 
�on��. and of t�ose who engaged themselves 
i� These. pur8uita, the foremost perhaps was Siri
s� (�irimruigala). To him. the Pi[.akattha
main attnbuitls the preparation of. commentaries 
on Buddhaghoea's Samcintapaaadikii,.�d, Samrnoha
mnodani. At this time arose· an unseemly dispute · 
in. tii.e Sangha in regard to their -share of produce 
from those who tilled land ; it. was so sharp and 
contentious �hat numbers left monasteries for -� 
contemplative life in the. forests, thus virtually 
giv_it_tg � to_a new sect. Such undignified .quarrels 
naturally corrupted the Sangha even to the point 
of a recrud�nce of the influence of the Ari whom 
.Anawrahta bad. virtually crushed three hundred 
years earlier. 

_Uzana, the step·son of Thihathu, · was · reputed 
as the builder qf seven great ·vihii.ras, which. he 
endowed ·with .. lands and offered to.: the··Sa.D.gha.-

. His _nephew, KyaW'SW'a-ng�, .was a· P,Btr.on'.of.monk-. 
-· !KlboJars . who ··niceived much encouragement . from.

. ·the king. �ii.gita. ·of KaJ;tt.ak&kipa, a monk �f Sagu; 
Navavimalabuddhi; Vepullabuddhi and Cullavajira
buddhi were foremost among the learned b�us 
of his time. Caturangabal� (chief of the 
four-fold armY division) was one of his minister8-
who h-lf ·composed two learned works. _The 
Shans movecJ capital from .Pinya to Saggaing and 
from the latter to Av:.. in 1364. The second king 
after this event, Minkyiswasawke (1368-1401 A.C.), 
built a �gods and ap'pointed to chief positio� the 
Arakaneee monk Khemaoara. . . 

Under their Shan rulers the Talaing country, too, 
. generally prospered in the religion. Monks, whether 

Talaing or othen, were frequent travellers to ceylon 
frOm where, no doubt, they returned confirmed in 
the orthodox Theravada practices of the Mahivihii.ra 
tradition. Perhap$, the best remembered · of them 
among the Talaings is· Medhatikara, who wrote 
..T.,oW"� a work which is well known t-o this 
day. He came to li-ve in Martaban and. was the 
preceptor of Bhaddi, the queen-mother of'Binnya U. 
(salt,.{ Beth:ibhinda), who s-.1ccae_ded Wareru snd 
ruled .fiom 1353-85 A.C. In Pogu, there were 

a number of erudite theras, who wrote on various 
subjects. Among the religious worfis of Binnya·u 
may be mentioned a pagods built to enshrine a 
relic from Ceylon and the king's repairs to Shwe 
Degon in the course -of which he increased the 
height of this famous pagoda. Raza.darit (1385-14-23 
A.C.), his son ·and successor (StistJ.: R�j&dhirija), 
built the great Shawmawdaw pagoda in token of 
his peculiar conception of the several defeats which 
he inflicted on the army of his Burmese enemy; . An 
incident occurred in which the Sangha is shown in · 
a special light of influence in what may be termed 
t�e political history o£ the times. When this king 

. waa threatening to invade Ava, the capital 9( .tbe 
Burmese king .Minhkaung (Sasv.: Adhikarij� 
1401-22 A.C.), the latter 81llllJiloned a._number ,of . , 
bhikkhus whom he requested, with his �wn COUJl· 
sellors, to constllt with the ministers as to the COurse 
of action t-o take. One of these bhikkhus volunteered 
to speak to the invading king in camp. Hesu� 
in inducing. the threatening ene�y to desist. frc;ml 
the attack and return to his own country. Such 
an example of the lle�ve influence ot tb,e SaDgba 
on matteril affecting the State is alsO known from · · 

Ceylon history, �m the. time of Du�t.bagizna9i 
(2rid, _o�nt. ��C.) and a �131 htst&fice is recorded 
in .11-D epigtjph of Pa.fakkamabahu I (12th cent) • .  

Ce�io� Contacts :· .. Ref���uring the · e� 
decades · the . contacts.· : with' Ceylon take an . 
important place in the history of the Burmese 

· Sangha. For instance, towards the middle of 
the 15th century · two leading Sinh8Iese· therss 
went to reside in Ava and engaged themselves 
in active work. In the �ign of . Narapati · 

(1443-69 · A.C.), the royal preceptor Mabasimi 
himself studied under the renowned Sariputta 
of Ceylon. The country was not free froiD 
conflict and other disturbances, but these 
apparently did not affect the monastic life. The 
Sailgha CQJltinued to receive support, . sometimes 
for intrinsic reasons and at other times as politioal 
�ce, and among them are memorable figurer 
in the_ country's religious annals.' AriyavaiJlS'. · 

(Mahi·) SilaV&Ip.Ba and RaUhaaira, noted for their. 
untiring and aoholar1y 'labours, are the 11105 
prominent amongst these erudite theraa. 
AriyavaiJ18S w&S a pioneer in the ·use of · the 
national language in his rOtigious writings. 1 

But the country was on the threshold of a · 

momentous religious event and in it figured the .. 

S Onecorl9011 consequence of the labours of SQavoTJiaa and RaUh&BA� was that the two theras were excluded from �otlce ill 
�be UDe or theras, as they also oompO&ed works In poetry, a medium said to be contrary to Vlnaya rules. An intimate gllmpee 
or Uie comprehensive nature of. monastic liter� pursuits I.s revealed from a record of B.B. 804 (1442 A.C.l' fo\uld m 
PllliD, commemorating the gifts or the ruler of Taungdwln and hl8 wife. Here are menttoned a large number or worki.ID tile 
library. . 
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TaJaing Sangha who had earlier lagged behind 
their northern neighbours. It was the action of 
King Dhammazedi (Riimadipati) of Pegu (1472-92 
.A.C.), a rtiler of strong convictions, who was deter
mined to cleanse the Saligha of the slow corruption. 
and disruption of centuries, which W!IS leading 
the commuility unmistakably away from the path 
of Theraviida; It was necessary to check it without 
delay; 

King Dhammazedi, . himself once in . the Sa.ilgha, . 
fo\JDd the need to establish the Order on a proper 
footing, upon an Ordination that could be accepted 
without question and that, too, firmly founded. 
No longer · attached to the Order (in which itself 
·there was little he could have done from within), 
established in a position of unassailable temporal 
power arid stirred deeply by an unbounded convic
tion in the sincerity of the impassioned idea, he 
�ncluded that an irreproachable · Sangha could 
function· only upon a valid Ordination. It appeared 
to him, after consultatione with hia Sangha, that 
81lch an. Ordina�ion was to be found only in the 
MahavihS:ra of Ceylon with its continuous tradition 

. dating from the most ancient days. This, the 
Sihala Sangha, had been introduced into his country' 
at different times. As �y noted, it · was 
this later Order, which was regarded with respect, 
and which was most frequently· the sect supp6rt.OO 

. by rulerS. Nevertheless it, too, had broken up 
into contending groups from tiine to time. In 
the event of a problem arising in regard to the acta 
of the Sailgha, there was now no unified authority 
UJX>n whom reliance could be placed. 
Sihala Ordination-The Sangha supported the 
king's proposal to despatch a select band of bhikkhUEI 
to Ceylon. Twenty-twQ, with an equal number of 

. junior mo�s, were sent in two shipa and reached 
the island in 1476. They were duly ordained by 
the Mahavih� monks at the consecr!!-ted Bimd. on 
the KalY,�i river, near Colombo. Upon the return 
of the majority of them, the rest having perished 
in a disaster at sea, it was they who conveyed the 
valid Sihala Ordination and established the Sangha 
in their own land. The new ordination continues 
to this day without any c�allange to its authority. 

The king did not mince his words. Inviting all 
the monks of the kingdom, who possessed faith and 
desired the higher ordination to receive it from 
those who had returned from Ceylon, he threatened 
with expulsion from the Order all those monks who 
were engaged in secular activities and had trans� 
greased the Vinaya rules, even . in trifling ways. 

His call was.answered by the thousand ; the nmnber 
given is 15,666. The resporise is testimony ot the 
fine spirit of the Burmese Sangha. Thus orthodoxy' 
triumphed ; the age.old dissensions between the 
Mramma (Burma.) and the Sihala Sangha ceased; 
and the latter became the universally accepted 
institution. The reformation has been epitomif)ed 
thus : 

'' It rev.eale the whole character of the religion in 
Btll'DlS, not only during the four. centuries that 
were left behind, but also during the centuries 
that lay il.head. Indeed, that character was now 
determined once and for all. Dissensions will take 
place and controversies will in future lead to sectional 
feuds within the Order, laxity of discipline will from 

time to time disturb the fraternity, the relation 
between the Order and the king will give cause for 
anxiety, but everything will at last be decided in 
consonance with the nature and character J:>rought 
forth by the history of the religion so far. pursUed, 
i.e., beginning with . the introduction of the Sih:ala 
Sailgha to the reformation of Dhammaceti . .  The 
rest of the history has, therefore, its factual interest 
alone ; it would only go to confi.nn what we already 
know of the nature and character of the religion."' 

Strictly speaking the influence of the king liimself 
did not enibra()e all Burma but only the confines of 
the Rii.maiiiia eountry. Nevertheless, his Illomen
tous work for the Sangha reached out much· wider 
and spread to almost the entire country. Politi
cally . the horizon of the land was dark. This Wa8 
seen from the actions of Thohanbwa, who came to 
the throne of Ava (1527-43 ·· A.C.) and showed 
himself a despoiler of shrines and a notoriotis 
slayer of monks, until he was destroyed by hiS 
principal · supporter. This was Myinkyiy�nsung 
of the old Ava court, . who was so devoted. to the 
religion as to make away with his lord, after which 
he retired into the peace of monastic solitude,. far 
from the turmoil of his country's politics. 'l'be 
tradition of scholarly and saintly monks continued 
as is lqlown from such figures as Saddha.nunakitti 
and his pupil, Tisiisanadhaja, who sought a haven in · 

Toungoo ( Ketumati ) from the ferocity of 
Thohanbwa. The same fortune favoured Pinya, 
which escaped Thohanbwa's persecutions .. 

The Taungoo fraternity, in the ensuing perio�, 
was split on the question as to whether fermented 
juice of the palm-trees could be taken by monks. 
On this point, which threatened a Wide .rift, thera 
Mahaparakkama. gave his ruiing which he later 
elaborated in his Suramnicchaya. 5 

t NJhar-Ranjan Ray, Theraoilda BUddllillm iA Burma, University of Calcutta, 1!"6, pp. 191-Z. 

li lf, one were to judgefrom a. work of the same• name written by Raoavara two centuries later, !.his dissertation· doe& DOt 
eeem to have closed the matter. 

.� 
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:sing Minkyinyo (Mahasirijeyyasura, 1486-1531 

A.C.) of Toungoo was at this time a keen upholder 
of the Order. This king's successor absorbed the 
Talaing kingdom, which at l�t fell to the Bwmese. 
But, at Ava, there was a Shan prince who proved to 
be as ruthless towards the religion as Thohanbwa. 

King Bayinnaung (Sasv.: Anekasetibhinda, 1551-

Sl A.C.) of .the Toungoo dynasty, who consolidated 
· the conquest of Talaing and eventually controlled 

· the Shan states, proved to be a bountiful monarch 
in every way. He not only worked zealously to 

. further Buddhism but, emulat.ing Asoka, went 
. · ESven as far as prohibiting the slaughter of animals. 

The prohibition ext-ended even · to · Muslinis · �nd 

foreigners in the land. Under his benefactions there 
flourished iri Hil.Ipsavati monk-schoiaril, · such as 
Soodhammalailkara, .,hands and Dhammabuddha ; 
lie went to the great shrines as a humble pilgrim, to 
Rhwe Dagon, Shwe Sandaw and Sh1ve Zigon; 
included the compilation of a code of law proceeding 
from the Dhamrnatat of king W arem ; gifted 

. religious texts ; built the imposing Mahazedi ofPegu, 
enshrining in it relics sent from Ceylon ; repaired 

. . several other shrines-a record of pious acts not 
often paralleled in any Buddhist country. · His 

. almost fanatical.fervoux: is reflected in enforcing the · 
· doo:r:ee. that every single subject, Burmese, Talaing . 

or S�n; · au� ·M�.: ·oJ;' . Portuguese. Christian, -
. should prof!)SS Buddhismi Hii:i. son, · . Anuruddha, 
·he sent as viceroy to YonakaraHha (Hari�uiija, 
Kamboja, Khemavara, Ayuthia), embracing a part 
pf Siam. He attached, as counseller to the prin�. 
the learned monk Saddhammacakkasami to purify 
.t.he religion in these regions. Their pious. labours 
mrulted in.' the production of.scholarly works, two 
o.f the authors being ��vilasa and S�a. 

It was at this time that a curious practice had 
threatened to spread. A bhikkhu of the Arahanta 
group went about with a head covering and using a 
palm-leaf fan of diverse colours. What actually 
Occurred thereafter is not very clear, b·ut such brazen 
defiance of the Vinaya rules needs to be noticed. 

Nandabayin (1581-99 A.C.), the son who suc
ceeded Bayinna�mg, was relentless towards his Talaing subject-a, even to those ·of them who had 
taken to the l'obe as refugees. The older Talaing 
monks he banished to Ava and the Shan states. 
� Tsls.ing city of Pegli was further destro� by 
a ·portuguese adventurer, by the n,ame of Di Brito 
(' Nga Zings ') who, naturally eno�h, despoiled 

· lliMftd objects and appropriated their valuables . to 
himself. King Anaukpetlun (Mahidhammaraja : 
1605-28 A.C.) slew him and made amends by · 
lloooming a patron of the religion. Mah8sa.ligha-

natha, a. celebrated monk, was elevated to the 
position of the chief of the Sangha. 

From about the 15th. cent. Burmese monk':! 
had . . engaged themselves in a special study 
of th� Abhidhamma. For sorr.e time during the 
period under discussion they also concentrated on 
pariyatti, a.n'.l i� was probably b-ecause this particular 
t.hera had expert knowledge· of tbis important study 
t.hat he w&C> thus honoured. A lack of this quali

fication· im>ariably led to the non-recognition of 
monks in the accepted succession-as actually 

happened to two Ramafuia monks who h8d even 
gained the king's favour by their expert knowledge 
of statecraft and other secular matters (loka- . 

· clhammuu chekat<iya). 

Talalng Sal\gha : The Talaings, although now 
under the Burmese of the Toungoo dynasty, w� . 
not to receive their due as that of the race. 
who had contributed considerably to the religio!IS 
and general cultural progress of the Burmese. 
Conscious themselves of their pre-eminence, they . 
tended to look down on their · northern rulers 
and their Sangha. The Burmese, in tum, · 
disreg8rded • their southern neighbours. But, a 
balance seems t.o . have been effected in the 

. reign of . king Thalun (Ukkamsika: . .1529-48 A.C.) 
. wh�n learned . theras . from the . :two sections 
held discussions at the instan� of the king · 
and amity was reatored amongst them. In �he 
·hour of their vindication, the Burmese thoras 
were decorous and left after paying homage to the 
revered Talaing . them, Tilokaguru. The king . 
·supported the religion in various. ways and the 
fruits of his actions were seen in several scholarly 
works by mpnks. , 

l(ew Trends : Two trends are noteworthy dUring 
the 17th century when these events were taking 
place. One of them W!l.s the gradual emergence o( 
the Burmese Sa.Iigha. into pre-eminence in the study 
of the Abhidhamma over branches in which many 
had interested themselves in the previous periods. 
The country was duly to be known to our own times . 
as· outstanding in the· study · of this Bud4Jtist 
philosophy. The other feature was the popularity 
of the use of the native language in doctrinal 
matt¢'rs. This not only .was for the general good 

. I 

of tbe large .majority ; it also indicated the Wide· . 
sptead influence of the religion. 

Besides what has been said above, within the· 
Sangha there were signs that .the old divisionS were 
reappearing. That is to say, .differences 'were 
coming to notice which seemed to hark back to tho 
revolts against orthodoxy, the insistence on. str.ict 
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compliance with Vinaya rules and, by the others, a 
tendency to drift away from rigorous discipline. 
An incident in the reign of Narawara (Mahiiaiha

suradhammariija, 1 672-73 A.C.) fairly illustrates it. 
A learned monk of Pubbarama Vihara in Ava used 

to reside within the boundaries of the 'village . 
Furthermore he used a head covering and also a 
p6lmyra fan. All this was repugnant to the orthodox 
sections, as being contrary to Vinaya. . Conse
quently, public opinion compelled him to give up 
the practices which were considered improper and 
to spend the rest of his life in the solitude of the 
forest. The fact that he was the author of the 
Pali Gulat{ha<lipani and the V isuddhimaggaganthi

padattha and of a. translation of the Nettippakarar.za 

into Burmese gave him no particular standing to 
take liberties with monastic rules. The long 
drawn-out controversy in regard to the manner of 
�·oaring the robe which raged in the country in the 
next century thus came as a natural climax to the 
gathering dissensions. 

. · 

Internal politics disturbed religious activities to 
some degree during this period. This is w�all 
illustrated in the contest for supremacy which roSE\ 
again between the Burmese and the Talaing 
saDgha and ended with the suejugation of the latter. 
It. was. disastrous for the Talaing Sangha� of whom 
over 3;000 were ·said to lui.ve been done to death 
by beirig trampled by elephants. The reason 
given for the massoore was that ihey had actively 
engaged themselves in resisting the attacks on 
their ci� of Pegu. The slaughter was at the 
command of king . Alaungpaya (1752-60 A.C.) 
who, oddly enough, claimed to be a divine incar· 
pat!on and professed to aspire to Buddhahood ! 

But such drastic methods were exceptional and 
were applied only in tense situations. On the whole, 
the kings continued their patronage. But, the 
Sazigba were in need of sobering measures, . for the 
urge to ignore Vinaya rules was not stilled. 

The differences came to a head with the contro
versy known as PiirupaJ;lB-Ekaipsika, t-hat is to 
say, whether the outer robe should be so worn as to 
cover bot.h shoulders or to leave the right shoulder 
bare, when a monk sets out of the vihara. 

The question could not. be resolved for a long time, 
even after it had been put before kings. Some of 
the kings provided temporary solutions, because 
the protagonists were unable to adduce a convincing 
basis fol' a decision, a.ild some were reluctant to be 
precise in judging a matter which was bound to be 

unfavourable to one section. Sometimes a royal 
decree was issued whereby monks were enjoined to 
follow the practice of the king's own tutor. Such 
was the case in the reign of Alaungpaya whose 
preceptor, Atula. Y asadhamma, was a. strong 
upholder of the Eka:rpsikas. 'rhe balance then 
wa.s in favour of his own practice ; the orthodox 
appeared to have lost. But among the Ia,tter 
(Parupa1,1as) were many who would not follow the 
decree. Their finest representative was :Muninda
ghosa thera. Even in the Icing's presence, he WSR 
defiant. The king, whc had massaered so many 
of the ' Sangha ·(although they were Talaings, whom 
he treated as' enemies of his own race) was, neverthe
less, apprehensive of the effects of s�m action · 
against this spirited monk. · Therefore, he banished 
him, but, in his b�hment, Munindaghosa gathered 
a. following. When the king 8ummoned him to 
appear, the thera, convinced that he was going io 
his death, came before his ruler and diswobed 
himself, declaring that he did so in order that the 
king might be saved from committing tho heinous 
sin of killing a monk. The embara..qged king could 
onJy serid him to prison. 

The controversy thus continued to rema�1 
unsettled for some . time until the · century ended1 
It was virtually closed by king Bodawpaya 
(17S2-1819 A.C.), who felt it his responsibility tO 
revive it and to find ·a permanent Solution. He 
addressed himself to the problem in a skilful 

tpanner. The disputants were removed from 
traces of his personal influence. He sent out a 
num8er of itinerant . cOipmissioners to seek the 
views of the Sangha, without either intimidation 
or deference to the. king's own inclinations. fu. the 
end, the Eka:rpsikas could not adduce reliable 
authority for their practice, which was consequently 
shown to be an innovation. The king issued a 
decree in favour of the PB.rupal)as. 1 

It was not only this problem which disturbed the 
Sazigha at this period. For, when · Hsinbyushin 
(Setibhinda or Siripavara-sudhamma-mahii-rajindi1-
dhipati, 1763-76 A.C.) was on the throne, a Tiew, · 
considered heretical by the author of the SiUtana� 

vaf!�-Ba, showed itself when the major dispute bad 
temporarily abated. Its nature is not exactly 
known but it may have been the continuation of 

that of a class of metaphysicians in Ava who were 
known as . 'Paramata.' They held that onJy the 
Abhidhamma should be respected as sacred and 
that the rest were only a compilation of fables. 
Kosan, the founder, and some of his followers had 

6 The same controversy raged in Ceylon a few decades later, but was confined to the Siamese �t. The decision here 
given by the Saligha administrative authority was that both · practices may be considered acceptable (See the annual 
Y uak magaziu for B.E. 2504 by Messrs. M. D. Uunasena & Co. Ltd., Colombo, l060). 
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been put to death. But the mention of 'heret.icR' duties toward� the Sangha. In his r\lign the English 
whatever they may have been, is an indication of annexed lower Burma and the king, who had now 
trends whir:h Wf:re considered undesirable in the lost. his reason, wa..c: displaeed by 'fharwaddy-Min 
Sangha. (Siripavara.dit.ya.lokiidhipati - Vija.yamahn.dhamma : 

The cont.rov'-'l'l:!J' noticed above, although 1837-46 A.C.) in whose timA. there was another 
appearing to he on a superficial matter, nevertheless mission from Ceylon. Under his son and successor 
shows how · intensely th<.• Burmeso Ra1igha felt Pagan-Min (Siripavarii.ditya-vijayiinantyasa- mah&,. 
towards the rules of monastic discipline. Considered dhammarajadhiriija: 1846-52 A.C.), there was an 
from this pou1t of view, it evolved a principle for outburst of literary activity which in turn continued 

the e.ruming generations. To this principle the under his own son, Mindon .Min (1852-77 A.C, 
�angha ,·,f Burma: has continued t.o l'emain loyal. who:,:e reign may be described as a ' gold�n age'. 

King Bodawpaya, to whom the Sangha denied It was at this time tha.t Paiuiasami, the author of 
his c.laim to be M�itreya Bodhisattva, generall); the Sasanavarr.sa, flourished. There was now seen 
waa inlpat.ient� of the in•'luence of monkS as, -so h� an inclinati<?n oil the part of some monks towards 

thought- usurpers of respect and honour which laxity in discipline. :Mindon-min was instrumental 
he thought was his prerogative. He, for instance, in convening an aasembly of .MahS:theras to settle 
forbade them to use the title ' Phongyi ' (Great these matters and, in doing so, removing the deli _e
Glo.ry), liinited the DUJ:tlber of those wh9 could be iu rations and the venue from the suspicion of any 
charge of V:iharas; conducted an inquiry into t�eir llort of injJuence by· him. Mainly because of the 
li�� . and 8eems even to have curtailed the extan� conVincing advocacy of Pliiiiias�i, the e.ssenl 1ly 
of �mple holdings. Although he built a large concluded in a triumph for orthod�xy and the · 

mu;n�r of temples, executed heretiCs anq desired fumer establishment of the Vinaya code. ·Even ·the 
the favour of the Sa1igha, he w� generally di::;satis- highest among the thera8 agreed not to be satisfied 
fied with the state of moru!8tic learning. Even )l.ith their priVileged position but to re-take their 
R&Qabhiva.IpSa, his . .  Saftghariija, disappointed· him vows before the image of the Buddha. 
by failing to .. satisfy the lOng's enquiries on certain . At this tun' e

. · 1- · . · d t . t' f the 
. 

. 

. . . . 
. . . . . · . . · · · . more re lgiOUS epu a 10ns o 

doop doctnD$1 matters. Accor(imgly, he seems to . ; . SinhalE�Se Sangha· .... 0 ted. A . tl th · 
· · h fi h ' li · · . · · � .� . 

·
· � · .np pparen Y• . ese have soug t · 

or ot. er · re glOnS, and a story ,IS · ' missions were in connection with the settlement of rdatoo of how he had been told of the adniirable · on.e p.om' t 0 t
.
h · hi h 

· 
h 1 ·· · .... · 1 . . 

· ro er w c arose over sue ecc esm,.,Ica 
CJrt.hodoxy of Islam. But the test he put before ac'-n .. a �or · ta tablish t f ..: -
. 

· 
· _..., ..... , 11 1ns nee. es men o a s�ma. 

Home of the maulat·is ended unsuccesSfully for any · ' 

hopes which Muslims may have entertained of Five theras and three laymen from Ceylon arrive<l 

winning over the kiDg to their faith. The maulavil in Pegu on a. very spooial mission in B.E. 2405 
are reported to have conducted themselves warily (1860-61 A.C.) that is, to obtain Ordination from the 
rather than · t11• the uncertain temper of thetr· Seilgharii.ja. On their return to ·c.eylon two years 
<'Ccentric 'king. later,. they established the RamaMa Nikii.ya in that 
Sinhalese Mo.nks seek Higher Ordination : It wa.� in 
this king's time that some monks from Ceylon went 
w the king and t�e Sailgharaja asking for higher 
OJ'dinatton, Upa8ampcui.G, which h&d been denied· to 
cortain �lasses after �e establishment of t.he Siamese 
Ordinatio:t m Ceylon. They �ved in Burma in 
1 800 A.C. and after a most favourable reception 
�turned home in 1802. This new Suiha.lese sect is 
know1� as the Amarapura. Nikii.ya (q.v.) and counts 
the second largest . group of bhikkhus ancl, 
incid�ntally, the most numerous splinter groups. 

Under Bagyi�w (Sirit.ribhuvauaditya • pavara
IDW'.lc:lita : 1819-:37},. the Sangha received earnest 
support. The king even revived, out of personal 
curiosity, t�e matter of land grants io vihii.ras, 
thereby showing his desire to olarify the relation 
�:W�IPng and clergy iu the ownership of property. 
He also investigatccl the nature and extent of his 

cotmt.ry,upon a very austere r.ode of discipline. '.pi� 
king held a great council where· the t.exts wert\ 
recited for some three years (1868-71 A.C.), after 
whi('h the complete Tipi�'aka. wa.'! engraved on 729 · 
marble slabs. They l.ave. been set up fu Mandalay 
within t.ho precincts of Kutho-daw pagoda.. On thu 

patron of this Council, the fifth in the tradition of 
Burmese Buddhists, the grat.eful Sangha conferred a 

treasured t.itle commemorating for posterity h� 
<'om1cction ·with this momentous assembly. 

In the year .1885 Mandalay was occupied by the 
English. The recent history of Burmese B.uddhism 
dates from this event which brought the coQ.Iltry 
into t9uch with a lat·gor world and opened now 
horizons towards which the people had . to turn 
themselv68. 

. D .T.D . . . 
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ARCHITECTURE AND SCULPTURE 

Archaeological discoveries reveal to us that in 
Burma. ancient architecture dates back to the 5th 
century A.C. or even earlier. But, owing to the 
destructive nature of the climate, especially in 
Lower Burma, and partly on account of devasta
ting wars, the earliest surviving remains of 
architecture are rather scanty. According to local 
chronicles, Thaton became the seat of Buddhist 
learning and culture from the advent of Theravii.da 
Buddhism, about the 3rd century B.C., and 
tradition has it that Tagaung in Upper Burma came 
to settle there more than 2500 years ago. But, no 
traces of religious art of such antiquity have yet 
been discovered. Significant evidence has; however, 
�n found of a very flourishing state of Buddhism 
�ound . Sr�tra (Old Prome) from the 5th to 
abo�t the 9th century A.C. This early phase of 
Bun:nese art and architecture is followed by a 
period when the height of development was attained 
under the benevolent rulo of a long lino i.>f Burmese 
kings at Pagan from the 9th to the 13th century A.C. 
· Religious architecture in Burma may .be roughly 
diVided into two categories, the stiipa and the temple. 
The first is a bell-shaped structure of solid brickwork 
raised on a series of receding . teri'aces and crowned 
by a conical finial. - The term • zedi, ' which is 
deri':ed from the Pali word ceti,ya, is applied to such 
etructures, -commonly having. a small sealed-up 
«ihau1ber often in the basement and sometimes in
the 'dhcitugabbha (the reli�-chaml>er) · which lies 
between the beJl-ahaped seetion- and the 'finial. . . . 
. The 8econd is a square, hollow temple, constructed 
to contain large images of the Buddha and rising 
up in gradually diminishing terraces and pyramidal 
roofs and crowned with the curVilinear llikhara. 

They are mostly large structures, some of which 
attain a height of nearly 200 feet. 

Of th(. solid stiipas, the earliest extant examplee 
are tb� Bawbawgyi, Payagyi · �nd Pa.yama of 
Srila}�tm · (Old Prqme) and the Bul>aya. of Pagan. 
The �awbawgyi (See EncyBsm. Vol. II, ·pJ. LVID) 
consists of a solid mass in . brickwork of 

. 
a 

cylindrir..al form, about 8U feet higb, raised .  on a. 
triple base and surmounted by a finial carrying the 
gilt iron-umbrella, a feature which crowus every 
pagoda reaching the total height of about 15b foot. 
Similar in shape and size are the Payagyi and 
Paya.ma pagodas of the same city • . Tl'8()jtion 
ascribes these religious edifices to the 1st century 
B.C: but, arcbaeologically, they oolong to the 5th 

century A. C. The Bupaya. at Pagan is, ascribed to 
the 3rd centwy A.C. Though repeatOOly repaired, 
thiS pagoda probably retains the original shape and 

design. The m$in portion of it is of bulbous form, 
misOO on a triple base and finished .off with a bold 
tom� moulding and a conical finial. 

At the Ngakywena.daung of Pagan and the Pet
�ik pagoda of Siripaccaya, a village threo miles 
south of Pagan, which arc structures of the 11th 

century A.C., a similar bulbous form is to be found. 
At the Petleik pagoda, where the torus become�J an 
important feature, we find the earliest example also 
of the decorative bands, carried about two-thirds 
up the bell, which, according to Buddhist· scholars, 
represents the begging bowl of the monks. 

When the great develqpment of Burmese archi
tect� commenced as from the 1 1th century, the 
stiipa. always t.o�k the form of a bell, sometimes of 
great size with deCorative bands round, and raised 
on a series of thtoo to five stages or platfo;ms deco-_ 
rated with boldly projecting mouldings_ with square 

· panels between. 

These platforms are generally ·either square on 
plan, or have a series of projecting planes oll6 .in 
front of the other� 

Thus the pogodas in Burma can . be generally 
divided into four · distiuct porti_ona, originalJy. 

springing from their counterparts in the a.noieot 
India.il stiipa. 'fhe . first is a square IDaaonrf 
tcrruoe on which are generally placed small p11god88, 
sometimes miniature ones of the main Stiipa wliicli 
they surr,ound. Steps ordinarily �� U:p to this 
terrace on · the. four sides. At the corners are 
frequently fow1d huge figures of lions or hlllDan· 
headed lions called manuaailui. The second portion 
is made of receding platforms with bold mouldings, 
cmd, frequently, projecting angles occur at this 
stage, especially in the stiipas of Lower Barma. 
The third portion is the bell which is the represen
tative of the hemispherical body of the ancient 
stiipa. 'l'ba fourth is the spire, consisting of a 
number of diminishing rings, and de.:Jorative features. 
Above the ring is a band of lotus leaves pointing 
dO\mwa."()s and another with the leaves upturned, 
the two being intercepted by a bead moulding. 
'I'M next component or" the spire is a cone, desig- · 

nated iimal.lka in India and known in Bunnese aa 
fchayaithec. The whole structure is finally st:Jr. 
mounted by a richly gilt iron hti or umbrelln. It 
consists of seveml rings, nsing in diminishing 
stages, and the central iron rod, which bears a gut 
Md bejewelled-iron vane, � topped by a · diamond· 

bud ' (seinbu), often inade of crystal or genuine 
ptecious stone. Small bella usua.lly hung to th& 
concentric_rings tinkle swestly with every movement 
of the air. 
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}'ergr.ssou (History of Indian and Eastern ArcM
tecture, London, 191(}, pp. 343-4), obEerves that the 

principal variations made in tho design of the ;;cdi 
an� those of the relative proportion of tho bf:'ll to 
tht� rest of the structure, the outl ine of the same and 
its supen;iructW"e, alld the decoration employed. 
Thruz, in the Lekii.nanda. pagorla at Siripaccaya, 
about :�· miles south of Pagii.n, built by l>ing 
Anawrahta in 1059 A.C., tho belJ is of immense sizo, 
8eing tlu-ee-sevenths of t.he total height of tl!e 
Structure, including the triple base and finial, and 
that is generally the ch8J'S(lterist.ic of the eurlier 
examples. But, where occasionally employed to 
crown the siklwriuJ of the square temples, it is so 

Bmall as to be scarcely recognisable. In the older 
pagO<:ias _of �agan, the several mouldings are all 
more or less convex in outline, but in later e::&!amples, 
and especi�lly in those cases, where the pagoda ha.'> 
from time to time been built over and enclosed , as 
in the Shwemawdaw at Pegu and the Shwedagon 
at Rangoon, the convex outlines. are . alternated 
with !<JQricave silhouettes which, whilst it lessens the 
vigolll' and boldn8ss of the design, gives it at times a 
certain elegance. So ·far has that been carried. out, 
. that it is sometimes possible to determine the· date. of 
the · structure by its atte�uat.i0n . . . ��· is shown 

· in the ShwedSgon, where; in the .�t .�;ebtillding .b1 
1774; the, lower p�t of ihe bell was widely sp�4 
out and the 'fuual or spite� : originally �oniceJ ��ith 
.straigbt Sides, has b�en giveR a concave outJ.iile.

· , 
Three main feati.U'es. of decorative treatment of 

the pagoda. are to be seen in the fully developed 
srclliiectural period of Pagan. Firstly, the sides of 
ihe platforms or t��es � outlined with boldly 
;:>rojecting mouldings, and the space between these 

ornamented wit}) square terracotta panels with 
figures in bas-relief as in the Shwezigon, Dhamma
yazika and lUingala.zedi. Secondly, lotus lfla.ves 
are carved at the base of the bell and in the upper 
part of the finial. ',['he rich ornament applied to the 

. bell roDsists of pendants and bead festoons held in 
the mouths of gorgons (kirf,imukha). At ·. the 

Seinnyet and Petleik pagodas, near Pagii.n, niches 
are hollowed out on the four sides of the bell to 

. ensln-in.: figures of Buddhas. Tho t.hird decorative 
feature>. is . the a.dditi�n of small pagodas ranged 
arolUld the stiipa or at . each angle of the several 
terrsctls. 
. Some . of the< pagodas, such as the Shwezigon, 
Shwesandaw and ·Mingala.zedi, have in the centre 
of each fuco . a flight of steps lOOding to the upper 
terraees, and, on the ievel of the first platform, an: 

. &rchway similar to the examples in B&rabuc;lur. 

In one or two cases also ihero are porches in front. 
of caeh tligh t of steps, cruciform in plan, similar tu 
thof:e of the temples of Cambodia. 

In the Sapmla, Tamani and Pebi11gyaung pagcda.<o 
at Pagan, above the bell is a square moulded· 
plinth symbolic of the chamber in the basement.; 
containing sacred relics of the Budcllia. and his 
disciples, and is known as tho dhiltu-garbha1 or· 

' relic-chamber '. This f�ture is, however, of 
ancient origin, as it is sh(mn on ths stiipas .in 
AjaJlta and Ellora.. It forms an essential feature 
in all the Sinhalese dagiibas, and a.s Sapada, the 
builder of the pagoda bearing his name, was a. 
Buddhist monk from Ceylon, ho probably 
introduced it into Burma. 

The Shwe-maw-daw pagoila at Pegu, ranks 

among the most important shipas of Burma. This 
building is extremely interesting architecturally, 
in that it deviates from the usual type which i<; 
exclusively used in the big edifices of this class 
hitherto described, having an octagonal base 
together with elaborated, multiplane forms. It 
retlirns, however, . to the circular form· .before 
terminating and was crowned . prior to it.s 
destru(ltion by earthquake, by an iron hti, richly gilt. 
Tllis upper portion has sine� · been re(!onstructed 
by

. 
pu})lic effor� and· state patronage. Another 

peculiarity of this · pagoda. ·.is that, around its b8.ae, 
is a double range of mimature,pagodss. Tradition 
ascribes its commencement to .two merchants who 
raised it to the h�ight of 12 cubits, at an age. 
slightly subsequent to that of the Buddhtl. 

himself. Successive kings of Pegu added to it. 
from time to time, ·till . at last it assumed th� 
heighi eX 324 feet above the terrace prior to the 
first earthquake. 

Next in 4flportance is the more venerated 
Shwedagon pagoda at Rangoon. a building very 
·similar in dimensions to the S4.wemawda.w, end py 
no means uriliKe it, except that the outline of 'tht' 
base is cut up to even a greatt�r extent., and the· spiro 
more . attenuated, both signs of a compara.ti\'el�- · 
�odern date. Its history is similar to that of man�� 
�f the pa�odas of Burma. Originally, it is sa.i4 
to have been only 27 feet high and. to have attained . . . . . . 
its present height , and dimensions by repeated . 
casings many feet in thickness. About the middle of 
the 15th century, the . height cf the pagoda was 
raised to 302 feet and it resohed its present height of 

326 feet in 1774 A.C. As at the. Shwemawda.w at . 
Pegu, there are several miniature · pagooas on . . the 
flt'St terrace . .  

. 1 �n Ceylon the te� tlhiitu-qnrbha is used rxclusively to ref!lr .. to . the hemispherical . dome of the stiipa. which . . fOIJD$ 
1ts mam body and contams the most esteemed relic-chamber of the stupa�E-Jn;C, 

· · 
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The Sule pagoda is another remarkable pagoda in 
Hangoon. Its peculiarity lies in its being octagonal 
in shape throughout its height, from the terraces 
to the spire. It is said to be as old as the Shwedagon I 
pagoda and believed to be originally founded in 
326 B.C. by Sihadipa, king of Thaton, on the site of 
the shrine of the Sule Nat, who pointed out to t.he 
king of Ukkalapa the site of the Shwedagon pagoda. 

The Botataung pagoda in Rangoon is also ascribed 
t.o the same king, the one who built the Sule pagoda. 
It was totally destroyed during the Second World 
War and was reconstrucf@d on a new design. 
During the excavations to lay new foundations, 
a relic-chamber was found and a r&lic casket, in the . 

· form of a stone stiipa, belonging probably to 
Kyanzittha, was discovered. Among the antiqui
ties recovered from the relic chamber, wAS a terra
�otta votive tablet, bearing tl:e effigy of the Buddha 
on the reverse of which is an inscription in evolved 
Briihmi script of the well-known Buddhist stanza, 
ye dilamrnii h.ei·nppabhava, ete. This testifies to 
the antiquity of the pagoda, wlllch cannot be later 
than the 5th century A.C. 

Numerous pagodas, known to havfl been originally 
founded lopg before the Pagan period and to have 

since undergone various stages of repair and 
reconstruction, are scattered throughout the whole 
country. For instance, the Shwesa.ndaw at Frome 
belongs to the same age as that of the Shwedagc;m. 
It was repaired by Kyanzittha · (1084-11 12 A.C.) 
8s may be surmised from the inscription in Mon 
set up by him at the pagoda, which asserts that tho 
king was an upholder of the Religion. Kyanzittha's 
acts of ment were not confined to Upper Burma and 
Prome. He ext�nded his patronage to proi:note 
the religion in the Mqn country, and thus we find 
a similar inscription at the Kyaik Talan pagoda, in 
.Ayetthema village near Thaton, and Kyaik Tai 
pagoda, with its inscription in Aloo village. The 
repairs to the Htizaung pagoda. near _Zokthok may 
also probably be assigned to the same king, Kyan· · 
zittha. 

At Moulmein, there is another pagoda which 
dates back to the 3rd century B.C. It · is the 
Uzina. pagoda; built by Rishi Manawiina aided by 
:Meindi, a rich merchant, over a hair of Gautama 
Buddha. It wa8 . last repaired about a hundred 

· years ago. At the same town is another well
known pagoda of the co,mmon stiipa. type, the 
Kyail-thanlan, built on a hill, overlooking the 
town. It was erected by Rishi Thila in 875 A.C . . 

and � a good example ofhol\' that similar structures 
were, subsequently enlarged and repaired. In 

. th\s·case, repait'S were done to the pagoda by Ponnu-

rat, King o( Moulmein, and in 1538 A.C. by Wareru, 
king of Martaban . . It lay·' in ruins after the first 
Anglo-Burmese war and was repaired by U Taw 
Lay, with funds collected by public subscription, 
thus attaining its present height of 152 feet. 

The art of deeorating the terraces of a pagoda 
with terracotta plaques, illustrating scenes from the 
Jatakas, is found tO have commenced at an age 
prior t.o the Pagan period, .as- evidenced by the 
bas-reliefs at the l\Iytlieindaii pagoda or the Thagya- . 

paya at Thaton. The date of construction of this · 
pagoda is unknown, but some of the plaques, which · 
depict characters from the Buddhist Jataka.�, bear 
testimony to the antiquity of the pagoda. Near 
it is the Shwesayan, believed to have been built 

in the 5th century B .C. by king Thuriya.-Canda
Duttabaung, enshrining four teeth of Gautama 
Buddha. 

The religious fervour of the Burmese people is so 
great that no amount of hardship would dist�t 
them from erecting stiipas in remote places or on 
mountain peaks. The Kyaiktiyo pagoda, 12 miles . 
from Kyaikto in the Thaton district, is an example 
of such achievement. The small pagoda, just 18 
feet high, stands precariously en a ·boulder which is 
balanced on the edge ()f a high mountain, the three 
sides of which run down to a deep ravine. 'l'taditioR 
ascribes the erection of the stiipa to a risbi, so� 
hvo thousand years ago, to enshrine a hair of the 
Buddha. 

Another important example of a solid cylindrical · 
structure is the Shwezigon pagoda. at Nyaungoo. 
It is a prototype of similar stiipas in Burma. It 
'vas built by king Anawrahta, who left it in an 
unfinished state, and was completed by Kyanzittha 
(1084-1 1 12 A.C.). Around the terraces of tho · 
pagoda there are set in panels, enamelled plaques, 
illustrating -scenes in the previous l ives of t1te 
Buddha. It is believed to contain the fl'ontal bone 
and a tooth of the Buddha and is thus held in great 
yenero.tion by the Buddhists of the whole of Burma. 

On each of the four sides of the pagoda is a small · .· 
temple which onshrines a sts.l.nding Buddha of tho 
Gupta school of art. 

The :1Iingala7.edi pagoda at Pagan indicates tho 

high-water mark of Burmese religious architeCture, 
because it was constructed a few decades before the 
subversion of the Pagan Empit·e by the Mongols. 
It consists of three stepped terraces and the UB118l · 
superstructure, in fine proportions. The pagoda is 

noted for its beautiful terracotta tiles with Bunnese 
legends set in the panels round the terraces. 

The for:IDs and aspirations of the art were• 
however, COI}tinued and stiipas Of COnl!iderable 

• 
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jnterest built at a later period coll1;d be seen at voussoirs of bricks, laid fla.twiae, constitute a 
many places throughout the country. Among distinctive architectural feature of · the period. 
these may be mentioned the Rajama.t:J.icula., also The BaM and the Zegu temples are ot.her examples 
called Kaunghmudaw pagoda. ncar Sagaing, built at the same old city of the Pyus. 
by king Thalun in 1636 A.C. It is in the heniis· At Pagan, the square . temples, dominated . by 
pflerieal form, being built on the model of the Mon influence, are distinguished by their dark 
Mabiiceti of Ceylon. The pagoda rises from the corridors which are dimly lighted by perfomt¢ 
plain and js an enormous solid dome, with a massive windows and by their bright frescoes of variegated 
hli (umbrella), but with no spire, raised on three colour ·with Mon writing on the walls. The typical 
cireular terraces or b�. Round the plinth, Burmese texnples are bright and airy Within� · With � a foot high, is a ring of moulded stone posts imposing p!Sn and height. Tha Kubyaukkyl 

· . eech having the cap hollowed out to serve as recep, tomple at Myinpagan, near Pagii.n, is a.n example of 
t.acles for lights. r,I1e first category. It was built in 1 1 13 A.C. b)• 
· The Sinbyume or Myatheindan pagoda at Mingun, Ra.jakumar, son of Kyanzittha, as testified by the 
abo.ut seven miles north of Mandalay; on the west qua.drilingual inscription, knoWn as the Myazedi . 
bank ·of · the Irrawaddy, is in the form' of the Pillar. The temple consists of a square basement, 
legendary Cii!amani pagoda on the - top of Mount surmounted by a sikhara, with curviliilear roqfii 
Meru in the Tava.tiipsa heaven, the abode of resting on terraces, and a mat�4apa, projecting on 
Indra or Sakra., The seven concentric terraces at the east face. The interior of the ·building has a 
�he base correspond to toe seven ranges of mountains sanctum around which runs a vaulted. 'corridor, 
surrounding Mount Meru. The figures in whi� &domed with niches · enshrining images of · the 
marble in the niches of · the parapets · of every Buddha in stone. · The building is lighted by per" 
terrace represent the five kinds of mythica.l monsters ·fomted stone windows on which are inc� goo: 
saf'e-�g the .mount_ . Built in · 1816 by Ba.!iYi; · m�t�ical designs of fine prop9rlions: ·The architec· 
daw, While be was yet a prince, the pagoda suffered ture of this. temple is· typically ·Mon, • Its g7:ea.test 
AeVere �ge during tp.e . earthquake of 1838. ' . importan�, hQwever, attaches to the pe.intinga in 
It ·'miS· rerlored in 1874 by king Mindon,. but the·· the aanctum, in the corridorS swToun,ding it; and in 
.upper . portionc was; agam shattered· .by. the· eartJi.; ' ' ' :the entra.nce.porch: , :These paintings. are considered 
.quake -of 1956. ' · to be contemporaneous with .the: building·. and are 

One of the modem examples of the type of solid 
· stiipas in Burma is the Kuthodaw pagoda at 
Mandalay built by king Mindon in 1857 on the 

. model of the Shwezigon at Nyaungoo. . Its 
distinctive feature is the . collection of 729 stone 
slabs, on . which are inscribed the whole of the 
Tripitaka.. Each nia.rble slab is sheltered in a 
fiill8ll pagoda or shrine surrounding the central 
.pagoda. 

The last to be listed in this series is the Man 
Aung Y adana pagoda., built , by king . Thibaw in 
1881 A.C., after the model of the Kuthod&w, soma 

two miles to the south east of Mandalay. Both 
·its historiee.l and architectural interest lies in Its 
being the shrine built by the Ia.st king of the Burmese 
nation and in. its constituting the last link in the 
long series of religious edifices marking the sites of 
BuP:nese capitals. 

· 'I'he Layinethna at Srik�tra (Old Prome) is the 
..wliest example of the second ·type of J3uddhist 
monuments in Burma. It is a low brick building 

. with a cen� pilla.r SJUTOunded by a vaulted 
corridor. Against the pillar are embedded four 

· BCUlptured stones facing the cardinal points. 
The arches · of the doorways, f01med by radiating 

the earliest . nQW extant at Pagan . . Additi!)na1 
interest attaches to these paintings on account of 
the legend in Old Mon ch8racters under each o£ the 
scenes they depict. These inscriptio�. are not 
only interesting from an epigra.phica.l point of 
view but also help us to identify the .sceiJes .. 

'rhe Ananda. (See EncyBsm. VoL I� Pis. XL VI 
and . XLVII), an intermediate : farm, · and the 
Tha.tbyinnyu, a purely Burmese Jype, are fine 
illustration8 of slchitooturai achievements of the 
Pagan period. Built by Kyanzittha. in 1091 A.C., 
it is one of the finest and most venerated te�pies at 
Pagau. Tradition sa.� that it w&'l built according 
to a plan . furnished by Indian Buddhist inm:lks, 
which .purported to be their cave.temple in tho · 

Nandamiila : mountain, believed to be in the .. 
Himalaya.�. The temple symbolises the: endless 
wisdom (ananla-patiild) of the Buddha, just $8 
the Thatbyinnyu symbolises the omniscience of 
th�' Tha.thii.ga.ta. The name Ananta was . later 
corrupted to .Ana.nda, the name of the Buddha's 
cousin. 

It is in plan a. square of nearly 200 feet to the 
side, broken on each side by the projection of largtt, 
gabled vestibules, which convert the plan· into a 
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perfect Greek cross. These vest.ibules are some
what lower than the maiD square mass of the 

building, which elevates itself to a height of :�5 
feet in two t.iers of wiudows. A hove this rise 

successively diminithing terraces, t1e last of which 
just affordz breadth for the spire which crowns and 
completes_ the edifice. ThEI lowflr half of this spire 
is in the forf.ll of a mitre-like pyramid, adapted from 
the temples of India. The upper half is the same 
moulded taper pinnacle that terminates the common 
bell-shaped pagodas of Pagan. 'l'he gilded ht-i 
(umbrella) caps the_ whole, at a height of 168 feet 
above t.he ground. 

Ananda, the Thatbyinnyu (Sabbaiifm) rises to a 
height of 201 feet above the ground and ov.ertops 
all the other monuments. Its general plan is not 
unlike that of the Ananda, but it does not, like the 
latter, form a symmetrical cross. The eastern 
porch alone projects considerably from the· wall. 
Narrow stairwayR, built in the thickness of the walls, 
lead to an upper platform above the main mass of 
structure and three \diminishing terraces. 

From this level rises another square cube · of · 
greater height which again supports another- series 
of terraces together with the s ikhara and the finial. 
Before reaching the upper platform, a circumambu
!atory corridor, forming tho first floor of th0 building • .  
has to be passed through. Thus, the main sanc
tuary, enshrining the biggest Buddha image in the 
temple, is contained in the cubicle on the ·second 

. fioor of the structure. 
Most of the square temples of the Pagan dynasty 

and later of the Ava dynasty follow t.he models set 
by the .Ananda and Thatbyinnyu. For instance, the . 
Gawdawpalin and the Sulama.ni, built by king 
Narapatisithu, and the Htilominlo, built . by 
king Nantaungmya., follow the . xnodel of the That
byinnyu, while the Dhammayangyi, built by king 
Nara.thu, follows the model of th\3 Ana.nda Temple. 

The Nagayon at Myinpagan is another temple 
built by king Kyanzittha. It is a square structure 
with a vestibule on the north,.. where the only · · · 
entrance is provided. A single ,circuma.mbulatocy 
corridor goes round a sanctuary wherein stands & 
double life-size Buddha of brick and stucco undAr 
the hood of a. huge serpent. 

The Nanpaya, oue of the earlier t.emples at Other interest.ing features of the temple are the 
Pagan, also possesses interesting architectural · 

Tho interior consists of two vaulted and high but 
narrow corridors, running parallel to each other 
along the four sides of the temple. They are 
connected by low and narrow passages in front of 
the window by which light is admitted and furt.her 
intersected by fo� large corridors into which 
access is obtained through the porticoes. In the 
centre· is an enormous cube, on the four sides of 
w�ich sre deep and high niches, enshrining four 
colossal standing Buddhas of the present age who 
have appeared a.r1d entered Nirval')a. Tho images · 
are reprosent.ed in the following order : North
Kakusanda ; East-Konagamana : South-Kassapa ; 
and West-Gotama. Each of them iii 31 feet above 
the throne, which itself is nearly 8 feet in height 
above the floor level. Of these images only those 
on the North ·and South are the original ones, 
contemporary with the founding of the temple. 
Those on the East and West ware added later to 
replace the original ones which had been destroyed 
by fire. 

numerous glazed t.erracotta tiles, ornamenting 
features. It is built of brick and mortar and the b'"'"'• and tl1e receding terraces .which represent 

· h 
"""' 

. surfaced with stone, and i�;� square in plan, w1t & 
the Jataka stories and the attack and temptation th · porch pro jeoting on the east face. Flanking e of the Master by the hosts and daughters of Mii.ra. 

sa.nctua�y in the main building, there are four stone 
Each of these plaques is inscribed with a :Mon pillars, on the sides of each of which are carved · 
legend. The inner walls ars hon�;�ycombed with triangular floral dosigns and the figure of tho 
niches in which . are set small stone Buddhas in Brahmii. holding flowt'rs in each hand. The tEmple 
various postures. The most notable scul ptures is crowned with a sikham &nd the perforated . ·  
are a series of eighty reliefs in the two lower tiers of �indows are highly decorated with pilestel'fl and 
niches in the outer corridor, illustrating the last life pediments. 
of the bodhisattva from his birth to the attainment At Pagan, king Nantaungmya or Natmimya built of Supreme Wisdom. The western �anctwn also a temple after the model of the temple at Bodh Gay a . 
enshrines the life-size statues of its founder, Kyan- in Bihar (See Ent;yBsm. Vol l f l, Pl. LV, Fig . 1). · 
zittha and the primate, Shin Araban · (See Known as tho Mahabodhi pagoda, it i'l the only 
EncyBsm. Vol . II, Pl. III) . · · specimen of its clu.ss to be found in Bumm. The · 

The Thatbyinnyu temple was built in 1 144 A.C. basement is a quadrangular block of no great height, 
by king Alaungsithu, grundson of the king who supporting a tall spire. The \vhole structure is 
erected the .Ananda. Standing within the ancient covered with niches, bearing Reated BudJhas and 
city walls, some 500 yard� to the south-west of the intersperserl. with ornamental panels and mouldings. 

3. S .P.C. 93898 
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The architectural ·traditio1;1 of the Arianda and 
Thatbyinnyu temples continued unabated till the 
19th century, when, in 1847, the Kynuktwgyi 
temple WM built by Pagan Min, · overlooking the 
Taun�tha.man lake at Amara.pura. The plinth is a 
few feet high and is approached by a broad 
flight of steps on each of the four sides. The design. 
and decorative' matures aro almost equal to those 
of the · Ananda but the decadenoe of the Pagan 
style of � is clearly seen in the temple. 

perforated windows on each of the three sides an4 
three doorwaya on the east bring in light and air 
t<>. the building. Its chief peculiarity is its approxi
mate simulation of a.rehitectura.l form iu wood; 
in that it is covered by fivo multiple roofs sur.; 
mounted by a dubika (a finial in wooden spireh 
and ornamented with peacock-like finials in plaSter 
carving. 

The next type of building is the subterranean 
structure or rock-cut temple, as at Pagan, and near 

At Mrohaung in Akyab district, there are religious Moulmein and Monywa. The Thamiwhet and 
edifices built by the Arakanese kings, between the Hmyathllt Umin, near Nya.ungoo, are caves form,ed 
15th and 18th centuries. Many of them are peculiar by digging into t.he sidea of hills. They were 

to the lOcality. The Ratnabon pagoda is cons· constructed about the beginning of the 13th c.enttlrj 

tructed entirely of blocks of sandstone. It is and were used as reSidences of Buddhist monks. 
circuJar in plan and .rises in�a. number of concentric These subterranean passages 8.re the Burmese 
tiers, similar to the ordinary Burmese pagoda but counterparts of the cave-temples of India. The 
its massiveness is imposing. The Shitthauns Kyaukku templo, situated about two miles east of 
temple, built by king M.inbin (1531-53 A.C.), Nyaungoo, is a structure of Wlique architecture; 
stands on a hill and. is �ore a fortress than .a . It consists of three rece-.ling terraces, built in 
pagoda. There are . jntricate secret passages and stone and brick, against the precipitous side of 11 
cham�rs within the centrat structure, and the deep ravine. The upper two storeys are attributed 
�ost interesting foo.tu.re is the gaJiery .of stone . to Narapatisithu (1 173-121U)' and the lower one is 

· �ulph,lres; and· depicting sceries· from the Jiitakas . believoo to have existed before Anuwrahta. On th8 
and. �ythical -moll$1iers and · anjlnals. . stone jambs of ita portioo are good carvings of 

Besides· the solid stupas arid squ&-e hoJlo� temp-. mythological �eat�. It coritams ·on� inscriptio?� . 
�- n. .. . th t . f • .  

li 
· , builA; ... ....; · frescoes, and &x st-one figt..areS representing scenes m .,., 111161'e are � er. ypes.,o. re gJOUS· ."'""'6o, . . . . , • • . • . • 

. • • . 

namely, the , thein 'Ol o�tion . hall: for' ril'onks.- : '. �e Bud� �  �e. . The .prmclpal fe
_
a�ure JDSlde 

.,itQ/cQJiailc or ·librA.""' umin
. or cave-temple and .

. 
18 the col� nnage of the Buddha m the ·usual 

II' 
� " • • 

. , see.ted posture fi . th t' f h hall k!IOW'!I or monastery. .Very few examples of the . . ' 80� e en ra.nce � t e � 

e&fly types of ordmation haJl are extant. The 'l.'he Ky8IlZltt� um'n near
. 
the �h�on pagoda� 

Upali Thein at p ... aii" was built in the 13th at Nyaungoo, 18 a low bnck building half under� 
· -e...... · ground and half bo P uJar .. _ ... :ti h 't century and repaired in the 17th century. a ve. 0P waw on as 1 

It is a masonry structure of fine proportions, t.hat it w� �uilt by � Kyanzittha. The in�Qr 
rectangular in plan, and contajning a hall of the building consists q� long and dark comd�rs, 
with 8.n image of the Buddha, placed on a some of th� w� of which are ornamented With 

pedestal at one �nd of it. The roof is ornamented frescoes dating frOm the lit� to the 13th cen�ury. 

wiih a double ro'v of battlements in simulation of Those of later date were moat probably pamted 

�vooden architecture, �d its centre is surmounted during the Mongol occupation of the city in 1287 

by a small, slim pagoda. The arches, on which the A.C. and represent Mo�olian personages, viz. 
superstructure rests, are well-built ; and the fine nobles, captains and warriors. 
and brilliant frescoes covering its walls and ceiJing The caves at Powundaung, near Monywa, vary 
are in an excellent state of pm:�ervation. They in size and fE'.atures, but the most important � 
belong to the late .17th or early 1 8th ceutury A.C. the oarlier, larger ones which are excavated deep 
Shorn of Buddhistic architectural details, this in the heart of the rocks. An interesting feature 
simO, at least it.� external appearance, reminds us of of all these niches and temples at Powundaung is 
the wheel-less Vishnu rat:hs of South India, parti- that every detail in them, whether: architectural 
cularly of Conjeevaram and Mah&balipuram. 

At Pagan the� is a sacred library within the 
city walls, built by king Anawrahta in 1057 A.C., 
to hQuse the Buddhist scriptUres . which · he brought 
back to his capita! from l'haton. It consista of a 
oen� square chamber and a circ�mambulatory 
corridor, as in the Nagayon Temple. Three 

decorations or . bas-reliefs of images and figUres, is. 
part and parcel of the excavation. These are 
rock-cu� temples in the true sense oi the word and 
resemble those in India. 

Among the n&tural limestone caves near Moul- . 
me'ln, the Kawgun cave is the most noteworthy. It 
is about 100 feet long and 50 feet wide. . A la.rg8 
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recumbent Buddha image occupies the further ecd 
of the inner cave and all available space within is 
tll.ken up with a mass of i'llages of all sizes. There 
ure · also numerous shrines of all ages and the walls 
are encrusted with thot;�sands of small terracottu 
tablets, bearing images of seated Buddhas. They 
date back to the lOth century or earlier. 

. The mona.'!teries did not receive a.'! much serious 
attention in architecture as the pagodas and; as 
they were mostly built of wood and part1y of brick 
_and mud mortar they have peris..l}ed rapidly. The 
earliest structures could be seen round or near the 
sacred shrines at Pagii.n. The simplest and most 
elementary form is a two·storoyed square building, 
with a central pier from which spring pointed 
vaults. It contains a Small cell on the !irst Boor. 
The front entrance is extended by a large square 
platform covered by a gabled roof in wood. In this 
open porch was placed the main shrine between 
the two doors leading to the building. 

� elabomte form is the group of college buildings, 
the general . pian being a rectangular court of 
considerable size in the. centre, with a row of 
cubicles about ten. feet square around the court. 
There is also a lobby on the east and a two-storeyed 

. Chapel on the west, all of which are connected by 
narrow passages. The Somingyi monastery at 
Pagan is one such example. 

are called the Mahatulut-bonkjraw and Maha 
Aungmye-beikman, and were built by the Queen 
Consort and her daughwr, the PrincesS Royal, 
during tho reign of Shwebc Min (1837-46 A.C.}. 
When the capital of Burma. was t�ansferred from 
.Amarapura. to ;Mandalay in 1857, they were bodily 
removed thither and · re-erected, but were bamt 
down during the troublesome years that followed 
the British annexation of Upper Burma in 1886 
A.C. There were, however, two small monasteries, 
called the ' Medaw Kyaung • (' Royal Mother's . 
Monastery ') and . ' Thamidaw Kyaung ' (' Royal 
Daughter's Monastery ') which were constructed 
by the same personages and dedicated as the · 

residence of the Thathanabaing U N�eya, tho · 
Buddhist Patriarch during the reign of Shweb.o 
Min and Mindon Min. 

Sir Henry Yule of the British Mission to Ava in 
1855 saw these monasteries in their . supreme 
splendour and entire character, and the extracU! 
given below from his account would convey a vivid 
pictW'G of � exquisite Bunneso art : 

" The Madaw Kyaung was built oil the· �I 
monastic plan with a detached hall and tilree 
shrines with tapering spires, abreast of one another 
at the west end, all riSing out of the same pJatforn1 .· 
at the level of the first flOQr," '"fhe building was 
carved like an ivory toy, tiolld was ablaze of gold and . 

· 

other. sparkling ornament. · Even the posts of the · 
basement storey were gilt, which is seldom the 
case. and so were the brick staircase and parapets 
ascending to tho platform." 

" The brackets or corbels from the outer postS, · 
which support the projecting eaves of the platform · · 
above, were griffins or dragons with the head 
downwards, the feet grasping the post, and the tail 
rising in alternate flexures, which seemed almost 

The best preserved monastery, built entirely of 
masonry, is the Okkyaung at Ava, which is a 
simulation of wooden forms of architecture of a 
highly developed nature. It was built in 1818 A.C. 
by Nanmadaw Me Nu, the famous Chief Queen of 
Bagyidaw, for the residence of her reJigiotiB precep
tor, the Nyaunggan Sayadaw. The earthquake of 
l838 A.C. damag� it ani in 1873 it was restored 
by Sinbyumashin, Queen of Mindon, and daughter 
of the donor. Constructed on a low elevation, 
it is a rectangular structure of 140 by 100 feat, 
!!Upported by masonry pillars inside and arches 
outside. It consists of the following four regular 
divisions of a monastery :-(1) the Pyattha.t 
Saung, with the seven-roofed spire where the 
Buddha image or images were kept ; (ii) the 
Sanu Saung, where the presiding abbot lives ; 
(iii) tho Saungmagyi with triple roofs, or the hall, 
where lectures are given, ceremoni�s are held 
and junior monks are provided with apartments ; 
and (iv) tJ,a Bawga. Saung, or the dormitory of 

. junior monks 

· about a dozen fine examples of similar 
· &rchitecture in wood could be fonnd in and around 

Mandalay, the most outstanding group being the 
Sangyaung monasteries at Amarapura. They 

to writhe and undulate M we looked. No arl 
could be better of its kind. The outer range of 
postS rose as usual through the platform, forming · . 
massive props or stanchions for the balustrade 

. · 
above. The tops of these posts were gorgeously 
carved and hollowed into tho semblance of an . 
U:nperial crown, with various figures under its · 
a.rches. The successive roofs were sheeted with 
zinc, that glanced in the sun like silver covered 
with a net-work of gold. Even the ladders tha� 
Jeant against the walls, to give access from roof to 
roof in case of repair being needed, were cov\lred 

with gilding and inJaid with mirror-work. 1n the 
basement storey were some curious works of art in 
another style. On the plastered reverse of the 
gilded staircases werE! paintings represen� 
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different �tiona, euch as Burmese, Chinese, Shans 
and Englishmen. They were drawn with a good 
deal of character." 

The Thamidaw Kyaung is, in plan and general 
character, quite similar to the Medaw Kyaung. The 
former even exceeds the latter in gorgeousness 
of adornment. Here the three spireB remain 
ungilt, the work having been interrupted by the 
civil commotions of 1852. " The contrast thus 
arising between the mellow colour of t.he wak and 
the bnlliant mass of gold is no detriment to the 

effect. The posts of the basement, iru;tead of 
bein� wholly gilt are covered v.-ith scarlet lacquer 
banded with g:ild�d carving. From post. to post . 
run cusped arches in open filigree-work, very 
delicate and bE!autiful." 

" The balcony balustrade is quite unique. 
Instead of the usual turned rails, or solid carved 
panels, it is a brilliant open work of interlacing 
scrolls, the nuclei of the compartments into which tho scrolls arrange themselves, being fanciful fairy
like figures in complete relief, somewhat awkward 
m drawing but spirited in action. · Below this 
·balcony is an exquisite drooping eaves-board, in 
. shield-like . tracery, with . interlacing scrolls _cut , 

. through the ·wood like lace_-:work." · 

· ... Th�."�els_ of the Y'�l in the �p�� storey8\u·e· 
exquisitely diapered �d' flowered · in . nioaS.ic o{ 
Jookiiig glass, whilst the eaves-crests . and' ridge� . 
crests (the latter most delicate and brilliant) are . 

of open carving in lattice-work and flame-points 
. tipped with sparkling mirror. The indispensable 

· religious pinnacles . of finials, with their pEl<'ulia.r 
vanes of flags, are of unu8ually fanciful an:d deliC'.ata 
carving, each croWned With its miniature golden 
Alee and bells." 

·.The wer had shattered these richly gilt monast
eries and to-day only o. si�lo building in a.u 
advanced f.'tage of decay stands to show the orthodox 
orchitBCtlliT\l style of the past. It is the Shwsnan
daw Ky,.nllg built in 1880, mainly of materials 
obtained �y dismantling the apartments occupied 
by MiDdo.o Min just before his death. It; is sma:ller 
than the Sangya\Ulg monasteries but the decorative 
feat� are as · pleasing and interesting as the 
older works. Inside the building are wooden 
sculptures illustrating the ten great Jatakas. 

U.L.P.W. 
· PAINTING 

The earliest paint�gs extant in Burma belong 
· to the Pagan period, begiiming from the 11th 

century A.C., but, inasmuch as an earlier school of 
architecture and sculpture was active since the fifth 

century, there is no doubt about the existence of an 
art in Burma in pre-Pagan times. Time and climate 
have destroyed wbatever rem�ined of the ancient 
architecture which used wood as its material, 
and with those religious edifices would have perished 
the first native representations in colour and 
sculpture of Buddhist legends. The paintings at 
Pagan are executed on the walls of masonry . 
temples and, just as different types of reJi�ous 
architecture extend beyond the historic epoch 
of the

. 
P� 

. 
dynasty, so .also t�e remains of 

Buddhist pamtmgs represent a long �riod of more 
than seve.n centuries, thus offering to Us the various 
aspects of the history of art of the well-known 
Buddhist centre, Pagan, which virtually is the 
hi�tory of 8\'t in Burma. 

The ruins of Pagan cover an area of nearly 
seventeen square. miles. Among the thousands of 
monuments in different stages of decay are square, 
hollow temples, the .interiors of all of which seem to 
have originally been decorated with paintings. 
To:day, we find fairly preserved a good number of 
the mural paintings sufficient to enable us to form 
an accurate idea of their scope and capacity and · 
also the method of their execution. Contemporary 
lithic �criptions also contain many allusions to 
t�e 8li; qf painting .whiqh afford us ample evidence 
of the technique and 'the e:xtent to which this popruar' 
practice was_ promoted during_ the Pagan perod. 

Technically speaking, these mural paintings are 

not frescoes in the strict sense of the term. As the 
plaster of the walls is allowed to dry before applying 
the background of white lime wo.sh, preparing the 
outlines and filling in the colours, ·the method is 
actually that of tempera painting as is still practised 
in the present day. Very few of the early paintings, . 
�herefore, survive to-day in . their original charm of 
colour. A characteristic feature of these mural 
paintings is the outlining of all forms �th a clear . .  
black line and rarely with red, and the absence of 
perspective and shading in the _earlier period is 
discernible. Yet, JDost of them are of absorbing · 
interest, as they fulfil the primary object of telling 
edifying stories Pi an attractive way and producing 
works of art which are epic in character, rather 
than artistic in the modem sense. 

The reign of Anoratha, who first united the whole 
of Burma, synchronised with the advent of the · 
Theravada form of Buddhism to Pagan. The 
king, a champion for the propagation of the pare· · 
faith, resorted to all means available to rouse the 
religious fervour of his subjects. · One of the results 
of the powerful influence, exercised by the doctrine 
of the Buddha on the minds of the people, was the 
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eftlorescence of an art, dedicated to the glorification 
of the Master's life. The theme of the paintings 
on tho walls of the temples is, therefore religious in 
character and mostly centres round the Buddha, 
incidents from his life, and from the Jataka.s. 
These afforded opportunity for vivid representations 
and illlli!trations to supplement the teachings of the 
elder monks to their students at the religious 
institutions or colleges. 

The style of the Pagan paintings shows strong 
south-Indian influence in the Elbl'lier stages and the 
technique of the V arendra school of Bengal can be 
traced in the paintings of the 12th-13th century. 
But, Burmese art .wa.a inspired to a great extent by 
Burmese nature and religious teachings, so that the 
fully developed paintings at Pagii.n, in particular, 
and in the whole country, in general, indicate no 
traces of foreign elements. 

The rulers of Pagan were benevolent despots, 
but in religious matters they tolerated the existence 
l)f various sects of Hinduism and the Mahayii.na 

. form of Buddhism, which flourished side · by side 
with the purer faith for sometime after the latter's 
introduction to Upper Burma. This is evident 
by the presence in not a few temples of paintings 
of bodhisattvae and their embracing 8alcti8 and 
other non-Theravadin themes, Hindu, Tantric and 
Mahayii.nist • . 

At the Patothamya temple, one of the earliest 
structures of the 10th-11th century A.C., may be 
seen Indian figures on the begrimed . walls. A 
royal personage, with a crown, halo, ear-ornaments 
.and drapery and a bearded musician, beating a 
pitcher-like drum, bear all the semblance of Indian 
features. The temple also contains large panels 
of painting depicting scenes from the Buddha's life. 
They have become greatly blurred by the ravages 
of time, but enough remains to show that these 
paintings were the work of no mean artist. There 
is greater precision in the proportions ofeach figure 
than in the case of paintings of a later period. 
Below each scene is a· legend in Mon, in an archaic 
type of characters. Traditioruilly, the Patothe.mya 
is said to have . been built by King Taungthugyi 
(931-64 A.C.), but it is not yet possible to confirm 
that date. From the style of the paintings and 
the epigraphs below the panels, we may safely 
assign the temple ·to a date not later than the 
el!'lventh century A.C. Two of the noteworthy 
scenes here are the prophesy about Siddhattha by 
the rishi Kii.la Devala, and the performance of .the 
Twin Miracles by the Buddha. The male royal 
personages are invariably rep esented with large 
cloaks coverilig the whole body, on which are 

shown patterns of geometrical design. The facial 
expressions seem t.o represent the characteristics of' 
Indians. 

Another contemporary temple, the Nat-hlaung
Kyaung, stands a few hundred feet �o the east of 
the Patothamya. This is the only Hindu temple 
now extant at Pagan. The interior walls of the 
temple are painted with figures, now mostly 
obliterated, of V�:Q.u 8eated with his devotees. 
The outlines of a few may still be traced and the 
attributes, namely, the calera, conch, lotus, club or 
sword are distinguished in the case of images with 
four hands. These wall paintiiJ,gs were probably 
coutemporaneoUR with the building and the sculp
tures of the ten avatiiraa in the niches of the outer 
walls. 

A unique example of a series of paintings reflecting 
the influences. from three sources, namely, Brah
manism, Mahayanism and Theravii.da, may be 
noticed at the Abeyadana temple at Myinkaba, 
Pagii.n (See EncyBsm. Vol. II, Pia. I and II). 
The temple was built by · Kyanzittha 
(1084-1 112 A.C.) and consists of a sanctum with 
1m arched . corridor running around it� · ·The only 
entrance to the sanctum is on the north. In a band 
around the inner face of the outer walls of the 
corridor, and placed at a height of about' sev00 feet · 
above the floor level, there could be seen, in panels 
simulating mountain caves, many· figures; of Maha
yii.nist gods and godd�, both in their ptiaceful 
and fierce forms, as well as. images of bodhisattvas. 
The erotic representations of the Tantric sect are, 
however, totally absent here. The bodhise.ttvas; 
arranged in three rows, one above .the other, haw 
two arms each and the attributes they carry are 

lances, clubs, cakras, daggers, swords and books, 
without any sign of Tantric character in them. 
There is no writing below the figures and it is 
difficult to identify . them but for the attributes in 
their hanw, by which Vajrapii.ni, Padmaparu� 

AvalokiteSvara . and Maiij'U.8ri are distinguishable 
among them. Added to the figures of bodhi�ttvas · . . 
are the representations of a monk, an ascetic and 
other Mahii.yii.nist deities. On the inner walls of 
the corridor, are small cireular panels between the 
niches for sculptures. Each panel has a Brahmanic 
god painted on it and representationa of Brahm8., 
Siva and V��u, each on his mount, are discernible. 
The pa.nels on the porch, however, illustrate 
scenes from the Jii.takae and each scene is explained 
in a legf'nd, in Mon, in addi�ion to giving the 

number of the Jstaka represented. The arrange. 
ment of the Jatakas follows very closely that given 
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in }'ausboll's edition of Jatakas, and it is remark&· 
ble that the same is met with in many other temples 
at Pagan. 

Unlike the Abeyadana, the Nagayon temple, 
buil� by tbe same king, Kyanzittha, contains 
Ulural paintings solely devoted to Tberavida 
Buddhism. Tho plan of the buildil::g is similar 
t:o � of Abeyadana though it carries an elegant 
superstructure, The Nagayon also houses SOUle 
of the earlier stone sculptures, representing scenes 
from the Buddha's life. The porch of the temple is 
adomed with paintings, depicting incidents from 
the Buddha's life, his retreats,. sermons, miracles 

invasions of Pagan in 1287 A.C. The building is 
traditionally assigned to ·Kyanzittha.. One of the 
frescoes depicts the footprint of the Buddha, on 
which may be . noticed the entire absence of the 
numerous symbolical figures, usually found in 
such a representation. Scenes of local incidents 
are of much interest. The figures of a venerabl� 
lady, wending her way to . a Buddhist shrine, has 
much the same prominent facial characteristics as 
the drummer from a painting found on the wall of 
the Patothamya. These forms and expressions are 
evidence of the antiquity of the· first series of 
paintings. 

and oonversions. · These are · ·fully explained in Another series represent several Mongol types. 
Mon legends below the scenes, which enable ua · Some of the inner walls of the cave are ornamented 
to identify · the illustrations 688ily. Among . the · with a variety of well-executed frescoes which, 
noteworthy pieces of art executed on the walls on the whole; ·are very well preserved. 'l.'hey do 
are scenes showing a deva beseeching the Buddha not all represent Mongol personages, but those that 
to preach the Marigala Sutta, Dipail.kara's prophecy 4o, were probably painted during the Mongol 
regarding Snmedhap&l;l<,lita, the preaching of tho invasion of the city. One represents· a Buddha, 
Mell4 Butta, the Twin Miracles of the Buddha, seated in European fashion, on a high chair, his 
Devadatta's attempts to kill the Buddha, the feet resting on a lotU& Another shows a seated 
Kwa Jataka, the 0/w.ddanta Jatalca, the Maha. Buddhist monk, holding a rosary, and his dress 
IUlGBoma Jatalca, etc. · indicates that. be is Chinese. A Mongol officer 

· · . . . The . .' ·Kubyauk-kyi .. temple; at . Myinkaba, is . seated on a low wooden stool and a Mongol soldier, 
. another structure, wherein orthodox Theravada · in the act of shooting wjth bow and arrow, certainly· 

paintin� are predominantly · exbibite<l: Built .show strong ·Central � in1luence. 
about. 1113. A.C., by RajBkumar, in' solemn and The Alopyi-gu, a small square, hollow temple, 
revered dedication to his father, Ky&nzittha, the south of the Pag8n-Nyapngoo road, is one of tho · 
temple assumes the traditional early types of a . earlier structures with peculiar features of mural 
square structure, with a dark sanctum, circumam. paintings. The vaulted roof · is decorated with 
bulated by a corridor lighted through perforated lotuses and flowers and numerous small Buddhas, 

· windows. The vaulted hall faces east. Inside the preaching, 88 in:dicated by the Mon le�nds below · 
ball and the corridor are paintings depicting the th�. The most interesting series is a row of the Vimcinavatthu. The main block is ranged around iast twenty-eight Buddhas, under their respective 
in nine rows with . the 547 Jatakas, each fresco Bodhi-trees. · The description under each painting 
carrying a Mon legend below it. One of the most �nlightens JlS with the name of the Buddha and the 
popular scenes from 'the Buddha's life, namely nomenclature of the tree in Old Mon, the importanoo 
the Descent from TivatilpSa, is a remarkable of which lies in being the only specimen in that 
featura e,x:hibit.ed therein. . This temple · is not language. 
devoid of Mabiyinist painting. In the outer Jataka scenes fill th� walls of many a temple 
porch is a fairly large panel, painted with the figure built throughout the . Pag8n dynasty and the 
of ·a ten-handed bodhisattva attended . by seated Kubyauk-kyi, near .. W:etkyi-in village, figures. labw. This is presumably a later addition. . prominently in this respect. Each scene here is 

The Lo.Jra.Oksbaung temple �t Pagin., . though painted in a small square panel, very neatly deli
built later than the AQ6yadana and Kubyauk-kyi, neated in row upon row of the vast wall of the 
portrays figures ofV�J}.u on its walls. Some of the eastem vaulted. hall. The legends, which are in 
mural ·paintings of Pagan are not contemporary Burmese, give the title of each Jii.taka and mention 

. with the . buildings which they decorate. The the main character depicted in the scene ; thus, 
Kyanzittba cave temple at Nyaungoo, east of Jambu Jat, sacpan nat signifies the JambukMdaka 
Pagin, is an example ofthi$ category. Here, some JQIQJc(i, the main personage represented being 
of the paintings pertain to the earlier period of the identified as the tree-spirit. 
Pagan dynasty and some figures of secular character In the temples of the late twelfth century and 
aeem to have been executed 88 late 88 the Mongol thirteenth century A.C., we find that the art of 
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painting bas reached a high level of Burmanisation. 
The scheme of colouring becomes more complex and 
many contemporary inscriptions record the decora
tion of temples with colourful paintings on the walls 
and especially on the ceilings. The Old Burmese 
word kyak-tanuy, which often occurs in the Pagan 
epigraphs, undoubtedly refers to the interior of tho 
vaulted roof, painted with a multiplicity of medal
lions in variegated colours, each of which contains 
a small, seated Buddha, though possibly the term 
was originally applied to a canopy above the central 
image of a temple. Lamp-bl�k is obviously 
used to draw the outlines and to fill in certain 
details. The use of other materials, namely, orpi· . 
ment, vermillion, lac and challc, is also mentioned 
in-the inscriptions. The paintings executed during 
post-Kyanzittha period may be found in the 
'rhayambu, Loka-hteikpan, Theinmazi and Pena
thagu temples at Pagan, the Thetkyamuni and 
Kondawgyi temples at Nyaungoo and in almost; all 
the lesser temples in the Minnanthu area. The 
walls are covered with not only Jiit.aka scenes but 

. also with the eight miracles of the Buddha and 
,:;cenes of the ' }:(ansions of the Blessed ' from the 
Vimanavatth.u. The Thetkyamuni contains scenes 
in thA life o� Asoka, the Convenor of the Third 
Buddhist . Counc::iJ,. and the .advent of Mahinda to 
Ceylon. Portrayal oft}le last twenty-eight Buddhss 
from TSJ;lhailkara. onwards, under their respective 
Bodhi trees, is also a very popular theme, and not a 
few of the paintings show the traditional Burm�-
cosmography. 

· 

Fine paintingS, the technique of which parallels 
that of the Ajat;t�a frescoes, may be seen in th£.' 
Thambula temple at MinnB.nthu. · The building 
was erected in 1255 A.C., by Princess Sumula, the 
daughter of King Kyazwa, and wife of King U za.na.. 
It is square in plan with a circumambulatory 
c9-rridor running right round the central square 
pile which supports the sikluzra abovo. On one 
�ide of t.his pile is a large recess, containing a seated 
.figure of the Buddha. in the earth-touching attitude. 
On the face of the cubiJal_mass, sll1'1'ounding this 
recess, is a. splendid fresco, representing the assault. 
of Mara's hosts to oust the Buddha from his scat. 
The diversity of the figures pressing in disorder 
on their onward march, the life infused into the 
attitude of each of them and the size of the painting 
which, representing one scene, covers several square 
yards, renders · it one of the most remarkable 
paintings in Burma. . 

Close to the Thambula temple are two noteworthy 
structures, the Payathonzu and the N andamanna, 
which contain well preserved frescoes distmctly 
Ma.haya.nist and Tantric in character. The former 

consists of three distinct small, square buildings 
with narrow passages leading from one to the other. 
This is a unique feature in Burms.. The interior 
walls are covered with frescoes quite peculiar and 
unlike any other as yet found. They rep�nt 
that pbase of religion,.so much abhorred later, when 
the Theravilda school of Ceylon had been firmly 
established at Pagan. The walls, pilasters and thf' 
vaulted ceilings are all covered with floral motifs in 
which mythical monsters, animals, birds and human 
figures are cleverly interwoven. A striking feature 
is the portrayal of bodhisa.ttvas, mostly in worldly 
clothes, embracing their female counterparts : 
others are seated with one or two saktis sitting on 
their knees. The painting on the westernmost 
portion of this structure is left unfinished and thf' 
scenes are merely outlined, which indicates that tht• 
work of decorating the interior of the building 
had to be abandoned, presumably due to the 
outbreak of a civil strife or to the Mongolian 
invasion of Pagan, close to the end of t.he 13t.la 
century A.C. 

The N andamanna is only a few hundred ·yard::: 
away from the Pa.yathonzu. The frescoes therein� 
still better preserved, are also Tantric in·character. 
and in . some instances, depict · an unsp.eakabl£' 
erotic!sm. The temple was built .in 1248 A.C . . 
according . ··to· an . inscription · within its precincts. 
Minnanthu was no doubt one of the strong-holds of 
one of the sects of Mahii.yanism, and this is borne out 
by the fact that it is only about one mile distant· 
from Tha.mati which was the traditional centre of 
the Ari monks who indulged in grossly immoral 
practices. The presence of Tantric frescoes in 
the Nanuamanna temple indicates that ' North�I:D 
Buddhism ' was still extant at Pagan in the 
13th century. In fact, it was actively promoted 
side by sido with the Theravii.da.: form of Buddhism; 
as is evidenced by a few scenes in the same temple 
depicting the performance of the, Twin Miracles 
by the Buddha and the birth of Siddhattha. 

Aft.er .the fall of the Pagan dynasty, artistic life 
went on, b\lt with diminished vigour. However, 
when peaceful periods were ushered in, during the 
late 17th and early 18th centuries A.C., the tradi
tional art '�vas revived with royal patronage from 
the later capitals of Ava and Am�rapura. Thus, 
in some of the buildings at Pagan we find fresh . 
frescoes which have been painted with purely 
Burmese ideals. The Upii.li Simii. (ordination hall), 
assigned to the second quarter of the 13th century, 

· lias its walls adorned with frescoes belonging to the . 
early 18th century. The scenes here represent 
not only incidents from the life of the Buddha but . 
also the circw:nStances under which the last twenty. 
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eight Buddhas renounced the world. In conformity 
with the utility of the building, is a scene showing 
the rehabilitation of a· monk who had committed 
an offence, that could be expiated only by under
going penance, the ecclesiastical ceremony for 
which has ta be performed strictly in accordance 
with the Vinaye. rules in an ordination hall. Lively 
scenes portraying th� Jatakas, as well as the secular 
life of the day, are painted on the inner walls of 
the Ananda Okkyaung, a brick monastery close to 
the venerated Ananda temple _ at Pagan. The 
building and the frescoes are contemporaneo_us, 
dating .back to 1775 A.C. The Sulamani temple, 
built by ·king Narapatisithu (1173-t2H) . A.C.), 
also contains frescoes executed in the lat{l 18th 
century. · Typical of- the latter period. the scheme 
of painting here is delineated in horizontal panels 
from the floor level to the frieze, the upper panels 
being devoted to religious _themes while the lower 
ones portray contemporary secular life and infernal 
scenes and animals. 

The paintings at the Upali Simi, the Ananda 
Okkyaung and the Sulamani temple are specially 
striking, in that the variety of subjects is fairly 
large and the narration of Jatakas and of incidents 

- from the· . Buddha's life is eompreheMive and 
continuoUs. - - The highlights of social and economic 
developments ar.e discernible . in· the lively- secul&r · 

scenes, which - pronounce the .arti�io originality 
of the period - As far as the theme8- and forms of 
expression are concerned, Burmese painting at that 
time had, in fact, reached the pinnacle of success. 
·_ Similar contempormj Burmese frescoes may be 

seen in ID8JlY religious buildings, besides those at 
Fagin. The Tilokaguru cave-temple at Sagaing, 
the Taungth8.inan Kyauktawgyi at Ams.rapura 
and -the Pogalon temple at 'Shweza.yan, near Manda
lay are repositories of fine frescoes of the 18th and 
early 19th centuries. 

The Pagan · frescoos afford scholars a unique 
opportunity of interpreting the early Buddhist 
images and throw much light on the religiowi 
history of Burma. Later paintings are equally 
valuable in that they present a faithful interpretation 
or· Burmeee life and thought. :ir anyone argues 
.that the Burmans have not advanced very far in . . 

___ ..,..._ __ _ 

the art of painting, it may be pointed out that the 
motive of ornamentation and decoration is solely 
dedicated to religious devotion and the forms of 
expression are rarely the product of conscious 
effort exclusively towards that end. 

U.L.P.W. 

POPULAR RELIGION 

The popular religion of Burma is a syncretic 
one made up of popular Theravada Buddhism and · 

_ indigenous animistic beliefs. These animistic beliefs, 
generally known as nat.worshlp, co.exist within the 
frame. work of Buddhism and are, at present, more 
Qr less a complementary part of ·Burmese 
Buddhism. E. Michael Mendelson suggests that 
Burmese Buddhism represents a continuum 
between the two extremes of nat-worship and 
ideal (scriptural) Buddhism, rather than a set of · 
disparate elemente.1 Of the two forms of beliefs 
that comprise the syncretic religion of Burma, · 
Buddhism is apparently .the more predominant, 
more formal and more institutionalised system, 
and. as such, its influence upon the day to day life 
of the people, their mode of living and way or 

· thinking is by far greater than that of nat-worship. 
This influenQe percolates inainly through the agency 
of monks who are found ·in large · numbers. in 
monasteries scattered throughout -the country: . 

The Bliriiiese monastecy is Called pongyi kYaung · 
and · is comparable to the teal in Thailand and 
parit�e!JG in Ceylon. - Normally a monastery is made · 

up of a sermon-hall (dham-mayone), ordination-hall · 
(thein), the school (kyaung) and the residing quarters 
(zayat) of the monks. The resident monks of each 

monastery are hierarchically rimked according to 
the number of years spent in monkhood. At th& 
head of each monastery is a senior monk known as · 
sayadaw, meaning ' venerable teacher '. The other· 
residents are made up of ordained monks. called 
upazin and novices called 1hin.1 The monks are 
held in high esteem and are addressed With honorific 
terms such as pongyi, meaning 'great glory '. ' great  · 
holiness ' or 'great nobility '• and yahan meaning 
' perfected one '. · 

The Burmese Sangha is divided into two main 
sects, one called the Thudhamma sect and tbe 

£ ,!
a

;:llellgion and Authority In Burma;" PM World Today, March, 1960, published for the Royal I�titute Of International . 
....... .., OU"Orcl UnJ.v. Pi'e88. However, scholars are not in· agreement on tbla wlnt. R.C. Temple, ln-. hla.artlcle on Burma ID U�LBRB. III, p. 21 aaya, " It Ia now a recognised fact that, whatever the profession of faith may bil, p�ctl()a)_ everyday 
ze_.on of the whole of the Burmese p;ople Ia anlmlam, called generally Jn Burmese 'Nat-worship', nat being the genetic 
term for all klnda of aupernaturaJ belnge. • J. G. Scott, writing about Buddhism In Burma, also eeema to bold .a lllmflar v1ew (Ibid. PP. 4·l C.). But David E. Pfanner holda the view that the dominant element of the syncretic form of reiJglon 1n 
Burma ia Buddhlam and, not a$ism (.Aflthropologieal Sludiu in ThtraNda Buddhima, Yale Unlveralty, •• The BuddhJA 
Kollk In Rural Society, pp. ·77 ff.). 

2 Sometimes this hierarchy . Ia allghtly extended. The lowest are the Sliin or novloea, then comes ordained monks willhi1t. 
&be third are the heada of monasteries 1a11a, who never have spent fewer than ten Ients. Above them are those who 
are beada of a IJ'Oup of monasteries and they are called gai11{1ok. The fifth are· the NJiadaut and U Ia from amona theat•� thai Ule grand superior or the Order, Thatba-napalng, Ja appointed; 
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other the Shwegyin sect, a. division which dates back 
from the reign of King Mindon ( 1852-77 A.C.). 
Both these sects agree. in their interpretation of the 
basic tenets (dhamma) of Buddhism. The difference 
lies in their interpretation of certain disciplinary 
tules (vinaya). The Shwegyin sect, the younger of 
the two soots, is strict in the observance of Vinaya 
tules than the Thudhamma sect, and, as such, the 
members of this sect are strictly prohibited from 
attending dramatic performances, smoking, chewing 
betel in the afternoon, riding in carts drawn by 
horses or bullocks, indulging in the practice of 
astrology, palmistry and medicine, and wearing 
the robe in an informal manner. Due to their 
strict observance of disciplinary rules, they are 

more aloof from society than the monks of the 
Thudhamma sect. Generally, the laity, too, have 
their own preferences in their support of the monks 
of the two sects. 

Admission to the J'ra.iernity of monks is open to 
any male who has his parents ' consent, who is free 
from debt and contagious diseases and who has 
been provided with the right requisites . of a. monk 
by a sponsor. Generally speaking every male 
spends some period of his lif!il as a monk. The 
practice of reverting to the lay life after spending a. 
qumber of years as a m()nk is not uncommon and 

. the.re � no SOQi$1 sti� attached to this act .of 
reversion to ih8. lay iife • . 

Tho Burmese monks play a major role in 

education. Th� monastery is the centre of learning 
and it is incumbent on every novice to devote all 
his time to scriptural studies under the guidance of 
the senior monks. This has resulted in producing 
erudite monks in Burma. The monast�ry school 
also served as the centre of learning for the laity. 
Till recently, every Burmese village boy attended 
the monast�ry school to obtain his preliminary 
education. '!'here he was taught the alphabet 
and then such texts a,.q Mingala thut (Maligala 

r.llta) made up of twelve Pali verses with a short 
introductory preface, and N ama-kara, a. short lyrio 
said to have been · composed by Buddhaghosa. 
Those who opted to do higher studies learnt also 
the Pareittam (paritla), excerpts from the Tripi�, 
Lawkaniti, a. book of world wisdom, Dhammaniti, 

a. book of moral teachings and Rajanui, a work on 
secular affairs. The curriculum of only those who 
opted to enter tho Order contained further studies. 
However, due to the increasing secularization of 
Burmese society and also to the restriction imposed 

on the activities of the monks with regard to secular 
affairs, the situation has changed considerably. 
The monasteries are fast ceasing to be schools and 
the monks ' role as educators, too, is gradually. 
becoming less important. The monks are looked 
upon as spiritual guides and the religious life of the 
laity ia moulded by them. While being the centre 
of learning, the monastery also serves as the place of 
worship. The popular expression of faith in religion 
mainly consists of periodicaJ visits to these monas
teries and the worship of pagodas and shrines there
in. On important festival days, the laity perform 
rituals and ceremonies. They also make occasional 
pilgrimages to well-known shrines in different 
parts of the country. The giving of alms to monks 
(hsungywe : Pali dana) is regarded as an act-which 
brings about much merit (kutho : Pali kusala). 
There are seven obligatory times for giving alms. 
These are (i) on the full moon day of Ka.hson (May), 
(ii) the beginning of the Wa (lent) season, (iii) 
the end of the Wa season, (iv) the festival �ed. 
Tazaungman, (v) during the new year celebrations, 
(vi) seven days after a death ant:l . (vii) on the 
day of a death anniversary. , .. ,,.Be�ides these 
occasions, villagers usually invi� ; monks · for 

·. alms before embarking on a long journey, on 
birthdays or on days on which they commemorate 
any event of importance. 

Nat-wol'Ship, too, is im important feature· in the . 
popular religion of Burma. Many scholars have 
attempted to explain the origin of the nat cult. 
J. C. Nash is of opinion that nata originated in the . 
spirits of those who died a. violent and unnatUral 
death and whose souls failed to become incorporated 
in a new life. a The ERE. (ITI, p. 21) defines the 
nata as supernatural beings 'derived from three 
separate sources : (1)  tutulary spidts, (ii) ghosts 
and spirits of the departed, (iii) supernatural baings 
of the Buddhists. The nata are thirty-seven in 
n�ber and are of two categories called the ahtel 
nata, the higher nata, and auk nata, the lowar nata. 
The ahtet nata correspond to the d£�vas and it is 
said that they are mostly of Buddhist origin, . 
perhaps representing the thirty-three gods of the 
Tavatilpsa heaven, with four others .added. How
ever, at present most of these nata represent national 
heroes and heroines. The pantheon of the thirty
seven nata was first officially recognised during 
the reign of king Anawratha who, when his attampt.s 
to suppress this cult failed. placed the thirty-si� 
images of . nata in the compound of Shwezigon 

3 J .  c. Nash, " Living with Nats : An Analysis of Animism In Burman Vlll!lge Social Relations ", Anlhropologi.cal .�tt14itt 
in T!urav11da BuddhiBm, p. 129. See also R. R. Langham Carter, " Lower Chlndwln Nats : (1) Bodawgyl (2) Amre Yeyln_:1 
Journal of the Burma Research Societ71, 1933, Vol. 23 ;  R. G. Brown, The Taunghyon " Festival ", Journal of lh1 Ro!lflf 
AnlhropoloUical lmtitute, 1915, Vol. 45 ; Aung Htln, ·• The I.ord of the Great .M:ountain ", Journal of 1113 Burma &rearch 
8ociel!l, 1955, Vol. 38 ; J. G. Scott, GazeUeer of the Un�t BuriiUI arul the Shan Stales, Vol. I, pt. 1. 
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pagoda and established Thagya Min (Sa.kka) at 
their head, bringing the total to . thirty-seven. 
Though some old nata bave been displaced l>y new 

. 
ones and the personalities of later ones have become 
.merged iD. earlier ones, the total number remains 
unclumged. The auJ: natB include both named . and 

· unnameci spirits, dra� from indigenous pre
Buddhist cosmology as well as froJ;n Hindu and 
other outside sources. These nat& could also 
be categprised as (i) household-nata, (ii) village-flat8 
and (ill) regional nata. The household-nat.! are 

· · usually selected from amoug the thirty-seven nata. 
. The village-nata are either one of the thirty-seyen or. 
. local ones, and the regional nat8 include any ofthe 

thirty-seven who have attained eminence 88 well 88 
. thpse .. omnipresent nata of field& or � .whose 
influence extends over wide areas. 

present themSelves and take a scriptural share in 
them. As is evident from numerous legends;. 
the nats originated in spirits of those who died 
violent and unnatural deaths and whose spirits 

failed to gain new birth. However, as Buddhist 
rituals are performed to put these restless roaming 
spirits to rest and make them ente� fresh life, this 
belief in spirits of the dead becoming nata is rapidly 
losing ground. 

Popular Fedlva!s_ : There are numerous festivals, 
rituals and ceremonies in Burma . all of which 
are not purely religious but are yet so overladen 
with religious features, that they · assume 
quasi-religious forms. Though there are minor- . 

. differences with regard to the way in • which 
those rituals and· ceremonies . are performed: 

The most important � among the thirty-seven in different villa.ges, their fundamental features 
appears to be the one called Min-maha-giri or Ein appear to be common to the· whole country. One' 
Zaung nae, and usually in almost every Burmtl8e s.ucb national festival is the new year. festiVal 

. village-house a coconut is slung from the south-east called the Thingyan, celebrated in April The· 
· pole of the house as an offering tO. him. As this main feature of . this festival, which continues for· 
na, is offended-by such events 88 birth and death three days, is the splashing of water on each other,. . in the house, the coconut . slung in his honour ·is 88 a symbolic gesture of washing away the previow 
removed at such times and replaced only. after the year's dirt and paying respect to the elders. . This. 
hoUsehold �turns to normal. · Along with 'this nal, is followed by the ptirely religious festival called 
everY' holiseholder makes'.offeringa ·to, ·one or more KahBon Zabyi (the equivatent of ·v esa.k). � tWa.· 
nati . · known 88 mizairtg-hpazaittg, . i:e., · . nata day the banyim' tree at the en�ce to the. village 
inherited through one's ancestots on the mother's is ceremonially bathed in the molning. A.Im8 are · 
side and the father's side. Usually, the Burmese offered to ·monks. · Three days before the KahiOn women are more superstitious than the men, and lnJ..� . . therefor:e, it is they who are more concerned with """'9'' a nat ritual (natpwe) is performed ·in the· 

village. · · The 1'lat8 are offered food and drink in the- ·· the propitiation of nal8. same way as they are offe� to monks. 
Almost on every important occasion and crisis The rituals performed during the ' lent ' 868BOn · in life, nal8 are propitiated. Even when a boy is or rains retreat are purely religious. This is called 

initiated into the Buddhist Order ceremonies are Wa in Burmese, from Pali vassa which means held in honour of the household-nat. 'Before pett'orm- rain. This season lasts for three month& If the ing the initiation ceremony (shsnbyu), the village-nm monsoon does not set 1n at the regUlar til:ne, a tOO, is propitiated. The day before the ceremony, 
the one who is to be initiated (ahinlaung) ridee in a special rain-inducing ritual is performed by propiti-
cart drawn ·by white bullocks, offering fruits to the a.ting . �he rain-nat, called. No-nat or Mogaung. 

· . village-nat 88 well 88 to the elders of the village. kya.�ve. �e Wa . season is in�roduced by an 
The village-nail are rega.i-ded as ao important that alms-giving (hBungywi), a commun81 feediug of . 
shrines (natsin) are erected in their honour. The monks ; a similar alms·giving takes place at .the· · 

legional-nat.! are propitiated before embarking end of the Wa season. _ 
. 

on a lOng journey, before entering a forest, and In the month of October is performed a religious 
starting cultivation. festival called PIJtJd,i,gyut, a festival o£ light, to • 

� Nat-worship has also -its special . festivals mark the closing of the Wa season a,pd·to commemo.. 

(natpwe) which consist of danCing, singing, dramati- rate tb.e. Bu�'s ascension · to heaven where hia
zation to the accompaniment of an orchestra of · mother was said to aWait him. In villages, paper· 
drums, cynU>alS, clappers and flu� Normally, lanterns with lighted candlea are sent up m. the 
the Buddhist monks do . not take part in these · air, ·and it is popularly believed that this is done to· 
ceremo..:Ues, but on important occasions they light the Buddha's way to heaven. 
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Another important religious ceremony performed 
11t the end of W a season is called the lcahtein (Pali 
krzthiruz), in which the monks are presented with 
t·heir eight requisites. This is performed both as a. 
(:ommunal and an individual ceremony. The 
�ommunal ka!.tein is a colourful ceremony, involving 
a grand display of all the objects intended to be 
�;iven to monks. Besides the usual eight requisites, 
:mcb items as blankets, towels, tumblers etc., are 
. llh!o offered. The ' money-tree ' is a regular feature 
Bt this ceremony. The ' money-tree ' is made up 
by planting a stick in a flower-pot to which fans 
and sticks are tied to form branchos and on to 
these branches are pinned Kyat currency notes. 

In November another festival of lights is held. 
On this occasion, people flock to local temples and 
light candles around the pagodas. Again, on the 
full-moon day of November is performed the festiva1 
called Matho yctchin or Matho thingan. On this 
occa.aion. too, candles are lit near pagodas in honour 
of the Buddha. As this day is considered to be an 
astrologically important one, on which all the planets 
ere said to form a straight line across the sky, the 
lighting of candles, done mainly in honour of the 
Buddha, is also regarded as being performed to 
mark this unusual and auspicious event. However, 
the main feature of the Matho yctchin is the making 
of a monk's robf) before the dawn of the next day. 
A mock .planting, harrowing, tree growing, cotton 
plucking' and ginning of cotton is done in the after
noon. The 'cotton is brought to a large compound 
&nd . woven into a robe by a large number of girls. 
Almost all the girls in the village take their turn 
in weaving the robe. The elders participate by 
watching and providing the girls with refreshments. 

During the months of December and January, 
villagers are busy with harvesting and there are 
no festivals of any significance during this period. 
Again, in February and March. villagers start 
rituals to placate the nat8. Weddings. initiation 
ceremonies (shinbyu) and such other events 88 had 

been postponed during the Wa season are carried 
out dUring these months. 

S.K.N. 

BURHOUF, EUG�.HE ( 1801-52) born in Paris on the 
8th of April 1801 as the only son of J. L. Burnouf, 
a well-known authority on grammar. He was a 
brilliant student of Louis-le-Grand College, and 
took his degree in literature and law in 1824 at 

of tht' peninsula beyond tho Gangf�s), at a timo 
when Pali was still so much unknown that it was 
frequently r.onfuse:i with Pohlvi, a semi-semitic 

language which in Persia had succeeded the ancient 
Zend. Burnouf proved philologically that Pali was 
M closely affiliated with Sanskrit as Italian with 
Latin, with it.s softer articulations, but similar 
declensions.. conjugations and syntax. i But, at 
that time Burnouf himself was not aware of the 
wealth of material be had just opened up . " 

His knowledge of the Zend language was 
sufficiently acknowledged 'by the worshippers of 
Ormuzd that his Commentary on the Y asna 
(Izesch.ne) served 88 authority in a religious dis
putation between the Parsis of Bombay and some 
Protestant missionaries. 

Three volumes still leave incomplete his work 
on the Bhagavata-puratJa. Also, his Introduction 
6 l'histoiro du Bouddhi81m lndien (analysed in 
April 1845 by Biot in the Journal d.es Sat•anta) 
requires a second volume which be was not able to 
complete. His translation of the Saddharma
pu'{l4arika (Lotus de la Bonne Loi; · Paris, 1852) 
forms part thereof. · ''-" · · 

It . is unfortunate that J. B��lemy ·SaintHilaire in his commemorative volume 'on the works 
and correspondence of Eugene Burnouf (Paris, 
1891) bas found it necessary to dra� unwarranted 
inferences which do not reflect well" on ihe scholarly 
labours of Burnouf and (In the tenetS of Buddhism. 

The introduction of � cbronologica1 element in . 
the history of Iiidia is due to the investigations of 
Burnout, and even if no absolute certainty has been 
achieve<! his service to subseq-uent studies will. 
always be appreciated. 

Among his works the following are refuted to 
Buddhism : a Pa.li grammar, almost complete, in 

which is found only the section dealing with verbs ; 
a literal transls.tion of the Sandhika.ppa, a Pall 
grammatical thoory 88 regards sandhi; a translitera
tion in Roman cbamcters and translation of the 
Abhidllanappadipika, a Pali lexi::on ; a trans
literation in Roman characters ·and translaiion 
(almost complete) in Latin of the MaMvatp&a, the 
Ceylon chronicle ; a translation, with explanations 
and a foreword, of the BhiZridatta JiiJalca, the Nemi 
JiiJaka, and the Suvatt� Sama Jataka, from the 
Pali text in Burmese characters ; fragments of the · 
Mahajanalca JiiJalca, also from the Pali text in . 
Burmese script ; a translation of the Patimokk!w
nissaya, the rules of monastic observances, from 

. · the Ecole des Chartes. From then on be devoted 
himself to the study of Sanskrit. :; :· ' t < ·.: . ... . ,., ... 

In 1826 be published together with Chr. Lassen 
his Essai sur le pali ou langue sacree de la presqu'Ue 
au dela du Ganga (Essay on Pali, the eacred language 

· Pali
· in Burmese script. 

He did further some research on the ancient 
geography of Ceylon in connection with the history 
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H.G.A.v.Z. 

BUSmDO . (Oode of the Warrior) . It was after the · 
Kamakura period that warriors became the governing 
class in Japan and formed thcirown code, BusbidO . 

. ln this same period, along with it there came another 
power in the sphere of religion. This was the 

· Buddhism of Kamakura. This quite unique 
Buddhism influenced the life of Japanese at the · 

time. The faith of Nembutsu (Invocation of · 
Amida Buddha) was advocated by Honan 
(1133·1212) and enlarged by Shinran ( 1 1 73-
1262). In this faith, the followers secure complete 
freedom from mundane torments by devoting 

BUSHlDO 
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But as time went on, these two came in contact 
with each other, became of great help to each 
other and made remarkable progress in their own 
spheres. 
Historical c onnection between Zen and Warriors : 

Zen Buddhism which originated in the Kamakura 
district, the headquarters of the warrior class at 
the time, and patronised by many warriors, was 
intimately related to the life and spirit of the 
warrior in every respec�, especially . m the 
following : 

( l )  Not to retreat. It is advocated in Zen 
Buddhism that the Zen monk must not look 
backward or sideways or retreat, but train his will 
once the course is decided upon by his master. 
This ntrict discipline went well · with the fighting 
spirit and the habit of absolute obedience .to the . 
lord of the warriors. The warriors must go to the 
front, with a joyous smile, when ordered by their 
lord, however desperate the war may be. In the 
battle field they are to be always single-minded l_Vith 
their attention fixed on their enemy. They should 
not look backward and retreat until their enemy is 
dead. The spirit of Zen monks going straight 
forward to Enlightenment, leaving behind delusions, 

· goes well with the spirit of the warriors to cut their 
way into the enemy's ranks, leaving behind delusion 
and fears. 

(2) Upholding intuition against infellection. 
Intellection is to be consCious . of oneself, and of 
other persons and to make a distinction between 
oneself and others. But, in Zen Buddhism, there ia · 
no distinction between the subject and the object, 
and Zen monks grasp the reality intuitively, in a 
mental state in which the subject and object merge 
into oneness (tathat<i). 

Though life and death are .in striking contrast, 
Zen monks regard lifa and death as one and the 
same, and live s. fund&mental life from which �oth 
life and death originate. In a world, where there 
is no distinction between life and death: Zen monks 
grasp the vivid reality. This appealed to the 
warrior's viaw of life also. Warriors fight always at 
the gates of death, an:d grasp the reality intuitively 
while in that desperate. state, and return alive. 
In such a desperate state , intellection is of no use 
and incomplete intellection may <hive a person 
into a comer. This intuitive view of life of the 
warriors was intimately related to the way Zen 

. monks grasp reality. 

(3) Hi8torir.al connection. There is a historical 
connection between Zen monks and warriors. 
Eisai is regarded as the first Buddhist monk 
to. introduce Zen Buddhism into Japan. He 

first tried to propagate Zen Buddhism in Kyoto, 
but failed. Kyoto was at the time the headquartelil 
of the older school of Buddhism, so that to propagate 
this new Buddhism was almost impossible. The 
Taira family and the court nobles had no 
mind to listen to this new Buddhism, against 
the strong opposition offered by the older schools 
of Buddhism. Then, this new Buddhism drifted 
to the east, in search of new areas, and found in tbe 
Kamakura district, the promised new world. 
The HOjO family took the power of the 
government from the warriors and succeeding 
the Minamoto family extended whole�he� · 
support to this new movement. In the new city of 
Kamakura, there w&re neither the annoying forces 
of the older Buddhism nor irksome traditions. 
The heads of the HojO family embraced Zen 
Buddhism as their spiritual guide, ignoring accepted 
traditions. . 
Zen Buddhism and the directing beads of warriors 
in Kamakura : The first follower of the Hoj� 
family was Hojo Tokiyori (1227-63). At first, 
be believed in Tendai and Shingon Buddhism ; 
later being interested in Zen Buddhism, he inVited 
to Kamakura · the japanese· . Zen Masters in 
�yoto and also some Chinese.. Zen ·masters 
directly from . China, under whom he devoted 
biinself to the study of Zen Buddhism. At the 
start, be could not maater this �ew Buddhism� 
but after twenty-one years of coDBtant applic�tion, 
at last be attained final Enlight.enment under 
Gottan, a Chinese Zen master. . Gottan was 
a strli.nge and magnificient monk. When he 
entered the sanctuary of KenchOji temple for 
the first time, be paid no homage to the principal 
image, �itiga.rbba.-bodhisa.ttva, and cried 

. out aloud, " You, K�itigarbha, descend from the · 
altar, and pay homage to me." All the Japanese 
Zen monks and their followers were greatly struc� 
by . his magnificient appearance. Tokiyori died. 

in 1263 when he was only thirty-seven years old. 
When he realized that he was at death's door, he 
put on his Buddhist robes e.nd sat in meditation, 
and, after writing his farewell poem, passed away 
quietly. The poem reads :  

" The karma-mirror raised high, 
These thirty-seven years : 
'T.is broken now with one hammer blow, 
'fhe great way unrolls, ever serene., 

This poem is not his own but the farewell poem 
of Q �nese Zen monk, Hsio-weng Miao-cha.n 
who lived in Mt. A·yii-wang.:ahan In this Chinese 
poem, Tokiyori chanted the praise of the highest 
state of mind which he had ntt.a.it�.ed. His, auste111 
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way ofliving and his quiet death won the admiration 
of aiL His brilliant and magnificent life made a 
strong impression upon the mind of the warriors 
�d they eagerly devoted themselves to ths study 
of Zen Buddhism. 

Tokiyori"a 1011., Tokimune (1251-84:), succeeded 

to his father'• position when he was eighteen 
years olcf. During the whole of his regency, 
1268-84, Jfongolian troops made two inroads into 
Japan, but he crushed these invasions. This 
victory was largely due to his power, both military 
&nd political He passed away at the end of this 
dreadful war, when he was only thirty.four years 
old. His short life was wholly . devoted 'to the 
conquest of the invaders. This indomitable spirit 
Wai aue to yeai'B of hard application to Zen. His 
Master was a Chineee Zen monk, Tzii-yiian 
(1226-86), whom he invited to Japan from 
Southam Bung. He erected 8 Zen temple for 
Tzii-yiian, and visited this temple many times, 
and applied himself studiously &nd vigorously 
to Zen. When Tzii-yiian lived in N6ng-jen-88ll 
temple in Bouthem Sung, Mongolian soldiers 
entered· . the� temple and · b.i'andished · a · sword 

. over hil head, but he q�etly recited this poem : . . 

The fact that such leaders as Tokiyori and 
Tokimune were interested in Zen Buddhism and thus 
attainad greatness, appealed to the mind of th& 
warriors, and Zen was auspiciously initiated into · 
the warrior's life. 

Zen began to spread its influence not only among 
the warrior class but also among the J apaneae 
Jll88888. It spread over to Kyoto and found 
strong followers among the members of the Imperial 
family. In the Ashikaga period, the Shoguns of 
Ashikaga family were also great advocates of Zen 
Buddhism, and most generals under them 118tlll'Olly 
followed suit. 

In those days, the .Japanese genius went either to 
soldiery, thus satisfying the will to power, or to 
the priesthood, to join the cultivated circles. The 
spiritual co-operation of these two forces contributed 
to the creation of the peculiar moral code which is 

now generally known as BushidO, Oods of 1M 
Wan"ior. 
View ol Life and Death : To be ready always · 
to face death is the most important aspect of 
Bushido. In . war, warriors are alwayi near 

•• ThroUghout heaven . and earth . thete . i8 . riot ·a . . 
death ; · thus, in tiQles of peace, they had to · 
�e· .  an effort to conquer . the fear of death. 
W� read: the follo�g in the .Hagakurt, a. book of . piece' .. ot groUnd where a Bingle stick ' oo�d ' be � : · · · . . .

. ; . .  

I am glad that aU · thingS. are void, myself and ' 
the world ; 

Honoured be the sword; three feet · long, 
wielded by · the great YUan swo�en." 

.,Or, it is like eutting a 'lpling breeze in a Bash of 
lightriing. .. Being struck by his spiritual power, the· 
llemgolian aoldiers paid homage to him and went 
away. 

When Tokiinune reoeived definite repol'f;@ about 
.llongolian inyaders coming over the eea, he appeared 
before his :maeter Tzii-yilen, .U,d oonflnDed hiJ 
c:letermiDatioil, arid uttered this.: 

• 

41 'l1le greatest event of my life is at last h�." 

Hii iDI&t« asked : 
" How woUld you face it l " 

Tokimune uttered the word • katau ' (victory) with 
•ll .his h� as if he '"'re frightening away hie 
enemies ��before him. Tzil-yiian, delighted 
with this, said,. 

" Truly, you are a lion's child·; you roar like 
.a lion. " 

•rokim.une ·confirmed· his deteinllnation to stand up 
lb the: Mongolian invaders arid carry qn the dreadful 
war, which would dooida the fate of Japan. 

Bushido, compiled in the clan of N8beahima of .
. 

the Kyiishii district, In . the · !piddle of . the 17th . · 
century (its editor T8t1Jl8tome Yamamoto, a · Zen · 
monk, wai formerly 8 warrior) : 

u Bushido means the determined will to · die • • •  

every. moming and every evening, have the idea 
of death vividly impressed in your mind. 
When' your determination to die at any moment 
is thoroughly ,ee�blished, your life will be faultless, 
and . your du�ies are fully · discharged. " 
We also read the following : 

" A warrior is good for nothing, unleas he can go 
beyond life and death. 

. 

When it · is said that all 
beings are ofone mind, you may think that there i.e . 
a thing known as mind. But, the fact is that a 
mind attached to life and death must be abandoned, . 
and then you can execute wonderful deeds." 

AlsQ, a we.rrior writer· Qf the 7th century, DaidOji 
Yiizan has the .following in his book, _pnm, 
of BuMidO : _ . 

.. The idea most vital and essential to the wanior . 
is that of death, which he should have before his · 
mind day a.Jid· night, night and ·.day, from the dawn 

· of the first day of the year till the last minute ·or 
llie last day of it. When this notion takes firm 
hold of you, you are able to discharge your duties to 
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their fu11est extent. . . . . . Think what a frail 
thing life is, especially that of a warrior. This 
being so, you will come to consider every day of 
your life your last a.:nd dedicate it to the fulfilment 
of your obligations." 

Some of the warriors applied the spirit of Zen 
directly to their view of life as warriors. For 
example, one of the famous heroes in the Sengoku 
period (the turbulent period), Takeda-Shingen 
(1521-73), made reference to Zen and the 
mental attitude of the warrior in his Shingen
kakun (Constitution) : 

•• You must hava a firm belief in the protection 
of Buddha. When your mind is in accord with 
Buddha's mind, you will gain great power from 
Buddha. . • . You must devote yourself to the 
study of Zen. Zen has no secrets other than 
seriously thinking of life and death." 

Uesugi-Kenshin ( 153Q-78), who was a rival 
of Takeda-Shingen, also studied Zen Buddhism 
in all earnestness. He left the following lecture 
for his retainers : 

11 A man who clings to life, dies, and a man who 
masters death, lives. · The essential thing is the 
mind. Stare at this mind fixedly and firmlv ;  
take hold of it and you will come to grasp something 
in you which neither cho-wns in water nor burns in 
the fire, and you will be. abl�. � go beyond life and 
death. I investigated what l am now telling 
you thoroughly and entered into . this samadhi. 
A man who clings to life and fears death is n ,t a 
true warrior. 

Next, here is an example where the spirit of 
Zen flashed like lightning at the moment of the 
death ·of a warrior. In the desperate war in which 
the troops of H�jo Takatoki_ were surrounded and 
massacred by · the punitive force of the Imperial 
Court in 1333, a Zen warrior, called Naga.sa.ki-Jiro
Takashige, a retainer of HOjO Takatoki called on 
his Zen master and asked : 

11 How should a brave warrior behave at a moment 
like this 1 " 

His master immediately gave this answer : 
" Go forward straight, wielding your sword." 

Takashige trembled as though he had been struck 
by lightning. He at once perceived what it meant, 
fought most bravely a.nd fell before his lord, Taka
toki. It was the only way be could go forward, 
so he went and died with tragic bravery. 

There was another retainer, Shiaku-Shinsakon
Nyudo who believed in Zen Buddhism 
earnestly. When he felt he was near death, bo 

entered into his bouse, sat croBB-legged in tb�t 
fashion of a Zen monk, on a chair at the gate, a nd 
quietly wrote his farewell-poem on paper : 

" Holding forth this sword, 
Cutting away vacuity in twain ; 
In the midst of the great fire which blazed; 
A stream of cool breeze runs. " 

When he bad finished writing, his son, Shir�, cut off 
his father's head. After that, Shiro pierced his own 
body with the sword up to the hilt and fell down on 
the ground, dead. Three retainers also pierced . 
their . bodies with the same sword and died like 
fishes. The life and death of their lord, Takal•oki, 
was their own life and death. When Takatoki 
died, their fate was sealed. Take.toki was the most 
foolish among-. members of the HOjO family, and· 
yet almost all the warriors fought to the e�d for 
him. It was the warrior's ultimate object to die 
before his lord with no regret·. 

Farewell poems of Zen Monks and ·Warriors : 
To be able to appreciate the beauty of Nature, 

. praise the bravery of a person, and . compose 

. a poem at the gates of death was . the flower of 
chivalry. Warriors were taught imd trained to 
find a moment's leisure to detach themselves from 
the inte� excitement in which they may happen 
to be placed at ihe moment of deat� or in death iJi 

· battle. The warriors attained to. : this staie of . 
mind under Zen monks. At the moment of death; . 
a Zen master would give a farewell poem expressing · 

his own view of life, instead of bidding to his 
. followers. Kwaisen of Erinji temple was a · 

brave monk who refused to give up some 
runaway soldiers who beaten by O;:la-Nobu� 
n�ga's . troops took refuge in his te1npl� 
So his monastery ,..,-as surrounded and burnt 
down by the soldiers. Kwaisen went up to the 
top storey of the monastery gate. accompaniod by 
all his pupils, a.nd gave his last sermon, .in 
his ordinary manner, amid the raging flames, 
saying : 

" We are now enveloped in the raging flame� ;: 
how would you revolve your Wheel of Dharma at 
this crisis 1 Let · each one of you say a word." 

Thereupon, each monk recited a poem according 
to the state of his understanding. When all had 
finished, K waisen gave his view of life, saying : 

" For a tranquil meditation, we need not go to 
mountains and streams ; when thoughts are quieted. 
down, fire itself is cool and refreshing." 

· 

Such a farewell poem by which an eminent monk. 
condensed his view of life was filled with vital. 
energy end impressed those who -- heard it. Thii· 
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dramatic impression ·agreed with the spirit <•f tl1e 
warriors. · They, therefore, made it a custom to 
make a farewell poem in the manner of Zen Illon.ks. 

The warriors were always ready to face their 

moment of death in this manner, so that thair 
attitude to life became serious and placid. This 
attitude to life ·also formed the basis of Bushi·do. 
In ordinarY times, too, warriors were men of refiued 
taste. Those- who were devoid of this feeling of 
refined taste (furyij), were regarded with contempt 
as being uncultured. This attitude was in agree. 
ment with the attitude of Zen monks. Zen monks 
who looked for Enlightenment seriously, also had 
sufficient time to represent their state of mind or 
their conception of natural beauty in calligraphies 
and black and white drawings. 

Dogen's master, T'ien-t'ung Ju-ching, struck 
with his shoe, his pupils who were sleeping 
in meditation and blamed them vehemently, but 
the pupils were greatly delighted with his condemn
ation and admired him. One day, Ju-ching 
addressed an appJal to his pupils : 

" I am now your Master, so I must dispel your 
delusions, blame you and beat you, to show the 
reality of this world. It is a frightful experience, 
but I have to do such things in the name of lord 
Buddha. Pardon me, brothers, pardon me." 

Hearing this appeal, the pupils could not restrain 
their tears. Dogan brought this seriousness, full 
of profound affection, into Japanese Zen Buddhism. 
To train seriously and watch over pupils with 
more affection than even a relative would show 

Relation between Master and PupDs, Lord and was the way of Zen Buddhism. The courtesy 
Retainers : The warriors had a reg�d for the which · existed between master and pupil in Zen 
admirable relation between lord and retainers, . Buddhism was a model of what the Kamakura 
especially the. devotion of the latter to their lord warrior should follow. 
88 the. most important factor in Bushido. Up to that time, the Kamakura warrior had 
In 1221, when the fourth ShOgun, Mina.moto appreciated the lord's favour instinctively, but 
Banetomo was killed, the Imperial Court tried t1> after learning Zen Buddhism, they recognised this 
send e. punitive force to Kamakura, taking adyan- obligation as an eSBential quality of a warrior •. 

tage of thl).politice.l distu� be.nce .there .. .  ·' . The Zen �ter, w�o undertakes the task of teaching 

Faced with' this crisiS the lady Masako, wife of the many monks, has an . attitude. of mind similar to 
first SMguri Minanloto Yoxjtomo, and mother of . that · of a .military lord who leads many retainers. 
the dead SanetQiDo, was_ .emphatic in her assertion · We can . cite the case of Tokugawa-Ieyasu 
that all the Kamakura warriors were under obJi. and his Mikawa warriors 88 an example of the most 
gation to the successive ShOguns and they were admirable . relation between lord and . retainers. 
in duty bound to defeat the punitive force. There- ·In art. 1 of his ZIJ.ikawa Oode, he says : 
upon the Kamakura warriors replied, saying : 

" The memory of our three lords always haunt:a 
us ;  moreover, our families have served under eigM 
lords of the Minamoto family. We shall be eter
nally grateful to our remotest generations. 
Tomorrow morning, we will start immediately anu 
charge towards the west." 

The devotion to their lord was the highest moral 
action. In the case of the imbecile general, Hojo. 
Takatoki, 46 feudal retainers, 283 relatives · and 
3000 odd warriorS saprificed their lives for him. 

Nichiren's vie� also had e.n important effect 
upon this characteristic. · In KaimolcushO written 
by Nichiren, we read : 

" There aro three objects to be respec�d in this 
world. '!'hey are the lord, the master and the 
parents." 

He laid stress on tho lord's favour. It is the 
special characteristic of the Zen sect to havo regard 
for courtesy between the Master and his pupils, 
and to train the pupils' mind accordingly. Rut, in 
this attiturle we find great variety. For example, 

" The lord should sacrifice himself for the sake of 
his retainers. . . .  " 

He had a deeper affection for his retainers than 
for his relatives. · Owing to this attitude, the 
absolute devotion of the retain· rs to Tokugawa 
family continued for many generations. 

As mentioned above, BushidO, the Oode of tlw . 
Warrior, was closely related to Zen Buddhism in 

many respects. 
K.KI. 

BUSSHIN-IN, a Japanese temple in Kyoto. This 
was · originally the votive temple of Montoku 
Tenno. When Seiwa Tenno, - in 876 A.C., became 
a monk there, it acquired t.he name Seiwa-in. As 
Seiws was an adherent of the Shingon soot, he 
converted t.his temple into a shrine of that sect; 
dedicating it to the t.wo bodhisattvas, Avalokites
vara (Kannon) anti K�itigarbha (Jizo). For fu�ther 
details sco M. W. De Vissor, Ancient Buddhiam 
in Japan, Loidon, 1 935, Vol, 1, pp. 42 f.). 

S.K.N. 
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BUSSHO, a term used to denote guilds of 
sculptors in Japan. 

FUSSHO-E, " celebration of the Buddha's birth", a 
festival held on the eighth day of the fourth month 
in all temples of Japan to commemorate the birth 
of the Buddha. It was the Empress Suiko who, 
in 606 A.C., first instituted this festival. She com. 
manded princes and ministers to make a vow 
together and also to make two images of the Buddha, 
one of copper and other of embroidery, each sixteen 
feet high. 'When these images were completed on 
the eighth day of the fourth month, she enshrined 
the copper image in the Golden Hall of Gwango-ji. 
She also decreed that, beginning with that year, 
vegetarian festivals should be held in all t.emples 
on the eighth day of the fourln month to comma· 
morate the birth of the Buddha. This festival is 
also known by other names such as Kwambutsu-e, 
Tanjo-e, Gotan-e. (See also M. W. de Visser, 
Anciem Buddhism in Japan, Leiden, 1935, Vol. I, 
pp. 45 ff.) For det8ils see BIRTHDAY CEREMONY. 

S.K.N. 

BUSSH0ZENn-{J0-ENIOHIZAN·T0FAKUZENn�) 
GOROKU (Fa-chao-ch'an-shi"h-(chu�ln�i-fih�ahan
lung·fu-ch'an-seu-)yil·lu : Tailihii, No. 2546, 
Vol. 80, pp. 278·45b), a work of Japan in two 
fascicle8. The title means 'Analects of the Zen 
Master Bussho, living ·. in the En. Jhi-zan 
Tofaku-zenji (temple).' 

This work contains the sayings of Egyo (1223-97), 
who was the 4th chief priest of the Tofuku-ji, the 
headquarters of 8 school with the same name, in 
the Rinzai or Lin-chi sect in Japan. His post
humous title is Bu.SshO-zenji. The work consists of 
simple preachings in the Zen style, delivered by 
Egyo during the .regular annual functions in his 
monastery. There are also poems in praise of 
persons and objects of Buddhist veneration or 
expressing his own thoughts. This work was not 
originally wri.tten by the master himself but compiled 
by Kiha.ku, one of his disciples, and others. 

S.Mo. 

BU-STON, LO-TSA-BA, a translator, known also 
by the name of Rjn-chon grub, was a very distingu
ished scholar of the Khro-phu}:li Brgyud system of  
the Bkal;-brgyud"pa sect in Tibet. His grandf�ther, 
Bla�chen Tshul-khrims dpal bzan-po, �as a -gr�at 
master of mantras of the Rnin-ma-pa sect, a11.d 
both his father, Bla-ma Rgyal-mtshandpal bazil-po, 
and mother, Slob-dpon-ma. Bsod-nams }:lbum, were 

. Tantrio Acaryas. 

4. S.P.C. 93898 

He was born in the monastery of Sab-amad 
Bsgom-gnas on the ninth day of the dark half of 
the month of Caitra (about the 24th day of the 
first month of the lunar calendar prevalent in 
China. Proper) in the 27th year of the Chih Yi.ia.n 
Period (1290 A.C.) during the Ylian dynasty. 
He began to learn the Dharma under his mother in 
his boyhood days and when he was about five or six 
years old she taught him to read the lJdalJ,-ga ye-ses, 

the SalJ,i-snin-po �khor-lo cu-pa�i mdo, eto.. At 
the age of seven he went to Khro-phu-pa, from 
whom he received instructions on how to initiate 
bodhicitta (q.v.), and at the age of eight, hereceived 
from him the four baptisms (ab�i!Jeka) of the Bde
mchog dril-bu ma�ujala, as well' as the rules for 
repeating dharm;ti.a and th · protound, orally . trans
mitted instructions of thr, o- a-lugs (the Sa's sect). 
During his youth, he also leaned from other teachers 
arithmetic (rtsia), script (dbu-med), the arts of 
divination (llpar�khab) and magic (mkhyud-spyacl), 
and he mastered all of these. Furtherrqore, for 
several years, he studied the ' Great Perfection ' 
of the old sect from his grandfather and he mastered 
the Kun-b!Jed, the five sections of the former trans. 

lation, the thirteen sections of the later translations, 
the Mind-section (�ems-sde) including 18 sub-sections 
of 'Mother and Sons' and· the Essence-section · 
(klon-sde) of ' The Great Perfection '. As a result · 
of these studies he attained the �tate of • Produ�ing 
Course ' ( Utpatti-krama) at an early age.·and became 
a 'Great Holder of 1V ajra in the Recit don of 
Mantras '. 

. . . 

In 1307 A. C., he left home and became 8 sra naJ)era. . 
under the tutorship of Bsod-nsnis mgon under whom 
he studied for two years approximately the 4-#a
aahaarikti-prajnaparamita, the Commentary on the 
Pancavi1]l8atiaahabik0.-prajniiparamita, the Bodhi
caryavatara, etc., the work of the siitra and 8ciatra · 
category, the Vinaya-8Utra and the Jatakamqla 
of the Vinl!<ya category, as we!l as the Pramap.a- . .  

aamuccaya, the PramattaviniScaya and various other 
expository commentaries. Later, he also · learned · 
the various Tantric Dharmas from Acary� Tlilisd
mal)i skyes-bu, Rin-chen seil-ge, and some others. 
In 1312 A.C., when he was twenty-three years old. 
he received the ordination of a bhik�;�u ; henceforth 
he enlarged his studies in the esoteric and the · 
exoteric teachings of various sects. He then went 

on to study 8abdavidya from Mkhan-chen 'fbar-ps 
t.o-tsa-ba, and thoroughly mastered tho Oandra

pafi.i Mdo-l,l,grel-pa, thEI KalapaM Mdo-IJ,grel-pa, the 
Amarako\'la (dictionary), etc. He also loamt the 
different languages of both East and West India, 
including the dialects of Kasmira, Sindhu, Siilga 
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Gliil, and the regions situated along the sea-coast. 
He was indeed an unpara.lleled, great translator 
of his time. 

He alSo studied the combined teachings of the 
Kiilaca&a-abhisecana-upacle8a of the two sects 
of Rva and !Jbro, and many other Tantrio Dharmas 
from Bla-ma dam-pa Dpal-ldan sen-ge. Since 
Dbon-po Rdo-rje rgyal-mtshan dpal-bzail-po was. 
an onequailed expert in the Du8-kyi ?lkhor-lo at 
this time, Bu-ston went to learn under him for a 
period of nine months and eventually became 
a master of ihe Dus-kyi IJ,khor-lolj,i rgyud-IJ,grel. After· 
wards, he continued his researches under various 
teachers, and it is said, he studied under twenty
eight great A.caryaa of his time, learning all the 
esoteric and the exoteric doctrines of his day 

in Tibet. 
Bu-ston's learning and thought ripened when 

he was about thirty years old, and thereafter he . 
engaged himself in writing books, as well as in 
translating and editing the Tripi t-aka. In 1320 A. C., 
he went to the Sha-lu monastery and thereafter 
spent most of his time residing in that monastery. 
His_ disciples succeeded him in the· abbotship an� 
founded the �-lu-pa sect. . AfterwardS his fame 

. · reaehed far and wide� and .when Tho"gOn-the-miir
. gan ,ascended the throne 8s Emperor Shun. of the 

. 
Yiian dytulaty·in· 1333 A.C;; he dispatched a l'niiiiSter 

· to convey greetings to Bu�tori. · And PUJ;Iy�ma.la 
of In.dia too, sent an envoy to pay his respeetS to 
him. In 1344 · A.C. Emperor Shun appointed 

· Bha-de · · Tshiil-dben and Dsanbhala-tu-sri-mgon 
to invite him to �he court with an imperial decree, 
but Bu-ston, considering that the time was not yet 
ripe for him to go to the Court, declined the invita
tion. At that tjme he tran.s'lated Durgasi.Ipha's 
Sgra-Kalapafi,i ?lgrel-pa and also wrote the Dpe
l)grel chen-po; He then tra.Dslated the Rdo-rje bdud 
rtaWi dk�-IJ,grel compol¥3d . by Dri-med-sfiiil-po, 

. the Rdo.-rje anin-po rgyan-kyi dkaJ:.-IJ,urei composed 
by Rab-shi · b8es giien, the Rdo-rje aema-dpcJ,ii 
a!J'f'Jh-thaba-kyi !Jgrel-pa . composed by Lilava.jra,. 
tho · · Sgron-gsa.l-gyi dka}J,-IJ,grel composed . by 
Thugs-rje Shahs, and the Rim-lnaiJ,i 'flgrel-ba 
cOmposed by Muni8ri. He also nlade 
supplementary translations to complete the old 
rendering of the ]1im-lna�i �grel-pa composed by 
Abha.ya. At · the request of Bla-ma Kun·spail 
cben-po, be also translated the Dpal-gnis-au-med-

. pa rnam-par-rgyal-baM rgywl-chen-po/}i gahi. Briefly 
stated, concerning the translated canons of both 
the Bkal) and the Bata1•-bcoa categories, be made 
refutations . of unauthentic works, re-translated 
or corrected some defective ones, or made supple
mentary . renderings to incomplete text-s, with 

annotations and explanations. A number of copy
ists always accompanied him, and he conducted his 
translation, editing and writing consecutively. 
Yet he never ces.sed preaching, baptising, and 
teaching his disciples, whom he accepted on an 
equal footing without bias, even as regards novices. 
The number of his disciples was countless. It is 
said that even Jag-dpon Cog-pa silo-thur, a leader 
of robbers, always welcomed him and escorted 
him to and fro on journeys personally and made 
offerings to him when he preached. 

In 1351 A.C�, when be was sixty-two years old, 
be went to Ri-phug. In the following year he 
composed the Shape and Dimensions of the Mciha
bodhi Stii.pa (of which there is a translation in 
Chinese), and constructed at Ri-phug a Byail-chub 
cben-po (stiipa of brick), sixty-nine cubits in height 
and twenty·three cubits in length and breadth, 
in which many Buddhist cultural relics of India, . 
Nepal, China Proper and Tibet were enshrinec. 
In 1353 A.C., he taught the profound Dharma of 
Dus-kyi · l).khor-lo at the request of Prajna cin
zel;lu ciil-dbail, a descendant of Jin-gi Gan (Jenghis 
Kb&.n) of Mongolia., after six generations ; and in the 
same year he also composed the Dpal bde-mchog 
· rt8�-�i rgywi-chen-pol,�i fika and some other works . 
In 1354 A.C., he lived in the Sha-lu I;Dona.stery, · 
wher� he .pr�tised meditation, preached the Law, 
-and never ceased debating, writing and transla.ting 
Buddhist books, and also performed more than 
seventy kinds of mahii..-maWala ceremonies to · 
propagate the Tantric Dharrria. In 1357 A.C., 
P�t;lita Suman8Sri of Kasmira came to Tibet, 
and Bu-ston received from him the baptism of 
�pyan-ras-gzis Bla-med padma dra-ba and trans
lated ·�be Sanskrit texts of Sgrub-thabs, Dkyil-cbog, 
Dbail.-11u,1�, Rab-gnna and Sbyin-sreg. He died in 
the morning of the 21st day of the month of Asat;lha 
(about the 6th day of the fifth month of the lunar 
calendar) in . 1364 A.C., at the age of seventy-five . 
His disciple Sgra.-tshad-pa. Rin-chen mam-rgyal, · 
who wa.S well versed in Sabda.vidya and Hetuvidyi\, 
succeeded him and later founded the Sha.-lu-pa sect • . 

The later period of propagation of Buddhism in 
Tibet began from 972 A.C. (which some take for 
978 A.C.), a. period of over 300 years earlier than . 
Bu-ston's birth (in 1290 A.C.). It was a. period in

. 

which the later Ta.ntric Buddhism was prevalent 
in India while the Vikramasila monastery ex- · 
perienced its prosperity (Mkhas-pa Sgo Drug) and 
was finally destroyed by fire (in 1200 A.C. approxi. 
mately). Great Buddhist teachers of India and 
Tibet then made reciprocal visits to the two 
countries frequently, and thus the Tantric 
Buddhism of the Vikrama.Sila monastery waa 
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bro11ght to Tibet and preserved there intact. But 
as there were different traditions of propagation, 
various sects arose and developed parallelly, and 
the number of transiat�d texts gradually increased. 

Up to the 14th century A.C. (the time of Bu-ston), 
there was a demand, in both the old and the new 
sects of Buddhism in Tibet, for a generalization of 
Buddhist teachings and a re-arr8J126ment of canons. 
It was at such a time that Bu-ston was born and be 
accomplished these tasks with eminent success. 
His �tiona and writings showed a very wide 
acope, and hi3 outstanding contribution to Tibetan 
Buddhism was his work of re-arranging, classifying 
and editing the Tripitaka. in 1327 A.C., when 
he was thirty-two yeBrB old, he completed his 
Bcl6-g8egs bstan.pcJ,» cho8-}Jbyun, a general history of 
Buddhism, composed in Tibet at a very early date, 
in which are preserved many valuable Buddhist 
historical data from India, Tibet, etc., as · well as 
general historical and geographic materials. In 
the last part of this book, he made a theoretical and . 

analytical catalogue of all the translated Buddhist 
eanons in Tibet, and the Catalogw of th6 Tripitaka, 
which he composed later was baaed on this model. 
He classified the translated canons into the tw() 
categories of· Mdo and Snags (the exoteric and 

· eeoterio te$ohings), and each was again sub-divided 
into the two classes · of . Bkal) and ·Bstan·bcOI. 
Only .the translated canons . (lJgyur-ba) were later 
compiled into the Tripit;aka. which W$1 divided 
into the two parts of Bkal)-l,lgyur and BBtan- · 
�r, i.e., the • translated canons spoken by the 
Buddha ' and the ' translations of commentaries 
.and treatises '. The siitras or the Mdo category 

· were divided into the three Dharmacakras, namely, 
11) the Dbarmaoakra of the Four Noble Truths, 
jnoluding such works as .the I;ldul-ba, the So-sor thar
pallt-mdo, eto. ; (2) the Dharmacakra.of Formlesa
ness, including such works as the Ser-phyin �ton· 
plwag-brgya-ba, the Bi-khri lna ston-ba, eto. ; 
.and (3) the Dharmacakra of the Supreme and 
Complete Doctrine, including such works as the 
Phal-po-chs, the Dkon-bmsgs and other Mahayana 
Siitras. The oommentaries and treatises were also 
.divided into tJu'ee groups ; (1) the specific exposi
tions of the siitras, which were sub-divided 
according to the three Dharinacakras ; . (2) the 
general expositions of the aiitras, i.e., the Hetuvidya, 
the Sabdavidya, etc. ; and (3) the miscellaneous 
writings, i.e., the Ses-rab rgya-pa, etc. Th.a works 

· of the Bkq}J group of the Snags (Mantra) category 
were divided into the four divisions of Rgyud, 
·namely, (1) the Bya-rgyud, such 88 the IJjam
apal-gyi rgyud, the . Spy�n-gzigs-kyi rgyud, the 

· Phyag�rdor rgyud, etc. ; (2) the Spyod�rgyud, sucq 

as the Rnam-snan mnon-byan, the Phyag.f'dor. 
dban-bsk.ur rgyud, etc. ; (3) the Rnal-�byor rgyud, 
such as the - De-nid bsdits-pa rgyud, the Rdo-rje 
rtse-ma, the I;Ijig-rten-gaum rrr1al, etc. ; and (4) the 
Rnal-lz,byor bla med, which was sub-divided intO 
both the Pha-rgyud, and the Ma-rgyud. Of the 
former there were the Gsan-(.dus, the J;I.jigs-byed, etc.; 
and of the latter, the Kye-rdor. the Sambhfl/a, the 
Bde-mchog, the Phyag-rgya chen-po thig-le, the 
Rdo-rje gclan-bshi, etc. From the M a-rgyud another 
sub-division was 8.lso made, namely, the Gnia-su� 
med-pal!-i rgyud, such as the Dus-lcyi �khor-lo, etc. 
The translations of the comiilentaries and treatiseS 
of the Snags ca.t.egory were divided into the ' Speci� 
fie Expositions • and the ' General Expositions •. 
The group of Specific Expositions was sub-divided 
into. four parts according to the four divisions of 
Rgyud of the Bka}J category, as mentioned above� 
comprising the commentaries and writings of the 
different Rgyuds, respectively. The group of 
General Expositions included the general works on 
Sgrub-thabs, Dlc?jil-chog, Mantra-lam-rim, Dam� 
tshig-gi sdom-pa, Rab-gn(ut aybin-sreg, etc. 

· 

Afterwards, Bu-ston also compiled the Rgyud. 
Mum dkar-chag (included in the Complete Woru q, 
Bu-ston, Lhasa edition; case No. 26) and the Bstan� 
�-gyi dkar-chag. He compiled the Catalogu& of 
Commentaries and Treatilu twice; the_ ,first compiled 
in 1335 A. C. is also known 88 the Y id-lnhin nor-bu 
dbati-gi rgyal-pol;li phreti-ba (included in the Com
plete Works of Bu-wn, Lhasa edition, case No. 26), 
and the second, known 88 the Y id-bshin nor-bu 
rin-po-�i za-ma-tog (included in the CompleU 
Works of Bu-ston, Lhasa edition, case No. 28), was 
a revised edition with supplements compiled in 
1362 A.C. This is the edition which has been 

· adapted by Bu-ston's disciples. In these catalogue& 
careful alterations and corrections were made to 
the compilation, classification, numbers of volumes 
of the various translated canons and the names of . 
the translators, as recorded in old catalogues. They 
became the basis of the different later editions of 
the Tripi�. 

The meth� of cl888ification adopted by Bu-ston 
for the translated canons in Tibet was not similar 
to that adopted by the Vikramaaila monastery in 
India (such as the method of Ati8a). In fact, it 
was a general re-arrangement of Buddhist literature · 
ma�e by Tibetan scholars. Eventually, Bu-ston's 
mathod of ola.ssification, such 88 dividing the Tun
trio canons into the four ' Bgyuds,' was later 
acknowledged as the accepted method. Afterwards 

came Tsou-kha-pa (1357-1419 A.C.) and he 
foUowed_Ba-eton's method ·for the classification of 
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Buddhist canons, although he followed Atisa in 

his thought and theory. 

Bu-i:lton's era w<m a.bout one hundred years aft.er 
the V ik.ramasilii. monast-ery had been destroyed by 

fire. Thercaft�r Buddhism in India had no mor(l 

development, nor was there any great Buddhist 

teacher. It may be said that tho period of trans

lation of Buddhist canons in Tibet terminated in 

the person of Bu-ston, and thenceforth an indepen
dent development of Buddhism began thero. Un

doubtedly he waa an epoch maker in the history 
of Tibetan Buddhism. 

Bu-ston's �ritings (not including his translations) 
tJollect.ed in the old Complete WorkB, amounted to 

about 182 works, being divined Into soventeen 
cases. More works by him were collected into 

the new Lhasa edition of tho . Complete Works, in 
which there are included 230 works, divided into 

twenty-six cases (at the end of which two cases of 
worki' by his disciple, Rio-chen rnam-rgye.l, were 
added) .  

K.Yu. 

and style of the work one could safely put it to tho 
period between the second half of the twelfth 
century and the first half of the t·hit·teenth. 

Though the word Butsara�w has become popular 
as the name of the book, the names given by the 
author himself are Buddhacctrita, 'Biography of the 
Buddha ' and Amrtavaha-' Flood of Nectar '. 
But neither of these names has become popular. 

The work is divided into sixteen chapters : 1 
Bhagava the Blessed One ; 2. Arahan thb 
WO!·thy One ; 3. Samma Samhwldho-The 
All-Enlightened One ; 4. Vijjiicarann-sampanno 

-Endowed with knowledge and cond1mt.; 5. 
Sttgato-the Well-gone or (Happy-gone) One ; 6. 
Lokav£dU--Knower of the World ; 7. Amdlaro
the Supreme One ; 8. Purisadammaaarathi-t.he 
Tamer �f beings ; 9. Satthii devama·n·usaiina7!l

Tea.cher of gods and. men ; 10. · Buddho--tne 
Enlightened One ; l l .  Bhaga(·ii--the Blessed One ; 
12. the Buddha's manner of preaching ; 13. tho 
beauty of his body (personal splendour) ; 14. the 
virtues of the Doctrine ; 15. the chapter on similes ; 
and finally, 16. the birth story of Vessantara. 

The author has made an attempt to describe the 
BruUuGRAPHY : Bu·ston, · Bde-b(lr · gaegs.·pa�i q'uality expressed in the heading of each chapter as bstan-�i gsal-lnjed Clws-kyi/�byui�-grlfis· gsun-rab fully as h� could and, for this purpose he has dra� 
rin�po-cheM mdsod, · . sd,e-dge ., edit,i9n : (Epgli� . · '  materiai froJ;D various so�s such aa the Dhamma-tlanslat.ion : The History of Buddhism, ·; Bu-ston, tr , · padaUl!-akathii, . Jataka{lhakatha; VimanavaUhu, · 
by. E. {)bermille�, . Heid�lbcrg, 1931-2) ; Bu-ston:; · Petavatthu, Digha-nikaya and the Vimddhimagga. 
Bkai}-lJ,hum-nyidkar-chag chos-rje-nid-ky� mdSad-pa, Thus, the ButsaratkJ is not a translation of a 
Lhasa edition (Bu-ston 6kaJ:..lJ)rum, Vol. XXVI) ; Pali book nor baa the author had any single · 
Kloil-rdol, Klon-rdol bla-magsun-�bum;Lhasaedition, text aa his source of information. AS a result, 
case ra, pp. 3-6 ; Rin-chen mam�rgyal, Ch08-rje the chapters seem loosely connected with one 

tham8-cad mk?�yen-pa Bu-ston Lo-tsa-baM rnam-par- another. 
thar-pa snim-pal:ti Me-tog shes-bya-ba, Lhasa edition In the first chapter of the BtdsaratkJ, the author · 

(Bu-11ton bka�-?Wum, Vol. . XXXTI) ; Sde-srid refers to the .Buddha's impartiality and compassion, 
Sa.Ds-rgyas rgjra-mtsho, Bairf,U.rya. dkar-po both towards hia enemies and Mends. The last 
{According to the Chronological Table in Csorna'a paragraph of this chapter is one long Eentence run· · 

Tibetan Grammar). ning into two printed pages. 

BUTSARANA (R :f · tl · Buddh ) At the beginning of the second chapter comes one . . e uge �n �e a , a 
Sinhalese literary work in prose, written in praise of the most dramatic pas38ge.3 in the ButsaratkJ, . 

and veneration of the Buddha. It is the first of desuibing _the seductive behaviour of the 

8 group of books called the Amrtavaha (q.v.). The daughters of Mara in their attempt to entice the · 
bodhisattva prior to his Enlight:mment.' Brief author has stated his name at the end of the qook as mention has also been made of Cificamii.naviki Vidyi.icakravarti, to whom are also. ascribed the other 
and Devadatta. The Buddha's modesty, compaatwo boPks of the Amrta·uaha group, namely, sion and unselfishness are the other q�lities 

Daham . .,zt,, ·�la and Sa�'i.gasara-rta. 

The period of compilation of the book cannot be 
definitely stated, for no reference has been made to 
it. as far as we know, in any of the ancient documents. 
The oldest reference is to the name ofVidyii.cakravar· 
ti in the Nikiiyasangrahaya · written in the fif. 
teenth century. But, judging from the language 

described in this chapter. 
. Chapter iii is a short one and of one paragraph, 
the phrase ' budun saratkJ yemiyi butsaratkJ yayutu ': . 
" It is proper to take refuge in the Buddha saying 
'I take refuge in the Buddha', " occurring only once 
at the end of the chapter. This chapter deals 
with the higher doctrine found in the Abhidhamma. 
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Chapter iv entitled Vijjacara1)48ampanrw deals 
with the Buddha's insight, his psychic powers and 
other super-normal qualities of the Buddha. 

Chapter . v relates in brief the life-story of the 
Buddha from the time of his birth as sage Sumedha. 
and givea the reasons for caJling the Buddha. S�ato, 
the Happy or Well-gone One. Here, too, is found a. 
pa.r�ph runiling into a two-page long sentence. 

Chapter vi, which is considered importa.ut, 
contains a vivid description of the universe. Mythi-

- caJ cosmological references to such a.s Ca.kravii.�a, 
Ma.hiimeru mountain, the seven mountain peaks, 
the various oceans and the lakes, the world of the 
gods and the four great continents are given popular 
treatment. 

Chapter vii is the shortest. The author has made 
11R6 of about forty-five similes to show that there is 
no one comparable to the Buddha and that he is 
supreme (anuttara). 

Chapter viii is the longest (126 printed pages) and 
most important chapter. Here · are given in full 
detail popular episodes like the conversion of 
A.Jigulimii.la, the taming of the elephant Nii.lii.giri 
and the serpent Nandopansnda, the conversion of 
�e Ba.ka ;Brahm�, the subjugation of the three 
Kassapa brothers, the story of the Licchavis and 
the Buddha's visit to the Tivatilp88 heaven. It is 
here that one sees the author's originality, vividness 
of narrative and dramatic and poetic style. 

Chapter ix relates an interesting story in detail to 
show that the Buddha advised not only the gods 
and human beings but eJso animals. The story 
relates how a frog, who was killed by a shepherd 
pressing a stick ?JlCOnsciously in its back, was bom 
in heaven because at the time of his death, the frog 
we.s listening to the voice of the Buddha preaching 
the Doctrine. 

Chapter ;X- is mostly devoted to the story of 
Pa�iicii.ri, an• excellent piece of literary work in 
ancient Sinhalese literature. 

Chapter xi does not contain any special feature. · 
Some casual incidents from the Buddha's life 
have been briefly· described. 

Chapter xii entitled ' The manner of preaching ' 
deals with a few sermons of the Buddha. 

Chapter xiii gives a full description of the thirty
two major signs of the Buddha. The chapter 
ends with a brief mention in one paragraph of the 
eighty minor characteristics. 

Chapter xiv mainly describes the ten powers of 
the Buddha. 

Chapter xv entitled ' The chapter of similes 
consists of 258 short paragraphs ending with the 
phrase ·" one should take refuge in the Buddha " 
(butsara?UZ ya yutu). The chapter ie named thus 
because most of the paragraphs describe the virtues 
of the Buddha with the help of similes. 

Chapter · xvi, the last chapter of the book, is a 
full and complete account Of the birth story of 
V essantara. 

The language of the Butsara!14 is simple, 
average and hence is intelligible to the reader. 

When Vidyii.cakra.�arti dwells on the virtues of 
the Master, he is overwhelmed wiLh devotion 
and almost inspired by poetic genius. 

Another unique feature in the But8aratu� is the 
occurrence of the phrase ' budun saratu� yemiyi 
butsara?)a ya yutu' : " It is proper to take refuge in 
the Buddha saying ' I take refuge in the Buddha ' " 
repeat�dly at the end of each and every ·incident 
described. 

Many other literary works compiled after the 
Butsaratra seem to have been influenced by the 
contents and style of that work. Some of them are 
SamantakU#avatl?UZnii, Pujavaliya, KatJYa8elcharayo, 
Guttilakavyaya and Buclugu1;Uilankiiiraya. 

H.R.P. 

BUTSUBU-SAMAYA-IN, a particular posture 
(�udra) of the hands of the Buddha refe� to in 
Japanese T:\ntrio Buddhism. In this posture both 
bands are held close to the breast, folded and 
clenchod into fists, with · the thumbs held upright 
close to each other. If a (sadhaka) performer of · . 

Tantric rites were to display t�� of hands 
and. utter the appropriate chant (mantra},-,.all the 
Buddhas would assemble ' like a cloud ' and cause 
universal void (sunyata), thus freeing the performer 
from all obstacles and fulfilling all his wishes (M.W . . 
De Visser, Ancient Buddhism in .Tapan, L6iden, 

· -1935, Vol. I, p. 168 f.). 
S.K.N. 

BUTSUDO, meaning the Way or the Teaching of 

the Buddh�, is the term for . Buddhism, oocurring 
for the first time in the N·ihongi, bk. XXI. See 
further JAPAN. 

BUTSUGEMMO. See BUDDHALOCANA. 

BUTSUMY0-E (or Butsumyo Sange), · Chinese 
Fo-ming-hui, the ' Festival of the Buddha 
names, ' a repentance-ceremony practised from 
ancient times in China, Korea and Japan. However 
it was in Japan, especially from 830 to 1467 A.O., 
that this ceremony became qui.te ·popule.r. 
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. The general feature of this ceremony was the 

recital of the ' 13,000 Buddha names ' (this included 
the names of Buddhas, bodhisattva.s, pratyeka
buddha.s and arhats) in order to obliterate all sins 

and to obtain perfect wisdom. In Japan, from 
the very beginning; this ceremony had been a 
palace-ceremony of the last month of the year and 
was intended to purify the Cour� and tho country 
from the sins of the whole year and thereby to 
bring about happiness in the next year. 

At first, this ceremony was based upon the text 
Buddhabhii#ta-buddhi:miima-Biltra (Fo-alw.o1o-ming

ching �· Nanjio, No. 404) in which the names 
of 11,093 Buddhas, bodhisattvas and pratyeks
buddhas are mentioned. For this ceremony 
there was also a large siitra of 16 or 30 chapters 
(13 000 names) which was written in China in the 
�iddle of the T'ang dynasty, i.e., in the oighth 
centuiy, and was used in Japan from 846-918 A-�
In 918 A.C., another text was introduced for this 
ceremony and it includes three thousand Buddha 
.:uunes of the three kalpas as given in three siitra.s 
(viz., Nanjio, No. 405 containing the names of a 
thousand Buddhas belonging to the past kalpa, 
Na�jio, 406 . containing the ·names of a thouaand · 
Bod� . belonging to ihe present kalps, and 
N�J'w,

· 
No. 407 �nta.ining the names of a thousand 

BuddhAs belonging · to the fu.ture kalpa). How- : 
ever, the text containing the names of ' 13,000 
Buddhas ' was generally the basis of this ceremony 
from 830-1467 A.C. 

At first, this ceremony was held for three days 
and nights, but from the end of the eleventh 
century the duration of the service was limited to 
one night. At this ooremony three leading priests 
were alternately on service for reciting the Buddha 
D&tDe&, dividing the night into three parts. The 
offerings made to the Buddhas were flowers and 
incense ; silk, incense and incense-burners were 
offered to the priests who performed the service. 
. For historical details of this ceremony in Japan 

eee M. W. De Visser, Anciem Buddhism in Japa.n, . 
Leidml. 1935, Vol. I, pp. 381-393. 

E.H.P. 

BlJTTSO'-JI Japanese temple of t�e Rinzsi 
Zen sec�, located at Tak888kamt11'8. Toyota-gun, 

. Aki Province (present Hiroshima Prefecture). 
Ita �ango (mountain-title) is Mimotosan. This is 
the headquarters of the ButtsU-ji-ha which is one 
of the fourteen schools of the Rinze.i sect in Japan; 
and which has at present, more than forty 
subordinate temples thereunder. 

Shiikyii Guchii (1323-1409) founded the templu 
in October, 1397 (another legend says it was in 
August, 1395) . When Shukyii was passing through 
Aki Province on his way from the Ryiimon-a.n 
l its later name is the Zento�ji) in Ki-i province (present W aka.yamn. Prefecture) to Kyiishii district, 
Haruhira Kohayagawo., the then lord of the province 
became s convert to Shi!kyii and built a temple 
for him. In October, 1397 (or in August, 1395), 
Shiikyii named it the Buttsii-ji, in association with 
the title of his master, Chi-liao Chi-hsiu of the 
Chin-shan-ssu temple in. Chins. He invited hia 
Msster to be the nominal founder to the Buttsii-ji 
and msde himself the second chief priest there in 
spite of his being the actual founder. 

In 1399, a branch temple named the Ga.ngki-in 
and the JizMo (�itigsrbha-hall), belonging to 
the Buttsii-ji were built by a nun, named 'ShOgan-ni 
of the Jitoku-an temple. In 1402, Shinnyo Kakuin 
consolidated and raised the MugonM, which had 
been s mere meditation place for Shiikyii, to the 
rank of an · independent temple. In addition. 
Norihira Kohsya.gaws, a relative of the lord, also 
�onstructed an attached temple, called the KOshin-in. 
V arioUP amenities were gradually added to the. 
Buttsii•ji. The lord H$ruhira Koha.yagawa donated . 
to the temple the fief yielding. 4,000 kokU8 of' riOIJ 
(a koku= 4.9629 . bushels) and the 'forest . of 2 . m: 
sq� (one ri iS about 2.44 miles). · In March 1404, . 
was built a shrine in which Momoto-gongen (Incsr· 
nation of Mimoto) was enshrined as the guardian 
god of the temple. It was in the ssme year that . .  
Shiikyii retired to a branch temple, the K6shin-in. 
In 1407, Yoshimochi Ashiksga, the Shogunate 
of the day sent a messenger to Shiikyii in order to ask 
him to preach. . He was granted by the Imperial 
Court, in March of 1409, the purple robe which 
was swarded only to very eminent priests, together 
with the chief prirut of the Na.nzen-ji, the head
quarters of another school in the same sect. 

After Shiikyii died, on the 25th August, 1409, 
at the · age of eighty-six, at the Tennei-ji temple 
in Tanba province-, his remains 'Were e�ined in 
two pagodas-one in Tennei-ji and the other in the 
Buttsii-ji itself. Th July of 1422, the FudO-dO 
(Acsla-hall) was built in the grounds of the Buttsii-ji. 
In March 1423, the following principle was estab
lished : the four main disciples of Shiikyii, Gen-in,· 
E�, Shinchi and Seiyui would assume the post of 
chief-priest of the Buttsii-ji and the Tennei-ji by · 
turns, for a period of three years each. · After 
twelve years, it W8S changed as follows : some other 
six senior priests, among Shiikyil's descendents, 
would alternately become the chief priest of the 
above two temples. The Shogunate of Asbikaga 
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in those days appointed the Buttsu-ji as its plac;) of 
prayer twice, in December, 1441 and in December, 
1444, bestowing on it the name of the Kigan-gokoku

ji (Temple for Prayer for Safety of the Nation) . 
Thereafter the temple grew in prosperity. There 
came into being more than :fift.y branches in it:s 
grounds and subordinate temples were established 
in twelve provinces. 

In August 1525, the monastic rules of the Buttsu-ji 
were established. Some of the buildings of the templo 
were repaired in 1596. When Masanori Fakushima 
(1561-1624) acceded to the lordship of Aki Province, 
he confiscated the fief of the temple once, but later 
he donated to it a fief yielding 200 kokus of rice. 
The next feudal lord of the province, Nagaaki 
Asano, assured the temple of its fief and repaired 
some of its structures. In March 1632, the recons. 
truction of tho Fudo-do (Acala-hall) was carried 
out. In February of the following year, Mitsua.ki 
Asano donated some land to the branches of tho 
Buttsii-ji. It was in April 1796 that the main 
structures of the temple, including the main hall, 
were burnt down. In July 1808, Narisue Matsu
. ds.ira reconstructed some buildings, such as the 
Butsuden (Buddha-hall), the Hojo (living quarters 
of the chief priest), the Son-do, and the Cha-di'• 
(Hall for Tea Drinking), and he endowed a fief 
yielding 500 kokus to the temple. He also built 
a library, called Toyorinzo, which belonged to thB 
Eitoku-in, a branch of the Buttsii-ji. 

· BEicause of the Restoration of Meiji in 1868, the 
ief of the temple was forfeited and its structures 
deteriorated. However, the Ganki-in, a branch 
of tho temple, was reconstructed in April 1876, 
the Jizo-do · (�itigarbha-hall) in April 1878, and 
the main gate in 1894. 

In June 1905, the Buttsii-ji became the indepen
dent headquart�rs of its own school, giving up 
control of the Tenryu-ji in Kyoto, the head temple 
of one of the main schools in the Rinzai sect of Japan. 

In the grounds of the Buttsii-ji, which is about 
9280 tsubos (1 tsubo equals 3.952 sq. yds.), 
there aro to be found at present the following buil 
dings : the Butsuden (Buddha-hall), the Dai-Mjo 
(larger living quarters of the chief priest), the 
SM-bOjo (his smaller living quarters), the bell-tower, 
the treasure-store, two ordinal stores, two gates, 
i.e., Sanmon and Nagayamon, the line-house, the 

. Kaisa.n-do (Founder's hall), the library,, the Jiz�-do 
(K�itigarbha-hali), the Jishin-ryo (quarters for 
monks in charge of the Founder's hall), the Fudo-dO 
(Acala-hall), the meditation-hall, the TaM-to 

· (tower of Prabhutaratna-Tathagata), the Chinju-sha 
(shrine of the guardian god) and the six branch 

temples, that is to say, tho Eitoku-in, the Ikka-in, 
the Ryosoku�in, the ShObO-in, the Chosho-in and 
tho Joshin-an. 

In th_: Butsuden, an image of Sakyamuni Buddha 
is enshrined as the main image, and two images of 
the bodhisattvas, Mafijusri and Samanta.bhadm 
as the attendents of Sakyamuni. In the Founder's 
Hall, there are enshrined the images of Ch'i-liao, 
the nominal founder, and of Shiikyii., the actual 
fotmder, together with the memorial tablets of th& 
Kohayagawas and the Asanos, two main contributors 
to the temple. 

Of the many items of the temple, a coloured 
portra.it of Shflkyii on a silk-cloth and a calligraphy 
and some letters written by him are named National 
Treasures. 

With its colourful forests, clear streams and wBter
falls, and majestic rocks, the natural . scenery of 
the Butt.sii•ji is so beautiful and attractive that it 
is often compared with that of the Kokeizan EihO-ji 

in Gifu Prefecture or Mt. Koya in Wa.kayama Pre

fecture (Moe. Vol. 5, pp. 4474b-75a). 
S.Mo . 

BY A-BA BSDUs-PA SHES-BYA-BA, a translation 
.into Tibetan from tho Sanskrit text. See KRIYA· 
SA1'iGRAHA. 

BYA-BAJJf PHUI.f-PO . SHE&-BYi:.:BA, a trans· 
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. . See 
KRIY A..SKANDHA. 

BYAKUGO, a curl of white hair found on the 
forehead, between the eye�.n·ows of a Buddha or 
bodhisattva . It is believed to emit a ray of light· 
which illuminates the universe. 

In Japanese sculpture, particularly in wooden 
images, the Byakugo is represented by a cylindrical 
piece of crystal embedded in the forehead. 

See further "ORr�·A. 
C.S.R • . 

BYAMAPPABHA (Skt. vyiimaprabha), a term de
noting the area of the halo of the Buddha which is 
believed to measure a fathom in extent (e.g., Miln. 

p.75 ; Buv. pp. 1, 45 ; Vvu. p. 213 ; J. I. pp. 12,89). 
A fathom (vyama or byiima) is measured byext�nding 
bot.h arms to their full length. See further AURA. . 

. G.K.W • 

BYAl\IHA, translated as ' mansion of the many 
folk ' (The Minor Anthologies of the Pali-canon, 
IV, [SBB], p. 88) is the name of the celestial mansion 
of Nandiye. referred to in the Reva.tivim8.na of the 



Vimanavatthu (52, v. 3). This form often varies 
with the term vya'Tf'ha, in which application it 
generally connotes a celestial-man8ion, a palace or 

· abode of fairies and in this sense i t  occurs in the 

Jataka (e.g . ., IV, p.464 ; VI, pp. 1 19, 251), Vimana
valtlu. t3S. "'· l)·,� Vimanavatthu AUhalcatM (p. 160) 
as a synon:ym of vimiina. 

W.S.KT. 

BYA&PA BSGOM-PAJ.;II MDO, a tran8lation into 
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BYANADASSI, a monk of Burma of the line of the 
thera Sona. Thera Adhisila was his teacher and 
the tht'ras Mahakala and Silabuddhi were his 
pupils. Byanadassi is said to have gone daily from 
Thaton to the Majjhimadesa to worship the Bodhi 
tree The Glass Palace Chronicle of the Kings of 
Burma, (Trsl. by Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce, 
Oxford University Press, 1923, p. 14). 

H.R.P. 

Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See MAITRi- BYAN-cHUB CHEN-PO MDOR-BSTAN-PA SHES-
. .  BH! V AN!-SUTRA. . . 

· • BYAB-P:A BSGOM-PAIJI SGO-NAS SE�NAS
PAR BYA-BAJ.;II THABS, a translation into Tibetan 
froPl the Sanskrit text. See MAITRi-BHA V ANA
NUSARE�fACITTASTiiAPANOPAYA. 

BYAIIS-PAJ;II MDO, a translation ·4fltQ Tibeta.Q 
from the Sanskrit text. See MAITRl-.$:&rnA. 

BYAMS-PAIJI MTSHAN BRGYA-RTSA-BRGYA� 
. PA GZUN�AGS DAN BCAS-PA, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See MAITRE
YA- NAMAE;I'fOTTARASATAKA-DHARA�l-

. lriANTRA-SAHITA. . . 

BYA BA, a translation into Tibetan from the Sans
krit text. See MAHA-BODHYUDDESA-N!MA. 

BY AN-cHUB J;IBYUN-BAJ.;II SMON-LAM, a trans
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 
BODHY!KARA-PR�HANA. 

BYAN-(lHUB-KYI GSHUN-LAM SHE8-BYA-BA, a 
tranSlation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODHIPADDHATI-NAMA. 

BYAN - OHUB - KYI LTuN - BA BSAGS - PAJ.II . 
J;IGREL-PA, a translation into T,ibetan from the 

· 

Sanskrit text. See BODHYAPATTI-DESAN!- · 

V�TTI. • 
' .  BYAM's-PAJ;II s�-GEIJI.:SGRA CHEN-PO SB;Es- . . · · · . . . .  ·. · · 
. BYA-BA THEG-PA CHEN-PORI MDO . a : trans- BYAN - OHUB - KYI LTUN - BA BSAGS -PAJJI . 

. 
. . 

. . 

' 

. 
Jation into -Tibetan from the Sanskrit text • . See · .  :{IGREL-PA . BYAN-cBUB-SEM.S-DPAJ.II BSLAB- · 

MAITREYA - MAHA- SI�HANADA - N!MA· PAIJI RIM-PA SHE8-BYA-BA, a translation into 
MAH!YANA.SOTRA. 

. Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BODHY- . 

BYAMS PAJ;II SGRUB-THADS, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See MAITREYA· 
SAD HAN�. 

BYAMS-PAJ;II SMON-LAM, a Tibetan text referred 
to in TM. No. 1096, ·as occurring in the Gzutis-luJus 
(Dh&ral;li) section of the Kangylir. The text does 
not appear in the TT. collection. The author and 

. the translator are un.lrnown . . 

BYAMS-PA I;IJUG-PA SHE8-BYA-BA THEG-PA 
CHElf-POJ;II MDO, a translation into Tibetan from 
tbe Sanskrlt text. See MAITREYA-PRASTHANA
NAMA-MAii!Y !NA-S'OTRA. 

BYAMS..PAS DAM-BCA8-PA SHE8-BYA-BA1;11 
GZUNS. & tranSlation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
text.. See MAITREYA • PRATIJNA - NAMA -
DH!RA�. 

. 

BYA1115-PAS SHU8-PA SHES-BYA-BA THEG-PA 
CHEN-POI,II MDO, a translation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit text. See MAITREYA·PARI
P�CCHA-NAMA -MAHA.YA.NA-SfJTRA. 

!PATTI - DESAN!VR'ITI - BODillSATTVA - · 
. S�A-KRAMA-N!MA. 
BYAN-cHUB-KYI PBYOGS llSTAN�PA SHEs
BYA-BA THEG-PA CHEN-POJ;II MDO; a trans
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 
BOD HIP AKE;!A-NIRDESA-N!MA -MARA. YANA 
-StiTRA. . 

BYAN-cHUB-KYI SEMS BD&-BAI;II MAN-NAG, a · . 
translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODHICITTA-MAIL�SUKHAMNAYA. 

BYAN-ciiUB-Kn-sEMS BSqOM-PA, a translation · 

into Tibetan from the· Sanskrit text. See BODIU
CITTABllAV AN!(2). 

BYAN..;CHUB-KYISEMS BSGOM-PA DON BOU• 
Gills· BSTAN-PA, a translation into Tibetan from · 
the Sanskrit text. See BODHICITTA-BliA VAN!-
DV ADAS!RTHA-NIRDESA. 

. 

BYAN - CHUB - KYI-sEMS BSGOM - PAJ.;II MAN 
NAG, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
text. See BODHICITTA-BH!V ANOPADESA. 
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BY AN-CHUB-KYI-5EM5-BSKYED-PA DAN YI
DAM BLAN-BAIJI CHO-GA, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BODHI
CITTOTP ADASAMADANA-VIDHL 

BYAN-CHUB-KYI S&IN POI;II RGYAN-I;IBUM
GYI GZ UNS, a translation into Tibetan from the 
Sanskrit text. See BODHIGARBHALANKARA
LAK�A-DHAR�I. 

BYAN-CHUB-KYI SPYOD-PA-LA I;IJUG-PAiji 
DGON5-PAiji I;IGREL-PA KHYAD-PAR GSA� 
BYED CE5-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit text. See BODHICARY A
VA TARA · TATPARYAPA:&JIK.A - VISESADYO 
TANI-NAMA. 

. 

BYAN-CHUB-KYI SPYOD-PA-LA }JJUG-PAI.U 
DKAIJ-I;IGREL, a translation into Tibetan from 
the Sanskrit text. See BODIDCARYAVATARA
PARJIKA.. 

BYAN-CHUB LAM-GYI SGRON-MA, a Tibetan 
classic of · the Bkal)-gdams-pa. sect, compiled 
by AtiSa. in 1042 A.C. in sixty�nine and a half 
Jli:Jkas, being a summary of exoteric and esoteric 
BucJdhist teachings of n.umerous schools. See under 
the Sanskrit title, BODinPATHA-PRADlPA. . . _, . .  r: . .  

. .  8yA�-CHUB LAM-GYI SGRON-MAJ;II DKAI;I-J;IG
REL SHE5-BYA-BA, a. ti'a.nslation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit t�xt. See BODH!MARGAPRA· 
DIPA-P A:&JIK!-NAMA. 

BYAN-CHUB LAM-RIM, (A $astra on the Stages 
of the Path to Bodhi), was written by Tsoli-kha-pa, 
in which he summarized the essentials of the twelve 
divisions (nidana) in t.he Tripi�aka. It was composed 
according to the Path of Niigarjuna and Asaliga., 
expla.ning the ' stages of Three Pur�as ' from the 
lower to the higher stages. The Path of Three 
PutU§aB is the necessary process which a man of any 
attainment must go through from the time he first 

. makes up his mind to reach bodhi to the time of his 
realizing supreme Enlightenment . . The contents of 
this siistra are explanations of the nature, stages, 
and methods of meditation and cultivation of this 
process. ' Bodhi ' denotes the fruit ofBuddhahood ; 
• the path ' shows the necessary process in attaining 
it ; • the stages ' explain the indispensable stepR 
leading from the preliminary stage to t.he highest., 
from the easy to the difficult, proceeding without. 
omission, disorder or overstep. Thus it is called 
' the stages of the Bodhi-path'. '.· , , . . . ,,,, . 

The proximate sources, according to its author, 
may be found from bodhisattva .Mait.reya's Abhi
samayalankara in general, and Atisa's Bodhipatha
pradipa, in particular. Thesr� are tho fundamental 
bases of tho whole work. As to the minute rami· 
fications of this siistra, each of them has its special 
basis on some siitras, sdstras or analects. For exam
ple, under the item ' to be intimate with tho well
informed ', each of the sub-items has its own basis : 

Nine wishes based on the A vataJ!I.Saka-siltra ; 
Cultivation of Belief, based on the Ratnolka
dhiira?Ji, Dasa-dharmaka-sutra, Vajrapamyabhi§elca
mahatantra., Ratnamegha-sUtra, Grhapati-ugrapari
prccha-8Utta ; Cultivation of remembrance of Bene
volence, based on Dasadharmaka-sittra, Avataf!I-Baka
siltra, etc. : Cultivation of preparatory activities for 
becoming intimate with the well-informed, based 
on Asvagho�a's Gurupancailika, Jiitakamiila · and 
Maitreya's Sfuralailkiira. 

For the rest, there are multitudinous analects of 
the Dkal,l-gdams-pa. sect which cannot be enumer
ated here, one by one. In a. word, this 8astra is 
based on all the Buddhist sutras, the Yogacarabhilmi 

and the MiUhyamika 8iistras in general, and on the 
Abhisamayiilankiira, Bodhipathap�;adipa; a.nd the 
analects of the Dka.l,l-gdarns-pa. sect, in particular. 

In Tibet, the teaching of this sastra was startoo 
by Atisa. who handed it to I;Ibrom aton-pa., Rnal· 
l,lbyor-pa chen-po, and· Dgon-pa.-ba. JP>rom ston
pa. taught it to Phu chuli:ba.� · Sbyan-mria�·ba, 
Po-to-ba, Kha.ms-luri-pa, et a.l. Dgon-pa-ba. also 
taught it to Sbya.ti-mnal,l-ba. and Sne�u zur-pa. ; 
again Po-to-ba passed it on to Sa-ra.-ba and Dol-pa., 
et a.l. Owing to this wa.y of passing from one to 
another, it came into tho hands of Nam-mkhal) 
rgyal-mtshS.n and Chos-skyab bzati-po. On the 
other hand, AtiSa. also passed the · teaching to 
Riiog Legs-pal;ti 9es-rab and the latter t.aught it 
to his nephew, Blo-lrlan ses-rab a.nd later to Gro
luil-pa., who wrote A Sastra on the Stages of tM 
Holy Teaching · and they gr.adually passed on to 
Chos-skyab bzali-po. The gre�t mester, Tsoli-kha
pa., learned the teachings of different schools from 
the two great . masters, Nam-mkha� rgyal-mtshan 
and Chos-skyab bzaJi.po ; and using as his basis, 
The Sastra on the Stages of the Holy T�aching, he 
wrote The .�ii.stra on the Stages of the Bodhi-path. 

The author of this siistra, Tsoii-kha-pa. ( 1357-
1419) who revived Buddhism in Tibet, was born in 
1357 at the Tsozi-kha. region, now the site of thf! 
Sku-l,lbum monastery in Chinghai province. Whon 
seven years old (1363), he left home and became 
a monk, named Blo-bzali graga-pal,li dpa.J. At The remote origin of the teachings of this sa.stra 

may be traced to the words of Sakyamuni himself. · sixteen (1372) he went to Tibet to learn Buddhism 
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ant . . �e- futimate with famous Masters of 
dift'erent places. At ninteen (1375) he presented 
the doctrine of the Abhiaamayiilankiira in all the 
great monasteries of the two parts of Tibet. At 
twenty-four {1380) he was admitted into the Order 
of bm"kljus and became a well-known Master of the 
iaaWaa. Later, he studied the Tripif,ska for 
several years at Tshal-gwi thail. and learned various 
kinds of profound esoteric teachings from many 
great Masters. At thirty:six {1392) he completed 
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the three evil ways and attaining the good ways 
of men and devas, ' The Path of the middle 

grade pur�a ' deals with the methods of getting 
liberation from the cycles of birth-and-death in the 
triple-world and putting an end to all distresses and 
realizing Nirvil_la. ' The Path. of higher grade 
pu� " details the methods of making up one's 
mind for Enlightenment, the cultivation of the 
bod.hisattw's deeds and the final realization of the 
fruit of mahiibodhi. 

his study of all exoteric and esoteric teachings There are four long sections explaining the 'Path 
which had been translated into Tibetan. At of the lower grade puru1a • :  {1) thinking about the 
thirty-nine (1395), he received at Lho-brag from impermanence of the human body, (2) thiniOng 
:Yam-mkhaJ;l rgyal-mtshan, the teachings about about the sufferings caused by the three evil ways 

' the stages on the bodhi-path which had been of conduct, (3) relying devoutly on the Triple Gem. 
hand� down by the two Maste.!'B .<?f the ' �ction and ( 4) believing deeply in the fruits of karma. 
Sect ', Sne}.lu zur-pa and Sbyan-m.Dah-ba. Again 
at Brag-ko monastery, he received the instructions There are also four long sections explaining the 

of -the ' Canon· Sect • from Chos-akyab bza.Ji-po, 'Path of the middle grade puru,a ' : ( 1) thinking 

which had been passed on from Po-to-ba to Dol-pa · about the truth of suffering (the evils of birth-and

and Sa.ra-ba. Besides, he studied PM Samu. on the death in the triple world), (2) thinking about the 
�'lagu of 1M Holy Teaching 'under Chos-skyab truth of the causes of suffering (the distreasee and 

bzail-po and this laid the foUndation of his S;m,a the cycle · of birth-and-death through karma), 
on 1M · Slagu of IM Bodhi-Patla. At forty-three (3) thinkjng about the twelve-fold chain of causa.tioo 

' (1399), accepting the invitations or' many monas- ' (the 'truth of · transmigration and its cessation), 
t�riea in Lb8sa, he preached very widely and laid (4) thinking about the right way of the eD181lCipation 

. particular emphasi$ on Pt:QPagating t.he J{Ja of both . from birth-and-death (t.he cultivation of discipline, 
�yina· · and. Mahi� · At roxw-six .. (1402), . meditation and �om). · 
on the �uest .o� Skyab-mchog, Ch�·rje and ·many There are two long sections explaining the . 
good friends,_ he Wrote at the Rwa�sgren monastery, 'Path o( the higher grade purt��tJ' :  (1) making up 

. 
the amplified version of ·PM Si1.8tra on 1M Stagu . . the mind for mahcibodhi, (2) performing the aota 
ef 1M Bodhi-path. Later, he also wrote 'l'ha Sil8tra of a bodhisattva. This performance is agNn. 
on 1M Slagu of 1M E80Uric Path, explaining in divided into two parts :  it comprehends the six details the steps of cultivation of four �t esoterio piramitiis and the four aaftgmhcu. in �neral .and the · classes. At fifty-three (1409) ·he built the Dgal;l· methods of cultivating lamatlwJ..vi.palyaM, medi· 
ldan monastery, which became the penpanent tative contemplation in particular. 
seat of the Y ellow Sect for disse�ting Buddhism. 
At fifty-nine he asked J;ljam-dbyail Chos rje to As a preface to these expla.na.tions of the path of 

three pW'UfCI8, there are also two long sections build the :r;Ibras-spulia . mon4Stery, which Wa.s 
finished in the next year. Because The Si1.8tra 

dealing with the preliminary requisites : (1) to 'be 

on 1M Slages of lh6 BOilhi-patl• was too voluminous intimata with good and well-wormed friends, . 

�d could hardly be studied and digested by men (2) to think of the difficulty of birth as a ht1ID8Il 

of obtuse ·endowments, he wrote a shorter one. being. 
In 1418, when . he wM sixty-two, ByazJlS-Chen · After the explanations on the path of the higher. 
Chos-rje bUilt the Se-ra monastery. This, together grade purufa, the author points out that if th086 . 
with ·the aforesaid two mentioned earlier formed who have m:a.de up their mind to attain the great 
the three great monasteries of the Yellow Sect. Enlightenment believe and take a delight in TantrJc 
At sixty-three (1419) the great Master entered incantations, they ID8ry also learn the esoteriC' 
NirviiQa at the Dgal;l-ldan · monastery. vehicle. 

The Structure of this Sistra 
This ld81N bases its organization on ' the three 

purposes ·' mentioned in Bodhipatha-pradipa. 

' The Path of the lower grade puru,a ' points out. 
the dAarmaparyaya {methods) of getting free from 

To be personally related to good and well- . 
informed friends is the basis for learning all Buddhist · · 
dharma. Only when one has become intimate 
with such friends can one be initiated into th& 
teachings of the Buddha. As this is extremely 
important. such an exhortation is given at · the 
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very beginning. Having been initiated into the 
dharma, one should reflect that it is difficult to be 
hom with a perfect human body, with a great deal 
cf leisure, and therefore ona should strive to make 

great efforts to learn the dharma. Therefore, 
· the Path of the three puf"U!la8 is what one should 

follow. If one cannot be free from evil destinies, 
one cannot possibly have the opportunity of 
learning and cultivating the dharma, to say nothing 
Qfleaving the cycle of birth-and-death and attaining 
mahaboclhi. If !)De cannot, in this life, rid oneself of 

· the five desires (the . enjoyment of colour, sound, 
· smell, taste and touch) and does not recognise and 
abhor the sufferings of the three evil ways, certainly 
he ctmilot loathe the pains and sufferings of the 
triple-world and make 888iduous efforts to leave it. 

In the midst of such preliminary cultivation, 
if one is greedy for the five desires of the present 
life, one cannot have a strong wish for the peace 
and happiness of the next life. Nor can one have 
true abhorrence for the sufferings of the three evil 
ways. Therefore, only when one thinks of the 
impermanence of the huma.n body, can one abhor 
evil ways. As a result of the abhorrence of the 
evil ways, one can faithfully devote oneself to the 
Triratna, deeply believe the truth of cause and 
•t preached by the Buddha and thus stop 

. bad · deeds and do godd deeds, and consequently 
be able to tear oneself frOm evil . ways. 

The cultivation of the path of the lower grade 
put'fi{IQ, though enabling one to · attain the good 
ways of men and devas, does not enable one to 
liberate oneself from the wheel of iransmigration. 
Therefore, one should proceed to learn the middle 
grade. In pursuing this path, one should first 
think of the general and pa.-·ticular evils of birth 
and death ('general evils' refer to the three, six 
and eight sufferings, etc. ; particular evils refer to 
the special 6Ufferings of the six ways, etc.), and 
should have a strong sense of contempt for the 
triple-world, and proceed to investigate the cause of 
birth-and-death . � the triple-world. Knowing 
that the causes lie in kle8a (pain, affiiction, distress 
and karma, leading to smpsara, one can then make 
the determination to annihilate them. One should · 

then truly know that discipline, meditation and 
wisdom are the only means of effecting this anni· · 
hila.tion. Only by such diligent learning and culti
vation, can one got free from tha bondage of birth
and-death in the triple�world. If O�E) oneself 
cannot have intense dislike for sufferings of moral 
Jife, how can one make up one's mind to bring about 
the emancipation of all sentient . beings ! If one 
cannot deliver oneself from the triple-world, how 
can one help others . to realize their liberation from 

it ? Therefore before one cultivates the deeds of 
the higher grade pu�a, one should first go along the 
path of the intermediate stage. 

Having gone through the path of the middll3 
grade pur�a, one should further think that one's 
mere deliverance from birth-and-death cannot 
convey to the bank of Nirv� all sontient beings 
who are still immersed in the soo of suffering. 
To assume the responsibility of this great taBk one 
must attain supreme Buddhahood. Thus one 
should make up one's mind to achieve complete 
Enlightenment, dev�lop the bodhisattva discipline, 
cultivate the six . parrunitas to perfection, and 
cultivate the four sangrahas towards all sentient 
beings. Such is the path of the higher grade 
pur�. 

This path of three graded pu.ru�a is the path 
which should be traversed by all, whether they 
learn or not the esoteric vehicle and it is therefore 
called the ' Common Path. ' In order to bring 
quickly to perfection the nutriments of both 
blessedness Blld wisdom, one should, on the basis of 
having gone along the common path, learn the 
principles of the esoteric vehicle!!, • first getting 
annointed by a. good and well-infof!Ded Master and 
strictly observing samaya comilllmdments and 
other rules of discipline. If one wants to learn 
the three lower cl88868 of the esoteric dharma, one 
should first cultivate phenomenal) and noumenal 
yoga and thereby gain the va.riowi. kinds of siddhi 
(accomplishment) as mentioned in the Tantrio sect . . 

If one wants to learn the esoteric teachings of the . 
supreme yoga, one should first learn 'the Stages 
of the origin and Development' (utpannakrama) 
and then lear,n the ' stages of the fulfilling of the 
lp'hole ' (aampannakrama) and finally, one would 
attain the great fruit of vajradhara. 

Such is the Dl8in outline of the structure of this 
lcl8tra. 

The stages on the bodhi-path are the indisPensa
ble processes leading to supreme Enlightenment .. 
To traverse the path of the lower grade puTU{Icl is 
not simply to gain for oneself happiness among men 
and devas. To traverse the path of the middle 
grade pur� is not simply to liberate oneself 
from birth-and-death. As both provide conditions 
for embarking on the path of the higher grade 
pur�, they equally form a part of the bodhi-path. · 
But, because of the difference of tardinoos and · 

ilrgency, shallowness and deepness, easiness and 
difficulty, the path · must be divided into stages. 
Not only does each ·of the great divisions have its 
definite stages, but each of the sub-divisions also 
has its definite stages which cannot tolerate 
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confusion, But, owing to the fact that Ct!ltivating. 
the preceding items necessarily gives rise to the 
wish to learn t.he subsequent ones and that learning 
the subseqmmt items necessarily sl,imulat(ls tho 
wish to cultivate the preceding ones, the divisions 
of the path of the three purposes form a!l integrat�d 
whole and therefore must be studied in i ts entirety, 
withou.t. feaving or skipping over any of the items. 
If one' finds oneself deficient in the cultiva-tion of a 
certain. item, one ought to devote more efforts 
to it in order to make the cultivation equal in an 

· items.. The divisions are not isolated and un
related ; they are int�rpenetrating and form an 
organic whole. · . 

The Chief Contents of the Sastra 
The skeleton of this 8iistm consists of three 

points which are called the ' Throe Essentials'. The 
�es of this path of the three pu�as are 
comparable to the structure of a whole house while 
.the three ESsentials are its pillars and beamg, 

· The three· Essentials are :  (I) the wish to leave the 
. triple-world, (2) the mind for boclhi and (3) pure 

(2) The mind for bodh·t: is on the one hand, the 
Great Compassion, elaborately and universally shown 
to all sentient beings, perpetually immersed in the 
sea of suffering in the triple-world, without being 
able to extricate themselves from it, and, on tho 
other hand, the aspiration to realize supreme 
Enlightenment to effect their extrication. If a 
Buddhist bas not made up his mind to attain 
mahiibodhi, all his merits CWl never form the right 
cause of Buddhahood. Of course, such a man can 
never be regarded as a bodhisattva. On the con
trary, if a man has made up his mind to a.ttair. 
mahab;dhi, he can be called a bodhisattva even 

· though he has not acquired any other merit. Thus, 
any good deed he has done will constitute nutriment 
�! b�oming ·a Buddha. Therefore in traversing 
the path of the higher grade puru�as, the cultivation 
of the mind for bodhi is most important. 

With regard to the order of cultivating the mind 
for bodhi, this Jastra treats of two. sorts : one is the 
teaching of the seven-fold cause-and-effect, handed 
down from Dharmakirti (Ti > .  Gser-gliri-pa) : the 
other is Sii.ntideva's teaching of the transpoSition 

. beiween oneself and others. The teachings-of both 
(1) The wish io leave the iriple-world is the aapi· sects regard the wish for emancipation as the basis. · 

ration tO realiie Nirvana . . . It u; also . called -' the They fu. ·ther in<licate that �inca all sentient beings 

view. 

· · w� for d�livorance '; . ir a Buddhist does �ot have · ·: �e fe.ttered by. · ego-att�hinent, . drifted about 
the,_ titte v;iSb'·t�- ,l���- th� triple:�orl�' th�n-- ;ll lus . .  : by .a mixture of good arid;· Qad- karmas, leading to 
merits can· oi�ly be . .the �a\ise .for- : at� l:i�th . Sarpsii.ra, and- long immersed in the sea:of birth-!:Uld· · 
among men' and deyas and can never become the death with all sOrts of sufferings, we should tho-
• right cau8e of liberation from birth-and-death. On roughly cultivate ' Grea.� Compa..c;sion ' ( mahcikarutJlij · 
the contrary, if he is stimulated by or occupied . . for them. Impelled by this great compassion, the 
with this wish for deliverance, then .all his merits, devotee would sacrifice all his own happiness to · 
either great or small, �ven the gi�g of a handful _attain quickly the . great bo¢hi in order to 
of coarse chaff to beasts or the observance of a extricate them from the miserable sea of birth· 

. precept for a da;y $Dd a night, will form . the ntitri- ,and-death. Inspired by 8uch spirit, he can proceed 
ment for emancipation from S��- As .Ngards to cultivate the s� p8.ramitii.s and the four eangrahal 
the .steps of lea.rmng and cultivation, a Buddhist and having fully acquired the factors of both 
should firnt think it is difficult to gain a birth in blessedness and wisdom in the period of three 
human form and that life is impermanent and asa'f!lkheyya kappas, be will then realize the fruits 
thus he. should eliminate his five desires of the of mahiibodh.$ including the three-fold body (tri-kaya) 
present life. Then he should think of the truth and the four forms of Wisdom of ·a Buddha, ombel· 

. . of the effect of karma, the s�fferings of birth-and- lished with infinite merit. 
death and the cause and reason of transmigration (3) The ptire view is also called the 'Mean or 
in �� triple-w()rld. If he regards the whole triple- Right view ' distorted neither by the 'increasing 
world as a house- on fire, which is to be dreaded_ and view (advocating eternal substantial existence)' 
not to be lingered in under any condition and he nor by the 'diminishing opinion (advocating 
decisiveiy makes up his mind to leave it and aspires nihilism)'. All phenomena proceed or are founded 
to the sublime happiness .pf Nirv� then he is through hetu (primary causes), and pratyayM . < 

· said to have the true wish for liberation. Thence- (secondary causes). None of them has its · own 
forward he should learn .and cultivate discipline, independent or unchanging character. Even Nir· 
meditation and wisdom in order to realize Nirvana. vii.I,la is attained through the removal of the obs· 

. Without the wish of emancipation, one c�ot truction of illusion. All sentient beings, from time 
possibly initiate the mind for bodhi, therefore it is without beginning, have · inherited the reaidual 
the first essential in the stages of the bodhi-path. influence of clinging to things as real, stubbornly 
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clinging to the self-nature of things while there is 
really no such unchanging character. This is 'the 
clinging to the increasing opinion ' ;  it is also called 
' the view that things really exist ', 'the view that 
(personality) is permanent ', etc. But all pheno
mena., though lacking self-substance, will decidedly 
come in sight and will be founded through definite 
primary causes and secondary causes. They are not 
totally non-existent. For example, the image of a 
man in a mirror is really unsubstantial. But, 
owing to the combination of such causes and con
ditions as the clear mirror, space, light, human 
body, etc., there naturally appears the image, and 
it functions as it should. If it is said that, since 
all phenomena have no. self-substance and would 
then be .entirely nonentity, so-whatever we see -and 
hear would only be illusion, this is the ' clinging to 
the diminishing opinion ', which is also called the 
' view of nihilism ' ,  the 'view of annihilation ', etc. 
The two extreme views of personal immortality 
and annihilation are far from true. As they are 
one sided, they are called lop-sided views. The 
mean, right view neither holds that all pheno
mena. really have self-substance nor denies the 
e:ristence of those phenomena which, though having 
no self-substance and no formation of unchanging · 
character, come into perception or are established 
88 usual. It undEJ.�t&lds �heJ;Il 88 they are, that is 
they come intO �mg through cause and conditions 
and therefore, have no independent self-substance 
and thus it does not lean to the ' side of immorta
lity '. It also knows that, since all phenomena. come 
into being through primary causes and secondary 
caUB68, there must be regularity of cause and effect 
and thus it does not lean to the .'side of ar.nihilntion'. 
As this right view does not lean to either side it is 
called ' the mean '. Only this view can put an 
end to the 'clinging to things 88 real' which is the 
root of all torments and births-and-deatba from time 
without beginning. If one already has the wish of 
emancipation and aspiration for En1ightenment end 
yet bas not got the pure or right view, however 
assiduously be may cultivate b.i.m.sl3lf, be cannot put 
au end to any kiesa (pain, affliction, distress). 
Therefore, the pure view is most important, as the 
corner-stone of all sects of both Hinayana and 
Mahayana. 

In cultivating this view to . comprehend the void
n688 of the ' ego,' one must first use the 'four reaso
nings ' or the ' seven signs ' (nimitta) to (?QS{frve 
the so-called 'ego' which, from time . without 
beginning, has been clung to by all sentient beings. 
Again, to comprehend the non-individuality or 
unreality of things, one should use the four reason
iJ)gs or the methods of refuting the 'four forms of 

production ', etc. The four reasonings are : ( 1 )  to 
cognize the 'ego' to be negated ; (2) to determine 
whet.her the 'ego' is identical with or different 
from the five aggregates (skandhas) ; (3) to cognize 
the irrationality of identifying the 'ego' with the 
five aggregates ; (4) to cognize the irrationality 
of distinguishing the ego from the five aggregates. 
The seven signs are : (1) identity (the ego is 1dentical 
with the five aggregates) ; (2) difference (the ego is 
different from the five aggregates) ; (3) that which 
relies on something else (the ego relies on the five 
aggregates) ; (4) that on which something relies 
(the five aggregates rely on the ego) ; (5) both 
existing together (the ego possesses the five aggre
gates) ; (6) conglomeration (the ego is the conglo
meration of the five aggregates) ; (7) form (the ego 
is the form of combination of the five aggregates}. 
One should cognize the irrationality of the ego
attachment from these seven angles. The four 
ways of producing are :  self-producing, producing 
by others, producing by both self and others and 
producing without .cause. (The arguments in this 

8datra are e:l[tensively quoted from the Madhyamika 
Sastra, etc.) In using the 'four .reasonings' to 
n�gate the so-called 'real things' stubbornly clung 
to, one should first cognize . them and their cons
tituent part-s and then negate them with the reaso

nings . which have been employed to negate the 
'ego'. Having realised the voidnellS ' of the ego 
and the 'real things' which have been clung to 
since the time without beginning, then one should 
carefully think of the truth that everything arises 

from conditions and thereby understand thai 
though all things have no separate and independent 
nature, they do reveal their orderly cause and 
effect as a result of their arising from conditional 
causation. If one still feels that the orderly cauae 
and effect of their arising from conditional causation 
and their voidness of self-substance are incompatible, 
one has not yet properly �derstood the deep 
me�ning of 'ths maa.n' Only when one 
und�rstands the cause and effect of their arising · 

from conditional causation, can one immediately 
dispel one's intrinsically clinging to the 'ego' and 
the 'self-substance' and only when one understands 
.the real voidness of all things can one gain the 
'mean' or the right view. This right view not 
only negates the view of clinging to permanency 
by seeing into the non-existent (voidness), but also 
d!'lnies the view of clinging to the side of permanency 

. by the power of seeing into the existent (being) 
which arises from conditional causation. It not 

only negates the view of clinging to annihilation, by 
seei.Dg into the existent (being), but it also denies 
the side of annihilation, by the force of seeing inf;o 
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the v.oidnesa of things JaekiBg real nature. Tllis is 
by far the special function of the mean or right view. 

In this scistra all the methods used before 
· traversing tho path of the middle grade pur·u.�a are 
methOOs corlducive to the wish of emancipation. 
The path of the higher grade puru�a widely treats 
of initiating. the mind for bodlli and the cultivation 
oh bod:hisMtva.'s deeds. The chapter on vipa8yana 
(insigflt}, deals with the pure, right view in detail. 
In 8 word, these three essentials form the chief 

· · eontents of the whole 8astra on the stages of the 
bodhi-path. 

Tbe Character�� ��: this Sistra 

this Iastra explains the !fifference in ' natures ' 
between low-mindednesa and sinking in emptiness. · 
Sinking in emptiness is a sts.te of mental slackness 

or inability to make clear distinctions in contem
plating the objective sphere. Even if the mind is 
calm and clear, so long as it cannot clearly 
apprehend the objective, it is said to be sinking in 
emptiness. A man cultivating samadhi ought 
not only to cut short quickly the state of siilking 
in emptiness when it has already appeared, but 
also should make special efforts to guard against 
the mind from falling into it at the interval 
between its absence and its possible appearance. 
It i8 a very important contribution of this 8aatra 

. · In this B&tra beginning trom �ooiation with to make a careful ·anaJysis of the difference between . 
good, well-informed friendsJ up io tpe 'Cultivation the low-mindedness and ' sinking in emptiness • to 
of f1ipa8yanci,' each section inv��bly com- enable a. sa.m8.dhi-cultiva.tor to cognize the nature of 
mences its o.rguments with correct reasoning, then it the latter and thus not to go astray. As regards 
qnotM mitras and Acistras to prove them and finally the methods of counteracting it, this Iastra quote.c; 
cites analects of the Bkal;t-gdamS-pa sect to develop the Bhiivaniikrama which says : " during the time · 
them and fina.lly concludes with �ntial ideas of sinking in emptiness one · should meditate on 
nOt mentioned by past authors. Now some of the bright light or on the most delightful events as 
Salient points of this Iastra are as follows : the Buddhh's merits, etc.," in order to stimulate 

(1) The method of euliivating the mind for bodhi:-
the ·mind. Besides, this 8cistra also cites the 

For this cultivation there are many methods : the M-Bvaka-bhiimi of Yogacarabh«mi to give a. detailed 

• four ca.u.Ses •, ' four �onditions ', . , fotir powers ', aecount of·.the methods: of counteracting the state 
' etc., .as. mentioned in Yogiica"'·bhUmi are intended · · of sinking in· emptiness. . . 
for t.Jio8e who, owirig to their ·firln e.stablishment in · . · (3) Ways · of ctdtimting · ehe contemplatipn · of 

. , .Mahiyana, by ' seeirig tlu / Buddh8 ', . ' hearing �nes8 :-Cultivating contemplation is to eUcit 
the Dharma ', ' Witnessing the sufferings or" Jiving supreme wisdom and to counteract distress. Thus, 

· · . beings ' or ' incurring sufferings themselves ', can the most impo�t contemplation is to meditate on 
. directly make up their mind for bodhi. As for the the voidness (non-ego) of · dependent origination. 
· ordinary sentient beings, since they do not have The right method of cultivation is first of aJI to have 
the good qualities, they must go through the steps of the right �ew of ' non-ego '. Having got this
gradual . . cultivation according to the Buddhist view one should apply this tenet of non-ego in 
doctrine, before they can have this mental initiation. one's contemplation. If the contemplation gives 
J.n th& past, many great Masters, in order to meet rise to easiness, it is a ·success. 
the needs of circUD19tances and the power of assi
milation of the hearers, only uttered a. few words 
which were far from being comp!'ehensive. This 
.4astra classifies the teachings handed down from 
Ven. AtiSa. 

. 

(2) The method of cultivating calmneas (samatha) 
. . and slopping lapsea:-There are two hindrances to 

the cultivation. o� calmness : high-mindedness and 
the mind,being sunk in emptiness. High-minded
nasa-is restlessness in pursuing lovable objectives : 
its characteristic is unsettled movement and thare
fore it· is easy to be observed. The characteristic . 
· of the mind sunk in emptiness is rather obscure 
aild as it is somewhat like sama.dhi, it is not easily . recogniza<t This 8asera quotes the text of 
the &ndhinirmocana siitra, to prove that low

. mindedness is the cause of ' sinking in emptiness ', 
· and .is not ' sinking in emptiness ' · itself. Again, 

In Tson-kha.-pa's time there were many different 
theories concerning .the cultivation of contemplating 
voidness . 

(4) The e-stablishment of worldly tr'I.Uh:-.As 
autras on prajiiii and sastras on the Madhya.mik8 all 
say : " All dharlllQS are without self-substance ", so 
most discipl� who learn the Madhya.mika. are apt t;o. 
lean to the side of voidness; and e.s 8 result

. 
of their 

lack of skill in establishing worldly truth they are apt 
to fall into the view of nihilism. This 8iistra explains 
that though the Miidhya.mika school negates the 
self-nature of all dha.rmas, yet it wants to establish 
the tenet of arising from conditional causation 

· without self-substance 

The Propagation of ibis Sastra 
At the age of forty-six (1402), after Tsoil-kha-pa · 

had written the Byan-chub lam gyi rim-pa chen-mo 
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(The Amplified text of tile Sastra on the Stages of the 

Bodhi Path) at the Rwa-sgren monastery he 
preached it to a large assembly. At the age of 
fifty-nine he etayed at the Dga]f-ldan monastery. 

. lt,or the sake of benefitting people of different 

capacities, he o;mitted _the quotations, the refutations 

and the establishments from the amplified version, 

summed up the essential ideas and thus wrote 
Byail-chub lam gyi rim-pa chun-ba (A Summary of 
#he B08tra on the Stages of the Bodhi Patl•). Since 
then many of his great disciples, either in 
accordance with the amplified te::t or with 
the SlliDiliary, freely and independently taught 
othem and thus exercised a far-reaching, beneficial 
U:UJuence. 

Tson-kha-pa, with the deliberate purpose of 
encouraging his pupils and making it easier for 

· them to carry on their practices, again summed up 
the stages of the path in 45 stanzas. Since then 
there have been many scholars who wrote summa
ries in verse. 

Later Masters, in propagation, transmitted the 
teachings of this liiatra with brief treatises in the 
form of lecture notes as well as commentaries. 

The History of Translating this Sistra Into Chinese 

_ Since the . publicat�on · of . tWa Iastra it Was 
�daly . �tted iJJ. Til;>et, Khams, - . Kansu, 
�. Mongolia, etc., {the Buddhist .:egions of 
ihe Tibetan language). But for several hUJ;ldred 
years very few Chinese Buddhists have known it. 
in 1926, a group of Chinese Buddhist monks went 

·t;o Tibet to study Buddhism and began to study the 
SWDIDarY of this 8aatra from the Master Byams-pa 
sman-ltuD at Pao-ma shan K'ang-ting. In 1927 
bhikflll Ta-yung lectured on it at Kantze and the 
Buddhist householder Hu Chi-chan took down 
notes and compiled them into the Brief course of 
t.r.e Iastra on the Stages of the Bodhi Path. But the 

chapter on lamatha and vipaAyana was not touched 
upon by the Master and it was later translated 
by the Buddhist monk Fa-tsun to fill up the gap. 
In 193l, Fa-tmm learned the Amplified BP-stra from 
A-mdo-dge-b8es at Lhasa. Later, he translated it 

into Chinese in three years when he was at Lhasa, 
then at Rangoon and Ch'ung-K'ing. This work, 
oonsisting of 24 fascicles, was published in 1935. 

F. 
BYAN-C_BUB-SEMS BSGOM-PA, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BODHI� 

- OITTA-BHAVANA (1). 

BYAN..CHUB-BEMS-DPAJ;II BYAMS.PA · _. DGAJ;I· 
LDAlf GHAM-DU SKYE-BA BLANS.PAJ;II MDO, 
a Tibetan text referred to in TM. No. 199; as 

occurring jn the Mdo-sde (miscellaneous aiitra.) 
section of the Kangyur. The Chinese title is given 
as Kuang-m?:-U-p'u-sa-shang-sheng-tott shtwi-t'o 

t'ien-ching (Nanjio, No. 204 ; TaishO, No. 452) . 
Although the author's name is not given. the 
translators are known as Pab-ston and Ses-rab 
sen-ge. 

I. K. 

BYAN-CHUB-BEMS.DPAijl aPHAGs-PA SPYAN
RA8-GZIGS DBAN-PHYUG LAG-PA STON-DAN 
MIG STON-DAN-LDAN-PAijl CHO GA SHm� 
MO, a Tibetan text referred to in TM. No. 690, 88 
occurring in the Rgyud-�bum (100,000 tantr8) 
section of the Kangyur. This work is also mentioned 
in Nanjio, (Nos. 3 18, 319, �0, 1383) and in Tais!W, 
(Nos. 1056, 1057, 1058, 1060, 1061, 1062(a), 1062(b), 
1063, 1064) . 

I.K. 

BYAN..CHUB-SEMS-DPAJ;II LAM-GYI RlM-PA 
MDOR·BSDUS-PA, 8 translation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit text. See BODffiSATTVA· 
MARGAKRAMA-SANGRAHA. 

BY AN-CBU:&-SEMS-DPAJ;II :NOR-BUijl � - PBRD
BA, 8 transla#on into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
tt.xt. See BODHISATTV A-�AV ALl. 
BYAN-CHUB-8EM8-DPAijl RHAL-l;IBYOR SPYOD· 
PA BSW-BRGYA-PAlJI RGYA.;cHER�J.IGREL-PA, 
8 translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
text. See BODHISATTV A-YOGACARA-OATU)3:· 
SATAKA-'flKA. 

BYAN..CHUB-SEMS-DPAJ;II RTOGS-PA BRIO!).. 
PAJ;ll DPAG-BSAM-GYI ijKHRI-SIRI, � translatioq 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BODHI· 
SATTV AV ADANA-KALPALATA. 

BYAN..CHUB-BEMS-DPAiji-BAJ,II J;IGREL·J•A, a 
translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODHISATTV A-BHOM1-V�TTI. 

BYAN..CBUB-SEMS·DPAijl . SDOM-PA GZuN· 
BAJ;U CHQ..GA, a. translation into Tibetan from tha 
Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTV A-S� ARA. 
G�A-VIDHI. 

BYAN·CBUB-SEMS-DPAJ;il SDOM-PA ti-SU-PA, 
a. translation into Tibetnn from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODHISATTV A-SA�V ARA-VIMSAKA. 

BYAN-CHUB - SEMS - DPAiji · SDOM -PA RI-SU • 

PAijl DKAij-ijGRE, a translation into Tibertan 
from the Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTVA· 
SA¥V ARA-V!¥SAKA-PA:&JIKA. 

BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAID SKYES-PAijl RABS

KYI CH08-KYI GAHJ;)I, a. translation into Tibetan 
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from the Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTVA· BYAN-CHUB.SEMS-DPAJJI SPYOD-YUL-GD
JATAKASYA DHARMA-GA�i. THABS-KYI YUL-LA RANM-PAR-JJPHRUL-BA 

BSTAN-PA SHES-BYA�BA THEG-PA CHEN�POIJI 
BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAJ:II SO-SOR-THAR-PA MDO, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 

. CH05-BSHI SGRUB-PA SHES-BYA-BA THEG-PA text. See BODHISATTVA-GOCAROP.!YA�A 
CHEN-P01;U MDO, a translation into Tibetan from YA-VIKURV�A-NIRDESA -NAMA-MAHAY!.
the &nskrit text. See BODHISATTV A-PRATI- NA-St)TRA. 
MOK�A.CATU�KA-�"'IRH...ffiA-NAMA-MAHA YA 
NA-St!TRA. · BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAJJI SPYOD-YUL YON8-

SU DAG-PAJJI MDOJJI DON MDOR BSDUS.PA, 
BYAN-CHUB.SEMS-DPAl.II SPYOD-PA BSDUS a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
PAJJI SGRON-MA RIN-PO-CHEl.U PHREN-BA See BODHISA'ITVA- GOCARA- PARISUDDlll 
SHES-BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from SDTRARTHA-SANGRAHA. 
the Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTVA-CARY! 
(SANGRAHA) PRADlPARATNA.'I\fALA-NAMA. BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAIJI TSHUL-KHRIMS-KYI 

LEIJU BSAD-PA, a translation into Tibetan from 
BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAIJI SPYOD-PA-LA ijJUG· the Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTVA-SiLA
PA, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit. PARIVARTA.:.BHA�YA. 
text. See BODHISATTVA-CARYAVATARA. BYAN-CHUB-8EM8-DPAJJI TSHUL-KHRIMS-Kfi

BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-DPAJJI SPYOD-PA-LA l;IJUG· LEJ;IUJ;II RGYA-CHER J;IGREL-PA, a translation 

PAJ;II DON BSDUS-PA, a translation into Tibetan into Tibetan from �he Sanskrit text. See BODHI
from the Sanskrit text. See BODHISATTVA- SATTVA-SILA-PARIVARTA-TIKA. 
CARYAVATARA-PI�J)ARTHA. BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAJJ LAS DAN-PO-PAJJI 

LAM-LA J;IJUG-PA BSTAN-PA, a tc.�ation 
BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-DPAijl SPYOD-PA-LA ijJUG· into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See . PAJ;II DON SUM-CURTAS-DRUG · BSDUS-PA, a BODHISAITVADIKARMIKA-?t-IARGAV:\.-TAR� 
�ation :into Tibetan. from the Sanskrit text. 1. r DEoNa. -. . See BODHISATI'VA-CARYAVATARA�A'fTRJ¥ 

BYAN-CHUB·SEMS-DPAij SP�AN.- RAS • GZIQS 
. S�T7P�I),��·· 

DBAN-PHYUG PHYAG STON SPYAlLSTON· 
BYAN-CilUB.:.SE·MS-DPA�I ·sPYOD-PA-LA J;IJUG DAN-LDAN·PA THOGS PA . MI . MNAJ;I-BAJ;U 
PA�J ·LEGS-PAR SBYAR·BA, a translation into THUGS-RIB CHEN-PO�I SEMS RGYA-CHER 
Tibetan from the San.Bkrit text. See BODHI- YONS-SU RDSOGS-PA SHES-BYA·BAI,II GZuNS, 
SA'ITVA-CARYAVATARA-SAI'!ISK.!RA. a Tibetan text referred to in T¥ . . No. 3088, as 

occurring in the Rgyud-l}.buru (100,000 tantra) BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-DPAJ;II SPYOD-PA·LA ijJUG- section of the Kangyur. This also occurs in Nanjio, PA�I JIBAM-PAR BSAD,;,PA�I DKAij-J;IGREL, a No8. 318, 319, 320 and in TaisM. Nos. 1057, lOSS,. translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODIITSATTV A-CARY.A.V AT!.RA-VIVRTTI 

1060 as well. The �,�outhor is unknown, but the 

� · translator is lmown as Chos-l}.grub. p JIKA. I.K. 
BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-DPAIJI SPOYD-PA-LA-ijJUG-
PA�·RTOGS-PAR DKAI,I-BAijl GANS GTAN-LA- BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-KYI J;IGREL-PA, a translation 
DBAB-PA-8HF,:S-BYA�BAJ;II GSHUN� a  translation into Tibetan from the . Sanskrit text. Boo 
into Tibef:an from the Sanskrit text. See BOD ill· BODHICITTA-VIV �A. 
SA'ITVA-CARYAVATARA-DURAVABODHAPA- . . BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-KYI ijGREL·PAJ;II RNAM
DA-NIR�AYA-NAMA-GRANTHA. PAR-BSAD-PA, a translation into Tibetan from the 

BY .AN.,cauB:.SEMS-DPAJ;II SPYOD-PA-LA-�JUG
PAJ;II-SES-RAB-LEIJU DAN BsNO-BAJ;II DKAJ.I· 
�GREL, a translation into Tibetan from the Sa.nskirt 
text. See BODHISATTVA-CARYAVATARA
PRAJ�.!- PARIC0HEDA � PARINAMANA-PAN-
nxA. . . 

BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-DPAI,II SPYOD-PA MDO TS
AM GDAMS-NAG.JU BYAS-PA, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BODffi� 
BATTVA-CARYA-SOTRI�T!.VAVADA. 

Sanskrit text. See ·noDIDCITTA-VIV�A
TIKA. 
BYAN-CHUB-SEMS-Kfi J;lGREL-PA SHES-BYA· 
BA, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit . 
text. Boo BODIDOITTA-VIV AR�A-NAMA. . 

BYAN-CHUB-8EMS-KYI RL:oN RGYU-BAijl 
GDAMS-NAG BSGOM-PA SHES-BYA·BA, a tratis
Iation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. Boo 
BODillCITrA - VAYUO�A - BHAVANOPA� 
YA-NAMA. · 
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:BYAN-CH;UB SPYOD-PAI;II SGRON-MA SHES
BYA-BA, a translation into Tibetan from the 
Sanskrit text. See BODHICARYA-PRADIPA
NAMA. 

BYAN-CHUB-TU SEMS BSKYED-PAI;II CHO-GA, 
a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BODHICITTOTP ADA-VlDHI. 

BYAN-SEMS THIGS-PAI;II MAN-NAG OES-BYA· 
BA, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
text. See BODHICI'ITA-BINDOP ADESA-NAMA. 

BYAPADA. See VYAPADA. 

BYIN-BRLABS MI-ZAD-PAI;II OHO-GA, a trans
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 
AK�ARADHI�TIIANA-VTDHI. 

BYIN-GYIS-BRLAB-PAJ.II RIM-PA, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See ADHI�
fHA.NA-KRAMA. 

BYIN-GYIS BRLABS-PAI;II NAG-PO-OHEN
POJ.II GSAN·PAI;II SGRUB-THABS SHES-BY A-BA, 
a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See ADH�'fHA.NA-MAHAKALA-GUHYA-SAD
HANA-NA.MA.. 

BYI.N-GYIS BRLABS•PAIJI NAG-PO . CHEN· 
POIJI SGRUB-THABS SHES-BYA-BA, a translation 
into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. . See AD�
THANA-MAHA.KA,LA-SADHANA-NAMA. 

BYINS-K'h · ·.t'SHOGS, a translation into Tibetan 
from the Sanskrit text. See DHATU-KA.YA. 

BYIS-PA J;{JUG-PAIJI RTOG-GE SHES-BY A-BA, a 
translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. 
See BA.LA. VATARA-TARKA-NAMA. 

BYODO-IN, a temple founded in the eleventh 
centm·y A.C. at Uji, five miles southeast of Kyoto, 
Japan. Originally a large compound of byildings, · 

its chief antique relic today is the Amida.do 
dedicated to Amita.bha Buddha, one of the finest 
examples of the aristocratic art and architecture 
of the Fujiwara period. (See EncyBsm., Vol. I, 
Pl. XLIII.) 

The Byodo·in was built at a time of profound 
religious anxiety, when it was believed that the 
final decline of the Buddhist Law (mappo) had 
set in. During the period of the mappo, it was 
thought that only the Lotus Siitra (Saddharma-

. putJ.datika) and the saving grace or' . Aniit;ibha 
Buddha could bring men to Nirvat;)a. . The extent 
to which such ideas actually motivated the temple's 
patrons is difficult to judge ; but the name ByodO 
is the translation of the Sanskrit term sama or 

5. S.P.C. 93898 

samata. This refers to the fundamental Mahayana 
conception of sameness or universality, according 
to which Buddhist compassion is extended equally 
to all beings ; the basic principle of the co3m::>s is 
present equally in all things ; each man bear3 Nir. 
Vii...?a within himselfand is potentially a Tathiigata. 

He who believes with all his heart in Amiti\bha 
Buddh11. will be received after death into Sukhiivati , 
the W ostem Paradise, where he will receive perfect 
instruction loading to final release. The Amid!:l-dO 
of the Byodo-in was considered to be a model of 
Amitabha's heavenly palace, and it res9mbles 
depictions of that palace in East Asian painting 
as early as the eighth century. 

The site of the temple, along the cool and rustio 

banks of the Uji River, had long been favou�d by . 
the aristocracy &.'4 a refuge from the summer heat 
of Kyoto. In 998, Fujiwara Michinaga, the most 
powerful politica.t' figure of his time, restored a rural 
villa there. In his later years he retired there to 
practise Buddhist meditation and austerities. This 

villa was converted into a temple in 1052 by his son 
Yorimichi, who had then entered his sixtioth year. 
Yorimichi built a Hondo and commissioned the 
leading sculptor of Kyoto, the master Jocho, to 
carve the central cui� image of Maha.v��rirocana 
Buddha (Dainichi Nyorai) and two attendant 
statues of Siikyamuni and Bha�j,yaguru (Yakushi 

. 

Nyorai). 
In the following year, 1053, the Amida-d-> was 

brought to completion ; the installation of the main . 
immage of Amitubha was celebrated with a lavish 
vegetarian feast for one hundred invited monks. 
Yorimichi was subjected to severe criticism for the 
great expense · of these projects ; nonetheless, 
during his lifetime a Hokke-do was built and also 
a. large Taho pagoda with gilded images of the 
Gochi Nyorai. In I066, a godai-do (I!dll of the 
Five Great Ones) and bell tower were added-the 

latter still extant-aiong with a two-storey monk$' 

dwelling and n hall in honour of Vimala.kirti. A 

hall enshrining Fudo Myo-do (Aca.la.) was built 

in 1073. 

In recent centuries the Amida-do has been popu

larly called the Phoenix Hall (HM-do), becauso of . 

.. the bronze birds which ornament the roof and the 

bird-like shape of the ground plan. The two

sided wings and the end pavilions are small in scale 

and serve no practical purpose other than to cre.lte 

the illusion of .the heavenly · palace. The lake · 
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in front was originally larger than its current stze 
and was given the shape of · the Sanskrit letter (a). 

Water completely encircled the hall by means of a 
small CIDlal which still runs tmder the rear corridor-, 
enhancing the symbolic role of the buildings as 
" place of purity removed from the mundane world. 
It is th0ught that originally the aristocracy worship
Ped in· a small pavilion (now lost) which lodked on 

the front of the building from across the lake ; the 
<'.Oinmon fOlk saw the hall from the far bank of the 
Uji river. Indeed, the intricate splendour of the 
interior was usually sealed from view. 

The Amida-do still retains its aesthetic coherence 
even though it has ofto:il been damaged and restored, 
especially in the roof and canopies. The dais of 
the main image was once inlaid with lacquer, 
mother-of pearl and silver ; traces of the design 
are still visible. The ornamental canopiei! over the 
head o£ Amitii.bha are intricately carved with open
work floral motifs. Attached high on the ;nner 
wa.Ii around the Buddha image are flfty.two small 

· wooden images of bodhisa.ttvas, monks and ·music- . 
making angels standing (!U cl�uds. The majority 

in the Meiji period, in its hollow stomach waa 
found a small, brightly painted lotus pedestal on 
which waa written a dhara¢ formula in Sanskrit. 
This object is thought to date back to the time of 
the image's dedication. 

The temple's original affiliation was with the 
Tendai sect (the Jimon branch), and it was adminis
tered by the aristocratic Enman-in, a sub-temple of 
Onjo-ji in Otsu. The first resident monk was 
Myoson from the Enman-in. As an example of the 
role the ByOdo-in played in the religious life of 
the Fujiwara period, _the Fuso-ryaki (October 4, 
1068) describes a ceremonial visit of the emperor 
Goreizei. Crossing the Uji river-bridge to the 
accompaniment of musicians in flower-laden 
boats, he came to worship the Amida.-do. As in 
mediaeval paintings of Buddhist paradises, before 
him on the lake were rafts holding tents of gilt 
brocade ; boats floated by with prows in the shape of 
dragons and fabulous sea-birds, as siitras were 
recited. The emperor spent the night at the temple; 
poems were offered to him ; after his return, he 
added to the temple's rich endowment.of land. 

of these date from the Fujiwara period. The In the Kamakura period, a Kannon-do was built 
·doors and· walls of the . main hall were painted to enshrine a. Fujiwara period statue of the eleven-

. 

· .  on the inside. with . scenes of· the nine levels headed A valokitesvara, both hall and image are 
of Sukhivati in the midst of . wl).ich Amitii.bha stil:l extant. · _Th6 position of this hall JUay have and his bodhisattvas · are . shown descending · been that of the. origiDal Hondo built by Yorimichi . � receive the . dying. These have been attributed · ·To the rear of the Amida.-do are dwelling quarters in 
to Takuma Tamenari, head ofa well-known painting the Shoin style, one of which, the Yorin-an is said 
workshop active at . this time. The paintings are to have been brought from Hideyoshi's castle at 
too poorly preserved to confirm or deny thisattribu· nearby Fushimi. 
tion ; but the extant fragments of landscape scenes . 
are done in the . native Japanese Yamato-e style, 
which is thought to have flourished in court circles 
at this time. 

· Domina.ting the interior of the hall is the large 
statue of Amitii.bha, one of the masterpieces of 
its ege (See EncyBsm. Vol. I, PI. XLIII) . 
It, too, was carved by .JoohO and was the 
last major product of his workshop before he died 
in 1056, three years after it was installed. Its 
great size was made possil>lo by the use of the so· 
called yosegi (assembled wood-block) technique ; 
but despite_ its scale, the statue has an abstracted, 
refined, even withdrawn quality· which ·is felt to be 
a. distinctly Japanese interpretation of the Buddha 
image. Its nine-level lotus pedestal is from the 
workshop of JoohO, as is the halo with thirteen 
small bodhisattvas carved in a delicate tracery of 
clouds and drapery. In the halo over the -head 
of Amitabha is a small image of Dainichi 'Nyorai, 

. which is technically the honzon of the temple, since 
the original statue of this deity in the Hondo was 
lost in fire. When the Amitiibha statue was repaired 

The ByOdo-in is jointly administered by both 
Tendai and JOdo sects, but the Amids-do no longer 
serves in the performa.Iice of regular Buddhist 
ceremonies. 

J.M.R. 

BZAN-PO SPYOD-PAJ.II SMON-LAM-GYI JJGREL
PA, a tra.nJ?lation into Tibetan from ·.the Sanskrit 
text. See BHADRACARYA-PR�HANA
TiK..�. 

BZAN-PO SPYOD-PAIJI SMON-LAM-GYI RGYAL
PO, a translation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit 
t.ext. See BHADRACARYA-PR�HANA
RAJA. 

BZAN-PO SPYOD-PAI.II SMON-LAM-GYI RGYAL
PO CHEN-POJ.II BSAD-SBYAR, a translation into 
Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See BHADRA- · 
CARY A. - PR�HANA • MAHARA.JANIBAN 
D:aANA . 

BZAN-PO SPYOD-PAI.II SMON-LAM-GYI RGYAL
POI.II RGYAL-CHER J.IGREL-PA, a translation intc 
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Tibetan from tho Sanskrit text. See BHADRA
CARYA-PRANIDRANA-RAJA-TfKA. . . 

BZAN-SPYOD-KYI }.IGREL-PA BSHI�I DON 
BSDUS-NAS BRJED-BYAN-DU BYA8-PA, a trans

lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 
BHADRACARY A- CATU�'J.'IKA- . P�J! AHTHA
BHISMARA�A. 

BZLAs-PA�I PHREN-BA�I MTSHAN - NID, a 
translation into 'l'ibetan from the Sanskrit t.ext. 
See AK�AS"O'TRALAK�A�A. 

BZLOG-PA�I l,IKHOR-LO SHES.:.BYA-BA, a trans

lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 
NIV ARTANA-CAKRA-NAMA. 

BZLOG-PA}:J] THABS, a. Tibetan text referred to 
in TM. No. 3088, as occurring in the Rgyud (tantra) 
section of the Tengyur. The text do.es not appear 
in thf) TT. collection. The author and the trans
lator are unknown. 

BZLOG-PAl;II ZOR-BYA-BAl,ll CHO-GA, a trans
lation into Tibetan from the Sanskrit text. See 

. NfV AR�AmLAVAKA-VlDHI. 

CA, in its mystic sense, is significant as a. phonetical 
sound and a,s a. symbolical character as wei!. By 
chanting the phonetic ca or by meditating on the 
8y:mboi ta, Olle would obtain in relation to its 
mystic sense that miraculous po:wer which in the 

scriptures bas been called siddhi (Paii : iddhi) ; 

one would thereby become . a superhoman being 
in factual life or attain a supramundane stage in 
real life. As is true of many · other · sounds, the 
force �a, too, existed before meanings wore inter
preted mto it. Thus, from the very early days of 
Buddhism, ca occurred in mantra and dhtirar;ti 
as well as in siddha.m, the script of India on which 
all Indian scripts are based. 

!n 'l'antriem, more correctly in Mantrayii.na, 
it is believed that by visualizing ca, one can evoke 
the gods whose bijakl;ara is ca, namely, . Ket)l 
in the l' ajradluuu-mm:uJ.ala and Sahacittotpadadbar
macakra of Akii.sagarbha-cakra, also Cakro.vajra
dbara of V ajrapiit�-i-cakra in the Garbhadhif.tu. 
marzqala. ' Carp, ' is the bijaic§ara of Jayo�r;til?a of 
Sakyamuni-calcra in t.he Garbha.dhiitu-ma?J4ala 
(R. H. van Gulik, Siddharn, Sarasvati Vihara 
Series, Vol. 36, Nngpur, 1956). 

In Mahayana scriptures, ca is interpreted as 
carya, cyttti and caturiiryasatya, being the first · 

letter of these terms. Thus, in Yoga-vajra8ekhara
si1 tra-akl}aramiitrika-vyakhya-t•a,rga (a text that 
gives a certain meaning to each letter of the 
Sanskrit alphabet , Chinese. : Yu-chieh-chin-kang-
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ting-cMng-shih-tzU.-mu-p'in, Taish5, Vol. 18, No. 
880) ca is to be understood as transcending all 
practices (carya) and all transience (cyuti) as well. 
A nd, when one hears this letter ca, as stated in 
_�!::�apr._aj!!U.paramitq-(.sutm-) siistra (a commentary 
by Nagarjuna on. some of the Prajffiiparamifij 
texts : Chinese : Ta-chih-tu-lun, 1'aisho, Vol. 25, 
No. 1509), at that moment, one realizes that a li 
practices are non-practices ; and when one visualizes 
this letter ca, as stated in Mahavairocaruibhfsam
bodhi-si1tra (Chinese : Ta-pi-lu-cM-na-ch'angjo-ching
chu, TaishO, Vol. 39, No. 1976) one realizes that ail 
practices are transient and non-permanent. in 
other words, the letter ca makes one realize that 
all actions are factual and not real. 

A ccording to M anju8ri-pariprccha Sutra (Ghinese 
Wen-shu-shih-li-wang-ching, Taish5, Vol. 14, No. 
468), the letter ca is the symbol of the Four Noble 
Truths (caturaryasatya). 

-

S. H. 

CABURAMlJKTIKARA�Aftl UPAYAI)I, the title 
of a. text extant in its Tibetan translation, as 
quoted in the Peking Edition o� the Tibetan 
Tripita,ka (TT. Vol. 69, No. 3255). See A�'fA� 
BHAYA-MU:QHA-KAR�OP AYA-N4MA. 

CADENCE, rhythmical m'ovemeiit on its downward 
trend OJ: way out ; the final phase of a menqu 
movement (cittakkhatw-) m the process of'a'thought: 
See CITTA. -. 

. .  

CAGA, generosity� liberality, an ethical quality . 
stimulated by one of the radical moral urges of the 
human mind (kusala-mUla), namely, non-greed . 
(alobha). Oaga is not a mental force . (sankhara) 
listed in the texts, but is connected with a whol�solrie 
force (kusala-sankhara), i.e., no�-greed. Its oppo
site quality is ?-Yarice (macchariya or macchera), 
an uhwholesome force (akusal<Hankhara) the 
characteris.tie of which is ' holding on to one's own 
possessions ',  i.e., being avers� to shar� one's own 
possessions with others, a mental co�ruption ( Vism. 
p. 398). Thus, �Xiga is a morally good quality which 
makes one well disposed towards giving away one's . .  
possessions to others, or

. sharing them with others. 
Oaga, in its practical application, refers to 

constant practice of giving and sharing. When there 
is anyone to receive, one practising generosity does 
not, for example, eat even a mouthful without 
liaving made a gift. He gives according to his 
means and his ability ( Vism. p. 184). 

In answer to a question by Mahfmama, the Sak � 
yan, the Buddha explains the nature of the person 
who practises generosity ( ciigasampanna) as follows : 
' He is one whose mind is free from the taint of 
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avarice (macchera-mala),  who is freely generous, other 'ivho has not. The former excels the latter in 

open-handed and pure-handed, who delights in longevity (ayu), in beauty (vat�-tta), comfort (sukha}, 

relinquishing and expects to be besought, i.e., fame (yasa) ,  and lordship (iidhipateyya) wherever 

always looks for opportunities to give (S. V, p. 395). he is reborn, inspite of �he fact that both possess 

Avarice (macahariya) is one of the dark states the other three qualities in equal proportions. 

that destroys the, natural transparency of the mind This difference persists until the attairunent of 

(A. I, p. 10) ; avarice is rooted in greed (lobha) ; araha.ntship (A. III, p. 34) . Other good results 

and, to be freed from it also amounts to being re- accruing from caga include a favourable state of . 

leased from greed to some extent ( Vism. p. 184). existence after death ; those who have practised it 
do not grieve after death (Sn. v. 188) ; they are 

There is something more. The giver must also 
very often reborn in heaven (S. I, p. 231). 

be benevolent towards the recipient. Without 

benevolence no one can be liberal or generous. As Accompanied by saddh.ii, aila, auta and panna, 

benevolence is the opposite of hatred (doaa), another caga becomes a quality which elevates its possessor 

basic passion (kileaa) that defiles the human mind, to a higher spiritual level (S. V, pp. 369-70). 
the presence of the former means the absence of the Even the first fruition (solapatti-phala) is assured 

. latter. to those who practise generosity and develop 

The practice of generosity, therotora, eliminates faith in the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha 

greed (lobha) as well as hatred (dosa),  while promo-
(S. V, P· 351). 

ting their opposite good qualities, i.A., greedlessness Compared to dana, giving, ciiga looks more funda-
(alobha) and hatelessness (adoaa : Vism. p. 184). mental and psychological, than the former. To be 

Very often we find caga mentioned in the texts devoted to the bestowing of alms to the poor 

in associatio� with several other good qualities. (clanasaf!ivibhagara.to) is one among the many . 

It oceurs, for mstanee, together with faith (saddM) aspects of caga (S. V, P· 395 ; A. III, p. 287 ; 
in the Buddha, the Dhamma . and the Sangha (,S, V, Vism. P· 184). See further DANA. 

· 

· pp. 351, 391)� . Another list of good . qualities in Mention may be made of the fact that the word 
which C!iga is mentioned is .found in the same text. . ciiga is also us�d in its developed sense of giving up� · 
This list . �eludes truthf�ess (sacca), restraint . .  abandoning, renuil.ciation of everything mundane 
.(clama) and steadfastness (clhiti), . besides .ciiga that a · man possesses, material, emotional and 

· (8. I, p. 215 ; Sn. 11. 1 88), Sometimes, forbear-
. 

psychological. It includes the elimination of latent 
anoe (khanti) is given in place of clhiti (Sn. v. 187). · egotism (aha1pkara-mamirp,kara-marninusaya : M. · 
The well known list in which caga occurs consists · I, p. 486), of craving (tat�-hii : Vin. I, p. 10 ; s. III, · 
off our qualities, besides ciiga, namely, faith (aaddha), pp. 26, 158), of desire (chanda), lust (raga), lure 
morality (sila), learning (suta) and wisdom (panna : (nandi) and .latent dogmatic bias (adhit(Mnabhi· 
8. I. p. 231 f. ; IV. P· 250 ; V. PP· 369-70 ; nivesanuaaya) towards the five aggregates (S. III, 
A. ill, PP· 44, 80). p. 13). ln this context, the terms extinction (nira· 

As a moral quality, ciiga ia very often commended dha), relinquishing (pa#nissagga), release (multi), 

by the Buddha. It is sometimes described· as a absence of longing (arnilaya), destruction (khaya) 
flood of merit and good things that brings happineSs. and detachment (tlirdga) are employed as equivalents 
(8. ·v, p. 39 lf.). · Sometimes it is described as s of ciiga (loc. cit.). 

treasure (clhana : D. III, pp. 163, 251 ; A. III, P· 53 ;  Oaga also constitutes a subject for meditation. 
IV, 5 ; and sampada, A. I, p. 62 ; II, p. 66 ; III, See CAGANUSSATI. 
p. 53 ; IV, p. 221 etc.). With reference to besto
wing offood, the Buddha says that it is like giving 
life ; he who gives life shall have either divine life 
or hwna.n life after death (A. III, p. 42). A giver 
is loved and resorted to by many (A. III, p. ·40) ; 
he is ever loved according to the rule of good men 
(A. m, p. 41 ). 

The importance of ciiga is explained in the 
Angullara Nilcaya as follows : ' it is a practice 
greatly beneficial to the giver himself, he be a 
recluse or a layman. There are two pursons, 
it says, with sac.ldM, ,·la and panna in equal pro
portions : ODB vrh� has prA(ltised generosity ; the 

U. K . .  

CAGANUSSATI {Skt. tyiiganu.wnrti); recollection 
(anuasati) of one's OWn generosity (caga), the fifth 
of the six (or ten) ' recolloctions ' that promote 
one's spiritual progress (D. III, pp. 250, 280 ; 

. A. I, pp. 30, 42 ; III, pp. 284, 3 13, 452 ;  V. p. 331 ; . .  
Pa. 1, pp. 28, 48, 95 ; V ism. pp. 89, 162, 184 ; . .  
Dhsmg. p. 11 ; BB. XIII, p. 18  ; SaP p. 60 ; Lal. 
p. 23). 

Recollection of generosity is the recollection 
arisen inspired by genero�ity ( V i.im. p. 1 62). 
Buddha.gosa explains the method by which the 
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recolleution of generosity is developed. One who 
wants to develop it i!hould be nnturally devoted to 
generosity and the constant pra0tice of giving and 
sharing. Or, alternatively, if he is onE:> who is 

starting its development, ho should make the 
ref'olution : From now on when there iA �nyone 
present to receivo, I shall not eat even a single 
mouthful without having made a gift. And that 
ve1y day he should :make a gift by sharing according 
to his means and his ability with those who have 

distinguished qualitiei!. \\-non he has a.pprehended 
the sign io t.hat, he should go into solitary retreat 
and recollect his Owtl generosity in its specie! qua.li· 
ties of being free from the stain of avarice, eta., 
( Vism. p. 184) es fol lows : It is �in for me ; it is 
great gain for me that, in a generation obsessed 
by the stain of avarice, I abide with my heart free 
from stain by avarice, and am freely generous and 
open-handed, that I delight in relinquishing, expect 
to be asked, and rejoice in giving and sharing · 

(A. ill, p. 313 ; V, p. :i31). 

u As long as he recollects his own generosity in 
its special qualities of freerlom from stain by 
avarice, eto., in this way, then on that occasion 
his mind is not obsessed by greed or by hate or 
by dolusion ; his mind has rectitude on that occasion, 
being inspired by generosity " (A. ill, P• 313 ; 

V, p. 331). 

When be has thus suppressed the hindrances, 
the jhana factors arise in a single conscious 
moment. But owing to the profundity of the 
generosity's special qu�lities, or owing to his being 
occupied in recollecting the generosity's special 
qualities of many sorts, the state of meditation 
is only access-concentration (upacara-sam<idhi) and 
does not reach full absorption {jMna). And that 
access-concentration itself is known as recollection 
of generosity, too, because it arises w�th the genero· 
sity's special qualities as the means. 

And when a monk is devoted to this recollection 
of generosity he becomes e>er more intent on 
generosity ; his preference is for non-greed ; he 
acts in conformity with amity, he is fearless . . He 
has much happiness and gladness. And if he pene· 
trates no higher, he is at least headed for a happy 
destiny ( Vi.9m. pp. 184-5). 

U.K. 

CAIRN, a heap of stones raised as a monument 
over a grave, or to indil'.a.t.e an object or place of 
veneration. See CETIY A and STOPA. 

CAITASIKA. See CETASIKA. 

CAITIKA, name of a king who uttered a lie and 
nffered its evil consequences; 
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The story given of him in the Mtilasarvii8tiviida· 
vinaya/Xl8tu says that Caitika's chaplain (purohita) 
had two sons ; the elder son renounced the world 
and the younger one succeeded hi11 father. Later 
on, when the elder brother, the ascetic, visited his 
home- town, the younger brother, out of fear t.hat he 
would lose his post when his elder brother was 
there, persuaded the king to declare in putlic 
that the ascetic is the younger and the chaplain is 
the elder, thereby asserting the latter's right to 
the post. In consequence of the lie he utte� 
Caitika was hom in Avici hell (GM. ill, iv, pp. 
245 ff.). 

Probably he may be identified with the king 

Apacara, also called Cetiya, who uttered the first 
lie in the world. See AP ACARA. · 

U.K. 

CAITYA, shrine. Bee CETIY A. 

CAITYAPRADAK$It{A-GATHA, the title of a 
text, the Tibetan translation of w hioh occurs in 
the Mdo·sna-18hogs (siitra miscellaneous Works) 
section of the 'ribetan Kangyur under the title 
Mchocl-rlen bakor·ba?li eahigs-su bcad-pa. The author 
and the translator of this work. are Unknown 
{TT. Vol. 39, No. 987 ; TM. No. 321). 

The author begins the text with a .salutation 
addressed to the Triple Gem. 

Siiriputra is said to have requ�sted the Buddha 
to explain to him the method of circumambulating 
e caitya (pagoda). The latt.er instructed him 
about the way it should be done. The Buddha · 

has proclaimed that a cetiya should also be 
venerated by gods, demons, evil-spirits, gandharvas, 
asuras and others. It is mentioned that those 
who circumambulate a caitya · would be freed 
from the eight-states of perj>etua.l · uneasiness, 
narr..eJy : those in the hells {Skt. r.araka ; Tib. 
Bems-can-clmyal-ha) · animals other than huma.n 
beings {Skt. tiryak ; Tib. du.t.�gro) ; the ghosts 
(Skt. preta ; Tih. yi-dwags) ; the long-lived devas 
(Skt. dirghajivadeoo ; 1'ib. lala-t.she rin-po) ; men 
living in the outskirts of towns end cities (Skt. 
pratyantajanapada ; Tib. mtha!• -�khob·f1li) ; t.h086 
that are defective or wanting in t.he orgsns of sense 

{Slct. indriymJaikalpG : Tib. dbmi·po mt.,han-ba} ; 
and those holding false dootrines (Skt. mithya· 
dar8in ; Tib. log-pa lla-ba). 

The text consists of thirty-eight verses, of whio'll 
some are of eight lines, some of four and some 
others of two. Each verse describes various benefits 
that one would obtain by circumambulating a 
oetiya. Thus, it is said that whosoever circiunam-
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bulates a cetiya would haye a pleasant face, 
beautiful complexion, learning, happiness, wealth, 
wisdom, etc. 

I.K. 

CAITYASADBAHA-VIDHI, the reconstructed 
Sanskrit title of the Tibetan text, the M chocl-rten 
�grub-p�i cho-ga of Shi-ba�i siiiil-po (Santigarbha), 
occurring in the Rgyud-�grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur (TT. Vol. 77, No. 3476 ; 
TM. N.o� 2652). 

. The author begins the text with a salutation 
addresse� to Mafijusri. The text describes the 
procedure of worship of a cet�ya. The worshipper 
is enjoined to acquire the thought of Enlightenment 
(bodhicitta ), beforeworshippingthe eaitya.-Thereafter 
he is asked to offer to the cetiya scented water, 
sa.ff'ron and sandalwood. Having scattered the 
flowers everywhere he is asked to paint the cetiya 
with gold and silver. Further, the worshipper is 
&�ked to hoist' the banners and, while . holding an . 
�brella over the cetiya, he is also inStructed to 
oover it with a canopy. It is also mentioned that 
the cetiya ·ifuould be well decorated with various 
'ornaments. WJ:iile worshipping the cetiya the 
w�rsbipper is expected . to contemp}Ste on all 

. t�e _b odhisattvas �d on the doctrine of Ca.use and 
�£feet (Skt. hetuphl:ila ; Tib. rgyu-�bra8-�) • . 

Some 'of the mantras which are to be cwmted 
· :while worshipping the cetiya are cited in the text : 
Of!& mjra siltra samaya pfwi ; Oi,l vajrakilik&iya 
�mpha� ; 01]l amrte hilrjl p� ; o.,. vajra prama.
. danaya BtltiM.: 01!' Bii.k�ma aii.Jctma 8Uk�1J'I.(J anugate ; 
,Orta t:ajrodbhavaya BViiha ; 01!' · vajradMtu garbha 
8VCiM ; Of!& dharmadhiitu svciha ; 01f' sarootatM.gata 
!lharmaktiya · mahiiaukha surata samaya Btlaha1f' : 
Of!& sania tathiigata sambhogakaya samaytJ BV<iha!J'f' ; 
01!' aartKZtathagata nirmarw-kaya samaya stv'iha7J1," O'fll 
i.lharmarrztestJijha. 
·. in the latter part of the text the author declares 
that a person who venerates a cetiya would be 
able to put an end to all suffering and overcome 
the cycle of bi!lth and death. 

I.K. 

CAITYASADHANAVIDHIKRAMA, th� title of a 
text, tha Tibetan version of which occurs in the 
Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tengyur (TM. 
No. 3104). In the Tibetan Tripil8ka this occurs 
in the Rgyud-�grel (tantra-commentary) section 
of the Tengyur (TT. Vol. 80, �o. 3925). The 
Tibetan title is given as McMd-rlm sgrub-pa?ti 
cho-g�i rim-pc� shes-bya-ba. The work is attributed 
to Candragomin and the translator is known as 
ZaAI-dkar lo-tsa-ba. 

First of all the author addresses his salutation to 
Sakya-thub-pa (Sakyamuni) and then gives 8. 
description of the method of erecting a pagoda 
which, he says, should be done at daybreak, having 
obtained permission from the God of Earth (Tib. 
sa-yi bdag-po). According to the aut·hor's opinion 
the erect�on of a pagoda should be done for the 
benefit of others. 

I. K. 

CAITlASADHANAVIDHI-P�J)ITA, the recons
tructed title. of a work, the Tibetan version of 
which occurs in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the 
Tongyur, under the title Mchod-rten-gyi sgrub-pa�i 
cho-ga mdor-bsa11(.8-pa (TM. No. 2605 ; TT. Vol. 75, 
No. 3432). The authorship Cfthe work is attributed 
to Avadhiiti, and the translator is unknown. 
There are no corresponding Chinese or Mongolian 
titles. 

The author addresses his first salutation to 
Maiiju8ri. 

The text is ·very short and contains stanzas
used for venerating a cetiya which is described as a 
symbol of · wisdom. The dhii.rat;li ' O'i[t . vajra 

. tik�atw� hu� . • .
. prajna jnana murti ye . jnana 

�ay_a : Vcigvmara arapacaniya ' 
. 
occurs at· the end 

of the text. 
I. K. 

CAITY A SAILA, naine of a school of early BuddhiSm,. 
a branch of the Me.hasanghika. See CAITYIKA: 

CAITYASIDDHIVIDHIPI�J)IKI;ITA, a . Sanskrit . 
text, the Tibeta.n translation of which occurs in 
the Rgyud (tantra) section of the. Tibetan Tengyur 
under the title Mchod-rien bsgrub-pa�i cho-ga 
mdor bsdus-pa (1'T. Vol. 67, No. 2790 ; TM. 
No. 1927). The authorship of this work is 
attributed to Lalitavsjm and the translator is 
krlown as I;lgos Hi Lhas-btsas. The work, which 
begins with a sa.lutation addressed to Yama, the 
destroyer (Tib. GSin-rje g8ed), gives a concise . 
description of performing the worship of a cetiya. 

According to the author this ceremony has to. 
be performed in a cemet-ery. Instructions as to 
how the worshipper should get ready, after a 
bath etc., to perform the ceremony are stated. 
Incantations to be chanted in the course of the 
performance of the ceremony a.re jnterspersed in · 
the text. These appear to ba quotations from the 
original Sanskrit work. The following example 
may be given : 01!' hril_l bi vikritan na hil1f' hil1J1 
phaf abrite . kw·u svaha ,· sarva papa 8anti kuru yo
kuru svaha. It is mentioned that by chantiug_ 

- � j ; J 
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these incantations one's evil traits would be 
dispelled and that one would begin to prosper. 

I.K. 

CAITYIKA, (var. Caityakiya, Caitiya, Caitika., 
Cetiyavada) name of a school of early Buddhism, 
an offshoot from the Mahii.sanghika, according to 
Bhavya, parallel to the Piirvasaila. (Pali : 
Puhbaseliya) and the Avarasaila. (Pali : 
Aparaseliya.). It is also referred to as Ca.itya8aila. 
V asumitra. ranks them as parallel offshoots with 
the Uttara.cetiya. and the Aparacetiya.. The 
S8IDIIlatiya. tradition makes them a branch of 
the Gokulika. 

All these ' Cliff-men ' (.qailiya) belong to the 
Andhakas, who have been located about Kancipura 
and Amarii.veti not far from the south-east coast 
of India. 

The date of their origiil cannot be fixed precisely, 
.although the north-western tradition places them 
towards the end of the second century or the 
beginning of the third century after the Parinibbana 

·Of the Buddha, i.e., about 280 B.C. According to 
Paramartha, a certain Mahadeva-not the o.ne 
whose five propositions on arahantship were 
rejected by Stbavira.vadins at the council of 
.Pii.�liputta-was the cause of some doubts about 
the validity of ordination. He was banned and 
expelled from the Ganges va.lley, and.withdrew with 
Jus disciples to the mountl}.ins. There he founded 
the great cultural centre of Buddhism in Andhra. 

The commentary to the Kathiivatthu, however, 
·does no� establish any connection between the 
Andhakas and the Cetiyaviidins. 
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infiltrated into the community. Rejected by all 
and excommunicated by the Mahii.sanghikas, the 
new Mahiideva retired with his disciples to the 
mountains, where they divided themselves into 
two groups, occupying different cliffs, the 
Caitya8aila and the Uttarasaila. 

K'uei-chi (Ki) speaks of a king of Magadha 
named Sumegha (Hao Yun), otherwise unknown, 
under whose reign some heretics joined the Order 
without ordination. They seriously impaired the 
purity of the teaching of the Buddha by putting 
their e1·udition . to the wrong purpose. Their 
leader was called Mahadeva, and he resided in a 
mountain temple. He is said to have re-opened 
the controversy regarding the five propositions of 
the earlier Mahadeva, which· resulted in the 
origination of three other sects. 

This story of a second Mahadeva causing a 
new split with his controversy over the five 
propositions of the earlier Mahii.deva, seems to be 
entirely due to a. confusidn of the two schism.'!. 
Moreover, the information of Paramartha, according 
to whom the controversy was centred on ' virtue ' 

(sila), appears to be based on a mis-spelling of 
the word 8-Ja (rock) in the interpretation of the . 
names Piirva.Saila and Uttarasaila . 

A fragmentary stone inscription in Prakrit of 
the time of Raja V asi�hiputa.-sami Siri Pulumii.vi, 
(i.e., of the first half of the second century A.C.) 
at Amarii.vati records a gift of a Wheel of the 
Lo.w at the western gate to the Mahiicetiya by the 
householders Kahiita.ra and' Isila and wife, as the · 
special property of the . school (nikaya) of the 
Caityakiyas (EI. X, 1912, No. 1248). This school, 
therefore, would have been one of the earliest 
branches of the Mahasaiighika in the south, even 
though Buddhaghosa. does not mention them 
among the Andhaka schools. 

It could be inferred, therefore, that this school 

Vasumitra relates the origin of the School as 
follows : Towards the end of the second century a 
certain heretic gave up home-life, renounced his 
heretical views and submitted himself to the rules 
of discipline. His name was Mahiideva. He 
received full ordination among the Mahasaiighikas, 
was learned and zealous in his religious practices, 
while residing on the 'Temple-mountain' (Oaitya-
8ila). Together with that community he examined 
afresh the five propositions (of the earlier Mahiideva) 
which led to controversies and a split into three 
sects : Caityasaila, Apa.rasaila and UttaraSa.ila. 
This tradition. is followed by the Sammatiyas, as 
reported by Bhavya. 

· was responsible for the spread of Buddhism in 
those districts and that it was this school which 
founded the important centre of Buddhist culture 
there, known to us through archaeological and 
epigraphica.l discoveries. 

According to Paramartha, the controversy 
appears to have centred on the validity of 
ordination. If the teacher violates the precepts, 
how can his pupil be virtuous ? This would 
have resulted in a fivefold split, aggravated by 
the fact that some self-ordained heretics had 

It would also appear that the other schools, 
Andhaka, Apara.Saila, Piirvasaila (or Utta.rasaila), 
Rajagirika and Siddharthika, were offshoots at 
different times of the Ca.itiya school. · 

One . would also be justified in drawing. 
conclusions about their connection with the 
Bahusrutiyas, whose presence in that region is 
equally attested by epigraphical records, and in 
tracing their origin to this latter school, or at 
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least to the Gokulika school, according to the 
tradition of the Samnlatiyas. 

Nothing is known about their specific literature 
but if they formod the mother school of the various 
branches diseUdSed in the KathavaUhu, it is probable 
that they subscribed at least to the majority 
of the 72 theses attributed to the branches by 
Buddhaghosa.. It is only Vasumitra who, without 
distinguishing them from the Apsra.Saila a.nd the 
UttaraSaila, gives a few details of their doctrine. 

(1 )  A bodhisattva is not exempt from rebirth in 
an· evil destiny (duryati). It is, however, not quite 
clear in which way this view differs from that of 
the Therav8dint;according to whom the borlhisa.ttva 
was born sometimes in the animal world, as a . . . 
lion, a snake, etc., unless the entire range of infra-
human births, not excluding rebirth in purgatory 
and hell, was indicated by the Andhaka.a (Ktu. 

. XDll, 3). 

(2) The act of making an offering to a stiipa 
does not produce much merit. 

(3) The five propositions of Mal.ideva (q.v.). 

A. B. 

This is given as an illustration of nn act of sompatti
tri·rati, abstinence from opportunity, a renunciation 
of a chance for the sP..ke of doing the right thing, and 

suggests an important Buddhist ethical concept. 
The rost of the story seems to be less interesting 

and goes on to My that Cakka.na saved his mother's 

lifo by an net of truth (aaccalciriya). 

B.J. 

CAKKANUVATTANA SUTTA, title of the first two 
sutta.s of the Riijat>agga of the A1i.g1t!tara-niktiya 
(A . III, pp. l47-9) . This sutts compares a.nd contrasts 
the career of a world-ruler (raja cal:lcavatti) with 
that of the Buddha. Both persons bold ·su?.eminty 
righteously (dhammena cakkafl• pcwtteti). In his · 

commentary t.o the sutta (AA. III, p. 283 f.) Bttddha
ghosa. O'Xpla.ins the tenn -thammP.na as 'by mean." of 

the ton wholesome actions' (da.�alcusala-dhamme-na). 
Although ha does not enumet'8.te \Vhat these ten are, 

· he apparently means the well-known group of ten 
whnlesome actions (kusalalcammapatha) which are '  
the three bodily actions of avoidance of killing, 
stealing o.nd unlawful. int�•·course wit.h persons of the 
other sex ; the four vernal actions of true, concilia
tory, mild and wise speech and thA throo mental 

:BIBLIOGRAPHY : A. Barean, ·Lu , Secla: botlddhit[uu du· petit · t' f unselfish ess · uoodwill and r'ght v'ews Vtllieule, Saigon, 1955 ; p, Dem.lcville, L'Origlm cla Sed# · a.c lons 0 . n • ,., . 1 1 
·. bouddhiiJfUI d'apru Param.4rUw.� Bruxellea, 1932. · (Nya.natilok�; Buddhist Dir.tionary, p. 69 ; cp! A.I, 

CAKK.A, mMning circle� or wheel, is �n ·important P.� 110). Both the king and the Buddha wield 

term oceurring in Pall Buddhist literature, both in iheir .authority witho11t violating these ten �ues. 

the literal as well 1¥5 in the figurative sense. The 'rhair authority is inviolable (appa#vattiya) and 
term is frequently uRed in phrases truch 88 Dhamma- this inviolability of their· sway is due to the p6sses

cakka (Wheel of Law), bh.ava-calcka (Wheel of Exis- sion of five characteristics. Five Pall words are . 

tence), brahma-r.alcka (lit. Wheel of Bl'8.hma) etc. common1y used (but with different meanings) both . 

Its usage is very similar to that found in Buddhist in the case of the kin� and the Budrlha to describe · 

Sanskrit literature. See 'CAKRA. · thase qualities. This shows that th� terms convey 
different concepts in the two contexts. The five 

8. K. N. desQriptives are auhailiiu, dhammannu, mattannu, I 
CAKKADAHA, the lake from which the calcka
ratana, the wheel · treasure of the Un.versa.l 
Monarch appears (J. IV, p. 232). 

CAKKANA, name of a lay-devotee (upasaka) in 
Ceylon, montione.d in the Siirat.thappfiJ:aaini (SA. 
ll, p. 150), the Papaiicaaiiclani (MA, I, p. 203} a.nd ·the 
AUhaaaUni (Dh8A. p. 1 03). He is not�d in connec
tiou with a story of his boyhood, which, but for 
slight variations, runs 88 follows : Cakka.na's mother . 
being ill, the physicians recommend hare's flesh as 
the ouly medicine which could save her. Ca.kka.na 
is sent out by hia brother to capture a bare. Having 
C!lught oue, the boy · is niov� to compassicm by 
the innocence and harmlessness of the little creature 
who was t.o lose his life to save his mother's, In t.his 
crisis of conscience, Cakkana chooses to let the hare 
go. . But on his return, his brother chastises him. · 

lcalannu and parisannu. 

These words describing the rule of the king and · 
the Buddha are quite meaningful, regarding not only 
the concept of kingship in ancient India but o.lso thG 
purely Buddhist concept of· kingship. Tha term 
atthaiinu, when applied to the king,. could easily 
mean that he knows what conduces to the welfare· 
(aUha) of his subject,�:�, However, Buddhagosa, in 
his commentary (AA. ill, p. 283 f.) merely comments 
"he knows the reason" (hetu"!' jtinmi). What he 
meant by thA term hetu here is far from clear. 

However, it seems justifiable in this coutext to take 
the t�rm attha to mean 'welfare' 88 explained above. 

In his exvlana.tiori of at�haniiil, when applied to the · . . 
Tatbagatn, Buddhaghosa comments '' he knows the 
five auhaa" (paiica atthe jcinati). But here, too, 
he does not say what these five are. However, in 
his Vi8ucldhimagga (xiv, 22) Buddhagosa. gives a 
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five-fold division of attha as anything conditionally 
produced (ya1J1 kiiici pacca;t�a.Yambh:ilta1J1), Nibbiina, 

tho meaning of \\<hat is spoken (bhasitattha), kamma
result (v1'paka), · and functional consciousness 

(kiriya). 
Budrlhaghosa explains the term dhammaiinu, 

when applied to the king. as'he knows the traditional 
obserYancos' (pavet�-idha.mmaf!l jiinati). This way 
an indispensable qualification for an ideal king for 
the efficiency of his judicial functions depfmde<l on 
this knowlerlge. The unwritten tradit.ional laws 
served as his legal code. The term's application in 
relation to the Buddha is explained as 'he knows tha 
four dhammas'. (cuttaro dhamme janiiti). Hero, too, 
what is meant by this four-fold division of the 

Dhamma. is not clear. One may surmise that it 
means the Four Noble Truths. 

Tlle third term, mattaiinu when applied to the king 
is explained as ' he knows the limit in punishments 
and impositions' (dattrje mi bal?'rrmi va pama1JII1J1 
janati), which, obviously, i11 a nece38ary qualificA-tion 
of a goQd king. The Buddha is mattar'tiiu in a 
different way, in that he knows the measure- in 
accepting and using the four monastic requisites 
(ratupaccaya). He does not accept anything more 
than what is harely necessary for him. · 

Buddhaghosa. says that the king is kiilaiiflu 
because he knows the proper time for pleil.!!ure, for 
official work and for touring the country (rujja.mkhri
nuh.li.ava, vim:cchaya, ja,napwlar.iiriJ:ti.). The Tat.hii
gata is  ka!ai£-iiu because he knowN tho correct time 
for rest (£Xlli9.dlr1na), for meditation (samiipatti), 
for preaching (dhammadesana) nnd for missionary 
work (janapadar.tirikti). 

The term parisaiiiiu, when applied to both the 
king and the Buddha. means, according to Buddha
ghosa, that they know wheth�r a particular &.'!sembly 

is composed of any of the four ca.�tes (khattiya, 
brcih.matta. ve.�aa or IJttclda) or of the monb. This 

might moan that the knowledge al-,out, the composi· 

tion of an Msembly (i .e., h is subjects) on this hMis 

would help the kin� in treBting them ac:lordiugly 

and would help the Buddha in preachingaccordingly. 

In other words the king has a good knowledge of his 

subjects while the Buddha knows the psycholog)? 

of his o.udience. 

It would be interesting M well as useful tonot.e the 

distinctions observed between the two concEipta of 

kingship nnd Buddha.hood. It is not.ic�bl� t}Jat 
the two concepts pt�netrat.e into eaoh other. · The 

king is made a moralist and the Buddha. is made a 

king. In this two-way process, however, 8 distino· 

tion had to be made and is preserved, for,wherea.s the 

king's rule is temporal, the Buddha remains a 

spiritual ruler. This is singularly signilicant because 
it is clearly seen how the temporal rwe ot the l\mg 
is sublimated to the spiritual rule of the 'fdthagata. 
The latter, \vhich is incomparable (anut«Jra), 
far transcends the fonner. Accordingly, whereas 
the king's rule cannot be reversed by any human 
being ( manussabhiltena po1Ji11A), the Buddha's ru!e 
cannot be reversed, not only by a human being hut 
even by a god, 1\iii.ra, Bra.hmii or anyone. 
The Buddbs.'s rule is unique (anuttarn) and it is the 
most excellent (seflhacakka), says the commentary. 
The king remains a human being or even a god, 
whereas the Buddha is above hoth gods and men. 
However, the important fact remains that this 
concept of k ingship is mllde so Buddhistic that the 
king hecomes an ideal moralist rather than a 
prar.tical administrator. 

Ju the sutta ihat follows is al.,o found the same 
theme applying the compa.rision to the elde;:;t son of 
a cakkavatti king and to Siiriputt.a, who is called 
the General of the Dhammo. (dh.lmmasenripati). 

Finally, it may be mentioned here that this 
compBrison of the careers of the cakkavatti and of 
the Buddha is directly connected with the Buddhist 
concept of the Great Man (maMpuri.,a).who becomes 
a Buddha if he renowJCes the world but becomes a 
world-ruler if he decides otherwise, 

A.G.S.K. 

CAKKARATANA (Skt. cakrt�.ratna), the · 
Treasure of the Wheel, the first of the seven treasures 
of a world·ruler (cakkavattiriija): See RATANA. 

CAKKA SUTTA, the first sutta of the Oakkavagga of 

the Anguttara-nika.ya (A. II, p. 32), which enumerates 
four means of success, i.e., dwelling in a suitable 
locality (pa#rii.padesaviisa), association with the 
good (sappurisil19<J3saya), perfect aalf-adjustmerit 
(aUasammapa!'idhi) and accumulation of merit 

in the past (pubbe katapuiiiiatii). These same are 
given as the four most helpful thinga (bahukariJ 

dhamma) at D. III, p. 276. The Mahiimmigala 
sutta includes them in its enumeration of boons 
(Sn. vv. 259-GO). 

The Oalcka BUtta, together with the Digha-nilciiya 
referl}nce given above, calls these the ' four wheels ' 
(cattari cakkani). In this particular context the 

term cakka conveys the sense of the means or the 
vehicle of success, which sense is meant by Buddha· 
ghosa w:hen he explains it by the term sampatti 

(Dialogues of the Buddha, III, p. 254, n. 1).  

It is said that for all those gods and men 
who are endowed with these four qualities, there 
rolls on a four-wheeled prosperity (catucakka) 
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and in no long time they attain greatness and 
.increase in prosperity (bhoga). ThiiB, this is a. 
metaphor rather than a simile, for these four things 
are themselves collectively called the four-wheeled 
prosperity or the lucky tetrad (catucakka). This 
implies the necessity of the presence of all the 
four together, simultaneously. 

Bud'dbaghosa, in the Attha8iilini (Expositor, . 
PTS.,. 1 958, I, p. 77), says that although four 
wheelS have been declared, they should be regarded 
as one moment in the sense that all these four are 
the indispensable pre-requisites and therefore 
provide- the occasion for the production of merit. 
This alSo explains the metaphorical use of the 
term f:atucakka. 

· A.G.S.K. 

CAKKA VAGGA of the Oatukka Nipiita of the 
Aizguttara-nikaya ,(A. II, pp. 32 ft'.) contains ten 
suttas· : Cakka (wheel), Sangaha (sympathy), Siha 
(lion), Pa.sada (faith), VassakSra, Loka (world), 
Aparihaniya (incapable of falling away), Pa�ilina. 
(witbdrawn), Ujjaya and Udayi. · Each sutta 
usually mentions four things that would lea4 to 
ihe well-being of mankind. The chapter is nimied . 
after its first sutt&. 

CAKKAV A�,A, a world-system or sphere in 
Buddhist cosmology. In the cakkavala, in which 
the earth (manussaloka) is situated are also seveml 
brahmalokes, heavens and hells, but there are 
numerous other cakkava?a, each with its brahma
lokas, heavens and hells. The Tii.vati:rpsa heaven 
is described as being in our cakkaviiJa, with 
Mt. Sineru at the centre, and Sakka as the ruler of 
the Tavatil:p.sa gods. There are thousands of such 
world systems (J. I, p. 53), and according to the 
Kulavaka Jataka (J. I, p. 203) there are Sakkas 
ruling each of them, or so at least the asuras believe. 
The Dhammapada commentary (DhpA. II, p, 15) 

refers to cakkavi#a deities, but this probably is a . 
reference to the gods who inhabit the cakl:tiva[a 
and not the name for a species of deity. 

B.J. 

CAKKAV ATTI, universal king, world-ruler. 
See CAKRAV AR TIN, 

CAKKAVATTISIHAHADA SUTTA, the twenty
sixth sutta of the Digha-nikaya (D. III, pp. 58-79), 
containing advice given by the Buddha to the 
monks regarding their conduct. The Buddha admo
nishes the monks to find security (island) and refuge 
in themselves (attadipii, attasarat�-a) and in · the . 

H.R.P. · Dhamma (dhammadip<i, llhammiJ8ara'!lii) and not 
. . · - _· to seek tefnge in tither e�ternal forces (anaiiiia-

CAKKAVAKA J!TAKA, (J. IV, p. 70), a. birth· -) E I ·· · h th' ·sh uld b d. th · . 
· 

. 
_ . 

saratza . xp ammg ow IS o e one, e story of the bodhisatta as a ruddy goose ( cakkavaka, B ddh th t th h uld 1 b - · . · u a says a ey s o a ways e conse10us 
anas caBarca). It relates his encounter with a · . . 

d · h · h dm . h · A · d' regardmg the body, the feelings, the thoughts and gree y crow w 
. 
om e a oms es. crow, IB· _ . 

te t ·'th fi din f. 1 '- -

other phenomena . (dhamma) and observe With con n WI ee g on corpses o e eputlnts . . . . · 

_ _ _ . ' metxculous care thmr ongm and cessation :having leaves Baranw:n for the forest, where, ·spottmg a . · . · ' · 

· f dd
. 

th bank f h G 
dispelled covetousness and discontent in the world. p811' o .ru y geese on e o t e anges, 

h · t 1 b th b t f t,_ · b di H Also, the Buddha emphasises the importance of e .a s rucK y e eau y o · .,uexr o es. e . 
. . . 

ks th h th bta. d th · fin 1 d treading the path of VIrtue, pomt.ma out as em ow ey o me exr e co our an . 
· 0 

h. b t f r · t'--t 't th to them that the Evxl One (Mara) would not find sue eau y o J.Orm, supposmg J.UI, 1 was e . . 

g d result f th r d. th t , Th an opportunity to harm such a person. To oo o e J.OO ey oo.t>. e goose · . . 
replies that it was not the food he took, nor the substantiate his statement the Buddha relates a 
richness of it that gave him such a· fine colour, sto� to show h�w a. �ountry could p�r�sh because of 
but the righteousness they practised and the purity the Ignorance OL  a king of the tradit10nal ways of . 

of their hearts. The goose then advises the crow good government. 
to give up his evil ways, a statement in which is In the past lived a. virtuous world-ruler, Da.lbsnemi 
the implied assumption that the black of the crow who reigned over his kingdom righteously providing 
is due to- his evil ways. The crow, however, does ways and means for all his subjects to earn _8 
not respond to the advice, but flies back to his reasonable living. Then one day, the divine ·w'hee� 
wonted food. the chief symbol of authority of a world.ruler, 

This Jataka is stated to have been related by the slipped from its place (an· indication tha,t the king. · 

Buddha on the occassion when a· monk was found would pass away soon), and when the matter WM . 

to be greedy and discontent�d . reported, the king abdicated the throne in .favour · 

The two geese are identified with the Buddha 
and Y asodhara, and the greedy monk with the crow. 

B.J. 

of his eldest son and took to the life of a religious · 
mendicant. On the seventh day after his abdicatioiJ, 
the wheel disappeared. Tho new king wa.9 dismaved 
�nd l!JliJOyed. The royal ascetic explained ·to � 
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that the divine wheel was not a hereditary thing 
coming from father to son and that it appeared 
only to him who followed the correct mode of 
conduct of a world-ruler. The son then learnt the 
correct mode of conduct of a world·ruler and lived 
accordingly, and the wheel re-appeared. Strengthen
ing his kingdom with its aid, without resorting to 
any evil means, he brought about peace and pros
perity to the country. When he reached maturity 
he, too, renounced the world like his father and 
on the seventh day after his abdication the wheel 
disappeared again. Unlike his father, the new 
king did not take the trouble to find out the reascn 
for its disappearance and, without listening to the 
advice of his ministers, he ruled the kingdom in a 
very irresponsible manner, which resulted in 
chaos and discontentment in the country. 

The IJlillisters intervened and requested him to 
keep on the path of virtuous government followed 
by the good kings of old. Paying heed to this 
adVice the Icing re-organised the administration 
of the country, but. did not think of providing the 
people with ways and means of earning a respectable 
living ; and when there was no source of income for 
the people, poverty increased and a man stole 
the prvperty of another. The culprit was produced 
before the king and questioned. When he explained 
why he had to steal, the .king gave him some. 
wealth and sent him away. 

. When . the news that the king was rewarding 
thioves spread in the pountry, more and more 
people hogan to steal, and the king commanded 
that all robbers be impaled thereafter. 

The thieves thereupon resorted to weapons so 
that they could fight the king's men or the wealthy 
people when they come to obstruct their trade. 
Thus duo to maldistrihution of wealth, poverty 
iJ;J.creased ; on account of poverty people began to 
steal ; when atealing increased it led to the spread 
of the use of weA.pons, which in turn resulted in 
various crim1:1s. Formerly, men enjoyed a life.span of 
eighty-thousand years but with the degeneration 
of morals the life-span was halved and they lost 
their complexion. 

Later, a man, brought before the king with a 
charge of theft, denied the charge and falsehood 
was born leading to a further shortening of the life 
span, and a further loss of complexion. 

A gain, a man stole the property of a� other and 
a second man sneaked his name to the king ; and 
thus backbiting (pesut'ina) was born in the world. 
The life-span of the people wa.s further reduced 
and there was a futher loss of complexion. Among 
these people some were fairer than others in oolour' 

and the darker ones coveting the fairer ones mis� 
behaved with the wives of others, and thus sexual 
misconduct was born in the world and their life-span 
now stood at five thousand years and they lost 
their complexion further. Among men two other 
things gained ground, namely, harsh speech and 
frivolous talk, leading to a further shortening of the 
life-span. Then covetousness and ill-will arose 
resulting in a further shortening of the life�span 
and a further loss of complexion. Now false-views 
spread rapidly, resulting in a further shortening of 
the life-span. Three other things became m anifest 
in the world, namely, homosexuality (micclui� 
dhamma), incest (adhamma-riiga) and exce8siye 
greed (visama-lobha). This led to a further shorten
ing of the life-span which now was reduced to a 
hundred and fifty years. In this manner with the 
gradual deterioration of morals, the life-span was 
shortened more and more till it was reduced to a 
brief period of ten years. 

Now, among these people with a life-span of ten 
years, women of five years could bear children. 
Delicious food were unheard of among them, 
and their best dish was a kind'·�· -of rough grain 
(kudrii.saka). Among them the �n paths of meri· 
torious activities were unknown and only the ten 
paths of sinful activities W'ere knoW'n and followed� 
The word ' skilful ' was unheard of, not to speak 
of skilful workerS. The most ·re-sp ected among 
them were those who were most disrespectful 
towards parents and elders. They misbehaved 
promiscuously. They hated one another and WE're 
ill-disposed· towards one another . . During one 
week they killed one another considering them to 
be animals. During that period, some of them 
hid themselves. When after u week they came out 
and saw one another alive, they exchanged greetings. 
Pondering over their plight they realised that it 
was due to their moral degeneration and decided to 
refrain from evil and to do good. 

The rest of the story describes how, with the 
gradual restoration of morals, the life-span of the · 
people gradually increased and how their complexion 
was restored. 

The sutta also mentions the appearance of the 
future Buddha, Metteyya, during the time of the 
world-ruler Sankha, in Ketumati. . It also states 
that king Sankha would ronoWlce the world under · 
the future Buddha and attain arahantship. 

The purpose of the sutta as a whole is to stress 
the indispensability of a life of virtue for the attain• 
ment of arahantship. This is further emphasised 
by saying that one should depend on one's own 
self for one's progress and that one cannot depend 
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on another for one's emancipation. The main 
story in the sutta clarifies another point, namely, 
that everything is causally connected (pa#cca 
.amuppanna) and that to Rol ve a problem successfully 
one bas to attack the root csuse of it. Further, it 

· hints at yet anot.her social aspect, t.hat by merely 
ha\ring a, good army or other forces to ma.int&in 

law and. f>rder or by having an efficient judicial 
system te ID36t out punishments for various crimes, 
law and order cannot be properly maintained, 
·.and that peace in a country can be secured only if 
a ruler is wise enough to plan and execute a program 
of work in HUch a way that all sections of the people 
would have ways and means of · earning income 
righteously and be happy and content. Also, 
in an- indirect and subtla way .the story seems to 
maintain the B:.tddhist theory that the · full blame 
for the actions of an individual c�nnot be thrown 
on that individual alone and that society has to 
bear a good portion of it. for the Buddhist teaching 
is that though . an individual is responsible · 
for his activities to a very great extent, each 
indi�dual is a product of circumstances that are 

·. beyond his control. The commentary. to this 
eutt&. (DA. ll, p. 846) says that it was preached 
to a multitude .pf people consisting of both monks 

. and laymep, .in the shade of. � tree by the roadside. 
At tlie end . of the di�ourse twenty. thou��d 
bhlkkhus . at�ined ·ara.hantship and · eighty-four 

· thousand beings tasted the nectar of the Dhamma 
(dhammcimala). 

W.G.W, 

overlord. The Anguttara commentary (AA.II. 

pp. 178 ff.) gives explanatory notes on this sutta. 
H.R.P, 

CAKKAVATTI VAGGA, the fifth chBpter (vagfla) oC 
the Bojjha:nga-Sa'T{lyu.Jta of the Sa'T{lyutta-nikciya · 
(S. V.pp. 9S- l 02).It containsthe followiug ten 11uttas: 
(1)  Vidhri, (2) Oukkavaui, (3) Miira, (4) Duppunna, 
(5) Panriava, (6) Dali1ltla, (7) Adalidda, (8) .Adicca, 
(9) Anga, ( 10) An!Ja. Woodward translates 
Oa/;kavaUi as ' Roller of the Wheel ' (Ki·ndrtd 
Sayings, PTS, 1930, V. p. 81). 

B.J. 
CAKKHU literally means eye, the sense-organ of 
sight (cakkhunii rilpa1p disva : D. I, p. 70 ; M. I, 
pp. 1 1 1- 1 12  etc.) ,  the first and most impo1-ta.nt of 
the five physical sensa-organs (indriya, q.v. ; 
ciyatana, q.v.). As the primary awareness of the 
world we live in comes largely throllgh sight and . 
this marks the beginning of knowledge, and also 
since, according to Buddhism, knowledge is of 
vital importance in attaining absolute freedom in · 
Nibbana, cakkhu acquired much significance . in · 
Buddhist thought ; and, it is made the Sj'tnbol 
for kriowledge in its highest and widest application · 
(' • • •  pubbe ananU8sutesu. dharnmeau cakkhu'T{l fda. 
padi iia�TJl wlap:icli • • •  : Vin. I, p. 1 1). 

Thus, the term cakkhu has been employed in the 
texts in its metaphorical sense of knowledge, and · 
its function, i.e., seeing, considered synonymous 
with knowing. Since knowledge has thus come to 

CAKKAVATTI SUTTA, two .discourses by that be described as ' seeing, 1 the two terms, jcina'T{l, . 
name, one iu Oaklcavatti Vagga of the Bojjhanga ' knowing 1 and passll-T]l, ' eeeing ' are used as com
Sa'T{lyutta in tho Sa1pytttta-nikciya (S. V, p.9?l and the plemsntary to each other. 
other in the Rathakdra-vagga of the Tiica··Nipcita The Buddha who has knowledge and insight into 
in the Anguttara-niktiya (A. I, p. 109). In the all things (.9abbesu dhamme.m ca iicittadasei : Sn. v. 
Oakkaootti Sutta or the Sa1pyutta-nikaya the Buddha 478) is described as one who knowing knows and 
enumerates the seven treasures that appear when a seeing sees, and has become sight and knowledge 
world-ruler is born and also the seven that appear (janaT{l jiiniiti pa.9&a'!l pa.9sati cakkhubhiito iic:ip.a. 

· when a. Buddha. is horn. The wheel, the elephant, bh1itJ : M. I, p. l l l ) ; and, it is usually said of what 
the horse, the jewel, the wife, the honsofather and · he cl11im3 to know that he both knows and sees 
the heir-apparent are the seven . treasures that (tam:th1-'f!1 janami passumi : M. I, p. 329). The · 
appear a.t the birth of a world-ruler. Minrlrulness, religious life is lived for the knowledge, insight, 
search for the Dham.'lla, energy, ?.est, tranquillity, attain:nnnt, realisation· and comprehension of 
concentration and equanimity are the soven that wh<\t is not known, not seen, not attained, not · 
appear at th� hi r·th of a Buddha. The Sa,.yuua rAalised and not comprehended (yam a1inala1J' 

. commentary (SA. Ill, pp. 152 ff.) gives, explanatory a1litth�m appattar�& a.9acchikata1J' anabisameta7J1 
notes on the 8utta.. taHa na(ld.;� d'J.9.9anaya . pa.ttiya saccliikiriy,;i!Ja 

The other Oakka1Jatti Sulta, in the An.1uUara- ablt·i.9ama!Ja•Ja : A. IV, P· 384) • 

. flikif?/G, refers ·to the raja (king) that rules over The comprehension of tho central truths of · 
world-ruler, namaly. the Dham:na, because a Budlhiam is Mlleu seeing ; one comprohends 
world-ruler is in dependence on the Dhamma, the:n and sees thoro (ariyasaccclni avecca pas.9ati : 
honours the Dhamma, and the Dhamma is his Sn. v. 229). Even Nibbana is seen (nibbcinam 
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passeyyam : M. I, p. 51 1 ) , in a sense analogous to 
the seeing of a man born blind after a physician 
has successfully treated him (loc. cit.) .  

Thus, we fin d  the term cakkhu boing used in 
the texts in conjunction with several other concepts, 
namely, Buddha, dhamma, dibba, panna and samanta 
thereby making the compoun� stand for different 
aspects and intensities of loiowledge and vision. 
Consequently, there are terms like Buddha-cakkhu 
(q.v.), a special knowledge possessed by the Buddha 
by which he sees, among other things, the spiritual 
potentialities of beings ( Vin. I, p. 6) ; dhamma· 
cakkhu (q .v.) , the knowledge by which one comes to 
realise the law of causality (pa#cca-aamuppada, · 
Vin. I, p. 1 1) ; dibbM.akkhu (q.v.), the knowledge 
by which the possesaor sees, among other things; 
phenomena of death and rebirth of beings taking 
place according to their kamma (D. I, p. 82) , 
pailna-cakkhu (q.v.), the knowledge by which the 
destruction of all pa.!3sions and the attainment of 
arahMtship is effected (DA. I, p. 183) and samanta

cakkhu (q.v.)whioh is originally. an attribute of the 
Buddha ( Vin. I, p. 5) and is later identified with his 
omniscience (DA. I, p. 183 ; Ps. I, p. 133 ; Nd. 
I, p. 354 ; DhsA. p. 306). 

The concept of panM-cakkhu and tqe new defi
nition of samanta.cakkhu both appear to

'
be products 

of post-canonical commentarial tradition. 

: To distinguish these _ five types of knowledge 
symbolised by cakkhu from the sense-organ 0 r 
sight the .· latter is termed tna7]"'a.cakkhu, the 
physical eye (Nd. I, p. 354 ; DhsA. p. · 306), its 
eentient or sensitive aspect being indicated by the 
technical tenn pasada-cakkhu (DA. I, p. 1 83). 

Oakkhu as the physical sense-organ is said to be 

constituted of derivative material elements (upada
rii,pa : Dh.'� pp. 124 ff.; 1 67 ff. 2 1 1  , 255: of. upiidaya· 

rupa, q.v., M. I. p. 1 85). On its nature as a species 

of matter, the Nikii.ya.q are less informative although 

it figures oft anrl r.gain in many a sutta. Sometimes 

the term cakkhu occurs in stock formulae where the 

causality of sense-perception is explained (M. 

I, P?· 1 1 1- 1 1 2 ; 259-�0 ; S. IV, pp. 39-40 ; 67ft'. ).  

It also occurs in d sr.ourl'les where the Buddha. 

is exhorting his disciples not to become victims to 

66nse-pleasures lest they should fall short of the 

highedt ideal (M. I, pp. 92ff. ; II, p. 220 ; III, 

62 ff. ; S. IV, p. 225 ; A. II, pp. 16 ff.) .  In these 

suttas the purpose is more to indicate the imperrnn.· 

nent nature of m!\tter rather than to set forth the 

constituent elements of the eye-organ. 

In the Pali Abhidha.mma Pi�aka and the com· 
mentaries cakkhu, together with · the other four 
physical sense-organs, comes to be described as 

pasada (Dhs. pp. 1 34 ff. ; DA I, p. 183 ; DhsA. p. 
306). In Buddhist Sanskrit literature, too, it is 
described as prasada (Abhk. i, 1 6 ; Abhkvy. I, p. 24). 
The origin of this technical use is traceabie to the 
context at Mahaveda!la S·u'ta where, in describing 
the difference between the dea.d person and the 
person who has entt�red saiiM-vedayita-nirodha
samapatti (q.v.) ,  it is said of the latter that his 
sense-functions remain extremely lively and bright 
(indriyani vippasannani : M. I, p. 296), the term 
trippasannani being the past passive participle 
of vi-pa-sad of which pasada is the action 
noun. The term pasada literally means clearness, 
bright-ness, serenity or satisfaction. " Taken 
causatively it may conceivably have meant either 
that which makes clear- a i'eceiver as it were or 
that which gratifies or satisfies " (Mrs. .Rhys 
Davids, Buddhist Manual of Psychological Ethics, 
Oriental Translation Fund, New Series, XII, · 
London, 1923, p. 1 59, n.2). It is in fact suggestive 
of both meanings, for the first indicates the receptive, 
reactive and sensitive nature and therefore clari
fying function of the eye, and the second brings into 
relief the part it plays in the gratification of sense · 

pleasures. 
' 

Considering the contexts in which the term 
pasada occurs, it could also be said that in using . 
this term the Buddhists are in��t on showing 
that cakkhu is of very · subtle and delicate matter. 
This is borne out by the fact that, accordi:Dg to 
Pa.li Abhidha.mma, cakkhu as well as other pasiida8 · 

such as sota (ear) cannot be known by any of the · 
sense. organs other than the mind, mano (Dhs. p. 
1 78). The Vaibh�ikas, too, conceive it in a 
similar way : it is supra-sensory (atindriya : Abhlc. 

i, 1 5 ; Abhkvy. I, p. 24) and translucent (accha : 
Abhk. i, 67). 

Since cakkhu, together with other pascidaa, is 
thus conceived as a variety of extremely subt_!e 
matter, it is explicitly stated that it should not be 
understood according to its popular conception. . 
Buddhaghosa. says that tho very purpose of using 
the term pasada is to dismiss such a popular con
ception ( DhsA. p. 306 f.) .  Both Vasubandhu and 
Yasomitra · remark that what in common parlance 
is known as eye (cak�'tl.) is the support (adh-¥thiina) 
of the real sense-organ (Abhk. i ,  56, 65 ; Abhkvy. I, 
p.24) . 

According to the Theraviidins, cakkhu consists 
of two p!lrts, the compound (i .e., physiological) 
organ (sa.�ambhtira-cakkhu) and the sentient organ 

(pa.scilla-cakkhu). The first is what we ordinarily 
mean by eye ; the second is the real sense-organ and 
has the first as ita basis (vaUhu : .DhsA. pp. 306-7). 
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. , In pursuance of this distinction, the V isuddhi

rnagga and the AtthasiUin'i give, in almost indentical 

.words, a long disquisition on the natut•e and con
stitution of cakkhu. 'fhe compound or physio
logical eye (sssambhrira-cakkhu), which is linked to 
the brain (nahiiru.mttaka), wit.h a nerve is white owing 
. to the abundance of phlegm, black owing to bile, red 
owing to -blood, rigid on account of tho element of 
extension . (pa{ham-dhat1t), . fluid on account of _the 
.element of cohesioJl {!lpo-dMtu), hot on account of 
the element of heat \tejo-dhatu), and oscillating on 
.account of the- element of mobility (vayo-dhatu) . 

The sentient · eye (pasiidrz-cakkhu) is situated in 
the centre ofthe compound eye. It permeates the 
ocul�r membranes as sprinkled oil permeates a 
cotton wick·. It is served ·by the four great ele
ments (mahiibh.Uta, q.v.) doing the functions of 
sustaining, binding, maturing and .vibrating, just 
as a princely boy is tended by four nurses doing 
the functions of holding, bathing, dressing and 
fanning him. It is not bigger in size than the head 
of a louse ( Vis-m. pp. 44:5-46 ; DhsA. p .  307 f.) .  .. . 

The eye has. the characteristic of being . sensitive 
only to the sphere 'of visibility (111. I, ·p. ·295 ; S. 
V, p. 218),  its function being to draw attent-ion to 
visual objects mily,; and: it ma.n.ifests itself as· the 

; physi�ai basis · of visual. :coils�iou�ness .(cakkhu-
. ·VirHiGtta :· · ·vism. p. 444, DhsA: .p .  312) .  As far as 
· the contact between the· sanae-organ of· the eye · 
and its object is ·concer�ed, light (aloka) has been 
considered the medium.in whic.h its sensory stimuli 
travel (DhsA. p. 282). 

Much importance is attached in Buddhism to 
the sense-organs since the whole system of Buddhist 
ethics concerns itself with our reaction to sense
perception. Oakkhu occupies the foremost position 
in this connection because a major part of our ex
perience comes through sight. In this respect the 
terms indriya-saf!lvara, restraint as regards the 
senses and indriyesu guttadvamta, guarding the 
doors of the senses are .of primary importance. 

Path to freedom in Buddhism begins with mora
lity (sila) which concerns itself only with the realm 
of word and deed and the next higher step in the 
path is the restraint as regards the senses. This 
is important because man's reaction to external 
stimuli depends entirely on attitudes he adopts 
towards objects he oognises. It is in these attitudes 
that the cause of good or bad lies; If these atti- . 
tudes are adopted after wise contemplation (yoniso 
manasikara) ,  the reactions will be healthy and bear 
good results. If_ on the other hand, the attitudes 
·&re ill-considered ( ayoniso mtmasikara) , the reactions 
will be unhealthy, and the results bad. 

Man may consider, for instance, a particular 
object he has seen to be either desirable or undesir
able , beautiful or ugly, attractive or repulsive, 
depending on the outward appearance ( ni1m:tta) 
of the object with its minor characteristics (anuvyan

jana). Covetousness (abhijjhii) arises in his mind 
if he considers the object to be desirable ; and, in 
like manner, resentment (domanassa) arises if he 
considers it to be undesirable (D. I, p. 70). Abhijjhii. 
is greed (lobha) in action and clomanassa is hate 
(dosa) in action. These are basic passions that 
stand in the way to freedom. How this process 
leads to numerous unhealthy states (akusala

dhamma) in normal day-to-day life is explained 
step by step in the Mahanidcina Sutta of the Digha:" 

nikaya (D. II, p. 58 ff.) .  

Grasping of  the outward appearance of  the objects 
of perception together with their minor characte
ristics is the source of this entire process and the 
remedy suggested is not to grasp them in that 
manner and this is what is meant by restraint as 
regards the senses (indriyasamvara) . It helps ona 
to contemplate' on the impermanent nature (anicca) 
of the objects and this contemplation leads to the 
knowledge of them in this proper perspective 
(yathabhiitaniit�a). which is a prerequisite to perfect 
freedom. · · · . 

U. K. 

. CAKKHULOLA BRAHMADATTA,kingof Bara1_1asi. 
He took great delight iu . watching dance perfor
�ances. There were three dancing halls where girls 
. and women of various ages danced for his pleasure . . 
One day, he saw the wife of another, who had come 
to watch the dance, and developed a great desire 
to possess her. Later, he realised the gravity 
of his wicked thought and, having renounced his 
kingship, became a paccekabuddha (SnA.I, p. 1 1 5 ; 
ApA. p. 190). His joyful utterance is included in the 
Khar;ga·visa7J.a Sutta (Sn. v. 63 ; .Ap. I, ii, v. 37). 

I. K. 

CAKKHUPALA; an arahant thera and author of 
'J.Ihag. v. 95. He was the son of Mahasuvawa, a 
land-owner of Savatt.hi, and was named Pals. 
Later he became known as Ma.hapala while his 
younger brother was called Cii!apala. Once, 
Mahapala, having heard the Buddha preach at 
J etavana, handed ovel' the family property to 
Ciilapala and became a bhikkhu. . Mter five years 
as a novice he received a topic of meditation fro� 
the Buddha and· along with sixty other bhi.kkhus 
went to a woodland spot near a suburban village 
to pract-ise meditation. There Mahapala became 
afflicted with ' an ,  eye -disease. A physician pre� 
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cribed him medicine. But, concentrating on the 
development of insight, he did not heed the physi
cian's instructions and his eyes became worse. 
He attained l.l-rahantship before long and at the 
time his defilements (kilesa) were destroyed he 
lost his eye sight too. Hence his name Cakkhupala. 

Later, the other sixty bhikkhus also became 
arahants and made preparations to return to 
Savatthi. CakkhupiiJa persuaded them to go 
without him and sent a message to his brother 
asking him . to send someone to look after him. 
Cii!apala, deeply grieved to hear of his brother's 
blindness, had his nephew Palita ordained, because 

. the road was not safe for a layman, and sent him to 
fetch Cakkhupala. The elder set out for Savatthi 
with his nephew. On the way Palita became attrac
ted. by the song of a woodcutter's wife, excused 
himself from the elder for a while and sinned with 
her. When he returned to Cakkhupala, the latter 
refused to be led by one who had broken his pre
cepts, even if he should die in the forest. Sakka, 
who became aware of the elder's plight, appeared 
in the guise of a traveller, and that same evening 
brought CakkhupB.la · safely to Savatthi. He was 
looked after by his brother for the rest of his life 
(ThagA. I, pp. 206 ff.}. This account is repeated in 
much greater detail in the Oakkhupiilattheravatthu 
of the Dhammapada#ha.katha (DhpA. I, pp. 2 ff.). 

There we are told �hat Cakkhupiila's parents 
were childless for a long time and he 
was named Pa.Ia as he was born through 
the favour of a tree-sprite. · The cause of his 
blindness despite the fact that he was fortunate 
enough to win arahantship is also narrated. In a 
previous life he had been born a,c; an eye-physician 
in Bara:r;msi. He treated a woman who promised 
to become his slave, along with her children if he 
cured her eyes. With the very first medicine her 
eyes were restored to normal, but having no wish 
to keep to her promise she lied saying that they were 
much worse. He saw through her ruse and next 
gave a medicine which destroyed her sight 
completely (DhpA. I, pp. 16  :ff.). 

the life of Cakkhupiila (q.v., DhpA. I, pp. 2-20). 
It illustrates the truth of the first verse in the 
Dhammapada-" . . . . if with an evil mind a man 
speaks or acts, suffering follows him even as a 
wheel follows the hoof of the ox that bears the 
yoke." 

L.R.G. 

CAKKHU SUTTA, four discourses in the Saf!!.yulta· 

nikaya and one discourse in the ltivuttaka are 
known by this name. 

The Gakkhu Sutta of the Rahul.a Sarp,yutta (S. n. 
pp. 244, also 249) is preached to Rahula at Jeta.vana.. 
Here it is shown how the eye and all other senses 
are fleeting and how they lead · to unhappine88. 
The well-taught disciple, should, therefore, be ra
pelled by the senses and thereby he becomes one 
who will not be born again and who has lived the 
divine life. 

T'ne Oakkhu Butta of the Okkantika Barp,yutla (B, 

m, p. 225), preached to monks at Jetavana, states 
that the eye and all other senses are impermanent. 
He who has faith in these doctrines or has seen them 
moderately with insight is assured of protection. · 
He who has realiSed them is a stream-wmner bounn 
for Enlightenment. He. would not be hom in an · 

evil state. 

The Gakkhu Sutta of the U ppada Sarp,yUtta (S. ill, 

p. 228), preached to monks at Jeta.vana, states that 
the origin of suffering, diseases, decay and death . 
lies in the arising and rebirth of the eye and the 
other sense organs. The cessation of the birth of 
these senses brings about the cessation of these 
states. 

The Gakkhu Butta of the K ilesa Barp,yutta (S. Ill� 

p. 232), preached to the monks at .Jetavana, states 
. that desire and lust arising in the eye and other 

senses mean corruption of the heart. By putting 
away such corruption can the truth be realised. 

The four suttas ar� named after the first sense 
organ, namely, the eye (cakkhu) . 

The Gakkhu Butta of the Itivuttaka(lt. p. 52) is the 
second discourse in its Tikanipiila. Beginning with 
a prose passage and ending in two stanzas the sutta 
mentions three types of eyes, namely, the physical 

It is said that in the time of Siddhattha Buddha 
he was born in a high family and, after the Buddha's 
demise, he offered an umma flower at the Buddha's 
thiipa. Thereafter he enjoyed birth among 
devas and men (ThagA. I, p. 206). Ummapup
(lhiya (q.v.), a thera mentioned in the Apadana 

(I, p. 172), is to be identified with Cakkhupii.la. 

L.R.G. 

CAKKHUPA.LATTHJ:RA-VATTHU, the first 
story in the Dhammapadatthakatha dealing with 

· eye (ma7!!sacakkhu), the divine eye (d1:bbacakkhu) and 
the intellectual eye (pannacakkhu). One who 
obtains the last of them will free• himself from all ills.. 
The sutta is said to have been preached t� the monk� 
by fhe Buddha. 

H. R. P. 
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CAKRA 
Significance and usage. Literally meaning a 

circlo or a wheel, it is frequently used both in Pali 
(as cakka) and Sanskrit Buddhist texts, but not 
always with a religious significance. The usage is, 
for the most . part, similar in bot.h languages. 
Even when used as a religious technical term i t  is 
not completely detached trom its literal me!J.ning. 

Wben used singly, in Sanskrit (cakra) as weU 
as in Pali (cakka), the term is often to be taken 
in its literal meaning. Thus, the term could mean 
the wheel of a vehicle (DA. III, p. 1058) or o. 
weapon which is either in the form of a discus 
or a sharp wheel (J. I, p. 74 ; cp. Monier-Williams 
SanskTit.Ji;.nglis_h D��i01�ary, s.v.). The term is also 
employed to denot� one of the characteristic signs 
of a Great Being (Mahapuru�a : Lal. p. 75 ; D. II, 
p. 17). The wheel of a World·ruler (cakravartin : 
cakkavatti), too, is sometimes referred to as cakra. 

It is also used, though not often, with a deeper 
meaning attached to it, to denote a circle or a 
sphere of l'xistenee of gods and men which is . 
characterised by the four bles3ings, namely, dwelling _ 
in a fitting place, association with the good, porfect 
application of the self.and merit _ done m previous 

lives · (catvari dev(lmanu�yiituim cakriirr-i _pratinipa • 

desavasa�. satpurusapiiaraya'f!&; atmana� samyak� 
pra!lidhiinaf[l, pilrve ·ea kr_tapunyatii (Mhvyut. · BB. 

XIII, p. 28). · The ·exact parallel of this iJ _ found 
b:t the Anguttara-nikaya (A·. II, p. 32), but its com. 
mentary defines the term cakkani as sampatt-iyo 

(kinds of prospe�ity). 

ln Buddhist Sanskrit texts, and occ�ionnlly in 
Pali texts, too, it is more often used ·as t.ho first or 
the second member of a compound. This is seen 
in proper names such as Cakrapii!ti (a bodhisattva}, 
cakra-vimala and cakra-salapattra which are names 

of two p1ants referred to in Buddhist t.exts 
(Mhvyut. BB. XIII, p. 80 ; Monior-Williams. op. cit. 
s.v . .. okra). Cakra-viicJ,a (cakkavi#a.) is mentioned in 

Buddhist texts as a mountain range encircling 
the earth. The wheel of a World·ruler (cakravartin, 

··i.e., he who sets rolling the wheel) is also referred, 
to as the cakra-ratna (cakka-ratana : wheel-gem). 

Numerous similar references are found s<lntt�red in 
Buddhist texts. 

An applied sense of the term is seen in the 
phrase cakra-bheda (caklca-bheda). Here it could 
probably mean a collection or a group, specially 
of the Sangha, and the phrase means, a discord in 
the Sangha. (Order). In the Abhidharmako8a (Abh[{, 
p. 121)  this phrase is regarded as a synonym for 
1atigha-bheda. In the VlnayaP#aka ( Vin. III, p. 171 )  
.Iso, it is used. ia  the sense of sa?igha-bheda when 

it is said, etha maya?!'- iivuso 8ama.ruzssa gotamassa 
sanghabhedaT[I- karissiima ca.kkabhedan ti (now we, 
Yonr reverences, will mab� a Rrhism in tho Order 
of the recluse Gotarna. i� hrerrking of tho concord). 
In the Vinaya Texts (SBF:. XX. p. 251 )  this very 
sentence is translated as, ' ' Lot. us stir up a division 
in samar;m Got-ama's Sangha and in tho body of his 
adherents " and adds a not e that in cakka-bhedam 
the first word no doubt connot�s kingship, lordship, 
as in dltamma-r.akka, caklcavatti etc. I. B. Horner 
(SBB. X, p. 295 n. 3) ob •orves, " But it can also 
mean breaking a wheel, and symbolically cakkabheda, 
has the special meaning of ' breaking up the peace, 
sowing discord'. " 

Tile symbolical sensu of the term is more pror.ui· · 
nent in phrases such as dharma-cakra (Lal. pp. 
295 ff.) and dhamma-cakka (A. I, p. 23) meaning, 
the wheel of law ; brahma-cakra (AbhK. p. 181)  
and brahma-cakka (M. I,  p.  71)  which literally mean, 
the wheel of Bro.hma, but defined in the Abhi
dharmako8a (AbhK. p. � 8) as drn-marga (path of dis
cern-ing). Often, this phrase is treated as a synonym 
for dht:rma-cakra. This figurative sense is seen also 
in �;he phra.Se bhava-cakra. · (ibid. p. 57), the Whee) 
of Existence where birth and death take place 

. �cp. bhava-cakka ; u.nd also sartt8iira-cakka : Vism . 
. . �p; 163 ii.nd 45 1). · ' 

In the Sn'f!&yuUa-nikriya (8. I, p. 1 6) the tenn rakka 
is used in the phraoo calucakkam (lit. four-wheeled) to 
denote the four t.ypes of departments of the hody, 
viz., standing, sittiug, lying, and going, and this 
is t�ken to be synonymous with the phrase iriya
pat]l.,a.cakka (DA . I, p. 249 ; III, p. 1 058). The term 
catucakka occurl'ing in the A7i.guttara-nikaya 
(A. n, p. 32) is defined in its commentary as cattari 
sampatticaklcani (l it., four wheels of. prosperity). 
The phrase wicka'f!& katabbarp. or batldMtabba1'{l is 
frequently used in the Yamaka and -the Pat�Mna 
of the Abhidharrm�a-Pi!aka to mean, " the cycle 
of formulated words is to be here repeated " (PED. 
s.v. cakka). 

· · The phra;se vidyuc-cakra-asani occurs in the Silc
§risamuccaya, (Bi�. p. 105)  in comparision with 
something destmctive when it is said, vidyuccakrcila· 
ni.9adr8o labhasalkara� (gain and honour compBrable 
to a wheel of a flashing thlmderbolt). 

Cakra is an important technical term in Tantrio 
Buddhism. Ta.ntricism . speaks of certain circles · 
<>r depressiona of the hum&n body (= plexes) which 
are considered to be psychic centres, and generally 
refel'R to them as cukra and sometimes �!so as 
1Jadma or kamala (lotus). · According to Lama 
Ana.ga.rika Govinda, "These cakras are the points 
ia which psychic forces and bodily functions 
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merge into each other or penetrat.e each other. 
They are the focal points in which cosmic and 

psychic energies crystallize into bodily qualities, 
and in which bodily qualities are dissolved or trans
muted again into psychic forcr,s" (Foundations of 
Tibetan Mysticism, London, J 959, p. 1 35). Indian, 
Buddhist tantras mention four ouch cakras, viz. 
nirmiirta-cakra (navel-centre), dharma-cakra (heart
centre) sambhoga-cakra (throat-centre) and 
mahiiaukha-cakra (bend-centre) which is also 

known as ��i§akamala (crown-lotus). Tibetan 
tantras apeak of six cakraa, viz., mtiladhara

cqkrn (root:centre) .wcidht�f/uina-cakra (abdominal
centre), man-ipura-cakra (navel-centre) , ·aniihata. 

cakra (heart-centre) 11i8vddha-cakra _(throat-centre), 
ajna-c.akra (eye brow-centre). To this is added 
the aahasriira-padma (crown-centre). These bear 
close resemhlance to the cakraa cited in the 

Hindu-tantras. By combining the two upper 
cetJtres (i.e., sahasriira-padma and iijM.cakra), 
into one and the two lower centres (i.e., rrruliidhiira

cakra and aviidM��hiina-cakra) into another, the 

number of separate cakraa is reduced to five. 

Sometimes the term cakra is used as a synonym 
for the word ma!'4ula (cirrle). While meditating, 

a yo�in considtlli! the whole body to be a large · 
mal)c;la.la. (circle) cons�ting of smaller mal) «;We. 
(i.o., cakraa). 

The details of description , location and order of 
arrangement of the cakras are not dealt with uni
formly iu a.ll the Tantric texts. In some of these 

tantras the cakras are taken to correspond to the 
main elements (mahii!Jhii.ta), i :e. , modifications of 
space (akOsa). The three bodies (kaya), namely, 
nirmarw-kaya (body of transformation), dharma-
1aya (body of law) ariel sambhoqa-kaya (body of 
enjoyment) are located in the three cakras of the 

sa.me names, while the sahaja-kiiya (innato body) 
is located in the raahiiaukha-cakra (see TRIKAYA). 

An aspirant for omniscience has to m!l.ke his 

thought of Enlightenment (bodhicitta) fu>w upward 

through these cakras UQtil it roeches the highest 

cakra at tho crown of the head. 

Each cakra has a separate seed-syllable (bija
k�ara) and a god or goddess called calcra-niiyaka, 
cakra-iBa (i .e., lord of the circle) or c:akra-yogini 
{yogini of the cakra). The cakras are also asso
ciated with one of the four moments (k�a�), 
symbols (mudra) and joys (ananda). 

In Tant.ric l iterature, when the term is used in its 

literal sense of wheel, it could also denote the symbol 

of the Buddha-family of Vairocana. 

Connected with the Sarvnkhangottama-sarru.idM 

of Ta.ntrir.ism are · the term cakra-kaya (lit. wh6el
body),, c.'lkra kula (lit. wheel-family) and cakra-vidya 
(lit. wheel knowledge : see Gat. pp. 52, 53). 
Oakra-yoga is a form of meditation prevalent. in 
Tibetan Tantricism, in which psychio centres 
(cakra) play an important role. 

Origin and Symbolic Importance : As 
indicatod earlier, the symbolic concept of cakra 
(wheel ) is of great significance in Buddhism. U 
is evident that the · wheel was used, from very 
oMen times, as a symbol of groat importance 

both in the east and the west. Where, . when and · 

how this symbol originated is a problem, yet to 
be solved. As it is widely prevalent among different 
races, it could be �unnised that it originated in the 
Indo-European period and migrated into different 
regions along wit.h the people. India h� known 
the symbolic importance of the wheel, at least, 

from the timo of tho J.lqveda (i, p. 164 ). 
· '  ·., 

Most authorities agree that the wheel was used, 
from olden days, to represent thep .. sun. Even 
the llvastika is regarded as another fonn of the . 
solar wheel, its movement� be ing indicated by 

the crampons. The circuma.mbula.Yqn of sacred 
places is also considered as heing ba..<red on the 
circular motion of tha sun und, therefore, ha.ving . 
the same s,vrnholic importance a.s that of the whee] · 
(soo W. Simpson, The Buddhist Pmying-wheel, _ 

London, 1 8!)6). It should also be noted that 
praying-wheels are t.umcd in the dirAction followed 
by thc sun (see ERE. X, p. 2 1 3  f.).  In India, too, 
the wheel seems t,o be the first symbolic represen
tation of the sun and,. later, of the regular course 
of the sun (rta). ' 

It is quite obvious that the sun is regarded as a 
'vheel on account of i ts shape and that the wheel . 
c n earth is projected ou to the natura) phenomena 
of the sun. In the J.lg-vedJ the sun is often referred 
to as a wheel (i, 1 75, 5 and h•, 30, 4) ; occasionally · 
it speaks of the whee) of the sun (iv, 28, 2 and v, 
29, 10). The sun is also referred to as the wheel 
of rta1 ( ibid. i, 164, 1 1 )  which shows ua that the 
sun and rta are c)osely connected. In t.he !Jgveda 

it;:elf one could see a c!oso connect.ion between the . 

sun, its course and the god Val11J.l&. V artll)& · 
belongs to the older order of the gods and, before · 

1 Cp. R. T. H. Griffith, The Hymll8 of the {lo11�, p. 285, n. 11,  where he says that title wheel or rta rormed with twelve ipokell ls the year with Its twelve month�. But the context seem� to SIJ't!p�t th'lt It refers t'l the sun. It Is said that this wheel of rta roll� round the heaven. This atreno.thens the view that It refers to the Run. Th.Ls Is an lnsf,ance which shows 
that the succeasi(>n of timA Is caused by the rolling of the wheel of rta (Le., tbe sun). 

6. S.P.C. 93898 
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the rise of Indra, he was regarded as the highest The whole drama of the universe is represented hJ 
god. Above all, he is regarded as the most ethical it. The succession of time is a feature which is 
god in the !Jgvedic pantheon. He prepared the clearly depicted by this concept. These change� 
sun's path which is the sanie as t.he rta. Varu!)a is affect, as it is quite evident, not only natural 

the supreme lord· who controls the physical as well phenm:1;1ena. but also living beings, for, with the 
as the ethical aspects of the world, which again succession of time they, too, become subject to 
are indicated by the term rta. Varul,l&, much more different changes such as birth, old age, decay 
often than Indra, is called the universal monarch and death. The most prominent aspect of the · 

(8mMcij). These references make it clear that at working of the rta is represented by the claily 
a very early period Vartli,la was regarded as the movement of ·the sun, which, in fact, is the basis 
universal monarch who establishes righteousness of the eoncept of rta. Thus, the changes brought 
and order in the world. about by the law of rta are the same as those 

When viewed in this light, the wheel-jewel brought about by the movement of the sun.3 The 
. (cakra-ratna ; Pali, cakka-ratana) seems to have a sun measures the days (!Jgveda, i, 50,, 7), thus 
close connection with the sun, which is the whee) bringing about the succession of time. It prolongs 
of rfa_ (rtasya cakra) anq .€Ubs�_m��ntly to _r�. itt?_elf, the_ days, of life (ibid. viii, 48� 7). All the beingfl 
though later the all-conquering wheel of Indra in the world rest on it. It is really the foundation 
influenced this concept considerably. According of all that exists. It is undeca.ying and unweakened 
to the Buddhist concept the cakravartin (Pali, by the length of time. Its nave remains unbroken 
eakkavatti) is the ideal king, a World-ruler fr6m ancient time. It resolves endlessly. Such 
who conquers the world not by war but by righte- is the working of the wheel of rta (the sun).  
ousness and also rules it by righteousness. Like 'When .considering the:;e points one could see a 
V ar.w;ta he brings about law and . order in the world, resemblance between the wheel of rta and tho wheel 

· . upholds righteousness and decries unrighteousness, of Sa.tpaii.ra (existence)' or bhava (becoming : i.e. ;  
. i:Jets people on the right path by making them aamsara-cakra or bhava-c0). Like the wheel of 

. . ' 

. ·. follow his ordinances. · rta,- the wheel of Samsiira, too, · rolls on and on; · 
:. A: �kravariin �s , th� �heel . to precede hW:. ' :. �.ot weak�ned by the ·iength of time. Though thA 
and in whate�or p��� it StOps his

· 
. .  a�thority and · . ·Bud,dhist concept of the wheel of Sarpsara or bava 

law is o�blished, tpere_: · The whool-je�el thus ·. does not seem to be as wide a concept as that of 
. represent:':! not only his . !i.Uthority and majesty the wheel of rta, the basic idea of the former seems 
but a.lao his righteousness. Therefore, the right.eous to be the sa.:ine as this aspect of the latter concept. · 

law of a cakravartin is the s�me as that which The limitation in the sphere of application, which 
. is symbolised by the wheel. Similarly, the law is seen in the Buddhist concept, may be a change 

of V a�a is the same as the law of the rta. 2 · The that wa.s brought about by the . Buddhists who 
wheel-jewel which . a. · cakravarti-n ·sets rolling is adopted it · from the bralu'nans. · However, it 
most probably, the same as the wheel of rta, i.e., could be sumlised that the wheel of rta, by its 
the sun, which Va�a. caused to roll on by preparing daily movements, represents the law of nature 
s path for it (see CAKRAV ARTIN a.nd also ERE. as affecting all things, i.e., natural phenomena 
III, pp. 336 f.). and living beings, while in its Buddhist adaptation 

Not only the wheel-jewel but almost all tho mu�Jh emphasis is . laid on how it affects living 
major aspects of the wheel-symbol in Buddhism beings and specially human beings. 
seem to have a. close connection with the sun and Some para.llelism could also be seen between 
the- rta. The concept of rta, in · a wider sense, the concept of the wheel of rta _and the Buddhist . 
denotes the physical and the moral laws of the concept of the wheel of Dhal'Ill8 (Dharma-calera, 
'world. All activities in the- world take place in q.v.). ·The term dharma, as used in the !Jgveda, has 
a.ceordanoe with the law of rta. All the changes in many shades of meaning, of which many are parallel 
natural phenomena such as the change of days to those connote_d by the _term rta. The term 
weeks, months, seasons and years are caused by it _rta, as denoting the COUI'se of the sun, gained the 

2 See W. Simpson, op. cit. p. 91, where be cites an extract from ?tUx Miiller (Hibbert Lecturea, p, 239-44) " Wh�t ill some
. 

place:. ls called the law of VaruQ.a, is in others called the. law of rta." · 
· 

3 See .{lg1�da, i, 164, 2, 11-14. 

' Note that the sun Is also de�crlbed as whereon are resting aU these, worlds of beings (�gveda i, 164. 2): upon this flve-epoked wheel revolving eVllr all Jiving creatures rest and are dependent (loc. cit) : " On him dependent res� all Jiving creatures " (Ibid. I, 164, 13 and 14); · 
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idea of right path. truth, righteousness, law and 
also the foundation of righteousness. It is. quite 
clear that the term dharma also connotes these 
shades of meaning. Tho wheel of rta is described 
in the !Jgveda as the ancient wheel which ever 
rolls on, unimpeded, on which all existence depends. 
The description of the wheel of dharma as, 'the 
wheel which not by any samal_la or brahman, 
not by any god, not by Brabma. or Mara, not by 
anyone in the universe can ever bo turned back' 
(SBE. XI, p. l53 f.) seems to have been based on this. 
However, it should be noted that though the same. 
symbolism was applied, the Buddhists gave it a 
different interpretation wit.h a deeper significance. 

Yet another view attempts to seek a ltma.r origin 
for the concept of cakm, specially when it is concei
ved as the wheel of the cakravartin. L. A. 
Warldell (ERB. VII, p. 553 ff.) compares the 
list of treasures, as mentioned in .t.he Mal!abMr�ta, 
produced at the churning of the ocean, with the 
list of the seven treasures of a cakravartin 
as found in Buddhist texts, and concludes that 
the cakra cited in the second Jist symbolises the 
moon. Though Waddell is convinced cf the 
positive identity of the majority of items in th" 

. two lists, it is quite evident that the two lists are 
only parallel and :rloi identical. it may be that 
the li�t mentioned in the M ahabMrata in:Bt�enced · 
the formation of the list of treasures of a. cakra1�rtln. · 
Evidence put forwa.rd by Waddell to prove 
the lunar origin of the cakra is far from convincing. 
The agreement seen in the numerical order of the 
two lists in the case of the first jewel is �o positive 
indico.tion of the identity of the rakra-ratna of a 
caktavartin with the moon. The fact that 
the wheel-jewel appeared to king Mahasudassanl\ 
on a full moon day is no positive evidence to 
conclude that it is the symbolic representation of 
the moon. It should he noted that it is customary 
with the Buddhists to asf\ociate all the import�nt 
events connected with Budrlhism with the full 
moon day (cp. the throe major. events connected 
with the life of tho Buddha, the preaching of the 
first sermon, etc.). 

The list of ratna.s of the · cakravart?.n seems to 11 
have changed from time to tjme. There a.ro, in 
Sanskrit texts, lists which include moonlight as 
one of the ratna-9 but not the calera (see Kathii

saritsligara, cix, pp. 19  ff :  the Rrhat-Kathii-mafijari, 
ed. Sivadatta and Parab, p. 595, v. 11 );  and yet 
there are others which include neither of these 

items (ERE. III, p. 336). It is quitA evident fl'om 
the concept of cakra as found in Buddhist literature 
thv.t the moon could not have been the source 

of its origin, for the moon does not possess any of 
the important characteristics represented by the 
wheel·symbol. As shown ea.rliAr the cakra of 
a cakr'�11Grtin r<3preoent.s royal nuthority, majesty, 

righteous law and order . These are the charac. 
tBristic features of the sun and its rta. Therefore, 
it seems more plausible to conclurle that the cakra 
symbolises these and not the moon (cp. 0. R de A. 
Wijesokara , ' The Symbolism of the Wheel in the 
Cakravartin concept ', in S. K. Belvalkar Felicitation 
Volnme, pp. 262-7). 

S.K.N. 

CAKRANTARA, name of a future pratyeka
buddha, mentioned in the Avadiinasataka (Ava. 
p. 6 1). 

CAKRAPAiji, name of a bodhisattva connected 
with Tantric Buddhism. The five Dhyanibuddhas 
of Tantric Buddhism are each assigned a particular 
consort, colour, posture (mudrii), vehicle, bodhi
sattva, etc. Cakrapii.�i is the particular bodhi-

. sattva associated with the Dhyii.nibuddha Vairo
cana. Sometimes, Cakrapii.l).i's place , is taken by 
the bodhisattva Samantabhadra (S. B. Das 
Gupta, An Introd·ucticm to Tant� Buddhism - . , 
Second Edition, p. 87). 

S.K.N. 

CAKRASAMBARODAYA � NAMA - MANDALA 
VIDHI (var. Oakrasamvarodaya - niima . • m�;f/,alopa
yikti), a Sanskrit text, the Tibetan version of which 
occurs in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tengyur 
under the title flkhor-lo bde-mchog �bymi.ba shes.bya- · 
ba(1i dkyil-�khor.gyi cho.ga ( TT. Vol. 52, No. 2249 ; 

Tll!. No. 1538 ; Catalogue du Tanjur Mongol 
Imprime, ed. Rintchen, New Delhi, 1964, No. 1409). 

The authorship of the work is credited to Dbus-pa 
blo-Idan (Ari��adhimat). But the tra.'n31ators are 
unknown. 

'fhe opening salutation is addressed to 'V ajra
sattva. It is a long text of which the formula of 
adoration is addressed to Cakrasambara (The tmion 
of Heruka with Vajravarii.hi : B. Bhattacharyya, 
Indian BuddM.st Iconography, p. 103). There 
is a long description of how the priest should enter 
the ma�c;lala and proceed with the rite. This 
text also desuribes at length the worship of Vajra
val'ii.hi who is also designated as Buddhac;lakil,li and · 

. Vajravairocani. She is also being described at 
length. 

The following are some of the mantras quoted 
.. 

as those to be chanted in the course of the per-
formance of the rite : 
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01fl wi H erulciiye vidma he mdya rajaya dhima 
he BOOhci. 01fl Barva buddha Q,akiniye varttaniya hrU1fl 
phal svaha. 01]1 namo bhagav-ti bire saya hri1]1 hi£1]1 
phaY-01!1 maha kalpaya • • • • •  hriq1 hi.t1]1 plla�. Or� 
jCJ?GmakU/otgcitiiya hri1J1 hurp. hi£1/l phat. 01]1 da�irli· 

kiiriilogra Mi{Klna-mu.lcMya hti'f!l hu'f!l hil'f!l plm#. 01p 
kara /tara AUf!' laU'f!l ph�. 0 . � kuru kuru hU!fi hi£ !l 
pl.aJ. O'f!l b� bhak�a hil"l' liio� phal. 01]1 sapta . 
pawlagta • • • •  larva"l' • • • • •  J-haf. Orp. kili kili hii1[l 
hii"l' hil1J1 �. 01[l sili sili hii1[& ha'T{i phat . 01[& dhili 

dhil·i hf�1[& ltd phal. V'f!' l•ili ltili kii1[& hiirp. phal. 

The authcr mentions that the meditator should 
perform this ceremony with a happy mmd. 

I. K. · 

CAKBASAl!JVARA - BAHl�APOJA - VIDHI, (va.r. 
Ca/cra8a1[lvara-pi6ja-megha-maiijari) the recons
tructed title of ·a text occurring in the Rgyud 
(tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. The Tibetan 

title is given as J.lkhor-lo sdam-pa�i phyi-ral-gyi 
mclwcl-pa�i cho-ga. The author of the work is 
Prajiiiraktita and the translation is attributed to 
Sumatikirti .and Blp-ldan 8es-rab . (TT. Vol. 51, 
No. 218 ; TM. No. 1466). 

After. the initial salutation to Vajrasattva, the 
author · worshi� the feet of the lamas and seeks 
their advice. 

The text deals with the procedure .of "'w:orship of 
the deity 9akrasazpvara and it describes in detail 
how the mawc circle should be drawn in a quadran
gular figure, with twenty letters, and how various 
offerings should be made to this particular deity. 
The meditator is requested first of all to utter · 
the magical formula ' 01[& sumbhiini sumbha.' 

I. K. 

CAKRASAl!JVARA-BALIVIDHI, the title of a 
text, the Tibetan translation of which �ccurs in 
the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tengyur in the 
Sde-dge edition (2'M. No. 1467) and in the Rgyud 
:Qgrei (tautra collJmentary) section in the Pe.kiug 
edition (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2184). Both editions 

give the same Tibetan title : ljkhor-lo sdom-pa�i 
gtor-� clw-ga. Tho SIUlskrit title as quoted 
in the Peking edition is Oalcrasarp.vara-bali-rnanjari 
while tM Sde-dgtiedition has Cal.'"tasa�vara-b11lividhi. 
The latter i� a more accurate reudoring of tho 
Tibetan. The author of the work is Prajiiarak�ita 
and the ttanslators are Sumatikirti and Blo-ldan 

�-rab. This text is also mentioued in the 
Catalogue de Tanjur Mongol lmprime (ed. 
Rintchen, New Delhi, 1 964, No. 1346). 

Thi� short t.ext descri ·:f's the method of offJring 

oblations to · tho deity Cakra.sazpvara. After 

describing how the magic-circle should be drawn 
and oblations offered, the author mentions some 
of the magic formulas which should be uttered 
during the ceremony. They are as follows : "01]1 
anyonya anugata sarvadhanml. : 0 Tfl. anyonya 
anugata saroodhanrta : atyantamr.mupravi{!Jha sarva· 
dharma ham hi11[&. The meditator is expected to 
utter the following magic formulas twice, before 
the oblations are offered. They are : � kha • • • • 
khii.ti khii.ti ; sarva yak,ariik�a • • • M. preta pisii8a 
• • • ; ima1'{& bali'f!l grihnantu ; samaya rak�ntu ; . 

mama sarva siddhimme • • • pibceha • • • miUikram· 
atha ; mama BGr'va lcartaya ; sal8ukha1]1 vi8uddhuye 
sahayikil bhavantu ; Mtfl Ml"l' phal sviihii. 

I. K. 

CAKRASAI'!fV ARABHISAMA YA, the reconstructed 
title of a Tibetan text, a Tibetan translation of which 

entitled (Dpal) l}khor-lo adom-p�i miwn-par-rtoga-pa 
occurs in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tibetan 

Tengyur. The author is named as Abha.yii.kara· 
guptapii.da., and the translator is R&.tnarak�itape.da 
(TT. Vol. 52, No. 221ai. The Sde-dge edition 
mentions tho name of another translator, namely, 
Shall grub-pa (2'M, .No. 14U�). '!'here is no corres-

.. ponding . Chinese versio� of this text, but the 
Mongolian edition is mentioned in the· Catalogue 

. du Tanjur Mongal Jmprime (ed. Rintchen, New 
Delhi, 1964, No. 1373). 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Vajrasattva (Tib. Rdo-rje-sems-clpa�i-bo). The text 
gives a detailed description of Cakrasaipvara, 
a form of Heruka. He is said to have twelve arms. 
He embraces Vajra.va.ra.bi with two hands, and with 
the other hands he holds a diamond, a bell, a. akin 
of a white elephant, an axe (Skt. para8u ; Tib. 
dgra-stra), a shori crooked sword (Skt. kartari ; 
1'1b. gri-gug), tllree baskets (Tib. tse), a club with a 
skull at the top (Skt. kh�V!inga), and a skull filled 
with" blood, etc. . . 

The text gives a description of the mai].�o.la 
whiCh is expected to be drawn by the meditator 
and of how he should proceed with the ceremony. 
He is asked to meditat.e upon the ' voidness ' 
of all phenomena (Skt. Bilnyata ; Tib. ston-pa- iiicl) 
and mutter the formula, ' Orp. sunyatajiiii.rwvajra
svabhavakoha'f!l '. 

The meditator is asked to repeat the following 
formula four times. 01[& aumbha'f!l eumbha hu� 
hil1'f& p/u4. 01]1 gra1[&hna gra'!lhTia hii.1[& phaJ. Ol'fl 
iinuye ho bh.ago biina viclyii. riitsa hil"l' hii.� phcJI. 
The following are some of the other formulas 
which are mentioned in this te�t. 
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07!1 gha� ghahe ghataya. ghiitaya sarva du§tflrp, 
pradu§tana hilrp, hiirp, phat. Orp, kilaya kilaya 
sarva piip':LT[t hiirrt hii.rrt pha!. 

In the middle of the text Cakrasaq1vara and 
Vajravariihi are being praised eight times each. 
Tlls following formula is said to be in praise of 
Cakrasaq1vara : ' Orp, namo vire Aayn h:i17'[1- hii:rp. pha�. 
07'[1- mahakalpaya .... sannibhaya M:r[l hi17'[1- phat. 
Of[l ja[.ii maku{otkhatviingiiya hUf[l hilf[l pha/. Of[l 
kariilogra vibhUja� mukhiiya hii'r[l hil7[l phat. 07[l 
eaha81'a bhuja bhiisuraya hii:rp, ht1�p, phat. 07[l parasu 
pasod . • . . • • • • • .  8iUakhatviingadharirti ha"!l hil1fl 
phat. Orp,. • • • • • • • niimbaradharaya hii'T[l hii:r[l 
1Jhat. Orp maha dhumbariint·rakara • • • • • • . • • • • •  

1JhaJ. 

The formula in praise of Vajravarahi runs as 
follows : ' 01!l namo bhagavati Vajravarahi hci'!l 
hilf[l • • • • . • . .  pha#. Orp, namarya parajite trilokyam 
te mahiividye8vare hil'!l hil'r[l phal. OT!l nama� 
sarvabhilta bhaya bahema vajra Mi'!l hurp phat. 
01!l namo vajrii8anaya jite aparajite va8a1!lkari 
netra bhramatli hil'!l hil?[l phal. Orp, nama� strasa 
ni maratli suprabodha�i parajaye hil'!l hiirp, pha�. 
01!l namo jayatsobhanistambhani mohani hil'!l hil'!l 
phat. OJ?l namo vajravariihi mahiiyogini kiime8vari 
khage hil'!l hii'!l phal. 

J. K. 

CAKRASAI'!fVARADVAJTA • DHYANOPADESA • 

YOGA·CA�J;)ALI (Bri-�kra"), the name of a 
Sanskrit text written by Dgo-bal}i mgon-po 
(Subhaniitha). It has been translated int.o Tibetan 
by Vagisvara and Chos-kyi-dban-phyug, and 
included in the Rgyud. }:!grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur under the tit le Dpal �lchor-lo 
sdom-pafii giiis-su-med-pabi bsam-gtan-gyi man-nag 
rnal-�byor:gyi gtum-mo (TT. Vol. 52, No. 2223). 

The text gives instruction on the procedure of 
acquiring monistic knowledge, which results from 
the union of Means (ttpiiya) and WisQom (prajfiii). 

R. H. 

CAKRASAI\.fVARA • GARBHA • TATTVA • SIDDHI 
(Bri-cakra0), tho name of o t.oxt by Jalandhara, a 

TibAt.an translation of whirh occurs in the Rgyud 
};lgrel ( tantra commAntary) !>ection of thA Tengyur 
under t.he title Dpal ftklwr-lo sdom-pa�i siiin-po?t.i 
de-kho-na-nid grub-pa (1 T. Vol. 51, No. 2173 ; 
TM. No: 1456). 

The text di!!cusses the means (upaya, Tib. 
th.abs) for a clear understanding of the supreme 
mystical experience, which is a matter for self 
experience (svasarp,vedya, Tib. ran-rig). 

R. H. 

CAKRASI\'IAV ARA� 

CAKRASAI\{VARA- GUHYA - ACINTYA-TANTRA
RAJA (Bri cakra0), the nPme of a t.antra text con· 
taining an esoteric doctrine preached by Sambara 
(Heruka). A Tibetan translation of th is text by 
Gayadhara and Sii.kya-ye-ses, callod Dpal �khor-lo 
sdom-pa�i gsan-ba bsam-gyis-mi-kh?fab·pa/.ti rgyud
kyi rgyal-po occurs in the Rgyud (tantra) section 
of the Kanjur (TT. Vol. 3, No. 30). 

The preamble to the text states that the Blessed 
One once dwelt in bliss with Vajrayogini, who 
is the Body, Speech and Mind of all the Buddhas. 
Those assembled on the spot at the time had 
feel ings of aversion regarding the nature of condi· 
tioned exist.ence (Tib. kun-rdzob l,tkhor-bafi.i chos). 
Vajrapai;�i Guhyakii.dhipat{ then questioned Heruka . 
about the nature of the phenomena of conditioned 
exist-ence. Heruka said that the nature of such 
phenomena is unthinkable (acintya). Being re· 
quested by Vajrapiil,li to explain this further, 
Heruka preached the doctrine set out in this text. 

R. H. 

CAKRASA¥VARA-liASTAP'OJAVIDHI, the re
constructed title of. a text occurring in the Rgyud 
(tantra) section of the Tengyur. The Tibetan 
title is given as Dpal �khor-lo·sdom-pafi.i lag. 
mchod-kyi cho-ga shes-bya-ba. The author of the 
text is Prajfiarak�i ta and the translation is attri· . · 

buted to Sumatikirti and Blo·ldan 8es-rab (TM. \ 
No. 1468 : 'l'T. Vol. 5 1 ,  No. 2185}. There is no 
corresponding Chinese version of this text, hut the · 

Mongolian edition is mentioned in the Catalogue 
du Tanjur llfimgol Jmprime (ed. Rintchen, New 
Delhi, 1 964, No. 1347). 

After the ini t ial salutation addressed to 
Yajra�iikini (Tib. Rdo-rje �kha}:! })gro-ma : a 
celestial female . deit.y), t.he author discusses a 

number of methods by which one should worship . 

Cakrasaq1vara with clasped hands. 
Some of the magic formulus to be uttered by the 

�orshipper during tho course of this worship are as 
follows : 

O'Tfl ha na mahi sviihii liU; bau �a ta he; ha'Tfl hilT]\ 
hiirrt hil'!l hoh pha' ha7'[1-: Orrt yoga AuddluJ 
sarva dhamma yoga 8uddhoharp,; 07[l vajra 
'1/'IU�. 

I. K • . 

CAKRASA I\fVARA - HOltiAVJDHI, the recon· 
stru¢'ted tit le of a Samkrit text., th6 Tibetan trans
lat{on of which entided Bde-mchog �khar-lobi sbyin 
sreg-gi choia, occurs in the Rgyud (tantra) section 
of the Tibetan Tengyur. This text appears in dup. 
licate form (TM. Nos. 1447, 1537 ; TT. Vol. 52, 
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Nos. 2248, 2165 ; Cordier, p. 103). The Chinese 
version is not available, but the Mongolian edition 
is mentioned in the Catalogue du Ta'Y/,jur Mongol 
Imprime (ed. Riutchen, New Delhi, 1964, No. 1327). 

The authorship of this work is attributed to Nag-po 
and the translators are named as Dhamma.Sribhadra 
a.nd Rig-pa. gshon-nu. According to Cordier this 
work was compiled by Pundarinanda (var. Sundari
nanda). 

The author has begun the work with a salutation 
1\ddressed to Dpal mkhal.ll-l,lgrol (J;>akini ?). 

work is attributed to Manika.Sri (var. Manikasri} 
and the translatOrs are named 88 Sumatikirti and 
Prajiiakirti. 

The first salutation is addressed to J:Ijam-pal.ll 
rdo-rje (Maiijuvajra). The text describes the pro
cedure of worship for the invocation of the god 
Cakr88al!lvara. The meditator is asked to worship 
at first the lamas and the Buddhas and then worship 
Cakrasaipvara. He is also instructed to take refuge 
in the Triple Gem (Tib. dkon-mchog-gaum). The 
meditator is asked to be seated on a mountain and 
contemplate on Heruka, whose description is given, The text deals with the burnt-offerings (Skt. 

· · fii d t c kr d and chant the Svabhii.va.Suddha mantra, viz., 07Jl homa ;  Tib. abyin�eg) 0 ere �
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papa, Tib. adig-pa) and one's power of meditation 
(Skt. aamiidhi, Tib. #1�-ne-?uizin) would be im
proved. 

A description of the god Cakrasal!lvara is also 
given. He is said to be possessed of three eyes, ten 
faces an.d two . arms, carrying 'W;th one arm a 
diamond (Skt. vajra ; Tib. rdo-rje) and a bell (Tib; . 
dril-bu), and with the . other ,eight �mblems (of 
Bud�a or 6f deities ?). · 

· .Some of the �agical formui!JS . uttered during the 
comse of th4J ceremony are aS follows : 

07]l Herulca mahiivajra dza-la • . . . . .  ha1Jl hii.7Jl ; 
Ehye�i mahadhiUa, devi . . • • . • gri hi . • . . . .  , 
aha huti malta rasmi asmin man-nihito bhava ; 
07Jl Herulca mahiivajra bhiivaka ; agnaye mama 

tanti kuru svahii ; 07Jl Heruka ·mahiivajra ma
hendra agnaye mama p�# kuru bpyi sat ,· 07]l 
Heruka mahiivajra Krod�a agnaye amoka§Ya 
santi kuru B'liaha ; 07]l sarva papa han . . . . • • . .  

sviihii ; 07]l vajra anala mahabhiUa . . • . . . . . . .  

sarva bc,smi7Jl J.:·uru sarva . . . • • .  hii7Jl hil7Jl pha# ; 
amolca�ya santi kuru svaha ,· O'f!l .9arve sa1Jlbadi 

· sviihii ; 01!l apratihata vajra ye svaha ,· 01Jl vajra 
· ayu� ye sviiha ,· O'f!l · mahabala ye svahil ,· 07Jl 

rnahiibala ye avalta ; 07Jl vajra pu�!a y� sviiha. 

I. K. 

OAKRASA¥VARAIKAVIRA-SADHANA, the title 
of � text, the Tibetan translation of which occurs in 
the Rgyud (ta.ntra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur 
under the title I;Ihkor-lo sdom-pa dpa�-bo gcig pa?li . 
8(11'1lb-thab8 (TM. No. l536 ; TT. Vol. 52, No. 2247). 

· The Chinese version is not available, but the Mon- . 
golian edition is mentioned in the · Oatalogut du 

Tanjur Mongol Imprime (ed. Rintchen, New 
Delhi, 1964, .No. 1407). The authorship of the 

I. K. 

OAKRASA¥VARA - MA:tWALA :o DEVAGA!jA 
STOTRA, a. Sanskrit work extant in its Tibetan 
translation, Ijkhor-lo adom-pal!.i dlcyil-IJ,khor-gyi 
lha-tshogs-la bstod-pa, mentioned in the Rgyud-l;lgrel 
( tantra. commentary) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. 
While this text is not · mentioned in the Sde-dgs 
edition, it is mentioned in the Catalogue du Tanjur 
Mongol Imprims (ed. Rhltchen, · New Deihl, . 
1964', No. 1400). 

It is a. shqrt text dealing with the methods of 
drawing a magic circle in the name of the deity, 
Cakrasal!lvara. During the course of this cere
mony a large number of deities are praised. Some 
of them are as follows : 

I. Khrag-l;lthuii (a class of terrifying deities of 
Bon and Tantric schools). 

2. Rdo-rje p�g-mo (Skt. Vajra.varahi, a 
popular goddess of the Karma.pa sect who 

· is said to· have frightened and -vanquished, 
the enemies of Buddhism by manifesting 
herself in the fonn of a sow.) 

3. Gzugs-can-ma (Riipavati). 

4. Rtsa-dan rgyus-pa. 

5. Dad-pol;li dban-po (Lord of faith). 

6. Lambaka.. 

7. Rta-mgrin (Skt. Hayagriva, name of a 
deity with a man's body but having a head 
of a horse and which neighs fearfully to 
frighten beingS who · are hostile to 
Buddhism). 

· I. K. 

OAKRASA¥VARA • MAfWALA - MANGALA -
GATHA, the reconstructed Sanskrit title of a 
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Tibetan text occurring in the Rgyud (tantra) section 
of the Tibetan Tengyur under the title IJkhor-lo 
sdom-pal;i dkyil-bkhor bkra-Sis tsh?:gs-su bcad-pa 

(TT. Vol. 51 ,  No. 2196). This work is not men
tioned in the Sde-dge edition. Although the 
Chinese version is not available, the Mongolian 
edition is mentioned in the Catalogue du Tanjur 
Mongal Imprime (ed. Rintchen, New Delhi, 1964, 
No. 1356). The authorship of the work is attri 
buted to Rin-chen rdo-rje (Ratnavajra) and the 
translator is known as Tshul-khrims rgyal-ba. 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Cakrasarp.vara. This is a short text containing a 
number of stanzas which are meant to be uttered 
by the. meditator during the course of the drawing 
of the magic circle in the name of Cakrasarp.vara, a 
form of Heruka. Almost at the end of each stanza 
•he meditator makes a proclamation thus : " By the 
act of this truth, may some auspicious thing happen 
. (Tib. · bden-pa bdes-kyan bde-mchog-14 gnas-bkra- · 

. ·m-Jog}. 
I. K. 

CAKRASA¥VARA·MAf$:\)ALA-STOTRA, the title 
of a t�xt, the Tibetan translation of which occurs in 
the Rgyud-�grel (ta.ntra commentary) section of the 
Tengyut under the tilte IJkhor-lo adom-pa?li dkyil
�khor-gyi b�d-pa (TT: Vol. 5.2, No. 2239). In the 
Sde-dge edition this text is included in the Rgyud 
(tantra.) section of the Tengyur (TM. No. 1530). 
The Chinese ver8ion _is not _available. But the 
Mongolian edition is mentioned in the Catalogue 
du Tanjur Mongal lmprime (ed. Rintchen, New 
Delhi, 1964, No. 1339). The authorship of this 
work is attributed to Siira.kala.Sa. and the translator 
is named as Bsod-nams bzait-po. The Tibetan 
edition of the text is similar to that of the original 
Simskrit text, mentioned in th� N1:�par:t'(layogavali 
(ed. Bhattii.caryya, Baroda, 1949, pp. 44-46). 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Vajra<]ii.kini (Tib. Rdo-rje mkha�i-�gro-ma ). Then the 
cen:tral deity of this magic circle, namely, Cakra.
sambara., who has four faces a.nd twelve arms is 
saluted. He is said to be accompanied by his sakti, 
Vajravarii.hi, of sh:tgle face and red complexion, 
carrying with her a short, crooked sword (Skt. 
l:artari ; Tib. gri-gug). Cakrasatpvara and Vajra
varahi are said to be surrounded by the following 
four deities in the four directions respectively. 

(I) J;>ii.kinl (Tib. Mkha}:li-�gro-ma) in the North, 
(2) Lama (Tib. Lha-ma) in the East, 
(3) Kh�c;Iarohii. ( ! ) in the West, 
(4) Riipa.vati (Tib. Gzugs-can-ma} in' the South. 

'fhis MBJ;l<;lala has three circles of deities who are 
CH.lled Oitta-cakra, Viik-cul;ra and Kiiya-calcra. In 
each of these circles there are sixteen deities. 

I. K. 

OAKRASArtfVARA-MA�J;>ALA· VIDHI, the recons
tructed title of a text, the Tibetan version of which 
occurs in the Rgyud-�grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur, under the title, Dpal �khor-lo .· 
sdom-pa!l-i dky�'l !1khor-gyi cho-ga ahea-bya.ba (TT. 
Vol. 82, No. 4638). The authorship of the work 
is attributed to Ye-ses-kyi J;)ii.kil;li Nigu-ma. (Jiiii.na
c;lakil',li Nigu) arid its translator's name is given as 
Da.rma-blo-groo. Two works by this name appear 
in the Sde-dge edition (TM. Nos. 1469, 1477). 
The first was compiled by Prajiiarak�ita. and trans
lated into Tibetan by Suniatikirti and Blo-ldan 
ses-rab entitled, Dpal !1-khor-lo-sdom-paM dkyil
l),khor-gyi cho-ga mdor-bsdua-pa 8es-bya-ba. The 
second was compiled by Rgyal-ba-bza.n-po and 
translated into Tibetan by :J;Ijam-dpal and Bari, 
entitled Dpal bde-mchog-gi dkyil-�khor bya..bafli 
thabs ah�-bya-ba. Both translations are included 
in the Tibetan Tengyur. The Chinese version of 
this work is not available, but:l the Mongolian 
edition is mentioned in the Catalogue du Tanjur 
Mongol Imprime (ed. Rintchen, New Delhi, 
1964, No. - 1326). 

The author's first obeisance is paid to Cakrasiup
vara. This short text deals with the method of · 
drawing the magic-circle of Cakrasarp.vara, a · 
form of Heruka and also the method of worshipping 
him, etc. The advantages that the beings of 
the three worlds would eiljoy 'by performing 
this ceremony are · also described. 

I. K. 

OAKRASArtfVARA - MAlfQALA - VIDHI - RATNA
PRADIPODDYOTA, the reconstructed title of a 
Sanskrit text, the Tibetan translation of which xcurs 
in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tengyur, · 
under the title, IJkhor-lo bde-mchog-gi dkyil-l),khor-. 
gyi cho-ga-rin-po-che rab-tu-gsal-ba�i sgron-ma shea- · 

bya-ba (TM. No; 1444). The author of the work 
is Lw.a.-ba-pa. The translators are Sumatikirti 

and · Mar-pa Chos-kyi-dban-phyug. This work 
is not mentioned in the Peking edition (TT.) of 
the Tibetan Tripitaka. 

I. K. 

OAKRASArtfVARA - MA�J;>ALA • VIDHl • 

TATTVAVATARA-NAMA (Sri-cakrao), the name 
of a. Sanskrit text written by Dpal Dii.rika�pl.' 
( Sri Darikapad�). A Tibetan tr!J,nslation of it, 
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attributed to Kumara.vajra., Ni-ma rdo-rje tmd 
Tho-gar dge-mdses is found in the Rgyud-l}grel 
(ta.ntra commentary) section of the Tengyur 
(TT. Vol. 51, No. 2146 ; TM. No. 1430), 

The text describes the procedure of worshipping 
Sambara and his circle of deities. · Instructions 
for drawing the mal')Qa.la, invoking deities, making 
offerings to them and requesting favours from them 
are given in the text. Formulae to be chanted 
in the course of the ceremonies are quoted. For 
instan·:e, the deity is to be entreated to partake 
of the offerings and to destroy sin with the following 
mantra : o,. vajraljaka kha kha khahi khahi sar
MpOpa'Tfl d� bhtmni k1'ru 81JOhti. 

R. H. 

CAKRASA¥VARA • M"OLATA.NTRA - PAIJIKA 
(Sri-cakra0), the Sanskrit title of a commentary of 
a tantra text relating to S8I}lvara.. A Tibetan 

_translation of it called, Dpal fUchor-lo sdcm-pa 
ma·ba�• rgyud-leyi dka�-!z.grcl is included in the 
Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur. The colophon of the text gives Ryal-ba 
bzan-po (Jayabhadra) as the name of the comment· 

. ator (TT. Vol. 49� No. 2122 ; TM. No. l406). . 

edition is mentioned in the OcUalogue du Tanjtll' 
Mongol lmprime (ed. Rintchen, New Delhi� 
1964, No. 1 3 12). The authorship of the text is 
attributed to Rdo-rje dril-bu-pa (Vajro.ghal).�a.) 
and the translators are known as ��-pa and 
Tshul-khrims rgya.J-ba. The revision of this 
text was done by Sumatikirti and Blo-lda.n-shes· 
rab. 

After the first salutation is addressed to Pad-ma 
gar-gyi dbail�phyug (Avalokitesvara), the author 
discusses the five-fold method of bestowing blessings 
on Cakrasa.Ipvara whose description is given. He 

ia said to be of blue complexion, seated on the 
Surya-matuJala (Tib. Gi-ma dkyil-�khor), carrying- . 
with him a club with a skull at the t.op (Skt. 
khaJviinga) and a thunderbolt (Skt. rojra) etc. 

I.K. 

CAKRASA?r�VARAPAICAKRAMA • V�TTI, a 
Sansk�it text in its Tibetan translation (Dpal) 
�khor-lo sdom-paM rim-pa lna-pa�i figrel-pa in the 
Rgyud-�grel (tantra commentary) · sootion of · the· 
Tengyur (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2152). In the Sde-dge 

edition this text is included _in the Rgytici (tantra) 
section (TM. No. 1435). There is no corresponding 

R.H. Chinese version of this �xt, . but the · Mongolian 

. edit� on is mentioned in the Oatalogut . du Tanjur · 
CAKRASA�ARA-H

_
AM�-SAT�$TAKA-8TOT�A, · · Mongol Imprime (ed. Rintchen, New Delhi, 1964, 

. a Sansknt te_xt m ats . 
Tibetan translatiOn No. !3 14). Its �uthorship is attributed 

(Dpal). hkhor-lo adom-pah• . mtshan brgya-rtsa to Rd · dril b (V · h •") d th · . . · · o-rJe - u-pa aJrag at)""" an e 
brgyad-pnh1 bat.od-pa, m the Rgyud-hgrel (tantra 

t 1 to kn S · tikir· t' d Ch k · · · . · . rans a rs are own as uma. 1 an os- YJ 
commont.ury) soot-Jon of the Tengyur of the Tabetan db . h 

· 

Tnpil-1\ka. (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2 1 42)." This text is found 
a.n-p yug. 

in the Rgyud (tantra) section .of the Tengyur, too, The author's first salutation is addressed to 

occording to t-he Sd�-dge edition (TM. No. 1425). Cakrasa.IJlva.ra. .This work is a commentary on 

There is no corresponding Chinese version of this the text Oakrasa'T[lvarapaiicakrama. 
text, but the Mongolian edition is mentioned in 
the Catalogue du Tanjur .Mongol lmprima 
(ed. Rintchen, New Delhi, 1964, No. 1304). 

The first salutation is addressed to V ajra.Qii.kil)i 
(a claes of celestial deities who in their attributes 
resemble superior fairies). 

This is a short text dealing with a description of 
a form of Heruka.. 

I. K. 

CAKRASA¥VARAPAICAKRAMA, a Sanskrit 
text found in its Tibetan translation (Dpal) 
flkAor-lo .®m-palli rim-piJ-lM-pa in the Rgyud
�grel (tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur 
of the Ti�tan Tripi�ka (TT. Vol. 51, No • .2142) 
and in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Sd&-dge 
·edition (TM. No. 1433). There is no corresponding 
Chine&e·-version of this text� but the Mongolian 

I.K. 

CAKRASA¥VARA-PAIJIKA, the reconstructed 
Sanskrit title of the Tibetan text, Dpal-�kl}m-lo 
sdom-pa(l'i dka(�-�grel · shes-bya-ba, incorporated in 
the Rgyud (ta.ntra) section of the Tengyur. The 
authorsl"tJp of the work is attributed to Bapabha�i 
_and the translators are known as Mi-miiam rdo-rje 
and Rin-chen grags (TT. Vol. 48, No. 2119 ; TM. 
No. 1403). There is no corresponding chinese 
version of tbis text, but t.he Mongolian edition is 
mentioned in the Catalogue du Tanjur Mongol . 
lmprime (ed. Rintchen, New Delhi� 1964, No. 1281) • . 

· The author's first salutation is to Cakrasarpvara. 
At the beginning of the text the author says tha.t one 

should not nourish nor be playful With the poisonous 
serpent, namely, the god of love or desire (Skt. 
Kamadtva ; Tib. Qdod-Zha) and thereby rouse Ule . 
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rage of Vif?I,lU (Tib. Khyab-�jug.). He also says 
that one should seek protection from the four-faced 
Heruka. 

This text is a very long commentary on the Oakra
aa,.vara Tanlra. The author's opinion is that this 
document is perfect and eminent and that it cannot 
be compared with any other. He also says that by 
studying this document one would be protected 
from misery. 

I.K. 

CAKRASAltiVARA-PARJIKA-S"ORA-MANOJNA, a 
Sanskrit text extant in i ts Tibetan translation. Soe 
CAKRASArtfV ARASY A-P ARJIKA-SORA-MANO-
�A-NAMA. 

. 

CAKRASAt4VARA·SADHANA (1), the title of .a 
Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of which occurs 
in the Rgyud-bgral (tantra commentary) section of 
the Tengyur under the title {I khor-w sdom-paM 
agrub-thabs. The author of the sii.dhana is Rgyal-ba 
bzail-po (Jayabhe.dra) . The translators are Dan
yod rdo-rje and Bali (TT. Vol. 51,  No. 2191). 

The s8dhana describes the procedure for the 
invocation of Sambara, a form of Heruka. The 
devotee is instructed to perform purificatory rites 
such as washing his hands, feet and mouth, and then 
tO' sit at a suitable spot, facing the · south. He 
should then meditate on specified topics such 
as the mystic significance of the three syllables 
ofthe name Heruka, and invoke him. 

The form of Sambara, described in the text, has 
four faces, each with three eyes. He has twelve 
arms. · With the first pair of hands he carries a tJajra 
and a bell and embraces Vajravarahi. With the 
second pair of hands he carries an elephant skin 

from which blood trickles down. · In the remsining 
four right hands he holds a trident, a knife, a battle 
axe .and a drum ( fjamaru ). With the four left hands 
he carries a t1ajra me.rked magic wand (khafvatiga), a 
skull, a nnose, and the head of Brahmii. (compare the 
descri ption of Sambara, the principal deity in the 
Sambara-matuJala of the N �patJ.tJGYogavali of 
Abhayii.karagupta, ed. B. Bhattacharyya, Baroda, 
1949 ; see also, B. Bhattacharyya, Tht IWJian 
Buddhist Iconography, 2nd ed., June 1958, pp. 
161 ff.). 

The sadhana continues to describe other deities 
who form the circle (cakra) of Sambara. Formulae 
t.o be chanted in the course of propitiating the 
deities are quoted in the text. 

RH� 

CAKRASA¥' ARA-SADHANA (2), (Sri cakra0), the 
name of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan version of which 

occurs in the Rgyud-}:Jgrel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur under the title Dpal �khor-lo 

sdom-pa�i sgrub-pabi thabs. The author of the 
text is Dpal dril-bu (Srigha1_1 ta) . The trans lators are 
Prajiiabhadra and Blo-gros grags (TT. Vol. 51, 

No. 2149 ; TM. No. 1432). 

The t�xt describes the procedure for propitiating 
Heruka whose form and retinue are described. It is 
the four-faced, twelve-armed Sambara form of 
Heruka that is descrihed in the text (cp. 
CARRASA�fVARA-SADHANA 1). Surrounding 
the central deity and his partner in the four 
directions are the four goddesses, J)ii.kini, Lii.ma, 
Kha1,1c;larahii. and Riipini. Surrounding this central 
group are three circles (cakras) of deities, viz., the 
Kaya-cakra, Oitta-cakra and Vak-cakra. 

The deities of the Kaya-cakra according to this 
text are Kha.I,l<).akapali, Praca!)�ii.. Mahiikankolii., 
Pmca!)c;lii.k�i, Knnkii.la, Pra.bhavat.i, Vikat.adafllfi��rl, 
MRhiinii.sii., Suro.vairi, Viramati, Amit.abha, 
Khnrva.rr; Va.jraprabha, La.ilkesvari, Vajradeha. 
and Drumacchii.ya. (According to the description 
of the Sambara-matu;lala in the , N�patJ.rtayogaooli 

ed. B. Bhattacharyya, Baroda, 1949, these deities 
form the OiUa circle. But compare the Oalcra-
3a1{ltJara-siidhana-nama (q.v.) which agrees with the 
Ni,patJ.�yogavali). 

The deities of the Oitla-cakra are Ailkumka, 
AiravatJ, Vajraja�ila, Mah§.bhairava, . Mahii.vira, 

Vii.yuvega, Vajrabhiinkii.ra, Surii.bhak�i, Subhadra, 
Syamii.devi, Vajrapra.bha, Subhadrii., Mahii.hhairava, 
Hayaka1111, Viriipiik� and Khagii.nanii.. The same 
deities form the Vak circle in the NiflpatJ.tJ.ayogavali 
and Oakra·Ba.1{lvara-siidhana-nii.ma (q.v.). 

The deities of the V ak-cakra are Mahii.bala, Cakra· 
vegii., Ra.tnavajra, Kh8J).�arohii., Hayagriva., Sa�
c;lini, Akii.Sa.garbha, Ca.kravarmit;�i ; Sti Heruka, 
Suvirii., Padma.na.rttesva.ra, Mahii.balii., V airocana, 
Cakravarti!)i, Vajrasattva and Mahii.viryii.. (These 
deities form the Kaya circle of t.he N�patJ.tJ.ayogavali 

and Oakra-sa,.vara-siidhana-nama-3, q.v.) 

The text contains some mantras to be chanted in 
the course of invoking deities, e.g. Of!' Sarva-tathagata 
abhifeka-aamaya-lriye hiif!l : o,. lri oojra heheruru
kafl' hum hilm pha, phal {liikini-jiila aa1{lbara BtXilui ; 
01!' vajravairocaniye, 01!' sarvabuddha{iakiniye 
oojravazrocaniye hum hil1{l pha/. 

The mantra to be recited for making offerings and 
invoking blessings in retum is as follows : O'f!l kha kha 
khahi khahi aarva-yakfa yakfa-rii�aaa-bhiita-preta. 
pi8aconmiida-apasmiira-vajr(J(jiika{liikinyiidaya imaf[' 
balin grhnamu aamaya1{l ra�antu sarvasiddhi'!l me 
prayacchantu. Y atthaiva'T[& yathBff,afl' . bhunjatha 
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jigr�niitha pibatha matikramatha mama . . . • . . . . . • . .  

visuddhaye sahilyika bhavarruu hU1J1 hii'f!l phat svahii. 

R.H. 

lation of it called Dpal fi,khor-lo sdom-pa{ti sgrub
thabs bdud-rtsi �dsag-pa shes-bya-ba occurs in the 
Rgyud-}:!grel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2179 ; T.M.. No. l462). 

CAKRASAI\{VABA-BADHANA (3), (Sri-cakra0), the The text gives detailed instructions on the method 
name of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of of performing rites pertaining to the worship of 
which occurs in theRgyud-l}.grel(tantra commentary)· Sambara. and the goddesses who surround him, e.g., 
section of the Tengyur� The author of the text is those forming the three circles, Kaya, Vak, and · 
Dipa.Dkara3njiiana. The translators are Dipmp- Oitta, whose names are enumerated in the text. 
kara.Srljfiana and Rin-chen bzail.-pa (TT. Vol. 52, The description of the four-faced, twelve-armed . 
No. 2206). Sambara in this text is the same as that given in 

The text describes the procedure of worship of the Oa.krasarrwara-sadhana 1 ( q.v. ). The method of 
Sambara form of Heruka. It is the four-faced, · invoking deities and the ceremony of consecrating 
twelve-armed form of Sambara who is described in them is described in the text. The worshipper is 
this sMha.na (for details see CAKRAS.A¥V ARA· instructed regarding sins that he should abstain 
SADHANA-1). Vajravarahi, whom he embraces from and the virtues that he should cultivate. The 
with two of his arms is described as being red seven factors of Enlightenment (bodhyanga) and the 
in colour, one-facecJ, three-eyed and two-armed. In eight sections of the Noble Eightfold Path (arya 
her right hand she carries a knife marked with a a�a'ligika ma:-ga) are enumerated and explained. 
vajra. In her left-hand she carries a skull filled 
with blood. · She is nude and has dishevelled hair. The dharar;ll invoking the principal deity of the 

·mm;u;Iala, viz., 0� namo bhagavate vire8aya . • . • • •  etc .• The formula for invoking Sambara and Vajra- A va.rahi is as follom : Orp Sri vajra he he ,.u ka� Mrp (See CAKRASA¥V ARA-SADHANA-N MA-3) 
describes his appearance, while the following hil1[l ph�- J)likinijiila-sambara1Jl . .  svaha. 0� . 

, sarvo,!Juddha<f.ii,kiniye ·vajra-vaf'!"aniye hilt'{l hil'rp pha#. : dhii.ra.ni addressed to his·sakti, Vaji-a.vai-ahi, describes 

· o,i oojravair�niye hilrp. hilrp pJiGI. 
· 

. 

her : 0,. namo �aj�avarahi mahayogini kilmdvari . • • • 
· · 

· · ·. · · hum Mr[. phal tad yath� • • . .  vajrahaste s�aya The text 8Jso)la.s formulas for invoking. goddesses . .  so,�ya V�jr�khatvanga-kapiila-dhii.ra�i maMpiJUa. who surround these two principal deities. ·ThesG · 
· · . · 

mamsaJani . . . . nara • siroma.la · - granthitadhar'£tJ.' formulas contain the names of the goddesses invoked. 
sa�papaoatvilnii� sarvapa8Unii1[l mahamiirpsacche-The group of four goddesses who surround the 

S dani krodhamurti da1J¥#rakariilini mahamudre ri central pair in the four directions are to be invoked 
Heruka-de1Jasya agramah� aahasra8ire sahasra· thus : 0,. .J)fikiniye hU� hUf!l phfl#. 01Jl Lame . . . • . .  

bhave .aata-sahasra-anane jvalatitejase jvalamukhe 01Jl Khandarohe . . . • . •  0� Rilpiniye . • • • . • The 
mantra for invoking the four goddesses Kii.kasyii. pingala-locani vajra8arire . • • •  advaitamahayogini . . 
etc. all who appear as door-keepers is : 0� Kakasye . . . .  trailokya-viniiJani sata-sahasra.-ko# tathiigata· 
h. - h- t.-• . .  1 -z,n,,., .t •• 

- pariVdr-ite hUm. hUm. pha4 . . . .  u� Uf!l p,� 01Jl ·w.u,.,.,.,.,�e . . . • .  ·01Jl iS'uanasye • . . . . .  

Another group of four goddesses, appearing in the The text quotes other mantras to be chanted 
four directions, Yamadahi et. al. is to be invoked while making offerings, etc. 
with . the formula, 0� Y amadahye hU� 01[l RH. 
Y amada1Jl{J#rit�-iYe hU� 01Jl Y arnadiUiye hU� 0'1!1· 
Y amamathaniye hUf'{l. 

All the· goddesses mentioned above have one face 
and four arms each. In their left hands they carry 
magic wands (kha#'!Xinga) and skulls (kapala). In 
their right hands they carry small drums (�maru) 
and knives (kartari). They have pretas as their 
seats. Compare the description of Qii.kini and her 

. group in the V ajraviiraM-siidhana of the Sadhana
ma.la (SQdh. p. 425). 

R.H. 

OAKRASA�VARA · SAD HAN A - AM:ijTAK$ARA 
NAMA (Sri-cakra0), the name of a Sanskrit text by 
Mi-thub z}a.ba (Durjayacandra). A Tibetan trans· 

CAKRASA�VARA-sADHANA-NAMA (1), the name . 
of a short Sansln-it text, a Tibetan translation of 
which occurs in theRgyud-l}.grel (tantracom.mentary} 
section of the Tengyur Under the ti1ile Bde-mchog. 

�khor-l0�i sgrub-thabs ahes-bya-ba. Bhiisuku (Bhu
sukha) is the author (TT. Vol. 82, No. 4663). 

The text states. that Heruka and the deities who 
surround him, such as the four youthful yoginis in 
the four directions, the twenty-four deities who 
are arranged in three circles, and the eight deities 
who serve as guardians of the directions and corners 
should be circumambulated. The names of these 
deities are .not mentioned. 
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Heruka is described as standing in a dancing 
attitude on a seat on the head of Vi�J)u, on the 
surfaC£ of Mt. !\feru. He is embraced by Vajra· 
varahi. 

R. H. 

CAKRASA1rfVARA - SADHANA - NAMA (2), (Bri
cakrao) the name of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan trans
lation of which occurs m the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra 
commentary) section of the Tengyur, under the title, 
Dpal �khor-lo sdom-pa myur-du sgrub-pa shes-bya
ba�i thabs. The colophon has yet another Tibetan 
title, viz., Bcom-ldan-�daa bde-mchog sku gsun 
thugs-kyi sgrub-thabs. Ye-ses-kyi mkha}f-lfgro Nigu
ma. (Jfiana. c;lakini Nigu) is the author of the text 
(PT. Vol. 82, No. 4637). 

Instructions on the procedure of reflecting on 
&mbara, his partner and his retinue form the main 
theme of this short text. 

R. H. 

CAKRASA�VARA • SADHANA - NAMA (3), 
(Sri-eakra0), the name of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan 
tra.nslation of which · occurs ih, the Rgyud-l;lgrel 
(ta.ntra commentary) section of the Tengyur under 
the title Dpal �khor-lo sdom-pa shes-bya-b�i 
sgruh-thabs. Brtul-shugs-kyi 11pyod-pa. (Vrata
caryi) is the author (�T. Vol. 5l, No. 21&2). 

The text describes the proced� for the worship 
of Heruka. The form of Heruka described in 
the text is that of the four-faced, twelve-armed 
Sambara. The following dhii.raJ)i occurring in the 
text describes his appearance and indicates some 
of the symbols he carries : O'lf' namo bhagavate 
vire8aya mahiikalpiigni-sa'l!lnibhiiya ja,!iimakutotka· 
[.iiya da'fM!rii-kariitogra-bh�atta-m·ukhaya saha.sra
bhujabhiisuriiya para.Su-pii8u-pii8a-tri8Ula-kha,!viinga
dhiirine vyiighriijina-ambara-dhiiraya. . • . . bandha 
bandha triisaya triisaya k:}obhaya k§obhaya. • • daha 
daha. • • • bhak,a bhak�a, etc. 

The four goddesses, who surround him in the 
four directions are nsmed, viz., the blue-complex
ioned l;>ii.ltini in the east, the yellow Lama in the 
north, the reddish-yellow Khat;1c;larobii. in t.he 
west and the yellowish-white Riipini in the south. 
They are described as standing on corpses and 
carrying skulls and knives. The deities of the 
three circles, Oitta, V ak and . Kaya, and the set 
of eight deities who appear as gate-keepers, are 
also named. These are identical with those named 
in the Sambara-mmyJala of the Ni�pa'{t'{tayogiivali 
(ed. B. Bhattacharyya, Baroda, 1949). 

R. H. 

CAKRASA�VARA - SADHANA - RATNA -
· DIPA, (Sri-cakra0), the name of a Sanskrit text 

written by Maitri-pa (Maitripii.da) . A Tibetan 
translation of it, attributed to Vajrapii.Q.i and 
Thos-pa rlgal)., occurs in the Rgyud-l;lgrd (tantra 
commentary) see:tion of the Tengyur under the 

title, Dpal �khor-lo sdom-paM sgrub-thabs rin-po-chefli 
sgron-ma. The text is said to have been revised 
by Ba-ri Lo-tsa-ba and Gnubs Lo-tsii.-ba (TT. 
Vol. 51, 2201, TM. No. 1484). 

The text describes a rite for invoking and con
secrating Sambara, and making oblations and 
burnt offerings to him. Sambara is four-faced 
and twelve-armed. A dhii.rat;1i occurring in the 
text viz., o'l!l namo bhagavate 'lfire8iiya • • •  (See 
OAKRASA}.{V ARA-SA:DHANA-NA.MA-3), des
cribes his appearance. Besides this dhii.ral}I, 
several other mantras are quoted in the text. 

· 

R. H. 

CAKRASA�VARA · SAD HAN A ·  SARVASALINO 
TIKA-NAMA (Sri-cakra0), the title of a sub-commen
tary (!ikii) on n sii.dha.na text relatillg to Sa.�vara.. 
The writer of the lilca is Lha-sbss · (Devagupta). 

. A Tibetan translation of it, ceJled Dpal l)klwr-lO 
8dom·paM sgrtdJ-thabs .gnas thama-cad rgya-cher
�wpa shes-bya�ba is included in the Rgyud�J.lgrel 
(tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur (TT� 
Vol. 49, No. 2123 ; T M. No; 1407). 

R.H . . 

CA:S:RASA1rfVARA.SADHANA-TATTVASANGRA
HA-NAMA, (Sri-cakra0), the name of a Sanskrit 
text by Dpal Darika-ps (Sri Darika.pada), which 
describes in brief the nature of a rite for propitiating 
Sa.mbara and his circle of deities. A Tibetan 
tralli!lation of it is called Dpal �khor-lo sdom-pa�i 
sgrub-thabs de-kho-na-nid bsdus-pa shes-bya-ba.. The 
translation is attributed to Kumaravajra and 
Ni-ma rdq-rje (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2145 ; TM. No. 
1429). The text contains descriptions of the 
principal deity, the four-faced, tw�Jve-armed 
Sambara, his partner, Vajravarahi, the groups of 

deitiEls who occupy the directions and the comers, 
and the goddesses who form the three circles, . 
Kiiya, Vak and Oitta. Mantras to be chanted while 
invoking these deities and making offerings are 
quoted in the text. 

R.H . . 

CAKRASA1rfVARA-SADHANA-TRI�SIKA-PADA
PADDHATI, (Sri-cakra0), the name of a text, t.he 

Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Rgyud 

(tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur under the 
title, IJl�hor-lo sdom-pa�i sgrub-thabs tehigs-bcad 

sum-cu-pa. The author's name is given as Sprin-gyi 
bshon-pa}:li lha and the translator· is known as 
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Dhanna.pala.bhadra. (TM. No. 1488). This work 
is not found in the P6king edition of the Tibetan 
Tripilaka . . 

I.K. 

. CAKRASA1y1VABA • SAHAJA -SADHANA - GURU· 
PABAMPARO,PADESA-BH'O�A�ANGA·DASAKA· 

. lfA:KA, the reconstructed Sanskrit title of the 
Tibetan text, Ifkhor-lo bde-mchoq lhr:m-cig skyea-pa�i 

68grub-thaba; bla-ma brgyud-pa/.Ji rtt.An-nag-gis brgyan
pa yan-lag bcu-pa ilhea-bjja-ba. Sanghamit.a (Sangha· 
mitra) is the author of the work ITT. Vol. 82, No. 

. 4621). 

The text describes the procedure of worship of the 
Samba.ra form of Heruka. Sambara, as described 
in this text, has one face, three eyes and two srmg. 
He carries a vajra in his right hand and a bell in his 
left� He has a grinning expression. The crown of 
his head of plaited tufts of matted hair is adorned. 

· with the wish-fulfilli11g gem (cintamat,i), the new 
moon, a head-ornament of five vajra-marked skulls 
of human beings, ·and an effigy of Ak'obhya. His 
body is adorned with bone ornaments. He wears 
8 garment of tiger-skin . and ·embraces his. partner, 
Vajravarabl, who is red in colour. · She has a grin 
on he� face. · . She is three-eyed and - two-armed. 

. . ':, : In her right hand she carries 8 knife and shows the 
· sign of threat. In her left hand she carries a skull 

filled with blood and baa dishevelled hair. (For 
· a description of the two-armed Sambara elsewhere, · · see the Dvibhuja..mmbaropadela in Siidh. p. 504 

and also CAKRAS�VARA-STOTRA-1.) 

R.H. 

CAKBASA�VARA-SAHAJA-TATTV A.LOKA (Sri
caira0), the name of a Sanskrit text ·by Dpag-med 
rdo-rje (Amitavajra). A Tibetan · translation .of 
it, attributed to Dipa.Ipka.rarak!;lita and Chos-kyi 
bdail-phyug, is found in the Rgyud-})grel (ta.ritra 

. commentary) eection of the Tengyur under the title 
Dpal �ldwr-lo sdom-paM lhan-cig-skyes-pal)i de-kho
na-ilid anan-ba (TT. Vol. 52, No. 2219). 

The text givea instructions on meditations leading 
to tha.t supreme knowledge which is innate (sahaja), 
a matter for. self-experience (svasa7!1VPA:lyrs, Tib. 
ran-rig) and a state of great bliss (mahiirukha, sa�

. vara, Tib. bde-mchog). 
R.H. 

CAKRASA¥VABA-SEKA -KRJYA - KRAMA (Br·i· 
cakra0), the name of a San�krit text by Rt.ag-pa.l}.i 
rdo-rje (Sasvatava.jra). A Tibetan translation of it 
by Bu-ston and Dharma.Sribhadra. occurs in the 
Rgyud-.l,lgrt>l (tantra commentary) section of the 
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Tengyur under the title Dpal }_t,khor-lo sdom-paJ.H 
dban-gi bya-b�i rim-pa (TT. Vol. 51, No. 2187 ; 
TM. No. 1470). 

The text describes in detail the manner of per
forming a consecration ceremony pertaining to the 
worship of Sambara. 

R.It • 

CAKRASA¥VARA-8EKA·PRAKBIYA, a Sanskrit 
text written by Mi-bskyod rdo-rje (Ak�obhyavajra). 
A Tibet� translation of it, attributed to Ye-ses-kyi 
mkha})-l;lgro-ma(.Tiiana.Qii.kini) is found in the Rgyud· 
l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section of tho Tengyur 
under the title Dpal �khor-lo odom-pa�i dban-gi 
bya-ba (TT. Vol. 82, No. 4657 ; TM. No. 1431). 
The text describes the ceremony of c"nsecrating 
Sambara and his partner, Vajravarahi. 

R.R. 

CAKRASA¥VARA-STOTBA (1), (Sri-calcra0), 8 
Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of which occurs 
in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section 
of the Tengyur under the title Dpal l,IJchor-lo sdom· 
pa�i bstod-pa; Maitri-pa (Maitripada) is itS author 

. (TT. Vol. 52, No. 2243 ; TM. No .. -1520). 
. >The ·text contains stan%as in which the author 

pays homage · to the Sam bam' form of Heruka, · 

his partner and the goddesses who surround them • • 

. Heruka is describecl. as having one face, three 
eyes and two arms. He tramples Bhairava and . 
Kalarii.tri with his feet. He is blue in colour and · 
wears a garment made of tiger-skin. H� bears 8 . 
grin .on his face and his forehead is distorted through 
ange�:. He moves with the speed of lightning. 
His matted h!'ir is marked with the half-moon, a 

vajra, li' skull and the effigy of Ak�bhya. He ls 
embraced by a red-complexioned goddess, who 
is nude and has dishevelled hair.. She carries a 
toajra . and a kapiila. (For a descripti9n of the · 
two-armed Sambara elsewhere, soe the Dvibhuja· : 

. scmbaropade8a in the Siidh. p. 504 ; B. Bhattacha· · 
ryya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, Calcutta, 
1958, p. · 161). 

After paying homage to Heruka, the author 
implores the god to be gracious to him, to effect the 
accomplishment of his desires, to endow him with 
virtue and to discipline him. 

R. H. 

CAKRASAl'rfVARA-8TOTRA (2), (8r£-ca.kra0), 
. 

a 
· Sanskrit text in praise of ·the Sanibara (orm of 

Horuka, composed by Rin-chen rdo-rje (Ratna
vajra). A Tibetan translation of it, attributed to. 

· Mahajiiina and Chos-kyi-dba.il-phyug, is found in 
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the Hgyud -�gr<>l (tantra commentary) section of 
the Tcngyur under the title Dpal bkhor-lo sdom-pa-la 
bstcd-pa (TT. Vol. 52, No. 2241 ; TM. No. 1 532). 

The author pays homage to t.he four-faced, 
twelve-armed Sambara, who is said to have over
come deities like Brabma, Indra, Agni and Ganesa. 
Likewise, be addresses his partner, V a.jravariibi, 
a red-coloured goddess who bas one face and two 
eyes, and other goddesses who surround this pair, 
e.g., the four Qii.kinis, who stand on the petals of a 
lotus in the four directions and the guardians of the 
quarters. 

R. H. 

CAKRASAl\IVARA-STOTRA (3), (Sri-cakra0), a 
Sanskrit text in praise of Sambara, composed by 
Mi-bskyod rdo-rje (Ak�obhyavajra). A Tibetan 
translation of it is found in the Rgyud-l)grel 
(tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur, 'lmder 
the title Dpnl �khor-lo sdom-pa-la batod-pa (TT. 
Vol. 82, No. 4656). , 

The author pays homage to Heruka, whose 
form as Sa.mbm:a, is described. He has four faces, 
the principal one of which bears the colour of the 
sky. The face on the right is of the colour of refined 
gold, that on the left has the colour of the priyangu 
creeper, while the face at the back bas the colour 
of a ruby (padmariiga). SambiU'� is twel•,e-armed. 
The symbols be carries in his hands as given i:::J. 
this text are the same as those given in Oakrasa·rrwara 
�iidhana-1 {q.v). 

R. H. 

CAKRASAI\fV ARA-STOTRA (4), (Sri-cakra0), 
a Sanskrit text i:n priase of the deity Sambara, 
composed by Indrabhliti. A Tibetan translation 
of it occurs in the Rgyud -l)grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur under the title Dpal l),khor-lo 
8dom-pab-i bstod-pa (TT. Vol 1>1,  No. 2157 ; TM. 
No. 1 440). 

Sambara, to whom the author pays homage 
is four-faced and twelve-armed. The author 
offers his salutations to his partner and other 
goddesses who surround h1!'u, such as l;>iikini and 
her group who occupy the four comers, the goddesses 
who form the Oitta, Vak and Kiiya circle1 around 
bi-u, t\.>ld tho deities who serve as gate-keepers. 

R. H. 

. CAKRASAl\fVARA·STOTRA-NAMA (Sri-calcra0), 
· a Sanskrit t.nxt, a Tiheta.n translation of which 

occurs in the R.gvud-l.1grel (t.antra commentary) 
section of tho Tengyur, under the title Dpal �khor-lo 
1dom-pa(li bstod pa ·ah� .bya-ba. Maitripa 
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(l\fai tripada) is the author (1'T. Vol. 52, No. 2248). 
The text is the same liB Oakradarp,vara-stotra-I (q.v.). 

R. IL 

CAKRASAMVARA-STOTRA -SARVARTHA - SJJ).. 
DHI-VISUDDHA-C'OJ)AMA�I-N AMA (Sri-cakra0),& 
Sanskrit text, composed by Darika-pa (Dii.rikapada). 
A Tibetan translation of it made by Dbarma.vajra 
and Brtson-l)grus sen-ge, and r..,vised by KumB.r&
vajra and �i-xnal}.i rdo-rje is found in the Rgyud
l)grel (tantra oommentary) sect.JOn of tlle Tengyur, 
under the title Dpal ly,khor-lo sdom-pafz.i bstod-pa 
don thams-cad Mrub-pa rnam-dag gtsug-gi nor-bu 
shes-bya-ba (TT. Vol. 51 ,  No. 2147 ; TM. No 1428). 

The author eulogises and pays his salutations 
to the four-faced, twelve-armed form of Sambara, 
his partner, Va.jra.varii.hi, and the deities who 
surround them. 

R. H. 

CAKRASA1\IVARA-8UPRATI$THA, a text, the 
Tibetan translation of wbieh occurs in the Rgyud 
(tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur, under the · 
title, l;Ikhor-lo sdom-pafz.i rab-gnas. · '  The author's 
name is given a.8 Gi'i.is-med rdo-rja and the trans. 
lators are named VajrapaQi and Rma-ban Chos· 

})bar (TM. No. 1487). This work is not mentioned 
in the Peking edition of the Tibetan.Tripi�aka. 

I. K. 

CAKRASAMVARASYA - PAitJIKA - S'ORA � 
MANOJBA-NAMA, (Sri-cakra0), a commentary in 
Sanskrit, on a text relating to Samvara, by Skal-ldan 
grags-pa (Bhavya.kirti). It has been tr�nslated 
into Tibetan by DharmaSribhadra and Rin-chen 
bzait-po and included in the Rgyud-l)grel (ta.ntra 
commentary) section of the Tengyur under the title 
Dpal bkhor-lo sdom-paly,i dkafz.-�grel dpa� -bo�i yid
du-b.o?i-ba shes-bya-ba (TT. Vol. 49, No. 2121).  

R. H. 

CAKRASAMVARA-TANTRA (Sri-cakmo), a 

Buddhist Tantric text (ed. Kazi Daw8-Samdup, · · 

Luzac, London, 1919 ; vide p. xiv, The Hevajra . · 

Tantra, D. L. Snellgrove, Part I, London, 1959). 

CAKRASAMVARA- TANTRARAJA - ADBH'OTA 
SMASANA�ALAl\fKARA-NAMA (Sri-cakrao), 8 

Sanskrit tantra, 3 Tibetan translation uf which occurs 

in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Kanjur under 

the title, Dpal l),khor sdom-pal),i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po 

dur-khrod-kyi rgyan rmad-du byun-ba shes-bya-ba. 

This translation is attributed to Gayadhara. and 

Sakya-ye-ses (TT. Vol. 3, No. 57). 
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The text states th(l.t once the Blessed One dwelt 
in bliss with Vajrayogini, who is the Body, Speech 
and Mind of all the Buddhas. Then gods, such as 
Vajragarhha, and goddesses made offerings to him. 
V ajra.garbha then addressed t.he Lord Vajmdhara 
and asked him the nat.ure of each of the words 
Sri, Oakra, SQ'�[HJfl.ra, Tantraraj� ,�d \�rnasan(t. 
He further asked for an explanation' of the terms, 
the Blessed One, Body, Speech and Mind, and 
rltoelling in Bliss. The text contains the explana
tions given by the Blessed One to these questions 
and to othe.m raised by a goddess on the nature 
of the mind and tantras. 

R. H. 

CAKRASAl\fVARA-TANTRARAJA-SAMVARASA-
MUCCAYA-NAMAuV�TTI (Bri-cakra�). a. com • .  

mentary by Indra.bodhi on a tantpi text relating to 
Sambara. A Tibetan translation of it called Dpal 
l}lchor-lo sdom-pal),i rgyud-kyi rgyal-po bde-mclwg 
bsdus-pa shes-bya-ba!�i rnam-par bsad-pa occurs in 
the Rgyud-]:lgrel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur (PP. Vol. 49, No. 2129). 

CAKRASAI\iVARA - TRAYODASATMAKABHI -
�EKA-VIDHI, t.he reconstructed title of a text, the 
Tibetan translation of which is found in the Rgyud 
(tali!:ra) section of th0 Tengyur, uncier the Tibetan 
title, I_ikhor-lo sdo·m·1Ja.fLi bcu.-gsum-ma?•-i, bdag-ii:id-ky·i 
dba·n-bsku.r bc*i cho-ga shes-bya-ba (TM. No. 1486). 

The work is attributed to Giiis-med rdo-rje and the 
, tr�nsl�t�lf 11re known as Jfianavajra and Shan 

Sh\.Jj).: . -T�is text is not included in the Peking 
edition of the Tibetan Tripi�aka. 

I.K. 

CAKRASAI\iVAROPADESA (Bri-cakra0), a Sans -
rit text, a Tibetan translation of which is found in 

the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra comment�y) section of the 
Tengyur under tho title Dpal!y,khor-lo sdom-pa�i man
nag. The author of the work is Dril-bu Shah!> 
(Gha.J).tapada). The translators are Dpal Nags-kyi 
rin-chei;t and Gshon-nu dpal (TT. Vol. 82, No. 4654). 

The text gives instructions pertaining to the wor
ship of Heruka and his ma.J).c.lala. Mter performing 
some initial ceremonial rites and meditating o1�. 

. topics like sunyata, the worshipper is instructed to R.H. meditate on Sri Heruka, whose form as Sambara is. · 
CAKRASA¥VARA·TATTVAGARBHA-SA1\fGRA- described. His colour is blue. Ile )las four faces, 
HA (Bii-cakra0), a text by Kusali-pa (Kust�.lipada). · black, green, red and yellow. Each. face has three 
A 1)betan �ranslation: of it, attributed. to N ag-gi . eyes. · . He wears a gan:ilent of tiger-skin. He stands 
dbail-phyug (VagiSvara) and .Chos-kyi dba.tt�phjt!g; , · With h •s right leg stretched. His head is decke� . · . . 
1s found in the Rgyud-l;lgrel · (tantra;commen:tary) .with five skulls. · He has twelve arms (for the 
section of the Tengyur (TT. Vo�. 52, No. 2220). symbols he carries in his hands, see the des -. . 

ci:'iption of Sambara in CAKRASA.l\IVARA · · The text discusses the nature of that suprem6 SADHANA-1). The following dhii.ra.J).i occurring in q1onistic knowledge which is a matter for self-
experience (Tib. ran-gis rig-pal;i ye-8es). 

R.H. 

CAKRASA¥JARA-TATTVOPADESA (Bri-cakra0) , 
the name of a text by Kueali-pa (KuSaJ.ipada). A 
Tibetan translation of it, attributed to Vajrabodhi 

· and Chos-kyi dbail-phyug, ·is found in the Rgyud
l;lgrel (tamra commentary) section of the Tengyur 
under the title Dpal l;khor-lo sdom-pal),i de kho-rw . . nid-ky� man-nag (TT. Vol. 52, No. 2222). 

The text contains instructions for the acquisition of the state of supreme bliss (sa1'{lvara, Tib. bde• tndwg). 
R.H. 

CAKRASA�VARA-TIKA, the reconstructed title of 
· the Tibetan text, Bde-mchog l),khor-lol),i ti-ka found 
in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section of the Tengyur (PT. Vol. 83, No. 4662). The work is 
a. commentary on Oakras�vara-sadhana-niima-1 
(q.v. ) of Bhusuku. 

R.H. 

the text contains a descript.ion of his appearance : 
01'{l namo bhagavate vire8aya mahiikalpiignisanni-
bhaya ja�makto/)tkalfi,ya dafMtra-kariila-bli.�atuJ
mukhaya sahasrabhujabhasuraya para8u-pa8odyata · 

trisulakhatvii'ligadharitte vyiighriijinambaradhariiya 
mahiidhUmriindhakari vapu8aya hUm Mi:rp. hii� 
pha# b'andha brmdha triisaya triisaya triisaya 
k�obhaya k�obhaya daha daha bhak�a bltak�a . . . . . .  . 

The devotee is also asked to contemplate on V ajra, 
varahi, who is embraced by Sambara with two of 
his 8JllllS. Vajravarahi is red in colour. ·She has 
one face and three eyes. She is nude and has dis
hevelled hair. In her right hand, with a pointing 
finger, she holds a vajra as a symbol. In the left, 
she carries a kapiila (cp. the description of Vajrava
rahi in the Sadh. p. 425). 

The devoteA is asked to meditate further on i)ii.kini 
and her group of deities, the four 'door-keepers and · · 
the goddesses of the four corners. Besides several 
mantras to accompany offerings, etc., the text con. 
tains mantras to invoke the principal deity and his 
partner and these goddeSSf',s. They are the. same as 
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those occurring iu  CAKRASAlY!V ARA-SADHANA-
3 (q.v.). ThP text. advocates the worahip of the 
Kiiya, V iik aucl 01:tta cireles of deities as well. 
See CAKR.-\.S:l �1VA ROPADESA-NA�L\.. 

R.B . 

CAKRASA¥VA ROPADESA - MUKHAKAR�A -
PARAMPARACINTAMA�I, the reconstructed title 
Of a text, the Tibetan translation of which occurs in 
the Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur, 
under the title Hlchor-Zo sdom-pa�-i man-nag shal-nas 
#iian-du-brgyud-pa. yid-bshin nor-bu shes-bya-ba (TM. 
No. 2337). Naropa is said to be the author of �he 
work and the translators are Naro and Chos-kyi 
blo-gros. This is not found in the Peking edition of 
the Tibetan Tripitaka. 

I. K. 

CAKRASAl\'IVAROPADESA-NAMA (Sri-cakra0), 
the name of a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of 
which occurs in theRgyud-l;lgrel(tantra commentary) 
ilection of the Tengyur, under the title, Dpal �khor-lo 
sdom-paM man-nag shes-bya-ba. The author of the 

. text is Gfiis-med rdo-rje (Advayavajra). The 
translators are Varendraruci and Rma-bar chos
l;lbar (TT. Vot 52; No. 2202). 

The text appears to be a translation of the same 
. original as that translated in TT. Vol. 82, No. 4654, 
viz., Cakrasa!)lvaropadesa (q.v.). 

R.H. 

CAKRAVAJ)A, a mountain-range supposed to sur
round the earth. See CAKKAVAl;.A. 

CAKRAVA�AGUPTA, a former Buddha, mentioned 
in a list of former Buddhas under whom Sakyamuni 
aequired merit while in the eighth bhfuni (Mhw. 
I, p. 139) BHS. s.v. 

CAKRA V ARMI�I, name of one of the eight yoginis 
of the Kaya-cakra(body sphere), conneeted with the 
Prajiiiilokasiidhana, the propitiation of the light 
<Jf wisdom (Siidh. II, p. 427). 

CAKRAVARTI-CINTAMA�I or Cintfunal)icakra 
ls one of the six forme; of Avalokite5va.ra und 
is held in high esteem in China RJ1d ,Japan. 
(C. : Ju-i-lun Kuan-yin : J. : Nyo-i-rin Kwan-non) 
He is often represented as having two hands, less 
frequently as possessing six hands, and ?.lso . a.S 
being in a meditative posture with the head 
slightly turned to the right and the cheek resting 

1 Yi$�«-Puravrr, J, ed. Hall, Trilbner, 184:0, p. 183, n. 1. 

on the right hand while the left hand is placed 
on the left knee. When represented with six 
hands he is said to carry a wishing-gem (cintii:ma?J-i), 
a wheel (ca/.;-ra), a rosary and a lotus (ERE. VII, 

764 b). 
Sometimes he is regarded as one of the eight 

bodhisattvas who guides the dead to Amitabha's 
paradise. An ihcident illustrating his wish-yielding 
nature is. found in the Japanese text called Fu.so
ryakki where it is narrated how Ryoben obtained 
from R�-oh.-u' province nine hundred ryo (unit 
of old Japanese coinage) gold for the great Buddha 
image of Tod9,ij i. Gold was needed for the cons
truction of the Daibutsu of Todaiji, and the oracle 
of Usa Hachiman had directed that the gold should 
be found'from Japan itself. Another oracle declared 
that this goltl could be obtained if prayers are 
offered to a Nyoirin Kannon image specially 
erected for tl:lls purpose. The image wa.c; erected 
at a selected spot and prayers offered, and within 
a few days in answer to the prayers Riku-oku 
province presented the gold (De Visser, Ancient 
Buddhism in .Japan, Leirlcn, 1935, II, pp. 555 and 
643). 

Perhaps, CintamaQ.i-Lokesvara, who, according 
to the belief of the Indian Buddhist x:epresents one · 
of the h®dred and eight forms of A valokite.�vara., 
is the same � the above mentioned. But he, whose _ 
figure is painted on a panel in tho_ Machhandar 
Vahal (or the temple of Matsyendranatha) in N epal, 

_ is represented as standing on a lotus. His left hand 
is held near the navel and in the right he carries 
a small caitya (See B. Bhattacharyya, Indian · 
Buddhi8t Iconography, Calcutta, 1958, p. 430). 

S.K.N. 

CAKRAVARTIDATTA, a former Buddha, 
mentioned in a list of former Buddhas under whom 
Sa.kyo.muni while in the ninth bhfuni acquired 
merit (Mhvu. I, p. 139) 

CAKRAVARTIN ( I )  (Pali : OaHavatti) .  This 
Sanskrit t�m is freely translated in different ways, 
a few of them being Universal Monarch, World-ruler, . · 

Wheel-king, Wheel-turner. The grammar of the 
term ' caknwart-in ', too, has been explained in 
different ways, and from these explanations it 
becomes clear that the meaning of the compound 
varies in accordance with the grammatical impor
tance attached to the latter half of the compound 
0�artin. H. H. Wilson explained this term as, ' he 
who abides in (vartate) or rules over an extensive 
territory called cakra.'1 Jacobi agrees with Wilson 
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regarding the interpretation of the term 0Vartin, 

but points out that the meaning Wilson gives to 
cakra is not found in ancient Sanskrit literature, 
though it is mentioned by nativEJ lexicographers. 

According to H. Kern's explantion °vartin means · 
vartayati, who rules.1 E. Senart suggests a comple· 
tely different interpretation. According to him 
' cakravartin ' means, ' one who owns a cakravala, ' 
a term which he derives from cakravarta. But it 
should. be noted that the term cakravarta occurs 
neither in Sanskrit nor in Prakrit.• However, · at 
the end of his work he abandons this view and 
supports the theory put forward by Lassen who 
says that cakmvartin is the sun:god who sets his . 
adorable wheel in motion across the space.' Weber, 
too, 369IDS to support this view.6 By translating the 
terms as, ' king of the rolling wheel ' and considering 
the wheel to be the diso of the sun, T. W. Rhys · 

· of Bharata met with no o'Jstnclel1 on his victorious 
march (i, 73, 30; ep. 74, 124 and Marka!l4eya.purdtz.a, 

cxxx, v. 6). The Purii.r:tas, too, speak of a number 
of cakravartins, the most prominent among them 

being Prthu Vainyu.9 The Vi�l)u-Purana (I, p. 1 83) 
says that Brahms saw in Prthu Va.inyu's hand 
the cakra, sign of Vi�l)u, as found in every cakra
vat'tin. As stated in the Bhagavala Puratta (book 
iv, chps. xv, xvi), it is Vi�l)u who presents him with 
the swlarsana cakra at his coronation. These 
modifications show the Vai�Q.avaite influence on 
this concept. It should also be noted that these 
references s.'i}ow that the connection between the 
wheel and World-ruler was already established by 
this time. The classical writers use this term in 
both meanings, as designating a World-ruler, or 
in its secondary meaning as denoting a prominent 
member of a class. 

Davids also seems to have endorsed this view.7 The concept of cakravartin could not have 
0. H. de A. Wijesekara take! 0t'Clrl�n to be the sprung all at once in the minds of the Indian people. 
strengthened (gutkJ) form of vrt with a primary There should be an allied concept from which this 
agent suffix -in added, and be concludes that idea developed. The concept of a World-ruler is 
this term originally meant, ' one who turns or . quite ancient in India. The term used to dnsignate 
rolls ' (either transitively or intransitively), . such . a paramount lord, whoso authority was . 
· and translates the compound as, · ' turner of the ackno:wledged by the rest, is ampraj. The first 
calera ' or ' wielder.- of the cakra.' Further, he . oocurrence of this term can . .  be traced to the 

. compareS this '!itb a parallel Pali f()rril vaaavatti · J;lgveda. Thete it is exclusi�ly. applied to sUch .. . I , -: . ; . . . 
meaning, ' wielder ofpower.'8 'rhis last mentioned' · .' important gods as Varur;ta and Ixidra, and of these 
interpretation seems to be the most appropriate two also it is more often. used a.S the designation of 
one when considering the real significance of the Varuna..to There seems to be some connection cakravartin concept. 

. 
betw�en these Vedic concepts and that of the 

There are, also, different views regarding the 
origin of the concept of cakravartin. When this 
term was first used to designate a universal 
monarch cannot be stated With certainty. The 
.first occurrence of the term is in the Maitraya1)G 
Upan� (i. 4) where mention is made to fifteen 
cakravartins. Then the term occurs in the epics ; 
in some episodes found in the Maluibharata, as for· 
example that of Bharata, son of D�yanta and 
Sa.kuntali. Hero it is also said that the ' wheel ' 

cakravartin. 
The widely accepted view is that the carka· 

vartin concept is ba.sedonasun-god. 11 Mrs. C. A. F. 
Rhys Davids does not seem to fully endorse this 
view. Writ.ing on the origin of this concept she 
says, " we must by no means give all the �redit 
to the sun as suggesting a wheel."U Further, she 
adds that the calera here implies " the progressive 
discus, rolling on, as well as round, symbols of the 
procession of cosmic force or the advance of an 

2 Jacobf CBRR. m: p, 337) takes eakra to mean a 'circle' and equates it with the political mt�ll�ala as found in Man• (vii, 15G It) and lhe ���?M�ki-nUi·ltlstra (viii, po. 20 If.). BQ.t Wilesekara (The Symb:>li�m Qfth.e While! in the cakravartln 
concept Belotllldr Fel1eitalwn Volums, pp. 262-67) points out that this notion of calera Is pO!It-BuddhisUc and therefore 
cannot bave been at the bottom of the symbolism of the wheel rela vant to the concept of CJJkra1lartin. 

3 Der Buddllilfllfu, I. p. 27 n. ••• 
' 1 Se!W't, Bw:A aur la legencll du Buddha, pp. 6 and 17 • 

. 6 Ibid. p. J 00. 
6 111dilcM Slrri/tm, m, p, 422. 

'1 Dto�ogua c/ th1 Buddha, Vol. ill, pt. il, p. 202 n. 2 and 3; See al'IO Hibberl Lecturu, London, 1897, p. 131. 
8 op. elL pp. 263-64. · 

9 Be Is said kl have settled the earth and called It by his name. · 

10 A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, Straseburg, l897, p. 24. 

11 Lassen, Senart, Rhys Davids are all in favour of such a theory. 

12 Wallfam'• W ortll. London, 1941, II, p. 549. 
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aggressive conqueror."13 Commenting on this, 
Wijesekara writes, " By 'cosmic forces,' presumably, 
she refers to the cyclic movement of nature such a.<; 
those of the year, seasons and months, and by 
' advance of an aggressive conqueror ' this resource
ful writer obviously alludes to the war-chariot of a 
victoriou� monarch in its militaristic progress."l4 
Further, he cites an extract from Jacobi who says, 
" The first part of the compound word cakravartin 
being popularly referred to the discus of Vi�I).u, 
the symbol of the sun, the cakravartin assumed, in 
popular imagination, some traits which properly 
belong to the divine wielder of the calera. "15 Basing 
his arguments on these observations Wijesekara 
tries to trace the origin of the cakravartin concept 
� the �gvedic god Indra. He argues that the 
calera of the cakravartin is the same as that of 
Indra, who in the ]Jgveda is often referred to as 
the wielder of the cakra (ii, I I, 20). He further 
observes that, one cannot fail to note the striking 
similarity of some achievements of Indra to the 
career of the cakravartin as found mainly in 
Buddhist literature. 

Indra, who, when compared with V �a., fails 
into the newer category of gods, is a god of the 
conquering type. The essence of his character 
is the · heroism of 8 warrior, very energetic in dis
pensing authority. He is the irresistible soma 
drinking monarch, who mercilessly vanquishes 
his foes. He, if not the most, is one of the two 
most important gods in the ]Jgveda. He attains 
universal sovereignty, not by right but by might and 
power, subduing his foes · by fierce means. His 
attempt is, on the whole, not to establish righteous
ness, law and order, but to conquer and vanquish 
his enemies, to seize and plunder whatever wealth 
possible. He is the conqueror of men (viii, 16, 1), 
�onqueror of peoples (i,  l l9, 10 etc.),  all-conquering 
(iii, 47, 5). In the ]Jgveda itself he is referred 
to as, 'the he!'o, Indra, all-conquering, mightiest 
lord of all the tribes' (vi, 44, 4). From these 
references it is obvious that the etress is always 
on his warrior-like character. The moral side 
of . his character is not very significant. His 
attributes are mostly those of physical superiority 
and of dominion over the physical world. It is 
very difficult to see a similarity between this 
oncept and that of the Bud dhist cakravartin. 

13 ibid. p, 540. 

14 op. cit. p, 263. 
16 ERE. HI, p. 337. 

At the outset it should be noted that . the 
cakra of Indra is a dreadful weapon, whereas 
that of the cakravartins, mentioned in Buddhist 
l i terature, is the wheel of righteousness. Righteous
ness is the most significant feature in a cakravartin's 
character, and this Indra lacks. The cakrava.rtins, 
spoken of in Buddhist texts, are not mercileRS 
warriors, but majestic, pious kings who bring 
about law, order and righteousness in the world. 
It is impossible to conceive of a similarity b etween 
the soma-drinking, ruthless warrior Indra and the 
Buddhist cakravartins.ll 

However, it can be argued that Buddhism 
brought ahout a sobering effect on Indra's 
character and thus adjusted it to suit Buddhist 
ethics. But, there is no necessity to assume 
such a. possibility. It is quite well-known that 
the ]Jgveda possesses a god, Varul).8 by name, 
the very essence of whose character is righteous
ness. He is the god, who is as important as 
Indra. He belongs to the older order of the 
�gvedic gods and, therefore, is anterior to Indra. 
'rhe title sa'T(trii,j is applied to him more often than 
to Indra. He is the king of both men and gods . 

(x, 132, 4 and ii, 27, 10), of the wh�le world (v, 85, 3) 

and also, of all that exists (vii, 87, 6). The attri
butes of sovereignty (k�atra), ruler (k§atriya)11 and 
king (riija} are often applied to him. He is the 
self-dependent ruler (ii, 28, 1 ), the guardian of law 
and order, -rta (ttasya gopii), observer of order 
{rtavan), who by means of order upholds the order . 
(1, 23, 5).18 He is the cherisher of order (i, 2, 8), . 

t.he gr13at lord of the laws of nature� As the lord of . .  
morals he is far above all the other B-gvedic gods, 
including Indra. He punishes evil-doers and 
employs spies to find out ihe wrong-doings of men. 
Hio wrath is roused by sin, tho infringement' of his 
moral ordinances, which lie pnnishes severely 
(vii, 86, 3 and 4). He is angered by falsehood ; 
he forms a barrier against falsehood (vii, 65, 3). 
He binds with fetters the guilty ones. 

The connection between Varul).a and the sun is 
quite obvious in the !Jgveda. There the sun is .. 
referred to as 8 wheel (i, 175, 4 ;  iv, 30, 4) or as 
the wheel of order or righteousness (rta : i, 164, 

1 1) .  VarlJJfa, as the lord of the moral and the 
physical aspects of the world, is said to have placed 
the sun in the sky and is also said to have prepMed 

16 This becomes mor�, apparent when considerblg his ordinances which are mainly based on the five precept&. 
17 Compare the epithets of Mahlieudassana, khaUiyo muddhtivasitto (anointed k$alriya), D. IT, 1CI9. 

18 MJtra is also connected with Varu�a In these accompllsbnients. 

7. S.P.C. 93898 
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a path for it to roll on, bringing about law and 
order in the world. ]Jta indicates the movement 
of the sun or, in other words, the path of the sun. 
The Jaw of Yaru�a is the law of rta.10 Therefore, 
by setting in motion the wheel of rta, he estab!ished 
his own ordinances. The most prominent (eature 
of a cakravartin; as mentioned in Buddhist literature 
is his righteousness. He brings about law and 
order. He conquers the world not by war but by 
righteousness and rules it also by r.igbteousness.20 
He makQS the people accept his authority and 
also makes them abide in accordance with his 
ordinances. The state of cakravartin is not 
hereditary. It is to be acquired by following tho 
oriyan duty of a cakravartin and not by waging war. 
The calera is the symbol of righwo'usness of a 
cakravartill. The ordinances of a cakravartin 
(IJ'e symbolically represented by the calera. The 
cakravartin implores the cakra to roll forward 
and wherever it stopped, the authority and the 
ordinance of the cakravartin are established there. 
ThiS cleaFly shows that the cakra symbolises 
his authority as well as the ordinances. Th�, 
tile law of a cakravartin is symbolically represented 
by the calera. Therefore, it seems probable that 
the Vedic concepts of V�a and_ rta are the 
basis- of the Buddhist concept of a· oakravartiii. 
(see alsO CAKR·A) • . : -

However,
-
the iDBtience - of the - Indra�conciept . • 

on that of the . cakravartin cannot be completely 
denied. With the lapse of time, in the �gvedic 
period itself, V arm�a began to lose his pre-eminent 
position while Indra begs� to acquire prominence. 
The warrior-like character of Ind.ra captured the 
heart of the Vedic Indians and soon he came to be 
regarded. as the national· god. This change in the 
p�theon of gods .reflects a change of outlook 
ain·ong l;tgvedio Indians. It shows that their 
notions regarding kingship, too, had changed. 
Instead of righteousness, heroism, the conquering 
spirit, and ruthlessness were regarded as the �ssen
tial qualities of a king, specially of a World-ruler 
and universal · mon&rob. This change of the 
notions of kingslrip is reflected also in the later 
Vedic. li:terature, for, the cakre.vartins spoken of 
in the B1·ahma�as, epics and Puril�as are more · 
akin in- character to lndra t.han to VarUJ)a.. In 
the per-iod of the Brah:matw-8, a king who aspired 
to attain over-lordship had to let loose a horse, n 

followed by the four-fold army, allowing it to 
roam about at will. Whichever region the 
horse wandered about wit-hout any opposition 
tha t. region camo under the. authority of that 
particular king to whom the horne belonged. 
If by chance the people of a particular region 
happened to obstruct the progress of the horse, 
the king to whom that horse belongeu bad to 
wage war and defeat them. After the completion 
of this conquest of the regions, the king performed 
the A8vamedha sacrifice, which is performed only 
by World-rulers. However, none of theso World
rulers mentioned in Vedic and post-vedic lit�ra.ture 
come close to the Buddhist ideal of cakravartin. 
It is true that some of their traits are found in ca.kra· 
va�tins �po�en of in Buddhist texts. For example, 
when a cakravartin sets the wheel of righteousness 
rolling, tho · four-fold aJ;"my also follows it, just as 
was the cas� when the horse was let loose. Certain 
epit-hets that are applied, also, show the influence 
of the Indra-concept, e.g., vijitavi (conqueror). 
But these are not the most prominent features 
of the concept as developed in Buddhist literature. 

In Buddhist lit�rature the cakravartin . 
is regarded as the temporal counterpart of the 
Bu�dha. who is the spiritual leader of men. The 

. Mahilpadil'IJ(S Sutta (D: II, pp. �2 ff.) makes it known 
that the birth of a child who is destined to be a 
cakre.v�rtin is attended by the same miracles as the 
birth of a Buddha. The youth of a cakravartin is the . ·  
same as that of a. Buddha. Both of them possess 
the thirty-two signs of a great being. At the birth 
of a child who possesses these signs the soothsayers 
are unable to predict with certainty which of the 
two, namely, a. Buddha or a cakravartin, ho will · 
become. These are the two destinies that await 
such a child and the attainment of a. particular 
destiny depends on the aspirations made in previous 
births. According to the Buddhist yiew, ca.kra· 
va�tins are borp only during the� kappas in which 
Buddhas are not born (SA. III, p. 131). 

As pointed out before, the state of cakravartin 
i� not hereditary. Only those who ll!'e destined 

. to be'loTM na.krs.w�rtins can attain it. As the title 
signifieR, a king attains to that state only after. 
obtaining the wheel. The wheel is the first treasure 
to appear, of its own will, to a virtuous king, 
carrying out the ariyan duty. Its appearance is 
Jescribed in the Digha-nikaya (D. II, pp. 61�2) as 

10 The sun Is the most prominent and the most striking reature in the whole concept of rta. Therefore, the movement · o1 
the sun became the symbolic representation of tb'il working of the whole cosmic order. 

20 .Adm,l!feM �atlhtn11_ dhamme"!ll .IJbhivijill.a (cqrtCJUerlng not by scourge, nor by sworlf, but by righteousness), • 
DPP 1i. p. 1343'. Compare aJso the t1tles dhammako (righteous) dht�mmaraja (righteous ruler). 

21 It should be noted that the sun is sometimes referred.toas a swift horse in the· {lgveda (vii, 77.8). Compare also the lid 
ot treasures, found at the churning of the ocean, as they are explalned 1n BRB • . III, p. 654. 
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promoted digestion . The final gift was his immense 
popularity among all classes of men. 

H i� qui te obvious from Buddhist texts, that 

righteousness is the fo undation of tho rule of a 
cakravartin. The ariyan duty of a cakravartin 

(ariya� caklcavatti-vatta�), as mentioned in the. 

Cakkavatti-sihanada Sutta (D. III, p. 6 1 ) ,  shows the 

superiority of right over might. Righteousness is 

the feature that is most stressed. Thus a cakravartin 

had to conduct himself in accordance with the 

dharnma, provide the right watch, ward and pro
tection (dhammika1'(1-·ra.lckhiivararta-gutti1'(1>) for all 
and prevent wrong doings (adhamma) .  He had to 
advise his subjects regardiz:!g right and wrong, what 
is to be done and left undone, thus deterring them 
from evil. Further, the MahU.sudaBsanu SuUa, 
too, points out how he should work for the well-being 

of tha pooplo. 23 When ariyan duty is not adhered 

to by the king the pqople do not prosper. It baa 
to be carried out fully, for even when partially 

practised various calamities appear. 

\Vhen a cakravartin is about to die the cakra 
gets dislodged from its place and sinks down slightly. 

A cakravartin knowing this sign should abandon 

hom�ehold life and retire into a homeless life, handing 

over the kingdom to his eldest son. On the seventh 

day after he has gone forth into homelessness, the . 

cakra completely disappears. Then his son, whois · 

already appointed king, inforins his father of its . 

disappearance. The l'atter advises the son that the · . 

state of cakravartin is not a parent,al heritage and · 

that he should follow the ariyan duty if he is to . 

attain thall"'state. At the death of a cakravartin 

the three treasures, namely, the elephant, the horse 

and the gem, return to where they came from. Of 

the three other treasures the woman loses her 

follows : Even so sire, answered the anointed 
king, and obeying, carried out the ariyan dut,y 
of a sovran lord. To him, thus behaving , when 
on the feast of the full moon he had gone in du0 

observance with bathed head to the chief upper 
terrace, the celestial wheel revealed itself, with its 

thousand spokes, its tyre, its navel, and all its 
parts complete. And seeing this it occurred to the 

king : "it has been told me that a king to whom on 

such an occasion t.he celestial wheel reveals itself 
completely, becomes a wheel-turning monarch. 

May I, even I, also become a sovran of the world. " 

When it thus appears he implores it, sprinkling 

it with water, to roll on and he himself follows it 
with the four-fold army. It first rolls forwards 

the region of the east. Then it traverses the four 

continents, Pubbavideha, Jambudipa, Aparagoyana 
and Uttarakuru. In whatever place the cakra 
stops, there the cakravartin takes up his abode 
together with the four-fold army. Then all the 

kings in those quarters come up to him and declare 
their allegiance. He then advises the people in 
those regions to lead virtuous lives by following 
the five-precepts. Traversing the four quarters, 

it returns to the city and stands, as if fixed, in 
front of the judgement hall (auha-kararta-pamukhe) 
at the entrance to the inner apartments of the king, 
lighting up the fa.yade of the inner apartment. 
After the cakra, appear the other six treasures 
namely, haUhi-ratana {the elephant-treasure) which 
is either the youngest of the chaddanta-lcula 

(herd) or . the oldest of the uposatha-kula, assa
ratana {the horse-treasure) named Valahaka, able 
to fly through the air ; marti-ratana {gem-treasure), 
Ve!uriya by name, with eight facets and shedding 
light for a league around ; itthi-ratana {woman

treasure) belonging either to the royal family of 
Madda or Uttarakuru and perfect in stature ; 
gahapati-ratana {treasurer) who has thJ power 

to discover hidden treasures and finally pari1}G,yaka
ratana (adviser) who is generally the cakravartin's 

eldest son. 21 

beauty, tho treasurer his divine vision and tha 
· adviser his efficiency (DA. II, p. 635). 

As indica�ed by the Mahiisudassana Sutta (D. IT, 
pp. 177 ff.), a cakravartin seems to have had four 
marvellous gifts (iddhi) which are not common 
to other men. Firstly, he was graceful in figure, 

pleasing in manner and most beautiful in complexion. 
Secondly, he had· longevity. Thirdly, he was 
free from disease and physical suffering ; his 

· internal fire, which was neither too hot nor too cold, 

This is the normal pattern of succession. The 

Cakkavatti-sihanada SuUa mentions seven such 

Wor.lcl-mlers who succeeded one another. But 
when a king becomes devoid of virtue and does not . · 
follow the ariyan duty, the wheel disappears for 

ever. 

In later literature three sorts of cakravartins 

aro mentioned. They are cakkavii[a or caturanta

cakkavatti {ruling over the four continents), dipa

c.akkavatti (ruling over one continent) and pluiesa- . .  

cakkavatti {ruling over part of one, DA. I, p. 249). 

22 When these particular treasures and the number seven became fixed Is not exactly known. Jaina literature �pP.alcs of 
ftfieen snch trea.qnres of a cukravartin. Senart thinks that m1n.v of tho treasur� of a cakravartin are analogous or 
identical witr the treasures produceU at the churning of the ocean (Sae ERE. VII, toe. cit.). 

23 Consider also the eplthetj511apadatthi!JariyappaUo, (bas tl!Jtab!ished S()Cial aQd political sl.ability in the land : D. III, p. 69). 
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No woman can become a· cakravartin.24 The 
obsequies of the Buddha, including the erect:on of a 
stiipa over tho bodily relics, are, on the recommen
dat:ons of the Buddha h:mself, modelled on those 
of a cakravartin (D. lJ, p. 141 f.). 

The J aina cakra.vartin concept, is, in all essential 
features, very similar to that of the Buddhists. The 
.Jainas, to6, consider him as having the highest 
t.emporal power, side by side with Jina, who 
bas the highest spiritual power. There, too, the 
cakra is the most important treasure and thus the 
epithets cakradhara and cakrin meaning • possessor 
of the cakra' have become synonyms of cakravartin. 
However, the number of ratanas is not limited to 
seven as in Buddhist literature (see ERE. III, 
pp. 336 f.). 

S.K.N. 

OAKRAVARTIN, (2)one of the �i§arajana"Q men· 
tioned in the Manju8rimii.lakalpa (Mmk. 41). 

Rgya Lo (-tsa-ba) and Brtosn Sen-ge. Rin-chen
gse is said to have revised the work (TT. Vol. 79, 
No. 3696). The text contains instructions pertaining 
to mai,l<;lala ritual. 

R.}!. 

CAK�U, eye. See CAKKHU. 

CAK�URVISODHANA-VIDYA, known in Chinese 
as (Fu-shuo-)chou-mu-ching, is incorporated in the 
Sutra.-P#aka of the Chinese Tripitaka. This was 
translated by Than-wu-lan (Dharmarak�a?) of the 
eastern Tsin dynasty, 317-420 A.C. (Nanjio, No. 483 
and TaiahO, No. 1328). 

CAK�URVISODHANA-VIDYA-DHARA�I, known 
in Chinese as (Fu-shuo-) meng-ch 'ing-i-ch 'ieh
yen-chi-ping-t'o-lo-ni-chiny, is found in the St'itra 
Pi#akll of the Chinese Tripitaka. The author's 
name is not known. However, this seems to be an 
earlier trauslation of Nanjio, No. 90c (See Nanjw, 

· No. 982 ; cp. 483 ; TaishO, No. 1324). 

S.K.N. 
CAKRA VARTINI, one of the eight yoginis of the 
Kaya-cakra (body-sphere), connected with the 
Prajnalolcasiidhana, (the pr9pitiation of the ligh.t of 
wisdom : Sadh. II, p.  4�7). CAK�URVISODHANI - NAMA - VIDYA-MANTRA, 

(Arya-c0), a text containing a mantra for the cure 
CAKRAVARTI S'OTRA, a Sanskrit work, designated , of ailments of the eye (lit. for. the f>urification of the 

· ··.· 8s part ofthe .Abhjdharma in tha Mahakarmavibhanga eye). A Tibetan · translation of it occurs in the . 
· (MahakarmavibhOnga � Karmavibhangopadesa; ed� .· · 'Rgyud (tantra) sectio� of the Kangyur under the 

S. Levi; Paris, 1932; pp. 59, 94, 102 and 103). · · · title;lfphaga-pa migrnam-par-sbyon-ba shes-bya-bal)i 
.According to these references, the. Buddha is said rig-snags (TT. Vol. 7, No. 302). According 

. to 
to have explained in this siitra th.e merits on account Sde-dge edition this work occurs twice in the Kan
of which a World-ruler (raja cakravarti) comes to gyur, once in the Rgyud-l;tbum (100,000 tantra) 

� possess his royal treasures such as the elephant, section (TM. No. 619) and again in the Gzuils-l;tdus 
horse, gem, etc. (dhii.rani) section (TM. No. 1008). Amoghavajra 

A.G.S.K. (746-71 A.C.) of the T'ang dynasty, translated the 

CAKRAVEGA, one of the eight yoginis of the Kaya
cakra (body -sphere), connected . with the Prajna
lokasiidhana, the propitiation of the light of wisdom 
(Siidh. II, p. 427). 

CAKRAVICITRA, a world system (lokadMtu), 
where the Tathagata D:harmaraja appeared (Gvy'U. 
p. 150). 

CAKRA VYUHA, a kiipnara king mentioned in the 
Kiirart¢avyiiha (p. 3. BHS. s .v.). 

CAKROPADESA-:tiAMA, a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan . 
translation of which is found in the R.gyud-l;tgrel 
(Tantra commentary) aection of the Tengyur, under 
!be title ljlchor-lol)i man-nag ahes-bya-ba. The 
author of the work is SuvagiSvarakirti. The 
Tibetan translation is attributed to Dipaqtkara, 

24 Reasons fer this are given Jn ..4...t. I, p. 254. 

work into Chinese. It bears the title Fu-shuo-neng-
ching-i-ch'ieh - yen · chi -ping - t'o - lo-ni · eking, which 
means 'Siitra spoken by the Buddha on the dharaJ,ll 
of purifying all the diseases of the eye' and is included 
in the Sutra-P#aka (TaiahO, No . . 1324 ; Nanjio, 
No. 982). 

The Buddha was once living in a large town 
among the Sakyans. At the time there was a 
Sakyan called Sukha (Tib. bdo-ba), who had faith 
in the Buddha, Dharma and Saitgha and took 
refuge in them. In course of time, being afflicted 

· with an ailment of the eyes, he lost his vision. As 
he had faith in the Buddha, he paid homage to him 
addressing him as the Enlightener, the Lamp-bearer 
and the Light-bearer, and prayed that his vision 
be restored (lit. that his eyes be purified). The 
Buddha heard this through his divine ear. Rising 
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from his state of medit-ation (samiidhi) he asked 
!nanda, to go to the Siikyan Sukha and afford 
him protection with the Calcsurvisodhani mantra · 
Hi li mi li ki li mi

' Z.i hi li te �i li lm ya hu yar . . .  .' 
caJcrur . . • • visodhaya svaha. 

The Buddha also asked Ananda to confer tha 
beneficial effects of this mantra on the four-fold 
congregation of monks, nuns and male and female 
lay -disciples. He spoke of the efficacy of this 
mantra against ailments caused by each of the 
three humours cf the body, . wind (vayu), bile 
(pitt.a) and phlegm (8leshman), or a combination of 
�I three. The Buddha spoke further in praise of 
the mantra, which he said had been taught by six 
Buddhn.S prior to him. Ananda, did aa he was 
told, went to Sukha, taught him the mantra and 
3.Sked him to recollect it three times a day. Sukha 
did so and his sight was restored. 

R.H. 

CAK$U$MATI, a goddess mentioned in the MaM.
vyutpatti (BB. XIII, p. 60). 

CALA, a thera, a son of Cii.lii. and n�phaw of Sii.riputta. 
He was ordained by his other uncle Khadiravaniya. 
Revat.� (Thag. 11. 42 ; ThagA. I, p. 1 17). He and 
.some other eminent elders were once stayillg at the 
Kiitii.gii.rasiUii.· in Vesii.li and left the place when 
they were disturbed in their meditation by the 
Licchayis who visited the Buddha. For their 
action they received praise from the Buddha. Cii.la 
is referred to as a notable disciple and was probabl� 
an arahant (A. V, 133 f.) . . 

L.R.G. 

CALA, ( 1), a theri. Sh3 was born in the Nalaka
gama in Ma.gadha as the daughter of Suriipasari, 
a brii.hma:r;ti. Sii.riputta was her elder brother. She 
had three more brothers, Canda, U pasena and Revata 
and two younger sisters, Upacala and Sisiipacii.la. 
Cala with her sisters enterd the Order under the 
guidance of Sariputta. They all became arahants. 
One day, when Calii. theri was resting in the Andha
vana, Mara visited her and, tried to tempt her, but 
in vain (ThigA. pp. 162 ff. ; DhpA. II, pp. 188 ff.). 
The conversation between Mara and Cala is given 
in dialogue form in the Therigiitha (vv. 182-8). The 
BhikkhU?J.i Sa�yutta (S. I, p. 132) puts Cala's reply 
to Mara into the mouth of Sisiipacalii. and Upacala's 
words are attributed to Cala. 

H.R.P. 

CALA (2), one of the two chief fe:rn,ale disciples of 
Phusss Buddha (Buv. xix, p. 20 ; J. I, p. 41). 

:CALA (3),:chief lay woman-supporter of Suma�gala 
Buddha. (Bu11. 11. 28). 
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CALAKALPA, name of a. country near Magadha. 
See ALLAKAPPA ( 1). 

CALAMAKUTA, a former Buddha mentioned in a 
list of forme�· Buddhas under whom Saky�uni 
acquired merit while in the eighth bhiimi (Mhvu. I, 
p. 137). 

CALANA, vibration, has acquired a specialised . 
technical meaning in later Buddhist psychology. 
A thought-unit (cittuppiida) has been analysed into 
a maximum of seventeen moments (khatta) which 
only occur, however, in a complete and full-grown 
(atimahanta) thought. But even when a thought 
does not reach the stage of maturity of consciousness 
(vinnii�w) and remains at the submerged level of 
sensation and perception, when thought is mere 
reaction, even then there is the vibration in the 
subconscious stream (bhavmiga-calana) which is the 
impact, the distlll'bance, caused by the introduction 
of a new object or event. 

Such vibration may be a. weak impact and then 
the disturbance of the thought-current does not 
become an obstruction. But when the vibration, 
the impact, the disturbance, is great, it will force 
the mind into new lines of thought. Then the 
calan.a becomes upaccheda, interruption. 

Therefore, although calan.a (as the second moment 
in a thought-unit) is there always .at the arising of 
a new thought, such thought sometimes does not . 
develop into full consciousness, and then the vibra- · 

· tion subsides without its impad being felt at any of 
the sanae-doors. Swept away by the current, it . is 
received, but not perceived. And such a shortlived · 
unit is called empty or vain (moghavara). 

H.G.A.v.Z. 

CALA SUTTA, sixth discourse of the BhikkU7Ji 

Sa.rrwutta (S. p. I, 132 f.) ,  records a visit of Mara to 
the bhikkhw;li Calii., his questions, her replies and 
the ultimate disappearance of Mara.' When Crus 
was seated under a tree in a grove at Savatthi for 
her noonday rest, Mara appeared befqre her and 
asked her what it was that she found no delight in, . 
to which she replied, 'In rebirth'. Mara asked her 
again as to w�o put that idea into her mind since 
beings, when they are born, enjoy the pleasures of 
the senses. Calii.'s answer was that beings when born 
see life's ills such as death, bonds and ·torments, 
and it was the Buddha, the All-wise · One who · 
taught this doctrine and establishet;l · ber in the 
t.ru�. Mara. then disapi>Jlared. 

· :" said in the Sa7}1-yutta comment-ary (SA. I, p� 
1�2) that by asking '�ho put this idea into your 
mfud', Mii.ra's insiStence was 'a fool'. Henoo('her 
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emphasis on the teaching of the All-wise One. 
The stanzas attributed to Upaciila in the Therfgiitha 
(vv. 189-95) bear a close similarity in subject
mat�r to the Gala SuUa of the Sa1J1yutta-nikaya. 

H.R.P. 

CALEFACTORY ELEMENT or the element of 
heat (w.jo-dhiilu),. one of the four principal elements. 
See MAHA BH'OTA. 

CALEN:DAR. Strictly speaking, a system of time
reckoning which is peculiarly Buddhist, either by 
origin or by characteristics does not appear to be, 
or to have been from the earliest times. What is 
referred to a8 the Buddhist calendar may be under
stood· only ·as a· term applied · to · those systems of 
time-reckoning which are mentioned in the 
Buddhist scriptures and/or utilized by Buddhist 
communities, of the past and present for calcula
tion and determination of time for purposes related 
to their religious activities. This article confines 
itself to the .scriptural sour�es of information. 

There seems to be sUfficient evidence to believe 
that by the time the earliest ·Buddhist scriptures 
came into being, there was already current in the 
immediate social. environment of the Buddhists · 

.. a sys�m -of dividing time , into _periods · of yeqrs, 
. 

· months arid days. . That thi� syst,f}m· might have 
been of consi�erably long .stan\fing may be inferred 
from the fact that the oldest known of Indian litera.- . 
ture, the lJgevda (I, i, 164, 1 1  ; ) had already these 
three divisions calculated in terms o f  numerical 
units, the ye�r consisting of 1 2  months of 30 days 
each, totalling upto 350 days per year.l Even if 
�gvedic knowledge re�ained esoteric, that know. 
ledge would, in its application have percolated 
down to the . ordinat:y society with which the 

. Buddhists were in contact and from which they 
would have derived their own me�hods and practices 
in time-reckoning. A division of the year into 
seasons had also naturally b9en observed and come 
into pre-Buddhistic literature and the attempt, 
revealed in the IJgveda itself, to adjust the lunar 

' 

and solar years by the intercalation of a "· later
born " month discloses that the need was already 
being felt for a conventional calendar in preference 
to a natural one. These developments and concepts 
constitute the background to · the emergence and 
evolution of calendrical · notions among the 
Buddhists. 

Most of the references in early Buddhist literature, 
particularly the canonical, to calendrical time
divisions seem to be incidental and fragmentary. 
Such a reference, which, inspite of being incidental, 
still enables us to infer the inter-relations between 
nnits of time-reckoning in vogue, is in the D?gha
nikiiya (D. II, p. 327) which speaks of a time unit 
of 100 years, each year containing 1 2  months of 
30 . days . each, totalling upto 360- days. This 
passage in the Piiyiisi Suttanta (Joe. cit.) refers t() 
an event probably posthumous to the Buddha, but 
in all likelihood not later than 50 years from his 
demise. It places in the mouth of an . immediate · 

disciple, Kumii.ra Kassapa, a comparison of human 
time-divisions with those . believed to be obtaining 
in the celestial word of the Tavati.ztlsa gods, which 
runs as follows : 

" �at which, in human reckoning, is a century 
(vas�a satci?]l)·, this to the thirty-thre� . gods, is one 

· . ' n\ght arid day ' (rattin-diva) . · Of such · nights, 
thirty' constitute the month (masa); . and of such 
months, tw�lv� make the year (sa1Jlvaccharc}." 

It is too obvious to point out that the comparison 
is with the time-divisions obtaining iD. the India 
known to Kumii.ra Kassapa and his contemporary 
Buddhists. There is, however, a similar incidental 
reference in an Ailgutta;·a-nikaya (A. IV, p.  252) · 
passage which places an almost identical ·comparison 
of time-divisions, this time with several celestial 
worlds, in the mouth of the Buddha which indicates 
that Kumara Kassapa was expressing a view already 
expressed by . the · Buddha himself, and that the · · 
former probably derived his infonnation from that 
source. It is, tharefore, possible to conclude that 
these time-divisions were· already accepted by th� 

1. Orlffi.th In TMII?tmns of the .flm,eda translates the relevant Jines : 
•• :ronned with twrlve spokes, by length of time ·unweakened, 

_Rolls round the heavens this wheel of during Order. 
· . Hrrein establlshP.d. joined in pai� together 

Seven hundred sons and twent.y stand " CRv. I,i, 1 64, 1 1 ). 
The metaphor of ' the spokeR • obviou�ly nllnrles to the twelve months of the year. So does t.he metaphor of the 'seven hundred . 

and twenty sons'to the number of days contalnerl in one vear the phrase 'joined in pairs' suggesting a calculation of two sons · 
per day which makes the number of days 360. A similar metaphorical allusion is made in the lines : 

" Twelve ar� the feiJieq, anrl the whet!l is single. · Three are t.he nave�, ·v:hat mnn hath nndel'!ltoOd it? 
Thenln ar� set to�ether three hundred anrl sixty 
Whirh in no wise r.an be loosened " (Rv. I, i ,  1 64, 48). . 

Nt>lthr.r the worti 'month' (mtita) nor 'year' (sa!]lvat$ara l nre made direct reference to In this context, hnt both of- them occur !re11uenhtly In the. �ur.eda, the fonner, for instance, in the Jines "Prf!'erve us through many months and autumns" (Rfl. I, vii, 912) 
while t e latter occurs In Rv. I, l, 110, 4 ; 140. 2 ;  et-::., . 
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Buddhist community during the Buddha's life-time 
and that the Buddha made no alteration to the 
prevailing calendrical notions of the day but merely 
wished to accept them for h is purposes. The 
Buddhist acceptance, then, was that basically the 
year was divided into 1 2  months of 30 days each, 
i. e., the time-divisions already observed to be accep
ted as far back as the J.?gveda. 

It is obvious too that these three time
divisions were based on the observation of 
natural phenomena, the apparent motion of 
the sun, moon and stars as were the Vedic 
tim9-divisions. That the Buddhists were conscious 
of this connection is supported by a statement 
in the Aggaiiiia Suttanta (D. III, p. 90 f.j, 
which proposes to explain the origin, among other 
things, of the time-divisions adopted by Man. 
Here, the first inhabitants of the earth, the Abh&s
sara (q.v.) ,  having become earth-bound, after 
tasting of the earth, bemoan the loss of their self-
1\uninance, thus : " As we did so, our self-lumin
ance vanished away. When .it was gone, moon 
and sun became manifest. When moon and sun 
became · manifest, the constellations (nakkhattani 
IGrakrJrupani) became manifest. When the con
stellations became manifest, night and day were 
perceived. When night and day were . perceived, 
months and half-months were perceived. When 
months and half-months were perceived, seasons 
and years were perceived. " 

It will be observed that this passage not only 
connects the calendrical time divisions with the 
natural movements associated with the moon and 
sun, but also notes the connection of thA time-divi
sions with the constellations. Not only are the 
phases of the moon taken account of but also its 
journey throughout the year. The passage also 
adds two more natural divisions to the three men
tioned in the Paya.si Snttanta (Joe. cit), namely, the 
half-month (a<f,rf,hama.sa, var. addhamasa) and the 
seasons (utu) . The tendency towards a lunar bias 
in Buddhist time-reckoning, already seen, is thus 
further confirmed, particularly by the admission 
of the fortnight as a significant time unit as well as 
the noting of the moon's annual journey. 

Nevertheless, the solar factor too, seems to have 
been taken account of, as is obvious from the pass
age including the seasons among its time-divisions. 
The seasons, in fact, seem to have played an im
portant part in the Buddhist indications of time, 
and their distribution of it. Frequent mention 
is made in the canonical literature, especially for 
purposes of indicating time, of one or other of the 
seasons. Winter, summer, autumn as well as a 
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rainy and a dry season are referred to (e.g., D. II, 
p. 183, M. I, pp. 79, l l 5 ; S. III, p. 155; V, 51 ; 
A .  V, p 27; Sn. v. 233; Vin. I, p �53 , )  in this manner, 
but a conception of three seasons, hot, rainy and 
wintry is found in the Mahapadana Suttanta (D. II, 
p. 21 )  in connection with the seasonal abodes of 
Vipassi Buddha where the rainy season is separated 
out, as the context demands, to be described as 
consisting of four months. The possible surmise 
that the other two seasons were also divided into 
equal parts of four months is confirmed by an 
An.guttara-nikaya passage (A. IV, p. 1 38) which 
gives the exact distribution of tpe year in terms of 
the cycle of the seasons, not only into months but 
also fortnights, days and the number of meal-times, 
thus: 

" . . . . . .  though a man live a hundred years, he 
lives but three hundred seasons-a hundred 
seasons of winter, �hundred seasons of summer and 
a hunti.red seasons of rain. 

" And though he live three hundred seasons, he 

lives but twelve hundred months, four hundred 
months of winter, four hundred months of summer 
and four hundred months of' rain. " (trsl. E. M. 
Hare, Gradual Sayings, IV, p. 93). 

The description goes on to show, in �imilar fas
hion, that these twelve hundred months imply 
eight hundred fortnights for each season and al
together consisting of six and thirty thousand days 
during which a man eats seventy two thousand 
meal. It is noteworthy that the word sarJlvacchara 
is used in this context to stand for the word " year ". 

It is plain, therefore, that for the Buddhists of 
that time the year consisted of three seasons of 
four months each, with each month containing two 
fortnights together equalling thirty days, each day 
containing two meal-times. These three seasons 
were distinguished as the hot (gimha), rainy (vassa) 
and wintry (hema�). There are, however, re
ferences in the canonical literature to a fourth 
season, autumn (sarada: D. II, p 183 ;  M. I, pp I ,  
11 5 ; A. IV, p 102 ; S: I,  p G5 ; It. p 20, etc.) which 
is stated (D.II, p 183) as occuring in t.he last month 
of the rainy season and is, rather curiously, descri� 
bed as a time when the sun, springing up in the 
clear cloudless sky ' is hard to look upon and des
tructive to the eyes '.  There are. also some casual 
references to a dry season of six months ( S. III, 
p. 155). 

The order in which the three seasons are mention, 
ed is never consistent and varies according to the 
contoxt, though the tendency appears to have been 
to · name them in the order : hemanta, gimha; 
vassa. But the m.ain interest of the Buddhists 
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seems to have been in the rainy season whose 
anticipation was necessitated by the disciplinary 
rules of the Vinaya { Vin. I, p. 1 37 )  requiring monks 
to go into rotreat during the rainy se::tson. Tha 
greatest concern, in fact, with time-reckoning in 
terms of months, seems to have been evinced in 
th� Buddhists in connection with the keeping of 
this rains-residence (vassa), obviously because of 
the great emphasis laid on it by the Buddha. 
(See further VASSA.) 

The recognition of tho cycle of the seasons as 
constituting a year, i.e., of three seasons of four 
months aa making up a year and the simultaneous 
reckoning of the year us composed of 12 months 
based on the phases of the moon, must have un
doubtedly beset the Buddhists with the problem of 
reconciling the solar and lunar years. But there 
does not appear to be any direct reference in . the 
canonical literature to any form of intercalation, 
and the Buddhists seem to have overcome the 
annual variation in the time of the seasons and their 
discrepancy with the lunar movements, at least 
when it became a practic{l-1 problem to them with 
regard to the keeping of the rains-retreat (vasaa), 
by offerillg alternative dates for the commencement 
of the vassa. 

There also does not seem to be any reference in 
the. early li�erature ' to the solstices, but definite 
paths for both the sun and the moon are recognized. 
The Brahmajala Suttanta (D. I, p. 10 f.) is seen to 
refer to a usual course (pathagamana) and unusual 
course (uppath:zgamana) of the sun and moon, while 
the Anguttara-nikfiya (A. I, p. 75) speaks of the 
constellations and stars, as well as these two lumin· 
aries, as deviating from their normal cour�s, the 
deviation being described as putting ' the days, 
nights, months and seasons out of joint ' .  There 
also seems to have been an awareness of a regularity 
in the coldest days· of the wintry season in the 
concept of the antara!(�ka1, the eight days falling 
in equal divisions of four on either side of the la.st 
day of the month of Magha. The Buddha, speak
ing of the futile austerities ·he practised in his search 
for Truth, makes use of this concept to illustrate 
how equ:animously he faced dire cold of the climate, 
as he did intense heat, during his quest (M. I, p. 79) . 

A similar allusion is made to this period of time by 
Hatthaka of Alavi in a conversation with t he Buddha 
(A. p. I, 136) which demonstrates that the word 
was in common parlance. But t.he most suggestive 
evidence is the test carril:ld out by the Buddha at 
Vesali (latitude 26° N, longitude 85°E.), when ' in 

the cold winter nights, during the eights ', he tried 
to determine, before he laid down the Vinaya rule 
regt\rding the maximum number of robes permis· 
sille for a monk to keep in his possession, the 
minimum quantity of clothing an ordinary person 
would require to keep himself warm ( V in. I, 
p. 287 f. ; cp. ibid p, 31). 

To the natural di risions of time discussed above, 
the early Buddhists add a few conventional divi· 
sions, such as the seven days, sattaha (D. ii, p. 248;. 
Vin. I, p. 85) and th� p· :livisions of the day and 
night, but, usually, thl ;onventional div,sions were 
themselves directl-r indirectly connected with 
natural occurrences. Thus, for instance, the day 
was subdivided into two parts by the noon which 
in turn was determined by the shadow which 
depended on the sun rising to its zenith ( majjhantika). 

The." week ", ·as the one-foUrth part of a month, was 
obviously ·connected with tho · Iuna'r phases rather 
'
than beillg a mere conveO:tional division, sattaha 

or. the seven-day unit not necessarily corresponding . 
to this " weak ". It is noteworthy, in fact, that 
there is no separate word for " week ", the seven
day unit being applicable to · any seven days. 

The Buddhists also speak of units of time larger, 
than the year, such as the decade (vasaadasa, 

J. IV, 397), the century (vaaaa Balaf!J, A. IV, p. 138; 

Sn. v. 589),and the aeon(kappa,q.v;), the two former; 
like the week, being designated by no single word 
but by one which suggests it to be. a multiple of the 
nearest natura.! division, while the kappa or maha

kappa is defined in terms of the aaankheyya kappa, 

four of which go to make it. These aaankheyya 

kappas denote ' d�tions of time ' in the involution 
and evolution of the world. The century as a 
time-unit was probably suggested by the average 

2. Woodward, following PF.D. Interprets thl3 word as between tne eights and explains it  a.'3 ' a  week before and a week 
after t�e full-moon ' ( noot of Grad!J4l Savi11f!l (P rR), I, p. 119, fn: 7) taldng It apparently "' meaning the days between the two l!#}lan11 (eighth dayS) of the lunar month, so that the antarll/PI�R would 11tun up to a fortnight, tc., the last half of the bright 
fortnlghi ""d the first half of the dnrk fortnl(lht. But there Is no reason to overlook the Interpretation of Buddhnghosa (M.-4 . I, 
p. 48) that it was an eight days, the four a� the end of �fll.gha and the· four at the beginning of Phagguna, which would In rae� 
place the widest eight days In December or J &nnary of the Roman Calendar and give meanlns: to· thl� lncldenht.l reference 
In thtl MQJJ/tima Nikdua (loc.elt.). There dOflll 40t seem to be any allusion t-l the full-moon In the context, but althoucrh It Ia 
not fully clear on what occasions the Buddhl'3ts ended their month with the full-moon and on which occasion� with the 
new-moon, (It may however, be Inferred that usually the Buddhl�� ended the m1>nth with the full·l'loon ag demonstrated below) 
it could he said with l'ertalnty that It ended with the one or the other and feur days fell on either aide of It. Hence to transla� 
this word as "the dark half of the month," aa Woodward does (op. cit. I, p, lHl) is erroneous, as, lli fact, it includes four days ol 
Ule waxing and four of the waning moon. 
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duration of human life at the time, which was 
considered to be, roughly, a hundred years (S. IT, 
p. 95) . 

The Day 

That the two natural units of day and night, 
distinguished by light and darkness, was emerging, · 
however faintly, into a conventional unit of a "  day " 
as a single concept including both periods, to 
function as the primary tmit of time for calculating 
the month and the year, is evidenced in the Payasi 
Suttanta passage already cited where rattin·diva 
seems to have been used as a single unit. However, 
for all ordinary purposes, the day and the· night 
seem to have remainod distinct, with the day 
divided into three periods and the night subdivided 
into three watches (yiima). 

This natural day apparently commenced with the 
sunrise (aru�, paccU8asamaya: Vin. ill, p. 204 ; 
S. I, p. 107 ; It. p. 20) and, although th(i)ra does not 
appear to have bean any fiXed time which marked 
tl:ie beginning of the day except the rise of the sun 

. itself (e.g., S. I, p. 107), the context of a reference 
(It. p. 20) to the osadhi taraka and the description-of 
its brilliance at d�wn (M. IT, p. 34) gives room for 
the conjecture that .. this star may have sometimes 
served as the signal of the morn. Thomas (ERE. 

Vol. l2, p. 72), identifies the osadhi tarakci with tho 
planet Venus, substantiating his position by the 
evidence of the Sanskrit recension of a Digha pass
age in the Mahavyutpatti (71) which substitutes 
U�ii.nas, one of the Sariskrit names for Venus, for 
osadhi taraka. 

The end of the day was the natural phenomenon 
of the sunset ( Vin. IV, p. 273), the evening baing re· 
fe:-red to usually as the sayo.'t)ha or sayatp,, but again 
having no fixed time to demarcate it, the latter 
word sometimes being used to · define the time 
even between midday and sunset. The Buddha 
is often reported as opening the day with robing 
himself and as departing for alms (D. I, p. 226), of 
conciuding the natural day with a break in his 
meditations (S. I, p. 146) and of retiring for a noon
day seclusion (diviivihara) which is also a practice 
of his disciples (8. I, pp. 129, 132). The mid-day or 
noon (m�jha�) was obviously marked by the sun 
baing right overhead or "right up" and uot only 
bisected the day into forenoon ( pubba't)ha ) and 
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afternoon (apara�ha, siiya�ha) but also became the 
standard by which the time of the day was mea
sured, the length of the shadow being usually meted 
by finger-breadths ( Vin. II, pp. 299, 294). Thus, 
when majjhar,tha was also taken as a unit, the day 
was considered to be of three divisions. Prec:sion 
and care in noting the exact time of the noon seems 

to have engaged the greater monastio attention by 
the ascandance of the concept o! wrong t.me (vikii!a: 
Vin. II, p. 300 ; IV, p. 84 f.) which sprang up mainly 
in association with the Buddha's injunction to the 
monks against taking of meals after the turn of the 
shadow, i.e., after noon till the sunrise of the follow
ing day (virato vihi,labhojanii : D. I, p. 64). In 

fact, the Vinaya (II, p. 299) refers to a clarification 
sought by certain monks as to whether it was 
permissible to take the mid-day meal once the 
shadow had passed two finger-breadths. Majjha
r.ha, because, its passing could result in either an 
offence against the monastic discipline or a meal-less 
day, seams thus to have become a matter of practi
cal importance as far as reckon

_ing of time was 
concerned, so. that, in fact, the la�ter· part of the 
day came to be referred to in teims of the mid-day 
meal-time as pacchiibhatta (literally, _ after the meal) 
which, though technically syrionymous with saya� 
ha, was probably used to refer to tho earler pa:(t of . 
the afternoon, siiya'l')ha baing applied more to the 
latter part of it. It may be added that pure
bhatta1[l was similarly used to refer to the forenoon. 

The conventional day seams to have been divided 
into smaller units of time. A passage in the Angu.t

tara-nilcaya (A. IV, p. 137) refers to moments, _ ins
tants and seconds, the passage concerned running : 
"Just as a. mountain river,winding here and there, 
swiftly flowing, taking all along with it, never for 

a monant or an instant or a second (natthi so khar.o 

va layo va muhutto va) pauses, even so is the life of 

man" (trsl. Hare, Book of Gradual Sayi�s, IV, p. 92). 
Hare it appears that the words klwA;uJ and muhutta 
are used in the Pall texts to refer to i.Dfinitesimal 

portions of time, perhaps not very different from 

each other (Dhp. vv. 65, 239) . However, a different 

system of reckoning seems to give muhurta as one 

thirtieth portion of the 24-hour day (Divy. p. 643-

5 ff. ). It is probably the tradition contained in the 

Divyavadcina that influenced the traveller Hsiian 
Tsang, who, sojourning in India in tho 7th century 
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A.D., records the contents of these three notions and 
their inter-relationships thus: "The·shottest portion 
of time is called a t 'sa-na (kshana) ; 120 kshana.q 
make a ta-t'sa-na (takehana) ; . 60 of t.hese make a 
lrJ-jo (laro) ; 30- of these make a mau-hu-li-to (muhU
rta) ; five of these m!loke a 'period of time,' (kala) ; 
six of these make a day and night (ahoratra), but 

· commonly the day and night are divided into 
eight lcaliis" (trsl. Baal, Chinese Accounts of India, 
Susil Gupta (India) Ltd., Calcutta, 1957, Vol. II, 
p. 130). That the muhutta was linked up with the 
day is also witnessed by the Paramatth.adipani 
_(ill, p. 198) so that we ma.y, in terms of Hsiian 
Tsang, deduce that 30 muhuttas made a day-and
night and a kharta was the 7080000th part of that 
da.v. 

The Week and the Fort11ight 

A9 in the ca<Jc of the Vedic Indian, or perhaps 
borrowing or inheriting his · methods, the Buddhists·· 
noted the passage of the days and . kept coun� of 
them by the nightly changes in .the phas�s of the 
moon. The regul�rity of the recurrence, eapecially 
· <)f the full-moon and new moon, o]lvioiisly stiuQk 
the Buddhist observer, a.s it did his contemporaries 
in his homeland and elsewhere, and these two .events 
fonned points of ptmctnation in his journey through 
the days, which might have otherwi<Je- boon for·hini a 
mere a1ternnting succession of darkness and "light. . . 
Consequently, we have emerging the idea of two 
fortnigh�a . ( pakkha ) or half-months (a44hamiisa), · 
both together composing �ho lunar month of twenty
nine days, which was uncomfortably�adjustil)g itsalf 
:to the Buddhists' solar month of.30 days, �rrived at 
.J>y the divi<Jion of t.he year into twelve equal parts. 
It is true that the Buddha used the 'week' or seven 

· uays (Mttaha) as a convenient unit. of time oc�io
nally, a.s witnE>ssNJ in the Vinaya rules for lea.ve
·�ing from the. Rains-Retreat ( Vin . .J, p. 138· f.) and 
the t.iming of his meclit!ltions in vat ious pla es 
shortly aftE'r the Enlightenment ( Vin. I, p. 2 f.), but 
the fortnight seems to have proved a more· distinct 
and rlependahla·(o.nd therefore rno� frequently used.) 
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unit of time, with the natural phenomenon of th& 

moon's waxing and waning by which to be easily 
guided. The two fortnights are distinguished a.s 
the l ight or bright sector (sukka. pakkha), i.e., the 
moonlit nights, o.nd the dark sector (kattha pakkha), 
i.e.. the moon �s waning period, the word pakkha 

being geiiarally ·used in preference to addhamiisa 
�hen . the two fortnights are ooing spoken of in 
relation to . each other. The distinction between 
the two fortnights seems to have been familiar to and 
used by the �uddhists as early as the Digha (D. ill, 
p. 1 82) and the A?iguttara (A. II, p. 19) Nikay(UJ. 

The days of the week or fortnight do not appear to 
have had any names attached to them, but they were 
�umbered within_ each fortnight. Thus the fort
night beginning with the first day after the full
moon and waning to the new moon has its inter• 
mediate days known by ordinal numbers, e.g., 
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd day etc. of the dark fortnight. 
About half."way through t-he fortnight_ was the eighth . 
day (aUhami), .assuming so� religious importance
by that same "reason, and then at the end "of that 

fortnight · was the fourteenth dajr' (catUddan1 
. . . . which is the -new-moon . day. The numbering 

��-beg�� for the bright fo�tnight from the day arter 
�he new moon with another eighth (atfh4mi) about. 
mid�way and ends on the fifteenth day (pancadasi

_
r 

·M. I, p. 20) or (pa�rtarasi : PV1J- �- 38) which is the . · 
.full-moon day. This system of numbering sooms t0. . · 
have been particularly usod for the noting of dates 
.·for the observance o{ tho upoaathq (q.�. )  by b�th 
l)lergy and laity, as well as for the entry into the 

Rains-Retreat (s.v. VASSA), the Pavarana (q.v.}
ceremony, the recitation of the Pii.timokkhs. (q.v.) 
by monks, �nd other religious rituals and sacred 
·absel'Vances of the Buddhist community in general� . 

· There. is no direct statement as to which of th�· 
Jortnights was taken f!.B preceding the other, pi'Q· · 

bably because two systema3 were in vogue in the 
Buddhi!!t })ac.kground, -one, of beginning the month 
.with the dar� fortnight and the other with the 
bright, but as Thom�s (ERE. Vol. 12, p. 727b) 

3. Later lndian astronomfcal lore lndlrat.es the use of twn Rystl>ms : the ptl,aimilnl41111tlhi �yStem with the month E-nding oo thf> full·ml)(ln ilii:V. II"l 1 th·• am4•.'il-atlhi .8V!Item with thf' mont.h ending Y.ltb. thP npw·mnon. This t.ra!lit.lon 1�, ·!n all llkP-I!hood, lE'fY m�rh older nncl Wfl.' nMh'lhlv t\rPv�lent ev�n In R!tdrll"l�t tlmf'll. The .B!tdrlhl�ts. app11rentlr, were awBTe of hoth svll.�mt 
and Jt. "l:.:V hf! Rn�nrcted th ··t the ncw-m'l'"on-�'1r11n!l RY"tP.m wre oor.a"�lonally mndl.' n;w of a.� �u�,ze•t.Pd by thP. fact th11t r.dluMcut 
and tzUhllrni are n�un.lh· refi·rred to as "of the fqr�nlaht" ( n11.kKha"a while, no �nr.h CJUaliftcaf.lon Is maclf' for nannarnri (f•rll-moon da:v) whJnh m�l"'lv n�··Ps ll• •·th" llft.,.�nth rhn-". Th•t• the fifteenth rhv woulct be unrler.:t,ool'f to bf' the "fift-eenth " calr.nlatlng from thP. ftl"!'t day af:er the new moon, while the fourteenth (rtiluddasi) and the eight (aJihami) would be calculated In relatlqa. 
to the fortulght I prr.kkhu-tsu, "of the fortnight"). · · 
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points out, the fact that the dark fortnight 1s 
usually mentioned first and that the months of 
retreat began a day after the full-moon ( Vin. I, 

p. 137 and VinA. V, p. 1 067) may ha taken as sug
gesting that the full-moon-ending month was the 
more regular system used by the Buddhists, in 
which case, the lcattha pakkha could be deemed to 
have been the first half of the Buddhist month. 

An even more convincing piace of evidence for 
this conclusion is the myth of the F'our Guarrlian 
Deities contained in the Angultara-nikaya (A . • I, 
p. 142) which designs to stress the relative importance 
of the four sacred days of a mont�. Tho sutta 
under reference tr.ies to impress on the devotee 
that when there is virtue on earth, the gods are 
glad, learning that their numbers in heaven will be 
on the increase. For this reason� the Ministers of 
the Assembly of the Four Guardian Deities (or 
Four Great Kings : cattaro maharajano), the sons 
of these deities and the deities themselves survey 
the world of men in turn in order to rep:>rt their 
findings to their subjects, the · devM of the 'l ava
�irp.'IS heaven. According to tho passage, the minis-

. ters survey the earth .on the eighth day (allhami), 

the sons _on the fourteenth day (ciituddMi) and th(l 
Four Guardian Deitios themselves on the fifteenth 
day (paiic:ulMi.). N O\V there is no reason to think, 
as Rhys Davids (Buddhism, p. 139 f.) and Ba:teson 
(ERE. Vol . 5, p. 836) do (au error also occurring 
in the PED.), that the fourteenth and fif.een�h 

day must , be taken to mean the fourteenth day 
from the new moon in short months and fifteenth day 

in the long. It does not conform to the logic of the 
above myth to suppose that the Four Guardian 
Deities, the most import11.nt . of the three groups, 
!lurvey the earth in the long months only, in 

which case, the full-moon (panoachsi uposatha) 

day of the long m:>nth must be considered a 

more imp:>rta.nt full-moon day 'than that of the 

short, an assumption for which there is hardly 
any evidence in this or any other p3.rt of the scrip
tures. As a m1tter of fact, the tradition, both 

litara.ry and popubr, soe:ns to consider ea::h full 

moon dJ.y as t\e m::>st i:n;nrtant day of a month, 
· the ne-;v moon dJ.y second in importance and �he 

two eighth d11ys (a!fh:J.mi) third. Tho argumsnt 

of ths · myth m:1st ra.ther suppose that these 

oelesti.J.l emiss.:�.riEls visit the eadh at sufficiently 

regular intervals, the most important visiting is 
on the last and most important day of the month, 
the myth being built on the analogy of a royal court 
o.nd its envoys responsible to it,s subjects. It is 

unlikely that it was imagined that the highest 
dignitaries visited the earth just one day after 
their sons had visited it or irregularly, only in 
" the long months, " for which concept too, in fact 
there is no tracea�le �vidence in the texts. 

It is legitimate, therefore, to infer that the days of 
the three visits are given, not only in order of their 
importance but also accord�g to the order in which 
they occurred within the month, and if so, to 
conclude that "the month began on the first day after 
the full-moon; advancer\ to the first eighth, the� 
to the new moon, again to ,the secon4 eighth and . 

. � . 

ended with th� full-moon night, the dark fortnight . 
then precedin� the. bright, The calendar-month 
then, lunar based as it is1 would consist of. four 
'' weeks " of a varying number of days� the · fust 
and the third being each of eight days duration 
while the second week was comprised of only six 
days and the fourth of seven. . � fact, �he. B\lddhist 
lunar ' week ', as the period from one uposatha to 

. the other, . does not necessarily correspond wi�h 
the seven-day unit of time (sattah.a) frequently 
utiliz::ld by the_ Buddha, in �he framing of Vinaya 
rules ( Vin. I, p. 138:) and the regulation of his own 

activities ( Vin. I, p. 4.). The chart below gives us a 
view of the placing of the weeks and fortnights . 
within the months, for one season of four; months. 
However, acn�rding to a tradition preserved by: 
Buddhaghosa, an uposatha coming at the end of a 
fourteen-day period, i.e., catuddaYi occurs only six 
times during an yea.r of 12 months. According 
to him, they come in the third and seventh pakk�a 
or fortnight of each of the three seasons, hemanta, 

g·imha and vassana. Thus the remainmg 11:! are 
inv�riably"'fifteenth day', i.e., patJ.itarasi uposatha. 
What is interes�ing to observe is that these ' four. 
teenth day ' uposatha which we have indicat.d 
above to be days of the new moon, occurs every 
o�her month alternating with the ' fifteenth day ' 
new moon. Perhaps, inspite of the n:.w moon 
days of both types the term oa!uddasi came · to be 
exclusively used for the new moon day, reserving 
the term pa!lttarasi for the days of the full-mo�;m 
(KankhavilaratJ.i, p. �). 
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VASSANA SEASON 

(Reckoned according to Pill'I!imii.nmvadhi system) ttt 

SAVANA POTTHAP!DA 

* 8� * *  1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• • 
9 10 1 1  12 13 14� 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8� 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 
9 10 11 12  13  14  15  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

· . . 
ASSAYUJA . KATTIKA 

� • I 

· 1 2 3 4' 5 ' 6 7 8� 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

��EJ • 
. 9 10 11 12  1 3  9 10 1 1  12  13  14  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) 1 2 3 4 5 · 6 1 

0 0 
9 10 1 1  1 2  1 3  t14 h5 . 9 10 11 12 13 14ttl5 

ttt The month commencing on the first day after the full-moon. 

• catuddasi . 0 pa.iicadasi 

s« 

8� 

s« 

8� 

* early vassa hegins ** later vassa begins. t Kattika temasini (pavaral)a) ; c!lrly Yassa ends. 

tt Kattika cii.tummii.sini (komudi), later vnssa ends. . · 

r;;-1 altho��h according to the name catuddasi the new moon s�ould fall on th� fourte�nth day, the U tradttton preserved by Buddhaghosa �urcs us that thts happens only m alterna•e months. 
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The Months 
Time-reckoning by months seems to have been 

in familiar parlance among the Buddhists as we note 
by the Buddha's using of the month as a time-unit 
when framing rules for the Order, such as those for 
the retention of gift-robes( V in. III, F·P· 203, 251 ,261 ) .  
Reference to  any specific one of  the months appears 
to have been in terms of their o�dmal position, not 
in the year but in a given season (utu). Thus it is 
usual to speak of " the last month of the sUilllller " 
(gimhana1J1 pacchime mase, e.g., M. I, p. 79 ; &- ill, 
pp. 141, 155) ; " the last month of the rains " 
(vassana1!l pacchime mase, e.g., D. II, p. 1 83 ; M. 1, 
p. 1 1 5 ; A. IV, p. 102 ; V, p. 22) ; " the first month of 
the rains " (vassanassa pa�hame ma.�e, e.g., Vin. IV, 
p. 1 1 7) ; " while a month and a half of the summer 
remains " (diyaf]4hamiisa seso gimhananti, e.g. , Vin. 
ill, p. 252 f.; IV, p. 1 17),  " the first three months 
or last three months " (purimam va temasam 
pacchimaY{' va temasa1J1) of the

. 
rainy . season

.
' (��n. I, p. 138).  The tendency was to refer to any 

smgle season as a kind of quadruplet composed of 
consecutive months. 

Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that the 
months were known to the Buddhists by their 
names, two of which are already referred to in the 
Vinaya, viz., A.�pu ( Vin. r; p. 137) and Kattika 
( Vin: IU, pp. 260, 262),and although ther� is no single 
location anywhere in the canonical literature where 
a full list of the twelve months occurs, it is rather · 
unlikely that the names were unknown to the earliest 
Buddhists when by this time their Brahmanical 
contemporaries, with whom they undoubtedly came 
into contact, were · quite familiar with them. 
Brahmanical astrological learning by this time had 
not only evolved a system of · twenty-seven or 
twenty-eight lunar mansions, but also had adopted 

a selected number of them in naming the twelv!:l 
months of their calendar (Macdonnel and Keith, 
Vedic Index, s.v. NAK�ATRA, MASA) . We know 
that, although the Buddha discouraged the practice 
of astrological forecnsting for monks (D. I, p. 10),  he 
laid special stress on the importance of their studying 
the nakkhatta (q.v.) and that he even laid down a 
special rule in the Vinaya ( Vin. Tl, p. 217)  that. 
forest-dwelling monks should learn the lunar man
sions (nakkhattapadani}. Nuns were expected to con
sult the monks for the determination of uposatha 
days, etc., so that a monk would have inevitably 
found it a prerequisite of his calling to familiarizE:' 
himself with the current astrological lore, This 
astrological lore could have been no other than one 
or other of the Brahroanical systems, as there is 
absolutely no evidence of the Buddhists having had 
their own independent astrology. Occasional and 
incidental references to names of months other than 
AsaJhi and Kattika but belonging to that same 
system, for instance Citta, Savana, lliigha and 
Phagguna, are found in the early tradition of the 
Pali commentaries (KhpA. p. 192 ; VinA. V, p. 
1068 ; SnA. II, p. 456) which further supports this 
view. An added reason for suspecting the high 
probability is given by Thomas (loc. cit.) that 
several names of the months are fourid as proper 
names of personalitie�;; figuring in the earliest 
canonical literature. · . 

It is, however, in the twelfth century Ceylonese 
work, the Abhidhanappadipika (ed. W. Subhuti, 
Ma.habhodi Printers, Colombo, 1 938, p. 13), that we 
find a complete list. . Here the names given, 
beginning with Citta (Caitra), correspond with one 
of the Hindu systems. This list of Buddhist 
months, with their Sanskrit equivalents and their 
probable parallels, is given below. 

., 
Pali Sanskrit Approximate Equivalents in the Roman Calendar 

(after Fleet) (after Geiger) 
1. Citta Caoitra. part of Feb. and part of March Feb./Mar. or Mar.JApril 
2. Vesa.kha. v a.iSakha. part of March and part of April Mar.fApr. or Apr.JMa.y 
3. Jettha. Jya��ha. part of April and part of May Apr. {May or May jJ une . 
4. AsaJba A.�a<Pla part of May and part of June · MayjJune or June/July 
5. Sii.vana Sravana part of June and part of July June {July or July/ Aug. 
6. PoH>hapada Bha.drapa.da part of July and part of August July/Aug. or Aug.JSep. 

( PraU§�hapada) 
7. Assayuja Asvina part of August and part of Sept. Aug./Sept. or Sept./Oct. 

(Aivayuj�) 
8. kattika Karttika part of Sept. and part of Oct. Sept. /Oct. or Oct. fNov. 
9. Maggasira Margasir�a part of Oct. and part of Nov. Oct. {Nov. or Nov.JDec. 

10. Phussa Pau�a part of Nov. and part of Dec. Nov.JDec. or Dec.fJan. 
I I . Magha Miigha part of Dec. and part of Jan. Dec. JJan. or Jan. {Feb. 
12. Phaggnl,la Pha.lgui,la part of Jan. and part of Feb. Ja.n.fFeb. or Feb.fMa.r. 
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The Year 
The year, ecclesiastically, was a unit of time by 

which age and seniority was reckoned in the Order 
( Vin. I, pp. 5� f. , 60, R6, 1 93), the former being very 
nocessary for ordination which insisted on age-quali
fications ( Vin. L p. 9() f. ). The number of years, for 
these purposes, was generally counted by reference 
to the number of seasons experienced by the indi
vidu"l concerned. Thus a person would be reckoned 
as having lived a hundred years (sa�vacchara, 
vassa) if he had witnessed a hundred rainy seasons 
(vMsa aata�). In the Mahaparinibbiina Su.ttanta 
(D II, p. 100), the Buddha, shortly before his death, 
ipeaks of his age being eighty at the time, obviously 
moaning eighty years, which indicates that insp!te 
of hi3 many wanderings· and the many vicissitudes 
and diverse experiences of his life, he had kept 
count of his age, and this in tenus of years. 

That the year was utilized as a regular 'unit of 
time even among the Buddhist laity is evidenced 
by a reference in the Vinaya ( Vin. III, p. 264) 

whero certain laymoo. are said · to have observed a 
custom of annual don�tion of robes. 

The scrip
,
tures, however,.do not bear evidence to 

s practice . of �um�ering . or naming th� years a�d 
· it is difficult to trace any hint or .allusion which 
indicates or sp.eoifies 8oll year by relating it to· some 
mem:>rable. historical or social . event which . took' 
place in a preceding year� until the death of the 
Buddha when we notice such a tendency at work in 
a reference in the Viooya ( Vin. III, p. 294) where the 
framing of certain disciplinary rules i� spoken of as 

having taken place " a century after the Lord's 
nibbii.na " • . Perhaps in this we observe the first 
be"'innin(l's of the trend which cuhninated in the 0 0 
adoption of the Buddhava�s (Soo further ERA) 

which is later so freely utilized in the Buddhi:::t 
chronicles such as the Dipava1{'8a and Mahiiva7p,Ba. 

year began in Savana which he takes as falling 
between mid-July and mid-August. 

Rhys Davids' inference is based on the fact that 
komudi catumiisini refers to the full-moon night of 
a fourth month which is recognized, as the com
mentary (DA. p. 1 39) infonns us, by the bloom of 

the white lotus, komudi, and which, by the internal · 

evidence of the Vinaya itself ( Vin. I, pp. l 37- l 54 
and 17 5) signifies the month of Kattika, counting 
b!!-ckwa.rds from which month, on the assumption 
that the Brahmanical list of months (Eee above) was 
in vogue, the first month would be Sii.vana. But, 88 
Thomas (ERE. 12, p .  73, n. 3) points out, " There 
is no reason for thinking that the year ever beg� · 
with Sii.vana. The . recurring phrase (komudi 
caturrulsini does not mean the full-moon of Kattika 
' in the fourth month,' but the Cii.turmasya festival. 
The Catunnilsya festival is one of the four monthly 
festivals of the Vedic ritual which terminated a 

season (see Vedic Index, I, p. 195, s.v. CATUR
MASYA) and Rhys Davids' error seems to arise 
from .the conclusion that the reference is to the fourth 
month of the year, overlooking t.he custom of 
indicating months by reference to their position in 
the quadruplet of a season. 

. Better,, though still weak, ground for inferring the 
commencement o( the year .is. the f�t that usually, 
�hen the three . seasons com0 . to' be mentioned 
together, the cold .season (hemanta) is . mentioned 
first and the rainy season (vMaa) lc.st, and this is 
striking particularly in that this order occurs in 
such an important discussion as that giving the 
date for the commencement of the -Rains-Ret�t · 
( Vin. I, p. 137 f.) .  But this would then place tho 
date of the beginning of the year as the day after 
the full-moon day of the month of Kattika. 

On·tho other hand, Fleet (JRAS. (CB) 1 90!), p. 6) 

and Geiger after him (Mhv. trsl. Colombo, 1953 
p. 2. n. 3) apparently assume the year as commencing · 
with the month of Citta, which conclusion is also 
supported by the Abhidhanappadipika list (loc. cit.). 

Probably, the practice of indicating a month by 
its position in the season was sufficient and conve
nient en�ugh that the date of the commoncement 
of the year did not evince the particular attention 
of the tim9. Regarding the precise date or month 
on which the year was supposed to commence, direct 
evidence does not seem to be forthcoming from the 
canonical te:-\ts. Rhys Davids ( DialoJues (lf the 
Budlll�rs. I, SBE, p. 66, n. 1) notes a dtatement in 
tho Samann1ph(Jla Suttanta (D. I, p. 4 7) which refers 
to an incident concerning King Ajiitasattti, con
te:nrpra.ry of the Bud�a. as having taken place 
' on komudi ' , the fifteenth, the full-moon day of the 
fourth month (komwH catumcmni) and suggestd 
that, at least for the compilord of that suttanta, the 

Although calendrical time-reckoning seems to 
have been m::J.inly of ecclesiastical interest among the • 
Buddhists, the common people too seem to have 
depended largely on the same system in the daily 
concerns of their lives. The Jiitakas are profuse . 
with allusions to dates and months in reckoning of 
age, pregnancy, birthdays and naming of children. 
The com:non bu.-nan habit of noting the days by the 
lunar phases is interestingly portrayed. in the hare 
of the S'J,8a Jataka (J. III, ·p. 52), (conceived appar
ently in the image of contemporaneous men) who, 
very much after the ma.nner of men, looks at the 

moon to know that the next day would be an upo-
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satha day. Punctuality was a sine qua non for 
monks, not only in respect of meal-times but in 
respect of time for sleeping , bathing, begging of 
alms and entry into villages, not to speak of the 
keeping of the Rains-Retreat, but punctuality and 
economy of time as a layman's virtue has also been 
stressed by the Buddha himself, as well oxemplified 
by the Sigaloviid::r, Suttanta (D. III, p. 1 84). The 
Buddhists ' general attitude, however, to the 
pa3sage of time has nowhere been more precisely 
expressed than in the beautiful stanza of the Sa'f{J
yutta-nikiiya (S. I, p. 1 03) where the Buddha 
addresses Mara, the very personification of death 
and evil, in the lines : 

" The days, the nights pass on i.mtil they cease 
So doth our life break up and come to naught. 
Withers our mortal term of years and dries · 
As water of the rains in little rills. " 

Trsl. Mrs. Rhys Davids, The Book of Kindred 
Sayings, (PTS.) London, I, p; 1 36. 

B. J. 

CALIKA {var. Cii.liya), name of a village, near the 
Cii.likapabbata where the Buddha spent the rainy 
seasons (vassa) of the thirteenth, .eighteenth and 
nineteenth years after his . Enlightenment (BuvA, 
p. 3). On one of th!'lse visits l).e had an attendant 
called Meghiya. Near Calika was the Jantu village, 
where Meghiya is said to ha:ve gone round for his 
alms. Near Cruikii. was t.he river Kimikalii. on 
whose banks was a beautiful mango grove (A. IV, 
p. 354 ; Ud. iv, p. 1 ; DhpA. I, pp. 287 f.).  This 
village was. so J:).amed, because there was a bog . 
{calapmika) all round it, owing to which it gave the 
impression of moving ( VdA. p. 217 ; AA. IV, p. l64). 

I.K. 

CALMNESS. Buddhist religious culture knows of 
two forms of calmness, of the body .and of the mind. 
Cultivation of certain states of mind and correction 
of certain others are said to be conducive to the 
attainment of ci4hnness of · body (kiiyapassaddhi : 
M. I, pp. 37, 1 16 f. ). The calmness of body thus 
attained, in turn; leads . to the transcendental 
calmness. of mind which is attained through a 
purge of the mind, by the eradication of its defiling 
traits . •  iisava pi cilta'f{J virnuccati :  M. I, P· 38 ; 

iisavehi cittam vimuccoi: Vin. I, p. 17, etc.). Such �. state of mi�d is described a,s being UJlruffie.d 
(nibbuta), peaceful {santa) a:nd 

_
imperturbable 

(a�jjappatta). See further JHANA, KAYA
PASSA.DDHI, NIBBUTI, PASSADDHI, 
.BAMATHA and SANTI. 

J. D. 

CALUMNY or sl:mder. Jn the Buddh.st code of 
moraLty (sila) it is equivalent to pisw:ziiviicq,, one 
of the four forms of wrong speer.h (v'lcikam.ma). It 
is muL�ious misrepresen .tat on of anoU:er w i th a 
v:ew to ga :n:ng popularit.y for oneself and al ienating 
good-w.ll among others (DA. I, pp. 73 f.). See 

VAClKAMMA. 

CAMARA, one of the two sub-continents within 

the continent of JambudJpa, the other being 
Varacamara (DOBT. 34). 

CAMBODIA, (Kamboja or Khmer Republic), 
a Buddhist kingdom of south -east. Asia, 
lying between Thailand an d  Viet Nam, with 
a strip of sea-board on the Gulf of Siam. Its 
people follow the Theravada school which it 
adopted about the end of the 13th century. 

'The ancient history of the land is still obscure 
and is being laboriously pieced together from tho 
writings of French scholars, PI:i·ncipally archaeo
logists, devoted to its great monuments like Angkor 
Wat or Angkor . Thom. These scholars were 
mainly personnel of the Ecole Francaise d'Extreme
Orient, most of whose researches were published 
in their Bulletin. The large mass of matter 
pertaining to Cambodia is thus · in French ;. 
English, except for Lawrence Palmer Briggs' 
encyclopaedic tome ('fhe A ncient Khmer Empir� 

· Philadelphia, 1951),  is hardly represented in it. 

Early Buddhist traces 
The ancient country of Funan (circa 1st century 

A.C.-550 A.C.) appears to have embraced a 
part of Cambodia (Briggs, op. cit. p. 12). An 
Indian Buddhist monk named Niigasena ll·ho 
was sent by king .Jayavarman of Funan to the 
Chinese emperor Wu-ti (484 A .C.), took ivory 
stiipas among his presents to that potentate. 
Later on (502 A.C.) , the same king sent to China 
a coral image of the Buddha ; figures of the Buddha 
and of the bodhisat.tvas, assignable to the Indian 
Gupta period (circa 320- 600 A.C.), which have 
been found in the country, especially in Angkor 
Borei (contemporary with Dvaravati in Thailand) 
rr.nke this event probable (ibid. p. 28 f., pp. 34 ff.). 
Liu .t'o-pa·rno (Rudravarman),  who usurped tho 

throne after J ayavarman, sent to the Chincae . 
emperor a sandalwood image ( 5 1 9  A.C.) ; twenty 

years later, he offered him a hair-rero of the · 

Buddha, reported as being 12 ft. long. Two monks 

of his country, Sailghapiila and Mandra., are reputed 

to have translated Chinese Buddhist texts in the 
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6th century, and their works are extant (Sir Charles 

Eliot, Hindui8m and Btiddhi8m, III, London, 1954, 
an occasional · exception. Rii.jendravarman II 
(944-66), a Saivite monarch, was a shining example 
of this virtue. He studied Buddhism with devotion 
and was influenced by it in the practice of his own 
faith. Kavindrarimathana, mentioned above, was 
his Buddhist minister, who made many Buddhist 
foundations. It is shown in the inscription at 
Bat Chum, a sanctuary he dedicated to the Buddha 
and the bodhisa.ttvas V a.jrapfu;U and Prajiiaparamiti 

· 

(Briggs, op. · cit. p. 127). Jayavarman V, the son 
who succeeded, adopted the father's policy ; 
Kirtipa:r_:u;iita (of th9 Srei Santhor inscription} 
was his Buddhist minister. This minister elabora
tes that he had books on philosophy, treatises, 
commentaries and similar literature brought into 
the country from other lands. The king had 
directed his purohita (priest for Brahmanical rites) 

p. 105). 

In later records there appears a country in this 

region by the i:lame of Chenla. The French scholar 

Paul Pelliot took this. to be Kambuja (Cambodia.)

for which identification he would have had the 

authoritY of Chou Ta-kuan (end of 13th cent.) 

of a Mongol embassy to the country. He noted 

that the local name was 'Kan-po-chih' and, accor-

. ding to the form used by the dynasty of the time, 

. 'Kan-p'u-chih' (Eliot, op. cit. p. !Of ; Briggs, 
op. cit. p. 37). In Chenla there were, according 
to the Chinese Sui-shu (6-7 cent.), many Buddhists 
(ibid. p. 39), King Jayavarman I of Kambuja. had 
left behind two Buddhist inscriptions of about 

this period, on a stele of Wat Prey Vier and (in 
Khmer, probably the earlier of the two) in Wat 
Praeat, respectively. For whatever reason, the 
Buddhist influence seems to have rapidly dwindled. 
The well known account of I-tsing has it that king 
I.sanavarman I (circa 611-35) persecuted the 
commun.lty to such an extent that there remained 
hardly any Buddhists (ibid. pp. 51, 55). 

to learn Bddhist doctrines, to bathe the Buddha 
image on sacred days and to recite Buddhist 
'prayers' (ibid. 139). Other inscriptions of the 
Angkor period, all of them Ma.hayii.nist, mention 
the setting up of Buddha images, endowments, etc. 

Thera vida . 

Just· as Java is best kilown in ,cultural &tudies for Cambodia's first Buddhist king was Siirya-

. its Barabu<;lur, so C�mbodia is fained for its,Angkor varmail"! (1001-50}. He came from Tambraliilga 

· Wat, .and schola.z:s disCUss. an ·.AD gkor period of the in · the south and · was ·a Mahayanist. The 

country's: effio�escence,: .� hich ;n�w ��mes into our : . . state religion . of his country ·continued to hold 

picture, more appropriately related as it is to that . its �cient position unchanged by his advent ; . 

Cambodia which is now recognisable. Mahii.yiina. so did Theravada Buddhism continue in Louvo 

Buddhism, which seems to have so far been the where the Mons lived. Siiryavarman I was thus 

prevailing form, at least as far as covered by the first on the throne to grant recognition to thia . 

inscriptions, was especially noticeable in 10-13th · other school of his own faith (Briggs, op. cit. p. 159) . . 

centuries. But it was. so allied to 'Br8hmanism' that 
For Buddhists the reign of Jayavarman VII 

its distinctiveness has not been pronounced. The 
(l lS1-1215) was especially favourable because of 

kings were not Buddhists, put many of their his remarkable queen Ind.radevi (she occupied thia 

ministers were, and it was the latter whoae patronage position a�ter the death of the first queen, her 

gave life to the X'eligion : Sa.tyavarma.n (who was 
younger stster}, who had the unique distinction 

responsible foc the ahrine Phimeanakas), Kav�drari· _
of being a teacher of Buddhism and exercised··a 

mathana and Kirtipai).<;lita. Among them the 
great influence. . This royal lady taught the nuns 

last-named, who was the author of the Srei San thor 
in their nunneries of Nagendratwiga, Tilakttara 

inscription (circa 975), speaks to the effect that 
and Narendrii.Srama. These nuns were most! 
' t . 1 ,  d 

. y 

it. was due to his efforts that the pure doctrine of 
cas -away gtr 8 an · as such, an establishment . 

the. Buddha came to the knowledge of the people. 
for them redounds to the credit of Buddhists 

H& mentions.that he introduced books from abroad, 
(IHQ. XXXU, P· 315}. Through her exertions 

and among them the Sii.8tramadhya-vibhaga (pro-
the Jatakas were dramati8ed by the same nuns and 

bably Vasubaridhu's lt1iidhyantavibhiiga8astra} and 
thus

. 
brought into popular knowledge. S

.
aivism 

·the commentary on the Tattvasangraha. Inci-
flourt:ilied equally with Buddhism and shared 

dentally, this is suggestively confirmatory of 
thEl foundations of the other (Briggs, op. cit. p. 

· Tiirinatba.'e statement that it was Vasubandhu's 
217>·

. 
In a land 

_
well-known for the apotheosis 

disciples who introduced Buddhism into this 
of kmgs, queens, and sometim9s oven . those of 

. region (Eliot, op. cit. pp. 121, 123). 
:sse�

b
rank, this king introduced what may be 

Such activities were not possible had the Hindu 
kings not been tolerant, as they all were, but for 

escrt ed as a Buddl:raraja cult. Here he was no 
doubt following the devaraja cult of the H' d 
(R.C. Majumdar, Hindu Colonies in the Far ;a� 
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Calcutta, 1944, p. 166). Thus, the Buddha was 
represented in the features of the king. With a 
part of the royal name the title was Jayabuddha

mahanatha (Briggs, op. cit. pp. 228 f.) .  
But a reaction soon set in under the next king 

(Jayavarman VIII). Its author was probably the 
purohita of his predecessor (ibid. p. 239). It was 
possibly then that Buddhist images were destroyed 
and defaced. This, however, does not seem to 
have lasted, for· king T-cbay ( ?  Indravarman III) 
was a Buddhist, and a follower of the Theravada 
school (Martin F. Herz, A Short History of 
Cambodia, pp. 14 f.). 

Theravada established 

It was now the 14th century and Theravada 
Buddhism was definitely established in the land 
by the middle of th& period. In fact there is an 
inscription in Pali (dated 1308) as evidence of 
its position (IHQ. XXXII, p. 299). The position 
was vastly strengthened to the extent that its 
influence was felt upon its eastern neighbour, 
Laos. Fa Ngom, the king of that country, bad 
married the Cambodian king's daughter. She 
was a Tberavada Buddhist and was largely instru· 
mental in winning over her husband and his people 
to her persuasion (Briggs, op. cit. pp. 254). At 
the close of tho 13th century Chou Ta-kuan, in a 
report to his emperor, was definite that the MOple 
followed Tberav:ada. His illuminating description 
of the monks of that School, whom he calls 'chu-ku,' 
fits the"rri and by no means the religious community 
of Mahayana or any other (ibid. p. 248 and Eliot, 
op. cit. pp. 125 f.). 
. The chronological sequence of the inscriptions 

suggests that Mahayana came by the land route in 
the north-west. 'i'beravii.da, at its first appearance, 
seems to have followed the same route. Theravada, 
which was to become permanently established, 
came a second time, and from Ceylon, by the 
sea-route. This is confirmed by its earliest ins
criptional reference at Kok Svay Cek which records 
king Srindavarman's gift of a village to the Mahii.
tbera Sirindamoli, the building of a vihii.ra (with the 
installing of a Buddha image) and the grant of 
4 villages to the monastery in 1231 A.C. (IHQ. 
XXXII, p. 316). Theravii.da came in finally 
through the Louvo region (Briggs, op. cit. p. 25) 
which had long followed that s::hool. Scholara are 
rather prone to call it 'Sinhalese' Buddhism, after 
the inhabitants of Ceylon who deeply influenced the 

· spread of this s�hool in Burma and Thailand, and 
later in Cambodia and Laos. 

The Buddhist art and architecture of tho historical 
period, alreli.dy dealt with were Mahayanist. 
After conforming to the Theravada, the Cambodians 
did not deviate, in these or in their rites, from the 
practices of their fellow-religionists elsewhere, 
such as in Ceylon and Burma. 

The history of Cambodia shows it as a. land 
troubled by invasiom and wars from time to time, 
until tho country passed into the orbit of strong 
French influence by a treaty of 1884 which left 
king Norodom and his successors their throne 
but only the empty name of it. This position 
continued until World War II, with its interlude 
of Japanese control of the CO)lntry. When the war 

was over the l<'rcnch resumed power. But, with 
the growth of a strong desire for independence, the 
Cambodians were awakened to a sense of nation
hood by a treaty in 1 946 which gave them a modus 
vivendi in the form of an autonomous state within 
the French Un�on. A period of political ::;truggle 
followed thereafter, to culminate with the achieve
ment of full independence, under king Norodom 
Sihanouk,1 towards the close of 1953. ·-

In spite of these travails of centuries the country 
is totally a Buddhist · one. Of adh�rents of other 
faiths there are hardly recognisable numbers. 
That the French had intentions of introducing the 
Roman Catholic form of Christiap.i,ty. is apparent 
from the action of Admiral Pierre de la Grandere 
(governor of Cochin-China), who took with him the 
vicar apostolic during his visit to king Norodom 
in 1863. (It was in the very next year that tho 
French flag was hoisted in the capital by the 
admiral's representative.) Cambodia, nevertheless, 
remained steadfast in her ancient culture and, i f  
the French were having intentions of influencing it 
otherwise, time did not enablo them to carry them 
out. Two achievements can bo counted to their 
credit. In the first place, they maintained the 
dignity of Cambodia's ruler who, being a Buddhist, 
always remained the bulwark of the religion 
professed in his land. Tho other French contri· 
bution was through scholarship, especially archaeo
logy, which brought a knowledge of the country's 
groat Buddhist monumonts into a large cultural 
world. 

Cambodia, so interwoven with Brahmanism 
(rather than Hinduism) in its early history, . 
continued to be a shining example ·of Indian 
religious syncretism and tolerance. The king 
was the head of the religion, but the court cere
monial followed Brahmanism as a. matter of course. 

1 Abdicated in 1955 and became Premier and Head of St�te, In turn. L'ltcr, ho was deported an:l obliged to live 
outside the country. 

8. S.P.C. 93898 
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This is especially noticeable in the coronation, or 
(in classical Indian terminology) abhi�eka (conse
cration) .  :Sir Charles Eliot (op. cit.. pp. 1 29 f.) 
makes these observations in regard to the c::>ronat.ion 
of king Sisowath in April, 1 906. The ceremonies 
were Brahmanic but 'prayers' to the Buddha and 
offerings were made by Buddhist monks. Four 
special shrines (Brahmanic) were erected, and a. 
lustral bath of the fing was an essential rite. 
Water was poured over him by the bakus.1 The 
latter invoked the blessings of many celestial 
beings and spirits associated with Indra, Brahmii. 
and 'archangel' Sahabodey. the spirits of mountains, 
valleys, rivers and the guardian spirits of the 
palace. After the bath tho chief of the m inistrant 
bakus handed the crown to the French Governor
Generaf who placed it on the king's head in the name 
of his Cambodia government ; that action was 
governed by politics, but i� must be noted that it 
was a Brahmin who performed the first act as a rite. 

D.T.D. 

CAMIKARAGAURA, a former Buddha, mentioned 
in a list of lonper Buddhas (Mhvu. I, p. 1 39) - under 
whom SBkyamuni while, in . .  tho ninth bhiimi, . . . . 
acquired merit. 

CAMMASATAKA JATA'J{A. : Once when · the 
. Buddha was· jn Jetavana a · discussion arose am'Ong 
the bhikkhus about a mendicant-priest who wore a · 
leather jerkin. One day while wandering for alms 
in Savatthi he came to a fighting ·ground of the 
ram·s; · and when a ram drew back, desiring to butt 
him, the mendicant thought that the animal 
··was showing him respect. · As a result the mendicant 
was killed by the rnm. 

The Buddha remarked that this was not · the 
Jirst time that this ascetic imagined ho was being 
�aluted by a ram and lost his life. He then related 
_the story of how a religious mendicant was killed 
by a ram in the same way. The bodhisatta, who 
was a merchant then, warned the ascetic that tlle 
ram wa.S only preparing to attack him, and even 
as he was speaking, the animal felled him to t.he 
ground (J. m, pp. 82-4). 

I.K. 

CAMPA (1), (var Champa), an ancient kingdom in 
Indo-G'hina where Indian cultw e had· penetrated as 
far ba(}k as the early centuries of the Christian em. 
The nam'l of tho kmgdom and some of its early 

capitals (e.g., Vijaya, Amaravat·i, Indrapura, Pful. 

c;lura.nga, Kau�hii.ra) are evidence for such an Indian 
origin. 

This ancient kingdom has been described by 
Dietrich Seckel as an arena where tho two jaws of a 
great pinr.er movement met, the Indian cultural 
movement that spread through the great northern 
highway above the · Himalayas (Utt.arii.patha) and 
the southern sea-routes (Dietrich Seckel, The Art of 
Buddhism, Methuen, London, 1964, p. 51 ) .  

Ancient Campa would have been a largo terri
torial expanse in its heyday and occupied the 
regions from what is now North Vietnam to the 
Cochin.China area in the south. The ancient 
boundaries in the north, west and south wero 
Tonkin, Anniim and Funan (the · pre-Angkor 
kingdom of Mon-khmers), respectively. 

The kingdom of Campa, whose inhabitants be
longed linguistically to the Indonesian group, is 
considered to have been founded in or about the 
second century A.C. in the vicinity of the modern 
city of Hue (see E WA. Vol. XIV, p. 768). 

The disc��ry of remains of t.he cultural site3 
of the Chams · (the early inhabitants of Campa), • 
ranging ·from the early Christ.inn centurie3 up to 
mediaeval times in a wide· expanse . of the Indo . . 
Chinese peninsula, is again an iridex to the spread 
of Cham civili�timi,· to a considerable extent, 
within this. geographical area. 

It is believed that ancient Campa was originally a 
Hindu kingdom c6lon i8ed by scions of nn In<.lian 
royal house. However, the disr�ovAry of a bronze · 
image of the Buddha from an early Cham sito in · · 
Dong-Duong, (Pl. CXX. Fig. I )  procludes such a 
view as this particular image could easily be ascribod 
to the earliest phase of Buddhist art in India. 

In the alternative, it could be surmised that 
.immigrants t.o Co.mpii. from Indio., included both 
Buddhists and other religiouist3, especially Hindu 
and that the Royal house of Campa has patronised 
both these religions.1 

Like most of their early neighbours, t.he Chams� 
too, claimed Indian semi-divine odgin for their 
royal l ineage. The Dong-Duong inscription of the 
Buddhist ruler Jayo Indravarmen II (cir. 895 A. C.) 
refers to Bhrgu ( q. v.) as I he originator of the royal 
dynasty of ancient Chains. This indicates that 1he· 
Buddhist ruler!! _of Ca.mpa, evoil as late a<J the 9th 
century; had followed an ancient tradition of tracing 

2 This word fq nrobably a CO'I'Tu�t f:rm of bHhu, which (a.s also bakBi) was a term of respect giv�n to non·Doddbla' learn�d peoplf, poBlibly throu�h ltf.1hayar>1st coonotntlons. 
· 

1 This wa., tlte case in most other early Indo.Chinese rJa:gdoms (e.g., .of Khmers, Annamit.es, Mons, Laollana ). 
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their lineage to tho Aryans of north India (see R. C. 
Majumdar, Hindu GolonieB in the Far-Ea!Jt, Calcutta, 

1963, p. 124 ; and also J. Boisselier, La Stu.tuaire 

du Champa, Paris, 1 968 ; suo further BHI_{,GU). 

Pressure from 1 he neigh bow ing kingdoms of Fu-nan, 
Tonkin and Annam and later the powerful con
federated Kilmboja empire of Mon-khmers had 
reduced this outpcst of Indian culture to a minimum 
�d brought its civilizing efforts to a standstill. 
Because of these foreign inroads and notably the 
,1\:nnamite hostilities, the Chams had to shift the seat 
of the.r royalty from an original northern stronghold 
towards the southern plains. The location of the 
ancient Cham capitals at Indrapura, Amariivati, 
Vijaya, Kauthfira and Pan<Juranga. indicates this 
southward drift until the entire kingdom was over
run by the .Almamites in the fifteenth century. 

The prevalance of Buddhism in Campa from the 
early centuries, either as the state religion or the 
faith of a considerable section of the population, is 
well aut.henticated by several factors. The Dong
Duong find of a bronze Buddha image mentioned 
above, recalls the earliest type of a. Buddha image 
discovered at Amaravati, J ndia, and Anuradhapura, 
Ceylon . · (� B. Rowland, Art and Architecture oj 
India; 'Ihe Pelican ll htory of  Art; 1956, Pl. 137 
A and B.) This particular icon, either produced in 
Campa or imported from India or Ceylon, speaks of 
the cultural and religiouil ties ancient Campa had 
had with Buddhist kingdoms further a.way in the . 
west.' 

According to a Ch�ese chroniCle, when the 
Chinese captured the capital of Campa in 605 A.C., 
they carried away 1,350 Buddhist texts. · R. C . . 
Majumdar, quoting the above incident, remarks 
that from this importan� statement it could be 
inferred that Buddhism must have flourished in the 
country for a considerable period before the seventh 
c�ntury (R. C. Majumdar on ' 'Champa' in 2500 
Years of Buddhism, ed. P. V. Bapat, published by 
the Govt. of India, 1956, pp. 95 ff.). The Chinese 
itinerant monk, I-tsing, remarks that in Campa the 
Buddhists generally belonged to the Aryasammitiya 
school and that there wero a. few followers of tho 

Sarv&tiviida also. This would mean the prevalence 
of the Sruvakayana sect, but it would appear from 
inscriptior:.s of the eighth century or thereabouts 

that l\Iahiiyana Buddhism was powerful in Campa, 
and that possibly even the Tantl ic forms, later off
shoots of the Mahayana, a.lso prevailed. 

Culturally, Campa was a mixture of Indian and 
Chinese forms. This could well be authenticated by 
tho remains of religious monuments the Chams had 
loft. Other thau the Dong-Duong image of a 
standing Buddha, most of the Buddhist remains in 
Campa show clear indications of Mahayana 
influences. 

Several bodhisattva. images of Avalokitesva.ra 
and Maitreya (Mahii.sthiima ?) have been discovered 
from sites like Dang·binh, Mi-duc, Dai-hiru 
(Pl. CXXI) . 

Some standing Buddha. images show a. close 
similarity to the late Pii.la style images of the 
Bengal Mahayana school (Pl. CXX, Fig. 2 & 3). 

Some of the Avalokitesva.ra figures with Chinese 
characteristics recall the portraiture . of Buddhist 
divinities at such Chinese sites as Tun:g-Huang (q.v.): · 
The figtires of Avalokitesvara. bo�sattva. seated in 

the pose of 'rajalilaaana' or royal-ease from Mi-duo 
and other sites are peculiar to the Pa.dma.pani and ·· 

Sirpbanii.da forms of Avalokitesvar� figures of the .· 
Mahii.yii.nists. 3 

· 

From the Dong-Duong a.rea more remains of. 
various miniatrire images of figures seated in the . 
I rajalilaaana' have been found (Pl. CXXII) . 

From Mi-duc come· two more stono statues of 
Avalokitesvara. bodhisattva. The simplicity of 
these stone bodhiSe.ttva figures, without heavy 
ornamentation, is ma.rkod by the peculiar 
'Cham' smile. The headgear is crowned with a 

Dhyii.ni-buddha. 
Some of the best specimens of Cham Buddhist art · 

are to be found in the Dong·Duong region. The 
famous vihara built by I(ing Jaya Indravarman II . 
in or about 875 A.C. is tho most notewort&y of all 
tho Dong-Duong Buddhist remains. This vihara 

2 It is unliki!(V that Campa could have produced �uch an image whlrh li1ck� Cham chnractcr!�tics. This could probabJr. 

ha,·e been a <·ul l  image imported to Campa from <:ither Ceylon or India (sec S. Gnnasinghc, ' A  Sinhalese coni.rlbutlon to the 

developmen t of tho Buddha Image ', ThP. Ceylon .fotlrnnl of llisl11rir.al and Soc in/ Studies. Vol. !l for l!JOO ; abo D. T. Devendra1 
The fluddha lmar1e and Ceylun, ltand.v, Hlii7 ;  M. L. D'ancona, The A rt JJ•tlle/in . Vol. X � X  [V, No. 2). Further discoveriee or 

Buddha image� from ot.hcr Cham si tes like Binh·dinh and Tltu-t.hieu (.T. lloisst•llcr, op. C it. fi>.:. 1::17 from Thu-thieu, llg. 189 

from Hinh·rl inh) mav corroborate the \'iP.w of the spread of ancient Sinh;llesc art forms in these InJo-Chinese regions. These 

l!('ll't<'d images of the Burldha are closer to Revernl early seater! Bu IJhl im1gtB d iscovered i n  Ceylon than to any 
others. The pcculiur position of the legs, placer! one above the other, tcr�ed p11lmiis�na in iconography, as against the 

cross-lrgged posture (va·iriisanaJ are very rarely found, if not quite ab3ent tn Budrlln Jm'Lgcs from other early schools oC 

Burldhl�t a · t .  The manner in which the robe is worn with the right tihoulder uncovered Is quite in conformity with 
Ceylonese type llnrJ,tha images. 

3 The very early appearance of the partir.ul H fonn of A valokitc�vara bronzes in Ceylon tempts one t� suggest that this 

t�e W<l!l exportcrl to l•'ur-Bastern and even Indian tlelds of Burldhi�m from Ceylon when Ceylon wa� a predominant Buddhist 

kingdom in the Ori<'nt. It is also possible tha t this type h!Ld gone through Ind1·Chiner'l terrain to south�rn China to form the 
famous Kuan-yin (q.\',) flgureM of AvalokitesviU' \ boclbisattva in the Mahiiriijaliliisana. 
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was named 'Lak[imindralokesvara' probably to in

dicate the dedication of the shrine in honour of 
a partiGular emanation of the famous Buddhist 
divine concept., Loke:§vara, or to mark the upot.heosis 
of the ruler himself, which was a common feature 
in Indo-Chinese. religious monuments, and 
especially these ef' the Khmers. 

Dietrich seckel, on the contrary, believes that the 
name �dralokesvara consists of two Hindu 
elements (Laqmi and Indra) and one Buddhist 
element (Lokeit:.ara) and; shows very clearly that 
syncretism was prevalent in this area, as it was in 
the Khmer Empire and Indonesia as well (D. Seckel, 
op. cit. p. 55). 

L. Cadiere, L'art a Hue, Hue, 1919 ; M. Bernanose, Lea .Am 
decoratifs an Tonkin, Paris, 1022 ; J, J..cuba, Les Gam& eC 
Leur art, Paris, 1923 ; Ph. Stern, L'art du Champa (anciell 
.A nnam) et son evolution,  Toulouse, 1942 ; Nguyen-van Huyen. 
La Cit'ilisation .Annemite, Hanoi, 19H ; P. Huard and M
Durand, Oonnaissance du Viet-Nam, Paris, 1954 ; L. Bezacier, 
L' art Vietnamien., Paris, 1954 ; Louis Bezacicr, 'Vietnam', 
'Vietnamr.se Art', EW .A. Vol. XIX, pp. 766 ff ;  Ananda K� 
Coomaraswamy, see Champa in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
Vol. 12, pp. 226, 22!l ; G. Coedes, 'School of Cham' in EW .A. 
Vol. III, pp. 357 ff.: Jean Boisselier, La Statuoire du Champa, · 
Paris, 1963; R. C. Majumdar, Hindu Colonies in the Far-East, 
Calcutt.a, 1963 ; Dietrich Seckel, The Art of Buddhism, Methuen, 
London, 1948 ; G. Coedes, Leslw.s hindouisisd' Indo-Ohi114 
Ind()nlsie, Paris, 1964, (2nd ed.) ; Rene Grousset,_ L'lnde' 
Paris, 1968 ; H. Parmentier, Lt. Sculptures Ohames an Musee d8 
Tourane, Hanoi, 1944; Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Budd hum • 
Vol. III, pp. 137-50; Buddhitt Studies, ed . by B. C. Law, soe 
under L. Finot, ' Outlines. of History of Buddhism in Indo
China. " 

At . Dong-Duong, too, the Cham artist-s excelled 
in their particular flair for pedestal carvings. Some.of CAMPA (2), one· of the two chief women disciples · 
the pedestals meant for statues of the Buddha and of Kakusandha· Buddha (Buv. xxiii, v. 21 ; ApA. 
bodhisattva icons at the Dong-Duongvihii.ra are pro- P· 46). She is also referred to as Campaka. (J. I, 

fusely carved with foliate patterns in tho true Indo- P· 42 ; var. Rambhii.). 

Chinese vermiculated manner with scenes from CAMPA (3), the capital of the ancient kingdom of 
the Buddha story inside rectangular recesses.4 Anga, also known as Campii.puri, Campii.nagara, 
Philiph Rawson observes .that this pedestal altar Campavati and Campamalini. It was. situated 
within the cell, upon which statues of various kinds ·· on the southern bank of the Ganges (Beal; BuddhUI. 
were set, sometimes in groups, was� a particular R�cords of th� Western World, London, II, p. 191) 
feature of Cham temple art. ' To quote Ra.WSOI\ : at ' � . distance o{ sixty yojana8_ . from . Mithila, the 
" These pedesta� were themselves often . mos_t . _·, capital of . Videha (J: VI, p. 32). The kingdom of. 
beautifully adorn� wit,h rel�efa, .a�d some of _tho .. c A.ilga' is ' identified with 'th� ·· modem district of . 
best Cham work': appears �>n them " ' (P. Rawso�, · Bhii.galpur and the site of the ancient c&pital 
The Art of South-ea.st A8ia; London, 1967, P· 121). of Campa is probably to be located in the modern 
· · It has been suggested that such a conception of the villages of Carnpanagar or Campa pur situated near 
pedestal altar was derived from China, for it was Bba.galpur (Cunningham, Ancient Geography of' 
oot quite familiar to Indian tradition. This may be India, Calcutta, pp. 546 f.). · 
true, as Campi\ always existed in the shadow of . In a.ncient times Campa was known by the name China, often drawing inspiration from her northern- of Malini or Ma.lina. It was later changed to 
moat Imperial neighbour, and trying to cultivate C - · h n f .. k'n� named Ca <> the amps m o our o .. 1 cs mp .. , good relations with the 'Son of Heaven' as a pro- great,grandson of Romapii.da or Lomapa.da of the 
taction from neighbouring rival states (P. Pelliot, 

Ramaya1J(l (cp. MahabMrata, Santi Parvan." Secti�n •Le Founan', BEFEO. Vol. III, pp. 258 ff.). In the · . v ;  M�ya Puratta, xlYiii, 95-7 ; Vayu Pura�Jrl. xix, last days of the kingdom of Campa, Buddhism 
103-7 ; V�IJU PuriituJ, Bk. IV, Chap. xviii �tc.). existed there in the form of Mahayana, probably 
According to the Majjhima commentary the city deriving inspiration froJ!l other neighbouring Maha-

yana countries in the Khmer and Sailendra king
. doms. The ultimate destruction of Campa was due 
to the invasion of tho armies of its northern neigh
bour, Annam, in the fifteenth century. See further 
VIETNAM, DONG-DUONG, KHMER, FU-NAN, 
CAMBODIA.). 

A. D. T. E. P. 

:BmLIOGRAPHY.-H. l'armcntier, " Les Monuments du-Cirque 
de Mi-son," BEFEO. 1904 ; Id, Inr:entaire deRcripti/ dea 
Monument.f Ca7111 d8 L' .Annam (2 Vols.), l'arls, 1909-1918 ; 

earned the name of Campa because. it abounded 
in campaka trees (MA. III, p. 1 )  • 

Campa has many connections with Buddhism. 
It was hailowed by several visits of the Buddha 
who won numerous converts there. A frequent! . 
resort ofthe Buddha and his disciple!! was the bank 
of the Gaggarii. lake in Campa where several suttas 
were preached by hitn, e.g., the SOfJ'J.rlattcJr.� Sutt<J 
(D. I, pp. 111  ff.) and the Kandaraka Suttts 
(M. I, p. 339 ff.). The Buddha was once sojourning at 

• l'edtlstals meant for cult Images with carvin�tS ·depicting episodes from the Buddha story are not uncommon In the earlles\ 
�baM of Budilhist art. Such pedestal stones with elaborate carvings have been il.iscovered from the Gandhara region ef Badihisi art (see l'aul Hamlyn, The Life and Times of Buddha, London-Toronto, 1967, p. 50, figure, below left). 
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this spot, surrounded with a largo following when 
V ailgi:sa extolled the Buddha with appropriate 
verses (S. I, p. 195). The Anguttara-nikaya. contains 

several suttas preached by the Buddha while 
staying on the bank of the Gaggara lake. Many 
lay followers of Camp'a, keen on hearing the Buddha 
preach, followed Sii.riputta's advice and visited 
thv Buddha who preached to them on charity 
(Dana Sutta : A .  IV, pp. 59 ff.) .  It was when the 
Buddha. was residing here that certain bhikkhus 
wore led to reprove a bhikkhu for some offence, 
at which the labter showed ill-will. When this 
was reported to the Budd.l:ta he instructed the 
good bhikkhus to oust him from their midst, 
(Karat�¢ava Suua : A. IV, pp. 168 J;f.) .  It was also 
here that the Buddha preached to Bahuna on 
the conditions from which he (the Buddha) was 
emancipated (Bahuna Sutta : A. V, p.151 f.). A 
householder named Vajjiyamahita, who had defen
ded the_Buddha against certain heretice, visited the 
Buddha at the Gaggarii. lake. There the Buddha 
preached to him the Vajjiya Sutta (A. V, pp. 189 ff.). 

Certain Vinaya. rules were promulgated in 
Campa. It was here that the Buddha permitted 
tho use of slippers by the bhikkhus on account of 
S�I].a. KoliviSO: wh� w� delicately nurtured ( Vin. 
I, p. 179 ff.). Here too the Buddha declared that the 
s1i.Bpension of · Kassapagotta by monks . visiting 
the village Vasabha. was illegal ( Vin. I, pp. 312 q. 
The bhikkhus of Campa carried out formal ·acts 
which were contrary to the rules of the Vinaya and 
this was the occasion for the Buddha to lay down 
several important regulations regarding the validity 
of formal acts of the Sangha ( Viri.. I, p.  315 f.). 

It was while residing at ihe Gaggarii. lake that 
Bariputta in the presence of the Buddha preached to 
the monks the Dasuttara Sutta (D. III, p. 272 ff.). 
Campa was the birthplace of SoJ].a Ko!ivisa who was 
the son of a set{ hi there ( 2'hagA. II, p. 266), and also 
of Jambugamiyaputta (ThagA. I, p. 91), Bharata. 
(ThagA. II, p. 49) and Nandaka (ThagA. II, p. 48). 
Once Thullananda and her companion resided in 
Ca.lllpa ( Vin. III, p. 66). The Buddhava1J18a records 
that the Buddha's bathing-robe was enshrined in 
Campa (Buv. xxviii, 9). 

Campa was also sacred to the followers · of 
Brahmanism. In the Mahiibhiirata and the Pura7Jas 
it is mentioned as o. place of pilgrimage (Mahii
bhiirata, Val].aparvan, chaps. 84, 85 ; Padma Pura7Ja, 
Sva1 ga Khci{lQa, chap. 19 etc.). 

Campa was a great centre of Jainism. Mahii.vira 
spent three rainy seasons in Campa and its suburbs 
(P�thicampii. : Jacobi, J aina Siitras, Oxford, 1884, I, 
p. 264). It was the birthplace and the place of 

death of VB.supiijya, the twelfth 'l'i:rthailkara 
(C. J. Shah, Jainism in Northern India, London, 
1 932, p. 26, n. 5). It was also the headquarters 
of Candana, Mahii.vi:ra's first female disciple, and 
her father. There appear to have been old and 
new Jaina temples belonging to both the Digambara 
and Svetambara sects (ibid. p. 94). It was at 
Campa that Sayambhava composed the Dasavaika
lika Siitra. There was a temple here called Caitya 
Put;tl)abhadda where Mahavira resided and where 
Sudharman, his famous disciple, recited the · 
Uvasagadasii.o (Nundolal Dey, 'Notes on Ancient 
Atiga or the District of Bhagalpur', JASB. (N.S,), 
Vol. X, 1914, pp. 334 ff.). Makkhali Gosala and 
Jamii.li are also said to have frequented Campa 
(B. C. Law, Historical Geography of Ancient India, 
Paris, 1954, p.  214). 

A description of the city of Campa can be gleaned 
from various works. According to the Mahiigovinda 
Sutta Campa was founded by Mahagovinda (D. IT, 
p. 235). In the Mahiiparinibbana Stttta, Ananda 
requests the Buddha to attain Parinibbiina in one 
of the six important cities of India and Campi 
is mentioned first among them, . the others being, . 
Rajagaha, Savatthi, Sa.keta, Ko�bi and Bar8.I].a.sl . 
(D; II, p. 146). Campa was surrounded by walls with · 
gates and watch towers (J. VI, p. 32). Campi 
became a centre of trade, no <:Ioubt because of 
its position on the Ganges. . Vf e are told that · 
traders sailed with their merch�q�se from here to · · 

- Suvat;tt;labhiimi (Lower Burma : J. VI, p. 34). The 
Jo.ina Nayiidhammakatha (p. 91 ff.), too, describes 
sea-faring merchants from Campa (B.C.' Law, op • . 

cit. p. 214). Most probabl:y it was the Indian 
colonists who gave the name Campa after their 
own city to the great settlement of Cochin-Chirta 
in S.E. Asia (IA. Vol. VI, 1877, p. 229). Its 
famous lake Gaggarapokkhara¢ is said to have 
been excavated by queen Gaggara of Campi. 
On its bank was. a large grove of campaka troos . 
fraquented by wandering mendicants. It we.s full 
of the five kinds of campaka flowers (DA. I, p .. 279 f. ; 
MA. III, p. 1 ) .  The Mahiibhiirata, too, describes 
Campii. as being surrounded with campaka trees 
( Mahiroharata, Anusa.sanaparvan, xlii, p. 16). It was a · 
place teeming wit.h life, abounding in much grassland 
and woodland and water and corn (D. I, p. 1 1 1). 
Tho Jaina Anupapiitika Siitra describes Campa . · 
as a prosperous city, adorned with gatos, mmparts, . 
palaces, parks and gardens( B.C. Law, Some Jaina 
Canonical Siltras, Bombay, 1949, p. 73). According 
to tho Jaina Campaka.Sre�thikatha, Campii. waa B 
very flourishing city where lived perfumers, sellers 
of spice and sugar-candy, jewellers, leather tanners, 
garland makers, carpenters, goldsmiths, weavers, 
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washermen, et al (Nundolal Dey, op. cit. p. 336). 
But Campa did not escape the evils accompanying 
prosperity and in the 6th century A.C. it lias been 
described as abounding in swindlers and rogues 
· (Dalakumaracarita, chap. 2). 

Campa was also known as KaJacampa. This 
is proved by the fact that Kii}acampa is always 
spoken of as situated in the Ailga country (e.g., 
J. VI, p. 274). and the two names have been sometimes 
Used alternatively with reference tO the same city 

· (ThagA. 11, p. 266 ; AA. I, p. 233 ; J. VI, p. 31 f.). 
. We are told that ascetics from the Himalayas 

eame to Kii]acainpa in search of salt and condiments 
(J. VI, p. 256). A cart-road .connected the city of 
Ka}acampa with Mithila which was situated &t a 
distance ·of sixty yojanas (J. VI, p: ·32). 
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independence. That Ailga owed allegiance to 
Bimtisara of Magadha is proved by the fact that a 
brahman named Sol,ladal,l<;la lived at Campa oD 
some lands granted as a royal fief by king Bimbisara 
(Scn:uuJar;4a Sutta, D. I, p. 1 1 1). Campa appears 
to have been a seat of Ma.gadhan viceroyalty from 
the time of Bimbisara's father, Bhattiya. According 
to the Dulva, just before the time of the Buddha, 
Brahmadatta, the king of Ailga ruling from Cam� 
conquered Bha.Hiya, the king of Magadha. When 
Bimbisara grew up, be invaded Campa, killed 
Brahmadatta and resided at Campa as viceroy 
until the death of his father when be returned to 
Rii.jagaha (C.M. Duff, The Chronology of India; 
Westminister, 1899, p. 5 f. ;. Hardy, Manual 
of. Buddhism, London, 1 860, p. 163). The Dulva 
also mentions that Bimbisara made Ajatasattti 

Campa was visited by the Chinese pilgrims viceroy of Campa (Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha, 
Fa-hsien in the 5th century A.C. and Hsiian-tsang London, 1884, p. 90). According to the Jaina 
m the 7th century A. C. and a description ·o f the city, J natadharmaaiUraplllha, Kunika (i.e., Ajatasattu) 
which they have called Chan-p'o, is found m their son of Srei}ika (i.e., Bimbisara), )eft Rajagrha on 
itioeraries. Fa-hsicn ·refers to it as a large City the death of his father and made Campa his capital 
situated on the southern bank of the Ganges. and after his death his son Udii.yin shifted the 
There were tbiipas at the place where the Buddha capital to·Pataliputra (Nundolal Dey, op. cit. p. 322). 
had lived, at the exercise ground artd at the place However, the transfer of the Magadhan capital 

. . . where the four previous Buddhas had sat down - from RAj�gaha to C8.mpa is not supported by anJ. 
(Watter8, 0� Yuan' ·Chuang's · Pravda i.n India; other evidence� . · 

Vol. II, London, 19()5, p. 182 ; Beal, BuddhiBe ·.- . rd h .A8 ka ad b f 
Records of the W&ttern< lforld,- Voi. I, Loridon, . l906; · . Acco _ ing _to · t e . .  · 0 -v iit¥J, . a ra.hman o 

p. lui). According to HsUan-tsang,' the city wa8 Campii.puri · presented · to · · Bindusii.ra, ' king of · 
Pstaliputra, his daughter Subhadrangi. She became 

. more than 40 li (about 7-8 miles) in circumference his chief queen and the . mother of the famous and situated on tho southern side of the Ganges. 
The land was level and fertile and regularly culti- Asoka (R. L. Mitra, Nepalese BuddhiBt Literaturs; 
vated. ne . people were . simple and honest. Calcutta, 1892, P· 8 ; Divy. p. 369 f.). 

There were many monasteries, mostly in ruins� 
and more than 200 Hina.yanis_t monks. There 
were also some twenty Deva-tcmples. The city 
waa sUrrounded by a hig_h brick wall. Hsiian. 
�g also records a legend in connection with the 
()rigin of Campa. At the beginning of this kalpa, 
when men were homeless savages, a goddess came 

_
down from heaven, and after bathing in the Ganges,· 
became pregnant. She gave birth to four sons who 
divided Jambudvipl\ among them and built cities. 
The first city built was Campa (Watters, op. cit. p. 
181 ; Beat, op. cit. p. 191 f.). It is interesting 
to note that these Chinese travellers have referred 
to the country of Anga, too, as Campa (Chan-p'o), 

·no doubt because of the importance of the capital 
city at that time. 

The Jatakas refer to a queen of Mithilii., chief 
consort of king Ari��haja.naka, who went to Campa 
for shelter, when her husband was killed by his 
brother, Polajanaka (J. VI, pp. 31  ff.). In the time 
of the -Buddha, A.ilga appears to have lost its 

Campa is said to have been ruled by a king 
named ·Mahinda, his sons and grandsons (Dpv • . p. 
28 ; MhvA. p. 128 £.). According to the Da8akumiim· · 
carita, Campii. was once ·besieged by Candravarman 
(B.C. Law, op. cit. p. 205). Despite political 
upheavals Anga appears to have been a very 
flourishing country upto the 11th century A.C. and 
Campa throughout maintained its posit.ion as ona 

· of the important cities of East India. 
L.R.G. 

BtBLTOGRAPHY : N. L. Dey, Geographical Dictionary 
of An�nt and M�iaeval India, London, 
1927 ; • Notos on Ancient Anga or the District of 
Bhagalpur', JASB.(N.S.) Vol. X, 1914 pp. 311 

. ff. ; B.C. Law, Geography of Early Buddhism, 
London, 1932 ; B.C. Law, Historical Geography oJ 

Ancient India, Paris, 1954 ; ' Anga and Campa in 
the Pali Literature' JASB.(N.S.), Vol. XXI, 1926, 
pp. 137 ff.; ' The Angas in Ancient Ind;a,' JBRAS. 
(N.S.), Vol • . XX, 1944, pp. 47 ff. 
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CAMPA {4), a river in north-east India. It flowed 
between the ancient kingdoms of Anga in the east 
and Magadha in the west, forming the boundary 
between them. The river is mentioned in the 

. Oampeyya Jataka and we are told that the nags. 
king, Campeyya lived there. There was intermittent 
war between the kings of Anga. and Magadha and 
once the king of Magadha pursued by his enemy 
preferred death in the river and jumped into the 
waters of Campa. But the niiga king, Campeyya 
came to his rescue · and helped him to win 
back his kingdom, capturing the king of Anga. 
Henceforth, it is said, the king of Magadha held an 
annual festival for the niiga king on the bank of the 
C8mpa (J. IV, pp. 454 f.). 

'fhe ancient name of Miilini for the city of Campa 
seems to have been applied to the river as well, 
since Kalidiisa refers to it by this name. Sakuntalii. 
and her friends are said to have coiDe to the banks 
of the river Malini which was full of ripples 
(Abhijiiana-Sakuntalam of Kii.Iidiisa edited by 
N. D. Godabole, 9th edition, 1926, Act. iii, p. 87). 

Campa is probably to be identified with t.he river 
to the west of Campanagara and NathiJa.gar in 
the suburb of tho town of Bhagalpur {B.C.Law, 
Historical Geography of Ancient India, Paris, 1954, 
p. 214) • . 

L.R.G. 

CAMPAKA (1), a previous birth, as a king, of 
Khadiravimiya Revata thera. See REVATA. 

CAMPAKA (2) var. cninbaka, name of a Tibetan 
•uthor who is credited with the authorship 
or the Sanskrit text; Atma-parijri!inadr!JtYUpade8a
nama, the Tibetan translat.ion of which is Ran-rig 
ye-A€8-kyi lta-ba�i nama-len ch€8-bya-ba, occurring 
in the Tibetan Tripi taka (TT. No. 3254) . . 

CAMPAKA (3), nan1e of a city in tho time of 
Atthadassi Buddha, in wpich tho bodhisatta was 
born, named Susima (BuvA. p. 180). 

CA�PAKA (4), (var. Campa), tho city in which 
Paduma Buddha was hom (Buv. ix, P• 1 6 ; J. I, 
p. 36 ; ApA. p. 40). The Campaka-uyyana was · 
situated close by (BuvA. p. 1 77). 

CAMP AKA (5), a tree (michelia campaka ; Sinhalese, 
1apu), having fragrant, white and yellow flowers 

. and growing on the eastern side of the Himalaya 
where are to be found the sources of many streams 

. (J. V, p. 420). Its flowers are used in celebration of 
festivals ( Vism. p. 437). The Jataka. (J. VI, p. 269) 
refers to these trees as having bent thomselvos with 

· their boughs to lend beauty to a naga palaeo. 
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Arahants are compared to the campaka and other 
flowers of that type, because, just as these flowers 
possess hue and fragrance, arahants also possess 
virtues ( VvuA. p. 1 94) . 

H.R.P. 

CAMPAKAVAR�A, a world-system (lokadhatu) 
in the west, where the buddhak�e.tra of the Tathii.
gata Pu�avalivana.rajikusumita is situated. 
From this buddhak§etra comes the bodhisattva 
IndrajaJi to the Bodhima�<;la on the occasion of 
Sakyamuni's Enlightenment (Lal. p. 212). 

I.K. 

CAMPAKAVIMALAPRABHA, a bodhisattva men- ·. 
tioned in a long list of bodhisattvas in the Gan4a· 
vyuha Sutra (Gvyii. p. 442). Mii.yii. claims maternity 
to all the bodhisattvas in the list, 

CAMPEYA, a naga.-king mentioned in a list in the · 
MahavyutpaUi (BB. XIII, p. 48 ; Mmk. p. 18) .  He 
is called Cii.mpeyaka in the .J.lfahiimayuri (Mhm. 
p. 247). 

. CAMPEn'A JATAKA (J. IV, p. 454 ff.). Ca.mpeyyn, 
the naga king, lived in the naga abode in the 
Campii. river which flowed between- the kingdoms 
of Anga and Ma.gadha. Once the k.Qlg of Magadha, 
who was at constant war with the. king of Anga,· 
defeated the latter with the help of Campeyya. 
Thereafter, as an expression qf gratitude, every · 
year he offered tribute to the nii.ga king amidst · 
much ceremony. At that time the b.odhisatta 
was born a poor man and seeing the n�ga king'a 
glory, longed for similar greatness. As a. result, 
when he died, he was reborn as the naga king 
Campeyya, in succession to the old king. But 
very soon he repented of his birth as a naga., and 
began practising the fast-day (uposatha) vows. 
As he was disturbed by his consort Sumanii. and 
other naga maidens, he came to the world of men 
to ·observe the vows. Once as he thus lay on an 
lUlt-hil!, he was trapped by a. young briihman 
snake-charmer. The naga king was subjected to 
severe torment, but far from attacking his assailant, 
he closed his eyes and endured all pain Jest he 
should viola.to his vows. The snake-charmer made 
much money, going from village to village, exhi
biting Carnpeyya, and finally he decided to display 
the niiga king before U ggasena, king of Bii.rfu:la.si. 

· 

The naga queen Surnana knew by some signa 
which she had learnt earlier from Ca.mpeyya, that 
the latter had been taken captive. Determined 
to find her husband, sho came to tho world of men 
and afuer making inquiries arrived at the courtyard 
of Iring Uggasena where sho was grieved to seo her 
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husband performing before a vast gathering. 
Sumana related her story to U ggasena. and entrea
ted him to release Campeyya, which he did. Ugga
sena and his retinue accompanied them to the 
nags abode where they were much impressed with 

. its wealth and magnificence. Uggasena in surprise 
. asked Campeyya why he had left aU the regal 
splendour to practise religious vows. Campeyya's 
reply was that it was in order to win rebirth as a 
human being. 

. This Jata.ka (No. 506) was related in connection 
with the observance of uposatha precepts. The 
characters are thus identified : Devadatta was t.he 
snake-charmer. Ra.hulamatii. was Sumana and 
Se.riputta was Uggasena. 

The Oampeyyanagacariya forms the third story 
in the chapter on Siiaparamitii, in the Oariyapi!alca 
(Op. pp. 85 f.) .  This Jataka has been cited as one of 
the births in which the bodhisatta practised the . 
Bilaparamita (perfection of morality, e.g., J. I, p. 45 ; 

· M.A. ill, · p.91). Campeyya is probably to be 
identified with Campaka (2). 

.L.R.G. 
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the West, the South or the North (MOO. Vol. 3 ,  p. 
2182c. ff. ; Vol. 2, p. 1925a ff. etc.). 

S. Mo. 

CANADA. When Buddhism was first introduced to 
Canada is not certain. Nevertheless, it is possible 
that it was brought there in 1889 A.C. with the 
advent of the first Japanese immigrants, who 
settled in thousands in that country. The form of 
Buddhism they introduced was evidently the JOdo 
Shinsii (Pure Land Sect), a Mahayana sect 
founded by Shinrail Shonin ( l l73-1262 A.C.).1 But 
in the ensuing period severu.l Buddhist schools and 
sects have been introduced. Amongst them 
notable are the Nichiren sect, founded by Nichiren 
Shonm ·( 1222-82 A.C.) and the · Zen School. 'The 
latter spread rapidly and became very popular 
there. It should also be observed that in Canada 
are found Theravii.da monks, particularly · from 
Ceylon and Burma, who are· enga�ed in pl'opagating 
Buddhism. Located in Toronto and Montreal are 
two well-established Dharma Centres, where medi
tation is being practised. Further mention is made 
of the e�stence of Zen groups of Soto and Rinu.i 

· C!Mmn>A, a demoness. Generally considered· one· Schools affiiated with Zen groups in the United . 

. of the seven :female_,retainers (parivara-parjad). of States of America. The)nflux of Tibetan refugees 
Ya.ma or Mahii.kala, · the · · ·othera beizig· . . Kyohairi; . ·. from India too b.ave con�ributed to the numerical 

HaishitsUdom, Kyori, . · E�nari> :· (Indraiu· 7), . strength of the Buddhist population in that country. 
Shanari and Mirami, Brahii181;li). These are It is, however, to be noted that of the ten provinces 
probably transliterated names (Ta-p'i-lu-ch€-na- in the Dominion of Canada, Buddhism is reco� 

· ch'eng-fu-ching-shu : TaisM, No. 1796, Vol. 39, officially only in four . of them, namely, British 
p. 640), but it is not easy to reconstruct them Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba. and Ontario. · 
into their Sanskrit originals. At first the Buddhists were confined to areas around · 

Vancouver and British Columbia. But alter the Cii.mm:t<;lii is described as follows : She has the 
head of a wild-boar with a crown on it and a naked Second World War Buddhism began to spread in 
human body. She· is red in .colour, with her left the eastern provinces as well. Thus, from British 

fist at her waist, her right palm turned up, holding Columbia to Quebec there are, to-day, over seventeen 

a cup, and her face turned to her left. Buddhist temples or churches-as thoy are known 
in Canada. At present Buddhist activities ere being 

· Her seed syllable (bija) is the letter 'ca' and carried out in almost all including British Colt��bia, · 
· her sign (mudri.i) is that the left hand held in front Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Queboo · 

of her breast, is turned upward as if it holds a skull. and · the Matitimes. Nevertheless, Buddhism is. 
According to Indian mythology, CamUJ}.�B is still to be officially recognised in· .  Quebec. It 

another name of Umii., consort of Siva. Oqoo, should, however, be noted that the Buddhists in 
when her incarila.tion (nirmi.i�-kiiya), . named · Canada constitute only a small fraction of tho whole · 
Durgii., subjuga�d .ASura, she caused his men, population. 
ChiiJ)Qa and Mw;t<;!a, to surrender : thereafter Each Buddhist church is comprised of a resident 
these names wero contracted to Cii.mm;u;le.. Uma Minister, whose functions are varied and heavy. 
is also said to have been called Carma-mw;t<;lii. Marriage is permissible to him and normally he lives 

As . rogards the position of Cii.mm:t<;IB. in ·a with his family. He is expected to attend to the 
· rnal}gala various texts state different directions- everyday needs of his congregation. 

1 A at.rlklng feature of this sect Is the solid faith its adherents have in Amlda Buddha, who symbollses perfed wisdom 
and compasslon. Gautama Is represented as one of his manifestations, 
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A cursory glance at tho setup of the Buddhist 
church in Canada reveals that it has more charac
teristics of a pure social organisation than a religious 

order. At the annual gathering, the Buddhist 
church elect a number of directors on the lines laid 
down in the Provincial Company or Corporation 
Act. The directors, in turn, elect the office bearers 
of the church. Functioning under the Board of 
Directors aro several standing committees to carry 
out the activities both of ecclesiastical and secular 
nature-connected with the church . 

The church consists of numerous circles of 
adherents grouped mainly on the basis of their age. 
Sunday school is conducted for students up to the 
��h school age level. The more adolescent group 
attends a regular Sunday service held at the church. 
Also there are study groups and culturally interested 
groups sponsored by the church. A healthy and 
harmonious atmosphere reigns among the Buddhists 
and the adherents of other faiths in Canada. They 
also cooperate in inter-religious activities with their 
countrymen. · 

The Buddhists in Canada believe firmly in 
Buddha Amida (Skt. Amitabha), whose iniinite 
wisdom and compassion, they believe, pervade 
the whole universe. Although 110. statues of him are 
found in the home shrines, . � . scroll displaying the 
characters signifying ' Namu Amida Butsu ' or a . 

picture depicting him is hung� He is usually 
represented in standing posture with his right hand 
held up in a gesture of assurance (abhaya) and the 
left hand lowered in a gesture of conferring blessings 
(varada) on all. Also most shrines contain a scroll 
depicting Shinral! Shonin, the founder of the sect. 
However, the Amida Buddha alone is worshipped 
and other figures in the shrine are placed out of 
respect and gratitude. 

Ip conformity with their fellow countrymen, the 
Canadian Buddhists spare Sunday for their religious 
activities. Thus, on Sundays they congregate at 
their churches to hold religious services. Apart 
from Sundays, there are also several occasions 
which. bear either historical or religious significance 
for them and on which occasions they hold special 
services. Among them are : 'Shuso-ye' or New Year's 

· Day services, held on January 1, dedicated to the 
retrospection of one's deeds in the foregone year 
and to re-evaluate one's life in the light of Amida's 
infinite wisdom, and compassion. 'Hoonko' is held 
on January 16th in memory of Shinran. 'Nehan-ye' 
or Nirvii.I,la Day is celebrated on February 1 5th to 
commemorate the passing-away of the Sakyamuni. 
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'Ohigan' or Spring Devotion held on March 2 1  is a 
religious service conducted during the spring 
equinox. 'Hanamat.suri' or the Birthday of Gautama 
Buddha, is celebrated on April 8th to commemorate 

his birth in Lumbini garden. 'Gotan-ye' or the 
Birthday of Shinran is held in May 21. 'Obon 
Service,' a memorial service honouring the memory 
of the dead, is held on July 1 5th. These s.ervices con
nected with the dead are usually held between July 
15� h  and August 15th. 'Ohigan' or Autumn Devotion 
falls on September 23 during the autumnal equinox. 
'Jodo-ye' or Bodhi Day is celebrated on December 
8th to commemorate the Enlightenment of the 
Gautama. Buddha under the Bodhi tree. 'Joya-ye' · 
held on . December 3 1st is in reality a New Year's 
eve thanksgiving service. 

Buddhism, as it is being practised in Canada is 
a synthesis of indigenous religious elements, which 
were brought there by the Japanese settlers and 
the extrinsic elements, which were absorbed during 
subsequent times from other faiths. Christian 
religious practises and rites prevelant in Canada 
seem to have had a telling influence on Buddhism. 
A good number of Buddhist practises and ceremo
nies found among the C�J.nadian �.!l_ddhists appear 
to have either been borrowed or adopted from the 
similar ones prevalent among the Christians of the 
same clime-seemingly to fill . the vacuum in 
their religious calendar.* 

C.S.R. 

OA:t;'AKYA-NITI-SASTRA, one. of several collec
tions of maxims attributecl. to Cii.I,lakya. Ludwik 
Sternbach, who has made a study of Bii 'the availa
ble manuscripts and editions of Cii.I,lakya's com
pendia, states that they can be divided into six 
versions, one of which is the Oartakya-niti-sastra 
(0ii1}<1kya-Niti-text-tradition, Ludwik Sternbach, Vol. 
I, Part i, Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research 
Institute, 1963, pp. ix-x). 

A reconstructed text of the Oartakya-niti-sastra 
based on a critical study of several editions and 
manuscripts has been published by Sternbach . 
(ibid. pp. 159-206). This text consists of lOS 
stanzas. For further information on this text see 
Sternbach's introduction to his edition of the text 
(ibid. pp. cxiii-clxvi). 

The Tsngyur of the Tibetan Tripi�aka contains a 
translation of a collection of Cii.J;�akya's maxims. · 
This tl'ansla.tion is attributed to Prabhii.ka.ra8rimitra 
and Rin-chen bza.D-po. D. T. Suzuki, in 
his index to the facsimile edition of the Peking 

· • It Is gratefully acknowledged that some . of the information furnished by Bishop Newton Islilura of the Buddhist 
Cburch of Canada was made use oi in the compilation of this article. 
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edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka gives the title of 
·this collection as Oiittakya-nUi-sastra in Sanskrit 
and Taa-na-ka�i lugs-kyi bstan-bco11 in Tibetan 
(TT. VoL 1 44, No. 5826 : TM. No. 4334) .  Those are 
the t�tles giiVen at the beginning of the Tibetan 
text. However. the colophon of the text gives a 
different Tiootan title, viz. Tsa-na-ka rgyal-po�i 
lupa-L-yi b&t:mi-bc08 which, rendered into Sanskrit 
would read Oarr-alcya-riija-niti-8ii8tra. This latter 
Tibetan title is repeated at the end of each of the 
eight chapters in the text. This Tibetan text is, 
therefore, not a translation of Oii'I)Gkya-niti-siistra 

· but that of Oii!!-akya-riija-niti-8iistra, another of the. 
six versions of Cii.l)akya's compendia . noted by 
Sternbach (op. cit. pp. ix and xi). The Tibetan 
text in question has been published by Sunitikumar 
Pathak, under the title Oii?J.akyarii}anitiiiistra1J1 (.A 
Tibetan text with Sanskr·it Parallel8, Santiniketan, 
January, 1959). 

R.H. 
OANDA (I), younger brother of Sariputta, who also 
entered the Salig� (DhpA. II, p. 188). 

CANDA (2), ·a king and a · benefa.ctor of Kol)<;laiiiia 
Buddha 

_
(BuvA�

-
p._ l40) • . · 

CAMDA (3), one of the chief iay supporters of 
Sikht Buddha:· (Buv. - xxi, 22). : He is- �aned Nanda· 
in the commentary (BuvA·. 'p. 246). 

CAliDA (4), an arahant theta in the time of 
Kot;�9aiiiia Buddha. · He was the son of a rich 
brahman, named Sucindhara. · Canda and his friend 
Subhadda, having heard the Buddha preach at his 
first assembly at Cand'a.rama, entered the Sangha 
and later became arabants (Buv.A. p. 136). 

0· 

CANDA (5), the bodhisatta, hom as a kinnara. 
BOO CANDA-KtNNARA JATAKA. 

CANDA (6), a brahman and the father of Vidbura 
p�!Jita, the bodhisatta. (J. VI, p. 262). 

CANDA (7), one of the three palaces occupied by 
Sumana Buddha before his renunciation, the other 
two being Sucanda and Vatatpsa. (Buv. v. 22). 
The Madlturatthaviliisini calls them Nariva,9?hana, 
Somava,9�ana and Iddhiva!J,<;lhana (BuvA. p. 153). 

OANDA (8), a silvery :p1ount.a.in (rajatapabbata) in_ 
· the Himalayan region where lived the bodhisa.t· 
· ta in one of his births as a kinnara, Canda, with 

his wife Candii. Many rivers flow from it (J. IV, 
p. 283, 288). Mala.lasekera (DPPN. I, p. 844) consi· ders .that Candapassa in the Ohaddanta Jiitaka 

(J. V, p. 38) and Candaka in the Sankhapiila Jiitcika 
(J. V, p. 162) are identical with Canda. 

H.R.P. 

CANDA (1 ) ,  an arahant theri. She was born in a 
brii.hman family which became very poor after her · 
birth. As a. result she grew up in great poverty. 
When all other members of her family died of 
plague, she earned her · living by begging from door 
to door. One da.y, she met Patacii.rii who had just 
finished taking her meals. She saw Candao's 
miserable condition of life due to starvation, felt 
sorry. for her and gave her some food. When she 
had finished. eating, Patacarii preached to her the 
Dhamma. Being greatly delighted by her sermon, 
Candii. renounced the worldly life· and having en· 
tared the Order attained arahantship (Thig. w. 
122-6 ; ThigA. p. 120 f.) .  

I.K. . 

CANDA (2), one of the two chief women disciples of 
Vipassi Buddha, the other · being Candamitti 
(J. I, p. 41 ; Buv. xx, v. 29). 

CANDA (3), wife of Sudiima a.nd the mother of 
Piyadassi ·Buddha. (J. I, p. 39)� In the Buddhavat?W, 
Stidinna is referred to . as. Sudatta. and Candii. as 
SucQ.Ildii (Buv. xiv. 1'. 15)_. · 

'cA:NDA (4), wife of. MaMpatap.�. k�g of Ba.r:at;tasi, 
and mother of Dhammapiila. 

. 
Sh� died an untimely 

death,  because she foUnd it difficult to bear up the 
Jpurder of her son Dhammapii.la. by his father, who· 
thought that the queen had lost her l,'espect for him 
after the birth of her son. Candii. is identified 
with Mahapa.japa.ti Gotami. For details see 
OuUa Dhammapiila Jataka (J. ill, p. 178 . ff.). 

I.K. 

CANDA (5), daughter of the king of the :Maddas 
and chief queen of the king of Bii.ral)asi. She was 
childless for a long time, but by the power of a.n 
act of truth, affirming that she had not violated 
the precepts, she conceived . .  She was the mother 
of Temiya (Miigapa.kkha). Later, after hearing 
her son preach, she took to the ascetic life. For 
details see Mugapakkha Jiitaka (J. VI, p. 1 ff.). 

L.R.G. 

CANDA (6), chief queen of Candakumara., king of 
BB.riii;�asi. She was the daughter of the king of 
Paiiciila and mother of Viisula. She rescued her 
husband from death by the power of lter aaccakiriya 
(a.ct of truth). She is identified with Riibulamati 
(Kha�hala Jiitaka : J. VI, p. 151 f.). 
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CANDA (7), chief consort of king Sutasoma (Oulla
Sutaaoma Jiitaka : J. V, p. 1 77 ff.). Her verses, 
uttered in grief when she heard of her husband's 
decision to become an ascetic, are given in the 
Jataka (J. V. p. 18 1  f.) .  She is identified with 
Rii.hulamatii. (ibid. p. 1 92). 

CANDA (8), a. kinnari, wife of Canda, the bodhisatta. 
See CANDA-KINNARA JATAKA. 

CANDA (9), the kinnari maiden of whom the king 
of Barfu)asi bocame enamoured, forgetting his own 
queen Asitii.bhu ( VbhA. p. 470 f.). In the Asitiibhu 
Jiitaka the incident is recorded without mentioning 
Canda's name. Here it is prince Brahmadatta 
of Barfu.lasi who is attracted by her (J. II, p. 229 ff.) .  

CA�J)A, a. headman (giimatti) of Savatthi who 
visited the Buddha at Jetavana and after hearing 
him preach, became a. lay disciple (S. IV, 
p. 305 f.). See C�J;>A SUTTA. 

CAl$J)A, name of a. .  yak�it;i mentioned in the 
Buvarttaprabhiisottama Siltra (ed. J. Nobel, Leipzig, 

. 1937, p. 1 63). 

CANDABHA (1), an arahant thera. He belonged 
to a wealthy brahman family of Ra.jagaha. He 
was named Candabha because there emitted frotn 
�e circle of his navel a glow that resembled the 
disk of the moon. With the idea of making money 
from this fact, the brii.hmans seated him in a carriage 
and took him round, proclaiming .that anybody 
who· stroked his body would attain power and glory. 
Thus they collected much wealth. When they 
reached Savatthi, where the Buddha. was, there 
arose a dispute between the B�ddht..'s followers and 
the Brahmans, as to · whether the Buddha or 
Candii.bha possessed greater supernatural power. 
Unable to settle the dispute, Candabha was sent to 
see the Buddha. Even as he approached the 
Buddha the light from l>is body disappeared. 
Coming to the conclusion that this was the effect 
of a charm, he asked the Buddha to teach it to him. 
When the Buddha declared that it could only 
be learnt by one who entered the Sangha, he agreed 
to do so, with the hope of reverting to the lay life 
later. After he became a bhikkhu, Candii.bha 
was asked to meditate on the thirty-two constituent 
parts of the body, and after a fow days he attained 
arahantship. 

The story of his previous lives is also given. 
Re was once a forester who befriended a merchant 
from Baral)asi to whom he supplied red sandalwood. 
On one of his visits to the mel'chant he was taken 
to the place where a. shrine was being erected over 
the relics of Kassapa Buddha.. The forester made 
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a moon-disk out of sandalwood and offered it to 
the shrine. After death he was reborn in the 
deva-world until his last birth in the time of Gota�a 
Buddha (DhpA. IV, p. 187 ff. ) .  

The story of Candii.bha is also found in tho 
Suttanipa.ta. commentary with variant details: 
It was from his chest that a circle of rays emanated 
like the disk of the moon. In his previous birth 
as a forester, after the offering of the disk of sandal
wood to Kassapa Buddha's shrine, he made the 
wish that rays like . those of the moon playing on 
his offering of the sandalwood disk, should proceed 
from his chest in all his future lives. After death 
he was reborn in Tii.vatilflsa, where he became 
known as Candii.bha devaputta, because on his chest 
there was a circle of rays which resembled the disk 
of the moon (SnA. II, p. 523 ff.).  

L.R.G. 

CANDABHA (2), s previous birth, as a king, of 
Ekadipiya thera. See EKADIPIYA. 

CANDABHAGA. (Skt. Candrabhaga), the modem 
river Chenab in the Punjab, a tributary of the 
Indus or the Sindhu� It is the sa.n:ie. as the �gvedic 
Asikni, Arrian's Akesines and ���Simdab�gs or 
Sandabal of Ptolemy (B.C. Law, Hutorical 
Geography of Ancient lrldia, Pari�;�, ·. 1 954, p. 73) • . · 

Sometimes the united streams of the Jhelum and 
. 

the Chenab are known by the name Candabhii.gi. 
Its source is in a lake called Lohitya Sarovara in 
Lahoul, (N. L. Dey, The Geographical Dictionary 
of Ancient and Mediaeval India, London, 1 927, 
p. 4 7). The Candrabhii.ga is mentioned in the Mark�� 
¢eya Purarw among the chief rivers flowing from 
the Himalayas (ch. 57, vv. 1 6-18). Two rivers by 
this name seem to be suggested here and in the 
Mahiibhiirata (Bhi�ma Parvan, Section 9), but the 
second river has not been identified. The river 
Bbimn., tributary of the Kri�l)ii., is also known as 
CMdrabhii.ga, but it is not the river referred to in 
this context. 

The Canda.bha.gii. is mentioned in the Mt'linda
paiiha (ed. V. Trenckner, PTS., 1 935, p. 1 1 4), 
among the ten most important rivers issuing 
from the Himalayas. In Pali literature it is often 
referred to as Mahiinadi {great river ; e.g. , DA . III, 
p.877 ; AA. I, p. 322). The Candabhii.ga figures in 
several ancient legends recorded in the Apadiina 
(e.g., I, pp. 79, 277, 291 ; II, p. 450), the Theraga.tha · · 
commentary (e.g., I, pp. 94, 188 ; II, p. 122) and the 
Therigathii commentary (e.g., pp. 9, 33, 45, 5 1), iri 
connection with the former lives of the elders in the 

· time of previous Buddhas, like Vipassi, Siddhattha 
and Atthadassi. Canda.bhii.ga was the third river 
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crossed · by king Mahakappina and his ministers 
on their way to Savatthi from their own country, 
and it was under a large banyan tree on the bank of 
the Candabhii.gii that the Buddha awaited their 

. arrlval (Th!lflA. TI, p. 232 ; A.A. I, p. 322, etc.). 
This river is �d ta have been one league deep and 
one' league wide (DhpA. TI, p. 120), and eighteen 
leagues in length (DA. ill, p. 877, 888). 

L.R.G. 

one mile to the east of Tissavava. The 
Dhiituva7!!8/J (ad. D. W. Samarasinghe, Colombo, 
1 940, p. 30) attributes tho construction of the 
Saiidagiri-vihara to Mahaniiga of Mahagama, 
whorea.s the Pujiivaliya (ch. xxxiv) attribut�s it to 
his grandson Kiikavru;u_latissa.. Two inscriptions 
on an octagonal pillar south of Saiidagiri-diigii.ba, · 
one, of a. son of king Bha.tika Abhaya. (22 B.C.-
7 A.C.) and the other of king Vasabha (67-
1 1 1  A. C.), record the grant of shares of the Dura.tisa 

CABDABHA JATAKA (No. 135, J. I, 474), related tan.lc, of Aba.ga.maka tank and of fields in J>i�igama 
by the Buddha to the monks while staying at to the uposatha house of the monastery (OJSc. 

Jetavana on the in�erpre4t,timi of . a problem by TI, pp. l7, 18, 25, 74 ; Miiller, Ancient Inscription� of 

Sariputta at the· gate of Sa.Iikassa; In a previous Ceylon, London, 1883, p. 31).  Vijayabiihu I 
birth, when Brahmadatta was reigning iri Bariil,lasi, (1055-1 ll0 A.C.) restored the Ca.nda.gi�-viham . 
the bodh�tta pMsed a;.,ay ·while preachiilg to his-and granted to it some villages (Mhv. lx, v.61). 

disciples on candiibha (moonlight) and .mriyiiqha H.R.P • . 

(sun-light) and was born as a Ma.ha. Brahms in the 
Abhassara Brabma world. When his chief disciple CANDAGUTTA (1), an arahant thera who came 
interpreted: his words after the master's death, the with eighty thousand bhikkhus from the V anavii.sa 
other disciples would not believe him. Therefore, country for the foundation ceremony of the 
the bodhisatta, returning from the Brahms world Mahathiipa. in Anurii.dhapura (Mhv. xxix� ·,;. 42 ; 
and appearing before them in mid-air, uttered a. Dpv. xixV, v. 8). 
stanza in eXplanation. li!' then praised ·the chief 
disciple and returned .to th� Brapma world. The · CAND;AGUTTA (2), · pupil of Mahii.kassapa. 

s�� iridi�tes; ��o�ding_ to the coJiimentacy �>n . Oandagutta.'s pupil was· Suriyagutta (SA. ill� 
the J�Wta, t�a.t by takipg t�e �n· and -�he moori. a.�L ,. P• 143). ' . · 

· · 

snbj�� fcir:�erut+ti?n {kanmJ�#hana); ohe - cow�·: ' . CANDAGUTT� (3), � �ah�t who lived in India . 
. . attain ;Mna m the seco�d- degree and save oneself sometime. �er the demise of the Buddha. . . He 

from rebirth in spheres of existence lower th!Joll was
· 

the pupil of Maha.m,mda thera, pupil of 
the Abhassara Brahma. world. Mahii.kassapa. The forehead bone (lalii#adhiitu) . 

The Buddha identifies the chief disciple in the of the Buddha, said to be enshrined in the ancient 
Jitaka. with Sii.riputta. and the Mallii. Brahma. cetiya at . Seruvila in Ceylon, was _ in. charge �£ . 
with himself. this monk and was worshipped by him in the 

.H.R.P. ' perfumed cell ' (gandMlcu#) of the Buddha. at 

CABDABHANU, a king of Java who invaded Ceylon 
during the eleventh year of the reign of Para.kran:la.· 
bii.hu TI (1244 A:C.). See CANDRABHANU (2). 
CAHDABHIBHO, name . of · a former Buddha 
(SV!}'U. p. 5). 

CABDADEVA, the third of the ten· sons of Deva
gsbbhii. and Upa.sigara. See ANDHAKA VE�
(DAsA-)PUTTA. 

CANDAGABBHA, according to. the Sutta Ni.piita 
commentary (Sn..4.. 1 ,  p. · 66), one of the seven 
mountain ranges which have to be croSBed on the 

· way to Gandhamadana. (q.v.). 

. .  CANDAGmi, an ancient monastery . m Ceylon 
· identified by Geiger (Oulava�a, ti'Sl. I, p. 220, n. 2) 

and C. W. Nicholas (JOBRAS. New Serie!, Vol. 
VI, Special Number, p. 61) with the ruins of the 
Saiidagiri-vihara in Tissamaharama at Mahii.gama, 

Vesii.ll before it was brought to Ceylon. His 
pupil B�dasena tOok char� · of it after the 
passing away of his teacher '(Dhiituva7!!8a, ed. 

:D. W. Samarasinha, Colombo, 1940, p. 22 f. ; 
Ji.nak. p. 52). 

H.R..P. 

CANDAGUTTA {4}, one of the eight khattiyas 
· (noblE�$) sent to Ceylon by emj>eror Asoka to 

accompany the branch of the Bodhi-tree. He 
took a. prominent part in the celebrations when 
the Sacred-tree left Pii.�aliputta (Mh.bv. p. 152). 
Later, when it arrived in Ceylon, Candagutta was . 
appointed. by king Devii.na.mpiyatissa. to beat the 
golden drum at the Bodhi-trea ceremonies. He 
was also given the office of Ma.layarii.ja. (lordship of 
the hill-colintry) with the locality known as 
Virabii.hu janapa,da for his maintenance (Dpu. 
xvi, t1. 36 ; Mhbv. p. 165). 

H.R.P. 
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CANDAKA, name of three palaces mentioned in 
the Jatakas. One is the palace of king Sivi (J. IV, 
p. 4 l l ) ; the second of Angati, king of Videha (J. VI, 

. pp. 229, 230, 23 1 ) which is also called Cauda (J. VI, 
· p. 242) , and the third is one of . the palaces to be 
occupied by the future Buddha Metteyya (Aniigv. 
JPTS. 1886, p. 46). 

CA�J;>AKA, a yakija mentioned in the Mahiimayitri 
(nu,mbered line 77 of 'Le Catalogue geographique 
des yak�a dans la Maha-Mayiiri' by S. Levi ; 
JAs. XI, 5, 1915, pp. 1-138). 

CA�J;>AKALI, a bhikkhut;U well known for her 
quarrelsome propensities. She was a friend of 
Thullananda, during whose absence the other 
bhikkhul,lis once expelled Cal,ll;lakali from their 
midst. This act wa.s greatly resented by 
Thullananda, and Cai,ll;lakali was re-admitted 
(Vin. IV, pp. 230-1, 309-10). 

She is several times mentioned as starting 
qua�els with other bhikkhut;Us, and when they 
disagreed with her, she threatened to denounce 
the Buddha and the bhikkhul)is, and to join 
some other Order, declaring that there were other 
O�ders which were, in every way, as good as the 
Buddha's. Once, when some of her colleagues 
asked her · if she had seen something which they 
had lost, she cursed them roundly and started 
to weep and create a scene (ibid. p. 276-7). She 
was charged with frequenting gatherings of laymen 

· (ibid. p. 293), and, it is said that she joined 
Thullananda in various vicious practices (ibid. p. 
333). She once applied for permission to ordain 
bhikkhUl)is but was refused, and, on discovering 
that other bhikkhUl)is had obtained this permission, 
she became violently abusive (ibid. p. 331). 

U. K. 

CA�J;>A-KHAJ;>GA-YAMARI- SADHANA- NAMA, 
a sadhana text, a Tibetan version of which occurs 
in the Rgyud-l,lgrel (tantra commentary) section 
of the Tsngyur under the title Ral-gri g$in-rje-g8ed 
gtum-pofli sgrub-thabs shes-bya-ba (TT. Vol. 67, 
No. 2815 ; TM. No. 1950 ; Cordier, II. p. 165). 

The text deals with the procedure of worship of 
Cru;t9.a-khal;lga-yamii.ri whose form is described. 
Emerald-green in colour, he has two heads. The 
head on the right is blue while that on the left is 
white. He carries a knife, a sword, a wheel, a 

. skull, a jewel and a lotus. He is adorned with 
beautiful ornaments and cobras. He wears a 
garment of tiger-skin. 

R. H. 

CANDAKUMARA 

CANDA-KINNARA JATAKA (No. 485, J. IV, 
pp. 283 ff.) related by the Buddha while in the 
banyan-grove near Kapilapura, regarding the 
loyalty of Rahula's mothor, Yasodhara . 

It was related during first return of the Buddha. 
to his father's house after his Enlightenment. On 
hearing from his father, that Y asodhara had retained 
her fidelity to her husband even after his departure, 
by various acts expressing loyalty, the Buddha 
states that this was not the first occasion when she 
showed her loyalty to him, and that in previous 
existences, too, she had done so, and that the Oanda
kinnara Jataka would illustrat� this statement. 

The bodhisatba, was once a kinnara (translated 
'fairy' by Rouse, The Jiitaka, ed. Cowell, VoL lV, 
PTS. 1957, p. 179) whose wife was a female kin
nara by the name of Candii., a previous existence of 
Y asodharii.. They dwelt together in Canda-pabbata, 
a silver mountain in the Himalayas, ami while 
they were making love to each other, Brahmadatta, · 
the king of Bii.ral).asi, on a hunting expedition in the 
Himalayan forest, sees them, and soon falls in love 
with Cauda. His passions roused to possess her, 
he decides to kill her husband. �en the king'e 
arrow shot him dead, the king prop()ses to Candi 
to go with him and be his queen, but she rejects him 
outright. The dying words of the kinnara, and the 
lament of his wife are given in moving lip.es (ibid. 
p. 181). 

When he hears these words the king returns 
indifferently to his city. Cauda, sorrow-stricken, · 
places her husband's head on her lap and mourns, 
appealing to the gods and accusing them for their 
apathy and neglect of so innocent a being. Sakka 
is moved, and, arriving on the spot in the guis9 
of a brahman, resuscitates her husband. 

Rouse (ibid. 182, n. 2) compares Cauda's taunting 
of the gods : "Are there none who govern the world ? 
are they on a journey ? or peradventure they are 
dead, and therefore save not my dear husband !" 
to Elijah's taunts, (1 ,  Kings, xviii, 27) : "Cry aloud, 
for he is a god, either he is talking, or he is pursuing, 
or he is in a journey, or peradventure be sleepeth 
and must be awaked." 

B.J. 

CA�J;>AK$1, one of the eight yogtms of the · 
citta-calcra (mind-sphere), connected with the 
Prajfiiilokasadhana, the propitiation of the light of 
wisdom (Sadh. II, p. 427) . 

CANDAKUMARA ( 1 ), the bodhisatta, hom as the 
son of Ekarii.ja; king of Pupphavati (J. VI, p. 131 
ff.). He is also called Candaka (ibid. p. 144) and 
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Candiya (ibid. pp. 152, 154). The story is given 
very briefly in the Oariyapi!a,ka as an example of 
diint.tparami (cariya No. 7 ; CpA. pp. 58-63). 
See KH�J;>AHALA JATAKA. 

U.K. 

CANDAKUMABA (2), one of the three sons of 
Brahmadatta, king of Barii.I)asi, brother of Mahi:Ql· 
saka and 800p-brother of Suriyakumii.ra. He is 
identified with Sii.riputta. For details see DEVA· 
DHAMMA JATAKA (J. I, p. 127 ff. ; DhpA. 
ill, p. 73 ff.). 

. 

From the foregoing description it would be 
seen that the Pali NiMya8 do not furnish much 
information about the cal)<:lalas except that they" 
were a despised category of men in Indian society 
of the time. Much more information, however, 
could be culled f�om the Jat.a.k11. stories. Before 
discussing the information furnished by the 
Jii.takas it would be useful to say that in the later 
Vedic literature and in the laws of Manu the 
CSJ)<:ia.las were regarded as a very low oaste of 
mixed origin. According to them; they were 
the offspring of a AMra father and a brahman 
mother. According to this theory, the lower th� 

CA:tu;>ALA, one of the low castes (nicakula) in caste of the father and the higher the caste of the 
India referred to in Buddhist literature. According mother, tho lower will be the caste of the issue . 
. to the evidence . available in Pali literat.ure, the Hence the cal)�ii.las were regarded as the lowest 
CSJ)�ii.las were moro or less outcastes or a very low ·and the most despised of all the mixed caPtes. 
minor caste. They are . very often mentioned In a discussion of the c��ii.la as a caste, this 
after the four main castes, i.e., khattiya, briihmarm, background has to be kept in mind. 
"essa and su.dda. In a number of places in the Jn addition to the theory that the CSJ)�a.Jas Nikayri8 these four major · castes are followed by originated as a result of tho mixture of castes, it is five other castes with CBJ)�ala as the first, i.e., . 

· · S()metimes· suggested that they were originally a 
cattr)iila, nesiida (hunt. er), vetta (worker in reeds), · 

despised group of aborigines, ·who were treated as. rathakiira (chariot�maker), and pukkusa (scavenger: such by the Aryans who invaded India (Rhys e.g., A. I, pp. 107, 162 ; S. I, p. 166 ; M. II, p. 152 Davids, Buddhist India; Calcutta, ·1950, p. 40). · etc.). The bkth in · any of these five· �astes ' is · · · Since the conquering · · Aryans . regarded · all regarded . as · Unfortunate. · ·Although . the last aborigines . as much below � them on grounds o( . fo� terms_ are . �If-explanatory, . in . that they .·ar . . e. ,-. . 
.colour .- 'and other considerations, the cal)9a.las, · words indica�ing: the type of work done by each of · too, · could have been one such group who \vera these divisions of the same society, the word more despised than the other owing to somo reason (q'fl{lala is not iO and generally the term is rendered or other (G. S. Ghurye, 0Mte and Race in lndia, aa a low-born person. At M. III, p. 169, sinful 

people are said to be born in these five low castes. Londo.n, �932, pp. 47-8). 
The miserable nature of these low castes is described Just as the origin of .the cal)�a.Jas cannot be 
at S. I� PP· . 93 f., where a man born into a�y of clearly explained, even their professional work -

them is said to be hard-pressed for his basic defies clear explanation. According to th& 
necessities and sometimes. even handicapped by cummentary on the Sila·vima't]tBaka Jiitaka · (j • 

. Physical disabilities. Here, the Buddha does III, p. 195) their professional work consisted of 
not condemn these cast.es on grounds of low birth, the disposal of the dead (chava-cha44aka�ar:uj,ii[.ii,). 
but he distinguishes between good and bad people According to J. H. Hutton (Caste in India. 
according to their actions, whatever the caste Bombay, 1951, p. 145), people, engaged in coffin. 
may oo. But at A .  III, pp. 228-9 is found the making, grave-digging and the disposal of the dead, 
· brii.bmaz.Uc attitude towards this question where are regarded as outcastes in Burma and are called 
it- is said that a brahman who takes for his wife a sandiila in Burmese which may be same as th� 
e&:t�iila woman is said to violate a major bond P�i word catu}ala. The descendents of the original 
and he is referred to as a brahman outcaste candalas are known as namaaildra in Bengal and 
(briih�-oott{liila). The despised nature of the th�� are mainly cultivators and fishormon (iQi� 
��ala is referred t.o at A. IV, pp. 376, too, where . p. - 288). According to R. Fick (The Social 
there is a reference to the c�c;ltila's begging-tray Organisation in North-East India it� Buddha's . : 

· (lcalopihauha), which consists of a small · vessel Time, Cal�utta, 1 920, English Translation by 
fixed to the end of a. stick so that there is no contact s. Maitra, p. 8), in addition to the disposal of the · 
between the giver and the recipient. The rodiyas dead, the execution of criminals, which was aa 
of Ceylon, who are the Ceylonese counterpatl of equally despised kind of work, . was also done by 
the Indian c�<;lii.la, have a similar begging-tray the cat;�c;lii.las. Here it may be mentioned that, 
oalled lrolapota. . according to the law-books, the office of executioner 
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(c"oraghataka) was always given to people of despised 
castes, specially the cat:t<;lalas (Manu, x, 56). 
In the Oittasambhuta Jataka (IV, p. 390) two 
cnt:t<;lii.las are said to hB,ve beon practising their art 
of ca7){ialava'l'fl-8adhopana, which the. PED. takes 
8S a feat by acrobats. But, from the context it 
would appear that this refers to some work done 
specially by cut:trJalas, for they themselves refer to 

this work later in the story as caruj.iUakamma, 
the work of the canc)alas. Does this term refer 
to ·a kind of washing or sweeping or to some 
acrobatic feat 7 

The information discussed above shows that, 
regarding �he professional work of the cal)c;lala� a 
clear conclusion cannot be drawn. 'fhe disposal 
of the dead was evidently their chief work. It 
is possible that they performed other menial 
serviCes like sweeping and washing too. But, 
considering the low position they occupied in 
society, they had hardly any chance of practising 
a higher profession, even that of an artisan. 

The extent to which the Ca.i,lc;iala.S were despised 
oould be understood from certain incidents referred 
to in a number of Jatakas. At J. Ill, pp. 232 f. a. 
brahman youth named Setaketu of Barat:tasi 
who was very proud of his caste, was going out 
from the city with his companions when he saw 
a cat:�c;lals. Fearing Ubat the wind which contacted 
the caQc;lii.la might touch his own body and pollute 
him, he cursed him for being there and commanded 
the unfortunate. man to move to leeward and he 
himself ran quickly in the opposite direction. 
But :the canc)ala youth defied his orders and stood 
to the windward of him, which provoked the ot.her 
so much that he started abusing him thoroughly. 
.Then the cBJ)c:lii.la threw a challenge to the other 
to answer a question on condition that failure to 
do so would result in the cal)c;lala putting the 
brii.pman between his feet. As he failed to answer 
the question the cal).c;lii.la forcibly put him bet,ween 
his feet. This ·incident as it occurs in a Jii.taka 
story, is evidently expressive of the Buddhist 
attitude towards the whole question of caste, for it 
mubs the brahman, showing the superiority of 
knowledge over caste. But the incident as reported 
here reveals the contempt with which the cal)c;lii.las 
were regarded by the brahmans. There is a similar 
story at J. IV, p. 388, where a brahman ascetic, 
mightily proud of his birth, was humbled by a 
-cai)c;ilila. Although the purpose of the story is to 
ridicule the brii.hmal)ic attitude towards the caste
system, the low position of the cat:tc;llila in that 
society is rev«:)aled by this story, too. Here the 
8scotic had his h�nnitage on the. bank of a river 
and a c��la, too", lived in the neighbourhood. 

One day when the ascetic was bathing in the river a. 
toothpick thrown into the river by the cal).c;lii.la. 
got entangled in the ascetic's hair at which the 

. ascetic became thoroughly offended., abused him 

and ordered. the cai)Q.ii.la to go e!sew bore. 
The Satadhamma Jataka (J. II, pp. 82 ff.) furthel' 

illustrates the severity of these caste-rules. 
According to this story, two youths, a brahman and 
a CBJ)9ala travel together on a long journey. 
Parenthetically it may be remarked here that it 
was very strange that a brahman travelled together 
with a cat:t<;l.ala. Only tho cal)c;lala youth, who is 
the bodhisatta, takes provisions for the journey. 
On the way, the cat:tc;lii.la, before taking his meals, 
invited the other to join him, which was naturally 
turned down. After travelling the whole day, 
the bodhisatta had his second meal in the evening. 
The brahman, who had been extremely tired by 
this time, was feeling very hungry. His hunger 
made him forget all about his caste and this time 
he asked for a portion of the meal from the cat:tc;lii.la 
and ate it. No sooner had he fulished eating, than 
he was overtaken by grief and repentance, that he, 
being a brahman, had eaten food. l�ft over by a 
CBJ)Q.ii.la, and immediately vomitted out with blood 
what he had eaten. Ho was feeling 'so guilty and 
became so sick of life for corrimitting such a grievoll8 
fault that he decided to starve to death and entered . 
a forest to do so. Here, too, it is a : case of the 
Buddhist writers bringing to ridicule the rule 
of the brii.hmans. that no brahman should eat the 
food left over by a CBJ)I;ia!a. The Malanga Jataka 
(J. I V, p. 376 ff.) shows that the eating of the 
leavings of a cat:t<Jala's meal by a brahman results . 
in the latter losing his caste. According to this 
story 16,000 brii.hmans lost their caste because the 
water which had been mixed with rice left over by a 
cal)<;l.a.J.a dropped into their mouths. The contempt 
for such food was so groat that the Buddha 
in his introduction to the Satadhamma Jataka 
(J. II, p. 82), says that for the followers of his 
doctrine the eating of food obtained in an unlawful 
manner is like eating the table-leavings of a CB.I)c;iala. 

Not only were the CB.I)c;lalas regarded as conveying · 
defilement to those who came into contact with 
them and even the wind contacting them \vas 
regarded as conveying contamination, but also 
even their sight from a distance was enough for . . .  
high caste poople, specially women, to wash their 
eyes with scented watar to remove the pollution.: 
Thus, at J. IV, p. 391 f. two women, a daughter of a · 

wealthy merchant (se��hi) and of a royal counseller 
(purohita), who had gone to the city gate to play, 
on seeing two cal).f;iala brothers, washed their 
eyes with scented water and turned back. The 
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poor cat:�c,l.�las received a sound beating from the 
people who lost a very good chance of feasting on 
tho ocr.asiun. The same thing happened in the 
Miilaitga Jataka (Joe. cit.) when DiHhamangalika 
sa.w 8 candala. on her rounds in the city, turned 
back a�d

· .
washed her eyes with scented water. 

Here, too, the CSJ.l.Qiila received the same treatment 
from her escort. High-caste women, even non
brii.hman, � in the above cases, seem to have had a 
special aversion to caJ.lc}.ii.la.s. The whole of the 
Mii.tango. Jiitaka (loc. cit.) is a very good illustration 

II, p. 6). The lioness felt so insulted at the jackal's 
proposal that she decided to hold her breath and 
commit suicide. 

At J. III, pp. 27 f. ( V-in. IV, p. 203) there is a 
departure from the normal trend when a king, 
pleased with a Cll.J.lQii.la's behaviour, makes him 
the town-sentinel. This was really the Budd.lllst 
viewp$>iilt and it is natural for a Buddhist writer 
to give expression to it. 

A. G. S. K. 

of the low position occupied by the ca�c}.ii.las and CANDALAKAPPA, a locality in Kosala. It was 
also of the way Buddhist writers carried on their the 

. .  
residence of Dhii.na.fijii.ni brahmaJ.li and 

campaign against the brahman caste system. Sailgii.rava mii.J.l.B.va. The Buddha once stayed 
· Owing to the extremely low position occupie d there in the mango grove of the Todeyya brii.hmans. 

by the c�c,l.alas and the contempt with · which · Sangii.rava met him there and · on that occasion 
they were regarded, it was necessary that they was preached the Sangarava Sutta (M. II, p. 209 ff.). 
had to be excluded from society at large. CA�l;)ALATISSA MAHABHAYA, mentioned in 
Consequently, they had to live in a special village the Anguttara commentary (AA . I, p. 92), a severe 
outside the town and to follow the low occupations famine that occured in Ceylon due to the activities 
allotted to them. The fact · that they lived in of a brahman brigand named Tissa, which lasted 
their special village (caru;liilagama) outside the for twelve yeara from circa 103 B.C. Other 
town (bahinaga�e) is referred to in several places . literary works more frequently refer to it as 
in the · Jata.kas (e.g., J. IV, · PP· ._376, 390). Thus, · Brahmanatissa Maha-bhaya. According· to · the 

. it became necessary that_ whenever they · (3:ntered above �xt, when the maMi-bhaya arose, Sakka . the town, either for begging or to do their �rested a large raft . and warned . the monks that 
professional �or�, they had· to be distinguished . ·there wa5 danger of a great calamity for there was · from the others:· · The Matatiga Jatakd (loc:· cit.) no rain, and the monks, would· not be able to obtain 
describes the dress of the CBJ.lc}.ii.la all" . a soiled their requisite!. They would thus be unable to 
undergarment of red colour, a belt tied around it, 

. . remember the texts. He advised them to go 
with a dirty upper garment and an earthen pot in abroad and make.- their life secure. 
hand. . They were distinguished from the rest of 

Sixty monks who met near the shore decided that the population by thier speech, too. Thus, in 
they should not leave the country but stay there the OittasambhUta Jataka (J. IV, pp. 390 ff.) we 
and protect the Tipi�ka. They went to the are · told how · two caJ.l.Qii.la brothers dressed as 
DakkhiJ.lamil.laya janapa.da and there they subsisted brahma.ns go to Takkasila !J,nd study under . a 
on bark, roots and leaves of trees. Whenever teacher. Later, one of them burns his face with 
they felt strong enough to sit they sat together and a lamp, forgets himself, and crias in his own 
recited the texts ; at other times they rested their language (cat�-rfiilabhiisiiya) upon which their 
heads on heaps of sand and continued recitation. disguise is detected. According to the story In this manner · they preserved the texts and the they were driven out immediately and then they 
commentaries for . twelve long years. When the 

entered a forest to become ascetics. It may be 
peril was over, seven hundred monks, who had remarked here that this distinction in their speech · gone abroad and protected the texts and the 

was probably not in their language as a whole, commentaries, cam� ba�k to the country and 
but � cert�in words and expressions; for, being reached thQ MaJ.l�alar�ma-�ara in the Kallagama 
excluded from the rest of the population, they ja.napada. The sixty monks who stayed behind 
must have preserved some traits of their original met them there. Both parties compared the langilaga. texts and the colllinentaries as they remembered 

Sometimes the term Ca.I).Qii.la is used as a term of . them and found that not even a single syllable was 
contempt. Thus, when a jackal makes a proposal different. See also BRAHM�A-TISSA. 
of marriage to a young lioness, the latter says H.R.P. 
that the jackal is regarded as the lo_west and the 
most wretched among the four-footed animals 
and is similar to a C8J!.<;lii.la (ca�-aadi8o : J. 

CA�l;)ALI, name of a yog�m mentioned m the 
Sadhanamcila (Sadh. p. 443). According to the 
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Mal!iimayuri (Mhm. p. 243) it is the name of a 
rak�asi. 
CAlfJ)ALIKA, name of a yalcsi'(l,i mentioned in tho 

Suva'f'(l,aprabhasottama Siltra (SvqL. p. 163). 

CA:tfJ)ALIKA • BINDU - PRASPHARA�A - NAMJ\, 
the name of a text, a Tibetan translation of which 
occurs in the Rgyud-l}.grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur under the title Gthum-mo�i 
.thig-le bkram-pa shes-bya-ba. Lurciki (Luiicaka) 
is the author of the text (TT. Vol. 69, No. 3251 ; 
. TM. No. 2409 ; Cordier, p. 243). Instructionr; 

· on a form of contemplation leading to_mystic power 
forms the theme of the work. 

CA�J;>ALINI, name of a yogini, mentioned in tho 
Amrtapra.bhil-Sii.dhanopayikii (Siidh. II, p. 546). 

{}A�J;>AMAHARO$A�A, another name of the deit.y 
Cru;!Q.aro�a (q.v.). 

CA�J;>AMAHARO$A�ABHlSAMAYA, a text, a 
Tibetan translation of v.:hi.ch occurs in the Rgyud· 
l}grel (tantra �ommentary) section of the Tangyur, 
under the title Gtum-chen drag-po�i mnon-par rtogs
pa. The authorship of the work is attributed to 
Bde-bu. . chen-pol}.i rdo-rje (Ma.ha.sukbatavajra). 
Gshon-nu dpa.l is named as the translator (TT. Vol. 
86, No. 4890 ; TM. No. 1782 ; Cordier, III, No. 192). 

The text sets out in detail the manner of propi
tiating Ca:.;tQ.a.maha.rOf}BQa. · Several mantras to be 
chanted in tho course of the ceremony are quoted. 
The description of Ca.J;lcJa;mahii.ro�I.J.a. given here 
is similar to that given .in the Siidiwnamalii ; cp. 
C�AMAHARO��A-SADHANA (1) .  

.R.H. 

CA�J;>AMAHARO$A�A-8ADHANA ( 1 ), a. sadhaua. 
in prose occurring in the Siidhanarruila (Siidh. No. 86). 
�a worshipper is exhorted to meditate on Ca.:.;tQ.a
mabarof}ana. whose form is described. He is one
faced, two-armed, and squint-eyed . He also �ears 

· another name, Aca.la. He resembles the ata8i flower 
in colour and has a. formidable mouth with gaping 
teeth. He bites his lower lip with his teeth. He 
wears a. jewelled head-dress, various jewelled orna
ments and a garland of severed heads. His eyes 
are slightly red. He carries a sword in his right 
hand and a noose round the mised index-finger 
against the_ chest in his left. He has a white snake 
as his sacred thread and is clad in a. tiger-skin. His 
left leg touches the ground, .while the right is slightly 
raised. He is radiant like the sun and bears on his 
crown the effigy o( Alu�obhya. The mantra . for 
invoking him is, 01!' ca.r.uf,amahiiro�a'(l,a kilT[& pha.t 

' .  

9. S.P.C. 93898 
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(cp. B. Bhattach!!oryya, The Indian BwldM.st. Icono
'.Jraph•J, 2nd ed., CaJoutta., 1958, p. 155). 

Three translations of this eiidh!Ula are included lli 
the Rgyud-l}.grel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur of the Tibetan Tripit;aka under the titl£> 
Gtum-po (khro-bo) chen-pol),i sgrub-thabs. Th�: 
translations are by Da, Abha.ya, Tshul-kh.rim�; 
rgyal-mtsha.n (TT. Vol. 80, No. 4086) Don-yod 
rdo-rje, Ba-ri lo-tsa-ba, and Grasg-pa rgyal-mtshan 
(TT. Vol. 80, No. 4301 ; TM. Nos� 3262� 3263, 3469) . 

R.H . 

CA�J;>AMAHARO�A�A-sADHANA (2), a sadhana 
in prose found in the Siidhanamala (Sfidh. No. 87) . . 
The text describes in detail the procedure of worship
ping Ca:.;t�amaha.ro�, who is to be invoked with 
the formula, 01Jl Car.uf,amahiiro�ana hu� phaJ. The 

god, who is also called Ca:.;t<;iaca.la in this text;. 
is described, the desc�ption being similar to that. 
given in Cat;Uf,amahiiro�a'(l,a-siidhafl,a ( 1). A.  few 
details are added. C�Q.amaha.ro� is as luStrow; 
as the sapphire and appears very a.ngry, like a 
blazing fire. His left knee rests on the ground 
while he treads on MB.ra with his right foot. 

A Tibetan translation of the s84ho.na occurs iu 
the· Rgyud-}Jgrel (tantra commentry) section of tho 
Tengylir under the title Gtwm-po (khro-bo) �P�' . 
ogrub-thabs. The translation is attributed to Grags. 
pa rgyal-mtshan (TT. Vol. 80, No. 4302 ; TM; No. 
3480). 

R.H. 

CAN.J;>AMAHARO�A�A-sADHANA (a), a ·�_dhBna. 
in prose occurring in the SiidhanamaJa (Sadh. No. 88). 
The text describes the procedure of worship of 
CBQQ.a:rila.ha.rolil8.:.;tO.. The description of the gOd 
is similar to that given in Cattrf,O,maM,ro�af)a-scidl.a� · 

(1  ) . 
. 

Two Tibetan translations of the sadhana occur ill 
the Rgyud-l}.grel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur: . One of thes� •. a.ttribu�<J to Gra.gs-pa 
rgyal-mtshan, is ca.lled Gtum-po (kllro-bo) chen-pol;l.i 
8flt'Ub-thabs. (TT. Vol. 80, No. 430�). The pther� 
attributed to Sbyin-pa. tshul-khrims; is called KT•ro• 
chen yrum-po�i �Jgrub-thabs. In this . translation. 
the authorship of the sadhana is . attributed to 
Pra.bhBk.arakirti (TT. Vol. 79, No. 3886.; T.J.lf. No. 
3062). 

R.H. 

CA�J;>AMAHARO�A�A-SADHANA (4), a text o� 
the procedure of worship of Ca:.;t<;lama.ha.ro�. A 
Tibetan translation of it occurs in the Rgy1:d-l}.grei. 
(tantra commentary) section {)f the Tengyur under 
the title, Gtum-po · khrb-bo chen.pol),'i '8{/'i'Ub-1/td61r. 
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Rdo-rje grum-pa (Vajra.sna) is said to be the author 
()f the sadhana (TT. Vol. 86, No: 4894). 

Qw;u;la.mahiir�Q.a described here is a blue-com
plexioned god, adorned with snakes. He resembles 
the fire occurring a.t the end of a kalpa.. He carries 
a sword and a noose as his symbols. Cp. C�A
���A-SADHANA (I ). 

R.H. 

CA�AMAHABO�AijA-8ADHANA (5), a sadhana, 
B. Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Rgyud
}:lgrel (tantra C()mmentary) section of the Tengyur 
under the title, Gtum-po (khro-bo) chen-polyi agrub- . 

. lhab8 (TT. Vol. 87, No. 5ll l) .  
The text explains the procedure of the worship 

of C�a.Mro�, who is described, the descrip
tion being similar to that contained in Oa�ha
·ro!Ja'{&a·Bcidhana ( 1). Mantras to be chanted in the 
course of the ceremony of propitiating the god 
�· quoted ;n the text. For instance, the god is 
requested to accept the offerings and to effect the 
prevention of all obstacles and the destruction of 
the worshipper's enemies with the following formula : 
Of!' namo · bhagavate lri-catl4am.ah{jro�atk1ya eleva- . . 

aaura-manuwa . traaanaya aamanta-marabala-vinala
naya ratnamukuiakrdmfasirasya " imq�. bali�

-
grhf)a 

Ufharla mama Barvavighnan h(Jra hara ; , • �U�#aaatvan . 
, 

• 
. • 

• .r., ... . · . 
._ . : 

-· 
� . - • ' • •  mama triruddhacittakqn bhaam,kuru . kuru hum hum 

. phal .avdhii. . 
. . . . . . . . . 

It is noteworthy that the female counterpart of 
Ca.Q.9amahii.ro�a is described in this text. She 
embracelf the god holding him firmly with the calves 
of her legs. She is blue in colour and nude. She · 
l'.arries a short sword !n her right hand and a skull 
full of blood in her left. The sadhanas extant in 
Sanskrit are silent about the 8alcti of C&Q.<;lamahii.
r� (cp. B. Bhattacharyya., The Indian Bu.il
tlhiat Iconography, 2nd ed., Calcutta, 19;'58, p. 155). 

R.H . . 

CA�AMAHARO$A,A-SADHANA- SA¥KALPA, 
the name of a. sadhana in the Br'idhanamiild (Sadh. 
p. 85). The author of th� sadha.na is Prabhakarakirti. 
'I'he major part of the sadhana., which is in verse, 
describes the procedure of worship of Ma.hacaQ.c.la
r�, which is said to fulfil aU desires� The form 
of the god c:\escribed in this section is similar to 
that described in Oatt{lamaMroiJatza-aiidhana (1), . 

q.v. The prose section of the sadhana quotes the 
formula for propitiating the god, viz, o"ll ca!l4amaha
�f&G hUf!' ·p/aa#, and enumera�s the benefits of 
�ting it. 

Two Tibetan translations of the complete sadhana 
occur in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) 

CANDAMAHAROSANA-TANTRA . . . . 

�ction of the Tengyur. The translation attributed 
to Danasrijnana, Abhaya. and Tshul-khrims 
rgyal-mtshan is called Gtum-po-cher khros-pa[l.i 
sgrub:thabs in Tibetan and Oart4amaharo�a1)a
oadhana in Sanskrit (TT. Vol. 80, No. 4085). 
The translation of Grags-pa. rgyaJ-mtshan has as its 
Tibetan title, Gtum-po (khro-bo) chen-po!l-i sgrub-thab& 
cho-ga-dan bcaa, which is a rendering of the Sanskrit 
title in full (TT. Vol. 80, No •. 4300). The name of 
the author, Prabhii.ka.ra.kirti, has been rendered 
into Tibetan as J;Iod-zer }.lbyuh-gilas grags-pa in 

both translations. The Sanskrit original is sa.ld 
£0 have been brought to the monastery ofDpal-ldsn 
sa-skya (Srimatp�c.lubhiimi) by Gautamaari and , 
the translation was made a.t the request of Ki,·ti
candra at the hermitage of Chu-mig-kha (TM. No. 
3478 ; Oord�r. III, p. 35). 

A translation of only the metrical part of this 
sadhana occurs elsewhere in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra 
commentary) section of the Tengyur under the title, 
Khro-bo gtum-po chen-po[l.i sgrub-thabs-bya-ba ( Oa'T)t/4· 
maharo,atkJ-aadhana-nama). The colophon of this 
tranal�tion, however, cites the natne Jetii.ri as the 
author of the text. The names of the translators. 
are PUQ.yaari and QsbQn-nu }.lbar (TT. Vol. 79, No. 
3887)_. 

- R.H. 

CA,J;>A�HARO�AijA·TANTRA (var. Ekallavira 
Oa'T){lama"f.aro,a'T)a-Tantra), · · a tantric work 
belonging to the mantrayii.na school, .named · 
after the chief speaker, C&Q.9amaharo�a. The 
book, consisting of. twenty-five chapters and written . 
in a mixture of p�ose and verse, is in the form of . 
a dialogue between Cai;lc;lama.hii.ro� and tlie 
yogini Dvel[la.vajrL The work commences with a. 
salutatipn to CaJ.19a.maharoli!BQ.a, which is followed 
by the typical phrase, "eva1[1- maya 8ruta1!l" (thus. . 
have I heard). 

Then CBQ.I;\amahiiro� enters into a trance 
(sa�hi) and proclaims that he, as the pnity of the 
four kinds of bliss, free from sll notion of existence 
and non-existence and devoid of diversity, resides 
in all men ; and for the Sake of those who do not 
understand him in that form he manifests himself in 
the five-fold form. Yogini Dvel}avajri, too, enters 
Into a trance and makes a similar utterance "pro
claiming that she reSides in all women as the unity 
of voidness and compassion ( 8unyata-karu1)iibhinna). 

It is also said that-all men are of the nature of 
C&Q.9amahiiro� who · is idsntified 8s means 
(upiiya) and all women are of .the nature of 
Dvel[la.vajri who is identified as wisdom (prajiia) 
and, therefore, the whole world is in the form ·of a 
unity of means and wisdom. 
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In this text much stress is laid on the importance 
of sexo-yogic practices and, in emphasising this, 
it is said that passion is destroyed by passion itself 

(riigena hanyate riigo). It is mentioned that tho 
Buddha, as the son of Ma.yii.devi, was of the form 
of means (upiiya) and his wife, referred to as Gopii., 
was wisdom (prajiiii). The Buddha. is said to 
have attained supreme bliss (i.e., Nirv�a) in 
union with his wife. Further, C8.t;l9ama.hii.ro�a. 
identifies himself with the Buddha. and the yogini 
with Gopa and says that he appears in whichever 
form enables him to lead the people on the correct 
path. 

It is said further that one who follows the 
doctrines taught in this school should not have 

BIBLIOGRAPHY : Bendall, OatalQ(JtJ6 of Buddhi81 Sanskrit 
Manuscripts, Cambridge, 1883 ; Hara Prasad Shastri, .A 
Descripti� Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscript&. 

CANDAMITTA, one of the two chief women disciplefl 
of Vipa.ssi Buddha (J. I, p. 41 ; Buv. xx, v. 29 ; 
ApA.p. 45). 

CANDA.MUKHA, (var. Candana.mukha), an ancient 
cave in the Udumbarapabbata. in Ceylon, where 
Maliya.mabadeva. th�ra once lived. Numerou� 
other monks resided in caves and under trees around 
it. : Once when Maliya.mabadeva. thera announced 
the time for preaching to these monks, a. multitude 
of deities, too, assembled to listen to the sermon 
(RaBavahini, II, p. 230 ; 88VU. p. 120). 

H.R.P. 
any fears of hell or heaven, for there is neither vice CANDAMUKHA TISSA, a king of Ceylon mentioned nor virtue. All these are spoken of for the sake of in tha Majjhima-nikayacommentary (MA. IV, P· 97). protecting the mind of the common people. As the He is said to ha.ve visited the Ma.hii.vibii.ra. i:n Anuraexistence of everything is momentary, none remains dh

) 
t te t the sp' 't aJ · attamm· ents of the apura o s ll'I u to attain h�aven or hell. senior monk there who was blind. The king went 

Besides such pure tantrio teachings, the Caruf.a· a.t a time when aJl other monks of the monastery . 
maharo�a� Pantra aJso deals with such topics as were out on their begging-rounds. Having appr� 
pratitya-samutpii<la _ (dependent origination). This . chad stealthily, the king grasped the feet of the 
is treated in accordance with the Mahayana. m�nk as if a. serpent were a.ttackirlg� bim. The

· 
philosophy and the text postulatea passion (raga) thera, undisturbed, asked who it was"and the king 
as the cause of.the origin of the world and says that replied, "I am Tissa., . your reverelfce." The thera 
the world · would cease to be, on the destruction of then complimented the king sayjng; "It seems to 
passion (see JRAS. 1897, pp. 463 ff.). mo that a. fragrant breeze is blowing " (loc. cit.). 

Not all had access to the doctrine preached in Candamukha Tissa is not mentioned in any of 
this tantra. It is clearly stated in the text .that the Ceylon chronicles or in any other- work. But 
these teachings should only be given to those who there is mention ofa. king by the name Ca.nda.mukha 
are qualified by possessing the prerequisite virtues Siva (43-52 A.C.) in the Dipava�a (Dpv. 2, xxi, v . . 
such as compa.Ssion, faith in Ca.Q<Jama.hii.ro� 44) and the Mahiiva1J68a (xxxv. vv. 46-9). This 
and the Mantrayii.na. Knowing this, i:f a yogin is to Ca.nda.mukha Siva., according to these chrcillcles; 
proclaim this tantra through avarice or impatience, was the son and successor of king I}a.naga and was 
he will be afflicted with disease and die within · six t·he elder brother and predecessor of king Y a.saliilaka } months. Even after death he will have to suffer Tissa.. Candamukha. Siva is said to have been 
on this account. married to a. Tamil princess, Da.milii.devi, probably 

Various esoteric practices and the character of in return for the assistance his father obtained from 
Ca.Q<Jama.hii.ro�a are described in great detail. India to regain the throne. He is credited with the 
The text also contains valuable references construction of a. tank near Mat;Ukii.ra.g8maka which 
regarding some Ma.hii.yii.na concepts. One such he gave to the vibii.ra. called Isila.ra.sa.ma:r;aa.. His 

instance is the reference made to the thirteen stages . consort, Da.mi}ii.devi, too, alloted her revenues from 
that village to the same monastery. The king was 

(bhUmi). Many of the Mahayana books enumerate 
kill d b hi b th y�--1-la.k T' t te e y s ro er -a. a 1ssa a. . a wa r-a list of only ten stages. In addition to these 
festival at Tisii.vii.va. ten the Cmy}amahiiro�at14·tantra cites, in ordezo, 

the three names, Samantakhyaprabha, Nirii;pama S. Paranavitana. History of Ceylon, (University 
he B dh · of Ceylon, Colombo, Vol. I, pt. i, 1959, p. 177) in · and Jnanavati (cp. Har Dayal, p 0 'tBattva 

his attempt to decide the identity of the king to 
Doctrine, London, 1932 P· 291)· The last chapter whom the epithet Canda.mukha 'Moon-faced' was 
contains information of some iconographic interest. attributed, states that the behaviour of Tissa in 
There seems to have been a commentary on this the episode related

· 
in the Majjhima commentary. 

tantra by Mahii.sukhavajra, entitled Padmavati. is quite similar to that of Ya.sa.l�a. Tissa of the 
S.K.N. MaMva.,aa. Hence, if the reading Tissa in the 
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·c_o���ry;.�, ,:1ot �- sci:ib� eqor, .it- �o�ld app�r 
th�t the histdrioal 1iradition · 'b1· ancient Ceylon, at 
-t:Q.e tjme ,th,e MaMpa_'fjlQ.a I).Dd ·j;be Pali commentaries 
:werw.·.Ffit(;ei;��; w� not 4e��ded with regard to the 
identity; of the 'moon-faced' monarch. · Pr�ba.bly, 
t� epithet was applied to either of the two brothers 
r�t�trea'tO 41>0-ve; · ;  · · · · · · · · · 

H.R.P. 

OAIQ)AM:UKH1- ' {1), 'the :wif� of Ajita, · i:e., the 
· fum' -Metieyy' Budcihk·1b0fdre . he will "tenounce 
t.be ��rld �An�:-j:>; 46)!, , · 

several other �lestials, attended the great concourse 
at Kapilavatthu, to ·hear- the preaching of the 
Mahasamaya Sidtanta (D. II, P· 258). The name 
Candana is also given in the . .Apinii,#ya Suttanta . (D.. 
III, p·. 204), i.p. a list of yakkha chiefs and generals· 
whoni Vessavli.Qa recommends ·for invocation by 
the followers of the Buddha . in time of danger or 
distress, a recommendation later r�ceiv�n�f'pproval 
by the Buddha himself.. . 

In the LIJ!1lfl8akangiy�haddekamtta Sutta (M. m, 
pp. 199 f.) .. Candana is .described as 8. deva visiting 
the · monk' Lomasakaligiya and a.skilig tho ·latter . 
whether he remembere� the exposition and analysis 
of · the l!ottspicioua (bhaddek.arattasaa udde8anca 
?Jibhangaiica). He appears in t.he · Nigrodha park 

· in the ma'li.ner ·characteristic of devas, ' when the 
night was far spent, illumining with his radiant 
·be�uty the whole of Nigrodha's park '. · 

Fl.nding that the monk does not rememl er the 
exposition and analysis, he· inquires whether Loma
s8kaitg1ya remembers the verses of the a.usj>icjous · 
'(bhaddelcarattiyo gatha). Here . too, ·the monk . 
coiU'esses that he has forgotten,. whereupon Cand� - . 

CABDAMUK�l : . (�)� . . --·--
� · · .. c�tl).-Qound - deity 

(bhummbl;devatii-) whose abode was on the Udumbara.
pabbata, in Ceylon. In her previous birth she was 
the Wife 'of ;A ·labbiirer m :a. Village ,·called 'Bhallola; 
rle8.r'M8hagi:rnA in S()Uth Ceylon. · ·. Gradti�lly they 
eMnedo trltich wealth 'and; having ·done meritorious 
'WOtok, ooih "of them were bcitn, after-death, as deitie& 
in ·the ! 'Udumbampahbata� ·In 'this Jatter birth. 
iilie 'i8· liiiJd to:·have gone ·t�>· the Candamukha cave; 
mth Meghav�devaputta, : her· former husband 
iiDd Other· : deiti.e8· : to · hear Maliyama:Mdeva thera 

. recites 'them, saying- -that the Buddha, while he .was 
H.R.P. . ·, · in Tavatilpsa, had preached them to the. devas. . -

preach, (Rav� . P· · 229��(}). · 

· . . · · 
. _ 

· · . . . · . . . ,: . . · · ;:.! -4�e;, i- � the same s�tta., wheri' Lomasakaligiy&:· , :�A�AWA (l),
_
:a fqrmer Buddha mentioned in'forir .. '. ' has reported to the Buddha that a' rie�ta.in d�va had 

· place8 fMhbu!'D.I, p: 234;; AvA. pp. 34�5 ; Lal;p; 120 ; ' ''· appeared to him and · disG�ci· th�se ··verses� th� 
-

8vyil. ·P• f>). Buddha. tells h� that this ckva is kno-wn a8 Carid.aDa · 

. �Ali��·:A.';(�)·, _a pmtye�-_bli��a me��wned in the 
A:���� (p:p� �5-6)-� Once,th� Budrlha, together 
With a ' greJ�oi retinue of _monks, w&.a touring the 
Mag&dha couiltty �d _come acroas a· stiipa on th� 
b�-of the Gaqgea.· The monks asked the Buddh& 
wh� stcipa it was·. Th� l3ucid}la said trui.t it w� 
the $tii� pf �h� .p�a_tyeka�buddlia Can�na. . . � lt PJ'e�OU$ life �-was, said the Buddha, 6-monk 
Wldar· �yapa Bu.dJlha -�d. h&d made offerings of 
:flOWel'$.f"p. tho Stfi.� e�c¥ qver hair and nail relics 
of _tha� -BudPh,6. - Cpnsegu��tly, he -was born in a 
lotus ili!the 1�Q of 

.
king B�tta of B&.ljQasi 

· and was �ed c��. -� th� -fra�ce of �dal
wood sp� fr<!m .his body� . 

Seeing ihe- lotuses, which sprhlg from under his 
feet, bloom and wither away, Candana contemplated 
tha.t, - like _ t�()fJe'lot�, the bc:J4y, too, was �bject 
tQ change and de:Qay. He o�tivatad his -mind on . . 
t.� subject 611.d.))(�catne; 6 :  pratyelta-buddha. 

trJr. 

OANDAIA. (-3}, a deity. · ·ne is· mentioned as one of 
the nih& v8s8ru8-�f the Fou'r RU:iers of the

. 
Quarters 

(cdtu��jika). --Tliei With th�se nme; anci 

and tb&t he was one who · had · H��ned to his 
Dhamma willingly and dili.gentlY.. 

The Sa1[1.yueta�nilcaya (S. I, p. 53) mentions a �sit · . 

of . �he devaputta Can� tQ the /Buddha. . Here 
the deity is represented.� questioning the BuddhS 
on a dootrinal matter, and � bemg answered by tlie 
Buddha, both s�g . in verse. In the same 
Nikiiya (S. IV, p. 280) the devapmtc.i · Candana hi 
mentioned as having · \risited Ma;M-M�ggallana." 

. On this occasion, he bears witneBS to the heaverily 
gainlf ac4ieved by thoee who have faith in the Tripi& 
Gem; and follow the Buddha's ;path of righteousness. 

In his commentary to the Majjliima-nikaya · 
Buddhagosa (MA. V, ·p. 7) Ba.ys that Cimdana was 
8 lay-devotee (upaaaka)' in the time of Kassa.p& 
Buddha and offered the four requisites to the Buddha. 
and his monks, as a result of which he was born as 
a deva; ·The commentator :Phar:nmapa.I� (XhagA • .I,; 
p. 89 f.) gives more detail, but differs in that he. 

. states that it. was Lo�sakangiya .who �cited the
. 

verses, 8J'Id no·t Candana.. According to Dhamma-. 
· �Ia, the_monk �d the. gO<l, in t:beir p�vio\18 l;lll:th,. · 

were friends living in t�e. tiJ:ne of Kassa.pa Buddha. 
When Kasaapa preached the ' Bhaddeka.raua suua, 
Cant:iana :had asked Lomasa:kailgiya. to explain it. 
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�ot being able to do so, he makes a wish to be able 
to do this in a future birth,. Candana at the same 
time wishing that ho should be able to ask this 
question again. 

B.J. 

CANDANA (4), a garidharva mentioned in the 
·.'?uvarf}aprahhii,souama-8'Utra (Svr�. p. 162). 

. CANDANA (5), an arahant thera. He was borJ;t 
in a rich family in Savatthi and, after hearing 
the Buddha. preach became a sotapanna. When 
a son was born to him he joined the Sailgha and 
took to meditation in the forest. Later, he went 
to Savatthi to see the Buddha and dwelt in a 
c4�rnel-field. His former wife having heard of 
his arrival, decked herself and went to him with 
her child, hoping to Win him back. But the elder 
amking a special effort, attained arahantship. 
Rising in the air, he preached to her; establishing 
her in the religion of the Buddha. 

It is said that in a previous life, thirty-one 
kappas ago, he was born as a tree-sprite and 
offered lcu�ja flowers to the · pacceka-buddha 
Sudassana. Thereafter, be enjoyed birth among 
devcu and men until his final birt!l as Candana 
(Thag. vv. 299-302 ; ThilgA. II, p. 126 f.)� 

Kutajapupphiya thera of the Apadana (Ap. II, 
p. 451) is probably to he identified with Candana 
but the same Apadana verses are also ascribed to 
Harita (ThagA. I, pp. 93 f.). 

L. R. G. 

CANDANA (6), a bhikkhu who lived ninety-one 
ltappas ago and made an offering of a pair of 
sandals (Ap. I, p. 228). 

OANDANA (7), chief of five hundred elephan� 
born at the same time as the Sakyamuni (Mhvu. 
II, p. 25). The name is, however, not 'given in 
the Pali tradition. 

. OANDANAGAMA, a village in Rohana in Ceylon� 
where one of the eight Bodhi saplings was planted. 
The nobles of this village took part in the fcst1vai 
connected with the arrival of the Bodhi tree. 
The rest of thfl saplings were · planted in 
Jambukolapa.t�a, ah the entrance to the village 

. which belonged to the brahman Tivakka, at 
Thuparama, at Issarasama.J)arama, at .Pa�hamace
tiya, at Cetiyapabbata., and in the village named 
Kajara in Rohana ( VinA. p. 100 ; Mhbv. p. 161 ; 
Mhv. xix, vv. 54, 62). One of the two k§atriya 
families, who were accorded a place of distinction 
by king Devanampiyatissa at"""" the ceremonial 

· planting of t.J1A Rodhi tre" at Anuradhapum, 511 

said to have lived in Candanagama. (JOBRAS. 
New Series, Volume IV, Special Ntimber, pp. 
50-9). 

I. K. 
CANDANAGANDHA (1 ), .name of two former 
Buddhas given in a group of former Buddhas, 
beginning with Dipailka.ra and ending with 
Lokesvararaja (Svyii. pp. 5, 6) . 

OANDANAGA.NDHA (2), a prat.yeka-buddha in a 
nial)c;lala. According to the present Garbka-lrola
dhat:u-m<J!IJrj,ala, his place with S�kyamuni-arama 
of the ma!ufala is bet.ween Tathagata-Sa.kti 
bodhisattva and Tamalapa.tra praty�ka·buddha. 
He is represented wearing a. Buddhist monastic 
robe (kdsava), with his right hand graspi.t;lg a 
corner of the robe, while his left palm is fuliy . 

ope�ed and facing outward. He is of golden 
colour and sits with liis legs crossed (nya(tdat 
parymi.ka'f{l abhujya) on a red ·pedestal in the 

. shape of a. lotus flower. His seed syllable (bij'a) 
is the letter va� or va. · 

Some other descriptions &bout him. ·appeal in 
various works, but most of 'them do not differ 
much from one another (MOO. Vol. ' 3, p. 298'7b . 
and c, etc.). 

· S.Mo. 

OANDANAMALA, one of the residen��� of Gotama 
Buddha ; others given are the Ga.ndhaku�i in . 

Jetavana, Karerima.I,).(;lalainala and Kosambiku� 
(SnA. II, p. 403). 

It was in Sul}.apara.nta. and was built of red, 
sandalwood at the instigation of PUI)J)a. of Stn;li
paranta. When the work was complete, P� 
sent a flower to the Buddha as a message and he 
came with five hundred monks and performed the · 
ceremony of dedication (ThagA. I, p. 168). 

It was as a. result of the miracle performed by 
the Buddha during this ceremony that Isidinna · 
was converted (ThagA. IT, pp 57. f.). · 

U.K. 

OANDANAMALIYA, an a.rahant thera. He. was a . 
briihma.n who joined the Sailgha a.t the a.ge of five 
anq attained ara.hantship in the tonsure-ha.U. 
In a previous birth, in the time of Sumedha Buddha, 
he became an ascetic, renouncing great wealth, 
and lived on the bank of a nver. Once he offeree[ 
the Buddha his hide-seat, a mango fruit, a. Mila . 
flower and sandalwood. Sumedha Buddha, while 
accepting these offerings, foretold his giorious 
births in the future. After death he was rebom 
in tM hea.,·en�v WClrMR and rmca M .a Cl\kkAVI\ttl 
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king, with his capital in the city of Vebhii.ra. He 
was later reborn in the Tusita heaven . where he 
remained until his last life. He is probably to be 

identified with Valliyl.\ there. of the Theragatha 

commentary (ThagA. II, pp. 43 f.), although there 
are differeneea: in the two accounts regarding their 
previons. lives. 

L.R.G. 

CAlfDAltABGHA, a bodhisattva mentioned in A 
long list of bodhisattvas in the Ga'f)l/.avyilha Siltra. 
Maya claims maternity to all the bodhisattvas in 

. �he list (�. p. 442). . 

CAl(DABAl\lGALIK�, a .lay disciple of the Buddha. 

in the world called Candana.Sri. On hearing him 
preach the doctrine all_ beings became non-returners 
(an<lgamin). The Buddha then preached the 
dhii.ral')i called Cands.nailga, whereupon they 
became free from sin and attained bodhicitta. 
The Buddha said that previous Buddhas like 
Amitayus had preached this dh8rai)i and that he 
himself could do so. Thereupon AvalokiteSvara 
and Candraprabhakumarabhtita fell at the Buddha's 
feet and requested him to preach it. The Buddha 
preached the dhara1;1i and detailed the many 

benefits that could be gained by reading, teaching 
or memorising it. 

R. H. 

He was in the assembly when once five kings, with CANDANAPASADA, _ a building in the Pasena.di at their head, visited ihe Buddha at 
Savatthi and asked him which was the highest Maricavattivihara erected by Mahinda. IV 
sensual pleasure. When the Buddha answered (956-72 A.C.) to enshrine the hair relic of the 

their question, Canda.na.Dga.lika uttered a verse Buddha in a jewelled reliquary (Mhv. liv, w. 

in praise of the Buddha. Thereupon the five kings 
40• 41)· 

gave five robes to · Canda.ne.ilga.lika which he in CANDAHAPITHA, a Tath8gataca.itya in the city 
tum offered to the Buddha. of Subhaparailgama in. the Deccan (Da.k�iJ;lipatha) . 
. This . incident is similar to that of the brahman to which the householder v �thila paid obeisance. 

Piflgiy8nl and the .fiva hundred Li�cha�is and the As he opened the door of the caitya, VeEJ1bita 

� verse is put_ into his mouth (A . m, p. 23�). attained to the concentration (samadhi) called 
This verse also recurs at J. I, p. 116 a.ri'd v iSm. P·

. 3
26. . . ak?ayabu.cldhava1!J8at'Yf'lha ( GvyU. pp. 20�6f • 

. �::ka:�a.Jika.lika., Ca.nda.n�a.lika, ogaliya., CANDANAPO'IAKA, an . ara�t . thera.. In . th& 
time- of Attha.d8.ssi Buddha· he was bo� as a . 
kinnara and lived on the bank of the - river 
Candabhii.ga, feeding on fruits. · He offered · a · 

piece of sandalwood to the Buddha when he came 
that way. Fourteen kappas ago he was born as a 
cakkavatti king three times, by the name of ·. 
Rohir;ti (Ap; I, p. 165). The commentary gives 
the additional information that in his last birth 
he was born of high family, entered the Sa.Jigha. 
and ·became an arahant (ApA. p. 434). He is 
to be identified with Siha thera (ThagA. I, pp. 
188 f.)'. 

L.R.G. ·. · , 

OAIDAifANGA-IfAMA-DHARA:t(l (.lrya-c0), : a 
text containing a charm ( dharar;ti) of the same 
name. A Tibetan ·translation of it occurs in the 
Rgyud (tantra) section of the Kanjur under. the . 
iitle,. Qphags_-pa tsan-dan-gyi yan-lag ces-bya-�i 
f/Z'l"U. Jinamitra, D8na.Bna -and Ye-8es-sde are 

· said to have translated and revised the work 
(PT._ Vol. 7, No. 293). Fa-hsien (982-1001 A.C.) 
of the later · Sung d]lla.sty translated· the work 
into Chinsse, ·· and it is · included in the 

· Siitra Pi/aka · under the title (Fu-shuo) Chan 
t'an-hsiang-shin-e'o-lo-ni-ching (TaisM, No. 1387 ; 
Nanjio, No. 887 ; T M. Nos. 518, 857). 

The dhirar;ti cailed Canda.n8ilga is as follows :
Pad yatha cirau mariciketudan me durclante • • • • •  
aomaflla pari8odltani t1i8uddha-8ile. • • • • • • • • • • • 
BM'fiCJbuddAa adh�{hita bhagavati papak�aya iila1]l 
me paripilraya Btliihii. · 

L. R. G. 

CABDANASRI, a Buddha who belongs to the . 
group of ' Thirty-five Buddhas of Confession ' . 
(Bik�. p. 169). See AMOGRADARSI'N (1 ). 

CANDANASRICAifDRA,- a Tathagata propitiated 
by the night-goddess Sarvanaga.ra.rak�bhava
teja.l)8ri (GvyU. p. 310). 

CANDABASRIGARBHA, name of a bodhisattva 
who was among the many bodhisattva.s surroundfug · · 
the Buddha, when the latter was sojourning in the 
luminons mansion of V a.Sa.varti, the king of the 
gods, during the second week after his Enlightenment 

· The text states that the dhii.rar;tl was preached by �e Buddha at a large assembly of monks, 
bodh.isattvas and othel'!J in Rajagrha. The Buddha 
addressed Avalokite8vara and Candrapra.bha.kumirabhiita (Zla-:ttod gzon-nu gyur-pa) at this assembly 
and said that a Buddha called Canda.niilga lived . (Dbhl. p. 2). 
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CANDANA SUTTA ( 1), included in the 
Aniii,hapi�ika Vagga of the Devaputta Sarp,yutta 
(S. I ,  p. 53). The devaputta Candana approaches 
the Buddha at Jetavana and asks him how one 
can cross the ' :flood ' without getting drowned. 
The Buddha replies that the one who is virtuous, 
wise and energetic, and who has put an end to 
craving and rebirth can so cross the :flood. 

L. R. G. 

CA.NDANA SUTTA (2), the last sutta of the 
MoggallOma Sarp,yutta (S. IV, p. 280). Moggallana., 
on his visit to the Tavatirpsa heaven, tells the 
4evaputtaa Candana, Suyama, Santusita, 
Sunimmita and Vasavatti who meet him, how 
some beings come to be reborn in heaven. This 
�mtta is a repetition of the immediately preceding 
Sakka Stata. 

L. R. G. 

CA.NDANAVATI, a world-system (lokadhatu) where 
the Tatha.gata Vajrii.bha. lives ( Gvyij. p. 82). 

CANDAPADUMA (1 ), the chief consort of Me7,1Qaka 
seUhi of the city of Bhaddiya in the Ailga. country · 
and grandmother of Visakha. (DhpA. I, p. 385 ; 
m, p. 363). 

She had been the wife of MeJ;ic;laka in a previous 
birth and, during a time of famine, had joined 
him rr;_ giving the only meal they had to a 
pacceka-buddha. As a result of this act, the 
rice-pot in her home was ;never empty, however 
�y people abe �ght feed. In other previous 
existences, she 

. 
had entertained the monks of 

various Buddhas, taking a rice-pot in one hand 
and a spoon in the other. In consequence of this 
act, she was born with the sign of the lotus in her 
left palm, and the sign of the moon in her right 
palm. Further, by reason of her having fetched 
and filtered water for the monks, on the sole of 
her left foot was marked a lotus and on the right, 
a moon ; hence her name Candapaduma (DhpA . 
III, pp. 36&-73). 

When tho Buddha visited Mel_lQaka's house 
and, after the meal, preached to the household, 
she became a aotiipanna (DhpA. III, p. 363). 
She was one of the five persons of great merit 
(mahapuihia : DhpA. I, p. 385 ; AA. I, p. 405 ; 
Viam. p. 322 ; PaA. III, p. 685). The Viauddhimagga 
calls her Candapadumasiri ( V ism. p. 322). 

U. K. 

CANDAPADUMA (2), mother of the ara.hant 
Ma.hii.-kaccB.yap,a and wife of Tiri�avaccha, the 
chaplain of . .  Cal_lQa-Pajjota, the king of Ujjeni 
(Ap. II, p. 465). 

CAlH>A-PAJJOTA, a king of Avanti during the 
time of the Buddha. His name was Psjjota, the 
sobriquet being added on account of his violent 
temper. Once, he suffered from jaundice and when 
several skilled doctors failed to cure him, he sent a 
message to king 'Bimbisara. of Magadha, requesting 
him to send Jivaka to attend on him. When Jivaks 
told the king that the cure for the disease was ghee, 
he was told that the king had a great aversion to it. 
Jivaka then decided to give it to the king in the 
form of an astringent decoction and obtained the . 
king's permission to use any of tho royal animals 
and to leave the city at any time he wished, on th6 
plea that he must go in aearch of various medicines. 
Jivaka, having prepared the medicine, gave it to 
�he king and :fled on Bhaddavatika, the king's she
elephant who could do fifty yojanas in one day. 
After taking the medicine, the king was sick and, 
on discover�g that Jivaka had given him ghee, 
he ordered a slave named Kska who could do sixty 
yojana.s a day, to bring Jiva.ka back. Jiva.ka gave 
Ka.ka a purgative and so delayed his return until 
the medicine had taken effect on the king. Then. ·  
Jivaka aent KSka pack to Ujjeni along with Bhadda
vatika. Later, when king Pajjot8.' was cured, he 
sent Jivaka many costly presents mCluding a pair 
of 'aiveyyaka garments ( Yin. I, pp. 276 ff.; AA. It

P· 399). 
When comparing his splendour with that of other 

kings, Pajjota. learnt that Udena was his rivSI and 
decided to take him captive by taking advantage 
of his fondness for elephants. He ordered a mecha
nical device made of wood t-o resemble an elephant 
and, having sent sixty men in its belly, captur� 
Udena. Pajjota who was very keen to learn the art 
of charming elephants from his prisoner, asked 
him to teach it to his daughter Vii.sula.dattS, whQ 
later eloped with U dena. 

King Pajjota had, besides BhaddavatikS and 
Kaka, two mares, Celakal_l�hi and ManjuSri, which 
could travel one hundred leagues a day, and an 
elephant, named N818giri, which :could travel a 
hundred and twenty leagues a day. 

Iil. a previous birth, Pajjota was a servitor of a 
certain chief. One day, when his cl#ef was returning 
after a bath, he saw a pacceka-buddha leaving the 
city without receiving any alms. The chief went 
home quickly and having filled the bowl with the . 
food that was prepared for him, sent it to the pacceka
buddha through his servant. He ran as fast as he 
could, offered the food to the pacceka-buddha and 
expressed · certain wishes, as the result of which he 
gained posseBSion of the five means of conveyance 
and authority equal to the power of the sun's rays. 
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His last wish was that he shpuld partake of the 
truth realised by the pacceka-buddha (DhpA . I, 
pp. 196 ff.). 

Maha-Kaccunu. wa.� the son of Pajjota's chaplain 
who succeeded to his fa�per's post later. On hearing 
of the appearance of th� Buddha in this world, 
Pajjota sent Kaecana along with seven others to 
bring the Buddha to Ujjeni. The Buddha explained 
to them the Dho.mma and they all attained arahant
Bbip. Thereupon the Buddha sent them to preach 
the Dhamma to the king and to establish the siisana 
in Avanti. Their mission was a succeBS. The stanzas 
uttered by these theras are mentioned in the Them

.gatha (Thag. vv. '496-501). Pajjota. seems to have had 
faith in tho bra.hmans and is said to have offered 
sacrifices ·involvlng the ·slau-ghter of anim·a.ls. On 
the whole he he:d been a very wickod king. One 
night he had a dream which frightened him. 'Olen 
be went to thera Kacciina who explained it· to 
him and asked him to lead a virtuous life. Thence
forth, the king led a: right�olls life (ThagA. ll, pp. 

. 206 ff; ; AA. I, pp. 206). 

. . �ccordirig to the · Dulv� · (Rookhill, Buddhism, · 
_Triibner, 1884, p. 17); Pajjota was the _son of Ananta
nemi and was born on the same day as the Buddha. . 

· · · At his biith, the world was illumined as if by t\. lamp .. 
and thus he 

.
came ·to be kriown as Pajj ota (Prady?ta) � · 

He is said t.o have become the king -of Ujjcni during ' . the time of the Buddha's Enlightenment (ibid . 
. p. 32).· 

According to the SamamapiisiirUkii ( V·inA. I, 
p.214) COJ).�a-Pajjota had been born as a result of an 
ascetic or some other holy man touching 'th e  navel 
of his mother. . 

It is said 'that Pajjota. was a good friend of Bimbi
s&ra, who was killo.d by Ajatasa:ttu. rajjota seems 
to have made preparations to wage war on Aja:ta
sattu. Although the latter strengthened Ra.jagaha 
to meet the threatened attack, 8 war did not take 
place (M. IIL p. 7). 

In the Sarabhaitga Jiitaka (J. Y, p. 125 ff.) it is 
mentioned that Salissara liv.ed in LambacUiaka, in 
the dominion of Pajjota (J. V, p. 133). 'This either 
refers to another · king of tho same name or is an 
attempt to identify Lambaciiln.ka with some place 
in the same country over which Pajjota ruled during 
the time of the Buddha. 

I.K. 

. . CAXDARAM:A, a monastery in tho city of Candavati . 
where Kol).�afifia Buddha s�rit his first rainy season. 
It was there that Canda. and Subhadda., both sons 
ofbr�ns, heard the Buddha preach and entered 

the Order with ten thousand other young bra.hmar.�J; , 
a.nd ultimately attained arahantship (BuvA. p. 136). 

H .R.P. 

CA�J;>ARO�A�A, also called Mahii.c&;l<;\aro�, 
Chanda.maharosana or Acala, is an emanation of • 0 • •  

Ak�obhya. He is said to rise from the seed-syllable 
(bija-ak!lara) hu-rp.. His whole body is compared 
to ·  a big blue or black (nila) cloud cluster. 
Sometimes, his body is said to be of the colour of 
an at,p,si. flower. He has one face. With hili 
jasmine white, bright, protruding teeth he bit:a
his lips. His reddish eyes, are squinted with crooked 
eye-brows, and turned towards the nether regions. 
Ho has two hands. In his right hand ho holds a 
sword and in his left he ca.ITies a golden noose t�• 
bind his enemies 8Uch as Vi�l).u, Siva arid Brahma. 
who are agitated because of being threatened with 
his index finger. He wears a tiger-skin and is 
decked with various ornaments, made of gems. 
On his crown there is a garland of shaven heads 
and a . miniature figure of Ak�obhya. For hi:; . 
sacred thread (yajfiopavita) he has a white snake • 

Sometimes; his left leg is described as touching 
the ground (bhUmilagnaviimacatatl.a'T}l.) while the 
right is described as being slightly raised 
(i�adunnatada�naeara'I)-(Jtp. : Siidh. · · I, -p: 172). 
But· in another accour!t (ibid, p. 1 74) there seems 
to be some confusion regarding the description· of . 
the position of his lega. Here, the two legs are . 
referred to as savya and vama, both words meaning . 

' left,' though occa.Sionally the tenn savya is also 
used to denote right. A Nepalese drawing ·which 
is identified. as representing Ca.J).�aro� ('See 
B. Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddh�t 
Iconography, Calcutta, 1958, p. 265) agrees with 
·the -translation of savya as left; for it tallies with 
the description found in the Siidhanamii.lii. 
(Sadh. I, p. 174), where it is said that his left. 
knee (savyailcajiinu) is placed on the grotn;1d 
(medinimat�-cf.alarii4ha). Thus, the ·other leg;. 
though referred to as viima in the text, is to � 
taken to mean the right, for · its description (loc . . 
cit), ' wishing to rise up with his left foot- · · 
(viimiinghrit�-otthitulciirnatp.) restoo on the seat· 
resembling the sun, which is placed in the lotus , 
is quite similar to the postlll'e of the right leg 
llS represented in that painting. 'fhough fierce ·in 
appearance, Cai.l<:\a.ro�?SQa is praised as gra.nting 

all prosperit.y wished for by men . 

According to Bhattacharyya (StU/,. I, p. viii), 
COJ).�amallii.t·o�l}8 is an epithet of a bodhisattva 
(BHS. s.v.). He suggests that this could be anotht'r 
name for, or a form of, Maiiju8ri. frw both hav�; 
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vhe epithet l'aiicavira-kumara. Moreover, the 
.,:adha.nas addresflerl to CaQ<;iaro�a follow those of 
Maiijuilri. 

Though the Nepll.lese painting rPfened to above 
rePresents CaQc;la.rq�I).a as eni�racing a goddess, 
the ·�iidhanas (i.e., the procedure of invocation) 
conn�O.ted with him do riot sp�� of any such 
godd�' (but cp. the Oaruf,amaharo�a�1a Tantra). 
The Qa'M-amahiiro?ar;a Tantra d.e�s with his 

worship� w'bich is performed in pri�acy. Even an 
in age of.. Cal)<;iaro�al)a is not often made accessible 
to the ordinary devotee. In Tibet he is known as 
Acala. or · . ·. Acala-vajrapar;U (B. Bhatta.charyya, 

op. cit., pp. 154 f.).  1 
S. K. N. 

CANDASAMA, a pnwiouf:! biith, as a king, of 
Varwakii.raka thera. See VA�.AKA.RAKA. 

OANDA SUTTA, the eighth sutta in the Appamada 
Vagga of the Sa1f'�·nikiiya (S. V, p. 44). 
Here the Buddha says that, just as the brightneSB 
of the moon is greater than that of the stars, so is 

· earn.;stness the best of profitable conditions. 

OA:t{�A SUTTA, the first sutta. of the Gama'{li 

Sa·irtytata (�. IV, · pp. 305 f.). The headman 
Car_l<;la visits the Buddha at Jetavana and asks him 
-why some people have earned the reputation of 
being wrathful and others of being kindly. The 
Buddha explains that there a.re some who have not 
curbed ' lust (raga), ill-will (dosa) and delusion 
(moha), and, as a. result, when harassed by others, 
they show anger and come to be called wrathful. 
But, there are other,s who have curbed lust, ill-will 
and delusion. Unharassed by others, they show no 
vexation anrl earn the reputation of being kindly. 

Ca.t;1c;la was greatly impresaed by the Buddha's 
explanaJ;ion and became a. lay disciple. 

According to the commentary, the name Cal)<;la 
was given to the headman by the elders who 

· �ompiled the texts (SA.  III, p. 102). 

L.R.G. 

OANDATITTA, a. previous birth, as a king, of 
Ta.mii.lapupphiya thera. See TAM.!LAPUPPHIY A. 

OAlfJ;>A VAJJI, son of a. minister of Pa�aliputta 
and a friend of Siggava. The latter went with 
Ca.t;1<;lavajji and five hundred of his followers to 
visit SoQa.ka thera, at Kukku�aratpa. All of them 
received from him the pabbajja and later the 
upasampada ordination. Siggava and Ca.J)gavajji 
learnt the three P#akaa from Soz,mka. thera and 
attR1ned the six supernormRl powllrs (iddhi). 
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Later, Ca.Qc;lavajji taught the Sutta Pitaka and 
Abhidhamma P#aka to Moggaliputtatissa (Mhv • 

I, vv. 99, 1 21, 129, 150 ; Dpv. iv, v. 46 ff. ; v, 1w. fiB, 
7U,  86  ; VinA. I, pp. 36, 40, 235). 

I. K. 

CAlH>AVAJRAKRODHADEVAPANCA • NAMA • 

MA:t{.QALA,- VIDHI, a text the Tibetan translation 
of which occUrs in the Rgyud -l_lgrel ( tantra cQtmnen
tu.ry) section of the Tengyur, under the titl�, .Rrl.o-rje 
khro-bo gtum-po lha lita-pa. shes-bya-bal}i dkyil
ly,khor-gyi cho-ga. The author's name is given as 
Klu-sgrub and the translator is not mentioned . 
(TT. Vol. 68, No. 3033). In the sde-dgc edition 
t.his text occurs in the Rgyud (ta.nti·a.) seqtion of the 
Tengyur (Tll1. No. 2190). 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Vajra.paQi (Tib. Phyag-na rdo-rje). Having paid 
reverence to Vajradhara who is fierce and enra� . 
and who is not compassionate, the medit r 
having worshipped him should declare the rl ts · · 
of the magic circle, in the name of the CaQc;lavajra
krodhadeva. 

The first magic formula. is � . follows : 01]1 
.9umbhani sumbha hii1Jl grihana grihana hil1fl urihana
payu grihanapaya hii.'T[t ana-yaha B�aviin vajra.pa. 
ni hiHJt iirya • . • . . . . .  nama mi. 

LK. . 
·. 

CA:t{�AVAJRAPA:t{I, a form of V Ei.jrapiiQi, having 
the epithet Ma.hayak�ase:napati (SsP. p. 2 ; BHS. 
s.v.). 

C.NDAVATI ( 1), wife of Assalayana and mother of . 
M�-koHhita (Ap. ii, p. 480). 

CANDAVATI (2), daughter of Bra.hmadatta, king 
of Bar8Qasi. The king, on the advice or' Sakka, 
sent her to tempt the ascetic Lomasa-kassapa. 
The ascetic fell in love with he� and, as a result, 
was deprived of his jhiina. The king offered his . 
daughter to the ascet.ic oil condition that he should 
pefform a sacrifice of animals. Kassapa agreed 
first, but later withdrew his conse�t and rejected 
the offer (J. ill, pp. 517 ff. ; Miln. p. 220). See 
LOMASAKASSAPA J.!TAKA. 

. . 

U.K. 

CANDAVATI (3), the city wherein Anomadassi 
Buddha. was born (Buv. viii, p. 17 ; J. I, p. 36 ; · 

ApA. p. '39 ( DhpA. I, p. 88 ; A.A. I, p. 149). 
KoQ<;laiiiia l\�dha spent there his first t1a8Ba 
(rainy season) af{ier attaining Buddha.hood (BuvA. 
p. 136). In his tim� the bodhisatta. was born as king 
Vijitavi, ruling from this city (BuvA. p. 137). 
PRill}a&j89Bmarl�niya thPra Wl\8 bnrn here in the 
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time of Anomadassi Buddha (Ap. I, p. 76). Qanda.
vati is also referred to during the time of Sumedha. 
Buddha (Ap. II, p. 422. The variant forms, 
Candavari, Bhandavati and Bandhumati occur at 
DhpA. I, p. 88). 

L.R.G. 

OANDAVATt (4), the city, wherein at the Silii.rii.ina 
monastery, Sujii.ta -Buddha died (BuvA. p. 206). 

CA�I (Tjandi), the word by which the Buddhist 
and Hindu monuments in Java are known, like 
the cetiya or stupa or vihii.ra in Ceylon and India, 
Wat in Cambodia and That in Thaiiand. The 
word usually prefaces the actual name of the 
monument, e.g., Cal}.<}.i Mel}.QUt. and CaJ}.<}.i Sewu. 

I:.ike the. stiipa., which even from pre-Buddh.:st 
t'mes is reckoned as 8 monument built c ver the 
bodily remains of 8 religious or pol t cal leader, the . 

and sculptural decorations are handled with 
restraint. These architectural and sculptural 
decorations are found both in the interior !J.nd the 
exterior. Architecturally, the whole monument 
is in the form of terraces or storeys. The walls 
normally contain niches. Of the cal}.�i sculptures: 
the kalamakara, decorating the door-frames and 
niches is the most conspicuous. This is depicted 
by the stylized head of a lion, kala, linked by 
bands, with two heads of animals, viz., makara 
from Indian mythology. This decoration is 
presumed to be for the purpose of warding off 
demonic influences. In the interior are the stat.ues of 
the Buddha, bodhisattvas and other deities. Other 
decorative ornaments, which consisted of well· 
known Indian motifs such as the rosette, garland 
floral scroll, arabesque, various naturalistic 
d€18igns and floral or geometrical patterns are 
durived from India and there is no trace of local 
flora and faun� . ca1,1Qi was believed to have orig.rally meant a 

sepulchre. A cru;u;li is thus connected with the 
worship of a dead king or queen. But, at the same The construction of C81,1Qis in J·ava coincides 
t�e, it served the purpose of a shrine or a temple with the influx of Indian culture in that region 
containing, in the cafle of a Buddhist candi · and it has been assumed therefore, that their -

i�IuLges of the · Buddha, bodhisattvas and deiti�a: plan must also have originated from India. It is: 

. Symboli�y, al�o";· a C8l,l<}.i is intended to represent though
.
t that they developed from the Indian . 

. the celest.ial mountain . ·Meru, .the· abode of the godS; ·· · ,  
Buddhts� monastery . whose prototype was a. cave 

, . Bas' call II · 

di · ·· f:th . . · · 1 , · I '· 
. . ·' or. � .hut, which later .. developed to form a large 

its si;pl/�·0:m r:? �a�;e
c:nsist: · :��ean��: .· � v�hii.fa:

.
with n:onastic -�ella. ·on all forir sides and a_ 

· ( ') th b ( ' ' )  th t · · 1 cen�rahzed stupa (cp. D. Seckel, The .. Art qf 
VIZ., 1 e ase, n e :emp e proper, and . · .. i.; · . · ·. 

· · · · .-
( . . . ) th � Th · b · 1 

Bw.whtam, Art of the World Senes London 
m e roo1. . . e a.se JS square on p an, but . . ' ,. 

built to a great height, it almost forms a cube. 
196�, pp. 133 ff.) .  But, 1� 1S noteworthy that the 

The temple proper, which stands on the base also 
genms of th� �avanese �t�sts.clearly refused to be 

-� be 0· l 't . 1 . confined . Wlthm the limttatwns of the Indian 
10rms a cu . n . p an 1 1s a so square and .1s . · . . 
smaller than the base, thus leaving a terrace on aU . 

model and developed on the1r own lmes. 

four ·sides for perambulation. The third part, The majority of the Buddhist . CSI,lc;lis in Java 
viz., the roof, gradually recedes in steps t.owards are located on the Dieng plateau, to th� south-west 
the top on the exterior. Its ·interior forms the of present-day Semarang. These are the most 
ceiling of the shrine. Its culmination resembles ancient CaJ.lQie in Java, presuroq.bly erected · in 

, from outsid(' a stiipa or a li1iga (i.e., phallus). In . the. 8th or the 9th century A. C. Kalasan, dated in 
the case of some. great structw·es, the upper stages 778 A.C. is the .oldest of them. It is dedicated to 
of the roof are made octagonal, instead of the Buddhist goddess Tara and was apparently 
rectangular. in ord�r to relieve the monotony. dasigned as a sepulchre for the king's consort. 
Under the shrine, at the base, is a small space for Cai,lQi Sewu, also in the vicinity of the above, 
depositing the ashes of the dead king or queen. Symbolizes the cosmos (m8l,lgala) anq seems to 
A st-airway leads up to the terrace and terminates have contained a. large bronze statue of the Buddha .. 
opp'Jtdt:.e the entrance to the shrine Borobudiir, the most impressive monument of the 

This basic form is found in almost all candia. 
But in the case of the larger caJ;l�is additi��al 
projections are arlded to every side of all the three 
parts, thus making the monument appear more . 
complex, still retaining the basic form. 

These C8J}.Qis are described as monuments ·of 
noble proportions and classical beauty where · 
great ma.SBfls of stone and a wealth of architectural 

Sailendra dynasty is also sometimes referred to as 
. a caJ;Igi. The two ca1,1Qis, Me1,1<}.ut and Pii.won 
most probably belong to the Borobudur complex. 
CaJ;I�i Djago contains bas-reliefs which are both 
Buddhist . and Saivite inspired. This C8l,l�i, 
erected as a burial place for the ashes of 
Vi�uwardhan&., represents the deceased prince 
as a bodhisattva. (F. A. Wagner, Indonesia, Art of 
the World Series, London, 1962, pp. ioo ff. ; 
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R. C. Majumdar, Hindu Colonies in the Far Ea.9t, 

Calcutta, 1944, p. 88). Details of the different 
Buddhist cax:tc;lis are given below under their 
respective names. 

and the walls give an impression of several tiers on 
which the central edifice is built. The two-way 
flight of steps are united into a single set of risers at 
the entrance to the main shrine room on the summit. 
The absence of pillars and the construction of the 
walls with neatLy dressed stone-slabs \vhich are 
common to Javanese architecture are conspicuous 
features here. 

H. R. P. 

CA:tlJ;>I JAGO (va.r. Tjandi Djago), a. Buddhist 
shrine in eastern Java. whic}} reflects the prevalence 
of Ta.ntric forms that were absorbed into the later 
phase of Javanese Buddhism. It is situated further 
north of the present town Malang. It belongs to 
the architectural products of the medieval Javanese 
kingdom of Singhasari (Toemapel), (F.A. Wagner, 
ltkionesia, Art of the World Series, Met-huen, 
London, 1962, pp. 120 f. ; Ph. Rawson, The Art of 
S. E. Asia, London, 1967, pp. 26 f.) .  

C61,lc;li Jago was built in  the latter half of  the 13th 
century and the cult image of the Bodhisattva 
Amoghapii.Sa, an aspect of Bodhisattva Avaloki. 
teSvara, depicted with eight arms is eDshrined 
therein. This form of Avalokite.Bvara. appears in 
Japan from the 8th century onwards, as Fukii· 

· kensaku Ka.nnon (Hokkedo in 1'oda.iji, Nara). This 
cult had probiilily spread from the Piila kingdom in 
Nepal and Tibet. (cp P.H. Pott, Tibet, in Burma, 
Korea and Tibet, Art of the World Series, Methuen, 
London, 1964, p.  167, Pl. 2, AmoghapiiSa, eight 
armed, from a. Nepalese painted scroll.) There was 
originally a large group of Tantric Buddh.st icons 
inside ClU)c;li Ja.go, surrounding li huge figure of 
Amoghapasa (Ph. Rawson, op.cit. p. 265). 

According to the Nagarakretagama and other 
Javanese chronicles, the ashes of king V�J,luvardha· 
na, the father of king Kretanagara, the most impor· 
tant prince of the Singhasari dynasty, were buried 
in this shrine where the king was represented in , 

' . 

the form of Sugata, that is, the Buddha (C. Ehot, 
Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. Ill, London, 1921, 
p. 168 ; Ph. Rawson, loc.cit.). An image of the 
Bodhisattva Manju8ri is said to have been erected 
in this shrine in 1343 by one .Aditya.varman from 
Sumatra, probably a vassal of Madjapahit. An 
image of Amoghapii.Sa was enshrined in 1375 
(C. Eliot, op. cit. p .  163).  This was built probably 
in the year 1268 (F.A. Wagner, op.cit. P· 120 f.). 

A fairly large pantheon discovered in the vicinity 
of this shrine consists ofDhyii.ni Buddhas, BodhiSI}tt. 
vaS and their Sa.kt�s. 

Architecturally it has taken the form of a three 
storied pyramid with a flight of steps risiiig on either 

side from the · basement, and leading up to the 

uppermost floor. This feature could be c�nsidered 

as peculiar to this shrine,when compared w1th other 

CSJ,14Js of Ja·; 1 .  The mouldings on the basement 

The continuous barids of bas-reliefs on the plinths 
show a step t.owards a gradual transition to the 
true Javanese Wayang �pes which ·could be easily 
distinguished by their curiously square and clumsy 
figure sculpture as against the more delicate and 
hieratic art of the middle JavllJlese and Di(lng 
plateau temples (Ph. Rawson, op.cit., p. 265, figs. 
230:232). Some earlier writers have even tried to 
draw an analogy with these and the sculptures of the 
Incas and other central American civilizations 
(C. Eliot, op. cit. p . . l69). 

The sculptures in the round, folind at Cll1,lc;li Jago 
are a synthesis of Buddhist and Saivite themes 
thus showing the easy blending of Siva and 
Buddha cults that .had prevailed in Singhase.ri. 
This tendency towards the fusion of two different . 

religious traditions is also reflected later in the 
Buddh.st sculptures of Madjapahit:-

· 

One could even surmise that this was the Sivabud 
dhalaya referred to in Nagarakretagama although 
Gru;l� Singh681}ri has been preferred ·bf _many 
scholars in identifying with it. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CA�J;>I KALASAH, the oldest of the Buddhist · 
temples in the Prambanan va.lley in central Java 

. situated south of the volcano Merapi on the bank 
of the river Opak. It lies on the road to Bara.buc;lur 
in the district of Kedou, near Ca1,1c;li Me1,1c;lut. An 
inscription dated 700 Saka era (i.e., 778 A.C.), 
discovered on the site, states that the temple was 
built in that year by the first Sailendra. king, 
named Panangkaran, and was dedicated to the 
Buddhist goddess Tars and that the village named 
Ko.la.sa. was gifted to the temple.. Thia inscription 
which helps in assigning a definite date to this 

Buddhist monument is interesting as a. valuable 
point of reference in the history of Indo-Javanese 
architecture. The name of the village m'3ntioned 
in the inscription is preserved in modern Kalasan, . 
a neighbouring village which has given its name to 
the monument. 

Ca.ndi Kalasan contains one great stiipa towering 
over �oups of smaller ones. The basement of the 
temple, though in � very damaged condition, shows 
that the temple conformed to the normal type. 
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Jt. �s a.quru:e . .  ill s\la� with projections on the _four 
sides. . T�e. base�ent •s �'Qout 15 feet wider on all 
�ides than the �perstructure and this area obviously 
served as a. proce�ional path. The four projectiollil 
of �he. tet:nple � foqned �to four chapels accessible 
py 11 double. fijg}.lt. of steps-one fro� the ground to 

the �J? of t_h� �me�t and the other . from the 
basement-terraee to the door of the. chapel. Of 
these four chapels, the one on the eastern side leads 
to the main celbdn the centre of the temple while 
the other three are. rOOlly subsidiary and independ
l')nt shrines, With 110 communication' with the main · 
cella. 

The wall abQve the doorway of ea.ph, of the Qh�pels 
contains the �ost �triking feature of the !!ide walls, 
na�ly; a fantastic Kiila-h�l£<1 -(lcir�imakha) - of 
Q.ol� size . . It extends . . over the · ent� · _upper 
part ofth� wall l.J.P. to the point where the roof begins, 
The hair of the monster is conventio�y arr�ed in 

�tii.pa of the roof. The back wall of the cella is 
entirely covered by the throne which may have 
one� 

.
contained an image of Tii.ra. These two sides .· 

of the throne have two Makaras on two sides. 

The entire temple is constructed out of granite. 
Originally, the building had been covered with 
stucco which gave the finishing touch to the s�p •. 

tures and other decorations which otherwise appear 
to be roughly hewn. . '· Ka.lasim is very rich in ornamentation and is of 
rare beauty. FJ;om · what remains of the temple', 
one could conjecture thil.t the temple formed an 
extremely rich ensemble ·of a powerfully decorated 
character. Few temples give the imptession of such 

. ornamental grandeur. 
Ca�«;li Ka.lasan was later called Ca�«;li of the Benign 

Ka.Ii and forinS part of a group of the temples of 
Pra.mbana.n. 

cri.rls. From its . terrible mouth hang · down five BIBLIOGRAPHY : R. c. Majl,IIndar, A� inaip.n 
lotus flowers, arid from its two corners appear two - Colonies in ehe Far East, Vol. n, Pt. II, Calcutta, .  
lions ; fro� these issue �wo flowering· branches · 1938. ; :Benjainin Rowland, The Are �nd Architect14ra 
ending m the usQ.arMak&a on the two sides of the· of Iiulia, Penguin Books Ltd,, Gre_a� Britain, 1956 ; 
d()()rway. . . . ' 

. 
. . . 

· F.· A. Wa.gner,- Indonesia, Art of the World Seriet!, 
. Xb�re a�e .o�hw dec�rations on tbes(l side walls, London, 1962 ; M . . P. Yerneni!, .Lea Temples ck Lo 

· :. · viz., ofleaf-scro�, 9irds and godde�. ' Oil either· · . Per:ioae · Olassique . · Indo-Jaoonaise, Libraririe 
side of the' dOorway are two figu:t:es of. richly o�a- . Nationale, dart et d'Histoire, P.a.ris, 1927. 
mented door-keeperii. · 

. 
· ' . · . .  · , 

· 
· · · · 

· . _ · H.R.'P. 
The Upp�r end

.
pf th� deCO�ated walla ��tainS a:n.· , . · . I 

architra�e of three flat bands supporting a richly CA:,J;>I MENlJUT, a remarkable ·Buddhist monn, 
decorated frieze and a cornice. The roof supports ment in :middle Java, belonging to the same period . 
a row of dooorated niches, alternately larger and as tbe magnificent Barabn�;l.ur stiipa about the 
s�r,most of which contained images of the four -beginning of the 9th century, with which it forms a. 
DhyiD,i Bl.}.ddhas.. The second and third stages of .great religious architectural COJ;Q.pl�x. C&J.l�li Men
the-root are ootago�ai and aJso can'Y .niches with dut is situated exactly op. the east-west axis cover
images of Dhye.iri Buddhas. ]'rom the mi'ddle of ing Ba.rat u9ur (q.v.) and the compa.rati��ly �aller 
the third stage r�a· the large bell-shaped stii.pa shrine Ca.t;C;li Pa.won (.q.v.).. CllJ)«;li Mendut e,x�ls 
with a high, poinied pinnacle. This is the crowning many Javanese monuments by i�s architectural 
�rn�ent of the. -�oof: . 

. . 
and decorative qualities. It is built in the typical-

. The chapels.�n -the. three sil;les �e abc1,1t . 1 1  t ft. Javs.nese. corbel principle, by u�;�ing neatly d,ressed 
'square . .  Each . of the. side-walls has a niche, about ashlar stone slabs. This method which is al13o 
31 ft, wide, decorated. with Kala-head and scroll- found in the more stupendous Ba.ra.bu«;lur s�iipa, is 
worki and above it .. �wo divin,e figures . . Tlle back- applied practically to every component of. t�s 
\\'8ll contains a. footstool which has room for �hree edifice, other than the huge, mqre than Ji(e-size 
images. images of the Budqha. and the two �ttendant b�,-, 

The chapel on;the east side is somewhat different. 
It measures about tl ft. 8 ins. and has three small 
Iiiche8 on aach oftlie s�de-walls. The back-wall has 
an opening ieadilig -to the �ain cella. 
. The main . cella is about 24! ft. square. The 

plain walls rise strai�t up to the cornice from where 
the roof begins; At. this point the walls· �gin to_ 
nonverge until they meet . under the. �ll-sJ:laped 

sa.-ttvas, which are the chief 'attraction of c�� 
Mendut. 

Tho stii.pa finial which must hav� once. crowned · 
the roof of this shrine seems to have fdlle� beyond 
restoration but its presence could he surmised. on the 
analogy of' other Javanese Buddhist· CSJ;l�is and· . · 
also o� th� presencQ of miniature attl.pikiia placed· · 
at_ cardinal points �n the sides of the diminishing · 
tiers above the main entablature. 
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Althodgh it i:r·a pillarless mass of corbelled blocks 
arohitocturally, the mouldings on tho outer fa,ca of 
the · Wdlls give the impression of a structure with 
pillars and pila.ster�>. at intervals where they were 
required .  

It "is formed of a single large square chamber 
roofed with di.."'r.i:ini::ihin'g storeys of the usual Ja.va
I1ese type. It is mounted on a· high broad plinth 
which is approached on its north-westei·n face by 1.1. 
flight of steps which has a· pair of ogee- w.lngstones. 
Tho wlngstoneii show a f'afse cornice ·(which: 1s 
ILctuall� a contir�uation of the corbelled blocikf 
thatforni the bah,1strades) terminating in a mjjkara 
in the same wuy the wingston�� ofBarabuc,lur stupa 
<\re formed(Ph. Rawson, T .he Art of Southeast Asia, · 
Londoh, 1967, Pl. 177 from :Mendut, Pl. 189, from 
.Ba.rabuc,lur) . Ra,•..-son says that the exterior of 
t
.
�is' "sh�ine is in evflry war niore '�rn�t� than -thp.t 

of any other shrinn sofar:discovered ( op. cit. p. 220). �-ong with such �eulptural motifs as _.floral; diaper 
and SCrQll designs. thoro are numerous qgure sculp
�ii,e� in shallow-relief th�t represent bodhisattvas, 
J;n,ple . imd fe":.nale deitiell, each self-eontained and 
P,laced . with_ conswnmate aesthetic judgement ; 
so�e relief o�rvi:ngs represent mythical ideas like 
the ' kalpavrk§a ' (the �i sh-granting tre�} ,  other� 
naria'ti\res from · Buddhist · Jataka tales. To:a.n 
ob�erve�s.; it .· seems, that the . maiD. attriictio� . in 
Cangi Mendut i� th� 'famo�s trio · in the garbhaurlia 
(the ·imrer.shrina·-room), that is the l3�ddha and a. 
BodliiSa.ttva on either side of him, �who ar� seated on 
padt�a�s. Qf au · the

. 
writers, �awso� alone 

. t;>elieves that there were origin�lly seven such huge. 
hn�ges enshrined in C�c,li . Me�dut, �hila -�thers 
J;efer t_o th� three images presently foun�, r.estored 
on . to t�air original �sanas (seats.), Rawson's 
r�ference. to. seven images comp,risi:ng a . Tantric, 
Mat_uf,ala fusing th.e :cosmic natur�viz., g�rb�·
d;hiitu and V:Jjrad}�;!itu .. reminqs one of the famo� 
seven colossal images including that of the ;Buddha 
at the centre, carved out of the living rock !ltt the 
famous site now known all B.uduruvegala (q.v. ) . in 
��uth . Sri Lanka.; whe;e . one� . stoo.d . a . g.r�at . . . . . . 
)!ah�y�a. shine {Ra.w�op, op. cit. p. ,221 f. ;. se,e 
p, T .. · Devend.\a. Olassical . $inlvzlese . Sejdp�ure� 
L<!ndo.n, lOSS, . P.ls; 78,-82). 

The serenity of the Buddha image and the ex .. 
tJ:eme}ly pleasant two attendant .Bo,dhisa.t�vaa pro
vide no doubt a spiritu.a.I�y; moving atmosphere · 
inside the shrine chambm· at Mendut. The Buddha 
image which is in the Dhamwcakramudra (preach� 
ing.the.l)hamma. attitude) ·is seated in the. un,usU&l 
t\O·Galleq ' Enropean style ' which is iWtua.lly thf• 
'pralambapada ' post.ure in lndill>J). i.conogn\phy. · 

The Buddha i.niage as wt1ll ab! the flankillg tw<� . 
Bodhisattva -images are oM·voo in the round aurl 
placed on stylised= . asanaa W1lioh'. alro f.Oh�d. lis-: 
ooveral blocks of stono. The'-two bodl:iisa.twas arioi 
stsa�ed in the rafalilli -pose c·ommon to &vine. pei··) 
sonages in oriental are, ·Witl-r ohe 1eg.:tlli·n:eol .inw�trli4 
and placed horizoilt'a.Uy: o11- tho l<>t�-sditt .Wid tht� 
other leg hanging doWn and plttced• dll•a lbtus. pados"J 
tal. A cori1parison\ with tbeOOI BodhisSttJv.a- fighrtn; 
from the Javanese field itse!Fcould oo -foqndi.iir thrl. 
stone image of a. bodhisattvoi f1toiil; tcal:l4ii.:Plao.Ba.m 
(q.v.) (R. Lo May, The Oulture of So*h:·Edlet.c:rtiiaJ 
London, 1956; fig. 69} and t�e bl·p�� minJo.�l,U'!Ol·Of 
Manjusri · from ·:Nge:rppl�em�JAgan, (P�. �wsOD..,
op . cit, p. 2.36, fig! 1�7): , lt :woul� h;13 �ter�at�: 
il:o note that most. !lf t.h�. �rly p�:Qnze. ��isal;�v.a� 
seated imageg diRcqyere<l in -S�i J-1.\� �.fll.'� �eiy, 
close resembla.nG�; to: the.�, Jo.v,l.}ne� · �tt�," · 
figUres, 

.
especially· Qf the · SaileJl�'a .�do� �d. pro:, · 

vide avenue for fUrtP.t�r illq�y ,in� :�]\e S.�a�J\ 
Sailendra. cultural . links �h�t ,hB_'V'� .�� c<mfl.nlied. · · 

by the famous · �a�ub�a �ipfi.v� ��il · 
· �mt{ · 

other' newly discove�<l(J d�tt\,l 
. . . 

· The trio, i3uddfia · -seatoo· p1'atiitnllapallil. &.nd· iW · 
dhartiwcakramudra im:d 'tbe two · attendant BOOh.i. · . 
�ttvil..�; is a. corrinlon :theme in' the> serllptorls iift' 
of ·the_ early · western tni:lian · rdclt-cut. · BiiddhiSti 
sartctuaries;' while the ptb.td:trtlict'jii'i/M .JBui:ldfia · i� 
a"iso ·cpx:zmlon to· tlie · G'up!a· lln.cF sdbseqtient -'Pala' 
.Suddhist llrt reperfu-ry.'z Rcl'\f�vJr, on-a·l:6mpilr&'J 
tive �rtalysis the trio· fr�rri Ge.Wiha� at.P6lUmi'a'tit� 
�Si·1 ·La.rika) sta11ds tuJ.iqu.Qi'as.,UUfJiri�ea �.'gl.Ve· 
iho !lame .serert& teatur-estirr..\tHe JB��� tl!f:;. 
amorph'<iu.'O . sl:ia.viby >o"f :tho ;j;w.d;.iBn:6.hj.m�MlV� 
in. this instartae · a�a.t·' -like.: '.001-.?d (lly<MbWil!): . 
bearot;s. A:.riother · 'Stl!iking)sillti'l&� ietw.ehn )he · · · . 

Cal)ai · Mendut' solll�tdti¥ _aid{V Ithai�ai:VJhirai;.reli�6 
is' th6' raised . platfotmr1ik&1u8a� Jof.t.t46:"iBudd)ie . . 

imag�wh'ich is::fOii.ndr.'iif::RRnDh.e · .rfh.t!tlEJ<li:nmgest:li&· 

l ;Cf. the two miniature icom; of a Bodhisattva In : !rlahiiriljttliJa one-· di�r.over�d> froffi· .. a ·l&sdM l. t��at Budni'liit� . 
1n .the ·eproniho. inu&euri1 and the other the original stattie o� �41.he�IX!.rq dis�v!)te.d fr<>w t� .E:�nd.v. �it.ba . v"lay,a.S4�ne �y. 
tl;le ptc!ient·writer ; see N: Mudlyant'lll, Maha11an� ·.llonuinl!nU ,an C'.wlon, Colombo, 196?-"'Fi,r.''l?',' Bli'ittri'trV��a t\i0ii··� 1A;D!1'.'B: 
Perera, ' The disr.overy _ _ of the orilzinal st-atue of God Natha. ln Ka�y� Stm,. Indl)pend(!htdffilnilJO.II�·t�f: {Jt�OI}j���-1P�J1..WJJ& 

. 1 971 , p, .5 ; A. K. Coontarsw.a:my, ¥ahayana Buitdhlst· Bron1.�s from Ceylpn; a'il!l Jf!Y&/, .• TJ#S_. 1909, p�. �S".\. : �e fuitfier,·.J�;· 
J,'aranav1tana, Ce.!Jlon and. Ma,�ay'IW, Colombq, 1966, Chap. XI, pp; 191-221. · .. · · · · . · · . :. . 

2 cr;· M�delc!ne:Hallad'e; i'lle acindharil '�';'"· Tiiarueir- ·HildSOD, l!l6�. Pl.l37, ftent ;A�� 1nt.Wdrl afi.Cii.:Vt! Mflf.c!lllW!Il�%>.4) i>lia�amuarii' seate.d . in th.e , pr.alanibapiida llt-titude and flap ked by a -�!lb�s�tty!lc.,rUn iU:h,er.�IP.e, \Y�� an- l)����t.e_d.,p.!'_o�4 
tif)natt>I

,
Y �rilall�r. 6tl! rcJltru;v,A.C.! Pl.-138 from Ell?ra r�-ve. Tl lnterlot, B,oddlia- se�ted· iu'pr��pifda aii<J.: DMrflitkli� 

also; D.B. Levine, Aurangabad, .Arl, .A. Vol. XXVII1.1966, 2/8\ pp.,l7f1? P•!• ?1 l�t.:t:�. . . . . . . . . . , . , ,  . . . . . .. � -- . .. ·: 
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Car;u;li Mendut. The mouldings, cyma recta, cyma 
re:versa, torus, as_tragal etc., form the primary dado 
of the· Padm59a7�a, in. the case of the Javanese and 
Sinhalese sculptures under review. This type of 
seat� which is rarely found, if not altogether absent 
io- ather schools of Buddhist ad, �ven in the best 
e;xamples of Gupta an� Mathura sculptures, shows 
anotper aspoo� of the . sculptor's art common to 
siD118la and Sailendra schools. (See B. Rowland, 
'l'Mr Arl and Arch,teclure of' India� Harmondsworth, 
lfl56, p. '187 ; J. Ph. Vogel, The relat on between 
the:a�1iofind·aand.Java, Theinfluencesof Ind-ian Art 

· ed. iPh/Vog�l; �t at., London, 1925, fig. IV ;  R. L8 
May, op. cit. fig: 68 ; Ph. Rawson, op. cit. figs. 180, : 
1'81. cr. . s. Paranavitana, . Arl of the Ancient ' 
Sinhcdiae, Colombo, 197l ,.Pls . . 6_7 ,:Buddha seated 011. 
� stylized i:i8and ll.nd iD. the dharmacakramudra, 
Anuradhapura, : 6tli century ; Buddha and the 
Bodhisattvas · rrom · · the· Polonnaruwa Vatadage, ·. � 2tb century.) 

100 ; see further J. F. Schettema, Monumental Java, 
London, 1912). From the outer walls of the 
entrance wingstones, and extending all round the 
main structural walls, there is a continuous series of 
bas�reliefs in typical middle Javanese style, closely 

. resembling those of Barabut;lur depicting legends 
from various }Juddhist Jataka stories probably 
derived fPi>m the J atakamoJij, The n,eatly dressed 
ashlar stones that had formed the alcoves and niches 
.on side walls too carry relief carvings of Buddhist 
div inities some . of whom bearing lotuses, recalling 
the lotus-bearer aspects of Mahayima Bodhisa.ttvas-. . 
depicted both in painting and sculpture in Buddhist 
arl all over (Ph, Rawson, op. cit. Pl. 177, wingstone 
carvings, Pl. 179, a Bodhisattva holding a lotus). 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CA��I PAWON, a small and a relatively plain 
shrine datable from the 9th century, belonging to 
the same architectural complex of the great Bar- . 

In reg�rd to th� Buddha image at CaJ;�<;i1 Mendut, abu<;iur. It stands on the east-west_ road from 
Prof. Vogel refers to the syxribol of the wheel and CaJ).<;ii Mendut to Barabu�ur. It is believed that 
. two antelopes carved at the · 'feet of the Buddha this edifice is dedicated to the Buddhist god of 

· iJQage, but wifort.uri�tely no,trac� of-these .. carvings wealth, .Kuvera, a.ls� kno'Wll:. as Vaisrava.n.a or 
is found.to�ay .in the .restored seat. of the Buddha Vessavana iii the Pali texts {Ph. Rawson, The Arl 

. (J. Ph. YQgel; op . . .. cik p. 65·; . . see · .further, . of So�h-east Asia, London, 1967, p. 226� Pi. 186.)� 

. 
A . . : F�n$er, The . Betnninga,. of : ·.· B�hiat. Art,, :_· , . ·�01no wri�e�s believe th�t the CaJ;��i :Pa.won was . London, J917, , p. 2J3). · .Only a,, fa�t ·' cucular - · ., · •k'·· , d

. . ·f . ·t· ·. ·h· · 

b 
·
to· . 

·.B · 
·
b d te · . . 

· . , · · : .· · · .. . . .. · · · a . m o an e-c am er ara u . ur, ca _nng · d681gll IS seen .on the, tapestry. · shown .m . shallow:, · t
. "t.h · · · . · . · dl · t ' ·. t f · ·1 · It · · · · · . · · . · · o e more wor y m eres o p1 gr1ms. 18 relief behind the Buddha's legs. These symbols, b . 'It 1 tr b · h' h · tb . . . . · . · , . w on a. square p a 10rm, a. ove w 1c rl86s . e 1£ at all they were found there, are marufestly r 11 f th 

· hr' In th 11s ll 'd · 
• . . . . 

· . 10ur wa s o e a me. e wa on a s1 es · denved from Indian art as lS also the case w1th the h blind · d lik 1 d · h · . . . . · . are · s own wm ow- e a coves, an rue es decorative de.ta1ls of the back of the tliree thrones. 'th d t' h hi h b xt 1 fin · · · WI ecora 1ve arc es, w c ear e reme y . e The Vyalaka or leograph, stands on a. couchant relief carvings. Female figures · are placed inside elephant, which on both sides -supports the eaves of the niches of the _o-uter walls, which recall the the transom, the latter being embellished witlt the fertillty�fecundi�y'Sculptures of Buddhist art from · 
usual two Makara heads (J. Ph; Vogel, op. cit. its earliest beginnings at Sii.iici, Bharhut, Buddha
P· 65. fig. iv ; B. Rowland, op. cit. Pl . . 187 ; Ph. Th l b li f: f kal k .. gaya etc. . . ere are .a. so aa-re e s o pavr . Rawson, op. cit. fig. 180 ; R. Le May, op. cit. fig. 68). �a, .the . . wish-granting divine-trees, surrounded . 
· . The tw.o,boqhisa.ttva figures have been identified by p-ii.r'T)Ggf.af.aa (pots filled with jewels and flowerS). 
as Vajrapa�i;and Lokelvarf!. (D. Se.ckel, The Art Bearded gatwB at tho entrance pour out jewels from 
of B�, JA>ndon, Methuen, 1964, p. 139 ; sacks . . 
Ph. ltawson, op. cit. p. 222) and. al�o with Maiiju5n · 
W1-d ;A��itesvara, (C. · Eliot, Hinduiam · and . 

BUddAian•; London, 1921,. Vol. ill, p. 165). �ong · 
other sculptured panels, the bas-reliefS; depicting 
the -fam ous Mahayana couple Pancika (q. v.) and 
Hariti {q� v.) would be of value for the student of 
Buddhist arl (soe Ph. Rawson, op. cit. Pl. 178, 

. here Pancika is referred to as Kuvera which may 
not b& oorrect ; see further Alice Getty, TM Gocls of 
NoriMm Buddhism; London, Tokyo, 1962, p. 86). · 
One writer had tak�ri these reliefs as a representa
tion of a portrait sa'ulpture of the founder of the 
monument and his consort (R. Le May, op. cit. p. 

On .the entablature above the four walls rises 
another tier which has four stiipa fini�ls at the 
four · ends and the whole edifice is cro'Wned by a. 
stiipa dome. The crowning stiipa is placed on 
an inverted pyramid-like platform. This pattern 
of the roof recalls the Pancayatana model 

· developed in the religious architecture of India, 
especially of the Buddhists, probably iii confom)ity 
with a mystic symbolic ma�. 

This sma.il way-side CaJ).<;li with its advanced 
bas-reliefs and divine cult icons of the particular 
wfsh-granting type would have once attracted 
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many pilgrims on their way to major centres of 
pilgrizm.ge like Mendut and Barabu<;iur, Sewu. and 
Kahsan and had probably eased both the fati.gue 
and monotony of their journeys. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CA��I PLAOSA..�, a small Buddhist Ca1.1�i of 
'lllid-ninth century, situated towa.rds north-east of 
Jogjakarta, and close to Ca!)<,l Sewu � well as the 
stupendous Hmdu monument, Lara J onggrang. 
Although a smaller monument comparatively, it 
has however yielded many a rich piece of Javanese 
sculpture of exquisite beauty. A monk's head from 
this shrme, carved out of stone, captures the 
�renity, characteristic of the spiritually advanced 
Buddhist thera (fh. Rttwson, The . Art of Southeast 
Asia, London, 1967, p. 247, Pl. 209 )� B. Rowland, 
however, takes this piece of sculpture as part of 
Ca�<,li Sewu collection (see B. Rowland, The Art · 

and Architecture of India, Harmondsworth, 1956, 
Pl. 190) . 'fhe sculptures found at Ca!)<,li Plaosan 
are very impressive, especially the beautiful donor 
figures and the images of bodhisattvas (Ph. Rawson� 
loc. cit.) .  

, A beautiful iznage from Ca!)�i Plaosan, depicts 
th� Bodhisattva . Maitreya, in which the left leg 
is drawn up to rest on the lotus thromi (padmasana) 
while the· right _ leg which is pralamba (hangjng 
down). rests on a. small lotus pedestal which in turn 
is placed on a small lion's head (R. Le May, The 
Oidture of Southeast Asia, London, 1956, �g. 69). 
The izn�ge reflects all the typical Sailendra ethnic 
features and could well be compared with portrait 
sculpture of AirlQ.nga in the guise of v·�u from 
Belahan as well as with the two bodhisattva images · 
flankmg tho central Buddha. at CB.!)<:ii Mendut. 
The image also has much affinity tq the early bronze 
bodhisattva icons froin . Sri Lanka (see Ca!)<,li 
Mendut, fn. I) .  

· On grounds of similarity with the eastern Javanese 
Singhasari plastic art, it could be sur_mised that 
Can<li Plaosan was one of the last edifices built 
by . the Javanese Buddhists before their ·centre of 
religious and cultural activities was shif�ed from 
Central Java. to Eastern Java. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CA��I SARI, a J'avanese Buddhist shrine erected 
in the 9th century. 7'his monument is found on the 
road that connects Ca!)<}i Kalasan and Cat:�<.li Sewu 
and lies a. few miles north ofPrambanan. According 
to one writer " this shrine was erected in connection 
with the more stupendous Ca:!)<,li Kalasan, for 
Mahii.yimist monks," presumably for the perform· 

ance of some religious rite (C. Eliot, Hiftdui::.m and 
Buddhism, Vol. III, London, 1921, p. 165). 

In outward form it varies considerably from itR 
;;istcr Ca!)<,lis in Middle ,Java and is · an interestmg 
architectural invention (Ph. Rawson:, The Art 

of Southeast Asia, London, 1967i Pl. 21 1  and pp . 
. 248 f.) .  To the onlooker :it appears· like. a lar� 
rectangular three-storeyed building . built on a 
massive stylobate, with the main entrance piercing 
the centre of one of the longer sides. " The th� 
storey stands above a substantial architrave With 
horizontal mouldings and . antefixes. Window!!, 
two on each short side, :three-. on long, own into each 
storey though they are blind at the _rear . . _side. 
They are crowned by large antefixe� like cartouch� 
of ornamental carving b�ed on curvilin,e�,��yi1ion.s. 
hung with strings of gems." (Ph. R�:wson, cp .. ()i.t. 
pp. 248 f.) Above. the . uppermo�t wmdow:Ji¥ 
alcoves appear the traditional ,Javanese · Id;.#
mukha lintel carvings. The cent�al amaiaica 01.' 
stiipa-shaped cupola. is niissirig but · its .. presenoo 
could be surmised by th.e stiip�' fuiip.Is crowning the 
entablature of the uppermost tier. 

Alongsicie each wi:ndow-li�e. alcove · are . pairs of 
figures representing he�venly beings. · Inside, Ca:!)c,ti 
Sari contains, a processional, corri(l9r around tht'eie 
interiol' shrmesr probably meant fqr: Amages or the 
Buddha and two Bodhisattvas, as a� Ca.J,lgi Mendu:t, 
but izna.ges are all gone �t present (Ph. Rawson, 
op. cit.).  

A.D.T.E.P. 

CA��I SEWU, is �IDOther ;middle Javanese Bud
dhist monument of co!OsSb.l', architect:ural deaign. 
In point of actual M!:la coyered,�Ca:!)<,lj Sewu, which 
means

.
'the thousand te:inples'� is said to' be the Jar. 

gest of the temple groups in Java (R. Le May, 
The Culture of Southeast ' .Asia, Londo.u, 1956, 
p. 101) .  On inscriptional evidence l:!chqlars · have 
assigned this Cat:l9i to the 9th century, and it :is 
very likely t.hat it too belongs t.o the period of the 
great Sailenclras of Sri Vijaya whose affiliations _ to 

. the particular form of Buddhism ·which some writers 
call esoteric form of Buddhism, is· reflected m t•EI 
vast number of Buddhist monuments er-ected in 
Middle Java. On chronological grounds · it stands 
in relationship with the other two atupendo.aR 
shrmes, the Ca:!)<,li :Mendut and (Ca:!)<,li) Barabu�ur ; . 
hence, if not a contemporary, it may be a close 
precursor of the other two. 

Benjamin Rowland, draws a parallelism bet
ween the . Cal)l).i Sewu and the ruined shrine of 
Tantric Buddhism at Paha.rpiir of the Pala rulers of 
Bengal. And on this analogy he infers that the 
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whole collection of buildings of the Cal,lQ.i Sewu According· to Dietrich Seckel, the two hundred 

was designed as a kind of maru}ala with the separate odd side chapels, surrounding the central edifice 
chapels dedicated to the deities comprising the on the four sides, had enshrined the four so-called· 
esoteric C6Slllic. diagram or matu,lala (B. Rowland, Dhyani Buddhas with Vairocana in the c.entre. 
The Arl and .Architecture of India, Harmondsworth, He adds, taken in conjunction with many of �he 
1956, pp� �.44 {. ; for details see Ph .. Rawson, The figures in the niches, they formed a Vajrayii.na 
Art of Southeast: Asia, London, 1967, pp. 244 f. Mal,l<;lala (D. 8.eckel, The Art of Buddhism, Methuen,. 
Pls. 20.')-207 ; see also F. A. Wagner, Indonesia, London, 1964, p. 139) . 
.Methuen. , London. 19.62. P· 116). Of all the two-hundred chapels of the CaJ.><Ji Sewn 

The central tem:ple of Cal,l<;li Sewu which is of a complex, only one has so far been conserved· (B. 
recessed oruoiform plan as in the case of the Pals Rowland, op. cit. PI. 177, B; Ph. Rawson, op. cit. 
l'lhrine ai Paharplir, . is surrounded by no less than p. 244, Pl. 206). From the restored side chapel and 

iwo hundred and fifty small chapels repeating its the remaining parts of the main shrine, it is possible 
Rha.pe in BJ:naller scale (B. Rowland, op. cit., p. 244, to estimate that the square shrine on its plinth, 
·ng. 47 and Pl. 177 A. & B). This method of encir- with two highly compressed square storeys above, 
·�ling the P!imary edifice (stupa) by-miniature shri- was roofed by circles of small stiipas mounted in 

nes could also be traced back to the. Gandhara. tiers, surmounted by a. terminal . large stiipa, in 

-region in north-western India, where MahayB.na effect the general scheme of Ba.ra.bu9ur compressed 
Buddhism flourished· from the early centuries of into the narrow scope (B. Rowland, op. cit., Pl. 177 
the .p resent era. B ; Ph. Rawson, op. cit, Pl. 206). 

The oloSQ relations between the Palas of Bengal The same skill shown in · the scUlptor's art as 
t�.ri.d the �aiiendras of Java. are confirmed by'tl(lvera.l found in Barabu<;lur, Mendut etc;, is reflected in the 
inscriptions of Sailendra :nilers f�und at the Nalanda art of Cal.lc;li Sewu · too. However, some writers 

temples, and the' . presence of Pii.la type bronzt: think that in comparison with the art of Barabudur 

icons in Java.. 1'he very close. similarity between the: sculptor's art revealed here is far less skiirui 
the gro:und plan' .of this Cal,l� a'nd the Pals t-emple· . plastically (Ph. Rawson, op. �it., p. 247, Pl. 207, a 
referred to above adds more weight to thEl' Pala- : r�Sss, gnome frozp. Cal,lQi ·SeWn, Pl. 208, one of the . 
Sailendra. o_ultural · llnks that w�ro iiis�rumental· in· , . partly rUined shrines of CaJ;i<;li S�wu) . 
the interchange of esoteric foi'Dls·-of Buddhism in 
the respective kingdoirul of th� Pa1aEC and tho 
Sailendras. 

A date roWld about 800 A. C. has been arrivtld 
at on the evidence of sozp.e·inscriptions found in the 
l'egion, and on the sa.m� ·inscr.iptiona.l evidence the · 
·esoteric character ofBuddhi�·asROciated with theSE! 
middle Javanese ])uddhist shrines · was also con
jectUred by scholars of Southeast Asian Art history 
(R.. Le May, op. cit. p. 101 ; �>ee further, J.F. Sche1-
tawa, Mom.i.mental Ja11a, London, 1 912 ; H.G.Q. 

. Wales, The Making of Greater India, London, 1951). 
It would be intere_sti�g to mention in this connection 
�ha� t.he �ripti!)n referring to early relations bet- . 

ween the :monks , of the Abhaya.giri Vihara in Sl'i 
Lanka., (a. �ii.r.a. noted for . its unorthodox ·Buddhist 
practices·) and the learned theras of a monastery by 
the 88II)e na�e; was discovered- at a site clo$e to 
Cal,l�i Bewti, at Ratubaka, thus establishing further 

'the links of Mahayana centres beyond seas with the 
Ventral Jwfanese Buddhist sites (J.G. de Casparis, 

· •New evide,-.c� i.n eult�al relations between Java 
�nd Ceylon· in ancient t.imElj;l\ Art A. Vol. XXIV, 
Nos. 3{4, - 1959, pp. · 241-248 : S.  Paranavitana, 
;Ceylon. and MalayRia,. Colombo, t,96�pp. 183 ff.) .  

. / 

CA�.PI SINGHASARr, another 
erected · by the monarchs of the 
Singhasari dynasty. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

Buddhist. eaJ.l� . 
eastern Javanese 

Cal,l�i Singhasari preserves many of the classic 
;ra.va.nese architectural and artistic forms begun 
during the. reign of the rtilers of' Central Java before 
the shifting .of the seat of royalty towards eastern 
Javanese centres. It has al�o been considered to be 
the last Buddhist monument founded by the Singhil
siU'i 'kings preceded by the more compl:csted CSI,ll}.i . · 
Jago (F. A. Wagner, Indonesia, Art of the World; 
Series, Methuen, London, 1962, p. 121, Pl. 108; : 
Ph. Rawson, The Art of 8011.th.-PMt Asia, London, · . 
196

.
7, p: 260 f. r1. 228). 

· · 

This elegant piece of religious architecture which 
is also a good example of the continuation of java
nose skill in stone architecture, as reflected in th9 
middle Javanese colosBal structures like Barabu<;lur, 
Lara. J onggrang etc., a.ppear8 like a replica. in minia. 
ture of a gradually disappearing tradition of Java. 
nese mastt�l' builders, who though were inspired by 
the religious monuments in India and other early 
centres, never failed to preserye the dignity of 
their own .Javanese impl'esflion and identity in · 
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their architectural products. Apparently the wor
king of thE.l details in architectural ornamentation 
h�td taken place from tho top downwards. 

It is erected on a singlP. platform which is 
a. pla.in rectanglllar base, above which rises 
the tower proper. The I!lain super-f'tructuro 
resembles a modification of the Indian Paii.

diyalana type which was supposed to be an 
;\rchetypo in the modelling of many Mahayana. 
monuments that bore n mystic symbolism. 
The four tower like wings at the cardinal 
points are addorsed to the eentral structure which 
rises above all. Thf\ interesting thing about tho 
design of Cal).c,ii Singhasari is that, whema.�; in aU 
r.arlier temples, the central volume of the building 
t'emained the principal cell in which the image was 
housed, here the actual main cell is in what appears· 
to be tho plinth and what appears to be the cell 
has been assimilated as part of the roofing tower 
(Ph. Rawson, op. cit. p. 260 f.) .  The placing of the 
shrine proper just above the basement terrace is in 
contrast to its immediate predecessor Ca:r;J«;li Jago, 
which has a notorious climb through two flights of 
>lteps before reaching the attic. · The main entranco 
!l.rchway as well as the sub�idiary blin� . doors or 

· niches at the cardinal points of the two tiers . .  are 
:mrmounted by the gorgeous Kirt·i-mukJta (or 
misnamed Kala Makara) tympanum slab, which · 
has become the most ubiquitous featuro in Javanese · 

· r·eligious architecture. 

One writer thinks that t!lere is every reason . to 
believe that Cal).<;li Singhasari was built in the yea.r 
1 178 A.C.,  in the reign of king Kretanagara of 
Toemapel, and that it. is the temple kno� . a.s 
Si.ya-B'IUldMlaya in which the king (Kretanagara) 
was cc;)Jnmemorated under the name Siva-Buddha. 
Here again is an evidence for the extension of the 
,'?iva-Buddha cult of east Java (C. Eliot, Hinduism 

and Buddhism, London, 1921 . Vol. III, p. l69). 

The Javaneso chronicle Nagarakretagama 

represents king Kretanagara as a devout Buddhist, 
hut his title Siva-Buddha shows how completely 
Saivism was blended with Buddhism in his religion. 
The above chronicle refers to a temple in which the 
lower storey was dedicated to Siva and tho upper 
one to Akl?obhya.. It also leads one to suppose that 
the king was honoured as an incarnation of' Akf?obhya 
E>ven during his lifo and was consecrated as Jina 
under the namo of Srijanabajresva.ra. (Srijana. 
'lajrrsvara). 

A remarkablt' stat no identified as that of Siva, and 
. takon to bo a product of Madjapahit, is worthy to 
be noted here in reRpect of the Siva-Buddha 

('ult of Kr�>tanagm·a (J. Ph. Vogel, 'Relation 

1 0. S.P.C. 93898 · 

between tho a,rt of India and Java', in The 

Injhte.nce nj Indian' Art, ed. J. Strzygowski, 
J. Ph. VogeL H. F. E. Visser and othen;, London, 
1 925, p. 82, Fig X) .  This particular st.att�e is 
idEmtifiefl as a portrait statue of king Kretarajasa, 
the son-in-law of Kretanagaro.. Both in style and 
date it bears close affinities with the famous master
'piecCl Prajiiiiparam:ta from Singhasari which too 
has been taken by scholars as a portrait statue of a 
J avaneso queen . It is worthwhile to note that the 
title Srijanabajre?;vara borne by Kretangara has 
some bearing on this statue, as it holds in one of 
its left. hands a 1:ajra emhlem .mounted on a lotus 
which reflects a faint echo on the title Bajre8vara . 
( Vajra-j- Uv(/.m-lord of the cosmic thunderbolt). 
Such an object borne by Prajiiaparamitii has provid. 
e� a clue to scholars in identifying the famous 
Singhasari image mentioned below. It is not un
likely that the above statue was tt·ansported from 
Singha.sii.ri by the succeeding ruler who shifted his 
capital to Madjapahit .. 

It could be mentioned in regard to the carvings 
at Cal,lc;li s:nghasii.ri that its sculptprs have tried 
to maintain a somewhat dignified restraint in 
omamentation. The Cat;1<;ii owns numerous statues 
of excellant v,:�rkmanship which illit8trate the fusion 
of Si:va and Buddha. in the new Mahayana cult 
originated in eastern Java (C. Eliot, op. cit. p. 1 69). 
From Singhasii.ri area, t.here is a wealth of statumy 
discovered and it is not unlikely that most of them 
did belong to the central shrine Cal,lc;li Singhasii.ri 
and had once ornamented its numerous niches. 

Of these, the most remarkahle is the famous statue 
of Prajiiii.piiramita (D. Seckel, The Art of Buddhism. 

Art of the World Series, Methuen, London, 1964, 
pp. 236 f., Pl. 237, 239), now in the Leyden Museum. 
Dietrich Seckel, calls it one of the finest masterpieces 
of Buddhist Art and identifigs it with the " Yellow 
Pl'ajiiii.pii.ramita " who is distinguished by the 
follo" ing features : Her hands are in the 
gesture of teaching (Dharmacakramudrii), she is 
seated on 2. lotus seat (padmaaana) mounted on a 
square podium to which is attached the back of her 
seat which Is highly ornamented and resembles a · 

fiery aura. She has, resting on a lotus to her left 
a book, containing the text of the Prajiiiipiiramitii 

which could be compared with the vafra placed in 
a similar position on a lotus held in one of the hands 
of tho so-called l\Iadjapahit statue referred to a. hove ·· . 

(see Pl. CXXVI) . Scholars do believe that this statue 
could probably he a portrait image of a queen of 
the Singhasii.ri dynasty, namely Dedas, the consort 
of Kretarajar;a (first half of the 1 3th century), not 
of course a portrait in the modern sense, but an 
att-empt to identify her with the mystic hody of the 
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sacred personage concerned, in the same way as the 
supreme Buddha or Hindu deity becomes incarnate 
in the ruler (cp. Devaraja-Buddharaja cult of 
south-east Asia). This perhaps explains why this 
figure combines withdrawal from ihe world to a 
sanctified sphere with a note of noble charm and 
humanity (D. Seckel;. op. cit. p. 236 f. ; ft. Le May, 
The Culture of Southeast Asia, London, 1956, p. 105, 
fig 79 ;see also J.Ph. Vogel, op. cit.pp.84 f., fig. XI). 

Yet another statue from Singhasari carved out of 
the same volcanic stone that was used in the 
Prajr.3piiramita. masterpiece, is an image of a deity 
representing a violent form of tantric symbolism. 
It has been identified as Cakkra-Oakkra-Bhairava 
(Ph. Rawson, op. cit. p. 263, Pl. 229) . It resembles 
very closely the Mahakii.la or Y amantaka aspect of 
Maiiju8ri and could have been one of those icons 
associated with this Ca�l;li if not with the tantric 
Buddhist shrine CaJ?.I;li Jago (see also J; Lowry, 
Tibet, Nepal and China, Oriental Art, Vol. XIX, 
No. 3 for 1973, pp. 306-318).  Apart from a f\OlW 
weather-beaten guard an images dvarapa.la or 
somet.mes referred to as riiJcl}asa) and a damaged 
image o :· the sage A�tya the .best known master
pie� of CSJ?.I;li Singhssari·sculpture are now in. the·. 
Leyden Mus�um, Netherlands. 

· If Cat:l9i Siiighasari was the. aetLLal shrine known 
. . as Sivabwldl1rilaya in the Nagarakretagama, then it . 

would not be difficult· to explain the presence of the · 
innumerable Hindu cult · images like Durga 
Mah .·sasuramard ni, etc. (Ph. .Rawson, op. '!it. 
p. 261, fig. 226) discovered at sites in the Singhasari 
region. 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CANDIKA, mother of Candikii.putta. thera (AA. IV, 
p. 1 91). 

CA:tfJ;>IKA, name of a. yak��i mentioned in the 
Suvaf"!Uiprabhasottama Sutra (Svr?J. · p. 163). 

CA.NDIKAPUTT A, a thera. Once while staying 
at Ve}uvana, in the presence of Siiriputta,- he prea
ched to the monks a discourse on the teaching of 
Devadatta. · This is recorded iii the Silii:!fUp� Butta 

(A. IV, pp. 402 f.). He was called Candikii.putta 
after his mother whose name was Candikii. (AA. IV, 
p. 191). 

L.R.G. 

CAlfJ)IKKA means hate, malice or churlishness, 
the state of being ferocious ; it is one of the synonyms 
for kodha given in the Dhammasanga?Ji (§§ 418, 1060, 
1 1 15, 123 1 )  and in the Vibhanga ( Vbh. p. 357). The 
Puggalapa?i.iiatti gives ca�tjitta instead of ca'Y}.rf,ikka 
as a synonym for kodhG (Pug. pp. 18, 22). According 

io the Oullaniddesa it is car:tif,ika, a. synonym of · 

dosa (Nd. II, pp. 175,  247). 

R. Morris, who considers carzr;litta io be th� 
correct form, says, in commenting on that word. 
that it is sometimes misprinted as ca?Jtjikka owing 
to the confusion of t and k in the manuscripts in 
the Sinhalese alphabet. Car:tt;litta is an abstract 
noun formed from car.uf,a and represents Sanskrit 

ca�tjatva which in Pali would become ca?Jif,atttJ, and 
cat�t;litta (JPTS. 1891,  p. 17).  See DOSA and 
KODHA. 

U.K. 

CANDIMA, · name of a deity mention�ed in the 
Sa1{"yutta-nikiiya (S. I, p. · 50), obviously the moon. 
He is referred to a.s devaputta and as having 
appealed to the Buddha when he was being seized by · 
Rii.hu, the lord of the asuras. The Buddha saves 
him by speaking to Rahu. For details see CANDIMA 
SUTTA. 

CANDIMASA SUTTA, first discourse of the Anaeha: 
pi?J¢ika-vagga of the Devapuua Sa1{"yutta (S • . I. 
pp. 51 f.) .  It records the visit paid to the Buddha. . 
by a deity named Candimasa and the two stanza.� 
he uttered w.herein lie says that they who meditate, . 
With single mind, insight and alert ,thought, . shall 
go their way .to. the further .shore (i.e., Nibbana.) in . 
safety, quitting corruption with all earnestness. 

The meeting of the deity and the Buddha took 
place at the J etavana monastery in Savatthi during 
the last hours of tho night. 

H.R.P . . 

CANDIMA SUTTA, a. sutta in the Sa-qayutta-nikaya . 
(S. I, p. 50) referring to the seizure of the d6vapui,ta 
Candima (q.v.)· by the lord· of the asuras, Rii.hu. 
Candimii. seeks refuge in the Buddha in his distress, 
and is freed by Rahu at the command of the Buddha. · 
'!'he sutta further Telates how Riillll, having let 
Ce.ndima free, appeared like a man affrightened. 
before Vepacitti, another lord of the asuras, and 
told the latter of the incident and of the Buddha's 
power. 

Mrs. Rhys Davids (Kindred Sayings, I, p. 7 1 ,  n. 2) 
points out that the reference is obviously to the 
Indian myth of the eclipse of the moon, annexed as 
it is by the suttanta to show the Buddha's power 
and compassion. 

In the sutta immediately following, (S. I, p. 51), 
almost the identical tale is told of Rahu's seizure · · 
of Suriya devaputta, the sun, obviously referring 
here to t.he solar eclipse. Both these sutta.s wh.ch 
highlight the Buddha's command over supernatural 
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.and superhuman powers have come to be included 
in the collection of Buddhist protective chants 
culled paritta (q. v. ) .  

For the Sanskrit version of this sutta see CANDRA 
SOTRA. 

B.J. 

CANDLES AND CANDLESTICKS. The use of 
6ome form of illumination at religious ceremonies 
seems to be common to many religions. At 
Buddhist ceremonies, too, lamps are lighted but 
sometimes candles are used to serve the purpose of 
lamps. Though these are used for the purpose of 
illumination their importance as articles of offering 
is more significant. In certain countries, like 
China and Japan, the use of candles predominates 
over that of lamps, but the use of both at the same 
ceremony is not an uncommon feature. However, 
it seems plausible to hold that the · use of candles 
-came into vogue at a much later date than that of 
lamps and the use of the candlesticks as still 
later. 

At present, the use of candles and candlesticks 
as articles of offering is quite common in countries 
like China, Japan and 'l'hailand. It is not quite 
certain in which particular country the use · of 
candles and candlesticks, at Buddhist ceremonies, 
-originated. 

In China the use of candles and candlesticks is 
largely prevalent not only at religious ceremonies 
held in honour of the Buddha, but also at such 
ceremonies as the worship of ancest-ors. Chinese 
Buddhist devotees, when going on pilgrimage, 
take along with them vast quantitie's of candles 
and light them at temples during the time of 
·evening prayer. Lighted candles, fixed to 
beautifully designed candlesticks placed on altars 
·erected in front of the Buddha images, are a 
common sight in temples in China (see K. L. 
Reichelt, Truth and Tradition in Chinese 
Buddhi.:m, Shanghai, 1934, pp. 246, 294 ; and 
Religion in Chinese Garment, Lutterworth Press, 
1951, p. 67). 

In .Japan, too, these are considered as articles 
indispensable when performing religious 
ceremonies. Candles and candlesticks are 
regarded either as one in the set of three articles, 
the other two being the flower vase and the incense
burner, or as one in the set offive articles of offering, 
comprising two flower vases, two candles and 
candlesticks and an incense-burner. Some are of 
opinion that the set of three articles of offering 
was used only at ordinary religious ceremonies, 
whereas the set of five was used at special 

ceremonies. When the set of three articles is 
used, the candlestick, bearing a candle, is placed 
in one corner of the altar, erected in front of the 
Buddha image, with an incense-burner in tho centre 
and the flower vase in the other corner. When 
all five articles are used, the candlestick with a 
candle fixed on it, together with a flower vase, is 
placed on either side of the altar with an incense
burner in the usual central position (Moe. ill, 
p. 2829). 

The candlestick is often made of copper and has 
its outer surface engraved with beautiful designs. 
They are, also, of va.ried shapes, a very common 
one being that of a stork, standing on the back 
of a tortoise, holding with its beak a lotus leaf on 
which the candle is placed (loc. cit.). 

In Buddhist ceremonies in Thailand, too, candles 
and candlesticks play an important role and 
beautifully designed candlesticks are often utilised 
for these purposes. A most noteworthy ceremony, 
in which the candle has an important place, is 
the Vesak ceremony performed on the full-moon 
day of the month of May in memory of the three · 

· great events connected with the Buddha's life, 
nrunely, his birth, his attainment of EDlightenment . 
and the Parinirval).a. In the eve:WD.g on this 
day, the king and other members of the royal 
family visit the temples to light candles and to 
take part in the procession called wien tien. In 
this, the participants, each carl"jing . a candle, 
go in procession . circumambul�ting the objects 
of worship with their right shoulder turned . · 

towards them. Sometimes, instead of going in 
procession, this ceremony is performed by a group 
of people formed into a circle, facing the object 
of worship and passing the candle thrice from 
hand to hand in a clock-wise manner ; each person 
holds the candle for a short while, with both hands 
and makes three circular motions and then with 
one hand wafts the flame of the candle towards 
the object of worship. 

Lighting of candles is also an important featnre 
in the rain-invoking ceremony. Candles and 
candlesticks are also used in connection with the 
vassa (rainy season retreat) ceremony. A few 
weeks before the commencement of this ceremony, 
called in the Thai language barnsii, the king himself 
takes part in the ceremony performed for the 
casting of candles, which are to be used in the 
ceremony ma.rking the beginning of the rainy 
season, which is called khao barnsa. Later, at a 
ceremony held in the palace, the king sprinkles · 
these candles with holy water and makes them 
ready for distribution among the temples. In 
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Q}den times,. each candle was made large enough 
to burn throughout the rainy season. But, 
nowadays, the candles are smaller in size. On 
the day of the commencement of the rainy season, 
the king visits the royal temples to light the. 
�:;andles, whi�e other members of the royal family . 
and the publi� .take 'part . in lighting candles in 
temples throughout the country. In C!Jrtain 
�mpl�s, .the flame �·o�p the c�CUe, which is 
ceremonially lit to mark the commencement of 
the rainy season, is transferred t.o a lamp which 
burns throughout the three months of the i·ainy 
season and at the end of it the candles are re-lit 
with the same :fiamEl. 

. In Thailand, . candles are also QScd to celebrate 
the festival of lights (loi kratong). This festival 
takes place after the rainy season. On this festival 
night the participants get into large boats lit up 
with candles and · row them down rivers in 
processio�. Yet other8

. 
make toy boats� and 

fixing. Gn t.hem lighted candles, set them afl�at 
in rivers; A similar feat�e· could be seen in the: 
japanese Bon festival and the Chinese . Tsiao 
fEjstival, both connected with the dead (K. E. Wells, 

· a'hai Buddhi�, Its Rites and Act{uities, Bangkok, 
; i96o; pp." 72; 94, 100 1 1�.:..3 ;  cp: M. w. De .Visser, 
'4-ncient Bi!..l;ld:hism in. .Japdn, I .  LeidEln, 1 935 . . 

pp. 84-9!)· . . 
. . 

. 

In Ceylon the . use of candles, at ' Buddhist 
. ·ceremonies and in 'temples, is less common due to 

the predominance of the use of lamps, and the 
use of candlesticks is not at all prevalent. 
However, candles are widely used to illumine the 
beautifully decorated lanterns .which are lit during 
t-he Vesak festival. 

s. K. �; 

CAtf�ORA�A, '3 mountain in the Himii.laya 
region; The. bodhisatta once lived there in his 
birth· as an elephant looking after his blind mother 
(J. IV, pp. 90, 93). 

CAHDRA ( 1), on� . of the. former Buddha.'!, who, 
· whife wandet·ing, arrived. at a certain kingdom 
where he was honoureq and worshipped by the 
riilem of · that place. Thereupon, the Buddha 
explaineJ to thElm t-h� baJhihi.raka dlwnna (A mi. 
p. 37). 

CAHDRA (2), name of a young brahman who 
died and waH rehorn as a god (dwa), mentionerl .  

. in the A vadiimz . .  {ataka (Av:i. pp. 231 ff. : BH8. ll .  
p. 22-t.i. 

CANDRA (:3}, the youngest son : of ,� brahman. 
kmg. of· . ;Mithila in Videha. · His eldet· brother 
was Siiryu., who, although heir to .his f�ther·:-: 

throne, hiwde<l over the succession to Canclr11 
and, having renounced --worldly life. Jwl the l ife of 
an ascetic (....tlht·u .  III. pp. 1 72 ff.). 

I. K. 
CAHDRAB.fiA, a former Buddha . mentioned in a 
list of former Buddhas under whom _Sii.kyamuni 
acquired merit, .while in the Pighth hhiimi (Mhvu. 
I, 137). 

CANDRA.BHANU ( 1), a former Buddl1a mentioned 
in a list of former Buddlu\S under whom Sakyamuni 
acquired merit, whilt> in the eighth bhumi (Mlivu . . 
r, P· 136 ; suM. P· 6). 
CANDRABHANU (2); the name of a Javaka ruler 
who unimccessfrilly invaderl ceylon: twice, in t.hr 
thirteent.h century.· 

· According to the .J.liahiivcl1'fbBfl. Candrabhanu 
(Pali. Candabhiinu) landed in Ceylou with a large 
army and tried to deceive the people·; · by calling 

. himself a protector of Buddhism. Candrabbanu's 
f6rce8 _were defeated by the Sinhalese in a decisivfl' 
battle said ·to · have been fought. ·in south Ceylon 

· (!ifhv. ch.: sa; ·IJ:.· :�6 f.).  

· _According to the Mahiivctrru;a a.nd. the SinhaleSI� 
Pftjavaliya

.
; Candrabhanu fii·st raid'ed Ceyion in the 

eleventh yea� of Parakramabhaht1 H; that is 1244 
A.C: (Pujii·valiya; tl'anslated · by B. Gunasekeru, 
Colombo, i985, ch. :l4; p. 43) .  The ihite of his· 
second expedition Is not expressly stathl in . any· 
of the records.l 

In his �econd expedition, Cand.l:a)Jhii.nu landed. 
at. Mahii.tittha (prosent Mal).tai) aild march_ed up-: 
to the fortress city of Hubha.giri (present YaJ?ahu�a), 
where the Sinhalese a�my was. enparnped with, 
Vijayabii.hu, tho prince J•egoJ�L at its eo�mand 
(Mhv. _II, ch. Sg, vv. 62 fl".) .  He :::ent; � message 

· to Vijayabiihu, as.kin� for the Sacrod Tooth Helie, 
1;he A..lms Bowl Relic of the Buddha and the kingdom. 
In a battle fought ou�side Subhagir1, tho entire 
army of Candrabhanu wi.ls routed a.nd much booty 
fell into the handn of the Si1ihaieso king. CaMra-' 
bbii.uu himself I'UCctunbed to the injur·ios he reeei\'��� �· 
in the battle. 

B. Paranavitana. thinks tha.t the reason for• 
Candrabhii.nu 's attempted overthrow of the Sinhalese. 
monar.phy was not to semu-e tho palladiwn, of th� . 
Si nhalese mouarch,

. 
viz., tho Sacred Tooth Relic and, 

1 If. r.oulrl br. i•1ferrr.<1 that Candrabhiinu·s invasion or the island for the second time tia.d l;akon · }Jlacn nft.er Pa�;ikmm:i'blUIU n hnd �:nt.rusted tht� goverlliDent to his son Vij!i.yabilhu in hls t.wenty BflCOnd year,.i.e., ))etweeo 125!!-1262 A.t:. . . . ; 

j 
j 

I 
I 
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the Alms Bowl Relic of the Buddha. Paranavitana 
is of the opinion that Candrabhanu had an equal 
clai::n to the Sinhalese throne through paternal 

lineage. From certain newly discovered historical 
documents, Paranavitana makes a case for Candra· 
bhanu's descent from the Polonnaruwa ruler, Mii.gha 
(S. Paranavitana., ' Newly discovered Historical 
documents relating to Ceylon, India and South-East 
Asia ', Buddhist Yearly 1967, Halle, 1967, p. 36). 

With regard to the identity of Candrabha.nu, 
numerous speculations have been made by scholars . 
interested in the history of Ceylon and also of South. 
eilst Asia. Some scholars took Candrabhfum to · 
be a Jii.vaka prince while others hold him to be a 
.south' Indian prince from the Pandya stock (See · 
S� Paranavitana, Ceylon and Malaysia, Colombo, 
1966, pp. 76 ff.; H. W. Codrington, A Sho-rt History 
o] Oeylori, revised edition, London, 1947, p. 77 ; · 
JOBRAS., Vol. XXvJ:II, p. 85). There were also 
some others who believed that Candrabhanu hailed 
from the ruling h�use of �ri-Vijaya (N. J. Krom, 
De Onder gang van Cri Wijaya in Med. Kon-Akad. 
�an Wettenschappen-Afd. Letterkunde, Deel 62, 
Seri B., No: 5, pp. 8-9, 156-7). The French scholar 
George Coedes, maintained that a consensus was 
possible on 'tho identity of Candrabhii.nu, in his 
pttblication, ih 1918, ofa Sanskrit inscription from 
Vat Hvavian in Jaiya, in his work, Le Royaume de 
Orivijaya (BE'FEO. XVITI, 1918, pt. 6) and later in 
a paper 'A prospos de Ia chute duRoyamme de Sri
vijaya' (published in 1927, Bijrkragentot de Taal
land-en Volkenkund£ van Nerkrlandsch, Iitdie, 
Dee! 83, pp. 459-72 ; see also JOBRAS. Vol. XXXII 
No. 83, pp. 190 :ff;), Coedes identified king "Sri 
Dha.rmarii.ja", bearing the epithet Candrabhii.nu of 
t�e J aiya inscription, with Candrabhii.nu, the Jii.vaka 
king e>f the Ceylon chronicles. In this. inscription, 
Candrabhanu is also called Tii.mbralingesva.ra. 

Paranavitana, however, is not inclined to identify 
the Candrabhii.nu of the Jaiya inscription with the 
king of the same name who invaded Ceylon. He 
believes that 'Candrabhanu', of the Jaiya ins
cription, could be an epithet borne by the family of 
kings to which Candrabhanu of the Ceylon chronicles 
too, belonged (S. Paranavitana, op. cit. pp. 77 f!., see 
also Introduction, p. vi). 

A.D.T.E.P. 

CANDRABHAN,U (3), an epithet of king l'rakrall)a
b�u VI, a mediaeval Buddhist monarch of Ceylon. 

This epithet Candrabhii.nu is used in reference to 
king Parii.kramabahu VI by the hierarch Vimala
kitti (q.v.) in his treatise Saddharmarqtndkaraya. 
S. Paranavitana believes th��"· ·.�bee· :Sinhalese · 

monarch bo.re this title because he hailed !rum &. 
ruling house in Malaysia (see S. Paranavitana, 
Ceylon and Malaysia., Colombo, 1 966, p. 1 39) , and 
comments furthez

: 
that the king had preferred to do 

away with his . title of 'Candrabhii.nu' in his later 
years; on account of the antipathy the Sinhalese 
had had towards the Jii.vakas and Malays after their 
encounters with the armies from Malaysia (loc. cit.). 

Havfug given Parii.kramabii.hu . his due · praise, 
Vims.lakitti concludes his treatise with a final / . . 

··benedictory stanza of which the second line 
says : may the lord of the world, Candrabhanu, 
delight in · �ustice, Dhamma (Saddharmaratnii· 
karaya, eel. Knsgoda Nii.nawimala thera, Colombo, 
1948, p. 501). 

A.D:T.E.P. 

CANDRABIMBAPRABHA, a gandhal'Va-maiden 
who was present with innumerable others in 
Jetavana to listen to the Buddha (Kvyfl. p. 5).  

CANDRABU.DDHI, a Tathii.gata living in the world
system (lokadhiUu) called Adarsamat;�<;lalanirbhii.sa 
(Gvyil. p. 82). 

CANDRADEVI-HAMA-SADB:ANA� . .  the reconstruct
ed title of the Tibetan text, Dpai zla-ba�i lha-f1W· 
JJhes-fJ.ya-ba�i sgrub-thab�, occurring in the Rgyud
i)grel (tantra commentary) section of the Tibetan 
Tengyur (TT. Vol. 67, No. 291 1 ; T.1.Y. No. 2058).· 
Although the Sde-dge edition mentions Ses-rab' 
skyon as its author and Dii.nasila as the translator, 
the Chinese Tripi taka does not mention the name of 
the· author ; nor the name of the Chinese translator . .  

It is a very short te"<t dealing with th(l method of 
propitiating the female deity Candradevi. 

I.K. 

CANDRADHVAJA, a world-system (loicadhcitu) 
where the Tathii.gata Sunetra l ives (Gvyfi.. p. 2�2). 

CANDRADHVAJAKETU, a samii.dhi or a concen
tration of mind, mentioned in the MaM.vyutpattf. 
(BB. XII, p. 8). It is explained in the Sata8a
hasrika-prajn5.-piiramitii as one being lik(l a banner 
unto all other samadhis (SsP. p. 1415). 

CANDRADHVAJA SRIKETU, a Tathii.ga.ta living 
in the world-system (lokadhiUu) called Mal)isurya
candravidyotitajmibha (Gvyu. p. 280). He is 
also . called . Indradhvajaketu in the same work 
(Joe. cit.). 

CA.NDRAGARBHA, a bol:lhisattva. m(mtioned in & 
group of bodhisattyas who formed a part of the 
congregation in Grdhrakiita in Rii.jagrh.a where 
Sakyamuni lived (SsP. p. 6). 
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CANDRAGARBHA - PRAJNA-PARAMITA-MAHA
YANA-S6TRA (Arya-0°),  a Sanskrit text, the 
Tibetan translation of which is extant in the Ses
phyin (Prajiiii.para.mitii) section of the Tibetan 
Kangyur, under the title, If phags-pa zla-ba{li-snin-po 
8es.rab-kyi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa t�cg-pa chen-po�i mdo 
(TM. 27). 

CANDRAGARBHA-80TRA, known in Chinese as 
Ta1ang-teng-ta-chi-yileh-tsang-ching, is incorporated 
in the Sistra-p#aka of the Chinese Tripif,aka. 
This sutra., also known as the Mahii
vaipulya.mahii-sannipiita-candragarbha-8Utra or 
the Ohandragarbha-vaipulya, was translatad by 
Narendraya8as in the 6th cent. A.C. under the 

· northern Chi dynasty. It consists of ten fascicles 
divided into twenty chapters (see Nanjio, No. 63 ; 

· S. Beal, The Buddhist Trip#aka, Printed for the 
India Office, 1 876, p. 7). 

S.K.N. 

seven years ! At that age he wrote an exposition 
to a poem which his father could not understand, 

. and began to speak fluently again when his mother 
asked him to do so. That same day he was able 
to defeat his father's adversary in a debate on 
the Buddha's teaching. Under his t-eacher . 
Sthiramati; he learnt the Sutra and Abhidharma 
Pilakaa by hearing them recited only once. He 
ns initiated in the tantric lore by the Vidyadhara 
Acarya ASoks, on completion of which he beheld 

the countenances of Avalokitesvara and Tara. 
In Varendra, he compiled many Biistra.s relating 
to the science of medicine, to poetry and the 
piastic arts. But his main works deal with 
grammar. The king of Vii.rendra gave him his 
daughter, Tara, as wife, but when one day a 
servant called her by name, Candra. thought it 
unbecoming to have as wife a parson with the 
same name as his favourite goddess. He therefore 
planned to go to another land. But, when the 
king learned that Candra refused to live with his 

CANDRAGOMII;I GTAM RGYUD, a Tibetan daughter, he had him put into a box and thrown 
work .included in the Thun-mon-ba lugs-kyi into . the Ganges. Candra prayed to the goddess 
bstan-bcos (Nitisastra) _section of the Tengyur. Tarii. and the box drifted to an island at the mouth . 
It is a :translation of an original Sanskrit · .text of the · Ganges, which island is . still known as 

. which is preSJDI1ably. lost, . t;he title' of which has · · Candradvipa. On . this : island, he built statues 
boon �econstructed as o'rindragomyakhyana. The of ·Av�lokitesvara aU:d Tfu.'�� and, · in d�e course; a 
��rk Wa.s .tr�laied into .· Tibetan by Vinay�sri . town spra�g �p · .ther�;· By the order of 

· (TM. · �o .. 4340): Cordier ·giv,es the, title o(this Avai�kiteavara he �as. Caped ca.n:dra. the . devotee, 
work · as Dandra-go-mi-l)i lo rgyud and the : the upcJ:saka, the gomin •. hence Candragomin. 
corresponding Sanskrit title as Oandragomipravrtti . In a c�;>mpany . of merchants he. came to (Cordier, m, P· 485)· 

. 
s· hal d (Ce 1 ) h dise sed b li!l a vipa y on w ere a a.se cau y J •. R.G. serpents was prevailing. Mter he had built a 

CANDRAGOMIN, author, reputed in the Buddhist 
world as ·a philosopher, poet and .gramnia.rian. 
Generally believed to have lived in the 6th or 
the 7th century A. C. (M. ·Winternitz, A History of 
Indian Literature, Calcutta, 1933, II, p. 365), and 
being an exponent of Vijnanaviicla, he was an 
opponent of Candrakirti, who was a follower of 
the Mii.dhyamika philosophy. · 

According to Tara.nii.tha (History of Buddhism 
in Tibet, St. Petersburg, 1869, pp. 148-58) and 
Bu-ston (Hi.dory of Buddhism in India and Tibet, 
Pt. ii, Heidelberg, 1932, pp. 132-4), there is a 
�t &mount of legendary material woven around 
his life. His birth-place is given as Bengal and 
even s.s a youth he was greatly learned. Ar.cording 
to Tii.ra.natha (op. cit. pp. 148 ff.) he ·was born 

· with a pearl in his mouth and a mark on his 
forhead to prove the fact of rebirth, and he spoke 
to his mother as soon as he was born. She took 
this as a bad · omen and asked him to be silent. 

· He was so obedient that he did not speak for 

temple in honour of .Arya Sirpha.nada., the disease 
came to an abrupt end. (In the Tengyur 
collection of the Tibetan Canon the work 
Sif!lhanada-saahana is ascribed to him.) 

Returning to the south . of Jambudvip!l ha 
compiled the Oandravyakarar,ta as a commentary 

. to P8.I,lini's work with an appendix, both of which 
are included in the Tibetan Tengyur. 
. After this he resided in Nala.nda, where 

Candra.kirti was a patuJita (professor). . When 
questioned by Candrakirti as. to where he came 
from, Candragomin replied that he came from · 
the south. To a question about his knowledge, 
he replied that he knew P81,1ini's grammar, the 
150 ilokas of Diimii.ga's song of praise and the 
Maii.juJri-ncima-satigiti. As he thus appeared to 
know grammar, the sutra.s �md the mantras, 
Candra.kirti suspected him to be Candragomin 
and, wh�n questioned in this respect, he answered : 
" That is how people call me." 
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Candragomin followed the teachings of Asanga 
and grouped himself with the idealists. Candrakirti, 
however, followed the commentaries of 
Buddhapalita and others to the works of Nagii.:rj lLTla 
and the doctrine of sunya. For seven years they 
disputed and many people came from far and near 
to witness these disputes, in reference to which a 
saying arose : Nagii.rjuna may have medicine for 
some, but Aryasanga has nectar for all. 

It is said that Candragomin drew his inspiration 
in debate from a statue of Avalokitesvara which 
came to life every evening before the debate, 
instructing Candra.gomin in the answers to be given. 
On the final day, while Candragomin was in prayer 
before his beloved deity, Candrakirti had followed 
him stealthily to the temple and heard the 
instructor's voice. On opening the door slightly 
to see who the teacher was, Candrakirti only saw 
the statue which had become stone again but 
which had preserved its teaching attitude with a 
raised hand and an outstretched finger. This 
statue of Avalokitesvara thus became known as 
the 'Arya with the raised finger'.-

Comparing Candrakirti's Samantabhadra.8astra 
written in exquisite Blokas with his own Sabda-8Utra, 
Candragomin thought that his work would be of 
no use to others and he threw it away into a well. 
But, the goddess Tara thougHt otherwise, and said 
that, as Candragomin had written his work for the 
purpose · of doing good to otbers, it would prove its 
usefulness in the future, whereas Candrakirti's 
work, written with pride, would be without use. 
She thereafter saved the book from the water. 
Even now, it is believed that whoever drinks 
from that well obtains great wisdom. 

Candragomin composed many 8astras on 100 
topics of architecture, on gr-'l.mmar, dialectics, 
medicine, poetry, theatrical acting (in the Tibetan 
Tengyur there is a siitra, i.e., a· play of Candragomin 

. with the title, Lokanandaniitaka-nama) lexicography, 
astronomy, etc. 

But, following an exhortation of Tara, he 
neglected the profane sciences and concentrated on 
expounding the Dasabhumika, the Oandrapradipa, 
the Gary,f/,iilankara, the Lankavatara, and the 
Prajiiaparamita. To each he compiled a siistra, 
apart from which he composed 432 smaller works, 
the best of which was the Pradipa-rniila-8astra, 
a complete book of instruction on the path of a 
bodhisattva. This, however, is lost. But it is said, 
it is still to be found in Sinhala and Tamil. 

His works, the Sambaravirfdaka and the Kiivya
trayiivat:ira, became the textbooks for all later 
par:uf,its in Mahayana. In Tibetan translations 

are found his Tarasiidhanasataka and A valokite8-
varasadhana8ataka. Of his poetical works tha 
religious poem written in the form of a letter to his 
pupil, the S�alekhadharmakiivya, presents his 
theories on Buddhist philosophy in elegant kavya 
style. The T M. attributes the following works to 
Candragomin :-

De8aniistava (No. 1 159) ; (Arya-) Manjubi.niima
sa'ligiti-ncima-mahiitikii (No. 2090) ; Bhagavadaryam
anjumsiidhi��hiinastuti (No. 27 10) ; (Arya-) Amogha
pa8apaiicadevastotra. (No. 2720) Manoharapiiha
vidarary,a-nama-lokaniitha-stotra (No. 2722) ; .Aryli
valokite8varastotra (No. 2731) ; Mah.akarury,ikakuva
kyastotra-niima (No. 2732) ; Si'f!'haniidasadhana 
(No. 2858) ; Hayagrivasiidhana-ruima (No. 3055) ; 
(A rya-) Sitiitapatraparij_1ita-nama-siidhana (No. 3083); 
(Arya-) Sitiitapatraparajitabalividhi-niima (No. 3084); 
(A rya-) Tathagato�i§a-sitiitapatraparajitapratyangi
rii-niima-dhara!l-isiidhana (No. 3085) ; (Arya-) Tathij
gato§'T}i§asitiitapatra-niimadharary,ividhi-ruhna (No. 
3096) ; Oaityasadha.na-vMhikramaniima (No. 3 1 04) ; 
Bhagavatyu.,ytti§avijayiistotra (No. 31 Hi) ; Si1[thanada
siidhana (No. 3329) ; Sa'f!'k�peamjambhalasadhana · 
(No. 3616) ; Hayagrivasiidhana (�o. 3621)  ; A�la
satasiidhana (No. 3665) .; Aryurva_rdhanividhi (No. 
3666) ; Sri-lr[{lhiitariistotra-nama (No. 3667) ; (A rya-) 
Tariistotrakarmasadhana-nama (No. 3669) ; (Arya-) 
Taradevistotrapu§pamci,la,-niima (No. 3670) ; (Arya-) 
Tarodevistotra-niima (No. 3671) ; (Arya-) Tiirii�tabha
yatrata-niima-sadhana (No. 3672) _ ; Bodhisattvasa.,.
varavi1(t8aka (No. 4081 )  ; Lokiinandanataka-niima 
(No. 4153) ; Simalekha (Nos. 4183 and 4497) ; 
Nyayasif!hayiiloka (No. 4242) ; Oandravyakarat;ta
sii.tra (No. 4269) ; Vi'f!'satyupasargavrtti-niima 
(No. 4270) ; Vaf1tasutra-nama (No. 4271) ; Ury,iidi
vrtti (No. 4279) ; Oandragomiprary,idhiina-niima 
(No. 4386) ; Ury,adi (No. 4427) Oandrory,iidh;rtti
niima (No. 4428) ; Oandravyakarary,a·vaf1ta8'Utra-vrtti 
(No. 4458) .  

The TM. attributes the following works also to 
Candragomin, but their original Sanskrit titles 
have not been restored :-

Sgrol-ma�i nan-g� gtor-chog (No. 1 738) ; • 
(!Jphags-pa) Rdo-rje rnam-par-Moms-paM sgrub
thabs tndor-bsdus-pa (No. 29ll) ; Bsrun-bu&i 
'1,1-khor-lo (No. 3086) ; Gor-srun-ba�i cho-ga (No. 
3098) ; Miwn-sbyod-kyi las (No. 3100) ; 8byi11 .. ,1 ey 
(No. MOl) ; Dnos-grub bsgrub-pa�i sgo-nas BTibu 
gsoba (No. 3 102) ; Bzlog-paM, w-bya-ba�i cho-ga 
(No. 3103). 

When once a beggar woman called on 
Candragomin, he had nothing but the robe he was 
wearing and a copy of the A?tasiihasrikdprajna
paramitii. While he was praying before a wall-
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ainting of Tara on behalf of the beggar woman, V 
h'  . I Tara appeared in person and gave 1m a prwe ess 

jewel, which hP gave to thB woman. The 
,vall-painting thereafter remained without hlemish 

. and is now called ' the' spotless Tara.' 

· Finally; :he- W81nted to retire to Po tala and, with 
t.he help of 'Farii., sitting on her garwJa, he reached 
Ohana8ri safely. There he erected I 00 temple� 
ror Tam and 100 temples for Avalokitesvara and 
it is aa'id that Candragomin still lives there in his 

· own body. 
In Ceylon, Candragomin was chiefly known as a 

gra.mmari�n. There is an abridged version of 
his grammar, Oandraeyiikara'l).a-sii.tra (TM. No. 
4269), n@leq _B_glavaborlhanq, written by a monk 
named Mahakasyapa of Dimbulagala, of about 
tho 12th century. A pupil of this . thera, named 
Moggallii.na, wrote thf' Pali grammar, MoggalliJ.

oovycikara'!lfS, based on Candra's system. A 
t;ommentary and a tika to Candra's grammar 
were written by the monks Ratnamati and 
S8riputta, respectively. Thus, the n10st popular 
Sanskrit gramm!'r in Ceylon, when Sanskrit studies 

CANDRAGOMI PRANIDHANA, the reconstructed 
Sanskrit title of the Tibetan text, Btsun-pa zla-ba?ti 
8mon-lam;. shM-bya-ba, occurring in the sna-tshoqs: 

{miscella neous works) section of the Tibutan Tcngyur 
(TM. No. 43H6 ; 'l'T. Vol. HiO, No. 5931 ; Oorrlier, 

Ill, p. 526). The work is attributed to Candragomin. 
The translators are. na,med aR Jetaka111a and Ni�ma 
.rgyal-mtshan. 

The author's · first salutation iF� addr�ssed to 
Mafijusri-Kumarabhiita.. This text deals with a 
salutation to Candragomi. 

I.K. 

CANDRAGOMYAKHYANA, tho Sanskrit titio of a 

work as quoted in its Tibetan t.ranslation, the 
Candragom2:�i g{a.rn-rgy·ud, occurring in the Thun
mon-bo-lugs-kyi bstan-bcos (NitiSastra) section of 
the Tibetan Tongyur. The name of the author is · 
not mentioned, but the translator is named as 
Vinayasri · (TM. No. 4340). This text · is a: 
CQnimentarial work and it does not occur in the . 
Peking edition of the Tibetan Tripi taka. 

IK. 

Were pursued by the Sinh!ll�se nionks, was that OANDRAGUHYATILAKA-NAMA-MAHATANTRA� . of Candragomin (C; E. Go!i8.kll:illbura, Sin�.al�.e · RAJA, na�e of a Sanskrit text, the Tibetan tr8nsl8. 
Literatut�, Colompc:>;. 1955; PP· 5 and 31�).  T)lo . tion of which js incorporated'in the Rgytld-l}.bum · Sirih�«".se · work, , : MahGboclhi1)a�agii,Jdpa#iya,: ·

·a ( lOO,OOQ-��ntra) section of the �a�8Yur. imder the commentary to the book. Wti.tten .olt:' the ·:histor)r''.�f . titl�, Dpal zla-gsan thig-le shes-bya-ba rgyud-kyi rgyal
. the Bodhi-troo, of ·�bout the 12th : century, refers po cl..en.po. The author is uilknown. Rim-chen 
. to Candragomin as a grammarian · (ibid. PP· 34). . Bza.D.-po is said to have translated this work ( TT. 
The Siilat Sangarava, the Sinhalese grammar of Vol. 4, No. 1 1 ;  TM. No. 477). The �ong�lia.n 
about- the 13th century, refers to the na.me edition of this-text is mentioned in the Oatalog.m 
S!Uida.gomi (i.e., Candragomin) as an example for du Tanjur Mongal lmprime (ed. Louis Ligeti, Ne:w 
nipcita (suffix), i.e., gomin, which means an Delhi, 1964, No. 1). The author begins the work 
·upijsaka, a Buddhist devotee (ibid. p .  49). It with a salutation addressed to Vajra.sattva. · The 
may be mentioned here that a.. well-known Sinhalese . Buddha. is said to have preached this sutta at the · 
writer during this period was Gurulugomi. Not request of Vajrapa�L 
•mly Candra's grammars, but his poetical work, 
the Bilfyaleklui, too, was read by the Sinhalese 
write!'S of this period, for the Pali poem 
Saddharrnnopiiyana of A.nanda thera (circa. 8th · 
centmy) was based on Cand�a's Bii}yalekTWkaeya 
(ibid. p. 211). 

A. G. S. K. 

BmLIOGRAPHY : · A- Schiefner, (Taranatho.'s) 
GescJtichte de8 Buddhism·UB ; (Bu-ston's) History 

of Buddhism in India and Tibet, trsl. E. Obermiller 
Heidelberg, 1932 ; M. Winternitz, A .  Histqry of 
lndimt .Literature, II ;  C. E. Godakumbura, Sinhalese 
Literature� C0lombo, 1955 ; J. Filliozat, L'lnde 

· Olassique, Paris, 1 947-49 and Hanoi, 1953 ; S. 
Mochizuki, Bukkyo.dai-jiten, Tokyo, 1933-·57, Vol. 8. 

. LK. 

OANDRAGUPTA, an Indian monk who lived at 
the Nalanda university. He is considered to 
be a contemporary of Dbarmagupta cf tha 6th 
century. Dharmagupta was one of the 10 great 
scholars of the Vijii.aptimatrata school and head of 
the University. Candragupta is thought to have· 
belonged also to the same school and to have written 
a commentary on the Madhyantavibhangalika of 
Vaaubandhu (TM. No. 4027), in which Candragupta 
described his views on iilaya-vijnana and insisted 
upon the theory of 'inherently-existing seeds' 
(viisanii-bija). 

This work of his, however, is not known to exist 
to day, and no further information about his career 
and achievement is obtainable (Ta.t'ang-Mi-yU-chi ;··· 
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Taisho, No. 2087, Vol. 5 1 ,  p. 924a ; Ch'eng-wei-shih
lun-shu-chio : 'l'aishO, No. 1830, Vol. 43, p. 304 ; 

0/!'e,ng-wei-shih-lnn-yen-pi : Tai.sho, No. · 1S33, Vol. 
43, p. 859 a & c ;  �MOO. Vol. 2, p. l lGla etc. ) .  

S.Mo. 

CANDRAKALI, name of a yakf?i.r:ti mentioned in the 
Siidhanarnala (Sadh. p. 561). 

Evidently there is some confusion regardip.g this 
name, for it occurs, immediately after the yak�i;:ti 
V asudhara, as Citrakii.li, Candrakali a�d Candrakana 
in at least two manuscripts and Bhattacharyya 
adopts both Citrakali and Candrakiili in his edition 
of the Siidhanamiila (loc. cit.). 

U.K. 

CANDRAKANTA, one of tho eight. yak�i.r:tis who 
waited upon Mahiidevi (Siidh. p. 562). 

CANDRAKIRTI is one of the most celebrated 
teachers of Mahayana Buddhism, who together with 
Bantideva., accorded to the Madhyamika system 
its rigorous and orthodox form. His name is 
xnentioned among 38 Buddhist teachers in the 
MahiiuyutpaUi (BB. Xill, 51). He is the principal 

.. representative of the Madhyamika Prasangilm 
· �hool a.nd carried on the work of Nagarjuna and 
, !ryadeva. A eommentator and author of uneqmilled 

merit, he was gifted with dialectical skill of tho 
highest order. Stch<1rbatsky rightly describes hin, 
as "a mighty chainpi Jn of the purely negative 
method of establishing monism ; he succeeds in 
driving Bhii.vaviveka's school, Mii(l,hycwl-ika Svatan
ira, into the shade and finally settles that form of 
the Miidhyamika :-;ystem which is now studied in 
all monastic school,; of Tibet and Mongolia, whero 
1t is considered to represent tho true philosophic 
basis of Ma.hii.yiina Buddhism" (Stcherbatsky, 
Buddhist Concept·ian of Nirva�, p. 67) . 

According to Tiirctnii.tha and Bu-tson, Candrakirti 
was born in · South India in Samanta ; oven in 
childhood, he showed great intelleotual gifts. 
After entering the Order of monks, he studied the 
Sacred Scriptw-es and began to study the works of 
�agarjuna under Kamulabuddhi, the disciple of 
.lluddhapiilita and Bhavaviveka� After completing 
his studies, he 'lived as a pa���it<t in Niilu.nda and 
'Wrote lucid and authoritative commenta1·ics on thto 
\7orks of Nii.giirjuna and Arya<leva. (1'<iranutha'.� 
Gesvhichte, pp. 270 ff.; Bu-Hton, The History nf 

Buddhism ·in India and Tibet, pp. 134 f. 
and Taranatha's History of Buddhism in India. 
English translation by Lama Chimpa and Alaka 
Chattopiidhyay, ed. D. P. Chattopadhyay , 

pp. 1 98-9). 
Bu-ston further says that Candrakirti was blessed · 

during 500 successive births and had the power of 
milking a cow that was drawn on a picture as well 
as the power of hurling a column of stone without 
tou�hing it with his hand (ibid. p. 134). 

Th<ll'O is some difference of opinion with reg$fd 
to the exact date of Candrakirti. Winternitz thinks 
that Candrakirti, as he was e, pupil of Dhannapala, 
must have lived in the sixth century A.C. and not. 
us is usually taken fu1' granted, in the seventh 
(History of Indian .Literature II, University of 
Calcutta, 1 933 , p. 363 ; seo also S.C. Vidyabhiit?a.r:ta. 
'Hist.qry of Madhya.mika Philosophy of .Niigarjuna' 

in Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, Pt. IV, 1897, 
p. 18).  

Working on the ba.c;is of the Ka.tyiiyanavada-!!litra, 
to which specific reference has been made in tht'. · 
J11.iidhyamaka8iistra (xv. 7) and which is accepted 
as &uthoritative by the Buddhist schools in general. 
as is evident from the statement:, of Candr�irti, 
(ida'J?'l ca .rUtri:z.m sarvanikiiye?U pa�hyate : Commen. 
tary on Madhyamaka#istra, xv. 7), .Nii.garjuna 

presented his thesis, which is mai�ly embodied i.l; · 

his Kiit•ikiis, numbering more th� four hundred 
· and distributed over twenty seven chaptera. Of · 
sevoral distinguished writers who have contributed 
their share towards the development of the :Madhya
mika doctrine (for a descriptive list of works i11 · 
the Madhyamika phil9sophy by S. 0. Vidyabhii�J)a 
see J_ournal of the .Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. IV, 
No. 7 (N.S.), 1908, pp.  367-79), Buddhapii.lita and 
Bhii.vaviveka ( q. v.) have offered new interpretations. 
Buddhapalita, takes up a stand that tho technique 
of the Mii.dhyamilm school consi:::;ts in thtJ uoo of 
·reductio ad abswrdum arguments (prasanga-viikya) 

alone. This pra�anga should not be understood 
as an apagogic proof in which an assettion is proyed 
inderectly through disproving thu opposite view. 
It is simply disproof without the intention to prov� 
any thesis. 'It accepts a particular thesil'! hypothe
tically and by eliciting its implication shows up the 
inner contradiction which has escaped the notice 

of the opponent.' Nii.garjuna himself in his V igraha
vyiivartanil declares that he has no proposition nf 
his own to be established. 

. 1 The text was first Jlublished anti edit<.'<l by K . . P. Jayswal and Rahu}a Satp.�rt,yayaua. out of a sing!� manuscript in th•: 
JOtlrnal of the Bilmr and Orissct Jlesearch SO!-ic:ly, Yo!. XIII, III, Appendix ; and 1t was translated f�um 'I.1betanT�b� .G. Tucc1 
ln GOS. Dr. J'. L. Vaidya has )lublished t.lm l.c:xt. ;,long wit.h the auto.comrnentary called Svopa]navrU·£ by N agar)un�, :'l.i< 
an nppcndix to his Madhyamaka:iii.lltra edif.t,<l b:v him (a.� Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, No. 10, pubhshed .by the Mith11:J · Insf.jt.utc or l'o�t-G rad natc ::ltullic�� ;•ml Jtesean·h in Hauskrit Lcamin�. D;l.rhhanga, 1960). 
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Y adi ka cana pratij iia syan me tata eva bhavecl do� a� 
Nasti ca mama pratijiia tasman naivasti me do�a�. 

(v. 29) 

This idea has been carried out by Aryadeva in 
his Catu�Bataka in his concluding verse : 

Sadasat sada.sac ceti yasya pak�o na v·idyate 
Upalambha8 cire1pipi tasya vaktu7]1 na 8akyate 

(xvi, 25) 

Bh8vaviveka, the other distinguished writer of 
the Madhyamika school, a younger contemporary of 
Buddhapalita, is critical of Buddhapalita on the 
ground that he doe.s not advance a counter-position 
of his own. His point appears to be that the Madhya
mika philosophers should not remain satisfied by 
merely indulging in refutation of the doctrines 
held by other schools of thought. By showing the 
inconsistency of other doctrines, the Mii.dhyamikas 
should consistently advance an opposite view. It 
is unfortunate that we do not have original Sanskrit 
texts of the author so that his exact viewpoint could 
have been ascertained.1 The school followed by 
him is called the Svatantrika (Madhyamika) school. 
Candrakirti criticises . him ·in the strongest pcissible ... 

· terms· for being inco�istent though · belQn�g to 
the schoQi of _ Madhyamika (.Jtmanas tark�astrii
tikau8alamatram aviicikir�aya angikrtamaa�yamaka: 
darsanasyapi yat svantantraprayogaviikyabhidMna7]1 · 
tad atitaram anekado§asamudaycispadam asya tiirki- . · 
kasyopalabhyate : Commentary on M adhyamaka-
8iistra, I, 3). Candrakirti's argument is that though 
Bhavaviveka belongs to the school of Madhyama.ka, 
it is wrong on his part to bold an independent view 
(cp. Tismm sarvathii priyanumanatiim evatmana� 
iiciirya� prakatayati asthii.ne'py anumiinam prave
Aayan : loc. cit.). He concludes in respect of Bhava-
viveka thus : 

· 

Tad aya'T{l ticiiryo yathaivamvidhe m§aye niiciirya
padamatiir.uvarti tathii pratipooitam madhyarn.aka
vatiire 'aurangamiiyiim tu Jhiyiidhika�' 1 .8, ity 
ntra . . . . . . a 

Candrakirti follows and re-affirms the praaail.gika 
method: o�Buddhapalita whom he refers to several 
times in his commentary on Miidhyamaka8astra. 

He speaks of Nagii.rjuna that . he adopts the 
priisailgika technique (tatM ca iiciiryo bhuyasa 

prasangapattimukhenaiva parapak�am nirakaroti
sma : Commentary on Madhyamakasastra, p. 8). 

This method turns each thesis against itself and 
points out the thesis of the opponent as inconsistent. 
(Cp. Prasail.ga-sad.hanam ca na svapak§asthi.ipanayo
piidiyate ki'T[l tu parasyan�{ijpiidanartham. Para
ni§!am ca tadabhyupagamasiddhair eva aharmiidibhil} 
sakyam apadayitum : Nyayakandali, p. 1 97). 
In his �ttempt to defend Buddhapalita against the 
attack of Bhiivaviveka (for which see p. 5 of his 
commentary to Madhyarn.aka8astra and the pages 
following), Candra.kirti clearly states that the 
Madhyamika sta.n�point is in the line of prasangilca 
method : 

'Pra.sail.gaviparitena ciirthena parasyaiva samban· 
dho nasmakam, svapratijnaya abhi.ivat. Tata8 ca . 
sUJ4-hantavirodhasambhava�. Parasya ca yavacl 
bahavo clo�iil} prasail.gaviparitiipattya apaayante tiivad . 
asmiibhi§yate eveti. Kuto nu lchalu aviparitiiciiryanii
garjuna-mat.anusarinal} aciiryabudclhaptilitasya aava
Jcaiavacanabhidhiiyitvam, yato'sya paro't10.ka8am 
Zabheta ? N i[lsvabhiivaviidinii s�vabhavaviidi� 
prasail.ge iipadyamane kutal} prasail.gaviparitiirtha
prasail.giW ? N ahiBabda� clan¢apasika iva vaktiiram 
asvatantrayati, kim tarhi satyam saktau 1Jaktur 
vi�ak§iim anuvidhiycinte. . �ata8 ca parapratijnaprati 

· -��rmWtraphalatviit · :_ prasangapadanasya · �ti 
pr(JBail.gavipaiitiirtM patti!}. Tathii ca acaryo
bhilyaaa prasail.gapattimukhenaiva parapak!lam nirii
karoti sma' (pp. 7-8) . . 

It is Candrakirti who has explained fully the 
implication of the difficult and unintelligible verses . 
of Nii.garjuna., which are often couched in a vague 
language. He quotes extensively from different 
texts of Buddhist philosophy, specially of the 
Mii.dhyamika school, in his attempt to explain the 
Kiirikas of Nagarjuna and it may safely be stated 
that the proper significance of the Madhyamika 
doctrine would have remained hazy but for the . 
commentatorial expositions of Candmkirti. It 
has been rightly observed that 'the commentator 

. acarya Candrakirt.i is in no way less learned than · 
the distinguished Arya Nagii.rjuna, the author 
of the original work.' (S.C. Vidyabhiil[lana, 'History 
of the Madhyamika philosophy of Nagii.rjuna.' in 
Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, IV, 1897, p.7.) 

In the intrbductory portion of the text Candrakirti 
· takes up very critically the significance of the word · 

2 For _de�ed lis� of texts of Bhavya or Bhlvavlveke. see the supplementary notes, p. 401 of Tiirantilha'1 Hiltorr 
of Buddh1Bm tn l"11a, tra�slated from Tibetan by Lama Chimpa and Alaka Chattopadhyay and edited by Debipras&d 
Chattopadhyay, India!J- Institute .of Adyanced Study, Simla, 1 970. The Mad.\yamiirtluuaT{IUralul of Bhavaviveka has been, restored from the Tibetan v!lrs10n with an English translation by Pandit N. Ayyaswami Sastrl, in the Journal of Qrieftlol RuearcA, Madras, Vol. V. Part 1, 1931, pp. 41-9. 

3 . . · Buddhapallta Is the author of MulamadhyamakavrUi (mDo xvil 20)-Tibetan version printed partly in BB. Vide 
Tiiraniitha'• Hutory of Buddhism in India, trsl. 1970, p. 186. 

' ' 
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pratityasamutpiida and interprets it as Dependent 
Origination, i.e.,manifestation of (separated entities 
as relative to their causes and conditions : (tata8 ca 

hetupratyayapek�o bhiivanarJ1 ?ltpiida� pratityasa

mutpadartha�, p. 2). Here he comments on the 
interpretation of the word by the Therovadi 
teachers (e.g., Srilabha) as also by Bhavaviveka 
(though he does not mention them by name).' 

It is only through his scholastic interpretation 
that one may grasp the implication of the Kiirikas 
of Nagarjuna. Thus, while explaining the Karikiis 
on cawsality he marshals an array of arguments. 
In the interpretation of na svato niipi parato . .  
(Madhyamakasastra, 1 .3.), he refers to his own text : 

Tasmaa dhi tasya bhavane na gu')-o'sti kascij 
jatasya janma punar · eva  ca naiva yuktarp. 

(Madhyamaktivatiira, vi, 8). 

While making a reference to the view of Buddha-
. palitaand its comments by Bhavaviveka, Ca.ndrakirti 

rightly presents the viewpoint of the Madhya.mikas 
that their method consists in producing a contm. 
thesis and the balancing two conflicting views 
without admitting either of them : 

'Na ca miidhyamikasya aata[l, svatantram anumiin. 
G'!' karlu'l]'l yuktatl' pak�ntarabhyupagamtibhaviit 
(MadhyamakaJastra, p, 5). 

In his proposition he quotes from Nagarjuna's 
· Vigrahavyavartani (v. 29) and Aryadeva'� Oatu[I,Sa
laka (xvi, 25). 

Candrakirti refers to the Vijiiana.vii.da. doctrine 
and refutes their viewpoint� According to the 
doctrine of the Vijiiana.vada, consciousness can 
exist without the object itself. Through its own 
potentiality (8akti), consciousness may be stated 
as giving rise to varied contents. It is self-deter
mining and is governed by its own laws of develop
ment, it is creative of the object. Moreover, it is 
self-luminous and self-known (svasa'l]'lVi!tiM. 

'Tatha taratiga mahatomburase� 
samira!klprera')-ayodbhavanti 
tathcilayakhyad api sarvabijad 
mjMnamatram bhavati svasak�[l,' 

(Madhyamakavatara, vi, 46). 

The principal criticism against this view is that 
knowing consciousness cannot function in the 
absenc� of an object. H the objects are unreal 

.-what is it that is known ! Oitta, being empty, 
cannot cognise itself. It has to work on something, 

a mere form cannot provide the content. The 
sharpest sword cannot cut itself. The fingertip 
cannot touch itself. Similarly citta cannot know 

itself. (Candrakirti's commentary on .Madhyamaka-

8astra, 1 .3, p. 21 ) .  On the argwnent t.hat the 
Buddha. himself has mentioned the vijMna, Oandra.
kirti observes that this has been instructed by the 
Buddha. as a preparatory step leading to the 
doctrine of Silnyata. They are neyiirtha (secondary 
in import) and not nitartha (ultimate teaching), 
(Candrakirti's com. on Maahyamakaiiistra, xv, 11). 

His mode of exposition helps us to understand 
the Madhyamika standpoint clearly. Thus, while 
explaining the stand taken by Nagii.rjuna with 
respect to the categories, Candrakirti explairu: 
that if the phenomenal point of view is adhered to, 
the concept of activity and the agent may bP. 
tenable. But from the noumenal point of view 
unreality of everything is to be understood. 
(Candrakirti's com. on Madhyamakasastra, iii, 5.). 

While explaining the position of the 
Madhyamikas as pointed out by Nii.garjuna 
(xv, 7), Oandrakirti brings out the slgnificance · or 
the statement of Nagii.rjuna. The nature of the . . . . . 
reality is neither bhava nor abhava. 

The term ' tanya ' used by the Madhyamikas 
may be responsible for the criticis� that tho 
system is not different from nihilism. No 
absolutism, however, can escape this charge. 
Satikara himself observes that Brahman is often, 
misunderstood as sunya by persons of meagro 
intellect because of the reason that he is devoid of 
empirical determinations : 

Digde8agur;tagatiphalabheda8Unyam hi para mar· 
thasad advayam brahma mandabuddhinam asad iva 
pra.tibhiUi. 

(Commenim'y of the Ohandogya Upani�ad, 
viii, 1). 

Candrakirti observes that the term sunya as 
applied by the non-Buddhists in the sense of . 

nihilism, has its special significance with th1• 

Buddhists (Com. on Madhyamaka8astra, xxiv, 7). 
He speaks of sunyata as prapancan·ivrttisvabhava 

- and explains it clearly in the light of Nagarjuna's 

(Madhyamaka8iistra, xxiv, 18). 

Y at pratityasamutpiida[l, BU.nyata1{& ta1{& 

pracak�mahe 

' PP 2-3 ; see also Th. Stcherbatsky, Oonceptiun of Buddhial NiNiiiQa, revised and enlarged editi!JI,l, Varana&l. pp. 121 tr. 
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Sa prajnaptir upiidiiya pratipat saiva madhyamii 

:Uld a giitha : 

Yal}, pmtyayair jayati sa h·!/ajato 
na ta,<r!Ja utpadu .svabhavato' sti 
yal}. pratyayadhinu sa sunyu ukto 

yal}. .#inyatam janati so'pramatta� 

He is clear in his exposition that the term sunyata 
should never· be understood in the sense of negation 
(loc. cit.) . 

He explains the reason as to why .�unyatii has 
IJeen interpreted as synonymous with Pratitya
samutpada. According to him origination through 
dependence on causes and condit.ions amounts to 
non-origination ·by nature, which is nothing other 
than liinyata : 

' Y  o'yam pratityasamutpiido h.etupratya.yii1, 
apek§ya mikura Vijn1.niidina7Jl priidurbha.vaf•, .�a 
�Mveniinutp� yas ca svabhiivenanutpiido 
hhiivana7Jl 8a sunyata.' 

In· support he quotes from the LankiivatarasiUra 

lP· 76, Nanjio's Ed.) : ' Svabhiivanutpattirp aandhaya 
mahamate aarvadharma� Bilnyii iti maya deSita�.· 
3Jld the DvardhaSqtikii : ' 8unya!• sarvadharma 
niflevabhiivayogena.' : 

In a. yery lucid
. 
�ay Candrakirti brings' .out. th� 

import of ·se veral synonyms of suny am as ; ·upci.®ya 
(prajif.apti) and madhyamii P,atipat (COm. ;, or{ 
Madhyamakci8aatra, xxiv, 18). 

. 

l.)and.rakirti very prudently and critically 
3Jlalyaes the positions of the Mii.dhyami.kas in 
tespect of the concept of the absolute. Being 
devoid of any attribute of its own it may be 
indicated by any ascribed mark : 

'Ana�ra8ya dharmaaya 8rutifi, ka delanii ca ka 
ArUyate tkByate ccipi aamiiropiid anak{1ara�' 

(Text of Buddha's saying quoted by Can.drakirti 
in his com. on Madhyamaka8iistra; xy, 2 ;  cp. 

· M."adhyamakaJiistra, xxii,. l l). 
· 

The true nature of the absolute is brought into 
light through the removal of the superimposed 
character. The phenomena have their utility in 
\he sense that they may be used as devices for the 
tmderstanding of the real na.ture of the absolute : 

• Tasman nirva�nigamopayatvad ava8yam eva. 
� Ba'1!Wrtir adiiv evii.bhyupeyii bkiijanam 
i:na Balilarthineti. ' 

(Commentary on MadhyamakaBiietra, xxiv, 10) 

Candrakirti explains in the clearest possible 
terms that BU.nyata is the reality of the apparent 
!dkarman<ifla dharmatii). In his words : 

' ·  Y adi khalu tad adhyiiropad bhavadbhir astity 
·ucyate kidrsam tat ? ya sa dharmarn'i1h dharmata 
nama, .�aiva tat.mart'ipa'T(I·. atha keya1n dha?'milniim 
dharmata ? dharmaniirh svabhi.iva!�. ko'yarn svabha
vafi, ? prakrti� kii ceyam prakrti� ? yeyarh Bilnyata. 
keyam sunyatii p nai�vabhii:vya1Jt. kim ida'!l 
naifi,svti.bhiivya'l'{l> ? tath.ata ? ke.ym}� tathatii ? 
f.at.hiibhii.vo' V1:karitva1!l aadaiva. sthii.yita. Sarvathiir 
nutpiida eva agnyiidinam paranirapek�at11iid 
akrtrimatvat svabhava ity ucyate ' (com. on 
Madhyamaka.9iistra, xv, 2). 

In his highly scholastic commentary Candrakirti 
(}xpounds tho significance and importance of the 
two types of truth-Sa1J1.vrtisatya and the Parmiir, 
thikasatya (aee his commentary on the Madhya
maka8astra, },:xiv, 8-12) .  In categorical ter:rps he 
declares that the Madhyamaka8iistra of Nagarjuna 
hag been composed on thfl basis of the recognition 
of these two types of truth : 

'Ata eveda7J� rnadhyama.Tca.�iistra7J� prat�-itarp acar
ye1)a neyan'ita·rtha-SU.trantavibhagopadar8anartham'
(CC!m· on Madhyamaka8astra, i, 3 :  soo also the 
colophon· of tho Madhyamaka8ii.stra). 

'Samapta7J1. ceda'f!l madhyarnaka8aatra1!J sakala
la�kikalokottara-pravacana-n? ta • neyarthavyfikhyana-
naipu'!l-yavi8arada7Jl . . .. .. iti.' . . 

With reference to the fiD.al . end of life which, 
according: to the 1\fadhyami.kas, i� �ssible only 
through 8Unyata (mulctis tu RiinyatiifJr§lea tadartha-
8e�abhiivanei-a text attributed to Nagii.rjuna in the 
Bodhicaryavatara-panjika, p: 438, BI.), the question 
of Nirvfu:la has been raised: Ca.ridrakirti in his · 

exposition has very lucidly placed before us an idea 
of two types of Nirvaf).a-Sopadhiie{la, e. Nirv� 
at lifetime, being an annihilation with �orne residuat 
substratum, and Nirupaf!hile{la, final Nirvat;ta, . 
being an annihilation without any residue. Candra· 
kirti very nicely compares this state to that of a · 
town in which all the criminal gap.gs have been · 

executed. The second one has also been compared . 
to a. village which itself is also destroyed after the 
execution of all the criminal gangs (Com. on Maahya
maka8ri8tra, xxv, 1.). 

While explaining the Miidhysmika concept of 
NirvaJ.la as presented by Nagarjuna (Karikii, xxv, 3), 
Candrakirti demonstrates his sound knowledge 
when he speaks of Nirval).a as 'undefinable essence, 
which can neither be extinguished as, e.g., a desire,

·
. 

nor can it be attained as, e.g., a reward for renuncia
tion ; which neither can be annihilated, as, e.g., all . 
the active elements of our life, nor is it everlasting, 
as a non-relative absolute principle ; which cannot 
really disappear, nor can it be created ; that some• 
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t.hing which consists in the quintessencE! of all 
Plurality, that Is Nirval).a. 

In this -way i t. may br. :::hfJwn tha.t. thP ck�stwct.ive 

Jialectics of :N"ii.giirjuna rould not ha.ve heen com
prehended propt'rly but for the seholastic manner 
in which Oa.mlrakirti has explained them. 

Ca.ndrakirti's maturity of thought and skilful 
technique of interpreting the often unintelligible 
Karikas of the :Madhyamika. school, specially of 
Nagii.rjuna and Aryadcva, are exhibited in hi,'3 Yrtti 
on the Oa.tu.�8ataka of Aryadeva. So far as the 
technique adopted by the celebrated commentator 
i n  the first seven chapters of the Oatuh8ataka is 
eoncerned, it may be stated that Candr�kirti herP 
takes to a ka�ya style utilising similes and me�phors 
l•very now and then to make his point highly intelli
gible and interesting.5 It is of interest to nnt.e that 
this method of Pxposition has not been adopted by 
t.his commentator elsewhere in his commentaries. 

It would indeed be a difficult task to follow 
Aryadeva without the easy and scholastic guidancr. 
of,Candrakirti 's Vrtti. Thus on Aryadeva's : 

Sad .�at .sadasac ceti nobhayarh ce.ti katl�yate 
N anu vyiidhiva.mt sa.rvam au?adharh nama jay ate 

(Oatu�4atr�ka, viii, 20). · 

. {)andrak�i's interpretation· i1:1 clear : 

'SartJabhavadar8ananudalc?alanaya bhagavata ·uine� 
!J.ebhyah sad i# kathitarn. Sarvabhaviibhi'rJ,ive8apra
hanayasad iti kathitam. Ubhayakaradar8anatyagaya 
�asad ity aveditam. Sm'Viikiiraprapaiicccchedaya 
nobhayam iti prakri8itam.' . 

Candrakirti's sound knowledge of different view
points of Brahmanical philosophern is demonstrated 
in hi's V rtti of the Oatuh8ataka. This is evident 
from the �rima facie p�sitions that he points out by 
way of exposition of the Karikris of .Aryadeva. He 
thus refers to ancl refutes clearly the views of tho 
VaiAe�ikas, Sii1ikhyas, etc. The VaMe�ka concept 
of the atom that has been the object of attack of 
t.he Mii.dhyami�as. specially of Aryadeva, has been 
Qxplainecl by Candrakirti in his Vrtti. Thus, the 
;}rgument presonted by Aryadeva in his Oat·ui}Jatalca:' 

Hetor yat par·i.marujalyam phale tan naiva vidyate 
Y ogal}, sa.rvatmanfi tasmad a1J:ii.ni'irh nopapadyatc 

(ix. 13).  

may be understood only whon the position of tho 
opponent · is lucidly presentP.d . Accordingly 
Candrakirti here expounds : 

• Il etutva1p., parimm:u!alyam aprmlr.Satva'Y{l· ceti 

]lrtramiii(I,Ud'l'at�1Jasya la.k;Jc�fi-am. Y adi para.mafi-U� 
- '<nrvii.tmanfi. pamnui?Wantarcncf. yujyatc na. pra.rie8ena 
ladii hetu?i·. Parnmii�z:uvrtt1: yat parirnr.i?;,(ialyarp, 
tat phalc dvya.�J.ukadiiv api prasajyate. Tenii 
.9arve.�am a?!ayavma'fp, paramii?J?J,mii.tratvad 
atindr1:yat:uam bhavati. Na t·u te.Jii;rh paramiit�u

miif.ratvam. 'l'r;no. parama�1unU.m sa.n:iitmana yogo 
nopadyate. · 

In the exposition of the refutation of tho doctrina 
of soul as mado by Aryadeva in his OatuJ:Watalca, 
Candrakirti demonstrates his knowledge of different 
branches of leaming, specially in the field of 
philosophy of the Brahmanical s:Jhools. Thus, 
while explaining the doetrine of soul of th� 
opponents which has been refuted by Aryadeva, . 
C'andrakirti pre�r·nts in the s implest possible 
language the v ir�w" of the schools thus : 

' Dvividha1!� hy iitmiina:'!� va1'1J.ayant·i ti1thika 
yad utanta?'ii.tmarza'I'J 1· bah-i1· atrnanarp. ca. . Tatran- · 
taraf.mii nama ya'f;, 8aririigiirantar vyavavasthita!J 

,4ari·rendriyasatighiitas ta.tra. tatra pra?Jartayitiintarvyii
parapuru�o jagadahankamnibandhana.?� ku.saliidikar
maphalopabhoktil pratitantmm anekavikalpabheda
bhin'f�Gb-. Bahiriitmii tu dehendriy.Q4anghatarnpo ' 
ntan'Umana upakari . . . • •  . '  (Introductory commen-
tary on x, i). 

· 

In his explanation of the verse (x , 3) of 
Oatuly.8ataka, the explanation offered, by Candrakirti 
.is clear and convincing : 

' Ita8 ciitma svarupato nas�t. Yadi iitmli 
svarupata'f;, syiit .�a yath\aikaiyahar[�.karasyiilambanarr
syat sa.rv"B?i'if!t apy ahathkara-<�Yiilamban.a:1J1 syiit. 
Na hi loke agner au.,�1.ya.m svabhiiva'f;, kasyacid 
anau�t.yam bhavati. Evam atma yadi svarilpa.ta'f;, · 

B'yiit sarve?iim iitmet·i syiid ahar[l.ki'i1'a.v·i?aya8 ca.' 

The position of the commentator is clearer in 
his attempt to present both. the viewpoints very 
clearly. In presenting the position of those who 
hold the view in favour of iitmii he says : 

' Y adyiUma na s-mrilpetz.a siddha?� tada dehasya . 
ce.�[.iisankocanaprasariidinii1'fl, kal}, pravartayita. Na 
hy aciilako rathaS calati. Tasmad ava.+yam eva 
ratharolakadevadattavad dehace?tahetul}, . ka8cid 
rmtalj,kara.�lapurU§o' bhyupetavya.ly..' 

He states in his explanation that such a position 
is not wnable. Thus on Gatuly.Sata.ka (x, 5) he 
observes : 

Ratho M kenacid aspadavata padarthena 
prerayitU'Tfb na sakyate. Spar8avato hi sa prerafi-ii. 

6 For a detailed di.sCus.�inn on the st.yle . of IJamlraklrti s�r U1r present writer's article in the .Jagajyoti, Annual 
�umber, Calcutta, 1972. 
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Bhavadbhif!. parik�ita iitmiipi na sprsavan kalavad 
dehabhaviit. Kasyapy asparsavata kenacit 
padiirthena sparso na bhavati. Y adaitad eva'1?1< 
tadii. kuto dehace§?ahetutvenasya sadbhavanumiinam 

as-parsavato' smiidbhiiviit prerat�-a ca. . . . . anyac 
ciiyam atma pradeSiibhiivan na 8pr8aviin. 
Yo'prade&a na tasya sa'f!l-yogaf!.. Sa�yogavirahitasya 
ca prera¢ na bhavatui na kriyiivattvena tatsabhiivo'
bhyupaga:ntu� yujyate. 

In chapter xi Candrakirti
. clearly explains the 

· �tion of the Sarilkhya school of thought which 
has been refuted by Aryadeva. It would be 
clear if the passage explaining the situation is 
cited in the original because that will show how 

fAr . Candrahlrti was successful in depicting yhe 
MBdbyamika -position ·against the logic of the 
then predominant Brahmanical school : 

Patra satlciiryiisatkiiryavadinor ubhayor api 

darlane hetuna phalasiddhir a8akyety abhivyanja
yonniiha-

Stambh&linam ala'J'!"'karo grhasyiirthe nirarthaka!J, 
Satkii.rya'f{' em yasy�tam yasyiisatkiiryam eva ca 

(Oatuf!.Satakci, xi, 15}. 

Sad asat sadasac ceti yasya pak�o na vidyate 
Upiilambhas cir�api tasya vaktum na 8akyate 

(xvi, 25} 

It is Candrakirti who has very creditably pointed 
out the implication of the verse in the' following 
lines J-

Sati hi pa�aparigrahe'nyatMsiddher mn.hatij lciilena 
eire� tasya du�ana'J?l sambhavati. Y asya tu 
sadasadubhayapak§aprahii�na pa�aparigralw. eva 
11Asti tasya sadasadubhayapak�apra/ui,?)iic cir�iipi 
du�a�m vaktum naArJ.kyiite. AkiiSasya rupavattva� 
sa�pratam na . sarrwhavatiti ciret�-iipi kalena . sam
bhiivayitu1!f> na 8akyate. Eva� viidibhir api tadiiBra
pak§atrayasamiJhaviic chUnyataviidadu§atta1Jl cir�api · 
vaktum na sakyate. Pa'!/4itair hi sunyatiiviicladu�a
t�-alJl iikii8acitriiyaf!.pratimn.yor iirtivad avagant.avyam. 
Y athii navasi suryakira�arauhena nirastais tim ira is 
uire�pi kiilena sa 8yamikartum na sakyate evam
gamhhirodiiriicintyapratityasamutpcidabhavanavaga 
mas-Uryakira�na s.akalaviidisamayatimiriit�-i nirasytim 
ta ity avagantavyam. 

From an analysis of the two commentaries by 
Candrakirti, . one on the Madhyamaka8iistra of 

o- . ,_:z. .':l.'L::�ka . 1.= =�· - · .  s - . Nagarjuna and the other on· the OatuMataka of 
J:lam"nyavawtt<M?·• u · satMJ.ryavu.u�nav eva. am- · . - . . 

· 

,.'L · ada. ..t · · t ·ta�·· - t · ta - t . Aryadeva, 1t may be stated that m the fonner 
. ,.,.y roliane yat : .sa · t• evas �. yan na ?!- nas y · _ .: . . 

. A , . . 'tnnH ''L •�,� · 
· �. ·-=,� 't abh · · .  · Candrakll'tl demonstrates his deep knowledge 

eva. .n.sato nutl"'"!'.��· sa ..... ., camn<.�a � y yupaga- : . . 
· . . 

· . . . . 

_ _ :z.· m · :..::--��ka· . -::-Y . =�= 00 - hakln .. ,· ·  _ of the Buddhist texts which he quotes every nov '"'�·· .1 atT� ra�Kfa·Uptm<.6nagra � c """"lfa . ·. d th b t . . te h' . • In . . 
hi , "'-L .. ,__ - ,., -d ' : _ ad k -

.. · - t an en to su s antta IS pomt. s 
�m,.,9aMtranac ce.11a 1na s . eva aryam ;aya e. , 
"' 1.:: �-=�-,� t h mbh h ::• commentary to the Oatuh8ataka he does not refer· 
.a.satMtrya'UUU<.US cet sarva :a sarvasa ava. sy..... · 

N __ _,_ - · p�A-::. ad
. 

k - · - t 't . to other texts as he does here. 
a C«Wm evast�. ....,.,/...,. $ eva a'T"'yam ;aya e � �. 

Vailih&ikp'pi svabhiivanudbhutiid udbhavapriipti
bhiya Tcalatraye'pi sad eva kalpayati.. VaiJe§ikasau
trantikavijMtw.txidino'satkaryavtHinafl,. Na hi sataf!. 
lciiryasyotpattirnirarthety asad eva kiiryam .utpadyata 
iti pratiyanti. 

With these introductory remarks Candraklrti very 
ably explains the position of Aryadeva as contained 
in the verse quoted above. 

Tasmiid arw.yor . dvayor viidino� satkdryaviidinas 
tOOad grhdrtha'f{l yaf!. sthambhadviirakaviitadinii'f{l 
alatpldiro marka!avilw:iL{JiidiviSe§akhaCitasvarUpah sa 
na yujyate. Pasya karyasya grhasya sattvat. Pra
lcdrantarasadhyatvabhyuf>agame cii.satkaryaviidapra-

. sa.. Y asyiisatkiiryaviidas tasyapi darlane stam
bhadyala'f!l-kiirasya yathoktaprayojaniiboot•a eva. 
Tasya lairyasyasattviit. Asau hi bandhyaputro na 
8akya]J kenapi ni§piidayitum. Eva'J'!"' asatkiiryaviide'pi 
kdryam grhatp na 81'.ddhyati. 

In the concluding verse of the Oatu�8atalca, 
Aryadeva presents the Madhya.mika viewpoint : 

The Tibetan sources reveal that · 'Candrakirti 
wrote commentaries on NaW1rjuna's Sii.nyatasaptaei · 
(Candrakirti refers to it in his commentary on 
Madhyamaka8iistra, p. 31) and Yuktisa�#ka. Great 
value should be attached to his independent work 
Madhyamakiivatiira which has been commented on 
by himself. Unfortunately, the text is lost in the 
original. The text has been translated into French 
by Poussin in Le Museon in 1907, 19i0 and 1911.  
The Tibetan text was published in BB. series. 
There is a commentary named ArthaprakMikti 
on this by Jayii.nanda of Ka.�mir. Extracts 'from 
Jayii.nanda's commentary on the Madhyamaka
vatiira, chap. iv have been re-translated into· 
Sanskrit from the Tibetan version by N. Ayyaswami, 
in Journal of Oriental Research, Madras, Vol. VI, 

. pt. ii, 1932, pp. 171 ff. Jayiinanda's commentary 
as it stands in the Tibetan translation, serves two 
objects. In the first place it explains very well 
the meaning of the passages of the text (mUla) 
which are otherwise unintelligible ; in addition 

6 For a detailed list of the authorities quoted in the commentary of the Madhyamaka8ii8tra, vlde .S.C Vidy11bhuean� 
'Histoey of the Madhyamika Philosophy of Nagarjuna,' in the Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, pt. iv, 1897, pp. l9-20. 
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to that it discusses at length now and then the 
important topics independently and secondly 
It supplfus the valuable different readings of the 
Tibetan version of the Madhya'fiWkiivatara, e.g., 
Tatra samiidhiyate. yathrl laukika'Tfl prarnii?Ja� 
tatoo agamo'pi prama7Jam, tatha hi. Pandit N. 
Aiyaswa.mi Sastri has restored into Sanskrit chapter 
iv along with the commentary of the text (in the 
Journal of Oriental Research. Madras, 1929) but it is 
incomplete. Two other Prakara'(ta8, namely, Madh
yamakaprajiiiivatara and Pancaskandha are also 
attributed to him in the Tanjur collection (Mdo, 
niii, 5 and xxiv, 3). 7 

In his commentary of the Maclhyamaka8astra 
<:andrakirti very often refers to his Madhyamaka
ootiira. But the references are mainly from the 
sixth cha.pter of the text: In one of the verses he 
�xplains the proposition of Nagarjuna (N a svato etc. 
Madhyamaka:fastra, i, 3) that the origination of an 
object from its own self does not carry any meaning : 

Tasmad hi tasya bhavane na {f',;,tw'sti ka8cit 
Jata8"]Ja janma .1Junar eva na caiva yuktam 

(Madhyamaklivatara, vi. 8) 

In the int.roductory portion of the xviiith . chapter 
of the Madhyamaka8iistra, Candrakirti by way of 
�laining . the doctrine (of the Madhyamikas) 
refers to his Madhyamakavatiira, vi, 120). In his 
explanation of Madhyamaka8iistra, xvm, I, 
regarding refutation of the theory of soul 
(iitmapari/c§a) Candrakirti refers . to his Madhyama
kiivatiira, (vi, 127-8). In this context he refers to 
the views of the heretics regarding the soul : 

.Atma tirthyail,l, kalpyate nityaropo'py akarta 
bhokta nirgurw ni§kriya8 ca 

KarJl cit · ka'Tfl cid vedam iibitya tasya bheda'T{& 
JJiita prakriya tirthiklinam <> 

(vi, 141) 

He often refers to this text and does not dilate on 
(urther on the ground that the point has already 
.been discussed in the MadhJtamakiivatara. See 
further MADHYAMlKA, VIJNANAVADA. 

H. Ct. 
BTBLioGitArHY : T. V. R. lt{urti, The Oentral Philosophy of 
Buddhism, London, 1 960 ; Stcherbatsky, Buddhist (]onception 
11/ Nirvana, Revised and enlarged edition by Jaideva Singh, 
.Bharatiya Vidya Prr.kashan, Varanasi, India ; Madhvamaka
Jiistra along with the commentary o f  Candrakirt.i, ed. P. L. 
Vaidya, Mithila Institute of . Post-Graduate studies and 
Research in Sanskrit learning, Darbhanga, 1960 ; The Oatu{l
�ataka of lryadeva, ed. Vidhusekhara Bhattllcharya, Part ii, 
V:sva-Bbarati Reries, No. 2, Calcutta, 1931 ; Tiiriiniilha's 
History of Buddhism in India, trsl. English by Lama 
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Chimpa. an� Alaka Chattopadhyay, ed. Debiprasad Chatto
padhyay, Slm!a, 19.70 ; K. V. Ramanan, Ntigiirjuna's Philo
sophy, BharatJya V1dya Prakashan, Varanasi, 1971. 

CANDRAMALA-TANTRARAJA, the Sanskrit title 
of a work a-s quoted in its Tibetan translation, 
the Dpal-zla-ba�i phrerJl-babi rgyud-kyi rgyal-po 
occurring in the Rgyud (Tantra) section of the 
Kangyur. The author of the work is unknown. 
Gayadhara and Sakya ye-ses are mentioned as 
its translators (TT. Vol. 3, No. 40 ; TM. No. 395) .  
The Mongolian edition of this text is  mentioned in 
the ' Catalogue du Kanjur, Mongol Imprime ; 
(ed. Louis Ligeti, New Delhi, 1964, No. 39). 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Vajrasattva. The names of Vajrasattva, Heruka 
and the goddess Tara are mentioned in this 
Tantric text. 

I. K . . 

CANDRANANA, name of a former Buddha 
mentioned in the Samadhirajasutra (ed. Das and 
Vidyabhiisal).a, Calcutta, 1896, p. 57). 

CANDRAPADMA, a former Buddha mentioned in 
a list of former Buddhas under whom Sakyamuni
acquired merit while in the eighth bhiimi (Mhvu. 
I, 137). 

CANDRAPRABHA (1), name of a former Buddha . 
given in a group of former Buddh&a .. ,l:Jeginning . 
with Dipailkara and ending with Lokesvararaja 
(Svyit. 6). 

CANDRAPRABHA (2), two previous incarnations 
of Sii.kyamuni, so named because their bodies 
were shinning (prabha) like the moon (candra) . 

The :first was a cakravartin king of J ambudvipa 
in the Uttarapatha who gave his own head to a 
brahman called Candrak� (who was identified 
as Devadatta), and was reborn in the Deva-world 
called Subhalqtsna (Lal. p. 119 ; Rpp. p.  23 ; Divy. 
po. 314-28). 

The other was the son of a 8re�thin in the city of 
Utoalii.vati. (In his previous birth he was known 
3.<1 Riioavata, q.v.) At the age of eight, he went . 
to o. cemetery and cut his own body with a sharp 
wao.oon and spread butter and honey over it. A 
hirrl living in the same cemetery came to him and 
Rt.snted extracting his right eye and, replacing it. 
In t�e process, Candraprabha died and was rebom 
in a brahman family in the same city ; he was· · · 
n11.rued Brahmaprabha (Divy. p. 474 ff.). 

U. K. 

7. For a detailed list of works attributed to Candrakirti In the bstan-'gyur (Tanjur), vide Supplementary Notes, pp. 401-2 uf TiiriiniiUw:s History of Buddhism in India, Simla, 1970. Translatfd into English from the Tibetan by Lama Chimpa and, 
Alaka Chattopadbyiiyn, ed. Debiprasad Chattopadhyay. 
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CANDRAPRABHA (3), name of a bodhisattva 
mAntioncd in Mahayana siitras. He is also called 
Candraprabha- kumara, Candraprabha-bodhisatLva, 
or Chan-l'o-fa (the reccnstructed form of the n�tme is 
unknown), and was the son of a millionaire at 
Rii.jagaba whose name was Shen-jih, Chan-lo-jih, 
or SrigJ]pta. The difference of each person's name 
depends on the version. 

.According to the (P'u-shuo-)yueh-kuang-t''Llng

tzu-ching, a classical Chinese version of the 
Candraprabha-kumiira-siitra (Ta.i.�hO, No. 5:�4. 

Vol. I4, p. 8I5a ff. ) ,  once when the Buddha 
was staying at. Rajagrha, the six heretic teachers 
of thOse days such as J>urat:Ja-kasyapa and others, 
feeling jealous of the gradually incroasingprosperity 
of the Buddha's teaching, plotted against his life 
with Shtln-jih, a millionaire and a minister at 
that place. Sben-jib planned to slay the Buddha . 
by means of a fire-pit and a poisonous meal, 
and invited · the Buddha to his residence. 

In the (F·u-shuo-)t/J-hu-ch'ang-che-ching, a classical 
Chinese translation of the Candraprabh.a.-kumiirasiUra 

(Taishv, No. 545, Vol. 14 ,  p. 849b), the followin1!' 
passage is also found : Candraprabhu will return 
as a Chinese king named Ta-hsing make all hi� 
people believe in t.he Buddha\; teaching and 
lead them to _good Buddhist lives. 

In addition to the above t.wo, in the 
(Fu-shuo-)pao-yit-ching, the classical Chinese trans
lation of the Ra.tanamegha-siitra (Taisho, No. 660, 
Vol. · 16, p. 284 b), a similar tale concerning 
Candraprabha's reappearance in China oc:;curs, 
though it is not exactly the same us those of tbn 
first two. See CANDRAPRABHA-KUMARA 
SUTRA. (..Moe. Vol. 1 ,  p. 758 b & c, cte.) .  

Candraprabha is mentioned as the chief inter
locutor of the Buddha in t-he Samiidhiriija Sutra 

(Srs. chapter 8, §. I ; eh. 19, §. I ,  37 ; ch. 22, 
§. I, 7). 

Being aware of the plot, the Buddha pitied The name Candraprabha occurs in a list of 
him for his hopeless stupidity and accepted his · :ninety-two bodhisattvas in tho Mahiivyutpatt£ 

. invitation. At that time, his son, Candraprabha, (BB. XIII, ii). According to the Siidhanamiilii, 

16 years of age, was sagacio:ris and upright enough he stands in �he southern direction on tho occasion or 
to remonstrate with hi13 father, praising the virtue Ma1ijtdrisiidhana (Siidh. I, p. 96). He is also men
and the indestructible body of the Buddha . . · tioned in connection with the Ara.pacana-siidhana 

Without listening to the son's advice, the . fathe� (Siidh.. I, P· l l4). 
��ent a messenger. to welcome the Bud.dha. '-''The · 
Buddh.a, decorate4 with .va�ioua ornaments whicll 
appeared . �y . _ bis m8gic p'ower ·and surrounded 

S.Mo. 

' by bodhisattvas and followers, approached 
Sben-jih's residence. As soon as he reached 
there, the fire-pit turned into a beautiful bathing 
pond. The millionaire was very surprised 
and regretted for what he had done, while the six · 
heretic teachers ran away in shame. The 
Buddha then, preached the Dharma to the 
millionaire who immediately gained belief in 
the Dharma. 

Besides the above story� there .is the
. 

following 
legend which states the reappearance of Candra
prabha as a Chinese : In the (Fu-ahuo-)shen-jih· 
ching, a classical Chinese · translation of the 
Oandraprabha-lcUmara-siitra (Taiah6, No. 535, 
Vol. 14, p. 8I9a &.b), it is described that the Buddha· 
declared to Anailda his prediction regarding Candra
prabha, "1,000 years after my death, my teaching 
will fall into decay. At tlmt time Candraprabha will 
appear as a wise lord in China and will make my 
teaching flourish again : because of his effort, the 
people in China and some other surrounding 
countries (several names are mentioned) will respect · 

· the Buddha ; believe in the Dharma ; and become 
Bhikkhus." 

CANDRAPRABHA (4), name of a nags-kin� 
mentioned in the Mahiimayiiri (Mhm. p. 264; BHS. 

p.  224). 

CANDRAPRABHA (5), name of tho ya�a. who 
showed Supriya, the ca.ravan"leade.r, the way how 
the crystal-rock could be Climbed over (Divy. 
pp. 113-4). 

He is identified with the monk Aniruddha., 
and Supriya with Sakyamuni (ibid. p.  1 22). 

CANDRAPRABHA, queen of Rudrii.yat:�a, the king 
of Roruka (Divy. p. 545). When the nun Sailii 
visited Roruka and · preached to the women in the 
harem, the king used to play the lute a�d the queen . 
danced. While doing this, tha king noticed sigru;' 
of the queen's impending death and revealed it to 
her. The queen felt remorse and, withthe permission . 
of the king, entered the Order of nuns under Saiia, 
and started medit-ating. On the seventh day sho 
died and was reborn in the Cii.turmaharajika deva- · · 
world. She visited the Buddha immediately after. 

· wards and, on listening to his preaching, attained to . 
the first fruit of the path (sotapat.tiphala). Then shf' 
visited R).ldrayBJ).B, her husband in previous 
life, and told him that if he wanted to jom heJ� 
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he should renounce the world under the Buddhtt. 
With thes�words she disappeared (Divy. pp. 553 ff. ) .  

U.K. 

OANDRAPRABHA-BODHISATTVA -SUTRA, (var. 
Oandraprllbha-avadiina-siltra), known in Chinese as 
(P1u-shno-) yueh-kuang-p'u-sa-ching occurs in the 
Sutra-Pitaka of the' Chinese Tripitaka. This was 
translated in 1001. A.C. by Fa-Hsien (Nanjio, 
No. 852 and TaishO, :&o. 166). The fifth chapter of 
Taisho, No. 153 is similar to this siitra( cp. Nanjio, 
No. 1357). 

It was translated into Tibetan by Dhal'lpasri
bhadra and Ses-rab-legs under the title, Zla bod-kyi 
rtogs-pu brjod-pa, and W!W later revised by 
Rin-chen bzail-po (TM.. No. 348). 

S.K.N. 

CANDRAPRABHA-KUMARA-sliTRA, reconstruc
ted name of a Mahayana-siitra. Although its 
Sanskrit original is lost today, the following three · 

. (or four) claSSical Chinese versions of the sutra 
still remain : 

(1) the (.Fu . Bhuo-) yueh . kuang - t'ung • tzu-ching · 
(f'aiahO, No. 534, Vol. 14, p. 815a ff.) translated 
by Dlui.rmarak�a in the western Chin dynasty 
(285-361 A.C.). 

(2) the (Fu-shuo-)sMn-jih-ching (TaishO, No. 
G35, . Vol. 14, p. 817 c ff.) translated by 
Dharmarak�a. 

(3) the SMn-jih-erh-pln-ching (TaishO, No. 5�? .. 
Vol. 14, p. 819b ff.) translated by G�ab�
(39�468 A.C.) in the Sung dynasty. 

()f tlie above three versions, the second seems to 
be translated not "by Dharmarak�a but by Chih
ch'ien in the 3rd cent. A. C. . The editor of the 
TaishO Tripitaka insists upon this opinion (Tai-shO, 
Vol. 14 , p. 817 c. & 819 b), depending on the 
statement of the K'ai-yilan-shih-shih-chiao-lu 
(TaishO, No.2154, Vol. 55, p. 596b), which is the 
most authentic Nld complete catalogue of the 
olassieal Chinese Tripitaka in those da.ys edited by 
Chih-sbeng in 730. 

(4) the (Fu-shuo-te-) hu-ch'ang-che-ching (recons
tructed title in the Hobjjgirin : Srigupta.-8Utra, 
TaishO. No. 545, Vol. 14, p. 840) translated by 
Narendrayasas (517-689) in the Sui dynasty. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the index of the 
TsishO Tripi�aka (Hobogirin) does not mention this 
fourth work as a translation of this sutra, and 
even the conhents of this work are enlarged in 
some degroo with some difference from the other 
three. it may be regarded as being based on 

I I . S.P.C. 93898 

u. common original. In this connection, the K'a.i
yuan-shih-chiao-lu mentioned above, had already 
indica.te<l the same point of view (TaishO, Vol. 5!), 
pp. 489 c, 596 b). The following is the Tibetan 
Yersion to be concordant with tho fourth : 

(F:f.phags-pa-) I;Idal-sbas-shcs-bya-ba�i mdo (Arya
�9rigupta-niima-8Utra, TM. No. 217) translated by 
.Jinamitra, Danasila and Ye-ses 'sde. 

As regards the story in t:he sU.tra, in spite of 
each version not being in exact aecord wit-h the 
others, its outline may :roughly be described as 
follows : Once when the Buddha was staying 
together with many disciples at Rajagrha, a. 
millionaire called She-jib Chan-lo-jih or Srigupta 
(these differences depend on the versions) planned 
to take the Buddha's life by various means such as 
giving him s poisonous meal, enticing him to a 
fire-pit and so on, at the insiiigation of some other 
religious leaders who nursed jealousy against taH 
Buddha. Although one Candraprabha or Ch::.n-lo-fa 
clever and faithful son of the millionaire, at 
the age of 1 6, remonstratefl with the father on 
his folly, the father wa.S about to carry it out. But 
usizig his magic power, the Buddha fhlstrated �m· 
wicked design, and preached his teachin� to the 
millionaire. . He became an excellent · Buddhist 
See CANDRAPRABHA (3). 

S. Mo. 

CANDRAPRABH.lsl. one of the five hundred 
. female lay-devotees who visited Maiij\lSri. 
-Mahii.prajiia was their leader (Gvyu. p. 51). 

CANDRAPRJ)BHASVARARAJA, a sorios of twenty 
times one hundred crores of former Buddhas. See 
CANDRASV ARARAJA. 

CANDRAPRABHAVADANA. See CANDRAPRA
BRA-BODHISATTVA-8DTRA. 

CANDRAPRADIPA, a S8II1ii.dhi or a concentration 
of mind mentioned in the $addharmapu?J4arilca 
Sutra. It is one among many samOOJais t»e 
bodhisattva Gadgadasvara has attained (Sdmp. 
pp. 352, 353). 

OANDRAPRADIPA SUTRA, a Sanskrit text · 
better known as Samiidhiriija-siltra (q. v.). 

CANDRARAJALEKHA, a · Sanskrit text which 
has not been found in its original, but which is 
extant in its Tibetan translation under the . title, 
Rgyal-po-zla-ba-la spriil.s-pa�i sprin-yig. It belong�> 
to the Spriil-yig (lekha, literary-) section of the · 
Tibetan Tengyur, where the author's name is 
given as Srijaganmitrananda.. It is said that tM 
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tuthor ,himself translated ·the work into Tibetan 
with tha: . help . of · Gnubs Tshul-khrims ses-rab 
(Silapraj.na : TM:. No. 4189 ; Oordier. Ill, p. 430, 
No. 34). 

H. G. A. v. Z. 

CAND1RbKADIPA, a fonner Buddha. See 
<lli�RASORY.APRADIPA ( 1 ). 

CANDRASKA,NDHARCITABRAHMAN, a bodhisat
tva mentioned in a long list of bodhisattva.s in the 
Gatt4avyuha Sii.tra. Maya claims maternity to all 
the �odhisa.ttvas in. the list (Gvyu. p. 443); 

¢ANDRASRI, a . bodhisattva. menti�ned in a 
list of bodhisattvas residing with the Buddha m 
Jetay_�n!,' j(!v.y'u. p. 4). _ 

' 
CANDRASUBBA, a. fonner Buddha, mentioned 
in a list of former Buddhas under whom Sakyamuni 
while in the ninth bhiimi acquired merit (Mht-u. I, 
p. 139). 

CANDRAStl'RYAJIJ;IMIKARA�A, name of a former 
Buddha given in .. a group .of former Buddhas begin
ning wi�h l)ipailkara. and ending with Lokcsvararaja 
(Svyij. p� 5). · 

CAHDRAS'ORYAJIJJMIKARAPAA,JlH� • . a.. - Tath� 
gata living . in the woi-ld-'�ystem· .. (loTdulMt1�f called 

. Suryii.varta in· the north (Lal. p 292}. 

CANDRAStl'RYAPRADIPA ( 1), name of a former . 
· Buddha, · . who is said to have expounded the 
dharmaparyaya called the ' Saddharmapuru;larika. 

. The account given in the Saddharmapu'tl4arika 
says that _ the 'l;'atba.gata Candrasiiry�tpradipa. 
when a young prince, after expounding the dharma
paiyaya c8J.lod · .the Mahanirde8a, sat cross-legged 
and 'eat.ered tip(Jn, tlie mental concentration called 
Qnantanirde8a-prati¢.hiina. His body became 
motioriless and his mind reached perfect tranquillity. 
As soon as he entered that state of concentration, 
th�re fell

. 
a great �a.in of divine flowers covering 

him .and the four classes of hearers, while the whole 
Buddha-field (Buddhak..qetra.) shook. A ray that" 
sprang from within the circle of hair between the 
eyebrows of the Buddha extended over eighteen 
hundred t,hQusand Buddha-fields in the eastern 
quarter, so that ail these Btiddha-fit;llds appeared 
wholly illun:rinated by its radiance. There were 

· twenty crores ofbodhisattvas following the Buddha. 
One of thes& bodhisattvas · wa.s V araprabha, and 

· it was. to this V araprabha that the Buddha., on 
rising from his concentration, revealed the dharma
paryaya called the Saddharmapuruf,a;rika.. He spoke 
it · for. · sixty iBtermediate aeons (antarakalpa) 

always sitting on the same seat with immovable · 
body and tranquil mind. The whole gathering 
continued sitting on the same seats, l istening to 
the preaching of the Buddha for sixty in termediate 
aeons ; tpere being not a single creature in that 
assembly who felt fatigue vf body or mind. While 
expounding t.he Saddlwrmapur.uf,arika, he announced 
his Parinirvii.J)a, saying : "Today, 0 monks, this · · 
very night, in the middle watch, will the Tathagata, · 
by. entering the element of absolute NirviU)a., 
become wholly extinct." . Then he predestined the 
bodhisattva Srigarbha to supreme Enlightenment, 
saying ; '�0 monks, the bodhisattva, Srigarbha. 
shall, immediately after me, . attain supremo 
Enlightenment and become the Tathagata Vimalan
etra." Immediately after that, he became extinct by · 
entering the element of absolute Nirval).a. (Sdmp. 
pp. 16 ff.). He is called Candrii.rkadipa in the verse

accnunt (Sdmp. p. 25). 
U.K .. 

CANDRAStl'RYAPRADiPA (2), name of a Buddha 
living in the southern direction (Svyu. p. 97). 

CANDRASO'RY-AVIMALAPRABHASASRI, name 
of a former Buddha mentioned in the Saddharma

purp}a:tika. He. �!ad a great assembly of eighty . 
crores of bodhisat.tvas and an assembly of disciples . 

. equal in number t,o the sands of . seventy-t�o .
. 

Ganges . . rivers. His sphoit't1al . rule· ·. was exempt · 
from the female sex, and his Buddha-field had no 
hell, no brute creation, no ghosts, no demons ; . 
i.t was level, neat, smooth as the palm of the hand. 
Its floor was made of heavenly lapis lazuli (vai�urya), 
and WBB adorned.with trees of jewel and sandalwood, . 
iillaid with a multitude of jewels, hung with long 
bands of silk, and scented by censers made of jowels. 
Under each jewel t1·ee, at a distance not farther 
than a bow-shot, WBB made a small jewel-house, 
and on the top of each stood a hundred .crores of · 

. celestial nymp� performing a concert of musics] 
instruments and castanets, in order to honou.r the 
Buddha while he was extensively expoundi.Dg this 
dharmapa1yaya · of the Saddharmapur;ujarika to. 
the great disciples and bodbisattvas, directing · 
himself to the bodhisattva Sarvasattvapriyada.&ana. 
The lifetime of the Buddha was forty-two thousand 
.aeons. It was under the spiritual rule of t� 
Buddha that the bodhisattva Sarvasattvanriya- . · · 
dar8ana applied himself to his difficult course. 

At the last moment of his life, the Buddha · · 
Candrasiiryavi,malaprabha.sasri entrusted to the 
bodhisattva Sarvasattvapriyadar8ana his co�- · 
�ent, all t.he bodhisattvas and dis�iples, the 
Enlightenmont, the whole world together with 
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bejewelled chariots, jewel-trees and celestial 
beings. · He also. entrusted to · him his own relic::; 
after his demise and asked hiin to worship them. 
.distribute them and build many thousands of 

. stiipas over them. Mter giving these instructions 
to him he entered absolute NirvaJ)a in the last 
watch of the night. 

The bodhisattva, perceiving that the Buddha 
had expired, made a pyre of sandal-wood and 
burnt the body of the Buddha. Mter the cremation 
he took the bones and caused eighty-four thousand 
urns of seven precious substances to be made, 
the bones of the Buddha to be deposited in them, 
and eighty-four thousand stiipas to be erected over 
them, reaching in height to the brahma-worlcl, 
adorned with a row of umbrellas and equipped with 
silk bands and bells (Sdmp. p. 339 ff.) . 

In Kern's translation Candrasiiryavimalapra
bhiisasri is spelt as Candravimalasiiryaprabasa.Sri 
(SBE. XXI, p. :376 ff.) .  

u. K. 

CANDRA S'OTRA, a Sanskrit text, which, judging 
from the contents of its extant Tibetan and Chinese 
translations, was undoubtedly the Sanskrit version 
of the Pali Oandima SuttA:I, (S. I; p. 5Q). 

The� ate t�o Tibetan translations of the Oandra 
Siltra, bearing the

. 
· · �itle ' Zla-ba�i-mdo . . . The 

translation made by Ananda8ri and :A'i-ma rgyal
mtshan . is incorporated in the Ses-phyin 
(Praj:fiapii.ramita) section of the Tibet!U} Tengyur 
(TM. No. 42_; TT. ' Vol. 21, No. 758). This 
corresponds very closely to the Pali sutta and is 
almost identical with it,. .The , other Tibetan 
translation, by an unnamed translator, occurs in 
the Mdo-sde (miscellane()us siitra) section of tho 
KangyUr (�M. No. 331; TT. Vol. 39, No. 997). This 
work, too, corresponds to the Pali, including 
three of the verses in the Pali sutta but has a few 
additions. Vemacitra, the lord of the asuras, is 
not mentioned here. The Chinese version of this 
siitra is to be found in section 583 of Taislw, No. 99, 
and Nanjio, No. 544, Tsa-a-han-ching (Sa1]1yulctii
gama-8Utre�), translated by GuJ)abhadra of the 
earlier Sung dynasty (420-79 A.C.) . This, too, 
corresponds to the Pali Oandima SuUa, but has a 
few additions, including . an extra verse at the end 
of the f?utra. 

L. R. G. 

. CANDRASVARARAJA, name of a series of two 
thousand crores 

.
of former Buddhas whom the 

bodhisattva Mahasthamaprapta · propitiated and 
under whom he promulgated the dharmaparyaya 

· . called the Saddharmapur;uJ,arilca (Sdmp� p. 321). 

In Kern's translation of the Saddha>r'lllapur,uJ,a,nka 
tbe name is spelt as Candraprabhiisvarariija (SBE. 
.XXI, p. 358) . 

U. K . 

CANDRATEJA, 'a fo:ri:ner Bu�dha. menti�ned 
in a list of former Buddhas under whom Sakya.muni 
acquired merit while in the eighth bhiimi (Mkvu. 
I, p. 137). 

CANDRAVAIROCANA, one flf the two chief . 
bodhisattvas dwelling in the Y aidliryariirbhasa, 
the Bu.ddha-field (bud,dha-k§et.ra) of Bhai�?ajyaguru
vaidiirya-prabha . .  He alo�g �ith Siiryavairocana 
and a. host of other bodhisattvas p11eserve the · 
teachings of the above menti�med Buddha, (GM. 
I, Bha�ajyaguru Sutra, p- 8). 

S. K. N. 

CANDRAVARALOCANA� name of one of the 
many sa.ma.dhis ente�d. Yi.to by Avalokitesvara. 
The Buddha, at the request of the bodhisattva 
Sarva.J)ivaraJ)a�kambhm: (text has o -':}ivara.J)a-) who 
desired · to know the n�erous samii.dhis 
aecomplished by Avalokiteavara, · enumerates a 
list which also ·includes thi� )lame. · • 

But, during the time of . tp�: . Buddha 
Krakucchanda (Pali : Ka,lnlsa,ndlla), wh�� tlle tw.o 
bodhisa.ttva.s, Avalokitesvara and Samautabhadra . 
accomplished various samadhis �p�r��ly; it � 
the latter who is said to have entered into this . . . . ' . . . ; . . . 
particular samadhi while the former accomplished . 
the samadhi called Surya-vam-locana (Kvyu. p. 93). · 

S. K. N. 

CANDRAVARMA, a l�arned monk of ·th.e 
Nagavadana monastery (JJOBT. p. }57). 

CANDRAVIMALA, e. samadhi or . a concentration 
of �nd mentioned in tho Mahii.vyUtpaUi (BB. 
XIII, 9). It is explained in iihe Sa,tasiihaarilca
prajiJ.a-paramita as one that illuniinates all othe_r 
samadhis (BsP. 141 9). 

. 

· u. K. 

CANDRAVYAKARA�A-snrRA-NAMA, the name 
of a Sanskrit grammar attributed to Candra
gomin. It was edited and pubfuihed ' by · Bruno 
Liebich under the title, Oandra�>Vyakarat�-a, Die · · 

Grammatik des · Oandragomin (Alt.M. Vol. XI, 
Leipzig, 1902). The gm�ar alo�g with th� V,tti 
on it has been published by th(l ail me. �holar under 
the title Candra-vrui, de:r original-kommentar Candra
gomin's zu · seinem gram1natischen · siUra (AKM. 

Vol. XIV, Leipzig, 1918). 
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Another edition of the Ocindravyiikaratta based 
U}lon Liebich and utilising CfUotations in the 
commentaries of lexicons and of other systems 
of grammar current in Bengal has been made by 
K. C. Chatterjee (see preface to Oii.ndravyiikarary,a 
of Oandragomin, ed. K. C . . Chatterjee, Pt. i, 
Chapters 1-3, Poona, 1953). 

A Tibetan transla.tion of the work occurs in the 
Sgra rig-pa. (8&bdtl-fli.�ya) seetion of the Tengyur 
under the title, Lun-du ston-pa candra-pa�i mdo 
8hea-bya-ba. This translation is attributed to 
JetakarJ?.a and fti-ma rgyal-mshan dpal-bzail-po 
(TT. Vol. 140� No. 5767 ; TM. No . . 4269 ; Oordier, 
ill, p. 458). 

R.H. 

CANDRAVYAKARA}JAVAR'A • SO'TRA - Vij.TTI, 
e�trat�-W,tti, as it appears in the Tibetan 
work), tlie name of a 8aRSkrit work which is, 
preserved in its Tibetan translation under the title, 
Lun-ston�pa candra-pa�i (yi-g�i) mdo�i l}grel-pa, 
included in the Sna-tshogs (miscellaneous works) 
section of the . .  Tibetan Tengyur. The Sanskrit 
work wuswritten byCa.ndragominand was translated 
into Tibetan by Skyogs ston lo-tsa-ba ®d Nag-dbail 
Rin-chen bkra-sis (:Vagisvara Ratna.ma.Iigala.Sribha� 
dra) . . The translation was made at Dpa.l Gra-tha:U;t (or 

: 

Gryathail>: pnder the auspi�s of the great Lo-�-b� . 
of .Sha-lu, Dharmapilabiw.dra: The tra.nBl&tion. 

· � later revised by the transl&tOrs, in th� vih8.r& �f 
· J;Ijam-dbyails dgyes-pa (Maiijugho�akanta), the 
principal centre .of the Karmika school in the country 
of �a.Ji-po (TM. No. 4458 ; Cordier, ITI, 512). 

L.R.G. 

CAIDRIMA, name of two former Buddhas occurring 
1n two lists of the names of former Buddhas in the 
Maha0081u (Mhvu. ill, pp. 233, 236); In the first list 
Candrima is proclaimed by Vasava ; Candrima also 
proclaims Hetumanta as his successor in the city of 
�vati. Another Tatha.gata by the same name, 
Candrima, was proclaimed by the Buddha 
Pa�9arika, and Candrima proclaii:ned Bhavita.tman 
as his succ.essor, according to the second list. 

U.K. 

CANDRODGATA, name of a bodhisattva mentioned 
ill a long list of bodhisattvas in the Gr.ztt{la'IJY'U.ha 
Siilra. Miyi claims maternity to all the bodhi
sattvas in the list (Gvytl. p. 442). 

OAJDilOLKADHABiN, name of a bodhisattva 
mentioned in a lisi in the am;uf,�eyli.ha Sutra ( Gtyii. 
p. 441) of many bodhisattvas of whom Maya claims 
tQ have been the mother. 

CANDROPAMA-8UTRA (Pali, Oandupama Butta: 
8. IT, pp. 197-200), belongs to the Sarp.yukta .lgama. 
Some fragments of this siitra that were disr.overed 
have been published by Hoernlo (Turf . Rem. II, 
pp. 40-5). These fragments show that ·, he Buddha 
preached this when he was sojourning at Raja.grha ; 
but aecording to the Pali it was at Savatthi. 

The aim of the siitra is to teach the monks the 
proper way of conducting themselves when visiting 
families. The Buddha instructs the monks to be 
like the moon, controlling both the body and the 
mind, even as new-comers, unassuming among tho 
families, and further he cites Ma.bi'i. Kasyapa as .the 
example to be imitated. 

According to Hoernle, this siitra. was preached 
by the Buddha with reference to Devadatta, who 
boasted of his gain and honour. Hoernle, further, 
observes that the Sanskrit siitra is mach longer 
than the Pali. 

This is extant in Chiilese, inoorporated in the 
Sarpyulcta Agarr.a (Nanjio, No. 544) and also in a 
shorter collection of twenty-five siitre.s under the 
same title · (see Nanjio, No. 547). However, 
there is a separate translation of · this, . by 
Dha.napiila, nnder the title (Fo-shuo-) yilek-yil-ching 
(Buddhab�ita .. candropa'l}Ul-�tra, TaishQ, No. 121, 
Cp. ·N anjio; · No. 948): : 'Th.a. Chin�9e · . translations 
agree closely with the Sanskrit. 

S.K.N. 

CANDROTTARA-DARIKA-PARIPJ;tCOHl, a Sans
krit text named after the main oharacter

.
called Ca.n

drottara. An. extract from the text is ql:ioted in the 
· 

Si�asam'I.I£Caya (Bilq. p. 78 ff. ) to prove that & wife is 
an obstacle to higher spiritual attainments. The 
extract is in the form of a. piece of advice given by 

.Candrottara to a large gathering of men stating the · 

evil consequences of passion (kama) and attachment 
(raga) which she describes as causes leading to hell, 
low births and various other miseries. 

,Celibacy (brahmecarya) is highly praised as a 
means of obtaining - worldly and opiritual . 
attainments. � the extract shows, the original wxt 
seems to have consisted of both prose and verse 
written in simple language. 

S.K.N. 

CANDROTTARA-DARIKA-VYAKARANA�NAMA• 
MAHAYANA-SO'TRA(.lrya-c0), the na�e ofa.San.S
krit text, a Tibetan translation cf which occurs in 
the Mdo (siitra) section of the Ka.ngyur under the 
title, (I;lphags-pa-) Bu-mo-zla-mchog lun-bdtan-pa 
shes-bya -ba theg-pa chen-po�i mdo. Th' • translation is 
attributed to Jinamitra and Ye ses-sde (TT. Vol. 34, 
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No. 858 ; TM. No. 191 ). Tho Chinese translation 
which was the work of Jfiana.gupta (591 A.C.) of the 
Sui dynasty, bears the title, Yueh-shang-nu-ching 
and is incorporated in tha Sutra Pitaka (TaishO, 
No. 480 ; Nanjio, No. 441). 

The text relates the story of a beautiful maiden 
ilalled Candrottara, so named because a radiance 
that surpassed the lustre of the moon emanated 
from her body. She was the daughter of Dri-med-ma 
par grags-pa (Vimalakirti) and Dri-med-ma (Vimala) 
who lived in V aiaiili at the time the Buddha resided 
there with a large congregation of monks. Many 
miraculous events accompanied the birth of Candro
ttarit She spoke as soon as she was born and 
related one of her past births. 

She was a resident of V a.iSa.li, she said, when one 
day the Buddha Kasyapa came to that city for alms. 
Seeing him from the terrace of her house �e was 
full of devotion ·towards him. But she had no 
flowers, scents or incense, nor food or drink to offer 
him. At that moment she heard a voice which 
said that Buddhas do not lay emphasis on external 
offerings but came for alms through compassion for 
pec.iple ; and that if she wished to make an offering 
to the Buddha, she could just as well do so by making 
a firm resolve to attain Enlightenment. · She made 
up her mind to do so. As she came out of the house· 
she saw the Buddha Kaaya.pa arid. the other Buddhas 
in the ten directions. • Through the power of the 
Buddha a handful of mandiirava flowers appeared 
in her hands. When she offered these to KiiSyapa 
Buddha, they formed a parasol over him. Similarly 
the flowers she offered to the other Buddhas formed 
parasols over them. She then uttered her resolve 
aloud. Hearing her, a. l�rge number of beings who 
assembled there made the t�ame vow. Speaking 
further, Candrottara recalled how she made offerings 
to Sakyamuni· when she was born in the world of 
the thirty-three gods. She explained that her 
beauty and the riches she was blessed with in her 
existence as Candrottara was the result of these 
offerings. 

Most youths ofVa.isali who heard of Candrottara's 
beauty wished to have her as wife. Each one 
offered expensive presents to the father and 
threatened to harm him if he did not give his 
daughter. The father was distressed on account of 
thi�. On hearing the rea.son for his distress, · 
Candrottarii. spoke · at length on the merit of 
showing affection evan to those who desired to harm 
her. Sh� then rE)quested her parents to have it 
proclaimed far and wide that Candrotta.rii. would 
-choose her own husband, on the seventh day from 
t.he day of the proclamation. 

On the sixth day after the proclamation, Ca.ndro
ttara observed tha eight precepts. Without 
sleeping that night, she remained seated on the 
terrace of the hous3. Then, through the power of 
the Buddha, a lotus appeared on hor right hand. 
In the centre of the lotus was the fi� of a Buddha 
seated cross-legged. Delighted on seeing him·, 
Candrottara eKpressed her joy in verse and asked 
her parents to make offerings to him. 

On t.be seventh day, a large crowd assembled, 
\Some wishing to see her, others to win her. Candro
ttara addressed the assembly and uttered some 
stanzas on that occasion denouncing passion and 
praising continence. These stanzas· are identical 
wit.h those occurring in the Candrottara-darilca-pari
Pfaccha (q.v.) quoted in the Si�ii8amuccya, (Bi�. 
p. 79 ff.) At the conclusion of Candrottarii.'s sermon, 
people who wer:e there, free of blemishes, regarded 
her as a mother or sister depending on their age. · 

S�riputra and· five hundred monks including 
Kasyapa, who were on their morning round of ahnS, 
arrived there on that occasion. Se.....;putia put 
several questions to Candrottarii. which aha answered · · 
ably. He then suggested that she should visit the · 
Buddha. Candrottarii. went to th� Buddha /�d 
made. offerings. There was a large assembly there. 
Several bodhisattvas · asked questionS from Candro
ttarii. at this assembly and aha answered them. In 
response to one of Sfuiputra's questions, she said · 
that the mode of gaii:llng emancipation as a 
Tathiigata excelled that of gaining emancipation as . 

a S,·iivaka. The Buddha applauded this comment, 
and many miracles occurred at this moment. 

. . 

At this moment, Candrotta.rii. offered the lotus that 
was in her hand to the Buddha, whereupon the 
Buddha who was seated on that lotus paid obeisance 
to the Buddha. and requested him to preach the 
doctrine. Nine other Buddhas who appeared . 
miraculously on lotuses made the llame request. A 
large number cf gods and other beings assembled. 

The Buddha smiled on that occasion, e:c:1anating · 
a radiance from his mouth, wh=ch illumined a large 
number of world-systems. .Ananda rose at tbat . 
assembly and asked the Buddha the rea.Son for his · 
smile. In response the Buddha asked Ananda. 
whether he had neticed Candrottara who was 
seated at that asse�bly, recounted at length several 
good deedS she had done in her past lives and spoke 

· of the various heavens in which she would be rellom. · · 
He then predicted that she would finally become 
a Buddha called Candrottara. 

Delighted on hearing this prediction, �androttarii. 
rose to the sky. As soon as M.e did so, she became 
a male, Candrottsr� Many miracles marked 
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this event. The bodhisattva. Candrottara eulogised 
the Buddha and requested that he be ordained. On 

. his having gained permission from his parents he 
was ordained. 

R.H. 

CDDB&TT1\RA.JiANIN, a bodhisattva mentioned 
in a list. (Gvyii. p. 2) of bodhisattvas residing with 
the Buddha in Jetavana. 

. CAIDBOTTARYA, name of a samadhi practised 
by AvalokiteSvara which occll!'s in the list 
enumerated by the Buddha at the request 0f the 
bodhisattva SarvaJ).iVar�a-vi�?ka.mbhin (t�xt reads, 
0J;liVM&:lS 0 : Kvyii.. p.' 52). 

· ness and excessive width. If the cmikama is on 
hard and uneven ground, then the one who uses it 
hurts himself and blisters his feet. This would 
result in the interrupt.ion of his meditation ·and 
concentration. On the other hand, if he were to 
walk 011 a soft and even surface, ho would be able to 
ooncentrat� and meditate well. If a cankama has 
trees 011 it, whether in the middle or at the end, then 
the one who walks on it might strike his forehead 
or head against them. If it is overgrown with 
grass, vines, etc., the one who · uses it at night 
might tread upon snakes and other creatures and 
kill them, or they may harm him. If it is excessive
ly narrow, the oiie who walks on it might stumble at 
t.he borders and hurt himself. If it is excessively . 

CAlfD'OPA-MA, a previous birth, as a king, of wide, then the one who uses it is liable to have 
htS -'mind wander and he would noli be able io V�akaraka thera. See VA�AKA.RAKA. 
concentrate well (J. I, p. 7 ;  Warren, Buddhism in. 

CA:ID'OPAMA SUTTA; the third sutta of the Translat-ion, HOS. Vol. III, p. 9 ;  cp. Rhys Davids� 
Kauapa Sarrwutta of the Sa7JtyuUa-nilcaya (S. II, Buddhist Birth Stories, London, 1880, p. 89) . 

. PP· 197-200). On the other hand, mention is made in the-
In this sutta, . the Buddha describes how the Atiguttara-nilcaya (A. ill, p. 29) that there are five 

bbikkhus should behave when they visit families. . advantages of a terraced walk, namely, that it · 
He says that they should be like MaM KasEap8 trains ono for travelling, it encourages one to 
who is compared to the maori in his behaviolll' in · . deveiop � · riving, it mal,tes one healthy, improves . 
visiting families; Further, the : ·Buddha declares � one's digestio� and pr�motes concentration. In· . . 

·�t the .bhikkhus sl;10u)d no� p�ach �ht3 Dh�. the
.
Anum.,tara-nikayq, .. (A.: I, p . . l 14). it is mentioned , ·  

fo-i *e4' self-gloriiication, but that they slio1]iA do . th�t · a �hikl:tJm; who is given .to . watchfulness . 
80 .With the idea of making tb,e peqple . understand. (jagariyaip,) . by walking up and down, is able to. 

. the Dhamma by themselves, so that it would be purify his heart of things that retard its deve1op· · 

of great benefit to them. ment (ii.vam'!"iya-dhammehi) . . 
J.K. 

· CAtlGOTAKIYA, ali arahant thera. In a previous 
birth rune�-four kappas ago he Jived by the sea. 

among the hills, ·and offered Siddhattha Buddha .a 

casket of flowers. As a result of this offering he 
was· reborn in the deva-world where he spent 8 
kappa (Ap. I, p. 235). 

. L.R.G. 

. . CANKAMA (Skt. cankrama and ca?ikrama), walking 
up and down (S. IV, p . .  104), also t�e place .where 

3UOh walking is done. Tb,e usage of the latter is very 
common ( Vin. I, .PP·· 15, 182 ; II, p. 220 ; D. I, p. 
105 ; S. I, p. 212 ; A. I, pp. 114, 183 ; :qr, p. 29 ; 
IV� p. 87 ; ;J; I, p. 17 ; II, p . . 273 ; V, p. 132). 

A passage in the Jii.taka (J. I, p. 7) says that a 
eori1eama should be a path, a cubit and a half in 
breadth, with 8 margin of a cubit on either side ; 
its length should be sixty cubi�, and its surface 
should be soft and evenly sprinkled with sand. A 
cmikoma should be devoid of the five defects, 
namely, har.dness and unevenness ; trees in the 
middle of it ; dense underbrush ; extreme narrow-

t.;K. 

CAN.KAMADAYAKA, an ara.hant .thera. Eighteen 
kappas ago he offered a beautiful cloistered walk 
( cankama) to ,Atthada!!Si Buddha . . Thereafter:, 
for three k�ppas he was hom king of the dovas and 
as a cakkava;tti king three times (Ap. I, p. 99). 
The commentary repeats this account with great.er 
deta,il (ApA . p. 373 ; var. Cankamanadii.yaka). 

L.R.G • 

CANKAMA SUTTA of the Pancangika V agga of tse . 
Anguttara-nikii.ya (A.III, pp. 29 f.), preached to the 
monks by the Buddha, states five advantage;J of 
walking up !IDd down (cankama). It trains one 
to .endure a long journey, · encourages striving, 
improves health, helps digestion and promotes . 
concentration. 

H.R.P. 

CANKI, a J.\o!ahas8Ja brahman who dwelt at Opasada · 
in KoRala as overlorrl of a royal fief given by king 
Paseno.di of Kosala with full p<•wor over it. He waa 
of high birth, wealthy and prosperous, master of 
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the three Vedas, versed in vocabularies and rituals 

hand3ome and stat-ely in appearance. He was th; 
teaeher of many trachers and instructed three 

hund.reci brahman youths in mantras. He was 

respected by king Pasenadi of Kosa!a and reputed 
brahmans like Pokkharaaati (M. II, pp. 1 64 ff.). 
Several canouica] texta (e.g., D. I, p. 235 ; M. II, 
p. 196 ; Sn. p. 1 15) mention Canki, along with four 
other reputed brahmans : Tiirukkha, Pokkharasati 
Janussol)i and Todeyya. The Maj.ihima-nikay� 
commentary (MA . III, p. 431) states that these 
five brahmans were the advisers (purohita) of King 
Pasenadi. The Oafl,ki Butta (M. II, pp. 164 ff.) 
refers to a visit by Catiki to the Buddha when the 

· latter was stayjng at Opasiida, but it does not 
-mention whether he became a follower of the 
Buddha, though tht� Buddha was highly respected 
by :him. See also CANKI SUTTA. 

H.R.P. 

CANKI SUTTA, preached at Opasada, the .fifth 
discourse of the Brahmcttta V agga of the Majjhima-
·.nikaya (M. II, p. 164 ff.). 

. 

The brahman Canki of Opasada wishes to join the 
a-owd.S who were on their way to visit the Buddha. 
About five hundred brahman;; residing at Opasii.da 
at' the time, approach to reqmist him not to go, for 
it iS the Buddha who should come to him. Canki 
-explains to them why he should go and he goes 
with a large group of brarunans. 

The Buddha at the time of his viSit is engag6d in 
a conversation with a number ofbrahinans. ·Among 
them is Kapathika, a young but learned brahman, 
interrupting the conversation at i�tervals. The 
Buddha rebukes the youth, but Canki tells the 
Buddha that Kapathika is a learned · scholar and 
obt.ains for him a chance to question the Buddha� 
Kapathik:;, asks the Buddha his opinion about the 
ancient mantras of the brahmans, which they 
consider is the truth. The Buddha questions Kapa
thika and rna kes him admit that there iS not a 
single brahman, even through !ffiVen generations, 
who thinks · that · their mantras alone are true and 
.all else iS false. 

-Then he explains to Kapathika how a man can ' 
.care to have faith in truth, �ain Enlightenment 
with regard to it and finally attain the truth itself 
through practice and development. At the end 
of the discourse, Kapathika declares himself to be 
.a follower of the Buddha. 

The sutta finds a close parallel in the Sonada'J4a 
.Sutta (D. I, p. I l l  ff.) as far as the introductory 
section is concerned. The discourse, though titled 
1ifter the name of the brahman Cruiki, is only 
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promoted by him, the main: part of it  being delivered 
to Kapathika, which is the section that is doctrinally 
mosb important. 

H.R.P. 
CANKOLAPUPPHIYA, ll-n arahant thera. In the 
time of Vipassi Buddha he was named Narada 
Kassapa and offered the Buddha a cankolo. flower. 
As a result of this offering made ninety-one kappas 
ago, he escaped all evil births thereafter. He was 
born &s a king by the name of Romasa seventy-four 

kappas ago. (A.p. I, p. 215 f. ;  var. Pakola0, Cakola0, 
Pakoliya 0). 
CANKUNA VIHARA, (Var. Chankuna v0). The 
name given to two viharas in Kasmir built by the 
Chief Minister of Lalitaditya called Chankuna, 
who hailed from the land of the Tukharas. 

One of these is located at Paraspor (Parihasapora) 
at the north-eastern corner of the plateau, to the 
north of the Rajavihara. This temple originally 
claimed a high stiipa ; but its super-structure 
having entirely disappeared, one finds ther:e at 
.present only a mound of its debriS, wPJch, according 
to Stein, measures about 4QO .. "ft. square. 
On the tOp of it, about 30 ft. above, the ground, is · 
found a massive block of stone with a circular hole 
in its middle, 5 ft. deep. Stein conjectures that it 
could have been the base of a high ·colunin or of a 
colossus. However, this stone, in Ka.k's opinion, 
formed the hti (finial) of the stiipa and the hoie 
"the mortice in which was embedded the lower end 
of the staff of the stone umbrellas which crowned 
the drum" (Ram Chandra Ka.k, Ancient Monuments . 
of Ka&hmir, London, 1933, p. 147). 

The stiipa was supposed to be 128'-2* square 
in plan, with off-sets and a flight of steps on each 
side, flank6d by plain rails and side walls with 
decorated pilo.8ters in front. The round torUs
stones found in the south-eastern and south
western corners ceuld have probably belonged to 
the �trillg-course on the drum of the stiipa. Contain
ed among the niins were also fragments of trefoiled 
arches housing, according to Kak (loc. cit.), images 
of the Buddha and bodhisattvas. 

Equally well-known was the other C{h)ankuna 
viha.ra. located at Pravarapura (Snnagar). It 

claimed the ·golden image. of the Buddha that 
Lalitaditya had rece�ved from Magadha. KalhBJ)a 
records that Chankuna obtained the i�age from the 
king in return for a charm that enabled the possesser 
to cross the waters (Kalharw's Rajatarail,gini,· trsl. 

by M.A. Stein,Vol. I, Westminister, 1900, chap. 
v, w. 215, 246-7, 249-52, 258-�0 and. 262). 

. ·• 
,, 
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In Kalhat;ta's time this vihara was in an utterly 
dilapidated state, nothing except its name being in 
e-xistence. Nevertheless Sus�a.la, the wife of th'3 
minister Rilhii.na, resuscitated lt by erecting, among 
oth�r buildings, a shrine of stone (ibid. ehap. viii, 
v. 2415)• It is presumed that the buildings she 
erected served as residences for monks and students 
(J. N. and P. N. Ganha.r; Buddhism in Kashmir 
and Ladakh, New Delhi, .1956, p. 123). 

Since Chankuna. was an alchemist, it is believed 
. that, these vihii.ras originally possessed several 
golden. images of the Buddha, produced by him 
through his .knowledge of that science (J. N. and 
P. N. Ganha.r, op. cit, p. 96). 

C.S.R. 

CAliON. By Canon is meant the Tripit.aka (Pali : 
Tipitaka.) of the Buddhists, both Hinayana and 
Mahayana. Thus it is possible to speak of several 
Canons or Tripi takas, both in terms of tradition such 
as Sthavir&vada, Sarvastivii.da and Mahayana as 
well as in terms of language like l'ali, Chinese and 
Tibetan. The word is used basically to refer to thE> 
literature,_ the authorship· of which is directly or 
indirectly ascribed to the Buddha. himself. 

. It � .gener�lly believed. that whatever w� .the 
t,eac�g of the Buddha, conceived t:mder Dhariuna 
and vi.n&y11, it was rehearsed soon after his 4emise 
by a fairly representative body of disciples. The 
later systematised threefold division into Sutta, 

. .  Vinaya and Abhidhamma is ba.sed on this collec
tion. Sharing a common body of Dha:quna and 
Vinaya, the early Buddhist disciples appear to 
have remained united for about a century. The 
CounciJ of V esa.li or the second Buddhist Council 
saw tlle break up of this original body and as many 
as eighteen separate schools were known to eKist by 
about . the first century B.C. It is · reasonable to 
assume that each of these schools· wouli have 
opted to possess e. Tripit.aka of their own or rather 
their own recension of the Tripij;aka, perhaps with 
a considerably large common core. 

It has long been claimed that the Buddha, as he 
went about preaching in the Gangetic valley in 
India during the 6th and 5th centuries B.C., used Mii.pdhi or the language ofMagadha as his medium 
of eommunioation. Attempts have been made to 
identify this Magadhan dialact wit-h Pali, the lan
guage in which the texts of the Sthaviiavii.da school 
are recorded. Hence we speak of a Pali Canon, i.e., 
the literature of ihe Sthaviravadins which is believed 
to .be the original word of the Buddha. At any 
rate, this is the only complete recension we possess and the Pali texts seem to preserve an older tra-

dition much more than most of the extant Buddhist 
work.<; in other languages. l!'urther, the Sthavira
vii.din5 admit of two other m:1.jor divisions of Pa.li 
Buddhist l i terature which :we non-Canonic<tl . 
They are : 

1: Post-Canonical Pal! literature including works 
like Pej;akopadesa and Milindapafilia, the author· 
ship of which is ascribed to one or more disciples. 

2. Pali Comment,arial literature which includes 
{a) Atthakatha or Commentaries, the original 
ver;;ion of which is believed to have beon taken 
over to S.ri Lanka by Thera Mahinda, the missionary 

· sent by Asoka and (b) the different strata of 'fika 
or Sub-Commentaries contributions to which were 
made by Buddhist monks of Sri Lanka , �ndia and 

. Burma. See further LITERATURE (PALl). 

Besides this Po.li recension of the St.haviravada 
school there are fragmentary texts of the Sarva
stivada or of the Miilasarvastivii.da which are ·· 
preserved in Sanskrit. A large porti

_
on of t��

Vinaya texts )n Sanskrit is preserved m the Gilg�t 
manuscripvs. But a more oomplet� collec_tion of 
.the Sarvastivada recension (perhaps also of tbe
Dharm�Suptaka and KMyapiya), i.e., a Sanskrit 
Canon, must have . possibly existed as is evident 
from the Chinese translations preserved .. to us . 

. These htclude comple� translationS. of the four 
ag�mas (the equi�al�nt ·. of the Pali nikayas) • .. -Of 
the K�draka, (Pali:Khuddaka) only some texts are 

preserved in C'hinese. In addition to these, t�e 
Chinese translations seem to preserve, to the credit 
of the Sarvastivadins, a vast Vinaya· literature and . 
an independent collection of seven Abhidharma 
treatises. Thus what could be referred to as a 
Sarvastivii.da Cannon r.Qnges between fragments of 
texts preserved in Sanskrit and the more represen
tative collection of the Tripitaka preserved in 
Chinese. It may be mentioned here that a version 
of the Miilasarvastivii.da. Vinaya consisting of seven 
parts, even. more faithful than the Chinese version, is 
preserved in Tibetan.. Of the Abhidharroa collec
tion, only the Prajii.apti!Wltra· appears to have been 
translated into Tibetan. See futher LITERATURE · 
(SARV!STIVADA). See also LITERATURE 
(SANSKRIT). 

Speaking further of the Tripitaka in terms of 
language we have in Chinese different recensions of . · 
the Canon (preserved in part) belonging to different: 
schools. These recensions are primarily · based 
on the Tripitaka of Indian. origin. In addition to · 
the ancient texts which these I'ecensions preserve 
they also contain. independent expositions of tb& 
early doctrines or coromentarial literature on them. 
The Chinese Canon preserves the Vinaya texts of 
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as many as seven diff@rent schools. In the reahn 
of Abhidharma, the Chinese have, besides the works 
of the Sarvastivada and a few other Hinayana. 
schools all of which they refer to as . Hinayana 
Abhidharma, an Abhidharma of the Mahayana, 
comprising mainly of the philosophical works of 
the Mii.dhyamika and Y ogacii.ra. The first edition 
of the Chinese Tripitaka produced under the 
auspices of Emperor Wu Ti (502-549 A.C.) of the 
Liang dynasty, is said to have contained 2,213 works 
which included even the Travels of Fa-hsien. 

In the Mahiiyanic tradition of the Canon, the 
two main Tripit-aka collections, the Chinese and 
Tibeta,n, contain all commentallies as well . .as 
treatises . of distinguished teachers of the different 
irohools. In place of the division into ' canonical 
groups ' of Siitra, Abhidharma and Vinaya, this 
new arrangement seems to reckon with a live and 
continuous tradition in accepting as authoritative 

· both the Siltra or words of the Buddha and Saatra 
or commentaries, treatises, etc. of disciples of a 
later date. See further LITERATURE 
{CHINESE). 

This tendency is best reflected in the stratification 
of the Tibetan canon which consists of two major 
divisions. The first of these, the Kanjur (Bka�

ggur) which is satd to consist of the words or the 
· sayings of the Buddha. has the following Sllb· 
divisions. (1) Dulva or Vinaya (Miilasarvastivada 
version), (2) Praj.fiapara.mita, (3) Avata:rpsaka 
4) Ratnakuta, ( 5) Sutra. (prominence and precedence 
being invariably given to Mahii.yii.na. .mtras), and 
{6) Tantra. The second, the Tanjur (Bstan-gyur) 

is a l:lltpplement to the former, or in other words, 
a continuation of the tradition of the Kanjur. 
Among Hs contents are a collection of stotras, the 
commentaries on the tantra section of the K&njur 
and the commentaries on the .mtra section. There 
are also works relating to Abhidharma. and Vinaya 
as well as Madhyamika and Vijiiii.navii.da. Works 
coADing under the Biitra section of the 'l'anjur are 
not necessarily commentaries on the texts contained 
in the Mao-section of the Kanjur. They are 
believed to be authoritative wo:rks,;mme of which, 
however, are not even Buddhist in character. 
They deal with logic, grammar, lexicography, 
poetry and drama, medicine and chemistry, astro
logy and divination, painting and biographies of 
saints. Their inclusion in this part of the Tibetan 
Canon is perhaps justified on the acceptance of 
the position that they are necessary aids and 
accompaniments in the practice of the religion. 
See further LITERATURE (TIBETAN} 

It becomes clear from the foregoing analysis that 
speaking of a Buddhist Canon one has to admit that 
it is both vast in extent and complex in character. 
While the 1:1arlier and more orthodox schools of 
Buddhism reserved the torm Canonical to refer to 
the body ofliteratme the greater part of which could 
be reasonal:>ly ascribed to the Buddha · himself 
other traditions which developed further away from 
the centre of activity of the Buddha and at a 
relatively later date choose to lay under the term 
Canon the entire mosaic of Buddhist literature in 
their possession, which is of varied authorship and 
is at times extremely heterogenous in character. 

J. D. 

CAPA (var. Chavii.), the pretty daughter of a leader 
of hunters in a village called Vaiikahara. When 
the .Ajivaka. Upaka arrived there the hunter 
invited him and along with his children attended 
on him well. Then, they offered him a, place to 
live there. One day, the hunter went to a distant 
place asking Capa to attend to the needs of Upaka. 
When on the next day, Upaka visited them for 
his meals, he became so greatly attracted by Cii.pi 
that he determined to die through starvation, if 
he failed in his attempts to make her his wife. 
On his return, the hunter found out that Upaka 
had not visited his house after the second day. 
When he went to see him, Upaka. informed him 
about his great desire to make Capa his wife. 
Thereupon the hunter agreed to 

.
his proposal and 

helped him .to get his wish fulfilled. She bora 
Upaka. a son who was named Subhadda. Upaka, 
unable to bear his wife's taunts, renounced the 
world and joined the Ordor. Capa followed her 
husband to Sava.tthi, where she became a nun and 
attained arahantship (Thig. vv. 291-311 f ThigA.. 
pp. 220 ff. ; SnA.. I, pp. 259 f.). 

I.K. 

cAPALA CETIYA, a shrine near Vesa.Ii (modern 
Besii.rh) where the Buddha stayed for some time, 
together with Ana.nda., on his last tour, 
three months before his Parinibbana. It was hera 
that the Buddha definitely decided to accede to 
the request ofMii.ra that he should pass away. When 
he announced this decision, the earth shook (D. II, 
PP· 102-6 j PP· 1 13-4 ' 118 j s. v, PP· 259-62 ; A. IV, . 
pp. 308-11 ; Ucl. pp. 62-4 ; Divy. pp. 201-7). 

According to the LaJitavistara and the Mahii:vasiu, . 

Cii.pii.la is situated in the region of the ea.stem 
qunrter and is always ablaze with splendour (Lal. 
p. 282 ;Mhvu. ill, p. 306). 
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The Manorathap'Urat�-i says that during the first 
twenty years of the Buddha's ministry, he some· 
times dwelt at Capala Cetiya (AA.. III, p. 372). 

It was once the residence of the yakkha Capii.Ja, 
but, later, the Licchavis dedicated it to the Buddha 
and the saiigha and a vihara was erected there ( U dA. 
pp. 222-:t ; Mhvu. I, pp. 299-300). 

From Capala Cetiya the Buddha went on to the 
. Kiitagirasali in the Mahavana also in Vesili (D. II, 

119). 
Fa-Hsien in the fifth century A. C. found a pagoda 

there called 'Anna I)iscarded', and relates a story 
in connection with it (Travels of Fa-Hsien, translated 
by JI; A. Giles, pp. 42-3). 

U.K. 

CAP ALA VAGGA, the first chapter (vagga) of the 
Iddhipada Sarwutta of the Sa1'['yutta-nikaya (S.V. 

pp. 254-63), dealing with the four bases of psychic 
power, (iddhipiida). It has ten suttas: namely : 

.Apara suttc( Viraddha Sutta, .Anya Sutta, 

Nibbidii Sutta; Padesa1'f' Sutta, .. Samatta Sutta, 

Bhikkhu SUtta, Buddha Sutta, B iitw Sutta and 

Cuiy� Sutta. It is in this last sutta that the 
word Cipala o�cura after which this . chapter 

ia named. 
U.K. 

. CARA, a y&kkha chieftalA to be invoked by folio

. wers of the B�ddha in times of need (D. Ill, p. 205). 
It should be noted here that the two edition"' 
of tho commentary to the Digha-nikiiya · differ 
with regard to the reading of the liue where this name 
occurs : while the SHB. edition reads M8.:t;1i and 
Ca.ra as two separate names (DA. II, p. 708), the 

PTS. edition reads :Ma:t;licara as one name (DA. III, 
p. 970). 

U.K. 

CARAKA, name of a goddess mentioned in the 
. Mahiiaamaja Sutra (lrfhs. p. 185 ; BHS. p. 225). 

CARA.A, generally means 'conduct'. In the 
Buddhist suttas the term is used in a technical sense 
to mean the course of conduct to be followed by an 

�}'an disciple (ariyaslivaka) in his progress towards 
deaililessness. Being the abstract noun derived 
frou the root car (to move) the term has tbe idea. 
of Hovement implied in · it, namely, the movement 
towards deathlessness. Thus, the Y isuddhimagga, 

. (vii, § 31) after exrlaining ·what carat�a is, says that · 
the ariyasi.ivaka who moves by this caratw goes to 
the deathless state (amalaf!l disaf]l). 

The terni eararw, in this sense, is very often used 
along with vijja (i.e., vijjacarat�-a) as an epithet of 

the Buddha in the well-known formula " araham 
• • . .  bhagavli . . . .  " (e.g., D. I, p. 62 ; III, p. 237 ; S.V, 
p. i97, etc . ) .  The term is explained in detail in 
several places-r.f. the Sckha Butta of t.he Majjhima
nikiiya (M.l, pp. 353 ff.) ; the Visuddhimagga (vii, 
§ 31) ; the AmbaHha Sutta of the Digha-nikiiya (D.I, 
p. 87 ff.) and aecording to the definition of the - term found in these contexts, the term in,cludes. a 
good part of sila and to a certain extent of samadhi 
as understood in Buddhism. 

The Vi..w.ddhimagga (vii, § 31) gives fifteen items 
as coming under ctlra1)-G : i. restraint by virtue 
(sif.csarp:varu) ; ii. guarding the doors of the sense
facult.ies (i1ldTiyeeu guttadvaratli) ; iii. knowledge 
of the right amount in eatin� (bhojane mattaiiiiutil) ; 
iv. devotion to wakefulness (jiigariyiinuyoga) ; 
v-xi. the seven good states (satta saddhammii.) ; and 
xii-xv. the four jMnas of the fine material sphere 
(ca.ttiiri rii.pavacarajjhiiniini). The text says that 
it is bv means of these 15  things that a noble 

discipl; conducts himself, and goes towards the 
deathless (gacchati. amata1Jl disarp,). As the Buddha 
is endowed with both vijjii and caratta, he is 
called· tJijjiicar.at�-a sampannn. Here (ibid. § 32), 
it is said that the vi,ija, which theB!lddha possesses, 
conaists .of 'his omniscience (sabbaiii't.utci) and his 

· cara� consists of his great compassion (caratuJ
sampuda mahiikiirut;tikata1'[')� . through which t.wo 
qualities he warns all beings of the harm in doing · 
evil and exhorts them to do good. Here, Buddha, 

. ghosa refers the reader to the Sekha Sutta of the 
Majjhima-nikliya (M.I, p. 353 ff.) for further details 
on · carana. . This is a sutta that A.nanda addressed 
to Mah�nama;

· the Siikyan, at the request of the 
Buddha. The 15 items referred to in the Visuddhi· 
magga are here explained in furth9r· detail. 
Thus, i. sllasarp,vara is explained as observing the · 
moral restraint hinding on a recluse (pa#mokkha· 
sa7Jtvara.sila), . right behaviour (iicarag(Jcatasam
panna), st>eilig dat1ger in committing even · the 
slightest faults (a.numutte.m t•ujjesu bhayadassiitii) 
and observing all the rnleg of conduct (samadiiya 
8ikkhati sikkhapadesu) ; ii indriyesu guttadviirata 
is that when an aryan disciple (ariyaslivaka) having 
seen a materia] �hapo with his eyes, is not entranced 
by its· geueraJ appearance (na nimiUaggcihi hoti), 
is not entranced by detail (nanubyaii,_ianaggahi), 
kxwwing that if he dwelt with uncontx olled e.res, 
unwholesome mental st.l: .. tes such a.'l covetousness 
and dejection (abhijjhiidomanassli papaki.i akusala 
dhammii) iV'ould overpower him. Thus, he con· 
trois his faculty of sight. In the same way . he 
controls all the other five sense-faculties ; iii. 
bhojane mattaii.iiufli : when an ariyan disciple ta.l,es 
food he does so reflecting carefully that he is eating 
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not . for the mere pleasure of it, not for sensual 
vitality and not for personal charm or embellishment 
but j�st enough for maintaining the body and 
keeping it going, for keeping it unharmed and for 
furthering the brahma-life with the thought that 
he would destroy old feelings and would not �llo� 
new feelings to come up (regarding the . eating of 
food) whereby t.here would be for him blamelessness 
and abiding in comfort (anavajjata ca phiisU1:ihiiro 
ea) ; iv. jagar�:yanuyuga : an ariyan disciple while 
pacing up and down and while sitting down (in 
meditatiou) cleanses his mind of obstructive 
mental states (avarari,iyehi dhammehi, i.e., nivara�. 
q.v.). He does so during the first watch of the 
night, too, During the middle watch of the night 
ho lies down on his right side in the lion's posture, 
foot resting on foot, mindful, clearly conscious 
�nd reflecting on the thought of rising again. During 
the last watch, when he has risen, while pacing 
�p and d�wn and sitting doWn:, he cleanses . his 
mind of all th13 obstructive mental states (avarari,i
yehi dhammehi : i.e., nivaratuJ, q.v.). Here follow 
the seven qualities referred to as sattcuuiddhamma : 
v� 8addho hoti, means that an ariyan disciple has 
fait.h in the Buddha's Enlightenm�nt and in th� 
qualities that are in him : the formula of the 
nine qualities of the Buddha .(vide supra) · 
.is given in the text ; vi. hirimii h.oti. he comes 
to have shame : he is a . .c1hamed of wrong conduct 
in body, ' word or mind and he is · ashamed to fall 
into unwholesome and evil states · (pfipakiina'T!I
alcusaliinarp, tlhamnW.na1Jl samapaUiya) ; vii. .ouap.,; 
hoti, he has fear for the same things as in the 

· preceding case ; viii. he is· learned (bahussuta), 
remembers and keeps in mind the things he has 
heard, i .e . , , the Dhamma, which is lov�ly in the 
beginning, lovely in the middle, lovely in the end, 
with the meaning and the spirit, :which declares 
·the peifect (and purified) brahma-life ; such thing3 
are much heard by him, borne in mind, me.morised 
�d re�ected and well-penetrated by correct 
. iW!ight ·; -ix. he lives with his energy st.irred up 
(araddha1nriya) for getting rid of bll the unwholesome 
mental stat�s (alcu8aladhamma) and for the acqui
�ti01'1 of'Yholesome mental states (kusclladhamma), 
steadfast, -energetic and persevering in regard to 
.whol�some mental '3tates ; x. he is mindful (sntimii), 
possessed of the highest mindfulneRS and discrimi
nation (8atinepalcka), remembering and recollecting 
things said and done by him even long ago ; xi. he 
is wise (pa-' ihva), being endowed with tho insight 
into the. origin and cP.ssation of things and with 
the: penetratmg ariyan wisdom leading . to the 
cessation of all st1ffering. .(The next four items 
c�>nstit•Ite his_ acquisition of the four rilpa-jhiinas, 
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which are dependent on the purest consciousness 
and which lead to a happy condition in this very 
life. These he acquires without any trouble or 
difficulty. )  xii. Aloof from the pleasures of the 
senses, aloof from the unwholesome ment.a! states, 
he enters and abide:! in the first absorption which is 
accompu.iJ.ied by thought-conception (vitakka), 
discursive thinking (vicara), is  born of detachment 
(vivekaja) and filled ·with rapture (piti). and joy 
(sukha) ; xiii. after suppressing t.hought-conception 
(vitakka) and discursive thinking (viciira), and by 
gaining inner tranquillity and oneness of mind and 
free from 'vitakka and v-iciira, he enters the second 
absorption which is born of concentration . (sama� 
dkija) and filled with rapture and joy ; :riv-:xv� 
in the same way he · enters the third a.ud the fourth 
jhana-a, too. 

These are the 15  things that go to comprise caratl<J. · 

The Ambaf!ha Smta of the Digha-nikaya �Is<! 
describes caratuJ, but the description there is not 
so comprehensive and analytical as in the above 
analysis of the - Majjhima-nikaya. It does not 
analyse the next 15 items so methodicaUy. 

In tbis sutta (i .e ., Amb¢.!ha Sutta), �.the �us
.sion between ·the Buddha and Ambatths' on caste, 
the former recites a veJ,'I36 (D. I, p • . 99), attrjbuted 
to Brahms Sanmlkumata� in w:hicb it i& �d . tha� 
whereas khattiya is the highe.st caste for those who 
worry about lineage, he who is endowed with_know
l�dge !IDd c.onduct (m'jjacaratw) is the best among 
gods · and men. This verse inWates a. disc�ion · 
between the Buddha and AmbaWJ.a. when th� lati!er 
requested the Buddha . to explain the. knowledge 
.and wisdom (vijja and caratw) referred to. 

The Buddha begins his explanation by . Sa.ying 
that iu the perfection of these concepts there is n6 
reference 'to the question either of birth (jiiti) or 
lineage (gotta) or of pride (mana). It is only by 
giving up such notions of bondage that one is able 
to cultivate such vijja and caratuJ . 

On a further request of AmbaHha that these tw� 
terms be explained, the Buddha explains the two 
mdividually. The text (D. I, p. 100), in. describmg 
this term, substitutes the description of sila as 
found in the Samaii.iiaphala. Smta (D. I, pp. 6�70): 
Thus, cara� comes to moan sila. to soma extent 
which in the ultimate analysis is nothing but ·the 
brahmaciiri life, as · taught in Buddhism. When a · · 
supremely enlightened Buddha is born in the world, 
if any person were to listen to his doctrine, develop 
faith in the Buddha and his teaching and perceive 
tho suffering inherent in the household life, if such 
.a person were to renounce the worldly life and 
become an ascetic leading the bramacari life, tbQ&e 
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actions of his constitute cara?l-a. According to the 
explanation in this sutta. this is the starting P?int 
and the first stage in this course of behavwur 
called carana. In the second stage he lives restrained 

· by the di�iplinary code of the monks known as the · 
piitimokkhasatp,varasila. While practising ca.ratta in 
this manner, he finds delight only in good conduct 
(caratuJ), finding danger even in its least violation. 
He observes all the precepts carefully, and all his 
actions, verbal as well as physical, are good. The 

. means of his livelihood are pure and hi� sense-organs 
· are well-guarded, he is endowed with mi�dfulness 

and Self-possession and is always happy and con
tented. Next there follows a list of don'ts o.nd do's 
one has to follow in the practice of cara?l-a· . Thus, 
he should abstain from killing, stealing, unchastity, 
littering falsehood, slandering, harsh speech, frivo
lous talk, destruction of plant life, eating after mid
day, witnessing shows of entertainment, adorning 
oneself with garlands, scents and unguents, using 
large and lofty beds, accepting silver or gold, raw 
meat, won:ien or gixls, slavGs or serfs, sheep or goats, 
·fowls or pigs, elepb.Jmts, cattle, horses or mares, lands 
Of any type ; he should abstain .from acting · as a 
go-between or messenger, from buying · or selling, 
from . ch?&ting with s�ef!, mea8ur�s· or money, 
from bribery, cheatQ:lg. and fraud,.. from maiming,: 
murder, putting people .in bonds, bighway r9bberyi 
daooity and violence. While living on the .. alms 

· · provided by the faithful, he does not store up any-
. · ·thing such as food, drinks, clothes, etc! He never 

visits shows of entertainment (visilkadassana), a 
num'ber of which are individually described m the 
text . He does not live addi<?ted to games and 
recreations, of which liS varieties are described. 
. He abstains from using high and large beds, of 
which 20 types are described. Re . holds himself . 
aloof from the use of various methods of adorning 
and beautifying tho person, of which 20 items are 
given. . He does not engA-ge iri low types of conver
sation (tiracchiitta-katha) of which a long li3t is given. 
He holds himself aloof from quarrelsome talk like, 
"You don't know this doctrine, but I kl;low" etc. 

· which leadS to argiunents and quarrels. He never 
acts as a messenger or a go-ootween for any class 
_eE people. He never engMEis in making money 
by deceitful practices or by prophesying, exorcism, 
etc. Next, there follows a long list of 30 different 

· occupations regarded as low aud from which a person . 

observing caratta should abstain. This is followed 
by yet another six lista of low arts which, too, are 

· siinila.rly reg�ded as wrong means of livelihood 
and the abstention from which is pari of caratw. 

The dClSCription is wound tip by saying that one 
who is endawed with this type of sila (caratw) sees 

no danger from any side and full of self-confidence, 
he experiences within himself a perfect sense of ease. 

Here ends the description of sila, which is subs
tituted for that of cara?l-a in th@ Amba!tha Sutta (D. 
I, p: 70). The next description of caratw in this 
sutta refe:rs to the guarding of the six sense-organs 
(loc. cit.). First it describes bow the faculty of 
sight is to be controlled. 'l'hus, it is said that when 
one sees anything that attracts one's eyes (e.g., a 
member of the opposite sex) he controls his faculty 
of sight so that one does not become a victim to the . 
attractions of that object, which attraction might 
result in unwholesome mental states such as cove
tousness (abhijjhii) and dejection (domanas�a). In 
the same way he controls the other five organs 
of sense also, so that he never falls a victim to sense
attractions. In other words, he is free from desire 
for any kind of sensual enjoyment. When he is in 
this condition he comes to experience a perfect 
sense of ease into which no evil mtJntal state can 
enter. 

Mindfl:llness- and self-possession (satisampajaii.iia: 

D. I, p. 70) in every act or movement, in all places 
and on all occasions, is also a part of caratw. Even 
in the minutest act one does, or word one utten�t 
one should be absolutely mindful of them whicla 
meruis that before acting or s.Peaking one has to 
consider whether such an act or word is good or 
bad, whether they are suitable to the occassion 

· or not, etc. etc . 
Next follows contentment (santu!fhi: D. I, p. 71) 

as also coming under cara?l-a. This sant.u#hi is 
explained as being content with one's barest neces
sities. Contentment in what one has is a quality 
that is repeatedly taught in Buddhism • 

Endowed w,ith ali the silas and the virtues enume· 
rated so far, one chooses a lonely spot (viviua'f[l sena
sanatp,) in the woods, such as the foot of a tree, a 
hill-side, a mountain glen, a rocky cave; a cemetery, 
an open space in a farest or a heap of'st:raw. After 
having his meals obtained by begging, he goes thare . 
and sits cross-legged, keeping the body erect and 
his intelligence alert and intent. While in this 
position he gives up and cleanses his mind of the 
five obstacles that obstruct th,e mental vision . 
(nlvaratw) one by one. The value and the_ ease 
resulting from the destruction of these five nivara!las 
is explained fmther by means of five similies in the 
text. 

Once the nlvaratuzB aro removed he comes to enjoy 
a perfect state of mental calm and peace and thus 
full of joy and gladness all his frame oomes to b� 
at ease and thus both mentally and pbysicalJy he 
enjoys a state of extreme gladness and peace. This 
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is the important stage, wherein he is compb�ely 
free from evil dispositions (akusal,adhamma) ,  after 
the attainment of which he pervades and suffuses 
his whole body with the joy and ease born of comp
lete detachment from the world. Simiiarly, he 
enters the second, third and the fourth jhiinas at 
the end of which his heart becomes extremely pure 
and cultured. 

The above two discFiptions of caratuJ, as found 
in the Digha-nikaya and the Majjhima-nikiiya 
quoted in the Visuddhimagga, too, show that al
though the basic concept of cara� is the same 
in both places, the one in the Majjhima-nikaya 
is more systematised and even more developed 
than the other. 

At A. II, pp. Hi3-4, a clear distinction is made 
between the ordinary and the genuine vijja and 
wratw 8.'1 understood in Buddhism. According to 
this sutta it.is only the person endowed with caratuJ, 
8.'1 taught by the Buddha that obtains the insight 
of seeing things as they really are (yathiihhutaiiiirw) 
and thereby only he puts an end to Saxps&ia. 

At A. V, p. 327, it is said that a person who is 
endowed with vijja and caratw is said to be comp
letely perfect, free from bondage, has lived the noble 
life (brahmacariya),  fully reached the goal, and is 
tae best among gods and men. Here toe, the 
Buddha. refers to the much-quoted verse attributed 
to Sanailkumara, praises him for the ideas expressed 
and approving these ideas, he himself repeats the 
stanza. 

At S. I, p. 153, Sanailkumin'a. personally appears 
before the Blilddha. to utter this stanza, where, too, 
the Buddha approves the ideas expressed therein 
(see also D. ill, p. 97 and VIJJA). 

A.G.S.K. 

CARA SUTTA, the first discourse of the Cara-vagga 
of the Oatukka Nipata of the Anguttctra-nikaya (A. II, 
p. 13 f.) preached to the monks by the Buddha 
while staying among the Vajjis at Bhal)Qagama, 
refers to two types of monks, those who are void 
of zeal and unscrupulous, and those who are ardent 
and scmpulous. If a monk admits thoughts 
sensual or :malign or cruel in any of the four bodily 
postures then that monk is void of zeal, unscrupu
lous, sluggish and poor in energy. Eut if a monk 
rejects any such thought then he is ardent, scrupu
lotlB, strong in energy and resolute. 

The sutta. is nsmed aftel' tlle term carafll which 
means walking and is the first of the four bodily 
postures. It is perhaps intended . to em brae� all 
the four postmes. The sutta occurs also at Itwut
laka (It. I'· 1 15 ff.) in full, while the first line of the 

first stanza is identical with the first line of two 
stanzas in the Itivuttaka (It. p. 82} and the Suttani.
piita (v. 193} .  In the Sutta Sangalm (Ss1'(1,g p. 319 
ff.)  this sutta appcars under the namu Aratldhaviriya 
Sutta. 

H.R.P. 
CARA VAGGA, second chapter of the Oatul:ka . . 
Nipata of the Anguttara-nikaya (A. TI, p. 13 ff.), 
contains ten short suttas, namely, i. cara (deport
ment), ii. sila (virtue}, iii. padhiina (effort), iv. 
sarp.vara (restraint), v. paii.i'iatti (types), vi. sukhuma 
{subtle), vii. agati {no-bourn), viii. gati . (bonm), · 
ix. gati-agati (bourn and no·bourn) and x. bllat� 
tuddesaka (the food-steward):. ,'l'he chapter is 
named after its first sutta. 

H.R.P. 

CARAVAN. Caravans referred to in Buddhist 
literature always consisted of carts �r waggona 
(saka[a, sattha), and normally of five hundred of 
them . These were drawn by bullocks. However, 
it is interesting to note that there is no reference to 
animals alone being used · ill (laravans. Groot 
merchants, who go from town 'to town trading 
their goods, travelled in caravans ( or safety (J. I, pp. 
98, 107). Besides the lack of good road3, they had . 
to face many other obstacles on their long journeys 
which lasted for many days. 

Reference is mado to· five kinds of 'waste8' · 
(kantiira) to be met on their way : those of robeers . · 
(cors), wild beasts (viila), drought (nirudaka); 
demons (amanussa) ru�.d famine (appabblwkkha :·: . 
J. I, p. 99). 

'Very often gangs of roobers lay in wait in forests 
to attack caravans carrying merchanftise. There
fore, caravan leaders (sattha-v'aha) employed eith&r 
the wardens of the forest (atavipiila) or the people . 
who live at the entrances of the forests (a!avimukha- · 
vasi), as they were more used to those areas, to 
lead tlaeir car.av!UlB safely (J. V, pp. 22, 471). The · 
caravan leaders always made a point of taking with 
them the necessary provisions such 8.'1 rice, we.ter, 
firewood, etc. See also CARRIAGE. 

S.K.N. 

CARAYA�A, the charioteer of king Prasenajit, 
usually called Dirgha Carii.yal)a (Pali : . Digha · 
KB.rayaJ.la). 

CARELESSNESS (pamada), heedles.<mess, a major 
obstacle to spiritual advancement. The Buddha's 
final words contained a.B exhortation to strive 
towards perfection without .ciM'elessnEISS (appamlide

na sampiidetha : D. II, p. 1�0). See eJso SATI. 
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CABENDRA,. o� :of four y� who reside in the anlo-tf•att)ala (ibid. p. 242)� It is mainly fo.r the 
50111tb-east petal of the eight-petalled lotus of the benefit of the people (bahujanahitaya), that he goes 
universe (f.?Q,dh. IT� p. 560). He is to be invoked in on these trips. He also walks as a physical exercise 
the Jamblv.zlfl·Bddluma (S(idh. II, p. 561). (jan,qhavilu.i.ra : loc. cit. ) .  

eARIKA means walking, journeying or  living. In the Buddhist Sanskrit texts· the word ciirilca is 
In Pali the word is always used in iU3 literal sense : used synonymously with cariya ; in . its technical 
caratha bhikkhave ciirika1p. ( Vin. I, p. 21) 'wander, sense : caranti varabodhicarikii1p., they follow the 
O�monks' ; ciirika'P pakkiimi ( Vin. I, p. 83) 'went path leading to bodhi (Sdmp. p. 123) ; bodhiBatt'lla· 
dn a trip' ; carihz1p earamano (Miln. p. 14) 'going corikii1p. abhi8raddadhiiti, he has faith in.the course of 
o� a trip ' ; ·m. all tnese places can'ka'T{& means journey conduct of tho bodhisattvas (SikiJ. p. 316) ; carirgc 
or · wandatmg. In the following compounds, · too, varabodhicarikii1p.. I �ill follow the course of conduct 
the word n:iea.Ds the same : devaciirika1p., wandering leading to bodhi (Sadh. I, p. 29) ; carannuttama-
iii the deva-worlds ( VvuA:. p. 165) ; janapadadi.rika1p., bodhicarikarp,, following the path leading to bodhi 
wandering through the countries (PvuA. p. 14) ; . (Rpp. p; 50) ; purusuttamacariki'i1J1. acari so !Jodhi
PalJbatacarikarp, wandering oyer . the mountains sattvacaryii1p. sarrz,sarati, he lived the life of a noble 
(PvuA� p. 160). . one ; the course of conduct of bodhisattvas (Mhvu. 

Three types of wandering and their consequences I, P· 3) ; 'bodhisattvaciirika� caranto, liVing the life 
�. given in . the Angv.ttara-nikiiya, namely, of a bodhisattva (Mhvu. IT, p. 356) ; in these and 
dighaCarikii, wandering &field, anavatthacar·ikii, many other places it is used synonymously with 
w�derlng .�inilesSiy and samavatthaciira . (carika). carya (q.v.). 
wandering with � a,im (A. IU, p. 257). 

. 
It is also used in its literal sense : ekaciirika. 

:There �  eighi !iisadva.ptages to one who SJlends pratyekajinaputriinii�, .the f!olitary life of pratye. 

his days wande!jpg·�eld. and wandering �imlessly, kabuddh�. In this phrase cari�, means living 
· namely, (I)  h� �QOs �ot he!!f the not-hear!! ; (�). he · or wandering (Lank. P· 291). · · 

· . dotls n(jt purg�.�� heru:d ·; {a) he 'is not reassrired U. K. : . 
· by .'what he �e� j . -( 4), h� ; is strick(!n by Soma . 

grievous dise� ;Jo} he is friendless.·; · (6)· h� reac!les · CA�1t{ALOPA · SUTTA, • the siXth sutta of the. 
not the unreached; (7) he falls-from the reached, and. · thii-d · vag{Jri of the l!i'IYI.Utaka (It. PP· 18�19). '-It 
(8) he is not reassured by. the state reaohed. . The also occurs in the-sixth nhaptcr of the Suttasaf!!g(l}UJ 
opposites of these eight . disadvantages a�e giveQ (Ss'Mf. PP· 2;{2-34). Iu this sutta, the Buddha add- · . 

aa the advantages· of wandering ·with an ai'm (A. IIT� resses 1 be bhikkhus thus : ' ' people should know the · 
1. · · result of the distribution of charity (Pali, d<ina), p., 25 ). 

jnst as I kilow it ; and thoy should not eat without 
. ,:'he Sumangalavilasini has a d&tailed explanation having given·; and the stain of selfishness shoUld 

oi tee Budd:lla's ·wanderings. They .are of two not make its deep impression on their hearts� kinchl. . namely" ,  .tu
.
ritadi.rilc.a� quick · journey, . and n.'hate·'er least 1:.1't or mo ..... .,•· ( -z ) th n ' ·IJ , ''"l a opa . ey ll18y 

aturitaciirika, slow journey. Going fl¥!t to a distant have; if there should be anyone to receive it, 
place to instruct .a person wb'o can undezstand the thq should not eat ·without first having shared 
Truth and ben13fi.t' by it is ca.!led. tu?itacariL:ii, To· it. ·People · · do not . know the ·result · of .. th� 
wand9.r leisurely iu the villages arid districtS at. the d'str' l . ·t· ·f h 't · I k 't Th t 1, 1 !U wn .o c ar1 y, a.'i now 1 • oy ·ea 
rate·. of half ·a.. yoJa.na a aay is called aturil,acfjrika:. without having .first given, ann the stain of AturitQcarllra iS.. 'of two kinds ; anibaddhaciirika, selfishness has madE dts deep impression ·on their 
that · is, walking in the �illages, . diStricts, etc. for hearts., 

· the b&oe'fit oftha:people at large, and nibaddhaciirika 
that is walking for the benefit of a single person 

. Thereafter the Buddha utt.ored the f�llowfu� : 

(DA�pp. 239-43). 1. " If creatures should lrnow 
Buddhaghosa further says that tpe Buddha in his Just as the Great Sage has said 

aturitar4rika coyers one of thQ three matuJ.alas, . What wonderous fruit 

nameTf, the malul-ma'!l4ala which is nine hundred Cometh from giving gifts, 
yoj!lD&S in extent ; the majjhima-ma?J4cla, which is 2. . Having, with un<fut.urhed mind 
six boodred yojanas in extent and the antoma'!l{iula Put away all stain of selfishness. 
which is three hundred yojanas in extent. He They would �ive proper gifts to the 
takes nine months to complete . the trip over the de::ervjng; 
malaii-ma!l{laki; eight months to cover the majjhima- l!'rom this act there cometh . (to them) 
� aDd· four to seven �qonths to cover tll.e great-reward. 
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3. And, having given mur.h food, 
As a gift to the deserving, 
Benefactors, when they loave 
This h uman life (Pa.li : manussatta), do go 
to heaven. 

4. And thc£e that have gone to heaven, 
Rejoice there in bliss, 
(And} loosing their selfishne93 they enjoy, 
The result of g{'nerosity. " 

(llivuttaka, trsl. Columbia Universit.y, Indo
Iranian Series, Vol. V, 1908, p. 38, § �6). 

I. K. 

CARITA, a Pali term meaning ' living ,' 
' behaviour ,' or ' accumulated karma ', is also 
used in it.s developed sense of • persons of different 
typos of t{)mperament .' 

In eka..�sa carifa1J& seyyo (Dhp. 'IJ. 330), carita 
means ' life ' or ' living ; ' in BUcarita and duccarita, 
it means • oohaviour,' the way of life, good or bad. 
It again means previous karma, good or bad, 
which influence one's behaviour (Ps. I, pp. 123, 
124· ; PsA.. II, p. 394). 

The term is also used in tha post-,1anonical 
literature m its developed and technicai sense of 
' persons possessing diffe�;ent types of temperament ' 
(Miln. p . . 92 ; Vimuttimagga of Upa.tissa, cd. in 
Sinhala charactt'lrs by Rata.na.jot.i �1d Rato.napala, 
Government (j)f Ceylon, 1963, pt. ii ; Vism. pp. 82-93): 

Tho. Milindapanha mentions four persons of 
cptrerent temperament, namely, riigacarita, the 
person whose temperament is that of lust, 
dosacarita, the one who� temperament is that 
of hate, mo�acarita, the one whoSe t�lllperament 
jfJ that of; do.lusion and monacarita, the person 
whose temperament· is that of pr!J.e (Miln. p. 92)� 

Ths moPt detailed treatment of the t-erm carita 
is met wit,h in the Vimuttimagga of Upatissa (op . 
�it. p. 1 1) and the Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa 
(Vism. pp. 82-�93). Upatissa begins with a classifira
tion of fourteen types, plus Uueo a1lditional types, of 
temJ)eramE>nt, but. ultimately reduces · the numher 
to threP. basi(' types whereas Buddhaghof:a, who 
aprarently was aware of UpA.tissa's classification;· 
limits himself to six types. 

Both use the word cariya in the sertse of 
it-mperament and ca·rita in the sellSe of persons 
possessing these tcmperl!-ments. 
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one whose temperament is ·that .. of hate, (3) 
rnohacm·ita, the one . whose fiemperament is that 
of delusion, (4) saddMcarita, tP.e ·one whose 
temperament is that of faith, ( 5) buddhictJ.rila; 
the one whoso temperament is that of j�telligencc, 
(6) vitakkacarita, the . one whose temperament is 
speculative, (7) riiga-dosa-.carita, .the one whose 
temperament is that of greed . : and h!lte, 
(8) riiga-moha-carita, the one :whoS() �mperament 
is that of greed and delusio]l, (.9) do,s�-mohacarita, 
the oue whose temperament : is that . of hate and. 
dolusion, (10) raga-dosa-mo�-c!lrita, the one wh�se 
temperament is t.hat of gree�:{ hate and delusian� 
( l l )  saddhabuddhi-r:arita, the one . who� · 

temperament is that of faith a1.1d n1telligenc�; 
( 12) saddha-vitakka-carita, 

. 
the ope · "vho�e 

temperament is t.hat of faith and 'specula.ttqn, 
(13) buddhi-vitakka-carita, tho . ·one . whose 
temperament is that of i.nielligerico. an.ci speculatio� 
and ( 14) saddha-buddhi-Vi,lakka-cqriiJ� . . the . perso� 
whose te�perament is . that of faitii.� . intelligencq 
and sptJculation ( Vimuttir].,agga, . 

·. P· 11): 
Buddhaghosa. criticises, this . cl.�ifi�tion of 

. 
Upatissa saying " some would . · ha�e . . fourteen 
types of. temperament . t�ing t.Ae first .  six s�gle 
ones together with :th� four made of the three 
d�uble combinatiolli. and o�e . .  tri:PI�· �o�b

-
inatioi;t, 

with the. greed-triad and , l��wiae �ith t11e f&ith
triad." . But, if this n�ethod, of cl�ifi��tion is · 

. 

admitted, he says, there
' 
are · m�y �ore t� . 

of temperament posaible · by eomb�mg greed 
etc. with faith etc. Finaliy, ·he limits ·  the number 
to six, namely, (1)  riiga-carita · (2) dosa-carita; . . · 
(3) moha-carita, (4) sdddha-carita, (5) buddhi-carita 
and vitakka-cariro (V�. p. S2). He adds that 
as regards meaning, the temperamentS are one, 
ihat ·iEI to say, personal nature, · idios�cracy (loc: 
eit_. ) . 

Buddhaghosa's cnticiSo of Upa.ti�a_'s classi; 
fication seems justified because the . .iatter . himseif · · 
reduces the fourteen types into three, on the bi¥Jm · 
of basic passions, greed (fiiga), hate (dosa) and . 
delusion (moha : rimuuimagga, p. i i). . . 

The following is the list of fourt{lon given in the. . 

He sees no reason· why the throo additional 

types given by U pa.tissa are to be·retained : namely, 
(1 )  tattha-carita, the person. ·whOse- temperament 
is that of craving (2) miina-carita, t�.� oQe whose 
temperament is .t hat of -pride· and (3). ditlh£-carita, 
t.he person whose temperament is �hat of views; · 
"Craving is simply greed,')!ays Duddhaghosa; . 
"and pride is associated with that." So neithel' 
of t.hem exceeds· greed. Since . views. have their. 
source in delusion, the temperament of vi!lWS fall!! 
within the temperament:of delusio;o. ( fum. p. 93) •. 

Vimuttimagga : ( 1 )  rugacarita; . person whose 
temperament is that of greed, (2) doiJacarita, the 
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Upati� gives three causGs for the difference in 

temperament of people, namely, the deeds done in 
the past (kamma}, prominence of different elements 
(e.g., earth,. pa[havi, etc.)  and of different cardinal 
humours {e.g., phlem, semha, etc.). But Buddha
ghosa gives only ene, i.e., the previous conditions 
(pubba-hetu) as the source of different temperaments 
( Vism. p. 84).. 

Thua, one who ' has greed ' is one of greedy 
temperament ; one who 'has hate' and one who 
'is dull' are, respectively, of hating temperament 
and deluded temperament. One who 'possesses 
understanding' is oni .of intelligent temperament. 
One who 'has no greed' and one who 'has no hate' 
are of faithful temperament because they are 
naturally trustful. Or, just as one, who is reborn 
through kamma accompanied by non-delu8ion, is of 
intelligent temperament, so one, who is reborn 
through kamma accompanied by strong faith, is of 
faitllful temperament ; one, who is reborn through 
kamma accompanied by thoughts of sense desire, 
is of speculative . tempe@IIlerit ; and one wh9 is 
reborn through ,k8,mma accompanied by mixed 
greed etc., is of mixed temperament. Thus, it is 
the kamma productive of rebirth-linking and 
accompanied · by one of the three root-causes that · : 

· is the source of temper�ent, concludes l3uddha.� · 

.
. gho� ( Vism: p . . 84 ; cp. Ral).amoli, Th.e Path ot' 
Purification, Colombo, 1956, · pp; : 104-6). . · 

mindfulness as to respiration (anapiinasati). The 
first six recollections (anussati) are suitable fOl' 
persons whose temperament is that of faith, 

· (saddha-carita). For persons whose temperament is 
that of intelligence (buddhi-carita) four subjects are 
suitable, namely, mindfulness of death (mara�tl8ati), 
of calmness (upa.mmanussati) defining, of the four 
elements (catudhiitttvava#!hiina) and perception of 
the abominableness of food (ahiire-pafiklcUlasanfjjj) ,  
The remaining devices and the four immaterial 
states (aruppa) are suitable for all kinds of tempera
ment. And among the devices (kasi�ct), the 
limited ones, i.e., of the size of a pot-lid are suitable 
for those whose temperament is speculative, 
(vitakka-carita) and the infinite ones for those whose 
temperament is delusion. 

The foregoing tre�tment of carikJ, it should be 
emphasised, has an ethical basis · in that different 
subjects of meditation are prescribed for persons of 
different temperaments, so that they may get rid 
of the defilements predominant in them, namely, 
raga, dosa, and moha. -

U. K • . 

C!RITA SUTTA. There are four suttas by this 
name, two in the Anguttara-nikaya and two in the 
ltivutiaka. · The first _sutta. .. · gives the · fourfold 
wrong cond\lct in. spe�ch, . n�ely, . lying speech, · 
spiteful speech, . harsh �peed� .: and idle babble, · 
while · the second sutta gives . their opposites · as 
fourfold right · conduct in speech, namely, 
truthful speech, speech not spiteful, mild speech 

Thus, all huma.n beings fall into different cate
gories on· the basis of the temperament they poS&ess. 
Since all subjects of meditation (kammaJ�hiina) 
are not suitable for all persons, a knowledge of the 
temperament a particular person possesses is very 
essential for a spiritual teacher because it e�ables 
him to select for his disciple (or disciples) the 
correct subject of meditation and assign it to him. 
And, ways and means are given by which a teacher 
can know the temperament of a particular person, · 
Ono is by penetration of the latter's mind. Another 
is by examining him by way of questioning. He 
also may recognise the temperament of a. person 
by his gait, his manner of eating, of doing things, 
of looking a.t objects and. of sleeping and so on, 
which are different in persons of different tempera
ments (Vi.tm. pp. 85-7). 

. and the speech full of meaning (A. II, p. 141)� 

Eleven subJects of medi�tion are prescribed aa 
suita�le for a riiga-carita. ; they are the ten foul . 
things (aavbha) and mindfulness as to the body . 
(kiiyagaliUat•l. Eight suhjects, namely,

. 
the four 

di\'i.n& states fbrahmavihara) and the four colour 
devices (.atttwka�) are suitablA for a. dcsa-carita. 
For the moha-carita and foF · the tritakka-carita is 
suitable only one subject of meditation, to wit, 

The two suttas in the Itivuttaka enumornte 
threefold wrong conduct ·and f·hreefold right 
conduct- by deed, word and thought, respectively. · 
Those with wrong conduct will be rebom in 
hell imd those with right conduct in h�ven 
(If.. PP· 54-5). 

U. K. 

CARITRAMA TI, a bodhisattva . wh� lived in the. . · 
Rati).arci Ta.thagata's Buddh�tra, in the·· 
Upll8anta lokadhdlu in the western direction of 
the universe. One day, having witnessed three 
miracles, namely, the appearance- of a .great light, 
a Tathii.gatakaya. and an earth-quake, Caritr�ati 
went to the Tathagata Ratnarci and , asked him . 
the !'eason for the miracles. The Buddha Ratnarci . 

. 

said that the reason for the miracles was tha� 
the Tathagata Sakyamuni in the Saha-lokadha.tu 
in . the eastern qnarter ·was teaching the 
Prajnaparamita to bodhisil.ttvas. Caritramati 
decided to visit Sakyamuni and announced this 
decision to RatnarGi who consented and gave him 
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a thousand lotuses of thousand petals each ood 
asked him to offer them to the Sii.kyamuni. 
Cii.ritramat.i, together with a great number of 
uodhisattvas, went to the Sii.kyamuni and, having 
offered the lotuses to him, sat on a side. 
Sakyamw1i accept�d them and, in turn, offered 
them to the innumerable Tathii.gatas in the east 
{SeP. pp. 34-7). 

U. K. 

01RITRAVATi, a samadhi or a concentration of 
mind mentioned in the lYlahavyutpatti (BB. XIII. 
p • . 10). It is explained in the Satasahasrika
prajna·pi'iramita as that which reveals the nature 
of all other samii.dhis (SsP. p. 1421) .  

OARITTA (Skt. caritra), has four meanings : 
(l) intercourse ; (2) to call on ; (3) customs, 
traditions and conventions and (4} manner of 
acting. 

Thus, in the sentence : ya ta maturakkhitii . . . •  

tatMrii.paau carittam apajjati-has intercourse 
with girls pro�cted by mother. • • • caritta means . 
iritetcourso (M. I, pp. 286, 287 ; ill, p. 46 ; J. 
m. p. 46}. 

In kuluu carittam apajjati--calls on families-it 
means to call on (M. I, p. 470 ;  S. II; p. 270 ; 
Priit. p. 522). 

The compo'und form pubbacaritta means customs 
and traditions coming down from the past (J. V, 
p. 285 ; VvuA. pp. 31-2) ; and lokacaritta means 
conventions accepted by society (J. I, pp. 90, 
367 ; II, p. 277). 'l'bese two words mean the 
same. 

The most important use of the word is found in 
combination with varitta ; thus the form caritta

riiritta means doing and avoiding. This forms the 
· twofold division of virtue (�ila : Thug. v. 591; 
J. III, p. 195 ; Miln. p. 133 ; Vimuttimagga (tral. 

N .R.W. Ebara, Soma and Kheminda thera, Colombo 
1961, p. 10) has . ' precepts governing usage, 
caritta ; and precepts governing prohibition, varitta; 
Vi8m. p. 9 ;  VvuA. p. 37). 

Fulfilling a training coUl'S;) announced by the 
Buddha thus : ' This should not be done ' is doing ; 
refraining from what is prPhibited by him thus : 
' This should not be rlone ' ia avoiding ( Viom. 

p. 10). See further SiLA. 
U. K. 

CARIYA, meaning walking, conduct or behaviour, 
state of life, and temperament, is a word used in 
Pali in its literal as well as technical sense. In 
forms like dhammll6ariya, living in righteousness 

12. S.P.C. 93898 

(S. I, p. 101 ; A. II, p. 5 ; III, p. 448 ; V, pp. 87. 
302 ; VvuA. p. 282 etc.), samaaariya, living in 
spiritual calm , quietism (S. I, pp. 96, 101 ; A .  I, p. 
55 ; It. pp. 16, 52, etc.), brahmacariya, holy life, 
religious life as way to end suffering (found very 
often in the Nikiiyas), ekacariya, living alone, 
solitary life (Dhp. v. 61 ; Sn. v. 820, otc.), naggacariya 
living or walk naked (Dhp. v. 141 ; DhpA. Ill, p. 78); 
cariya means living, way or state of life ; and in 
forms liko unchacariya, wandering for or in search of 
gleaning (J. II, p . .B72 ; III, pp. 37, 515 ; V, p. 3 ;  
etc.) and bhikkMcariyii, going about for a.lnls, 
begging rohnd, it means walking or wandering. 

Oariya in the sense of behaviour is used in the 
Pati8ambhidamagga. · .Knowledge of the definition 
of behaviour (cariya) is identical with the knowledge 
of the diversity of behaviour (cariyavavcq!hiine 
panna cariyananatte natul"l'- : Ps. I, p. 1). · Here 
cariya means behaviour. In explanation of the 
above statement, the Pa#sambhidamagga gives tlu"ee 
types of behaviour, namoly, the behaviour of 
awareness (vinna�riya), behaviour of ignorance 
(anna�riya) and the behaviour of insight, 
(na�riyii : Ps. I, p. 79). 

The adverting (avajja1�) of the; !ioors of the 
senses towards their objects, the sixfold conscious
ness (vinMrw), their · resultant mind-elemont, ·. 
(vipakamanodhiitu) and the resultant mind:cons- · 
ciousnes.� element (vipakamanaviniiiitw<Jhiitu) Q.re 
called the behaviour of awareness or consciousness 
(vinMttacariya). 

It is called vinnarwcariya because it is dissociated 
from greed (raga), hate (doaa), delusion (mooo). 
pride (mana), views (d#!hi), restlessness (uddhacca), 
doubt (vicilcicchii) and inclinations (anusaya), 
and it has nothing to do with profitable actions 
(kusalakamma) and unprofitable actions (akuaala
kamma), wrongful actions (savajjakamma) and 
actions which are not wrong (ana1:ajjalcamma), 
'blaek' actions (katthakamma.) and 'white' actions 
(aukkakamma), actions yielding pleasure (B".J,khuJra
yakamma) and actions yielding pain (dukkhudraya
kamma), actions resulting in :pleasure (aukhavipijka- · 
kamma) and the actions reaulting in pain (dukkfta
vipakakamma). It is called vinnarwcariya beeause 
it behaves in what is cognised (vinnata); it is of the 
nature of consciousness (viniiiitta) ; this citta is 
pure by nature� not defiled (Pa. I, p. 80). 

The apperception (javana) obtained in connection . 
with the six objects of the senses and accompanied · 
by greed, etc., and dissociated fro� profitable 
actions, etc. (given with regard to viniiii�riya) is 
called the behaviour of ignorance (aniiiirwcariya). 
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It is so called because it behaves in what -is not 
known. It is of the nature of ignorance (Ps. I, pp. 
80-2). 

Throo sets of eight cariyiis each are given in the 
Patisambhidamagga II and in the Niddesa II. In 
th� cariyii �eans conduct. 

'The first �t has the following eight : (1 )  iriya
pathacariya, conduct. with regard to the four 
postures, io be. found in those endowed with 

. resolution (pat�idhi), (2) iiyatana-ca0, conduct with 
regard to the sixfold internal and external spheres of. 

The latter ha.s seventeen types, namely, six types. 
given in the Visuddhimagga plus (7) the temperament 
of greed-�ate (·riiga-dosa-cariyii), (8) of greed
delusion (riiga-moha), (9) of hate-delusion (dosa
moha), ( 10) of greed-hate-delusion (raga-dosa-moha), 
(ll)  of faith-intelligence (saddhii-buddhi), ( 12) of 
faith-speculation (saddhii-m"iakka), ( 13) of intelli
gence-speculation (buddhi-?Jitaklca), (14) · of faith
intelligence-speculation (saddhii-buddhi-vitakka ), ( 15) 
of craving (tarJUi,), ( 16) of pride '(mana), and ( 17} 
of views (di{thi-cariya : Vimuttimagga, ed. 
Galkatiyii.gama Sri Ratnamali thera, Colombo. 
1963, ch. vi); See also CARITA. 

U.K. 
· perception, to be found in those whose doors of 
the senses are guarded (guuadvara), (3) sati-c0, 
conduct with regard to the fourfold mindfulness, to 
be foWld in those who S¥e dilig�nt (appamiida), CARIYA-PI'fAKA, the fifteenth book of the Pali 
(4) �amiidhi-ca0, conduct with regard to the fo;Jrfold Khudclakanikaya. It is a collection of thirty-five 

jhana, to be found in those who have applied jatakas in verse, showing how the bod.hisatta had 
themselves to meditation (iuihicitta), (5) na�-ca0, attained the ten perfections (pa'famitiis) in the 
conduct with regard to insight into the Four Noble previous births. 
Truths, to be found in those endowed with insight . The verses are written in the an:u�tubh met.re. The 
(buddJ.i), (6) magga-ca0, conduct with regard to the language is simple and the style is similar to tha� 
fourfold path, to be found in those who are practising of the Dhamnwpada. 

well (sammapa#panna), (7) pa#patti or patti-cao, The work is divided into three books. The fi� 
conduct with regard to the four1old · .fruit ·or book contains ten stories (cariyci), viz., Akatti, San

. recluseship (san�nnaphala),:·� be found m .. those . kha, Dh�jaya, Mah8-sudassana, Mahagovinda 
who have attained to . f:wtwn (phala), and (�) · · -'Nimiraja, Candak�a, Siviraja, Ves:s&ntara and 
·lok�ra or lokattha-canya, : con�uct of the :Tatha-· :'·' Sasa�t;lita, all illustrating the perfection of gene
gatas, the }Jaccekabuddhas and . the arahants· .· 'rosity . (aanapciraml) • .  Tl>.e second book illusirates 
(Pa. II, PP· 19, 225 ; Nd. Jl, P· 141). the _ 'perfection of virtue (B?."Zapciraml) also in ten 

The second list consists of the following eight : · stories, namely, Silavanii.ga, Bhiiridatta, Campey

(1) living with faith (saddM), (2) with effort yanii.ga,. Ciila�odhi, Mahisarii.ja, Rururaja, Matanga, 
·(mriya), (3) with mindfulness (sati), ( 4) with Dhrunmadh��evaputta, JayaddiSa. and Sruikha
concentration (samiidhi), (5) with knowledge . pala. The third book haS fifteen stories in illus
(panM), (6) with awareness (vinnat�CJ), (7) with tration of five more piiramls, namely, the stories of 
correct practice aimed at accumulating kusala Yudha.iijaya, Somanassa, Ayoghara, Bhisa and 
dhamma (i.iyatana) and (8) with practice aimed at So.Q,ap�<;lita., illustrating the perfection of renun
gaining special qualities (visesa : Ps. II, pp. 20., ciation (nekkhammapcirami), t.he Te.miya OtJriya 
225-6 ; Nd. II, p. 141). illustrating f.he perfection of resolution• (adhifP{cir.a-

The third list gives the following eight : ( 1 )  pcirami), the stories of Kapirii.ja, Saccasahaya
Jiving with right understanding (dassana), (2) with 

pa��ita, Va�j;apotaka, Maccharaja, Ka�adip�yana. 
right thoughts (abhiropana), (3) right speech and Sutasoma, illustrating the perfection ·of truth
(pariggaha), (4) right action (samu+thiina), (5) right fulness· (saccapiirami), · two stories of .SuvaJ).J).a.sii.nui 
livelihood (vodiina), ( 6) right effort (paggalul), and Ekaraja, illustrating the perfection of k.i.tidnes8 
(7) right mindfulness (upa!thiina) and (8) right to all beings (mettapcirami); and finally the story of 
concentration (avikkhepa .: Ps. II, pp. 20, 226 ; Mahii.lomah&IJlsa, illustrating the perfection of 
Nd. · II, pp. 141-2). This list covers the Noble equanimity (·up8kkhcipiiraini) • . 

Eightfold Path. . 
Three paramitii.s, wisdom (paiinj), energy (viriya)� 

In the Vis-uddhimagga and in the Vimuttimcgga, · 
aud patience (khanti), have been left out. 

the term cariya is used in the BBnse of temperament. It is the Buddha himself who is stated as having 
The former ha.s six types of temperament, namely, related the stories. He records the event in brief, 
(1) the temperament of greed (riiga), (2) of hate Scanty word�, sometimes only hinting so E:!ightly 
(dosa), {3) of delusion (moha), (4) of faith (saddha), that a knowledge of the story is evidently already 
(5) of intelligence (buddl•i) (6) and of speculu.t.ion assumed, in fact., to a certain extent, the intention 
(vitakl.:a : Vism. p. 82). is merely to recall it. 
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. . Most of the stories are such as appear in the 
Jataka book, but in this work only what is essential 
to illuminate some perfection is mentioned. The 
stories are often adapted in order to make them 
into examples of some perfection. 

· . · · 

There is a commentary by Dhammapala under 
the title Paramatthadlpani (q.v.). 

U.K. 

CARMAVASTU, a. section of the MUla-Sarviistiviida 
Vinayavastu, written in Sanskrit, and corresponding 
to some extent, to the Oammakkhandha of the Mahii,. 
vtzgga { Vin. I, pp. 179-98). Yet, even those sections 
that correspond are not literal translations, but 
adaptations. The manuscripts of the Sanskrit 

. texts were discovered at Gilgit (Gilgit Manuscripts, 
Calcutta, 1950, ill, pt. iv. pp. 15!J-210). The first 
few pages of the manuscript that were lost have 
been restored with the help of the Sror;,a-kofikarryiva
dana found in the Divyiivadii-na (pp. l-24). 

The extant Garmavastu begins with the story of 
Srot;1a Ko�ikan,m (Pali : SoJ;�a KuWtal}l)a or Soz;a 
l{.o.j;ika�a), whereas the Pali Gammakkhandha 
opens with that of SoJ;18. KoJivisa {SroJ;�a KotiViiJlsa.). 
SroJ;�a KotikB.rJ;la's youthful activities . and his 
journeys, along with his visits to the preta•worlds 
{worlds of the departed being$) are described in 
great .detail. Episodes regarding his visits to the 
preta-world are related in such a manner as to induce 
�e readers to set their minds �n practising *JI:tuous 
qualities. �ost o�;tqese bring out the good :results 
that follow dana (�ts) offered to the Sangha. / Latef 
a female inn:iate of the preta-world brings Sro:Qa to 
his village callod Vasavagrama jn the .ASmaka 
district. Mter the death of his pfi.rents, he enters 
the Order tmdor the guidance of Mahii.katyayana. 
In the Pali Oamrnakkhandha these details of the 
story of So:Qa. Kotikawa. are not fotind (but cp� 
DPPN. s.v.). 

. SroJ)a had to wait for his higher ordination (upa-
4ampadii) because of the scarcity of monks in the 
4Smiiparantaka. It is said that in those days 
monks assembled twice, during the rainy season 
retreat, i.e., either in the month of A�iiq,ha (June. 
July) or in the Kiirtika (October-November). it 
was during such occasions that novices received 
higher ordination. SroJ)a, too, received the higher 
ordination after the termination of the months 
of the rainy season. But accordin:g to the Pall 

· text he had to wait for threo yeli.rs . Later, he 
desired to see the Buddha in person a.nd requested 
permission from Mahii.katyayana to do so. MahB• 

kat.yayana while granting permission had wanted 
Sro:Qa to ask of the Buddha regarding five things, 
namely, (i) what course of action should be followed 
in performing the ordination ( upasampadii) ceremony 
in Asmaparantaka where it was difficult to sununon 
an assembly consisting of ten monks (dasavarga
gartaM required to perform that ceremony ; {ii) 
whether foot-wear made of leather could be used 
by monks dwelling in ASmapa.rantaka, which wa8 
full of gravel ; {iii) whether leather spreads could 
be used by monks in that region ; {iv) whether 
monks dwelling in Asmaparantaka could bathe 
frequently, a.s tho people in that region attached 
great importanctl to bathing ; {v) who would be 
guilty of a rwisu·rgika offence (forfeiture), if a robe 
sent by a mor.k residing in one place to a monk 
residing in another place was .not received by the 
latter. 

· 

There is a difference between the Sanskrii · and 
Pali text with regard to this last mentioned question. 
the damrnakkhandha ( Vin. I, p. 196) says, "At 
present Lord, p€'ople give robe ma.teril;IJ to monks 
who have gone outside the boundaries, saying : 
we are . giving this robe material for so and so: 
When these have come pack (the othe�) announce ! 
Your reverences, robe material "Wast given for you 
by the J}eople of so · and so. But these, being 
scropulous, do not accept it, thiriking : J...et there · 
not be an offence involving forfeiture: (r,issaggi,l!citp). 
Perhaps �he Lord :would explam the procedure Hi . 
regard to the robe-material " (Boolc of the Diacip- · 
line, IV, p. 263). Differences of thi_s nature, show 
that the ·Sanskrit text instead of being a mere 
translation of the Pali work embodies the tra.� 
ditions of a different school. 

Later SroJ;l8. Kotike.r:J;la visited the Buddha and 
at the latter's request recited the siitras called 
Arthavargiyiirti (Pali. Affhakavayigka1li). Then SroJ;lB. 
Ko�ikar:Qtl put the five questions to thEI Buddha, 
who wanted him to :raise them in the assembly of 
monks. , This minor detail, too, is not found 
in the Pali text. 

When those questions were raised by him in the 
a3Sembly, the Buddha gives his reply by saying 
that monks in the border districts should act as 
follows·: I approve, in all border districts, ordination 
with a group of five monks, with the fifth a.q an 
expert on discipline (vinayadlwrapaiicamena gartena). 
I approve, in all border districts, the use of foot .. · 
wear with one lining (ekapalasika), but not with two 
or three, and to repair it, if it happen to be worn 
out, by e. covering (ctrgalaka).1 I approve, in all 

1 But according to the Pall text the Buddha permitted these mow to use &andals With many lininyJ (gat�a�Manilp� 
Atmafp). Cp. VinA. p, 1088. · 

· . 

., ; 
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border districts, the use -of leather spreads. I 
approve frequent bathing, in all border districts, 
where• great importance is attached to bathing. 
No cne would be guilty of a naisargika offence 

(forfeiture) if a. monk does not reaeive a robe sent 
by another. 

In the Pali text this last rule, too, differs, along 
with the question. There it is said, "And moreover, 
monks,_ people give robe material for monks who 
have gone outside the boundaries, saying : We are 

· giving this robe material for so and so. I allow 
you, mo1Jks, to consent (to it.). That reckoning 
is not necessary until it reaches the hand" ( Vin. 

J, p. 198 ; see also SBB. XIV, p. 26!, n. 2 ;  p. 263, 
n. 6). 

Monks were permitted to learn swimming, ·but 
were strongly advised not to teach females under t.hf' 
pretext of helping them even if they needed help . 

But., later this rule, too, was relaxed, wit-h many 
restrict.ions and the monks were permitted to help 
females who fall into difficulties while crossing 
streams. 

Monks were not permitted to hold on to the taW. 
of cows while crossing streams and rivers. Instead . 
they were allowed to cling on to the tails, as support. 
of five kinds of animals namely, elephants, hol'll8S, 
bulls (vr§abha), buffaloes and yaks (camara) (but 
cp. Vin. I, p. 191,  which rfllates a differ�nt incident). 
Besides these, they were permitted to use a bhr�, 

which probably meant a particul!U' kind of raft. 
Then on the request of a. monk called Udali, The.t.ise of wooden sandals was restricted and the 

whose name is not found in the Pali context, the monks were advised to wear them when going to 
Buddha. lays down the limits of the border districts. lavatories ( varca§ku#) and latrines (prasrcivaku#)

On the east is the town called PUJ].Qravardhana. . Only those monks who suffered from the disease 
(On the identifiea.tion of this city, see B.C. Law, called vat8ottita (a. diseased state of wind and blood) 

· Historical Geography of Ancient India, Paris, 1954, were allowed to use sandals made of ropes (rajjU
P· 7). To the east of that city is the ,forest rMge paduka). 

9y the name ofPuJ].<fraka� and beyond that lie the Then follows the episodEl of SrOJ].S. Ko�ivirp8a. (SOI,lS 
border district. · On the south is the city called Ko}ivisa) . . Certain details of this story that occur_ 
Saravati beyond whic� flo:ws the J,'iver. by tl).e same . in the Pa.li . text are not found in the OrJrmatJaBlu name. · .Beyond · that riv�r is the border district. "..: . (cp. _ Vin. ·1, P· 179 f.). · The �uddha. allows Sro1,13 · · 

. On the west are the· two brahman villag,es �alle.� > to use �dais with one lining, but at the request 
Sthfu;laka. and Upasthiii:laka.. ·beyolld .w hich .lie� , of the. iatter the Buddha extends this privilege to 
the border district. On the north is the mountain · the other monks as well. Monks were also asked. 
called Usira and beyond that is the border district. to use such sandals to protect beds and seats from 

Some of the names of the boundaries as given getting spoilt by the dirt on their feet. 
in the Pa.li text differ from the above list. _ It is not 
quite certain whether the same places are -referred \ 
to by different names (Vin. I, p. 197). 

The Oammakkhandhs ends with t;he Buddha's 
spprova.l regarding the five questions. But the 
Oarmavastu goes further · and cites the past story 

· of SroJ].a Ko�ik�a. (q.v.) as related by the Buddha, 
Then follows an incident which led to the rule 

prohibiting the use of luxurious, high beds: How. 
ever, the Buddha, later allowed monks to sit on 
high seats if offered by a. householder at his own 
kouse. But, he emphatically prohibited monk<J 
to use �uch 111Xurious, :Sigh scats at monasteries 
and never to sloep on them whether in the house 
of a layman or in the monastery. · 

This is followed ay an incident which led to the 
laying down of the rule for biding the monks to usa 
leather o:;proo.dings for seats or beds. This rule, toQ, 
was amended and monks were allowed to sit on 
them when offered by laymen (cp. Vin. I, pp. 193 f.). 
It is also mentioned briefly that sick monks only 
were a1lowed to go about in vehicles (cp. Vin. I, 
p. 1 91 ) .  

However, monks were permitted to use ..sandals 
with many linings (bahupum if off� -by laymen 
after they had used them _f9r---Some time. But 
the use of luxurious sandalS was completely prohi
bited. In this connection it also relates an incident 
which made the people believe that monks, in 
general, were in the habit of stealing such luxurious 
ssnda.ls. Sandals with crosswil:l6 leather straps 
(liryagbaddhikii) and ar..other kind of comfortable 
footwear, called pu#<ipu�i, were allowed to be used . 
by monks when climbing and descemling mountains. 
Sandals made of reeds were allowed to be used · 
i.nRtead of those made out of fresh grass which hurt 
the feet. 

Monks dw!!lling in areas subject to snowfall were 
permitted to use a special kind of shbes called pilla. 
Monks could accept � gift of a bear skin, yet it 
should only be used as a door-mat to the bed room. 
Monks were permitted to mend their own sandal11, 
provided ·they did it in a secluded place ; they were 
also allowed to carry the necessary equipment, 
such as a shoemaker's knife (cird) and leather straps 
(badahika). 
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The Tibetan version of the Oarmavastu known 
as I:Hul-ba gshi (ko-lpags kyi-gshi), too, is incorpo
rated in the Vinayavastu (lfrlul-ba gshi : TM. 
No. l ) .  Its Chinese version is ca,lled Ken-pen-shuo
i-ch 'ieh-ytt-pu-p' i-na-yel•-P 'i-ko-sh 'ih ( M ulasarviisti

t'<ida Vinayavastu ;  Oarmavastu : Taisho, No. 1447). 

S.K.N. 

CARPENTER, JOSEPH ESTLIN ( 1844-1927) , 
English Unitarian scholar who collaborated with 
Professor Rhys Davids in editing Buddhist texts 
and was one of the recognized authorities on Pali 
(JRAS. 1927, p. 936 f.) .  Attempting to elucidate 
Buddhism in tho light of Christianity and other 
religions of India, he also brought forth several 
remarkable contributions in that less trodden field. 

Carpenter was born on October 5, 1844 at Ripley 
in St:1rrey as the son of William Benjamin Carpenter. 
He received his secondary education at the Univer
sity College, London, and Manchester New College 
(later, Manchester College, Oxford) respectively. 
He served the Unitarian community as the minister 
of Oakfield Road Chapel from 1886 to 1889 and of 
MiH Hill Chapel, Leeds from 1 869 to 1875. In 
1875, aecepting a lecturership, he joined the Man
che.'!ter (New) College, which was established iJ1 
Oxford from 1906 to 1915. In 1906, he becamt� 
the principal there, where he continued to lectlll'e 
until 1 924. He died in Oxford on June 2, 1927 
at the age of eighty-three. 

Carpenter was a distinguished member of the 
Royal Asiatic Society and the Oxford Society. 
His erudition and assiduity in academic pursuits are 

. well evinced from the high degrees he eArned from 
various Universities of repute. Carpenter showed 
a penchant for the study of comparative rel!gions 
and it was in this connection that he was appointed 
to the Wilde Lectureship at Oxford in 1914. More
over, he was greatly responsible for organizing, 
in 1908, the Third International Congress for the 
History of Religions in Oxford. His enthusiasm 
for the history of religions led him to study various 
oriental languages including Pali, in which he 
gained mastery. It is interesting to note that 
at the same tiJne be was hailed as a distinguished 
exponent of Pentateuchal criticism. He also 
wrote on the synoptic problem and on theism in 
Mediaeval India. 

Carpenter contributed to Bl:lddhist scholarship 
in two ways. Firstly, by means of his careful 
edition of Pali texts, which be did in collobora.tion 
with T. W. Rhys Davids, for the Pali Text Society ; 
the text.a he thus edited are the Summigalavilcisinl 
Vel. I ( 1886) ; the Digha-nikaya Vol. I (1890), 

II ( 1 903) and III ( 1 911 ) .  Although he and Rhys 
Davids commenced t0 edit the second volume of the 
8uma1igalat>ilasin·i, they could not complete it.. 
However, it was from material left behind by them 
that W. Stede finally edited it. 

Secondly, by means of his writings on Buddhim . 
enumerated among his remarkable contributioru; 
in this connection are Buddhist and Christian 
Parallels in ' Studies in the History of Religi{)ns ' 

presented to Crawford Howell Toy (New York, 
1912) ; Oomparati,ve Religion (Home University 
Library of Modern Knowledge Series, London, 
1 913) ; Theism in .4-Iediaeval India (The Hibbert. 
Lectures, se(lond series, London, 1921)  ; Bttddliism 
and Christianity, A contrast and a parallt>l, 
(London, 1 923) ; Visuddhi-1'dagga, Abstract of 
Contents (JPTS. 1890, pp. 1 4-20), ' The obligations 
of the New Testament to Buddhism ' (See A 
Buddhist Bibliography, London, 1935, p. 145), 

• How Japanease Budtlhism Appeals to a. Christian 
Theist ' (Hibbert Journal, Vol. IV, No. 3, April 1 906, 
pp. 503-26) ; ' The Buddhist Doctrine of Salvation ' 
(ibid, Vol. XI, 191 2-13, pp. 497-507) and ' Th� 
Religion in the Far East ; or Salvation by Faith •, 
' A  Study of Japanese Blllddhism • (The Quest, Vol I, 
No. 3, 1909-10, pp. 460-75 ; No. 4, 1909; pp. 649-65) . 

Despite the fact that Carpenter's writings earned 
hiJn a,n esteemecl place among scholars Of Buddhism. · 
he is better known in the West as a · great biblical 
critic who wrote on both Old and New Testaments. 

C.S.R. 

CARRlAGE. So many and varied were the means · 
and modes of conveytmce prevalent in Buddhist 
India., that all of them canno-t be grouped under 
this general topic. The term . 'carriage', though 
parallel to the Pali term yana, 'Which d�notes all 
modes of conveyance in general is, in usage, 
closer in meaning to the word 'vehicle' which is a. 
particular mode of conveyance. Therefore, in this 
srticle the word 'carriage' is limited to the few 
wheeled vehicles and the palanquin ; the rest will · 
be dealt with elsewhere (see Y ANA). · 

In a broad sense carriages come tinder the category . 
of conveyances designated as thalayana(la.nd-vehicle). 
Various types of carriages were used for different ; 
p111'poses and of these, too, the most common seems 
to have been the chariot (ratha) used for riding, 
driving and war�fare. 

Generally, chariots were ef two kinds (MA. II, 
p. 194), the war-chariot (yodha-ratha)_ and the 
embellished chariot (alankara-ratha) though these 
were not the only kinds. 
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TbG structure of the chariot seems to have been War-chariots (yodha-ratha) formed one section 
a.bnost similar to those of other types of wheeled of the fourfold army (catura?iginf aena). To facili
vehieles. The Milindapanha (p. 27) gives a. list of tate their swift movement only thoroughbred horses 
the constit�ent parts of the chariot, viz., the pole were used. The general structure of the war

(W1, axle (al:kho}, wheels (cakkani}, £mme work chariot wa� probably different from that of the 
(f'Gihapaiijara), flag-staff (rathadatl4aka) and ordinary chariot. It was quadrangular in shape 
the yoke (yuga) (cp. Mlwyut. BB. xm, (caturassasat�Piino) and not very big ; it could only 
p • .  74). The· hinder part of the chariot was called carry two or three men (MA. II, p. 194). The 
apiilamba, which is also the Vedic term for it (8. I, Vinaya AUhakatM ( VinA. IV, p. 858) specifically 
p. 33). Some take this to mean either the 'leaning- says tha.t it had the capacity to ·carrY four men, 
board' which prevented tho rider from falling or & namely, the charioteer, the fighter and the two men 
particular mechanism applied to stop a chariot who looked after the linch-pins (cit�-irakkhakd). 
(PED. s.v.). The Anguttara-nikaya (A. IV, P· 191) The driver of a war-chariot had to be more skilled 
mentions two . other pa.rts called the triplebar than an ordinary charioteer . . In the curriculum 
(tidamia ; cp. Skt. trivet�-u) which probably were three of studies of the brahma.ns, there was a. special 
poleS or stieis ]ixea i.il from t:ne -front of the chariot branch of training called ratha8tk�a (art of chario� 
to hold the pennons ; and the carriage-railing (ratha- driving), which was a. part of dhanurveda (science of 
kttbbara ; cp. Skt. kubara} which may have been archery) and by which one acquired a knowledge of 
the railing tha.t ran round the two sides and the the special art of manipulating a. war-chariot. This 
�t of the .fioor of the chariot to protect the occu� subject probably come within the range of studies 
pants from ·falling (JRA8. 1931, pp. 577 ff.). · The · of, at lea.St, �atriya princes for there qoes not 
Buddhacarita (iii,60) deseribes how prince Siddhartha 8eem to be a. marked difference in the studies of 
o�.�ing a corpse for the first time, W8$ dejected �triyaa

. 
(warriors). · A wruTior who was skilled 

�d . l.e&ned against th,e charjot railing (a�ena : in chariot wa.ifaro was called in Sanskrit rathadhu,.Ya 
· · aaf!IIIN,ya ca kUbar.cigratp). (SED. s.v.; also cp. ratliika ; M. I, p� 397 ; ' D . . 

Gerierariy; th�roughbrod horSes . were harnessed ' ,  I, .P· 51) • . The 8a1pyutta-nikaya (8. I, p. 224) cites 
. to �c;>ts and their ri\liDber dlltere<l • . Fo� .s�� . tin iJ;Icident .iil w}l.ich, S�a., the ic:ng of the godS, 
· · · to hB.�e ��.tile' ��st c�tiun�� Aitlr� �T�i�� ,v. ·2��)�: . ·h��. : ��· his �hariot yok�d, with thor�ughbreds� 

.. There a.ra referen�es�:Which show. tha..t other animals (ujaii��rathatp) in a. battle against the Asuras . . . . 
such as the goat W).d the bull, too, were use� (BHS. There is no evidence to show that chariots were 
s.v. rathaka). Ahcient Buddhist sculpture, e.g., part of the belongings of the common folk. Yot, 
the Gandhii.ra sculpture depicting prince Siddharth& it is quite evident that the embellished chariot 
going to school in a chariot drawn by rams, too, (alankara-ratha) with all sorts of accessory comfo� 
establish this point (cp. also the Nd. 'I, pt. I; P· H5, was the property, exchisively� of the richer people. hal�Jaiyana; etc.). The eminent briilunan Jal}.ussoni owned such· a 

The capac'ity of the chariot differed according to chariot (M. I,· p. 175). The alan,kara-ratha · was 
its size. but all references show that a chariot was bigger than an ordinary chariot and, therefore, 
meant to carry more than one person. could easily accommodate eight or ten persons; 

The chaiioteer (rathin) .had to . b6 skilled in whether seated or lying-down (MA. II, p. 194)'. 
· driving for, sometimes the horse becomes tmcon- These chariots had room for parasol bearers and 

trollable and causes �ge to . the chariot as des. chowry bearers and had all sorts of embellishments. 
· �r.;: (A IV 191) " Rugs (rathatt'Mra · or ratMvnatthara) were used to �'bed iu the Anguuara-niWya_ • · , p. , . . • -.r 

when an excitable horse is told. to · go on, being cover their floors (D. I, PP· 7 and 103). 
beaten and urged by the driver, he backs and twists A chariot of this type was used in the ceremony 
th& camiage l'Ound with his. ·hind ·quarters •:; and of choosing a king and then it was called either 
again " . • •  he jumps back, batters against the the festive-charlot (ma?igala-ratha) or the stata
carriago railing and breaks the triplebnr." The chariot (phuaea-ratha> J. III, p. 238 ; cp. Sanskrit 
situation when. the chmiotElf'r is about to drive on pu�ha:·rCJtha). This chariot, fully decorated &lid 
is described a.s " • • •  as soon as the coachman, yoked with four lotus coloured (kumudavatl�) · 
a capable trainer and driver of horses, had mounted horses; Spread with a rug, and also bearing the five 
and grasped the reins in his left htmd and with his royal insignia (rajakakudhaba�rJani), WaS sent out, 
right seized the goad . . .  '' (ibid. · m, p. 28). followed by musicians and the fourfold army, to 
When driven by expert driYers, chariots travelled . proceed at its own will. And the person near 
quite fast, yet,.whcn covering long distances, relays whom the chariot stopped was declared king (J. 
of chariots (ralhatinita) were used (M. I, p. 49). IV, p. 39). 
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Occasional references are found regarding divine 
chariots sent by Sakka to kings and queens, e.g., 
Sakka sent a chariot yoked with a thousand horses 

to king Nimi (M. II, p. 79) and also to the queen of 

AriHhajanaka (J. VI, p. 32). The latter reference 
leads one to infer that there were some chariots 
which were covered on all sides. These large, 
covered (pa?icchanna-maha) chariots were called 
yogga {lit. what may be yoked; see DphA. II, p. 151). 

The term rathaka is found used both in Pali and 
Sanskrit, {See Jm. p. 63 ; and D. I, p. 6) and merely 
means a small chariot or a toy-chariot for, the 
suffix '-ka' gives ·a diminutive sense to the whole 
term (see also BHS. s.v.). In Pali, this term is 
defined as khuddaka ratha.17' (small chariot ; see 
DA. I, p. 86). 

Various other types of carriages, which in build 
were very similar to that of chariots, wore prevalent 
and these were used mainly for transporting goods. 
Yet, the possibility of their being used for the pur
pose of travel also cannot be completely ruled out, 

One such carriage was called the sakata {Skt. 
Jakala) which was probably similar to the present 
day cart. It was used by merchants to carry their 
merchandise from place to place. These were drawn 
by bullocks. Very similar, in form and use, to this 
w� the carriage called the sattha {Skt. siirtha), 
used in caravan or convoy. The caravan leader, 
who owned a large number of carte, often given as 
five-hundred, was called the saUhaviiha (siirthaviiha). 
The Apat�-twka Jiitaka (J. I, p. 100) refers to a· parti
cular practice follwed by caravan leaders in driving 
their caravans. It is said that when the wind blows 
in their faces they ride on at �he head of the caravan 
surrounded by attendants in order to escape the 
dust ; but when the wind blows from behind they, 
in like fashion, ride in the rear. 

Carts carrying valuable merchandise travelled 
in caravans and convoys for safety. There neem 
to have been special men, as is evident from the 
term sakala-gopaka {cart-guard), who were entrusted 
with the . duty of guarding these. The caravan 
l�aders took all provisions such as fire-wood, water, 
oil, and rice, which were necessary for their journey. 
Even vast deserts were crossed in these caravans 
dl'awn by bullocks. When crossing deserts they 
travelled by night and at day-break they halted 
and arranged the wagons in a circle to form a camp 
with an awning spread overhead under which the 
men, after their meals, used to sit in the shade all 
day. When travelling during the night they had 
to find their way with the aid of stars. Therefore, 
on · a couch iu the first cart sat the land-pilot 
(thalan·iyiimaka) with his gaze always fixed at the 
etara. 

There are no descriptions regarding the types .of 
carriages sometimes referred to as sandana ( cp. 
Skt. syandana-chariot) and sandamiinikii 

( Vin. III, p. 49), both derived from the Sanskrit. 
root syand, to move. The available references 
indicate that these were somewhat similar to the 
chariot and were also used for travelling (J. IV, 
p. 104 ; DA. I, p. 82). 

The other mode of conveyance prevalent at the 
time was the palanquin or litt-er (sivikii) which 
was rectangular in shape and used solely by royalty 
and the nobility and specially by the females of these 
classes. Quite often references are made to golden 
palanquins (auvat�-t�-asivi.hi). It is probable that 
the palanquins used by females were dosed on all 
sides with curtains. Thus, DiHhamangalika saw· 
the outcast l\Hitanga through the curtain (siit�-i
antarena : J. IV, p. 376) of her palanquin. These 
palanquins were bome by attendants, probably on 
their heads (8Uvat�-tUzsivika1J' . sisena ukkhipitva : J. 
IV, p. 378) . . 

There was another variety of pa.lanquins caUed 
mancasivihi (lit. couch-palanquin) .for which the 
PED. suggest the meaning ' throiie palanquin '. 
The Jataka (V, p. 262) says that Devadatta was 
travelling in such a palanquin to ask forgiveness 
from the Buddha, when he was swallowed up �y 
the earth. It is not quite clear whe�her a carriage 
of any sort wa.S designated by the word pii{ankl 
when cited alongsi�e with sivika "in: the phr�U�e 
' sivika1J' piltanki� ' ( Vin. I, p. 192). To this term 
the PED. suggests the meaning 'sedan chair' and 
further adds that this could be a variant reading 
fnr pallmikat]'b {sofa or couch). 

S.K.N. 

CARTESIANISM, the philosophy of Rene Descartes 
(1596-1650), deserves the attention of being 
compared with Buddhist philosophy as their 
main tenets are directly opposed to one another, 
whereby Buddhism provides the most efficient 
refutation of the methcd in which Descartes 
attempted to obtain real knowledge by the n:1tural 
1ight of reason. 

Descartes was a revolutionary against the 
prevailing reliance of scholasticism on authority 
and dogma. The certainty of mathematics he . 
attributed to the character of its method which, 
especially as in analytical geometry, appeared to 
him to be applicable to all forms of science. Hence, 
a random ooarch for knowledge was condemned 
by him as fruitless, and pure knowledge could be 
obtained only by proceeding cautiously by inference 
from the simplest and elementary notions. This 
inference can be made through experience or by 
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means of deduction. Experience involves many 
comple;x objects, and inference from experience 
(which is always partial, however extensive) may, 
thorefore, lead to false conclusions. Rene�, 
inference through deduction appeared to him the 
safest a.ndi only reliable method for obtaining 
knowledge"' But the very basis of such analytical 
knowledge- cannot be deducible, and has, therefore, 
to rely en intuition. It is admitted that if the 
initial premises, as understood by intuition, are 
false, even the soundest deduction cannot lead to 
knowledge. And it is here at the very basis that 
Cartesianism and . Buddhism stand as opponents, 
although the subsequent method of analytical 
deduction is approved by both. 

Descartes' intuition, which is the direct and 
immediate apprehension by a knowing subject of 
itself or of objective states and values, gives him 
the perception of the ego in the very act of thinking : 
•I think ; therefore, I am' (cogito ergo sum). Without 
this initial deduction the entire system be_comes 
baseless. 

His Discourse on Method l;>egins with a methodical 
'dolibt which is intended to serve as a starting point 
and testing· ground. · ' 'Everything . must be ques- · 
tioned (de ��ibus dub:Uandum) so that . we may : 
d_�over something _that iii . beyond · doubt." · We�;·: 
the fact of doubtiDg. this . iS. beyond . doubt. _,And_
. doubt is an act of thinking. · And thinking implies 
� thinker. And, therefore, I doubt, I think, I am. 

It will be noticed immediately that the Buddhist 
viewpoint does not reach similar conclusion8 from 
the. premise that doubt is an act of thinking, 
because in the act of thinking no thinker is implied, 
just as there is no fire apart from the act of burning. 
There is no subject apart from the actibn, no su,]:)s
tance apart from the phenomen�, no static 'I' 

or 'self' or 'soul' which agitates the varying moods, 
acta and states of the mentalised ·body. In stating 
the premise · . ' I think,' . Descartes has already 
introduced the 'I'...,-conce,pt, and it is, therefore, 
quite logical that the 'I' is found also in the dedu
ction : 'therefore, I am.' 

With the collapse of this initial thesis, the entire 
dualistic system of Cartesianism lacks a fo�dation . ' 
which ha8 not been provided even by succeeding 

. adherents of this school, Geulincx and Malebranche. 
For a ·detailed explanation of the Buddhist 

doctrine of insubstantiality or soullesmess, see 
ANATTA., and for the doctrine of 'conciousness 
only,' see VIJ1lA.NAV!DA� 

H.G.A.v.Z. · 

680 CARUS, PAUL 

CARU, name of a cakravartin or world-ruler, one of 
the successors of Mahii.sammata and a member of the 
Sakya tribo (BB. XIII. p. 52). In Pali tradition we 
find Cara or Caraka for Caru (Dpv. iii, v. 5 ; lV.Jhv. ii, v. 
2 ; J. III, p. 454 ; D.A. I, p. 258 ; SnA. i, p. 352). 

OARUBHA�A, a former Buddha, mentioned in a 
list of former Buddhas under whom Sakyamuni 
while in the ninth bhfu:ni acquired merit (Mhvu. I, p. 
139). 

CARUCARANA, a former Buddha mentioned in a 
list of form�r Buddhas under whom · Sakyamuni 
acquired merit while in the eighth bhfu:ni (Mhvu. 
I, p. 138). Edgerton (BHS. s.v.) questioils 
the reading here, which according to Senart's 
edition reads Oarucarattaft Prasiddlw,ranga�. The 
MSS., however, contain the reading Oarucara¢da
siddharangal). 

CARUCHADA, {var. 0chattra) a former Bud::lha 
mentioned in a list of former Buddhas � 
whom Sakyamuni acquired merit, while in the 
eighth bhfu:ni (Mhw. I, p. 137)� 
CARUDANTA, a former Buddha, mentioned in a . 
list · of former Buddhas under whom Siikyamuni 
while in - the ninth b�funi · acquired merit 
(Mhtiu: I, p. 141) • . 

�A.RUGANDHA, a former Buddha, mentioned in ·a 
list of former Buddhas under whom Siik.yamuni 
while in the ninth bhfu:ni acquired merit (Mhvu. · 
I, p. 13�). 

CARUMANT, name of the �nth caklavartin (world· 
ruler) of the Mahii.sammata dynasty (BB. xm, 
p. 52). 

CARUNETRA, name of a present Buddha who 
lives in the Buddha-field situated in the southern 
quarter of the world (Mhvu. I, p. 123). 

CARUS, PAUL (1852-1919), a German�American 
editor and p4ilosopher, who initiated a vigourous 
movement for religious tolerance, which indirectly · 
contributed to popularize Buddhism in the West. 
He tried �o expound Buddhism from an unbiased, 
neutral standpoint. Most of his writings, which 
display a remarkable originality of thought, are 
aimed at bringing about a harmony between 
existing religions and formulating a religious . 
philosophy that would incorporate the best insights . 
of both Buddhism and Christiamty. 

Carus was born op July, 18, 1852 at Dsenburg, 
Garmany, as the son of Dr. Gustav and Laura 
Carus, a family of eminent scholars. His fath� 
was a pastor who subsequently became the first 
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Superintendent-General of tho Church of Eastern 
a.nd Western Prussia. Carus received his education 
in mathematics and Classics at the Gymnasia 
of Posen and Stettin :>.nd later studied at the 
Universities of Greifswald and Strassburg. From 
the University at Tiibingen, he received his 
Doctorate in 1876. After completing his military 
service, he became a teacher in the military academy 
at Dresden, " . . .  but his liberal views soon brought 
him into opposition to the authorities and he even
tually resigned" (Dictionary of American Biography, 
Vol. 3, 1957, p. 548a). He began t.o express, in. 
pamphlets, his liberal views on religion and, as a 
result, in t.ho early eighties, he was forced to leave 
Germany for England, whence he migrated to 
America. "H� had by now worked through a 
devasting period of religious scepticism into what 
was to remain · his life-long philosophy. This 
consisted in a thorough-going monism of mind
matter, based on community of form and on the 
identity of the laws of nature and the laws of mind. 

. • .  he believed that the religious aspirations of 
mankind could he satisfied with a scientific concep
tion of God as the impersonal world-order, and a 

.�FO.�ical conception of immortality as the survival 
of cme's influence" (loc. cit.). The rest of his long 
life ha devot�d in working out this philosophy in 
detail. Carus's was . a delectable personality, 
endowed With a generous spirit and extraordinarily 
broad interests. He died in La Sane, lllinois on 
February 11, 1919 at the age of sixty-two. 

In 1885 Carus published Monism and Meliorism, 
. which aroused the interest or" Edward Carl Hegeler, 

a . German chemist in La Salle, illinois. Hegeler 
had already started The · Open Court, a journal 
devoted to the establishment of religion and ethics 
on a scientific basis. At Hegeler's request, Carus 
accepted its editorship and the journal, first as a 
weekly, then as a monthly, flourished under his 
capable management. By his marriage to Hegeler's 
daughter on March 29, 1888, he was drawn closer to 
the Hegeler family. In 1890, Hegeler founded 
another, a more technical, periodical called The 

Monist and Carus was entrusted with editing that 
as well. The journal often carried articles on the 
history and · philosophy of religion, science and 
archaeology and also Carm1's criticisms of these 
articles. The reprinting of such valuable articles 
subsequently led to the establishment of the Opon. 
Court Publishing Company, which, under CarUB's 
direction, brought out several noteworthy contri
butions on religion and philosophy. Also he is 

. credited with publishing a series of philosophical 
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classics, edited by prominent professors of philo
sophy, which are st.ill widely used in classrooms 
(The Encyclopaedw of Philosophy, Vol .  II, 1967, 
P· 43) . 1 

Carus'1:1 aim, as evinced from his writings, wa.cJ to 
achieve a religious synthesis, irrespective of any 
religious predilection. "Mankind," he says, "does 
not want Buddhism. nor Islam, nor Christianity ; 
mankind wants t.he trut.h, and truth is best brought 
out by an impartial comparison." 

In order to achieve that religious synthesis and 
to understand one's own religion, ho stressed that 
" . . .  every religious man should study othor 
religions . . .  '' (Buddhism and its Ohristi&n C1·itics, 

Chif'<l,go, 1899, preface, p. 5). 
Carus was particularly keen on establishing a 

sound tmderstanding between Christians and 
Buddhists,-something that was sadly lacking in 
those early days of vigorous Christian missionl\ry 
campaign. Christianity and Buddhism, he main· 
tains, "are in many respects so similar as to appear 
almost identical ; in other respects they exhibit 
such contrasts as to represent. two opposite poles 
and it is on this account that a study of Buddhism 
is indispensable for a proper cdmprehension of 
Christianity." 

Carus discovered, in Christianity and Buddhism, 
"many striking coincidences in their philosophical 
basis as well as in ethical applications of their 
faith, while their modes of systematizing them in 
dogmas are radically different . . . " (Gospel of 
the Buddha, Chicago, 1898, preface, p. viii) • . 

He believed that those resemblances mUBt be 
due to a similarity of conditions ( cf. Buddhism And 
It8 Christian Critics, Chicago, 1899, p. 219). 

With a few exceptions, all the early European 
Orientalists, who ventured to expound and interpret 
Buddhism to the West without a proper grasp of 
the subject, caused much damage to Buddhism. 
They quite often erred and misinterpreted such 
pivotal Buddhist concepts as anatta (soulle5aness) , 
Niebana, kamma1 etc. As a result thertl were serious · 
misconceptions and prejudices against Buddhism. 
Carus, who had a thorough grasp of Buddhist 
concepts, rendered yeoman service to ·Buddhism 
in particular and to scholarship in general by 
dispelling some of thoso misconceptions and pr�- · 
judices with his penetrating but, well-meant 
criticisrrui of such distorted writings. 

Among Carus's works on Buddhism·, special men
tion should be made of The Gospel of B?Pldha (1894), 
by which he purported to "serve both Buddhists 

1 This has been revived In 1962 under the editorship of Eugene Freeman. 
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and Christians as. a help to penetrate further into 
the spirit of their faith, so as to see its full .width, 
breadth and depth" (sixth edition, . 1898, preface, 

p. xi). The salient featur9 of this work is its 
grasp of the "difficult subject and.t.he clear enunci
�tion of the doctrine of the most puzzling problem 
of atman M .taught m Buddhism" (ibid, preface, p. 
vii : cf. pp� vi-viii ; pp. 130-32) . This book, 
proved. a best-seller, was widely translated an<\ is 
used as a text book in Buddhist schools in Ceylon 
and Japan. 

guise of an ascetic, a friend of Duryodhana. L. de 
la Vallee Poussin says that this Cii.rvaka is none 
other than the founder of the philosophy by his 
name' (ERE. VIII, p. 493). Some others interpret 
.it � sweet-speech (caru-viika : soo Whitney, 
Sanskrit Grammar, Harvard University Freas, 1955, 
p. 80). There are yet others who seek a derivation 
for it from the root wrv, to eat, to chew, and add 
that this is the name given to the philosophy whose 
main tenet is : eat-and-drink-for-tomorrow-we-die.• 

This. philosophy was also known by such names 
Carns's' bibliography embraces more than 1,000 as Barhaspatya, Nastika and Lokiiyata. It was 

titles, of which more than fifty are monographs called Barhaspatya because some thought that it 
written .· �n book form. · The following .could be · was founded by Brhaspati. It was called Niiatika« · . 
enumerated among liis significant contributions to probably because it denied a soul, a future world, 
Buddhism: Amitiibha, A Story ·of BuddhiBt Theo_logy, and so forth. This philosophy is quite well-knoWD 
Chicago, 1906 ; The Dharma, or the ReJigiDn by the termLokii.yata, a term which is also interpre
of E1}lightenment, An exposition of Buddhism, tad in many ways by different authorities. Some say 
Chicago, 1907 (fifth edition) ; Karma, A Story of . that it was called Lokii.yata because it was prevalent 
early Buddhiats, Chicago, 1896, (second edition) ; among the common people ( see E. B . .  Cowell's · 
Metaphysik in. Wissenschaft, Ethik und Religion� translation of the Sarvadarsanaaail,graha, London, 
Eine philosophiBche Utiterschttng, Dresden, 1881 ; 1908, p. 2, n. 1).& :Mii.dhn.vii.carya, too, used the 
Lieder eines Buddhistem, Dresden, 1882 ; Nirvat;UJ, two names Cii.rvii.ka· and Lokii.yata as synonyins.• 
.A Story of Buddhist Philosophy, Chicago, 1896 ; 'l'he There i"l further text�al evidence to show that these 
Burd .of Metaphysics, Chicago, 1903 ; ·Portfolio of two names denoted one and the · same philosophy. 
Buddhist Art, hlstoiical· and modern, Chicago; 1906 · Th� Padma-P�rarus in: the Sr�#�kar:uJ,a (xii, 318-40) · 
and The BuddhQ, a Drama. Chicago, 191L . He is ci�s LokS,yata p¥osophy as· being the inStruction 
also the author . of The Canon of Reason (Chicago, · of · Brhaspati. . Kamala.Sila refers to Cii.rvii.ka aa 
1913) a.nd. T'a.i-Shizng Kan- Yin P'ien. (jointly With being a follower of Lokii.yata. The Prabodhacan
D. T. Suzuki; Chicago, 1913). 

, 
drodaya mentions Cii.rvii.ka as being the teacher who 

C.S.R. 

CARUVAR,A, one of the monks. who accompanied 
the Buddha on the occasion of the conversion 
or queen KUSUID8. (Mhvu� I, p. 18). 

CARVAKA, one of the names used to denote the 
materialistic · philosophy of ancient India. The 
exact meaning of the term is not. clear. It is not 
possible to say with any certainty whether Cii.rvii.ka 

.was the name of a historical person or not. Some 
authorities are of opinion that it is the name of the 
disciple to whom the philosophy was first communi
cated by its founder.t The first occurrence of the 
w<>rd is, probably, in the Mahabharata (Jill, 38 and 39) 
where Cirvaka is described as a rak{1'38a, in the 

taught the LokByata philosophy. 

. There ar� diverse views regart;iing· the origin of 
this philosophy. S. Radhakrishnan (Indian P�ikJ
sophy, Gt. Britain, 1951, V()l. I, pp. 271-6) has atte.o 
mpted to prove that this philosophy was.a product of 
the unsettled conditions of India d�ing the epic pe. 
riod, i.e., 600 B.C.�200 A. C. and adds that "Cii.rVika 
philosophy is a fanatical effort made to rid the age . . 
of the weight of the past that was oppressing it " . 
(ibid. p. 283). J. Muir, too, regarded this as the 
outcome of the freedom of speculation in ancient 
India (JRAS. XI�, pp. 299 ff.). According to Das : · 
Gupta this was originally a foreign belief unported · 
to India from the Sumeria.ns (History of Indiaft. · 
Philosophy, Cambridge University Fress, 1940, ill� 

1. F. Max.Milller, Siz System& of _fndian Philo8ophy, London, 1916, p. 99. 
2 Cp, B. M. B�. A Hi&tO'f!/ of Pre-Buddllistic lndias P�iloiophy, Calcutta, 1921, p. 288: . 
3 S. Chatterjee and D. Datta, .An Imroduction to lfldi411 Philosophy, University of Calcutta, 1 950; p. 57. 
� The SilinHliti (lv, 3, 55) describes this system of thought, I.e., Nastika as being very strong In logical arguments and. · rep�� thlnga as ·.proceeding out of their own natiU'f ·(mJbhtJm). It also denies the existence of god and the valoe . of the V-. · These features ani Bimllar to the teachings of Clrrika philosophy. 
6 Cp. H. P. Shastri, Bauddha Dharma (in Bengall), pp, 87-8 � Das Gupta, History of Indian Philosophy, Cambridge 

UBiverslty Press, 1940, III, p. 514 ; Gul;laratna's Tarka Bl&ha81Ja DipiktJ (Commentary on Sal Darlana. Samuccaya), p. 800 ; 
·Deblpra9ad Chattopadbyaya, Lokayala, People's Publishing House, 1959, pp. 1 If. 

6 The two names OiirfJilka and Lokayata denoted the same school of thought. Early texts use these two terms as 
synonyms. ·Therefore, in this essay, too, the term Loktiyatu. is considered as another name for Otin>tika. 
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Appendix).  M. Hiriyanna (Outlines of Indian 
Philosophy, London, 1958, pp. 187 ff.) cites Yadrc· 
chavada as the possible source of the Carvaka 
philosophy. There is another view which regards 
this philosophy as a synthesis of the teachings of 
the old schools of thought such as those of Ajita 
Kesakambalin, Makkhali Gosii.la, Brhaspati and 
so on {B. M. Barua, A History of Pr�·Buddhistic 
Indian Philosophy, Calcutta, 1921, p. 288). G. Tucci 
holds t.ho view that this was originally a part of 
priest craft {See Proceedings of the Indian Philosophi
cal Congress, Calcutta, 19.25, p. 40).7 

However, it is quit� obvious that there are doc
trines similar to the tenets of the Carvakas in early 
texts. The Vedic texts themselves make allusions 
to sceptics who doubted the existence of gods and 
such accepted beliefs. In later texts there is still 
more concrete evidence to show the prevalence of 
similar ideas. Jahali in the Ramaya'!}a {ii, 108) 
seems to preach a doctrine similar to that of the 
Carvaka philosophy. The Vi�ttu-Puratw (i, pp. 629-
:n) makes reference to certain people who did not 
believe in the efficacy of sacrifice and of the V edaa. 
The Mahiibhiirata {xii, 186) says that a belief iri a 
sow is not at all necessary to explain the functioning 

· of the life principle, for it can be explained by physi
. cal and psychological reasons. Yet, as to when 
· these ideas were grouped together and formed into 

a separate school of thought is not known. Some 
eminent scholars doubt the existence of a separate 
school of thought by this name. T. W. Rhys Davids 
(Dialogues of the Buddha, London, 1956, Vol. I, 
p. 172) says " Throughout the whole story we 
hava no evidence of any one who called himself a 
Lokayati.ka or his own knowledge Lokayata • . .  
And of a real existence of a school of thought, or of 
8 system of philosophy that called itself by the 
nam� there is no trace.'' He is of opinion that 
"the expressions used point rather to an opinion 
held by certain thinkers, in union with ot}ler opinion 
and not expounded in any special treatise" (ibid. 
p. 167).& 

The existii'nce of treatises on Carvaka philosophy 
is established beyond doubt. 8 Garbe cites two 
authorities, namely, Pata:fijali ( see MahabharYa, 

vii, 3, 45) and Bhii..'?karacii.rya (on Brahma Sutra, 
iii, 3, 53) as reliable evidence for the existence of 
texts on this philosophy. Das Gupta while C'iting 
the same authorities, mentions also a reference il) 
the Divyavadana (Divy. pp. 630, 633) where Carv8.ks 
is regarded as a special branch of study which had a 
commentary (bhii.�ya,) and a,n annotation (pravacana) · 
on it. - Even though there is evidence to prove the 
existence of such texts. they are lost now, probably 
having been deliberately destroyed by opponents. 
Therefore, information available at present is to 
be gathered mainly from scanty and stray reference!' 
found in texts belonging to opponent schools of 
thought.10 As their main purpose was to ridicule 
and refute Carvakil. views, it is doubtful whether 
they present the Carvaka philosophy in its true 
spirit. The chief source of information is Madhava's 
SarvadarAanasangraha, in which the tenets ofCarvaka 
philosophy are presented in a somewhat coherent 
manner. Yet this, too, cannot be considered ·1m 
uribiassed version of Carvaka views, for the author · 
does not seem to have been favourably disposed 
towards those views. Besides this, there ia con. 
siderable information in Gw:Jara.tan&'sNyayamanjaf'i 
and also in the Tattvopappl�ha and Tarka
rahasyadlpika. An allegorical play, called the 
Prabodhacandrodaya, belonging to the 1 1th or · 12th . 

century, too, contains some ·information.u 

It seems quite probable that the available infor
mation brings out only a partial view of the Carvaka · 
philosophy, and that this philosophy may have been 
much more complete and profound. Otherwise 
it woUld not have drawn the attention of profound 
thinkers of other philosophical schools. However, 
�ch a conjecture cannot be conclusively established 
unless texts, other than those bearing the testimony 
of the opponents, are discovered. 

Unlike other philosophical schools, the Ca.rvaka 
holds that perception (pratyak!Ja) is the only means · 

of obtaining valid knowledge (prama'!}a, q.v.) and 
on this is based his whole philosophy. In postula
ting a particular means of gaining valid knowledge 
it differs from Buddhism, for in Buddhism the 
question of prama'!}a is not treated in a systematic 
manner. It may be dtie to the fact that Buddhism 

7 T. W. Rhys Davids (Dialogues of the Buddha, I, SBR. London, 1956, p. 171) says that " about 500 B.C. the WCird 
Lokiiyala was m;ed In a complimentary way as the·name of a branch of brahman learning, and probably meant Nature·lore-wise 
sayings, riddles, rhymes. anrl theories banded down by tradition a,s to cosmogony, the elements, the stan,, the W£>ather, · 
SGraps of astronomy, of elemetrary physics, even of anatomy, and knowledge of the nature of precious stones, and of birds 
and beasts and plants. " This interpretation i'! not endorsed by other scholars. 

8 L. rle Ia Vallee Poussin (ERE. VIII, p. 493) also says, " we are not convinced that a materialistic • school,' a 
' ;;ystem ', in the exact sense of tlie word existed. 

9 See G. Tucci, Proceedings of the Indian Philosophical Congress, Calcutta, 1925, p. 36. 
10 Cp. S. K. Belvalkar and R. D. Ranade (History of Indian Philosophy, Poona, 192?, Vol. II, P• 459) who aptly say, t�t 

" thlil philosophy had the misfortune of being known only through the wr!t!ngs.of 1ts opponents. " · 

11 The Brhaapati-sutra recovered by F. W. Thomas and published in 1921, seems to be a late work and, therefore , 
cannot be regarded as representing the original views of Carvaka philosophy. 
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is mainly concerned with the realis�tion of the 
truth of Nirva�a and as such the Buddha did not 
place complete reliance in any pmrrui�w in the 
realisation of such trut.h, which is to be achieved by 
oneself (attana va sacchikatabba'f!l). This is evident 
:!l.lso from the Buddha's advice to the Kruamas 
(A. I, p. 189). He asked them not to be led by report 

. (annussavena) or tradition (parampariiya) or hearsay 
(itilcirciya) or the authority of religious texts or logic 
(takkahetu) or inference (nayahetu) ; nor to be led by 
considering appearances { akarapar·iv£takkena) or 
delight in speculative opinions (dittMnijjhanakkhan
tiyii) or by seeming possibilities (bhavyariipataya) or 
by the idea, 'this is our teacher' (no garn'ti). His final 
advice to them is .• 'You should know for yourselves' 
(attana-va jan(tyyiitl•a)-. - This piece-of -advice shows 
that the Buddha did not categorically denounce 
these means ofkno�ledge as useless, but on the othflr 
hand tried to stress the fact that one should not 

with regard to worlilly matters which also falls 
within the range of perception. Yet he admits 

that inference cannot be regardeC. as a pramii� 

for estab!ishing any belief such as life aftor, or 
god that belongs to the trancendental world. 

Their theory of knowledge led them to presume 
that matt�r · alone is real. They, just as the 
Buddhists did, postulated folir gross elements 
(S. III, p. 59), viz., water, fire, air and earth.u 
According to their view the body is composed of 
these four elements. In this view, too, they 
differed from the Buddhists who held that. t.he 
body is composed of the four gross elements and 
their derivatives ( rnaJW,bh:utii.na� upadaya 

ritparp,).13 Tho Ciirvakas · did not postulate 
anything beyond . the four gross elements which 
by their own nature (smbhiiva) combined together 
to form the body. 

totally depend on these for realisation, which one Their theory · of • being ' or ' individual ' is 
has to achieve for oneself. Such an interpretation also quite different from that of the Buddhists. 
is further corroborated by a statement attributed According to theii .view the individual is composed 
to. Sariputta who lays down two conditions, namely, of the body and consciousness. Like the body, 
the uttefance of another (paratoghosa), and metho-. . consciousness, too, according to them, is produced 
dical thought (yot)isornanasikara). 8.!1 essential · for fro:m the four elements . . They say that it iH . achieving . right . understanding. . Later . Buddhist prod.uced by the combiD.llotion of the four elelllentl:l philosopher� went furt�er a;nd· hEM . . the .vie,w that . . . . · ·h · f . · t· - . . d d 

· the two kinds ofprarna:�. �z:, perceptipn (pratyak§a), · ·. Just · as · t �· po��r
f

o . m�
-
�ca wdi� IB Ero Thuce . 

. · ·d infi · · ( · . - . ). · . -a d I'd . . from -the mixture o .. cert-am -mgre ents. , . ey .· . 

a.n erence, : anumana were. cons1 ere va 1 , m . . . . . . Buddhism, as means of:acquiring knowl�dge. do · not regard consCiousness as ultimate or 
· -- · . , independent . . As it is the product of the four 

.The_ Canraka philo�ophers, on the other hand elements they held that it disappeared when · 
reJect inference (anumana) on the ground that there . th 1 ts d' · t t d , · ese e emen · rsm �rgra e . 
JS no proof to believe in the validity of inductive 
relatio;n (1-'Yapti). · They say, that, even if its validity · 

· is accepted, that acceptance also depends on obsE)rved 
facts. :aut, observation is funited in scope and, · 
therefore, it is not at all possible to universalise 

'the conclusions arrived at by perception, for a · 
general postulation will hold good only for -observed 
cases. According to their view, belief in inference 
is due to a. psychological process �d it has no logic8J 
certitude. .They admit the fact . that inference 
comes true at times, but· regard such instances as 
due to. accident . 

Whether the Carvaka view with tegard to 
inference is correctly reprcseU:t�d in the �vailablo 
texts, is doubtful. It may be that they did not 
t.otally . deny the validity of inference, for 
Purandhara, a. follower . of Carvakn philosophy, 
�ttlmits the usefulness of inferential knowledge 

Like-· the Buddhists, the Carvii.kas, too, argned 
against the concept of a soul as it was held by 
other Indian philosophical schools such as Sankhya. 
But the line ·of thought adopted by the two schools 
greatly differs. It is evident that the Ciirvakas d() 
not completely reject the idea of a soul as the 
Buddhists do ; . instead they say . that there 
is no separate entity called the soul. · According 
to them, the soul is the body · qualified by 

consciousness · (caitanya-?,-i8i-¥tadeha eva atma), · 
The 8arvadar8anasangraha (ii; 6), presenting t.he 
Cii.rvaka viewpoint, says that the soul is the body 
itself characterised by such attributes as art> 
imp!ierl in the expressions, " I am stout, " " I am 
young, " . " I am old, " " I am an . adult, " etc. 

. . · The main ground on which they reject tho existence : . 
of a separate soul is that. it,9 oxist.ence cannot be . 

12 They rejected iikiiia (space·element) on the ground that it cannot be perceived. 
13 The Cii.rvakas only regard the four elements as real. They do not pos.tulate any derio:ativcs or snbtle elements. 
14 Cp. also SU71!1J8id1hiintasiir asanll?'aha (ii, 7) which says, "that eonsciOus�l!..�· wblch is found to be embodied In modified forma of the �on-mtelhgcnt elements Is prouuced in the same way as the red colour Is proclucr.O from the comblnatloll ef 

nrecanut and hmc. " 
· 
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established by perception.15 However, it is 
obvious that their rejection of a separate entity, 
called the soul, is not the same as the ' no-soul ' 
(anatta) doctrine of the Buddhists. 

'l'he Cii.rvakas admit the existence of 
consciousness but again they differ, with regard 
to its origin and nature, from the Buddhist point 
of view. As already pointed out, the Ciirvakas 
regard consciousness as a product of the four 
olements, and as such, it is destroyed at the 
disintegration of the elements, i.e., at death. On 
the contrary the Buddhists not only regard 
consciousness as some sort of awareness wllich 
has one of the six sense-faculties as its basis . and 
one of six external phenomena as its objects, 
but also consider it to be continuing even after 
death. The Cii.rvakas say that consciousness is 
the cognition of objects, a view which is stressed 
by the Carvaka exponent, Kambalii.tivatara. 
Basing his argument on this premise he f! dds 

that it is ·wrong to 11resume that there is any 
consciousness, even in a dormant form, in the 
early stages of foetal life. Consciousness is 
produced only when the sense organs are properly 
developt:Jd. He further says that not only in 
foetal life, but even in a st.ate of swoon th�re is no 

. consciousness. 
Death, according to them, is the end, not a 

violent breach in the continuity of life# a8 the 
Buddhists held. .Therefore, . all questions regarding 
life before and life after, and enjoyment of the 
result of kamma. are just meaningless. fiis is the 
outcome of their epistemological and metaphysical 
theories. Such concepts as life after death the 
Cii.rvii.kas rejected totally; as they cannot be 
proved by perception. They considered death _!.o 
be the final liberation. Life is bound up _ with 
pleasure as well as pain. The Carvakas' attempt 
is not to overcome pain ; instead, they" ·bring 
about a compromise between the two. The 
pains, they say, are inevitable. The only thing 
that could be done is to minimise pain by enjoying 
more and more pleasures. They regard as fools 
those who attempt to overcome both pleasure and 
pain in life by various means. One should not 
�:,rive up enjoying the pleasures of life merely 
because they are bound up with pain, for no wise 
man . will put away unpeeled rice, which encloses 

excellent graiu, because it is covered with the 
husk (Prabodhacandrodaya, act ii) or give up 
eAting fish, because there are bones. One should 
not put awa.y the opportunity of enjoying life 
with the futile hope of enjoying bliss in a life 
hereafter. Thus, the sole goal of life according 
to them appears to be the enjoyment of the 
maximum amount of pleasures. The Carvakas 
rejected two (dharma and mok?a) of the four 
human ends (pur-u§ii;lthas} generally accepted by 
many Indian philosophical schools and regarded 
only artha (wealth) and kama (enjoyment) as 
being worthwhile. 

To them the two terms virtue and vice are just 
meaningless. They say that these distinctions 
are only found in scriptures on which the Carviikas · 

do not place any reliance. 'Thus, irrespective 
of the nature of the action, they set their minds 
on enjoyment.�4 

'l'he Carvakas do not believe in the existence of 
a god who is the creator and the .lord of 
everything. Neither do the Buddhists. They 
explain that everything comes into being from tho 
four elements. There is no external efficien• 
cause that shape;; the material in tor various forms. 
It is their own inherent nature ' (svabhiiva) that . 

· combines th�m to form the · whole world. 

Therefore, there is no need to postula\e a creator 
god and, in this expl!ination, one fizids ·a similarity 
between the Carvaka on the . one hand and 
Svabbiiva-vada and Yadrcchij-viida on the;other. 

I . 
They are on the same foot�g with the Buddhists 

when they declare the Vedas and Vedic ritkls to 
be of no use at all. They even go beyond tho . 
Buddhists in ridiculing Vedic rites. The Vedic 
texts, which they declare to be tainted by 
falsehood, self-cmitradiction snd tautology,_ are 
said to be the works of knaves, buffooT!I and 
demons. Vedic rites such as sraddha (offering 
for the dead) are ridiculed in an unprecedented 
manner. They ask, if the sradrlha ceremony 
provides gratification to the dead why does the 
food offered on the ground floor not satisfy the 
hunger of those on the upper floor; . Regarding 
the jyotistoma sacrifice they say that if t.he beast 
Jnlled in this rite attains heaven why shouJd the 
sacrificer not offer up his own father. To them 

15 There seems to have been two groups of Ciirvakas, namely, the dlnlrta (crafty) and the 81lSik¥ila (disciplined). It is 
probable that the latter group was more refined in their ont,!ook and were moderate in their hedonistic l>t:actices, and tbr.re 

seem to have been minor differences in their philosaphloal views. Even with regard to the view of the existence of a sonl the . 

suAik$ita Carvakas differed from the dhilrta Carviikas in that they held that there was an entity apart from the b.ody which 
rem!Jns as the constant perceiver. enjoyer of all experiences. This remained only as long as the body lasts and disappeared at 

death. 
. 

16 J t. is so•newhat doubtful whether -the Ciirvakas were on the whole devoted to the enjoyment of pleasures. Available 
infonn&tioa doe.� not permit to say with any certainty that they were not so. However, the distinctions, such as dhilrta 
�n d •u6ik6ila-ciin;iilms seem to suggest that all Carvii.kas did not follow or advocate a life of gross sensual pleasures. 
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these rituals are costly and useless and are merely 
means of livelihood for the wily bra.hmans. 

It is Joubtful whether these statements, 
criticising the Vedas and Vedic ri tes, belonged to 
the ear1iest stage of the development of Ciirvaka 
philosophy, whiqh is !laid to be one of the branches 
of stlldy of a good bl'a.hman (.A. I, p. 163). 
However., when it. became more and more critical 
of accepted br.1hrnanic views, it lost favour with 
the briihmans. 

Ciirvii.ka philosophy was prevalent during the 
Buddha's time,11 but it does not seem to have 
been looked upon favourably by Buddhism. In 
the PitakaB this philosophy is rofefl'cd to as tarJA 
jivartt tat!l sari.ra� (is the soul the same· as tho 

- body). Ajita Kesakamba.lin, whom some scholars 
�gard as the historical founder of . Indian 
materialism (cp. B. M. Barua, op. cit. p. 287 ff.), 
too, held views similar to those professed by the 
C�ii.kas. .A ccording to him, there was no such 
thing as alms, offerings or sacrifice ; there is neither 
fruit no result of good or evil seeds ; there is no 
life hereafter. He also' postulates four elements 
and says that, when a man dies, the· earthy elemerit 
in him . returns and reJapses to earth, the fluid to 
water and so forth. Further, he sayd that . there 
is no separate . . entity called . t�e . soul · -which 
slll'Vives dea.th . . Payiisi (q.v.), the . chieftain pf 
Setavya; was · also a materialist · of the Carvaka 
type who held the view that there was no world 

· other than this, no fruit of actions and no rebirth 
(D. II, pp. 316 ff.).  

Th6 terms lokayata and caivJka have acquired a 
very disparaging sense from very early times.Is 
The particular rea.Son for this ridicule and dispara. 
gement is not quite clear. One reason Illay be that 
it was too . critical of the Vedas, Vedic rites and 
similar br�nic beliefs. Certain inherent slt.ort. 
comings, such as · the d�nial of the significance of 
virtue· and vice, fruits of actions and so forth, too, 
may have contributed to its downfall and becoming 
an object of ridicule. 

vuccati vitanda-viida .sattham).19 In tho Vulhura 
Jataka (J. rV, p. 286), too, it

.
is said that one should 

not follow the Lokiiyata and the commentator 
defines the term as mere sophistry concerned with 
useless matters, neither giving paradise nor leading 
to salvation (Lokayatikarra ti anatthan·issitartt sagga
magganam adayakarra aniyyanika1!l vitaiuJa 
aal.laparra). 20 

S.K.N. 

CARYA, the course of conduct of bodhisattvas, 
in the Mahayana tradition which has four aspect�-� . 
or stages, namely, pral..-rticarya, pra'f}.idhiina-carya� 
n.mtloma·caryii and anivarta.na·carya. 'I'bey seem 
to be aspects or, possibly successive o;tages of thf' 
bocLhisattva's long course of d6velopment ; pralqti 

refers to his original nu.tural life at home, 
pra?Jidhana to his vow to attain Enlightenment, 
anuloma alludes to his progressive approach 
to the goal and aniva·rtana refers to the point at 
which it becomes impossible for him to bact�de 
(·Mhvu. I, pp. 1 ,  46, 47-63). 

tr: K . .  

· cARYADOHAKO�AGITIKA - NAMA (var. 
Oaryiidohagitikii-niima), the name of a Sanskrit work 
written by Kankana a..'1d extant in its Tibetan 
translation, the · Spyod-pa�i do-ha mdsod·Tcyi glu 
shes:bya-ba, in the Rgyud (tantra) section of the 
Tibetan Tengyur. · The translator's name has not 

been mentioned (TM. No. 2347 ; TT. Vol. 69,. 
No. 3175). 

L.R.G. 

CARYA-DR�TYANUTPADA - TATTVA - BHAVA
NA-NAMA (var.-anutpannatvata-), a Sanskrit 

work, the Tibetan translation of which is extant 
under the title, Lta spyod skye-med-kyi (de-nid) 
bsgom-pa shes-bya.ba, in the Rgyud (tantra) section 
of the Tibetan Tengyur. The author of the work 
was Panah.a (Upanaha) while the translator's 
name has not been mentioned (TM. No. 2419 ; 
TT. Vol. 69, No. 3261). The text describes a 

The term carvaka. does not occur in the Tripi taka. form of meditation. 
Howevm:, the term lokayata. occurs a few times and 
a.llusions are Slso made to people . who held views 
Himilar to Carvaka t�nets. Th�se views are refuted 
by the Buddhists. The commentators define 
Lokayata as a text book of sophists (Lokayatarra 

L.R.G. 

CARYAGATA, a bodhisattva mentioned in the 

Gm:uJavyuha Sutra. It occurs in a long list of 
names of bodhisattvas (Gvyu; p. 443). 

17 H. P. Shastri say3 that there survive in India even to-day liviDg exa.mple3 of the Lokilyata sects. See Lokiiyata, Thlcca, .  1925 pp. 4 ff. . 
. 

18 See Naifad/,iva-carita (xvii, 39-83) ; Cowell and Gough, trsl. Sanatl'Jrlana!aJ'maha, London, 1908, p. 2 ; Br!iatlRra
�ya.Ca Upani!ad (..inanda lirama Grantha Series, No. 15, 1927), pp. 552 ff. 

19 ·DA. I, p. 247 ; ed. W. SubhiHi Thero, .Abhidhtinappadipikil, Colombo, 1883, p. 112. 

20 Cp; also a passage of Sadda·nili quoted in Subhiiti's A.bhidhtinappadipilcii SW;i, (Colombo, 1893), p, 310. 
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I. Discovery and Studies of the Caryagitis 

The c.aryagitis were discovered in 1907 
and were published in 1916 in a collection called 
Bauddha Giina 0 Doha by Maha.mahopadhyii.ya 

Pan <;lit Hara Prasad Shastri. The work contained 
50 gitis with a Sanskrit commentary by .Acarya 
Munidatta. .., 

Regarding the gitis of the Siddhas, Sunitikumar 
Chatterjee was the first to exmaine their language 
critically and for this purpose the printed edition 
was used. He, however, recognized. the necessity 
of preparing a critical edition and, with the help of 
Jean Przylusky of Paris, examined similar poems 
in the Tengyur in order to find out if there waa any 
Tibe:an translation of these poems (Jean Przylusky. 
Origin and Development of Bengali Language, p. 11  8). 
His attempt was, however, unsuccessful. M. Shahi· 
dulls made a similar attempt but, again in vain. 

P. C. Bagchi, however, was more fortunate ruid 
d;scovered the Tibetan translation of these gUi8 in 
the Rgyud -l)grel, XL VII, 35, section of the Tengyur 
(Cordier, li, p. 225). With the help of Tibetan 
materials, he in collaboration with Sunitikumar 
Chatterjee, settled the text of giti8 and published 
them in . the Journal of the Departments. of Lette" 
� Oillcutta University, Vol. XXX, 1938, under th& 
title "Materials for a Critical Editio� of the Old 
Bengali Caryii.padas." Two years later Shahidulla, 
in his work Buddhist Mystic So�s, studied the gitis 
and presented them with ·modem Bengali Ohiiya, 
English translation and notes, suggesting further 
improvements in the readings of the text. Sukumar 
Sen prepared and published a Word Index of the 
gitis in Indian Linguisties, Vol. IX, and translated 
· them into· English in the same quarterly bulletin, 
Vol. X. _ This material, in its Bengali garb, called 
Oaryiigitipfidavali, has also been published in book
form by the same author with a few modifications, 
here and there. 

At the instance of P. C. Bagchi, the present writer 
hasTevised the gitis published by him .and edited and 
annotated the Commentary of Munidatta with the 
help of its Tibetan version. The present writer 
has added Sanskrit Ohiiya to every giti and has 
filled up the · lacuna with the help of the Tibetan 
translation. The work was published in 1956 at 
Santiniketan. 
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II. SaiPdhyabha�a or special terminoiogy of Caryas 

The special terminology which has been used in 
the caryiis for preaching the esoteric doctrines is 
characterised as Sa'Y(I,dhyr"ibhii�a. The term sarruJhya 

here stands for abhisa'f!/,dhi; i.e., implied sense or 
simple sa�ndhi, i.e., unioa. A torm of this type is 
a union of two meanings, ordinary as well as intended 
in a single word-sound. 

The grammatical correctness of the word aa'f!ldhya

bha§a and of many others used in works like this 
is always doubtful. Vidhushekhar Bhattacharya 
thinks that the term saTJldhabhii§a should be 
corrected. as aarp,dhyiihhii§a, i .e, intentional speech; 
The Tibetan equivalent dgona paly,i skad for the term 
aarp,dhyabh�a confirms that the meaning of the 
term is ' intentional language' and not ttcilight 
language, as Mahii.mahopii.dhyaya Haraprasad 
Shastri maintained. 

In the Sanskrit commentary, the words abhi
saTJldhiiya, sarp,dhya occur here and there in the same 
sense and in a few places the same sense is expressed 
by the words vyaja and utprek?ii· All these words 
are rendered into Tibetan by dgo1)8 pa�i skad lcyis, 
te., intentional language. Though ·- the Tibetan 
word dgoi/8 pa does not faithfully bring out· the· 
literal sense of vyaja; utprek�a or aa1[ldhyii, still· it 
makes clear that these terms were used in a technical . 
sen.se to mean a way of e:Kpression, to explain ihe 
mystic doctrines as i:.iltended by the· speaker. 

m. The analogy of union in the Saqtdhyi�hi� 

In some of tho caryiis the authors address a female 
companion and say that marriage with her hM led 
to the attainment of great bliss. Thus, in song . 
number 10, Kii.nhupiida addresses a rf,ombi, a low
caste woman, and the Sanskrit commentary clearly. 
says : dombiSabda� 8a'f!ldhyii,bh�aya kathayati. 

Kanhu says : "Oh l)ombi," you live outside the 
city ; but how is it that you have now dared to touch 
t.be son of a brahma'!l-a ? But, Oh J;>ombi, I will live 
with you because I am only a naked yogin, who uses 

. the skull (for drinking) and is· hated by all. The 
lotus is one but it has 64 petals and the .J)ombi is · 
now dancing on it. She is now eating the lotus 
stalk in the lake. I shall now get hold of he1 and 
reach the other shore." 

In song No .. 19, Kii.nhu describes his . marriage 
with the J;>ombi in the following terms : "Existenco. 

•C.ARY.AGITI of Sri Dipaflkarajnana (Mar-me-mdsad ye-ses) was translated into Tibetan by Jaya§ila (Tshul-khrims rgyal-baf 
under the title SWoii-pa[li glu and was Included In · the R.gyud (hntra) section ;jf tlte Tengyur. Later, the tran91ation 
was revised by Yairapiil,li and Dharmaprajna (Ohos-kyi ses-rab : TM. No. 1496, Cordier. IT, p. 46). The work recurs also. 

· ill Jo-bohi cbos chun (.Atisa's works) section of the Tengyur (TM. No. 4474 ; Cordier, III, p. 338). 
· · 

llunldatta's CThub-pas byln) commentary on the work was translated Into Tibetan by Kifticandra, Candraldrti and 
Xb11dhvala (Gr!l_gs-pa rgyal-mtshan) under the title Spyod· pa(n gluM . moaod-kyi l!ure�-pa shes-bya-ba(Caryaqitikof(Z,.Ui-
JI4•) and w� mcluded in the �yud (Witra) secUon of the Tengyur (7'M. No. 2293 ; Cordur. I1, p. 225). 

· 

�in-0 
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(�hatl5) and nirvatw and the mind and the vital air 
( mana-pavana) serve as different musical instruments. 
Kanhu is going to marry the I)ombi .. Mter marrying 

her, he has now stopped further birth and has got 
toe anuttara world as the dowry. He is now 
spending his time in her company, surrounded by 
the· yoginis.in great bliss. Whoever has once lived 
with the J)ombi can never leave her for a moment 
and is maddened by the sahaja bliss·." 

In the analogies. of union, a J;>ombi plays the most 
. important part and that serves as the key to the 

inner meaning of the image. J)ombi is explained 
as the nairatma or the avadhuti purified : . ..pombi' 
ti poriAuddhiivadhuu nairatma boddhavya (Oarya 

No. 10). A·vaclhUti is the middle rui4i and as 
soon as it is purified through the removal of the 
influx of illusion, the 8alcti, which is characterised as 
N airiilma in these texts, ascends upwards, and 
reaches the vacuity where the lotus with 64 petals 
is located. In the Oaryagiti, we read . the same 
idea in other words, . i.e., J)ombi lives outside 
the city and dances on the lotus with 64 petals. 
When it is said tha.t the J)ombi eats up the stalk 
of the lotus, the implication seems . to be that the 
way, by which ·. further influx of illusion upwards · 

nii</ib8 on either side and gets accumulated in the 
vajramatti in the head and loses its restless character. 
This bodhicitta attains the paramarthika state and 
becomes conducive to the attainment of supremo 
bliss. This prooess is implied in the present image. 

VVllen it is said that though the 8utt(lin·'E is alone 
she enters both the chambers, the implication is 
that he brings the two, the sun or the prlitw in the 
right side of nii4i and the moon or the pratta in the 
left side of nfi4i . together and sends them through . 
the middle one. The wine, i.e,, the &ukra at this 
stage is · made to enter it and goes upwards to 
reveal the sahaja bliss. The customer who co:q1es 
on seeing the signs of wine, seems to be the 

antarabhava citta, who now enters the vacuity where 
the lotus with 64 petals is located, without leaving 
any sign behind, and. drinks the nectar from the 
lotus of �eat bliss. 

V. The aim of the Carya 
The aim of the carya is a complete introversion 

of all the faculties of the sense_s, bodhicitta (Bemen 

ttmle) and of the vital air. They then, without 
becoming the source of distraction to the yogin 

and of his bondage to the illusory world, all help 
· . . ,may be possible, is destroyed. 

· IV. . The aDalogy ol the_.ferm.entatlon ef wine 

· ·him in his transformation to the higher plane where 
. _·, he enjo�s a state of great bliss. · 

· · Viruvii.pada, in one of his cat'yciB (No. 3) introduces. 
the . analogy of- the fermentation of- wine. He · 
says : "The female wine-dealer (6utt(liui) is alone 
but she entera both the chambers and introduces 

: the powder for fermenting the wine. The wine 
now flows straight towards the Bahaja and that 
'hrings immortality. On seeing the sign (of wine) 
at the tenth door the customer ·comes by �If 
and, -after visiting the 64 stations, enters without 
leaving any sign behind. The pipe of the vessel 
is nanow and, therefore, the wine should be sent 

· through it carefully." 

The analogy of the fermentation of wine leads to 
an image of a different kind. In this image, the 

. centraljdea is suggested by the two words, 8utu/.ini 
and t'Ciru�i� i.e., 'the female wine-dealer and- the 
wine� The 8ut&4ini stands for the· avaahUtilcci which, 
as we have seen, is no other than the �iratmci 
ar the lakti that marches upwards. The varutti 
or wine stands for- the Bamvrtilca bodhicitta or the 
aemen virik. According to a particular belief of 
the yogins, when the 8alct1.\ :marches upwards 
through · the nci(i.a, the Aulcra or the aamvrtilca 
bodAicitta also proceeds upwards to the head. 
The aim of the yogin is tO see that it proceeds 
quietly through the middle rui4i after leaving the 

. In the Oaryag·i.tis, therefore, the vital . sir and 
bodhicitta (semen 'Virile) and their cultivation for 
higher purpose take a mo�t important plape. 
These mystic and yogic doctrines have been .. dis
cribed by analogy and for this purpose a number of 
images have been chosen. The present writer 
has propounded here the analogy of Un.ion and the 
analogy of t·he · fermentation of wine. In the 
caryiis Nos. 13, 14 and 38_the images of the boat and. 
the analogy of rowing have been used to express 
the same doctrines. Besides the analogy of 
carding the cotton ill earya no. 26, the image of the 
stringed · musical- instrument, the Vinii in carya 

No. 17, the· image of the rat in ca·rya No. 21, the 
· im�ge of the elephant in caryas, Nos. 9, 12 and 16, 
and the image of the deer in carya No. 6, contain 
the same doctrines again and aga.in. 

The bodhicitta alone is the source of compassion 
(lcarutui} and is the most important doctrine in the 
Mahayana. T'n.e resolution to attain bodhi through 
service of beings is the exoteric aspect of bodhicitta 

in the earlier Mahii.yii.na. 'rhe bodhicitta in the 
sense of Bemen virile is tha esoteric aspect of Saha
jayii.na. This aspect of. the bodhicitta was not · 
unknown to the early Ma.hB.yii.na. The word 
urdhvabola8 in early Buddhism points to the same 
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idea. In the B'ik�ii-samuccaya of Santideva. (Bik�. 
p. 103) we read about the esoteric bodhicitta as 
follows : 

B odhicittalcalalaly, krparbudo 
Maitrape8i,r acalaSayo ghana� 

Bodhi-migam anupi4rvaaambhavo 
Buddhagarbha ayu SU?J1>pravarclhate 

"The bodhicitta is the kalala or germ, arbuda or 
the second stage of growth is compassion, pe8i 

or the third stage of growth is rnaitri or brotherly 
love, ghana or, the further stage of growth is 
acal<iiaya or firmness of mind, thus, the elements 
of the botlhi grow stage . by stage till t.he Buddha· 

, embryo is fully developed." See also BODIDCITTA. 

S.B.S. 

OARYAGITIV.IJTTI, commentary on Oaryagiti, 
-extant in its Tibetan translation, the Spoya-pal),i 
glu�i �grel-pa, which is included in the Rgyud-},lgrol 
(tantra commentary) section of tho Tibetan Tengyur. 
Jo-bo.rjo (Oipa.Dka.ra) was the author of the work, 
while the author himself and Tshul-kh.rim.'l rgya.l-ba 
(Ja.ya.Sila) translated it into Tibetan (T .M. No. 149i ; 
TT. Vol. 52, No. 2212). 

L.R.G. 

OAilYAMARGABB;OMI-sOTBA, known in Chinese 
as · Hsiu�h8ing-tao-ti�ching was composed by 
f,!Je Indian monk Sa.itgha.ra.k�a s.bout 700 
year8 after tho Buddha's Pa.rinirva1_1a, and was 
translated into Chinese in 284 A.C. by Chu.fa-hu 
(Dha.rmar�a) of the western Tsin dynasty. This 
siitra consists of eight fascicles divided into thirty 
chapters. The last three chapters of this mainly 
depend on the Saddharmaptttt4cJrika-s-iltm . (Nanjio, 
No. 1325 ; TaishO, No. 606 ; cp. Nanjio, ·Nos. 1326, 
1338 � TaishO, Nos. 607 and 608). 

S.K.N. 

CARYAMELAPAKA-PRADIPA (va.r. Oaryamela
panapradipa, · Oaryameliiyanaprad,ipa), the name of 
a Sanskrit work written by Aryadeva. (the later 
tantrie writer) and extant in its Tibetan translation 
under . tho title, · Spyoa-pa bsdus-pa�i sgron-ma in 
the Rgyud (ta.ntra) section of the Tengyur. It was 
translat�d into Tibetan by Sra.ddhii.karevarma of 
India, and Rin-chen bzail-po (Ra.tnabhadra : TM. 

No , 1 803 ; Oordier, II, p. 136). 
L.R.G. 

tlARYAPADA, the name by which the verses 
composed by the Siddhii.caryas (i.e.,, tho preceptors 
who have attained perfection) are popularly known. 
These songs deal with the tenets of Sahajiya 

l l  S.P,C, 93898 

Buddhism, an offshoot of tantric Buddhism, a.nd are 
written in a form of the Bengali language. A 
collection of such ver:;es, composed by different 
Siddhaciiryas, was first discovered hy Haraprasada 
Sastri, in the Dar bar library in Nepal. He published 
them under the title Oaryu-carya-t>ini.,.:Caya�. Later hfl 
published them under the caption, Bauddh.a-Giin-0-
Doha. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya suggested that 
the title should read as Ascarya-carya-caya (a 
collection of verses on mystic practices) and this 
title is found in the commentary of Munidatt.a on 
the opening verse (IHQ. 1928, IV, No. 2). 

The verses contain a m ixtw-o of Mii.dhyamika, 
Vij iiii.navii.da and Vcdantir philosoph ical thought. 
As S. B. Das Gupta says, ' '  The dominating philo
sophical note of the caryii songs is, however, of an 
inherent idealist.ic vein as associated with tho 
various theories of illusion. As this idealistir. 
association with the various theories of illm�ion is 
common to the .Miidhyamika, and Yijfianavada 
Buddhism as well as to Vedanta, we find a 
mixture of the philosophical views of these schools 
in the songs of the Buddhist Sahajiya poets" 
(Obscure ReligiOU8 Cults, Calcutta., 1946, p. 41). 

The first verse of this collection, by J . ..  ui-pa says 
that the mind (citto) is the sole source of creation o( 
this illusory world. Another verse stresses . tho 
impermanent nat-ure of a.ll things : . " wht\tever 

came also went away ; � this (reaction of) coming 
and going Kanhu has become convinced (of the 
unsubstantial nature of the fleeting world)." 
Bhusukapii.da in one of his verses compares the mind 
to a rat. He says, " Dark is the night and the play · 
of the rat begins." He ad vices the yogins to kill thit� 
rat in order to escape the vortex of life and death. 
The same Siddhacarya, in another verse, compareR 
tho mind to a deer. Like the deer who is surrounded 
hy hunters for the sake · of its flesh, the mind, due 
to its defilements, is sw-rounded by the evils of life . 
. Just as the doo comes to the rescue of the deer in 
trouble, the goddess Nairatmii. appears to save the 

troubled mind . 

The phenomenal world is described as beiu.g 
neither existent nor non-existent ; it is like the moQil 

in the water. The ultimate truth is inexplicable ; 
it has to be realised. 

In keeping with tantrie teaching Caryapiida.'l, 
t0o, speak of the four gradations· of 8unya, viz . .  
Biinya, ati-8-Unya, mahii-8i;,nya, and sar!Ja-AU.nya. 

· However, the knowledge of the essencelessness of all 
things is not the ultimate truth. The highest truth, 
according to the philosophical teachings of the 
Caryii.pada verses, is the state in which lilnyata and 
"karut!U (compassion) are united together. -ThuR, 
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Kambalii.mbarapada. says that he filled his boat 
of karutui with the gold of ·sunyatii. Kanha.

. padn, expressing u similar view on the nature of 

the ultimate truth, says that he has realised exis
tence in a. non-dual state of compassion and voidness. 
(F� details � S. B. Das Gupta, op. cit., JDLO. 
Vol. XXX.) See also CARYi\GiTIKO�A. 

S.K.N. 

CABYAPRATIPATTIBHOMI, the third of the six or 
the fourth of tho seven bodhisattva bhfuni (stages) 
mentioned in the Bodhisattva-bhilmi (Bbh. pp. 84 and 
367). This is a very important stage as it includes 
the six -viharaa, namely, adhi8ila-vih<ira, adhic·itta
t1ihara, three adhiprajna-vih.araa and sabhoga-nirn·i
mitta-trih<ira (cp. Har Dayal, The Bodhisattvrs 
Doctrine, London, 1932, p. 278). 

S.K.N. 

Both in Buddhism and Hinduism the tantras are 
grouped into various divisions. This was necessita
ted by th0 fa.ct that in the course of tantric religious 
practice, the novice was expected to follow certain 
rules of discipline before he became s full-fledged 
priest. A disciplinary code fot beginners was 
deemed necessary as the various rituals and practice;:; 
were associated with the consumption of variou1-' 
kinds of food and drink and with women involving: 
various sexual practices. A beginner could not be 
initiated at once into these practices, w�ch had 
symbolical values even in their details. Hence, 
the neophyte had to go through a course of training. 
beforo he could qualify to be init.iated into these 
practices. Ho had to learn and understand tho 
f:lymbolical meanings and the philosophy behinc� 
those practices before he himself could practiso 
them. Whilo these practices, if properly done. 
with a full comprehension of their import, would 

OABYA-8A¥GRAHA-PRADIPA, the name of a relieve one of aU suffering, if done improperly would 
Sanskrit text attributed to Sri Dip8J!lkarajfiana. A have the opposite results. 
Tibe� translation of it. caUed Spoyd-pa bsdus-pa�i It was on this practical basis that the Buddhist . 
.von-� · made by the author and Tshul-khrims tantras were divided into the four classes as kriyii. 
rgyal-ba occurs twice in. the Dbu-:ma. (Miidhyamika) carya, yoga �nd anmtarayoga. The first division 
section of the Tibetan Tengyur (TT. Vol. 103, Nos. deals mainly with the ceremonies connected with 
6357, 5379). · The text is in. verse • . As' expressly ··· the building of �mplos, erection of images of gods .. 
stated· by th;e . author the text describes a code of · · . etc. and the carya division wi�h the praetical cult� 

. conduct . to be followed. by bo.dhisattvas.. 
. 

for beginners. : Thus; . tho ca,.Ya-tantra division .is 
A bodhisattva should ge�erate in hiniself the · ·, meant for beginners arid lays ·down strict celibacy 

mind of Enlightenment (bodhicitta) and then take and restrictions on food, drink, etc. Tho term · 
upon himself the relevant vows. He should t:a'l"'Ja itself means 'conduct', which implies tho 
pract.ise I"estraint of body, speech and mind. Ho discipline expected of the novice. Only after he ha." 
should observe all monastic vows most attentively, practised complete celibacy and strict rules reg�- . 
without impairing any of them. Details regarding ding food, drink, etc., as laid down in the carya 
the manner m which he should spend his time are · division of the tantras, is he initiated into the secrets 
specified. . For instance, he is expect-ed to divide of the other two classes, wherein thoro is completo 
the night into three sections, get up during the last, freedom regarding food, drink, etc. and the enjoy
wash his face, sit on a comfortablo seat and meditate ment .of women-all, of course, as r�ligious practice� 
on the Dharma. and not for mere pleasure. By t.hese practicot�, 

R.H. properly done, advance aadhakas would attain per

OABYASAMUCOAYAPRADIPA - NAMA ·- TIKA 
.f (0sonJucchaya-as it appears in the Tibetan work), 
·a Sanskrit work, the 'l'ibetan . translation of which 
is- extant in the RgyUd (tantra) section of the Tibetan 
Tengyur, under the title, Spoyd-pabsdus-pa/J.i sgron
ma ahes-bya-ba�·i rgya-cher bBad-pa. The author of 
the original Sanskrit work Wll8 Sa.kya . bBes-giien, 
wi:We the translator's name has not been mentioned 
(PM. No. 1834). This text does not occur in the 
Peking Edition of the Tibetan Tripif.aka. 

Ll�.G. 

CABYA-TANTBA, one of the four classes of 

]Juddhist tantras, g<merally plu{)cd second in the list. 

fection (siddhi) through yuga. L. A. Waddell 
(The Buddhism oj 2%et or: Lama�:am, Cambridge, 
1939, p. 152) describes th<:� first two classe.'3 as 'lower' 

·as they are meant for the ·beginners and as such 
they contain hardly any higher philosophy. 

On this same practical principle the Hindu tantra.<.· . 
are divided into two categories as Da�1Jiicijra and 
· Vamacara. 

However, these divisions cannot bo taken a.<� 
strict, because the tantras contain material belonging 
to all the classes and, therefore, this classification · 
has to be taken only as a rough one. See also 
ANUTfARAYOGA-TANTRA. 

A.G.S.K. 
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CASTE. The origin of caste in India could be traced 
to the racial superiority which tho invading Aryan-; 

claimed when they first entered India. They 

treated the conquered aborigines as inferior, mainly 
on grounds of colour of the skin (var�a ; !Jgvecla, III, 
34, 9), calling them da.rytta or barbarians. In tho 

process of settling down in India tho Arye..ns, too, 
must havo divided thomsdvcs into groups, mainly 

. on the princ.iple of division of labour, such as pri'3sts 

(brahma1,1as) and warriors (k�atriyas) . By the time 
of the latest period of tho evolution of �gvedic 
soeiety, its divi�>iou into tho well-known four castes 
(i.e;, bralunatta, k.�atriya, raUya and iudra) seem::; 
to havo been finalised as shown by the hymn of tho 
IJ.gveda (x, 90, 12) which sP.ys that when the cosmic 
man was sacrificed his mouth became tho brahmatta·, 
his arms the k�attiya, his thighs tho vai4ya and hifl 
teet the 8iUra. 

By the time tho Buddha. appeared, the Indian 
caste system had como to . stay and its place in 
society nau bJcome boUl functional and hereditary. 
Tho brahmans, as tho highest caste, claimed overy 
social privile?e and supremacy as nn inalienable 
heritage by birtiJ. However, this claim was chal� 
len�::d by t·ho k§atriyas, who took the vunguard in 
the right against this brii.hmanic attitude, 'vhen 
their power as the ru�:<trS of soc1ety int�reased. 

The Buddha's main argmnent against caste wa� 
that no man could bo superior or inferior in society 
merely by reason of his birth. He clearly pointed 
out that the position of man in society depended 
on his conduct. This meant that it was a person's 
attitudes and his behaviour (kamma) which mado 
a man superior or inferior.1 The Buddha's approach 
wns thus based on ethics. The outward behaviour 
of a person wl10 is morally superior, is a result of 
his inward knowledge and it is that kind of person 
that the Buddha described as being endowed with 

true knowledge and practice (vijjaca-ratKS) and it  

is he who is the best both among men and godi! 
(D. I, p. 99). 

The Buddha did not find it easy to put across 
this simple teaching of social philosophy to tho 
haughty brahmans of his day. Despito tho immonso 
popularity which his teaching -enjoyed in Indiail 
society, the Buddha. see1iis to Jw.vo met very strong 

opposition from the brahmans in propagating his 
teaching. Tho Buddhist suttas record somo int-eres
ting discussions which tho Buddha had with soinc 
of the well-known brahmans of' his day. 

The .dmba!jha Sutta of tho Digha-nikaya (D. I, pp,
' 

87 ff.) is ono of the more important discourses in 
this respect. It mainly deals with tho sociological 
aspect of the caste problem. Amba��ha wa.s a 
learned brahman who, on the advice of his teacher . ' 
went to meet the Buddha in order to find out 
whether t.he Buddha dese1•ved all the respect and 
reputntion that was accorded him. Amba.�tha 
was so proud of his bralunanie birth that ho dis

paraged the Sakyans to the Buddha's face who 
in order to humble his p1,'ido, explained to him that 
Amba��ha's lineage was traceable· to the son of a 
slave girl of the .Sakya.s. In tho. course of tl:e 
arp-ument that followed tho B:uddha . concluded by 
poi� ting out that if lineage is taken intO �onsidorn. 
tion tho k�atriyas are tho best,11 out he who ii1 
endowed with knowledge and nonciuct (vijja and . 
r.aratta) 1s tho host among bot.h me11 and gods, · 
thereby implying that tho righteous life ·leading to 
Nibbii.na is independent of caste distinctions. 

One of tho strongest arguments adduced by the 
Buddha against caste distinctions by bh·th ie the 
bioiogical unity of mankind. Men differ not by 
birth but by kamn1a ana, therefore, all ,men belong 
to one species genetically. This fact can t>o eas1iy 

· observed if wo look at the distinctions between the 
vegetable and animal kingdoms on the one hand 
and human beings on the other. This scientific 
truth has been very well expressed in the V aset�Jta . 
Butta of the Suttanipata (HOS. Vol. 37, pp. 146 ff.).' 
The sutta opens as a. discussion between two 
brii.hmans as to whether one becomes a brahman 

1 :Buddha's attitude to r,asto is well �llJ11Hl0•) up in Ul•! �tam.:� IJ<:cru-riu� in t,hol VtUt!la Sutta (S'Il . ·c. 142): 

No birth makes an outcaste 
No birth makes one noble 

· 
· . It Jg conduct that makes one outcasto 

lt IS conduct that makes ono noble. 
This idea of ethical superiority should not however, b _,�evcloped !uto a psychological complex by being proud of one's 
moral worth 

· · · 

2 The statement attributed to the :Buddha that k�atriy!U are the best caste if lineage is taken Into cmt�lderation, is no& 
without its sociological and historical significance, for it seems that during tho :Buddha's days k�<Uriy� hatl overcome bral!mani& 
superiority in society. The flght against brahmanic sllflbbery camo mainly from tho khattiy;u from whtJm the tw•> non brab

-manlc religions of the then Indian society, Buddhism aud Jain!sl!!, aroetl, 

3. This sutta recurs verbatim as Sutta No.9� of  the Ma;jhima·Nikayn 
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by birth (jati) orJ)Y' conduct (kamma) .  Unable to circumstancos, it . is natural that their claim is 
decide the matter for themselves, they visited the reforred to by Buddhists as a propagandist cry.' 
Bmldha and asked him for a solution. . The Buddha It is only moral superiority that can stand against 
pointed out that among grass, trees, worms, moths, secular temptation. The uext point raised by 
fishes, beasts, birds, etc. there are various typos, Kaccii.na is an ethical one, in that he makes the 
:whereas in the ease of men they constitute only king adm.it t.hat i n  tha ret.ribution of kamma, both 
�ne.'" The differences among men a.ro only nominal in reward and in punishment, there is no caste 
{sama;ina). Then tho Buddha citos examples of difference. Moral and spiritual · development is not 
I)OW men are· designated by difforent names accor- a special privilege by virtue of birth, but is open to 
ding to their occupations. These divisions among all. The Buddha taught that all men, irrespective 
men ·are conventional and not biological. These of caste, are equal before moral law. 
and other classificatory !liv.isions made by sociologists The Assalayana Butta of the M ajjhima-nikaya and ethnologists (e.g., based on colour of skin, hair, (.llf. II, p. 147 ff.) is another discourse that contains form, &Jlape of skull, ote.) are not absolute, and the some arguments against the social attitude of the 
hukan spoc!es remains one, dGspite those d:iffi�tences. hrahmans. Hero tho brahmans seem to have been 
After o:xPosing the- myth of biological superiority offended by t.hc Buddha's statement that all the four 
of one class of men over another, t.he Buddha , ca�tcs had the ability to practise virtue and achieve 
goos on to explain how· a man becomes truly superior purity (catnm���li1[l B'IJ.ddhi1Jl). They send Assalayana 
in the world as a genuine brahman by true lmowledge to the Buddha to . ascertain what his views 
$nd conduct' which superiority cannot bo over- were about t.ho claim of tho brahmans that they are thrdwn by any secular power. t:he highest caste, the legitimate sons of BrahmS.. 

The Madhura St�lta (111. Il, pp� 83-90), attributed The Buddha asks A.ssalayana why, if brii.lunans are 
to the thera M:ahakaccana, s}Jows how oconomic t.ho only legitimate sons of Brahms, born from his 
superiority ean defeat caste superiority by birth. mouth, ai1d therefore heirs by birth t.o all the good 
This E!uttn poinis out fhat the �bilit.y t.o command things of life, why is it that brii.lnnan women are 
the �rvices of _$!)other did not 4epm1d _ on one's knowri t.o have. their seasons au<l t.o conceive, to 

· ' caste · but · o�· · on9;s \�e:aJth . .. i'he · claim ·or tho · ' givo birt.h ·_and to giv(.; s�ck, like .othor women.7 . . . l)raimians thai t�ey i{J.e the h;gh�st oastO is referred' . Buddhn!#>sa. . fw:ther adds ·that brahman women . 
. to hete � a propagah�ist cry(ghnso it.eva eso lQkaamin) , ' are seen·· being Jeri to· marr·iage so ns to provide 
on their ·part ':tl' one has weait.h, whot.lier he be a brahmans with son� (MA . III, p. 408). The . 
T.·Qatriya, briihma?Ja, vaiiiya .or a Bildra ho can obtain Buddha's irony is further soon when he meets · the services o( _a mem�r belonging to an)• caste : 
oven a·iii'.Jra, if he has wealth, . ·can omploy a poor Assalii.yana's argument that . only brahmans can 

cle!l-nse themselves (sujjhanti) with water by brahmah . . . as his obedient serva,nt. The king of 
askif).g him whethor a sudra cannot go to the river ·Madbui.'a., to whom· t.he discourse was addressed, is and wash himr:.-elf of dust and mud. made to·admit thfl:t in t.his respect t.here is �o differ-

ronco among the four cast-es as claimed · by the There can be a certain stage in the evolution of 
brahmans. - And� in fact., the profession of" brii.b- Jmmnn society ·when there wero only two cast.es, 

· mans was not only that of priest ; t.hcre were those mast.ors and slaves, and the Buddha points out . 
· \vho earned· their living oven . as butcherS and that this phenomenon oxists in some parts of India. 
·rarrieJ'S' of corpses ,\ihich wero normally confined itsel f (i.e., Yona and Kamboja) aud that at one 

,..,.ffleli'CU-·in ·tb& laws . drawn up by t.l}e brahman� stage the mast-ers became the slaves and at. anothet· 
't;htiimePver, . (SBE. Vol. XXV, pp. 150-68). the slaves became tho masters, which fact shows 
rJ.'his ahows·.,that ·t.he l>rahmans could not maintain . . t.bat casta b.v birth is only a conventional and a 
their so-ealled· supeitiorit.y · by; -hirt.h in · society, .relative phenomenon which is ne�t.her universal not· · · 

nJt.hough t:bey proaohed it in theory. In such unalterable. Tho Buddha again points out that 

4 The biologi<:al unity of mankind IIR ngainst. gcnet.k.al caste distinctions is further shown br the Buddha in the .A.JJsaliivana 
SttUa, M. n. l'· 154. where he argues that ifty the union of a brahman and a khattb•a a child were born, · tllis offspring would 

. rrnmln a human being whereas if a he-as8 nnd a mare ·werc to mate t.he offspring would be rolled a mule. 

· 5 Row good conduct is superior to mere book·learillng is shown by the example adduced by the Buddlm in the 
��liSflltaJ.'IJIW.reohe-rl!feJt.W.two•Mhmnn,children botn. of the same mother, one learned and immoral and t.he other 
not learned but morally good. Too Buddha shows how the latter Is held in respect despite their being br>rn of the same 11,10ther. 
4. .;6 •Jorta•iUM�«!IO-eaiielt lowi.ptofessiOD',..�ngaged ,jn·bt tile brahmans see The Social Organisat·iM in North East India ' ill 
JluildAti,.\T.iM\t•(�lcdtta, i920)o.btvltl.' Fielt,' -p. 9-, ' n. 1. Offspring.· of mixed marriages were the people who normally did ·siltitl �Wrkoroo :tl'ebiQ"itnll·llusd), <-rQt>4J,wvr1dng (vetm); cartmakin_g (l'atha·kiim), hunting (ncsiida), Ill{:. The lowest among socb. 
mixed casWII w1 s the catJ(lilla, the sc:weng«r. · 

· 

7 '11118 same trgument. recurs in the A{luuiii!a SuiJil in a aim,l_lar·alt.u�tiqn (.Q. III, pp. 81�2). 
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fire kindled with a piece of sandalwood by a man of 
SO·llalled high birth serves the purpose of fue just 
as it "\Tould seEve if kindled with a branch of tho 
castor oil shrub by a man belor:ging �o a low caste. 
Irrespective of the souree� the fire is the same, and 
in the same way whatever be the caste of n man by 
birth, he can have the ability for self-development 
to the highest degree. Any divisions whether they 
be social, economic, intellectual or racial, is an 
obstacle for the realisation of the spiritual u�ity of 
mankind. 

Well·known brahmans are very often referred 
to as pure by birth, back to seven generations on 
both their father's and mother's side (e.g., D. I, pp. 
1 13, 121, 123 ; A. I, p. 162). This question is taken 
up towards the end of the Assalayaru:J Sutta where 
t}le seer Asita Devala questions seven brii.hmans 
(who made that claim) whether they can be su�e of 
the fact that their mothers and grandmothers, back 
t�ough seven generations, never committed adul
tery. The same question is put with regard to their 
forefathers �d to both questions the brahmans 
have to reply tba� they cannot be sure on this point. 
These questions are followed by a more interesting 
question, where the brBhmans are asked whether 

· they know the caste of the gandhabba, the spirit 
that takes conception in a :mother's womb. Ulti
mately, the irony that is. found in the Amba!Pw 
SUJta recurs here .. when these caste-conscious 
briihmans are made to admit that they do not know 
who they are ( eva�p sar.te bho M maya�p janama 
keci maya�p homa'ti). 

The Buddha's opposition to the attempt of the 
brahmans to divide soeiety into watertight com
partments on the basis of caste by birth is clearly 
eeen in his discourses. llis interview with the 
brahman Esukii.rl (M. II, p. 177 ff.) is specially 
interesting. Esukari asked the Buddha about 
eastes and their distinctions from the point of 
view of their functions. The Buddha points out 
that the diviaions imposed on . society by the 
briJunann are quite arbitrary and are not conducive 
to the good of the individual or of society. Giving 
his own alternative, the Buddha says that all the 
four castes alike, can practise the pure life which i.s 
the true service (personal as well as public) and 
follow the dhamma, which is the true wealth (spiritual 
as well as material). Here the Bu�dha never 
for�sts the practical side of social life as he points 
out that whatever be the work one does, it should 
be done skilfully. Otherwise, he cannot do his 
service well. Even if caste be regardod on the 

basis of occupation, only a clever person can do 
his W'ol'k well. And when he does his job well, he 
will grow in the five forms of noble (ariya) growth, 
viz. faith, morality, learning, renunciation and 
wisdom. From the Buddhist point of view there . 
is no reason whatsoever for one elMS of peop!11 
to be hereditary rulors and masters over another 
class regarded as slaves and inferiol'S by bir�b. 
InBuddhistindia itwas that kind of unjust doctrint� 
that the brahmans were trying to establish ·and 
continue. From the point of view of the brahmalll!, 
the siidras were born to serve the other three 088001! 
who were designated 8lf the twiee-born (dvij•)• 
This meant that a large section of the IndiiW 
people were condemned to perpetual ignorance and 
servitude. From the Buddhist point of view tb� 
work one does has no genetical significance and 
everyone ·bas the ability to rise to the highest 
position in societ:y if he :has the will and the ability 
to do so. It is in aecordance with this d<JI}trine 
that the Buddha thNw open the doors of his Order 
of monks and nuns to everyone alike, irrespecti�e 
of caste by birth. 1 The truth of his theory Was 
amply proved when even the most base-born were 
able to become eminent members of his Order. 
He fearlessly proclaimed that merit acquired by 
virtue, knowledge and practice, and not by birth, 
was the sole criterion of wortQ. , Whatever the 
birth be, a person who lives acCording to this · 
theory would be tlie true social worker, useful to 
himself and to others. 

The Buddha's teaching is opposed to the fatalistic 
view that the situation into which a man is born 
Is unalterable. What the Buddha taught was that 
one's kamma. alone is important, not the ciroq.ms
tances of his birth. 

Another important point that deserves c1arift
ca.tion is whether a person cannot · be born into a 
conventionally despised caste because of his previou& 
bad ka.mma.. This possibility' is clearly admitted 
in Buddhism, as understood in the doctrine · of 
kamma. Gradations in human seciety based oa 
caste, race, religion etc. are a universal phenome
non and cannot be eliminated completely. · They 
have to be admitted 818 a part of social life. The 
Buddha's advice is to work against that kind of 
divisive phenomena in society by changing one's 
kamma for better. If one is base-born due to one's 
bad kamma, let .one change that kamma and be 
"nobly hom" in this :li..fu itself. Truly diligent 
men should be able to achieve this metamorphosi& 

8 This Is why the Buddha says (Yin. II, p. 239) that just aa SRe great rivera GangA, YamtmA, Ac;lravatl, Sarabbii and 
llahl lose their separate Identities once they join the ocean, even so do the four castes loee UN .llnner names anti orlglna 
onc:9 �hey become the members of his Order. 

· ' 
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and 'that is what is expected of those who call 
themselves Buddhists. 

The moral worth of a person should receive 
social recognition, regardless of the csste to which 
iae belongs· and everrone should have the opportuni· 
ty for J'D01'&l and spiritual development vhich 
the individual concerned could achieve according 
to. the potentiality for such development (upa· 
•illatla) he has. 

The Buddha's service to humanity was to 
point out this all-important fact both by theory 
and practice. HiS task became doubly important 
�· of the faqt that during his time cas\e in 
Indian 8(aciety had bscome a tremendous social 
problem, mainly beca\188· of--the snobbish claims 
put forward by the brahmans. 

A.G.S.K. 

well-known protective chants (paritta, q.v.). 
Its author and the date of compilation are not 
known. The text is used both as a handbook for 
novices (sama�ra) in the Order of monks and as a 

· colleciion of mantra8 tho recitation · of which is 
believed to ward off evil and bring about prosperity. 
The contents are divided into four parts callecl 

bhatwviiraa, hence its name Oatubhiitwvara. 

The first five pieces form a kind of preliminary 
to the remaining twenty-four pieces, which form 
the paritta proper. 

CATASSA SUTTA. The Buddha declares that 
there are fqur Qlements-earth, water, beat and 
air (B. II, p. · 169). An explanation of these four · 
� found in the commen�ry (SA. II, p. 152). The 
title of Oatudhiilu �utta has been given to this sutta 
in the �rip#aka Sticiya (Colombo, 1953) by A. P. 
.Baddhadatta. · . · · · · 

· 

The first five pieces consiat of (1) the Buddhm 
confession of faith (aara�amana), (2) the teo 
precepts (d..'1Baaik!Mpada), (3) the ten question� 
and answers called the question of �be novice 
(aamatwapaiiha or kumarapaiiha), (4) a list of the 
thirty two parts of the body called dvatti,aaakiira for 
purposes of meditation en the loathsomeness and 
perisbableness of the human body and (5) contempla
tion (paccavekkhand) on the four bare necessities of 
life prescnbed for monks, namely, food (pi!l{lapata), 
clothing (civara), shelter (8eniiaana) and medicine 

(gilanapaccaya-bhuajjaparikkhdra). All these pieeee 
. are taken from the Kh'Uddalcapii/ha. 

· L.R.G •. 

·cATIGATIKAPATJMlGHARA, an · image.ho� 
built by Mahiidaf.hika·Jdalianiiga (7-19 A.C.), arid 
attached to the MahiithU.pa (MhvA. p. 634). 

CATTARI SUTTA, the second sutta in the Oatukka 
Nipala of the ItiV'tlttalca (It. pp. 102-3) and thus 
named in the Uddana (ibid� p. 124), the versified 
table of contents at the end of the chapter, occurs 
also in the A7igultara-nikiiya (A. II, pp. 26-7). 
. F�ur things are said to be of little value, easily 
. obtainable and not incurring censure for the one 
who possesses them. They are rag-robes, alms-food, 
lodging at. the foot of a tree and ammonia derived 

· from cow-urin� (pUti-mutta) ·as medicine. A monk 
who is content. with such trifles (appa) has in him 
the making of a true recluse · (aamaiH'bnga). 

· The final word of the concluding giithli, refers to . · the zealous monk (appamaUa bhikkhu) in the 
l�t1attaka, but the Sinhalese tGxt and the Atiguttarafnkaya mention instead tlte one who hi\." b"lNl 
diligently tra�ed (appamaua Bilckhata). The two 
lertllS are obViously synonymous. 

H.G.A.v.Z. 

.CATUBHA�AVARA. Four Bhiit�-avaraa, is a com
.
. pilation of tw�nty-nine .ext�acts fr,om the five 
Nikayaa, consisting of several suttas and all the 

:,'All the otl;ler pieces, some of whjcb are caUGd 
__ 'slittas' and some 'par�ttas', are also. taken f�om th& 
texts of tho Sutta Pilaka. They are (1)  the . D(J8(1. 

. dhamma SuttacalledDhammaSuttain theAriguttam
nikaya (A. V, p. 87) ; (2) the .Mahamangala Butta (a) 
the Ratana Butta, and (4) the Metlil Butta all taken 
from the Khuddalcapcllha and the SuttanipiUG ; 
(5) the Khamlhapqritta ·Called Ahinda Butta in the 

.A'Iiguttara-nikaya (A. JJ. p. 72), found also in the 
Vinaya ( Vin. II, p. 109) s.nd in the Kha1tdhavaua 
Jataka (J. II, p. 144 ff ), (6) Mettani8afll<Ja called 
the Metro SuttcJ in the .A'Iiguttara-nikiiya (A. V, 3'42) 

(7) Mittiiniaaf!'sa(J. VI, pp. 1-30), (8) Morapariatt 
taken from the Mora Jatalca (J. II, 33); (9) Oanda

pariua also called Oandima Butta in. the Sarpyutta.
nikaya(S. I, p. 50),(10) Suriya paritta or S�riya Sutls 
according to the Saf!'yulta-nikaya (8. I, p. 51), (11) . .  
.Dhajaggn-paritta 01" Sulfa (8. I. p. 218), ( 12j ·the · 
M ahiikaaaapatthera bojjha'liga, ( 18) the M ahiimoggol
.Zanatthera bojjhaitga, . (14;) the Mahii Oundatthera 

bojjhai,ga taken from the Bojjlwitga Sa'f!lyulta of th& 
Saf!'y'utta-nikaya (8. V, l'P· 79-81)-these three 
sul..taa are called there the \ Gildnq S'tJJ;!,aa, (15) tha . 
Girimiinanda or Giri SuUa (4. V, p. 108), ( 16) Isigili 
Sutta (M. IIi, p. 68 ff.), (17) Dham'WJaCakka Sti#G 
(8. V, p. 420 ; Vin. I, p. 10), (18) the Mahii SamaytJ 
Butts (D, II; :pp. 253-62), . ( 19) the Alavalca SuNa 
(8. I, pp. 212 ; Sn. pp. 31-3), (20) the �aa�¥radfJ�a 
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· .Butta (S. I, p. 212 ;  Sn. pp. 12-16), (21)  the Pariibhat'(L 

.Butta (A . IV, p. 26), (!.2)  tlile V asala Sutta (Sn. p. 21), 
(23) the Saccavibhanga Butta (lvl. III, pp. 248-52), 

(24) and finally �he A.Vina?iya Sutta (D. III, pp. 

194 ff.). 

There is a commentary to this work called the 
Saratthas6Jmuccaya, written by a pupil of .Ananda 
Vanaratana in the 1 3th century. The seven suttas 
ill tlle third bhii�aviira beginning with the Dhamma
cakka Sutta and ending with the Saccavibhanga 
Butta, are not commented upon in this commentary. 
Even in the I8;h centliry, when Sara�ailkara 
Sailgharii.ja wrote the Siiriirthadipani-Sataraba�a
vara Sanna, these seven pieces have not been accepted 
into the Ocitubhii�viira. This omission makes oDe 
infer that these seven suttas may have foimd their 
way into the text very recently. 

. All the twenty-nino pieces in the text are recited 
at the Buddhist 'Paritta-ceremony', or pirit as the 
Buddhists of Ceylon call it. Paritta means protection 
and already in the Pali canon it is used in the 
sense of an exotcism-fonnula, or benediction. At 

· the present day in Ceylon paritta has come to mean 
tlle recitation by bhikkhus of these twenty-nine 
piaces ior the purpose of banishing the influence of 
evil powers. . A· paritta ceremony is performed on 
. various occasions su,ch as th� . building of a new 
house, diseases and so on. 

U.K. 

OATUOAKKA SUTTA of the Satti Vagga of the 
Devam. Sarpyutta (B. I, p. 16) contains two stanzas 

where first a deva asks the Buddha how there could 
·

be an escape from the body. The Buddha in his 
reply in the second stanza says that it is obtained 
by the destruction of craving. The deva here 
Jeferred to the body as four-wheeled (catuca�ka) 
after which term the sutta is named. The commen
tary (SA. I, p. 53) explains the term as referring to 
the four bodily postures. 

H.R.P. 

OATUDDISA SUTTA, ninth discourse of the 
P'lliin.vihiira V agga of the Anguttara-nikaya (A. III, 
p. 135). It mentions five qualifications of a "four· 

. regioner" (catuddisa), i .e., an arahant (A.A. III, 

p. 280). He is virluoue, is restrained by the 
¢timokkha (q.v.) and he observes the precepts ; 
he is learned and has n retentive and well-stored 
mind ; he is well-contented with any of the requi
siteB ; \e obtains the - fourfold states of men�l 
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absorption at will and he enters and abities in 
tho emancipation of mind and insight. 

The su t ta. is preached to the monks by the Buddha.. 

H.R.P. 

CA'J'UDV.�RA JATAKA (J. IV, pp. l ff. ; No. 439), 
told by the Buddha while staying at Jetoavana 
monastery with reference to an unruly monlt, 
relates the story of past life of that monk durii!g 
tho time of Kassapa Buddha. 

At the time he was the son of the rich merchan1 
in Baral).asi and was named 1\fittavindaka. Bolh 
mother and father had entered the first Path of 
holiness, bnt. tho son was wicked. When tho father 
·died, his mother persuaded him to listen to the Law 
by promising him a thousand pieces of money. 
Mitto.vindaka used this money in business and soon 
gained two million. Later, Mittavindaka decided 
to. do business in a ship and when his mother 
opposed him b., struck her doWn and went his 
way. 

The ship remained immQv�ble for seven days 
and the other sailors, finding that it was due to the 
Mitta.vindaka's evil luck, gave him a raft and 
cMt him adrift. Mittavindaka floated t.o an island 
where he met foar female spirits in a <lrystal palace 
in whoS6 company he experienced_ divine blies for 
sev�n days. In like mann�r he werit to other islancla 
where in palaces of silver, jewels and gold, he dwelt 
in divine blessedness ,With female spirits. Finally 
Mittavindaka came to the Ussada hell, wit.h foilr · 
gates (catudvara) where a razor-wheel was cast 
upon his head crushing it. 

At that timo the bodliisatta, hom as the Sakka� 
arriv<:"d a.t the spot and told him that Mittavindaka 
was suffering due to his own bad deeds and would 
8Uffer until his death. 

The Jataka probably derives its name from t1le 
fact that the Ussada hell where MittavimJ.aka was 
destined to suffer looked like a city with four gates 
surrounded by a wall (cp. DPPN. p. 841). 

The three birth stories entitled; Mittavindaka 
.Tiitaka (Nos. 82, 104, 369) preached in connectioo 
with this unruly monk, refer to tle same story ¢ 
the past. The Losaka Jatalca (J. I, pp. 234 ff.), m, 
though with some variations and some additional 
information, shows a close link with the story of the _ 
Oatudviira Jiitaka. Incidentally, the Eosaka Jataka 
is regarded as showing traces of Greek inBuenee
(JOBRAS. 1884, p. 114). 

H.R.P. 

CATUijPITBAKHYlTA-TANTRARAJA-MANTRl 
-¥SA-NAMA (Sri-0") a tantric. text, a Tibe� 
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translation of which oceurs in the Rgyud (tantra) 
section of the Kangyur under the title, Dpal gdan· 

bshi-pal_l,i biad�i rgyud-kyi r!Jyal-po snags-kyi cha 
ahe-8-bya-ba. Gayadhara lind l;lgos�khug-pa lhas· 

�tsaa are said to have translated and revised the 
work (PT. VoL 3-, No. 68 ;  TM. No. 429). 

As the title indicates, the text appears to be a 
seetlon of a. luger work, preauma9ly a Oatuljpi#u:J· 
�ntra, which dealt with four topics (cp. Oatu�pilha

ilikhyiita-lmllrm'iija-nama). The section doolt with 
in the text pertains mainly to information and rites 
relating to the Germ-syllables (Skt. bija, Tib. sa-bon). 
Several mantras .are quoted in the text. 

R.H. 

CATUJ;IPJTHAMABAYOGINI-TANTRARAJA, the 
reconstructed Sanskrit title of a tantric .text of 
which the Tibetan traD.slation is Rnal-!tbyor-mab.i 
rgyud�kyi rgyal-po ch�n-po dpal-gdan bshi-po. It is 
inoorporamd fn the Rgyud-�bum · (100,000 tantra) 
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The text describes twenty-eight rites associated 
with maJ)9alas, which fomi part of the ritual 
ceremonios described in the Oatu�pi!ha-tantra-raja. 

R.H. 

CATUI,IPITHATANTRARA1ASM�nNIBANDHA -
NAMA, the title of a text ss given in the sde-dge 
and in the Peking editions of the Tibetan Tripi f.-aka, 
the corresponding Tibetan title being, Rgyud-kyi 
rgyal-po dpal-gdan bshi-pa�i !tgrel-pa dran-�i 
rgyu-mtshan slwJ-bya-ba (TM. No. 1607 ; TP. Vol. 
57, No. 2478). This work is incoporated in the 
Rgyud (tantra) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. 
Its authorship is attributed to Bhavabhadra 
and the translators are named as Gayadhara and 
J;Igos; 

. 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
Avalokitabo<lliisattva. It is a commentarial work. 

R.H. 

section of the Tibetan Tengyur. The author of CATUJ;IPITBA·TIKA. (.Jrya-0°), a sub-commen

this work is. not mentioned. But the translations tary on the ta.ntra text Oatu�pifha. (See CATUll 
. are D&JD«ld .uilc!or Ga�adha.ra and :r;tgo�·Khug�pa Pl'fHA · VIKHYATA • TANTRARAJA . NAMA). 

_ 1has�btas (TT. Vol . . 3, No. 67 ; . PM. No. 428). · A Ti.betaa translation of th's commente.rial te.rl 
· · · · ·· o. ccura in the Rgyud-ljgrel (tantra comment�t"') . 

The author's first salutation is addressed to the · · · -.r 
· . section of the . Tengyur tinter ,t.he title (Ijphags-pa) 

.
- moSt . compaasionate · . . Avalokiti,.bodhisattva .(Tib.:- · - · 

Spyan-ras-gzigs). 
Gdan bshi"pa�i rnam-par.68ad-pa. · The. authorship ' 
of this commentary is attributed to Dge-ba)Ji ge-cha 

I.K. 
O.ATUIJPI'JHA.SAD�ANA, the name of a Siidhana 

. text, the Tibetan translation of waich occurs in the 
Rgyud (tantra) section . of the Tengyur tmder the 

. title Dpal gdan bshi-pa�i bsgrub-pa�i thabs (TP. 
Vol. 57, No. 2487 ; PM. No. 1616). The authorship 
of this work is attributed to Bb.avabhadra. It 
has been rendered into Tibetan by Gayadhara and 

. llgos Lhas-btsas. 

The author's first salutation is addressed to 
AvalokiteSvara (Tib. Spyan-ras gzigs byan-l'lhub 

_ seins dpa};l), the fourth Dhyarubodhisattva Avalokite8� · . 
I.K. 

OA:TUJIPITBA-TARTBARAJA - (NAMA-)MAJjJ;)A· 
· L�PAY1KA - VIDHI • SARASAMUCCAYA - NAMA (Sr'i-0�), a Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of 
which occurs in tbeRgyud-l;lgrel(tantracommentary) . section of the Tengyur under the title, Rgyud-kyi rtJY_al-po dpal gdcm bshi-1Ja .she,s-bya-ba[l.i d/cyil-hkhor-911' � silin-po mdor-bsags-pa ahes-bya-ba. kya. 
deva 18 the author of the text: The tibetan trans
lation. is attri�uted to Gayadhara and Lhas-btsas 
(TP. Vol. 57, No. 2484). 

· (Kaly�a-V arman) · and Dran-pa)Ji ye-8es-grags-p� 
(Smrtijnanakirti). Dran-pa)Ji ye-ses grags-pa him· 
self is said to have translated the commentary into 
Tibetan (TT. Vol. 57, No. 2479 ; TM. No. 1608). 

.R.H . 

CATUJ;IP.ITBA-VIKBYATA·TANTRARA.JA-NAMA 
(Sri-0°), the name of a tantra text, a Tibetan trans
lation of- which occurs in the Rgyud tantra section 
of the Kangyur, under the title (Dpal) Gdan-bshi-

. pa�i rnam-par-b8ad-paM rgyud-kyi rgyal-po shes· 
bya-b�. The work ii! said to have been translated . 
and. reVised by Sm.rtijiiaua.kirti (TT. Vol. 3, No. 69 ; 
TM. No, 43Q). 

·The work contains a sermon of the Buddha ttl 
a large number of devotees. The introduction to 
the text proposes a discussion of four main toni� 

L 

(presumably the reason for its · being called Catufl.· 
pi#ha), viz., the nature of capability (dban-gi mt..�han
nid), of the letters (a�ara : Tib. yi-ge), ·of the eight . 
seeds (aa-bon brgyad) and of real divinity (rtsa-yi 
lha-itid). 

Instructions regarding the manner of . making 
offerings and taking vows, discussions on th� empti· 
ness (aunyatii) of all things, aphoristic phrases _ 

(Btiera) and magical formulae (mantra) tO be 'recited 
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in the eourse of various ceremonies, descriptions of 
the characteristics of death (fu;hi-ba�i mtshan-ma) 
and various tantric mal)r;ltllas are some of the many 
topics dealt with in the course of expounding the 
main theme of the text. 

R.H. 

CATUJ.IP]THA-YOGA· TAHTRA·SADHANOPAn
KA (Bri-0°), a text compoS9d by A.ryadeva. A 
Tibetan translation of it attributed to Kamalagupta 
and Rin-chen bzan-po (Ratnabhadra) occurs in the 
Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur under the title Rnal-ljJyor-gyi rgyud dpal 
gdan bahi-p�i agrub-thaba (TT. Vol. 57, No. 2481). 

After an initial formula of salutation addressed to 
V a.jrasattva, Aryadeva pays homage to the teacher 
Nagarjuna and proceeds with his text, which des
cribes the procedure (vidhi) of invocation of the 
deities of the Catul}pilha-yoga-te.ntra. The Dbyii.ni

buddha Vajrasattva and several other deities are 
described.. Mantras to be chanted in the course of 
invoking them and making offerings to them are 
quoted and the mystic pose of hands (mudrii.) to be 
shown in the course of the ceremony explained. 

R.H. 

OATUJJSATAKA. To the Miidhaymika (q.v.) 
sy8tem, dialectic may be stated, to be the pivot. 
The Madhynmiko. method is to deconceptualise the 
mind and to disburden it of all notions, empirical as 
well as a priori. The dialectic is not an avenue for 
the acquisition of information, but a catharsis ;  it is 
primarily a path of purification of intellect (T. R. V. 
Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhiam, London, 
1960). 'The application of t he Dialectic to some of the 
important categories, Causality, Motion and Rest, 
Modes and Substance (atman), shows the nature of 
the Mii.dhyamika method in concreto. All views on 
any problem can be foi'mulated under four classes, 
the affirmative (aat), the negative (asat), conjunctive 
assertion of both (ubhaya) and disjunctive denial 
(anubhaya). Every view is rejected as it reveals, 
on critical · analysis, inherent flaws that cannot be 
remedied by attention and adjustment. Rejection 
of one view does not mean the acceptance of the 
opposite or any other view. The Madhyamika 
dialectic uses reductio ad absurdum arguments only 
{pra8angii.padana�). The dialectic is criticism 

only, it is not itself a view or a synthesis of view
points. Rejection of all thought-categories and 
views is the rejection of the competence of reason 
to apprehend reality. The real is transcendent 
to thought ; it is non-dual (sunya),  free from the 
duality of 'is' and 'not.is',l 

In the history of the development of the Madhya
mika system of thought, Aryadeva (q.v.) is the 

, immediate follower of Nagarjuna in his dialectics 
and details of dii!cussion. While Nagarjuna's dialec
tics is directed mainly against the Abhidharmikas, 
A.ryadeva pays greater attention to ·the criticism 
of the Sarpkhya and the Vai8efika conceptions, 
evidently to consolidate the Madhyamika stand
point against the non-Buddhist systems. 

The OatuMataka (var.-Catu�8atika) of !ryadeva, 
his magnum opus, records his dialectical achievement. · 
M. Haraprasad Sastri had published fragments of 
Aryadeva's CatuMatika with their commentary by 
Candrakirti, from 23 old palm leaves written in the 
Newari character of the 1 1th century.• The text 
is distributed over sixteen chapters (prakaratw) the 
majority of which contains twenty-five verses each.•-

The importance of the text may b� guessed from 
the existence of two commentaries on the eame, one . 
by Candrakirti, the famous commentator of Nagir. 
juna's Madhyamaka8ii8tra, and the other by Dha� 
pala. But neither the original nor the commentarie1 
in their complete form are availabl� iri · Sanskrit. 
The complete work, the commentary of Canchakirti, 
is found in the Tibetan version {Tengyur, Mdo. Tsh. 1 
and Y, 2 ;  Cordier, rr; pp. 296, 304). They were 
translated jointly by Siik�majiiiina of India and · 
Siiryakirti (:&i ma grags) of Tibet. The last eight 
chapters (ix-xvi) under the appellation of SataliiatrtJ
vaipulya (Ohuang-pai-lun-pen : Nanjio. No. 1189) 
are extant in Chinese. There is also the coiDiilentary 
by Dharma pala., extending, like the original, only 
from chapter ix-:xvi (Nanjio, No. 1198). It ie 
called Vaip'ulya- 6ata8astramJii.khya ( Ohuang-pai-luo-
ahih-lun). 

· 

The last eight chapters of the text with the 
commentary of Dharma.pala wero translated into 
Chinese by Hiuen-tsang himself (650 A.C.). Candra
kirti in his commentary (on 1.1) speaks of the treat
ment of the Oat11�8ataka by Dharmapii.la. According 
to Candrs.kirti, Dharma.pii.la, in accordance with 
the arrangement of the book, divided it under two 

1 T. R. V. MurU, The Central Philoso:�h11 of Buddhum, London, 1960, pp. 207-8. 

2 vide Memoirt of tM .Aaialic Society of Bengal, Vol. ill, No. 8, pp. 449-514. 

The obsprvations· of Sastrl regarding the designation of the text deserve mention : • A eomparlson with the Tibetan 
translation revealed the fact that the original Oat�lalikd contained three hundred and seventy-five verses In the An�ub 
metre, which with sb:teen long colophons, would count to a copylat, 400 slokas. Bence the name Catutt8atlki. · 

vide Preface of H. P. Sastri's Ed. p. 449. 
a For distributiall of verses In the various chapters of the text, vide a table shown In the pref8(l8 (Ibid. pp. 460-61). 
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parts. One part was intended for teaching Dharma 
while the other was meant for disputations.' 

The importance of the commentary on the text 
·by Candrakirti (for details see· the article on Candra-

. kirti) in unfolding the doctrine enunciated in the 
Cat�k!l can never be underestimated. He 
aupplies us in his introduction with information 
regarding the personal history of Aryadeva 
and he· rigptlt points out that the doctrine discussed 
in the Catu1ylatalca$iistra is not different from that 

· delineated in the Madhyamikasastra of Nagsrjuna.6 
· Candra.kirti presents brief account of the subjects 

�ealt with in the Oatu�ataka and observes that in 
the first four chapters things occurring in ordinary 

· lira (lauJ.:ikaf!l vastu) are explained because iii this 
way ·the highest truth (paramartha)' may be under
stood gradually. 

The style and technique adopt.OO. by Candrakirti 
in his exposition of the lciirilciis of Aryadeva are· 
difi'erent in the first part and tlie second one. In 
the first part� there are different examples (dr#(inla8: 
dpe mama) and they have been presented in elegant 
and simp!� language, with pretty stories and anec
dotes taken both from life and literature. •- In his 
commentary to the Oatu_�JalaTca (1.1), · C8ndrakirti 

· . obseivt:ls" that in each ' of the kiirikiis in · th� · fir!Mi 
eight chapters the dt?�ntas· u�d by·Acacy� Dh�rma
disa tire read tind-��Iairied\vitb it· (kiirikas);'·· ' · 

Besides, H. P � S8stri, M already ·�in ted out, 
·. several distinguished scholars have attempted to 
· reconstruct the text through the aid of the Tibetan 

and Chinese vers�ons. P. L. Vaidya in his Etudea 
avr lryacleva et son Oatf#at<llca, published in 1923 
the last nine chapters (viii-xvi}. Here the 
iarih'U in Tibetan version have been presented, 
adding the Sanskrit _origlruil where available. 
Where it was not available, the karilca6 hav� been 
reconstructed in Sanskrit from the Tibetan version. 
He has also translated all the klirilcil8 into French. 
In" 1925 Guiseppi Tucci in . RivC8ta degli Studi 

Orientali, Vol. X, pp. 521 ff. published an Italian 
translation of the last eight chapters of the text 
from ita Chinese translation. Again, he published 
an Italian translation of the complete text and 
commentary in Studi e materiali di storia della 
religioni. Vidhusekha.ra Bhattacharya recons
tructed thQ seventh chapter of the Oatu�ataka and 
published it with an English translation and com� 
mQntary (of Candrakirti)8• Again, in 1931, Bhatta
charya edited the last nine chapters (viii-xvi) 
supplying the Tibetan text, the S�nskrit rendering 

· and r.ritical notes, under thll' title The Oatu?1.Sataka 
of Aryarkva (pt. II).9 Feeling that the recons
truction by Vaidya. was marred by many inaccu
racies, Bhattacharya was prompt�d to present his 
second ·part.10 

The first chapter (pralcaratw) of the text is 
designated as Nityagrahaprahat;l.opayasandarsana 
(rtag.par-fzdzin-pa spiui-ba�i thabs-batan-pa), accor
ding to Sastri's reconstruction, Nityaviparyasapra" 
hiitlopaya8ar.dar8ana-showing the 'means for aban
doning the adherence to the view that things are 
eternal'.. It has been pointed out- -there that tht\ 

· five slcandhas originate by depending· on causes · 

(hetupratyaya, rgyu-dan-rlcyen) and as such are 
. non-eternal. (anitya, mi-ttag-pa)� 

. I� the s�ond chapter, · undc.r the. e.pj,ellation. of . 
Sulchagrii.haprahiinopiiya , (Sulchaviparyiisa0) --' i.e . •  · 
the means for discarding the nqtion that objects 
cause happiness, it has been ElStahlished that 
objects of the world which by nature are imperma-
nent always generate misery (d�kha-sdug-bBtial) . . 

Aryadeva argnes · that the body, being by nature 
full of misery, cannot be tho abode of happiness : 

Sariram suciretwJii sukhasya 8Vam na jayate (32, 
H.P.S.).u Candrakirti in his commentary refers to 
a text which explains the position in a better way : 

Du�hiitmalcam Jariram, sukhasya kim BVilcarori 
mohiindha. . 

· 

• Tae talu/Uatakam 4iiltram Mrtamanena karin.i bhaclantadharmapalena yathi%cannive8am vibhajya dvidhii ''rtam eka'l" ill.�m anyat tu uigraha8atakam · 

'ride TM Catt4Jatata of .lryadem, ed. Vldhusekbru:a Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1931, Introduction, p. :X.<tlll, 
· 

·& Jtlllllli4 at�am dcOrya aryadeva iic6rya-nifg4rjli�a �Ttl tlikartum akilmayala tasmat tanmatam ruya mat an �inyaf. 

Bauskrlt rendering of the Tibetan by V. Bhattacharya, op, cit. Introduction, p, xix. n. 2. . . 8 ef. TlJim;!d atrll 1la kaA cit lfltlbh/Jvena rukhi 'Didl/ale·adhiqta-hattyiiropiladerAanamanyuparito§a�lllVal ; riijaduhitrsva.yalb· fiGrllpnlrt/umGr.at. . . 

vide H. P. Sastrl's ed. Catulaiatiiil, pp. j56, 4i8 1f. 
7 ThlotinAl!l prakaral)anii�p ekalkAau kArikllsu l!.cAryadharmadasena prayukta dn�ntii pathlt.ils tabhll_l saba vyll.khyilyante. 

'ride Bhattacharya, op. cit, Introductio., p, xxiil, � 2. 
. 

i 'ride Prouedi11g1 and TraiiiCICtioni of 1M fourth Oriental Confer�'llce, Allahabad Univenilty, IT, pp, 831..:71, 
t YB$. No. 2. 

. 

JO Ia his introduction, :Bhattacharya proposed to publish the flrst seven lhaptets ef the text In the same form, bul 
anfortunately they have not yet seen the light of day. 

11 H.P .S. refera to the re�onstnioted t&t by Haraprasad. Saatr •• 
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People in general are pressed with the two types 
of misery, physical and mental : 

Du�l:hadvayena loko'yam ahany ahani hanyate (33, 
H.P.S.). The third chapter has the designation 
of Sucigrahaprahanrl[Jaya0 (Asucicintanama
H.P.S.), i.e., showing the means doing away with 
the notion that objects are pure. 

Aryadeva here states that people get attached 
to the body falsely, in the same way in which a 
noseless person takes pleasure in getting a grafted 
nose ; 

Pratiniisikaya t�#b- aycid dhinfi'liga8?Ja kaayacil 

Riige'lucipratikare �piidav i{yatc tatha 
(73, H.P.S.). 

The Buddhist doctrine that the objects ef the 
world are impermanent, impure, full of misery 
and without any self (substantiality) has been 
stated here in brief : 

Anitya,. aJubhatra du?&kharp aniilmeii caltlflaYam 
Ekasminn eva sarva�i sambhavanti 8amdsata� 

(76, H.P .S.). 

The name of the fourth chapter is 
Ahatrakdrapraoof)Op(jya� (.A.haf'{lkiiraviparyii8aP,.aM
tw,pc'iya-H.P.S.), i.e�, showing the inea.ns of aban
doning the idea of ' self ' (self-sense). 

Owing to illusion (phying-ci-log : viparyii8a) 
these worldly things (Mig-rten-pa�i dtios-po) 
appear otherwise, i.e., eternal (nitya), causing 
hap}liness (sukha), pure (8uci) and 1 I ' andc 1 min� ' 
' citman ,  and ' atmiiya •• This wrong "view is . to 
be avoided, and it cannot be done without 
•bserving the practices (car�Ja), of a bodhisattva, 
an· aspirant to bodhi, ' supreme kn:owledge •. 

The fifth chapter is colled Bodhisattvaca:ryii 
(byan-chub-sems.dpa� spyod-pa bstan.pa0)-the 
practices of a bodhisattva, and as thl;} titl9 shows, 
it ia devoted to the study of Bodhisatlvacaryii. 

Kle8as or impurities interrupt BodMsattvacarya. 
Therefore they have been dealt with in the sixth 
chapter entitled, Kle8aprahat�-opii,ya0, i.e., showing 
the means for abandoning passions or impurities. 

Aryadeva instructs that one should act in a better 
way for self-develc;>pment : 

' Atiu tvati• yathiitrapi na tatheti tatha kuru '

(vii-4). 

In the vrtti it is stated : ' Tasmad evam api yafhii8ga 
bhavasyanto bhavet tathodyama� ksrya�. • 

People, it is stated, often adopt a wrong view 
and inevitably fall into a miserable state : 

Praye� yad �atpak�af!l parigrh�nti manava�, 
Tasmat Prthagianiil) prayo clhruvam gacchanti 

durgatim (vii; 6). 

To the. good, the world appears as a slaughter
house : 

Bhavo hi bhii8ate lena 8Unasthancuama� Bataf!i 

(vii. 7). 

It is thrOugh the cessation of movements (acts) · 
that wise men make up their mind to put an end to 
all actions : ; 

San;akarmak,aye lena karoti matiin'an malifl'o 

C'Yii-9)�· · 

The chapter that follows deals with t}le 
preparations of a disciple (Siwacaryci-Blob-ma 
spyod.pa, in H.P.S., 480, Parikarmikaprakarai)CJ- · 
th& chapter dealing with preparation), Here it 
h&a been recognised that the teachings of tho . 
Buddha in both aspects · of attachment (pratJTUi) 
and disaffection (nivrtti) are essential for different 
grades of persona : 

Laukiki d88anii yatra pravrttis tatra 1Ja�yate, 

Paramarthakathii yatra nivrtti8 tatra va�yate 

("fiii-8), 

cp. Nagarjuna's Madhyama.ka8astra, :uiv-8. 

In the same section, it is etated that evil should be 
abandoned first, the iitman should be viewed as 
unreal in the middle, and in the end everything 
phenomenal should be taken to be unreal (viii-15). 
In a rational way it has been stressed that the 
teachings should be imparted in the language 
understandable to the persons for whom they are . . 
inten(led. 

In this section Xryadeva declares that the 

The seventh chap tor, · showing the means . for 
�l)andoning adherence to the enjoyments desired 
m the lifo of a man (Man�asyi!f#asariibhogabhini. 
vdapraha�opaya), begins with the . observ.�tions 
that there is no ena to the occean of misery : 

' Asya du�khasamudrasya sarvathanto na vidyale ' 

(vii-1). 

· analysis of even one selected mode is to be treated 
as enough to convince us of the inherent hollowness 
of the objectS. In induction one instance is enough 
to enabl� us to arrive at the principle in question. ' 
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The Oat�ko#, a cha.ra.cteristio formwa of Nagar- . 
juna (M.S., 1-9) has been· stated : 

Sad aBCJt sad asac ceti nobhayam ceti ka.thyate. 

(viii-20). 

This has heeD- repeated in the concluding verse of 
the text : 

Sall G8CII MJd CJBaC ceti yasya pakfo na vidyate, 

Upiilambhal cir�pi tasya ooktutp na lakyate 
(xvi-25). 

cp. Mallhyantavi'bMgaJiistra (Ed. R. C. Pandeya, 
Delhi, 1971), 1.3. 

The ninth chapter marks the beginning of a new 
line of discussion. Aryadeva, in 'the- second part 
of his text beginning with this chapter, attempts to 
devote his whole energy for · refutation of the 
dootrines of Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools, 
e.g., Sautrantika, Samkhya, VaiSef}ika, etc. The 
name of the chapter is Nityarthaprat�habM

t1tJftdlandarlana-i.e., showing the contemplati.on 
of the refutation of objects regarded. as eternal. In 
order ta establish the unsubstantiality of constituted . 

· . obj� (�af!t87crta), the chapter is . introduced by 
Aryadeva with a verse showing that all objects 
being originated for a purpose cannot claim perma-

. nence : · ' ·  .·. · · · ·: · 

Sartw.,. karyartho.tp tllpann&tp tena nityaf!' n4 
ftdyate. 

(ix-1). 

This is followed by a statement that there is no 
entity which l>y it-self is uncaused. Nowhere is 
there existence of anything that is not dependent. 
The permanent does not exist anywhere : 

.Apratityaatita nasti lcadtlcit ka8yscit kvacit, 
No �it 1c1Jacit ka8 cit vidyate tena lawata!l 

(ix-2)· 

This is simply an echo of Nii.girjuna's statement : 

ApratitytJBsmutpanno dha� W cin na fldyate' 

Y oamcU tasmad · alflnyo hi dha� Teal cin na. 
Wlyate 

(niv-19). 

The idea stressed is that whatever is relative is 
indeed �. The categories are bat conceptual 
devices (wkalpa) through which reason attempts 
te S."'{)l'ehfmd, the Real th&t cannot be categorised 

and made relative. Reason is accordingly con
demned. There is no phenomenon, no object of 
knowledge that can escape this universal relativity. 

The doctrine of atman, as defended by the Brah
manical schoola, has been criticised by the Madhya· 
mikas. The immutable in the conception of various 
philosophical schools falls tmder four grou:f>S : 
jkMa or Dik (space), Kala (time), Paramii'!'u 
(atom) and Atman (soul). 'The first two provide the 
two ubiquitous recepta in which finite things exist 
and change ; themselves unchanging, they make 
motion and modification possible. The atom 
(parama!lu) is the ultimate constituent of matter 
and the Iitman is the spirit which is the subject of 
experience.' 

Space provides room for the existence of limited 
objects that oecupy space. That it is. eternal and 
immutable is assuroeti from its all-pervasive (vibhu) 
nature and its being devoid of parts (apradelatoo).11 
!ryadeva points out that space must have parbl 
because when an objeo� exists in space it cannot 
cover the entire space. . Tliere � always room for 
other objects to remain in 8pace. Space thus bas 
parts and is composite and a composite is charac
terised by impermanence : 

. . 

. p�ni � 1amumin P,.adeio nama mrtate 
· Tizimdi �Wtiaklam anyo�Pi pradelo'ati pradelini 

(ix-6). 

Candre.krrti explains the position more clearly. 

. . . While diJ!cussing the position of time, several · 
arguments have · boon advanced by A.ryadeva to 
prove that it cannot be eternal. In one case 'it 
has been argued that time itself being eternal 
should produce . an effect which is also eternal • 

There should not remain any disparity between 
cause and effect.n 

Nagarjuna takes up the examination of kala in 
his xix th chapter. In tune with the view pro
pounded by Nag8rjuna in his MadhgamakaAiistra.· 
(xix-1) : 

Pratyutpanno'nllgatal ca yally atitam cpelcna Iii 

Pratyutpanno'nllgata8 ca kiile'tite bkat¥.Jczta!&. 

A.ryadeva argues that the past, present and future 

are concepts through which time is understood. 
But they being mutually dependent cannot be 
treated as permanent (Oatu(tlataka, xi-1). 

12 cp. Dr4f!JialHnitJ/al!ll t�tlvunl f1JIIWJ4U : Yllile,iktutllru, II, 1,29. · 
13 Ull� � bhlf!6t lalhiHA dUrlalo llha'()el/ 

VIJila.t11JtiJ141A dvaJior AeluplulltJJior jtltu ml;fJial4// (lx-11) 
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He takes up the Vaise�?ika concept of the atom 
tmd shows critically that its permanence cannot 
be accepted. A.ryadeva r>oints out that an atom has 
two aspects-one which is in contact with other 
atoms and which communicates its nature to the · 
product, and the other, the incommunicable part. 
Thus, bei;1g of dual nature it cannot claim parma· 
nence (ix-12). 

In ix-13 it is contended that contact of one 
atom with another is not possible in its entirety 
(sarvatmanii), lest the resultant dual atom should 
be of the same size as the single atom. In case 
of partial contact, the atom will be with parts and 
taat with parts is not permanent : 

Hetor yat parimal)tjalyam phale tan naiva vidyate, 

Yoga!l sarviitmana ta.smiid at�Uniit]' nopapadyate. 

(ix-13). 

This is the usual argument of the Buddhists and 
non·Buddhists against atomism (vide, Sa.nkara 
on the Vcdiin�tra, II, 2.12 ; VimJatikal& of the 
VijfbptimatraUlsiddM, Karika 12). 

In ix-16, it has been shown that movement of 
the atom is not possible; The argument in ix-
1815 is that if the atom is destrpyed when the effect 
arises, then it is not permanent and if it continues 
to exist unmodified then there is no origination of 
a new entity.11 

The t�nth chapter under ·the title 'Atmaprat�
dhahhavaniisandar8ana is devoted to the criticism 
of the doctrine of iitman.11 

Nii.gii.rjuna in his Madhyamakaliistra examines the 
Vii.tsiputriya concept of the pudgaliitman in his 
ix th chapter (Piirvapari�ci) and the example of 
fire-fuel in the next (Agnindhana-pari-k{Jri). Chapter 
xiii is also devoted to the examination of atman 
(Atmaparik�a). Here his argument proceeds 

14 Ed. lii. Tewnri (Benares, 1967). 
15 Nagfah phalena yad dhelus lena hetur na saavataM 

Yusmim� ca vidyate helu[l phalam tasmim na vidyat�/1 
16 .vide also lx-19. 

on the line that &man can be neither identical 
with nor different from the skandhas (xviii-1). 

Aryadeva's argument procoods on the line that 
if there is any atman in reality, then there should 
be agreement between all the atmans. Heat in 
fire is uniform in all cases of fire. But, in the case 
of atman, the position is totally different. One's 
self is different from that of a.nother : 

Y as kwritmii mamaniitma teniitmii niyamiin na sa� 
Nanu anilyCJ{JU bhiive.m kalpanri nama jaya.te 

(x-3). 

On the point of the V a.is�ikas that atman should 
be inferred in the same way in which the movement 
of a. car prompts one to infer the existence of a 
driver,Aryadeva argues that an immaterial principle · 
cannot actuate a material object like the body or 
the sense-organs (x-5). .Atman is changeless, 
all-pervasive (sarvagata) and inactive (ni�lcriya). 
In the absence of action, iitman cannot be an agent. 
He cannot even co-ordinate and synthesise tho 
different states into a unity (x-17).18 

In the eleventh chapter, Aryadeva may be stated 
to have examined the concept of kata on the pattern 
of what has been indicated by Nagarjuna in his 
xix th chapter under the title of Kcilapariqa, 
contaililing only six kiirikaa. · The chapter here 
has bocn named Kalaprat¥edhabhiivanasa1idarlana. 

The xii th chapt$r,18 as the title shows, Dr�#
prati�edhabhiim,niisandarsana, speaks of adherence 
to the correct view as propagated by the Buddha. 
Here we find a direct eulogy of si'inyata : 

Dharma1Jl samiisato'hit]'Sci1Jl vaT?�ayanti tathiigala� 
Sunyatam eva nirv�af!' kevala1Jl tad ihobhaya1Jl 

(xii-23). 
The name of the xiii th chapter,2° is Indriyartha

prat'4edhabhriva1lii8andar8ana (showing the contem-

17 'A tmnn is the chief category of the permanent. There are two principal vlews ofthe self(atman) : one Is the conception 
1 . ue �ith the Brahmanlcal systems. of a permaaen t and lmmutable entit� identlcal amidst chan!ling states and ther�fore 
d�ff���nt from thrm 

· the other is  t.lw Buddhistic conception of illman as a conventional name (praJniiP,ll-sal) for a �erJCs of 
d' te omrntary' states (skandhariipa). �en:;.'\tion and feeling. lntPI!ectlon !lnd conat_lon. Th�re 1s nothmg umtary or 
1Jscn; 

1 m 'd t thB changing st.atcs 1111t1 nothin�J hidden beneath them as �man. L1ke all e :oswnca , th� mental stl!'teg 
t enllr.n. a!11 1�i�te of continual finx. ' The Ructdhists coiner) a very ll!lattrachv.e wcrd, pud:�ala [or_ the. alman. B�1des 00 nrc 10 .. : . • 

th · th · • - ·diarv standpoint not only of the .Jamas, but of the VatsJputrwns (Sammilll/a&) t���� t�bo �1ctdf!l� r��dv�tselc fhev Gh;ld·���� t.ha iuman or pud1111la wns a sort of quasl·nermanent entity either different from 'IVt Y3 tf 1u wi�l•; the states
' 

l ike 'ore and fu�l. The Pudgallitmavada has been u!liversally condem�ed as a heresy by. 
r�: Ilt�dd;i�t schools, including the :Miidhyamikn.' T.R.V. Murtf, Th� Central Philo&ophy of Buddhum, London, 1900, 
pJ!, 2!'HW2. . 

_ · 

f l  t t te th t .Arvadeva In his Sala·A�stra in r.hapter II (pn. 19 ff.) refm to the theory of ntman aa IS !L tl1 b1h 3a�Z��a.�i���as an� reri1te� them with forceful arguments. Vide;. Giuseppa Tnccl. Pre·Dtl'iga Buddhl8Uull 
�'f��c iro,: Chi�eae Sources (G.O.S. No. XLIX, Baroda, 1929).. English TranslatiOn of the $atalil1tra of ryadeva. 

111 cp. the xxvll th chapter of the MadhyamakalilJtra of Nigiirjuna under the t!tle DT�Iipari�ltl, which of courae is mer?. 
triticnl and analytic. · 

20 cp. the Ill rd chapter of Nligi\rj•ma's Madhyamabla&trtJ named Oak,ur4�indri11a�arfkltl. 
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plation of refutation of the senses and their objects). 
It introduces the chapter with the observations 
that the perception of a jar (ghata) is not possible.21 

Almost in tune with the arguments presented by 
N'sgirjuna i·n his Madhyamakaicistra (iii-2), 

A.ryadeva- here discusses the uselessness of the 
een�-organs, showing that the eyes which see 

objects are incompetent to see themselves : 

Svab� earmbhavanci'!' pilrvam citmani ar8yau 

GrahatlGf!J cakfu�� kena caqu,aiva na jayate 

. (xviii-16). 

l 11 the concluding verse, Arya.deva; on the lines 
ef N�garj�a (MadhyamaWri.stra vii-34), shows 

that the origination, duration (existence) anci cessa
tion of constituted objects are inexplicable in the 
eame eense in which illusion (maya), the dream

object and the fairy castle are : 

.Alcitacakranirma�-mayambucandrakai�, 

Dhiimikcinta�pratilrutkti · maricyabhrai� samo 
bha.all 

In conformity with the doctrine preached by 
Nii.garjuna, Arya.deva declares that an object that 
originates out of another object in the real sense 
of the term. cannot be stated to exist (by itself). 
This is explained by Candrakirti as 'nifi..wabhiiva' 
'evabhat:enanutpanna�' : 

Pratitya sambhavo yasya .sa svatantro na jayate 

Na svatantram ida']' 8arvarp svayarp tena na 
t!idyate (xiv. 23). 

cp. Madhyamaka8cistra. xiv-16 ; xv�-10. 

Almost exactly on the lines indicated by Nagiir
juna in the seventh chapter of the Madhyamalc� 
tcistra, named SarrukttapariktJa, Aryadeva in the 
xv th chapter of his text entitled, Sarp�krtiirtha
prat�edhabhiivanasandaraana analyses the claim of 
the existence of the constituted objects (sa'!'sl.;ta). 
It has been argued that origination is not possible 
in both positions of satkaryaviida and the 
asatkaryavcida • 

Asad ante jayate cet tenasaj jayate kuta� 

Sad tvante jayate eel tena saj jaya� kuta� (xv-1) • . 

The existence of sam81crta is not possible in any of the 
t.liree states, namely� origination (utpada), oontinti

The xiv th chapter � entitled as.Anantagrdhaprati · ation · (sthiti) -- �d deStruction or cesSa.tion (bhatiga} 
,tdhabMvanasandarlana (sh9win• the. co�templa:tion : . . . 

( . . .  '5} Xlll-- • 

o . · (xv-:-5) . . of the refutation of- ·aqherence td ·ext�mes).. It 
. In an ihteresting way lrradeva p�ints out, after 

. 

begms. Wl'th a diseu. ssion that neither identity nor . · ·  

taking up the illustra.t.ioa of a jar, that origfuation 
difference between the jar and its form (rzlpa} is 

(utpada) cannot remain before, after or simulta
possibla to be established. neously with the jar (xv-7} ; xv-u.u 

Rupam eva ghato naikyam ghaJo ruinyo'stirilpavan Some of the arguments used here (xv-G) in the 
Na Wlyate ghczle rtlpam na rilpe Wlyate ghaJa/.1. context of refutation of origination of constitute«i 

(xiv-2}. 
objoots, are almost like th9se used by Nii.garjuna 
in his Madhyamaka8cistra (i--1 ; i-5 ; xxi-13). 

Herein the Miidhyamik.a viewpoint has been 
.tressed by stating that an object which is depen
dent for its origination to another cannot rightly 
be treated as cause of another object (xiv-13). 

The Mii.dhyamik.a formula has been stated here : 

Sad osal 8ad aaac ceti sad asan neti ca lcramah, . . 

Ep pmyojyo vidvadbhir ekatvadifu· nitya8afl 

(xiv--21). · 

Candrak.irti in his commentary e�laiils the import . 
of the karika in tha context of the doctrine of 
Ratk5ryamda and Asatkaryavdda. 

21 Sai'H ml ghfllo'ttr"o ;upe drl/l lli j�vc4J/ 

The last chapter-Guruii§yavini8cayabhavanci
scmdar8ana. (showing the contemplation of tho 
discussion between the teacher and the . taught) 
contains an enumeration of many points discussed 
previously. In the commentary of the concluding 
verse (xvi-25) Ca.ndre.kirti _explains the Mii.dhya
mika standpoint clearly. 

The Oattil,l!ataka of Arya.deva has often been 
. quoted by Candra.kirti as authority in his Prasanna
pada commentary on the Madhyamikasaatra. 

H. CT. 

CATU.ijSATAKA- �ASTRA- KARIKA- JJAMA, a 
Sansk.l'it text of 400 verses divided into sixteen 

Rni11it n•_ltJUMIIin n4nuJ 1halala pi-Gt:;akl• ilr api II xlll-1. �2 Fo� tf appaJer� oonra�ction between the lltatemAnt of the Lerd that the constituted objects have origin CGDIIauatlou !:meC:'h:�u. e re 11tation. of tlle aame by NigArJuna vide Mlld/aNont!liaJclltra, vii-a' and the commont8 on tbe 
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chapters, the authorship of which is crodited to 
J;lphags-pa-lha (Arya.deva).  A Tibetan translation of 
it attributed to Susmajii.na (Sukf?majii.na) and Ni-ma 
grags (Suryakirti) occurs in t-he Dbn-ma (Madhya· 

maka) section of the Tengyur under the title, Bstan
bcoe bshi-brgya-pa shes-bya-baJ;,i tshig-le�ur byas-pa 
(TT. Vol. 95, No. 5246). The colophon of this trans
lation gives the full title of the work as Byan-chub 
mM-dpaJ;,i rnal-J;,byor spyod-pa bstan-bcos bshi-brgya
pa�i tshig-le6ur byas-pa shes-bya-ba which corres. 
ponds to Sanskrit Bodhiaatt'layogiicara OatuMauzka
mtra-kii.rikii-ndma. 

A reconstructed Sanskrit text of cha.pt�rs S-16 
(w. 176-400) of the Bodhisattvayogacara-catul:ufataka· 
liisira-kiirika, based on the Tibetan versions and 
Candrakirti's commentary on the work, has boon 
printed along with the parallel Tibetan text and a 
translation into French (See Etudes sur Aryadeva 
d son Oatu�sataka, chapters v1ii-xvi, par. P. L. 
Vaidya, Paris, 1 923, pp. 69-167). 

An incomplete manuscript of the commentary 
on the Oatulf3ataka-8il8tra-kiirikii, also known as 
Bodhisattvayogacara-catu�8ataka-,Ikii (q.v.) has been 
printed. (See Oatul_!Jatika by Aryadeva, ed. by MahS. 
mahopii.dhyii.ya Haraprasad Shastri, Memoirs of the 
Asi:ztic Society of Bengal, III, pp. 449-514, Calcutta, 
1914, Reviewed by L. V. P. in BSOAS. 1918, p. l29). 

R.H. 

CATUij-SA-TAKA-STOTRA, or the hymn of four 
hundred verses, is one of the two bettor known 
works of Matrceta, written in praise of the Buddha 
and composed in the Sloka metre. Three fragments 
of this work were rec.overed from different localities: 
one by Sir Aurel Stein from the ruins at Khora near 
Karashahar (Sir Aural Stein, Ruins of Desert Cathay, 
London, 1912, II, p. 372) and the other two by 
Hoornle from Jigdalik near Bai- (Turk&m. I, p. 
75 ff.). All three fragments are written in the 
slanting Gupta script. 

Devoid of poetic embellis..lunents, the language 
is simple and appealing. The whole poem is infused 
with tho pious thoughts of a faithful devotee who 
&old the Buddha and his teaching as supreme in 
the world. The . following is an extract from tho 
fragments restored with tho aid of the 'l'ibettm 
version : 

Na te'sti sadrsa� ka8cidd adhika-sya ksth-iis!rs kii 
alpa 

Matrena hinopi naiva ka8cana vidyate 
Sa ken-opanayamitV'inupameyo'sti nayaka 

. 

Hrt-opam-iiva ka.Jiiya niruwmiiya te_ nama� 

(Since none is equal to thee, of a. superio�: what nootl 
to speak ? E ven inferiority by a slight difference 
from thee there is none. So th:m, with whom can 
I compare thea ? Incomparable art thou, 0 g�ide. 
Thou, w}l{) has left behind the possibility of compari· 
son, to thee, the Incomparable, hail !). 

Regarding the Buddha's teaching it says. · 
Etena do�alipto'sti vi8uddhi7!' tena gacchati 
Etad evantara7!' niitha tvadviida paraviidayofa 

(By this, one ii smeared with defilements ; by that, 
one attains purity ; that, 0 Lord, indeed, is the 
difft3rEmce between thy teaching and the teaching 
of othors : op. cit. pp. 78, 81). 

There is no Chinese version of this text. · The 
Tibetan version incorporated in the stotra. aeetion

. 

of the Tengyur is given the name Sans-rgyaa bcom. 
ldan !ufas-la bstod-pa bsnags-par ly,os-pa bsn�·pa-las 
bstod-par mi-nus-par bstod-pa shes-bya-ba ( Vaf'!Wnha· . 
va� Bhagavato Buddhasya stotre'8akyaslava·nama ; 
'l'M. No. 1 138). The title Vartwrhavaf11t1 occura 
in the ori�inal text itself (Hoernle, op. cit. pp. 81,83). 
The Tibetan version h� been of groat importance 
for the restoration of certain portions of the frag� · 
menta. It shows that the original work consisted 
of twelve chapters, a .fact that is co�oborated by 

· a line occurring in the fragments, · which when· · 
restored reads, Vaf1WrhG-Vaf1t-e budd�·BWtrs. ;  • • •  

·
• 

nama dviidaiama adhyiiya� samiiptalca Oat�m 
krtir acarya bhaclanta Matrcetasya (In the hymn tO · 
the Buddha (called) the Praise of the Praiseworthy, 
this is the twelfth chapter named . • . • . . • . Here 
also ends the Oatttly,Aataka the compositio� of the 
ii.carya, the revered Matrceta). 

F. W. Thomas reads (IA. XXXII, p. 346)- the . 
Tibotan name as Vaf!LiirkavartlGna : · bhagawlo 
buddhasya stotra traya. Following this, Hoernle 
s�ggests that Vayttiirha-var�ana was the name given 
to e. collection of three separate hymns, � suggestion · 
which is made all the more plausible by the fact that 
the Tibetan text V artu:rha-varttana is described aa ·. 
the bhagavato buddhasya stotratraya (the throo hymne· 
of the Lord Buddha). Further, he suggests that the 
three works could have been the Oatu�-latakli'Btotra, 
the Satapan:ii.Satikastotra and the Prasadaprati· 

bhodbhava. The last mentioned work is referred 
to in a line of a verso found in the fragments, which . · 

appears to be the conclusion and the colophon of •· 
B work which preceded the Oatu��sataka 8tolra 
(Hoernle, op. cit. pp. 77-79 ; seo also IA. XXXII, 
pp. 345 ff. ; XXXIV, pp. 145 ff.).  . 

. 

- . In the seventh century, when l·tBing · was 
travol�ing in india, t�e Oatu�:lataica Btotra and also 
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the SatapaifdUatikastotra seem to have been highly 
rega."!led there. Of these 1-tsing says, "These 
charming compositions are equal in beauty to 
heavenly flowers and the high principles which 
they contain rival in dignity with the lofty peaks . 
of a mmmtain'' (Winternitz, History of Indian 

Literature, II, Calcutta, 1933, p. 271). 

S.K.N. 

Oat�tavasamiisartha (q.v.) of Amrtakara these 
views had to be modified. It shows that the Oatu�· 
atava consisted of the Lokatita-s0, the Nirupamya-8°, 
the Acintya-s0 and the Paramiirtha-8°. 

The first occurrenee of the title Oattt!z,stava is in 
the Bodhicaryavatara-panjika of Prajiiakaramati. 
It is quite possible that in the beginning these four 
atavas were treated as independent compositions 
and that later, probably by a scribe, these four 
particular stava.'l were put together and given the 
title Oatu[!,-stava. This position is also proved by 
the Tibetan Tengyur in which these hymns are 
translated separately, each under its own title. A 
manuscript of the Niraupamya-stava in Nii.ga.ri 
script found in Nepal, too, established this fact. 

The title of each hymn is due to the particular 
epithet of the Buddha,such as acintya( inconceivable), 
mentioned in the initial stanza, and as such, it has 
no special significanoe with regard to the contents . 
of each hymn. Nii.gii.r'juna, in praising the Buddha, 
selects those special characteristics which are more 
in harmony with the 8arva8tlnyatfi concept, thus 
creating an opportunity to bring out the essence of 

CATUij-SATYA-S"OTRA, the name of a Sanskrit 
work, the Tibetan version of which is incorporated 
m the Mdo-ade (miscellaneous siitra) section of the 
Kangyur (TM. No. 316 ; TT. No. 39, No. 982). 
The TibEltan title is gi�en as (lfphags-pa) Bden-pa . 
bahi�i-mdo). This siitra is · also mentioned in the 
Sai]fyukliigama and the Ekottaragama of the Chinese 
Tripitaka (TaisM, Nos. 99, 125 ; Nanjio, Nos. 543, 
544). This siitra is similar to the first siitra of the 
KCJ�igamavagga of the Sarpyutta-nikaya (Vol. V, 
p. 431). The Mongolian edition of this . text is 
mentioned in the "Catalogue du Tanjur Mongal · 
Imprime" (Louis Ligeti, New Delhi, 1964, No. 1076). 
This is a short text with twelve lines, which the 
author begiJ:ls with a salutation addressed to the 

. Mfidhyamika teachings in a simple form. Subtle 
. doctrinal matters, . such as · the identification of 

. t!U�yatii (voidance) and pratitya-aamut�fida (depen • 

· Buddha and to all the bo<;lhisattvas. 

The Buddha is said to 'have .addressed this siitra 
. to the bhlkkbus ·while residiilg among the Vajjians 

. atKo�igiim�, and declared to them. that.he and they . 
· had to wander through the long way of SSipSiira 

(the cycle of births and deaths), because they did 
not understand the Four Noble Truths. Buddha· 
says further that there would be no becoming 
for them (the bhikkhusr and the Buddha himself 
in future, ·because they have now understood these 
Truth!!. At the end of the discourse, the Buddha 
again emphasises the .fact that thos& who do not 
understand the Four Noble Truths would wander 
through the cycle of births and deaths and that 
they would be able to put an end to becoming only 
after the realisation of these Truths. 

dent. origination),' are mEmtioned .in brief. U i8 
the .Dharma-kays (lit. Body of Law) that forms the 
object of praise in the Oatu�-atava • . 

S.K.N. 

· CATUl;ISTAVA-sAMASARTHA of Amrtii.kara, a 
commentary on the Oat�-stava (q.v.) of Nii.gii.rjuna.. 
The manuscript, found by G. Tucci in the Nor 
monastery and edited by him, was published in the 
Minor Buddhist Texts, pt. i, p. 235 ff. (SOR. IX, 
1956) . 

Only three of the four chapters of the text are 
preserved in full. This commentary, w:itten in 

I.K. . hybrid Sanskrit,· attempts to explain the teachings 
of the Oatu{!stava in accordance with the doctrine 

OATUij-8TAV A, a work consisting of four of the of the stages (bhti.mi) of the bodhisattva. 

many stavas (hymns of prai�) attributed to Nii.gii.r- Yet, the first seven stages are not taken int.o 

. juna. The opinion of scholars differs with regard to . .  consideration by the commentator. It is explained 
the particular stavaa that form the Oatu'Q-stava. L. that though a bodhisattva in the seventh stage know 
de Ia Vallee Poussin (Le Mweon, 1913, pp. 1-18) the supornaturai manifestation of the Buddha-body 
considers the Nirupama-stava, the Lokiil/ua-s0, the (budd�kiiyavy'lihaf!&), he is unable to create one. 
OiUavajra-8° and the Paramii.rtha-s0 as being However, through tho knowledge of the supernatural 

· incorporated in this. G. Tucci also endorses this manifestation of tho· Buddha-body (buddhakii.ya. 
view (JRAS. 1932, p. 309 ff�)· Prabhubhai Patel eyilhajfHt), in this stage itself he gets the desire 
(lllQ. VIII, 1932, p. 689 ff. ; X, pp. 82 ff.) accepts to create this form. When a bodhisattva reaches 
the first two stavas, but suggests the Acintya-8° and the eighth stage,ho comes very close to Buddha.hood. 
the Stutyatita-s0 in place of the other two mentioned It is however, in the ninth stage that he becomes 
lily Poussi.B.. However, with the discovery of the fully ripened to become a Sambuddha. 
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To add weight to his explanations, the commen
tator quotes from text�;� like the DaJabhUmika, the 
Lmikavatara Sil�ra, the Abhisamayalankara, etc. 

S.K.N. 

CATUKKA NIPATA, •the Book of Fours' of the 
A1iguttara-nikiir!Ja (II, pp. 1-257). It contains 27 
chapters (vagga). The first twenty chapters are 
collected in four groups of five chapters each, each 
chapter containing ten suttas. The remaining 
seven chapters, containing 71 sutte.s, from the 
fifth and last group of 'fifty' (pafinasaka7J1 
pancama-rp) bringing the total of suttas in this 
nipata to 271. 

Conspicuous by its absence in this 'Book of Fours' 
is any reference to the Four Noble Truths. The 
four 'brahman truths' (cattiiri briihma1)0-BacMi.ni), 

put forward by the ·Buddha, are harmlessness 
towards all living beings, the recognition of the 
impermanence of all sense-delights, in fact of all 
8ecoming, and perfect detachment (A. II, pp. 176-7). 
The only other reference to sacca is founrJ. in the 
description of a true monk who has put away 
sectarian opinions ( panu�tuJ-pacceka-aacca : ibid. 
p. 41). Neither reference · is to the Four Noble 
Truths. Mrs. Rhys Davids who always had a keen 
eye for 'editorial handling' and 'creeping in' of 
'glosses,' has no .suggestion to explain the creeping 
out of this fundamental doctrine. 

The four 'divine' virtues (brahma-vihiira) of loving 
kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy and equani
mity ar.e fully dealt with (pp. 12s-,30). 

But one unexpectedly meets in this book (ibid. 
· p. 141) toe set Of four controlling powers ·(indriyiini) 

which are usually enumerated as five. They finding 
a. place here by the omission of insight (panni). 
This applies also to the usual sot of five sources of 
strength (baliini), mentioned in the very noxt sutta, 
aloo omitting insight (panna). Yet, the strength 
of insight (panniibala) occurs as the first in a new 
set of four, together with energy (v'iriya), innocence 
(anat�ajja) and collectedness (sangaha) in the suc
ceeding sutta (ibid. p. 142) to be furthersup19lomented 
by computation (pa#-smikhiina) and mind-culture 
fbhiivana) immtldiately thereafter, which leaves us 
with a total of nine sources of strength spread out 
over four suttas.1 This is a typica.l instance of tho 
casual complication of several instanGes, in which 
a well-known series is either truncated or expanded 
to mttke itfit into a particularn.ipata in theAnguttara

nikiiya, where eaeh hook deals with subj�cts 
aumerically increasing from one to eleven. 

Editorial handling is 11,lso eyident, not only by 
the Pali co)Dpilers, however, but also by the English 
translators and commentators. Thus, sutta 87 
(ibid. pp. 86 ft.) in the M lie ala Vagga {which should 
read Acala Vagga, as derived from samana-m-acala . . . . 
the unshaken recluse, ibid. pp. 86,88, 89, 90) dea18 
with four kinds of recluses. In a bng footnote the 
translator (F. L. Woodward, Gradual Sayings; 
PTS. London, 1962, II, p. 96) f®Ces a comparison 
of these four kinds with the four stages of sainthood 
-stream-enterer· (sotapanna), once�returner (sakadii
giimi), non-returner (a·nagami),-and the perfect 
saint (arahant), whereaa the unshaken recluse 
(sama!UZ-m-acala), although referred to as a learner 
on the path (sekho pa#pado), need not exclusively 
refer to a · stream-enterer (sotiipanna). · The tei'In 
aekha includes both the path (magga) and the 
fruition (phala) of the stream-enterer (sotapanna), 
the once-returner (sakadagiimi), and the non
returner (anagiimi), 8<! well as the path of arab.ant
ship (arahatta-magga). The term pa#pada, in its 
most pregliant meahing, refers to tho Noble Path 
of sainthood. And until fruition thereon is attained, 
one remains a learner. The remaining: three t)yes of . 
recluses, viz., the blue-lotus one (samatuJ·pu�{larik.a) 
the white-lotus one (sama�a-paduma) and the ex qui. 
site one (sa�a-sukhumiila), are aJJ referred in th!) 
identical description of the arahant : having .des • . 

troyed the mental intoxicants (iisaviina-rp khayii), · 

with emancipated heart (ceto-vimviti7J1), released 
through insight (panM-vimutti-rp), and abiding in 
such realisation (abhinn.ii sacchikatva upasampajja 
viharati). They are distinguished, not in a degree 
of sanctity on the Path, but in the method of their 
achievements. The blue-lotus recluse does no.t 
experience the eight deliverances (no ca kho sffha 
vimokhe kiiyena phassitva viharati) which include 
the four states of immateFial mental absorption 
(artipa-jhiina) and the state of cessation of both 
perception and sensation (safliia-vedayita-nirodha: 
A .  IV, p. 306) ; whereas the white-lotus one expe· 
riences these eight deliverances in himself (altha 
ca vimokhe kiiyena phassitvii viharati). In other 
words, the blue-lotus recluse is a 'dry-visioned' 
arahant, who is supported by mere insight (sukkha· 

vipassaka), and the white-lotus recluse has · the 
attainment of mental absorption as the means of his 
deliverance. 

The exquisite one among recluses (samatw-aukhu
miila) is likewise free from the mental intoxioonts, 
emancipated at heart, released through insight ; he . 

· has, moreover, every blessing in this life, is £rOO 

1 Woodward's translation (Grad)Mll SayingB, PTS. London, 1 962, II, p. 145) gives by oversight 'the power of faltb", 
btead oC ins!� (pailfldbala). 

14. S.P.C. 93898 
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from illness and enjoys a plentiful supply of 
requil9i�. None of them is referred to as a learner. 
(sekha), for they are aceomplished and perfect. 

Of . greawr . interest is . �he so-called internal 
evidence of ·e.ntiq.ui\y. Thus, a quotation of verse 
1048 from the Paroyatw Vagga of the Suttanipata 
in this Oatukka Nipat11 of ihe Anguttara-nikaya 
(II, pp. 4&-6) proves the greater originality of the 
earlier work.. On tlie other hand, .A. II, p .  1 8  is 
quoted at NeU. pp. U9, 162., A. II, pp. 47-:-8 at 
!(1m. p. 344. Many are \he parallel passage:� among 
which tha ,JtivuUaka appears the most frequent. 

H.G.A.v.Z. 

and ereated a great uproar while exchanging 
greetings with the residont monks and making 
arra!)gements for their seats, etc. The Eudd1la 
having summoned Ano.nda learnt the reason for 
the uproar sent and for the monks found fault with 
them: for taeir loose conduct and t•rned thom 

· away without even exchanging greetings. Later, 
on the intervention of the Sakyas of Cii.tuma. and 
of Maha-Brahmii., the Buddha pardoned them. 

The Buddha. asked Siiriputta. and Moggallana 
whether they pondered why the Buddha. had firsts 
turned away the monks. Sariputta. said that he 
thought of relaxing himself since he thought the 
Buddha, too, was bent upon enjoying the happiness 

CATUMAsiKA BRAHIIIADATTA, two kings by of the worldly life. Moggallii.na eaid that he thougM 
that name, both of Bii.rii.�asi. of leading and guiding the monks wi.th the assistance 

One of them oace went to the park in �he first of Sariputta if the Buddha wa� not ready to do 

month of summer· and found a kovilara tree, fresh that. The Buddha praised Moggallii.na and said : 

with green leaves. Again, when he wont . there "If I do not load and guide the monks Sii.riputta 

in midsummer the tree was in full bloom. When and Moggallana should do so." Later, he addressed 

he went o"n the third occasion, toWa.rds the end of the · monks, who had assembled at Cii.tuma 

summer, all the flowers and leaves had withered about four dangers that tempt a man who bad 
. away. ·Perceiving that decay and death are the entered the Order through faith to leave tho Order . 

common lot of .all and, reflecting on that, the king and return to lay life, namely, anger (kodha upayasa), 

be.came a. .pa.coekabuddha. : His , ministers, . un- gluttony (odarikatta), the pleasures of the senses 
·.' aWa.re of the Icing's attainment, requested him to an� women. These· four the Buddha equates with 
return to .the· : paJace., Thereupon he told · tho the four ·dangers that . .waits a man, who ente!'S the . 

ministers that· he wa� Jiomote·a king (SnA. I, p. 90 f.; . . water__:na;mely • wavelil, crocodiles; whirlpools· and 

Ap.A. pp. 1 70 f.) and uttered his tuliina which is 
found in the Khaggavi,atw Suua (Sn. v. 44 ; Ap. I, 
p. 9. t1. 18). 

The other king by thnt n&mo used to go to his 
park.once every four months for pleasure. · One clay 
he went · to the park in midsummer and saw a tree 
in full bloom at the entrance to the park. He 
·plucked a flower from it and entered tho park. His . 
retinue, too, plucked flowers in like manner and 
-uliimately the tree was quite bare. . In the ovening 
when the king was · returning from tho park h� 
observed what · had happened and reflected that 
the tree suffered despoliation, because it was full of 
flowers. Consequently, ho reaJised how possessions 
lead to trouble and, renouncing the kingdom, donned 
'tobeS af a monk, later becoming a pacceka-bttdd.ha 
(SnA. I, pp. 1 16  f. ; Ap.A. pp. lill f. ).  His udtina 
is found in the Khaggovi?arw Butta (Sn. v. 64). 

H.R.P. 

. CATUlfA BUTTA, the sixty-seventh sutta of the 
MajiMma.-nikiiya (I, pp. 456-62). It derives 
its title from the pla.ee where it was preached, 

- namely, the Amalald forest in Catuma.. About 
ti.ve hun� . monb, . hee.cled by S�riputta and 
ll�gga.llana, came to where ihe Buddha was living 

sharks. 
W.G.W; 

CATUMATTA JATAI{A (var. Oatumatta-J0). On� 
the bodhisatta was born as & tree-sprite �n a forest. 
Two young geese were in the habit of coming froi�J, 
Cittakiitapabbata to that tree and from there going 
in search of food. . In course of time they became 
friends of the bodhisatto. and used to talk together 
about religion. Once, when they were thus engaged 
in a discassion a jackal stood under tho tree and 
interrupted them. The geese �re disgusted with 
him and flew for Citta.kiij;a. 

. 

This jataka was related in conneotio� wmt SD. 
old bhikkhu who interrupted Sii.riputta. . and Mog· 
gallii.na engaged in converstltion. The two chief 
disciples had walked away in disgust. Sariputta 
and Moggallana had been the two young geese in 
the jataka and the old bhikkhu had been the jackal 
(./. II, ·p p .  1 06-8) . 

The name, Oatumaf.!a Jii.taka, is apparently 
derived from the last line of the concluding stanza 
"kif!' tattha catumat�aBsa, Ula'tf' pat'i8a jambukii.'tia, it 
spoken by the bodhisatta for the jackal's benefit : 
"When fairy birds sing to fairy birds, and devas 
converse with devas, you, jackaJ, with your fo� 
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wonderful qualities (of bodily shape, noble birth, 
melodious voice and lofty virtue) go back into your 
hole." 

L.R.G. 
CATUMfflAHARAJIKA, the heavenly realm of the 
Four GI'eat Kings {cattiiro maharajano), Dhata· 
ra��ha, Viru!ha, Virupakkha· and Vessaval)a {some
times designated Kubera) who are. depicted ,as 
ruling deities, re3pectively, of the eastern southei�, 
western and northern quarters. Consequentlj.� 
the hosts of these Great Kings who also dwell in . 
this realm are called catummaharaHkii deva or devas 
of the Ca.tummaharajik�. 

The four kings feature frequently in the early 
texts, particularly in thQ Digha-nikaya, but seem 
to recede into the di11tance in the later canonical 
literature. They are individually, and anthro· 
pomorphi('.ally, described with some frequency in 
eeveral sutta.nta!? of the Digha-nikaya. 'rhe Aliinti· 

pya Suttanta(D. III, pp. 203 f.) and the Mah&amaya 

$1.lttanta (D. II, pp. 257 f.), for instance, give vivid 
accounts of each of them, the former giving a 
commentary on the four, one by one, as they 
arrive with their hosts at Kapilavatthu to hear the 
Buddha preach the Dhe.mma, .and the latter descri· 
bing them, their retinue, their sous and, in the case 
Qf VessavBJ.la, his city and his kingdom (see further 
VESSAVA�A). Both these suttanta.s depict them 
18 non-human beings (amanuas�), paying homage 
te the Buddha Gotama. They give the classes of 
non-hum8Jl beings over whom the four hold sway ; 
DhntaraHha, ruler of the east, is lord (adhipati) o( 
the gaiuzhabbas ; Viru!ha, ruler of the south, where 
they whoni men call pets-folk reside, is lord of 
wmbhat�4<U ; Viriipakkha, ruler of the west, is lord 
of ncigas and Kuvera, whose identity with Vossavm.ta 
is established in the Aliiniifiya Suttanta (D. III, p. 
!0 1), i�;� ruler of the north and lord of yakkhas. 

'1wo other suttantas of the Digha-nikaya refer 
to two important meetings of tho hosts of the 
t1t1rty-three gods (Tava#f!!•a det:a) at which the four 
Great Kings were present. In the Jana-vasabha 
Buttanta (D. II, pp. 207 f.), J8Jla-Vasabha, {i.e., 
King Bimbisara reborn as a yakkha in the company 
of VellSavBJ.la) reports of the meeting of the 
tbirty-throo held "in days long gono by, on the 
Jlight of tho f, ast of the fl.fteenth day at the full 
moon in the month . for entering upon · retreali 
(vusupanayika), �he month pf .Asalhi" {tl'f!l. T. W. 
Rhys Davids, Dialogu«s of the Bu.idha, London, 
1966, II, p. 24l), and in ihe Maha-Oovinda Suttanta 

(D. II, pp. 220 f.), Pajicasikha, the gandhabba, reports 
of a similar meeting l!eld on the fifteenth day at 
the full moon on the niih� of the feast of Invitations 

(paviiratw)· Both these meetings are reported to 
have been held at the Sudhamma Hall, and in both 
BtLttantas the seati..'lg arrangements of the foUl' 
kings are given in the identical words, thus ; " . . . . At 
the four quarters of the firmament sat the four 
Great Kings. There was Dhatarattha, king of t.he 
east facing the weat ; Vi.rii}haka, king of the south 
facing tho nol'th ; Viriipakkha, king of the west, 
facing the east and V essava-.:ta, king of the north, 
facing the south." Each of theiri is seated presiding 
over their respective hosts, the seats of their 
followers being behind them. Thus their seating 
arrangements could be illustrated as follows : 

----------�N�------- -----� 
YAKKHAS 

? Vessa.vai;ta 0 

· � I �  W � o� Viriipakkha Dhata.rattha. +-O � Eo 
!1J 

6 v•rulhaka 
KUMB�J;>AS, .  

'-------=--�---· s . ,. 

td > !1J 

That the Catummahiirii,jilca were held ·to be distinct 
from and not to be eonfused with the 33 'GodS 
(Ttivati!Jr.sii) is evident by their separate tr.ontion in 
the following passage found in both 81Uiar.ma. "The 
Gods of the Thirty three sat down in their own places·; 
while the four Great Kings also did ihe same." 
It is also found in both these suttantas that the four . . 
kings "accepted the uttered wotd" (te tmtta'DiikyiJ 
rajano pa#gayhiinuaiisanif[l), f�om which T. W. 
Rhys Davids (ibid. p. 263 n. 1) infers that the foui 
Great Kings might have been looked upon a8 
Recorders in their memory of what had been said. . 
Sal{ka, who is depicted as their sovereign, is present 
at their meetings and announces the arrival of 
Brahms Sanruiknmfuoa. who addresses thrJse gods 
on the virtues of the Buddha. 

In the J anava.Yabha Suttanta, Brahmii Sanan. 
kumii..ra declares that those who take refuge in the 
Buddha, Dhamma 8Jld Sangha are reborn, sorrao in 
the company of the Pa.mniriunita..va.savatti dovas� 
some in Tusita, somo in the company of the 'Yama:; 
deva. some in the company of the gods of Tii.vatilpsa 
and some in the company of the four . Great Kings� 
Kevaggha (q. v.) in his ascent to heaven (D. I, p. 
215 f.) arrives first into the company af the retinue 

· of the four Great Kings and is llireeted to ta� · 
four Great Kings themselves. The · order of tae 
pcavens is the same in the Ktvafj4ha Suttanla (D. I,, 
p.  216 ff.) as in tht:. Janavasab,ha Bu.&t4nta, and 

here, too, they seem to ackDowledge t.�o sovereignt1 
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of Sakka; It may be noted in passing that the list 

of gods in the M?i:lapariyaya Sutta (M. I, p. e. f.) 

conSpicuously omits the four Great ' Kings. This 
latter list, which is repeated frequently in the 
l{ikiy.s.s, � fu be q-ulte independ\nt of the other 
list (i.e., ·of· the Ktl!Xll/4-ha 8uuanta)·· .otc., which is 
alSo repeated aild in· which the four Great Kings 

· are mentioned. 

The Atana!iya S'ultanta1 which along.· with the 
,other .wtantas mentionoo, states that the four Graat 
kings were devotees of Gotama and of the seven 
Buddhas� has aiso a very curious and interesting 

· passage, in which ihe four Great Kings are described 
. as great yakkhas who are protectors of the followers 
�f the Buddha from fear of yakkhas. Fear is caused 
to human beings by yakkba.s who are rebels against 
the four Great Kings, their officers and their men, 
and. a spell is suggested whereby they may be 
controlled. 

70S CA 1!fiMIKAYIKA 

here with the intention of establishing the sup�trior 
moral grandeur of the soven year old novice Sukha
kumiira. Sakka ordBrs thE.' four Groat Kii1gs to 
drive away the noisy birds from the monastc,ry
park so that the young n�vice could meditate peace
fully. Thl'y stand guard over the four quarters 
until he finishes his task, Sakka himsolf standing 
on the door of the novice's hut. They behave 
similarly in the case of the meditating Pai;t<;lita 
(DhpA. II, p. 143 f.) .  · 

ln the Sirikiilaka1)1}i Jiitaka (J. III. p. 257 f.) it 1s 
implied that tha.fom.· Kings had a special reservation 
in the Anotatta lake, for . bathing. They are, 
according to the Kathavatthu (p. 207) gods of the 
Kii.maloka. They seen::t to stand one . step 
higher than the g.mdhab bas iu the hi�rarchy of celes
tial beings, and their realm, which comes to be 
mentioned fot the first time in the Keva#}za 
suUanta, wa..q considered to have been the lowest of 

'.I'hiS fl:mction of the four Great Kings is quite the heavens. 

alte� i� the Atiguttara-nikaya (I� pp . .142 f.), The Kathiivatthu (Joe. cit) also states that their 
where they take the position of guardians and life-span was five hundred years. 
reporters . of tha morality of men. According to The Vibhatiga-aH/Iakatha (p. 519) J!\6ntions other 

. . this reference, on the 8th day . of the lunar half- · . 
.month their. miniSters, on tho 14th day ,their sons 

.
· 

dwelle\'8 in the heaven
_ 
of the four Great Kings, 

:cmd on the 15th day, i.e .. , the upoaatha, the four . 
namely; the Kllil;l<;lii.padosikii., the Manopadosikii., 

. · Kingsthemsel:vos gorot.m�l theworld "to �e whather . · the Sitavalahakii., tho UI;thavalii.haka, Ca.ndima and 

/ · . . ·· . · ·. Sui'iya. · 
· many folk amqng mm pay re:veren� ,to .mother , 

and father, to recluses and briUunans and show It is clear tha.t the concept· of t.he four Gteat 

deference to elders of tho clan, observe the full- Kings was pre-Buddhistic (see Moulton, Zoroa8· 
moon day, k�p tho vigil and do good works" (trsl. trianism, Williams and Norgate, H!l3,) and that the 

... F. L. Woodward, Gradual Sayings, I, London, 1951, Buddhist writers utilised it ably to convey certain 

P· 126). They report their findings to the Tii.vatirpsa. essential tenets of Buddhism. One of the finest 
godS· at their assemblies who exult if man are good, example of their maSterly manipulation of pre-

because their o:wn hosts, the dev.as, would than vailiug concepts to serve their purpose is that of 
increase, �d are sad if men are bad, for then the the Maluisamaya SuUanta, whore the Catumma.hii.rel� 
hosts of their enemies, the asuras, would increase. jikii. are ac;sembled together with many another 
The four Great Kings h1we thus become guardian� Vedic and non-Vedic god, a).go probably receiving 

�nd informers for the. Tavati1psa gods, watching the unqualified faith and unreserved homage of the 

ove:r: the morality of human beings. populace, and then shown up to be all subject to 
doath liko any other mortal. This spirit prevails Tbi8 passage also sheds some Hght, if it does not 

tually -•te th · r h' h th t· 
throughout the . sutta.s where the Catummahii.riij ika � w r, e purposes '0r w Ic e mee mga come to be mentioned. See also LOKAPALA., · of the. Ta�tiJpsa gods and the four Great Kings 

wera held in the Digha-nikaya Suttantas. Another 
J>8S88m) of the Afigutlara-nikaya (IV, p. 60) also 
addS that the givers of gifts are born in the company 
�f the four Great Kings but yet another (A. IV, 
pp. 239 f.) qu"-lifies .t�t no high spiritual motives 
peed accompany the act of giving, to be reborn 
ameng· them.-

' 'l'lleir function as guardians is elaborated further 
in tha · comm.cnta.ry to the Dha.mmapada (DhpA. 
lii, pp. 96 f.) where they stand guard over a medita
_tfug.: motlk. Th6ir polfition ·in fact ·· is demeaned 

B.J. 

CATUNIKAYIKA (va.r. catunekayika), Buddhist; 
disciples or bhikkhus who were versed in tae· 
four Nikii.yas or collections of the Sutta PiJaka. The 
earliest occurrence of the term is in tho Milinda• 

. paiiha (p. 22) where it is used side by side witn 
tepif,aka (those versed in the three Pi�kas) and 
p::�;icanelcayika (those versed in thQ five Nikii.yas) 
with reference to the . erudite monks who were 

· associated with the Venerable Nagasena of Milindci� 
paiiha fame. Tho fact that references to panr:ti. 
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nikaya (Eten'eva upayena pafica nikii.ye puc<thi. 
Vin. II, p. 287) and pancanekayika (on a Rail 

Inscription at Barhut stiipa, ciFca second century 

B.C. See Clmningham A., Stupa of Ba.rhut, p. 142, 
and Barua and Simha, Barh·ut Inscriptions, pp. 
28-30) occur at a much earlier date than the refernce 
to the catunekayika precludes us from assuming 
that th0 fourfold division of the Sutta Pi[,alca is 
older than its division into the five Nikii.yas. 'fhs 
collection or Nikaya of doubtful authenticity and 
reputation is Khuddakal which as its very name 
suggests must have originally been a meagre collec
tion of minor pieces. A closer and careful analysis 
reveals that the heterogeneity of its contents, in 
including works of unorthodox character and works 
of apparently later origin, must have led to the 
stigmatisation of this disproportionately large collec
tion of 15 works (according to Ceylonese Ther�vada 
tradition ; DA. I p. 17) which has expanded beyond 
the limits of the original connotation of its title of 
Minor Collection. Like the Atharvan in the \7edic 
.tradition, 'the . Khu.ddakanikaya, too, might have 
been thus rejected by certain schools of Buddhist. 
disciples while accepting the custody of Buddhist 
learning. Ceylonese tradition also speaks of 
Catunikayika (AA. IT, p. 173 ; VinA. ill, p. 695). 
Negatively .speaking, the Ceylonese Commentaries 
do not appear to make ariy mention of the reciters 
(bhiittakas) of the Khuddakanikaya. But they know 
of Jiitaka-bhatuzkas, reciters of the Jataka which 
is a very popular work of the Khuddakanikii.ya. 
However, the Milindapanha which is much older 
than the commentarial tradition of Ceylon, knows 
of both the Khuddaka-bhatuzkas and the Jataka
bhiituzkas. Thus, tho emergence of the concept of 
Oatunikaya or Catunikayika seems to be born of a 
conscious rejection of the Khuddakanikaya from 
the five Nikayas of the Sutta Pit-aka. 

J.D. 

CATUNIKAYIKA-BHA�.:QIKA, an older well·versed 
in the doctrine. He is quoted as an authority in 
tho Sat'{lyutta commentary (SA. I, p. 21). 

CATUNIKA.YIKA-TISSA, an aldor from Ceylon. 
He was a resident of the Kolita-vihara. His elder
brother was Dattabhaya. who lived in the Potaliya 
vibara. Once when Dattiibhayo. fell ill, he summoned 
Tissa and asked him for o. topic of meditation. 
Tissa recommended meditation on the kabalin· 
kiit·ahara (material food). Dattiibha.ya meditat�d 
accordingly and attained a.rahantship (AA. II, . 
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p. 173). Catunikii.yika-Tissa's teacher was Maha· 
tipitaka t�era ( VinA. III, p. 695). 

L.R.G. 

CATU-PARISUDDHISILA, The fourfold classi. 
fication of sUa (q.v.) which leads to the purification 
and perfection of the life of the Bud<ihist disciple. 
The term is not found, in canonical Pali literature 
in its discussions on sila. However, the term 
parisuddhisila is usod in the very general sense of a 
'code of good living leading to purity' in the 
Pa#sambli.idamagga (I, p. 42). It is Buddhaghosa 
who introduces us to this subject of catuparisuddM
sila, more or loss, at the commencement of his 
Visuddhimagga ( Vism. I, pp. 15-46). Accepting 
this fourfold_ classification as a part of contempora
neous Buddhist monastic tradition ha makes a 
detailed analysis of it and helps to establish its 
claim to be the most comprehensive code of 
monastic discipline. The four items of Catupuri
suddhisila are :-

1 .  Patimokkhasa1J1varasila : sila which brings 
about restraiiit in relation to the codified 
law of the Patimokkha. - · 

2. Indrlyasat'{lvaraaila : sila which brings about 
restraint of the sense fa¥ties. 

· 

3. - A,1ivaparisuddhisi� :  sUa which brings about 
purity or blamelessness of livelihood. 

4. Paccayasannissitasila : sila relating to (the 
use of) fourfold requisites or catupaccaya. 

The ca�onical Pa.li texts deal with the develop
ment of the religious life of the Buddhist disciple in 
relation to the threefold culture or tisso aikkhii, 
viz. si.U' or morality, samcidhi (q. v.) or mind develop
ment and panna (q.v.) or wisdom (M. I, pp. 71, 
442 ; A.  I, pp. 229, 230, 235). Of these three \ , 
sila which is regarded as the basis of all higher 
culture, is dealt with at great length (D. I, p. 63 ; 
M. I, p. 33 ; S. I, pp. 13, 1 65 ; V. p . .  I 87). This 
prestige which sila on joys in early Buddhism as -the 
bo.sic training in religious lifQ has never been challeng
ed in the centuries· that followed in the history of 
Pali Buddhism. Both Nagasena in tht\1. Milinda
panha (ll1iln. p. 34) and Buddhagho�a in the 
V isuddhimagga ( V ism. I, p. 1 }  quote canonical 
texts (S. I, pp. 13, 165) 1·egarding this basic value 
of sUa. 

It is pertinent here to get an overall view of 
the basic concept of sila before proceeding to 
examine its divisions. and classifications. Sila in 

1. In the historlc�l lntroductlon to his Commentary on the Digha-nikiya, Dundhastho�a ndds that Digha·bluinakas reckoned 
with a. Khudd aka collection minus the CarilliiPitaka, Apadjna and Budrlhava1[18a and further that they aceomodated it la the 
Abhidhamma Pi/aka and n�t i� the Sult4 Pi/aka (D.A, I, P• 15). 
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Buddhism is to be looked upon as a twofold correc- derives it inspiration from the generally accepted 
tion of the indiiVidual. While recognising the fact of position that all beings dislike suffering or dukkha 
personal identity and individual responsibility, the and wish for happiness and comfort or sulcha (M. I, 
Buddt.tist aoncept of sila also highlights the indivi- p. 341 ) .  That being so, one should compare others 
dual's social oomniitment in relation to his attain- with oneself and not hurt or cause harm to others 
ment of salvation. Adjustment of oneself into ( attiina'T!l upama'T!l katvii na haneyya na gMtaye : 
harmonioUS' :relati0nships with one's society and Dhp. ch. x, v. 1). This, one does, reducing the 
environmeni is a sine qua non of Buddhist religious individuation consciousness or the notions of 'I' and 
culture ana character development. In this 'mine'. Making oneself the basis - of affection for 
process; the development of the mind is considered others, howev&. should riot be mistaken for an 
to be of prima.ry importance. For, a mind freed of assertion of the ego or attaviida, as much as the 
'hindrances' lends itself to be used for higher ·desire to totally eradicate the above mentioned 
religi,ous exercises leading to the perfection of wis- notions of aha.�kiira and mami'T!lkiira in the attain
dam which · Is necessary · for the attainment of ment of Nirva�w. is not to be mistaken as fostering 

· Nirvd!!a. · the growth of tartha, or putting it differently, tho 

-Greed, hatred and delusion (lobha, aosa and moha}, attainment of Nirvarta through the elimination of 

according to Buddhism, warp the mind of the un- notions of 'I' and 'mine' does not reflect the 

guarded individual to such an extent that it not presence of tartM. For, such a notion of self (atta : 

only retards the healthy growth of the individual self, as distinct fram liOJll) or body (kaya : the 

and denies.� a reasonable share of happiness but synthesis of - the aggregates of. which a being is 
also propels him to patterns of anti-social behaviour constituted being conceded) is used only as a 

which deprive the others of their share. . Viewing convenient, conventional starting . point from 
mch patterns of behaviour llS they express them- which one could initiate a process of religiou 
selves in word and deed-from the motivational angle, culture. I But one is constantly reminded at the same 
Bu<J.dhist texts sp�ak . of. three sources from which time of the need to apply the method · of anslysis 
such . action sprizigs. They are lcii�vitakka, · · to arrive ai the . ttue nature of all phenomena, 

wiSh to gratify '8ense �esires: ; t•yapad��t'itakkft, �nd thereby prevent the poss�biliiy of false specula. 
feeling . :ot 'diaiike,: . resistance �d oppositioiJ: and ' tioli.and construction. . Conventional use of term.9 iJ 
vih�vitakka, thOtights of injury · and. destruc- .· allowed, but always with' the warning tha.t one (lal1 

tion. get tota.Jly inundated with or be carried away by it. 

AB these wi8hes, feelings and thoughts are given With reference tO the body which is analysable in · 

fulfilment one finds their manifestation in word and numerous ways (and the term 'body' having only 
deed. Buddhism accep:', i the position that .with a relative reality), the use of the concept 'thero ia . 

an exaggerated SE''lSe · of 'I' and mine' or oyer- the body : -auhi kayo ti' is a.llowed for the sake 
individuation (referred t<. in Buddhist texts as of building up knowledge and avoiding confusion in . 
�ra and mami�karc. and is regarded as a the communication of ideas. This is clearly brought 

basic weakness or defect · ·f the human mind), out in Mahasatipaf.lhiina Suttanta : Atthi kayo n vcJ  
human action can both be agG1·essive and oppressing, panassa sati paa-upaUhita hoti ya?Jadevananamaf.lii,lla 
in which process one denies the other his rights. patissatimattaya (D. II, p. 292). These arguments 
Hence Buddhist sila, in its basic assumptions, about· .the USI'l _of words like atla etc., seem to be 
proceeds to correct these excesses in behaviour. finally clinched by the Buddha · in his remarks to 
Taking the consideration about killing, injury and Citta at the end of the Pof!hapiida Suttanta : 'For 
destruction of life, a. concept with · 'v hich the on tire these, Citt.a, are merely names, expressions, terms of · 
·discipline of sila is initiated, it is argued that all speech, designations in common .use in the world . . thoae who love themselves (in Buddhism, it being And of �hese a Tathagata mak�:e use indeed, but is 
geMl'ally assumed that nobody loves another more not led astray by them' (Dialogues of the BuddAa, 
than onself : Ud. p. 4 7) �hould respect the right of Pu.rt I. p. 263 : Iti'ma kho citta lokasamaii.iia lokani
othel!S to safeguard their person (Tasma na M�e ruttiyo lolcavohiira loka]ianiiattiyo yiihi tat.hiigflln 
para'!" attakiimo). Thus arguing, one abstainS vohart&ti aparcimasan ti : 'D. I. p. 202). 
from killing . ana hurting others. 

. 

· This self-awareness, or correct assessment of the · It would be equally true to sa.y that abstaining significance of one's identity also paves the way to 
from killing, injury anel destruction of life also extend thoughts of love towards others while 

1. Comp re Sll�h U!t"B of the terms as : 'Let one ftrst establish M!Uel/ in what is prop&r and . then lnatruct o&IIIIW (DJA. xU. "· 2) 'Onee.elf. lndeed, Ia one'• savJour, for what other saviour would there· be ?' (lbld; '· 4). · 
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reducing the possibilities of hatred a.nd resentment 
(doaa or vyiipiida and vihi'T{bSii vitakka) . 

In relation to the gratification of sense desires (expressed thro;,;gh kiirr.4 vitakka), sUa seems to 
adopt a gradual method of restriction and reducuon. Limits are set at different points on the 
path of religious culture. One .shall not, through 
selfish motives, diipossess another of what rightly 
belongs to him. Nor shall he appropriate them 
through force or deceit. Items of Buddhist sila 

. relating to stealing (adinnadiina) and adultery and 
sexual misconduct (kiime:Ju m.icchacara) clearly indi
cate this. Thus sUa, with these provisions, would 
safeguard the harmony and well-being of society. 
A greater reduction of the desire to gratify sense 
desires comes with cultivation of thoughts of 
renunciation or nekkhamma-vitakka which is the 
opposite of kama-vitakka. Not only does one not 
deprive others of their happiness in order to enhance 
one's own through theft and plunder, but willingly 
shares one's possessions with others or makes gifts 
t� them (aanasa'f!lvibhagarata) in order to contribute 
to the happiness of othors or to alleviate their 
suffering. Pursuing this path further and realising · 
gradually the truth of the doctrine of impermanence 
(anicca) and unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) one might 
completely renounce the pleasures of tho household 
and turning over to be abstemious in habit live a 
life of ceiibMy (q.v.) even while remaining in the 
household (M. I. p. 4!>2). · 

Such is the role of sila in Buddhism. On a 
closer examination of their outo� structure, items 
of sila would appe:l.l' to relate only to external 
aspects. of human t£1haviour, namely, word and 
deed. But it should le rlear from the a�ove 
analysis that in restricting and for::idding 
otnoxiouR forms of l:ehaviour like stealing, lying, 
slander and adultery, sila is not playing a merely 
negative role. In fo�·taring tho development of 
positive hctJ.lthy traits of character like love, 
charity, honesty and integrity, sila shows its 
concern with the motivational aspect of lehaviour 
too. 

Thus, 1ila turns out to be the most extensive field 
of personal development where the impelling force 
being moral and ethical considerations, it turns out 
to bo tho major area in religion with the greatest 
social impact. 

Moving further from this basis position of sila 

in monastic culture, not only does· one witness an 
increase in tho number of items of moral development 
·a disciple is called upon to undertakQ but . also 
the addition ·or further aids to accomplish the 
satisfactory completion of the process. Indnya-

sarJivara or restraint of sense-faculties, satisampa

jaiiiia or ment.al alortne�s and awareness and 
santu?{hi or a serene sense of contentment feature 
regularly under this category (D. I pp. 63). Besides 
these, and running almost parallel to them are 

another set of virtues listed in the canonical texts 
(ll. HI, pp. 2, l3<.l). Both those lists, having sila 
and indriyasCJTJ!vam as their core, seem to be similar 
in their scope. Two new items of the latter list, 
viz. bhojane matta iiiiuta : moderation in eating and 
jiigariyiinuyoga : physical wakefulness and mental 
alertness through control of sleep, are particularly 
interesting. The concept of 'moderation in eating' 
seems to replace the ggneral virtu0 of contentment 
of the former list. Another interesting item · .of . 
the former list which comes, more or less, as a 
characteristic of sila itself is blamelessness of 
livelihood (pari.suddhrijiva) which is further 
described as being efficient in speech and action 
(kayakammavacikammena samannagato kusakna). 

Thw;, it would be clear from the above analysis 
of the contents of the cononical texts rela.thtg 00 
aila that while sila stood in .a class by it�!'llf as the 
first stage of religious culture, viz. perfection of  
moral character (sUa-aikkha), these othor items were . 
added to it, as it wero, to e�ance a disciple's 
achievements . through sUa. 

However, as the life of the Buddhist disciple 
became more and more institutionalised with the 
development of tho concept of sangha (q.v.). sila · 

as the basis of monastic culture began to acquire a 

moro and more legal character. The moral precepts 
assumed tho form of injunctioi1s with penalties and 
punishments for their breach. This marks the so
called 'laying down of aikkMpada' (aikkhawda1]1 
panniipeyya, Vin. III, p. !l) and 'formulation of the 
Piitimokkha' (patimokkham uddiseyya , loc. cit.) 
in the history of Buddhist monasticism. (See 
P.�TIMOKKHA, SIKKHAPADA and S!LA). 
Hence thore <>merges a code of mons.stic law under 
tho namo of Piitimokkl�-a, whose number of rules in 
the Theraviida tradition is 220, whilo other schools 
havo numbers slightly more or loss. This soon 
displaced tho oarlior concept of sila and the canonio.al 
texts thomselvos refer to tho law-ubiding monk as 
being under tho restraint of Pii.timokkha (piitimokkha 

sa1Jivarasa1Jivuto vil�arati, D. I, p. G3). The 
emergenco of this Patimokkhasa'f!lvarasila and 
the awareness of tho retluction of its scope in 
contrast to that of tho earlier concept of 8ila led 
to tho evolution of 1\ few more strantls of sUa in 
cour!:o of tiino ta reinforce tho PatimokkhasaJ?1vara· 

8ila. 
Perhaps aftor the narrowing of the scope of the 

earlier concep't of 8ila, iridriyasa'f!lvara comes to be 

I 

. ,  1 
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looked upon as the inevitable basis of the newly 

formed Piitimckkhasa�varasila. Buddhaghosa 
states very specifically that no perfection in 
sifa could be achieved without stability in indn·ya· 

. «�']'tV"ra (EtJa1f� asampadite hi etcismir11 patirnokkha

«Jmvara8il4� pi anaddhaniya� hoti acira�lhitikarrt 

• : . • . . • • Vism. I, p. 37). Thus, in the evolu
tion of extra. categories of sUa, indriyasa'f[lvara very 
legitimately stands as the second in the fourfold 
classification of Catuparisuddhisila, as the closest 
aide of Patimokkhasa�varasila. 

The third in the list is tho Ajivaparisuddhisila or 
rila which brings about purity or blamelessness of 
livelihood. · It claims to safeguard the way in 
which a disciple 'earns his living'_ without fraud and 
deceit, ·and grood for gain. But the cultivation of 
this monastic virtue seemS to be already provided 
f,>r in the last item of Majjhimasila given in the 
Brahmajala and Samaiinaphala Suttas (D. I, p. B. 
Sec. 20 ; p. 67. Sec. 55). Buddhaghosa apparently 
identifyiiig this early item of sila as the core of the 
new Ajivapiirisuddhisila has it reinforced with six 
8ikkhiipada8 or regulations drawn from the codified 
law which be claims are 'laid down for the guidance 

· of Ute livelibocid of -the monk' ( • • . • .  ajivahetu . 
paiinattana� clwn1J1J�. •sikkllapadananti _. ! • • • • •  � • . 

Vis1�. I, p. 22). Of these six sikkhapllda.s, fiye _are 
directly traeeable to the Patimokkha, and the othei· 
is a Th'IJ.llapcaya offence derived · from the fourth 
Parajika. In their gravity, those sikkhapadaa 
range from a Parajika to a. Dukkaf,a offence. Thus, 
aJiooparisuddhi or purity of livelihood of the monk 
is judged. in terms of both sila and the codified rules 
of the Vinaya. On the other band, we notice that 
with earlier texts the concept of afi.vaparisuddhi 
was brought witain the scope of sila itself (Aj'iva-pari 
tntddhim pi kho aha� thapati silasmirjl vadami, M, 
II, . p. 27). In ossence, the Ajivaparisutldhi.sila is 
con corned with the correction of the method whereby 
the monk obtains his raqtrisites. 

The last of the Oatuparisuddhi8ila is the Paccaya

«Jnnisaita8ila which determines the cor-rect at.titude 
of mind of the monk in t8e use of kis catupaccaya 
or fourfold requisites. Suttas eloqsently discuss 
this, theme and Buddhaghosa. quotes freely from 
them in hi& descriptions of the Paccayasannis

sitaaila (SOO Y-ism. I, p. 16  and M. I, p. 10) • . At the 
same time, bhojane· mattaiinuta or moderation in 
eating is found listed under monastic virtuos 
supplementary to sUa. While the virtue of santU/· 
fhi or contenment is UBed in relation to the wider 
field of requirements of a Buddhist disciple, viz. 
the fourfold requisites, bhojane mattaiiiiuta singles 
out feotl and lays special emphasis on moderation 

in eating. Paccayasannissitasila seems to reintro
duce, as it wore, to monastic life the considerations 
of the suttas with regard to the use of the four 
paccaycw in thei1· widest application ( Vism. I. 
p. 30 f.). 

Although the term Catuparisuddhisila is not 
known to the canonical texts it would be clear from 
the above analysis that the aspects of monastic 
discipline contained under the Oatuparisuddhisila 
are of canonical origin. Like sUa, they were 
considered among the necessary accomplishments 
of monastic life, and as such some of them stood 
beside sila undor their own name. Thus, they were 
never reckoned as divisions of sila. Nevertheless, 
with the lapse of time, one witnesses the &xpa.nsion 
of the scope and function of sila as it brings 
within its fold the entire range of monastic 
development which culminated in the attainment 
of Arahantship (Arahattamaggeno sabbalcilesana� 

pa�na1Jl a?la� : Vism. I, p. 47). The first 
clear indication of an adequate elaboration of 
sila capable. of accomodat�g the. new elements is 
seen in the Milindapaiiha where the venerable 
Nii.gaaena tells King ·Milinda that the silaratana. of 
the Buddha consists of Piitimokkhasarp,vara, I ndriya� 
.sa�vara, Ajivaparisuddhi · and Paccayasannissita . 
;,ilas as ·well as of-the Cillti� Majjhima, ·Maha and 
Magga and Phala sila8 (Miln. p. 336). • Although 
the term Cat·uparisuddhisila is not used 

·
here, 

there is no doubt that the fourfold classification · 
had already gained considerable reeognition, for the 
theref�ld division of CiUa, Majjhima and Maha 
silas which is th6 canonical classification is accorded 
here the second place after the enumeration of the 
four items of sila which constitute the Catupari
Buddhisila. 

However, in later monastic history, it seems to 
have been a subjeet of great controversy, and 
Buddhaghosa records for us statements of eertain 
learned theras of Sri I.a�a · who challenged 
the validity · of Catuparisuddhisila. · According to 
him, a l.ea.rned Buddhist monk of Sri Lanka ley the 
name of Ciilii.bbaya tbera who was a Master of the 
Trip#aka, refused to accept� in the absence of 
canonical authority, the importanee attached to 
Indriyasa�vara, Ajivapiiris-t¢dhi and Paccaya
sannissita as separate items of si/.a (MA. I, p. 155). 
To him sila meant Uie discipline of the Piitimokkha
Ba':]lVara : Piitimokkhasarp,varo yeva hi sila'Tfl (loc. · 
cit). He challenged ibe view of his tea�her, Sumana 
thera of Dipav.ihara wb� held �hat the term 8ila 
was used in the canonical texts to mean implioitly 
the wider concept coveretl under the fourfolg 
classification. 
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Buddhaghosa himself does not appear to be un· 
willing to accept the entire set of Catuparisuddhisila. 
Commenting on a passage in the Samyuttanikaya 
(S. V. p. 188) which speaks of the cultivation of 
purity of deed, word and thought based on Bila, 
he suggests that purity of deed and word are achiev
ed through the Piitimokkhasarrtvara8ila while 
purity of thought is acquired through the other 
three items of Catuparisuddhisila (Sattame kaya
sucaritavacisucaritani piitimokkha8arrtvara8ilar[t. 
Manosucaritarrt itarani tini siliiniti catuparisuddhi· 
iilaf!l kathita1]'l hoti. SA. m, n. 230). 

J.D. 

CATU-PARIVATTA SUTTA, •the fourfold circle', 
a title suggested by the Buddha to Ananda to 
remember the Bahudhiituka Sutta (M. II, pp. 61-7) 
on the manifold elements, the sense·spheres, the 
dependent origination and the possible and impos· 
sible (MA. IV, p. 126). 

C.ATURAK�A, a monk mentioned in the Mahcivaatu 
in connection with the conversion by the Buddha 
of the queen KUS\1ma. Senart's edition reads 
the name as Caturanta (Mhvu. I, p. 160) . 

CATURANGABALA( 1), a very popular king who 
· · is said to h8ye lived dUring the time of tne Buddha 

Lalitavickratna, when man's life-span was eighty
four thousand years. He built forty ko!is of palaces, 

· of many · precious sio.nes, and one palace Of pre
eminent beauty. He also had a number of couches 
and seats made, and prepared the requisites of food 
and medicines befitting seers. He, then, offe1ed 
them to the Buddha and his disciples, and made 
a vow that he should become supreme among devas 
�d men -(Mhvu. I, p. 117). 

I.K. 

CATURANGABALA(2), name of a teacher occurring 
in a list of Indian teachers (AcariyO.-jambudipikii) 
in the Gandhavaf(lSa (JPTS. 1886, p. 67). He is 
referred to as a minister of t.he court ofKyawswa-nge 
(13S1-59 A.C.), under whom the monastic scholor
ship flourished. Tr..is officer, doubtless feeling tho 
impluse, himself compiled three commentaries : 
o� Mo�allii.na's Abhidanappadipikii, on the Kolad
dhaja and on the D�r,tg,ippalcarm;ta. It was he who 
was sent by his ruler t0 test Nii.gita, a monk renowed 
for learning and piety (Siisv. p. 88 ; Nihar-Ranjan 
Ray, Theravada Buddhism in Burma, · Calcutta, 
1946, p. 173}. 

D.T.D. 

E:ATURANGADHARMACARYA, the Sanskrit title 
. of a work as quoted in its Tibetan translation, the 

Ohos-spyod yan-lag bshi-pa, occlllTing in the Dbu-ma 

(Madhyamika) section of the Tibetan Tengyur. 
The authorship of the work is attributed to Jagata

mitrananda (va,r. Srijagata0) and the translation 
to Jagatamitrananda and Byams-pal)i-dpal (Maitrf. 
sri- TT. Vol. 103, No. 5370 ; TM. No. 3979) . 

The author begins the work with a salutatiol) 
�dressed to Lokesvara (Tib. I,Ijig-rten dbali-phyug) . 

The work describes the fourfold methods of 
righteous living. 

I.K. 

CATURANGARTHALOKA�NAMA, a Sanskrit text 
written by I,Irum-mdsad grags-pa (Hiilikarakirti), 
the Tibetan translation of which is preserved under 
the title, Y an-lag bshiM don snmi-bar-byed�pa 
shes-bya-ba in the Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentary) . 
section of the Tengyur. Rdo-rje bshad-pa (Sri 
Vajrahasa) and Rma Rin-chen mchog (Ratnotta.ra) 
translated the work into Tibetan (TM. No. 1676 ; 
TT. Vol. 59, No. 2548). A number of rites are . 

described in the text. Mantras to be chanted in 
the coun;e of their performance are quoted. 

L.R.G. 
'. ,..� 

. 

CATURANGA • SADIIANA • SAMANTABHADRI 
N.AMA�TIKA, the name of a c0mmentary� See 
CATTiRANGA SADHANOP.AYIKA. SAMANTA- · 
BHAHR.A-N!MA-'fiKA.. 

CATURANGASADHANATIKASARAMANJARI 
NAMA, a Sanskrit commentarial text oxtant in its 
Tibetan translation, the Y an-lag bshi-paf!,i sgrub
thabs-kyi rgya-cher-b8ad-pa snin-po site-ma shes
bya-ba, in the Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tibetan Tengyur. Tho author of this 
work was Kun-tu bzali-po (Samantabhadra). 
Blo-Idan Ses-rab (Dhimatprajii.ii) and Nyayanasri 
(Nayana.Sri) translated it into Tibetan (TM. No. 
1869 ; TT. Vol. 65, No. 2732). 

I.K. 

CATURANGA - SADHANOPAYIKA - SAMANTA
BiiADRA-NAMA, the name of a sii.dhana text, a 
Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Rgyud -
l,lgrel (tantra commentary) section of the Tt>ngyur 
under the title, Y an-lag bshi-pab-i sgrub-thabs kun-tu 
bzmi-mo 11hes-bya-ba. The author of 'the text is 
Salis-rgyas dpal ye-ses shahs (BuddhasrijfiD.napii.da). 
The translation is attriButed · to Smrtijiiii.nakirti 
(TT. Vol. 65, No. 2719). 

The text describes the manner of prepitiating 
some deities whose forms are described. The first 
of the deities so described has two faces, a black face 
on the right and a red one on the left. With one 
pair of hands he embraces Prajfia. He carries a 
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•ajra a knife, a jewel and a lotus with his other 
four hands. Four forms of thi-<5 central deity are 
said to appear in the course of the rite. 

The Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Tripit;aka. 
includes this work under the titlg, Oaturanga
atidhana- samantabhadri-nama (TM. No. 1856). 

R.H. 

CATURANGASADHANOPAYIKl - SAMANTA
BHADRA-NA.MA-TIKA, a commentary written by 
Vitapada on the OaturanJa-siidhanopavi!CJi-samanta
bhadrii-w.ima. A translation of the commentary 
attributed to Kamala.guhya and Ye-6es rgyal
mt.shan is included in the Rgyud-}.lgrel (tantra com· 

mentary) section of tho Tengyur under the title 
Yon-lag •a�i-pr1hi agrwb-thabs kun-tu-bza.n-mo 
shes-hya-ba�i rnam-par-bsad-pa (TT. Vol. 65, No. 
273f·l. The title of tho commentary as given in 
thf> Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka. is 
Cn.turanga-sadhancwamamabhadri-nama-#ikii (TM. 
No. 1872). 

R.H. 

eccurs in the Dbu-ma. (Madhya.mika) section of the 
Tibetan Tengyur under the title, Tshad-med bshi�i 
rgya-cher �grel-pa. The author of the te:x:t ia 
Buddhagupta. (TT. Vol. 102, No. 5309 ; TM. No. 
.3914 ; Cordier, ill, p. 317). 

An explanation of the four immea.surables, 
karutw, maitri, mudita, and upek§a forms the theme 
of th11 work. 

R.H. 

CATURARTHASADBHAVOPADESA-NAMA, a . 
Buddhist Sanskrit work available in its Tibetan 
translation, entitled, Bshi-pa�i don-rnam-par n.es. 
pa�i man-nag ces-bya-ba, included in the Rgyud 
( t-.ntra) iection of the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetari 
Tengyur. The author of this work was Hin-chen 
rdo-rje and the translation is named under Tshul
khrims bkra-ses and Viryabhadra. (TM. No. 2475)� 
This text has not been included in the Poking 

. edition of the Tibetan Tripitaka. 

CATURASITISIDDHABHISAMA YA, a Buddhiss 
, . CATURANGASENA, the fourfold army, the tradi- Sanskrit work . extant in its Tibetan translation 
·':tiona! name used in India for the complete army - under . the ti.tle, Grub-thob brgyad-culJ,i mnon-par 
especially of a W.orld��er (cakmvartin : Lal. · pp. . rtogs-pa, included in the Bzo-rig-pa. (Silpavidyil 
72, 96) which coiisis�d of elephants, horses, ch�riots · · section of the Tibetan Tengyur. The authorship 
and foot soldiers (J. II, p. 102 ; VI, p. 275 ; D.- II, · .of this work is ascribed to Dpal·gyi ade (TM. N� 

p. 190 ; Via?n. p. 146 ; SnA. p. 225, 353 ; DhA. IV, ·4317). The text does not occur in the Peking 
· · p. 144 ; Mlw. xviii, "· 29 ; Mhv. lxx, v. 217). edition. 

The fourfold army is not only a fighting force. CATURASITI . SIDDHA . SAMBODHIH�DAYA . 
Among the other functions .of this army, NAMA, the name of a Sanskrit text compiled by 
Dar?mulcha Jiitaka mentions that it accompanied Dpah-bo l_lod-gsal (Viraprabhasvara). A Tibetan 
tho fe::.ial chariot for seven days when it was sent translation of it occurs in the Rgyud-l)grel (tantra 
out by the family-priest to select the h9ir to the commentary) section of the Tcngyui' under the 
throne, at the death of tho king of B.ara�tasi (J. VI, title, Grub-thob brgyad-cu-rtsa-bshi�i rtogs-palJ,i siiin· 
p. 238). Again, as menti�nod el�ewhore, when po shes-bya-ba ('l'T. Vol. 69, No. 3140 ; TN.. No. 
the celestial wheel (cakka-ratana) was invited by 2?!)'> 0 d · III 2?1! N 34) .. ... ; or Jer, , p. ...<>, o. • 

tho king to roll on conquering land, it rolled on 
Th to t t . ll t' f th th hta · e x con ams a co ec 10n o a oug towards the oa:'lt, and it was followed, first by t.he and reflections of eighty-four. wise .mon, quoted king and then by tho fourfold army. It is Bll id 1lllder their names. that, wherever tho wheel stopped the king took 

up hls. abode there,· al�ng with the fourfold army 
(D. ill, p. 62 ; GM; III, p. 32). 

The term caturanJa-send has been attributed to 
later kings in an honorific sense (Mhv. lxxxviii, v. 
34). This suggests that at this stage, perhaps, by 

· caluranua-sena is meant an army of soldiers consis
ting of men skilled in the arts of fighting on horses, 
of fighting on elephan�, of fighting in chariots, 

. and of fighting on foot. 
· · 

I.K. 

CATUR - APRAMlfA • TIKA, the recopstnicted 
· ·Sanaktit title of a text, a Tibetan version 'of whieh 

R.IJ, 

· CATURASRAVADANA,aformorBuddhamentioned 
in a list of former Buddhas under whom S�ltyamuni 
acquired mori�, whilo in tho eighth bhUmi (Mhvu. 
I, 138 ; var. Caturai:lra.�adara). 

CATURBHATA - BHA V ABHIV ASANA • KRAMA • 

NAMA, the_ na.m$ of a. short Sanskrit text by 
Cara.patri (Ca.rp3tin). A Tibetan translation of 
it occurs in the Rgyud-}.lgrol (tantra. co�entary) 
te:Jtion of the Tengyur under tho title, lJbyun-lia 
bshi-�i arid-pa[�i cha-lugs- (kyi rim-pa) shea-bya-ba 
·(TT. V•Jl. ·61); No. 3253). 
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The impermanence of all things, even of M t. Meru, 
the �>even lakes, Brahma., Indra, the Sun and the 
moon is discussed in the text. The author, who 
says that the world is a mere dreams, exhorts 
people to lead a mendicant's life, living on alms and 
to gain wisdom and mastery over all the worlds. 

R.IL 
CATURDARAKA - SAMADHI - NAMA • MAHA -
YANA-50TRA (Arya 0°), a Sanskrit text., a Tibetan 
translation of which occurs in the Md o (siitra) 
section of the Kanjur under the title, Ifphags-pa 
Khye-�u bshi-�i tin-ne �dzin shes-bya-ba. The 
tlanslation is attribut0d to Jinamitra, Prajiiavarma 
and Ye-ses-sde (TT. Vol. 32, No. 804). 

The text, which is in prose \vith verses inter
spersed, extols the bodhisattva-yana, and deals 
with an event purported to have taken place just 
before the passing away of Sakyamuni Buddha. 

The first chapter relates how a large gathering 
happened to ai.semb!e at the venue of the Buddha's 
passing away. Prominent among tho8e who 
assembled were four youths (caturclaralca). The 
Buddha., was resting between two Sala trees in the 
Twin Sala gr�ve ( Yamaka Salavana) of Upavartana 
_in K usinara, when .Ananda. came, worshipped him 
and sat reflecting, without even. winking his eyes. 
Th� Buddha asked .Ananda the reason . for his 
behaviour. .Ananda- explained that he ha.d seen 
in a dream fearful omens indicative of the passing 
away of the Buddha and was extremely distressed 
on that account. He hoped that the Buddha 
would not pass away soon. The Buddha having 
iDquired what the draa.m and the omens were. 
and Anantla described them at length. 

A large crowd of gods and other beings assembled 
tlaere on seeing omens signifying the passing away of 
the Buddha. They paid rev�renca to tho Buddha 
s.nd sat on a side. The Buddha, adllressing that 
assembly, declared that he would pass away. He 

. spoke to them on the impermanence of all pheno· 
mana. and asked them not to grieve over his death. 
·Then . he asked Ananda. to . assemble the monks 
there so that nono would grieve at t10t having been 
able to see him before he pas13ed away. 

At this time Aniruddha was on the summit of 
mount Meru preaching the doctrine to the gods. 

. He obsen-ed through his divine eye that the passing · · 

away of the Buddha Wt\S imminent. He announced 
this ovent by reciting some stanzas aloud. On 
hearing his words all the monks and n1ms in Jambu· 
dvipa arrived at the Sala grove. ln. the midst of 

· tboir lamentations, described in dota.il in the text, 
Ananda requested the Buddha to live for ano�er 

kalpa. The Buddha. spoke at length, reiterating 

his teachings about the inevitability of separation 
from loved ones, and the impermanence of all 
things. 

The Buddha. asked Ananda. to prepare a bed for 
him, which he did but in a very sorrowful mood. 
Aniiuddha. consoled him and admonished him. The 
Buddha lay down on the bed and the gods and 
other beings assembled there made offerings to 
him. 

At this time a bodhisattva in a buddha-field 
in the East died and was born at the city of Raja· 
grha, in the place of king Ajata.�atru of Magadha. 
Soon after birth he uttered stanzas in praise o 1 the 
Buddha and admonished his father. Being informed 
by a god that the Buddha was about to pass away, 
he hurried to· the Sala grove, followed by aJarge 
crowd. 

A bodhisattva in a buddha-field in the south 
also died a.t this time and was born in Srava.sti, 
in the household of a distinguished person there. 
Speaking as soon as he was born, he introduced 
himself and explained the benefits of making up 
one's mind to attain supreme Enlightenment. On 
listening to him, his father and many others resolvecl 
to become Buddhas. The boy set out for the 
Sala grove thereafter, accompanied by a large 
crowd. 

Similarly a bodhisattva in a buddha-field in 
the west died and was born in one of the prominent 
households in Bar�asi. The inhabitants of that . 
city benefited immensely by the sermon he prea· 
ched at birth. Deciding to strive to attain Buddha
hood themselves, they accompanied the boy to 
see the Buddha in the Sala grove. 

A bodhisattva in a buddha-field in. the north, too, 
died at that time snd was boru at Vaisali, where 
he uttered some admonitory stanzas soon after 
birt-h. He, too, went to the Buddha together with a 
large crowd. 

Chapter two of the text states that- on arrival 
at the Sala grove, the 'lour boys worshipped the 
Buddha and stood in the four quarters. Four 
beds are said to have appeared in the four quarters 
at that instant, eeeing which .Ananda asked the 
Buddha the reason for their · appQarance. In · 
reply, the Buddha asked Ananda. whether he ha.d 
not seen the four boys who came from the four 
directions. He then J>rocoeded to praise in 
eloqmmt tenns the boys, who were b•dhisa.ttvas, 
their buddha-fields, and the path followed by the 
bodhisa.ttvas. He spoke of the excellence of the 
bodhiMttva vow and pret'licted that, within a speci·. 

" ' 

·,, 
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11.ed number of aeons, four voices, proclaiming the 
doctrine, would :resound forth from the pores of the 
hair of the four bodhisattas who were there. The 
Buddha then asked Ananda to worship the bodhi· 
sattvas and emphasised the importance of repea
tedly worshipping the· bodhisattva.s who proclaimed 
the doctrine in the :miraculous manner referred to 
earlier. The Buddha asked .Anuruddhn, too, to 
worship the bodhisattvas. A large number of 
people who were there, worshipped the Buddha and 
expressed their · desire to become as�irants to 
Buddhahood. 

The Buqdha smiled on this occasion, radiating a 
lustre which illumined a . large number of world 
�:�ystems. A.nanda saw the -lustrous ray return, . 

rejoiced, the Buddha passed away. A text called 
Oaturdiirakw, amadhi, known in Chinese as (Fu-shuo) 

-fang-teng-po-ni-yilan-ching, occurs in the Sutra

pi�aka of the Chinese Tripitaka. This siitra, con· 
sisting of tw:> fascicles divided into nine chapters, 
was translated by Chu-fa-hu (Dharmara�) of the 
western Tsin dynasty, 265-316 A.C. (Nanjio, No. 
116  and TaishO, No. 378). 

There is a later, but incomplete translation qf 
this, under the title S81J,-t'ung-tzu-sa-mei-ching, by 

Jfianagupta of the Sui dynasty, 589-618 A.C. This 
version consists of three fascicles divided into six 
chapters (NanjiO, No. 121 and Taisho, No. 379). 

R.H. 

Cll'Cumambulate the Buddha three times and sink CA'i'URDEVA, a former Buddha mentioned in a 
with the crown of his head. ..i\.n&nda asked the list of former Buddhas under whom Sakyamuni . 
Buddha for an explanatio� of this phenomenon. while in the ninth bhiimi acquired merit (Mhvu. I, 
The Buddha then asked Ananda whether he had 140 ; var. Caturdeva). 
seen the· Mallas express their desire for gaining 
Enlightenment and predicted the fulfilment of CATURDEVATA-PARIP�CCHA-TIKA, a common• 

their aspirations after a very lengthy period of time. tary on the text Oaturdeti-pariJ>rcchii ( q. v. ). A 
He then asked A.nanda · whether he saw a beam of . Tibetan .translation of tho commentary occurs in 

light in the north, which brought into vision a boy . the Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentary) section of the 

· .  seated cros8legged : · in a magnificient mruision, 'l'engyur under the title, Lha�mo bshis y01is�su-shU8· 

·. . enveloPed hi a : majestj(}' :radiance; The .·Buddha pafii-rilam-par-bsad-pa; · The name of the .�om:rnen· 
. . . predidte<i that the boy will become··a· Buddha: nii!I· .. .  tato,r · is -Ye-_ses-sfiiil-po (Jnanll.garbha). Dran-pa · 

ions of years afterwards, at a·budd®�ctra which he' ye�ae$ grags-pa. (Smrtijfianakirti) is credited with · 

described at length. the Tibetan translation (TT. Vol. 56, No. 2779). 

The third and last chapter of the t{lxt describes R.H. 
a still distressed Ananda requesting the Buddha to 
live a kalpa or more for tho welfare of all bein�. 
.Ananda is advised and consoled once again, this 
time by a number of bodhisattvas, whose · views 
Ananda finally accepts. 

The Buddha then called the disciples, Aniruddha, 
Piirl)a . Maitrayai)iputra, Subhiiti, Amogharaja, 
Kumara Kasyapa and Mahaka�thila and took 
their right hands in his left hand; He then held 
the hands of .Ananda and Rahula with his right 
hand and handed them over to the care of those 
elders. . Seeing this, many of those assembled · 
there lamented·, .1mable to bear tho sorrow of the 
Buddha's passing away. The Buddha recited many 
admonitory stanzas on this occasion and. so did five 
hundred buddhas of other buddha-fields. The 
Buddha then entered into a state of intense con
centration (8amadhi). Many miraculous events 
are said to have occurred, among them the emana-

. tion of a lustre which illumined manifold world· 
systems. The Buddha explained that there were 
a large number of Buddhas in these world-systems 
he enumerated some of their · names. After a 
further discourse iD which the whole assembly 

CATURDEVATA- PARIP�CCHA - VYAKHYAHA
UPADESA-PAU�TIKA-NJlMA, a commentary on . 
the text Oaturdevi-pariPTccha (q.v.). A TibeU\n 
translation of it entitled, Lha-mo bshiB yons-su-shu8 
pa�i rnam-par-bdad-pa tnan-nag rgyas-pa occurs in 
the Rgyud-l)grel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur. '!'he author of the commentary is Smrti· 

jfianakirti. The translation is also attributed to 
him (TT. Vol. 66, No. 2778}. 

R.H. 

CATURDEVI-PARIP�CCHA, a Sanekrit text, 
Tibetan translation of which occurs in the Rgyud 
(tantra) section of the Kangyur under the title 

· Lha-mo bshis yoiUJ-su shus-pa. This translation is 
attributed to Smrtijiiano.kirti (TT. Vol. 3, No. 85). 

Tho text, which is in four chapters, contains the. 
esoteric doctrines preached by the Dhyani-buddha 
.Y ajraEattvn in response to questions posed by tho 
four goddesses, Locana, the spiritual consort 
(Buddhasakti) of the Dhyani-buddha Vairocana, 
Mamaki, the consort of Aksobhya, P8.J;l<;larav6sini, 
the consort of Amitii.bha and Tara, the consort of . 

Amoghasiddhi; 
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Chapter one of the text begins with a description 
of Vajra.sattva seated in the company of these 
goddesses, emanating a radiant lustre. Observing 
that it was a suitable occasion for raising questions 

to dispel douBts, Locani.i. requested Vajrasattva 
to explain the s�urce and origin of that lustre and 
to discourse on varieus themes such as the nature of 
organs of sense, the nature of ignorance, propen· 
sities (viisana), desires, passions, fetters, defilements, 
and the substancelessness of all component things. 
Vajrasattva responded immediately and declared 
that he would reveal a. most profound doctrine, 
tmlmowable, and free from (sophistical) ratio
cination. This doctrine, he said,' was the mystic 
doctrine of all Buddhas, which the 8ravakas did 
not know, enveloped as they are in the darkness of 
ignorance. The mairi theme of tho discourse that 
fol1owed this eulogistic preamble was the thought of 
Enlightenment (bodhiciUa). 

More seeret doctrines related to bodhicitt.a are 
expounded in the second chapter at th3 request of 
Mama.ki. Pi.i.�daraviisini . wished to know . the 
essence of dharmadhatu (Tib. chos-kyi dbyins-kyi 
badu-ba) and the true nature of deeds, words and 
thoughts. V a.jrasa.ttva's explanations · of .these 
theme:; form the third chapter of the text. Tara's 
I:Elqw.ost was for instructions on the procedure of 
worship o( Dhs,rmadhiitu. In response to her 
request, Vajrasattva described the procedure of 
drawing ma�<;lalas and making offerings, which 
description forms the theme of the fourth chapter. 
Va.jraaattva also declared that he himself should be 
worshipped as he is the repository of all Buddhas. 

R.H. 

OATURDHARMAKA-NAMA-MAHAYANA-SlJTRA 
(Arya-0°), a. Sanskrit text, a. Tibetan translation 
of which is found in the Mdo (Siitra.) section of the 
Kangyur, under the title, lfphags-pa chos bshi-pa 
shes-bya-ba thcg-pa chen-po�i mdo (TT. Vol. 36, 
No. 917). 

The text contains a sermon preached by . the 
Buddha at an assembly of monks and bodhisa.ttva.s 
in the monastery of Anii.thapit;�<;lada in the Jeta 
Grove at Srii.vasti. 

Addressing the monks, the Buddha said that 
�here are four dharmas that a bodhisattva ought 
not t.Q abandon, even for th3 sake of his life. They 
are : the mental attitude which aspires to Buddha
heed (bodhiciUa) ; . a good friend ; intellectual 
receptivity (�iinti) and skill (Tib. des-pa) ; and 
living in solitude. 

A quotation from this text, mentioning the second 
of the dbarmas listed above, occurs in the Bile¢.-
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-'amuccaya, viz., .Atha eva'l]'t caturdharmakasiiire 
apy ukta'l]'t kalyar;,amitra'l]'t bhik�avo bodhisattvena 
mahiisattvena yiivajjivar,ll na parityaktavyam api 
jivitahef,or iti. 

Manuscripts of the Tibetan trans]ation of tais 
text found at Tun-huang are available in the India 
Office Library (See sections 68-70 and 74 in the 
Catalogue of the Tibetan manuscripts from Tun-huang 
in the India Office Library, L. de la Vallee Poussin, 
Oxford University Press, 1962). 

The Sik�iisamuccaya (ed. C. Bendall, 160,4) 
refers to a. second Oaturdharmaka-Biitra which, 
however, is different from the text under conside
ration here, but is identical with the Oaturdharma· 
nirdesa-niima-mahayana-Biltra ( q. v.). 

R.H. 

OATURDHARMAKA-SlJTRA, a Sanskrit text, a 
Tibetan translation of which is included in the 
Mdo (Siitra) section of the Kangyur under the title 
Ohos bshi-pa!ti mdo (TT. Vol. 36, No. 916). 

The text reports a. sermon preached by the 
Buddha to a large assembly of monks at the monas
tery of Anath�pi�<;lada. in the Jeta Gorve at Srii.vaSti. 
He addressed the monks and said that they should 
not indulge in four things, even in their minds : 
viz., taking delight in women ; taking delight in ' 

retinues or palaces (Tib. pha-bran · kkor) ; thinking 
that one's body is fair, handsome, beautiful and 
free of disease ; and thinking that one is rich, 
wealthy and has excellent possessions. 

He summed up the discourse by reciting two 
stanzas which state : ' Of what use are women or 
retinues or palaces ? What substance is there in a. 
bubble ? Where is the permanence of wealth ! The 
nature of wealth is like that of flowing water ; 
the nature of the human body is like that ilf a 
flower ; the natme of life is like that of bubbles.' . 

R.H. 

CATURDHARMAKA - VYAKHYANA (Arya-0°), . 
the name of a commentary on the Oaturclharmaka
niima-mchiiyiina-siltra (Arya-0°), a. Tibetan 
translation of which called IJphags-pa chos-bshi
pa!ti rn.am-par b8ad-pa, is included in the Mod
tshogs-�grel-pa (siitra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur (TT. Vol. 104, No. 5490). The name of 
the commentator is given as Dbyig-gfien (Vasu
bandbu). 

.Tibetan manuscripts of this vyakhyiina have been 
found among manuscripts which Sir Aurel Stem 
b!lought back from his second expedition to Central 
Asia in 1906-8 {See. Nos. 7 1, 72 and 74, 2 in the 
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Catalogue of �he Tibetan Manuscript, from Tun
huang in. t� India Office Library, L. de Ia Vallee
Poussin, Oxford University Press, 1962). 

' 

R.H. 

CATURDBARMAKA - VYAKHYANA • TI�A 
(.Arya.OO), the, name of a sub·commentary (!ilea) 
on the Caturd�armaka·vyskhyiina , (Arya-0°) 

a Tibetan translP.tion of whicb tiJca called lJ phags

pa chos.bahi:pa�i rgya-cher biad-pabi rgya-cher 
· �grel-pa, occurs in the Mdo-tshogs }:lgrel pa (Siltra 

commentary) section of U:e Tengyur (TT. Vol. 104, 
No. 5491 ) .  The colophon of this translation attri
butes the authorship of the �Ucd to Ye-8es-byin 
(Jiiiinadatta). The names Danasila, Prajfiavarman 
and Ye·se3·sde are cited as those of the translatora. 

Tibetsn manuscripts of this �ikti have been 
found among manuscripts which Sir Aural Stein 
brought back from his second c;xpedition to 
Central Asia in 1906-8 (See Nos. 73 and 73, 3 in 
the Catalogue of tl.e Tibetan Manuscripts from 
Tun-huang in the India Office Library, . L. d,e la 
VaJloo Poussin, Oxford University Press, 1961). 

R.H. 

CATURDHAR:¥A � lfiRDESA- �lf.AMA --AB�YA
WA-sO'tRA (Arya-0°), 8 Sanskrit text, as 'given in · 

the colophon of its Tibeta� vei'Bio'n,, attributed to 
Surendrabodhi and Ye-ses-sde, .. included · in the 

· 
Mdo (siitra) .section of ihe Kangyu_r; under the title, 
lJphags-pa chos-bshi bstan-pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa 
ehen-po�i mdo (TT. Vol. 36, No. 915)� . 

· It is referred to as the 'Oaturd�rmaka Sidra in 
the Si�aaamuccaya which quotes from it. 

The Buddha addresses the bodhisattva Maitreya 
and teaches four practices which the bodhisattva 
must follow to overcome the accumulation· of sin, 
viz. the practice ofself-reproauh or self-denunciation 
of one's own past sins (vidu�a'l)ii-samudacara-) ; 
the practice of the opposite {pratipak�a-s-umudiiciira); 
the power of amendment (pratyapaUi-bala) and the 
power of a refuge {ii8ruya-bala). 

'nte· text"'continues to elucidate each of the four 
practices. "Here, he who practicGs self-reproach 
dOffl an evil dood and at. once iA full of penitonce. 

· He who practises the opposite, even after doing 
an evif deed, is exceedingly persevering in good. 

· The power of ani{mdment : by a resolve to abstain 
he sueceeds in abstaining. The power of a refuge : 
the taking refuge with the Buddha, the Law and 
the OrdAr, not neglecting the thought of Enlighten. 
ment ; through this very strong s�pport he cannot 

be overcome by sin" (Sik�aaamuccaya, translated 
by c. Bendall Wld W. H. D. Rouse, London, 1922, 
p. 159). 

R.H . . 

CATURGATB� a short Sanskrit text containing 
four stao'l.BS in praise of the Buddha. A Tibetan 
translation of the text occurs in the Mdo (siitra) 
section of the Knngyur, under the title Tshigs-m
bcad-pa bshi-pa (TT. Vol. 39, No. 990). The fifth 
and final stanza in the text states that he who praisee 
the Buddha by reciting the four stanzas given ia 
the text, will not be born in evil circumstances for 
a thousand births. 

R.H. 

CATUJuTTHI VIMANA. Once when M;oggsllitna 
was making a tour in the Tava.titpsa. de.va-world, 
he aa.w four daughters of heaven in .four mansions 
surrounded by a thousand divine maidens and 
enjoying celestial pleasures. When he ·ques\io�ed 
them how they were able to acquire all those divme 

comforls, they described to him tho good deeda . 
that each had done in the past. During the �ime 
of Kassapa Buddha, they were born in . a good · 
family, in a town n�ed Pa�u.1aksta, in a kingdbm 
by the ;name of Esika. · Having come of age, they 
Were Iriamed and .lived in harmony 'in that �· 
city • . One of them �nee saw a bhilckhu going fot 
alms and, with a devout heart, offered him a bune� 
of blue water-lilies ; one gave a handful of blue · 
lotuses to another bhikkhu, another gave B _handful 
�f white lotus@s e.ild .t he fourth gave jasmine buds. 
After death, they were reborn in Tiivatitpsa and 
had a retinue of thousand divine maidens each. 
Having spent an aeon there they passed away an� 
with what remained of the reward for their good 
deed, they were born again in Tavati!psa, during 
the time of Kassa.pa Buddha ( V vu. pp. 42-3 ; 
VwA. pp. 195-7). 

I.K. 

CATURLABHA-SO'TRA, a Sanskrit · sutra extant 
in its Chinese translation in the Bu�ra-Pi�Gka of the . 
Chinese Tripitaka, under the title (Fo-ahuo-) 
Bsu-pu-k'o-te-ching (Buddhabhi4-ita-caturdurlabha-
8Utra). It deals with the four una.ttainablea, 
namely, perpetual youth, relief from sickness, 
pereunial !iie . and freedom from death. . The 
Chinese translator was . Chu-fa-hu of the Wesiern 
Tsin dynasty, 265-317 A.C. (Nanjio, No. 3� ; 

Taisbo, No. 770; cp. DOBT. p. 169). 

S. K. N. 

CATURMAHARAJA -BALI-NAMA, a text descri
bing the prooodure of making offerings to tlie four 
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Great Kings, the four guardians of the cardinal 
ffuoctions. A Tibeta.n translation of the text 
done by Dge-bSes-ston-pa and Dipar!lkarasrijfiana 
is iucluded in thlil Rgyud-�grel (tantra commentary) 
section of the Tengyur (TT. Vol. 81, No. 4590). 

The four guardians are described as one-faced 
and two-armed. Dhrta.ra�tra, the guardian of 
the East, is said to be white in colour ; Vinic;lhaka, 
who guards the south, is blue ; Viriipiik�a, who 
guards tha west, is red and Vai8raval)a, who guards 
tlle north, is yellow. 

R. H. 

CATURMAHARAJII\AJ a class of gods. See 
CA TIDL'Lill.ARAJIKA. 

CATURMtJDRA-NISCAYA, the n,a.me of a Sanskrit 
text, describing four manual gestures (mudr·a) 
to be adopted when performing certain mystic 
Ceremonies. A Tibetan translation of the text 
entitled Phyag-rgya-bshi gtan-la-dbab-pa is included 
in the Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section 
of the Tengyur. The colophon of this translation 
givos the name Klu-sgrub sfiin-po (Nagarjunagarbha) 
as that of the author, and the names Dhari Srijfia. 
na-l;li Sha.bs and Rma-ban Chos�l;lbar as those of 
the translators (TT. Vol. 68, No. 3069). 

The four mudras defined in the text are : las-kyi ,, J.. p,t!Jag-rgy� (karintl-nitidra), chos-kyi. phyag-rgya 
(dharma-mudra), phyag-r{fiJa chen-po (maM-mudrii.) 
and flam-tahig-gi phya�-rgya (1 prat�-idhana-mudra). 

R. H. 

CATURMUDROPADESA-NAMA, a Sanskrit text, 
8 Tibetan tra.nslation of which is included iri the 
Rgyud-l;lgrel (tantra commentary) section of the 
Tengyur, under the title Phyag-rgya-bshi-�i
man-nag cu-bya-ba. Giiis-med rdo-rje (Adva.ya. 
vajra) is the author of the work. The translation 
ia attributed to Tshul-khrims rgyal-ba (Jayasila.) 
and Vajrapiil)i (TT. Vol. 69, No. 3143). 

The text gives instructions on �he procedure of 
forming th� four manual gestures, viz., karma· 
mudra (las-ky·i phyag-rgyo), dharma-mudrii (chos-kyi 
phyag-rgya), malui-mudrii. (phyag-rgya chen-po) and 
pra�idhana-mudra (dam-tshig-gi phyag-rgya). 

R. H. 

CATURYAR�YA, lit. 'four colours' is a. technical 
term historically attested, to denote the four maj�.r 
social classes in ancient India, namely; the B�ah� 
mans, K�triyas, Vaisyas and Siidras. These four 
classes constituted the hiitorical basis on which the 
later complicated system of Indian castes was built 
ap and · elabor11ted. The use of the word tJa'tlG 
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(colour) to denote a. social division, implies that at 
some stage the original division had a true ethnic 
llasis, pigmentation of skin apparently been taken 
as a valid b<tsis of discrimination. 

The Puru�a S11kta (]Jgveda, x, v� 90) eontains the 
first reference to the division of (Hindu) society of 
the Vedic Aryans into the four classes. 

The original Aryans all belpnged to one class, 
every one being priest �nd soldier, trader and tiller 
of the soil. 

At the beginning there was no privileged order of 
priests. It is the increasing complexity of life that 
led to a division of social . classas. Caste is in its 
origin, the expression of a social, rather than of a 
religious tendency. Two principles have operated 
in the evolution and growth of the caste system in 
India.. The first is the racial distinction and the 
three upper castes historically and ethnically re. 
present the inyading Aryans. ..The second pJ"inciple 
is that the dividing line is essentially one of occupa
tion. Thirdly, the dominant preiestly class or the 
Brahmans seem to have given this pratical social 
division a vertical scale of values, .Placing the. 
Brahman uppermost and assigning to. the Siidra the 
lowest position of the menial. · · 

When Aryans came to India as invaders and con· ·  
querors they were not divided into rigid classes· 
They settled down in India in the vicinity of rivers· 
Those among them who took to trade and agri
culture came to be known as the Vaisyas. Those 
who took to the arts of· warfare and government · 
came to be known as K�atriyas. It was also . 
necessary that there should be a class of people to 
perform personal domestic service. They came to 
bo lmown as Siidras and were placed on the lowest 
of the social ladder. This class was formed by the 
conquered aborigines who were looked down upon . 
by the other three classes, owing to the colour of . 
their skin and ugly physical features. 

The Brahmans were made to constitute the centrr.l 
body on which tho other three classes depended 
upon. AC;cording to Manusmrti a Brahman was 
born a Brahman · and did not become one and hs 
inherited superiority as his birth-right. 'rhb 
supremacy of the Brahmans as nothing short of . 
divine is indiC3ted by the following passage : 'Even 
when Brahma.ns employ themselves in all sorts of . 
inferior occupations (an-iSteshu), they must under 
all circumstances be honoured for they are to be 
regarded as supreme divinities' (Manusmrti, ix, 

v. 319). 

Ai the time of the Buddha, the cast system existed 
in a rather rudimentary form devoid of rigidity, 
lmt the Brahmans had _already secured hegemony 
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over the other castes. The Buddha's objections were . .  included in the Rgyud-�grel (tantra commentary) 
as much againSt this Brahmin hegemony as against section of the Tengyur, und9r the title Rnal-J.Wyor

the principle of determining human worth in terms bshi-!1-i n�ms-len-gyi thabs ehes-bya-ba. Tanti-pa 
of birth anu breeding. In the Anguttara Nikiiya (A. (Tantipada) is said to be the author of the work 
IV, p. 20� Buddha says : Just as the great rivers, (TT. Vol. 69, No. 3222). 
the Ganga, the Yamuna, t.he Aciravati, the SarabhU Th� text discusses four types of meditation : 
and the Mabi entering the mighty ocean, lose their brtan-pa�i rnal-J.Wyor ( !  steadfast or firm yoga), 
former names 8!ld are named simply ocean, even so iili-kdli�i rnal-J.Wyor (? yoga of the mystic formula 
th&ee four castes K8atriyas, Brahmins, Vaisyss iili-kdli), rig-pa�i rnal-J.Wyor (! yoga of knowledge), 
and Siidras-,- going forth from the world into homeless and miiam-iiid rnal-�byor (! yoga of equality, 
life, into the discipline of Dhamma proclaimed by samata). 
the Buddha, lose their former names and lineages R.H. 
and are reckoned simply as recluses. In the words 
of the Buddha in respect of �aste, we listen to the 
voice of an essentially modern mind when he . 
declares that both good and bad qualities, praised 
and blamed respectively by the wise, are distributed 
among each of the four classes and whoever among 
these four classes becomes a bhikkhu, an arahant, 
has destroyed the fetter of rebirth, and has become 
free because he has realised wisdom (D. ill, pp. 
83-84 ; for further details s.v. CASTE). 

I.K, 
BmLIOGRAPHY 

Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom, London1 1893 ; 
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. I,. L�ndon, 
1923 ; 

-

. OATURVIPARYAYA-(PARIHARA·) · ;KATHA, � 
Sanskrit text, a Tibetan translation of which 
occurs twice in the Dbu-ma (Madhyamaka) and 

. the Gtam yig (parikatha. and lokha) sections of the 
Tengyur under th(l title Phyin-ci-log-bsM-span 
-b�i-gtam. The author of the work is Matricitra 
(Mitrceta). .Th e  translation is attributed to 
Buddhabhadra and Rin-chen bzan-po (TT. Vol. I03, 
No. 5425 ; Vol. 129, No. 5669). 

The text aims at dispelling four false notions 
about the nature of the human body-viz. the 
notions of permanence, happiness, purity and 
independence. The inevitability of death,_ old 
age and sorrows are dealt with at length in this 
connoction. 

Th8 author says that people should not take 
delight in the objects of the senses, pleasing as tbey appear to be. Would anyone falling from the 
summit of Mt. Meru to the earth down below, he 
asks, rejoice while he is in the space in between ? 
Likewise, how could people who, from the tj.me 
of their birth, are hastening towards death, indulge 
in sensual pleaslires in the space of time in between ? 

R.H. 

CATURYOGA BHAVANA - NAMA, a short 
Sanskrit te�t, a Tibetan translation of which is 

CATUR • YOGINI � SAMPUTA - TANTRA - NAMA, 
a Sam1krit telft, a Tibetan translation of whiCh 
occurs in the Rgyud (t·antra) section of the Kangyur 
under the title Rnd-�byor-ma bshi-M kha-sbyor-kyi 
rgyud ces-bya-ba. The colophon of the text does 
not give the name of the author, but states that 
it was translated by La-chiils yon-tan-�bar and 
revised by two par;I.C;litas.(TT. Vol. 2, No. 24). 

The text contains a discUssion on four yoginis, 
their mandalas, the s�lemn vows that ought to be 

observed
. in propitiating them and the manner of 

making offerings to them. . 
· 

.: :  ' . 
. R.H. 

CATUSAMA,ERA •. VATTHU . of the Dhamma- . 
· padri,Uhakatlui (IV, pp. 176. f.) gives a story connec
ted with four - seven-year old arall.ants, Sa.D.kicca, 
Pm:u;tita, Sopaka. and Revata, · who . failed to get . 
alms from the wife of a brahman; since they were . 
very young. The four young arahants had to 
starve till Sakkacame indisguise and made it known. 
to the brah�an and his wife that the monks were 
a.rahants and were worthy of · receiving reverence 
even from Sakka. The 406th stanza of the 
Dhammapada was preached by the Buddha in 
connection with this incident to remove the opinion 
held by other monks that the . four young monks 
were lying when they said that they were not 
angry with -the brahman and his wife. See 
P �CACCHIDDAGEHA and flANABHIV A?y.ISA. 

H.R.P. 

CATU$KA - NIRHARA - NAMA - MAHAYANA 
SO'TRA (Arya-0°), the title of a Sanskrit text, . 
t.he Tibetan translation of which is included in the 

. Mdo (siitra) section of the Ka.ngyur, under the title 
IJphags-pa bahi-bsgrub-pa shes-bya-ba theg-pa chen
po;i mdo (TT. Vol. 36, No. 918). 

It is stated in the introduction that when the 
Buddha was once p:ooaching the doctrine to a 
large assembly, th:� bodhisattva Maiiju8rik� 
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rabhiita held an umbrella of jewels over the 
Buddha's head, as a mark of paying homage. 
Noticing this, a god of the Tu�?ita heaven, Dpal 
bzans-ldan ( ?  Sribhadra), saluted Manjusri 
and asked him whether he was satisfied by paying 
homage to the Buddha in that fashion. Mafijuari 
replied in the negative saying that, just as the 
depth of the ocean is difficult to gauge, the virt1:1.es 
of the Buddha. are inconceivable. A bodhisattva. 
is never therefore content by such acts of homage 
to a Buddha. 

Next, the god �kod Maiijusri what thoughts 
a bodhisattva should have in making offerings 
to the Buddha. Maiiju8ri listed four thoughts 
viz., . awareness (1)  of the Buddha's omniseience ; 
(2) of the fact that he liberated all beings (3) that 
faith in the Three Jewels should be cultivated 
unceasingly ; and that (4) the Euddha is the 
repository of all virtues. 

The god requested Mafijusri to preach the 
discourse Oat�ka-nirhdra which he had preached 
to the bra8makii.yika. gods, headed by Brahms. 
Maiijuari agreed and preached the sermon in 
which he listed . a large number of the virtues of 
those who take the higher vow. He listed these 
virtues in groups of four (cat�ka), hence, 
presumably, the name of the siitra. 

A text, Oat�kanirMra, rendered into Chinese 
· as (Fu-shuo-) ta-ch'eri{J-azu-h-ching, is included 

in the SiUra-pif,aka of the Chinese Tripita,ka.. This 
translation, dated 680 A.C., is attributed to one 
Divakara of the T'ang dynasty. A year later, 
Divakara himself is said to have made another 
translation of the same siitra under the title (Fu

shuo-)p'u-sa-hsin-haing-azu-fa-ching. Yet another 
translation is attributed to Sik�nanda cf the 
T'ang dynasty (Nanjio, Nos. 266, .267 and 520 ; 
TaiahO, Nos. 772, 773 and 774). 

R.H. 

CATU�PARI�AT·S"OTRA (or Oat�par�ada sutra), 
canonical Sanskrit text · of the Miilassrvasti
vadins, dealing with the origin of .the four groups 
of Buddhist community, monks, nuns, male and 
female lay disciples. The text begins with a 
description of the . events which took place 
immediately aft-er the Buddha's Enlightenment 
and ends with tho conversion of the Buddha's 
two chief disciples Upati�?ya (Sariputra) and Kolita 
(Maudgalyii.yana). The largest section deals with 
the meeting of the Buddha with king Bimbisara 
ef Magadha. This episode is found olsewaere 
also in different versions, and is evea handed 
down independently as the Bimbiaiira siUra. 

The text is referred to in the Karmavi1Jhaitgo
pade8a (ed. S. Levi, Paris, 1932, pp. 10, 161 )  as 
the Oatu�par�ada sutra. which according to E. 
Waldschmidt is the hybrid form of what would be 
read in correct Sanskrit as OatWJpari�at siUra 

(Akademie Verlag, Berlin, 1952), The description 
of the four groups of the Buddhist> community 
as found here corresponds with the Sobheti 8utla 
of the Pali Anguttara-nikaya (A. II, p. 8). 

Fragments of various manuscripts. have been 
dovetailed to ensure coherence of the detailed 
history of those early days. The principal manu
scripts which are part of the text of the Maha

parinirvii'l)a sutrg, were discovered during the 
third Turfan Expedition in Sorcuq, while other 
finds were made in the ruined stiipas of Tumsuq 
near Maralbashi during the fourth Turfan Expedi
tion in Eastern Turkestan in the present Sinkiang 
Province of China, north of Tihet. 

These three manuscri�ts cover . the events 
classified by Waldschmidt as Nos. 1-26 &nd parts 
of Nos. 27-28 which conclude the siitra while 
relating the events which took place in Rii.jagrha. 

Numerous other fragments of manuscripts were 
found in Kyzyl in the Kuch area, in Bii.zaklik 
near Murtuk and in the ancient ruined city of 
Chotscho (Khocho), to-day called Karakhoja. 

As regards the contents, tae ·following are 
recorded by Waldschmidt in his edition of DM · 

CatWJpari§at 8Utra (Berlin, 1952) ; the events which 
took place near the Bodhi-tree at Gayii. ; the . 
Buddha's first visit to Baral).asi, including the 
events from the meeting with Upaga, the ii.jivaka, 
till the sending out of the first 60 missionaries ; 
the return to Gayii. and several conversions accom· : 
panied with miracles at Urubilvii., concluding witb 
the sermon on Gayas�a. ; the conversions at 
Rajagrha of king Bimbisara, and of the two ehief 
disciples, Upati�ya and Kolita. 

'l'he complete texts of the events, up to the 
sending out of the first 60 missionaries wha had 
become araha.nts and the subsequent fruitless 
attempt of Mara to restrain the Buddha, have 
been criticelly edited by Waldschmidt in the 
second volume of the work mentioned above, 
giving in four parallel · columns the Sanskrit text 
of the Oatu§pari�at aiUra, and the corresponding 
passages of the Mahavagga of the Pali Vina.ya, 
the Tibetan Dulva (Vinaya) and · the German 
translation of the Chii1ese M-6,lasiirvastiviida Vinaya. 

Volume III, deals wit.h the sections concerning 
the conversions in Gays and Rii.jagrha.. 
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For details of the expeditions and discoveries 
!100 Turfan, ,flurial Treasures of OhineBe. Turka�tan 
by .Albert von Ie Cog {Allen and Unwin, London, 
1928), and the various works on the expl01-ations in 
Central Asia by Sir Aural Stein. 

H.G.A. v. Z. 

CATU$PITHA-11K� (Arya-0°). See CATUJ,IPI'f
HA'f!KA. 
CATU�PITHA-VIKHYATA-TANTRARAJA-NAMA 
(Bri-CJO). See CATUl,IP1THA • VIKHYATA • 

TANTRA-RAJA-N.Al\!A. 

CATUSSALA, a quadrangular hall which served as 
the refectory .for the monks of the Mahavihara 
in Anuriidhapura., Ceylon (W. Geiger, Mhv. trsl, p. 
100, n • . 2). It was probably constructed by king 
Devanampiya Tissa, cir. 250 B.C. (Mhv. ch. xv. 
v. 208) at a place consecrated by the thera. Mahinda 
within the boundary of the Mahavibara, at the 
time Buddhism was being established in the country 
{Mh�. eli. Xv. vv. 47, 50). When the thera Mahiilda 
'visited this spot and consecrated it by scattering 
some fto�rs, the· earth trembled. This miracle · 
was due to the fact, as the them explained, that in 
the .three preceding aeons , it was a place where 
were collected · the gifts to the three Buddhas, 

. .. � . 

auccessively of each . �on, ·for them . .  and their 
Swigha ; and the off.�rings · so . . brc:>Ught frp�. all 
parts of the land were formally accepted. here. 

· Hahinda eXplained · to ·the king that in this place 
would once again M the refectory of the(Mahivilia.ra.) 
Sangha. This Catussalii. needed restoration in the 
time of king Vasabha, about live centuries later 
(ibid. ch. xxxv.-, v. 88). It may have boon the 
'Catu-s8li' (same ch., v. 15), translated as. 'four-sided 
hall' lbv W. Geill8r). 

. Catussala was specifically named as one of the 
places· . from which clay should be taken for · the 

XX, pp. 21, 28), in an apsidal temple (caityQ{Jhar�) 
in the monastery of the Sinhalese monks (from 
Ceylon) ,  and thi donative record suggests it to have 
been the place where gifts to the Sangha were 
stored in the 3rrl cent. A.C. A similar h&ll, describ· 
ed as a tour-sided rest-house, is known from Nii.sili; 
(Cave No; 10 inscription : E. Hultzsch, EI. Vol 
Vlll, p. 78). 

D.T.D. 

CATUSSATYA-SASTRA, known in Chinese as 
Sztl-ti-lun, composed by V asuvanna.n and 
translated somewhere between 557-69 A.C. by 

Pa amartha of th3 Ch'{m dynasty. This work, 
which consists of four fascicles, divided into six 
chapters, is incorporated in the Abhidharma-pi{akr;� 
of the Chinese Tripit�a (See Nanj?'o, No. 1261, 
TaiahO, No. 1 647 and S. Beal, The Buddhis 

Tripitaka, printed for the India Office, 1 876, p. 79). 
S.K.N. 

CATUSSATYA;.S'OTRA (Arya-0°), the name of a 
Sanskrit text ,a Tibetan translation of which occurs · 
in the Mdo (siitl'l!o) section of the Kangyur under the 
title IJphaga-pa bden-pa bahi-hi mdo (TT. Vol. 39, 
·No. 982) • . 

· · 

The Buddha ad�d.the m�¥s on one occasion. 
. and point.e<l out that they a,nd he had wandered 

over, 'ruong a very long roe.d in Sa.tpsara thiougll 
ignorance and non-understanding of the Four 
Noble Truths. The Buddha spoke further and 
·declared that ho had realised and · understpod the 
Four Truths, de&troyed all craving for existence and 
exhausted the process of being .involved in the 
cycle of existence. 

. 
He concluded the se�on by 

reciting a verse containing the above teaching in. 
succinct form • 

For a corresponding sutta in the Pall tradition see . 
the Vijja BUtta in the Sa'f!l·Yutta-nikiiya (V, p. 431). 

A Oatussatya-sutra, known in Chinese as (.Pu-ahuo) 
S,zfl.ti-ching occurs in the Sutra-p#aka of the Chinese 

· earthenware· vessels used to keep the utensils for 
the royal abh�eka· ; this clay had to be taken from 
under ita northem door (MhvA. p. 307). The 
topography of Anura.dhapura. (as revealed in Mhv. 
xv) suggests that the · Catussala lay between the 
Lohap6sads and .the Maba Thiipa, �ewhat 
closer to the latter. An ancient refeetory, a& 
identiDable from a rice-boat (bhattanava), exists 
here m ruin. It we.s partly excavated by the local 

· canon. This was translated by An-shi·kao of the 
eastern Han dynasty 25-221 A.C. 

. archaeologist, H.C.P. Bell (ASOAR. 1902, pp; 1-3),. 
and may well be the site of the ancient buildings as 
eeen after several restorations in the course of 
centuries (See . also w. Geiger's posthUD;10US 
au�tw. of Oeylon.in Mediaeval Times, p. 55). 

A '.cha�alil' is kn.own from a Nagarjunako�Qa. 
inscription .in south India (;J. Ph. Vogel, EJ. 

R.H. 

CAURABANDRA, the name of texts describing 
remedial rites against thieves. 3ee CORABANDHA • 

CAURA-BANDHANA, a text, a Tibetan translation 
of which occurs in the Rgynd-�grel (tantra common- . 
ta.ry ) ' section of the Tengyur under the title Ohom
rkun bcinJ�- �T�� 79, No. 3650). 

The text contains mstfttc.tiQ_ns on the method 
of performing a rite to eniU1'6 protection against; 



CAURA-BANDHANA 723 CA URA-VIDHVAl!fSANA� 

thieves. Among those to be invoked is a deity 
whose form is described. She wears llll ox-skin 
and has eight feet and eight arms. She carries a. 

'llajm, sword, a wheel, bow, bell, a kha?vii:n,ga bow 
and shows a pointing figure (tarjani mudrii.) with her 
bands. 

The person who perfoi'Dlf! the rite, should, after 
preliminary meditations, recite the formula : 01]l a 
hri!l mahakdru7J-ikcz ca�rjamaharotJani bhayahartt1)6 
rak�avara7J-a1Jl gupti1]l . • . . • . • .  svahii, soliciting pro
tection. He should then t.ake the tooth or the tip 
of the claw of a fierce animal, daub it with the blood 
of a robber and a king, and wear it on his ehouldea, 
Boo also CORABANDHA. 

R.H. 

CAURA - VIDHVA!yiSANA • NAMA • DHARAl;l 
(A1·ya-G0), a text containing a. magic formula (dbB .. 
raJ;�i) for destroying thieves. A Tibetan translation 
of it called Jfphags-pa mi-rgod rnam-par �jomB-PJ 
shes-bya-ba�i gzuns is included in the Rgyud (tantra) 
section of the Kangyur (TT. Vol. 7, No. 21�). 

The Buddha, it is said, was residing on a mountain 
with A.nanda, when A.nanda became frightened one 
day on seeing a host of robbers. 'Ihe Buddha 
asked him not to be frightened ancl taught him a 
dharai)i which he said was effective s.gainst various 
dangers. The dhara"!l-i is as follows : anulome praei. 
lome ata?'[lke prata1Jlke va'f!lke ativa'f!lke gauri . • • • • •  
caura prahantu . . • • • • • •  munca svaM. 

R.n. 

END OF VOLUME THREE 

This f�o�scicle, almost in its entirety, had leen edited Ly the lat� Dr. G- P. Malalasekera . Only a . . 

few minor alkrations have teen effected and a limited number of new articles added in the process of 
1e0ing it through the p:::ess.-E-in-0. 





BURMA 

PLAN OF P A G A N  AND E N V I R O N S  

1 - Kyaukku Umin 
2 - Thamiwhet Umin and 

Hyathat Umin 
3 - Sikyamunl (Thefkyamunl) 
4 - Kondaw-gyl 

' S - Kyanziuha Umln 
6 - Shwe Zigon (Jeyyabhuml) 
7 . Chapm 
8 - Wct-kyl-ln Ku-byauk-kyl 
9 - T;lominlo 

10 - Upllislma (Upall Thein) 
11 - Ananda 
12 - SuabhS Gate 
13 - !lbbaftilu (Thatbylnnyu) 
14 - library (Piukattaik) 
1 S - Shw� Gu-gyl 
16 - Thandawgya Image 
17- Nat-hlaung-kyaung 

(ViJryu Temple) 
15 - l�ga•kywf..na-daung 

. 19 - Patothamya 
20 - Mimalaung-kyaung 
21 - Gawdawpalin 
22- Bupaya 
24 - MahJbodhl 
2S- Shw� Sandaw 
27 - Mangalacetlya (Hingalazedl) 
28 - Ohammayangyl 
29- Hylnkaba IC.u-byauk·kyl 
29a - Hylnkaba Ku-byauk-ng� 
31 - Hanuha 
32 - Nanpaya 

33 - Nagayon 
34 - Ab�yadana (Piymtna) 
37 - Seinnyet Nyima 
38 - Lokananda 
39 - So-mln-gyi Hona.stery 

40 - The Two Petleiks 
41 - Cu!1ma�l (Sul;;mani) 
42 - Nandamannya 
43 - Thambula 
4S - Payathonzu 
1.6 - Dhammar1jika 

(Dhamayuika) 

PLAN OF PAGAN AND ENVI RONS 

PLATE LXX XIV 

A .  B .  Griswold, Chewon Xim, P .  H .  Pott, Bw'ma Korea Tibet, Art. of the World Ht•rics, London, 1 964 

16. S.P.C. 93898 



B URMA PLATE LXXXV 

(Jop;,rigllt : .Arr.Aaolouical Dtparhlllnt of Buri!UI 

Sule Pagoda, Rangoon, Burma, believed to be originally built by Slhadlpa, king of Thaton, In 826 B.C. 
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BU RMA PLATE LXXXVII 
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BURMA PLATE LXXXIX 

Copyright : .AJ'Chaelogical Department of Burma 
Lokananda Pagoda Pagan, Burma, built by King Anawrahta in 1059 A. C. 



BURMA PLATE XC 

:� 

Copyright: A rchaeological Departmenl of Burma 

Shwedagon Pagoda, :Rangoon, Burma. 



BURMA PLATE XCI 
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A. n. Grls�old, C�ewon Kim, P. H. Pott, Burma Kol'ea Tibet, Art of the World Series, London , 1964 • 

. Mylnkaba Kubyn.uk-ngc, Burma (early 1 3th century). 
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Tbatbvlnnyu (.var. Sabbatlllu) .Temple. A gigantic brick temple or the mid-twelfth ceniur:r. 
Oopuright : .Archa10lo(lical D11partnumt of Burma. 
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UpAU&lmA. (Upall Thein), Pagan, Burma� An elaborate ordination hall, a copy of a wooden structure • 
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O:Jpyrl.(J'It . A rchceological Department of Burma 
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Wlm Swann, Lo1t Oitie• of Alia, LonJ.on, 1966. 
Sulamanl Temple, Pagan, Burma, built by King Narapatlslthu ( 1 1 71 -1 21 0 A.C.)� 
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Copurioht : .Archaological D'partment of Burma 
G awdawpalln Temple, Pagan, Burma, built by King Narapatlsithu (1171-1210 A.C.) . 
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BURMA PLATE XCVII 

. ·· · 



Copyright : Archceolouical Deparlmenl of Burma. 

Mlngalazedi Pagoda, Pagan, Burma (13th century). Noted for Its terrncotta tiles with B.urrilese legends set in the panels round the terraces. 
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B U R M A  rLATE XCI X 
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BURrnA l 'LATE C 

Wim Swann, Lost Cities of Asia, London, 1966 

Mahiibodhi Temple of pagan, Burma, built by King :-fantaungmya on the model of the Mahiibodhi Temple at 

Bodh Gaya in Bihar. 

1 8. S.P.C. 93898 



BURMA 

.. . . . .. · �. 

PLATE CI 

. . . OopJiriqhl : .d.l
;
cluJ!olo{lical Department of Bunnu 

Fla. ] �: . � �- frOm 'the: V�'irf SI•nA� . J'tig�n,
:
Durlna,' cie�lcthJg the �enunciation of Prince Slddharthn (18th ceut�ry) • 
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Copyright : .A.rchreolouical Departme11t of Rur11id 

Ffg. 2. A. fresco from the UpAJI Sima Eag{ln, Burma, depleting the rehabllltatlon of a monk (18th century). 



BURMA PLATE CIJ 

Coprl'igltl : .Areh!lological IH.Jwlment of D111W1 
Blr�h of Prince Slddhl\rtha. A fresco nt �he Nandtrpnnnye pa&od.R; Papn, Burma. 



BURMA PLATE CIIl 

Copyright: Archreological Departme11t of Burma 

A Nat (spirit) with four eyes. A fresco nt the Thein-ma-si Pagoda, pagan, Burma 



BURMA J 'LATE CIV 
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Wlm Swaan, Lost Cities of Asia, London, 1966. 

Gilded votive Buddha image in the Shwezigon Pagoda, Pagan, Burma. 



BURMA 

J:.'ig. 2;  Yinllaka-jiitaka. Glazctl 

tlrnamcnt.al plaque from the .A,nanda 
Temple, :Burma (ea rly t welfth cen
t.ury) • 

!>LATE CV 

Fig. t. :\lii.tanga-ji\taka, Terracotta. 
plaque at the Petleik Pagoda, :Burma 

(latter half cf the eleventh century). 

.A. :B. Griswold, Chewon Kim, 1'. H. Pott, Burma Korea Ti�. Art of the World Series, London, 1964, 



PLATE CVI 

A. B. Griswuld, Ohcwon Klw, P. H. Pott, Iunna Korea Tibet, Art of the World Series, London, 1964. 

Fresco with two preaching scenes from the l\iyinkaba Ku-byauk·kyi, J3urmn, circa 1113 A.C. 



B U RM A  PLATE CYII 

A. B. Griswold, Chewon Kim, P. H. Pott, Eurma Korea Tibet, Art of the WorU Series. L�ndon, 11>64. 

Fresco in the Wet-kyi-in Ku-byauk-kyl (early thirteenth century). 
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\Vim Swa-nn, Lnst Cities of A sia, London, 1 966. 

Fresco ::ycle In the Wfltkyi-in Temple, Pagan, Durma, illustratllljJ Incidents from previous births of the Buddha. 
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"Yilm Swann, Lost Citie8 oi ABia,  Lci.ndon . 1 966. 
Glazed terracotta plaque from a terraec of t.he l\fingale.zcdl Pagoda, Pagan, Burma, illustrat ing a scene from n previous l i fe of t he Buddha. 
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Wlm Swaan, Lost Cities of _4. aia, London, 1 966. --��' ;. 
Au Ava period f.tesco In the A.nanda Temple, Pagan, Bur·ma, qepi<:t'lng. Bur·mesc town life. 

( For more I llustrations on Burma see Ency, Bam. Vol. I, PLs. XLVI, XLVIII; Vol. II, PLs, I, II, III ,  YII, LVIII, LXI, LXVIII; Vol .  III, PLs. XI, LXX IX , 

LXXX. CXXVIII) 
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r.!t4�� -; ·io'"::�s�:i:Y:·- . .  !;'· .. , ;:r . .  '\' .• >·· 

Ainlda-do, J)Opalarly known u _Ho-o-do . (Phoenix Hall). or Byodo-ln Temple, Kyoto, .Japan. This luxuriously decorated buUdlng. BYJUbollzlng a palaeo ln the 
P:uddblat. Paradise or BukbA.vatl was built by a nobleman who wiahed to be reborn there. (See also Ency. JJsm, Vol. I ,PL. XLIII) 
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CAMRA PLATE CXli 

.R. C .  Craven, .A Oo11ciu Hiatory ollndian Al'l, Loudon, 1976, 

Cakrn, a symbol rrprrscntlng the B1ddha In e:nly ICU'p�ure. From a :Bharut stnp.l railing, 2r.d century :B. 0. 

. ( 



:.1 
Cakr!l, representln,p; the preaching of the Dhumm1.1.cakkappuvnttana·fmtta,. the first sermou of the Buddha, In the Deer Pal'k 
at. ls1patana. A Sail.ci sculpture, 1st cen t ury B.C. . . 

· · 

The Wa.v.:of the�Buddhn, Governrnent· of Ind ia, l ll56, 
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CAKRA PLATE cxnr 

A. Coomaraswamy, 11l8tory oj Jndian and Indonesian Ari, London, 1927. 

Dila:ma·c�Jaa, Prapatom, Thailand (5th-6th -centm:y' .:aa}). ;�.u · 
(For more illustratloilB on Cakra see Ency. Bsm. Vol. I. P.L. XXXIV ; Yo!. II. PL. XYI ; Yo!. III, PLg, LXIII-LXV) 



CAKRA VARTIN PLATE OXV 

'J'Af Wa1 o/IM Bu4dluJ, Governmen& of lndJa, 1968. 

Cakravartln, the Universal Monarch with his aeven treasures, from the stllpa of Jaggayyapeta. Fragment of the 

panelling, marble, height 51•. Andhra period, circa 1st century B.C. 

(See also Ency, Bsm. Vol. III. PL. LXXVII) 
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Rangoon, Introducinq�Oriental .Art, I.ondon. : 1973 . 

An8kor Wat, the Iarge11t and most Imposing rellgloua.ahucture in Cambodia (12th century A. C.). The monument Ia profusely decorated with 
stone sculpture of the Hindu pantheon, but is believed to have been originally Buddhist. 
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CAMBODIA 

P. Dupont, IA  Statuairf p, J��giorien"'•·AIICOna . ... 811luo, 1055. 

PLATE CXVII 

Standing Buddha, s tone 
Cambodia. 

' 



CAMBODIA 
PLATE OX VIII 

Groslle.r & J. Arthnud, .&nuc01·; .Art and Civ1!ization, London, 1D5i. 

A valoklte€.vara, Preah Khan, Cambodia. Grey sandstone, total height 0,90 meters. Some deified person is probab!�· 
represented In the guise of the bodhisattva. 
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CAMBODIA PLATE CXIX 

Grosller & J. Arthaud, .Anvior ; .Arc tmd Cimlizt.zllon, London, 19!i7. 

Statue, Cambodia, believed to be the portrait of King Jayavarman VII, 1181-1218 A.C. 

(For more illustrations on Cambodia see Ency. Bsm. Vol. II, PLs IV, LIX, LX) 
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Tlu Wav of tlW Bud4A«, Government of India, 1956. 

Fig. 1. Buddha (bronze) Dong-duong, Cam_pil., Srd century A.C. 
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Jean Bols11elier, La Statuaire IJu Champa, Paris, 1 963. 

Figs. 2 and 3. Two Buddha Images from Dong-duong, CampA., In the Pala s t y le. 
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Jean Bolaseller, La Statuaire Du C:ham11a, Paris, 1963. 
Fig. 1. Avalokitehara (bronze), Dang-binh, Campli. 
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Jean llolsseller, Ltt Stattta-ire Du Champa, Paris, 1963. 
Fig. 2. A vu.lokltesvara (bronza), Mi-duc, Campa. 
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